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ITEM7 

TEST CLAIM 
FINAL STAFF ANALYSIS 

Health and Safety Code Section 13110.5 

Statutes 1987, Chapter 345 (SB 2187) 

The New California Fire Incident Reporting System Manual- Version 1.0/July 1990 

California Fire Incident Reporting System Manual 
(CSM-4419, 00-TC-02) 

San Ramon Valley Fire Protection District and City of Newport Beach, Claimants. 

' EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Background 

All fire protection agencies in California have had a duty since January 1, 1974, to report 
. "information·and data to the State Fire Marshal relating to each fire" in their jurisdiction 

pursuant to Health and Safety Code section 13110.5. The State Fire Marshal issued a manual 
and reporting forms in 1974 entitled the "California Fire Incident Reporting System" (CFIRS). 
This test claim, as amended, alleges that a 1987 amendment to the Health and Safety Code, and 
the 1990 edition of the CFIRS manual, imposed a reimbursable state-mandated program. 

The original test claim filing (CSM-4419) by San Ramon Valley Fire Protection District 
(San Ramon) was received on December 31, 1991. When the test claim was filed, Government 
Code section 17757 stated that "(a] test claim shall be submitted on or before December 31 
following a fiscal year in order to establish eligibility for reimbursement for that fiscal year." 
Therefore, potential reimbursement goes back to July 1, 1990. 

San Ramon appeared to drop out of the test claim process after asking for a postponement of the 
test claim hearing set for November 19, 1992, ''to allow for the development of a response to the 
State Fire Marshals report on this issue." The postponement was granted, but San Ramon never 
responded in writing to requests for updates so that the hearing could be rescheduled. · 

On June 13, 1996, the Commission received a "duplicate" test claim from City ofNewport 
Beach (Newport Beach) which was given the same test claim number as the San Ramon filing.' 
On December 6, 1996, Commission staff issued a draft staff analysis, and the hearing was set for 
February 27, 1997. Newport Beach requested a prehearing, which was held on January 31, 1997. 

1 
There i~ no evidence i~ the record that San Ramon withdrew or Newport Beach took over by 

substitution of the parties. The Commission sent a letter on March 29, 2004, requesting 
clarification of San Ramon's status. On April 7, 2004, San Ramon responded that they intend to 
remain a co:claimant. .. 
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Following this prehearing, the Executive Director requested additional information in writing 
from Newport Beach. This request was repeated in March 2000, including a note that the claim 
was being set for dismissal if the response was not received. On April25, 2000, Newport Beach 
requested that the claim be removed from inactive status and asked for a 90-day extension of 
time to obtain the information. On July 17, 2000, Newport Beach filed a test claim amendment 
(00-TC-02) which alleges a reimbursable state-mandated program was imposed by the . 
amendments to Health and Safety Code section 13110.5 by Statutes 1987, chapter 345. 

Discussion 

The claimants allege that the "New CFIRS Manual- Version 1.0, July 1990," imposed a 
reimbursable state mandate by expanding the reporting categories from 10 to over 1 00; requiring 
quarterly reports on diskette· or magnetic tape; expanding the one page form to three pages; and 
increasing the CFIRS manual from l 00 to over 500 pages to describe the reporting requirements. 

Staff finds that requiring the local implementation of a computerized version of CFIRS, with 
submission of forms by diskette or magnetic tape, mandated a new program or higher level of 
service on local fire agencies. This was a significant, substantive change to the CFIRS program 
compared to what was required pre-1975. Claimants who incurred actual costs for implementing 
the new computerized CFIRS format may be eligible for one-time costs for acquiring and 
implementing any necessary hardware and software. However, this activity is only reimbursable 
from July l, 1990, the beginning of the reimbursement period baSed on the filing date of 
San Ramon's test claim, until JlJ.Ile 30, 1992, the date a letter was issued from the State Fire 
Marshal stating that fire incident reports may be submitted by hardcopy rather than diskette or 
tape. 

Other than the time-limited higher level of service for implementing a computerized version of 
CFIRS, the claimants have failed to demonstrate how the 1990 CFIRS manual creates a new 
program or higher level of service for filing incident reports beyond the broad pre-1975 
requirement that the chief fire official of each fire department in the state, "shall furnish 
information and data to the State Fire Marshal relating to each fire which occurs within his area 
of jurisdiction," in the form, time and manner prescribed by the State Fire Marshal. 

Conclusion 

Staff concludes that the New California Fire Incident Reporting System Manual (Version 1.0, 
July 1990), mandated a new program or higher level of service on local agencies within the 
meaning of article XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution, and imposed costs mandated 
by the state pursuant to Government Code section 17514, for requiring the local implementation 
of a computerized version of CFIRS, with submission of forms by diskette or magnetic tape. 

Claimants who incurred actual costs for implementing the new computerized CFIRS format from 
July 1, 1990 (the beginning of the reimbursement period), to June 30, 1992 (the date of the letter 
from the State Fire Marshal stating that computerized filing was no longer required), may be 
eligible for one-time costs for acquiring and implementing any necessary hardware and software. 

Staff concludes that Health and Safety Code section 13110.5, as amended by Statutes 1987, 
chapter 345, does not impose a new program or higher level of service within the meaning of 

. article X11I B, section 6 of the California Constitution. . 
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Staff Recommendation 

Staff recommends the Commission adopt this staff analysis to partially approve this test claim. 
STAFF ANALYSIS 

Claimants 

San Ramon Valley Fire Protection District (San Ramon) and 
City of Newport Beach (Newport Beach) 

Chronology 

12/31/91 

01/15/92 

07/01/92 

07/02/92 

07/10/92 

09/03/92 

09/24/92 

09/28/92 

ll/03/92 

ll/03/92 

04/05/93 

06/13/96 

07118/96 

09/19/96 

12/06/96 

12/30/96 

Claimant, San Ramon, files test claim (CSM-4419) with the.Commission on State 
Mandates (Commission) on the July 1990 California Fire Incident Reporting 
System (CFIRS) manual · 

Commission staff issues completeness letter, sets hearing for August 27, 1992, 
and requests comments from state agencies . 

State Fire Marshal requests additional time for filing comments and continuance 
of the hearing 

Department of Finance (DOF) sends letter "defer[ing] our recommendation until 
action on" the request from the State Fire Marsi).al is taken 

Commission staff grants continuance of the hearing to October 22; ,1992, and 
extension of time for comments to August 27, 1992 

Commission reschedules. October hearing to November 19, 1992 

State Fire Marshal files comments on the test claim 

DOF files comments on the test claim 

San Ramon requests a continuance of the November 19, 1992 Commission 
hearing ''to allow for the development of a response to the State Fire Marshals 
report on this issue." · 

Commission staff grants request for continuance, requests San Ramon provide 
information as soon as possible on when to reschedule the claim for hearing 

Commission staff requests an·update from San Ramon on their pending response 
to the State Fire Marshal's comments,. and rescheduling the claim for hearing 

Claimant, Newport Beach, files a test claim on the same manual (retained test 
claim number CSM-4419) · 

Commission staff sets informal conference for July 26, 1996 

Commission staff issues a letter tentatively setting the hearing for 
December 19, 1996 

Commission staff issues draft staff analysis; hearing set for February 27, 1997 

DOF requests extension. of time for comments on the draft staff analysis to 
February 7, 1997 

.. 
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01113/97 

01131/97 

02/06/97 

02111/97 

04/18/97 

05/16/97 

03/17/00. 

04125/00 

07/17/00 

10/13/00 

12/01/00 

07/05/01 

08/31/01 

03/15/02 

03129/04 

04/07/04 

08/29/06 

. 10116/06 

11/02/06 

Newport Beach submits letter agreeing to DOF's request for an extension of time 
to file comments on the draft staff analysis; also requests a prehearing conference 
for Jaimary 31, 1997 

Commission staff convenes a prehearing conference 

State Fire Marshal submits additional documentation for the record following 
discussions at the prehearing 

DOF files .comments on the draft staff analysis 

Commission staff requests claimant submit additional information by 
May 16, 1997 

Newport Beach submits letter responding to Commission's April 18, 1997letter; 
requests extension of May 16, 1997 deadline 

Commission staff requests that claimant submit additional information within 30 
days, as previously requested, or inactive test claim will be scheduled for 
dismissal 

Newport Beach requests claim be removed from inactive status; requests a 90-day 
extension of time to obtain the requested information · 

Newport Beach files a test claim amendment (00-TC-02), adding Health and 
Safety Code.section 13110.5, as amended by Statues 1987, chapter 345 · 

Newport Beach representative submits letter confirming that response requested 
by Commission staff in April1997, and again in March 2000; will be filed on or 
before November 30, 2000 

Newport Beach files "Response to Commission on State Mandate's Staff's 
Request for Additional Information" 

Commission staff requests state agency responses on claimant's supplemental 
filing and issues a copy of the record on the claim to claima,nt and state agencies 

State Fire Marshal submits letter declining to file comments regarding Newport 
Beach's additional information 

Newport Beach submits letter and supplemental exhibits 

Commission staff requests that San Ramon clarify its claimant status 

San Ramon submits letter stating its intent to remain a claimant on CSM-4419 

Commission staff notifies mailing list that the test claim is set for hearing in 
December 2006 

Commission staff issues draft staff analysis on CSM-4419, as amended by 
00-TC-02 

·San Ramon requests an extension of time for filing comments2 

2 Letter filed by William D. Ross; vtfitten authorization of representation of San Ramon is 
pending. 
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11/03/06 

11/13/06 

11113/06. 

11114/06 

Background 

Commission staff grants the time extension to November 13,2006 

DOF files comments on the draft staff analysis for the amended test claim 

Newport Beach files comments on the draft staff analysis for the amended test 
claim. 

Comments on the draft staff analysis are filed on behalf of San Ramon 

All fire protection agencies in California have had a duty since January .1, 1974 to report 
"information and data to the State Fire Marshal relating to each fire" in their jurisdiction 
pursuant to Health and Safety Code section 13110.5. The State Fire Marshal issued a manual 
and reporting forms in 1974 entitled the "Califorilia Fire Incident Reporting Sysiem." This test 
claim, as amended, alleges that a 1987 amendment to the Health and Safety Code, and the 1990 
edition of the CFIRS manual, imposed a reimbursable state-mandated program. 

Prior law as enacted by Statutes 1972, chapter 758, follows: 

Health and Safety Code Section 13110.5. 

The State Fire Marshal shall gather statistical information on all fires occurring 
within this state.· Beginning January 1, 1974, the chieffrre official of each fire 
department operated by the state, a city, city and county, fire protection district, . 
organized fire company, or other public or private entity which provides fire 
protection, shall furnish information and data to the State Fire Marshal relating to 
each fire which occurs within his area of jurisdiction. The State Fire Marshal 
shall adopt regulations prescribing the scope of the information to be reported, the 
manner of reporting such information, forms to be used, the time such information 
shall be reported and other requirements and regulations as he determines 
necessary. 

· The State Fire Marshal shall annually analyze the information and data reported, 
compile a report, and disseminate a copy of such report together with his analysis 
to each chief fire official in the state. The State Fire Marshal shall also furnish a· 
copy of his report and analysis to any other interested person upon request. 

Claimants' Positions 

Test Claim: December 31. 199/ Original Filinrl and June /3, /996 Duplicate Filing 

Claimant, San Ramon, asserts that to comply with Statutes 1972, chapter 758, amending Health 
·and Safety Code section 13110.5, the State Fire Marshal "instituted a fire incident reporting 
procedure known as the California Fire Incident Reporting System (CFIRS)." San Ramon argues· 
that "[t]he implementation and conversion ofCFIRS from the old manual system to the new 
computerized system results in a wide range of new state mandated activities." When the test 

3 When the test claim was filed, Government Code section 17757 stated that ''[a] test claim shall 
be submitted on or before December 31 following a fiscal year in order to establish eligibility for 
reimbursement for that fiscal year." Therefore, p~tential reimbursement goes back to. 
July 1, 1990. · • 
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claim was re-filed by Newport Beach in 1996, similar activity and cost allegations were made. 
Newport Beach asserts that ''the reporting system was expanded from I 0 items to 100 items with 
some of the additional items designated option~. The additional optional items are not included 
in this test claim.'"' · . · 

Newport Beach also alleges that there are two new sections on the report, Fire Service Casualty, 
and Non-Fire Service Casualty, "each requiring a separate page to complete.'' 

Following is a chart summarizing the allegations of the two claimants on implementation and 
ongoing reimbursable activities imposed by the 1990 CFIRS manual: 

Alleged New Activity- One-time SanRamon Newport Beach 
Estimated Cosr Estimated Cosf 

Development, implementation and $2,080 No estimate provided 
conversion plans 

Design new system, obtain new $800 software; $41,250 
software, install and test system $416 install and programming costs; 

test; hardware costs $3,395 software 
unknown 

Develop and provide training $11,248 $3,415 in stafftime 

Alleged New Activity- Ongoing SanRamon Newport Beach 
Estimated Cost Estimated Cost 

Col.lection and recording of $3,083 No estimate provided 
incident data at scene 

Complete, review, verify, correct $6,246 $21,630 
data and enter into computer 

Prepare and submit quarterly "To be determined" $1,000 
reports 

Test Claim Amendment: Julv 17. 2000 

Newport Beach filed a test claim amendment on July 17, 2000, adding Health and Safety Code 
section 13110.5, as amended by Statutes 1987, chapter 345 to the test claim allegations. 
Specifically, Newport Beach asserts that both the San Ramon and Newport Beach test claim 
filings "inadvertently omitted the amendm~nt." Newport Beach states: 

Although the statute speaks in terms of it being discretionary to local fire 
departments to provide information on medical aid incidents and hazardous 
materials incidents, with the implementation of CFIRS the State Fire Marshal 

4 Newport Beach Test Claim Filing, June 13, 1996, page 1. 

s San Ramon Test Claim Filing, December 31, 1991, pages 5-6. 
6 Newport Beach Test Claim Filing, June i3, 199o, pages 2-3. 
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instituted a mandatory method of computerized reporting, which included those 
medical aid incidents occurring within the local jurisdiction. In no other method 
could the State Fire Marshal obtain the requisite information to achieve its 
mandatory obligation to gather information on all fires, medical aid incidents and 
hazardous materials incidents. 

December 1. 2000 Response 

Following a prehearing on January 31, 1997, the Commiss.ion requested that the claimant, 
Newport Beach, provide additional information in writing to support its test claim allegations. In 
the response received December 1, 2000, Newport Beach argues that the State Fire Marshal 
never informed the claimants that filing medical aid incident and hazardous material incident 
reports through CFIRS was optional untll after the test claim was filed. They also argue that the 
new forms require mor.e codes, which are difficult to remember, and therefore take additional 
time to look up. These allegations are further discussed in the analysis below. 

Comments on the October 16. 2006 Draft StaffAnalysis 

Claimant, Newport Beach, filed a letter on November 13, 2006, responding to the draft staff 
analysis. The letter makes or reasserts the following four arguments: under the new CFIRS 
manual, whenever a fire service vehicle is dispatched, an incident report is. required, resulting in 
a greater number of reports; the new manual changed the coding system resulting in increased 
staff time needed to find the correct code to enter on an incident report; the manual fails to 
specifically label certain data entries as optional; and prior decisions of the Commission are not 
binding. 

Claimant, San Ramon, filed a letter on November 14, 2006, disputing the conclusions of the draft 
staff analysis, primarily asserting that the staff analysis fails to consider Article XIII B, section 6 
"in the context of its implementation of Article XIII A." The claimant argues that this "joint 
construction" leads to a conclusion supporting the claimant's position that all of the CFIRS test 
claim activities should be found reimbursable on an ongoing basis, rather than limited in time 
and scope. · · 

These arguments will be addressed as appropriate in the analysis below. 

Department of Finance Position 

September 21. 1992 Comments 

Initial comments from DOF on the original test claim filing, dated September 21, 1992, conclude 
"that the 1990 CFIRS revisions do constitute a limited state-mandated local program" for 
providing the data on magnetic tape or diskette, which "was a new requirement and may have 
resulted in some fire protection agencies having to acquire computer capability by lease or 
purchase." 

DOF argues "that the quantity of data to be reported in the new format has not increased," and: 

In addition, we would note that the Commission has heard and denied a test claim 
(No. CSM-4356) based on a very similar factual situation involving the California 
School Accounting Manual (CSAM). . .. To summarize that decision, the 
Commission found that, since school districts had been required since at least 
1964 to comply with CSAM, subsequent changes in <;SAM did not constitute a 
reimbursable state mandate becatise it did not alter the underlying requirement to 
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provide the data prescribed in CSAM. We would contend that the same rationale 
would apply to the 1990 revisions to CFIRS.7 

· 

February 7. 1997 Comments 

A draft staff analysis was issued December 6, 1996. In response, DOF filed comments stating: 

Any requirement to submit documentation only on disk or computer tape was 
removed in June 30, 1992, with ·a letter from the State Fire Ma,rshal to all 
Cal.ifornia Fire Chiefs. However, according to the Question and Answer booklet 
sent to all California Fire Chiefs in September 1989 the "old foimat" was going to 
be accepted until 1992. Therefore, the computerization requirement was never 
implemented. 

DOF also notes that hazardous materials and medical incident reports remain optional, and they 
reiterate the argument that changes to the CFIRS manual do not impose a reimbursable state 
mandate, consistent with the Commission's earlier decision regarding changes to the school 
accounting manual. 

Comments on the October 16. 2006 Dra(t Staff Analysis 

According to a letter received on November 13, 2006, DOF agrees "with the draft staff analysis 
that the revisions to the manual resulfed in a limited state-mandated local program by requiring 
that data be provided on magnetic tape or diskette from July 1, 1990 to June 30, 1992." 

State Fire Marshal Position 

September 22. 1992 Comments 

Initial comments from the California State Fire Marshal dated September 22, 1992, on the 
San Ramon test claim filing, assert that the CFIRS manual was. issued in 1974, and the claim is 
based on the changes adopted in 1990. The State Fire Marshal "conclude[s] that the requirement 
to submit data in electronic form may constitute a very narrow and limited higher level of service 
.in an existing local program for those agencies without any access to a personal computer. It is 
our contention, however, that the type and net amount of data to be reported for fire incidents is 
essentially the same." The State Fire Marshal also asserts that the agency "has never attempted 
to enforce the mandatory provision of the program, nor is it our intention to do so in the future. "8 

Responding to the test claim specifics, the State Fire Marshal argues that "there has been no 
change to the underlying services and functions provided by California fire departments. The 
reporting requirements are fundamentally the same, only the prescribed format has changed." 

Regarding San Ramon's statement that the CFIRS reports were "expanded from 10 to 100 · 
items," the State Fire Marshal responds that "[i]n response to user input, the updated system 

7 Newport Beach's November 13, 2006letter asserts that prior decisions of the Commission are 
not binding, citing Weiss v. State Board of Equalization (1953) 40 Ca1.2d 772, and the 1989 

. Attorney General Opinion finding that prior Commission decisions have no precedential value. 
(72 Ops.Cai.Atty.Gen. 173, 178 (1989).) These are true points of law, and this analysis does not 
rely on prior decisions of the Commission. 
8 Cover letter, signed by Ronny J. Coleman, State Fire Marshal. e 
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provides the fire department the optional capability to capture information on all emergency 
incidents; however, the mandated reporting applies only to fires, which is unchanged from the 
original requirement which has been in place for 18 years.'' 

Regarding the test claimant's assertion that the "code book has been increased from 
approximately I 00 pages to well over 500 pages," the State Fire Marshal's office responds: 

It is erroneous to a make a direct comparison between the sizes of the two 
manuals because: 

- the new manual contains the instructions for using all the options. 
(non-fire) components of the reporting systein; 

- the format of the new manual has been expanded to include additional 
explanatory information to enhance its understanding and 
user-friendliness; 

- the print style and page layout of the new manual is designed with more 
· open space for easier reading, and to make it convenient to add user notes, 
resulting in more pages; 

- the tables of codes are significantly larger so as to provide a more accurate 
· and definitive selection for the use. 

It is the [California State Fire Marshal's) position that the extent of the 
requirements imposed by both manuals - regarding fires - are essentially the same. 

Regarding San Ramon's assertion that the "new CFIRS added two sections, each requiring a 
separate page," the State Fife Marshal's office responds: 

The sections in question refer to supplemental information required when a 
casualty occurs in a fire.· 

There has always been a requirement to submit a separate casualty report. The 
old form (SFM GO-I) was used for both a civilian and a fire fighter casualty.· 
Because of the vastly different types of information needed ... the single form 
was divided into two forms - one for each category. 

The requirement to submit a casualty report is unchanged. The fire department 
merely uses the report appropriate for the circumstances. 

The State Fire Marshal also questions San Ramon's implementation costs, including the estimate 
based on 1,000 fires per year, noting that past reporting of fires from that department were an 
average of200 per year. They also note that the fire department "already ha[s] two existing 
computers in their Fire Prevention Bureau, and others in Administration." 

·February 4, 1997 Comments 

Following the Newport Beach test claim filing and the January 31, 1997 pre-hearing, the State 
Fire Marshal submitted four additional documents, and stated in the cover letter, "[c]ollectively, 
·these documents further confirm that the updated CFIRS merely continued the mandate for 
reporting fires-; which has been in place for the past 25 years; and additionally, provided new 
options for reporting all types of other incidents at the discretion ofthe local agency." 
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One of the documents is an official notice "To All California Chief Fire Officials," dated 
June 30, 1992, from the State Fire Marshal, stating: "Effective immediately, the method for 
submitting reports for the updated version of CFIRS may be either by mainframe tape or 
PC/MAC diskette; OR by CSFM hardcopy forms for fires only." The document continues: . 
"Your only obligation for compliance witli. Health & Safety Code Section 13110.5 is to report all 
fires in the prescribed updated format. Although CFIRS now provides you the opportunity to 
capture information on all incidents in a single uniform manner, this is at your option:" 

Discussion 

The courts have found that article XIII B, section 6, of the California Constitution9 recofflnizes 
the state constitutional restrictions on the powers oflocal government to tax and spend. "Its 
purpose is to preclude the state from shifting financial responsibility for carrying out 
governmental functions to local agencies, which are 'ill equipped' to assume increased financial 
responsibilities because of the taxing and spending limitations that articles XIII A and XIII B 
impose."11 A test claim statute or executive order may impose a reimbursable state-mandated 
program-ifit orders or commands a local agency or school district to engage in an activity or 
task. 12 In addition, the required activity or task must be new, constituting a "new program," or it 
must create a "higher level of service" over the previously required level of serVice. 13 

The courts have defined a "program" subject to article XIII B, seCtion 6, of the California 
Constitution, as one that carries out the governmental function of providing public services, or a 
law that imposes unique requirements on local agencies or school districts to implement a state 
policy, but does not apply generally to all residents and entities in the state. 14 To determine if the 
program is new or imposes a higher level of service, the test claim legislation must be compared 
with the legal requirements in effect immediately before the enactment of the test claim 

9 Article XIII B, section 6, subdivision (a), provides: (a) Whenever the Legislature or any state 
agency mandates a new program or higher level of service on any local government, the state 
shall provide a subvention of funds to reimburse that local government for the costs of the 
program or increased level of service, except that the Legislature may, but need not, provide a 
subvention of funds for the following mandates: ( 1) Legislative mandates requested by the local 
agency affected. (2) Legislation defining a new crime or changing an existing definition of a 
crime. (3) Legislative mandates enacted prior to January 1, 1975, or executive orders or 
regulations initially implementing legislation enacted prior to January 1, 1975. 
10 Department of Finance v. Commission on State Mandates (Kern High School Dist.) (2003) 30 
Cal.4th 727, 735. · 
11 County of San Diego v. State ofCalifo~nia (1997) 15 Cal.4th 68, 81. 
12 Long Beach Unified School Dist. v. State of California (1990) 225 Cal.App.3d 155, 174. 
13 San Diego Unified School Dist. v. Commission on State Mandates (2004) 33 Cal.4th 859, 878, 
(San Diego Unified School Dist.); Lucia Mar UnifiedSchool Dist. v. Honig (1988) 44 Cal.3d 
830, 835 (LuCia Mar). 
14 San Diego Unified School Dist., supra, 33 Cal.4th 859, 874-875 (reaffirming the test set out in 
County of Los Angeles v .. State of California (1987) 43 Cal. 3d 46, 56; s:e also Lucia Mar, supra, e 
44 Cal.3d 830, 835.) · _ . . 
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·e 

legislation. 15 A "higher level of service" occurs when the new "requirements were intended to 
provide an enhanced service to the public."16 

· • 

Finally, the newly required activity or increased level of service must impose costs mandated by 
the state. 17 

· 

The Commission is vested with exclusive authority to adjudicate disputes over the existence of 
state-mandated programs within the meaning of article XIII B, section 6.18 In making its 
decisions, the Commission must strictly construe article XIII B, section 6, and not apply it as an 
"equitable remedy to cure the perceived unfairness resulting from political decisions on funding 
priorities. " 19 

· · · 

Issue 1: Is the test claim statute or executive order subject to article XIII B, 
section 6 of tbe California Constitution? . . 

In order for a test claim statute or executive order to be subject to article XIII B, section 6 of the 
California Constitution, it must constitute a "program." In County of Los Angeles v. State of 
California, the California Supreme Court defined the word "program" within the meaning of 
article XIII B, section 6 as one that carries out the governmental function of providing a service 
to the public, or laws which, to implement a state policy, impose unique requirements on local 
governments and do not apply generally to all residents and entities in the state?0 The court has 
held that only one of these fmdings is necessary?1 · 

Although the statute and executive order claimed also apply equally to state and private fire 
agencies, the court in Carmel Valley Fire Protection Dist. found that "fire protection is a 
peculiarly governmental function," and that "[p]olice and fire protection are two of the most 
essential and basic functions of local government. [Citations omitted.] This classification is not 
weakened by State's assertion that there are private sector fire fighters who are also subject to the 
executive orders."22 

Staff finds that fire incident reporting imposes a program within the meaning of article XIII B, 
section 6 of the California Constitution. In particular, the reporting carries out the governmental 

15 San Diego Unified School Dist., supra, 33 Ca1.4th 859, 878; Lucia Mar, supra, 44 Cal.3d 830, 
. 835. . 

16 San Diego Unified School Dist., supra, 33 Cal.4th 859, 878. 
17 County of Fresno v. State of California (1991) 53 Cal.3d 482, 487;. County of Sonoma v: 
Commission on State Mandates (2000) 84 Cal.App.4th 1265, 1284 (County of Sonoma); 
Government Code sections 17514 and 17556. 
18 Kinlaw v. State of California (1991) 54 Cal.3d 326, 331-334; Government Code sections 
1755 I and 17552. · 
19 County of Sonoma, supra, 84 Cal.App.4th 1265, 1280, citing City of San Jose v. State of 
California ( 1996) 45 Cat.App.4th t'802, 1817. . . 
2° County of Los Angeles, supra, 43 Cal.3d at page 56. 
21 Carmel Valley Fire, Protection Dist. v. State of California (1987) 190 Cal.App.3d 521, 537. 
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function of providing a service to the public because, according.to the Office of the State Fire 
Marshal, "the information is used to help ftre departments target their resources and education 
programs, as well as develop and support ftre safety legislation.'.23 

However, much of the statutory scheme on ft~e incident reporting was in place prior to 1975, as 
was a CFIRS manual and forms, so the analysis must continue to determine if the statute or 
·executive order alleged mandates a new program or higher level of service upon eligible 
claimants within the meaning of the California Constitution, article XIII B, section 6. 

Issue 2: Does the test claim statute or executive order mandate ·a new program or 
higher level of service on local agencies within the meaning of article Xlll B, 
section 6 of the California Constitution? 

The test claim, as amended in a July 17,2000 ftling from Newport Beach, alleges a reimbursable 
state-mandated program was imposed by amendments to Health and Safety Code section 
13110.5 by Statutes 1987, chapter 345. The underlined'material was added: 

Health and Safety Code Section 13110.5: 

The State Fire Marshal shall gather statistical information on all ftres, medical aid 
incidents. and hazardous materials incidents occurring within this state, The chief 
ftre official of each ftre department operated by the state; a city, city and county, 
fire protection district, organized fire company, or other public or private entity 
which provides fire protection, shall furnish informati~n and data to the.State Fire 
Marshal relating to each fire which occurs within his or her area of jurisdiction. 
The chief fire official of each fire department operated by the state shall, and the a 
chief fire official of fire departments operated by a city, city and county, fire. • 
protection district. organized fire company. or other public or private entity which 
provides fire protection may. also furnish information and data to the State Fire 
Marshal relating to medical aid incidents and hazardous materials incidents which 
occur within their area of jurisdiction. The State Fire Marshal shall adopt . 
regulations prescribing the scope of the information to be reported, the manner of 
reporting the information, the forms to be used, the time the information shall be 
reported, and other requirements and regulations as the State Fire Marshal 
determines necessary. 

The State Fire Marshal shall annually analyze the information and data reported, 
· compile a report, and disseminate a copy of the report .. together with his or her 

analysis, to each chieffrre official in the state. The State Fire Marshal shall also 
furnish a copy of his or her report and analysis to the State Emergency Medical 
Services Authority and any other interested person upon request. 

This is the only amendment to Health and SafetY Code section 13110.5 since its enactment.in 
1972. However, Newport Beach asserts: 

Although the statute speaks in terms of it being discretionary to local fire 
departments to provide information on medical aid incidents and hazardous 
materials incidents, with the implementation of CFIRS the State Fire Marshal 

23 <http://osfm.fire.ca.gov/cfirs.html>, as ofNovember 15, 2006. 
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instituted a mandatory method of computerized reporting, which included those 
medical aid incidents occurring within the local jurisdiction. In no other method 
could the State Fire Marshal obtain the requisite information to achieve its 
mandatory obligation to gather information on all fires, medical aid incidents and 
hazardous materials incidents. 

Newport Beach states that the requirements were to be implemented by January 1, .1992. The 
claimant states that the "optional" reporting provisions of CFIRS are "not included in this test 
claim." 

Staff finds that the amended statutory language only specifies that local fire departments "may, 
also furnish information and data to the State Fire Marshal relating to medical aid incidents and 
haZardous materials incidents which occur within their area of jurisdiction." All other 
amendments to the code section are directives to the State Fire Marshal, or fire departments 
operated by the State. In City of San Jose v. State of California, the court clearly found that 
"[w]e cannot, however, read a mandate into language which is clearly discretionary."24 ·The 
court concluded ''there is no basis for applying section 6 as an equitable remedy to cure the 
perceived unfairness resulting from :Rolitical decisions on funding priorities."25 Therefore, based 
on the plain language of the statute, 6 staff finds that Health and Safety Code section 13110.5, as 
amended by Statutes 1987, chapter 345, does not mandate a new program or higher level of 
serv1ce. 

New CFIRS Manual- Version 1.0. July 1990: 

The claimants allege that the "New CFIRS Manual- Version 1.0, July 1990," imposed a. 
reimbursable state mandate by: 

• expanding the reporting categories from 10 to over 100, 

• requiring quarterly reports on diskette or magnetic tape, 

• expanding the one page reporting form to 3 pages, and 

• increasing the CFIRS manual from 100 to. over 500 pages to describe the reporting· 
requirements. 

. . 
Under Government Code section 17516, an "executive order" may include "any order, plan, 
requirement, rule, or regulation issued by ... any agency, department," board, or commission of 
state government." Health and Safety Code section 13110.5, as enacted in 1972, directs the State 
Fire Marshal to "adopt regulations prescribing the soope of the information to be reported, the 
manner of reporting such information, forms to be used, the time such information shall be 
reported and other requirements and regulations" regarding fire incident reporting. The State 
Fire Marshal developed the 1974 CFIRS manual as the method of implementation of Health and 
Safety. Code section 13110.5. Thus, pursuant to Government Code section 17516, the CFIRS 

24 City of San Jose v. State of California (1996) 45 Cai.App.4th 1802, 1816. 
25 Jd. at page 1817. 
26 "If the terms of the statute are unambiguous, the court presumes the lawmakers meant what 

. they said, and the plain meaning of the language governs."· (Estate of Griswold (2001) 
25 Cal.4th 904, 911.) · 
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manual issued by the State Fire Marshal, which details how to complete mandatory fire incident 
reporting, is included in the definition of an executive order. However, the Commission must e 
still determine if the 1990 version mandates a new program or higher level of service, and costs 
mandated by the state. 

A test claim statute or executive order mandates a new program or higher level of service within 
an existing program when it compels a local agency or school district to perform activities not 
previously required. 27 The courts have defined a "higher level of service" in conjunction with 
the phrase "new program" to give the subvention requirement of article XIII B, section 6 
meaning. Accordingly, "it is apparent that the subvention requirement for increased or higher 
level of service is directed to state-mandated increases in the services provided by local agencies 
in existing programs."28 A statute or executive order mandates a reimbursable "higher level of 
service" when, as compared to the legal requirements in effect immediately before the enactment 
of the test claim legislation, it increases the actual level of governmental service to the public 
provided in the existing program?9 

The claimants allege a new program or higher level of service because the 1990 CFIRS manual 
requires quarterly reports on diskette or magnetic tape. In their initial comments on the test 
claim filing, both the State Fire Marshal and DOF conceded that requiring the provision of 
CFIRS data on magnetic tape or diskette "was a new requirement and may have resulted in some 
fire protection agencies having to acquire computer capability by lease or purchase." 

In September 1989, the State Fire Marshal issued a package to all California fire chiefs, with a 
cover letter, printouts of new CFIRS forms, a "record layout and specifications" document,30 and 
a small booklet entitled "Questions and Answers About the New CFIRS." In the cover letter, the 
reference to. the record layout and specifications document, describing how to develop CFIRS 
software, states: "These provide the molds into which all CFIRS records must fit. There can be 
no exceptions - every CFIRS record must meet this criteria." · 

The 1989 "Questions and Answers" booklet discusses the new CFIRS and states that the first 
time fire departments can use the new quarterly CFIRS format is January 1, 1990?1 Until then, 
the old format -- monthly paper forms or mainframe tape -- was required. The Questions and 
Answers booklet continues: 

lfl'm not ready by January 1990, when can I go to the new CFIRS after that? 

It's strictly up to you. You can implement the new format as soon as you have the 
capability to produce the CSFM standard record on a PC. [Emphasis added.] 

[ ... ] 

27 Lucia Mar Unified School Dist., supra, 44 Cal. 3d 830, 836. . . 
28 County of Los Angeles, supra, 43 Cal. 3d 46, 56; San Diego Unified School District, supra, 
33 Cal.4th 859, 874. 
29 San Diego Unified School Dist., supra, 33 Cal.4th 859, 878; Lucia Mar, supra, 44 Cal. 3d 830, 
835. . 

30 See Exhibit F, "Specifications for Writing CFIRS Software." 
31 Exhibit I, page 1361. 
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Important: You must submit a CFIRS report for every fire that occurs in your 
jurisdiction. Until you convert to the new format, you must submit the present hardcopy · 
form or mainframe tape - whichever applies in your case. 

How is the CSFM going to put the new records together with the old ones? 

[Discussion of phase-in procedures.] This allows both the new and old formats to be 
used during the transition. This will end when the old format is discontinued, probably ih 
1992. 

According to the State Fire Marshal, some departments were already sending computerized 
reports in by mainframe tape. The Questions and Answers booklet addresses those departments, 
stating they may continue to send in tapes in the old format monthly, or begin sending .the tapes 
in the new format quarterly, beginning in 1991, but at page 9, the booklet states: "You may 
continue to use the old format during '91 if additional time is need~d to accomplish_your 
conversion." Regarding a "deadline for tape departments to" switch to the new system, the 
document gives a date of"January, 1992.". Staff notes that for those departments that were 
already using mainframe tape to complete CFIRS reporting before the 1990 manual was issued, 
Government Code section 17565 provides that when a local agency incurs costs at its option that 
are later state-mandated, reimbursement is still required "for those costs incurred after the 
operative date of the mandate." 

However, on iune 30, 1992, an official notice "To All California Chief }<ire Officials," was 
issued by the State Fire Marshal, stating: "Effective immediately, the method for submitting 
reports for the updated version of CFIRS may be either by mainframe tape or PC/MAC diskette; 
OR by CSFM hardcopy forms for fires only." The document continues: "Your only obligation 
for compliance with Health & Safety Code Section 13110.5 is to report all fires in the prescribed 
updated format. Although CFIRS now provides you the opportunity to capture information on 
all incidents in a single uniform manner, this is at your option."32 Thus, any mandate for fire 
agencies to convert to a computerized system was eliminated on June 30, 1992. After that date, 
all computerized reporting was·completed at the discretion of the local agency. 

32 . . . 
Comments on the draft staff analysis by San Ramon, filed November 14,2006, page 3, argue 

that the State Fire Marshal "is estopped from taking" the position that the CFIRS reports may be 
done in hard copy, and that "local agencies were entitled to rely on the representation of the State 
Fire Marshall [sic] that the electronic means of reporting was in fact required to their detriment." 

This perhaps would be true if the State Fire Marshal was taking the position, after thefa~t, that 
electronic reporting was never required. But instead they assert that "effective immediately," 
electronic reporting is no longer required. If the local agencies found that electronic reporting 
was more efficient or otherwise benefici~, it was at their option to continue using the electronic 
version of CFIRS. However, such reporting was no longer required. 

San Ramon also argues that allowing hard copy forms instead of electronic reporting "is contrary 
to the declared legislative intent to implement electronic recordkeeping," pursuant to Civil Code 
section 1633.1 et seq. (!d. at pg. 4.) The Uniform Electronic Transactions Act of 1999, which 
addresses the legal effect of electronic records and signatures, is not part of the test claim . 
legislation and may not be analyzed for the imposition of a reimbursable state mandate here. 
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Staff finds that requiring the local implementation of a computerized version of CFIRS, with 
submission of forms by diskette or magnetic tape, mandated a new program or higher level of 
service on local fire agencies. This was a significant, substantive change to the CFIRS program 
compared to what was required pre-1975. Claimants who incurred. actual costs for implementing 
the new computerized CFIRS format from July 1, 1990, the beginning of the reimbursement 
period, to June 30, 1992, the date of the letter from the State Fire Marshal, may be eli~ible for 
one-time costs for acquiring and implementing any necessary hardware and software. 3 

· 

The claimants also seek ongoing ·reimbursement for additional time necessary to complete 
CFIRS reports. The allegations conclude that the new CFIRS is three pages, while the original 
CFIRS was on a one-page form, therefore there is a higher level of service. Even if a form 
taking up more pages was proof of a higher level· of service, this is not the case here - both 
versions require either one page, or multiple pages, depending on how many casualties may have 
occurred at the incident. On the Fire Incident Report form included in the 1974 CFIRS manual, 
there is a reference under section J to the "SFM Form GO-'t," the Fire Casualty Report. At 
page 109 of the original CFIRS manual it states that the State Fire Marshal requires this 
additional form for each fire-incident related death, or injury requiring hospitalization. The only 
change to the new version of CFIRS is that a separate form is used depending on whether the 
victim is a member of the fire service, or considered a civilian. 

The older casualty report form requires identifying information for the incident and for the 
casualty victim, familiarity of the victim with the structure, location of the victim at the time the 
fire was ignited, cause of the casualty, condition preventing victim's escape, condition before 

33 Comments filed on November 14, 2006, on behalf of San Ramon, urge a mandates analysis 
that uses a ''joint construction" of the California Constitution, articles XIII A and XIII B, to find 
"that police and fire services were to be unaffected by" the passage of article XIII A, and 
therefore, "[t]he Test Claim should be declared to be a reimbursable State mandate with no 
limitations to the present." The case cited by the claimant, County of Fresno v. Malstrom (1979) 
94 Cal.App.3d 974, 981, states "we fmd that the ballot arguments in favor of article XIII A 
support a conclusion that the article is aimed at general taxes and governmental spending: The 
arguments claimed that more than 15 percent of all governmental spending was wasted and that 
the article's limitations :would not affect property-related governmental services (as contrasted 
with property-related improvements) such as trash collection, police and fire protection and street 
light maintenance ... ·." [Emphasis in original.] 

Claimant focuses on the truncated phrase "would not affect ... police and fire protection," and 
apparently interprets this to mean that no law can affect police and fire protection without 
resulting in an unending reimbursable state-mandated program, even if the law or rule is later 
repealed or rescinded. A great number of appellate and California Supreme Court cases have 
been published since Malstrom (which was decided before article XIII B was· adopted) 
interpreting article XIII B, section 6, specifically, and construing it with article XIII A to discuss 
the relationship between article XIII A's purpose to control certain taxes, with article XIII B 's 
purpose of controlling government spending. (See County of Los Angeles v. State of California, 
supra, 43 Cal.3d at p. 61, and County of Fresno, supra, 53 Cal .3d 482, 492, for two examples.) 
A full analysis of the history of article XIII A, particularly one that ignores any established 
meaning of"mandate" under article XIII B, section 6, is unnecessary he~e. 
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injury, nature of casualty, activity at the time of the casualty, parts of the body affected and 
disposition of the victim; and then space for a detailed narrative is given on the back of the fonn. 

The modem version ofthe casualty part of the fire incident report separates out the items that 
were applicable only to fire service personnel; versus those pieces of infonnation that would only 
be collected for non-firefighters. For example, only the civilian-section of the report now asks 
for the familiarity of the victim with the structure, or the condition preventing escape -
presumably because these items are not significant for fire personnel. Staff finds that the new 
version ofa CFIRS report does not require a longer fonn than the old version. 

In a related argument, Newport Beach asserts that the number of coded choices to fill in on the 
fonn have increased dramatically' requiring more time ''to check the book for the ,appropriate 
code. to be inserted," than "to check a box."34 

. · 

CFIRS has always been a code-driven system and required the use of a manual to properly fill in 
a fire incident report. The January 1974 CFIRS manual describes the purpose of the document: 

In keeping with the forgoing statutory provisions [Health & Saf. Code, 
§ 1311 0.5], the State Fire Marshal has instituted a fire incident reporting 
procedure known as the California Fire Incident Reporting System, which shall be 
referred to hereafter as CFIRS. 

Fundamentally, this document is· a code book, containing an established series of 
numbers within specified categories which define arid represent predetennined 
fire incident conditions. Through the use of these code numbers, it is possible to 
provide input into the computers for ultimate feedback of statewide. fire incident 
statistics. 

The introduction continues to explain that the codes in the manual are largely drawn from the 
National Fire Prevention Association Coding System for Fire Reporting, and the Unifonn Fire 
Incident Reporting System.· The 1990 CFIRS is also based on the national coding systems. 

The claimants also a! lege that a reimbursable state-mandated program was.irnposed by the 1990 
CFIRS manual because the reporting categories have expanded from 10 to over 100, and the 
manual has increased from I 00 to over 500 pages to describe the reporting requirements. The · 
fact that the new CFIRS manual is considerably bulkier than the old version is not relevant to a 
mandates analysis. Regarding the test claimant's assertion that the "code book has been 
increased from approximately 100 pages to well over 500 pages," the State Fire Marshal's office 
responds: 

It is erroneous to a make a direct comparison between the sizes ofthe two 
manuals because: 

- the new manual contains the instructions for using all the options 
(non-fire) components of the reporting system; 

- the format of the new manual has been expanded to include additional 
explanatory infonnation to enhance its understanding and 
user-friendliness; 

34 . 
. Response from Newport Beach, received December I, 2000, page 20. 
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- the print style and page layout of the new manual is designed with more 
open space for easier reading, and to make it convenient to add user notes, 
resulting in more pages; · 

- the tables of codes are significantly larger so as to provide a more accurate 
and definitive selection for the use. 

It is the [California State Fire Marshal's] position that the extent of the 
requirements imposed by both manuals - regarding fires - are essentially the same. 

Staff agrees with the State Fire Marshal, and finds that the increase in the number of pages of an 
instructional manual does not allow for the automatic conclusion that a higher level of service 
has been mandated. This is particularly true when much of the reporting is not required. The 
1989 State Fire Marshal's Questions and Answers booklet, described at page 12 above, addresses 
which part of the CFIRS reporting was mandatory:. · 

Do I have to submit a new CFIRS report for every dispatch, regardless of what it is? 

One "yes", a "maybe", and two "no's". 

Yes- if it's a FIRE ... NO exceptions- just like it's always been. 

MAYBE- if it's a HAZ MAT. If you are the "Administering A8ency" for your 
jurisdiction, you must submit a CHMIRS report to OES.3 

You have two choices: you can either send in a separate CHMIRS form; or you 
can simply enter the information on a CFIRS report and we will have our 
computer give it to OES's computer. 

NO_. if it's EMS. 

NO - if it's any OTHER type of call (ie; public assist). 

In its December 1, 2000 supplemental filing, Newport Beach argues that: 

Although the reporting requirement mandated on local fire agencies by statute 
. was for fires only, this new CFIRS system required local fire agencies to report all 

fires, as well as all medical aid incidents and hazardous materials incidents. 
Although the State Fire Marshal has claimed during these filings that the 
requirements to report medical aid. incidents and hazardous materials incidents to 
it were voluntary, the State Fire Marshal did not communicate this to local fire 
agencies during the implementation of the new CFIRS manual. 

This basic argument was also reasserted in Newport Beach's comments on· the draft staff 
analysis, filed November 13, 2006, page 3, specific~ly stating "[n]ow, if there is a false alarm, a 
medical aid incident, a "move up" [footnote omitted], mutual aid, and other miscellaneous 
incidents, a report must be filed." The claimant's assertions are contradicted by evidence in the 
reoord showing that the Questions and Answers document quoted above was tranSmitted to all 
California fire officials in September 1989, prior to issuing the new CFIRS manual. Staff fmds 
that even though the new.CFIRS form inCludes fields for reporting fire, hazardous materials, 

35 Any hazardous materials reporting that may be required for the Office of Emergency Services 
is not required by the subject test claim statute or the 1990 CFIRS manual. 
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· emergency medical service, and other calls, the Questions and AnSwers booklet, first distributed 
in 1989, as well as subsequenteditions, explicitly states. that a CFIRS report is only required for 
fire incidents, which is consistent with the pre-197~ requirements of Health and Safety Code 
section 13110.5. 

The original CFIRS form and manual required detailed, coded fire incident reporting on the 
following: · 

• identifying information; 

• property classification; 

• property type; 

• extent of ~amage; 

• location and cause; 

• area, materials, and smoke spread; 

• spread of fire; 

• protection facilities (sprinklers/extinguishers); 

• protection facilities (alarm systems); and 

• miscellaneous (casualties; checking "yes" required the filing of an additional "Fire 
Casualty Report" as discussed above). 

The 1990 CFIRS form requires the same basic categories of information, and includes blocks for 
emergency medical service (medical aid), hazardous materials, or other, miscellaneous incidents. 
As made clear by Health and Safety Code section 13110.5, and-the State Fire Marshal's · 
Questions and Answers booklet- only fire incidents were ever -required to be reported through 
CFIRS. During the transition period, agencies that had not adopted electronic CFIRS reporting 
were instructed to continue reporting on hardcopy forrn,s for fires only ?6 When the ~tate Fire 
Marshal explicitly removed electronic reporting as a mandatory requirement, they developed a 
new CFIRS hardcopy form, for fires only, with instructions stating that only the blocks with 
"black triangles" in the comers were required.37 )bose marked blocks fall into the same · 
categories of identifying information such as date, time, fire department; property type; damage; 
location and cause; materials; smoke and fire spread; sprinklers and alarms; and casualty 
reporting. Staff finds that while individual boxes on the form may be reorganized, or have 
altered terminology' the same essential information on fire incidents is sought, and no new 
reporting categories have been mandated.-

To the extent that the State Fire Marshal has a duty from Statutes 1987, chapter 345 to gather 
additional incident report information, they are able to collect it from state agencies, and request 
it oflocal agencies, but in no way was this additional reporting ever mandated of local agencies. 

36 "Until you convert to the new format, you must submit the present hardcopy form, or 
mainframe tape - whichever applies in your case." Adritinistrative Record (AR), page 1364.-

-
37 A miw hardcopy form appears to have been made available by February 1993. See Exhibit I, 
ARpages 1384, 1391 (CFIRS Q & A Rev. 3/96). 
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In fact, even if the State Fire Marshal wanted to require local agencies to provide this additional A 
information, they would be prohibited from doing so under the law. A California Supreme Court .., 
decision, which found an administrative rule invalid because it was in direct conflict with 
statutory law, describes in detail the role of an ·administrative agency in interpreting statutes: 

In determining the proper interpretation of a statute and the validity of an · 
administrative regulation, the administrative agency's construction is entitled to 
great weight, and if there appears to be a reasonable basis for it, a court will not 
substitute its judgment for that of the administrative body. (!d., at p. 133; see 
Culligan Water Conditioning v. State Bd of Equalization (1976) 17 Cal.3d 86, 93 
[130 Cal.Rptr. 321, 550 P.2d 593].) ... . . 

[W]e have said that 'Where a statute empowers an administrative agency to adopt 
regulations, such regulations 'must be consistent, not in conflict with the statute, 
and reasonably necessary to effectuate its purpose.' (Mooney v. Pickett ( 1971) 
4 Cal.3d 669, 679 ... ; Gov. Code,§ 11342.2.) The task of the reviewing court in 
such a case "is to decide whether the [agency] reasonably interpreted the 
legislative mandate.' [Citation.]' (Credit Ins. Gen. Agents Assn. v. Payne (1976) 
16 Cal.3d 651,657 .... ) Such a limited scope of review constitutes no judicial 
interference with the administrative discretion in that aspect of the rulemaking 
function which requires a high degree of technical skill and expertise. [Citation.] 
Correspondingly, there is no agency discretion to promulgate a regulation which 
is inconsistent with the governing statute. [m We repeat our admonition expressed 
in Morris v. Williams (1967) 67 Cal.2d 733, 737 ... : 'Our function is to inquire 
into the legality of the regulations, not their wisdom .... Administrative regulations 
that violate acts of the Legislature are void and no protestations that they are 
merely an exercise of administrative discretion can sanctify them.' 
Acknowledging that the interpretation of a statute by one charged with its 
administration was entitled to great weight, we nonetheless affirmed: "Whatever 
the force of administrative construction ... fmal responsibility for the 
interpretation of the law rests with the courts.' [Citations.] Administrative 
regulations that alter or amend the statute or enlarge or impair its scope are void 

· and courts not only may, but it is their obligation to [.] strike down such 
regulations.' (Id, at p. 748.)' (Woods v. Superior Court (1981) 28 Cal.3d 668, 
679 [170 Cal.Rptr. 484, 620 P.2d 1032], italics added.) 

(Ontario Community Foundations, Inc. v. State Bd ofEqualization (1984) 35 Cal.3d 811, 
816-817, [emphasis in original].) 

Health and Safety Code section 13110.5, as amended in 1987, requires that state fire service 
agencies shall, b~t local or private fire service agencies may "also furnish information and data 
to the State Fire Marshal relating to medical aid incidents and hazardous materials incidents 
which occur within their area of jurisdiction." If the State Fire Marshal were to require local or 
private fire service agencies to provide this type of information by administrative rule, such a 
rule would be void under the law. ·The fact that the State Fire Marshal has repeatedly issued 
written directives stating that the CFIRS program only requires fire incident reporting for local 
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agencies consistent with the pre-1975 Health and Safety Code, gives authority to this 
interpretation. 38 

. . . 

Other than the time-limited higher level of service for implementing a computerized version of 
CFIRS, the claimants have failed to demonstrate how the 1990 CFIRS manual creates a new 
prograriJ. or higher level. of service for filing incident reports beyond the broad pre-1975 · 
requirement that the chief fire official of each fire department in the state, "shall furnish 
information and data to the State Fire Marshal relating to each fire which occurs within his area 
of jurisdiction," in the form, time and manner prescribed by the State Fire Marshal. 

Staff finds that once any requirement to submit fire incident reports in a computerized format 
was eliminated by the State Fire Marshal's June 30, 1992letter, use of the 1990 CFIRS manual 
and related forms require the same duties and activities as pre-1975law: completing a one-page 
fohn with the coded details of a fire incident call, and completing a separate form, as needed, to 
report a related casualty (injury or death) for either fire service personnel or civilians. Therefore, 
staff finds that the 1990 CFIRS manual and related reporting forms do not mandate a new 
program or higher level of service for reporting fire or other incidents, other than as described in 
the conclusion below. 

·Issue 3: Does the executive order impose costs mandated by the state pursuant to 
Government Code section 17514? 

Reimbursement under article XIII B, section 6 is required. only if any new program or higher 
level of service is also found to impose "costs mandated by the state." Government Code 
section 17514 defines "costs mandated by the state" as any increased cost a local agency is 
required to incur as a result of a statute or executive order that mandates a new program or higher 
level of service. Both of the claimants estimated mandated costs in excess of $200, which was 
the statutory threshold at the time the test claim was filed. 

The claimants also stated that none of the Government Code section 17556 exceptions apply. 
For the activities listed in the conclusion' below, staff agrees and finds accordingly that the new 
program· or higher level of service also imposes costs mandated by the state within the meaning 
of Government Code section 17 514. 

38 See Exhibit I, AR page 1365 (CFIRS Q & A, circa Sept. 1989); page 1374 (Jun. 30, 1992 letter 
from State Fire Marshal to all fire chiefs); and pages 1369-70 (CFIRS Q & A Rev. 3/96). 

Newport Beach's November 13, 2006letter, page 4, asserts that "[w]ithout a clear designation 
that a data element is optional, the fire departments will complete the section and should be fully 
reimbursed for the costs unless and until they are so notified by the StateFire Marshall [sic] that 
that portion of the report is optional." Staff finds that before, during and after the issuance of the 
1990 CFIRS manual, the State Fire Marshal provided written directives to all California chief 
fire officials, indicating that all parts of CFIRS reporting are optional except fire reporting, which 
was required under long-standing prior law. 
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CONCLUSION 

Staff concludes that the New California Fire Incident Reporting System Manual (Version 1.0, 
July 1990), mandated a new program or higher level of service on local agencies within the 
meaning of article Xlli B, section 6 of the California Constitution, and imposed costs mandated 
by the state pursuant to Government Code section 17514, for requiring the local implementation . 
of a computerized version of CFIRS, with submission of forms by diskette or magnetic tape. 

Claimants who incurred actual costs for implementing the new computeri;zed CFIRS format from 
July 1, 1990 (the beginning of the reimbursement period), to June 30, 1992 (the date of the letter 

. from the State Fire Marshal stating that computerized filing was no longer required), may be 
eligible for one-time costs for acquiring and implementing any necessary hardware and software. 

Staff concludes that Health and Safety Code section 13110.5, as amended by Statutes 1987, 
chapter 345, does not impose a new program or higher level of service within the meaning of 
article XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution. 

Staff Recommendation 

Staff recommends the Commission adopt this staff analysis to partially approve this test claim. 
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EXlilBIT A 

DAVID M. GRiFFlTR-;;No~l;ssbCIA TES, LTD. 
~p-c_r.rr=':_2~~=-~- 5_t~: ..... :r~~~ ~-~~~li :;;_r~..:~-.:._-:::_,....!!.r:! r:: _ -~~ ~~ 

fl.-,;1:..ni· .... ~-·; a.·".. .. -~- .r-::-_r-._, __ ,-. · -·- ... - -~-~-- .. 
· · --~ -·----- -···-:--.:r=----,~·'C"""'"·-·-·..:.r.-~ ·--·t.::.t:- .~r-·.::::-:.·- . 

- - - -- ------ · December 30, 1991 

-.· . 

Mr. Robert Eich 
Execiitive Director · 
Commission on State Mandates 
1414 "K" Street, Suite 315 

. Sacramento, CA 95814 

Dear Mr. Eich; 

• --·--.-----~~----~~:-•......,.<ro..--o=-..,_•~r~ 

Enclosed please find a Test Claim that is submitted on behalf of the San Ramon Valley Fire 
Protection District. Mr. Allan Burdick, of the DMG staff, will be working with the District in 

·the presentation of its claim. · 

Sincerely ·yours. 

LEC:nr 

Enclosure 

California Office: 5715 Marconi Ave., Suite A • Carmichael, CA 95608 • (916) 485-8102 
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Slate of California 
COMMISSION ON STATE MANDATES 
1414 K Street, Sulte.315:.' =,-- -_ 
Sacramento, CA 95914 -i -" --- --.!a ~~3-3S6~ .-;;_:;::-,-~::::___:~'-=:~ --

' 

·': ' . -~ . ---

iESi CLAIM FORM 

gencv or School ubmlning Claim 

San Ramon Valley _Fire Protection District 

Contact Poraon 

. 
~o ..'esa 

Fort Hartsfield, Battalion Chief/Fire Marshal 

1500 Bollinger 
San Ramon, CA 

Canyon Road 
94583 

Clelm No. 

Teleplione No. 

( 510 l 838-6680 

_fleprellentatlveOrganlzatloncobeNotlflerJ David M. Griffith & Assoc., Ltd. 
Attn: Allan Burdick _ 
5715 Marconi Ave., Suite A 

claim allegas the eKisumce of a reimbursable state mandated l!rogram wfthlri the meaning of section 17614 of the 
Go~iar111menc Code and section e. an lela XIIIB of the C:allfornla Constitution. This test claim IS. filed porsuent toncdon 17661 (a) of the 
Government Code. 
Identify specific seatlon(s) of lhe ohapuned blll.or executive order alleged to contain a mandate, Including the panlcular statutory coda 
section(sj within the cheptured bill, If applicable. ,-

New CFIRS'Manual- Version 1.0/July 1990 

IMPORTANT: PLEASE SEE INSTRUCTIONS AND FILING REQUIREMENTS FOR COMPLeTING A TEST CLAIM ON THE 
REVeRSE SIDS:. . -

Name anct Title ct Authorla:ed Reprasaniative 

Ted Coggiola, Assistant Chief 
Facilities · &_ Support Services 

79 
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(510) 838-6640 

December 27, 1991 
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TES)'CLAIM 

·California Fire Incident Report System (CFIRS) 

· · · · The San Ranlon Frr'e Protection District hereby sUbmits this test claim to ~e Commission· on 
State Mandates which all~ges that the California Fire Incident. Reporting System (CFIRS) as 
redesigned an.d described in the July 1990 CFIRS Manual constitutes a increased level of service 
to local fire service agencies and results fu corresponding increased state mandated costs. 

SUMMARY OF THE MANDATE 

The first statewide system for reporting fire incidents· in California was authorized by Chapter . 
758, Statutes of 1972. That statute authorized the State Fire Mai'sha1 to obtain reports from 
local agencies and to record, analyze and ~willy compile a statewide report. The Fire Marshall .. 

· implemented a manual reporting system in 1974 which was called the California Fire Incident 
Report System (CFIRS). . 

In July 1990, after more than two years of work to upgrade the system, the State Fire Marshal 
promulgated greatly expanded fire reporting requirements. These requirements are delineated 
in the CFIRS Manual for implementation by all fire agencies by January 1, 1992. In an April. 
1990 letter to all fire chiefs, the State Fire Marshal points out that his "office recently redesigned . 
the California Fire Incident Reporting System (CFIRs); to be far more comprehensive and· 
totally automated, II In general, the reporting system was expanded from 10 items to 100 items 
with some of the additional items designated optional. The additional optional items are not 
included iii this test clalm. . . . . . ·. . : . . . 

Th~ new <;FIRS· system clearly represents a rnajor increase in the 'level of service required to 
be proVided by local agencies to the state. The staff time, materials arid equipment necessary 
for fire service agencieS to comply with the expanded requirements . haS resulted in increased 
costs to the San Ramon Fire Protection District and to all other local fire agencies that are ·or 
will be complying with the new mandate. · 

PRIOR LAW & PRACTICE 

Ch~pter 758, Statutes of 1972 required. the State Fire Marsh(\l.l to gather and report on 
information concerning· each fire incident in the State. That chapter amended the Health and 
Safety Code to read as follows: · 

13110.5 The State Fire Marshall shall gather statistical information on all fires occurring 
within this state. Beginning January 1, 1974 the chief fire officialS of each fire 
departffient; operated by the state, a city, citY and county, fire protection. district, 
organized fire company, or other public or private entity which occurs with his area of 
jurisdiction. The State Fire Marshall shall adopt regulations prescribing the scope of the 
information to be reported, the manner of reporting such information, forms to be used; 
the time such information shall be reported. and other requirements and regulations as he 
deems necessary. 
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-~- -· ----~ --
-· .~ -~-;:-.:,.c,c:--s:<-~'-"• .,,,;.··~M.ar;hall shall annuall 'anal ze the information and ~ta reporied;=&inic:-llt'-"""'~-,:;·~7 - ' 

,~n=Th~,$]1.~.1;"~~ · - - · Y Y ::-• ,,., · · ' • p ·- '=i 

:~~--"a:.~C!r:t~d disseminate a copy of such repo!!J§.~.~t,b~. With his ~ysis to eac::~,~~J ., -·_c,: -.__ 
~.fire:-officials in the State. The State Fire Mlirshiillj slUi.ll also furnish, a eopy o(·his report_ 

and analysis to any other interested person llP<?ri.;J:-t~q,~~t. · ~ QE_r~ '~ ·~ ~~,-'~'· 
. . -

. · . .· · · . :';~~-·;:~~:::~~~~--· . !f: . : ... ,. : · :,. ;~;;;L;~ui~~-- ;_,,, '· .: 

The Fire MBrshal, in keeping with th~ above statutql)i; piQ~ori, . instituted a fire~meident""=i~. . " 
reporting prOcedure lmown as the Califo!nia Fire Incident' :Reporting System (CFIRS). The State 

·Fire ~shall issued a CFIRS Code Book in.January .. 1974 which ipcludes ~c instructions, 
proCedures, methods, steps a,nd measures necesSBIY. to_ complete.the required reporting._ · 

The 1974 Cqde ~k w)liqh _was J!O! ch8.J!g~~ ffom_jts inc.eP!i91!~to the July 1991 release, 
. contains tl1cf-folloWing 10 categories •ofinfcirmation:-." . ' . - J. • : _- - -

• 
•• 
• • • 
• 

Information -~ basic 1dentification information of the department and incident . 
Property. Classification- .type incident and class of property 

- _Property Typ~-- property management and· canstructi.on type 
Extent of Damage - extent of smoke,fire m.d·water damage 

· Location & Cause '- origin,· source, form of ·heat ~d cause 
·Spread of Eire - avenues,. type of materials Ca.using spread of fire 
Piotectlc:>n Facilities - sprinlcJ.ers, !ltandpip~ or extinguisher used 

_ Area, Materials & Smoke Spread - origin, avenues and type materials 
Protection Facilities·- -private .brigade, signal system, etc · 
Miscellaneous -- firefighters or civilians injured 

Tli.is inf(?pP~~:tion was. captured ori a one page form which is presented. on the following page. 
A copy of the 1974 CFIRS Code Book has been appended with this test claim. 

-_The orig~ CFIRS sys~m, as described in the new CFIRS code book, "was a paper-driven 
reporting;system, requesting basic information about fire incidents." The original1972 statutory 
provisions were amended in 1987, by Section -1. ·of Chapter 345, That statute added a provision 
whlch sta~ that each reporting agency " .. ,may also.fumish iJlf()rmation and data to the State 
Fii:e Marshal relating to medical aid incidents and haWdous materials incidents which occur . 
within thclr area of juriSdiCtion." The S.tate Fire Marshall chose to comply with th_e .provisions 
of Chapter 345 by adding a number of optional provisions to the CFIRS. 

THE MANDATE 

Unlike. most State mandated local programs that are created by a statute or regulation, in this 
case, the mandate was created by the State Ffre Marshal's issuance of "The New California Fire 
Incident Reporting System Manual", Version i.O/July 1990. The increased scope .of the new 
"CFIRS" Manual is described in the Intro~uction to the manual on page 1-2, "-The need for fire 
incident data hi\5 not only continue4, but grown. . . . the Fi.¢ Service, Legislature, public and 
the CSFM, with the assis,ta,nce from the CFIRS Advisory Committee, has developed a JWI, 
expanded. automated · fire incident reporting svstem." Based on discl,lssions with 
representatives in the State Fire Marshall's office responsible for the CFIRS system, there were 
no regulations adopted prescribing the scope of the information to be reported, the manner of 
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reporting the information, the forms to be used, the'titn~'tl!e'•infO!IDation to be reported, or any 

other provisions or requirem~:ts ;,tt~-r.~, ~~-~·,,r.~ ;?~""'"' ~"~·~,., ,-,~-~~H·<; · . · .: . 

- Under the provisions of the --ri6w'G.FI:RS:'· ~-Sta~'p~~ M~;hari -~';;n!y-~t quarterlY _ . ·-
. reporting itl-~,ofo!.WQ.~~~!If!l~:,;i-9.Y.i .9i.~-Qli- !l¥l~~g;,~~,-,c ~ m!flgalip,rQyides :v.ery.;:c;is_:;;~, ... _m:-.. . . 
• specific instructions that must.~e.'f9llowed for submitting the required information. · ·· ----··-- ·· ·- · 

. - ; .. : ::.1:0:·'·; ~:. " . . 

The new CFIRS- has expand~':the 10 Ca.tegciries t6 approXimately 100 categories. As note4 . 
previously some of the newlfreqilii'ed iriformation is optional and not included in this test claim~· 
·Neverth~es~;t':.tb~.;.!!~wly -~~uireQ. .~Q.~gQ~ represents a manyfold increase over previous 
requirementS .. The one page repoitfu.g form has been expanded to three pages. A copy of the· 
three page· reporting form is presented following this page. -Among the new required cost 
categories are the following: · · 

• Dispatch Time, Arrival Time, End Time, Additional days, First In Company 
.• . Total Fire Service PerS<>imel Responded .;.o career' and volunteer .-
• Number Apparatus'ResPorided - engirie, truck, medical'rescue, and other 
• Information For Mobile Property Involved . · · 
• Type of Actions Taken - c6titiibuting factors, methOd of extinguishment 
• Equipment!Iivolved in Ignition .... type, mqdel; serial 'number, etC 
e For Structure Fires.:... roof covering, number-of stOres, etc 
• Other Actions Taken and Special· Studies _ · 

;, 

In addition to adding new categories and/or expanding the information requirements contained A 
in some of the original Ca.tegories, the new CFIRS added two.new sections, each reqUiring a W 
separate page to complete, The two new sections are : · 

• Fire Service Casualty Report - this section contains 50 areas to enter data on 
each fire service casualty. It also contains a section for narrative comments. 

• . Non-Fire Service Casualty Report --this new Section contains 37 areas· to enter 
data for each notFfire sel'Vice casualty. It al8o contains a· section for naftative 
comments. ·-- · 

In order to provide the necessary instructions for local agencies to comply with the new CFIRS, 
the manUal or code book has been increased from approximately 100 pages to well over 500 
pages. 

STATE MANDATED COSTS 

The implementation and conversion of CFIRS from the old inanual system to the new 
·_ computerized. system results in a ·wide range of new state mandated activities. Since the District· 

has not fully implemented the system at this point, many of the costs contained in this test claim 
are estimates. ·· · · 
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. __ . ~ ,.\ ~-!.L:~~:.:..:.i.l.!-:.. r:--:i:~-~-~.t~;;_;;:~t:.:~:t.l;~~l'.,._ ·. :::·_~~ ~~~:__~~?~i: · ~:-~.":;~-;:-~~;-u:::;:;-:;~:i=_-:.=~:;..-,_ .. ~~,_:~,.·.;::~~7 

In general theifare fwo"cbsfcategoiieF(fJCbsiS'ass&i:litea VVitiCth{lffipi~in~ntatioii 6fliienew .-:~''-'-=;: ~iz~~
system, ~d, ·'(z)- tlie;o~-=going=~g ~a.pa ~ti.o~~1'osts~" &eli~ iS' diScus-sed· briefly :below',,~ ·-":,·~·· · 
and a general: costFestimatb'fs"proVided~'' ''-"""" ''''"'"S":O.'.S"'i ~"~''"" •::cvo::o_ ,~,~;3~:.::(~ ' . 

I. - :t::~t:";:::.~.-,i; __ ~ .. .:.:.-::... t~~-~. 

L : · Develop Implementation and Conversion Plan 
_, ... _ . -·------~--------· ------··--------..:-~ - - ·- ---------~-- ---~-----

Estimated Staff Cost: $2,080. Basis <;~f Estimate: Assumed. to require 40 
ho_urs, ·of Battalion Chief t4ne Productive 

. annual hourly rate $72/hr. 

2. Design New System and Obtaiil Necessary Software 

-r};~ next step is to obtain the necessary resources and to design the new system. In the 
Sail Ramon Fire Protection District's case, this will require the District to- purchase new 
software. Additional hardware may also be required. . -

Computer Costs: Software estimated pre-packaged: · $800 

Hardware: Unknown at this time -' 

. -~-. ' 

3. Install and Test The New System 

Once the system and procedures hav~ been developed and the software has been 
designed or purchased, the new CFIRS system must be installed and tested before the old 
system is discontinued. It may be necessary to operate both systems for a short Period 
of time · · 

Estimated staff cost: $416. 

4. Train Staff On its Use 

' 

Basis of Estimate: Assumed to require 8 
hours of Battalion Chief time. Productive 
Hourly Rate' $72/hr. Does not include 
computer staff training. 

It will be necessary to train staff on the use of the system. The training will vary by the 
individuals responsibility, and it will be necessary to periodiCally repeat much of the 

. traihing. . 

I 
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Estimatea'Siiff'Cost:"$1'1';-248 ;·,=-- ··;.,--~0.-,<::c'Basis~-of·=Estimate::cEAssumed~ 8:~hours~·of~_.c·~:~:;;:-;·· 
-~"--'c-;:~~ .-· ·~==-;;;::-=-L":;:-.:.:-:-:~·.:.··.::c==:-7i'':O':.:~training.~for.-tlie followmg: . A 

5 Battalion Chiefs W 
~-:-u...:~ .. ::7- ~-;;7 ~7;~·-.--,_::~--::r.z~ ~~~-- 0~.7- ;; ....... ;- : __ :f·i:f;30 Captiins;-l:~rc-:' ~-;:::~ri:U~ ~;a.::···3i:T~~~-- .iC~~~fn· t..B·ratt~!Y 
~::r-·;-;:;~:"~:~c.~: ;:_:::::-::•_:~ ::_:::!:=:;';.:!~:~·~..::: ' ~-3:A.Ssistant- ehi_efs~-;::_~~~ , ~;'i.;=~--=-~r:'I'CO:,...L~~-~ _: ;.:. 
·~..:.~o~:..-..-...;., __ ,._··-~·····- .... ·--·"-..::--Productive--Hourly-RateT$37/hr;""'Does-nat -· 

· · include adc:ij.tional time to train subordinates 
· ·· -- -- · as replacements. 

1. Collection of Incident Data At the Scene : 

The CFIRS manual recommends that a single person at the scene should be detailed the · 
responsibility of collecting and recording all the required information. The report should 
be completed a:s soon as possible as any undue delay could adversely affect the accuracy 
of the report. 

Estimated Staff Cost : · $3083 Basis of estimate: 5 additional minutes at 
scene for 1,000 fires. Productive hourly 
rate $37/hr. 

2. Review and Verify Data and Enter Into Computer 

The second phase of the n~w system is to review and verify the data and to enter that 
data into the computer. The manual states, "the information (once in the computer) 
should be reviewed one last time before it is saved in the local data bank". Listed below 
is an estimate of the time necessary . to review and verify the new data, and the time to 
enter ali' of the data into the computer. · 

Estimated Staff Cost To Vemy and Enter New Data Into Computer: $6,246 

Basis of Estimate: 20 minutes for 1,000 . 
fires. Productive hourly rate = $18.74 

3. Prepare and Submit Quarterly Reports To State.Fire Marshall 

Quarterly reports must be copied from the local data bank on magnetic tape or a diskette 
and forwarded to the CSFM. 

Estimated Cost to Prepare Quarterly Reports: To be determined. 
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These categories and genetal cost estinlat:es are intended to give the Commission on State -
Mandates -a' liasic~derstandmg"·of--=the~seope=of the-'-'wor~::req-liired~,toc7 me-eto:otlie"' mand3.te:;::.""'7"-,-:--_:_-~-;c-. 
Additional ~oosFcategones -,and:: su!H:ategoJ:ieS~:Willrneec:FttFtie:;(fe\'eleped::for: ilicluSioiJ.'iift 'tlie-:~:1\- i:•do•;;; 
Parameters•and'Giililelii:ies:-~The:pffiductive'ii.oilily rate calculations are based on average annua1:< '· 
-salaries divided by 1,800 hours. A 30 percent benefit rate was applied. No indirect costs have - -_ 
been calCulated, .~ ... ~-,_.-ft;;:,~.:-.;.~=~~~~~~~... · · 

NO STATE OR FEDERAL PROVISIONS IMPACTING THE MANDATE 
. ·- . 

There are no statebon.stiwtioruu:provisioris(federalstiltutes or executivcforders~ and/or an:y:oouft:., ,;;'2- ,__,j- :;-,-.~
decisions that impact;this'state:iniul:dated progl:am::--:=;o.;c.:-: :.t: ,,-,.::___-:..:::: :,;~-,;:~''"' ~= ~,__::; "'"'';::i-i-,~":~ ;,:;;,;i:.;;-;, .:c.-.;-8 

NO OFF-SET'r.ING REVENUES ; 

There are no off-setting revenues, such as fees, charges or special assessments authorized to pay 
for the increased costs of the CFIRS. 
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CFIR.S Test Claim ,-~ ;,-.;;;,~,~:~_;;~---=:=-

...... __ • -....1...-·w..O~ .. ;I~~,-,~-~.....,.:~-·-~·~r-•••·••->.",-.__,_, ___ ~----

Port Hartsfleld makes tJ1e following declaration and statement under oath: · 
rr: L~~:··:..~;.:I::~~-::. -~tJs:~t,.,.~t~r4:~ -:~1- ~~~·-:~,~:,:?.~.-':?~.:-:;=--;-~ r; (~~'){;T.~ · 

I am the Battalion Chief and 1n charge of Plre Prevention Division of San Ramon Fire Protection 
Distr:lct.. In that capacity, I ~ responsl\'lle for the planning and implementation of the new 
California Fire Incident Reportin~ System (CFIRS) 1n the District. · 

- ' 

Tlie new fire incident reporting system as described ln.the 1990 CFIRS's Manual will represent 
a substantial inorease in reporting requirements for -the Di~trict. To comply -with the 
requirements, new computer software wilt either have to be d~signed or purchased from an_ 
outside vendor. The new system will need to. be installed and· tested. 

Individuals with the responslbillty for preparing. reports will need tO be trained. On an ongoing 
basis, the new data will have to be collected, _entered into the system and reports prepared. - · 
Train!ns will also be .required on an ongoing basis. e 
The San Ramon Valley Fire Protection District is in the very early stages of planning for · 
implemental.ion. A:s such, precise cost' estimateS have not. been -made. I believe the estimates 
provided ln the District's re&t Claim are conservative and reasonable. 

The foregoing facts are lmown to· me personally and if so required, I could and would testify to 
the statements made herein. 

I declare under penalty of perjury the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is true 
and correct. · · 

~x.eoutcd on 1¥ C. ?- t , 1971 , at 511JJ ~ /)tntJ ,J , California, 

-. 
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PREFACE 

Statewide datarelating to the 250,000 - 300,000 fires occurring in California 
each year has·been virtually non-existent. 

The enactment o{Assemb.ly Bill.2066, (Chapter 758, Statutes ~f 1972), however, 
· . has now proviged "a yehlgle by which every fire in California wi II be. recorded. 

Reports ~ill;;.be:;r:nade .. to4h~·SJate Fire Marshal. who will record, analyze and 
annually 6cimpilec:i"statewide'report for the benefit of the entire fire-service. 

It is most important that complete and factual input be provided so that analyses 
and annual reports will truly reflect the fire problem in California. Undoubtedly, 
data obtained from these reports will ultimately reflect on the technologies of fire 
prevention, protection and suppression. To this end, I urge each user to exert the 
effort necessary to make this a successful program: · 
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CFIRS CODE BOOK 

INTRODUCTION . 

·~·· "·--~--;~- -~---

DATE.OF ISSUE- JANUARY, 1974 .... •·. 

· . ~ i}.j:;~~fF> · 
~ . . :· 

AUTHORITY 

. The reporting of .fire incidents by each fire authority within the State of California has been mandated by the 
Callfornia·.state Legislature through enactment of:Section 13110.5, Health and.· Safety Code, which reads 
as follows: 

13110.5 The State Fire Marshal shall gather statistical information on all-fires occurring within this 
state. Beginning January 1, 1974 the chief fire official of each fire department, operated by the state, a 
city, city and county, fire protection district, organized fire company, or other public or private entity 
which provides fire protection, shall furnish information and data to the St~te Fir~ Marshal relating to 
each fire which occurs within his area c:if jurisdiction. The State fire Marshal shall adopt regyiations 
prescribing the scope of the information to be reported, the manner of reporting such Information, 

. forms to be used, the time· such information shall be reported and other requirements and regulations 
as he deems necessary. 

··.The State Fire Marshal shall annually analyze the Information and data na~ported, compile a report, and 
disseminate a copy of such report together with his analysis to each chief fire official i.n the state. The 
State Fire Marshal shall also furnish a copy of his report and analysis to any other interested person 
upon request. · · 

PURPOSE 

In keeping w,ith the foregoing statutory Provisions, the State Fire Marshal has instituted a fire incident 
reporting .Prciced4re known as the California Fire Incident Reporting System, which shall be referred to 
hereafter as CFIRS. 

Fundamentally, this document is a code book, containing an established series of numbers within specified 
categories which define and represent.predetermined fire incident conditions. Through the use of these 
code numbers, it is possible to provide input into the computers for 

1 
ultimate feedback of statewide fire 

incident stE!Iistlcs. · · . 

SCOPE 

The scope of the code book includes specific Instructions of the procedures, .methods, steps and measures 
necessary to complete the required reporting. It also includes the code numbers assigned to the various fire 
related categories which require detailed information. . 

SOURCE OF TECHNICAL DATA 

Portions of this code book have been extracted 1n part from the National Fire Prevention Association 
Coding System for Fire Reporting (NFPA 901, 1973 edition) and the Uniform Fire Incident Reporting 
System. Areas at variance with NFPA 901 (1973) have been made essentially to meet the requirements 
and limitations of CFJRS, as set forth and intended by the State statutes. · · 

. . 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE 

The C~IRS Fire Incident Report (SFM Form G0-60 (7/73) ), used in conjunction with the CFIRS Code 
Book, IS one means by which conditions surrounding fire incidents occurring throughout the state are 
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c·~;~~~rt~d.:;g~ffie2~iei~::'Fire Marshal. The required information may also be entered Into the system by -_ e 
submission of magnetic tapes using the format described on page 7. · · 

The Fire Incident Report (see pages 3 and 4) is constructed in 17 Sections. Fifteen df these Sections are 
lettered (A through 0) for easy cross-refei'el')ce to the Instructions contained herein. Line numbers (see 

· right and left hand margins of form) further aid the user in locating _instructions applicable to the specific line 
of the Section. Note that each lettered Section is reproduced at the head of the applicable instructions. 

These instructions contain predetermined conditions inatch_ed to codes, related to infprmation essential to· 
the reporting system: Certain areas on the front of the repoifdo not contain codes as this lnformailon is not 
required as input into the system. These areas, and the· entire back of the report, are provided for local use, 
as desired. · · ..... __ __ . _ _ .. 

• _ - - H· ·- -- •• ...-·~ -~--. ,. :•··q••L,--•_-r 

'-'-"'"" =~ 'l'n'completing"'sF=r,;f'J=o~"''C3o~'6o, it is n~·cass~~ to ln.sert the_ proper code numbers in the appropriate 
.locations. Narrative inserts are optional and are intended primarily for local fire department use. IF A 
-PARTICULAR SECTION OR A LINE OF A SECTION IS NOT APPLICABLE, LEAVE IT BLANK. 

To facilitate ci'oss:refer~ncing of elements on the Fire. Incident Report to the applicable instructions in the 
Code Book, the following conventions have been adqpted: · · · · -

. 1. Instructions applicable to a Section, or numbered Line of a Section, begin on a facing (right hand, 
odd numbered) page .. · . · - · · · 

?. Sections and numbered Lines of Sections are illustrated above the applicable instructions. The 
ilne(s) being referenced appear unshaded. ' 

3. Left hand (even-numbered} pages contain printed page numbers only when the page contains 
text. · . 

REPORT FORMS 

The Fire Incident Report has been developed by the Office qf the State Fire Marshal and may be obtained 
from the Headquarters· Office ih Sacramento. It is intenoed that this form be completed by the'appropriate . 
fire authority for each fire incident which occurs within the area of his jurisdiction. Specific instructions for 
completing the report begin on page 11 .. 

.. 
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· i . Who WilL Report - All agencies not reponing: tiy magnetic tape. 

--·~ ---·· 

_., _____ ,. -----'·----·------
~- ·-=--...,.-"-.:-...:;.---=-:-:--~~-- .,.-.=r.-

; .:,;.:;.:":"":.: 

: ! •J::t;'l!l. 

. 7.: F-" • 

---------
... ~ -..,.. .... .__.___ : ...,.,. ... 

~-----
j ~ l.~t.i"Jll:,..:..;~;; ~;:._ . -~·~. -·~--. . -----~---·~-

When Will Reports Be· Submitted- Monthly, beginning.January, 1974 not later than the 15th day of 
the following month. 

Where Will Reports Be Submitted To - State Fire Marshal, . 
-~-------~---'--'-----l:feadquarter~s-Office ____________ ~------

Attn: CFIRS Project Officer · . 
~--------------t1.7-1~aowling~or-r-v-e~suit'e:.aoo __ - ___ ._1 

---------- _ _.,_ 
Sacra-mento. CA 95823 ____ --- - - ---· ·--- -- --- "'' -

· How Will Reports Be Submitted ..... By most convenient means .. 

· (b) SUBMISSION BY MAGNETIC TAPE 

With the increasing use of electronic data processing systems for collec~ing statlstic~l data throughout the 
state. an ever greater number of reporting agencies are taking advantage of the cost savings to be derived 
from submission_ of Fi~e !ncident Reports by the means of magnetic tapes. It is imperative to the ir.t:•;;::ty of 
the system that ihose reporting agencies contemplating conversion from reponing by Fire Incident Rs;;on 
fcrm to the magnetic tape reporting method take adequate measures to ensure complete compata:Jiiiry 
with the CFIRS magnetic tape format (see Figure 2 on page 7). When pianr.ing conversion :o tr.e 
magnetic tape method of reporting, please contact the Office of the State Fire Marshal in Sacramento. 

File chara.cteristics for CFIRS Magnetic Tape. reporting are: 
. . 

FILE NAME - Raw Incident Transaction 
FILE ID- SFM001 .RAW.INCID 
RECORD LENGTH - 200 Characters 
RECORDS PER BLOCK- 10 Recrods 
BLOCK SIZE - 2000 Characters 
LABELS- Standard IBM OS Headers and Trailers 

.-GOOING STRUCTURE - EBCDIC 
PARITY-Odd 
CHANNELS - 9 Track 
DENSITY·- BOO BPI or 1600 BPI 
EXTERNAL .LABEL: .. 

Fire Department Name 
Fire Department ID Number 
Period Covered __ , 19 __ to __ , 1 9_ 
Creation Date __ / _/ __ 

Sections and Data names used on the record layout (Figure 2) corres-pond to the names used in the CF:IRS 
Code book and on the CFIRS Fire Incident Reporting Form. -

Who Will Report- All agencies not reporting -by means of CFIRS Fire Incident Report. SFM :=crm 
G0-60. or CFIRS-4 (NCR for;;,) 

When Magnetic Tapes Will Be Submitted-. MONTHLY, not later _than the last. day of 
th~ month. 

-. 
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CFIRS CODE BOOK 

\/'.'here Magnetic Tapes Will Be Submitted To~· State Fire Marshal, 
· · · · Headquarter's Office . · · 

· Attn: CFIRS Project Officer 
7171 Bowling Drive, Suite e.oo 
Sacramento, CA 95823 

.. , ... 

How Magnetic Tapes Will Be Submitted - By common carrier; with proper precautions for tape 
handling. · 

;.· 

DEFINITIONS. 

NOTE 

All magnetic tapes received at the Office of the Siate Fire Marshal 
. will be prq9essed and returned to the submitting agency within 30 
days of the date· of receipt. 

To ensure that Fire Incident Reports are submitt:.:t in an accurate, meaningful arid unifor;r, manner. the 
foHowing definitions apply: 
Fire 

Fire is any instance of destructive and u~controlled burning, including scorch burns and explosions of 
combustible solids, liquids, or gases. 

Fire does not include the following, except where they cause fire or'occur as a consequence of fire: 

(aj Lightning or electrical discharge. . . . . 
· (b) Explosion of steam boilers, hot water tanks, or other pressure vessles, due:to internal pressure and 

not to internal combustion. · . . . 
(c) Explosions of ammunition or other detonating materials. 

· (d) · Accidents involving ships, airc;raft or other vehicles. 
/ / 

REPORTABLE FIRE 

A Reportable Fire is any fire occurring within the jurisdiction of a fire agency. Any fire occurlng outside a fire 
agenCy's jurisdiction shall be rep.orted ·by that agency if It Is the only responding department. Included are 
fires or explosions that may be discovered in progress, discovered following extinguishment. or detected 
weeks later· during an inspection. A fire. report is to be flied on any reportable fire .. 

EXPOSURE FIRE 

A fire which occurs as a.direct consequence of the orlginal,iire Incident, either In another building or type of 
property. 

NOTE: Where fire involves more than one building, each building fire shall be considered a separate fire, 
with all but the original building Involved classified as exposu~e fire. lf.the building fire ign.ite~ a truck parked 
nearby but outside the building, the truck !Ire is an exposure f1re .. If the truck was parked 1ns1de the building, 
it is considered as contents rather than a separate exposure lire. . 
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CFIRS CODE BOOK 

CFIRS 
Tl QP" t&l.IP"OI'Ittl& 

ECORD LAYOUT CALIFORNIA FIRE INCIDENT REPORTING SYSTEI'I 
; 1 , .... I • •I •,' 0 ol '•I '"'"' · > .,., I~ t ' 

o~•~oc r•o Ptll ... :J '1'11 

Program No. SFMOOt Program Name DATA UlTIC.Y UUH'UT FORIJ.:.l' Prepored bY----"-"-----· Dare 711bl7 3 

File Name 1 R 1 A 1 W 1 1l 1 N 1 C 1 1 f D 1 E 1 N 1 T 1 1 T 1 R 1 A 1 N , S 1 F; 1• 101 9 1 F;H 1o 1o 1r 1• 1R1A 1w1, 1r 1N1c 1I 1D 1 J Pa9e _ 1_ol __ L_ 

RECORD LENGTH 200 Characters 

RECORDS PER BLOCK. __ l~O:__ ___ _ 

BLOCK SIZE 2000 Characters 

EXTER!lAL LABEL 

FIRE DEPARTMENT NAME 

FIRE DEPARTMENT NU~WER 

LABELS Standard· IBN OS 

CODING STRUCTURE EBCDIC 

PARITY Odd 

PERIOD COVERED 

CREATION DATE I I 

FIGURE 2 CFIRS MAGNETIC TAPE LAYOUT 
-7~ 

'''1 ... ~~ •. :1 ,., ,.,. 
~:· : ~~ ~ 1:: 

CHANNJ'l.s'' : 9 Track , , 
L.l .I ' ~ 11 1 

· · ,.',. ' ·I ! f 
DENS in i! BOO BPI or1; 1600 BPI !J l 

lf!ijt;: 
! till (: ~ 
~-~ til r 
,:~ 
~:: 

1.9 __ 

'" : fi'· .. .;· :r~ 
l'i 

., I 

q 
:; i r 
.!· 



FIRE CASUALTY 

A fire casualty is a person' receivlngafi:lnju""ry;oTaeath r~s[Htiugfrom a.'fi~e. fife""cliiises'of fifefcasualtles are 
classified as direct or Indirect. Direct fire casualties areJfi'CisS':"."w~eteln]tkies~or_deaths are due to fire. 
Indirect fire casualties are thos_e where injuries or deaths ar~'due in part to fire, but some other cause is 
assigned as primarily responsible. - · · · · 

- Fire Injury: -A fire injury is one suffered as the result of a fife thatrequires (or should require) treatment by a 
practitioner of medicine within one year. of the fire or explosion (regardless of whether treatment was--

--actually received). .. •.- .. - .... ~. · -

Fire Death. A fire dea_th is a fire casualty whic~ is fatal or becomes fatal within one year after the fire. 

More Than One Cause of Death .. Where a death maybed~eto more than one cause, one of which is a fire 
cause, the classification ,made by appropriate authorities .§.hall govem. -

. Indirect Causes of Fire Injuries. These are'the injuries which result indirectly from fire and include: 

(a) ·Disease contracted due to exposure to weather In time of fire. 
(b) Injuries due to fire breaking out in vehicles following an accident which Is not Itself a fire. If the accident 

·- -is a fire, the injury is a direct fire injury. .. · 
(c) _Over-exertion while escaping from or fighting a fire. . 
(d) Injuries to fire fighters while responding to or returning fr6m a fire. 
(e) injuries suffered by fire fighters, while in the execution of their. duties, due to the violence of others. 
(f) Injuries suffered by firefighters while in the performance of any assigned duties. 

PROPERTY 

_ Occupancy. The use of property. 

Vacant property, or no occupancy. Property withoUt contents.· 

Complex.- A multiuse property having three or more _chief occupancies. 

IGNITION CLASSIFICATION 

Heat of Ignition. The heat energy which brings about Ignition. Heat energy ccimes In various .forms and 
usually from a specific object or source. Therefore, the heat of ignition is divided Into two parts: "Source of 
lrleat of Ignition," and "Form of Heat of Ignition." · . . 
Material First Ignited. - The combustible which is first set on fire by heat of lgnJtion. The material ignited may 
be iii many forms, depending on Its use (I.e., wallpaper); and may be made ofseyeral types of material (Le., 
paper, fabric, oil cloth, plastic). To reveal this difference, the list of materials ignited Is divided Into two parts: 
"Type of Material First Ignited," and "Form of Material First Ignited." 

Act or Omission. · When a heat source contacts or comes dose to material which then ignites, creating a 
fire, usually someone has done something (an act), or failed to do something (an omission). This act or 
omission is sometimes known as the "human element." · 

Fixe.d Object. An object, device or appliance which is fastened or secured at a specific location, e~g., a 
radiator. 

Portable Object. An object, device or appliance ttiat can readily be moved from one place to another, e.g., 
a vacuum cleaner. 

Stationary Object. An object, device or appli<' .ce which is not fastened, but which is not readiiX moved 
from one place to another in normal use, e.g., a refrigerator. · 

.. 
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A fluid malarial which has a vapor pressure exceeding 40 psia at ,100 degrees F. Gasnl1ne, wh1ch is 
always spelled out in this stand~rd. __ i~_a li.::juid, not a gas. 

'"' .;.____ .. ' 
'10SILE HOME -.~-.---... :: · 
'' i '..:',.~" I : .::..-;:- •• , ~- ••·• ~_:-~~-;;~ ;: ··I :. . · ·; · ·~-'- "" . • 

A mob1le home is •a ve_hicle ttesigned .. and equipl)ed~for:]'luman habitation; and for:::being·-drawn by a motor 
·1eh;c1e: ,section t8CCB.- Health and Safety Code). 

:p:_J=:::::rr CO~.IP!...!:X 

A grease duct fire in a restaurant in a hotel, or an explosion in a chemical laboratory of a ~n,.;ersi:·; 
ore~ent:s a challenge to fire reporting. The fire service needs clear informaticA to converse w1th manage
ment of these !acilit'1es. Obviously in the first' case if "hotel" cata are collected, then "restauran!" 

·oata are lost. In the second. example. if "laboratory" data are collscted, then ··.un1versity" data are lost. 

To :ap:·.!re data on !ires in multi-use property 8i>:'~':lsments under one manageme:-1:, a "Prccerty Cor.<
·olex" code was developed: 

·:A ~ropeny c:eating all three of the following criteria-is a property ccmp!ex: 

• .a. A sing Is building containing three or more specific property uses, as listed 1n 5-:-::ion a. or 

o. more ~han one building of the same or ddfereni property classificatillns, as ;:s:e1 i.n the sar.<'" 
Section, 

and 

2. located within a contin'uous boundary 
and, 

3. operated under one business management or ownership. 

INDIVIDUAL .FIXED AND MOBILE PROPERTY USE CLASSIFICATIONS 

Individual properly uses can be divided into that which is relatively "fixed" (buildings, bridges and 
parking lots) and that which is designed to be "mobile" (cars, planes and ships). Individual Property 
Use Classifications are so divided. with the "Fixed Use Classifications" on pages 23 through 38 and 
the "Mobile" on page 39. For additional ellplanation of Use Classifications assigned, see Appendix A. 

FIREWORKS 

·:·Fireworks" means any device contarnmg chemical elements and chemical compounds capable of 
burning Independently of the oxygen of the atmosphere and produCI"Q audible.·visual. mecnanical. or 
thermal effects which are useful as pyrotechnic Jev1ces or for entertainment. 

The term "fireworks'' includes. but is not limited to, devices designated by the manufac!urer as fire
works, tornedoes, skyrockets, roman cand las. rockets. Daygo bombs, sparklers, party popoers, oa::-er 
caps. c~asers. fou.ntails, smoKe sparks, aerial ~omos. and fireworks ;..,ts . 
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CFIRS CODE BOOK 

OFFIC:::E OF TH£ STATE FIRE •o'IAFfSio;'AL I'"C ICE·<T .. 0. 

I I I FIRE IHCI DENT REPORT 

Entries c:ontalru•d In this report are 
lntenOecl lar the sole use or the 
Statu Flra Marsnal. Estimations 
and evaluations made nereln reDf•· 
unt "most /lkaly" and 11most 
probable 11 cause und effect. Any 
representation 11 to tne·OJatldltyor 
ac:curacv of .re~:~ortad conditions 
ounlda tne State Fire Manha/ 1s 
alflca, Is neltt'le:r lnrended nor -----,------:--------.------ FIRE OEPA RTMENT 

IOl P4fll'tlro'II:•ITA l ~~~I I II d mp • 
DCtUP.tNT NAWl R!LATION.SMIP I AI.AIIIt4 

·- .SOURCI a·.FI ···~R ····~ R aox lltR.ItL DTHIUt 

ADDRESS ROON/APT. HO. CITY liP TIL[PHONE HC. 

I 
!CJ.LL IIAClt) 

. I ' 
OW~~~ NAME AtltiR!II Cl.T_~ ZIP C:I.NIUS/ PA'tC:!1. NO. 

ht!IANAGER NAN£ ADDIU:!I C:IT.l ZIP Tlt.EPitDHl HD. 

With the exception of the DEL and CORR boxes at the upper right areaofthls Section, entries in the Section 
are optional. · 

Block Title 

INCIDENT NO. 

FIRE DEPARTMENT 

DEL (deletion) 

CORR (correction) 

Instructions 

Enter the Incident Number used in Section A, Line 1 , on 
page 17. This block is for local departmental use only. 

Enter the name of the Fire Department having direct 
jurisdiction over the fire incident. reported. 

If a report has been submitted containing erroneous 
information in tt,e fields "Fire Department I. D. No., Inci
dent No., Exposure No., Time and Date", the erroneous' 
report must be erased from the files and re-~ntered from 
,a corrected report. 

To erase the erroneous report submit a report 
showing only the Fire Department I.D. No., lnci

. dent No., Exposure No., Time and Date (as er-
roneously reported), and check the DEL box. 

If the report is to be re-entered into the Illes, submit 
a complete, corrected report. DO NOT check the 
DEL or CORR boxes. 

If a report has been submitted containing erroneous 
information in fields other than "Fire Department 1.0. 
No., Incident No., Exposure No., Time and Date", the 
errone.ous report must be replaced in the files. This is 
done by submitting a complete, corrected report with the 
CORR box checked. 
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OCCUPANT NAiwl£ 

ADDRUJ 
2 

OWN!R NAME. 

Line No. 

RtL.ATIOHSHIP 

I 
AL.ARt.4 
SOURC!: 

ROOM I APT. NO. tiTV TEI.!PWONE NO, 
lt:,.\.1. I!IA.CKI 

l ...L ...L ~. _, 
ADDRCS!I CITY UP C!NSUS: PARCEL HD. 

ADDR!..U CITY 

Block Title Instructions 

OCCUPANT NAME 

RELATIONSHIP 

I. 

Optional Entry - Enter name of occupant or head of 
household, if any. · 

Optional Entry- Enter as appropriate: 
Owner 
Employee/Customer 
Lessee, renter, guest 
Maintenance staff for repair, renovation 
Contractor on premises 
Trespasser 
Not occupied 
Not elsewhere classified 
Not reported - unable to determine: 

ALARM SOURCE - TEL ... Optional Entry - Check for public telephone'. 

BOX ... Optional Entry- Check for municipal fire alarm system. 
Includes telegraph, telephone, and radio types and aux
iliary to connect them. 

PFAS ... Optional Entry - Check for private fire alarm system. 
Includes· central station, remote station, etc. 

VERBAL ... Optional Entry- Check for direct report to fire station. 
· Includes fire seen from or reported to fire station. 

RADIO . : . Optional Entry- Check for r<!dio. Includes fire reported 
directly from a vehicle on fire or police department fre
quency. 

OTHER ... Optional Entry -: Not otherwise classified. 

133 

*Note: For a local fire alarm system where passer-by 
reports ringing bell by phone, classify as telephone . 
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2,-,;~:·~~ _,..~,-;:;.;o;;:: .. · :!'.!; ·: .• : 

F;.~~~~~Jo~~·~~: 1!'6~;~~r:.pg~t·:~=~~-~;:r:·-~:-- ~·: .~ .:_ 
State Fire Mart.hlil!'' EstimatiOns · '2.0::£ • .,.~1· ""'·'·~ 

.,d evalu.allon5 ITIIdti'hereln repre·'~ 1"Y' • · :"' .. -, ··:.-•• · 
,nt umrnt 11\cely·"·'~and·· "most':. --~:! -'''~:.,. .:. ... ~ 

~:g:!.~~~0t~ 11C:nu ~ t';.~~=f !:f1~1 t~"o~: ~ ·-~;- ~: :··=- . .:.~~~--~-~:.:_ ~:. 
accurac.y ol raportltd···condltlons-:-~::.. .::; :.:,;:·:=~-=-=-::: 
ouUidl the St.ata ·:·Fire:..Marshal'-s~•·!' .-. · •• ··~•·::., ""' 
offlco, IS nettner~'1nteneled n_or 
lmDHel:l. 

OCCUPANT NAME 

tTiTC OIJ "C6.1.11'~P:11-' ···-. 

OF'P'ICE OF T.,_.G: STA.T.Il_-FIRE t.U.I=tSI-I4t,. __ 

Fl RE IHa o!:N-T'· REPORT~"' ; 
--·-----· .... _ ... ,·;:.·. 

· 01 L t 0111'11 -""'""1 
------------- ·--- ~,.,.. c~');r;:·v~-"~21"?1.: _:_ 

FIRE DEPARTMENT LJ L.:..J 

I :~~~t Tu.rl P ... url IUQID n 
\ ao~.U'Iol'£ftBA~ OTH!:"D 1-:.~00::A::E:"OS::---------------,_";R;;"QO;;;M:;-7"' ~.P~T:-. ';;N;;"O .--t;,-;;,T;-;,-----'------'---:,;;,PP -=· TE I. EPI-tOME NO. • __,_ 

2 I I I I _L ,_CALL •• _CKI __ 

OWNER HAIAE. ;· AD9A£SS CITY ... ~EHSUS $JoiiRC!L.-H,Fl . 

MANAGER NAM! -~ • 

• 

Line No. Block Title Instructions 

2 ADDRESS-ROOM-APT. Optional Entry.- Enter complete address where fire 
NO. - CITY - ZIP CODE incident occurred.· 

2 TELEPHONE (CALL BACK) Optional Entry - Enter number for occupant or head of 
household where occupant can be reached. 

3 OWNER NAME ·Optional Entry. 

3 ADDRESS. CITY, ZIP CODE Optional Entry. 

3 CENSUS TRACT Optional Entry - Enter censu? tract or parcel number 
taken from current census tract map. 

4 MANAGER NAME Optional Entry. 

4 ADDRESS, CITY, ZIP CODE Optional Entry. 
4 TELEPHONE NO. Optional Entry. 
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····----~~ ----- .. --- .. ------------------ --- -------·•· ' .••.• , .•. .. : -- . .,.-.• ~,..,.,-, ' , •.• ,.r;:;~;·~~--

O<>' ,;"' '"'. _!.;. :,;:.. ·:','~-=~' :';~~:r~-:·,, NOTE "' e ... '' .•. • •• 

This is the control field iJsed to identify the Fire Incident Report. It 
....... must be completed on all. reports .. 

. ' . 
·---···-

Line No. . Block .Title Instructions 
. .--~----.-- .. --- -·-··· ,---~--~--- ---- ..... --~--· ···~ 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

· : "'=·· · .. · FIRE DEPT. ID :---~----··Enter five number code taken from list of Fire De-
:7N0TE::. lf-unable-to-identlfy:-:-:-:-partment-ID's-by-County;-beglnning·-on- Pag-e-4!1"3 ...... _.. .. 

your Fire Department from list- of Appendix s: 
ings in Appendix, call (9.16) · 
322-2370 and· refer to CFIRS 
Program. 

INCIDENT NO. 

EXPOSURE NO. 

TIME 

COUNTY OF FIRE 

DIST/CITY 

OUT OF JURISDICTION 

Every Fire incident must be assigned a unique number. 
This number is used as the primary method for identify
ing a particular fire incident. The fire Incident n_umber 
assigned will also be used for reporting all subsequent 
exposure incidents reported, based on the original re-
port (see next instruction). · 

The Exposure Number Is used in addition to the Fire 
Incident Number to indicate an exposure fire resulting 
from an original fire incident. 

· Enter the time, month, day, year, and day of the week 
code when the· fire incident occurred. Use the 24-hour. 
clock for time (2400 = 12:00 p.m.). Use the two-digit 
numerical· equivalent· for month (February = 02). Use a 
numerical count for day, and use the last two digits of the 
year for year (1973 = 73). Use a numerical code for . 
day-of-the-week beginning with one (1) for Sunday. For 
example: 4:19p.m., May 1, 1973 (Tuesday) becomes: 

DAY 
TIME MO · DAY YEAR CODE 
1619 05 01 73 3 

NOTE: To be completed only if County of Fire is dif-
ferent from fire department's county. 

Enter the two digit number (see list of County Names 
and Code Numbers in Appendix B) of the County where · 
the fire incident originated. 

. Optional Entry - A two digit code (01-99) may be as
signed for local use in identifying a particular area of 
jurisdiction. 

Optional Entry - Check If fire incident occurred out of · 
area of jurisdiction. 

NOTE: Reports of mutual aid calls will not be submitted . 
to the State Fire Marshal except by the fire 
agency having jurisdiction. 
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NOTE: Ent~es in this Section are required. If not applicable, leave 
. blank. 

. ---- ~~ --- .:-. 

TYPE OF INCIDENT 

CONSTRUCTION DATE 
·(MOBILE HOME ONLY) 

PROPERTY CLASSIFICATION 
(COMPLEX) 

139 

-- . - -- - --- ---~ --:.--
- ·-- --:-.. 

Enter the two digit code as appropriate: 

CODE TYP~ (FIR2 RELATED) 

10 
1 1 

12 
13 
14 

15 
16 
17 
18 

19 

Unknown type. 
Building fire. 
Trees, brush, grass fire. 
Vehicle fire. 
Refuse fire .. 
Outside structures fire. 
E~tplosion, no afterfire. 
Crops, orchards, outside storage. 
Mobile Home (see definition on page 9). 
NOTE: Requires construction date entry. 
Other. 

CODE TYPE (NOT FIRE P.ELA TEO) 

Fireworks incidence. not fire-related, in· 
vcilving injuries or casualties. 

38 

NOTE: Complete Sections A, B. & J of 
form G0-60 as applicable. Complete 
lines 3 &4 only of Section E. 

If construction date is prior to Jan. 1, 1972. 
check box 1. 

If construction date is after Dec. 31. 1971 -
check boll 2. 

Eriter the complex name and code taken from the 
following list. This entry is .to be made only if 
the property Involved is e part of a complex of 
properties devoted to several occupancies and i.s 
described by several property use classifications. 

For example: A shopping center is a complex. 
while a clothing store within the shopping center 
is an individual property use classification. 
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CFIRS CODE BOOK 

clJock Title 

PROP:RTY CLASSIFICATION 
(COMPLEX) (continued) 
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e . 
. Instructions 

CODE TYPE 

97 Airport Complex. 
11 Amusement Park, Zoo Complex. 
42 · Apartment HCJuse Complex. 
40 . BusinesS/ Residential Complex. 
14 Club Complex. 
41 Dwelling Complex (one and two family). 
20 Educational Complex. 
65 Farm Complex. 
33 Hospital, Medical Center. Mental Jnstitu· 

lion Complex. 
44 Hotel Complex. 
70 Industrial Plant, Ma,nufacturing Complex. 
94 Marina, Waterfront Complex. 
63 Military Reservation, Defense Complex. 
47 Mobile Home Complex: 
45 Motel Complex. 
59 Office, Government Complex. 
34 Prison Complex. 
95 Railroad Transport Complex. 
58 Shopping Center, Department Store, Dis· 

count Complex. ,A 
12 Stadium, Park, Exhibition hall Complex. W 
80 Warehouse. Storage Complex.· 
99 Other. 



B. PROPE!RTV CL.ASSIFICATI~N 

! ! !::·.=.~_ -·- ----. --·--- - ---. 

I 

Line No. Block Title 

3 PROPERTY CLASSIFICATION 

.::;,!'1. 0 . •. 7?1 

. (INDIVIDUAL) . 

NOTE: Individual Property Class· 
ification is lisled in t'wo cate; 
gories: Fixed and Mobile. Pages 

· 23 through 38 contain use classifi· 
cations for Individual Fixed Prop· 
erty ·and par;;e 39 lis:s lrrlividual 

· Mobile Property. If the prop.::r 
use classification cannot be lo· 
cated within these listings, refer 
tv .generalized explanatiol"s of 
moiv•dual use classifications in 
Appendix A . 

141 ,-
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-·-----;.------ ---:-- ··-·. 

Enter the individual property use classification as 
taken from the followir.g list. The C:assi:icat!on 
should accurately describe the use or lr.e inciv•C:~al 

·property. If more ·than one use is m<~de of t"'e 
property, enter lh!= one best describing lhe major 
use 
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CFIRS CODE BOOK 

INDIVIDUAL FIXED PROPERtY~lf~Ec:CCASSf~ic~ATIONS . . 

711 Abattoir 715 AriimarfOodi'siOCI<"dry:feed ~ ,,, ~-·.,_, o "": · 877 A!!!'> wredr,ing .. ___ 
·687 Abrasives plant 556-~Animafhos£ital---;;;=---: :--- 161 Automat'. • · ·' i 
742· Academic robe mfg 719. Animal me kine, preporin~. . 795 Automatic· piano mfg 
221 Academy, boarding . 726....Animal.oil,~!'•r:y •. noncd Je __________ 784_Automoblle.wembly plant 
142 Academy. riding 726 "Animal oll'reriUermg. non:- -- · -· · 571 Automobile filling•tatlon 
761 Acetylene gu mig edible 883 Automobile lot 
761 Acid plant 556 Animal shop, supplies 784 Aui<JmobUe mig, Bllembly 
765 Acrilon fiber mfg 663 Animal, trapping, hunting 784 Automobile parts mig 
776· Adding machine mfg 5SI Antique shof 573 Automobile '"f."'' ahop 
595 Addreulng firm . 421 Apartment, ·2 units .~74 Automobile sa esroom 
765 Adh .. ive mig, notoynthetic 422 Apartment, 3-6 units 575 Automobile tire store 

resin 423 Aparunen~ 7·20 units 57! Automobile top shop 
764 AdhedYes, mfg. synlhetic resin 424 Apartment, over 20 uniu 57! AutomotiVe muffler shop 
591 Administrative office . 6r.-l ... Apiary .... 231 Automotive school ___ .. 
799 AdvertiJing dioplay.mig"-- 6~5·· ''Apple growing 925 Awnin(.·tanop-y .;·::.;.·,~-::-
754 Advertiolng oign m fg 776 A pplianco auembling, eiec H5 Awning mfg 
774 Aerial cableway mig 776 Appliance repair, elec wjmlg =-•26 Awnin~tore 
928 Aerial tramway 5!2 Appliance repair, elec w;w .. 773 Axem · · 
791 Aeronautical inatrument mfg 558 AJ.pliance repair, obop wjo 785 Axle m , cycle 
511 Aged persono home, w;nuning . .. 78. AJtle mfg, motor \'ehkle 
512 A~ per10n1 home, w;o 532 Appliance store 

nunln~ 742 Apron mig . 74S Baby blanket mfg 
775 Agricu tilral fork mig 91! Aqueduct, consc.r, repan 787 B•by carriage mig 
626 Agricultural laboratory 914 Aqueduct, demolition 742 Baby clothe. mfg 
774 Agricultural machine mfg. 594 Architect office 71S Baby food mig, homogeni1ed 

non-etec 123 Arena, sporu 712 Baby food mfg. with milk ba>e 
812 Agricultural products, boxed 761 Argon gu mig 711 Bacori curing · 

. 815 Agricultural products, loose 591 Armed loren office 799 a·adge mig 
818 Agricultural supply atorage 764 Armored car mig, ..,.mbly 775 Bag clasp mf~, baoe m<Lol 
774 ~cultural tractor mfg 122 Arrno'ry holt 1•5 Bag·mfg. bur ap 
774 AIT comJ:reuor m fg 582 Army and navy slore 746 Bag m~, leather 
774 Air con ilion mchry, mfg 591 Army office 754 Bagatel e board mfg 
776 Air conditioner' mfg, unit !Ype 677 Ara~nic, mining .. quarryiug 892 Bagged mineral prod 11ge 
591 Air force office 779 Anenic, procesoin~ m Bagging cord·plant 
925 Air raid shelter 152 _ Art gallery. incl • es · 716 Bakery 
761 Air reduction 23! Artachool 515 Bakery. sateo 
775 Air rifte mig 56! Art ou~ply oaleo 719 Baking powder m fg 
786 Aircraft auembly 761 Artiiicnl color mfg. food 747 Salata products mig 
894 Aircraft freight terminal 742 Artlfidal Hower mfg 821 Bale llorage. cotton 
886 Aircraft hangar 758 Artifidal leather mfg 824 Bale storage, jute, hemp. 
786 Ail'crafl mfg repair 791 Artificial limb m Is silal fiber 
175 Airline Umouaine terminal 761 Artifidal manure mfg 823 Bale atorage, 1ilk. aynthetlc 
786 Airplane mfg, auembly. repair 799 Artiot bruoh mig fiber 
641 765 Artilt color mfg · .822 Bale Jtorage, wool, wonted Airport built plant 799 Artilt material mfg, excl paint 812 Baled hay, OUtlide 915 Airport, con1u, repair 765 Artilt paint mf~ . 855 Baled paper stge 6!2 Airport control tower· 563 Artiot supply aa es · 774 Ball bearing mig 914 Airport, demolition 688 Albestol concrete rroduct mig 747 Ball m~ rubber or aynthellc 841 Airport, gaaoline, diltrlbutlng 688 Albestoo ftber wor lng 12! Ball par 171 Airport pauenger terminal 678 Albestoo. mining, quarrying 799 . Ballpolnt_pen mfg 721 Alcohol beverage diltille_ry 668 AlbestDI products plant 121 Ballroom 721 Alcohol, induatrial diotllling 768 :,bait Impregnated paper 752 BambOo productl m Is 721 Alcohol plant 

754 Bank furniture mig IH6 AlcoboUc bevenge •tRO 678 Alphalt, mining, quarrying 758 Banlc.note jJ1'inting 72! Ale mig 768 Alphalt plant, ':!t 592 Banlu 846 Aleoto~ 77f Alphalt road m "ne mfg 592 Banlu, branch office 715 Alfalfa m II 591 A&sociation office 743 'Banner mf~ 761 Alkali mig 742 Ad!letlc clothing mig 16! Bat. alcoho ic beverage Ill Alley' bowi!Dg 141 Athletic club, w;o sleeping 754 Bar· furniture mfg 758 Alman..:. publishing, printing Athletic dub, wjsleepmg 557 Barber shop . !;24 Alteration ahap, garment . See apartment. 561 Barber IUP.PIIOI. store , 772 Aluminum calling · 424 Athletic dub, wjaleeping 781 Ba~, building, ~airiu~ 775 Aluminum, bnllow ware. mt,( over 20 unitl 715 Bar ey, milling. m ling 772 Aluminum, refining. etc · 915 Athletic 6cld c:onstr, repair 815 Bam 775 Aluminum. •tamping 914 Athletic field, demoiitinn . 464 Barrack 772 Aluminum. wire drawing 798 Athletic goodl mfg 752 Barrel plant 784 Ambulance mfg, ......,bly 758 Atlaomt · 751 Barrel atave mig 761 Ammonia oynth .. il 611 Atomic ion, fusion mate- 751 Barrelhead mig 
761 Ammonium nitrate plant' rlab mig · 677 Baryteo, mining, quarrying 
864 Aml!lonium nitrate atora,se 581 Auction houae 761 Baryteo, proceuing 
762 Ammunition mfg 182 Auditorium 778 Bue metal, cold preuing, e1e 
552 Ammunition l8les 591 Audlton ollioe 752 Basket mfg 
123 Amphitheater 764 Auto accessory mfg 686 . Batch plant, concrete or 
115 Amuoement hall,.plac:e, booth '75 · Auto ac:ceuory lales cement 
942 Anchorage o73 Auto aecessory storage 116 Bathttouoe 
77! Andtormfg • 57! Auto body repairing 116 Bathing beach 
791 Anesthetic machine m fg 575 Auto pailit sliop 747 Bathin~ ca~ mfg 556 Animal care center 875 Au to panutonge . 771 Bathtu m , cut imn 
883 Animal feed storage, pnX:.ssed 877 Au to aatvage, junk yar~ · 747 Battery case mig 
818 Animal ked atonge, un· 575 Auto Rat cover ~ 776 Battery mfft proceaed 575 Auto apecialty rep r shop 759 Batting mi 
719 Animal food preparing, mfg 575 Auto supply ltore 675 Bauxite mine, quaJ'T'f 
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CFIRS CODE BOOK 
- INDrVIDUAL FIXED PROPERTY USE CLASSIFICATIONS 

• 772 Bauxite processing 755 Bobbin mig 895 Briquette uge 7i3 Bayonet mig 7M Bodv mflf, cycle 773 Bronze hollow wue 142 Bench club 784 Body mig, motor vehicle 772 Bronte, refining, eu: 715 ·Bean, grind in~ •pUtting 573 Body repair lhop, motor 775 Bronte atataping 811 Dean storap:, u lk · vehicle 772 Bronze wire drawing 7H Bearing m g. roller, hall, nf't-rllll" 672 Bo~ ore mining, quarrying . 799 Broom mig 557 Beauty ahop 717 Bo ed sweets mig · 799 Bru.oh mig 754 Bedding plant 688 Boiler r.,:•t m lg . 931' Brwh growth, outdoors 743 Bedspread mfg 646 Boller owe 77! Bucl<et mig, metal . 654 Bee railing 771 Boiler mfg. can iron 752 Bucl<et mfg;wood · 723 Beermfg 781 Boiler mfg, muine 775 Bucl<le mig, base metal 163 .Beer parlor 688 Boller pacl<lng mfJ. asbcsto• 794 Bucl<le mfg. precioua metal 
.. -846 Beer ':f: . . 774 Boilerhouae machme mfg 851 Bullden supply wuehouse 742 Belt m , exd leather 77! Bolt mfg, metal 915 Building condemned 746 Bell mffleather . 662 Bolt, wood, hewing, mugh 688 · Building face atone works , :-;:;' 744 Belting eat'het tannery r:uulng 751 Building mfg. portable wooden H7 Belting mfg, tubber or 5~n· 77! Bomb cue mfg 755 Building paper mfg. fiber. 

thetlc · 782 Bomb filling 751 B11Uding products mfg .. wood 744 Belting plant; canvas 925 Bomb lhelter 551; Building su':f.ly store· · 
732 Belting plont, cloth 726 Bone all, refining 911 Building un er CO!Illtructlon 767 Benzene m!l 799 Bone products mfg 912 Building under demolition 
141 Bet tak.ing ,s Ob '119 Bone scraping, c:ruahi~g 918 BuDdin/ under renovation 
72! Beverage mfg, eer 758 Book, brorudng, gilding, edging 84! Bulk L -gu plant 
724 Beveruge mig, nonalcohol!r 758 Book ·m~ blank 841 Bulk plant, ~etroleum 
721 Be .. rage mfg. spirits 758 Book_, pu lllhing, printing · 774 Bulldozer m g 

. 722 Bevera~te mfR. wine 758 Book repair 752 Bung mfg · 846 Beverage storage, alcoholic 541 Book a tore, new. used 466 Bunkhouse . M32 Beverage storage. soft 758 Bookbinding 755 Buo~ mfg. cork 
'•I I Beve~store 774 Bookbinding machine mfg 74! Bur p bag mfg 
7~5 Bicycle assembly and repair . 1~1 Bookmaker pllice, gambling 824 Burlap atorage, bales, bal!l 
.i!i2 Bicycle aaleo· and repair '774 Boot machry, mig 784 Bua m~ assembly KiJ . lllllet storage 741 Boot mig, cs:cl. vulcanized 883 Bus par ing · 
112 Billiord <l'nter rubber · 574 Bwsalea 
i!l-4 Billiard tablo mfg 747 Boot mfg, vulcanised rubber 173 Bus terminal 
ii-4- Bintler machino mig 523 Boot repair · 232 Bwineu ac:hool. comme-rcial 
i58 BimJer mfg. ~aper, a.r•lbflATfl 753 Boot rree mig 712 Butter mfg 
j;18 Bintlery, bou 523 Bootblacl< stand 635 Buuer.•tge 113 Bingu hall 752 Bootlace mfg, braided cotton 799 Button mig e ;y:,! Binucular mfg 733 Bootlace mfg. braided wool 
li21 Biological laboratory. 734 Bootlace mfg. braided, mixed 116 Cabana 
iiY Bin.l1e~ mix.ing &ben . 451 Cabin, tourist 
716 Bucuit mfg · 677 Borate mlnerau, mining, 754 cabinet &hop 
Hi..J Bituminous snnU operation &uryin~ 774 Cable cor m lg 
ii:S Blaclr.imitb shop 761 rate m nerala, processing 776 Cable mfg. insulated. elec 
i58 Blank book~ 774 Boring machine mig 634 Cable, telephone, telee,ph 
ii6 Blanket mfg, e ec 756 Bottle cap, oeal mig 634 Cable, tenninal. telep on~ 
i43 Blanket mig, nonelec 685 Bottle plant •161 Cafe 
771 Blast furnace 683 Bottle atopper. glw mig 161 Cafeteria 
i62 Blasting agent mig 714 Bottling mchry, mig 122 ear.· athletic pracrice 
iGI Bleach mfg 724 Bottlln~lllllt 716 Ca e mig 
123 Bleachers, for se•dng 75! Bowl m ,wood 719. Cake mix mig 
;:m Bleaching ~!ant Ill Bowling establishment 776 Calculating machine mig 
726 Blentled ta le oil mig 552 Bowlin!. lhop 792 Camera ~lpment plant · 
ii6 Blender mig, elec, kitchen 77! Box m g, metal 792 Camera m 
i54 Blind mfg. venetian, non wood 756 Box mfg. paper 55! Camera 1tore 
751 Blind mfg, wood · 752 Box mig, Wood 473 Camping trailer, collapsiblr 

·333 Blind persons illlltltution 742 Brace suspender mig 773 Can m lg, metal 
662 Blocks, wood, ro11gh cutting 7!2 Braid mig, cotton 794 Canadian royal mint 
H2 Blowe m~ 734 Braid mfg. mlzed fiben 726 Candle mig 
595 Blueprint rm 7!! Braid mfg. wool or wonted 726 Candle plant 
511 Boarding care home, aged 757. Bnaided cord mig 717 Candy mfg 

wtnuning 688 Brake lining mfg 515 Candy lhop 
,,12 Boarding care home, aged 785 Brake mfg, Cycle 752 Cane, container mig 

wfo nurSing 784 Brake mfg, motor vehiCle 752 Cane producu mfg 
3:!2 Boarding care home, children 721 Brandy mig 713 Cannery, fruit, vegetable 
352 Boarding core nome, nonaged 77! Br111 hollow ware 7H Cannery, seo food 

convalescent 772 Draa, relining, etc 744 Canvas belling plant 
451 Boarding boWie, 4-8 rootaen · 775 . Brau."swotng 74! Canvas goods mig 
452 Boarding bouse, 9-15 roomers 772 Brill wire rawing 526 Canvas lfOoda store 
441 Boudlng howe, over 15 · 742 Brauiere mfg 826 Canvu atora8"= 

roomen, yr rd 716 Bread mig 742 Cap or hat mig 
221 Boarding school classroom bldg 715 Break fan food m fg 591 Capitol building 
576 Boat accessory sales . 72! Brewery · 774 Capatan mfg 
782 Boat mig 882 Brick, ~lass mfg 887 Car house 
885 Boat mooring, fueling, docking 881 Briel<, eac.resiotlng mig 578 Car waobln~ 
762 Soat r~J:'r, no salea 774 Briel< making machine mig 717 t:aramelm 
576 Roat sa ea 681 Briel< plant, nonglus 766 Carbon blac plant e 885 . BOat storage 921 Bridge 89!i Carbon black stge 
885 Boathouse 913 Bridge, conou, repair 768 Carbon mig ·. 
14! Boating club 914 Bridge, demolition 799 Carbon p':r.er plant 
782 Boatyard. vessels 65 It a~d 676 Brine pit · 687 Carborun urn wheels mig 

unde1: 768 Briquette mig 784 CarbuTetor mfg. motor vehicle 
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774 

756. 
7H 
756 
562 
916 
796 
7!2 
7!4 
7!! 
8211 
5!6' 
516 
756 
855 
762 
762 
773 
773 
773 
776 
752 
752 
753 
R52 
771 
726 
:i84 
776 
652 
776 
341 
925 
762 

Card can mig, lor ~t\le_, R9S 

~·rC::~. i~l~ .~:_;_~i;,·i-~~~- :l~j;:\ ·--'~ ~:~ 
~:~~::~ ~=:·~~t~~~"~':'·~:.~ m 
Carpenu~r ~(lipmeiniBJeit• --~~- ... - · 758 

~~:~~ ~~t~[;mc·e::a: =·.~ :·1 ·;·~-. ·.::::··· '~· :' ~!·-·;!~:~ 
Chiro~ro.ctUf.officC:·~··•: ,O\:fT::t~;_: . i53 
Chi111:l mig·'" ·· "'~:~_ .. c""-"'''"- :::-:· · '"M52 
Chocolate fBCrn;Y!.'..:.•tuio_ ~: ~:x.il!:.!; _-.·~·~·.:.: 11 876 
Chrislmn.s card Primi•~t:·· .. · :.~.:."":;-,;, ·.~.: i94 

t:::: ~~:~tY~8 ~._._,~~- ·./: ·:-~ ~,~-
coffin mfg.-~~ ~-·,·,-,me.~ 

Cc•lfin" l<'dii' J':i","wociil. ···::,··. '"':::. 
Coffin .. r.:ll<'du~la~. 'riioul'·:;"'".-'·'"Y _:·:''"''' 
Coin n1fg · -- · ........ , ......... -•r. ................ . 

Carpenter shed · 131 ~"~ 7~ Coin purse mig 
r.tlin·operated dry cleaning 
Coin-operated laundry 
Cair mat mfg 

Carpet, cleonlng, dyeing I !S Church holl 564 
Carpet, rug mig, cotton _ ISS Church meeting hall 5114 
Carpet, rug m fg, mixed fibers . ~91 Church office building 739 

Church •upply Slnrr · 76R 
Cider mfg. harol . i6a 

g~; :t!·;:[;~' .. :~::; ;~::~;;: ,.,,. ~" . "-· .~~~ 

Carpet, rug- m fg, wool ~~ 
Carpet storDge · . ~·- .... ! -

Coke by-prD<lucts plant 
Coke mig 
Coke oveni· .i_n ~s ~orks 
Coke o''en; in tron·.-s'fterpliril :...:.::::--:· :!::1.~~ ~~~~~~~·~:::::~-~:~.::~-~:~_~:·,~: -~y' Cigar mig:·~:. R95 

Cig-o~.r Jtora'sl" · -.:-::· ~-:":"·c:.~_.-~ 835 
.Cnke stora~_ · ... , ....... , ... :~•· ·'-'· 
Coldatorage' .... ,.'"~ ·- -··-

Cartridge filling 542 Cigar score 742 
Cigarette ease mig 242 

Collar mig 
(;allege chwroom blolg 
College <.lormitorr Cig-•reue paper n1fg :161 

. Cipr~tte plant 221 

Cartridge workl 746 
Carving fork, knife mig 755 

C.nlh:~ prepara1on· ot~hnol 
boarding · · 
Collc:ge prerarau.ny sehoul. day 
Colliery rai tub mfg 

Calll:mcnt window mfR. metal 725 
Cub box mig 838 
Cuh regi.oter mig 726 
C..k head mig 775 
Cuk mig 773 
Caoket mig . 771 
C..ket storage and uioplav 141 
Cast iron· producu mig · 6H 
C..tor oil, refining r.YI 

Cigarette storage 
Cinnomon oil ml~ 
Circuit breaker mfg · 
Ci11ern mig 
Cistern mfg. raM iron 
City club 
City gaa mig 
City ~an 
CivU defense cu~nmunit:lti••m; Catalogue store fi!! 

C.:thode ray tube mfg center 
Cattle railing 7! ~ Clam pack in~ . · 
Ceiling fi>tture mfg. elec 675 Clay, extrocuon ITnm earoh 
Cell bloclt, prison, men fiB I Clay Aooring tilo mfg 
Cellar, cyclone 89~ Clay prods stg< 
Cellulose nitrate plastic 681 Clay ronfiing 1ile mfg 
fobr!catlng 681 Clay, ICrccning. preparing 

762 Cellulose nitrate plastic mfg 74! Cleaning doth mig 
762 Cellulose nitrate plastic r.. 742 Clerical vestment mig 

claiming . 3!4 CliniC 
685 Cement mill. plant 79! Clock coae mf!{ 
892 Cement stg< 795 Clock met'lunosm mfg 
591 Central lorceo office 79! Clock mig, all 
675 Ceromic clay,.cxtraclinn 79! Clock part mig 

from earth · 741 Clog footwear mfg 
716 Cerealllller-mlg 7!2 Cloth belting plant 
715 Cereal· plant 7!8 Cloth coating processes 
773 Chain mig, metal w;o rollen H2 Cloth lining mig· 
774 ~ain mig, metal w;rollera H25 Cloth noragc 
928 ~air Uft '•22 Clothing occcssory sales 
754 Chair mfg, any material :.2~ Clothing alteration shnp 
575 ~alk, atraction !Tom earth 712 Clothing plant 
588 Chalk produot mig :.21 . Cluthing rental 
942 Channel . 796 Clothing repair 
131 ~apel · !i21 Clothing note 
661 Charcoal burning, in forest 141 Club, city 
768 Charcoal mig 1~2 Club. cuuntry 
766 ~arena! proceotlng 162 Club, night 
895 Charcoal stg< 14! Club, yacht, boating 
784 Chaasil mig, motor vehicle 785 Clutch mig. cycle 
798 ~eckerboard mig 784 Clutch mfg. motor vehirJe 
712 Ch...., factory, natural, 768 Coal diotillation . 

processed !i71 Coal drying · 
742 ~•I• clothing mig 671 - Coal mining 
621 Chemicallabontory G71 Coal, proopecting 
761 Chemical mig, g<neral 895 Coal stg< 
677 Chemical mining 768 Coal tar o_ilo mig 
761 ~emical sal11 mig 742 Coat mfg 
861 Chemical norage, basic 758 Coating, cloth . 

industrial . 755 Coating paper mig 
862 ~emical storag<, hazardouo 588 Coating, paper wfabraoives 
798 <:hess set mfg 758 Coating, paper w;upbalt, tar 
717 Chewing gum mfg 799 Coating, paper w;carbon 
725 Chewing tobaccu mig 792 Coating, paper w;oensitizer 
3S4 Child wellore clinic ,-,23 Cobbling 
322· ~iluren's home 721 Cocktail m16 
491 Chilt.lren·a playho111e 717 Cocoa buner mig 
567 Chimney deaning 6rm 717 Cocoa procasing 
681 ~imney liner mig 726 Cocunut oil, relining 
681 ~imney pip,., clay mfg 759 Coconut 6ber, apinning, 
684 · China, deconumg repaiT. mfJ:t -weaving. 
584 China omamenll mig 725 Cod liver oil, relining 

· 684 ~ina pollery mig·. 655 ColfeeJ!n>wing 
5~5 China shop 715 Coffee, mllant, mig 
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7HS 
ii.f-
71i5 
ii4 
841 
862 
75R 
758 

(:.111irry winding gear mfg 
.Culor mfg. artillts 
Comb m(g, for tex.Lilc machint:' 
Combuuible liquids tank :ngt:' 
Commucia.l explosive:! nge 
Commercial iiLhu~raphing 
Commercial prinung 

2!!2 Commercial school 
591 Cammodit.y, broker, cxchaug1' 
91! Communkalion :S}'Stem, 

conslr, repair 
914 CummUJm:atiun !1V5lem. 

demolitilm · 
774 Composi11g rouru equip mfg 

·821 Cum press, couon 
iif Cumpressor n•{g 
644 Compressor station, gas 

· 6SS Computer center 
776 Computer mig, dec 
182 Concert hall 
686 Concrete batch plant 
581 Concrete block mig 
774 Concrete mixer mig 
686 Concrete mixing 
688 Concrete pipe mfg 
686 Concret~. read)l·mix plaru 
915 Condemned property 
719 Condiment mig 
761 Con lectionera color m fg 
5 U Confectionery sales 
911 Construction, bldg •. under 

. 574 Construction equipment sal~s 
884 Conuruction mchry, stor:~ge 
913 Conmuction, other than bldg 
981 Con~truction site 
594 Consulting engineer• office · 
775 Container mig, metal 
756 Container mig, paper 
761 Contlnuouo ftiament yam mig 
916 Con Ltactor's ahed . 
'174: Contractor's machine mfg 
594 · Contnttor's office, ·permammt 
!II Convaleacem home, ag<d 

. w;nuroing 
312 Convalescent home, ag<d 

w;o nursing 
!52 Convalescent home, sick 

persons 
465 Convent 
926 Conveyor 
774 Conveyor mfg 
716 Cookiemlg 
751 Coopetag< IIOCk mig 
752 Coopering 
77! Copper hollow ware, mfg 
673 Copper mine, quarry 
772 Copper refining, etc 
773 · Copper uamping, cold pressing 
i72 Copper w_ire drawing . 
776 Cord mfg. insulated elec 
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-- !3i __ r.ord~r pial!!;~~:-.~-::-;·_: ;:--~.,.,c-- m Cycle mig:: .,,,, ;;.,:.'·~ ... -.. BSI> 

.; -· : ~~- . gn~'"oJ:i!i :;:,·:·: ... ::.:,~·''- . :~~ g~~:n'!'~Ji~r ~:'.~:; ··.~~ ~"-'"'-' ···"-~~: . ~=: g:u=;;_~:t~~l~r~~t;;~;~~~ ,-.·.y·· 

"_'':':;;':~~~ -~-~~ ~~i~l~~:{~~;;-;,~~;:~~-~-,'1~.' "'"' 761 Cyclopropane ~f~fs"'"' ...... ~~ .. _... 684 

: '": ·."'·7'>~ Cnrk prndiicu'iiilg~" '"'~ .,_ .... · ... · .... 712 D~l;y· , .... · · "~~- .. -·------.--~~: 

oomeatlc g1U.ware'mlg--·---,: ·0= 
Domestic pciueif.'·cliina.~ mfi•·r 
Domestic woodwan!'mlg·- · ------::~:. 
Door 1ra111~ m lg, metal 

····-'HI I C.orn crib · .' 776 Dairy appliance mfg, e1ec 773 
_.,., __ :;21i Com oil refining 774 Dairy !f!acb1nery mfg. nonelec 773 

~r mfg. metal · 

· • ~~2 -C.•rro'Spondence schnol · 515 Di!lry quick-freeze 01are _ 751 
.;,;r. <•orntgated poper fabricaling 515 Da_lry siorii 751 

Door mig, storm·,- screen, metal 
Dolir mig, wood 
Door or window screen mfg. ;,;; Corrugated papci-mfg" .-. tollS Dam, connr, repair 

;-t:.: CJJn~t mfg 91• D d UU 466 711~ Cnsmetlci'mf .,._,.- ... ,c- . am,_ c:mo. 0 !' .. -~ ......... ~-..... __ ''" , .. _ 
wood · 
Dorinh.ory, bunk house - . 

MO/i C:usmetiaiw~:i'·•'~rr'"'-''""' .. ·~ . .-.., 121 Dance hall. .. ....... ~. ·--·.. -162 
.:-dH Ct"m~iici ;·upp'f;'.iril~.-·,~--:,i::-!1~=- ll! DrinCe.it~~~ .. -:.~. -~,; -~--- :-..... , ... ::-. 

Dormitoryj fraternitY or··· _ _r:•-.·: "''~-;-~ .. ---·!.:::: 
mrori~ .•........ -. - ·-

;~!l c:u.,ume iowefr'y· i;,lii"-~~~-··· --- 775· Dashboard instrument mig 
, •• 756 Dat.o processing card mig 

!"• 1:, C:i,stume Jewelry tille~ · 6!5 Data processjng center 
i·l:! Co~ilume m18 . 776 D · .., at.o proce11nng machine mig 
i!Hl Costume novel Lies mfg 799 Data stamp mtg 
-~~~ Cn!'l:tUmt.' rcrit!ng 71.7 Date, swJfed, mfg 
":~:! C:llttnn bag mfg !21 Day care center, over 4 bn _ 
M:.!l CntlDn compress· 211 Day nuneryachoal, 4 hn or leu 
73;", Cutton, finishing !21 
731 Cutto_n ,.;n Day nunery 1Cbcio1, over 4 hn 

B" !3! Deaf pcnoDI institution 
.7~2 (Aunn mill. clolh or )'am 775 Deed box m'-
7~2 Cntton m.lll. lull pmc .. , "" 718 Deep Ia! lrymg · 
7~2 C'.ouoti' mill. part process 591 ·Defense forca office 
7:12 Cnnnn mi_ll_, rcwnrkin" •75 h ~ 1 De um!dlficr mig, unit type 
7~7 r.ounn, rope, cord. elc 713 Dehydration plant 
H~J Canon storage. bales 5 tG DelicaLeisen 
731 r.nuonsec~ howe 912 Demolltinn. bldg 
n6 C:nltonsee~_~ll plant 914 ·Demolition. otbcr tban bldg 
R I I r.otton=~. UoraiJ". hulk 791 _Den_ tal suppl_y m_ '-
i41 Counter shoe mh- "'& •• 595 Dental-surgeons office 
74:\ C.:uuntcrpane mfg :595 oentillJ office 
H2 Cuunr.ry club A91·· Depanmer:·IE store' storage 

Iii: II Cnuntrr pJn.elevatnr ~8l" DeporuDent nore, w;fumitun• 
!1 1., (~HUHry store ~R! Depanme11L stOre, W/o fuml· 
311 (:Ount)' hmfu:. wjn~rsln,B' Lure 

~12 Cnunt)' ho~e. w;o nunang 17-4 Depot. raUroad.atreet level 
591 Cuunty office 647 Desalting plant 
:H2 County-workhouse. women !!S:!L Designen acbool 
783 Coupler mlg, automatic 3+4 Detentio'n ~mp. men 

. railroall 843 Detention home, ju~enile 
i?! Coupling mfg. metal 342 Detention home, womeri 
15.1 Court houoe 726 Detergent mig 
743 Cover mig 869 Detergent it(p= 
u52 r.ow ralsinJ. 762 Detona_tl:lr mig 
714 Crab, packmg 621 Diagnostic laboratorr 
778 Crane hook mig 794 Diamond eutting 

· 775 Crane mig, elec 544 Dianiond 'u.les 
774 Crane mig, nonelectric' i96 Diapci·ii::rvlce plant 
11111 (.;ranc s!Dnilfe, mobile ~32 Dictatin(j"equipment sales 
752 Craoe mfg.- wood 558 Dlct4ting equipment repair 
774' Crawler t_ractor mig W/O saler 
765 Crayon mfg 776 Dictating ipachine mig 
712 Cream"" . 772 Die ca.otinil . 
591 Credit ainipany office 758 Die at&aijling, paper 
1!4 CrcmaiOrluai 774 Diesel eniine mig . 
751 Creosote impregnating 161 Diner 
811 Crib, com 161 Dining haU . 
655 · Crops · 758 Director)', publflh!ng, printing 
681 Crucible. fireclay, graphitt ml!f 6!3 Di111i.cr control center 
674 Crude ollorge. at well 58! DUc:ouiit'ato·re, over 10,000 
674 ~rude oil. well. ""tracting sit It ' · 
842 Cryogenic gas .ltiJ" 582 D1ocount a1are, under 10,000 
776 Crystal mig, e_lcc . sq ft · · 
913 Culvert, ~nstr. repair 684 . Dlsh.mfs· 
914 Culvert. deuiolltion 761 Disinfectant mig, commercial 
114 Curling rinl:._ . 766 Dl.oi_nlcci.ant mig, pharma· 
796 Curtain, cleaning, dveing · ceutlcal . , 
74! Curtain mig 687 Dlab, grln~lng, abrasive mig 
526 Curtain shop 754 Dl.o lay Caii ml 
747 Curhhin "'fg, rubber nr 768 Dl.o~lailDit; :!f tar 

synthetics . 768 Di.oilllatloil, 'coal 
682 Cut glllli mfs 767 DlldUaiiiili; petroleum tar 
17! Cut nill mf_g 721 Dl.ot111ery ... 
741 Cut lolc mtg &46 Dl.otrict.licaiing, steam 
77! Cudcry aifg,' houaehold · 764 DiV!IJI bed mig 
791 Cutlery mlg/surgia.l. dental 961 Divided lilpway 
·5~5 - Cutlery a.Ore · 8!18- Doclr. · .. 
-7?4 CuttinJ! maebine mig 59! l;loctor'a ollice 
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-164 Dorm!tnry;'ml!itary·--o .... ·.e-.~--"--~'"'"' 
-U>:\ Dormitory, nunes quancrs -- -----
-165 Dormitory, religious 
·161 D~rmi'!>ry. school, college 
444 Dormit~ry-tyf.e hotel 
716 Dnu gh~ut m g 
773 Drag tll.lg. metal 
774 Drullne excavalor mig 
91 S Dr..f~~~~ project, conm, rep 
914 Drainage project, demolition 
743 -Drapery mig . 
526 . Drapery 1\ore · 
54!' ,Drawing oupply otore 
'91's' Dredging; other than mining 
742 . Dr<?~• mIg. . · . 
742 Dreuing gown mig 
524. . Dreumak!ng shop 
776 · Drill mig, efec 
674 Dr!lling, lor oil 
774 Drink.mchry,.mlg 
IM Drive-In cadng place 
I 84 Drive-in theater 
2!! --Driving school 
775 Drop'!Orge m«al pieces mfg 
774 Drop hammer machine mfg . 
778 Drop atamped' met.ol pice .. mfg 
582 . Drug store, no phar111aciJt 
543 Drug·store,' pharmac!11 on dut! 
766 Drur mfg 
666 . Drur: 11orage 
773 Drum. mfg. metal 
752 Drum ml~, wood 
566 Dry cleanmg pick-up ohop 
796 Dry cleaning plant 
564 Dry cleaning, aell-oervicc 
781 Dry clack . 
825 Dry gooda atorage 
526 Dry rood• atore 
761 Dry fee mig 
811 · Dryer, com, ilraJn . 
776 Dryer mfg, d_o'mcst!c 
865 Drying ol1 •iorage 
!!! Dumb persona institution 
9!2 Dump· · · . 
7 42 _· Dtin lliiree m lg 
595 Dupfii:adng linn . 
776_ Dupll~dng !iiachine mig 
799 D~pllc;ator mfg. not machine 
774 Dust istnictlon mchry, mig 
411 Dwo!linfia, l·famlly; year· . 

ro~~d~ . 
412 Dwi:Uinp, l·family, seuonal. 

In liiaiaa 
413 Dwelllnp. l·lamily, seasonal 

ofl·ie&ion . · · 
414 D.W.,IIhigs, 2·1amlly, year· 

round.... . 
415 Dwoll!iip. 2·fam!ly, ICUOnal. 

lnse..On 
416 D~Ujijp, 2·1amUy, acaaonal. 

of! aeaaoa · 
422 
42! 
424. 
761 
774 
7!5 

Dwelling: _!-6 uniu 
Dwelllnp; 7·-·~ OJniu 
DW~~Unp, o\·r. .. · 20 unilii 
oye'inr.~ri:Dr .• iatel 0:..fg 
Dye iai.dilile mig, ;,.tile 
Dyeing plant, telttlle 
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77-l Earth-moving mathi'rie'ailg'-·'<j ;;., ' 00
"' ~ 786 Engine repoi~~"furcrif;,:;~·:-;.,_ .. :;,, c. 772 Ferro-molybde~u,.;-~·~ ~~~::::::· 

684 Earlhmwan;,-.~rii.t~rig'~c'•""=~· 774 Engine repair;induatriak"·c·.·.-· ,-:;,.,, 772 FF~"'"ro·st'u'lln'c!nt• m0 _lmgl•/'.'.::~.:~·.:=. ..... -.- ............ ,,,,,_,·_- _ repair . .- -- · ----- · · 781 Engine repair; marine.-: .... ::-- 772-· •• .,. • • . - . m . ~:~:":t:i~lge-.:~~;~~:~-~~ _:;~;~o ~m . ~~:! :!a:~\1?'oto!:Y~bicl:~;::: ....... _ m ~=~~fi~~~i~~~. ;~;~~~"-"-,;"~~:, _ _,.,,f_: 
719 El!l! procesaing 594 Engineering office 554 Fertilizer sales 
651 El!l! production · 561 Engineering supply aales 86-l · Fertilizer storage 
752 Elaatic mfg. cotton . 774 Engin"""' toola m_lg, metal 755 Fiber building paper mig 
754. Elastic mfg, mixed, other fibers 757 Engrnving, photo, newspaper 754 Fiber mfg, ltople 
75! Elastic mig, wool or wonted .... · 11o magizine,: .· . 76-l Fiber mfg. synthetic 
765 Elastomers mig, •ynlhetic · .. 758 Engraving, photo, commemal 85!. Fiber product&·storage 
776 Electric appliance.mlg_ .. =-:_ . 79-l · Engraving, precious metal"~ -·:" 756 Fiberboard packing·case mfg .... · 
552 Electric appliance:repair,'~_ .:.:: . .:---~~- 7r>8 Engraving, printing plates=·:·=- 75! Fiberboard plant· .... , -- ---'-'-'' -- · c·-7 ·'-'·.':cc: 

Wjsales • .,..-. -· .·-. ·='=-· 774 Envelope macliine miJF"·'<. 85! Fiberboard stge . · ·"· ,- ... o .. _~- . 

558 Electric app!ia~"" rep_'!!'··-~- . . 7.~6 Envelope mrg~:. · _____ . -::.. 85! Fiberglass imulB!ii>ri itRe · .. :.-c 
791 l,!(~~~ntrol' device mf"' r, IS ·Epicure shop 685 Fibro cemen·t mig 

• 775 Escalator mfg 9" Field 
.775 Electric diotribution _equip mig 726. Essential oil m,_ 655 Field crup_ 
642 Electric diatributioo syatem 

7 8 
"6 ld h 

· 5 Etching, print in~ ~latea 122 Fie · ouae 
641 Elect'!< generating plant 721 Edtyl alcohol, distilling 756 File mig, cardboard 
776 Electrtc [amp mig 7•+ Excavating machine mig 77! Files mfg, insulated 
776 Electric light mig, all typea 7?4 Excavator m'- 754 Flllng cabinet mig, any 

. 775 Electric mcbry mig · ' 6 i 1 
Electric measurintt instrument 751 Excelaior mfg mater a 791 mig · 853 Excelsior ltge 571 Filling station, g:uoline public 

775 Electric motor mig r.91 Exchange clearing house :077.. Filling Station. ntarin~ . 
6 Elec_ tric plug m. ... . 6!4 Exchange telephone. telegroph · 572 Filling station, vehicle fuel, 77 •a 77' E-Lauat- ml5 ~rivate · 791 Electric recordtn"' tnatrument • &u -· 

mig . • 122 Exhibition ha I 186 ilm demonltration nudio 
776 Electric sign mig 762 Explosives mig I 86 ·rum exchange 
776 Electric socket mig 558 Explosive sales, retail 792 Film fabrication, photographic 
776 El...-trir .rove mig 862 Explosives, storagt 797 Film proceuing 
fi~2 Klectrte substation 591 Exponers office 186 .Film renovating 
776 Electric owitch mig 122 Exposition hall 186 Film repairing. 
i75 Electric switchgeaT mfg 567 Exterminator fi.rm 186 FiliD .!il:reening . 
77fi Electric tool mlg;ponable 724 Extract mf_g, flavoring 868 ·Film storage, phutugraphic 
775 Eioctric traction motor mig 76! Extrusion compounds mig, 116 Filter area, swimming pool" 
77S Elec1ric tranomiuion equip mig plastic · · .143 Filter cloth mfg 
6ol-2 Electric tranamission •yatem · 774 Exuusion mach in~ mfR 6"7 Fihration plant, water 
5~2 · Electrical appliance sales 791 Eye mfg. artifid~l 761 Fine chemu:ala mfg 
875 Electrical appliance storage M8 ·Eyeglass fiulng 877 • Fini•hed leather goon~ <tnrngc 
775 Electrical equipment a.ssem· M6i Finished rubber prnducu lltge 

bling HI Fabric footwear 826 Fini.shed textile storage· 
776 Electrical mchry repairs 732 Fabric mig; cotton 852 Finished woocl producu storage 
RH Electrical mchry storage 754 Fabric mfg, mixed, olher fiben 735 Finishing plan!, textile 
;;73 Electric;al repair shop, motor 733 Fabric mig, wool or worsted 633 Fire alarm headquarters 

vehicle · 759 Fabric waste recovering 776 Fire alarm mfg. inc! nonelec 
875 Electrical supply storage 774 Fabricated steel mig, industrial 63! Fire·•lann system. municipal 
6of:2 Electrica.J vault 141 Faculty dub 65! Fire communiauions crnter 
791 Electro-medical oqui"pment mig 123. Fairground grandstand 774 Fire control device mig 
77+ Electrode mig, weldinJ! 925 Fallout shelter 591 Fire department administn-
791 Electronic control devtce mig 7?6 Fan mfg, unit zrpe tive office . 
625 Electronic, electrical laboratory 655 Farm crop-- 784 ·Fire fighting vehicles, mfg 
791 Electronic measuring device 574 Fa1111 Implement ~ales 888 Fire hall 

mig . 818 Fa1111 implement storage 751 Fire retnrdent impregnating 
776 Electronic navigational aid mig 811 Farm ailo · plant 
682 Electronic tube. g1aas envelope 818 Farm store, storage 888 Fire station 

mig 466 Farm worken barraclr. 681 'Fireclay sanitary ware ml!l' 
758 Electrotyping, commercial 591 Fashion designen office 773 Fireplace tool mig 
757 • Electrotyping, newspaper or 726 Fat distillation, nol\edlble 662 Firewood stge 

magazine . 711 Fat refininj!, edible 762 Firework.s mig 
21! Elementary school 711 Fat rendermg, edible 558 Fireworks sales, 11anns 
915 Elevcted highway, constr, 726 Fat splitting, nonedible ft62 Fireworkl.storage 

repair 754 Feather bed mig 714 Fish canning 
Yl4 Elevated _hlidlW'Ily, demolition 754 Feather producu mfg 665 Fish farms 
176 Elevated raflway otation 592 Federal reaerve bank li65 Fish hatchery 
921 Elevated structure 715 Feed, animal or poultry 726 ·Fish oil, refilling 
816 Elevator, grain · 811 Feed &torage, bulk . 714 Fish packing . 
775 Elevator lilfg. elec 818 Feed otore -714 Fish. preserving, processing 
774 Elevator mig, nonelertric 745 Fellmongery . 714 ·Fish, aalting, dryinR, e1c 
799 Emblem mig 742 Felt hat mig 515 Fish _store 
794 Emerald, cutting 732 Felt making, cotton 142 Fishing' club 
655 Emergency communication• 734 Felt making, mixed fiber& 7!7 Fishing net mig 

center · 7!5 Felt making, wool or wonted 775 Fishhook mfg . 
687 Emery wheel mig 745 Felt mfg. bair 611 Fiuion material mfg 
784 Engine usembJ,, motor vehicle 7!5 Felt miU, r.reased wool 611 Flaolon product& handling 
688 En8"ne gasket mig, ubesto.s 735 Felt, need eloom mfg 754 Fitting mfg, furniture 
786 Engine mig, aircraft 853 Felt stge 754 Fixture mfg. furniture 
774 Engine mfg. industrial 738 Feltbase mig 745 Flag mig 
781 Engine mig, marine · 751 Fencing sawn mig, wood 645 Flammable liquid pipeline 
784 Engine'mfR, motor vehicle 754 Fender mig, fireplace 841 Flammable liquid tank srge 
688 Engine paClcing mfg. ubestos 771 Ferro-chrome mig 762 Flare mfg 

147· 
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ii6 Flashlight·Q:;Ig ~;:~:;:~;_" ~~" 
--I~ I Fli.H; 1·:.! uniu. W:-{h\~hl!'..""'i~
·1~:.! Flal ~.g units • :-. .-... '".,,::-:-;-;-:::;-:-· 

.·1:.!!1 FIJI~ 7-!!wunhs:_~!.:-:~~ ::: .. :.~.··-~
·I:.N Fl;ll, :.!I Ullh='l ami uvt~r 
nR~ t'la< glass mlg 
7i~· t'lal :r~pri~g mfg 
724 · ,..lal'oring extr:act mfg · 
7:57 fo'la.x. rope, Curdage producr_: 

ntlg - ' ... - ··- --
A2~ Flox aturago. bales, ball" 
73~. Flax, thatdiing, etc"'.--::'~;;" __ _ 

.HH!I" t·ll~t parki_ng ~-- --~_: -~__:_.:_·.::::..___ 
. 776 Fh..'xiblc sha£ttool:mfg .. --......,.-;--_:-~· 
771 fl~xihlt" t\ltit: mfgoiron u·r.:"toll.'d ·"-- ,_..,. 
~11 Flight orei 
•i:J~ Flight contrOl center 
;;;:J Final mrg .. cork · 
!.) (:J FhKul control project, con!llf 

. t)l4 l-'lnotl control projt~C'l. 
tlomolltion 
Flunr cleaning 6rm 
Fluor Ctlvcriug start• 
Floor tile mfg. clay . 
t'h)Or Lilt.' mfg~ linoleum 
FlcM)ring mrg. linoleum 
Flnc>l'lng mig, rubber 
Finn ring mfg. wuml 
~·lup houae 

:·,.r; f"lurist shnp 
; );'1 F'lnur, blending, prepantion 
71;, Flour mill 
71!'1 
R:r; 
~·lj 

i!l9 
:'i47 
lifil 
i76 
682 
677 

Fluur. parmt, s~lf·rai!r.ing 
Flnur storag1~. b1alk -
Fluwcr gruwing 
flnw~r plilnta, artificial 
Flnwer sale3 
Flower, wild, gathering 
Fluorescent fixture mfR 
fluorescenf tube mfg 
Fluonpa.r ore, mininJ(, 
quarrying 

r.A9 fluonpar ore processing 
747 Foam rubber mlg 
7-ii Foam rubber processing 
7&1 Foamed plastica fabrication 
i 17 Fondont mlf! 
712 Fuod, infant, with milk ho.sr 
83·1 Food ID<k•r plant 
7N Food mthry mfg 
719 Food processed, animal, mfg 
R31 Food produer atorage, 

packaged, dry · 
R32 - Food product storage, canned,· 

bottled -
AS 3 Foot! product Ito rage. loose or 

bagged 
511 Food store, over 10,000 sq ft 
515 Food 110re, specialty 
512 Food otore, under 10.000 sq ft 
832 Food stuffs, pn>eeacd, bottled 
832 Food stuffs, processed. canned 
895 Food stuffs, pn>eeacd, loose 
593 Foot care a:nLer 
747 Footwear mlg, rubber, 

vulcanized 
661 Foi-est lire 
661 - Forestry . · · 
77! Forged metal pieces mfg, drop 
JH Forging machme mfg 
iJ! Fork m(f!, carvlnR 
794 Fork mfg. preclouo metal 
774 Forklift truck mig 
i71 Foundry, ferrous , 
772 Foundr.y, nonfem~us 
799 Fountain pen m:C! 
iB5 Frame mfg, qcl' , 
Hl Fratemal dub ~·- 'o sleeptng 

Fratemal -dub, w;sleeptng units 
See apartment 

462 Fratet:nitr house 

~:14 FreeZe ~~~~r :~~~~· ~~~~:-
776 Frl!'czer mfg't uoit;.--t'p~::-__:: _ _...:_ 
i8~ Froigh t car:m !g.'. rallwa f.:;,."_~·:=,.;;~--
~ttR Freight pier ' 
R9·1 Freight terminal; 737 
ift:1 French pnlllll mlg 123 
RH Frozen fnnd locker 55-1 
il3 Fruit, candied.peel mlg 7N 
71~ F'T-uitcanning . • · -- B26 
717 Fruit, crystal!ized,mlg 7~2 
7U Fruit, deh••dratlng, quitk· _ _ :o32 

F
!r.eundg ._1. ~-~:~:'.:_·•:-::.. .. " m 

71 :t rult rymg ·! .... -~ • _ 

fi:'i!'1 Fru!t fJT?Wing. ·~T~·~o:::=:_:•·"-~:-::----~-- ·:~:~ 776 
713 FruiL JUlto mig 1· 9H2 
il3 Fruit, pocking ofter picking 913 
R!i7 Fruit packing, as pi.ckc:d . 914 
713 Fruit ripening aftet" pttktng 64! 
.:; t3 Fruil Mt~re ' 761 
661 Fruit, wild, gathering &14 
776 Frying pan mfg, Wjheating 644 · 

d~ment · , . . 6ofS 
77S Frying pan mfg. ":'In heaung fi-14 

~lc••lent OAI 
717 Fudge mig , 9+1 
768 Fuel mfg, packaged 7H 
762 Fuel mig. rocket : 1;74 
767 Fuel oil m fg , 688 
784 Fut:l pump mfg. motor vehicle ;74 
1!4 Funeral chapel 76i 
1~4 · Funeral parlor I 571 
H2 Fur apparel mlg1 ;,;2 
742 Fur hat mig 1 841 
745 'Fur mat mr1f, IH!! 
j12 Fur muff m g· 77·1 
741 Fur product mfg; footwear 7R4 
742 Fur product mfgi weartng 7H4 

apparel , ifi~ 
H5 Fur product pltu1t 6iR 
828 Fur product otorage ;91 
·745 Fur rug mfg .- A91 
745 Purj sorting, dr~ing, etc: 0-1-1 
828 Fur storage I . · 7i.i 
525 Fur store ;,o~-n 
66S Fur, trapping, ~untin~ , 731 
654- fur-bearing an1mal r.us1ng i'21 
~ rum~m~ l ~ 
532 Fu mace sales ' 682 m Fu~wremfg I ~ 
i5.9. Fumhur~ mfg. rustic 682 
791 Fumhure mfg. surgicul. dental 

893 5!7 Furniture repair shop 682 
5! 1 Furniture a.afe, Used B9S 
852 Furniture storage 545 
531 Fumlture 11ore ' 792 
:o25 Furrier 791! 
762 Fuse mfg. explosive 682 
611 Fuaion material imfg . 786 
611 Fwion products handling ?+l 

HI Gaiter mfg · 
152 Callery, art, incl sales 
747 Galoshes ml!f I 
141 Gambling pface, . 
·711 Came, curing, salung, ett 
711 · Game, dressing; proces•ing 
798 Game mig 
66! Came propagation, 
551 Game store, recreauonal 
115 Games of chance, lor . 

141 
883 
882 
-885 
575 
881 
~H 

648 
-648 

655 

amusement 
Gaining place · . 
Carage, city vehicle park1ng 
Garage, comm~cial parking 
Garage, fleet r,arking 
Garage, repa r 1 

Garage. residential park_ing 
Garage, wldl motor veh•cle 
sales 1 
Garbage dlo~al plant 
Garbage reduction plant 
Garden 

148 

742 
736 
747 
765 
767 
794 
67! 
7?5 
142 
915 
914 
552 
51! 
758 
21! 
774 
816 
715 
811 
811 
776 
811 

, ,;,:..;·. .:....'~-~!:!.!tr! ~ :·:_:~;•~.;...,. 

(;arden ap~Ttm~nt:, 3:.5:units 
(.iurd.:n aparuiit£rlt·.-l~~u:Unit~:'":':·· ~· ~:; · 
Garden ap!rtmC.n_t;·over:!!O:~::~:....:::::~~:::_:~~~= 
unlu ·:::- --=--= ------~-= 
Garden nei'rnlg .. 
Ga.rd~n, sporlJ! arena 
Garden supplies !Lore 
Ganlen tractor mlg 
Garment no rage - · - -
Garter·mfg -
-Cas applianc1n;ales ··--· ; .• _.. ... :~ .................. . 
Ga.s comptiOiSDr Difg-'"'''- '7 '-"''·-:c·. -,, 
Gas tuuing mchry mfg _ 
Gu l.lilcharge liinFFritlg'' ::-::...:..:..,.:;o;r 
Gu field 
r.;u majn, oonnr, repair 
Gai ruain, demolition 
Gas mlg, fuel 
Gas mrg, incJunrial 
Cioa8 pipeline 
Gas pipeline: compres.s~r st::Ltion 
Gas plant, manufactured, fuel 
Gas purification lltation 
(ias retort mfg 
GWI lransp~nt ship 
Gas \\'eh.hng mchry mfg 
Cas well 
Go.•ket mfg 
Casuline en gin~ mfg 
Gasoline mfg . 
c.;a.suline llervice Malion, pub he 
(jawline service ~t;.uinn. pri,·att" 
l;;noline !lor:zge 
Gasumeler 
Gauge ntlg, metal 
C;t:;u·hox mfg. mntor 'l.'ehirlr• 
l-ear mfg. cycles 
c;clntine mfg 
Gems, natural, mining 
Genenl business office 
General storage wuehouse 
Generating plant, ~l~tricnl 
r.~erator m fg 
Gilt shop 
Gin. cotton 
Cin mig · 
Glas1 container mig 
Glnss, tutdng, etc 
Glass fiber fabricating, miR 
Glasa fiber proce!lling 
Class produtu ••!!< 
Glass producll mfg. miM 
Class otorage 
Class store 
Classes, frame mfg 
Classes mig 
Glassware mfg · . 
Glider mig, assembly, repatr 
Clove leather tannery 
Clove mig, leather 
Glove mig, knitted 
Clove mfg. rubber 
Clue mfg 
Clyterine mig 
Cold, a.aaaying, smelting, etc 
Gold mine, quarry 

·Golf cart mfg. elet 
Golf club . 
Golf coune, conalT, _repa•r 
Golf coune, demolilion 
Golf sllop 
Courmet shop 
Government printing. office 
Grade lchool 
Grader machine mfg 
c rain elevator 
Grain mill 
Crain stack. 
Crain storage. hulk 
Gramophone mfg 
Granary 



12~ Grone!.,. anti · . 774 Heating mchry mig 712 
Iii~ c:r·ilni~-~~_!lu~?!'Yin~~il1)~!.'~J\'i~1.!.' .l.!~-~~~!~~~;~.~~ M6 Heat tnnafer:•Jystem' ,-;.~; >"".p:Oir: .-.:;·.::-;.i: 515 

lee cream plant 
Ice cream shop i. r•"··•-•c; -,., .. ',.-,._ 

~~ g~;:~~:" ;~~~~~;::~if":· ..... ' ........ ' '• m 5~~:~!~;,r:~\:~~~~~~~:~~:::~:;~;;::. m ·m g~f."" 1 ml~~~ ~2l<';~";~_L:' g~ Hellltop ·- -·-·-- ~·- 897 

Ice crenm ali.nd, qulck·h'eeze- .,_;_,__ 
Ice <lilpenser;:ml~ operated;:'--:--'o
lce harvesting w~~.~: ·•!rr~-,,~~~ 

Ice howe ... -·- " ·' ·•· ----- ·--- ----
r.;; r.rovcl.'extractinn lmm ourth 7!7 Hemp cord, plant · 719 

. R88 (;rove). working 735 Hemp, finishing 114 
Ice plont, mfg and natunl 

i6i Grease mfg 7!7 Hemp, rope. c.able1 etc ft9i 
R-15. f,rease·stor:~.gc:_in r.nntaint"MI 734 · Hemp, aoft, spinning, etc· i99 

Ice skating rink _ 
'lee Jtor.t.p 
Identification tag mf~t. 

'•~;- .. Greenhouse _ ~ . _ 824 Hemp atoraae. bale~, bags ____ . 917 
i!i I Cre~nhouse mfg. w~ . _ _ _ 661 Herb, wild, gathering · 767 

Idle property· _ 

;,;s Gto~tlng con,l;!"lg :·"_ ·:·:~ ·:::::;~::~;. ~::·: ,. 7-14 Hide, tanning, dreuing, etc =-::c·_c: c·c=591 
~8i c;r!ntling ubr.uiv .. "mfg·- --~~--~- · 827 Hld01 norage~ ,._-_·:· - --- ':_ .. _ _ _ fiR2 · 
1187. ('r' tlst mig ·~-----· 215 ·High odtool~, '':::,---·-::-_-:,.-_-;:•.'-:::--:;;:;:... IH8 
71> Crl~t mli~e ·-"- •;--:,-;;;;_~ >C~'~'o~·-cc~oCo 642 High tension power line·---="- . 6-IR 

:~~;~.~i~'&~l ~~~.._., __ "' ... -- . -- _,_ 
lncontlescentlamp·plant·=-- ·- - ---.-
lncinentorr induuria.l _ 
Incinerator: ·municipal •:_ ... :. . -···-- --44· 
lndn card mig 8~2 l.rocerv !llnrage, 'n·alrcl, bnxcd 961 Highway~ limit~ access 756 

83~ (;rnce,.Y "ornge, loo>e, bom;e<l 913 Highway, conm, repair 798 
511 ·Grocery store. over 10,0110 <q ft 914 Highway. tlemoUtion ro91 
512 Grocery store, under .10.11110"' ft 155 Hiatorlcal building 862 

lnrloor gune·mlg 
lndusLrial adminiatrative nffire 
Industrial eheiDical stge, 
hazardous · 677 Guono, harvesting 551 Hobby sbop · 

70~ Guano, prncessing II~ Hockey rink, 6Ked use 861 
li61 Gum, noturol, gathering -12! Hockey rink, in arena 

Industrial chemical stge, 
non-hazardouo 

717 Gunt, <hewing, mig 77! Hoe mfg 
762 Gun cotton m lg 65! Hog railing 
77 3 Gun m lg 775 Hofst m lg, elec 
552 Gun shnp 774 Helot mfg. nonelec 
762 Gunpowder works 681 Hollow tile mig . _ 
747 Guua-pereha products 77! Hollow ware mfg, W/o heating 
121 Gymnulum element -
.798 Gymnutic equipment mig 776 Hollow ware mfg. w;h•oting 
688 Gypsum boartl mig element 

--678 Gypsum, mining, quarrying 134 Home, funeral 
688 Gypsum products mig 567 Home maintenance 6i-m 
~!Y~ ( ;yp•um "I 555 Home repair supply sales 

!II Homes for aged. w;nu..,.ing 
522 
'776 
766 
557 
7!! 
745 
A2R 

.· 766 
799 
121 
161 
~88 
Ul 
112 
182 
711 
774 
77~ 
737 
7!12 
775 
i-16 
7~2 
785 
i:'i3 
R86-
773 
R7~ 
:i3S 
753 
746 
7H 
H2 
796 
:i22 
651 
745 
Rll 
Rll 
815 
RIB 
141 
766 
784 
776 
646 

Haberduhery ILore 
Hair clipper miK 
Hair d.-...lng mlg 
Hair dressing shop 
Hair felt mig, preued 
Hair product plant 
Hair. product atorage 
Hair tonic mfg 
Halrnet mfg 
Hall, dance 
Hall, tlinlng 
Hall, lire 
Hall, lodge 
Hall, pool 
Hall, public 
Ham curing -
Hammer machine mfg 
Hammer mfg 
Hammock mfg 
Hamper mig . 
Hand tool mig 
Handbag mfK 
Handkerchief mig 
Handlebar mfg. cycle 
H imdle m fg, harrlw<><Kt 
Hangar 
Hardware mfg 
Hiil.rdware storage 
Hard wn re slore · 
Hardwood turning plant 
Harm!Sa mig 
Harrow mfg. incl sell-propelled 
Hat mig 
Hat reblocking, repair 
HaL store 
Hatehery, poultry 
Hatten fur mfg 
Hay stack _ 
Hay storage, bulk, not in ham 
Hay storage, !n bam 
Hay &tore 
Health club 
Health salt mig _ 
Heater mfg. motor vehicle 
Heating 'apparatus mfg. elet 
Heating, district, Iteam 

stalf 
512 Homes for a~d. wl_n nur.dng 

· staff _ 
715 Honey proc:eulng 
654 Honey production, opiary 
742 Hood mig, wearing apparel 
784 Hood mig, motor vehicle 

· 77! Hook m fg · · 
71! Hop kiln, curing 
775 Horn mfg. elec 
7!9 Honehalr, &pinning, weaving 
77! Honosboe mig 
764 Hooe mig, pwtic 
747 Hooe mig, rubber 

-7!6 Hoolery mig, knitted 
522 HDlliery otore 
!! I Hospital 
561 Hospital oupply oales 
775 Hot pressed metal pieces mig 
4-14 HoteL dormitory type 
754 Hotel furniture mfg 
-142 Hotel, aea10naL In seuon 
f4! Hotel, aeuonal, off aeaaon 
>141 Hotel, year-round 
547 Hotbouae -
475 Ho111ebo&t 
!41 Houoe of correction, men 
784 Houoe tntilor, mig, aaembly 
75f Howehold furniture mig 
852 Howehold furniture storaae 
421 Howekeeping apan, 1-2 

unlb wjbuaineos 
422 Houoekeeping apart, 3-6 

unlta 
42ll Housekeeping apart, 7·20 

uniltl' 
776 Humidl.&or mig, unit type 
66! Hunting 
-142 Hunting dub 
685 Hyc'raullc cement mig 
774 Hydraulic mehry mig 
622 Hyunulla laboratory · 
761 Hydrogen gas mig 
761 Hydrogen IUUide gas mig 

6!3 Industrial communications 
center 

761 Industrial gas mfg 
R62 Industrial hazardoua chemical 

591 
774 
2!1 

-774 
H2 
354 
351 
771 
871 
765 
765 
799 
R65 
-142 
-145 
16! 

sr.ge . 
lnduatrialloan institution 
Industrial tractor mfg 
Industrial training school 
lnduatrial valve mfg 
Infant wear mig 
Infirmary, clinic type 
lnfirmary:hospital type 
Ingot mould mig, cut iron 
Ingot stora~ 
Ink mlg, prmten 
Ink mig, writing 
Ink pad mfg 
Ink storage 
lnn, seuonal, in season 
lnn, .aeuonal, olf 1eason 
Inn, w;o aleeping ac:commoda· 
tiona 

>141 Inn, w;sleeping aa:ommoda· 
tiona, yr rd 

741 
747 
761 
761 
!35 

Inner 10le mfa 
Inner tube mlg 
Inorganic chemical m fg 
lnaectlcldea mig 
Institution lor deaf, dumb and 
blind 

!35 Institution, mental 
791 llllltrument mig, eiecuic,.eiec· 

tronic 
791 Insuument mig, measuring, 

control 
796 Instrument mig, muaical 
561 Instrument sales, professional 
776 Insulated wire, cable. mig 

_ 688 Insulation mig. ubeotos;ston• 
6A2 Insulation mfg. gl.., fiber' 
755 Insulation mig, wood, cork. 

· sawduar: · 
684 Insuiaton, pottery, cia v 

Tcelain mig · · 
214 f:tennediate school 
774 Internal r:ombwtion engine 

mig 
591 Investment 6rm office 
796 InviJible mending, clothes 
771 Iron, basic producu mig 
771 • Iron convenlon 
771 Iron foundry 
771 Iron mfg, billets, blooms, etc 
771· Iron mig, cut iron.prod 
776 Iran mig, domestic, elec 
672 Iron o"' mining, quarrying 
677 Iron pyrites, mining, quarrying 
761 . Iron pyrites proceoalng 
771 Iron smelting, refining, etc 



.. 

.. 77! 

, R71 
672 
773 
915 

914 

Iron, llampi_ng, cold pr ... ing, 
etc . : ;•, ··:.;~ ... :~n:: '"·~ 
Iron stora.P.; buiC·forlni 't...~L•.~.... ,;_ : .• !:~ ........ 
lrnnttonc niiiaing;.·q·u·a!"'Yini·:- · 
Jron~ork ri:ifif- .. ,_ .. ·---~·-~- ''.!..!.!!.!:

Irrigation projects, coiutt;·--···--·
rep.Ur 
Irrigation project, demolition 

, ~~~- t=~ =~::g, e~~,. :·co:_c!: ;J~ 
776, · Lamp bolder ittfg --"'= ~ ·:. . ... :.·.:.:: ;::::_- ;;~6 

· 776 ·Lamp mfg, liietal;eJOc":-':::: -"·:~..c".':.""'co 726 
773. !.a.tDP mfg, mecal;,iiolielee~:=-- --· 765 
74! ·--:l.a.iup obade mfg, doth 721 
756 . Lamp shade mfg. paper 725 
91! Land drainage project 846 

774 Jai:k mfg ···
H2 Jacket mfg 
!42 J a !I, women 

91! ·. Land rftlamation projea ;; 14 
---- ·-- --711-- Lard mfg . - ~ ·----.-- -.... 677 

711 Lard oil, refining, etc' i79 

·715 Jan• mfg ..... : ...... : . c;;=::;:.,-:-. 
765 Japan drier mfg., __ .~':""',-... . 
684 Jar, earthen·ware 'mfg-·-=-::'-..c:=-· .. -::::: 
682 Jar, glau mig ···.·-- • · - --· 
7U Jelly mig 
794 · JeWelry fabricating mig · 
5-H Jewelry obop · 
798 Jlgsaw_p~we mfg . 
758 Job pnntmg . . 
75! Jolnen, off building lite 
751 Joiners, on-building site 
241 Junior collegedauroom bldg 
214' Jun. lor hil{h achool 
877 unk yan:f · 
745 ute bag mig 
757 ute o>rd plant 
7!7 Jut~, rope. cord, ete 
7!4 Ute, sptnni,g, sorting, weaving 
824 Juce otorage, bales, bago 
54! liveni le detention home 

752 
77! 
556 
767 
776 
77! 

7>16 
162 
77! 
55! 
681 
774 
i~2 
212 
5!2 
77! 
7!6 
7!6 
7!6 
774 
7!6 
1M 

626 
621 
621 
625 
622 
791 
621 
622 
62! 
622 
62! 

624 

627 
7!2 

7!2 
7!4 
75! 
765 
75! 
941 
745 
77! 

Keg mfg, wooden 
Keg mfg. metal 
Kennel 
Kerooene mig · 
Kettle mfg. w/heatin~ element 
K~ttie mfg. W/O beating 
element 
Key cue mfg 
Key club 
Key mfg 
Key·lock lhop 
Kiln lining mfR 
Kiln mfg 
Kilt mig 
Kindergarten_ 
Kitchen cabinet atoreo 
Knife mig 
Knit wear mig 
Knitted fabric mig · 
Knitting, fun proceos mUI 
Knitting macbine mfg, teztile 
Knitting, part proceoo mill 
Kodel fiber mfg 

Laboratory, ~cultural 
Laboratory, biollllric:al 
Laboratory. cbemfcal 

·Laboratory. electric, electronic 
Laboratory, hydrauJia 
Laboratory Instrument mfg 
Laboratory, medical 
Laboratory, metallulldcal 
Laboratory, pencmnel teoting 
Laboratory, phyoir1 
Laboratory. paychologlcal 
testing 
Laboratory, radloacdve 
material 
Laboratory. reoea...,h, general 
Laee, eouon, drawi.·l· ending, 
etc 
Lace mfg. cotton 
Lace 'mfg. mixed, other &ben 
Lace mfg, wool or wonted 
Lacquer mfg 
L&dcl.er ittfg. wood 
Lake 
Lambskin, lhearing 
Laminated oprlng mig 

711 Lard refining 757 
773 Latch mfg ·;.'.":':~"=~ __ H2 
.'i64 Laundromat · 815· 
796 Laundry, coriimcrcial··;,.o .,_,,- 817 
H9 Laundry bag· mfg" .. · __ .. ____ .. 974 
!i66 Laundry pick-up shop .'i91 
564 Laundry, sclf·service 714 
675 Lttva, mining. quarrying 77! 
931 Lawn 79S 
774 Lawn J!lOWtr mfg · i!H 
55~ Lawn mower rental HH 
591 Lawyero office 78! 
773 Lead hollow ware · 887 
673 Lead mine, quarry 412 
799 Lead pencil mig 415 
772 Lead refininiJ, •melting, etc 413 
iiS Lea<.l, llampmg, cold p,....ing, ~16 

etc · 141 
776 Lead wire drawing >H2 
682 Leaded giBBI m fg .WS 
774 Lealaweeper. mig 451 
H2 L""ther clothing mfg 
546 Leather RDO<b oaleo 
741 Leather lieel mfg 
741 Leather legging mig 
7H Leather machinery belt mig 

· 758 Leather mfg, anl&cial 
HI Leather product mfg, footwear 
742 Leather product mfg. wearing 

apparel 
827 Leather product otorage 
746 Leather products mfg. ll"neral 
741 Learher IOie mfg 
827 Leather uoraiJ" 
7+f Leather. ~nang, dressing, etc 
7!8 Leatheretle mfg 
9!1 Lea ..... 
791 Leg mfg, anificial 
742 Legal robe mfg 
HI !-"BJ~ng m lg 
156 Legialative hall 
181 Legitimate theater 
792 Lena grinding, poluh!ng 
715 Lentil, !lrinding, splitting 
9!5 Letter drop 
758 Le!.ter pras 
754 Lettering mfg, oign 
151 Library 
758 Ubrary binder mig · 
717 Licorice m~ 
75! Ufe belt m , cork 
775 Lilt truck m , elec 
774 Ult truck mfg, nonelec 
781 Ugbter, buUding, repairing, etc 
773 Ugbtlag fixture mfg 
791 Limb mfg. artl6cial 
688 Lime plaill 
668 Ume product mfg 
892 Ume otge 
675 Limestone qua'!Ying, mining 
688 LimealOne, workmg, cutting, 

etc 
961 Limited acc011 highway 
175 Limousine terminal 
7!5 Linen, &nilhing 

· 734 Linen mill 
796 .Linen service plant 
754 Linen, •pinning, carding, etc 
824 Linen otorage, baleo, baga 
545 Unen store 
565 Linen oupph bouoe 

150 

432 

HI 

662 
662 
662 
758 
9SI 
571 

84! 
767 
746 
5-*6 
751 
555 
851 
851 
164 
1114 

71! 
716 
77! 
774 
774 
744 
7!2 
75! 
775 
774 
774 
776 
574 
874 
884 
562 
774 
757 
798 
77! 
772 

775 
772 
5114 
891 
9!5 

Lingerie mig 
Linoleum rnfj · ~-;J.~·:· :.p:.nf!!•':·,·. ~~o ·.:·•~ 
Linoleum atOre ·,~ ., ...... ::!·····.·~ .. ·•· ·::.:'.·:·::; 
Lin.&~~ oi~ Plant~· .~.·.·.··::i ap;L7:t;·~·~:n. r!·:~:- :.:t.• 
Llqu•d re11n mfg.-synthetic 
liquor, blendinJ! 
Liquor, ma.lt mtg 
Liquor storage 
LiquOr 1tore 
Lithium minerals, miniri!f
Lithium minerals processang 
Lithographing .. , ............ - --··= 
Livery mig::. _ .. : cc_-:o: ... '"·-- .. <. •. 

LivestOck llorage,-in bam- •• -""'·''"'" 
Livatock.atOrage~-not:in barn· · .. :_ .. -.: .. 
LoadJng ramp, aircraft 
Loan company office· 
Lobster, packing, canning. etc 
Lock mfg. mechanical 
Lock mig, time 
Locker mfg, any material 
Locker plant 
Locomotive mfg · 
J..ocomoti ve ·no rage 
Lot!!!", I famUy, in season 

.Lodll", 2 family, In aeuon 
Loti!!", I family, off seuon 
Lodge, 2 'family, off season 
Lodge, hall 
Lodge, seasonal, In seuon 
LocJge~ seasonal, oJf seuo,n 
Lodgil)g houae, 4-8 roomen, 
yea~,round 
l.mlging bouse, g.15 roomen, 
yeiU"-round _ . 
Lodging house, over 15 
roomers, year•round 
Log otorage 
Logging 
Log, traniportation, moving 
Looseleaf binder mig 
Lot, vacant 
LP·gD.I bottle Riling station, 
public · 
LP-gu bulk plant 
Lubrlcatinlf oil mfg 
Luggage mig . 
Luggage otore 
Lumber mfg 
Lumber oaleo, retail 
Lumber storage 
Lumberyard 
Lunch munter 
Lunchroom 

Macaroni canning · 
Macaroni plant 
Ma.cblne gun mig 
Ma.cblne ohor . 
Ma.cblne too mfg, metal 
Machinery belt mfg. leather 
Machinery belting mfg, cotton 
Machinery belting mfg, wool 
Macblnery mfg. elec · 
Ma.cblnery mig, excl elec 
Machinery parta mlil 
Macbinery repair, efec 
Madllnery oaJ .. , motor driven 
Madalnery otorage, not vcblcle 
Machinery otorage, vehicle 
Ma.cblnill ouprly oaleo 
Ma.cblnlat too mig 
Magazine pubUoh.iog 
Magic apparaNI mig 
MagnesfW:n; hollow ware 
Magnesium refining, uaelting 
Cti: 
Magnesium, atamplng. etc 
Magnesium, wire drawing 

Mail ordo:r '"'"" Mall order warehouse 
Mailbcw. 

'''"I 
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-~· ··: . --·-·-~ -. ------.-----~. 

,,,-~ .. .:... ....... -""-- -- .. ~- ... -~~---· ···-...--- ~----=--=-==--------- ~n: · ... .:.:. ... ,:~~:::;:2 
---~--~----·~--- .- ---- .. . --· . -
:;~~· tl; jnser:t'this page between pages ~30~~fd~3.1~ •. ,~·,,e'""' 
' - ·--- 't.l ---~---·-· ____ , 

. :..: i.'_:· . - :'::'!":'";~:.: :;~.----~~~ ·"""'.! ••..: l ........ . 

2. Pag: 3Q.2·contains Individual Fixed Property Classifications missing 
·between 335 :Mental Institution ~nd 764 Moulded Plastic ProductS. 

3. Disregard word "plastic" included with "335 Mental Institution"-on 
page 31 as shown below: 

344 MeD'J dc~11t:io11 =mp 
335 Mc11ul but:ltutlo11 

pl-d; 
76-4 ldoWd=l pl ... li~ proc!uct& 
7 56 M oWded pulp J....O. mtr 

1 . 

15l: 
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"--· .--. ?13: Me~. b .... eel<! P"""ing 
77! Me~ box mig 
77 I M c~ c:uling, !..,a. ai.C'CI 
772 Metal C..ting, or.hcr metal 
7?! Meta! Lab riel ling 

.- .. 7?3 Metal fl&rnlturc mig 
89! Metal are atenre . 

• .... : 8'72 •·· Mctal·puu albnfi! 
'"'' - ·-""' '"??!""Metal rod llsllin 
:_ ':· · .. -."'~-· -·"'"::ptaun/. etc uc, po . g.. -
·'-' ''··--:"·.8?&' Metalproc!ucus.ge;liDlsbcd 

7? I Metal n:linlng. iron, "to! 
m Metal relil>ing, oilier metal 
7?3 Mew •tamping miJ 
87\ MetalstOf2i", baaic forms 
7?4 M....Uuigio.J lui'D2cz mig 
622 MeWlurgical b.bontery 
578 M:lc:&, q~£Urying, .W.iDg 
792 Ml=oa>pe mig 
5-18 M l"""""pc oal'" 
632 Ml=n•e alte 
%6 Mignnt wctt.en bamacl:.s 
464 Mllltuy ba.rn.cl:.s 
882 Mlli~:;o c:plosiv01 aa.or::age 
221 MWtuy ~~C<o....:! c!as oom blclg 
896 MWtuy stg, 1101 el>h ~ -e 

cl ... i&cd 
712 Milk, boul.lslg 
712 Milk. cnacl=secl, cnpon~ 

mig 
652 MUir. caaUag shed 
712 MWr.. od.ible producu, drioci 
652 MUir. bcwe 
774 . Milk m.adlinc IIIli: 
7U MUir., powdOR!i, mig 
712 MUI< p,..,..,..;.,g 

i' 652 Milk productlcm 
832 MUir. ltef2i" 
5:16 Mill ou~ &tare· 
142 MWincry mig 
S:!2 MiUincry stere 
7 U Mincemeat mf:g 
78! Mine r::aU = mlg 
767 M IDenl ell. rdr.I.Dg 

· 761 Min=! plgmcnta, mig 
67? MIAcn.l p!gmmu, m.iniDg 
892 MiDcn.l prOd. atgc bog:ged 
89! Min=! products stei:2.!:C 
p~ DDn-bagrcd 

'724 MiD=! woter, cubonati10g 
688 MIAcnl weal mig · 
1188 Mincnls, gri~>dlDJ. c~ 
6?8 MiDcft.la, DDa.mcWI!c. miJLin' 
m MLD.lllg. c:.osn~~:W 
671 MLD.lllr;, c:oal 
m MLD.lllg, l<:nillz= miau:rsl 

. 1 

672 
-7H 
751 
794 
755 
682 
844 

-· 6!1 
--78& 

;1'.2 
734 
776 
6!2 
7H 
+71 

SH 
751 
711 
'r65 
794 
792 
154 
688 
799 
I!+ 
7iS 
591 
tH 
1!1 
HI 

~I 

- ~2 

~~ 

888 
797 
868 
186 
IB! 
474 
77! 
1'7+ 
7U 
57! 
514 
5?5 
576 
784 
78+ 
57S 
574 
76! 

Mining. ima an: 
Mining. m<Ziry mig 
M i.n iag timber mig 
M i101., mOft"T 
ll!lmor f=De mig 
MlrTCr~ 
Missile nge 
Missile launch lito 
Missile mq, uscmbly, repr.lr 
na fuel .. 
Mlucn mq . 
Mb:cd fiber, lull p....,... 'IILi.ll 
Mb:cr mfg. dom,.tic 
Mabile ID111.!11.Un ic:&tioa IZUcl:. 
McbUe homo mig, :wcmbly 
Mabile homo, permanent 
b.m.ll unit 
MobJc heme ~I= 
McbUc aaw plaoing mill 
MeW... mig 
Moa.utc~ 
MODe'Y ID. • 

ManaCle mig 
Moaumenl 
Manum~,- works 
Mop mig 
MOI'!"C 
:.!crwcmfg,...,.. 
Monpge a>mpa.DJ 
Morwary 
Mc.que 
Mo~.el, tnterior enU"Ulc= ID 

--• .,. n! . . 
MoLcl, ua.dc:r • nori=r., 1·2 
unill 
M otol. wu!cs 4 Jterieo. S-20 

.uniu 
Moto!. under +. Jteri=. over 
20 units 
M ctic10 pi= c:clu.llge 
Mctia10 picture 6\sn proc=i.ag · 
Matico. picture lilm stenge 
Moc.i.oa pict.ure nu.dlo 
Moden plcrure r.beat= 
Moa.or bomc, odl•powcrcd 
Motor mfg, ela: 
Mclbr m!;. ocaclectrlc 
MaUlt •chicle z:>fg, U~C~Dbly 
Meter •chicle :f.a.in 
Motor Yeh.ide cs 
)deter vclllclc'tupply stDre 
Me terboa< sal'" 
lwla<orcycle mltl; 
Motet"Tclc parts mig 
Mctcrcycle. repair 
lw!OtD"'7cic oa!CJ 
Moul<lcd a>mpound mfg. 

THE ABOVE CLASSIFICATIONS o'CCUR BE

TWEEN 335 MENTAL \NST\TUTION AND 

764 MOULDED PLASTIC PRODUCTS. 
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595 
595 
708 
766 
72! 
771 
775 
IK5 
709 
758 
758 
661 
717 

'675 
688 
726 
8B5 

~76 
.781 
726 
177 
577 
781 
782 
!i76 
rm 
655 
511 
512 
713 
952 
717 
685 
561 
781 
782 
755' 
752 
754 
758 
H7 
755 
762 
775 

774 

554 
5!1 
754 
747 
855 
715 
776 
711 
515 
774 

778 
794 
791 
682 
621 
791" 
595 
561 
766 
767 
766 
!55 
154 

'544 
555 

764 
756 

. 186 
183 
575 

Ma!ling firm 
Mailing Jist aa~eo_ &rm 
Maintenance 1hOi), Fnenl 
Malt extracu mfg ... 
Mall howe :--,_. ·. :-· -: : 
Manhole.cover D:llJ;.Calt iron 
Manicure set mfg -·· ·: ·c·· .. 
Manufactured·gaa, fuel 
Manure mfg. coa!pounding 
Map mounilng.- · 
Map, publishing.- printing 
Maple augUing, in forest 
Maple augaring. outside forest · 
Marble q uu:rying, mining 
Muble, working 
Margarine mfg 
M"""'"ne atge 
Manna. (see property eomple><) 
Marine accessory &ales 
Marine boiler mfg 
Marine oil, re&ning 
Marine passenger terminal 
Marine refueling facility 
Marine repair, over 65 It loa 
Marine repair, under 65 It loa 
Marine sa1esrooms · 
Marine s~ice nation 
Market garden 
Market, over 10.000 sq It 
Market, under 10,000 sq It 
Marmalade mfg · 
MarahaU ing yard 

. Marshmallow mig 
Masonry cement mfg 
Muona aupply sales 
Mast mfg. over 65 It loa 
Mast mfg, under 65 It loa 
Mat mfg, eorlt . 
Mat mig, eotton . 
Mat mfg, mixed, other fiben 
Mat mig, printing · . 
Mat mfg. rubber or aynlbetlc 
Mat mfg. wool or wonted 
Matdl plant · · . 
Materilila handling equip mfg. 
electrical 
Maierlals bandllng equip mfg. 
nonelectrical 
Maternity clinic 
Maternity hospital 
Matrr<:SI mfg exeept rubber 
Mattt.U mfg. rubber 
Matttea storage 
Meal milling, preparation 
Measuring apparatw mfg, elec 
Meat curing, dressing, etc 
Meat shop· · . 
Mecbanic:al eqwp mfg. non-
electrical ' 
Meellanical equip. mig, elec 
Medal mig 
Medical equipment mig 
Medical glauware mfg 
Medical IaboratDry 
Medical mAcblne mig 
Medical ollice 
Medical supply &ales 
Med.h:aced wine mig 
Medicinal parallin mig 

·Medicine mig 
Meetinf ball, chureh. 
Memorial sttucture 
Men's de~e~~cion camp 
Mental lnatituiion 
plastic . 
Moulded plastic producu 
Moulded pulp goods mig 
Movie stu4,io 
MoYie theater 
Muffler :repair shop. motor 
vehicle 

i33 
!i91 
6H 
i62 
152 
758 
233 
534 
79!\ 
53~ 
719 

Mungo ahnddy mig 
Municipal built.ling 
Municipal!!"' mig 
Munition• mfg 
Museum 
Music. publbhing, printing 
M wdc school 
Music store 
Musical inl!f\lment mig 
Musical inatrumentaales 
Mustard mfg 

715 
;;n~ 

592 
591" 
7!">~ 
7.H 
!131 
531 
775 
593 
531 
982 

Oat milling, Hoking, etc 
Oculists office 
Office. bank 
Office, business 
Office bture, fittings mig 
Office furniture mig 
Office furniture store 
Office m.ac:hine aales 
Office mch ry mfg. elec. man ua 1 
Office. medical 
Office supply sal., 
Oilfield 

773 .Nail mfg- - 767 
767 · Naphtha oil refining · 726 

Oil mfg. lubricating 
Oil of clove mig · 
Oil pipeline • _""_7.4L_Nap~il).lllfg ____ , -. .. . __ .:>.::::=o:= 645 

• · • "'--732·--Narrow·fnbric mf_g,-c:atton--·---· - ·- .. - · 674 Oil reservoir 
734 Narrow fabric mfg. mixed . 726 

fiben 6H 
Oil. salad, m" 

733 
678 
68& 
RH 
767 
76!l 
591 
726 
742 
774 
794 
773 
739 
739 
776 
682 
776 
737 
799 
591 
~91 

:>:arrow Iabrie mfg. wool 845 
~atural abtuive, mining B4l 

Oil shale mlntng, retorting 
Oil storage in containen 
Oil storage in tanks 

Natural cement mig 6H 
:-!at ural II"' well 738 

Oil well 
Oilcloth mig 
Oilskin mig :-latural gaaoline plant 7~2 

Natural r .. in, grinding 766 
Navy office 311 
Ncatsloot oil, refining.· 312 

Ointment mfg 
Old pen,ns home, wjnursin~ 
Olrl penoru home, w;o nunmg 
Oleo oil, refinin~ Necktie mfg -o6 

Needle b<!aring mfg 726 
Needle mfg. reeord 726 
Needle mfg. sewing 

Oleo-alearine mtg 
Olive oil, refining, hv<lro· 
pnation 

. 757 
755 
542 
742 
162 
742 
631 
689 
677 
762 
761 
772, 

Seedleloom carpet mig 
N eedleloom felt m lg 
Neon lamp mig 
Neon light mfg. fabricating 
Neon 11gn mig · 
Net m lg. excl hair 
Set mfg. hair 
N~w• gathering agency office 
News reporting agency nffict:" 
Nc:wapaper putuumng 
Newsprint mig · 
Newutand 
Night clothes mig 
Night club 
Night dr<:11 mig 
Nike aite 
Nitrare minerall proces!ing 
Nitrate minerab, quarrying 
NltroreUulose mig, reclaiming 
Nitrnua oxide ga• mfg 
Nonferrow metals, refining. 
etc 

716 Noodle mfK 
753. Novelty mfg. hardwood 
551 Novelty store 
611 Nuclear fuel element plant 
614 Nuclear ordnance bomb 

. 774 Nuclear re~ctor mchry mfg 
6 U N uciear reactor power 
624 Nuclear re:aclOr, research 
465 Nunnery 
"465 Nuru living"quarten 
521 ·Nursery scfiool, over 4 houn 
211 Nursery school, 4 boun or 1 ... 
655 Nunery_ tree, buab 
463 Nun .. living quarten 
~ 11 · Nunlng home, w/nuning 
312 Nuning home, W/o nuning 
726 Nut cake mig 
655 Nut grOWing 
726 Nut meat mig 
77! Nut mig, metal · 
657 Nut paCking, u picked 
717 Nut, salted mfg 
513 Nut abop . · 
811 Nut storage, bulk 
717 Nut, augar rovered mfg 
765 Nylon fiber mig · 

739 'Oakum.- plck!ng. willowing 
782 Oar mfg 

!loll 
IRI 
791 
792 
792 
792 

682 
r.48 
792 
792 
548 
5f8 
164 
655 
715 

Open oea 
Opera hou&e 
Operating table mfg 
,Ophthalmic good• mfg 
Ophthalmoscope mig 
Optical glass. grinding. 
polishing 
Optical glass mig 
Optical goods sales 
OpLical [nstrumrnt m£g 
Optical plant 
Opticiaru office 
Optometrilts office 
Orange bar 
Orange JfOWing 
Orange JUice, concentrated 
mig · 

655 Orchard 
77! Ordnance mfg. esc vehicles 
675 Ore concentration · 

"'" 672 Ore mining · . 
_.771' Ore preparation plant, iron 
772 Ore •melting, nonferrnus 
795 . Organ mig . 
534 Organ sales 
761 Organic chemical mfg. all. 
764 Orfon fiber mfg 
794 Ornamental mig 
545 Ornamental good• store 
77! Ornamental ironwork mfg 
322 Orphanage 
752 Osu~r conu.iner m fg . 
595 . Osteopatlu office 
782 Outboard motor mfg. repair 
576 Outboard motor sales 
774 Oven mfg. induatrial 
742 Overalls mbr 
742 Overcoat ft.Tg 
761 Oxygen gas mig 
861 Oxygen stge,liqui~ or gas 
665 Oyster bed operauon 
-714 Oyster, packing, canning 
655 Oyster, wild; cultinted 

514 
768 
895 
845 
8!8 

'774 
752 

Package store 
Packaged fuel mfK 
Packal!"'' <nlneraf prods •tge 
Packal!"'' petroleum prods nge· 
Packaged tobaceo prods atge 
Packaging machine mfg 
Packing caae <nfg, wood 



• ' .'I ~) 

i:i6 

7!15 
;r,s 
:HI 
756 
iZi6 
i74 
687 
iBR 
799 
799 
792 
7~5 
756 
756 
855 
756 
75!i 
758 
756 
8.~5 
855 
854 
755 
755 
756 
767 
742 
915 
914 
882 
881 
882 
965 
913 
914 
IH 
625 
171 
17S 
174 
177 
176 
175 
765 
799 
717 
716 
744 
964 
621 
952 
965 
965 
545 
715 
71! 
726 
71! 
811 
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Packing crop• as picked 
Pad mig, writing . 

794 
794 
678 
818 
761 
785 
745 
799 
773 
794 

Pearl jewelry mfg 
Pearl products mf~ 

Paolrling mfg. all fiben 
Point mig 
Paint shOp 
Paint lltura~ 
Paint store . 
Pilintt•rs hru~h mrg 
Painu:rs pot mfg. metal 
Painters supply !!lor~ 
Po/' amos mfg 
J'a m f)il. rC"fining 
Po~cr l>ug· machine mf~ 
Paper bag mfg. inc! prtnting · 
Paper hag ngc · 
P:1ptor hux mfg. ind printing 
P;,pcr, bronzing, gilding, 
eolging 
rapC'r carto.n rnfg. i!'cl print_ing 
Paper. cooung, glazmg, . 
lamin01ting 
Paper container mig, incl 
printing 
Paper conLipting, l01minnting 
Pa.per cutout, paurm mfg 
Poper goods sales . · 
Paper label manufacturing 
Paper lamp-shade mig 
Paper making mchry mfg· 
Paper mfg. abruive · 
Paper mfg. asphalt coated 
Paper mfg. carbon 
Paper mig, duplicating 
Paper mfg, sensitized 
Paper mill 
Paper mounts mig 
Paper plate mig 
·Paper productl ug 
Poper products fabricating 
Paper reclaiming 
Paper ruling 
Paper spoon or utensil mig 
PoperiLg,notroUed 
Poper ltorage, baled 
Paper stg, rolled 
Paperboard, coating 
Paperboard mfg 
Papler-mache goods mig 
Paraffin wu mig 
Paruol mig . 

· P:uk.ing area, conatr .. r~paar 
Parking area. demoltuon 
Parking garage, general 
Parking garage, residential . 
Parking [ot, covered 
Parking lot, uncovered . 
Parking lot, con1tr, repat.r 
Parking lot, demolition 
Parlor, funeral 
Particle ii.ccelen.tor · 
Puoenger terminal, airport 
Passenger terminal, bw 
Passenger terminal, meet level 
Pwenger terminal. marine 
Passenger terminal, elevated 
P~ger 1cnninal, tuhwa'V 
Paste mig 
Putel mfg 
Pastilles mig 
Pastr.y mfg . 
Patent leatber plant 
hlh 
Pathological laboratory 
Paved public meet 
Paved private street 
Paved driveway 
Pown &hop 
Pea. grinding, splitting 
Peanut butter proceumg 
Peanut oil, reftning 
Peanut proceuing 
Peanut lton.ge,· bull:. 

. 541 
HI 
799 
799 
799 
341 
341 
342 
113 
!II 
312 
787 
752 
795 
766 
726 
545 
757 
792 
722 
62S 
769 
556 
556 
R41 
841 
767 
845 
767 
841 
841 
674 
898 
775 
772 
173 
765 

.866 
!i82 
;.!3 
776 
795 
785 
677 

P~at, cutting, d.iggmg . , 
Pe•H!Orage",=\""" "~"-' "'"- '"""'·.oc.=.c 
Peatmosa proceutng- -· ---- . 
Ptdal m!J 
Pelt. sorung, dressing, etc 
Pen mig . 
Pen nib mfg; base metal _ . 
Pen nib mfg. predow metal.·: 
Pen 1hop 
Penal-inatit.ution;·mrn~-:::.-

PendHead ·mig::' -· · -""'"'====:=::=:: 
PencilmfJ.!==c __ ~~
Penholder mfg:~- -~:o. ~ --· ···--- ·- · 
Penitentiary ceU, men 
Penitentiary, men 
Penitentiary, women 
Penny arcade 
Pensioners home, w/nuning 

·Pen.aionen home, w;o nuning 
Perambulator mfg 
Percuaaion cap m.fB 
Percuuion irutrumenll mfg 
Perfume mig 
Perfume oil mig 
Perfume oale 
Periodical publishing 
Periscope mfg 
Perry wine mfg 
Penonnel testing laboratory 
Pest control cbem_ical mig 
Pet care center 
Pet ahop, aupplies 
Petroleum bulk plant 
Petroleum distributing alation 
Petr<>leum jelly mfg 
Petroleum packaged product 
Petroleum refinery 
P~troleum tank larm 
Petroleum terminal 
Petroleum well 
Petroleum wharf 
Pewter, hollow wore m lg 
Pewter, reftiling, smelting, ""' 
Pewter, stamping, etc 
Pharmaceutical mig 
Pharmaceutical storage 
Pharmacy, no pharmacllt 
Phartnacy, pharmaci11 on duty 
Phonograph auembling, elec 
Phonograph record blank mf~ 
Phonograph!~ recordln~ ~tud&u 
Phosphate m1neraia, m1nmg, 
quarrying 

689 Phosphate minerall procesoing 
595 PhotoCOpy linu 
757 Photoengraving, newopaper 

and magazine 
758 Photoengraving, commercial 
797 Photolinilbing 
792 Photographic equipment mfg 
792 Photographic film labricatioo 
792 Photographic lens mfg 
555 Photographic store 
555 Photographic awdio 
792 Photographic oupplia mfg 
595 Ph yiciano office 
622 Phyoia laboratory . 
595 Pbyoiotberapllts oilier 
795 Plano mfg 
5!4 Plano store 
566 Plclt·up &hop, laundry, d'1' 

cleaning 
715 Pickles proceooin~ 
755 Pieture frame mtg 
7ll Pie mig, meat 
i 16 Pie m fg, non.m.eat 
526 Piece goods sales 

m :\:. conou, repair 
914 Pier, demolition 

154·. 

898 Pier, Ftroleum 
771 Pig Iron mfg 
65~ Pig railing 
761''-~Pi ·ent'mf" .• -,. 
774"'Pt~nver~fi--:--
766 Pill mig · · 
771 Pillar box mfg. cut iron 
754 Pillow mfg, nonrubber 
H7 Pillow mfg, rubber 
75-1 Pillow renovating plant 
i4~ .. PiUowolip-mfg --·~···· -~:---· 
771 Pipe mfg.-cut iron, steel,'"'" 
fiSI~~ .. -Ptpe.mfg,.concrete · 

. i64.,-Pip~JI!fg;;phutic"oo= :..:. .. 
i99 Pipe mig, smoking 
M72 Pipe storoge, metal 
9U Pipeline, constr, repa~r 
914 Pipeline, demolition . 
6-15 Pipeline, Hammable liqniol 
6+1 Pipeline, goa . 
9R~ Pipeline right of WH 
6-16 Pipeline, steam 

· 647 Pipelin~. wottr 
773 Pistol mfg 
i51 Planing mill 
588 Pluter .mig · 
088, Phuter protluct mfg 
~92 Pluter nonge 
753 Pla&tlc beads mfl! 
782 Plutlc boat fabnatinn 
.754 Plutlc caning . 
765 Plutic dispenions mfg 
76! Plante emulsions mfg 
764 Plutlc enclosure mig 
764 Plastic ftim mfg 
76! Plutlc, foamed, making 
764 Plante foamed·producu lahr 
741 Plutic footwear mfg . 
799 Plutic lamp shade mig 
763 Plutic mfg 
742' Plutlc outerware mig 
764 Phutic part, product mfg 
765 Plastic powder mig 

· 863 Plastic product storage 
764 Plastic products fabr 
764 Plastic rods mig 
754 Plutic &heet labr 

· 755 · Plastic solution mfg 
754 Plastic toy mfg 
855 Plaotia; otorage . 
584 Plate. mig, china 
755 Plate mig, hardwood 
756 · Plate mfg, paper 
792 ·Plate mig, sensl tlzed 
682 Plate, window glau plant 
744 Platework mig, Industrial 
794 Platinum, uoaying, smelting 
795 Pia yer piano mfg 
491 Playbouae, cblldr""" 
181 Playhouse, theater 
758 Playing card mig 
.774 Plow mig, inc! self-propelled 
776 Plug mfg, elec 
77! Plumben supply mig 
875 Plumben supply storage 
562 Plumberl tool sales . 
775 Plumbing supply mfg 
535. Plumbing 1upply otore, retail 
875 · Plumbini{IUpply, wholesale 
799 , Plume m tg 
751 Plywood mfg 
774 Pneumatic control equip mfg 
774 Pneumatic mchry mfg 
746 · Pocketbook mig 
77! Pocketknife m lg . 
662 Pole, hewlrig, rough cutting 
642 ·Pole, utility, power 
6!! Police communlcationa N"'\te:r 
~45 Police station 
765 Pollsb mfg ' -
74! Polllhlng dotb mfg 

"I .• 



e 764 
786 
112 
684 
942 
125 
725 
685 
596 
758 
773 
677 
718 
718 
718 
684 
545 
~9! 
711 
651 
715 
719 
651 
751 

·651 
!H5 
556 
726 
641 
646 
642 
98! 

. 642 
143 
794 

794 
774 
774 
751 

221 

713 
i1~ 
771. 
773 
j~6 

7i>l 
:!13 
i7~ 
758. 
765 
i74 
757 

7S!i 
Hi 
865 
Ati:t 

85-4 

HI 
342 
5!1 
841 
844 
221 

'881 
963 
963 
513 
812 
813 
791 
59S 
561 
792 
786 
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~o.!yester fi.li"~ mig,,;,;; ::: '. •;o!co ""'" 781 :;~r:!~r ~~~ft ~~~:; ~~~~ ~ ~~~-,.~-:~~,;~~-- 78~ 
Pontoon ~fl. a.aembly.· repan::.v,:. :{~t·!i?.: ':J:l~ 

·Poolroom; ltall;cmter'.:.:.:-=.::.:~·- 782 ·Prnpeller ahalt mlg;:un<lor-=-' 95~ 
Porcelain p_rodua·mlg"''·• '65 It loa : '-' :.: "'''" -" 7~3 
POrt area · 7: .• :: .. ...-...:, .... ::- ..... ~~·'"·~-;.-.:..r...:u ~~:·773 · Pr:uning knifC m.fg .:; ... , .. ~i·;_~,;r."" ~mr: ... 7R3 
Portable f:"ndstands 593 Poychologilt oll\ce ~41 
Porter m g. malt 16S Pub H8i 
Portland cement mig 754 Public building furniture mfg !)13 
Post office . 882 Public !!'~rage, pa,rking !ll4 
Postage otamp printing·------·'- - 182' Public han- - -- 176 
Pot mig, metal · 852 Public household furniture !lge 95-4 
Potaoh, mining,·qu,arrying n·c·_:'::"m' .. '" '""884 Public ~orko vehicl_ecotg· ....... ""r 

iii 
Potato chlp·plant_:_=-7'-'---"=--"'::-"=- 758 Publishmg;:buok ..,..--··~· .. • , ......... ,, iii 
Potato criap•mig•,~•·•= ;=c .. ~::-_- 757 

p~r~~?:~~~wsj)_ar>gt.~~;~~ ·~•:c 
7(2 

Potato, Raked, mig :::-, -,~_ ..• :· •. , ·'""C~ 713 
Pottery plant 771 ~uddling furnace · 77l 
Pottery shop . iH Pulp making mchry, mfg 739 
Pottery otge 755 Pulp mill 752 
Poultry, 'curing, dressingt etc R'l'" 

855 Pulp atg 
~~ 

Poultry farm 667 
Poultry feed, atock dry 1162 Pulpwood Ito rage 71i 
Poultry food, grit preparing 774 ·Pump mig · j{jof 
Poultry howe . rxH Pumping nation, gas ii!\ 
Poultry house m fg, wood n.m Pumping station. oil ii6 
Poultry raising 647 Pumping st~lLion, sewaR'" 773 
Poultry &tore fi47 Pumping nation, water . 742 
Pound, animal 9fi2 Pubhc !lreet, paved 6R6 
Powdered 1oap plant 964 Public street, unpavrd. 774 
Power howe, electrical 787 Puoh chair mig H7 
Powe:r bouse, Iteam 799 Puzzle mf~ 747 
Power line, overhead fo77 Pyriteo, m~nin~, quarrying 776 
Power line rigbt of way 761 Pyrites processmf · 532 
PowCT line; undCJ!lOund 772 Pyrophoric meta working li!6 
Power 111uadron dub 762 Pyroxylin fabricating, mfg 534 
Preciouo metal, assaying, 

762 Pyroxylin reclaiming 113 
•melting; etc 677 Quarry, chemicals, minerulo 23! Precious Jlone, cutting, etc 774 Quarry crushing machine m!g ;91 Precision chain mfg 676 Quarry, oalt . 
Prefabricated bldgo mig, metal 675 Quarry. sand, gravel, stone 774 
Prefabricated ltruaure mig, 774 Quarrying mach inc m I~ i52 
wood G78 Quaru, mining, quarrymg i26 
Preparatory ochool, clauroom 74! Quilt mig. 767 

767 
bldg, boarding 

654 . Rabbit railing 769 
Preaerve mig 726 Preu machine mfg. hydr, m<'Ch 123 Race track grandstand 
Pr""" mfg. printing 815 Roce track stable 34! 

Prtased metaJ pi~cl!s mfg. hot 776 Radar mig· !41 

. Presoetl pulp goods mfg· 632 Radar site H2 

PressUre impregnation plan I 791 Radiation meuure"aumt 675 
Primlll'j' ochool device mfg· 

681 Prime mover mfg. noneiN 771 Radiator mfg. caat iron sections 
Printing, commercial 776 Radiator mfg. domestic elec 774 
Printing ink mfg 784 Radiator mig, motor vehicle 776 
Printing machine mfg 6!2 Radio 'beacon 552 

Printing, newspaper. 7&4 Radio cabinet mig, wood 952 
magazine. etc 6!2 Radio communicationsi!U!' 784 
Printing plant, textile 776 Radio mig 
Printing roller mig 538 Radio r:cain, wjo sales 59t 
Printing.oupply oU>rage, mioc 552 Radion es ·. 234 
Printing supply storage, Rat 185 Radio· stUdio 
~•per 632 Radio, tranam.ittirig si~.e: !!6 

rmting supply storage, 776 Radio and TV tubes, glass 
rolled paho . . envelope mfg 758 
Prison ce l or cell block., men 611 Radioactive mat.crial, disposal 545 
Prloon cell or cell block, women 611 Radioactive material mfg 591 
Prioon hospital 611 · Radioactive material, storage 713 
Priaon,men 624 Radioactive mat.criallab 918 
Prison, minimum security type 612 Radioactive tracer~ procel!ing 
Private boarding school 7!9 ·Rag reclaiming 915 
claaoroom bldg 759 Rag reworking mill 
Private garage· 7!9 Rag altop 711 
Private street 829 Rag storage 918 
Private way IH Rail paaoenger terminal, 
Produce aa e. n:tail street level 91S 
Produce storage, crated, boKed 913 Railroad, constr, repair 
Produce storage, loose, b::f:d 914 Railroad, demolition ;;3 
Professional instrument ra g 894 Railroad freight tenninal 574 
Profeuional office, m~ica.J 783 Railroad Jepoir ohop 
Profeuional ou ppl y sales 951 . Railroad rim:t of way 5j! 
Projector mfg · 785 Railroad ro ling stock, 632. 
Propeller mig, oircralt auembling. 

~:::~:~ ~~:rng --~~·~-~~:~~~//;:~-~ 
Railroad signal cq-uipnieni -:-.,._ ... 
Railroad signal m.fg:~ n~::t.:~~- :·,1.'.!:<~, !'.!~~
Railway couch mfg•'" ~,;. .:~., .... :_;, .. 
Railway, <!:lectrtc power plant 
Railway equip storage 
RaHway roadbed, ccnstr. repair 
Railwav ruaUbed, demolition· 
Railwa\· ~tatinn, elevatec.J 
RailwaY subway car 

.:. ·.··. 

RaHwa~· sw.i.tch' mfg . .,;, . . .. , .......... .. 
-Railway truck inlg .. --.:;. , __ , ... .,, 
Ra~~coat infg . ;n. ;"~'=~,·~ 
Rn111n processing;: ------"":-"""·:--
Rake mfg 
Ramie, spinning. weaving 
Rauan product mig 
Raw \c:.ther storJ.ge 
,R11w rubl:n.:r products storag~ 
Raw aUpr refining 
Royun fiber mfg · 
Razor blade mfg 
Razor m fg, e'ec 
Razor mfg. nonelec 
Ready-made clothing mfg 
Ready-mix concrete r.lont 
Reaper mfg. inc! oel ·propellerl 
Rebuilding tires 
Recopping tires 
Record mfg, sound. ruusic 
Record player sales 
Record repository,· documents 
Record shop · 
Recreation center; f3cilitv, 
place · 
Rccn:ationalachool 
Recruiting office 
Rc.oed mfs. for textile mochine 
R<·ed product mig 
Refinery, animal oil 
Refinery, petroleum 
Refinery tankage 
Refinery, turpentine 
Refinery, vegetable oil 
Reform achoul . 
Rcformator,, men 
Reformatory, women 
Refrnctory clay, extraction 
from earth 
Refractory tile, brick ml~ 
ReiTlgeration mchry mfg 
ReiTigerator mig, unit type 
Refrigerator oales 
Refuse disj>inal area 
Registration plate mfg. 
motor veh 
Regulatory office 
Rehabilitation center, free 

·auendance 
Rehabilitation center, forced 
attendance 
Relief stamping, paper 
Religious goods 110re 
Religiow organization office 
Relialt mig · 
Remodeling, major, bldg 
vaau::d 
Remodeling, major, other 
than bldg 
Rendering fat, edible 
Renovation, major, bldg 
vacated . 

1 
Renovation, major, other 
than bldg' . 
Repair garage 
Repair garage with motor 
vc~ icleaales 
Repair shop. auto 
Repeater site, radio, micro
wave· 



· CFIRS CODE BOOK 

INDIVIDUAL FIXED PROP_ERTY'c<us·e~ct:.'xs~SlFiCATIONS 
~ !:~~i.~~C'. i i-~ ~ - ~-; '!"' ;=--~ -~~.:;::-;~~-:.=-~=-~==-~-: ~~~~- ·::.~~~:"7~~:::;~:~~::----=-~::::::-.'f.~.::.~ 

. G2i Rcsenrch labor><ory 747 
~,!13 Rest"ar'-'h,~rg-.animtion qffic_L' ·L· ;.:,;.;_-...; 661 
Kl)l Rt."'!dcl,ti~l. pat~~~lit1!3'f~~;·_r1 -Y' 747 

Rubber rnlg. 'foarne<.l 
Rubber plantation . . . . 
RUbber p~u~~~mfg~-~~~~~· ~~~!t 

2~1 ReoL<lcntialschD.o.l..U:\'il!li!•i!'. . .'. "·· •.. 867 
763 R<~in n1fg, •ynthelic- ·"' · --· 742 

Rubber prOclucu storag•. ::... ... c:.;.::c c 
Rubber ro.Jnwear·mfll: ...... , .. -·.,.-·-=-: 

661 R .. in, now'ral. gaihJiing i47 
:.Ill Rl:it hunie; w;n:uriirlij .Staff i·17 

Rubber retlaimilig·- t.l~ 
·Rubber scr.ip proclo'i.iing'"":·-,.,..--
Rubber shoe mfg. vulcanized 
Rubber stamp mfg 

312 · R1.'Sl home, w;o nuning aLaff 747 
I u I Res La u rant · '799 
iZH R.::aauraul furniture rafg 541 
:ifil'l Rc.'Staurant suppH11:1 ant.l __ 86; 

Rubber stamp store . 
Rubber sto_rage ___ . ______ .. __ 

)C:tv ices 7 -&7 Rubber toy mfk · 
'i' .. i Retrc~di~g tir~.~ ... . _.,.. i47 
i7:i Rcvulver_ ~fg "--~-..:.• -1:,;:o- , 1 -.~~"--·-:::..!!:. L~l::' 661 ~~~~~~; 'i;~~~ ij,.Jieri~n: "='''2:c -.,-,. 
.7:1~ Rihuon mig, CO(!on "'"~·~·--~·''"'" ---c:.;oc ~ 
;:H .... Ribl>nn mig, rnixe<l, other-.fiber 

796 

Rubbish burner, mdumlif--- · 
Ruby, cu~il!)g, mol!!!!m!:_ . 
Rug, cleaning, dyeing·· .... ~ · 
Rug mfg, cotton 1•,.·:,~ ~~Ubun m!g, woOl or wOrslrd i32 

., ,.,.tee: growmg 7 34 
;1,:-, Ric(.'mill i33 
H II ll.icc 5Luragc, bulk R26 

Rug mig, mixed fiben 
Rug mig, wool 

1-12 ll.iuing club 536 
K I!. Riding SLable 774 

Rug storage . 
Rug store . · 

142 Rifle duh 
773 Rille rnfg 
'iH I Rigging mfg. marint', ov~r 

li!'J h lua 
i82 Rigging mfg. rriarine. under 

~41 
7i3 
';;.J 

65 It loa 
Ri\ler 
RivcL mf,, metal 
RoaU maant~nanc:e machinr 
tnfg 

77~· Road making machine mfg 
RA-1- Roud rnch ry storagt" 
!162 Rnud. publlc paved 
\163 Ruud, private paved 
~6·1 Ruau, unpave<l 
ji.f Roiu.l roller machine mfR 
51:5 Roadside sumd. counu:r, 

produce · 
16-l Roadsh.le .nand, cuuntc:r. L'atinp; 
i42 Rube mfJ . 
786' Rocket otrframe mfg · 
762 Rocket fuel mig 
SH Ruckel fuel stgt 
631 Rocket launch site 
762 Rocket rnlg, signal 
688 Rockwool mfg 
764 Rod·mfg, plastic _ 
774 Rod mfg, welding 
854 Rolled poper 11ge 
774 Roller bellring mfg · 
774 Roller mfg, for textile machine 
12! Roll~ rink, in arena 
1 15 Roller skating rink · 
774 Rolllng mill mchry, mig 
685 Roman cement m.fg 
7 51 Roo ling materials mfg, wood · 
688 Roofing materials mfg, stone 
768 Roofing materials mig, asphalt 
851 Roofing storage · · 
555 Roofing supply sales 
681 Roofing tile, day mig 
776 Room heater mig; unit type 
4!1 Rooming house, 4-8 roomen · 
432 Rooming houae, 9-15 roomen 

· 441 Rooming hoUBe, over 15 
roomers, yr rd 

715 Root peeling mill 
757 Rope mig 
853 Rope atge 
769 Rosin· mfg 
785 · Roundhouse 
H2 RubbeJ- clothing mfg 
747 Rubber, dipping, mixing, etc 
747 Rubber footwear mig, . 

vulcanized 
522 Rubber goodl &tore 
655 Rubber growing ·• 
747 Rubber hose mig 
747 Rubber mat mig 

i21 
716 
i53 
i ~~~ 

743 
785 
746 

·591 
773 
H82 
il5 
745 
715 
726 
165 
676 
i61 
676 
719 
719 
719 
877 
758 
352 
675 
688 
775 
687 
675 
688 
684 
915 

!Jt4 
661 

Ruling machine mig, printing 
Rum mfg 
Rusk rnlg 
Ruotic furniture mfg 
Rye, mllling, Raking, rolling 

Sack mfg 
Saddle mig, cycle 
S!l<.ldlery m fg 
So..le defuit firm . 
Safe m 
S!lfety aso rnlg 
Sol!", grinding, splitting 
Sail mig . 
Salad uresaing mig 
Salad oil mig 
Saloon· 
Sah crushing, screening, ~tl::: 
Salt mfg. chemical 
Salt mining 
Salt packin,, not at mine 
Salt processtng, not at mine 
Salt refining, edible 
Salvage yard 
Sample mounting, _printing 
Sanatorium 
Sarid, extraction from earth 
Sand, wublng, acree.nlng, etc 
Sander mfg. elec 
SandpapeT ~ . 
Sandalone minmg, quarrying 
Sandnone, working 
Sanitary earthenware mig 
Sanitnuon project, constr, 
repair 
Sanitution project, demolition 
Sap, gathering, extracting, etc 

794 Sapph.ire, cutting, mounting 
751 Sash mig, wood 
791 Satellite mig, assembly 
632· Satellite track.ing station 
735 Satinet cloth mill 
715 Sauce processing 
775 Saucepan mfg 
711 Sausage aulng mfg 
592 Savings bank 
592 Savings, loan inatitutiop 
77S Saw mig, hand 
775 · Saw mig, electric 
751 Saw, planing rnlll 
751 Sawdust mig 
751 Sawduat I'Jie 
751 Sawmill, 1n or out of forest 
774 Scale mig ' 
742 Scarf mig 
2!2 School, business, tommeTdal 
545 Sehool, correctional 
2! 5. School, dandng 
2!5 School, deaf, dumb or blind 

15Q 

461 School dormitory m ~"l::l: b11'";"~"~[,'/"' ;'"0'-''"~0.'3' 
214 School, lnu;m..;:n:;;,;~-~ ·.::::· 
214 School, Jufilo;i.r li!il!:''-'"'";·; 
221 St

1 
h<>Ol. pr!yate IXiaTdlng; -~ -~ 

c aaroom · 
343 School, reform 
152 School, reJigioua education only 
235 School, spedalty · m ~:1: ~~~~Tnd ... ~.-;- _,-__ .. , -

2lll St~ool, vo!'&.!Jonal;., .~.... ....... . . " ... 
791 ~entl~c (ulpment.m_fg ='-'-·""-c""·'·.' ;cc.;c.· 

~:: ~:~ui~ ~r::~i:il.~ffi~~~.~~=~,~· · : 
773 Sd...,r mf · · • · · ·- ·-
784 Scooter mfg; motorized 
771 Scrap iron, processing . 
R77 Scrap recovery, roclaiming 
747 Srnlp rubber procouing 
774 Scraper mtg, earth 
774 Screening'mathlne mig 
775 Screw mfg 
235 Sculpture, school for 
773. Sty!he mig 
94 I Sea, open 
714 Sea food, packing, canning, etc 
7 J4 Sea food, sal ling, drying, etc 

· 756 Stal bottle, jar rnlg 
573 Stat cover shop, auto 
785 Seat po&L mig, cycle 
754 Seat uphobtered mfg for veh 
221 Secondary scbool, duuoom 

bl<.lg, boardi nJ! 
215 Sot:ondary school, da v 
521 Secondhand clothing sale 
2!2 s~cretarial achool 
.191 Security, broker, dealer 
726 Soed cake m fg · 
655 Seed crop 
726 Seed meal mfll' 
719 Seed preparauon 
811 Seed storage, bulk 
55~ S«"C.. .store · 
!i65 Self·•ervice dry cleaning 
564 Self-ai9Vice laundry · 
794 Semi-precious stone working 
242 Seminary classroom building 
792 Sensitized film mfg 
577 · Service station, marine 
572 Service .station, private 
571 Service station, public 
648 Sewage disposal plant 
648 Sewer 
913 · Sewer, tonalj', repair 
914 -Sewer, demolition 
774 Sewinl\' machine mig, 

bookbmding · 
776 Sewing machine mfg 
5!2 Sewing machine itore 
775 Shackle mfg 
754 Shade mfg. any material 
526 Shade store 
751 Shake IJ!Iiltinll, wood 
767 Shale oLI refining 
766 Shampoo mig 
776 Shaver mig, dry, elec 
726 Shaving cream, soap mig 
775 Sbean mfg 
916 Shed, contracton 
708 Sbed, tool 
766 Sheep dip mfg · 
654 Sheep ralalng . · 
742 Sheepsk.in lined clothing mig 
744 Sheepskin mat ·rnlg 
745 Sheepskin rug mig 
745 Sheepskin, shearing 
774 SlieeL metal working machine 

mfg 
775 Sheet metal working, hue 

metal 



743 
758 

554 
747 
754 
m 
762 
799 
765 
925 
751 
781 
781 

i81 
781 
885 
773 
781 
742 

. 522 
·784 
755 
741 
754 
752 
75! 
iH 
745 
774 
741 
765' 
525 
523 
52! 
827 
522 
75! 
IU 
754 
754 
716 
726 
855 
775 
774 

714 
951 
754 
755 

785. 
751 
754 
754 
75-l 
785 
762 
811 
7!5 
799 

. 7!4 
734 
82!· 
811 
794 

794 
774 

875 
794 
824 
7!7 
15! 
552 
114 
12! 
115 

CFIRS CO~E,c.!i09_~:-::.~_ -~~-:c 

·rNDIVIDUJ\bF.IXEO,PBOP-ERr~V.-USE:GLASSIFI.CAT:IQ.NS··~-,..,~,~ .. . :::.. ·:..· -:-----------=--·- . ______ .__.____._ -.:::--; -,.,:L..~~-==--· -·-~--..!---~--.....; !7'- -"--~- -':'-~-"'!:_.,_-:t_ 

51\..ot mfg :\.: '""' ... ,,." .. ,:•:"c ;,rt= i74 
Sheet muaic~pub~~i!'lg,, ;:::1~ 1:. ~~sr.!~J ~):;· , t 1552 

t~~~':usic ~ .. ·:~~~~=,~~-~~~.=~=~~ ~~~ 
Sl\""t rubber. mig c .... ___ ,~ · A28 
51\elf.mlg, any material 828 
Shell case mfg, anru 745 
Sl\<11 filling, munitions 742 
Shell producu mfg 773 
Shellac mfa' • • · .. 742 
51\clter, fallout, storm nr bomb 675 
Shingle mfSt·Wood•, ..... ; . .:..;._ IU ,.,-....r• ...... -, .... ''"":_688 
Ship breakin' yard .. .,~-~~'" ·'".-~. 711. 

:tt fabric~~~g ~~~~_;:v~-t::::;;,C'- ~i 
Ship paru mig 745 
Ship repairing, over 65 !L HI. 
Ship JLorage · 773 
Shippin·g container mfg. metol 772 
Shipyard, v .... ls over 65ft 711 
Shin mfg 164 
Shirt store 718 
Shock absorber mfg, motor vch 775' 
Shoddy mill 774 

·Shoe-accessory mig 55-l 
Shoe c:ise mig 725 
Shoe lace mig, braided cotton 838 
Shoe Ia co m fg, braided, wool 726 
Shoe lace mfg. braidetl fibers 869 
Shoe lace mfg. leather 675 
Shoe mchry mig 141 
Shoe mil! . 
Shoe poiul\ mig 

~S~k:l ~toifw~;'fg o: ._,'_,:_',{_:'':_:,,;:"''·.''_'"'': ···~_!,!; ~~:;n~~.;J'J:~'i~; J':i,~!r·.'' 
_ ~~ ::t101 Sporling ~Od1 m£g.".non. ::~~~---~···~--· 

Skin mat mill' :~ ·t~ :.~·,:" :· .. ---: .. :--· ~ .. p~~~~~~ ...i~i. ,·;;;:~· '""" ,_~,;;~ ;;,·,; ... - --
~~:~ ~:uctstoragc,.~, ·'""·'~"· m Spurting g-r.;; mig' .. ,... '·""'~ '"''" 
Skin, tanning, drcuing, etc 12! Sport& arena 
Skirt mig 7:17 Sporu net mig 
Skylight mig, metal _ .. 521 Sporuwcar shop · 
Slacks mig.. ·- . - ... ·- 774 Spring balance mig 
Slate quarrying . . .11!· Spring mfg. ll..Ol 
Slate, work!f!g, C!'.t.t_ing •. ~$ ...... --·-- _a15 Stable· · .............. _ 
Slaughter howe .. ~:...::..: .. ::_-: ... :.--~,- 12! Stadium . . "'" ,... . : ""~- ·"''" 
Sleeping are.~. ho!t:J; ~-~nal --~- 765 Stain mfg. w_qud, v_amish, .,.,_,. -
Sleepingarca;hotel.ynound . . 682 Stained gl:w·mfg : •. ,. "'''"":-~; 00 _ 
Slip cover·mfg · ·--- ,_ •·· 799. Stamp· mig, embossing, ·moLal : 
Slipper mig . 799 Stamp mfg. rubber 
Small arms or atcOBOry mfg 758 Stamp. postage, printing . 
Smelting 775 Stomped metal pi~es mig, 
Smoke house, meaL drop 
Snack bar 681 Standing timber 
Snack mig i~4 Staple nber mig 
Snap l.alltcn.er mfg. metal 715 Storch plant 
Snow blower mfg R37 Starch llorage, bulk 
SnoW blower rmtal ;i9t StDte ca.piLol 
Snuff plant. 591 State office 
Snuff &lol'llge 514 St>te llore, liquor 
Soap or detergent mig · I 73 Stalion, buo 
Soap s<Orage I 76 Station, elevateu 
Soapstone, mining, quarrying 88R Station, nn: 
Social dub, w;o sleeping H5 · Station, police 
5!>cial club, w;alecping. 174 Station, r~llroad, llreet level 

Shoe repair sbop, store 
Shoe re~air with manufacture 
Shoe sbme stand, shop 

See apartment 175 Station, subway 
756 Sock mfg, knitted 756 Stationery mfg. incl printing 
776 ·Socket mig, elcc M I Stationery store 

51\oe otorage 
Shoe store 
Shoe tree mfg 
Shooting gaUI!rf 
Shop Iron\ mfg . · 
Shop furniture mfg 
Shortbread mfg 
51\ortening mfg 
Shortening otge 
Shotgun mfg 
Shovel loader mfg. earth
moving 
Shrimp; pawn~, canning, etc 
Shrubbery. culuvated 
Shut!Ct' mfg 
Shuttle mfg. for te1tlle 
machine 
Side car mfg. wcmbly 
Siding mfg. wood 
Sign lettering 
Sign mfg . 
SignJalntlng 
Sign mfg, railroad · 
Signal rockcc mfg 
Silage lto""'" 
Silk, linilhing . 
SlUr. lamp sbadc mfg 
Silk mlll . 
Silk, opinnlng, etc 
Silk storage, balea. bajp 
Silo, farm 
Silver &: allver plate ware 
usembly mfg . 
S!lvcr, aaaying, smelting, etc 
Sdver can mfg. for textife 
niachine 
Silver mining, quarry 
Silverware mig 
Sisal oto~, bales, bags 
Sisal worktng 
Site, historic 
Skate obop 
Skating rink, ice. . 
Skating rink, in arena 
Skatlolf rink, roller 

~ 

755 Soda pulp mig 752 Srave mfg 
677 Sodium, mining. quarrying 141 Stearn bath 
761 Sodium proccsaing 7H Steam boiler mig 
724 Soft drink mig f1"16 SLeam generating plant . 
744 ·Sole, leather tannery 7iol: Steam pipeline 
HI. Sole mig, leather or plastic 7H Steam roller mfg 
741 Sole mfg. wooden 774 Steam shovel mfJ 
763 Solid resin mfg. synthetic i26 Stearin oil, refimng or m£g 
762' sOlvent .extraction 771 Steel alloy mig 
i67 Solvent mfg · 771 Steel, bosrc prO<lucu mig 
<l62 Soror!Ly·I\Quse 771 Steel, bilieu, blooms, etc 
552 Sound equipment sales 771 Steci"conversion, forging 
776 Sound recording equip mig 771 Steel foundry, furnace, mill 
719 Soup canning 771 Steel, omelting, refining, etc 
816 Soybean elevator 77! Steel spring mig 
715 Soybcnn, grinding,· splitting 771 Steel mipping 
726 Soybean proccssing 774 Steelwork mfg, building, 
811 Soybean storage, bulk bridge 
791 Space meaJuring inllrument 784 Steering gear mfg. motor vehicle 

mig 799 Stencil mig 
773 
716 
773 
781 
782 
255 
792 
726 
719 
771 
774 

Spade mig 595 Stenographic oerviccs 6rm 
Spaghetti mfg 757 Stereotyping, newopapcr, 
Spanner mfg magazine 
Spar mfg. vcssell over 65 It 758 Stereotyping, aU other 
Spar mfg. veuels under 65 ft 561 Stethoscope •alOI 
Specialty school 7!6 Stocking mfg. knitted 
Spectacle mfg 711 Stockyard abattoir 
Sperm oil producu 817 S<ockyord UvcsLock llge 
Sp!cc p. r!'ccuinll' 774 Stoker mfg 
Sptcgeleuen mig 688 Stone crushing 
Spindle mig, lor textile 675 Stone quarrying 
machine 688 SlOne, ohaping,_grinding, etc 

774 Spiiming machine mig, textile 681 Stoneware pipe, conduit mfg 
7!2 · Spinning mill, cotton 75! Stopper mig, cork · 
754 s

6
pinnlng mill, mixed. other 891 Storage, general 
ben 562 Store 6xtun: rues 

773 
791 
716 
747 

747 
774 
775 

Spinning mUI, wool or 754 Store front mfg 
wonted 754 Store shutter mig 
Spiral spring mfg 754_ Storm door mig 
Splint mfg 925 Storm sbelter 
Spilt pea mfg 72! S1011t m~ . 
Sponge mfg, rubber or syn· 681 Stove llnmg, mig bric~ 
thetlc 771 Stove mfg. cast iron 
Sponge rubber mfg 776 Stove mfg. ·elec 
Spool mla', for teuUe machine 775 Stove mfg. not cast iron, 
Spoon mfg. nonprecious metal nonelec: .-- -· 



765 
532 
716 
742 
739 
i.~6 
i:Ji 
931 
962 
913 
914 
174 
914 
78., 

.. 783 
. 887 

783 
iY:i 
737 
ifil 

----- ------- ---------- ·-- -- ---
- .-.-~ - ~-- ~"::._-:.~~~-- _:_~<_.,;::. -·-

···~-_,_~·· ~_!;;I~~~,~OQE;~~Qc~~-:-:7"'~:;_: - ,~~~-=E~""'~"=·:_~-,;:'.3f':.:~ 
INDIVIDUAL FIXED PROPERTY USE CLASSIFICATIONS 
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e 

'542 
725 
aH 

71i 
iH9 
i56 
766 
H'.H 
766 
774 
7H" 
791 
776 

ns 
776 
KIH 
MD 
766 
ili6 
7!l\J 
:"o73 
773 
of51 
m 
432 
~~I 

i4!1 
~~HI 
:·at! I 
7!1~ 
Hi 

.:HI 
i:iH 
ii-I 
:n-l 
757 
~31 
;,62 
ii5 
776 

473 
i'fH 
o74 
472 
642 
7i5 
642 
776 
894 
ii4 
IH4 
645 
78~ 

,, ','I 

cF'rRs cgq·e ~oQ~------
INDIVIDUAJ.J=lXEP __ p~_Qp_iFity _u_sic~.A$~lFtCATIO~_s_ ---~····-· __ _ 

.·· c:·· ~ :-~~;;~;;:;::.~ r;;;:o~.-'t"'f:T~·r=-;~~~'f'""=~.<·f"~ ~r~·~.;.::.~~-=.::_.:!-; . :-~ ~,.~r~_;~~··. 

T11bilccn shop ~·H:I I" ruck parking area · iBi Vehicle mfg. uniraal ar hand · 
Tobacco. !lemming .. ·· 1'18-1 Truc:k r~pa.ir,._ t.-q~_ip_.•,•.~~~~~.--· dru~n ·;.;· ~-;~; .... - ;;a::~ i;r·:.:;;;.-.;-;;;t :ri•:·o.<i; 

· " " · · ···ru··'· ••ies .-.. ·... -_--_--= ... -.. :'-~ 784 Vchocle m fg, aooembly_.=_ .. ~, ..... ~~--~-- _ Tohacco.1'to.ro~gt; t~!le.!if... - :ti-l .. ~ .. - .. ,:1•.• V•'tl, vellt'n ... m- f·~"""'co·'.'.tlo.n". ~~· .. ;, .... -. """'~ ... ~.· :"•c~_ .. ,, baled ..~~· ,;·,.· .... ;t; ·· ·. i-'~.~~r:·.::: 17c iK4 Truck mlg;',;J.!Pcn·,biY' _ _-_;: .. 8 t_g, ----·-- -····· 
Tulfet! m~R~.· :·: ... ,:~· .. _·_·~-:._,i·. ··•.!c;:o itll. T k f ·-~--- ·~· ...... i:l-1 Veil, \·eUing;-mfg,:nilxetl fib~i--lf' · --· ·--· ·--
Toilet brush mfjf.,. ...... · _- ____ 7UI :r1 .',',~h

1

~<111~f:grl;'f!:_ ~~·;:_~~~~;:;:==:;,;.. m Vcll,veU!ng,mtg;-w<&L __ -'--•c~ 
·ruih:t papier·."~fg:~ ~ ~-.,-••. _.. ...... _. i:i~ 7tH Veoneer n'i"fg- .· · - - . ·-·-
Toilcui"" mfg.,· 682 Tube electronic gloss enve· 7

7
7
1
! Ventllailng mch'1' mfg 

I I 10 "" mfg " Vermicelli mfg . 
Tnl ·"'''on r- .T 11 'bl 7~2 Vesoment mfg 
Tunen mfg , . . 773 Tube m g, co opu 0 766 Veterinary chcmicall mfg 
Tool holder mfg. metal . _ 776 Tube mig, el~ vac~nm ·- •. •,"6 v ·

1
.,

1
·nary rv·

1
-

77l Tube mfg. flex.iblr. tron nr litct:l ·•·• c ... se -
Tuol mfg f 1 b bb 915 Viaducl, constr, repair 
Tool mfg,.,enginrera .. -,,,. 'c~'"'· i47 Tube mg. nner. lU e, ru- er_ • ---~--~914 Viaduct, demolltlon 

. Tool mfg,:Bexlble,.Ah.af1,cL •. ·., ... ,; 764 Tub~ mfg, plaot~c-'-'"-'"''" "-''~'- ______ 773_ Vice mfg, metal'.'"'""'"--· 
portoble ,,., "~" -···~·=,·~- .~-,6~72 TTubb~n:·mglfagss_rmutl•-r ·. ·c - i.i6 Victrolo rnfg_ -.:=-_-:-:-:-:: _-":~.::.:-"-=-"-
Tuol mfg. hanclo '· ' u tn,l 'c. -?::'-0'--'"' .'~<~:·~ .. ·~: .. "" il~ Vinegar mfg' _ .•. , ... , .• c•·w· """ 

Tnol mfg, power 922 Tunne • a'r · . 733 Virgin wool working 
Tool shed 91S Tunnel. conslr, r. P 1 346 Vocational rehabllitalion cen-

914 Tunnel, demolluon 
Tool "torage 781 . Turb'ine: mfg. repain. marine ter . 

·Tooth pwtte mig 775 , Tum indiClltor mfg. vehicle 231 Vocottonal school 
Tooth powder mfg 765 Turpentine refinery 
Toothbruah mig · 185 TV Oludio 
Tup shop, motor vehicle 652 TV transmilllng sile 
Torpedo c:ue mfg ·776 TV tube.mfg 
Tourist Cllbln 682 TV lubes, gla11 env~lope mig 
Tnurilll hOme, 4·8 roomen 7!-7 Twine pl.n.nt 
Touriat home, 9-15 mome" 77S Type lound'1' 
Tuuri:r.L home, over 1!"1 774 Typesetting machine mig 
roomers, yr r<l 758 Type~eltlng, mise 
Tnwel mfg 757 Typeoeltlng, newspaper 
Tnwn hall 776 Typewriter mfg, dec, manual 
Tu\\"11 uffirc building 5SB Typewriter r~pair w;o 1:1les 
Tu~ miK, .nunrubber 799 Typewritter ribbon mfg 
Tu~· mfg, rubber 551 Typewriter oales, wjrepalr 
Tuy ~lure 
Tract.· puhlishinR. priming 
Tractor mfg 
. r rllL'"lor sales . 
Tracle journal publishing 
TradL:' school 
Trade supply saleo 
Traffic indicuor mfg. vchid'' 
Truffic 11igna.Hng a.ppar.UII!It 
mfg 
Trailer camping 
Trailer, mfg • .il."L'lemhlr 
Trailer sales 
Trailer, travel 
Transformer 
T mnsformer mig 
Trunlformer vault 
Transistor mfg · 
Tr:&nsil ohed 
Tnnsmi11ion chain mfg 
Transmission ·nne, gas 
Tran&miuion line, oil 
Transmission nlfg, motor 
vehicle 

794 
742 
522 
965 
92!i 
742 
742 
242 
461 
915 
964 
754 
7S9 
751 

-551 
7H 
642 

915 
951 
?76 
68! 

u.s. mint 
Umbrella mfg 
Umbrella store 
Uncoveret.l parking a.re01 
Underground aheher 
UndOTWear mig 
Uniform mfg 
University clauroom building 
Univenity donnilory 
Unoccupied bldg 
Un~aved street, roaU. path 
Up olau:rin~ /:1ant 
U pholltery 1 in~ m fg 
Uphollte'1' 611 m g, wood 
U pholltery otore 
Up~r aboe le:alher tanning 
Uti ily pole 

Vacant bldg 
Vacant lot 
Vacuum cleaner mfg. elec 
Vacuum. Haok, glau mig 

i39 
787 
7l2 
:m 
77! 

i7! 
756 
535 
891 
773 
774 
iiS~ 
776 
739 
877 
755 
t:l!:l5 
747 
7!!. 
795 
5~ 
5H 
79! 
611 
91! 
914 
9U 

914 

647 
647 
9f2 

647 
915 

Wadding mfg. all fibers 
Wagon mfg, horse c.lrnwn 
Walking atick mfg 
Wall coverh1g sales . 
Wall mfg, cur'ta.in·wall, 
metal· _ · 
Wall mig, metal 
WaU paper mfg, incl printing 
Wall paper atore 
Warehouse:, general alorage 
Washer mfg, metal 
Washing machine mfg 
W11ahing machine: iales 
Wlllhing mcbry mig, elec 
Waste, batting mill 
Waste paper reclaiming 
Waste paper .orting 
Waste paper stge 
W ute: ru.bber pro~:essi ng 
Waste wool recovery 
Walch mfg 
Watch repair shop 
Watch sales 
Watchcase mfg 
Water, heavy 
Waler main, conur, repair · 
Water main, demolition 
Waler power project, conotr, 
repair 
Water power project, demoll· 
don . 
Water reservoir. 
Water tank 
Water taxi, under 1.000 gt. 
over 65 It 
Water treatment 

774 
716 776 Transmitter mfg 

6.32 Transmitter site, radar 

Valve mfg, mechanical 
Valve mfg. elec 

914 
647 

Water well; coratr, repair 
Water well, demolition 
Water worka 

632 Tron•mitter site, radio, TV 
6!2 Trarlsmiuer sile, lrack.ing 

Slat ion 
66S Trapping 
472 Travel lruiler, le:mpararr . 

fumily unit 
r154 Tree 
662 'Trees, felling. rough cutting 
921 Trestle 
785 Tricycle mig 
6~1 Trolley car, elec1ric power 

plant · 
887 Trolley car 01orage 
784 Troop Cllrrier mig, a.,..mbly-
742 Trouser mlg ' 
:na True.-... acceuory atore 
H94 Truck freight terminal 
rii~2 ·rruc:k,· mobile communic:a· 

lions 

585 

582 

765 
865 
7!i2 
7?8 
642 
6,6 
642 
713 
71S 

719 
655 
713 
726 
657 
71S 

Variety store, over 10.000 
~It 

arie:.ty store under 10,000 
aqlt 
Varnish mfg 
Varnish llorage: 
Vat mfg· 
Vault door mig 
VauiL, electrical 
Vault. records 
Vault, trnnaformer 
Vegelable Cllnning 
Ve~table, dehydrating, 
qutck-freeze 
V~table dye mfg 
Vegetable JfOWing 
Vegelable JUices, packing 
Vegetab.., oil refinery · 
Vegelable packing, as pickecl 
V~table paclting 

159: 

742 
915 
914 
767 
765 
7S6 
743 

521 
826 
774 
732 
734 

7!! 
'7!2 
7!4 

733 
769 

Waleiproof OUlerwear mig 
Waterway, constr, repair 
Waterway, demolition 
Wax mfg. paraffin 
Wax produclJ mfg 
Wearmg apparel mfg, knitted 
Wearing apparel mfg. not 
knitted . 
Wearing apparel sale, rental 
Wearing apparel stonge 
Weaving machine mfg. textile 
Weaving mHI, cotton 
Weaving mill, mi.Ked, o~er 
6ben · 
Weaving mill, wool or wOnted 
Webbing mig, anton 
Webbing mlg; mixed, other 
fibero 
Webbing mfg. wool or worotrd 
Weed. !tiller mig 



CFIRs cooe~eoot<:·-:-=--_. -~-~- --
INolvloiiAt:f'lxeo'ypflo"=P'eF~rv'usE"~ctAssli=~e-A-"Fia'Ns:/e:-:-~~=~ 

' ---- •. 774 Wei~hing ~i~1bt~~:~~g· .. L:~ t~!t;.~ 7i3 

7
77

7
! Wei lng elet:trod~·~.fg .~:~·.: ___ ,,_ •7, 77~ , Welding mc~!'Y m_fg,_nc;>~,el~c,.- • 

775 Welding mchl'}' mfg..elec .. ~c;._ 773 
774 ·welding rod mfg ~ ..... __ · 773 
773 Welding shop -. 7i4 
561 Welding supply sales ii5 
674 Well, oil gas 342 
726 Whale oil refining .... _ 755. 
898 Wharf . . . 782 
715 Wheat, milling. preparation 751 
785 Wheel mfg. cycle,,..... . , , ..... _ . 75! 
784 Wheel mfg, motor vehicle_-='""=··"'~ _;,_666. 
787 .Wheelbarrow mlg .. cc•·.-.t•'•·o, >.c··_., ,;~""' 752 
746 Whip mfg, leather 751 
721 Whislr.ey distillery 751 
R-46 l\lhiskey storage i51 
765 White lead ·pule mig 753 
799 Wig mfg 75! 
52!• Wig sales . · · 662 
752 ·Willow product mfg 753 
775 Winch mfg. elec · 751 
iH Winch mfg. nonelec 75! 
795 Wind instrument mfg sr.2 
774 · Winding machine mfg. te~· R5! 

tile 753 
6R2 Window glass mig 751 
773 Window sash mfg. metal i53 
751 Winllow sash mfg. wood 751 
i1H Window shade plant · 751 
5:15 Window shade ltore 75! 
i73 Window, ltorm or ~n 765 

mfg. metal ?.;s 
.751 Window.aEo·rm or scr~ 751 

mfg. wood 752 
!>67 Window washing 6rm i58 
7:!2 Wine mfg 751 
766 Wine mfg. medicated 795 
846 Wine Jtonige 795 
722 ·Winery 

Wire rufg. ~c d~wil)'g'·: ·'··:· :· ,'·' ·:··" 7l! Wool, par<'pro.:e.!~iiiHC:- ~''):;'-~~, 
'Wire mf , insulated elec ;·;---·. ,_,·~ 65~ Wool roduttlon· ...... · ·•·· ... -'-' '-"'"'-" 
Wire na~ mfg ....... --·· ._ .. ,._, ~'"''~"-"'"·.·;sr· Woul fecove'ry .:"·"~···~·-:::=·,o:-c~:_.:..-:oc"'-o-
Wire net nifg .\~~~·-!it•'•l:..:_ld,·:_ :.-L~-~~-'!.:0..:.;:13 Wool rewo'l-king ri:.itl:::. :.:::!:.... . 

Wire products mfg- iSS Wool scour-ing plant 
Wire rope making mchry mfg 735 Wool aortinJ plant 
Wiring h'arness mig, vehicle i35 Wool, opinnong. carding. etc 
Wumen detention home 822 Wool storage, bales, bag~ 
Wood block mig_ .. _. ii4 Work holder. mfg. metal··,------
Wood boat mfg 464 Worken barracks · _ · 
Wood building products mfg .. i35 Worsted, 1\.~ishl~g __ , _ .... 
Wnot.l ca-;ving mfg\•.·r,.: .:<.:>>::: :.:_;,·, ··" v:-~o..;;: !3! Woratell, ~~~l!_nin~, ~~-·~· ----~ ::.;·:.;... ____ ---~ 
Wood chtp pile : : .. c:. .. ~.-.=,c- t!3 Worsted YHD, sp•mung, .... c.-=-.----
Wood container mfg,~-.;,,~- ,;:;". doubling. winding:~-:::-:: ···:_~:;~ .• _ ... ______ : ... 
WOod libet product plant · ;;;r. · Wrapping r,· a per mfg · - · 
Wood ftooring rufg 7n Wrench m g 
Wood ftour mfg 765 Writing ink mig · 

. Wood heel mfg 756 ·Writing pad mfg. incl blank 
Wood last mig · hooks 
Wood lop for fuel, otorage 755 Writing paper mfg 
Wood pin mfg. bowling pin mig · 771 Wrought iron works 
Wood preserving plant 776 
Wood producu mfg 868 
Wnod producu uorage 776 
Wood pulp ltJ" 411 
Woool rack mtg 
Woud roofing mfg 141 
Wood saddlel'}' mfg 4-11 
Woool, sawing, planing, etc 145 
Wood sleeper mfg 143 
Wood oole mfg 885 
Wood stain mfg 
Wood· toy mig 
Woo• I treating plant 
Wood IUhe mlg 
Woodcuu mfg 
Wooden door mfg 
Woo~cn furniture mrg 
Wooden muaiaJ instrument 
mig . 

825 

X-ray apparatus mfg 
X-ray ftlm storage 
X-ray machine mfg 

Y .M.C.A. w;sleeping, yr rd 
Y.M.C.A./Y.W.C.A. no 
sleeping 
Y.W,c.A. W/sleeping. yr rd 
Yacht club 
Yachting club 
Yachting club, mooring, 
launching fadlity 
Yard goods otorage 
Yard goodo otore 
Yarn mfg. couon . 
Yarn mfg, mixed, other 6bers 
Yarn_ mfg, wool or wonted 
Yam mill. cotton 

.fl2 . Winter cottnge, in winter, 
!·family 

41!1 Winter cott.age, in summer, 

661 ·Woodland mainlenance 
753 . Woodware mfg 
751 Woodwork mfg 

526 
7!2 
734 
733 
7!2 
731 
7!! 
739 
526 
825 
719 

Yam mill, mixed, other fibers 
Yam mill~ wool or wonted 
Yam rework.ing mil'l 
Yarn lhop 

Hamily 
785 Wiper mfg. cycle 
784 Wiper mfg. motor vehicle 
i71 Wire drawing, ferrous 
7H Wire drawing machine mfg 
7i2 Wire drawing, nonferrous 
77~ · Wire (!liU<e mfg 
7~4 Wire mau-. mfg 

753 Woodworking, off building site 
75 I .Woodworking, on building site 
733 Wool blending, cleaning, 

combing 
7!5 
733 
726 
742 

Wool finishing 
Wool, full process mlll 
Wool grease, refining 
Wool hat mfg · 

.. 

160' 

77! 
673 
773 
772 
773 
772 

Yarn storage 
Yeast mig 

Zinc hollow ware mfg 
line mine, quarry 
·Zinc-nail mfg · 
Zinc refinlntr, smelting, etc 
Zinc, •tampong, cold preuing 
line wire drawing 



11~~ 
1151 

·1)58 

IISb 
11~7 
115~ 

1)55 
lll3 
1111 
IISb 
II II 
1)59 
11-17 
11-17 
IJ.I7 
liD 
IJ.IH 
ll,lh 
llhl 
fl4:! 
rll:! 
1111 
OJ7 
lllh 
1111 
IJ.Ih 
IJ.IH 

11-15 
llh5 
1117 
!l~h 
lkl~ 
litiS 
114K 
ntw 
U:!l 
IIJI 
1159· 
01>1 
llb6 
0!>2 
ll13 
0~1 

Of> I 
114H 
063 
04~ 
IJ56 
!141 
048 
048 
048 
044 
063 
032 

CFIRS CODE BOOK 
INDIVIDLiAL. MOBILE PROPefln·,ciJse~cE'~S'siFicATIONs · 

it\ .. v::i;;_i:.Ir--!;_! .... i.L.i_ rt.~_.-::--...:.~ .. -~.!·_~- ..... --~ .. ~ 
-------------- - ::-:-=--:·:.:..::.:==:::...; ·-~--=- ~~:.!"~~~.:~=--=-~--=-:....__:.--

Aircraft. 1!.!.500Jbs anti over ll46 
.\ircrah· .. ~l_:.!..-199 _!h"_:uul umlcr . Ol.C, 

~.i.~~~~~h~t~~?_4:~~$~~~~!-;;~i-~~~~~~- -~ 
,.\ i ri:ra ft.: riii u Hirv· 'Ciiinfirlf' ·-:--' · · · :::..:·~-U ~~- fJS9 
Aircrdt~:-niilitili-"Vt'rl~ilc'Oiilhtit~~::~~ . OIJ 
AircrafL>r.:ciprOZoiilnj-Cngi-nC,·-- · 061 
fixCtl wiu1r 065 
:\ircrah, tur~inc engine, .Ill I 

. fixed wing · · llbl 
Alrcrah, vorliCJI. t>kt<>ff 1155 
.".II 1crr;1in \'chicle OS8 
·Ambulai).CO ., .. __ ._~-- .• .:. .... ··'-·· ··- 017. 
Altack bpm-lu:r:··--:'" ==:,:;-,--=--~,_- · • 1163 
Au11~m~!W.c. --~'!-~~g£r-:--~,:::.:~-~- 059 
8alluun -- · -- .. -~_~,~·~:;c· 1171 
6~11luun, LUWt.'tl jlctrOICUin~--K-:--.. 063 .. ~ 
llargt. lank 011 
lUcyclt. mutoritcd. 0:!1 
Uoat, L'ununcrci:tl fishing 1).1.8 
8uoJoJ car 11)5 
llulluuzer O~b 
Buoy maintenance Vl'!ISCI 0:!1 
Bus 062 
~b 00 
~bon.<e 057 
Camping trailer 051 
Car, uuanmo!Jilc 0.57 
(;argu ·,hip OI>H 
Claro <Jigging. IJIJ.I 
han·~::niuR Yt.'SSC"I U:! I 
Cumbat ~hip 036 
Cumbinc 
l.:umrucrdal trailer 
Cumprl'l.'ll!'d gas _truck. 
(:Onstructiou ... -quipmcnt 
Wrn pick.~r 
Cral) g-o~thcrlng v~·s;u::l 
<.:rome, mullilc or lixcU 
L>iap~r !U.!'T"\'in: truck 
Uining t:01r, railroad 
Uirigiblc 
Urcu~ · 
Orilhng rig, P"'trulcum or gas 
Drilling rig, walu 
Uuuo buggy 
Uump truck 
Earth mover 
factory vc~&:l 
t'arm tracaor 
ferry unuer I .1100 gl, over 65 ll. 
Jo'ighu~r aircrah 
Fire: buut, under 65 ft. loa 
Fishing boat. charter 
Fishing vi!'Sie'l, commercial 
Fishing veucl, factory type 
Flammable liquiu Lanker ship 
Forklift truck 
Freight car, r:ai~road 

111.1 
11-11 
041 
1).1:! 

IIIJ 
Oi4 
04R 
!143 

0~:! 
0!>2 
017 
Oil 
035 
037 
031 
032 
033 
037 
031 
032 
036 
036 
057 

-:.=- =-. ........-:---=...--....:...-~ ~---·=--~-.: ·~ -..:..:-.==-=:.:...--=-:::--

t·reighl<r 
f'ucl uil truck . 
(~untrv crai;e '."-.:.:';'!'"~· ·-,_~~ ·:-~: :::.r;.·::.:..i.~ff-

Ga,oli"n&:. tailk. lTLiCic:-~=-:;·.:;;-::::;-::::;;~--::·.:~.~:. 

Glider ·-~ :~ :~~ :~--:~::_·--
t;ulf car(.:.: · -- --·:_---==~ .._. ____ _ 
c:rt.Jder 
Hay haler 
Hearse 

1161 
llb8 
049 
!I-ll 

H~avy cunstruction equipment.. OD 
Helicuplcr, nonmilitary - --·-· ·1143 
Huvl'rtraft, nnnrnilh:ary ·- ' ~ 
lno.Jumi:rJ..\railer .· . _ .:.._c _____ ~~--O.IS-
Industrial··truck;:•.~:· ... ;.·-:-:--;;~ •......-=~ Ul.1 
Kito · ·~::c·c·:-c=-c,-~-:~·:o:: 071 
Lawn mower ·.·~""·:!..:.~~--!.'..~~.~-~::-;~:;:- 01.\ 
Lifl truck· .. , ... , -- --- -· ·"-·--- li6R 
Llghtc:r _than air machine' I'M/ 
Limousine · 0-'6 · 
Li nl'1l scrv ic~ truck 0 .. 16 
Lub,.er fishing vossel 0.15 
Locomotive _ 03J 
LP·J('JS transport truck 0.1~ 
M.:1il truck 11+1-
Matine pile Uriving t.-quipt. n II 
M:ucria(s. hantlliug equipt. 01 ~ 
Military Cilr~Jo aircra.(t 01 ~ 
MilitD.ry training aircraft 065 
M.ilitary utility aircrtlft 017 
Miuih::, ilir ur space borne 1117 
Mohilc c:rane 017 
Mul>il• P."" office 112b 
Munurall Ul !i 
Mutor bike OJb 
Moturhoat, uulhuard 0:!1 
Muwrlmat, unt.ler li!"1 ft. loa O~!i 
Mutorbuat, UJH..I~r I,UUU gt, U.:!6· 
nvcr (j5 [t. II:! I 
MuturC"\'d~ 0:!.5 
MolOr i,um&: l}b_l 
OcC".tn pruc.lucu gathcrin!f vessel 0.11 
J•01J1scugcr ship -\ ll~ l 
Patrol aircraft 0:!5 
Pcuical> 1127 
(J~:trulcum balloon · 1)..1.1 
Pick.up Lruc.k 04~ 
Pilt driving cquipt. 
Prufl>Jsiuna.J trailer 
Race cur 
Railroad locon\Dlive 
Railroail muintenance equipt. 
Railroad rolling uock, p:rJS•ngcr 
Railroad rolling stock, freight 
Railroad tn.nlt Cilr 

Railroad wreck clearing cquipl. 
RaHway car, passenger 
Railway apresa car 
Railway, ~treet car 
Railway, subway 
Reconnaiuance aircnft 

055 

02:! 
045 
062 
066 

048 
041 
042 

Road grader 
Rockel. militarv 
Sail~o:.rt~-~"!'u ~~~·~~pn~~r f•:·'t'-1~ :;t,!: 
Sall,ng .....:~el._!--!n~_~er-6:,- ft:-lmt= 
With aU~:'p,UW_~r~:.:_ •17'";.-•v-=rr 

Sardine ca·tchliij:Ves.ad · · -"'" ~.:;;.;;.;.'.· 
School· bus · 
Schooner under 1.000 gt, 
over 65 ft. · 
Scooter, motorized 
Ship. passenger·· ·. .--·=-.c. cc:- co~ ..... 
Ship, lank· · · · · · · · ·· · · · 
Ship, war, combn.t-· ------· ----

~~o~.,~~~r~'!S~~:;~~~~=~-·~1~~~~ ;_ 
Snowmobile ~;-.. ;r:-r;-1":"~ -.... ,~:!:!!.-~ 
Sp11ce \·etiicle·-~ -~--· ----·-- ..- ... -
Spootllu>at under·65 ft. loa 
Str~~t car 
Subway car 
Switch engine 
Tank tElr, raHroad 
Tank truck, flammable liquid· 
T•nkcr ship . 
Ta>tic:rb 
Tour bu1 
Track.l~!!.a trollf'v 
Tractor · 
Trailer. commerciu.l 
Trililer. industrial 
Trailer •. profes.sion::1l 
Tnuh truck 
Travel trailer 
Trolley car 
Truck. cement 
Truck, chemic:rl tank 
Truck. compress~d gas tank. 
Trur:k. farm 
Truck, ftammahlt liqui<.l 
Truck, lark lift 
Truck, general 
Truck, mail 
Truck, lank, not compressed gas 
Truck., tr:tsh 
Tugboat, urit.ler liS ft. loa 
Tugboat, unuer 1.000 gt. 
over 65 h. · 
Ve:rtial takeoff aifcuft, 
nonmUiu1ry 
Vessel. WOltt, under I .000 gl, 
over 65 ft. 
Wagon 
Warship . 
Well drilling rig. water 
Well drilling rig, 
petroleum or gas · 
Whaling, factory vesiel 
Yacht, under 65 ft. loa 
Yacht, under 1.000 gt, over 65 ft. 

loa - length over all 

gt- (ITOIIlon 
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Line No. 

1 

2 

2 

CFIRS CO-OE::BOOit~]o"'"<(c~~~ 
·;: ;~_~:; ~-::~ -~- -_ - - ~ ---=- ~:....:~ ~..;_.:!~; ~-~ --::.-~;.=~~:..~;..~-"i --=~:~~~~~~--~~~~- .. -~ .:·:::::~ ~::=-~-=r::::=-

C. PROPERTY TYPE 

. . 
;:--·•;,,~:J ·:: 1:· .:·t, \', 1 r.l'<'(': 

,~-r·u::·;:._::..,:·:.=-~--'. ~- ·'. 
•• ·•,r • 

..... ······· '-··~·""'··~-··to:-_,_,~--
STRUCTUft!, BUILDING DR VIHIC'L! • CONSTRUC:TION TYP[ 

I.JU. WALL INf. WAI.L ,.LOOlll · ROOF 
til M ·C Y HI 

• 
.•- ·-'. 

_ NOTE: Entries in this Section are.require£1fn6i applicable, leave 
,;i:; ;,_;;;.::~-~ blank~---,c-.- "', , •·:·'" "'·' ...... 

Block Title 

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 

STRUCTURE, BUILDING, OR 
VEHICLE • PROPERTY 

TYPE . 

BUILDING NO. OF STORIES 

Instructions 

Check appropriate box to indicate management of 
property where incident occurred. 

This entry identifies the type of property which was 
involved in the incident. Note that building types 
are subdivided into three sub-classes. 

CODE· CLASSES 

0 Unknown. 
1 Building • single or double occupancy. 
2 Building · multiple occupancy. 
3 Open structure • includes roof with no 

walls, open steel framing, bridge, trestle, 
- outdoor 'process ·equipment. 

4 Tent, air supported structure. 
5 Outdoor area, storage, vegetation, animals,. 

-etc. · 
,6 Vehicle. 
7 Underground structure or mine. 
8 Pier, wharf. 
9 Other. 

Self explanatory. 

.. 
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Line No. 

3 

C.FIRS CODE BOOK __ ::_ ___ _::_L.:..::-.::__ 

.,_,.. • •. ~-.· t ' 

- - ~. --... , ..... 
-· --- ·---'--·---~.c.::;:.c~--- .. , - -·- ~ 

. 
--·""7 

STRUCTURl. BUILD INCl OR VEtUC.I.I! • tO.HSTAu::TIO~ TVPI!: 
U!IT, ollrAt..L ,l:OOA - ltOCI,. 
' •.111 '' COt.' 

STRUCTURE, BUILDING OR 
VEHICLE TYPE- CONSTRUC

TION 

• 

Check boxes for each of the following conditions: 
When one or more exterior wall(s) are combustible, 
check box 2. When one or more interior wall(s) are 
combustible, check box 4. For purposes of this record
ing, fire-retardant treated wood used in interior walls 
shall be considered as non-combustible. When either 
the roof or floor is combustible, check box 6: 

Example: If the structure had non-combustible exterior 
walls and floors, combustible interior walls and roof, and 
was not considered as fire rated, check boxes 1, 4, 6, 
and a. 

EXT. WALL 
N/C 

COMB 

INT. WALL 
. N/C 
COMB 

NOTE: 

· N/C 
COMB 

EXTERIOR WALLS 
Noncombustible 
Combustible 

INTERIOR WALLS 
Noncombustible 
Combustible 

FLOOR AND ROOF 
Noncombustible 
Combustible 

FIRE RATED 
Yes 
No 

• If no exterior or interior walls, or floor or roof, 
leave applicable code blank. 

• If any box is unknown, leave blank . 
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Line No. 

1 . 

2 

3 

· CFIRS coo.::· BOOK··- --.:...··~:'--··· ·· ·. 
~ . -··-------------

0. EXTENT 01;' OAMAGE 
t.ODE [ • T_E·!!.!:~.Io!A_~~~--':'~~~'!,~.--

"'-·< ~ ':;: -- .• ~,':~:1:: t· 
--, . I : ~.:II: •· • 

, .... <... .... ;,., ' 
UT-ENT-~:o.A ... AG[ • .;_JMDU.· -

' ....... -- .. ···--· .. ·~-- .. ----·····--·---~ C.OIJE 

I 
•• ,_,. :· ~ t~ .. ! t:·.:; ; ~ 

COO£ UTENT OF' DAMA<iE- WA.TER 

J 
UTIIro(ATI:D LOSS- PROPtAT'r IIUTIMAT£0 LOIS. CD~TI:NTS 

• I I . I· I 1 i _1 I I I I· L. J _j .1. 

' • ·-;-· :.:.:- ---:::::::-~~ -=====---~··--o..-·o ·-• • • -·-·"•~-w-·-••• •••···-
. ,..

--- -------~·""··--~--- ---.-,--· ... -~ 
NOTE: Entries in this Section are required. If not applicable, leave 

blank. 

Block Title 

EXTENT OF DAMAGE • FIRE 
(INCLUDES HEAT DAMAGE) 

Instructions 

Enter the proper code to signify . the extent of fire 
and/or heat damage. 

CODE EXTENT 

0 Unknown. 
· 1 Confined to material first ignited (includes 

grass). 
2 Confined to area of origin. 
3 Confined to floor of origin. 
4 Confined to building of origin. 
5 Spread beyond area or building of origin. 
9 Other. 

EXTENT OF DAMAGE - SMOKE Enter the proper code to signify the extent of smoke 
damage. 

EXTENT OF DAMAGE -
WATER 

CODE EXTENT 

0 Unknown. 
1 Confined to material first ignited. 
2 Confined to area of origin. 
3 Confined to floor of origin. 
4 Confined to building of origin. 
5 Spread beyond area or building of origin. 
9 other. 

Enter the proper code to signif.y the extent of 
water damage. 

CODE EXTENT 

0 Unknown. 
1 · Confined to material first Ignited. 
2 Confined to area of origin. 
3 Confined to floor of origin. 
4 Confined to building· of origin. 
5 Spread beyond area or building of origin. 
9 Other. 
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Line No. 

4 

D. EXTENT OF DAMAGE-_,., ···.·.~~,o~· 
CQDE 

I 
CODE .. ·' 

2 I. 
CODI! 1-=~---cu""•='=••=•-:-••:':·•""•"':':'•-:-:• E,;.. _--:w:-:-:••~••="'·===~====1- · - ---

J 

Block Title Instructions 

ESTIMATED LOSS - PROPERTY Enter your estimate of the damage done to the property 
(includes buildings, structures, vehicles, etc.) Use re
placement cost i~ computing estimate. Dollars may be 
rounded to the nearest figure in accordance with the 
following table or, if known, the exact dollar loss may be 
entered: · 

FROM $. AMOUNT TO $ ROUND TO 
NEAREST $ 

01 100 50 
101 1,000 100 

1,001 10,000 . , ,000 
10,001 100,000 . 10,000 

100,001. and up 100,000 

4 ESTIMATED LOSS - CONTENTS Enter your estimate of damage done to the contents 
(furnishings in mobile homes, houses, structures, etc.). 

'Use replacement cost in computing estimate. Dollars 
may be rounded to the nearest figure In accordance with 
the table for PropertY Loss. 
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Line No. 

1 

CFIRS CODE BOOK 

E LOCATION Bo CAUSE 
CDD£ LE:'IE\. or I,)PIG!t.t 

J 
CODl 'OURCI OP ti!Af Co\UIING IGNITION 

J 
2 . 

coal: I"ORM OP' HlAT (AUJlNG IGtUTIOH 

I 
CODE ACT OR QMIUIDH CAUSHIQ IGNITION 

I I 
4 

NOTE: · Entries in this Section. are required. If not applicable, 
leave blank. 

Block Title 

LEVEL OF ORIGIN 
(LEVEL OF FLOOR IN BUILD
ING OR STRUCTURE) . 

Instructions 

Enter the appropriate code from the following for 
buildings or structures with floors: 

CODE 

100 
101 
102 
103 
104 

• 197. 
198 
199 

CODE 

200 
201 
202 
203 

• 298 
299 

LEVEL OF ORIGIN 
ABOVE GROUND 

Unknown. 
Ground floor. 
Second floor. 
Third floor. 
Fourth floor, 

97th floor. 
98th floor and higher. 
Roof. 

LEVEL OF ORIGiN 
BELOW GROUND 

Unknown. 
One.floor (basement). 
Two floors below ground. 
Three floors below ground. 

Ninety Eight Floors below ground. 
Other. 

For buildings or structures with no floors or floors 
of irregular heights: 

NOTE: Code increases by one 
for each additional . 10 feet 
above/below grade. 

CODE 

300 
301 
302 

LEVEL OF ORIGIN 
ABOVE GROUND . 

Unknown. 
Grade to nine feet above grade. 
10 to 19 feet above grade. 



.--~·~:;.!.~·-:::::._ .:~---~! ~!_;::- -::-r.·~---·-~:· - ·- ...... -· ------- - -~ ---·- . 

• .' .:: . . -. '!, ~ ,;._, j ' 

- ·-· . 
·-·£--£ .'":...:...!.-- ~~;~:;_.,...,.i:r:=.r-o::= ·.:i-:-.;~ l·-;,l!--

· CFIRS CODE BOOK 

' 

LEVEL OF ORIGIN 
CODE ABOVE· GROUND (continued) 

303 
304 
305 

• 399 .-

CODE 

20 to 29 feet above grade. 
30 to 39 feet above grade. 
40 to 49 feet above grade. 

Other. 

LEVEL OF ORIGIN 
· BELOW GROUND 

400 Unknown. 
401 Grade to nine feet below ground. 

· 402 10 to 19 feet below ground. 
403 20 to 29 feet below ground . 

•• 499 Other. 

172 
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...,,...-~E:..~L.~O~C:.:A::,T.::IO~N!;·~!!o:,.:C:::,A::;,.U~S;.!E:_:;c~·-'~'-_.-i;;.· _..-· .... -----.. "'--"'---~-,---------·· 
COO£ ; I,EV.EI. OF DIIIGIH . -; ·. ~; -~c~--=·::- ::.,. 

C:ODt FORM OF H:lltT t:.AU.IiiNG IGNITION · ·· -· ··- · ··· ··""' -· . 

I 
CODE ACT OR OWIIIS.IION C:ltUJJttG IGNITIOtt 

I I • 

. . . 

Line No. . Block Title---' 

SOURCE OF HEAT CAUSING 
IGNITION 

·····----, · ·-·- --·-:Instructions -·- ~---·' -' "'·'-- · 

2 The Source of Heat Causing Ignition identifies-the piece 
of equipment or object which provided the heat that 

· caused the ignition. If the source was not equipment, 
(often the case in an exposure fire), see codes 90 
through 98. In many cases, the source of the heat will be 
neither a piece of equipment nor an exposure fire. In 
these instances enter a 98 - No equipment involved. 

CODE SOURCE OF HEAT CAUSING IGNITION 

(a) Heating Systems 

11 Ceritral heating unit. . · 

12 

.13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

Includes furnace, boiler power burner, stoker. Use-71 for industrial furnace. 

Water heater. 

Fixed or stationary local heating unit. 
Includes wall furnace, unit heater, room heater, fixed heating stove, baseboard heater. 

Fireplace, indoor. 

Portable local heating unit. 
Includes space heater, room heater, portable salamander. 

Chimney, gas vent flue. 

Chimney connector, vent connector (connects firebox to chimney). 

Steam line, heating pipe. 

Heating system; not elsewhere classified. 

10 Heating system: insufficient information given to classify further. 

(b) Cooking Equipment 

21 Fixed or stationary surface unit. 
Includes stove-excludes charcoal grills which· are classified in 26. 

22 Fixed or stationary oven. 
Includes rotisserie. 

23 . Fixed or stationary food warming appliance. 
lnclude:s coffee urn, steam table, warming drawer, warming table. 

24 Deep fat fryer. 

25 Portable cooking or warming unit. 
Includes hot plate, camp stove, toaster, waffle iron, 

1:73 



CFJRS CODE BOOK . . . .. 
-~ . ·:..:.:-·:.:.:.::...~---- .:.;; : -=.-.:=;.._:-..:..;..:.-:.;;::.. -

CODE SOURCE OF HEAT CAUSING. IGNITION (continued) 

· 26 Open fired grill._._ . : ':'~-'.c::::.'_ =.::- ·.:.,::.,o'2:'!" 
Includes charcoal, wood or paper fired, hlbab~i, barbequ.e. :._;.::-,-,:;::- ·:0 ;::,~·u<:; ; c:iJ, ;c:nc:,:;;.::cc 

27 Grease hood or duct. 

29 Cooking equipment; not elsewhere classified. 

20 Cooking equipment; insufficient information given to classify further. 
(c). Air Conditioning, Refrigeration Equipment 

31 - Central air conditioning or refrigeration equipment. __ _ . . - . ··. ·-

32 Water cooling device, tower. 

33 Fixed, stationary local refrigerator unit. 
InCludes cold box, freeizer, refrigerator. 

34 Fixed, stati~mary local air conditioning unit. 

35 Portable air conditioning or refrigeratin unit. 
Includes dehumidifier. · 

39 Air conditioning, refrigeration equipment; nof elsewhere classified. 

30 Air conditioning, refrigeration equipment; insufficient information given to classify further. 
(d) Electrical Distribution Equipment 

41 Fixed wiring. 
Includes power lines, junction boxes, cables, ~iring in raceways. 

42 Transformer and. associated overcurrent and disconnect equipment. 
43 Meters. 

44 Power switch gear and overcurrent protection devices. Includes panelboard or switchboard, 
fuses, circuit breakers. 

45 Switch, receptacle, outlet. 

46 Lighting fixture, lamp holder or sign. 

47 Cord, plug. 
Includes "temporary" extension, appliance cord or plug. 

48 Lamps. 

49 Electrical distribution equipment; not elsewhere classified. 

40 Electrical distribution equipment; insufficient information given to classify further. 

· (e) Appliances arid Equipment (other than elsewhere classified) 

51 Television, radio phonograph. · · · . · . 
Includes tape recorders, sound or picture receiving equipment or reproduction equipment. 

52 Dryer. 
Includes coin operated; extractor removing any liquids, solvents, etc. 

53 · Washing machine .. 
·Includes laundry, coin operated. 

54 Floor care equipment. . · . . . 
Includes vac;uum cleaners; excluding "ride on" type which are classified as lndustnai-Truck 1n 
Section 96. · · 
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. 9FIRS CODE BOOK 

Separate_ motor and g~nerator. : · _ · · · · ~ ' · 
Includes those not an integral part oran appllailce· arid thcisei separated by a belt or chain from 
the equipmentthey driv~. ~ ·c::;;::_~-::--7.'·:·-::-:;:~-::-~~rrco. ; -

e CODE 

55 

SOURCE-OF-HEAT-CAUSING:JGN IIION_(continued) _. · ~----
: ::;;::z:- . ~ .. ~-' ·:·· ~-·,a.•:, -. 

56 Electric hand tools. 
Includes soldering iron, drill, etc. 

Portable electric appliance designed to produce controlled heat (not elsewhere classified). 
Includes electric ~lanket, steam iron. · · · · ·- -- ------,- ·- · ·.· · - · · -

57 

58 Portable electric appliance designed not to produce heat (not elsewhere classified). Includes 
electric-.razor, can opener.····'"' ·'-··~ · ····-'· == 

59 Appliance, equipment; not elsewhere classified. 

SO Appliance, equipment; insufficient information given to classify further. 

(f) Special Equipment 

61 Electronic Equipment. 
Includes radar, X-ray, computer, telephone, transmitter. 

62 Ven.ding machine or drinking fountain. 

63 Office machine. 

64 Biomedical equipment or device. 
Includes anesthetizing machine. 

65 Separate pump or. compressor. 

66 Internal combustion engine. 

67 Conveyor. 

68 Printing press. 

69 Special equipment; not elsewhere classified. 

60 Special equipment; insufficient information given to·classify further: 

(g) Processing Equipment 

71 Furnace, oven or kiln. 
Excludes those used for food preparation or heat treating. 

72 Casting, molding, forging equipment. 
Includes glass forming, die casting. 

73 Heat treating equipment. . 
Includes quench tanks, and associated equipment. 

74 · Working, shaping machine. . 
Includes sawing, planing, grinding, machining forming, opening, picking, carding, weaving. 

75 Coating machine. 
Includes asphalt saturating, rubber spreading. 

76 Painting equipment. . 
Includes dipping, spraying, flow-coating equipment. 

77 Chemical process equipment. . 
Includes digester, reactor, black liquor recovery, distilling. 

78 Waste recovery equipment. 
Includes gametting, solvent recovery. 
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CFIRS CODE BOOK 

CODE 

79 . Proc~ising e~jliipriient; ·:not elsewhere classified. 
I' ••-·•··-•-.....,·-·-·~ ............ ~,._,.'"T- ••~r·•~~-• .. ,---. .-··~.-.,.....,r_ ,,,,,_,,.. '"••'"" _, ~- •· •-·-------

70 Processing equipment; insufficientiniorrriaticln '9iveri 'toclassWy'"further. 

(h) Service and Maintenance Equipment 

· 8.1 Incinerator. 

82 Bearing or brake. 
,._, ,,..,.,. ,_ FT ''''"' ····u~ , . ...,,,,,~,-- no.• .-~·,,,,,.,,,,,_,.,. 

83 Rectifier, charger. · · .. · .-.- · . 
·includes inverter; ·ba1teif"'~'"'=''·:~::::. ·..:: · ·:;:··;_~·-·:::-:· : ::;;::;:-.;~::-:-::. · 

84 Tarpot! tar kettle. 

85 Arc or oil lamp. 
Includes gas mantle; arc-lighted motion picture projector. 

86 Elevator. 

89 Service and maintenance equipment; not elsewhere classified: 

80 Service and maintenance equipment; insufficient information given to classify further. 

(I) Other Object, Exposure Fire 

91 Separate; removed object 
(Ignition of a. building separated from the fire by a distance of at least 50 feet), 

92 Separate; detached object . 
(Ignition of a building separated from the fire by a distance.of more than one foot but less than 
50 feet). · 

93 Separate; adjoining object. . . 
(Ignition of a building separated from the fire by a distance of less than one foot, or by an 
unpierced wall). · 

94 Attached protected object 
(Ignition of a building communicating with another, but separated by pierced fire walls or rated 
fire cutoffs and with all common. fire wall openings protecteg by standard installation of fire 
doors and cutoffs). 

95 Attached; unprotected object. . 
(Ignition of a building, adjoining another building not meeting the above definitions, and 
separated by pierced walls of substandard type or without standard protection of openings), 

96 Vehicle. 

98 No equipment involved-see F.orm of Heat Causing Ignition (i.e., cigarette, cutting torch, etc.). 
7"', 

99 Other object, exposure fire; not elsewhere classified. 

90 Other object, exposure· fire; insufficient information given to classify further. 

00 Unknown. 
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CFIRS CODE BOOK 
- . ---· ··--····-· ......... ---- ~--··.--·. _., ... ,_....;__ ·---- . --- --~---· ·-···· ; ,- ;;.,o.~ .-.- :~ ~-~~--.-=.;·-;;-·-:-:-:.=;:-;--; ..•• -_, -~·-;·.:; .·:..:..·;:··;·: :·-·:·: ·•.::.-.::::::~·:-.:..!•.:-~~ 

·.:::~--

Line No. 
3 

CODE 

e: .. L.OCATION .& CAUSE 
~'::::-::-:'~: ---

:~,=;;~ ::'~~~:.':c::';"'.~''j'~~~~J!'=~'''-'=~·.o:''. -~'"--""'::-" -"='=·~ ~--"'"-·= ::-,,-'~'=' :1'=':'.:::0:=:.==.~ '·"·,, ::o_ '.:::o'c'.'-" ·c~~·'" .~~0::, 
'.!,...-.:....- CO~(- .. ' " '!QUP':l o)r ·-.tA.T ~A\I$1NG. IGnlll(,ll . . 

I . 

~~~~·--~~~~~~~ CQDC .. CT OR O .... IUION CAUIING IGNITIOtl. . 

_j I I 

Block Title 
FORM OF HEAT 

CAUSING IGNITION 

Instructions 
This enr..Y is used to specify the type and fo'rm 
of hear energy that caused ignition. To locate u·,e· 
proper code, .determine the appropriate .s;er.aral 
form of heat from the following category heecin-;s 
(a) through (h). Under the appropriate category. 
find the specific form of heat applicable. 

FORM ur !-JCAT CAUSING IGNITION 

(a) Heat From Fuel-Fired or Fuel-Powered Object 
(Gas is .1 gas fuel: gasoline is a· liquid fuel.) 

11 Spark; ember .or flame escaping from gas fueled equipment. 

Heat from gas fueled equipment. 
Includes pilot light or normal flame. 

Spark, ember or flame escaping from liquid fueled equipment. 

Heat from liquid fueled equipment. 
Includes pilot light or normal flame . 

. Spark, ember or flame· escaping from solid fueled equipment. 

Heat from solid fueled equipment. 

Spark, ember or flame escaping from equipment-fuel not known. 

Heat.from equipment-fuel not known. 

Heat from fuel fired or fuel powered object:~ not elsewhere classified. 

H.eat from fuel fired or fuel powered object; insufficient information given to classify further. 

{b) Heat From Electrical Equiprr·nt Arcing or Overloaded 

21 · Short_ circuit arc, water caused. 

22 Short circuit arc, mechanical damage. 

23 Short circuit arc, defective or worn .insulation. 

24 Short circuit arc, unspecified. 

25 Arc from faulty contact, loose connec:ion, broken conductor. 

26 Arc or spark from opeorating equipment or switch. 

27 Heat from overloaded equipment. 
Includes wire. motor. 



C~DE 

29 

29 

20 

. (c) Heat 

31 

32 

33 

39 

------- FORM OF H1;6J QAUS]lJ_9 I@.NITLON l~ontin!J~dl..__ --· . 
•.._·· .... :....·~...- .. ,::l_!,_~:'.·--::. ._.r ~:::: ..... ; ·~~-A·.·--~.:-.~.:'.!'-.. -!: .. ::_:-.!\!.:! ~!_;:'.L i'>:.:.:;i_r_:..::u.:=::."..!iJ. 

"'uorescent lioht ballast. 
70 !.;:-... PH''~C'""-;o"'\,'o .. •or . .Ooo..-oP\•,o'o ... ~. ,.,....,_ .. ,_,,.,,~o •• :....-,,. --~- --- • .;_~_,__: ' 

Hear from e 1 ectr ica·l "aqu i pment"arc·; ng or'bverroaded:' nor--·el sii\vhere c 1 assi f i ed. 

Heat tfbm e I e'Cfrf c·!fi"'eq'u tjiment:"arci ng-. -~r '"'(ive .. rtoaded :~I n'suff i d-arn:: i nf ormari on-;--Ql ve_n_~ to 
classify further. 

From Smoking Material in Use of After Use 

Cigarette. 

Cigar:,-; 
Pipe. 

Heat from smoking material:. not elsewhere. classified.' 

.30 . Heat fr~m smoking material: insufficient information given to classify. further • 

. :d) ~eat Frcm Open Flame or Spark 

41 

42 

J3 

4J 

~5 

46 

48 

49 

Cutting torch operation (separating ·metals). 

Welding torch operation (Joining metals) .. 

Torch operation, other than cut.ting and welding. 
Inc tudes plumbers furnace, blow torch, plumbers torch, bunsen burner, soldering and 
heatmg operations, paint stripping torch. and _other torch operations. 

Candle, taper. 

Lignter (flame type). 

Open fire. 
Includes camp_fire. bonfire. warning flare. rubbish fire, open trash burner, open incinera
tor, outdoor fireplace. control burn. 

Backfire from internal combustion engine. 

Heat from open flame or s~ark: not elsewhere classified. 

40 Heat from open flame or spark: insufficient information given to classify further. 

iel Heat"'Fro~ Hot Object · 

5 I Heat or .sPark from friction. 
Includes tire overheated. 

52 Molten or hot material. 
Includes molten metal, hot forging, hot glass_. conventional exhaust system .. 

53 Hot ember or ash. 

54 Electric lamp. 
Includes light bulb. 

55 Rekindle, reignition. 

56 Heat from properly operating electrical equipment. 

57 Heat from improperly operating electrical equipment. 

58 Catalytic converter exhaust systems. 

59 Heat from hot object: not elsewhere classified. 

50 Heai from hot object: insufficient information given.to classify_ further. 

• 

oAev. c '· 75\ -
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CFIRS CODE BOOK 

---·-··--·----·--''~~~:~'.::_.' .: "' '= ____ _ 
FJR:J ,JF HEA7 CAUSING IG~JITICN t:cntinwed) 

(f) Cieat i=rom !:x::~losive~ ' --- -:.~---__ -:-_-~=---·--------~: 

61 

62 

00 

89 

60 

E~pl os i ves. 
Includes :Jombs, ammunition, military rocket. 

Blasting a~;ent. 

Incendiary device. 
Includes Molotov cocktail~- c_;_~--_------ --- -· "---- .. c· 

Heat lrom explosiv~s; not elsewhere classified. 

Heatlrom explosives; insufficoent information given to classify lurther. 

ogl Heat From Natural Source· 

'' 

73 

-o I-

70 

Sun's hea~. 
'Jsually magnified through broken glass, or glass bottle. 

3pontaneous ignition, chemical reaction. 

Lightning discharge. 

Static discharge. 

Heat lrom natural sources: not elsewhere classified. 

Heat from natural sources; i'nsulficient information given to classily ll:rther. 

thl '"!eat Spreading From Another Hostile Fire (·Exposure) 

81 

82-

64 

89 

BO 

Heat from direct flame or convection currents. 

P.adiated heat. 

Heat from flying brand, ember or spark. 

Conducted heat. 
' Heat spreading from another hostile fire; not elsewhere classified. 

Heat spreading from another hostile fire: insufficient information-given to classify further. 

(i) Heat F'fom Fireworks (see definitions, page 9) 

91 Safe and Sane. 

92 Dangerous (classified and labeled). 

93 Dangerous (All unclassified fireworks). 

94 Agriculture and Wildlife. 

95 _Exempt (Religious, commercial, industrial). 

96 · Model· rocket premanufactured and sealed engines. 

97 Amateur or experimental rocketry. 

98 Emergency signaling device. 

fj) Form of Heat Causing Ignition 

00 Undetermined. 

1-79-
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CFIRS COOE BOOK . 

. E LOC:ATION 8o C:AUSE 
C:QP' U" U .. ,r·· ~RIA!M 

I 
coot IOUAI:C or MEAT ',A.UI ""-I I GlUT ~ON 

I 
C:OOI FOA!rr4 or WCAT CAfJI)HQ lllj,NITIQH 

I 
c:a.or ACT ~lit QMIUIOH C:Au5t .. G UINITION' • 

' I 

Instructions Line No. 

4 

Block Title 

ACT OR OMISSION 
CAUSING IGNITION 

If an set or lack of action on the part of a p.:rson 
or group of persons appears to have caused the 
fire to start, enter the appropriate human act or 
omission case lrom the lollowing list. lnclu2ed in 
possible human acts or omissions are not only 
deliberate acts and misuse or neglect of equip· 
ment acts, but also design, construct!on, ·and in· 
stallation failures. 

CODE ACT OR OMISSIGN CAUSING IGNITION 

(a) Incendiary Act , . 
Physical evidence indicates that fire was deliberately or maliciously set. 

11 Incendiary act, not during civil disturbance, juvenile and adult. 

12 Incendiary act, during civil disturbance, juvenile and adult. 

,..13 , Incendiary act, not during civil disturbance, 'juvenile. 

14 Incendiary act, during civil disturbance, juvenile: 

15 Incendiary act, not during civil disturbance, adult. 

16 Incendiary act, during civil disturbance, adult. 

17 Incendiary· act, not during c_ivil disturbance, person(s) unknown. 

18 Incendiary act, during civil disturbance, person(s) unknown. 
(b) Suspicious Act 

Circumstances indicate possibility of a deliberate fire. 

21 Suspicious act, not during civil disturbance, juvenile and adult. 

22 Suspicious act, during civil disturbance, juvenile and adult. 

23 Suspicious act, not during civil disturbance, juvenile. 

24 Suspicious act, during civil disturbance, juvenile. 

25 Suspicious act,. not during civil disturbance, adult. 

26 Suspicious act, during civil disturbance, adult. 

27 Suspicious act, not during civil disturbance, person(s) unknown. 

28 Suspicious act. ·during civil disturbance, personls) unknown. 
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-~~-;:-.,;-:--"'"-=;.~,-;;;;:cqo;::---·-·--··· -··--·----ACT 'OR OMISSION CAUSING IGNITION \COntinued) 
. I 

_ . ______ _:.-_ ______ jC.L~';!Ls_~~-a __ oLtLe_at_g.Ugn i.t ion_;. . .... ,. ' 

31 Abandoned or discarded material: cigarette, cigar, etc •. 

32 · Thawing. 

______ -___ __,_ 3_3 __ ·-_F ~Jlj_ng __ !I.S I eep, __ _ 

34 Inadequate control oi open fire. including smoking out animal/insects. 

35 Cutting or welding· too close Ia. 

""'"-'- 36 Childrenplaying'vi1th;·or child playing,-:-· 

37 Unconscious, mental or physical impairment. drug or alcohol stupor. 

38 Used contrary to directions lor us_e. 

39 IAisuse of heat of ignition: not elsewfi~'re classified 

30 Misuse of heat of ignition: insufficient information given to .classify further. 

(d_)_ Misuse of Material Ignited 

·-II Fuel spitted or releas_ed accidentally . 

.:2 Improper fueling techni~ue. 

--13 Flammable liquid used to kindle lire. 

44 Washing part. cleaning, refinishing, repainting.· 

45 Improper container. 

· --16 Combustible too. close. 

47 Improper storage. 

48 

49 

--10 

Children playing with, or child p'laying.-

Misuse of material ignited: not elsewhere classified. 

Misuse or material ignile.d: insufficient information given to classify further. 

tel Mechanical Failure or Malfunction 

51 Part !allure-leak, break, etc. 

52 · Automatic control failure. 

53 Manual control fai l· .. re; 

54 Short circuit or ground lault. 

55 Other .electrical failure. 

56 Lack of maintenance, worn out. 

59 Mechanical failure or malfunction: not elsewhere classified. 

SO Mechanical failure or malfunction: insufficient information given to classlly further. 

(f) Construction, Design, or.lnstallation Oeliciency 

61 Design deficiency. 

62 Construction deficiency: 

63 Installed too close to combustibles. 

64 Other installation deficiency. 

~-av • .:,. '· 76i 
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CFIRS C.QR.E~~99!'<o=:::-,c::"-'"' . 
.. -- ""' ~ ---~ --.-

CODE· ACT OR OMJ.SSLO}>J_C~.U_SJ.NA~IGNI Ti.Q!U..C.Q_nJJ!ll!.!!.~----- ------· ........ - ·-~--.:~-: .. :.. .;.-~:,:..;..,.__ 

65 Property ioo close to-tncludes exposure fire. • i . 

69 
60 

Cons true 1 ion. design; or insiiiTfaiTondef icTeiic·y;- no.Ciirsewhere e lass·i r ied._c_, 

. Construction, destgn, or installation deficiency; insufficient information to classify 
further. 

19_) Operational Deficiencies 

il 
-., ,_ 

Coli is ion, overturn, knockd_o.,Y_n_.c-: __ ,.,_c:::_ ==:::-'::---.:.......------,.-..,-----' 
Ace identally turned on or not turned off .. 

Unattended. 

. ; J Overloaded . 

~3 

~9 

70 

Alteration of designed use. 

Other operational delicielicy. 

Insufficient information. 

th: ~Jatural Conditions 

S1 High wind.· 

a2 Earthquake. 

83 High water including floods. 

83 Other natural conditions. 

80 Insufficient information. 

(i) Other Ac: or Omission 

91 Animals. 

92 Rekindles from a· previous fire. 

99 Act or omission: not elsewhere classified. 

90 ... Act or omission: insufficient in'formation to·classify further.· 
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CFIRS CODE BOOK 

F. AREA, MATERIALS & SMOKE SPREAC 
COD! AREA OF ORIG1N 

I :o--.·-~--- .. ,,.. · --_-, ·---- ·: 
<OOl 

I 
COD!. t.IA1H AYtNUIS IMOICI JP!UA.D 

I I. 

NOTE: Entries in this'Section· are· required. 
If not applicable, leave blank. 

Line No. Block Title 

1 - AREA OF ORIGIN 

CODE AREA OF ORIGIN 

(a) Means of Egress 

01 Hallway, corridor, mall. 

02 Stairway, exterior. 
Includes fire escape, ramp.-

03 ·Stairway, interior. 
Includes ramp. 

04 Escalator. 

OS Lobby, entrance way. 

09 Other means of egress. 

(b) Assembly, Sales Areas (groups of people) 

Instructions . 

The Area of Origin identifies the particular space or 
location where the ignition first occurred._lt is either 
a room or part of a room or possibly an open area 
devoted to a single use. Enter the appropriate code 
from the following list: 

11 Large assembly area with fixed seats (1 00 or more persons). 
Includes auditorium, chapel, place of worship, theater, arena, and lecture hall. 

· 12 Large open room without fixed seats (100 or more persons). 
Includes ballroom, gymnasium, roller rink, bowling alley lanes, etc. 

13 Small assembly area with or without fixed seats. 
Includes- classroom, meeting room, etc. 

14 Lounge area. . 
· Includes living room, common room, TV room, den, recreation room, family room, sitting room, 
music room, etc. 

15 Sales, showroom area. 
Includes shop; ·for display window, use 56. 

16 Library. 
Includes art gallery, exhibit space. 

17 Swimming pool. 

- -. 19 Other assembly areas. 



. CFIRS CODE BOOK , ..... , .. 

CODE " AREA OF ORIGIN (continued} 

(c) Function Areas 

21 · Sleeping room for under 5 persons. 
Includes patient's room, bedroom, cell, lockup, etc. 

22 Sleeping area for 5 or more persons. ·· 
Includes ward, dormitory, barracks, etc. 

23 Dining area; lunchroom, cafeteria . 
. Includes dining rqoi'n, mess room, canteen, bar, beverage service. 

2:4 Kitchen, cooking area. 

25 Lavatory, locker room; cloakroom.···· . . . . 
Includes checkroom, rest room, bathroom, powder room, washroom, shower room, sauna 
bath, outhouse. ' . 

26 Laundry room or area. 
Includes wash· house:' 
.. • . 

·· 27 Office. 

(d) Function Areas (continued} · 

31 Laboratory. 

32 Printing, photographic room or area. 

33 First aid, treatment room. 
Includes minor surgery. 

34 Operating room. 
Includes recovery room, operating theater. 

35 Electronic equipment room or.area. . 
Includes control center, radar room, electronic computer area, data processing center, tele-
phone equipment, telephone booth, etc. · 

36 Performance, stage ~rea. . . ,.~ .. 
Includes backstage, dressing room, ice rink, bol(ing ring or basketball floor. 

37 Projection room or area. 
Includes stage light and spotlight areas. 

38 · Process; manufacturing area. 
Includes workroom •. . ! · .. ' 

39 Oth~r funetio'il'are·as.· 

(e) Storage Areas · .. 

41 Product storage room or area, storage tank, storage bin. . . __ ., . 
Includes all areas where products are held await!ng p~oc:::es~; ·~hlptnent, use or sale . 

• J. :·. • • " ~~-: • >"\ . • .·,·. • . ·' • :· ' ; ... ' 

42 Closet. ·· 

43 Supply storage room or area, attic. · . ·. · · · '•' : · 
Includes tool room, main~enance supply room, supply.room;·dead storage room, etc. 

44 Records storage room or vault. 

45 Shipping, receiving loading area. · · 
Includes packing department, mall room, loading bay .. 

.. ·:. 
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--·-·· -- : __ ...:_-- --~.:..·. ·~·~-· ... --.: .. 

... -· ~ ·------.;:..~----------·--=----'--

CODE . :.:-~;"'-·KFrE:tWdRIGJN-(c~tin~ed)-
-~-=--=--·--=-=-~---- ~-

46 . Trash, rubbish area. ; -~._~..:.~ ... ""¥~1'_:· . .- •.•. l~·'".:t:.'-.:. ;:'If~~~= <~<!!ll j:.L;. • : 

Includes wastepape'r,i.industriaLwaste.con_1ain_er+comiJactor,_gar:page_oLtrash chute without 
incinerator; See 64 for incinerator:-- ·"--~ ~ --~"·' · -

47 Garage, carport, vehicle storage area. 

49 Other storage areas. 

-(I) Service Facilities 

51 Elevator, dumb-wai_ter incll!_~lQg~s_haft .. · . .. . 
·-·. ---..... ~ -.. ~~~-,~-.. -.--·--~~-'"~.,-··~ .... -· ... .,. ... _··~- ~-·~ ~ 

52 Utility shaft. 
Includes pipe, ventilation and conduit. 

53. Light Shaft. 

54 Chute. 
Includes laundry, mall, etc. Use '46 for trash chute. 

55 Duct. 
Includes air conditioning, heating, cable, exhaust. etc. 

56 Display window .. 

57 Chimney. 

58 Conveyor. 

59 Other service facilities. 

(g) Service and Equipment Areas 

61 Machinery room or area. 
Includes elevator machinery room, engine room, pump room, head house, refrigeration room, 
etc. 

62 Heating equipment room or area,' water heater area. 

63 Switchgear-area, transformer vault. 

64 incinerator room or area. 
includes all incinerator operations, see 46 for rubbish area without incinerator. 

65 Maintenance shop o~ area. 
Includes repair shop, welding shop, paint shop, workshop, paint spraying. 

66 Test cell. 

67 Enclosure with pressurized air. 

68 Enclosure with enriched oxygen atmosphere. 

69 · Other service and equipment areas. 

(h) Structural Areas 

71 Crawl space, sub-structure space. 

72 Exterior balcony, open porch. 

73. Ceiling and floor assembly; concealed floor/ceiling space. 

74 Ceiling and room assembly; concealed roof/ceiling space. 

75 w .. au assembly, concealed wall space. 
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76 t,c;EXterior'-Wall'surface. 

77 Exterior roof':surface:J.:;;-:; ;"' c.;gu;--" cl: ;~'>~£'-"--
~ ,_ - ~-·. ·-·-

78 Awning. 

79 Other structural area. 

(I) Vehicle Areas 

81 

:82 

83 

84 

85 

89 

U) Other 

91 

92 

93 

94 

95 

97 

98 

99 

90 

00 

---- ------ ··-
. Transportatio·n equipment;·passenge.r ateli1- :;:=!n;:a,-;..n_ u~ :.:,:::·.-'<?~"""" '"""~'~ 

· Transportation"Eiquipment; ttu~nk or load carrying area. 

Tran-sportation equipment; engine area, running gear, wheels, etc. 
' . . . . 

Transportation equipment; fuel tank, fuel line area .. · 

Transportation equipment; operating or control area. 
Includes the bridge of ships,. cockpit of planes, c~b of trucks, ~tc. 

Other vehicle area. 

On or near railroad right of way, embankment. 

On or near highway, public way, street. 

Court, terrace, patio. 

Lawn, field, open area. 
Includes farmland, park, vacant lot. 

Wildland area, woor;~s. 

· Multiple location or use area. 

Unclassified. 

Unable to determine. 

Unspecified, or insufficient information given to classify further. 

Unknown. 

.. 
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CFIRS CODj:JlQQ.K_.o,-·,:;:"=-.=···=·. 
• . ... ____ ...... - .. :---.: --~- :=--=-::::: ... 7·~--

F. AREA MATERIAL.S & SMOKE SPREAD 
C.OO£ MIA GF DJt1CJ.Ut 

' I 

CODC.. N.AIN· &VINUE'.S' NDKI IPRIAO-' 

• I I . 

:::alock Title':;;,~· .. .::·~..:::·= ::::::"'~~of'/;·_::~:::-::::_: .Instructions 

TYPE OF MATERIAL This entry identifies the principle. type of material 
FIRST IGNITED which first ignited. In those instances where S!')V

eral types of material were involved; enter the ma
terial which contributeq most. 

CODE TYPE OF MATERIAL FIR.St IGNITED 

. (a) Gas 

11 Natural gas. 

12 LP-City Gas (LP and air mix). 

13 Manufactured gas. 

14 LP-Gas .. 

15 Anesthetic:: gas . 

. 16 Acetylene. 

17 Specialty gas-other than anesthetic. 

19 Gas; not elsewhere classified . 

. 10 Gas; insufficient information given to classify further. 

(b) Flammable or Combustible Liquid 

21 High volatile flammable iiquid, Class 1A, flashpoint less than 73 degrees F, boiling point less 
than 100 degrees F. 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

29 

20 

· Gasoline type of flammable liquid, Class 1 8, flashpoint less than 73 degrees F; boiling point 
100 degrees For above. 

Gasoline. 

Intermediate type flammable liqulo, Class 1 C, flashpoint 73 degrees For above, but less than . 
1 00 degrees F. · 

·Kerosene type flammable liquid, Class II, flashpoint1 OO.degrees For above, but less than 140 

-~~ . . . 

Heavy fuel oil type combustible liquid, Class Ill A, flashpoint140 degrees For above, but less 
than 200 degrees F. . · . . 

Lubricating oil type combustible liquid, Class Ill 8, flashpolnt 200 degrees F or above. 

Flammable or combustible liquid, unlisted. 

Flammable or combustible liquid; Insufficient information given to classify further. 



CFIRS COO~ B_pO_K_---;,:--c,-:.--:-·c-.,_; __ 
' .-·"c-"!_~~!:''!'"-~..:~ !•"..:-:":'':-:":......0:: 

CODE 
·-·· ... ·:·::-: TYPE OF MATERIAL Flf!~JJGN.ITI;Qjc::_o_nt!l'l4.~_Q) ... ~--

-~-,--:---~--~.,._-~,-' .• :; ;-=-=---~- ;::;:,._·._:= :;:;:-;-;;-=-=:-

(c) Volatile Solid ([LateriaLwith a melting point between 100 degrees F and 250 degrees F) 
-• 31 __ Fator~'g[ease:fi6gg).'''·_'-r= :;:;::a;;r;. _ _ . _ -

Includes butter-;<tarrow;·:-mafgarine;-dard. -

32 Grease (nonfood). 
Includes petroleum jelly. _ 

33 Polish. 
Includes paraff_iri, wax: 

34 )l.dhesiite. :::r: "!.:Tl2 ll'-"!: ~:;;:.::: '~-~--F: ;:;a.;:,<:;er,.::;_a '"-'iO.s.. 

lnciudes.glue, gelatin;'."'~:: _o:;,=--:c.c::::·'- ';'0 .. :::: •. ·-;-''-=--~·--, ..... ..:.:--=-::;;:;= -
35 Resin. 

Includes rosin, damas, elemi, kauri. 

36 Tar, asphalt, pitch. 

39 - Volatile solid; not elsewhere classified. 

30 Volatile solid; insufficient information given to classify further. 

(d) Chemical, Metal, Plastic, Applied Paint 

41 Solid chemical. 

42 Magnesium. 

43 Titanium, zirconium. 

44 Other metal. 

45 Plastic. 

46 Paint, varnish-applied. 

47 Radioactive material. 

48 Explosives. 

49 Chemical, metal, plastic, applied paint; not elsewhere classified. 

40 Chemical, metal, plastic, applied paint; insufficient information given to classify further. 
(e) Natural Product 

51 Rubber. 
Includes synthetic rubber. 

52 Cork. 

53 Leather. 

54 Grass, leaves, hay and straw. 

55 Grain, natural fiber (pre-process). · · -
Includes feathers, felt, kapok, hessian, hemp, sisal, jute, cocofilm, flax, cotton, etc. 

56 - Coal, coke, briquettes; peat 

-57 Food, starch. 

58 Tobacco. 

59 Natural product; not elsewhere classified. 

50 Natural product; insufficient information given to classify further. 

-. 
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CODE 
. _, --

TYPE'hF~MATERIAL"'f=JRST'IGNITEO~fcontinued)':::o'=:~;:: 

'(f) Wc;)Od,~-;-pap·er : . .r~iTi-~ ;_J:-r~,;";Q;·";~~: oi;h _;;:; __ ,.,,~,j~::l~}~;:r.irf!~ tY7-f'Jior'?'?!1 1!JD ::j~;_;;e-~:;.F E!-f-:C: 25Cl qegrs-~J ~-~ 

61 ~'Woo~~~~~~~~~::;~;·'-~:·;~!~.,. .. ,~."<L"''"~ •··--' 
62 wood, fellec~-b-uCunsawn.-~- -- ---------- ---_--

-63 Wood sawn. 
Includes all finished lumber.-

64 Wood shavings .. 
~ ,lnclud_ef~ sawdu~t, excelsior. -

65 Hardbo!i@.~liff~pp_9_,_;_:-'":..:::: .. 
66 Fiberboard (low density material), wood pulp. 

Includes beaverboard. 

67 Paper, untreated, uncoated (for waxed paper see No. 83). 

68 Cardboard. 

69 Wood, paper; not elsewhere classified, 

60 Wood, paper; insufficient information given to classify further. 

(g) Fabric, Textile, Fur (classify by predominant type of material) 

71 

72 

73 

74 

75 

Synthetic fabric, fiber, finished goods. 

Cotton or rayon-cotton fabric or finished goods. 
Includes canvas. Excludes waterproof canvas-See No. 84. 

Wool or wool mixture fabric or finished goods. 

Fur, silk, or other fabric or finished goods. 

Wig. 

76 Huma11 hair. 

79 Fabric, textile, fu'r; not elsewhere classified. 

70 Fabric, textile, fur; insufficient information given to classify further. 

(h) Material Compounded with Oil 

61 Unoleum. 

82 Oil cloth. 

63 Treated and/or coated paper. 
Includes waxed paper. 

84 Waterproof canvas, 

85 Oily rags. 

86 Asphalt treated material. 

89 Material compounded with oil; not elsewhere classified; 

80 Material compounded with oil; insufficient information given to classify further. 

(I) Type of Material Ignited-Other or Undetermined 

98 Type of material ignited-not applicable. 

99 

90 

00 

Type of material ignited; not elsewhere classified. 

Type of material ignited;-.insufficient information given to classify further. 

Unknown. 
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. ·.·":r:::· F. AREA, MATERIAL.S a. ~OKE SP_RE_AO -·-•:""' •c·•··--:::':~:·::-:::;_:;::;,::._;;-. 
' •• ·._.·, __ , 'r-

C:ODE . AAU. OF ORIG.IN 
I . 

:T1 '..NtYJ:J .- t:J:.' ;,.;·-· t,;;.·· ··i.Li.:_J~~~~~-::-:~=-:::=---------'----j 
CODE TYPI 0, MATlRIAL FIRST IGMITIICI 

. :,: .• :,::::. r:::·.;o-.O:o::::. 
:· ..... 

' I . 
CODI. ... AI" AYENUI!:S SMDKI IPREAO 

, __ -·· ·-- ---· --~ ... --. -.---------
1 -~ ..... - •. ;::-..: ., ... ..,-~-~- ..,.;,:;.-, - •. ;,...-::;-;vo:r.,-.-: • 

Line No. 

3 

·-------·-
·. Biock-Title':····c··-··c:.- Instructions · 

FOAM OF MATERIAL 
'FIRST IGNITED · 

Enter the primary use. of the material .first ignited. 

CODE FOAM OF MATERIAL FIRST IGNITED 

(a) Structural Component or Finish 

11 Exterior roof covering, surface or finish. 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

Exterior sidewall covering, surface or finish. 
Includes eave. 

Exterior trim and appurtenances. 
Includes door, porch, platform. 

Floor covering, surface. 
Includes carpet, rug, flooring, stair. 

Interior wall covering, surface (items permanently affixed to wall and door surface). 
Includes cloth (for curtain, drapery, see 36). · · · 

Ceiling covering, surface. . 
. Includes cloth permanently affixed to ceiling, acoustical tile. ' 

Structural member or framing. 

Insulation, thermal and acoustical (within wa)l, partition, or floor/ceiling space). 

· Structural component or finish; not elsewhere classified: 

1 0 . ·Structural component or finish; insufficient information given to classify further. 

(b) Furniture (includes built-in) 

21 Upholstered sofa, chair, vehicle seats. 

22 Not-upholstered chair, bench. 

23 Cabinetry. 
Includes filing cabinet, piano, organ, dresser, chest of drawers, desk, table, bookcase. 

24 .Ironing board. . 

29 Furniture; not elsewhere classified. 

20 Furniture; insufficient Information given to classify further: 

(c) _Soft Goods and Wearing Apparel 

31 Mattress, pillow. 

32 Bedding, blanket, sheet, comforter. 
Includes heating pad. .. 



CFIRS CODE BOOK 

CODE FORM OF MATERIAL FIRST IGNITED (continued)· 

33 Linen, other than bedding. 
Includes towel, tablecloth. 

34 Wearing apparel, not on a person. 

· 35 Wearing apparel, on a person. 

36 Curtain, blind, drape.ry, tapestry. 

37 

38 

Goods-not made up. 
Includes fabric; yard goods. 

Luggage. 

39 Soft goods a~d wearing apparel; not elsewhere classified. 

30 Soft goods and wearing apparel; insufficient information given to classify further. 

(d) Adornment, Recreational Material 

41 Christmas tree. 

42 Decoration for special event. 

43 Book. 

44 Magazine, newspaper, writing paper. 
Includes files. 

45 Toy, game. 

46 Awning, canopy. 

47 Tarpaulin, tent. 

49 Adornment, recreational material; not elsewhere classified. 

40 Adornment, recreational material; insufficient information given to cla·ssify further. 

(e). Supplies or Stock 

51 Box, carton, bag. 

52 Basket, barrel. 

53 . Pallet, skid (not in use). 

54 ·Rope, cord, twine, yam. 

55 Packing, wrapping material. 

56 Bale storage. 

57 Bulk storage. 

58 Cleaning supplies. 
Includes broom, brush, mop, cleaning cloth. 

· 59 Supplies or stock; not elsewhere classified. 

50 Supplies or stock; insufficient information given to classify further. 

(f) Power Transfer Equipment or Fuel 

61 Electrical insulation, cable. 

62 Transformer. 
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63 

64 

65 

69 

60 

~. ..: .. ~;,-:-.: ... ~-- f._., __ -, . .:::: ~' ..... :_· ~- -.. -~~.!:..'~~- ==.? ~f:..o::..2.. 

FORM OF. MATERIAl. FIRST~-IGNifEtJ(contfnued)------, . . 
' ; 

Conveyor belt, drive belt~-,V-belt.~~;-::;;·;--;,;~,;;; .. :-~.--;7;::::;-----

Tire. 

Fuel. 

Power .transfer equipment or fuel; not· elsewhere classified. · 
- -·-···---~-----·-- ··- '-· ---------~---------- ---

Power transfer equipment or fuel; insufficient information given-to classify further. 

(g) General Fcirm 

(h) 

(I) 

71 Agt:ii::ultural,product. 

72 Fence, pole. 

73 Fertilizer. 

74 Natural form, growing, includes forest or brush fires. 

75 Rubbish, trash, waste. 
' 

76 ·Cooking materials. 

Special Form 

81 Dust, fiber or lint. 

82 Pyrotechnics, explosives. 

83 Atomized, vaporized liquid. 

84 Chips. 

85 Pelletized material · 

86 _Gas or liquid in or from pipe or container. 
Includes accelerant. 

87 Rolled material: 
Includes rolled paper. 

Form of Material-other or Undetermined 

99 

90 
Form of material; not elsewhere classified. 

Form of material; insufficient information given to classify further. 

~~~~~..::=... 
--· -~· -------~--
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Line No; 

4 

CFIRS. CODE· BOOK:::~..:-;.:"'~~·~ .. · 

-- .. ·-· -
CODE AR~A O' ORIGIN 

---·.- .. - i ·, -· - ...,.,.. .. _,.,, ... ,... __ ....,. __ , ... 
COOl TYPE OP' MATERIAL ,.IAJT lliiNITlD 

fTr.=. . -I 
COD I FORN 0, t.f.Al'ERIAL rrRST tliiiiiT!D 

.3 

I 
CODE MAIN AVE.NU!S SMQK£" SPREAD . 

-I l 

a·Jclcli'titie. . ·---- ... · Instructions 

MAIN AVENUE8-SMOKE 
SPREAD 

Enter the appropriate code taken from the follow
ing list: 

CODE AVENUE 

01 Ceiling or Attic spaces. 

02 Exterior of Building. 

03 Stairways or Elevator -Shafts. 

04 Other Vertical Openings. 

05 Ducts. 

06 Utility Shafts. 

07 Horizontal Openings. 

08 Other. 
09. Not a Factor. 

00 Unknown. 
_,.!ijt-, 

-. 
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Line No. 

1 

coDE 

CDIJl 

CDU 

CDDl 

CFIRS CODE BOO.K_._ ----· ·-·· _ 
--~- _, ···-. ..... _ •. - __ -,-::=~--· .. -::T-""--==--~-:-_ ---- -----~-.. - ............ -•.. ~ . ..-._ ....... _, __ _ 

G. SPRE!AC OF FIRE 

. I 

J 
' : TVPE ... ATEAh\1. CAUSING SPREAO 

t_ __ :.,..._. -.:.. .. __ ·----··-.J ... ·-------------------------------· -··-----i 
-~-·;:- : .• :. _::;=-:--. :;-:··-~·;,;;;:=:=-

I J 
~ ' FORW MATEIItiAL: CAUSING SPREAD . . · 

!--~-:- . -------~--~----·-----.....: .3_~_......_ ___ ·-

.A(T OA-OMI!IIOH CAU!IIHG IPA£110 

I I 

NOTE: Entries in this Section are required. 
lfnot applicable, leave blank. 

Block Title 

MAIN AVENUES
FIRE SPREAD 

Instructions 

NOTE: Fire Spread, as used herein, is intended to in
dicate the extension of the fire from one portion of the . 
structure or building to another portion but is not in
tended to include extension of fire within the material 
first ignited. Also, Fire Spread does not include the 
ignition of material or equipment immediately adjC\cent 
to the material first ignited (example: fire from a burning 
chair extending to adjacent drapery). · 

Enter the appropriate code taken from the following list: 

CODE AVENUE 

01 Ceiling or Attic Spaces. 

02· Exterior of Building. 

03 Stairways or Elevator Shafts. 

04 Other Vertical Openings. 

05 Ducts. 

06 Utility Shafts. 

07 Horizontal Openings. 

08 Other. 

09. Not a factor.· 

00 Unknown. 
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(a) 

CODE 

Gas 

11 

12 

. 13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

19 

.CFIRS CODE BOOK. 

·G SPREAD OF FIRE 
c:cot -.tAIN AVI:NUU riAl SPA&AO 

J 
cagE · T'tP£ NA.TERtAL. C~U!IING SPPEAD 

. I z . 
COD! FOAM NATUIAL CAUII"G IPAU.D 

I 
COD( ACT OR OWIS&IDH tAUSINII IPRIAD 

I I 
4 

Block Title . Instructions 

TYPE MATERIAL CAUSING 
SPREAD 

This entry identifies the principle type of material 
which ignited during the spread of. the fire, In those 
instances where several types of material were involved 
in the fire spread, enter the material which contributed 
most in allowing the fire to spread. 

TYPE OF MATERIAL CAUSING SPREAD 

Natural gas. 

LP-City Gas (LP and air mix). 

Manufactured gas . 

LP-Gas. 

Anesthetic gas. 

Acetylene. 

Specialty gas,-other than anesthetic. 

Gas; not elsewhere classified. 

10 Gas; insufficient information given to classify further. 

(b) Flammable or Combustible Liquid 
. ) 

. 21 High volatile flammable liquid, Class 1A, flashpoint less than 73 degrees F; boiling point less 
than 100 degrees F. 

22 Gasoline type of flammable liquid, Class 18, flashpoint less than 73 degrees F; boiling point 
1 00 degr,ees F or above. · 

23 Gasoline. 

24 Intermediate type flammable liquid, Class 1 C, flashpoint 73 degrees For above, but less than · 
100 degrees F. 

25 Kerosene type flammable liquid, Class II, flashpoint 100 degrees For above, but less than 140 
degrees F. 

26 Heavy fuel oil type combustible liquid, Class Ill A, flashpoint 140 degrees For above, but less 
than 200 degrees F. 

27 

29 

Lubricating oil type combustible liquid, Class Ill 8, flashpoint 200 degrees F or above. 

Flammable or combustible liquid, unlisted. 

20t·· 



CFIRS CODE BOOK 

TYPE: OF MATERIAL CAUSING SPREAD (continued) 
! . . . 

•-•N-- ·. ~--~-· 0 ·~•.,.-:r.,· ,_ .::..:;'!'•"~• ' • 0 0 

'·· - ·' · ·'· · 20· · -.. Flammable or com,bustible liquid: lnsufficlen_t lnforma~ion given to classify. further. 

-.~ .. -~--- li::T~~~1:ilolafiie-$0iii:f(materiafwlth a melting point between 1 oo degrees F and 250 degrees F.) 

. 31 Fat or grease (food). 
Includes butter, tall,ow, margarine, lard. 

---·=-. "-·----32·-. ·G-rease(nci-ritoaar.· ·· · 

Includes petroleum jelly. 

33 P.olish. ,,.,.,,.,~ .. "·='"'~· 
Includes p·araffin; wax: 

34 Adhesive. 
· Includes. glue, gelatin~ -;-• 

35 Resin. 
Includes rosin; dames, elemi, kauri. 

36 . Tar, asphalt, .pitch. 

39 Volatile solid: not elsewhere classified. 

30 Volatile solid; Insufficient information given to classify further. 

(d) Chemical, Metal, P·lastic, Applied Paint 

41 Solid chemical. 
(use "Flammable or Combustible Liquid" for liquid chemical, use ','Gas" for gaseous chemi
cals). 

42 Magnesium. 

43 Titanium, zirconium. 

44 Other metal. 

45· Plastic. 

46 Paint, varnish-applied. 

47 Radioactive material. 

48 Explosives. 

49 Chemical, metal, plastic, applied paint: not elsewhere classified. 

40 Chemical, metal, plastic, applied paint; insufficient information .given to classify further. 

· (e) Natural Product 

51 Rubber. 
Includes synthetic rubber. 

52 · Cork. 

53. Leather. 

54 

55 

Grass, leaves, hay and straw. 

Grain, natural fiber (pre-process). · 
Includes feathers, felt, kapok, hessian, hemp, sisal, jute, cocofilm, flax, cotton, etc .. 

56 

57 

58 

Coal, coke, briquettes, peat. 

Food, starch. 

Tobacco. 
.. 
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·' 
CODE TYPE OF MATEAIAL,CAUSING,SPF.IE~D (continued) . - -- -- - ·- - ,--- . ., 

- . 

59 Natural product; not el$_f!~.'l!'!EE3. ~@_s;s;l@.9~-----------·---- ---·· _· -·---~ 
50 Naiural product;_ insufficient !nf<;>rma!i~~§~~~?'to'cf~~sffy= f~~~=~: _ , 

(f) Wood, Paper - --

61 Wood, growing: 

62 Wood, felled, but unsawn. 

63 Wood sawn. 

64 

65 

66 

Includes all finished lumber. 

Wood Shavings: · ----.-----
.Includes sawdust, excelsior. 

Hardboard, plywood. 

Fiberboard (low density material), wood pulp. 
Includes beaverboard. 

67 Paper, untreated, uncoated (for waxed paper see No. 83). 

68 Cardboard. 

69 Wood, paper; ·not elsewhere classified. 

60 Wood, paper; insufficient information given to classify further. 

(g) Fabric, Textile, ·Fur (classify by predominant type of material) 

71 Synthetic fabric, fiber, finished goods. 

72 Cotton or rayon-cotton fabric- or finished goods. 
Includes canvas. Excludes waterproof canvas-see No. 84. 

73 Wool or wool mixture fabric or finished goods. 

74 Fur, silk, or other fabric or finished goods. 

75 Wig. 

76 Human hair. 

79 Fabric, textile, fur; not elsewhere classified. 

70 Fabric, textile, fur; insufficient information given to classify further. 

(h) Material Compounded with Oil 

81 Linoleum. 

82 

83 

84 

85 

86 

89 

011 Cloth. 

Treated and/or coated paper. 
Includes waxed paper. 

Waterproof canvas. 

Oily rags. 
Includes waste impregnated with oil. 

Asphalt treated material. 

Material compounded with oil; not elsewhere classified. 

. ··- ----
---,..,__..~ .. ··--..,- ----

80 Material compounded with oil; insufficient information given to classify further. 
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(i) Other or U~d~~~rmin!'l~'"-''"·::c::"'= 'c' :: :c;,·,S.'-'"-''0~==- ''·:::L'~"': · ,c:~c.-.:·;'·::..c,:,,~., ::-ci·.:;.;·"-'-"~'-='o; :Y:•.o.:::·: ;,;: ,;•,·c·o:·::~: :, :::'J.::=. 

98 · · ·,Npt a.ppllcabl.~ ~'.':_-_. '=-==:·_ ·-::--'-:-·c";':o: ,_ . "'C.::~"-='~:::::=-,':::.'··' --~:::·c::cc:o ,. -~c::O:=:·=_:=: c;;::=: ~ -''-'~-- .::~:~ --: :--::-.; 
99 Not elsewhere classified. 

90 Insufficient information given to classify further. 

00 Unknown. 
. ··~·'-~- ..... .,_._ __ ..... -.~--· ... --~-~..-':""-. 

. ' ---' ........... _ _.._ ..... _. ----~--~---~~---
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CFIRS CODE BOOK ~-~ .. 

,..., ,, ·-~::.~ ·~ ,_,-_ .·.·-~.:·.-:.-=:....:... r:: .. -.~ ... ~~.,..._, .. ...-..d..\.. ........ --------... , loUIN AVINU~.S FlFtl IPAIAD 

J . -I • '•· -•· -- •- • • - •• 

Coin· -· :---.TV PI MATERIAL CAUl lNG SPftiAO. 

·:: ':_i: :.:- J --·::· ;,_:c::. : ..• ,,.. ::;.;:-o .. :.: ... :-'~--~·,.;':'"' .. :·:· ~- ,. : ._. .... : ------:·: };, ·: ;:;:--~--::-
CODE FOR~ MATEAIAL CAUSING 5PRUD 

J 
3 

_L 

COD!. AC.T OR ONII IliON C.A.UIING &PRlAD 

I • I 

Line No. 

3 

Block Title· Instructions 

FORM MATERIAL CAUSING 
SPREAD 

Enter the primary use of the material listed caus
ing. the fire to spread. 

CODE F()RM OF MATERIAL CAUSING SPREAD 

(a) Structural Component or Finish 

11 Exterior roof covering, surface or finish. 

12 Exterior sidewall covering, surface or finish. 
Includes eave. · 

13 Exterior trim and appurtenances. 
Includes door, porch, platform. 

14 Floor covering, surface. 
Includes. carpet, rug, flooring, stair. 

15 Interior wall covering, surface (items permanently affixed to wall and door surface). 
Includes cloth (for curtain, drapery, see 36). . ' ' 

16 .Ceiling covering, surface. . 
Includes cloth permanently affixed to ceiling, acoustical tile. 

17 Structural member or framing. 

18 Insulation, thermal and acoustical (within wall, partition, or floor/ceiling space). 

19 Structural component or finish; not elsewhere classified. 

10 Structural component or finish; insufficient information given to classify further. 
(b) Furniture (includes built-ins) 

21 Upholstered sofa, chair, vehicle seats. 

22 Not-upholstered chair, bench. 

23 Cabinetry. . 
Includes filing cabinet, piano, organ, dresser, chest of drawers,· desk, table, bookcase. 

24 Ironing board. 

29 Furniture; not elsewhere classified. 

20 · Furniture; insufficient information given to classify further. 

(c) Soft Goods and Wearing Apparel 

31 Mattress •. pillow. 

. ~--



CFIRS CODE BOO_K __ _ 
- - ~ -· --~ -;: -:- :-:.:--~- ....... -"7-.~~.:--=-~- --

---------

CODE FORM OF MATERIAL CAUSING SPREAD (continued) 
...:.;.._ .... .--=- · ~--r·~~· •::,-F- 1·-;f.~T~::;:;~c ._ . ..:.;D~s;r~··:--!. .~:::~.i.~.--:~-lJHhr>:_,.t-:·~-! 

32 · ~adding, blanket, sheet, comforter. 
lflcluCies -neati'ng1)ad:'""-"':; · · 

33 Linen~·other iilan'lieddli'lg;. 
·lnclude_s towel, tablecloth. 

34 Wearing apparel, not on a person. 

35 · Wearing apparel, on a person . 

. 36 ·Curtain, blind, drapery, tapestry. 

37 Goods-not made up, 
Includes fabric; yard goods. 

38 Luggage. 

39 Soft goods and wearing apparel; not elsewhere classified. . 

30 Soft goods and wearing apparel; insufficient information given to cla.ssify 'further . 

. (d) Adornment, Recreational Material 

41 Christmas tree. 

42 Decoration for special ~vent. 

43 Book. 

44 Magazine, newspaper, writing paper. 
lf1Ciudes files. 

45 Toy, game. 

46 . Awning, canopy. 

47 Tarpaulin, tent. 

49 Adornment, recreational material; not elsewhere classified. 

40 Adornment, recreational material; insufficient information given to classify further. 
(e) Supplies or Stock 

51 Box, carton, bag. 

52 Basket, barrel. 

53 . Pallet, skid (not In use). 

54 Rope, cord, twine, yarn. 

55 Packing, wrapping material. 

56 Bale storage. 

57 Bulk storage. 

58 Cleaning supplies. 
Includes broom, brush, mop, cleaning cloth. 

59 Supplies or stock; not elsewhere classified. 

50 Supplies or stock; .insufficient Information given to classify further. 

(f) Power Transfer Equipment or Fuel 

61 Electrical insulation, cable. 

62 Transformer. 
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(g) 

(h) 

' 

e 

(i) 

- . . . CFIRS CODE :BOOK - ---~- ---- __.,-

CODE FOAM OF MAI;=BIAL::CAIJ§)IN_G~.SP-f.:'IE~__Q_:_(contlnued)~~~= 
. ~;::::::.-; ----~-=---::"""-'-"''---=- --~ i . 

63 

64 

65 

Conveyor belt drive beit--.V~belt:-'---::-_-:.----:::-~--:·-:---__ -_-____ _ 
. t . : ,ln·.l~ .. -.-~"'I :·,•·-··:.. ·.•~!~]·l·j ... ·~-_r, 

Tire. -
~-:'---' 

-Fuel. 

69 Power transfer equipment or fuel; not elsewhere classified. 

--~'~-~~. 

60 Power transfer equipment or fuel; insufficient information given to classify further. - · 

General Form 

71 Agrjcultural product. ~~.!~-...:..".!..!.<--·::;~~- ~:~-~·~~~ 
~----~ ---~---· ·-· ---·-· -·- ---~---~--

72 Fence, pole. 
73. Fertilizer. · - · 

74 Natural form; growing. 
Includes forest, brush or grass fires. 

75 Rubbish, trash, waste. 

76 Cooking materials. 

Special Form 

81 Dust,. fiber or lint. 

82 Pyrotechnics, explosives. 

83 Atomized, vaporized liquid. 

84 Chips. 

85 Pelletized material. 

86 Gas or liquid in or from pipe or container. 
Includes .accelerant. 

87 Rolled material. 
Includes rolled paper. 

-
Other or Undetermined 

99 Not elsewhere classified. 

90 - Insufficient information given to classify further. 

-.. ·. 
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CFIRS CODE BOOK 

CODC 

I 
c-ODE 

I 
z· 

CODI II'OIII:N ~ATEIItiAL CAUSING liPREAD 

I 
3 

CODE ACT DR 0tr.tii51DH CAUSING SPAEAD 

I I • 

i;'o•, · --· ·-··-- ~· ,, ...... , 

Line No. 

4 

7·~. ,. a-rock·Tttte'·:::::c.:~~- Instructions 

Acr OR OMISSION CAUSING 
. SPREAD . 

If an act or lack of action on the part of a per
son or group of persons appears to have caused the fire 
to spread, enter the appropriate human act or omission 
from the following list. Included In possible human acts 
or omissions are not only deliberate acts and misuse or 
neglect of equipment acts, but also design, construc
tion, and Installation failures. Leave this entry blank-if, in 
your judgement, there were no human acts or omis
sions, past or present,' which caused or helped the fire to· 
spread. 

CODE. ACT OR OMISSION CAUSING SPREAD 

(a) Incendiary Act 
Physical evidence indicates .that fire was deliberately or maliciously set. 

11 Incendiary act, not during civil disturbance, juvenile and adult. 

12 Incendiary act, during civil disturbance, juvenile and adult. 

13 Incendiary act, not during civil disturbance, juvenile. 

14 Incendiary act, during civil disturbanc'e, juvenile. 

15 Incendiary act, not during civil disturbance, adult. 

16 Incendiary act, during civil disturbance, adult. 

17 Incendiary act, not during civil disturbance, person(s) unknown. 

18 Incendiary act, during civil disturbance, person(s) unknown. 

(b) Suspicious Act 
Circumstances indicate possibility of a deliberate fire. 

21 Suspicious act, not during civil disturbance, juvenile and adult. 

22 Suspicious act, during civil disturbance, juvenile and adult. . 

23 Suspicious act, not during civil disturbance, juvenile. 

24 Suspicious act, during civil disturbance, juvenile. 

25 Suspicious act, not during clvll disturbance, adult. 

26 Suspicious act, during civil disturbance, adult. 

27 

28 
Suspicious act, not during civil disturbance, person(s) unknown. 

Suspicious act, during civil disturbanc_e, person(s) unknown. 
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CFIRS CODE BOOK 

. · CODE ACT OF OMISSION CAUSING SPREAD (continued). 

(c') Misuse of Heat of Ignition 

31 Abandoned or discarded material; cigarette, cigar, etc. 

32 Thawing. 

33 Falling asleep. 

34 Inadequate control of open fire, including smoking out animal/Insect. 
. . . 

35 Cutting or welding· too close to. 

36 Children playing with, or ·child playing. 

37. Un·conscious,mental or physical impairment, drug or alcohol stupor. 

39 Misuse of heat of ignition; not elsewhere classified. 

30 Misuse of heat .of ignition; insufficient information given to classify further. 

(d) Misuse of Material Ignited . . . 

41 Fuel spilled or released accidentally. 

42 improper fueling technique. 

43 Flammable liquid used to kindle fire. 
44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

Washing part, -cleaning, refinishing, painting. 

improper container. 

Combustible, too close. 

Improper storage .. 

· Children playing with, or child playing. 
.. 

Misuse of material ignited; not elsewhere classified. 

40 Misuse of material ignited; insufficient information given to classify further. 

(e) Mechanical Failure or Malfunction 

51 Part fa,ilure-leak, break, etc. 

52 Automatic control failure. 

53 Manual control failure. 

54 Short circuit or ground fault: 

55 Other electrical failure. 

56 Lack of maintenance, worn out. 

59 Mechanical failure or malfunction; not elsewhere classified. 

50 Mechanical fall~re or malfunction; .insufficient information given to classify furth~r. 
(f) Construction, Design, or Installation -Deficiency 

61 Design deficiency. 

62 Construction deficiency. 

63 Installed too close to combustibles. 

64 

65 

Other _installation deficiency. 

Property too close to. 
Includes exposure fire. 
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CFIRS CODE- ~09K 

CODE ACT OF OMISSION CAUSING SPREAD (continued) 
·: ·:~·~-~~==: - · · .:.~::·~· ::~;::.... :~-;.r~:.::;.;_: ;,:~,~~;.- ,::~~_;J~;:;~- .:;;::~~Fff:: : ;...u1 :t:11Li~':J} 

69 1 .-9QD.i\l!~uction,_9_e_sign,Rf:.installation deficiency; not elsewhere classified. 
,...:, ·-- -----...·-· ._., ',,_,.,;=!·,_.; T·-tO";·p,<l 

60 · Constructlon .. design:or_installation.deflclency; insufficient Information to classify further. · 
: .• - · · .-<-:-·.,:.·· ... -- ........ ·~--:.,.---_., -·.:.n~·~·.::-.T.~.J~,..:J.···r:~~-:::I:r·rr · .. a~~r=~-=.:::::::;~ ~~c.:ar. 1~=::.:. 

(g) Operational Deficiencies · · · · · · --

71 Collision, overturn, knockdown. 

72 Accidentally turned on or not-turned off. 

73 Unattended ... -...•. __ ···-----· _________ _ 
' ------ ·::: ~- ---.. ~ ...... -~ ·"'~ _,_._._r--,-:t:r. 

74 

79 
Overloads~·.·-.-.. :.'-.-:--... -.. -.=-.- ci-.... -•• :_ .... · .--.-_.:. •· .-.· ,'-.·". _ .. _-._,· . . . . . - - ~ .--- - - _7'H~·:L. 'i~....!:i:L!.::::.:::..: 

Other operational deficiency. · 

70 Insufficient information. 

(h) Natural Conditions 

81 High wind. 

82 Earthquake. 

83 · High water including floods. 

89 Other natural condition. 

80 Insufficient information. 

(i) Other Act or Omission 

91 Animals. 

92 Rekindles from a previous fire .. 

99 Act or omission not elsewhere classified.·· 

90 Act or omission; insufficient information to classify further. 

tl1: 
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Line No. 

1 

CFIRS CODE BOOK-

' ' . ~ ~ ,_ - r----"ti."--:!:P~R~O'T:!:E:I=Cu,T71 0:/:N::-.:.t:• F~A~C:!JI L:iJ·Iu.TJ.llJE::,:Si~,;,·.....:.,;;_;.:;~:....;.;,""""",;,...:"""" ":" · - ~ ~· ·~· . ~""'·' 
CODE · SPAINKL.IRI .. T'I'PI 

z .::.:::~f~':::·.·:C::O : .. _:"'·- ~::::~·. ·_·:· :. ·:.:::::~::.:-:'·~·:: ·..:::.~:::.:·:: :::·c".:: .. ·-.: :-;: ~-: ::·:: ':· '·.:-:-: ::::'·:-:.:::: : ·~· ::: :;:;;:;;::::·:. :, ; c;:c,;:;; ... 

. ,,.,..,.:-,,-·:==-~,~ ~~~--·=•::,:_-~~~_!!.! .. - i'VPI. 

. ~-J~==~====--------~ CODE STANOPIPII - EF',ECT!YINE.SS 

• J 
CQDI PGATA8LI UT1t4GUIBHUS - TYPl 

J. -(--- _ ..... 
-t:OOI- ---PORTAIIJLI tXTIHGUIIHE.I\S - EFPECTIVINISS 

5 .• ... c-.:~(•·oo·-o;·::-·~·-

NOTE: Entries in this Section are required. If not applicable, 
leave blank. 

Block Title 

SPRINKLERS-TYPE 

Instructions 

If there were sprinklers Installed in the property involved 
in the fire, enter the type of sprinkler system and its code 
from the following list: 

CODE SPRINKLER TYPE 

0 Unknown. 
1 Wet Pipe. 

2 Regular Dry Pipe. 

3 Pre-action. 
4 Deluge. 
5 Combination Dry Pipe and pre-action. 
9 Other. 

2 SPRINKLEA8-EFFECTIVENES$ The purpose of this ent,.Y is to evaluate the effectiveness 
of the sprinkler system in extinguishing the fire. Enter 
the code which corresponds with your evaluation. 

CODE SPRINKLERS-EFFECTIVENESS 
0 Unknown. 
1 Not a factor in outcome. 

2 Helped control fire. 

3 Controlled fire. 
4 Extinguished fire. 
5 ·Operated but not effective. 
9 Other. . 
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Line Nc. 

3 

CFIRS CODE~BOOK'' ~ 

CODE 

~,.L--1-:==::~======~...,..,...___,...~""--"-----:-1- ---·---·------- -- ·----~ 
C:.OOI .IPRIHKL!ftl:- IP'P'!!;TIYl .. £!8'-: .. _._.:_- -_:--.::< 

2 

.......,,_~J'---::--;--:,~ffi;="'=~="'...,.,...,...... ....................... =='-'-"'' -==~------------ --, 
CODIE. . 8TAN0P_IPES-.- TYPE .·.:::····.,-.;:.._;. . 

I 
CDDt STANDPIPES- E:F'FE:CfiVlNESS 

~J,.,__-==~======~~~~---'='=--=~---'--'i--- ---- ------
CODE POATI\8LilXTIH&UIIHERI ·-: T'I'Pt --

ll-,c"'oo""'rJ....
1 ·__,P,.,OA"'TA":":O;:;Ll.:.£;:,;JtT:;,IH"':G"'ut"='sH':::£':'!A5;o,'-"'_-£:-:,,.,,E:;:CT:;I;::YEt::H!:":I':"5~-f'-=.F,' __ ,.,;; .... ;f. ,,..;, ·"'·-,'='---E-~o.-1-------- ..: ---~-

.' 
6 J -' ---- ---·------. ------- --~ ---- ------ ----·-·-------

Instructions Block Title 

STANDPIPES-TYPE If standpipes were installed in the structure, enter the 
type and code from the following list: 

CODE STANDPIPE___:.TYPE 

0 Unknown. 

1 Wet 

2 Automatic Water Admitting. 

3 Manual Water Admitting. 

4 Dry without permanent water 
supply. 

5 Combination Wet and Dry. 

9 Other. 

4 STANDPIPES....:.EFFECTIVENESS If standpipes were used during the fire incident, enter 
·the code which describes the effect the water from the 
standpipes had on the fire. 

CODE STANDPIPEs-EFFECTIVENESS 

0 Unknown. 

1 Not a factor in outcome. 
-2 Helped control the fire. 

3 Controlled the fire. 

4 Extinguished the fire. 

5 Operated but not effective. 

9 Other. 
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Line No. 

5 

6 

• 
• 

6 

CFIRS CODE~BOOK-·:- --:::..~c<~·. · 
-- . ·----

>< PROTECTION-FACILI-TIES.-.···' 
CODE . sPftiiiKLERI .:. Tv~c -. I ...... ~~ , . ··•···- --- ----

j 
CODE· 

. I 
CDDI·-

j 
CODt! ITANDPIPU - '''I:CT1V&MEtl 

I 
~==-'----==:-:-:-:--=====-=--===---------1--·-··---·-···-~OOt PORTA& I.E I:XTINCUISHtfU - T_YP_E _ 

I . 
CODE 

I 
PORT A'J,L:"I"t:IT INGUISHIRs:.;;.-.:£.,,tCT IV! NESS __ ~.::_:...:......:.=--.:..: 

I 
':'.. i 

Block Title 

PORTABLE EXTINGUISHERs
TYPE 

Instructions 

If private portable extinguishers were available at 
the fire Incident, identify the type and enter the approp
riate-code: 

PORTABLE EXTINGUISHER5-
EF=FECTIVENESS 

CODE PRIVATE PORTABLE EXTIN-
GUISHER TYPES 

0 Unknown. 
1 For Class A Fires. 

2 · For Class B. Fires. 

3 For Class C Fires. 

4. For Class D Fires. 
5 For Classes A, B, and C Fires. 

6 Combination of above. 
9 ·.Other. 

If private portable fire extinguishers were used, 
estimate the effect that their use had on the outcome of 
the fire. 

CODE . EFFECTIVENESS OF PRIVATE 
PORTABLE EXTINGUISHERS 

0 Unknown. 
1 Not a factor in outcome. 
2 Helped to control the fire. 

3 Controlled the fire. 
4 EXtinguished the fire. 
5 Not effective. 

9 Other. 

NOTE: Do. not report portable extinguishers sup
plied by fire fighting agency reporting fire inci-
dent. · 

2.17· 
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Line No. 

1 

2 

I. PROTECTION·FAC.IL-I'T"-IESo · -· · 
CClDl :PAIV.A.TE"I!RIGADE;.--:T.VPit _ ~-·.·,·.: --- ·---

tCII>E DPI!C,AL HA.ZARD PfiiOTECTIQN - t,ltCTl\'INE51 

• I 
~~:"':OO~l:-'-==~ •• ,-:IOH"::":~:-i-L-:-D~R -:::W-:":AR:::N,-::IM::-O.""sv""s"'n"' .. ,-. ,.._ .=-===.,...,.,,.-==:-! ---- ---- ·-· ·--

, tYPe- -. LCDDI J .. . . IFF'ECTI'YENE!IS 

CODI 
6 I 

' J 
COD! SlliiiNAL./WAfiHINI .l't'ITEirilll- T'tPI DITECTQftl· -

I 
CODE 

I 
Wo\TCHHII:M 
E,ECTIYINlSI I 

coot 

. I 
OTH!R FAC:ILITl!S 
I'PE:tTIVIN£1! 

7 

·B 

NOTE: Entries in this Section are required. 
If not applicable, leave blank. 

Block Title.· 

PRIVATE BRIGADE 

. PRIVATE BRIGADE
EFFECTIVENESS 

Instructions 

If a private firefighting brigade has been established at 
the property involved, enter the code and type of 
brigade from the following list: 

CODE PRIVATE BRIGADE-TYPE 

0 Unknown. 

1 Full Time. 
2 Part Time. 
9 Other. 

If men of a ·private brigade were used, judge ·the 
contribution they made in fighting the fire. Enter the 
code which best describes the effort. 

219· 

CODE ·PRIVATE BRIGADE
EFFECTIVENESS 

0 Unknown. 
Not a factor in outcome. 

2 Helped to control. fire. 
3 Controlled the fire. 
4 Extinguished the fire. 
9 Other. 

·' 
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Line No. 

3 

CFIRS CODE BOOK 

I. PROTECTION FACIL.ITLES 
CODE' PRIVATE IRICtADE- TYPE 

I 
C.DDE . PRIVATE EIAI'J/I;IR - E,.PCCTIYI:IItll 

I ... 
COtll' SPECIAL HA1.AAD PAOT!i:"'IDN - TYPE 

I 
COOl SPECIAL liAURD PAOT!.CTIOH - !rFECfi'II[N£SS 

I • 
CODE llt.NA\. o• WARM INa. tYITitd 

I 
. TVP!t L'""'J 

lrFIC.TPIINEII 

' 
coat .Siii!IA.L WIIIIRJrUMI SYITtN.•. WIAM& 0, A.C:TlVATtON 

I ~ 

COlli. tiGNAL/WAAK..O &YITIM - 'TYPI DITlCTORS 

J ,. 7 

COD I W4Tt"Hp.IIAN I , .. , r DTHIA ,ACILITI£8 

I 
tP,.!C'TtVENI!:Dt ·. EF~&CT.IVIKUI 8 

Block Title 

SPECIAL HAZARD PROTEC
TION TYPE 

· l_nstructlons 

If the. property had a special hazard protection 
system, enter the code best describing the system. 

CODE SPECIAL HAZARD PROTECTION 
1 Carbon Dioxide System. 
2 Dry Chemical System. 
3 Foam System. 
4 Water Spray System. 
5 Explosion Prevension or Suppres-

sion System. 
6 Static Electricity Control System .. 
7 Lightning Protection System. 
9 Other Special Hazard System. 

· 0 Unknown. 

4 EFFECTIVENESS OF SPECIAL If a special hazard protection system was report-
HAZARD PROTECTION SYSTEM ed above, evaluate the effectiveness and enter the. ap-

. propriate code. 
CODE SPECIAL HAZARD PROTECTION-

EFFECTIVENESS 
0 Unknown. 
1 Not a factor in outcome. 
2 Helped control fire. 
4 · Extinguished. 

5 Not Effective. 

9 Other. 

·. 
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Line No. 

5 

CODE 

0 

e 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

5P!:C.IAL HAZAACI PROTECTION - EP'Fti;TIVENESJ 
4 

1-=::-1----""'=;,::;;:,.N:;':':AL:"::O~R W~AR=N I:;;;NG~n;;;-~-T:T.'E;;;;=""'··-=··=-=-· =--=---~~~ -----·-- ·-· ·-

T~Pl I COOE I . EFF'ECTIItiEN!:!I.S 

' ' 6 
0 -fi~~ ~ -·- •H 0--·•••+ ·-·-• • - -·---~-

lfliiiHIIL/W~R)UNU I'I'JT[a.t - TTP't OlU.CTOR.S 

W"TCH..,.AN 
I!P'P'EtTW!H£11 

Block Title 

SIGNALING OR WARNING 
SYSTEMs-TYPE 

TYPE 

Unknown 

Local 

Auxiliary 

Remote Station 

Proprietary 

Central Station 

Household 

.. 

OT .. IR FAC'II..ITIES 
I:FFEC:T IV IN liB 

7 

a 

Instructions 

If there was a fire signaling or warning system in
stalled in the property involved, determine the type and 
enter the appropriq.te code. from the following list. 

DESCRIPTION 

Alarm sounded only on the premises. 

Connected to the municipal fire alarm system. 

Connected to receiving equipment located in a separate . 
publicly owned facility (usually a fire station) but not over 
the municipal system. 

Connected to receiving equipment located on the pre
mises and which is under 24-hour per day surveillance. 

Connected to receiving equipment located in a separate 
privately owned facility and which is under 24-hour per 
day surveillance. 

Individual alarm devices or a non·supervised sysiem of · 
devices not meeting any of the above . 

223· 
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Line No. 

5 

6 

' - - -· -------. --'-~--- ---... ....... PRO:!'ECTION ·F'A:C lt:ITciE ' - -- .. 
'aac: PRIVATI. 'RI;Aat- JVPI 

I 
... : ·_l. ~- ----- . -- --·----- --· -
'CCI P~IVATI IEIAJ1AOI - EPI'IC:T'IV£N.C.U 

I 
2 

.. -· .. - . . 
CODE SPEth\L H.AURO PROTECTION • T'IPI 

3 
_l 

CQOI SPICIAL HAZARD PROTECT lOll - EFFECTIVENESS 

_l ... - -- • __ , .. -·---- --- --- --·---~- .. ----------
cao< SlllNAL. DR W.t.RHING 5YSTI!.t.ol 

_l. 'TYP! .. 
:Vm=J· 

!P'F'ECT IY(NE!IS ~ 

- . ··--· 
COOl !JIGNAL•WAfiiNIN't USfi:N • MUNJ QF ACTIYATIDN 

_l 
: ' .. ------ .6 .• . --~ --!:DDI . IIQHAL/WARNIHG IYITI:N - Tl'PIE D£TECTOAS 

l 
.7 

CODE WATCHMAN· l OODl 
DTNIA FACI\.ITIES 

l 
E"!CTIYEHE!IS 

l 
ErFE.C:T!YlNIII 8 

Block Title 

SIGNALING OR WARNING 
SYSTEMs-EFFECTIVENESS 

Instructions 

Evaluate the operational effectiveness of the sys
tem at the time the fire incident occurred .. 

SIGNALING OR WARNING . 
SYSTEMs-MEANS OF 

ACTIVATION 

CODE EFFECTIVENESS 

0 Unknown. 
1 No Alarm. 
2 Delayed Alarm. 

3 Satisfactory. 
4 Unsatisfactory: 
9 ~ Other. 

Alarms of signaling or warning systems may be 
activated either automatically without the need for 
human action or of the manual type necessitating the 

·pulling of a box or similar action by someone in the 
vicinity. Enter the appropriate code from the following 
list: 

CODE ACTIVATION 
0 Unknown. 
1 Automatic Detectors only· (complete 

Line No. 7 as shown on page 1 OS)·. 
2 Automatic Detectors and Manual Send

ing Stations (complete Line No. 7 as 
shown on page 105). 

3 Manual Sending Stations Only. 

225'·. 
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Line No. 
. 7 . 

CODE 

I 
CODE 

J 
CODl 

I 
CODE 

I 
COD£ 

J· 
C:OOE. 

J . 
COD! 

I 
CODE 

I 

CFIRS CODE ~00~_ "=--''·'"~~6~-#,,.,_ __ ., 
- ·----~------,~-· 

I. PROTECTION FACILITIES 

PAI't'A.T' •BfUUOI - I,FIE.CTIVIEHI!JI i . 
:-:: :::;~--···-··"' ·o:~;;,c-;;-;,- ::": ;::;,;;;_··:- ·:·;::·;:;-;;::;:;;;;::;-::-.. ----·- -z--------·-..,. 

SPECIAL HAZARD PAOTICTIOH - !F,!CTIV!NUS 

E:FFtCTIV!Nt&l 

Sl'lNAL. WARN tNG !VST!~ - TYPE DtT£tTOAS . 

WATCHHAN 
I!P',£CTIVlNE:SI 

I 
CODE 

. I 
aTHER FACILIT1!5 
IFF'ICTIY!NESS 

.. 
i 

•-
,-·.-

'. 
7 

• 

Block Title 

SIGNALING OR WARNING 
SYSTEMS-TYPE OF 

AUTOMATIC DETECTORS 

Instructions 

To be completed only when the signaling is pro
vided with automatic detectors. Enter the appropri-. 
ate code from the following list: 

CODE TYPE DETECTORS 
0 Unknown. 

Heat. 
2 Smoke. 
3 Combination of heat/smoke.· 
4 Invisible product of combustion. 
9 Other. 

.. 
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Line No. 

8 

8 

COD I 

con 

l 

CFIRS CODE·BOC)Kc.:,:;c:.<·c::-::;.:,: -·· 

I _p_ROTECl:toN·:FACIL ITJES -:·.:··' · · ... , 
i P.RJVATI-IAIGAO(-•-T'f'PE-~ ~~ .;-.:~~
"j. 

~PlCl~L HAZ."RO-PROTltTION.·-:.Tl'PC·· ~'t:!' .,:.~ -:--.w.;· 

-- . -·-- -

CaDI. SPECIAL NA.&ARD PROTIECTION - r.rFIC.TIVIE.NUI 

J. 
1-C=::DD::"E:-i-'----.:-:lf=IIA;-L -;::OR:-w=A:-::R::;-N ;-:;IHI~If:;;,o.TI;:-W;--------....,...---f-·----·- --·- • 

-_t TYPI I r.ot\1 I !F,!CTiYENUS 

l-c:':o::'oi=-'-'"~.:-::,.-:::N4l.i:-·"=;w:':A:::RHi::IH:;;G:-.,S::;V-;;,T;-:!":;W"::'.~w::'u:':N~S·~.O;,F_;~4C;:;T:;;,;-;:4:;;TI';;;ON;"O~"ft-t'-.""': 'C.~·_':::.:-7".;-.'T-,:"';7;;::;e,I_=i------·- ·--.--

I 6 ' 0 

~~~-=~~~·~~~~~~~~~~---------t--------C.O_DI SIGNA~/W4RN)NG SYSTEM ... TYPE DtT!CTORI 

J 
CODE 

J 
..VATC.Iot'~UK 

£.FF'IE.CT1Y[NESS 

Block Title 

WATCHMAN 

OTHER FACILITIES 
EFFECTIVENESS 

~coot 

i I 
OTHEA I='A!ClLITtES 
EFF'IEt:TIVENU!I 8 

Instructions 

From the following codes, evaluate the watchman's ef
fectiveness in notifying the Fire Department. If no 
watchman was present, leave blank. 

CODE EFFECTIVENESS 
0 Unknown. 
1 No Alarm. 
2 Delayed Alarm. 
3 Satisfactory. 
9 Other. 

From the following codes, evaluate the effective· 
ness of other protection facilities used: 

CODE EFFECTIVENESS 
0 Unknown.·· 
1 · Not a factor in outcome. 
2 Helped to control _fire. 
3 Controlled Fire. 
4 Extinguished Fire. 
9 Other . 

.. 
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Line No. 

1 

. , 

·~ I 

·. 
2 

CFIRS CODE BOOK 

J. M15CELLANEQU S 

trw 'O ... ltG-I•tu,NIITCD ra• UCII DCUil 
: tC:MlCK 1101 tr' 'UI 0 

NOTE: ·Entries in the Section are required. 
If not applicable, leave blank. 

· Block Title 

FIRE FIGHTERS 

CIVIUANS 

SFM FORM G0-1 

231. 

lnstructlo~s · 
'· 

Enter number of fire fighters injured as a 
direct or indirect result of the fire i nci ( 
whether or not hospi tali zati on is required. 

Enter nUmber of fire f1 ghter deaths occurr~ 
as.a direct·Qr indirect result of the fire 
incident . 

Enter number of civilians injured.as a dir1 
or indirect result of the fi r.e incident, 
whether or not hospi ta 1. i zat ion. is requi r!:d 

Enter number of civil ian deaths occurrino , 
a direct or indirect result of the fire -
incident. 

A Fire Casua1ty Report shall be submitted 
each fire incident-related death (fire ficl 
or civilian) and for each f~ncic:nt-r~ 
injury reouir'fnO hosoitalization. Check i.. 
box to 1 ndi cate the required SFM G0-1 Form 
have been submitted. 

ATTENTION PLEASE: 
Although the present format of the SFM For 
indicates the submittal of a SFM G0-1 for 
only, please check this box for hospitaliz 
injuries also. · 

This section will be revised in the next 
printing of the fonn. to reflect both ceath 
and injuries. 
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CFIRS CODE BOOK_ 

. ~~~:~ :;~J.:;::;;:.JF~~;:c~:;..,:,c;;~.:.:~:;;_:·--'--'--__ -_-_::::_--~--~--.:--.. --~~ 
OID•I '''"' 

--------.,-':-' _, ... ·.,.-·,..'":':··.,.··-·.;_r'"-:'_:.'''_··~---· _:.';.;.'-'.;,_'·'~ __ :··-~: ~~.:·~ --·~· •r• :.·.~ -. ''•••••••••'' ~ 
II'IRII: DIII:PARTMaNT 

--=====--~-=======""':'""'=':::"~::::':~~~~""""'· ""--·"'--""-""-""-""-....,..,. ........ ~-~~~'"'!..~---·· A - IDI!:NTfFICATION -
P'IRII: Dllr.fiT, ID 

I I I I 

LINE NO. 

1 

INC:IDC.NT NO, BXPOBURB: !1MB MONTH DAY YB.AR DAY C:OUNTV VICTIM DKL C"ORI' 
NUMBER 

I 
COD B. OP' P'IRE NUMBS:R 

: I I I I I I I I - I i I i- I --- . I ; - '· .. 
. --· .. - -----'--

NOTE 

This is the..:.OOJ!tl'P.Z informo:tiO!'I:::.used,·_t;_o_, cross T'eference the fiT'e: ;_;. -::· ·-·'
casual-ty with the T'eZated fire.inci~nt. It is critiaal that 
this info1'171ation be iaBntical to the T'elated fieZds of'the CPIRS 
FiN Inrndent Report (SFM-~60). 

BLO_CK TITLE 

FIRE DEPT, ID 

INCIDENT NO. 

EXPOSURE NO. 

TIME 

MONTH, DAY, YEAR 
DAY CODE 

COUNTY OF Fl RE 

VICTIM NUMBER 

DELETE 

CORRECTION 

INSTRUCTIONS 

Enter the five number code assigned-to the fire 
department by_the State Fire Marshal. 

Enter the same fire incident number used on the 
related Fire Incident Report. 

Enter the exposure number (if any) from the
original fire incident which identifies the 
expos'ure where the casualty occurred_. 

Enter the time from the CFIRS Fire 
Incident Report.- This identifies the time of 
the f l re, not the time of !b.!:_ casu a 1 ty. 

Enter the data from the CFIRS Fire 
Inc! dent- Report. 

Enter the. same number as· CFIRS Fire Incident 
Report. 

Assign a number In sequential order (starting 
with 01) to each victim In an incident. Start 
numbering sequence again for each new incident. 

Check only if entire record is to be deleted. 

Check only if this is a correction of a 
previously submitted record. 

SECTIONS B THROUGH L 

These sections are self-explanatory. See reverse side of the 
fonm for Instructions relative to each section. 

Terrrpol'ar)J Revision 2-79 
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•a.• hltl~;o·i(i :. ~~.:~J. r.:.,·~:Si:.-.•. 

·~~-~i~"j""j" I I I . I I I I I I I· I I I I I I I I I I 
1-..~ j""j 1 'j" • I '"'j" 

C.- 1'AMILIARITY OP' VICTIM WITH BTRUC:TURB 

l..en tnan 1 dl)' 
I to 7 days. 
8 to 30 days. 
l to 2 months. 
3 to 6 montns. 
7 to 12. month5. 
Ower l )'ear. 
Not a structure. 
Undetermined or not ~ported. • ----------

lt. - CAUSB OP' CASUAL. T"'' 

Trapped by lh •·~~~·~--------------
E~eposed to fire products. Include flame, heat, smoke, and ;as. 
Exp018d to chemlcala. radiation. 
Exdueled are fire productl f"'por11td In 2. 
Foil or stepped on, ower, Into 1•1• .. .,. _________ _ 

Overexertion. 

Rubbed by, contact with I• I~~-----------

Struck by It 1• .. •..,.---------------
Nat applicable. 
Not clanltlld abaw. * 
Undetarmlnec& or nat raporud. • -------'----

G.- COHDIT'ICIH BRP'ORIE INJURY 

Asllllp. 
Bedridden, or physlal h1ndlclp. 
Impaired oy druos, alconol. 
Under mtrl.lftt. 
Too YOUnt;! to Kt. 
Too old to act. 
Mer1tllly hand-. soniiL 
Awake, unlmpalnN::I. 

Not dllllfiiCI.aboYI.• -------------
Uftdetemdnecl gr not reported.• ----------

.l::F 2. 

!t 
s.l-
6.~ 

1 
7_ 
.a.-
9_ 
0 

...... 

l_:_ 
z_ 
l_ ·s_ 
6_ 
7._ 

&,.... 
9.L... 
O.L... 
• 

D.- LOCATION OP' VICTIM AT TIME OP' IGNITION 

Fll'l casualty Intimately lnvatvtd with Ignition. 
Included lf'll: Ignition of clothing on 1 Pf!riOR and Ignition of bad· 
ding or tumltura on which 1 permn Is sitting or )yin;. 

Fire c.asualty In the raam or spac:.a of tire origin. 
lnduda~ vehld!" compartments. porches, tents, and play-house · 

Flre casualty on ume floor u orh;ln of ftl'tll. 
Flnt C.IIUIIt)'ln nm• building II Ofi'(lln Of fll'l. 
Flra casualty outsJdo Df buUdlnv of tlre ortgin but on property. 
Flnt cuualty Otf property of flra arloln at Ume of l;nltlon.

Not I fire c.IIUIIty. 

Not classified above• -------------
Undetermined or not repartee!• 

P',- CONDITION PRI!:VENTING VICTIM'S I!:SCAPE 

No time to e~e~po; explo5lon Or fire progi"HSK too rapidlY. 
Fi111 bltween casua1 ty and exit. 
Locked door. 
llleall ;atis, loc:kS. 
Clothlnv on casualty bumln;. 

Moved too slawly. 
tntluded are tallum to follow com~:ct (available) etc:aPt 
procedures. 
VIctim lncap~eltated prior to l;nltlon-. 
No candltlonl prevented esc.apa or not 1 factor. 
Not dassfflacl abav•. '* 
Undetermined or oot reported. • ----------

H.- NATURE OP' CASUAL.TY 

Bums and asphyMiafsmoke. 

Burns only, 
Asphxll}smoko only. 
Wound, c:ut, bleedlno, 
OlsJocatlon, fracture. 
Comp4alnt of pain. lnclucsed are_heortattacks anc1 strolcas. 

Shoek.. 
Strain, spn~ln. 
Nat classified above.• 
Undetermined or not reportac:l. • 

I.- ACTIVITY AT TIM& OP' CASUAL. TV J,- PART OP" BODY AP'P'ECTI:D K.- DISPOSITION Q,f' VICTIM 

Escaping. 
Rnc.ue attempt. 
Fin~~ control. 
~esponsotf11tum. 

Cleinup, salvage, mop-up. 
Sle~plno. 

IJnabl • to ICt. 
lrrat•onal action. 

Not clmlfled above.* ----
Undetermined or nat reQonld. • 

Tempor1ry Revision • 2/79 

1.1- HIWI, neck. · · 
2. f- Body, lrun k, bock. 

3.1- Arm. 
4.1- l.q. 
5.1- Hand. 
6.1- FOG!. 
7 lntemal. 1ncH.1ded are respiratory 'II ll'llem and htlert. 

a. I- Multlole ••"'-
9. r- Not daulfleclabove. * 
0, L... Undetermined or not reported. • 

• 

235 
~~ ... 

Taken to hospital by tire department 
vehicle. 

Taken to hospitAl by nonflre depart· 
mont vehicle 

Taken to other than tlaspltal. 
Died; 
Not c:.laulfled above ... 

UndaUrmlnad or nat reported. • 

L.- On raul'rrr ridl 

a••a•ra• nta ,. •• TIN.N,. "AaT• QAU .. NCI 
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CFIRS CODE BOOK 

cAIUAt.TY TVN • 
,....,. IN twa IVIIU Of UAIMtlel II Olflnea lblllow. ChMJI tM IIIDrGDftltl 
~~~~ ~)!diCitlng tM t\'DI of DIIJUI'b'. 

0 l'hw CUUII~t I ..,... lniUM OP left ... u 1 dltKt ,...It of 
1 ftrt 111m1n Df'.ltter t._ asarm lor tM ~t. 
Par UIIINtte• bvtt~a. unotct lnft11ftton., t1111111ed av nn. or tnJUNCI ary 
ctlllnt caUIIIM· 

o Actton CIIUIItYI I IMnOft lnJUNd Of Jl;Ht.U lftet IM llltm hn' lhe '"GkNim.'• nAbled. nat • fin caiUIItV, 
• Pot UIII'IID~ IDfllnQ DMII: rllllnll I a.d-, CUI tm\111. OW..-.wtkm, 

111 CIIUitttu OCC\Inlnt whO. niiiOfteflnt to or ratumtn• trom 1ft 
, lnCIG-"t. CUUIIIIel lhMo ta the vi~ Df otft~ enG tbl llklt. 

· AffblatiDII 
CMCII U'll IDDrGDriiM CCIIUIIO 11D1C1 ta tndN:I.tl tiM lfflllltiOI'I ar r.tattono. 

lhiO Of the .... raon to tftllnciGeft'l, 
otftlr erMIIMC)I DltlanMI lftciUCII penoftl wortllflt It tAe 1U1111 Of till 

lncldmft, wn.thllr they IN ~uateett ~ &nto .....,k:ll laY tn. offtmr m 
t:nervt of Uti ~nt or ..,,..,.,, trom 1 utnttY CDmputy or atl'llf' cltv diOut• 
mant flnGUCIIIlf OOIICI ~rtiNftt). . 

ca.tUan~ lnc:IWie non ... •••••oct DINDnMI._ 

c 
,.AM.UARITY WITH ITRUCTURil . . 

· ·,. uie 0::~~~ =:~·~ J.:•:;~~~:'n::=~~~-=·:=:.~~a:-n:; 
"Nat 1 nrvctwe... · 

D 
LDCATIOflf AT IQNrTION 

O.tenntnl .,.,,. IIW CIIUIItY wu In *ltlort ta tile liN ar INU WfMtl 
Ifill ,.,. JlartH ...... IMI lgnltiM ac:t!Milly OCCUtf'Mt md record tftfl ..adlano 
lhtp. If till UIUIIlY wu nat a ,.,. c.uW~Ifl/1 lndlcall .. *t a n .. cai&Mity," 

I 
CDNDtTION aiiiORIIN.tUIIt'V 

OUCtlbt me ~:MCIIHon or IDPIMftt CIDndltlan of the ~ IMfOf'l tbll 
InJury. This 11 the rtamul r:oncutton wtll~ IM Dtrson waldG ftnt bMn Itt 
If ttwre liteS n01 bMnll' ~. 

, 
CONDITION IIRIIYINTING lliCAPS 

Rileanl I hi maa ...,.lftc.aftt cancuttot. PNWntlng ttle CIIUattv•t ~ ar 
NtCUt 1rt ClvHII" If,,.,. Wll no ltVftlno.nt aandiUGn -.teh PI"'I'WIIfttw:l ..aD~, 
hldtclttl HJtDt a fRiar.• 

Q 
CAuai. 0' IH.IUAY . 

AICanl tne KtiOft ar lack ar acttan Wftldl dr..ctl)' r.sult. In tt'11 auttt 
en- lnl&nv; Wbltl tfM cuunw OCCUtNCt 11 a rwllllt. Df contact Witt\ an oollet, 
IM Wlllflaltlan lhlt oat a.tatiM& IIIII mlnftel' 1ft Wl'llch tbl1 cont~et occur• 
rea IINILdCI " ldlntlf!M. 

H 
NATURE OP'IN.IURV . . 

Recof'd uw n1tu.-. at tJte mad .,.out lftiUl'Y Ia tM llillnan. If ~ 
...,.. atiWt m--. tft ... lftoutd 11e aavena 1n 1ac1t011 t.. • lllmrnetll 

I 
ACTIVITY AT TIMil OP r.._,UII'V 
A~ Wl'ltt tftl oer1011wadotn1 at.the_ttnw ar.lnlurv. 

PART 011' IIODV INJUIRIID 
Recoftl tt• 1*t af DGIIW lftfUIM,. 

K 
DIUOIITION . 

Record we.et w11 dOna fOr ttl• Oll'llm a fir a lltO\'tdlng or &AIItlnl In 
IMNint medical c.&N. ' 

C...-SUMMARY 

DUCRIBB HOW CABUAL.TY OCCUAAKD 

c:t-.; ..... ~.;:. - -- -
••a-no• • aOG.

f£-~:amp'-: C·ll or F..fJ 

Stare Fire Mmhal 
Headquarter's. Office 

. 

Alln: CFIRS Prolect Officer 
7171 Bowllnl Drive, Suite BOO 
Saoramento, CA 95823 
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Ai;!PENDIX A EXPLANATION-S=---
. FOR· INDIVIDUA~-:EIXED PROPERTYti"s.ifC[ASSIFICATIONS=_Ei 

1 -- ._ • • • • ... • '. - ---- • ·--=--~-

J·. JllJULlC: AS.'\EMBL-v-PROPEriv ~:.r-_t:r~T~ft;~li~R~i~~llitics=d;•ssUietl~in·Suhtti,·i~iunl'tUl5;"iR2·anU~~- • .,....., __ 
'· -· .•• -. -77 ,. ~-- --. ·, .. I 

l,lau.~ (nt· tlu.• t~mlrrc.•gatiun~,wg;ulterinao nf-~trn·ol J:.enOiur-:-=-;::::-;.·.:::·-;-:."';";'".:;:::-:...--S. ,-rL":.J~!:~! 1":~Y·h ·, -.1 ., 1---- -·r-·----~--·u ----~-: ·· ·· ··-- · -~.::...-.: · " . . , , ,.., .,,. .... r- . .., ..... "".. · H9 .. ~luh~: nnll' !I~W ere c. liJI!Itnet .1peu y·m·1 c::UI ......... ...,,_.-.. . 
rur ilti;III~IHCI1l. I'Ct'rt.'illl•lll, ~uual. n:llgmu~, patruUic. ciVIC. lrll~el ' ; - . 1-llt'' Clubs.; inmtfid!.1H in[IJmliuion given tn t:llluily. rurthc:ri 
:uul 'llml;tr purpusell art! kuuwn as public UKmbly praperues. : -·-···· · · · ·· . , , • 
Sudt pn•\l(.!rlh.•!i :1re ··h:lr.u.:l~riLL'll by the pre:~rnce or }l4?tenliill 15. -Libroriet, ,\fweum.~, Cnun R.tHtms 
pn."\l'tu C u( t"rO\~'Iho, "'ith alltntl:.mt p:mit: ba.t:D.nJ in C3.Se of fire or . 
mhl'r L'meritcm:y. They ;lre lii;C.'ner~ll~· tJpm to the publict br m:t.y, lSI. ~~~:~. ilrt w.:~Uery . 
un ra l':tNinttl, he u1)Cn w lh~ IJUblic. The- occupDnl3i'llre present ::;· Historic building 
v• 11unt.urll~-. an•l.are nin nr•litturily Mtbjec1 ta tliKipline ar con· 15.1: Memorial structure, inunument 
trul. They ou~ w:nt.·r:o~.ll)· abh:·LHRiietl peno~s. who tlo nut i~tend loSS. (;oun I'OIIIm 

lll,_~l~cp __ riU the wem~s~:... --. _ _;._:_ ____ ·....,_~rs6. ~ l.t."gillaLi\·e-hilll-: ·-. 

II_., Amwrmrnt and.Recreiadon Placa ..:_ Fixed·v·~ 
· ~.·;=-"--:-.: ,• · ·159.--""Libruria. ~hi$C!!m•.• (.;uun.:Rooms: not clsewhere..claui-

fit:U, "'J)«H)' in detail. . 

Ill. H••wlinJit e~tablislutif:nt 
llilliiml renter 

···-·- ~ ·--:-· ISO. l.ihrnries, Mutcun11, GIUn Ruoms: ·insufficient.in(orma· 

II:!. 
- ·--~-~---_--· ---~iillil gi,-cn lO:'l:liliiUf'rufihe;::--'-·---.~~----~_-- ·~---

II l. 

11·1. 

115. 
IIH. 

I I ~I. 

1111. 

lm·hulc..'S f.HJol r~rucr, puul hall 
A'mu"-·m~tu I."Cnter 
.-\mu:t.c.•metU hull. 'urh ;11 1hooting gallery, penny arr:ule:, 
hingn holll, tl:uu:c .. wtliu ;anti the like, except bowling 
c!ltahti .. luncut ami hillh.mlt:enter. · 
Ire rink 
In• hnk·.~~.-l ... Bibli~hments. ~nlcl)' mrd _rnr ir:e skating. ice 
hur k~y :nul curling. kc rinU ln arcn:u :1ntl ·uth~r places 
I hill ntn he ·wm·c:rted tu nthcr Uits are daul6!!tl in 
Dh·h,inn I:!'. 
Rullci- rink. 
S\\:inuninp; radlity 
ludutlc1 rclau.'CI rab;ma, bruhhnusc, of equipment \ncm· 
tiun. 
Amu!JJCmcnt and Rcnl·;atinu Pluccs- Fi,.,rtl U~~:r: nnt else-· 
"·hen: 1 ht!oo\ilictl.. ~ltt:tiry in th:uil .. 
.-\fiUI!IC"IIlcltl ;1111! Rl'C"rt•;uiun Plac-e~ - Fiu·d Use: imuffi· 
I iellt in[urUl:lliclll Jth'CI\ ltl t'1;111ih £unher. 

12. Amusement and Recnation Places - Variable Ute 
1!!1. B:~llruom, gymm11ium· 

lndutJ.tj dam:r hall. 
I'''' .Ex.hibitiun hall. ~:x.pusiti\)n hall 

l~rge npc:n hull withuut flxetl seating facilities: includ· 
inK college '"c.:01ge," armory hull, lleh.f houae, exhibition· 
anti e:x.positiun htill. 

1:!!. Arena, stuUium 
Fixed !ltl!ating in large ilrrlls, s"ch 111 arena, aporu prden, 
bull Hark, rac:e tr.t.c~. ami gramJ.nanW. 

1:!9. Amus~e:nt ant!. Recreation Plac~s- Varinbie'Uae.: not 
. el.aewherc dauifled, spc.."CHy in Ue.ct.H. 

I~U. Amusement 11111.1 R~readon Places - Vario.ble lJse; in· 
Juffident.in(orm.utiun given'lo clnllify runher. 

I!. Churches, Fune..UI Pulon 
Ul. Church, chapel · .. 
I!J2. Rcdi~ous educ:uiDn laciHty . 

Faciliti~ for use in periodic reHgiow education. su(h aa 
SunUoay 5Choal. ~eluded are regular ec.luanional build
ings run by religious institution• which are dauified in 
Major· Division 2. · . · 

"'· Church hall 
Hall for fellowship, meetinp, etc.: iricluding office, 
kicchen and dasaroom containecl within the struCture. 

13~. Fun<ral porlor or chapel 
lncluLies cr1!111Dtory, funeral home, morgue, mortua_ry 

1.19. Churches, Funeral Parloni not ebewhe.re cla.uified, 
1pecify in deUlil. · 

130. l:hurches, Funernl PArlon; insufficient information given 
lo cliluiiy Iunher. 

14. Clubo 
141. City club 

IncludeLI are: city club {acUities wiLhout sleeping nccom· 
mtx.laLion&, such iLl :~.thle.tic, Jac.lge, aocial, nC'llm. bathing, 
h~lllth, swi~ming, boys an..J YMCA. IC 1leeping accom· 
motlatiom are. pre.nu,. cla...s.Hy in Di"Vilion 42 or ·4-f. 1 
Nightclubs ilre chwUieU in Subdivision 162. · 

H2. Country dub 
lncluUed are counLI")' club £acilitiC'I, such ·aa golf, tennis, 
riRe:, hunting, filhing, beach a.nd riding club$. 

143. Yacht club · 
loclullell are bo:uing anU yachl club lD.cUities. Excluded 
a.re mari~a.s and ~Rl mooring: boat repair: and marine 

16. Eating, DrlnkinR Ploceo 
Indmletl are· retail establishmeriu, .1elling pnp01.retl roci!.l1 and." 

drinks. 

lfil. 

lfi!. 

IIi· I. 

lli9. 

II~ I. 

Restaurant 
Thme euriuR Jllacea speciuliting in rnotl primarily for 
l'Onlumptiun nn the p·remiac.. lm:luUet.l are ,cafeterias 
and 1tinen, whh table or autnm11tic service. · 
Nightclub 
Thuse pl_IH'II:_I SJM:doaliting in rDOll unci tlrink. Theoy may 
h_ave duncinJ{ nr entertainment. Keoy dubs, sup1>er dubs 
ancl ,1 inner 1 he:urn arc included. 
Tavern 
Thusc plun~s S!lt:'cialiting in the sule or oalrnholii:: be,·cr· 
ilg'CII. um•umptum primarily OU premisct, ..... ilh root! i!l-.1 

mi1wr :mpplcment unly. 
I.unl'hrnum, 1ll'i\"'t!·in 
ThuiiC r•hu·e.s ~pt't"iolliling in tpiitk. lervicc rnr {nod Dr 
ht"\'t"l'ill(t.,, ~om:h :t!li lunc-h mulilt"rl, 1lrh-e·im ami the lik.e. 
~·.xduded arc tlclic.::uc.:ssc:m rluuifietl in Subdi"'i~inn 511i. 
~ling, Drink inK PliJ.ca: not elsewhere da.ssifiL'1.1, spe:rHy 
in deu.il. • 
Eating. Drinking Jllates: in.lliUffidcm inrurmatiun gh·en 
to chmi(y further. 

17. ~nF Trrmin1ls, Stilltiona 
lndtult!io inc.:i,JcnL<II (reight hiJntlling. 
171. Airport pusenger ternti nal 
17:!. Hcli1.ann, helinnp 
17 5. Bus· pUS<nl!"r terminal 

lncludea tenninaU for airline Umousines and downtown 
air-line termin;al buildings. 

174. Street level railtenninal 
175. Undorground rail t<rininal 
176. Elev•ted rail t<rmlnal 
177. Marine pouenger terminal 

Including ferry terminal 
179. Pauenll"r T<nninob; not eb<wh.,.. dUJ!fied, sp<cify in 

d<toll. 
l70. Pauenger Te:nninab; · inluflicimt information given 10 

cl.wily further. 

18. Theat..., Studioo 
lB 1. Legitimau~.: thea1er 

Including Combined live and movie. 
182. AuditOrium, concert hall 
18!. Motion·picture theater· 

E.x.cluding drive-in theaten which. are classified in_ Sub
divUion 184. 

184. Drive·in motion·picture thenter 
185. Radio, "IV atudia 
186. Motion-picture nudio 

lncludel motion·p!cture art, such 01 studios, and <diting. 
·Film processing is daaified. in Subdivi.lion 791. . 

189. Tbt:aten, Studios: not eb<wh.,.. daslifiod, sp<cify in 
d<tail. ' 

lBO. Theaten, Studios: inaullicie:nt in£ormation given to clu
aify further. 

10. Publk: Aa<mbly Propenr- unclaal&ed , 
109. PubUc Allembly Property: not <b<wh<re ci4Aifiod, spe· 

cily In dotal!. 
100. Public Assembly Propmy: imuflici<nt information giv<n 

to clauily further. .. 
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2. ElluCATIONAL PROPtil'i~;,;, ~:·,:;~·:::·:;:,c;;;,~;'::; .. ;;=o,.=;:,:; .. ,x;;:.tNbTITUTiuN.~L PRtWERT\' ,. 
'EUut':lahanal pr•,ltetti~"' a~ -illase~ uied-·Cnr-Lhe pthering'"'Oi-~;_,-__ ,.;,;;;;,zn~il11li~;iiii ,,itllll'ii[~!ll =••~ •h•'~l! 1t.st!1l Ct)l' lllll'l~t'llll.'). ,u.l• j, ... 

gTOUJJS IJC ~n;n~~ r~)r puriNJ;'L~ ·~C inlll~Ut:lion·:s~~h.- 3s achOo!i, ' mt:ili_ral ur lither tl~ill111•:mt ~lr t'ilrc n.r pc.·rli~~n""'suJ[~·rillK fi'HIIl 
r,;~IIL"g_a.. UIII\'Cr51LU."5, ~r.iHIL11UCS. F.dtu:iltiOI~i\1 eropcnic& :trc- ths- ph)'.U'-'al Ul' llll'IU:II dhu.•l. ... tll~~iliC nr lllhrmu~·. Cur lh~ , ..... ~ ur 
unguuhn.l hum publu.: au~mbJy pmiH:rucs~.•!l_tl.uH the s_itme_ _ _ __ .mranu, ·mm·alc~·,·nt!ll ui· itJCL'd /a~r.,uns. and fnr pt•tml nr f•lrrc•·· 
•K•:upanlll are pn:14.'11lnogul;~rJt· ;md thl')' :are subject to tli:'icipline -ti\·~ purpnsc~- ln.\ritmiunnl hni .tinW' unliiWI'ih· prudth• .. tecpin_u: 
autl wntml. l::.htLOI~iun;•l pmpl.'rtic..'lli. indulle: part.·tlay nuncry · f:u·iluiodm 1h~ 11rt'np:um. . · · 
:richuult, kimlergartcU!t. ami utlu:r n·huoliii ~·ht»e primary purpose · · 
is t.:Liuc~tirm. · ·· 

. :SI. · C'.are 1~l.1he. AJP.od- -~!'-'--.... u ':-o..:.· .• 1 --

:0~her pro~rties :wtX!:.ted ~ilh_.e~uc:ui~~~!-~~~itutions nrc t:.lre nr :•he: ~-ft~"ll'_i-~i,;):~;~~~-~r:·~~-riilr~i-,-c.~-n:g;ihllr..~-. •1r IIIL' 
classtfied In acconlance Wlt_h t_h~_lf~ilCtU~l,UI~ .. -. _-:....:;:::::__..;.:.~~-'··~ .... JiitUIC-rJr ur lhe tillc ·UH the lht'IUt:. St:e, Suhtlh·i!oiun :tl~ fnr 

·21. Sch~b, Nonn:sid~;~~ ~~:::: _ _:.:;.:_- -=-----·--·-~~; -.--~-:i<illitT\fiiitri!-1. · - -- --·-- -~-,..-
!U I. l:.an: ur 1he agc.'d: with lllll'liinJt .,tiliT . 

1\JI schnoJSj ,pubJiC, pci\'OllC' or p.-rochiaJ, where llUtJentJ . .:J.Uet:~R- j !:.!. ( ;.1n: n( thL' Olgt."lf; \'Iii hnut ntll':'ting ~Ia If 
during ahe day only. .'119. <.;;1rc or tJu.~ AJtt'tl: nnt «.'l!iC~llhc-n: da .. ~ilic•l ... pc.·t·if~· i11 · 

211. Nunery lthool · tlet•il. 
Schoob_ Cor prekindcrg:trten·ag<:: children, ·operating f :1.111. Care nf the A,:tL~l: in,.ullidc..·m infurm:uinn ginn trl l'l:h· 
houn a tloa}' or 1m. IE upenuing over 4 hour1, clwily in "H~· furl her. 
Subdivi1lon 521, Llay cnrc. · · 

212. Kiru.lerpnen . 
Schools_ Cor chihlrcn the grade beCnrc grade I. 

215. Elementary achool 
21-t. junior high, intermediate school 
215. High.achool . 
21!). Schools, Nonresitlcntial: not ellcwhere clit.uified, apedfy 

in detail. 
210. Schools, NonrC~itlentJal: imufliCient inCorm.:ation given 

io cl_assify runher. 

22. School&, Reridet~tial 
All bnnn.liniJ Jchool.s: public, private, or parochial, in~ludes 

such d:1y ltudent £acilities iLii may be prnenL. 
221. · Roidcntiul 1chool chwroom builllin~ 

&uihJings contilining clwroomi· lnchu.letl are such l3b-
ol'illories, libraries und offu:ea 11.1 mny be present. 1£ one 
buih.ling housa the cnlire achool, the fue is classified by 
point o( origin, tlut il, dormitory, Qfficc, etc. Other 
built.Jings in a JChool.ure classified umJer the appropriate 
heauing. . 

22!1. Schooll, Rosidontiol: not eloewhere cloui6ed, •pecify in 
uelllil. 

220. Schools, Residential: insufficient ln{omunion given to 
classify furlher. 

23. Trude, Bwli>ea Schoola 
Other than high ocltool, c:ollege. 
231. VoClltionol 1<hool · 
232. Buainw Khool · 
2u speci•hr Khool · 
2S4. Rehobil Latlon center (ouendance by choice). See Sub

division ~6 i£ a.uendunce is by direetton. 
2!9. Tnde, Business School&; not elsewhere da.uified1 speci(y 

in delilil. 
2!0. Tr3de, Bwinm Schools; insufficient infonnntion given 

lo chwify further. 

2•. College&. Uni¥Onld<l 
241. Junior colle:g~: chwroom building 

BuihJ.ings containing cl.:wrooma; Included D.re such inci
c.lental faboratoriea, libra.ries and offices as may be pres-
ent. JC one building howes lhe enlire c-ollege, dwUy as 
:!ofl. Other buildings in a college are chauified umJer the 
3.ppropriate hemding according lO UR, U dormitory, 
office, etc. 

242. College, university clauroom building 
Buildings containing cla.uroom~. Included are such inci
dentnl laboratories, libr11ries and offices 11s may be prea
enl. IE one building housea the entire college. clauily u. 
2-12. OLher building~ in n. college are ciD:Rilied under the . 
appropriate heading 11ccording to we:, as a dormitory~ 
office, etc. · . 

249. College... Uni,·tnitie.; not elsewhere clauified., 1pecify in 
detaif. · . 

240. CoUeges. Univenities; imuffirient information given 10 
clauiCy funher. · 

20. Educational Pn>pen): unclaa!lied . 
209. EUuco.tional Pro~ny; no~ elsewhere cla11ified. specily in 

detail. 
2®- Educ:utional Prnperay: insuffic-ient infnnnitlinn gjven tn 

dauily turther. 
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32.· CAre olthe Vnung 
321. O:ay chihk·arc center 

C.ue uC \lrc~I'IUMll·iiK~ chil•lrcn llpcr:Hing mnn! th::tn -1 
houn a t n. If u/ler:ILing ·l hnun or ICSJ a da)'• cl.:u.siCy 
in Subcli\·islnn ~I . ~uru:ry schools. 

32:!. ~hihJr~n·s humc, orph;ina~ 
. 329. ~rc of the Young; not elsewhere clowifietl, specify in 

uetoll. 
320. Care o£ the· \'uung; inaufficient inCorm:uion given to 

cl:aui(y runher. 

5!. Core ol the Hondictpped. sick, OT Injured 
351. Hwpit:1l, hnspital·t)·pe infinnary 
!52. Sanntoriunt, .wnitarium 

Includes cue or pas[-openuive pat.ienu, where care or 
ageL! i1 minor in proportion lo other care. 

3~3. lnnhmiun (ur Ueoaf, tiumb or bliml • 
33-l. Cli•1ic, cliniNype inlirmary 

Include~ scp:~r:1te clinic buildings (or maternity and 
other uses. ExcludL-..1 are metHcar office buildings clas-
sifid in SuWivisio·n 5!>!. Also ex.cJ.uJed are out-patient 
clinia. 

535. Menial itutitution 
339. 'c.re olthe Hondicoppeu, Slok, or Injured: not eloewhere 

· cliWiliet.l, speci(y in deulil . 
!50. Care: or lhe Ham.licapped, Sick. or Injured: insufficient 

inCormlltion given' to chwi(y (unher. 

!H. CAre ol tho Pb71ically Rosuainod 
HI. Prilon cell or cell block, mon 

· !42. Prison cell or cell block, women 
.!4!. I uvenile detention home 
!44. Men's deaention camp · 

Minimum security type 
545. Police suu.ion 
346. Vocational reha.bUilaLion center 

Auenc.lance by direclion 
!4:9. Ca.re ol the Phyaically Restrained; not elsewhere d:u~ 

1ified1 specify in det11il. 
540. C11re of th'= Phy•ica.lly Restrained: inaufficient in[orma.· 

lion given to cla:ui£y (unher. 

!10. Inatluu.iolllll Propenr. uncllwlfied 

309. lmtituLional l'ropertr: not elllewhere classified, speciry 
in detail. · 

300. lnatitutionnl Prope:r1y: insufficient inCormation given to 
dmify funher. 

4. IU!SIDENTIAL PROPERTY 

A m~idential property is one in _which sleeping <~.ccommoc.la
tions are provide~ (ur normDl r_e:s.idcnaia._l purposes, :~.nU i_ncludes 
nll buildings des1gnnl to pr_ov1Ue 5lcepmg nccommoUauons ex· 
cept those chu1ified under lnsLituticma.l. . . 

Subdiviaions in Lhis categorv arc di~itlell. i1ccordtng to hh: 
hazard polential. Num~:s and 1qu1 definitions may be different 
from those given here. The categoriet here, howt:\'cr, ha:~·e 11. 

significant difference (rom a fire and l~(e protection mmdpoint. 
CAUTION: -Clw;•Hy the property by in actu:1l we uccon.hng to 

the itandanl Ucfiniaioua gi"Y~n. nut by _wtuu. the. proper-ty owner 
area Lo call hi:s. buiiUing. Thus, a restdenual_propertl' called .,_ 
"motel"' on the 1ign onr ~he door may ·~ot be il mote by these 
definitions. Frof!' :1. fire· 1tam!poin.t it m~ty be a hotel, an apa.rt· 
ment, or a._ room a ng house, Uepend mg on the use:. · 
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FOR INOlViDLJAt:'i~IXED P·R-GP-ERT-'l;:OSE' C£ASSfFI€A-TIONS;c;:c_r=;,;::~~ -
. . 

·tl. Dwelling!, One.:·miid·-Tw0..F8mi1J':1·'.·- ··-.._=---;..·~~~~rr 45. M~tur Ht;lcl.!i, Mul_ej~ (iUrec.t·.rxterior ·enTry' tO hulhtit.lua.l..:.:'. ·~·.:·: .::~:l 
Prh·:ttctiW·l'~lin.q:~:~nd c.luph.:)in ~_ilt:h-iJcrupicd by nu:mlu.:n'nr-:-·;·· .. ~, .... _. uniu}. ::: .. ··:··.::~:-.-~·--:·. · . 

:1 ~in~-tlc t;I,Uiiy·· ~nmp:: 'with"tUml· alecping m:cumnmdati'•!ui ·rnrr_··_-. ·· ·:: ;. ·: r:\''"Builtlin~s ur Jtr~·.·~·~,~ :_.;r-·i;,,i·i~li~~~:~::;;;·r-:i'~'~;;;~i~~~~r,''l~·.·; :w'i't'JJ.":·:,:.~;;-~. F •• ~, i1t<r 

nnL mul'c lh;ur :!U'IlCrSIJn.!li: ·wiLh' rnuma rcntrtl·1o ouuhlcn;·•f :tnr•'"'"-- ····---~tltrcct ex1criur t·nlry tu CiJt~h unit, umlc:r the '14mu.: man-;i'gc:nJL'tlt, 
with a 1ut:1l u£ nUt' mure Lhlln thrc:c pcnuna. 1£ slccqling ;u:wru· primarily U5t:U h~- tr;m!iit:nu whn nre lmlgol wid1 or \\'ith1111t 
mntlution:J Cur tunt_c I han· 20 persons arc pro\•iUrd in one build· mL•al.s, tdtcthcr ,lcsiJ(n:uctl ;ui a hntd, inn, dub, motel. touri!i-t 
ing, it ,hall he mbj~a to the· rl'tlt!in'tllcnu ro~ :.pilrtmrnu m· t·ahin. or hv :~nv uther name. 
tlnrtuitnrit.'l. IC a bu~iltcss tJt uthcr ucc.upancy is ~~:ontaincd in the.- f£ m.-cr 1. !l.tn;il"'· d: ..... H)·· in 6i·,·i:r;inn ·1:1,- ri!Jf<lrdlc.u of meo:m:r; nf 
huihJing, dn~"ay i11 Sulxlivision •121. . cntr;· nr number .,r uniu. 

P:•rlting garugt.os for' one· and two-family .tJwclling.s, whether· 
attacht.'ll ur lll'littheti, itrc clotJ5irlcd in Subtlivi.dnn 8ft I. 

411. 0\lo·clling: ~'t'ar-rounU we ' (nne-Ct~mily) 
·l 1:!. · Dwc:lling:·~:tst•n:.l use.-in '!.C":ISDn- -~- -.- (ane·!:unily)·. - -· 
•113. Ow~lling: ~awn:~ I me. uff .u::t:rifm .. (one-£amily) 
-11-1. Owcllln~; ~c-ar-nntntl usc · (twn·fant!ly) 
·liS: l>wcllingt .l~,'a.!U'It\111 usc, in U!:tson uwo--(amtly) 
·U6. Dwelling: ~c;tsorwl uw, ul[.!'leuon (two-C:tmily) 
,II!J. Dwclljng, One· ;_~ntl T\\.'1)·1-'llmily; nut clscwhrr~ diluilicd: 

spcciry in clctilil. : 
·I W. Owdling, One. :tnd Twt,.J-':unily: in!ttull1dcnt inrurmatimt 

givc:n lo dmiCy (urthcr. 

·12. Armrtmrnl.l, Tent!mcnu, Flau 

Uuihlin"~ furui~hini; li\'it11{ tpmrll!'N fnr familic!i lh·ing imlc· 
pcntlcntl~·or C;u:h uthe~, ;uu.l with indepcmdent coo\Ling CncllitiC'S, 
whethcr tlc!lignalctl·a..~ :lp:Uiment hou5C, tcncnU.'IH, g:m(en ar::art• 
mcnt, or br ;Jnr •>thcr n:une. Su-callct.l apurtmcnt huteh 1-hnll be 
dauified ill hott'ls (Oh·i1inn H) bc:raus~ th~r ;m: pot~ntiall~· sub· 
ject tu mtnsicnt '"···upanc:y like th:tt u( hotels. 

An l"\S,:nti•il •lillcrcucc bct\\'C«.•n hntel.s anal up:mntcnu lics in 
the racL that :~purtnu:nu arc J{C:'ner::ally subject 10 cuntinuing 
I)Cl'UpOUU.,')' h~ the i.:IIIU.: pi:~IUIS rur a SUUidc:nt l~ngth Q( time II) 
that IIIOSL I:H:t'UfliU1U m01r be i1SlloU111CU tu be [;tmiliar with th(;" 
builtting omd itll ~s.it f;1cilitic:s. 

An ap:u'IIT\CIH in a huihliug \\'ilh :'1 .nore. amc:c, nr ulh~r busi· 
neu ia itl~.:utllil-tt ~~:-~ Un~inL~"/Rt.-,itlcnti:.l rump!cx {·10). 

Park.ing garagt.'J cxdush·cly (or tcn;mts, whether attadu.'4.1 or 
tletadtc:tl, arc dahific:tl in. Sull•livisiun IU:JI. Other parking p· 
ragt.>s art! d:u.silil•cl in Subdi\·_ision 882. 

421. I or 2 units 
·I:!:.!.. :S through 6 units 
·I:?:S. ? through !?U unit.s 
'.124. Over ~0 units 
.f29. Apu.rtmenu, Tenements, Flats: not elsewhere clauifie-U, 

specify in detail. 
.J:.!D. Apartment!., Tenements, Fl;ats; insufficient inrormalion 

given <o <.lauily lunher. 

U Rooming, Bourdi~g, Lodging HOUiell 

Buildings or groups o£ buiiUinp untler the same management· 
in which •epar::ne sleeping rooma are renced; sleeping accom· 
rnad.:uiona Cor ;a aOta! o£ noL more than 15 penons, on either a 
tr:t.ruient ur penmment basis: with or without me:tlt, but with· 
oul separate t.·oolting {acilili~ for inUividual oc:c:upnnts. Where 
rooms :trc rem~ !or noc more than th~ persons, cJussify in 
Division -tl. 

.f31. ·I to 8 ·roomers, bearden · 
432. 9 to 15 roomen, boarden 
439. ROoming.-Boarding, Lotiging Houae.s: not elsewhere clas-

sified. specifJ in de~.ail. 
43U: Rooming, Boardi~g. Lodging Houses; in5ufficient inCor

mation given to chwiCy £urLher. 

44. Hot"eU. lnru; Lodge~ (interior enU}' only to individual unhs). 

Buildings or gruup5 or building1 urider the same m:uutgem.:m 
in whkh I here ar~. deepin.- accommodations !or mol'c than 15 
p-:nnm J~t hire: primi!.rily used br transitonts who are: lotlgeal 
w1th or wUhDut menls: whether tll>siR'f\Oltetl as.a hotel, inn. club, 
\'~IGA, motel. or b~· any other n.:tme. So-cnUed .:tpartment hoteb 
shull IJe dauif1ed as htncls because they are pntenainlly subject 

.IU trumhmt nCC:UfJIIIIC}' like that or hotels. Fnr buildings with 

.exterior entr')' ttJ indh·hlual units; noel with a mnxinlllm o( ·I 
11nri~o.1. cl:tnir)· in Oh·i!ion -15. Fur 15 or·leu peisons, clonsiCy in 
Dh·ision •J.S. 

·I·U. "r'et:tr·rounc.l use: 
-442. Seusonal use, in se;uon 
HS. Sc::uonal ·use, utf ~eason 
+44. Transient domlitury type . 
4-19. Hotels, Inns. l.mlges: nnt ~he\Vhere clouiifted, specify in 

detail. 
~~0. Hotels, Inns, Lodges: insufficient inCormaLion given to 

clusify runher. 

'239· 

-!all. 

~·(;""~er th;m :ltllliU, inc:lut.ling t•turiM ..:aiJin!. 
.1 to :.!11 unit.i',:· ; ·.,··· ·"' · .';.. . . .·.· .. __ . __ •·.-•.-,-_.,. ,-,•.-,-~·.,·. 
f h·er ::!0 unit! · '~~ ..... L.:r.. ' :..;t•;J'- - • " -

~i!~~f~~ Hot~\~· ~lf.i_t_c::~~:·:n_.)L · ~~-~'2-~!~Cre ,~·~~-~~ir,~d •. ~Jrt.or.i£!· i-'n~,~ _ . :~: ~:·:!!~ 
Mtunr HtU~I~. ~lute!~; il"uffidt•u( infurn~.ltiuri gi\'CII ''' 
d:u;~ir~ (nrthef. · 

·16. Dnnnitori .. · 

Uuihlinjif'IWhcrc grnup dccping :tcrommmlatiom iJrt pnn-idcd 
ror :tn cxtendeU JM:"rim~ rnr I)CI'mll'i ~ut mcmh~n r)( the ~itrne 
r:~mily group in um: rnnm nr iu 11 M!rics nf dn'lcl~- OJ.t!~l)('iatt.:t! 
ruum.!li ~ntlcr joint ut.cupiiiiL)' and :-.inKIC umnllg~mt.•nt,· with r1r 
withouL me:uls. U'!ltc Subtlivi~inn +~-1 fur tramdcm dcrntitur~· t~-pe. 

·161. Sc:hoot, cnllcgt.:.nr unln.·""ilY llormiaur~ 
·W~. 1-'r:u~ruity, ,.,rnritr · 
·lli3. Sursc,· <Juarten 
·WI. ~lililitl')' b;trraclu 
-lli5. Cum·cm, mnU<~'lll'~- tn 11thcr rcligiomtlurmitnrr 
·1/ifi. lhmk huuM: ur \\'Urk.t.'11i. h:uT::Jck.s· 
-ll~l. Dnrmhui-iL"i-: nnt ~o.·l~t.·whcrc dn~liirtt.•ll, 'I)CrHy in rlcl;~il 
·lliU. Dnrmhnrics: i1111t111lidc11L infurm;Himl gi,·cn .tn da .. ·.Hy 

Iunhcr. 

·"· Mobile Homes:. Trailen 
.-\ mobile hrnnl' is a l•ll'tilhl(;" strmtut·c IJ.uilt on a t'h:ls!tis' and 

tlcsigned lu IJc useLI a~ ;L pc1muncttL (:Lmily unit .. \ lr~u·ct tr:tiler 
ill ·a portnhlc !.trut.ture buill ur plan·d nn :. dmni.:.; :~ml ak ... i~m.•tl 
tn be used :u a 1empru11ry [;unil)· unit. Cl;tssifwation her~: i~ unl~· 
(or uniU Ull Ol (,ntntlatiun Ill' :>tUppurtcll !Jy uther means thkll\ iLS 

wheels. · 

~71. Mobile home 
H:!. Trou·t<l tr.ailer 
479. Mobile h,lmL'!i, tr:tilen;; no1 c-l!oe\dtcre cla!lsifier.l, \peci£y 

in c.leLail . 
-170. Mobile humes, trailers; imufficient inrorm:nion gi\'t-11 to 

clat~iry further. . · · 

oi9. Other Residential oCc:uplUlcies 

-1:91. Children's pl;~yhouie: · 
499. Other Reaitle:nti.:tl Occupancies; not e.bewhere cl:3ssified, 

specUy'in detail. 
·l9U. Uther Roillential Uctupandes; imufficient in(orm;~tion 

given lo chwi(y rurlhc:r. 

5. STORE 'AND OFFICE PROI'ERTY 

Store propcnil9 include: ;~II m;u·hts 01nt.l other nklnu, buiiJ.' 
ings, or uructu.res (or the tlispl:t~·. ~ale, repair· or sen·ice o( 
merch;antli.!lie, new or u~t.-..1, put·dmted ur t'l!'ntcU .. \lercantile or 
st.ore propcnie• genera B)· hoJ\'e =.~ L'ap:acit)· rur ;a lmrge number u( 
people :and uiuully h:n·e a display and sales area that is large in 
n:lation tu the 1Lor.1ge area. . · · 

Office prapertil9 are tho:te_which at·e princip:tlly uscU (or the 
tr:msactian o( busint.'U anU the keeping u£ recun.U, private or 
public. · 

. 51. Food, Bevesuge Sal .. 

Sulc ur foutl ami I.Jt1Hr41G'C rot~ t'OI1SUI~11Hion orr lhe p1'euti$el. 

The s.:tl~ Df rnotl and Urinlc.s lor conaumption on the premi1e1 is 
clauified in Division 16. · 

511. Stapennuket 
Supermnrk.eu •ell a broad. line of (cod items u well as 
'Wlme nonfoot.l items u.ild cover over I 0,000-squ·are f~et in 
their toLal area. · 

S 12. MarkeL, grocery nore 
Markets and grocery nares sell a. broad line or food item• 
111 weU u some nonfood items and cover lw than 10.000 
square feet. in total areD. 
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51!. 

514. 
515. 

516. 

519. 

510.· 

.Specialty fnoc.l store 
Sptrialty £,loti store1 specialize in a Cew ba!lic £rnnl iterru 
~mJ may ~u•v£:•~~rpfeiT!r~lD'1' itcms.,.£or-cwtomer con· 
\'l'Uicnre._ lnduUe, a~ meat, lish, candy, bilki'J, ~unnet 
!ihtJps, a1u.l mlli..btUC Fann JjirHhu:e suuuh nn coUnten. 
Lit]uur. bevera~ .nores: Crc:~m~ry. Uairy.ston:Ji um.l Deli· 
catessens nre exclut.lecl onU du111ifled in Subdivisions 514, 
515, on~ 516 r""pectively. 
Liquor, bever:a,ge store 
Creamery, Lhairy uore 
Jncludet ice cream ILDreJ and stands whether quickArtete 
or frcnen. . · 
Delicatessen " -.- .. ~--::.- ~.:-::: :-.!!.- -~·- =-·, !:·..: 
Sale ol p~pared-,£oods. mainly.- for co·n.sumpdon -offJthe 

· premises. lnclud~ ·is pid.u'p or ar.rry~ut aenice. Ex· 
dutled are llrive-ins da5SifiecJ in Subdivision 164. · 
Fooc.l, .Bevemge Sales; not elsewhere clwified, speCify in 
·~L . 
Food. Bcveru~ Sules; iruoffident information given co 
clanily further. 

52. To~lile, Wearing Apparel S.J .. 

· 521.. Clothing nOre 

5~2. 

5~3. 

52-1. 

525. 

526. 

529. 

520. 

Sale o( wearing apparel; new, uaed or cluthing rental 
Khnps. Sttlct of accc:.luries incillcnc.al to c:lnthing sale in
cJucletl. Shoe nore.~ aru.l fur 1Lorc1 oare dwifieU in Sub-
division 522 ant.l525, respectively. 
Clothing acceuories, shoe nore 

·Shops tpedali..:ing in clothing acce:Durie~, new, weU or 
rentc:tl: including ties, shoes, shirtS, hats, tlC. 
Shoe rcp>ir shop 
Repair o( boots ami shoes (cobbling). lnclucled 3.re re· 
paircn who also make [oot"·car, shiniug :itandJ aml 
!ihDpl. 
Tailor, Ureamaking 1hop 
Tailor and clreum.:.king shops iflcluding stora speciaHt· 
ing in aher:uium 10 nacJy-~;~~aLle we.:ir. 
Fur store 
Stor~ speciolliz:inJ in fur sales. ExclulleU arc (ur depan-
menu o[ atores w1th 01. broall I inc: o[ · gooc.b and the storage 
o! fur gunnenu. 
Dry goodJ store . 
Includes all soles o£ ~ry ~ootla, yar~ good.!, and piece 
goods. Excludc:c.l are clothmg, clothing accessories 01.nLl 
rug and c.arpet sa let which ar-e clauified in ~ubdivisions 
521, 522, and 556 respectively. 
Textile:, Wc:;aring Apparel &lcs: not. elsewhere clauifieU, 
apeci[[ in Uetail. . . 
Texti e, Wearing Apparel SAles: insufficient information 
given to cloui£y £urther. 

55. Howehald Goocb Sales, Ropain 

Sale a( common itenu uaed principaUy to equip the home: or 
for home maintenance. 

551. Furniture: atore 
Includes sales o£ all new and used [urnilure, office furni~ 
Lure and large nondak.·top type equipment, suc:h as 
waLer coolen. Es.cluded :tre office supply and desk-top 
office equipment sales which arc: classified in Subdivision 
541 and furniture de:~nmenu o[ l.;u~ multi.Uepartme~t 
sto..., which are claa•fied in Subd.ivi.J•on 581. 

552. Applionco store . . · . . . 
Appliance 11ora 1nclude those ttores prmc1p.ally ae:lhng 
maJor and minor appliances "'it.h or wic.hout. usociau:\1 
repair deparlmenu. Appliance repair ahops without sales 
are chwiiied in Subd.ivilion 5!8. 

5!5. Hardware '""" 
lnclu<!od are sales ol toola and associate~ equipment, 
pa~ and retail plumbing supplies. 

554. MUitC '""" 
Include. aale or renLO.l·oC recorda. sheet music, pianos, 
orpru and other innruaienLI or auocia.ted litte:ning and 
teaching lacilities. · 

555. Wallpaper, point nore 
lncludel sale oi wall coverinp, decorutin~ ma.teriab, and 
sale or rental o[ auociated toola and equ1pment. 

556. Rug, Boor covering store · 
lndudes ule _or rental o[ ruga. carpets, and Door CO\'tr· 
ings or .n.le or rental o[ auocia.Led toola and equipment. 

. 537. 

... 538. 

Furniture re~ir shop · . · 
lnclutles repair or fumhu~ ami upholsu~ry without sales. 
lC repair with snlestcla.uify in Subilivi.sion 5!l:-·. · 
AppH.unce rcpuir shOp . · . . ,. . 
Includes thupt fur repair a( appliances without sales. I( 
repair with s.1les, claui(y in Subtli\•ision 5!2. 

5~9. Househol~ GO<JW S.I05, Ropalrs: notelsewhere.cloui~ed. 
. specily in ~etail. 

530. Househohl Co01.la Snit~, Repain: insufficitnt information 
given to classify further. 

·""··~54. Specially ShoP" 

Sale~( material c:a~-~~n~~- ~~ ·i~"~he .hom.!:~-·. 

240 

541. 

542. 
54!. 

544. 

5~6. 

547. 

548. 

M9. 
540. 

.•. ,;w, ·- •• '!'. 

Book1 st:ationery nore . . · 
Includes new and used books, office a:uppli6 and desk·tap 
office. equipment ExcluLI.eLI are snles o( li1rge:r office 
equipment .~and ollicc (umi~urej wh.ich U cl:usificU in. 
Subdivision S! I. 
Newutand or Lobllcco 1hop . 
Drug 1tore · -
Usually has a: pho.nno.cist on duty. 
Drug atorea which are chitfiy r.:~r.iety stores are clasftfied 
in Subdivision 582 or SS!.. 
Jewelry atore 
1ncludea jewelry and watch repair shopa and a.uor.ia.Led. 
gi£t ...... . . 
Gi£l shop · ~ , 
Includes glaaware, china, sliver and nrher gih items; ex· 
eludes jewelry and wa.tch repair, which ia cl:11silicd in 
Subdiv1aion 544. 
Leolher goods shop · . 
Includes aale of lc::nhc:r goods am! luggage nf all types 
am.l (rum aU mntcrials, ~xdutling :Jhoc:s, which are claJ. 
sified in Subdiviaion 522. 
Florin shop, gr(:c:nhouae · 
Florist shops .and so.le o( flowen, :mifici01.l ;mcJ n.atur01.!. 
including greenhouse~ and Uo~er raising. 
Optical JIOO<h sal01 · 
Included' are apLiciaru, ~eglau fitting and grinding. 
.Specialty Shupt: not elsewhere dus.•ific:c.l, sprcily in Uet<lil. 
Specially Shups; in•uffit:ient infurmadun given ln da!i.!.i{y. 
lurthc:r. · 

55. Recre.otion, Hobby, Homo Repair, Supply Sales: Personal 
Sonico 

JncluUes sale :md processing .o( mlllcrial uscc.l in hobbieJ, 
sporu, Dnll r~cremtion iiCtiVi.Lies, and pe:nonal service. For record 
shoP' uoe 554. 

551; Hobby, toy. ohor . 
Includes sale o toys, and hobby supplies other Lhiln art 
suppll .. , tporting goo<ls, ond photogruphic good.t, which 
are claasi6ed in Subc.lh·ilions 5C:I3, 552, :~.m.l 55!. re.spec· 
lively. 

552. Sporting good sal01 
Include~ a.ale of 6reunu, lllmmunhion, tenLI and other 
1111lLC:riDl [or Ule in illl sponing tYenU excert sporuwear 
1hops, which are classified in Subdivision 52 . 

55!. Photographic suph!y sales and uill picture llu.dio 
Includes sale ol p \Otogruphic equipmmt. Mo,ian picture 
film nudios are clauifi.ed in Subdiviaion 186, while plant 
processing of film is clani6etl in Su~division 191. 

554. Garden supplr store · 
Indudes reunl sale a( equipment, seeds, fertilizer for 
home or garden consumption. S11.h: ar rental a! snow 
blowen, lawn 1weepen and ot.her home maintenance 
machines is inclUded.· 

555. ·Retail lumber •ales· · 
Lumber distribution centers often of ·the supermarket 
type. lnclu~ing sole o£ related home repoir supplieo. 
Lumber Jnrd• prindp~;~,lly (or llorage are d:usili.ed jn 
Subdivision 851. 

556. Pet non:j animal hO!pital · 
Sale of pets, animal and pet supplies, including ;tnimal 
hmphah and care centers. 

557. Barber, beauty shop . 
558. Fireworks nlea 

Includes retail fireworks aales (rom temporary o1· perma· 
mc:nt locations. 
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s59. • R.~~~~;iu~. ~~b"~; ;:~~~;~' i~P:_;~, -s~pj;~~"S.\~,~-~;~~~~~~-~~~-~·-':.~~ sM. 
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Mall order at~n ~:;:'-:,_:;.:·:·.'::;;'~'···:·:;:.;:-'~;;:::;:·~~~:::;-;-_c=::::-~· -=: ::::_-::-·· 
M11il order a.ru.l· c;aLAiogue ttDrei iil'c:lLiUing -uiifob.f~ia .. reni'' · · -
ngardlc:U-ol ai•e~ Uie Saibiliviiiiiii-581 when uppllcable 550. Redea_tion, Hobby, HOme Repalr,·Supply S:de'i Pe'r1onal . 

· ~rv.i~ce: in&uffidcnt in!ormo.lion gh·en to clauiCy Iunhrr. and when Lhe milll order Jettion .La a sm:tU 5ection o[ 
the larger atore. 

56 .. Piolesaionol Supplios and Service ___ . -··- _ 585. Mall :-- --------· ... 
561. ProCes~ional supply sa.les ·· ··- '· -- . Includes oD.ly lhe public area commOn lO "' n~l:l.lti1tore 

,· Jncluda sale or nethOSCDpc'lo h'?Spltal aupplies, 1pedal facility. See Ch:apter.A Co_r "Shopping Center .. ·: ... 
. . tools. engineering innrumenu, and other pmreuionul 589. Cenenl JLem Storesi not ehewflere dwifietl, specify in 

·supplies. ··· .. "~-·· . · • · decall. . 
562. Trade ~UppJfialei ~.::uc.. __ . _ 580.- Genen.J.Jtem·{Siore&i~inlufticient inlonnDLion given to· 

Includes aale ·armD.thiniit:•suppUeif )ihirilben''toals~ car;,'n•::t~: •I::: c~f)t ~,~r;h:..~~:~: ......... ." .... ~· ;:,.---:-;. :r-. ·::;:.: £r:::-:~ 
56!. ~';J :;:l~i=i:= "~'=--·' .. --~'·c~·~ --- .. :·.=. c:..:: .. ~7 ';9. Ollic:ao . 

!&f. Laun:lry and dry cleo.ner: self-ervice · . Office properties are thote used ror the tranaction of busiueu, 
565. Linen supply howe: {or t.he k.eeping o( accounu anc.l records. :mtl similar purpmr!s. 
566. Laundry, dry cleaner r.idup daop Doctora' and dcnLisLI' onicr:s are lnduUW unleu of sud1 t:haracu:r 

Shops (or pick.up o( aundry and cleaning. Little or no IU to be clwified ill boapit.ols. Service (ac.Hhics ·utual to cit)' uffice 
procwing. on the premiJ.ea, other than preuing. buildings are included in this pm.-en.y group. <.:it)' lwl s, ami 

567. Home moanumance &erYia!l cown halls, o.re incluLicU in this propeny group, ou their \Jriu· 
Include. linns doing home maintenance work such 11 dpal Cmu:tiun is the transaction o[ the puLlic busineu am the 
Hoor dl:aning, window wash.ing. chimney clenning, e:I.Lu· keeping or hnoks nnd records. ..-··- . • 
minuting. Minor uincc: ot:rup;mc~· iucitlental to operations in :u1n1her 

568. Re.stllUr:tRl supplies and service~ . prnprnr 'tohall be cnnsidcrcd llQI't nr the prt:tlrnnin:uil1g prupcrt~·-
569. Prcfesdonal S'Xplies and Servicca; not elsewhere daui· lncluded urc IJuildins.p huming busine.s, ;alntini!ttratin~. p•u-

fied, apecify in etail. · (etsional or regulatory functions. 
560. Pro(euiono.l Suppliet and Servicai inauf&cient in[orma· 

tion given to clauify htnher. StJl. Gen~rnl busim:u office 
Office buihling~ rur the ;ulmini:-otratiuu nr indu.su·i;.1l omd 
bmincu e•uerprisc..~ _"'hctlu:r <~t 1he plam ur luotetl c:!Ju.~
whcre. Offic~s u(: iiiSurancc rarrien, consuhuUt5, antl :.ul. 
juJating :lgtnt:k"S; rcml ~Late upcraton, Llt:\·~lop~r• >~ml 
liJ(CIIU; law)·~n. utl\·oc:uc:s :uul s.olidton.; impnrten, ex· 
puru:n, m.anuralturcn' ;1gcnu, mnunutlity brulcr.s: tratlc 
BSSDI ia1 ioiU, dmmln:'rll n£ UJitUlll:rt:C, )H'Oles!r.iOnaJ ~I lei• 
etit!s; l:1htJr org:~ni.t.<uhms; rcligiuull nrg:•ni1.atium; loC"OJi 
ami count~· gm·cntment ulnc!.:s: ~t:nc tJr provincial go,·. 
ernment. officc..OJ: Ct!IUrn.l go,·c:mmc:IIL officc..'J; am.! nfficcs u[ 
th.c :umcU Iones &UILI Uelcnsc <~(;ende:s. Sniug~ and luau 
companit!l without fmt floor b:mkinp; premises. 

57. Motor Vehlde. Boat Soleo md s.n;a, 
571. 

572. 

57!. 

574. 

575. 

576. 

577. 

578. 
579. 

510. 

Service wu.ion: P.ublic · 
Fuel senfce fac11ic.ie~ for moLar "Vehicles operated. for the 
public, 1uch as gasoline service ltationa, diael (uri ltll· 
ticnu, LP·CU nationa. with AUOCiated lubritarium and 
wub [acilhies. Marine service atatioru are dauified. in 
Subdivision 577. _ 
Service ltation; private · 
Private or Beet vehicle re(ueling where an rmplo}'ee may 
fuel nhicle h.imse1£, 1uch u at a tr.uult compan}' pnge. 
a trucking company }'lrd or a farm. 
Motor vehicle re~i~ paint shop 
Repair of automobile~, motOr Lruck.t and 1hops doing 
specialized repair work. tuch u repair of auto tor., hoodS 
and elec:tria.l repair. Excluded o.re car wuhing acUities. 
578. . . 
Motor vehicle and trailer sales, including farm imple
menu nnd motorcycles. 
Motor vehicle acceuory ~ales 
Sale ol accasaries [or mc;JI.OI' vehicles 1u~ u lightt:, tires~ 
paru and special tools.. · 
.Boat sales; pleuure craft-
Sale of boata,· marine •asell, outboard moton and acCCJ-
sories other than at marinas. If at marinu or boat repnir 
yards ciiWily the'Subdivision 885 and 782 respectively. 
M 11rine service station 
ReCueling facilities for inarine vessell or Anf aize. 
Car washing facility 
Motor Vehicle;. Boat SaJes and Services; not el.sewhere 
cla.nUied, specily in detail. 
Motor Vehicle. Boat Sales and Services; intufficirnt in
[onnation given to claai£y further. 

118. Galenl(ICID s ...... 
Stores srlHng a wide range of item. that cannot be read.i:Jy clas

tified in previow subdivisions. 
581. Depanmentstore 

A department store: hU many tepan.te linet of Roods ~ut 
to be cla.uified h~ the 1tore m.wt bave a hill 1umiu.are 
departmenL · 

582. Variety store - 1111111 . 
A llore olless than 10,000 square leet with a wide range 
o£ good.a but oo furniture dep:~nment. Army·Nmvy nores. 
.. 5 and JO cent nom", and ac:cond-band or·surpJuaatorea. 

685. Varleay """' -large . 
A atare a! over I 0,000 square leer with a wide ranr.o a! 
goodi but no furniture depanment.. Merchandise ltlte t1 
supamarket. Lt.tually wilh · .aeU-tenrice and check-out 
counten. · 
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592. Banli., with 6r!!lt llour banking [;u·iJiuc.s. Ute Suhlli\•i.sion 
591 Crir sninl(l :mU 1uan ~.:ompnnies whhout (lnt lloor 
banking prc:m11C:S. . 

59!1. Mrdical, hc:alLh, re1oenrch anU scientific office 
Medicoal. s.urgial. Uental, hrallh ~$C:rvice office.5. This in· 
cludn offi~:es ur nunc.'! iUHI miilwive~. tons.ulting nuum; 
or off'ICt:$ o( php.idiinS, ... urgr:uns, ami Ulhef met.lir:::d pr.JC· 
titioncn: oUices primc.ril)' t:ng-..t.gctl in rt:search; ilm.l c{ 
m~t~ro!ogic:~.l institutes .. Lu.borntoriet 11re cliUii fiet.l. in 
D1vl.saon 62. · 

594. EnginL't'ring, archhc:cu' nod lc..>chnical office · 
Con•uhing. enginetring, arthitcctui'ol, .1ourveying :and sci· 
rntific engineering Ueveltlpment offices. Permanent office 
buildiniJI of a contractor a.re inclut.h.•c.l. Contr.actor's 
shops .and purts storage lcx:ations are clauifieU in Sub-
division 9S6. . 

595. Moiling firm · 
596. Post office 
599. OfficeSi not elsewhere c:lu.s:.ifird, specHy in clrtail. 
590. Ofliru~ imuflicirnt in[urm<~tion gi~en to classify Curther. 

50. Mercantile Propeni., and Offices: undosslfied · 
509. Merantile ·Propenie, unU Offices; not ell~where clani· 

fled, •pecify in tlctail. 
500. Mercnntile Propertic.'5 ant! Offices; insufficil·nl in(omta. 

lion ginn to t:hwily lun.het. 

G. BASIC INDUSTRY, UTILITY, DEFENSE PROPERTY 

Agriculture, Corenry, the cxtrilcth·e or mining intlustrie~, min· 
eral proc.luctS, utilities, htbonnorie~, nuclear pl:tnu, :mtl ccm
municuion facilhics ore ::~11 included. Since national t.le£cn.se 
littl depend so heavily on communications~ they al5o ::~re in-
dulled here. · 

61. Nucleoaics 

Area5 Uesi~;ued ;u hamlling rnU.io::~ctiv~ murrinls, such ::11. 

ur.mium, _raUaum, 1horium, heat\')' water, cr plutonium. 
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t~~Q- t""fiici~~~-)N--:Q!~I~Y.Al;::fiXgP~ --_P,BQgERTY USE ·CLASSi'i=ICATIONS 
li/1. l'lant wru L.inl{ with l':ulitMII i'c m:Hcriuls in hulk. : :~:.: :f::·:!. 

F{f{'f L'li.-'(li~'ul" jJJ.inli:,'r.itlitlit'f 1 h'~''i\:'n~tC' tli,.Jiri.;:il:.-~~::=-:: 
1)1~. 

Iii~. 

liH. 

I' lam '\o'firl..inlf·--\vm;-· r;uliuou:th·e m;•u:ri;tll in lima II 
ljlliliUitit.'l 
;\;udl.'<lr l"•wrr pbnl 
Usc tjiJ rur' thou l'"'niun ••f lhc pliuu th:vrlu:•l tu the 
l.fL'nc-r.uiun ••f dcr::tridty. 
Xut h·;u· unlinotnn!' pl;un 

liltJ: 
liJU. 

Uumh as.'ct'tuhly. 
~··_riL·ml_it:!'i: tlfl~ ~·l•c"·~~rc ri.:~~~Hic•l. •peci£y in. ch:ti1il .. 
NUdt=unia; iruuffic:icm inform:ulnn gi\·cn to ~l.uSHy 
funher> · · ._,' ,._. 

li:!. La-l,,ra•nriea 

Cl<l:.!tnlflmS ilntl ullkt.':Jl indtlc:nt;aJ ln iolhur.uorv r:l(:ilhiL~ are in· 
clmiL'cl. ~\ fire ••r c"phJsinn in i1 latnmltury ,:,,.nn in ;uwther 

.pmperty j,. d:1•nilicd m the intli\•ialual pmper1y imnlved. 
li21. l..;1bnr.11nr)': dtcri1ir"l tlll\1 11\t..'tHc;s.J 

lllt'llrllL':.. hi••h-.gi•";;•(· l:liJtmlltlrics. . 
li:!~. (.;•hurollu'1: /'h~!iil'~lllll.lll.'ri;lls tc:,.LiiiJt 

htt huiL"!C llll ;ch•u:wniL":''. iur lt~!!ling fih\·~il~d prnJ~rtiCii of 
llmlct·iala. ltwltult~tl an~ la~tlt·:•uli•·• lul~•r:etrll'iL'I, phrlit.s · 
loiiHII'Oihll'it.'\.·.t•l•' ~it·al IJt:•lt.'riill~ labtlr:tt••rics. 

li~j, l.:tllllr.llltll'~·: fH!f"ollllllCI, J•~~4.ht1ltlgit:ll 
Jnc:huic1 l:lhur.•wri•~ fur the u .... liii.J.t, nu:a!l.uriug·nr per· 
:r.tiU$. J:::rhu;;uirm;J! l:rhuratudcs ;u·c iudu•led. 

H:.H. L!il..umncry: rallin;u.·ri,·e m:ueriilb 
,\ny Jitbt!i.!IUI)' hi10111iug ur miug nuliuacti\·c m:ueri:1l 
in :1 rtu;uuity •·crJuiring markina-. 

li:!5. L1hnrJtuq·: clcnriral, dcctmnlc 
li::.!li. 1..:1lutrawry: :.grin1hural 
li:!7. l .. tlltii':Utlr\; n'lll::tn·l&. ~cncr:tl 
1i'2!l. l..rbur.;nuril''l; nnt cl"i4.'"'herc dauifictl. ~rccirr in t.l~tail. 
fi:.!tl. l.;thur<H••rit."'': ir&!tUUirit•nt in(tJI'Iniltitnt gi~·cn to specify 

rui-thcr. 

6.1 •. r . .ummuniauinnlll, nerenlit', llocument F~:~cilhies 

f:l'itir:tl ;~re:u h;winR to Ut: m:t.iutainl:t.J t•• ret::tin n:ttiurHII, 
hthillc~-. ur puiJiit: ~•fct~· i1r t·uminuitr. 

H:U. ~.ltiuunl th:£cn"c ~ilL' nut c:lu•wlu~rl.!' clauilict.J: including 
mi~ .. ilc or 'P"' t• H·hidc laund1 •he: cxdm.ling r.u.liu aml 
r:ul:tr ~it4."S whh h ;uc dil!!iilicll in subtlh·isiun li3:!. The 
minilc:s ur \'l:hido, thcmsch't'll.1 urc clauifieU in mn. or 
!JR8. 

6:.1~. R;tUin, nu.lar site 
Jnchuli.ng mkm\\':1\·c:- .Lr:uumiuc:r shes, nighl control 
'{,,cilitic,, ~:.ucllite tr.u .. klng SUitions, repc01ter sites, fixed 
ami mul1ilc lll:uinnl. l:::xdudt."' fire or poHce communicil· 
lions. cJassiftetl in nabt..lividun ti~:i. 

ti3!1. J.'ire, pnlirc nr indu11ri;sl communicatioru center · 
lnrhuh:i nmnkipnl, munty, nate or provinc~ emergenC)' 
t:onununic:niuns f:t.cili\ie~: such ;u lln: control center, 
l"liic:e control t:entcr, cli1.111s1ef- cuntrol facilities anti all 
auxiB:ary 4.'f{llipment; industrial communications centen. 

H:t-1. 1'ch.:•r.Jumc: t:xc:hange, central office: 
lm:ludcs ,·ommunications able sites whh lhe ;s.ssudatetl 
rt'peatcr um.l u:rmin.il facilitie.s. 

li35. Cnmputcr, Uata·proces!in~ ttu~er 
(j:Jri. D(K.;utnenL center, reconl rcposu..o11 

luclu41ing :t.rrhi\'e ~torogc. 
li39. Comnnmications, defense, Llocumcnl [ncilities; not else· 

where d~""iried, Speci(y in Llc:taiL 
·li30. t:ummunic:ation.s, defense, document liLciliLies: insuffi· 

dent in(ormiltion.given to claui£y further. 

64. U til hies 

6·12. 

Elccuic light,t1wcr generating plant · 
Cmer:~~tion o electrit:ll tonergy, rcgardleu .of power 
phmt. · . 
lnclu.cled arc h•c:atinn1 l'm'lucing elcttrichy [or rail trans· 
purt usc, £or J.CNUp1 o( [;u::tnric:s, nml (Qr imlividuul prop
erties. 
Elcc.tric light, Jtnwer, llistribmion S)'~tcm . 
Disti·ibuLitJn oil d~clric t•ncrg~· OUllltlc ~Ol'r:lllllJX l!l:mt 
prL•mi:u:'ll, ind111liup; hiJth IL"Ih.iun li~1~,.: JMI!C,, '!ltllb'i4.atuuu, 
U'tutdnl'nlt.:t'~, :uultlntlt.:rgmuutl C:u.:1l11 u.:~. 
C:u mianu(:ll'l uring pla.nt . . . 
Milnu{acturc or sou In gDS\\'Otk.SI _indullang·pe~lr. sh::t.vmg 
plnnu. -

. !'-!'.· 
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IH4. 

. fi.Hi. 

r,.m. 
IHO. 

Gils di!ILrihutirlfl ~y,lcm. ptpelmc · 
Piping .. 'i~'i.lttn•~ an1! :t!l."'llt iult•1l L'fllliJmll'nt ror 1h~ tlil'otriiJu. 
Lion ~~r ~il~ fuel (rum llliii!Uf:ICturin~,t pl.:um. :\llli';JJ{t f:arili
tit.~ nr well, 1u the U.4.'r ... (lu·huled ilrt!' lr;mmai!l\iun lines, 
nmipt'l'llsun, :Hnl.li~ro~r·ihutiun pipinJr. up lo the cu!ttumer 
sitlc nr I he meter. . . ' 
1-'l:lmmilblc liljuid diuributilllt !ipotcm, pipeline 
fipin~ J~"lCU\1 illlll 01"1'\ndatcd L'lflli(JiliCIIt fur lhe diJ· 
tribut•on o( ll:umu11hlc littuhl lrum nlanu(acturing 
plains, uur;•A'c f:u-ilhit.os ·eir n-ell!! Lt~ the u.1er. lnclutlcU 
nrc tr.msmiuiw1 · lillt''\, t:umpn.>t~ ... ,n, uwJergruund (;u:iH· 
tics, 1111~ di:lilributlun piping up lo the customer sic.le or 
the meter. : 
S1eam ;mt.l ht:al trnndcr planu 
Pnxluctlon of Mcmm, hnl "''ilU:r, hot chemicals, hot oil 
ilntl dhnibutinn .!iplems ror heating nnd power puq.10se!l, 
inchulinR "'~lillrirl llc:ulng.'' . . 
W:ttcr supply .l)'filL'm · · 
Collt."Cti,m, tr~iltmc:nl 1 JIOJ'i1gc, :uu.llliatribmion of Willer. 
S:militry ser\·icc . 
Carbagc :uul.lltW;•gt: tlil(l0\111. lndualc..•ll are sewer ~~'ltems, 
commcrdtal i11rincr:ttcn"'_ ;uul_ inct•t~lriul rubbish hurncn. 
E:u.:ltulcd ;•n.•.•luml's, !ll!!. . . 
UtHitit."!l.i not ~.:l~e"·h~rc d:u~iliL'tl, llpeciry in tl~tail. 
Utiliti~a; insullidcnt in[urnunion gil·en to tlauHy 
Curthcr. 

65. Agriculture 

rrollurtim!' nf raw :agrii'Uitllrid prrnlllflllo, £ill'ltlillg, prnl'L'U.ing 
;1nd \\'nrk.ing ur Jlt'I.HilltU dlls'iili4.:11 'cl!'!e'whcre. 

(i51. rnuhrv. egg \m•ductinn 
fi52. Vm· ;tint r.11t 4.: tn·rttlurtiun 

[nc:luU4.'C.I i11 cuw milking, milk holl'iCi'l, milk tonling 
racHides. Mille. pnKc~ing plunu it~ dauifi~tl i.n Sub
c.Jjy{Jion 712. 

li53. l'iggcryl hng protluclion 
65-1. Oth-er livestnr:k 1u·rnluct.ion 
655. Cro(Vi, ordmrtb 
fi.66. Tubacco t·uring shL'tl 
li57. Fruit, vc..•gt~tithle p;u kinR' . . 

PnddnR u£ rJw (ruit nml '"'-ltl'l:thlt-"5 ;1..; pwkt..'d. rrnt"t• .... mg 
plillll~ o1rc dil-."ilicd iu u•lulivillinn i I:!. 

li5!'1. Agrkulturc: not cl~c ..... her~ cl:J.uificU, ~perilr in dct.:~.lt. 
G5U . .r\grkulturc; inntlticir!nt inCnrnmLirm gi\·cu tu ~l:~.nify lur· 

ther. · 

66. Forestry, Huntingllnd Fishing 

661. 

662. 

66~. 

GIH. 

665. 
666. 
669. 

Forest, .1Umc.ling timber . 
Timber tr.:~.cts: phinting, repl:~nting and conservatilln o£ 
(orens: pthering o[ uncultivut~U mate.riD.ls, s;-ch as gums 
lilnd resins1 wild rubber, s.aps, b11rk.s, Wlld Iru•ts and Ho .... ·
en. and roou. Jnclutles cxu·ilctfns. conccmu·lllins nnd 
distilling o( sap and charcoal burnmg curried on •n the 
IoresL . 
Log~ring, Celled timber. long stouge pile 
Felhng a.ntJ rough cutting oC trees: hewing or ro~gh 
sharpening or polca, bluck.s, and other wood ma.tenals: · 
and tr.msportiltion o[ logs. loduU.cU ore pil~ o( timber 
anrl·log:s. £xcluc.ieU an:: unvmilh operating in the loren 
a.nd clzw.ifietl in subUh·ision 751. . 
Hunting. trappin~~: uml g;sme propagation . . 
Hunting ilnc.l tra.pping wild aniq1:1b and game _prop;~ga· 
tion Cor commercial purposes not connected wnh sport. 
Trees 
lndiYiUual tree fires a.re classified here. 
Fish hatchery 
Wood chip pile 
Fore.su·y, hunting unU fh:hing: not elsewhere claui6.ed, 
specify in detnil. . 

660. liores,tryl bunting and fishing; insufficient in(onnu.tion 
· given to clwlly !urther. 

67. Mining, Quarrying; Notural ll.ow Materiala 
Undergruum1 anU surl:tcc mines, qtmrric!o and oil \\·ells. includ· 

ing supph:nu!:nta.l nn·site moach!ncr)'. rrospe~ting Cor min~ls 
anr.l preparing sitc!l fur ~xtracunn il.r.e also mcluded. QuiL~rJes 
u.nd mines attached to other pruperues are, a.s [ar :u pou.1ble, 
clasSifietl in. this tl~vision. · 

671. Caa.l mine : 
612. Ore RiinC: 
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FOR .IN~l~IP,W~~~~~~-i~~~a:.~:l~~:~~~~~t;;A~IONS(i;.uRf~ 
li7:'1. c Jrc n"u·~·•ur;•li,lu ,, '-:::""."'= , .• ,., '.' ·<·· .. ,.:..o~!: !'.·~: ·-;;~ ~::;:;!-"-;u ~.:...:-=~· ~-:~-:.-·.:::. -~ndutJed are C3ctories ~a.king pratluc_u ~f _1111 kinda and .P~O:P:-- .. . . ... 
•ii·t · rc~miL·nm ••r n:•tur:ti·:Jt•~~-wc:ll."·uh :•r:mmp_;m~·u•g· rr.•!u:r~:=-':~~::.. erue.s tl~\'Otet.l .'o ~peralll)na.;JUC!l·us~pra~~·~g,·3ssen:'bl_!' muu~g;--:-···--.--:- ---._··· 

\1)1f ..,:~·-- L-------- ,,__, __ . ·· - ...... -..... _ . .-.. :· · ... ·r,-· · pack.ilJ{ang1 fi1111h1ng ur deceraung, repnmng, a.nd uml ar opera~ ·.. . 
Oil ;uul Jf.'" pu11l111 inll: prnp\.'rl~. uil \\'dl :uulu:uur;,l J:"" tions, Howe\'er, for mineral processing, use 6"8. 

Hi3. 

\\'4,:/1 ''1"-'r:ttillll'\, iluluiiiiiJ.t fHII"I"-'IIin~.t ,I lUI 1]1 il/iUQ. 11il 
~lmlc ur hhuminuth ~;uul IIJX.Omlirms, :nul I.'Xlrm liun u( 
trtnh: nil. ~l'hc ulK:r.Uiun u( piJu.: lines is c:ht"ilicil in Suh· 
dh·i~iun~ H+l ;uu IH!L . 
Slrmc. !!l:tlc. tl:tl'• gr:r\'CI. ~•illl.l:flu:trrics ur 11hs 
The C:'(ll'ilf r inn 1,(, .huihlinl{ ;nul IIIIUIUnll'lll;al .. tunc ••r 

71. Food 
711. Slilughtering, prc-parillion, p~•erving ~r meu ·. · . 

Abac~oin :t.nrl me:ilt·~cllingJ_Ionu: killing,· dreuing ilnd 
packtn' poultry, .. nbl.liLJ an small game. lnclulled .:tre . 

~thuc:; rcr;ttuk ... n:£1·~~lttl'\'. ;uuJ.ctdlct·-•:1:~\· :tntl itll'.!!.iiUtl :tutl 
wa,·d. .. ........... :~~~~- -_;:~·-·:·' .. ~ ... -~ .... :. ····---~::-·:-:. .. :~~·-.::.. . "-:--:~-:.-.:::=-.:: 
S;1h mine ;::~- :-,:--,::':;:-:=-..:.--;:-- . _ri7fi. 

proc-'lrnlf :I lid p11cking 1aclivhies such· u curii1g.-!mok.ing,::::..:.:.=...--=---~:.:--=---- ., 
salting, p1d.ling, · packingJn: air·light containers, quick·· . · 
lreez.ing as well ilS manufacture oF n1uui-nllltuuge c.:tsing 

. 677. 

fo7R. 

iiiY. 

mu. 

The t!Xtmt·lin~ itlltlrJu•rrr~ iuJ.{ .,r :-.alt. ilu huling c\'apur.u-
in~ it'li in •mh Jlilll!;, r.rmhiltg, ~rrL'l'Uing 11rul n·liniu~. The 
n•liul'nn>nt u( ·''lotlt fur huumu Wll\ttntptirm in cUal.llish· 
111t:nlll n11t L·n~:tl,'l.'tl in cKtr:uling nr qunrrying salt is 
dOI:\'iilicd in Sul~tlh·i~iun 71!), · · 
Chemit·.tl. rl'nilitcr, mim:rt~l mine . 
The mining ;uultJUill'r~ing ur plul\ph:uc :uul nitrate min· 
4.!1"illl~. llunr~~mr. SuUur ore~ ·omd n:ltur·al o,uiCur, put;uh, 
''ntlium iHIJ l~nr:th· miiH"r:llli. hur~ It'\, p)·ritcs. Oll''lcnic-, 
~urnuti11111 :nul lithiunt mim:mb, :nul mincml pi~::mcnls, 
r.u:mu w•rhL•riul-( is inrlmlt..'tl. · 
~;•nmL"Wllic mirH:r:ll rninc ur tprnrry 
All utlu:r uomnctallic: mining ;nul •ru:u-rring, ~uc:h ao, :r!l.· 
hc.'ltu1i. Peat t:utting :ami tliruting is inc:hult:Ll. · · 
Mining. cptarryiug: nalurul raw umtcrials: nnl elsewhere 
d:t~'iilicd, ~pct·iry in tlcuail. · 
Miuing, tpmrrying; n:uurul .riiW m:ncriills: insuHidcru 
infnrnJ;Ilinu gh·cn to dauiC)' further. 

68. NonmciJlllic 1\rincntblit MinerD! Ptnduc:U M.:anu{ac;ture 

MilnUf:~cturc u( du~· 1n·utluus; glal5 itntl glan pru,(ucu: pol· 
Lcry, china· ami L'ilrrhcnwarc: t:ctuCI11, t"UIIC'I'l'll' t•nHhltl,. ant.l 
other nunmel;rllic: mirlt:r;ll pmtlucu. (;ual anU pctrol~un1 :lre 
d:t.!lohiliL'd iu •lh·i.!loiuu ri7, 

foKI. 

tiU 
6K~. 

OH5. 
686. 
687. 

688. 

689. 

680. 

Strm·rur:~l d:~v lmulu~.;u m:mu!nnurc . 
M:umf:1cturc 'n :struc:wrul dar prmha:u .!lollt'h it:\ bricks, 
tilt'$•/•ipt.'!, uudhlt.,., OJrrhiLc•·tur.al terra &:uttu: :nnve lin· 
ing, t·liumcy pi pt.'!! ;tucl ru1JJ: rc!ra~.:lori~. 
Cl:~u lllilnuf:tr·turc; ~·xc·JudinK cunl:tincr• 
M:rnurauurc u( :Ill ~l;r~!l. gl:t~ JU''"Iucu. ilu huling gl:~u; 
rrlJcr, ~nd gl}l!.~"'':'fC C?'(.""Cf'l, glass COIUainc:rs. lncludcJ 
rnunufnr:lurc ur uptil';rl glau, utlu:r I hill\ lh~ grinding ur 
opli(nJ h:nst:l wl1kh j, dustilit"T..l in 5ulnlivisiun 79:! ur 5-IH. 
Glau contain~r rnanuCucture · · 
Pcuery, china, carthenwun: matiufacture 
t:cnu.:nt mantafacture 
Concrete batch. plnnt 
AbrtLJive manufacture 
Manufacture of abnuives, including the .shaping of 
niltunl Dbtui\l"et into grindston~~:~, co:t.ting -cloth and 
pot per with_ abrasives and making abrasive bonded wheels 
and disU. 
NonmetalliC mineral product manufacture 
Manufacture ,o£ conCrete, gypsum 11nd plu.ler producu, 
asbestos, mineral wool, cut·none and none producu and 
all other nonmetallic mineral producu. 
Nonmetallic minernb, minernl producu manufacture;. 
.not el.&ewhere cla.uified, 1pecify in detail. 
Nonmet:.llic mineta,la1 mineral produc:t.l manufacture; 
insufficient information ~Yen- 10 clalli£y further. 

60 • .Basic: lndwuy, thillly, lldmae 
609. Basic lndwtry, Utility, Defense: not ebewher< ciJwified, 

. s.pecify in detail. 
600. Bade Industry, Ulilhy, Defense; insufficient inCarmndo-n 

given to classHy further. · 

7 •. MANUFACTURING PROPERTY 
Included is the mechanical or chemical trarulormation. at inor·. 

rnic or organic IUbllllnCet. into new pr-oc.luCtl, whether the work. 
rs performed by power-driven machines or by ha.nd.t whether h i•' 
Uone in a (aCLory or in the worker'1 home, and. whether the prod· 
ucu are soJd .11.1 wholesale or retaiL The wembly of companen't 
parLJ of mllnufuctured products b ~an o£ Manufacture, except in 
cues whe~ the activity iJ appropriately clauified in Division 9!t 
~mtrucuon. 

24.3_.. 

a.nd the renUerinR of lard am.l olher. etlibl~ animal r:m. 
Use UJbtlh·illiun 71-1 rur fillh anU leu fuot.ls. . 

71 ~- Dairv !Jmcluu mnm.ICaC'lurc · · . 
M:ur\tf41l'lttre of nc:rm}' ;uul prUt'C~:\t.'l.l butter, muur;.l 
aml pmt:Lo;"c.d d~L~JIC, runden~t.'l.~ ami 111her_ l)'(Je~ u{ rnn· . 
ceutriltetl m1lk. 1ce crc:~m .;mLl lt"l:!i, fHtWd~rt.:'d. milk. ami 
nther •.:dihlc nrilk pmtlut u. Th~ p••.stl.'liri.tittg and btU· 
tling.r,r milk iJoO nlq' indault:d. 

71.1. t:;cnning.J•n:M"rving n[ rruiu anti \'l'Jtl.'lilblcs 
C.uwing (p;1ding in :1ir·1igln t·um;•incnr) nr fruits and 
\'Cgt"tublt.os intluding lruh ouu.l n.•get:1hle juit:cs: m<~nu· 
rur:tllrc' uC r:li.!iins ami tlri~:tl fruit~. pre.sen·es. jarns. ami 
Jellies. picklc11 t~ml .,;uu:L~ ami t"lltHI~ll ltmps. Ueh)·dr .. u· 
mg .:mU (luid: .. frcc:ing ilr~: indut.lctl. 

7 H. Cnnniug, Jrr~C{\"ing ur fish. sc:& fn,M..l$ 
Pre1en·ing. arul prncc:uing li1h ;m~l other marine [ntJW. 
Thes~ l'~c~ae·1 rnclmle ~uch uperudum :ts salting. Jry· 
ing, Uch~dr.uing, smuking, curinl{. muling, pkldin!i;. 
par;king in ;air·tight l.'nmaincn. amlttuil'k.·!rctling._king. 
Silhing, rtJil'ling tJr fr11h ratdl ilnt..l pmte.~~itlg U( the l'itl("h 
;rhtlitnl fishing \'Cl.!lo~ls i.11 di.t5Sifiet.l in .cubtlid~ion !)-18. 

715. Milnur:u:ture ur grnin mill l'todun.-s . 
Grain mills (llrmr. tneal, dry h.'t'tls): hu.!!okillJil, dtmninJ(, 
pulishing nf rit:c: prt'l:wr:uinu u£ bn:akriiM (nud:s ~ul·h a~ 
rull~ uu1s, ric.:e, whl"' • .u <ami mrn Jl;1kc~. pan he:t.l gr;1in: 
prepurt..'ll fe<:d1 fur nuimnl:~~ an,( fn"·ls: bltntlcd and pre· 
purl"ll lluur. and ntfu~r cc:nml am\ puiKc prc.•\Jaraliun~. ln
clut.lctl un:: culrec, pulse, ruut 1)ecling milll aml stittdl 
ant.l iu proc.lnct.s. · 

716. B:tJu:q· produt.'l mauuracture 
•M:mufanun: ur breat!, co1k~~. riX.Ik.ics, tll,ughnut.c, pi~~. 
pastries ntttl simil:~r "perishable" bakel)' prmlucu: bis
cuiu a.mt limilar "U.ry" bakery prnducu. u~e 7 u (or 
breoklaat loads. 

717. Sug:.r relining anrl ronrcctiuner)' manui~t:ture · , 
Manul.:tcture :.~nil r~fining.of r:rw s11gnr. S)"nip anti granu
latctl or cla,rifretl .sugar, lre1n1 !iiurg:lrl':lllt or from •upr 
beets. M.:tnul:lcture: ol cocoa ant.l chocol11t~ powder from 
bearu, choculace:.s, .:1U types or conrectionery. 

..718. Snack. Cootls manufacture . · 
Potato chips am.l cthe~ protlucu of lleep £at fr}·ing. 

719. fo"oud indwtrir:s; not el•c-whcre cla.ssifretl, .sped!)· in tletail. 
Food industries net ch.ewhere dassifinl include$ the 
manu(ac-tur~ OC blllr.ing pow~lcr. ye-J.st: contliments. mus· 
tard :t.ntl \'ineg:~r; food 11:.eci:.hies: rgg sp~d;1hics: ~pit·e 
grinding: prot:ming of 1~:1. lct~\'C-' itlto blade. 1ea: e.liblc 
nit rdrning: har\'l!~dng nml lh~·nuuurt~cturc or ice, c:x· 
cepl dry ice. Dry ice manuCacturing is classifiet..l in sub
di\l"iaion .761. 

710 . .Food inclwtries; iruufficient inCcrmalion giVen to cJwUy 
further. 

12. . Bnerageo, Tobacco, Euential Oib 

721. 

122. 

DislUlin •• ·rectifying, blending spirits · . 
The disulling of elhyl alcohol (or .:tU purposes. The Uis· 
tilling, rectilying aml blending ol alcohol.ic liquou. 
Wines, winery . 
The production o[ wines1 cider, antl other fermented bev· 
erll.t·~• except m~lt liquor~. 
Brewery, manulllcture oC ma.lt 
The production o( riralt and mo.lt Ht~uon. 
Soft drink., c-arbonau:d wnler inUunrv 
Manufacture of nonalcoholic be\<-e'rages, such ;u so(t 
c.lrinb .:ind Cilrbomnell miner.:tl waters. Include the inci
denl41 m.anulactun:: ol Ha"oring extractS and syrup; Cor 
the m.u.nulucture a£ 1yrup _~~o!onet see 717. 
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APPEND)X~~EXPEANATJONS':~.~~,:.~-=:='~·~ . -

FoR rNBlvro~DiiE?f'TXEa P:F:t,.,&P"ERT'l1is1fc·.sA:s:stFTeAno'Ns'i:Tru f'~ .~ 
725. TubucCo priJUuc:•'~'mnnulactUre·-··~-- .. :., .... ,; ~ -........ ;,;. ;,, ,,,,;. 

M:~nufa~lure of ·lob':a.tco··pro~.h.lcu;· Stenlming;·rct.lrying·:=:::-.:::.. 
:1.0~ inher OpenUiom :.her IIUC:.lil!ning which Ore con• 

. 726. 

ntcletl with preparing raw-lt:uf-toilacco Cor monufactur· 
ing :.re .ilbo inclutl~. Tub01.tco !.lrying.sheW are chwifiell 
in subc.livi1ior1 G56. · · - - · · ·· 
Vegel.ablc :md animal oil, C~Ui !Wop mak.ing 
Production o{ crude oil, ·cake anLl meal, by crushing or 
extraction, Crom oibt:etls, ;anti. nuts: lhe e:c.tractlun of fi1h 
Olfttl Other marine a_nimaJ oils: 'lhe:, rendering or in~tlihle: . 1 · 

animal uil.i1anu fats; mlldufacu.ire ·or margarine: ·anU"the'· ~
re(ming anti hytiTOg'eii:JtiDn (or hanJening) of oils and 
rau:, except hud ant.! other etllble rau !rom livestock •. 
The m11.nuCactur~ or l.artl ami other t.'tlible r01.u il c:hwi· 

7!!9. 

7~'0. 

fitd in Jubdivi•ion 7JJ, exc:~pt Uui.u:r, 712. Manularture 
o( 1011ps, cletergenu ami other "-'31hing antl: cleaning 
compuunW, ext:ept whel'c the prucc:n iJ rhcmicnl OJ!IY~ 
nut uwuh·ing oi I or fat. 
Be .. ·crnges.. tobacc.:o, c~ntial uils: t11U ~lat:when:: chwi· 
r.eu, IJJC.'t:Uy in Uet.:~il. . 
tievcruge~, tobacro, c.'Ucntiml oils: in!iufficient informa· 
tion given to dauUy iurther. 

73. TeKtila 

73 I. C.:utum gin 
73:! •. Cnunn: spinninJ{, wea\·in~t 

_ Prcparfng mHun rib!-="• sud1 a11 pit-kinR. qmling, ronlh
ing, •·arboniJ.iUR". "IJiUning, \\'tn\·lug ur y;1rn11 :m•l bhrin. 
M.,nu(nrture ur narrow rnbric:s and nther !'imall wnrc:s: 
nrpcn anti rugs: :m•[ lnc:e, hraiti!S :mtl mhcor prin1ar~· 
11.:-xtile~.- r\!1ht.'1UO$ !Spinning and "'COJ\'ing ill d~lllifu:1l in 
subtli .. ·binn fiHR. · . 

7!i:S. \Vonl, wuntetl~ 1pinning. we;n•inJt · 
Prep:& ring WINtlotud wunlc.~~;l rdltrs, !liUch n.s 'lt•ltlrinJr, c·~fll· 
ing, C'mnhing, .:athnnizina:. •pinning; ;md wci&\'iliR' n( 
rarns oaml ruhri•·s. Manurn,·•urc ur n:~rrnw Cahrin :uul 
other .smnll w;m:s: C'arpeu o~&ul ruJt'!: ;mel lilre, br:•itb :mtl 
other primar)' tex.tlh..'l. Aahestm Ji)linning anti wc01vinR is 
duuUior.:1l in :!!UIM.lh·i!oion 1ili8. 

73-4. ,.fi"etl, blcnc.lal ami other -fiben: spinning, weaving 
J'reraring mixed, bll~·mlc~•J and uthcr fibers such as llit)C., 
hc:mp. jute, &ilk, shi;al ami !1\'llthctic flbcn. Juch ill reuing, 
scmc:hing, Knurinlf, c:mling, combirig, carboniling: 

·thrnwlng: spinning: w~\·ing. ;\hnuf:lcture nl n::irrow 
r.,briL'~ and ulh~r sm:11l ,.,.ares; r..rpeu :~ml rugs: :nul lnce. 
br~iU, yam, nml other priln:ary textile~. Asbestos .spinning 
and weaving is cb.uificil in subdh•ision 088. 

735. Tcxtile.linidting plant 
Bleaching, dyeing. prinling, linlshiug_o( all labria, and 
fiben. 

?Stl. KnhtiRK milia: •II fibon 
E.stnblishmenu. tuch aJ hwiery ant! knitting mills, pri
mari_ly engn~tl in pfOllucing hosiery, ~uu:rwear, muler· 
wear ant! other k.nitwe11r, u well u kniuing mills are 
inclutl~d but the makinl{ up of R"Dnncnu £rom knint'tl 
Ca.bric.s other tlutn in k.nuting mills is chwifi.ed in sub· 
division 7-t2. 

737. Cordage, rope:, twine and net manu[aaure 
Manu[a.cture of rope1 cable, cortl~ge, I wine, net a~d
other rel1ned gooth (rom. hemp. jute, couon, paper, 
straw~ toir, Hax and other fibers. 

7~6. Floor covering and coa.teU [11bric mnnu£3cture; excluding 
rubber · 
ManufD:ctur-e of linoleum nntl other hard surfaced ftllor 
coverings, 11ni6cial le:~.ther, oilcloth, impregnated and 
coiuec.l. b.bria. excluding rubber ami clay lite .which ilr~ 
clusi6et.l in aubtJivisions 7~7 an.cJ 681 reapecuvely. · 

7!9. Textiles: not elsewhere chuaifi.ed, ipeciCy·in tlcuH. 
Manufacture o[ straw, mir and ~~timilnr n1nning und muu: 
CelL by processes oth~r th:m wc:uving: b~o~uiug, JJac.lc.linp;, 
w•tl<ling ond upholltery filling [ram oil fiben. ncluu«< 
ia the reco~ring o[ flben. [rom waste 11.nd ra.~. Th~ 
manufacture 0[ Wood-ex.cela1or upholstery filllng 11 clu11· 
fled in subdivilion 751. 

730. Textiles: insufficient information given to dauily further. 

74. Foot~ear, Wearing Apparel, Leather, R.ubber 

7-10. Foulwe;:n·, wearing appn.r_el. leather. rubber; 
inComuuion gi'o~~n to clwHy furlh~er. 

in:.ufficient 

244· 

7-1-J. Fmnwear m:a'nnlat:ture .... :;l_ .,J.;.,,, ....... w ., .. , -~-· 

1\h.nuru~·tur~ n£ all kimk nf hmtw~:lr,· hnnts, ~hnes, rut - 1 

llt?f.:k, flntlin~. lcAAinJ('I. OJntl gaiu:n frmu leather. l:!.brics. 
plastics, wood ami ullter mau:rial" cucpt vulc<Jnizetl root· 
wear, which is r:lu1..;iru~d in .\Ubtlh·i•iiln i-17. Rcpuir ~h•)tlS- _ 
which make funt\\'t!'ilr •m a c-ua1um bOI.!tis ilre t'lwifir.ttl 1n . 
522. . 

7-1-2. Weliring_ appun:l m.11~ura~1Ure; e:c:cludinR: f(H)_t\\·ear 
Mttnu(m·tur~. of "'e:mng app;m .. •\ hy cuttmg ~mU-~wing; · · ..... 

. rnbrics, lenthcr. rur-aml utiu.·r._nuaeriati: the- making or,... -,_:~L.;i 
hat bntliel'i. h:Ha :111d milliu~·r)': .1n1l.lhe manufacture o[ .:.:..·• :.:-, .... :; --'.1-ii.-. 
untbrella:-io awl walking:s.til:kl:•Th~;reJJttir .nf·.\1.·cnring <~p~ :•.t:..!=:.~~-:- ·.!!~.- -:: 
parel in I"OOIH.'C"Iiun· with 1he rlc:ming ;uul prt.'S!iillg Of 

· lhe,e anirle!! i11 cla .. •Mu.-d iu mhtlh·hiun i!lli, Lailnr :amJ 
tlrcumak.inK iu 5~4. amlllhnc rt•p:dr in 523. 

7-13. M:ule·Up IC'XIile_ R'lltltls manurut:ture; D.hen.tionll c:~dud· 
ing weurinl{ ;~pparel · 
,\lanu(ou:lnrcrs whtJ 1lu nn we:n-inK" and primarily cn_g<~gai 
in making up rlulh gn1MI1C mth as hnt•se Cttmi!hin~, trim· 
n1ings o£ bhrk; cmbmi,leric..•~: :mtl penn:mU. Sturhing, 
pleating nnd LUcking fur the- tnulc: is mduded. 

7-t4. Tunnerie!, h:uthtr rini!lhing · 
"Includes Li:lnning, t:urrying; finillhing, embru.dn~ :~nc.l 
japanning nr leather. 

745. Fur prtHIUI:ts mnnufur.turc: ex.dmllng w~:.~rinJr :1pp~r~J' 
lnriUIIt'S •cm.ping, rurr)·ing. umning, hle:1.:hing iH11I dre· 
in!f n( IUT =.~ntl uthcr fJChs. The manuf:u:tur~ or fur oanr.l 
_a:kin n1g1 .1n1l mau, haucN rur and 11thtT Cur anti skin 
arddn rxcept wearinp; :1pparel whkh ili cl:.~~U~ilic•t in 7-t-2. 
Fellmongery i-• includL'll. 

7·l6. Leather prutluru m:u1ll£u,·turr:; exduding (omwear and. 
wearing app::ucl · 
Manufat·ture u[ lc:::~lh~r prntlutu (~)Crcru (•~uwe<Jr :~nd 
•nher wc:~ring =•ppuN."I) ;uul ilrtkl~s mad•~ .-,r leuther and 
lelllher sub5lil1Ul"!, ~uch a11 lc-ouhcr spurting grHHI'i. ·rhe 
manurnctur~ u£ WUutlt.'tl \311tUc-r}· i~ d~hlltifiL-;1 in .mlnli\·j. 
llion 753. · . . 

7·17. ltniJhr:r. ruhher-pl'mhuH u10muf:uture 
M:muC;u tur·~ 11'11111 n:Hm·OJI ur ~uulu:tk rubhc-r and :1\1 
kimb nf ruhhl'i· prnr.l111 h. The rc(·laimmM: uf ruhbcr fr11m 
u~t.'tl tln·11, '\1 rotp .uul miJo.c cll;1m~n1s WOIUC &·uhher. 

7·W. Jo'o•uwc:u·, wc;1rinA' ilpp.;u·el. lt•;ulu:r, ruhbcr: nut dn~· 
where d:1,,.ili1."ll. "fll'l ily in ,ll'l<lil. 

75. Wood. Fumhure, PDtJeT"• Prinling 

751. Smvmill. plnuing mill. \\'IMUIJll'miiU'h milt 
The tniiiUI(;u·ture ul lu1nh''1' 1mKhh h: \\'nnUl·n h,1ihling 
ni:tlcri;lls tlutl pn~lilbrit ;ut.-.1 Jlilrl~ nnll atnu·turr:s: cntaper· 
;age tllltl nlher wt'lllll •••K:k: \'l.'neen nnU pi~ "'nod: ;uul e:<· 
c:ersiur. lnrhuh:tl i~ 1h~ prc\l!f\"Jtiun uf wnotl. SO)wmllls 
ami p!;minR mill&. ~ .. ·hL'liU't ur nnt mobile ''r npcr;urd in 
the hm."!t ;m~ _in..:hn1L'11. The hc•~o·ing 0111tl rnuti{h "'h;aping 
o{ pult.'S ·:u~tl uthcr \\'txal 11l:tlcri.,ls is da.nifiec.l in lub-
diviaiun lili:!. , · 

·752. \\'tKKicn, c:~ue runtaim:a'J, nne tunall ware: nmnu(:u:lllre 
Thr: IUOI.OuCacture n( buxes. t:r:nc:s. clruma, barrels. 3nt.l 
olher WtlUilc-n mntaint:n: hn'likt:t:-i. <&ml other r:milln, reed 
l)r wiUow rontninen; and lim:tll wotre matle entire!)· or 
mnil1l)' nr rnuan. noe•l. wltlnw nr mher cane. .. 

iS:I. Ylont.l. t:urk prmluf'U m:111urnr1ure (not mnt:uners) 
The munuractu1·e •• _r l~~''"hms nr "''no~.l, (Dr~ an~.t small 
ware cunsiatinJ: wlutlt~· nr 1nuinly ,,£ wnnt.l .. 

754. Furniture, (t!ti.lure, hcth!ing.·numufaeture · 
ManuCtu:turc or hnu~ehnhl·, uffire. r~uwr:ant. public 
building, and lm,feiKinuaJ rurniture; he.hHng. uphol· 
s:1e11·: nfti~c :lnl .. tore fiitings .:~.tul 6-!HUI'C!Ii reguc.llns of 
lhe m;uer1als uaed. . 
Manur:~cturc u( Sl~ci~l medical fu_rniture .. e~~tipn!e:m, fix_. 
l\ares. :nul mut:him.'1 11 f'l:~lSifi~d 111 ~oul..d!\'lt.u.m 1fll. 

755 .. P:tper. pulp. paperbmtrtl n'nnu[:IC'\ure · 
The munul:tnurc- t'C pulp. fibers and o.C paper, p:~.per· 
boilnl insulmiun bu:&rtl :uul liher huilthng pnpe:r. The 
coutinJt, Sl'l;uing :ami lilll)in:uing nC paper ami· paper· 
bnunl ia inrh11lctl rx•·c1n Cor the nlilnu!aclure nf :nphahet\ 
an,t totr·L'\Uirillc:tl p;apcr, abrasive .P~I~r. sens~till.'tl. pnper 
and ca.rhon ;m•lstcncit pa!Jer wlm·h. :~~c cl:~oss•fletl 10 ~ub· 
divisions ii1H, fiP.7, i!l'!!, :tnt 7~11J retp~cU'Ii'ely. . 

75G. Pitper. pulp. paperboard prndurts m-:~.nufotr:mre 
The manulotcture n£ preu.cll nnd moltled pulp coods :mtl 
!Jrlicles mude o( paper and pnperbo:ud. 
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' ~~~~[:.',~~.:~;~:~~~~~\~[~.~~~t;,iti~~i~l~i; ...... : '·"~<;~~ 
p~riuclicals .. mag;uiu~s. m:ule joumull, re"Ytew.• :md processet from smelting, 11lloying and refining, rolhng ~nd 
relata! scr,·•cc:s. · .dtuwing ~tnd CounUing and casting; thou i1, the prcxluc· 
Printing. pubH1hing :mU allictl imluury _ . _: . -!.-·--··- tiol) ol ingou, ban and billeu; she-=u, atrips, c:~otung am.l 75R. 
lm:hnles nnnmercial· or job printing, lithographing: ex.trwiona. - · 
rmmuCacture of·Mre~litlg Clrch: lunseleaf c.levices, library· 773. Metal·products ~unu(acture: ex.cJudin_. ma.nuracture or 
bint.lc": bnnkbint.Hng: bhml book mu.king: paper'ruling; m:~.chinery, electrical and trarupnrt equtpment., 

. antl rHhcor ""ork rl'htL~d.to bnuk.bincling tuch_as brnn.~:ing, .. ,. ·"... , , .:-. Transformation o{ ··met~) Corms into· finished ·produ~uo .. · ·· .... '':"' ~.:-: 
biruJing and ctlging:~map,;tnd mounting; ~.n·iw for the. . .u.. .... ~uch at cut!ery (hou~e~old) .. lndu~es·~~~us~ri~ mga~-.:;:"'.:4~- ·-~~!.~~-~~ 
·printing tr.nle~ 'iuc:h ·il' typneuing, rngra\'lng and etch· . ~n enamell1ng, Japa~n~g; lacquermgo g•~~•ng. gal,\·a~n:·=~.;:.~:-=:_·..:...2'~·~-~~ 
1nR u~el :~ndo:cuilf>er~pl;urs: ·milking woodcuu; photo- 1ng, pl:uing ond polu;h•ng metal producu,-blnclumuh1ng -· . ·----- ··-···~ 
~llfPOl\'ing; dec1ru1~·ping and 'ltereot~·pinJ~r. Type Cound· and weJding. Manufacture of sil\'erware ahd je"'rlry is ··. 
dru:s are da~ified in 5ubdh·ision 11~. Engraving on classified in 1ubdivision 794. The manufacture or sp«iill· 
prec·iuus mc:Hods it d:~'\Sifird in subdh•ision 794. · ized automobile, ai_rcrnh and ship purLS iJ clwifiet! in 
WOOc.l_, [urnilure. ·paper, printingi nol elsewhere claui~ the ::~.ppropriate subtlh·i1ion of division 78. . 
fieU, 1p.:cily in f.leLail. 7H. Machinery manufacture; excludinrs electrical · 
\Vuuc.l. CurniLUre. ~~ilpt'r, printing; insufficient inCarmm~ Manula.cture' of machinery and pr1me: movers othtr than 
tinu gh·.cn to dani ~ (urther. electrical equipment. Included are machine shop1 engaged 

76. Chrmical, Plastlc, Petroleum 

Fur the puqmsc ~( this clauifi.ci1tion, 1t chemi~al .i• a maLeriill 
whkh hn5 hml or will hD\'1!' a .c:ontrnllet.l change 1n Ill molc::cular 
ururturco or c:nrntKuitiun. not ln\·nl\'ing polymerizationi while a 
planic ia 01. material whl)1iC molecule hoa been polymeritcd. Uae· 
61 !or h~:avy wuter ur (ur nuclear changes. 

7G l. lmJunria.l c:hc:mical1 inanu(acture 
~lilnuf;.u:u~re o£ indunriml urgunic and· inorgnnic themi· 
ct~ls and int.luJotriDIIf•ISt:S. lncluc.ler.l iJ clry ice manuracture. 
All mnnumen omcJ plalllics arc exdutlet.l. 

76:!. HttlilrUutu chcmk:~l rn11nulacture 
Mauur:u.:ture u£. matcriu.b rc:•1uiring spc:ci;ll handling in 
the m:~nuliactur~. ~hipmc:m •• wr;1ge ,,r use. lndudeLI ore 
l'xplniives, blauiug agcnu. fircwurks, ma.Lc:hn, unsuabh: 
rocket prupcUanu, pyrox)·lin (cl'llulnse nitriUe) rlania, 
ha101nJous monom~n. organic pero,dJes. The manu· 
Ca&:ture ami hanc.lling o( nuclear materi.1b may be round 
unUer 61. - · 

763. Pluslic manuracture 
Munuraclure ur filW nlateri:als ror plastics e~cept thos.e 
included in 762, anU uC fi)'Rthe'lic resins. pla~tic:s am.l 
elastomen. 

76.a,, Pl~nic protlutu numuracture 
Makinp; o[ all pluuitt.· prot.lucll; inclutling pl11ltic hous-- . 
\ngs, encloSures, t:o'Yen, linings. machine parts, moulding. 
extruding. · 

765. P:ainu, \'arnishe:s, l~cquen, inks, waxes, ndh9ives manu· 
facture 
lncluc.les manu(acture of v11.mish stains anll 1hellac: 
enamels ami j=:~.pans, polishes. gel11tin. 

7G6 .. Dru~. C05metia, pharmaceuticnb manuracture: . 
The manuCacture u£ drugs, medicinal and pharmace:ul· 
ical prep11.rations: perrumes, cosmetia and other tollet 
preparations. · 

767. Petroloum refinery and notural guoline plont 
Petroleum refineries. ma:nu(aeturt o[ petrach~micab, pro
ducing producu £rom crude petroleum ~and its Craaiona· 
tion producu including. asphalt; ancl the manufacture of 
petroleum and pet'roleum producu (rom coal and other 
material•. including blending or lubricating oi!J and 
greases: Including refinery tankage. 

768. Asphalt, coal prOduc:u moinu(acture. 
Manufacture o£ asphalt tar or similar paving and roo6ng 
m::uei-lals anti fuel briquettes and pock.oged ruel. In· 
dudetl is the di1tillation of coal in coke oven• which iJ 
not asSociated with the manufacture o( pig iron or the 
mllnufaClure anti distribution oC Coal gzu. Cok.e ovens in 
iron and neel work.s are cl;wilied in 1ubtlivision 771 and 
gu work• are claaifietf in subdlvi1ion &15. 

. 769. Chemknl, phutic, pHroleum: not elsewhere clusified. 
.specify in detail. 

760. Chemical. plotnk, petroleum; imufficient inCorma.tion 
given to clauify !urthe:. 

77. Molal, Metal Producu 

771. Jron 11.nd .. teel manufacture 
Manuracture o( iron and neel shapes, consi1ting or aJI 
prOcestes (rom 1mehing in blast (umace to the temi· 
finished stage in rolling. mills anti CouncJries. Also in· 
eluded are coke oven& anociated with blast furnaces. . 

in producing uncJ repniring machine and equipment part.s 
and the production or bull bearings and mechanical pre· 
cision me;:uurlng instruments, a.s well Ill inLlustrial en~ 

· gine1, n1easuring ·anU Uispensing pumps. -
The manufacture or automobile, aircrah llnil marine en· 
gints aml olher specialheU parts is chassified in the appro-
priate subt.llvision of division 78. . 

775. ElectricaJ nnd electronic m~achinery manufacture 
Manufacture or machinery. apparatul and supplies ror 
the gener.:uion, nor.~.ge, trnn1mfuion and tr;:tndormntion 
o{ efe&:trical energy. rnctude.s the repa.ir or electrical ma· 
chinery. ExcluLle-U are instrumenu Cor mea.suring =:~.nd 
recording electrical quantities. and chlltaCI~riStics, cliUSI· 
fl~d in subt.livbion 791. · · 

776. Electric;J appliance manubcturt . 
Manu(aclure o( r:lrctric:d applianc:e:~. lnclut.les insulated 
wire and cables; electriC lamps: computers, oommunLca· 
tiOn equipment and -relined producu· inducJing r:u..lios 
and television sets; phonograplu: elecLric batterin; X·rny 
am! therapeutic oppanltusi electronic u.abes and com· 
pone:nu a.s well DJ lhe repair o( eleCtrical appliances. 
F.x.ciuder.l are instruments for meosuring anti recorlling 
elKLrical "'u.antities and chttrucu~:ris£!a, clauified in s.ub. 
cli"Yision 791. · · 

·779. Metal,· metal- proc.lucu; noL elsewhere clasa.ifieU, tpecHy 
in de1.aiL 

·770. Metal. metal prot.luru; in1ufficient in(onnation given to 
classily lurther. 

78. Vehlde !UsaDbly or MlUlufactW'O 

781. Shipbuilding, repairingi vmell over 65 leet . 
ShipyardJ enpged in building and repair work on vessels 
over 65 feet an length; barges,. lighters, tugs whether self· 
propelled or not: 1pecialized marine engine, mans, spars. 
rigging ztnd ship paru ·ma.nufacturen: dry docks, ship 
breaking ya~. . 

782. Boat building, r~pairing: \"~Is 65 reet and under: 
Boatyards enp.red in building and repair work on ves

. 1els 65 (eet lind" under in length; boau, yachts, made· o( 
::~.ny material whether sel£.pro~lled or not: speciaJizell 
marine engi_ne. outboard engine, m:uu, sails, rigging and 
boat path manu(a.cture. . 

78!. Railway equipmenl; manuracture. a11embly :md rep01ir 
The building and rebuilding o( locomotive1 of any type, 
gauge and railroad or tramway can ror rre,ghl and paJ-. 
sen~r •~lee: .the production o( 1pecialized pant £or 
locomotive and railroad tnmway can. Included is the 
manu(acture ol locomotives 11.nd ·can by railway com· 
panies ·and repair work done in such locommive shops . 

784, Motor vehicle: manu(artur~ and auembly 
Manufacture and auembJy or motor vehicle• 1uch as 
automobiles, can, bust"\., uuclu, lrud:. Lrail~n. universal 
carrien, motor'C')·des, and motor acooten; manu(a.cwre 
of motor vehicle paru_ and accessories. This subd.i\•hiL,n 
t.loet not include tire.s and tubes (1ubdivision 747): auto
mobile glass (subdivision 682); electrical equipment (~ub
d!vi.lion 775), o~icultunl equipment (subdivision ~82): 
and roadbuih.bng tracton 11nii (ork·iift trucks (sub
division 774), or motor.vehicle npain (1ubdivi1ion 573). 

785. Bicycle; manuracture. assembly and re:P.air 
Manufacture o[ bicydes, tric'~ciiCI. pecliabs and pans. 
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7Rfi. .\i_r.:r"~'·. md.el; mnnura~.:ture;·?.~sembl~~.,n,r rep111-r. ·- • -- ·· • ·-·~1~-~ ~ n-,:11~·~(~;.~;~ "~IIH;ili' inii"Tunililti~lri\~,f1;wil\ !;an ~~:~i;~\ ~, ~ ~~_.~~-~- · 
!\(.•nuF.uiU_~~· ut~e_~bly_ and rcpa1.r ,.,r aernpt:~nc~. gluler11, unm ;uulan nhiiiUIIIm• :mtl Jtu\'t'l'llmt·nt i-.. in1·hnlL'tl. ... ud1 :h !lu~ 
rn: ~~~~. n~l!r.\Jies ~ntl..a~rfr:art..pil~U aurb ,a_t:cngmes, prn- rt"'lla~c nf iluht~t r_io!l .. an•}11 ~ '~!!'~rau·!.i.'.'·'~ .m.·~~-~~~i: 1 h:. 111 ;11 hi•wr\ ,111 ,1 · 
IK:II~· ~- l;"nliUHIII· and-~n!ll!'ff~rrt~gt"I;;::Tht';:~RilU!iH'I ur_e--:- .. -:::.:;:_L'<I!~•tnm.•nt: (:trill m;u ht_ll~·r~·. ··'-'!'P'.''.m~n.~. ill)~l,llll(l!llic~;.:; •• ,lll,lathi·-.... -~- -·-· 
~~~ ~l~:tn!:_ ami _el~unnt<.· r•lu!pm~_nt 11 dan1fied 1n \Ub· lll'~i ;uul 1n·••k~~inn;tl '·'tptipmc..·nt. \\'.ul'lll•minll". ~-tr:ulinlf :m•l 
"''''s.•un u5. ~r. 7,~ .:ternnilnlicul_umrumenu are dol'l:"~.i• · -.urling. hr~·:ddng hulk :uul r~.•pad:.ing whirh j.., ;1,...,nl'i;Hcd \'"ith 
lit .. I m tuhtln-uwn t91. ·.•. . rt"'clling i'l .d~n · int lutlc..•tl. Rl:'\taa king in :1 irr ight runt:tin~.·r., · b 

i'Ri. Mnnulitfturc ur lr.lmpnrt-efllltpment. such as aniR1ill· nmuinl{ :mel i~_,],,,,.Hicd iu- .. uMii\'i'lium il1 :uHI';II. _ .. _ .. 
J.r:.wn ;~nt.l h~ncl.Unwn ,-ehides. Paru such 111 wheel• I( ~ub ... t:1nti:1l n•c• to~ntilc ••r ,,ffict: ''1u:ral j,,,, .. (.'"Xi .. t { tn 111 ~ 1 , 1m. 
anti.uxle, .:1.re mclucletl. en ur n1411'L' prc..·~•-~nt ;It _hmy pt.•liud) then rhl'i'lih- \\'her<.' :tpjll'upri· 

7R9. \'eh1cle :membly: not elsewh~re dns.sif1ed, 1peciry in :Itt in m:tjnt· •lh·i~iun 5. . ' 
detnil. - ··· ·····- ----- -.. · ---- · ... . .. - - .. - ·-- · " ·-.-.~~ - · • ---"·--•-· • · .. ,, 

7RO,' ':'•hide nuembly:•_insuffident .. _in£ormotian gi•·cn•to· dao-·--::":",;;. :,:~ Rf.- A'fl'ituhuml Prn~hi~~~::~i~o~ogr'.'':,·. '";~--·:: ·.;.'"'·' '"·' ·'' '"--- ·'" '"""'· "' i,: 
-~•Cy further. ~,q;;;;.-m~-~-.. ~-·~~---":-~:~.:~-::·-~··~ •·'::'"'-=-=-.::---:.:· -:7..:- ---.-.:~11. St't'rl\, ht•;m,, IIHb;·~~~oii••Kc !\lnl'iiJt:C in hull ~--· .. : -~-·--.~·~-- t::~----:.;;..o·--:: ;;:.: 

79. Other ~laoufoct.uflsii::;-... :·; ... -_-. ---- -- -- ~ - · ··~ · ,.~ ...... ...,..... !'lturagc_,,r 'ICL'tl~, ln:;m~ nr-Jtrt•in. n;fllllt~l lt't.••l. ha,· ,,i· ~~~~~' -- ":!..~~=--·- -~ ~ 
Milllufntturing intiLIJ~.tries nut clilul_'lie_d in any othrr major· iu hulk in hin~. "'ilu~. rlr·pilt..• ... it_t I Ill.' ' 1PL'1l. 1rih•;, t:'\tlurl-

tlh·isiun. iuu \ltll':ll(t' i11 h;u·m,, whi1 h j., ,),.-...,ilit••l in Suhdh·i ... t•lll 

:-ttr,, -•n•l \ltlr:IJtl' in t·h·,·:uun. 1\'hit h h dw ..... ifiL"tl in :r-ctti. 
i!JI. 

79!. 

7U5. 

i!J6. 

797. 

798. 
799. 

790. 

[nstrumcnl manu[acLure 
~lttnu(:a:tltre ,,r mea~uring, ~:ontrulling, l:~hor:unn- .. tid 
~ieutilic inlt~nments; turgit:al, mLttlifal and dental iil~tru· 
menu .anli 'lupplii."S. The manufacture a{ uptical instru· 
menu fur !ridtutili~; and mt:c.lirnl UMc ill d:t.uifict.l in "lb· 
tli\·i~inn it}~: I he m:muCat:ture u( X-r;a\· and eJe<:Lric tht:ra· 
pcutk :•pfHJ.rnlul·i.s clanifit:ll in •ubd{vision 776, :uul the 
prmlut:tiuu u[ mca~uring Ul~tl dix1M:nsing pumps is da&.~i· 
ru:•d in 5Ubt.lh·iNir.m 77·1. 
Plull4tJ(rnphiL-. ·~ptiri!l J{UI>tlli manuC;u.:lure 
The m"uuf;ILtnr~ nf up1in1l in.urumenu :~ncl lem grind· 
ing: uplnhillmic guotl1, phuiiiRrilphit: Ct{uipment und 
511(1111!1.'51 iuc~udi~g M:n.llidtetl r.lm •. pl~tes ant.l pa~er. 
lm: ui.lc1 opll~;al 1nsuumenn {nr !loCtenullc uml meU1ca.l 
use. 
\V,u'ch, clock. manuCactun: 
Tht: manQ£.nuure ul clocka i!.ntl watches o! all k.intl~: 
dude. anc.l Watch p01rt.s aut.l caa~oes; anr.i mechanisms rur 
timing t.levic.es. · · 
jewelr)' mnnur;acture 
Munulac.ture u( jewelry, sih·t:rware anLI plate wure, using 
precious mrtala. ·prc.:ciou• anc.l scmirreciuus stones and 
pearls. The cutting and pnli~hing o precious ami sc:mi·. 
precious nunes ami the stri .. ing u( med.:tb a.nU cuilu are 
mcludW, ;u wciJ il.l engraving un preciou1 metals. 
~lusit:al instruments m:mu£acture 
The. manufacture of muJh.:a_l instrumcmu. such a1 pi anus, 
string instrumenu, wint.l inJtruments, percussion insuu· 
ments: phonograph record blanks. . 
MDnuCacLure or phonugruphs and ·~ech recording nla· 
chines is includet.i· in subdivi&ion 776. · · 
Lu.unUry: tlry cleaning r,lant . 
Mechanical anti banc.l llUndriesn.upplyinti or laumleret.l 
linens (a_prOns, t:•ble coven, towels, nupluns-or tli11per~ 
on a contrti.Cl bDJiJ; cleaning, preuing, J;lnt.l 1.lyeing, 11n 
minor repair or apparel and household [urnishings. 
Ph~tngr•ph.it film proceuing laborntory . 
Proceuing of photographic film. motion picture or still, 
in special planu and cenu:n. Excluded is processing, in· 
dtlrntal to other operations, such as to a newspa.peT 
office. 
Toy>, oponing goada: nat elsewhere cla~~ifiod 
OLher manufacturin~ not ebewhen= chwified, specify in 
c.l.e_tail. (Include carbon ·11.nd stencil paper.) 
Q(her manub.cturing: insufficient inlormaLion gi\len to 
clauHy (urther. 

70. Industrial Property: uaclaalliod 
70R. General maintenance shop: nnL elsewhere- cta.uifietl 
700. lndustri1l propen.y; not elsewhere clauified, 'F~Hy in 

detail. 
'700. Industrial proprny: lruuffici~nt inrormation gh·en to 

doul£y runher. ·_ 

B. STORACE PROPERTY 
Stornge inchic.les all bUildings, struCtures, or areaa utilited pri· 

mnrily [or the nomge nr 1helt~ring o( good1, merchandise, prod· 
ucts, \'ehicles, or animob, including leTVicing, procesaing or 
repair operations incitlmtalto storage. 

Ston.ge proputies .llTI! charar-terlted by the presenc~ of rela.· 
th·r1y 1mall numben o( penon• it.~ proportion to the :art:11.: any 
new uae which increa5es the number of occup::Lnts to o. figure 
cnmpan.ble'with other d;wes o( properties changes the chmificll· 
tion of the buildinR to that of the new use. 
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HI:.!. "''''"'- t a·:twt.l ul' p;1d:;tJtL'41 .t.rl'ir·ulrur:~l pn,dut:h \hn·;n.:r: 
.\~rkuhul':ll fl1'tnlm·t~ ... tmL,I in hnxt. .... crillL"' ••r t·:anull\ 
.md p;u·k;tgL•!f ul" wntul. \,ap•~r ur t·artl·huilnl nf .uw ~ilt:. 

Mf:f. l.tiU~L'III' h:II-O(t!tl iiJ.CritU lUI >II IJflllhll h ~lttrai{C ·. 
.-\grit uhuml pt•rnlllt"l'i ~t•trl'll in lm~ uf :an\'. nmlcri.d ;uu\ 
iln~- ,ilt: ur ~IIIJ'I.:'tl'luohl,', U:aJQ.:CII lmllhu·i-. iu .. i•h.· o;u11· 
hu:1nt .l~l!to:t" ;m: da"~ifu:oal in .. u uli'\'i'liun 1'41:.!. [.uu~e 
1nlmnr1 \llliil)!l.' i" da ... "Hh.'tl In 1uhdl'\·l~irm ~II. Bull:. 
"In I ilp;l.' uf-1«.'!'41 ... IL't'tls. hcum. 11111~ :11111 Q-t;lin h d;t""il-a!.'d 
iu 'ul.ltlh·isiuu I'll I. · 

Mil. I ,tllr.o.~· 'II" lmlttl luh;u t'll ..;luraJ{l' 
1'11houtu ... tnrt."il in luu .. ~· 'lllitrllitit·~ u1· in ll.lll''' in, r.~u~" on· 

. hul(llu::ul ... ofntl h;trrel5 he: Cure.• '" aht-r ;un tinn. luu bt'fun.: 
m:mul.anurt' r1f fini1hetl tnh:~rru !JI"tultu h. Tnhilutl n•r· 
ing ... ht:tls :mel 'llllr.lg'f: durinS( pnnc'l~iug OII'L' indmled iu 
"iUit.ii\'l~iHH~ H!'tli :Inti i:.!5 fl"\l.tt'l."ti\t~ly. 

H.l~. 1-\iit'tn, 'lt.uh\1!1 · 
!-itmage in hui\tlings' t:alh~tl h:trn'l. \H ~111r.u;~·e ;''""' ia•••tl 
\\"ilh h:~rn\, \urh ils .mim;al~. n~htr IL-'i, ft.•t>tl. l.'tf .. i~ ill· 

aludCII: ... tnltlt."i Me in•lwh•tl. E:td~~tlctl .tr~ ~lin .. "·hi• h 
:trc rlil~'iilictl in mlnlh·i-.inn "'II. 

~IIi. C:min e!r:l·:ttnr-, 
lnr:lulle ~m· beau elt:''i1lUM 

!t 17. l 0i\'t'11udc. ~turux~ 
Stui'OI_Rt' ur li\'('~lOt'k :tl :iny pnifll ht'\'W1tl lheo l'iti ... ine 
r:mch ur farm. AI rail ami I ruck. 'i-ltw k~·41rtl5 :1ntl ntht;r 
li,·t-<otnrk pem. ami yanl~. 

Ml1t .-\grifultur:tl ,uppl,· "'lnraJ,_,r-e 
Sturage ul m;&tl.!l'ial!l fnr !;ill<!' in a):t'ricultura1 :mm~. In· 
aludt:cl ilr~ feL'41. fertilin:r anll nnn'mmnrin•tl farm inlpiL·· 
numu. Ht~~·. grain, u•et! anti feet! \lurr.>s Jre: indml~tl. 

Hl9 .. -\gricuhural pmdm·u U1_1r:1ge: nut l.'lu~·u·hcrf' r\:u•if1eod. 
~~clly in detail. · 

A 10. Al(riwlturul prnducu swrage: imulli1.:i~nt ininrnuuiun 
given to clnnily Curther. · . 

82. . Tntile Ston:ge 

R21. Ralcl.l t·ouun smrage 
lnclutleJ coth>n-compreu 

822. BnleU wfJQl or wontet.l stornli{t: 
M2!. 1\uled 'ilk ur synt.het.ic fiber 111tnr:.gc 
R24. Boted jute, ht:mp. ft;:uc., siwJ. other mix.ec.l nr bll'ntled 

fiber storage 
R'25. Cloth anti yarn nora.~tt 
R2fi. \Vearing nrrarel, fr-iirmenu, and 6nisiH~ll tex.tilc :iiOri1Re 
R27. Leather. lellther protlucu :itor..ge 
AZfl. Fur. skin.hair prnducu storage · 
H29. Textile siOTDfil:e:: not t:bewh1.·re clusit;ed, specify in tleuil. 
R:!U. Textile storage: insufficient information lit"'-·en to dan.H~· 

further. 

8!. Procased Food, Tobacco Storage 

831. 

· Rl2. 

Packaged (ocxJs.t.uff stornge 
Fomlstufb stured in c-:mlbonn\ nr !l~per purk::~ges. 
Canm:LIIlr bou\etl (nod r1r -wh t.lrink SliWa!{~ 
SwrnRC' uf cmnnetl 1ir buult'd foodnuffs. indmling p: .1u 
whil:h bottle mmerinll made cli.:wht:n:. 
l..nmc: ur lmxge1l IH"OC'essed (Ut,._l ~Uif:lgt:' . · 
Procc!lo~L'lt futub non'l.l in ln1lk tlr in h:\lifS uf ;m~· m:ut:l'i:tl 
ur an,· .. i.cl' .. \nin~ul reed in h:n·. J''fllilt. !let'll. untl kt'll 
)1411"1'-"' i">.d:a..sifictl umler A. I H. :-.:at ural ;.ninml lt:ed~ :jltlf"L'tl 
in bulk.. nre t\as!\ifie,l in ,uluth·i ... inn Kll. :--.;1uural animal 
reci.l Sloretl ii\ h:1g11 i1 d:t:'lo.,.jfied in ..;ubt,li .. ·bion_ 1!-l:t 
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•' :.-. 

'.'.·:•~'-' 

F1..-MI h11 kt:r pl:m~1 ._ . _ _ . ,. ..... 869. Chemit'ill or pl:utic. chetnical rtr plastic prnduct .'itorag~: 
t:.ll11 ,l•rr.IJCC ---~~:.·.;;~:-··;- .:~.~~-~:_

1

~·:::-. .'::'•';·~'.~~ '"_'~~-~~:~:::~:'.'·~ .. ,.. ....... .-.-~~not elsewhere' da,sif,~t_:·;~pci_Ci(f it_i ~ile'i:Jil:.~ril~~!i_t_~lc:_s_ so:•P.--~- ·-..·-·-~--· 
.Fiilur<~J.(l' in r·~·frif(l'rlllt:!l lndhlinJ.."' rJr huildinWJ with a- · · · ::tn'l deter-genu. - · · · · · · 
I .ttdullr 1/ltu llllh.'l.l iii!IUI'rrpht:ll! rl'Jtilrttlt.:'"' ur ·~ \'~ nl' ,ile ftliO. Ghc.-mirnl nr plulir. ~hemical nr plutic fl~mlurt •tor:t:~tt: 
uf_ p•·uduct r•r J-10" k.IJCr:. lr~ .. lur:ll(t: i-. d;IJL .. ifu_,_ in. :flUb· insufficient infOrmation gi\·en to rlussify further .. 

· di,·r-.iun K~7. !n•MII•M lt:r~ Joi~M. · · - -- · 
1-t~li. l4ulk. •uJr-1-r nnrage 

. ~:17. Hulk rl•mr ur 'tarrh ~lrlragf:! · 
87. Metal, Metal Product St~nrge 

H!Ut Padc.;rgt~ll tuh:u rn prutlurt ~wr:IK~ 871. B:uic me La I fnrm :!!.Wrage 
Stnrirgt.• u( lini,he•[ tnh~u_"rn, pr~1tku·1.~- in :my~1~'JlC: p.:u·k:I~_-.-;~--:.~~~...;-.. ~,·-R7~:~_.,~(~lu1 part!i 'itnrnge .{uhc.•n' i1i' tra~·~ ur bii~is.;'_ •n'iiil-r.:u·kit! "=-i----~~ 

~:£;~:~~~!'!;;~!;:1~::!.~. ~·~·~:;;.!~~u~'J1;,, ~-1;~0·;~;. ~:i¥'·~·~u~: ~;~;:~~ :,:~": ~~~:~5~?~:~!~~, '!~J:f~~:~;~~f!?~\rJf.~~~ ~·:~' ~ \~~- ~:~~~·~ !'-~\~~,.-_:E:f0:~c".;~~~~~.t 
t)r•!""''L'd. ~~~~~l .. •nh:uw \lur:IJI:r!: irt~uffidcnt inr,,rm:uiun P.iS. Eh~ctric:~t':tppli:mn~ aml supply ~turo.~ 

K!\!1. 

K3U. 

gnen IH d.l~\lf~ hut her. HiG. F'inishttl mct:1.! f»tmhu-u ~lorage (nltrn in nl.flnns nt· 

H 1. Pen-uleum Prnt..lurcs and -Aicuhnlic Bev~~gt Storage 

hu hull~ J.I''"I.'S uf :ill killll!!r, llill11111ilhlc li411i1h1, 011111 ('lllt\IJIUliblc • 
liiJIIi•l!'i. c::vc:pt thn'c "lM.-.·iflr;rll)· nu:nlinne-d in Hli. hl'lnw,sut·h o.s 
Mli!ir fnr paim i111d \'tmmh. · . . · 

H·ll. Fl•irnm;rhlc; ur wmhu!itihh: 1ilp•i~l$ tomlt. !llll'iiJtC. hulk 
- planl,, \4.'1minals. ;md wnl [arm!!:.-lndtulcs :lirpnrt Ju.~l 
•li~pc:n'lhtJ,t ,.ptcm~. hut nnt r.:lincry llltlkilJCl' ·(ifii) _ur 
r~~r\'rlir ill uil wc.•ll (Iii -I). 

HI . 

H I!J. 
IHH. 

R49. 

Ci.;•~umrt.'h.·r an• I n~r~J.~t'rlit gn'" \ttJI'OIJ(l' 
I .P·Gali bulk jrlanl 
Fur HllinJ( II iollh·itlual t ~ liutli:!ll rut' i.he public, ii.'C' 

'C'I'\'iH• UiUillll$ in 571. 
:\li~ile .lllltl· riM kct r1rcl 'lnt:IJ(~ 
. \1 m;mu(;u·turing pl.:mt, l.owm·hinM '\ill', :uul inlcrnu.·di
atL' lixetl \lurage lm-;uium. 
P:1rk:tgi:ll pctmlcum JU'Hthu 111 ~tur:~gc 
,\kuhl)lit: bC'\'CI'lii{C !olllr:lg«!' 

SlnmJtC ll( lirfunr. beet', "'inc. ;unl nt.htr alwhnlil' bc\'Cr·. 
;1g.:s. indu1ling lmrrt:b •. ':1,.k1. k4.'1r'• uml bonlcs.. 

· Peuo-leum producu ond alcoholic heveroige slorage:': not 
elsewhere classified, speciry in detail. -

MO. Petroleum produc-ts and a.lcnholic b~vcrage uor.~ge: in· 
1ufficient in(armiltion gh'm to clauily further. 

85. Wood and Paper Pnxlu<ts Stonge 
R51. Lumbet;.·anl, buildhig materials·uorage 

Stor:~ge or lumber and building materiills. Excluded is 
.uorage of timber, pulpwood, logs, and wood fuel, claui· 
fieu in 662. anu woou chips. 666. 

852. WooU produc:LJ, furniture 1Loragc 
85.!. Fiber product.s storoge 

Storage _or producu m~de from llben o( ordinary com· 
bu.ufble maurials., such. ;u fiberboard: or noncombustible 
fiber mmteriab with coinbwtible componmtl, such as 
fiberglau insulation. Included abo are pulp, felt, excel· 
1ior, rope. · 

854. Rolled paper uonoge 
855. Paper, paper produ<ts norage 

Includes airtoru, bags, WDste paper, and baled paper, but 
excludes rolled paper (854) and pulp uorage (85!). 

859. Wood ond paper produru '"'"'II"' not elsewhere clwi· 
lied, specUy in detail 

tl50. Wood and paper .prod.ucu stonge: insufficient in[ormn.
tion giv~n lo cl~ify lu"ber. 

86. Chemical or Plutlc, Chaaka.l or Plutlc Proclw:t Storage 
· For the purpose o( ·this clauification, a chemical i1 a material 

wh.ich hu had or ~ill ·have a plant controlled change in· iu 
molecular structure or compmiuon, not involving po)ymcrlzn• 
tion; whUe a pludc is a malerial whose molecule hu been 
polymerized. 

861. Industrial chemiculstonge 
862. Hazardow chemical nora.ge 

(For radJoacdve ma1~riala, use 611.) 
B6.S. Pla.nic, plaatic produa storage 
864. Fertilizer uorage. Abo see 818. . 
865. Paint, vamilh storage · 
886. Drup, cosmeda, pha.nnaceutical storage 
867. Rubber, rubber producu norage 
868. Photognophlc film uoroge 

Storage of photographic films, n~w or exposed, including 
motion pictu"' film, X·I'IIY film. Industrial .and hobby 
film.·lncluded are picture dinribution faciUties auch as 
film exchanges. 

247.::: 

t:ralca) . 
)Iii. Scr>~p atitl junlt\;trlb 

lndmlin:.c; nunriu~·t;tl wustc ·atul \nap, .'lrlll'h a~ \\'ii\IC(liljll'r 
ami tirc5. fnr n:hne use 91:!. · 

K79. · .\trn'l, mcml pr11~lut'h ~tur11gt:; nul. d11ewhcre ·dil\!tified, 
'l:tt:cHr in detnil. 

Hi(). :O.Jt:tal. metal /.lrnUuru unra~c: insulllc:ic:nt inC•~rmatimt 
gh·cn In dani y rurthe_r. 

SM. Vehicle Storage 

MHI. 

KK3c 

RR~. 

. RRS. 

886. 
887. 

888. 
889. 
880. 

G;1raRC." rcsidrntial pnrk.ing ,. 
Parkin~ nr mntnr \'thides in IIOI.'•Sin~~· rt'll.itlentialg-.t.ntge'J. 
()w~llinR garaJ{eS :.re inciUtlcll wh~ther 1ellafilte nr iU· 
t:IC'hed. All nlher Jtilr.tge! .are t'lnbillcd in mbtli\·is.inn 
RH:!. 
(;;lr:tgc, g~nerill \'Chidr pitr1dng 
Purking !olrtii'IUTl"S rnr Vt'hidc!'n{ \'ilrinll!i 11\\'llt!Nhip un
der the- liirc-c:licm or une- 11\IUI:tj:tl"IIICIIt. P:lrking in upt.'11 
lou, •p~d:tl npc:n :nrm·turcs i!lr induc.le1\. Exrhulc'l :rre 

. (ilrililies fnr rc:p;1ir uf rnutur \"C:hirl!:! d:mtfiL"I.I in 'Ub· 
tlh·isinn !ir7:t Parking ur \'Chic:ln in tlwelling g'Jrn~ ~uul 
onc·l\ory rellitlcntial garages are drtuifit:U iil sutnlh·isinn 
~1. -
8us. truck, nutu nc~t. ;uunnwhile tlcmler storagt: 
Parking nl nunur \'C:hiclea um[cr the !.time ownenhip·:md 
m;mngtmcnt. Trurk rurking, ilutn lleet potrkinp;. bus 
parking, trilclc.leu trolley p;uk.ing, taxicab parkin~ are 
llldtlllcLI. ~r~c:hiucry :.nLI e-ptipment Stntilgt :lre c-xrhuled 
and d:nsiRtd in tubllh·i,iun tiM • 
Hea~y machine ami equipment llDfil~ • • . 
Pil.rkmg ol mad, farm, ·ilnll contrucunlt t.'qUipmt:n( 10 a 
suitublr mun:~ged locutiOn. Public W•Jrlu ,·ehicles, cnn·· 
uruction Dnrt.l.eanh-moving e<(uipment, Uuinp nud.J and 
cr.mes are included. 
Bnat, ship noro.g~ · 
A marine parking "gar.~ge." Docking and !pOOring radii· 
ties for boau in lhe water. lnc:lut.lec.f .ue launching ladli· 
ties anrt.lnorage o( boBU-, ships (or reliltively long r:riotls 
or time. ExcJudec.l are yilcht club buildings Whteh ;are 
classi6c:d in subdivi1ion H:!r. boat repniring \'ilrds which 
ue c:lillllfied in 1ubdivision 7B2 and mo.rine' service na· 
tions wh.ich ilre daui6ed in subUivision 577. 
Aircrait hangar 
R.u.ilway noruge 
Loc~moti¥e s1orage, car storage and track r~pair ~uip
ment iLr~ inc.Juded. All fixed railroat.l storage raciiitiel 
are inclut.led. Railroad yards and' signaling :~~nd switching 
racilities are classified in division 95. 
Fire nations 
Vehicle storage; nol elsewhere chwilled, specify in detnil. 
Vehicle norage: insufficient in(ormnticn given _to classHy 
further. 

89. c.n .... t Item Storage 

891. Cenernl warehoute 
Warehouia uoring Wood rurnlture mainlv aie dassifiert.l 
in 852. Ware howes uoring roocJatufh mainly are chwified. 
in division 8!. Warehowes storing' tex.tiles mainly ilre 
clasaifi.ed in division 82. 

li92. 'Bagget.l mineral producu norage 
lncluc.les cement, lime, gyps':'m· · 

89.!. Packaged mine-ral prod.ucu storage 
Includes glau, clay producu, pouery, 11.nd earlhenware. 

894. · Freight tenninal 
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FOR 1NDivlbUA~~~~~~:6$~~~~\t9Jt\ssM~Jil(6~$'·',.. 
H!15 • 

H!JH, 

_ H~IH, 

,.;H!I. 

,..,,Ill 

HU .. 'it'nrnRt" PmiN.TiiC"!I, Uru:lwwificd 

Ktl~l. Sumt~r: IU'uJ.u:rt ~-; 11u1 t:lst•where rht!!.llific.ttl, 1pcr.iry in 
d1~uaU. 

XUIJ, Sl•tr;i~.;e fmiiK.'tl\': in .. llfli_r·ic.•••• inf•rnnitlirnl gi\'l!'ll Itt ~-Iiiii· 
"'ir~- further. 

9. SI'EI:I,\L l'~()l'f.~TIES 

Tht!M.' prupc.•rlit·"' :n'-' tun n:mlilr dot!(li.Hir:tl in mt~· ul the pt·c
• t'11iiiJC .\Tnjnr Dh·i!.iun!i. Thc~· iudtule 11111inly _uutrluur pmt.H:rtit'!5, 

1JI. C:.nn:r.~ntclir•n. llnr~cur•ierll'n•lten'! 

( :uu,tnutiuu ur 1it•muli1 iun •lone hv I'UtUr;u lnra Ill' J(TH.'l'l"ll· 

llii'III:JJ ;IIIIIHII'iLit"'. lru·i1UI1~d j, l\'111'k 'tlum: b~· "'fiCli;rli"'t ntll· 

ll"ollllll\ •rwh it!ll ··:~rpt111t'h. plumhc", nt:I'IIIIIJII, plitlilt"n.:r-. >IIHl 
fl'l"hflii iilll!l. f.Xt'IIUIL'tl =ti'C II'IIHIIll•lillg, I"L'fJ.IIin. r•m~ll"lll"linn l)f 

• dt•muliti4ni dum~ h, tlw \WIT ur l'IIIJihi~L't."l<l ••r ;1 prul•crt~ 11r thou 
lilltlt' ill the: UUM11:1I IIJII:f<Hinu uf "111 t•nfCt·prill4.', 'llf"l :1' dt•;u·inJ{ 
•·anh lur n~ining. 

· !Ill. 1\uihlint.:" muh:r muati·m:liun 
!II:! .. 1\ui l.liug untlt•r •IL•nntliliun 
!II~. Cun~1rm1iun, ulhtT 1h:m hnihlinJ('i 
Ul-l. lh-mt.ticiun, tllhct· chuu lmihlin.l('li 
~11;1, \'m:1111 f'Jfii,Jt"My 

l)fltJK.'rly Wllh!HU IUfiiCfiU. 
!Uti. Cnntrarrnrs !lht.•d 
917. lrll• I''"I"'"Y . 

Idle ptnptorty \Yhh stnne ur :tll mntcnu t~f prevtml5 m•ru. 
poncy. _ 

!IlK. Ruihling umler rcnm•;nion 
!119. t:.mKtrut·tiun. l!ntJCrupit."tl PmJ:lel'ty: nut cli!.·where t'!uui· 

ri1.•rl, SJ)(:ri(y in tlttail. 
~Hn. Cnn~tnu·tion. Unon:upied Prot>eny: immlfidern in forma· 

1 inn giv~n rn claM iF~· further. · 

92. Special Structare~ . 

~l:! I ' 

9:!2. 

U:.!.1. 
!1:!·1. 
925. 

!126. 
D27. 
!1!!8. 

9!!0. 

Bridge, trestle 
Overhl:'all elev:uec..l :s-tructures: such as bridge., tr~stles, 
m·erpaues, elevated road anti ruilway. 
Tunnel 
H under 100 feet dnuih in subdivision 92!.. 
Umlcrpau · 
Toll 1Union 
Shelter 
lncludes norm, tnrnado. bomb," or Callmu 
Uutbuilriing, excluding !!"<age-
( luttluor telephone booth 
.lt.criol tramway . 
Includes 1lc.i lift o.nd ~hair \Uu 
Spe"cial nrUctum;, not elscwhtre cla.uifiedf 1pecily in 
detail . 
Special nructuret; iniLillident information given to 
_rlauify further . 

248 

94. · Water Areas 

941. 
. !H2. 

9U 

!144. 
9-15. 

919. 
!HO. 

ln open sea, lakr nr river 
Within de•iR""ated JXJrt, channcl1n illlf'"hor.aRe 
Alongside quay, pier. nr piUngs 
·Excludes Hammnblt: litJUid nr JfUS luaUina:~nr unln:.di11g 
Cacilhv 
At Hnmmable liiJUid ur g:n lwu.JinR or unln:uting ra.dlit~ 
.-\ground . 
lndir:ue tlillimt"f! In nc.oinesl shnn:line 

"Wnter ;1r~all; nut eb~where rlaJ.dli!.'\l, ~Jn.'tit'~· in de1ail 
W:nc:r oan:n11: imuffit·icnt inrurnmliun Kh't<U ln d:hsil~ 
hirthcr · 

95. Ruilruad Pn,peny 

Ruilrn;ul, mhwil\', railw;n·. lrnllev r.:tr ami nther r-:til lixetl 
Jm•perly a·re int:lltlll••l in·th~'tcrnt "niilmatl," 

951. Railrmulrit{fH nr wnr . 
lndudes ill'eil mnrktU h}' fencr: or :'10 £ert b~ynmJ bal1:1u 

· un ca1·h ,i1lc:. IUH1'lhlc or 1wltth vunb., terminab. or 
'idinRJ. · 

952. Switrh y:ml, 1n;u·~hnllink ynrtl 
!153. Siding · 

The ~pun within 1he imhunri;lf plant m •1lht'r prnpc:rt~· 
95fi. Railrmul .. ignulin~r nnd tewiu:h rnntrnl ec1uipnu:~u 
!159. Railrond property: not elsewhere clauifirt.l, .sprci£y in 

aletall 
!150. R:~.ilroud property: imufficient in£or":JIIlinn gi\.·en .to cl:~s

llify further 

96. Road Propc!rt' 

961. Limited acceu highway. tlivit.led highway 
962. Pavec.l public street . 

Includes wociuted parnllel ur t.liagonal ,,..rking on .right 
of way. . 
Excludea limitet.l acccu or divided hiJ[hway 

963. PQved privute slreet or way." 
Jncluc.les povr:d Urivt"Wnys. Exclu•le!lo unco,·ererl p;~rk.ing 
area. 

964. Unpaved ure~t. roouJ nr path 
965. UnL"Uvered pn.rking area 

Includes _open parking Iota, ope.n car stilck.ing mecha· 
nisms. ExcludeJ driveways (see 965). 

969. Ro~ propeny: not elaewhere- cliwifietl. 1pecify in det~il 
960. Road: propeny; in.suffirient inFonnatinn Riven to cla.u1ty 

further 

97. Al...,..ft Areu 

971. 
Y72. 

In Hight 
On runwuv 
Includes appro;~ch nnd D\'t'rrun nreru 
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APPENOI~A~EXeL-ANAWI.ONS~~~-~'f.~-

. FOR INDilliDOA!r;:FIXED. P"A.6PERtf;;cJse7ctJAssfFIC~TIONS~'r;;;:-;~~;:;: 
!17.1. On laxiw~r~;~nCDV~fCd'.jlla~k.J~g-::;_rci1, maintenDnce area 

lndtnlc.~ ;al liirpnii"prnpeft~ nther than runw:~.y or lo:.d· 
in~ mmp. · 
AI lnatlinR" r11mp . . · !IH 

!175 • 
!179. 
!1711. 

( }n grnuml uff airport rnmplex . ....._,., --~- __ 
. \irrr.th fire~:·nnt el~c-where dituUied. apeciry in !lelail· 
Airc:raft fires: immffideril inrom\aLinn Kivm tu dassHy 
Further· · 

!'JR. E'1uipmcnt Openuilii .A~: . --~ ·_ · · 
!lRI. Conll\ruction site;· .. -:· · ··· ~ .... 

Excluding oil or ga1 field 
!)H:!. ( )il or gas field · 
!lltl .. Pipe line n_r power line ril(ht o£ way 

,I·_. 

249~ 

9R9.· 

9RO. 

90. Special Properties: Unclassified 

909. Special pmpc:rLies: not elewhe~ dniuified, Mfle'Ci£)· in 
....... '· detoll -· 

"!irio. · Snecial pm~J.I.ics: ,imuffidmit irirnnn~tinn given 1n rlii!i.-
s(fy rurther: ~ • ' • I • - • • • • .,, .. _,r::.! 

' ,_·:·•r·.c·'-.;'·• ---~-- .• .. · - ·:I 

D .. hoperty, Unclaii.lfied 

009. Propeny. not e-l!liewhere r.la:~llified, ~tpcciry in detail 
IHK). Prol.terty, insuffidcm infllmlaLion given lo clta!illi£y 



' "" '~p:;~#6fts.tc,~f~~~.(lfB~i":r;:-~~':.as;,;:,c ~ ' ,·~ 
FOR INDIVIQ_I;!AL'-"MOBIIZ:E ::PROBEBTY cLA~~!F,I~~ TIONS 

I. Road Tr.ln!rJMtM Vehicle~ - PH~r'n~r 
Mu"mr \~ehkil":'i primmril~- rnr ln1_!1~1JC.lfling prup~e !IUr.~_ou .lUtD• 

rnuhih:5. luu•'""· w"in•b": im·hulin~ abnn•lnnL>tl 't't"hicle~. Mnhile· 
livin~ iu1it:o. ufF 1lwif ,~·llc:i.·l'llj ;m· dnulfietl in Oh:ilinn ·li nr 
Apf"'ndix A. 
011 Aulnmuhilc.: ;, · 'n··•or··~ ··• ., .• • 

hirhnlt"' lii:~Cifllh:tifnml"inc: ·mn~·n1r. :~mbul11nc~ 
012 . Uu!'l, lr:tdtlt•u I mile\· ·" .-::-~.:.· 

· Inc:lmk"' ~rhnnl bu"' ·'···-~:.:; 
01.3 .\11 tcrr"in ''L'hidc 

.lnduc.le!l n 11HN'\TII.', guU nlrt. ~nnwmnbile, llunc huggy 
014 :\ln1urhnmc · 

.-\ muhilc ran.ll~· unit. J~t:rnmncm nr tcmpurary. mnwin-
inp; il!l u""n mnth·c pnwl!'r · 
l nd mlc:s ram pen. 

nt 5 Tr:.v~l lri~oiler, it ponahle 'itnu·lnr~ buill nr pla•·ed nn :1 · 

t'h;tJI~il <Inti tiCSiJ{nt"tllh ne II!W!'d illl a tempnr.ary family unit 
Ul6 Ci1mping trniler. a C"llll:tiKihle ptuml~le ~trm·ture nuih nn 

n chnni:. nml 1le.sip;m:d w b~.: u:~ctl :1!i '::~. u~mpm"'JI'Y £:unily 
unit · · · 

017 Trnilc:r. nlUhile bulltlinK Lllll'li Fnr •llfin~. \:1bnr:U1)ry m· 
tnhcr IUII1fl'"itlcntinl purpn'IC!'I whether nn nr tdf it:. wla:els. 

019 Rn;nltr:lll\fl'U'I vehkh!l - ~llll\COJ{'tt. nnt ~l1cwhr~ d"r..'li· 
6L·cl, llJ>Cdf~· in ,detail · 

010 R111Ui tru11!1fHlrt vehides- tJaD.enp;er. insuffic-ient infnrnta· 
tiun Kh't•n tn dnuify £unher . 

2. Rnacl Trun1rpnrt Vehicle - FrriRflt 

Vchidcs prim;l'rily r.u· lriln.Sptlrl ill~ guiHhl im·lutleJC Olhi~mllmt.-.1 
\'~hirles. For nuut.•ri;\(!'i.·luu••lling ectuipmclll me mh•livi11inn liS. 

1).:! I Truck; genernl uver une tnn net weight 
lndmle11 10lid chWI"i• trucks, nmil trucks, tlump 1ruc:k1, 
fin: 01.ppar:uus. 

Oll Small trucks. umh.•r nne tun net weiKftt 
lnch.a1k"!i l,idc.up, W:ll{nn~ ami nnnmnlorited hnuHng riJt&. 

023 Trud1., semi-trailer 
0:::!4 Tank truC'k, no~n:.mmnhlt .. .-urgn 
0~5 Tnnk truck.. flammable liquid, chemical 
026 Tank truck., rnmpressed gQ!I or LP·gas . 
027 Trash trud. 

Includes nunpartor, re(me. 1emlering 
029 Road lranspon Yehide - rreight, not elsewhere classUied, 

spec:i{v in deuail 
020 Ro~t.ti'trJn&JJOn vehiclr:- (reighl, imufficient in£onnuion 

given to classi(y rurther 

S. Rail Tra111pon Vehicle 

RaHrou.d. subway, ~?ilway. trolley ca.r and other rail vehicles 
are included in the ttnn "ra1lroa.d." 

031 Roilroo&l car; r,usenger. diner . 
032 Railrond cnr. reil!ht. bo•, hopper 
033 Roilrood car. tanli. 
034 Railroad car: container, piggy-bud. 
OJS . Lucumotive, engine 
036 ·sell-powered car 

Includes trolley and ra.piU transit car: excludes Lrttd.les.B 
trolley cla.uified aa a bw. 

037 Maintenante equipment/cor 
l ncludes caboose, crane. 

039 Rail transport vehicle~ not el~ewhere clauifi.ed~ s~cify in 
d .... il 

030 R:a.il trumport nhirle. insullirient infnnnatann l(iven tn 
dUJify funher 

4. Water Tronspon Veuela 

All 
041 

water veuell are included irre~pective of ownenhip. 
Motor a-ah (under 65ft. LOA) ' 
Vessel• under 65 feet length overall. Commercial fi&hing 
veuel1 are cJauified i'1 Subdh1ision 4:8. 

--
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04! 

04J 
044 
1).13 
046 
•I"~ 

047 

048 

1).19 

040 

.'·.·-· -- --
Ve,.el (unuer I,UOO GT) 
Veuels aver 65 fe_et length'u\-·ernll. but __ unLicr I.UUO grnn 
Lana. lncluded are water tax.iei:'"-indUstrial ,.e~cta· ami 

.''yachu.". · 
Ship: pau•nger 
Shipi tanl 
Ship: combat ,;, · 
Ship: ,-.. rgo. orher -~· ::·r·l··,::---~. 
Ve"eb not clwifi.Ct.l_' in SUbdivisioru"·U. -l21 ·U. 44 and ·IS. 
Sonsel!-propelled- vessel c-------,- •• 

All venels without their own-motive power. lncludrd ;1rt 
towed p~:rruleum h:dlumu. burgc!l :m1t ••ther towed or to\\.'• 
.ahie vcuel1. S~ilbuall are d.a!l.'lificll in Subtlh·isiun .f9; 
C:ommen:ial R1hinl{ ,·esel ' 
lndudt:s rho~t: rm inhtml. rnus1al and ocean Will~rs • .1.nd 
opc:r;Hinn nr 0\''iter bf.oth. fi!lh h;U~hi:'TiC't, ami £u.::tor\' \'~· 
Jt:ls. A f;,1h hatdtery incH i,. da\~ificll a.~~ Fixed pmperr\·~ use 
cude ti65. · · ' 
\V;ucr· ll':unpnrL ,.f,.'S.'Ie'ls: nnt else\\'hcre clousifi.ed, speciFv 
in 1h:tail. lndtuh:s 'l.;lilbn.:H~ wilhmlt auxiliary puw~r. · 
Water Lrampnrt \'C"-"eiA;- iluufficient inlormatiun gi\·en to 
dauiry [urther. 

5. Air Trarupon V<h!des 

Tr:m1pnrc.by air or 
1
,,,..,,l·ngen ;md rn·ight, whether by regular 

:!lervicc~ ur by prh·atc 1' taru:~r. 

OS 1 Pc:nnnal, busin~u. ilml utility nlrcrah um.le:r t2,5UO lbs. 
grns.\ weight 

052 Penon:~.!, husim.·u :and utitilr ain:rart 12.500 lb~. grnu 
wcif{hl :md nver 

053 C.muncrciul tr:uuport aira-ttlt. rcdprnr.::Hing engine. !JOW• 

cn~U. rnce:U wing . 
OS>l ['.ununercial tr:.nsJXIn aln:rnfl, turbine engine pnwerc•l. 

.fiXL'll wing 
055. llclicoptcrs ilml \'CTlir:1l 1:1kc·nff ;lirnart, nunmiHt:.l"\' 
056 Military nirt·rart,_ nnuh01l ·~·Itt:' (anadc. hon\b~n. Iighu:r!'i, 

057 r.'i\i:!h airnaft, n~,.\wmbut \)'pt:s (1·:ugn, lnining, utility, 
reconuai~!oance) 

058 Ground cffct·t m;:~c'hinC!t (hm·en:rnrq; nunmilital')' 
059 Air lrJn1'1ptJrt \'Chidt:'~: nut cl"ewlu:n.: d;.a~~illctl. \pcd(y in 

c.lctilil. Lighter than air, J;lhler, kit<: ;m: im:h••k~l. 
OSO Air trimfii.Mirl \'c.•hidt."!.: msufiident inrn.rmolliun gi,·en La 

chusil y r l.'fl ner. 

6 •. H~,.vy Equipment 

061 Earth mnvin12; equiprTu:nt 
Includes bull t.lol~r; shu\'cl, gratl~r. ltTaper, \n:tn'htr. plaw. 

062 Corutru..:Lion ~lJUiP.ment 
lndmles water dnUiu~ eqnipnu:m. pile: th'i\·er, tunneling. 
e:qulpmcnt, air compressor etc:. . . 

'06J Materials. huntllin~ equipment . 
lncluUet fork. liCt, mdwtria:l tow motnr lon.der, uoclc.er. 

064 Crane 
065 Tr.u:tor, harv9ter, picker 
066 Drllling: rig, petrolculll, g;u only . 
067 Amaarc:ll equipment · 
068 lndutles armoreU c-.tr, ant! military vebide 

:Spa..:t ,·ehiclc. miuuu::U or unm~m~eU ·) 
JncluUes .rUt.:kct u.m.l miuilc lor liml.liug sit~. n~:e llxeU 
!Jruperty; use o:n. . . · . 

069 Heavy equipment, nut chewlu:re dow1ru:d, •Pt'Cll)' m 
Jet ail 

060 Heavy equipment~ insuftkicnt inlomuuhm gi,•e:n to clUJ· 
sHy (urth:er 

1. Spe<iol Vehlclea 

07\ Gar&len equipment . _ _ _ 
lncluUes power Urh·en lawn, yiLrU and snow. e:q~1pmen~ 

079 Spedal vehicles, not elsewhere clauilic:c.l, spect(y an Lle:uul 
070 Sp«inl \'ehicles, imufficie:nL in(omtatiotl g'ven to cl:usHy 

[urther 

'··.i• 
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COUNTY COUNTY 
CO.UNTY-NAME ~.QOQE~"-''~-.cO__•:-_ .:=•_;o,_·_ -_COUNTY J:JAM,;_._, CODE~~-,::-----::=--:: 

-- Alameda· 01- - --
-... , Alpine,,_ . _ · 02 _ 

-.• --"' ~ ~~ri\d2~:.:~;.~~-"'"'"=· " ~~. '· '""''"' ,. ""'' 
Calaveras 05 

Orange. .. 30 
Placer__ 31 ... _ 

~\~:!ra~E::f§~~ -~: ~~ ~:~.:~:.7-0cocc' . ~ _, - .. _ .. -~ 
·Sacramento·~-- ·- ~ .. - 34·-· 

Colusa 06 San Benito 35 
Contra Costa 07 - San Bernardino 36 
Del Norte 08 _ San Diego 37 
ElDorado 09 San Francisco · 38 
Fresno 10 San Joaquin · 39 
Glenn 11 San Lulll Obispo ,40 
Humboldt 12 San Mateo 41 
Imperial 13 Santa Barbara 42 
lnyo 14 
Kern 15 

Santa Clara 43 
Santa Cruz 44 

Kings 16 
Lake 17 

Shasta 45 
Sierra 46 

Lassen 18 
Los Angeles · 19 
Madera t 20 

Siskiyou 47 
Solano 48 
Sonoma 49 

Marin 21 Stanislaus 50 
Mariposa 22 
Mendocino 23 

Sutter 51 
·Tehama 52 

Merced 24 
·Modoc 25 . 

Trinity 53 
Tulare 54 

Mono 26 .Tuolumne 55 
Monterey 27 
Napa 28 

Ventura 56 
Yolo 57 

Nevada 29 Yuba 58 

e .. 
. I 

25L 
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-APPENDIX B FIRE DEPA~;rJ~"N~ eb-oe:L~·U-~BERS 

ALAMEDA COUNTY 
------;~;:~~~f§'~;}f~~~~~j;_:~: .. t..: ~::.;:::~:~:-=.~~f;::·i·-t·~~-~;~:~~ 

. ·· : __ lone Fire Department 03·01 0 . · 

'Alameda County Fire Warden 01-125 

Alameda Fire Department 01-005 

Albany Fire Department 01-010 · 

Ashland Fire Prot. Dist. 01~1 05------- -- · 

· Berkeley Fire Department 01-015 

Castro Valley Fire Prot. Ql~L,Q,l:020 
Chetryland Fire Prot. Dis!:> Ot•050 

· Decato Fire Prot. Dist. 01-120 

Eas!Bay Regional Park Dist. 01-080 

Emeryville Fire Department 01-035 

Fairview Fire Prot. Dis!. 01-055 

Forest Service, u.s. 01-565 

Fremont Fire Department 01-040 

Hayward Fire Department 01-045 

Lawrence-Berkeley Lab. U.C. 01-7_60 

Lawrence-Livermore Lab. U.C .. 01-765 

Livermore Fire Department 01-065 

Newark Fire Department 01-070 

Oakland Fire Department 01-075 

Orinda Fire Prot. Dis!. 07-070 

Piedmont Fire Department 01-090 

Pleasanton Fire Department 01-095 

Redwood Fire Prot. Dist. 01-025 

San Leandro Fire Department 01·1 00 

San Lorenzo Villag~ Co. Serv. Area 01-110 

State Division of Forestry 01·555 

Tennyson Fire Prot. Dis!. 01~060 

Union City Fire Department 01-115 

Valley Community Serv. Dlst. 01~030 

ALPINE COUf\ITY 

Forest Service, U.S. 02·565 

State Division of Forestry 02-555 

AMADOR COUNTY 

Amador City Fire Prot. Dis!. 03-005 

Forest Service, U.S. 03-565 

'f'':Sj~ckson Fire Department 03-020 

' <~Jackson Valley Fire Prot. Dist. 03-015-

Pine Acres Community Serv. Dis!. 03-025 

Plymouth Fire Department 03·030 

Preston School of Industry 03"450 

-~-·-. River Pines 03-040~:-;.:~-,-"" 
· ,_ State Division of FOrestryi03-555. 

Sutter Creek Fire Prot. Dist. 03-035 

BUTIE COUNTY 

Biggs Fire Department 04-005 

Chico Fire Department 04-01 0 

El Media Fire Prot. Dist. 04·025 · 

· Forest Service, U.S. 04-565 . 

Gridley Fire Department 04-015 

Oroville Fire Department 04-020 

Paradise Fire Prot. Dis!. 04·030 

· State Division of Forestry 04-555 

:-...::__ 

CALAVERAS COUNTY 

Altaville-Melones Fire Prot. Dlst. 05-005 

Angels Fire Department 05-01 0 . 

Calaveras County Fire Prot. Dist. 05-065 

Copperopolis Fire Prot. Dlst. 05-020 

Ebbets Pass Fire Prot. Dlst.'05-015 

Forest Service,. U :S. 05-565 

. Frlcot Ranch School-San Andreas 05-450 

Glencoe-Railroad Flat FPD-05-055 

Jenny Lind Fire Prot. Dis!. 05-045 

Mokelumne Hill Fire Prot. Dist. 05-025 

Montana Ranch Fire Prot. Dlst. 05-060 

Murphys Fire Prot. Dist. 05-030 

San Andreas Fire Prot. Dlst. 05-035 

State Division of Forestry 05-555 

Valley Springs Public Utility Dist. 05-040 . 

West Point Fire Prot. Dist. 05-050 

253. 
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APPENDIX B FIRE DEPARTMENT CODE NUMBERS 

COLUSA COUNTY 
. . 

Arbuckle-College City Fire Prot. Dlst. 06-005 
Bear Valley-Indian. Valley 06-040 
Colusa Fire Departmf!nt 06-015 
Colusa Fire Prot. Dist. 06-020 
Forest Service: U.S. 06-565 
Glenn-Colusa Fire Prot Dist. 11-015 
Grand Island Fire Prot. Dist. 06-025 
Maxwell Fire Prot. Dist. 06-030 
Princeton Fire Prot. Dist. 06·035 

·State Division of Forestry 06-555 
Williams Fire Prot. Dis!. 06-045 

CONTRA COSTA COUNTY 
Antioch Fire Department 07-005 
Bethel Island Fire Prot. Dist. 07-010 
Brentwood Fire Prot. Dist. 07 -D15 
Briones Valley Fire Prot. Dist. 07-050 
Byron Fire Prot, Dlst. 07-020 
Contra Costa County Consolidated 07-090 
Crockett-Carquinez Fire Prot. Dis!. 07-030 
Danville Fire Prot. Dist. 07-035 
Eastern Contra Costa Fire Prot. Dist. 07-025 
El Cerrito Fire Department 07-040 
El Sobrante· Fire Prot. Dist. 07-045 
Forest Service, U.S. 07-565 

· Kensington Fire Prot. Dlst. 07-050 
Moraga Fire Prot. Dis!. 07-060 
Oakley Fire Prot. Dist. 07-065 
Orinda Fire Prot. Dist. 07-070 
Pinole Fire Department 07-075 
Pinole Fire Prot. Oist. 07-080 
Pittsburg Fire Department 07-085 
Richmond Fire Department 07-095 
Rodeo Fire Prot. Dist. 07-100 
San Pablo Fire Prot. Dist. 07-105 
San Ramon Fire Prot: Dist. 07-11 0 
State Division of Forestry 07-555 

DEL NORTE COUNTY 
Crescent City Fire Department 08-005 
Crescent Fire Prot. Dist. 08-010 
Forest Service, U.S. 08-565 
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Fort Dick Fire Prot. Dist. 08-015 
Gasquet Fire Prot. Dlst. 08·020 · 
Klamath Fire Prot. Dlst. #5 08·030 
Smith River Fire Prot.. Dist. 08-050 
State Division of Forestry 08·555 

EL DORADO COUNTY 

· American Canyon Fire Prot. Dist. 09·080 
American River Fire Prot. Dist. 09·085 
Cameron Park Comm. Serv. blst. 09-050 
Coloma-Lotus Vol. Fire Dept. 09-075 
·Diamond Springs Fire Prot. Di~t. 09·005 
El Dorado Fire Prot. Dist. 09-010 
El Dorado Hills Co. Water District 09-015 
Forest Service, U.S. 09-565 
Georgetown Fire Prot. Dis!. 09·020 
Lake Valley Fire Prot. Dis!. 09-065 
Meeks Bay County Service Area 09-025 
Northside Fire Prot. Dist. 09-070 
Pioneer Volunteer Fire Dept. 09-090 
Placerville Fire Department 09·030 
Placerville Fringe Fire Prot. Dist. 09-085 

·Pleasant Valley Fire Prot. Dlst. 09·040 
Pollock Pines-Camino Fire Prot. Dist. 09-045 
Shingle Springs Fire Prot Dist. 09·055 
South Lake Tahoe Fire Dept. 09-060 
State Division of Forestry 09-555 

FRESNO COUNTY 
Bald Mountain Fire Prot Dist. 1 0-055 

. qovis Mountain Department 1 0·005 
Coalinga Fire Department 1 0·01 0 

Fig Garden Fire Prot. Dist. 1 0·035 
Firebaugh Fire Department 1 0-020 
Forest Service, U.S. 10-565 
Fowler Fire Department 1 0-025 
Fresno Fire Department 1 0-030 
Kingsburg Fire Department 1 0-045 
Laton Fire Prot. Dist. 1 0-050 
Mendota Fire Department 1 0-060 

. . 
Mid-Valley Fire Prot. Dist. 10·015 
North Central Fire Prot. Dist. 1 0·040 
. Orange Cove Fire Prot. Dis!. 1 b-065 

·-· 
. ~.-~------

1. 
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Parli~r Fire Depart~~'ni'fo~io- _><_,;-: f ' 

Re~diElY Fire.'bil!j~'rt~~~fTo:oa6" li"t:'-F'C::".,. }-,- ·, 2~ 

R-iverdale Firij:'PF6t~oist71o~cies'r:r"''rt"'.I"Jc;;; 
Sanger Fire Department 1 0·090 

. Selma Fire Department-10·095--"·~--~--~~.- · 
State Division of Forestry '1 0·555-:-:.- _:-::-:'-~--

Westside Fire Prot. Dist. 1'0-075 -- -. . - . --·-· 
·.-''~·..:!·:..: 'i,( • '..<1 '.:!";:" 1- •:;· ,·:.- ·:· ' ..... 'J.::-1.. ··.;. -·..J.:..·-· 

.·. •:.£;-;:..~---;~..:...ei:_f.::· .. ~~ :;;: ___ !-;: __ -;::.._. : ?"-o:..t,·;~~- · 

GLENN .COUNTY 
Artois Fire Prot. Dist. 11-005 
Bear Valley-Indian Viilley Fire Prot. Dist. 06·040 

Butte City Comm: Serv. Dist. 11-010 

Elk Creek Fire Prot. Dist. 11·020 
Forest Service, U.S. 11 ~565 
Glenn~Codora Fire Prot. Dlst. 11·025 
Glenn-Colusa Fire Prot. Dlst. 11-015 
Hamllton-Bayllss Fire Prot. Dist. 11-030 

. Kanawha Fire Prot. Dist. 11-055 
Ord Fire Prot. Dist. 11-035 

Orland Fire Prot. Dist. 11-040 

State Division of Forestry 11-565 

Willows Fire Department 11-050 

HUMBOLDT COUNTY 

Alderpoint Fire Company 12-005 
Arcata Fire Dept. 12-140 · 

Arcata Fire Prot. Dlst. 12-015 
Blue Lake Fire Department 12-025 

Blue Lake Fire Prot. Dlst. 12·030 
Carlotta Community Serv. Dist. 12-035 
Eureka Fire. Department 12~045 
Fairhaven Fire Prot. Dlst. 12-1 tO 
Ferndale Fire Prot. Dist. 12-055 · 

Fieldbrook Comm. Serv. Dlst. 12-020 

Forest Service, U.S. 12-565 

Fortuna Fire Prot. Dist. f2-060 

Garberville Fire Prot. Dist. 12-065 
Gasquet Fire Prot. Dlst. 12-155 

Honeydew Vol. Fire Dept. 12·160 
Humbold1 Fire Prot. Dlst. #1 12-050 · 
Korbel Fire Company 12~070 

Loleta Fire Prot. Dist. 12-075 

Miranda Fir~"·P~o'f. Oist::·f2~~'4i:P:,-·~' :c· 

Myers Flat"'Fire'f>rO'FDistn2:oa'o'"t::,~-;_-,:e 

Orick community- serv:' DTst:. :12•oas·"'r. n3::J, .-:

Petrolia Fire Prot. Dlst. 12~090 

Phillipsville Fire Prot. .Dist. J2~J 50 __ ,~·--"~ 
·Redway Fire prot. Dlst12-095-

Rio Dell Eire Prot Dist.. 12~.1 00 
'tJ!'~' (;•·::=::;,·";.. _,a,_,.:,. . ..., 

Samoa Fire Company 12-1.05 
scotia Fire""-cori\'~~hi t2~f 1s'"'::.-::--,,_ , .=:::-:.: '": 
Shelter Cove Vol. Fire Dept. 12-165 
State Division of Forestry 12-555 

Trinidad Fire Department 12·120 
Weott Comm. Serv: Dist. 12-125 
Westhaven Fire Company 12-040 
Whitehorn Fire Prot. Dist. 12·130 ' 

Willow Creek Fire Prot. Olst. 12-.135 

IMPERIAL COUNTY 

Brawley Fire Department 13-005 

Calexico Fire Department 13-010 

Calipatria Fire Department 1 3-015 

El Centro Fire Department 13-020 
Forest Service, ·u.s. 1·3-565. 

Holtville Fire Department 13-030 

Imperial County Fire· Department 13~025 

Imperial Fire Department 13·035 
. Niland Fire Prot. Dist. 13-040 

Ocotillo Fire Prot. Dlst. 13-045 

Salton Community Serv. Dist. 13-050 

Seeley Co. Water District 13-055 
State Division of Forestry 13-555 

Westmoreland Fire Department 13-060 
Winterhaven Fire Prot. Dist. 13-065 

INYO COUNTY 

Aspendell Fire. Company 14-010 

Bing Pine Fire Prot. Dist. 14-005 
Bishop Fire Department 14-015 · 

Forest Service, U.S. 14-565 

Independence Fire Prot. Dlst. 14-025 
Keeler Fire Company 14-030 

Lone Pine Fire Prot. Dist. f4-035 
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e· Olancha Community Serv. Dis!. 14-040 Clear Creek Comm. Serv. Dist. 18-045 
State Division of F'tir~~iry'·1'4;555~oiF boyle Fire;;:Pi-ol:. 5ist'Ya.:-Cff5 :XST o.:-i2l "~ 
Tecopa-Shosh_.9rie(Fife"' c6ffiparly''fi-d45:o:"T: c.::~r: · ~""~F6'r1;st Se~iffe~:U~s:Ya~ssg:~ C:·:~: ·. -~·~·-·::czr 

-= "==·~ .. ~-~-·==~~~=-~~~~--- Janesville· Fire Prot-Dist. 1 B-o2o- ·· ----
KERN COUNTY ... ~ -· Madeline F'ire Prot. Dlst. 18·025 

Bakersfield Fire Department ·15-005 

Delano Fire Department 15.·015 
. -·-··-~·,.... .· -,-=:•' --.,...., -·~~·"\'' ! '-'--~ .... "":" .. -

Forest Service~·o~s·:·r5~·sss ·· ·· ··. ·~> ·-'':"" · '- · '"' .. 
Kern· county F'We{bepartm~~ti 5-oro 7 """': ·~:= _c;;:; · ·

Maricopa Fire Department 15-020 · 

· Standish Fire Prot. Dist 1 B-030 

State Division Q.f F_p~e§try_ 18·555 

susan Riv~r _i=:lre Prc)':ofst:- {82o4o·· -.- _ ____ ___ .·.c • 
susanville~~ Calif. carfservaticiil'""canter 18-416 ·-·~·· 
Susanville Fire Department 1 8-035 

Mojave Fire Prot, Dis!. 15-025 

Shafter Fire Departmeni 15-030 

State Division of Forestry 15-555 
Taft· Fire Department 15~035 · 

Tehachapi • Calif. Correctional Institution 15-410 
Tehachapi Fire Depart~ent 15-040 
Wasco Fire Department 15-045 

KINGS COUNTY 

Corcoran Fire. Department 16-005 
Forest Service,·U.S .. 16-565 · 

Hanford Fire Department 16·01 0 

Kings C?u~ty Fire Department 16-015 
Lemoore Fire Department 16,020 
State Division of Forestry 16-555 

LAKE COUNTY 

Clearlake Oaks Fire Prot. Dist. 17-010. 
Forest Service, U.S. 17-565 
Glenhaven Fire Prot. Dist. 17-015 

Kelseyville-Big Valley Fire Prot. Dist. 17-020 
Lakeport Fire Prot. Dis!. 17·025 

Lakeshore Rre Prot. Dist. 17-005 

Lower Lake Fire Prot. Dis!. 17·030 
Lucama Recreation & Park Dis!. 17-035 

·Middletown Fire Prot. Dist. ·17 ·040 

State Division of Forestry 17-555 
Upper Lake Fire Prot. Dist. 17-045 

LASSEN COUNTY 

Adin Fire Prot._ Dist. 25-005 . 
Big Valley Fire Prot. Dist. 18·010 
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Westwood-Lassen 17ire Prot: Dist. 18-050 

LOS ANGELES COUNTY 
Alhambra Fire Department 19-005 
Arcadia Rre Department 19-01 0 

· · Avalon Fire Department 19·0 15 

Azusa Fire Department 19-020 

Beverly Hills Fire Department 19-025 
Burbank Fire Department 19·030 
Claremont Fire Department 19-035 
Compton Fire Department 19-040 

Covina Fire Department 19·045 

Culver City Fire Department 19-050 
Downey Fire Department 19-055 
El Monte Fire Department 19-060 . . 
El Segundo Fire Department 19-065 
Forest Service, U.S. 19-565 

Gardena Fire Department 19-070 
Glendale Rre Department 19-075 
Hawthorne Fire Department 19-080 
Hermosa Beach Fire Department 19-085 
!nglewood Fire Department 19-090 
Laverne Fire Department 19·095 

Long Beach Fire Department 19·1 00 
Los Angeles City Fire Department 19·1 OS 

Los Angeles County Fire Dept. 19-110 

Lynwood Fire Department 19·115 

Manhattan Beach Fire Departm.ent 19-120 
Monrovia Fire Department 1_9-125 
Montebello Fire. Department 19-130 

· Monterey Park Fire Department 19-135 
Pacific State Hosp. F.D. 19-490 ·-



e·· Palos Verdes Estates Fire Depart. 19~~1_ 40 
Pasadena Flre'Departme~"Ff9If45 • ~,.,_,'"' 
Poniona Firi't'i~p"'aliriierif.'Hi~fs·o"=o= ; '1· '/~~; . -~~i· .-... -- -, .. __ --~'·--~:::; ... ,..._~ . -~~;,~- .. ,-... -,;..;;_ 
Redondo Beach:-Fire.,.Dep·artmenr-19-155-

San -Fernando Fire Department 19-160 
San Gabriel Fire Departm~nt 19-165 ... --- ~~ .. · 

· San Maririo Fire Department 19~ 110 
· · Santa Fe Sp'nngs.FifeDpf-19-175- ·-·· · 

Santa Monica Fire Department 19·180 

Sierra Madre Fire Depa~;nt 19·185 

South Gate Fire Department 19-190 

South Pasadena Fire Department 19·195 

State Division of Forestry 19~555 
Torrance Fire Department 19-200 

Vernon Fire Department 19-205 
West Covina Fire Department 19·210 
Whittier Fire Departm~nt 19-215 
Wrightwood Fire Prot. Dlst. 36-225 

MADERA COUNTY 
Chowchilla Fire Department 20-005 

Forest Service, U.S. 20-565 

Madera County Fire Dept. 20-015 
Madera Fire Department 20-01 0 

. State Division of Forestry 20·555 

MARIN COUNTY 

Alto-Richardson Bay Fire Prot. Dist. 21-045 
Belvedere Fire Department 21-005 
Bolinas Fire Prot. Dist. 21-010 

Corte Madera Fire Department 21-015 
Fairfax Fire Department 21-020 
Forest Service, U.S. 21·565 

Inverness Public Utility District 21-025 

Kentfield Fire Prot Dlst. 21·030 

Larkspur Fire Department ~1-035 

· Marin County Fire Department 21-105 
Marinwood Community Serv. Dlst.. 21-080 
Mill Valley Fire Department 21-040 

Nicasio Vol. Fire Dept. 21-115 

Novato Fire Prot. Dlst. 21·055 
Ross Fire Department 21'060 

San Anselmo Fire Departmen_t 21·065 ·.- · 
·san aueniiri~st~te. 'Prisori'·:i, ~41o ·:Jr.:~-~ 7.~ 

· ~ .. ,,i:-_.·,··~ ··-:-~ · '.:-;n::~ Ur·: ,. .-.. ,.. ·; :-r' t"L>:("(j 

San Rafa,I:El.te"'Department-21~075 :'::" -----
Sausalito Flij~ba\5aiimerif2·f~o9o'::;1 ~--~... : ._.,rR:o· 

·Sleepy Hoi'l~:.;.,· Fire Prot. Dist. 21-oio 

State Dlvi~i~n of Forestry 21 "555 ~--~- ~---
Stinson Beach Fire Prot. o'ist. 21·095- · · 
s nanori \lot· Fire· Da-·t 21~no~ ·- --Y - -~· 2.=-------~~=~<==-
Tamalpals-_Flre'P-~~f=DJ.~!~'?_1::0.~Q;~~=~-==· 
Tiburon County Fire Department 21·1 00 

-MARIPOSA COUNTY 

Bear Valley F.D. 22-010 

.Buckeye Volunteer F.D. 22-015 

Cathers Valley Volunteer F.D. 22-020 
Coulterville F.D. 22-025 

El Portal F.D. 22-030 
Forest Service, U.S. 22-565 

Greeler Hill F.D. 22-035 

Homitos Volunteer F. D. '22·040 

Indian Peak F.D. 22-045 

Mariposa City F.D. 22-050 

Mariposa Public Utility Dlst. 22·005 
Midpines F.D. 22·055 

Mormon Bar F.D. 22·060 

State Division of Forestry 22-555 

MENDOCINO COUNTY · 

Albion-Little River Fire Prot. Dist. 23-005 

Anderson Valley Co. Serv. #1 23·01 0 
. ' 

Comptche Fire Company 23-015 

. Covelo Fire Prot.. Dlst. 23-020 · 

Elk Co. Water Dist.·23·025. 

Forest Service, U.S. 23·565 

Fort Bragg Fire Department 23·030 

~ Little Lake Fire Prot. Dist. 23·090 

· Long Valley Fire Prot. Dist. 23·045 

Mendocino Fire Prot.· Dist. 23-050 

Piercy Fire Prot. Dist. 23·055 

Point Arena Fire Department 23-060 
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State Division of Forestry 23-555 

· ·Ukiah Fire Department 23-075 · 

Ukiah Valley Fire Prot. Dis_t..23~oso .. ___ .:.., . ..;. 

.State Division of Forestry 26-555 _ _ _. __ . _ 
~ . -·· -. ·- . ~ .--. - . --~. - ...... --

White Mountains Fire Prot. Dlst. 26-005 . 

WillltsFire Departmeiif23"085~- '--~~:;,::..~c·· · . ~MONTEREYoCQCJNTY~ ~:":?o"': . ·:· .. 

. ~ -MERCED CbUNfY·..:..-""-'"-·---_;__~~- · Aromas Tri CouniY-Fire.Prot:·oist..27-0o5· 

Atwater Fire Department 24-005 

Des Palos Fire Department 24-010 

Forest Service, U.S. 24"565 

Gustine Fire Prot. Dist. 24-015 · 

Livingston Fire Department 24-020 

Los Banos Fire Department 24·025 

Merced City Fire Department 24·030 

Merced County Fire Department 24-035 

_State Division of Forestry 24-555 

MODOC COUNTY 

Adln Fire Prot. Dist. 25·005 

Alturas Fire Depa-rtment 25-010 

Alturas Fire Prot. Dist. 25-015 

Canby Fire Prot. Dlst. 25·020 

Cedarville Fire· Prot. Dlst. 25·025 

Davis Creek. Fire Prot. Dist. 25,-030 

Eagleville Fire Prot. Dist. 25-035 

Forest Service, U.S. 2~·565 

Fort Bidwell Fire Prot. Dist. 25-040 

Lake City Fire Prot. Dlst. 25-045 

Likely Fire Prot. Dist. 25-050 · 

Lookout Fire Prot. Dist. 25-055 

State Division of_ Forestry 25-555 

Tulelake Multi Co. Fir-e Prot. Dist. 47-075 

Willow Ranch Fire Prot. Dlst. 25-060 

MONO COUNTY 

. Antelope Valley Fire Prot. Dlst. 26-015 .. 
Bridgeport Fire Prot. Dist. 26-010 

Forest Service, U.S. 26-565 

25~ 

Carmel Highlands Fire Prot. DJst. 27 ·01 0 

Carmel-by-the-Sea Fire Dept. 27-015 

Carmel Valley Fire Prot. Dist. 27-020 

.Castroville Fire Prot. Dist. 27 ·025 

Chualar Fire Prot Dist. 27-030 

Fire Service, U.S. 27·565 

Gonzales Fire Department 27-035 

GOflZales Rural Fire Prot. Dist. 27-040 

Greenfield Fire Prot. Dist. 27-045 

King Clty'Fire Department 27~050-

Marina Fire Prot. Dist. 27-055 

Mission Soledad Rural F.P. Dlst. 27-095 

Monterey Fire Department 27·060 

Pacific Grove Fire Dept. 27·065 

Pajaro Township Fire Prot. Dlst. 27-105 

Salinas Fire Department 27·070 

Salinas Rural Fire Prot. Dist. 27-075 

· Seaside Fire Department 27-080 

Soledad Fire Department 27-090 _ 

Soledad-Correctional Training Facility 27-41 Q 

Spreckles Fire Company _27-1 QQ. 

State Division of Forestry 27-555 

NAPA COUNTY 

American Canyon Fire Prot. Dlst. 28-Q2Q 

Angwin Vol. Fire Dept. 28-03Q 

Calistoga Fire Dept. 28-005 

Chiles & High Valley Fire Prot. Dist. 28-Q25 

Deerpark Vol. Fire Dept. 28-035 

Edgerly lsland·Vol. Fire Dept. 28-040 



Forest Serv1Cei"U.S::2S~S65 -::"''~';,-:;: ,,:,;, I 'i~: L~:::··" La Habra Fire Department 30"056 :!'.!·::' --~ \ __ ,! c' 

Mount veedanNoi:=Fire~iDeptr2a~o45i <=~~;.:-;-- ·': · Newport Beacti-'Fire·· Departm~ent"36~5s'·' 2'- .:::'"~ 
Napa Fire Department~28"01o· ···~",._- · · ~=c<='orarige City Fi~~-cfep-art~en(3o::o6o"· · _ _.-~:~ 
Napa State Hospital Fire Dept. 28-490 . 
Pope Valley y-~1: Are Dept. 2B-os()- ·:·:~.--· -,_ .. 

Orange County Fire Department 30-065 
··- - - ... ,_ ~·~~ ... -.~ .... -- _.,..,.""" ..... ····--·~~. 

Placentia Fire Department"30·070 · _ - · · · 

Rutherford V~!:,_F,[~e-~ep,t:?~;Jl?9"' -::·_: . •. _ San Clemente:F,:i,rf~}?c~Pa"!~e~tC-39~~73:, _ .. : 

·Soda Canyc;m;.Y<:>h;;f=[re O~pt;,281l§ftc :,..,-.~ "- ~~: .::;;,~~ Santa ,;na FirEf.Q~~~!!r:Deint~9c075;::-·:~ ·:: ~-..: ~s:..:-
. State ·Division of Forestry 28-555 · Seal Beach Fire. Department 30-080 · 

St. Helena Fire Department 28-015 Stanton Fire Department 30-085 

NEVADA COUNTY 

Alta Oaks-Sunset Fire Prot. Dist. 29-010 

Bullion Fire Prot. Dist. 29-015 

Forest Service, U.S. 29-565 · 

Forty-Niner Fire Prot. Dist. 29-045 

Gold Fiat Fire Prot. Dist. 29-020 

Grass Valley Fire Dept. 29-005 

Nevada City Fire Department 29-040 

North San Juan Fire Deparrment 29-050 · 

Ophir Hill Fire Prot. Dist. 29-.025 

Peardale-Chicago Park Fire Prot. Dist. 29-030 
. . 

Penn Valley Vol. Fire Dept. 29-065 

Rough & Ready Fire Prot. Dist. 29-055 

· State Division of Forestry 25-555'" 

Truckee Fire Prot. Dfst. 29-060 

Watt Park Fire Prot. Dist. 29-035 

. ORANGE COUNTY 

Anaheim Fire Department 30-005 

Brea Fire Department 30-010 

Buena Park Fire Department 30-015 

Costa Mesa Fire Department 30-020 

Fountain Valley Fire Department 30-025 

Forest Service, U.S. 30-56~ 

·Fullerton FireDepartment 30-030 

Garden Grove Fire Department 3Q-035 

. Huntington Beach Fire Department 30-040 

Laguna Beach Fire Department 30-045 

.. 

•259. 

State Division of Forestry 30-555 

Tustin Fire Department 30-090 

Westminster Fire-Department 30~095 

PLACER COUNTY 

Alta Fire Prot. Dist. 31-005 · 

Auburn Fire Department 31-010 

Colfax Fire Department 31-030 

Dry Creek Fire Prot. Dist. 31-090 

Elverta Fire Prot. Dist. 34-025 

Foresthill Fire Prot. Dist. 31-040 

Forest Service, U;S. 31-565 

· Uncoln Fire Department 31-050 

Loomis Fire Prot. Dist. 31-055 . 

Meadow Vista Fire Prot. Dist. 31-060 

Newcastle Fire Prot. Dist. 31-065 

North Tahoe Fire Prot. Dist. 31-045 

Ophir Fire Prot. Dist. 31-015 

· Penryn Fire Prot. Dist. 31-075 

Rock Creek Fire Prot. Dist. 31-020 

Rocklin Fire Prot. Dist. 31-080 

Roseville Fire Department 31-085 

Sheridan Fire Prot Dist. 31-095 

South Placer Fire Prot. Dist. 31-150 

Squaw Valley Co. Service Area 31-070 

State Division of Forestry 31-555 

Tahoe City Fire Prot. Dis!. 3.1-100 

Truckee Fire Prot. Dist. 29-060 
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. . PLUMAS:CQUf\JT'C -- .. - .... __ ... _ ,.c. . .Arden Fire Prot. Dlst. 34·090 
" . ._.,_..._. ~-;'<',:j:';·,. \u".. ,t-•t!~L! ·!~:~·-,:';!·'('1,; •Jl::.~l. ..:::.1-~.T::·, l,t!l.:.".. 1 ·...~oh'Q ~!~.__ ;:,t .. .-,~ :-1; .... • ·\r,:- -~~,..,, .. 1 

... Almanor-we~J~h_o..r.e.. E.i.~~ Rr!?J.l)l~t, -~.?~0.4.9 '""~--- ... _, Q_armiphael Fire ·Pro{ 'blst~ · 34-ods~·-~ -~_ .. ..,=-
.. , Beckwourth ~j_~~Pr~L§lsC32~ob~"~~~"' ~~~'~ .. _,,~ 6fftlis·:~;eights-'Br~'p1&['0ist31f:o"i~6-:_ ~""''-:l'c::: 
. ·chester Fire Prot~'Dfst~32-010--~--=-·. ,.,r __ .,,,~,, Courtland Fiil;-p;.Q{Dist. 34:-Q15 c~- -----· 

Crescent Mills Fire Prot. Dist. 32-015 Elk Grove Fire Prot. Dist. 34-020 
Forest Service~ U:S. 32-565 

Graeagle Fire Prot. Dis!. 32-020 .. ---· ---- ·. 

Greenville Fire Prot:''Dist ·32..:025~;~~:-·-c c~~~;
Hamilton Branch Fire Prot. Dist:-32-065 · 
La Porte Fire Prot. Dis!. 32·030 

Meadow Valley Fire Prot. Dis!. 32-035 

Peninsula Fee Prot. Dist. 32-070 . 

Portola Fire Department 3:2~040 
Quincy Fire Prot. Dis!. 32-050 · 

Sierra Valley Fire Prot. Dist. 32-060 
State Division of Forestry 32~555 
Taylorsville Fire Prot. Dist. 32-055 

RIVERSIDE COUNTY 

Banning Fire Department 33·005 

Beaumont Fire Department 33-010 
Blythe Fire Department 33-015 · · 

Coachella Fire Prot.. Dis!. 33-020 
Corona Fire Department 33~025 

Corona- Calif. Rehabilitation Center 33-410 
Desert Hot Springs Fire Department 33-030 
Elsinore Fire· Department 33-035 

Forest Service, U.S. 33-565 

Frontera- Calif. Institution for Women 33-415 · 
Hemet Fire Department 33-040 

Idyllwild Fire Prot. Dis!. 33-045 
Indio Fire Department 33-050 
Murrieta Fire Prot. Dist. 33·055 

' ' 

Norco Community Serv. Dlst. 33-060 

Palm Springs Fire Dep~rtment 33·065 
Perris Fire Department 33-070 

Riverside Fire Department 33·07~ 

Rubidoux Community Serv. Dis!. 33-080 

San Jacinto Fire Department 33-085 . 

Sta:tei Division of Forestry 33-555 

SACRAMENTO COUNTY 
Alta'Mesa Fire Prot. Dist. 34-045 
Arcade Fire Prot. Dist. 34-085 

.. 

260 

Elverta Fire Prot. Dis!. 34-025 

. Fair Oaks Fire. Prot. Dlst. 34-030 

· Flqrin Fire Prot.. Dist. 34-095_,,, '""'''~""-.::".' .~.-'~"'~·=· .................... ,,._, ... ~--==--··' 
F~l_som Fire Department 34-035 

· Folsom State Prison 34-41 o 
Forest Servicjl, u.s. 34-565 
Fruitridge Fire Prot. Dist. 34-1 00 

Galt Fire Prot. Dlst. 34-040 

Herald Fire Prot. Dist. 34-050 

Isleton Fire Prot. Dlst. 34·055 

Natomas Fire Prot. Dlst. 34-105 
North Highlands Village Fire 34-060 
Pacific Fire Prot. Dis!. 34·11 0 

Rancho 9ordova Fire Prot. Dist. 34-065 
Rio Linda Fire Prot. Dist. 34-070 

Sacramento City Fire Department 34-080 
Sloughhouse Fire Prot. Dis!. 34-115 
State Division of Forestry 34-555 

Walnut Grove Fire Prot. Dist. 34-120 
· Wilton Fire Prot. Dist. 34-125 

SAN BENITO COUNTY 

Aromas Tri County Fire Prot. Dist. 27-005 
Forest Service, U.S. 35-565 

· Hollister Fire Department 35-01 0 

San Juan Bautista Fire Department 35-015 
State Division of Forestry 35-555 

SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY 
Adelanto Fire Department 36-005 
Alta Lorna Fire Prot. Dist. 36-010 
Apple Valley Fire Prot. Dlst. 36-015 

. Argus Fife Prot. Dist. 36-020 

Arrowbear Park Co. Water Dist. 36-025 
Baker CCFD 36·031 
Baker Community Serv. Dis!. 36-030 

Barstow Fire Prot. Dist. 36-035 
Big Bear Community Serv. Dist. 36-040 

Big Bear Lake Fire Prot. Dist. 36-045 
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Bloomin-gton Fire :Pi'ot'Disf."36.:-oso · SAN DIEG0"C0UN.TY:Jz-:·;.i~!,:;.;Y:f;.. 
C · ., . -~, · ""· = ' -::.";"' -::-.. , •. '~"'' ':c';• .. --.-.:- · ·F· ··~ .~o· · 37-oo:-s:;:,~:::;:.;;:- :,;;.n ~ • .,. · amp Irwin Fire Dept. 36-7-90 •.". r .. ". U,"'•· ·-- J··~ Alpme lre .. r::roL lSI. . \:1 ·"''"'""'""'"·~··'-''-~· 
Chino Fi~e·=G>epattm-ent:a6•os5':e ':.:,,;,-. :>z.-.::;0;:; Bonlta-Suririyside·.f!i~e: P.rot;;,Di~t:.ts7.-o~ o '["--tJ.U.!. 
Chino Ruraf FirePr~CDist. S6-060 . Borrego Springs Fire ProC Dist:;'~s'f:(ffs·--·-·--
Chino Youth Train. School 36-450 Bostonia Fire Prot. Dis!. 37-020 

Chino - Calif. Institution ,for Men.36-41 0 

Colton Fire Department 36·065. . ~ .... ____ --·. 

Crest ForesrFire'Ptoft'Dist~36.:o7o ~...:: .. t':::=···
CucamongifFire"Prot;'Dist:c:-36-075·' ,-:-.. ..,...,, ~"-:""-·.....,· ·. 

Daggett Community Serv. Dis!. 36·090 

Fawnskin Fire Prot. Dlst. 36-095 

Fontana Fire Prot. Dis!. 36-090 

Forest Falls Fire Prot. Dis!. 36-095 · 

Forest Service, U.S. 36-565 

Green Valley Lake Fire Company 36·1 00 

Hesperia Fire Prot. Dis!. 36-1 05 

Hinkley Fire Company 36·110 

Joshua Tree Fire Prot. Dis!. 36·115 

Lake Arrowhead Fire Prot. Dis!. 36-120 

Lorna Linda Fire Department 36-125 
Lucerne Valley Fire Prot. Dis!. 36-130 

Lytle Creek Canyon Fire Company 39-135 

Montclair Fire Department 36-140 

Monte Vista Fire Prot. Dis!. 36·145 

Morongo Valley Community Serv. Dist. 36-150 
Mount Baldy Fire Company 36-155 

Muscoy Fire P.rot. Dis!. 36·200 

Needles Fire Department 36-160 

Newberry Community Serv. Dist. 36·165 
Ontario Fire Department 36-170 

Pinion Hills Fire Company 36-175 

Redlands Fire Department 36-180 

Rialto Fire Department 36-185 

Running Springs Co. Water Dist. 36-190 

San Bernardino Fire Department 36-195 

Searles Valley Fire Prot. Dist. 36-205 
State Division of Forestry 36-555 

Twentynine Palms Co. Water Dist. 36-210 
Upland Fire Department 36·215 

Victorville Fire Prot. Dis!. 36-220 

Wrightwood Fire Prot. Dis!. 36·225 

Yermo Community Sery .. Di!!l. 36·230 

Yucca Valley .Fire Prot. Dist..36-235 

. 26L· 

' ' . 
Carlsbad f;ire Department37-025-- ...... . 

Chula Vista E'ire.Departr:nent.37.:030 ... __.:;.,.. .... 

Coronado:Fire, Departmen(3_?;~0_45;;:-:; ~-;.c= . 
Crest Fire:Prot:-Dist> 37-060~~~~-'-,·~'-- · 

· Del Mar Fire Department 37-050 

El Cajon Fire Department 37.-055 

. Encinitas Fire Prot. Dist. 37-065 

Escondido Fire Department 37-070 

Fallbrook Fire Prot. Dis!. 37-075 

Forest Service, U.S. 37·565 

Grossinont-Mt. Helix Fire Prot. Dist. 37-180 

Imperial Beach Fire Department 37-085 

Jacumba Volunteer Fire Department 37-087 

.Lakeside Fire Prot. Dist. 37-090 

La Mesa Fire Department 87-095 

· Lemon Grove Fire Prot. Dist. 37 ~1 00 

Lower Sweetwater Fire Prot. Dist. 37 ·1 OS 

Montgomery Fire Pro·t. Dist. 37-035 

National City Fire Department 37·11 0 

Oceanside Fire Department 37-115 

Pine Valley Fire Prot. D_ist. 37-120 

Poway Municipal Water Dis!. 37-125. 

Rainbow Local Co. Serv. Area 37-090 

Ramona Local Fire Prot. Dis!. 37-130 · 

Rance Santa Fe Fire Prot. Dis!. 37-135 

San Di~go Fire Department 37-140 
San Marcos Fre Prot. Dist. 37-145 

Santee Fire Department 37·150 

Santee Fire. Prot. Dist. 37-155 

Solana Fire Prot. Dist. 37-160 

. Spring Valley Fire Prot. Dis!. 37-165 

State Division of Forestry 37·555 

Vista Fire Department 37-170 

Woodlawn Park Fire Prot. Dist. 3 7 -17 5 

SAN ~RANCISCO COUNTY 
Forest Se,...,;ice, U.S. 39-565 · 
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; r ~..;~:... -::.· i ·;::;:_n : ' 
San Francisco Fire D_epar;tm~_[IJ 38-005 i i Forest Service, U.S. 40-565 
State Division of Fore's~ri;~a:s-·si:;._-;L·_. . :' i- Grover City Fire Department 46~030 

----------------· ' 

SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY 

Boggs Tract Fire Prot. Dist._ 39_-07~ __ _ 
Clements Rural Fire Prot. Dist. 39-020 

.. _ Collegeville Fire Prot. Dis!: 39-075 
:.-::..=:c::::::ei1tside c6. Fire Prot Dist. 39-08o· 

Escalon Fire Prot. Dist. 39-025 
Farmington Rural Fire Prot. Dis!. 39-030 

-Forest Lake Rural Fire Prot. Dlst. 39-005 
Forest Service, U.S. 39-565 

Morro Bay Fire Department 40-040 
Oceano Fire Prot. Dist. 40-045 

· Paso Robles Fire Department 40-050 
Paso Robles· School 40-450' 

Pism~ Beach Fire Department 40-055 
San Luis Obl_spo Fire Department 40-060 
San Luis Obispo - Calif. Men's Colony 40-41 0 
San Miguel Fire Prot. Dlst. 40~065 
Santa Margarita Fire Prot. Dist. 40-070 

-South Bay Fire Prot. Dlst. 40-035 
French Camp-McKinley Rural Fire Prot. Dis!. 39-085 State Division of Forestry 40-555 
Liberty Rural Fire Prot. Dist. 39-010 Templeton Fire Prot. Dis!. 40-075 
Lincoln Rural Fire 'Prot. Dlst. 39-090 
Linden-Peters Rural Fire Prot. Dis!. 39-040 
Lodi Fire Department 39•045 
Manteca Fire Department 39-050 . 
Manteca-Lathrop Rural Fire Prot. Dis!. 39-055 
Mokelumne Rural Fire Prot. Dist. 39-125 - -

Montezllma Fire Prot. Dis!. 39-095 
Ripon Consolidated Fire Prot. Dlst. 39-060 
San Joaquin County Fire Department 39-110 

State Division of_ Forestry 39-555 

Stockton Fire Department 39-065 
Stockton - f\lorthem Calif. Youth Center 39-450 
Thornton Rural Fire Prot. Dis!. 39-115 

_ Trace Fire Department 39-120 

Tracy Rural Fire Prot. Dist. 39-015 
Tracy - peuel Vocational Institution 39-41 0 

Tuxedo Country Club Rural Fire 39-100 
Waterloo-Morada Rural Fire Prot. 39-1 05 
Woodbridge Rural Fire Prot. Dist. 39-130 

SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY 

Arroyo Grande Fire· Department 40-005 
Atascadero Fire Prot. Dlst. 40-01 o 
Atascadero State Hosp. F. D. 40-490 
Avalla Beach Fire Prot. Dis!. 40-015 

Cambria Fire Prot. Dist. 40-020 
Camp Roberts Fire Department 40-790 
Camp San Luis Oblsbo Fire Dept. 4Q-795 

_ Cayucos Fire Prot. Dis!. 40-025 262 

SAN MATEO COUNTY 

Belmont Fire Prot. Dis!. 41-005 
Brisbane Fire Department 41-01 0 
Burlingame Fire Department 41-015 
Hillsborough Fire Department 41-020 
Colma Fire Department 41-025 

Colma Fire Prot. Dist. 41-030 
Daly City Fire Department 41-035 
Forest Service, U.S. 41-565 
Foster City Dept. of Public Safety 41-040 
Half Moon Bay Fire Prot. Dist. 41-045 
Kings Mountain Fire Brigade 4·1-1.1 o 

Menlo Park Fire Prot. Dist. 41-050 
Millbrae Fire Department 41-055 
Pacifica Fire Department 41-065 
Point Montara Fire Prot. Dist. 41-060 
Redwood City Fire Department 41 -070 
San Bruno Fire Department 41-080 
San Carlos Fire Department 41 "085 
San Mateo Fire Department 41-090 
South San Francisco Fire Department 41-095 
State Division of Forestry 41-555 
Woodside Fire Department 41-100 
Woodside Fire Prot. Dis!. 41-105 

SANTA BARBARA COUNTY 
Carpinteria-Summerland Fire Prot. Dist. 42-005 
Forest Service, U.S. 42-565 
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Guadalupe~Fire·Departnient 42,010',~:,_';~.:c·C::=:c· 

Lompoc Fire·Department·42:015 .:i{~b, · ···• 
Montecito Fife. P-rot Dlst; A2-030•r _:;_:.,z;~";'' · 
·Orcutt Fire P.rot. Dist. 42·020 · 

·Santa Barbara City Fire Department 42·025 

Santa Barbara Co. Fire Departmerlt ·42·035 . 

Santa Maria Fire Department 42-o4o· -~-- _ 

Solvang·Munlcipallmprcivement:Dlst::42~o45:·_ .. -
State Divisl~n· of" Forest!)i·42~555 ~." .. ; · -~- -·-~ 

SANTA CLARA COUNTY 

Agnews State Hospital F. D. 43-490 · 

Barron Park Fire Prot. Dist. 43·065 

Campbell Are Department 43·005 

Central Fire Prot. Dlst. 43-080 

Forest Service, U.S. 43-565 

Fremont Fire Prot. Dist. 43"055 

· Gilroy Fire Department 43-010 

Gllrciy Rural Fire Prot. Dist. 43-015 

Los Altos Fire Department 43·020 

Milpitas Are Department 43-030 · 

·Morgan Hill Fire Department 43-040 

Morgan _Hill Fire Prot.· Dist. 43-045 · 

Mount Hamilton Vol. Fire Brig. 43-760 

Mountain View Fire Department 43-050 

Palo Alto Fire Department 43·060 

San Jose Fire Department 43-070 

Santa Clara Co. Fire Prot. Dist. No. 1 43-075 . 

Santa Clara Are Department 43-09Q 

Saratoga Are Prot. Dist. 43-1 00 

State Div'ision of Forestry 43-555 

SunnWaie Dept. of Public Safety 43-105 

SANTA CRUZ COUNTY 

Aptos Fire Prot. Dist. 44·005 

Aramas Tri County Flre Prot. Dlst. 27-005 

Ben Lomond Fire Prot. Cilst. 44·015 

Boulder Creek Flre .Prot. Dlst. 44·020 

Branciforte Fire Prot. Dist. 44-060 
Capitola Fire Prot. Dlst. 44-025 

Davenport Fire Prot. Dist. 44-030 

Felton Fire Prot. Dist. 44~035 
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Forest Servt_ce, ,u.s. 44::565 ->~:.<'ff"·.'. 
Freedom Fire,Piot.--Dist:-.44,045 .:::~c~Jc. 
La s$i~~ 1Ftf~,ProE.Oist;i44-050:· ~ ,~n: .::•is:·. ::.-i--·ci •.;.: -~ 
Live oa.f'Fire Prot. Dist. 44-06S ~-. ~--- ~-- -

Salsipuedes Fire Prot. Dlst. 44-085 . . . 

Santa·Cruz Are Department 44-055 _ . ___ 

Santa Cruz U.C .. Fire_Dept. .44~760 __ ~- __ -~-

ScOtts Valley,.Eire.erot;-:Dist;:;44•070::--::~. >=~ , .. 
- Soquel Fire-Prot. 'Dist:-:44-075 ··- · · '=""·

State Division of Forestry 44-555 

Watsonville Fire Department 44·080 

Zayante Fire Prot Dlst. 44-040 

SHASTA COUNTY 

. Anderson Fire Department 45-005 . 

Anderson Fire Prot. Dist. 45-010 · 

Buckeye Fire Prot. Dist. .45-060 

Bumey Fire Prot. Dist. 45-020 · 

Cascade Community Serv. Dist. 45-065 

Castle Rock 45·025 

Central Valley Fire Prot. Dist. 45-030 

Cottonwood Flre Prot. Dlst. 45-035 

Enterprise Public Utility Dist. 45-070 

·Fall River Mills Fire Prot. Dist. 45·040 

Fore.st Service, U.S. 45-565 

French Gulch Fire Prot. Dist. 45-045 . 

Happy Valley Fire Prot. Dlst. 45~015 
Keswick Community Serv. Dist. 45-075 

McArthur Flre Prot. Dlst. 45-050 · · · 

Millville Volunteer Fire Department 45-095 

Redding Fire Department 45-055 . 

Shasta Community College Fire Dept. 45-740 

Shasta Community Serv. Dist. 45-085 

Stat~ Division of Forestry 45-555 · 

Summit City Fire Prot. Dlst. 45-090 

Wonderland- Mt. Gate Com. Serv. Dist. 45-080 

SIERRA COUNTY 

Downieville Fire Prot. Dist. 46-005 

FOfest Serivce, U.S. 46-565 . . 

Loyalton Fire Department - 46·01 0 

Sierra City Fire Prot. Dlst. 46-015 
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Sierra Co. Fi'f~<~rof"i:)i~[ N·6: r·4a~b2i:t ''' :~s-- ']L'~ 
state Di~ist5ifo'fc~~r~strv·4S:'i:i55'_,,_, ::s: :::s~ : 

· SISKIYQU COUNTY 

Butte Valley Fire Prot. Dist: 47-045 

7, -~.':l.:,: -:..::~n-···:·. , i C. ,~-; ~~;~ SONOMKCOUNTY .. -·· ,._ .. -,---

Alpine Vail~f Fir~ c6rr:parl~"4g';;"15o-"! ·itc--f•"<r' 

Believue Fire Prot. Dist. 49-155 

Bennett Valley Fire.Prot. Dist: 49-160 

Bloomfield Fire Company· 49-12-6 

e. 

Dorris Fire Dep_!if.t_f!!enL4.7_,.QQ5~- -~ -'--= ., __ 7.~ _-_·-=-.- :-·-
Dunsmuir Fir~~D~p~~meot ~fo16 ·::_ -· .. -: ·-=~--

Bodega s~y~~~~~~~~~mP-~~~ ·;i~~J~~-·;:;,~~,_-~~-:~-.~;~. . . 
Bodega Fire.CompanyA9-005~'-· . __ : __ -~-· _. ~-----·--

Dunsmuir Fire Prot. Dlst. 47-015 
Etna Fire Department 47-020 

Forest Service, U.S. 47-565 

Fort Jones Fire Department 47-025 
· Gazelle Fire Prot. Dis!. 47-030 

Happy Camp Fire Prot. Dist. 47-035 
Hornbrook Fire Prot. Dist. 47-040 

McCloud Community Serv. Dfst 47-050 
Montague Fire Prot. Dist. 4 7-055 
Mount Shasta Fire Department 47-060 

Mount Shasta Fire Prot. Dlst. 47-065 

State Division of Fores_try 47-555 

Tulelake Fire Department 47-070 

Tulelake Multi-Co. Fire· Prot. Dist. 47-075 

Weed Fire Department 47-080 
Yreka Fire Department 47-085 · 

SOLANO COUNTY 
Benicia Co. Fire Prot. Dist. 48-01 0 

· Benicia Fire Department 48-005 . 
Cordelia Co. Fire Prot. Dist. 48-055 

Dixon Co. Fire Prot. Dfst. 48-Q15 
·Elmira Co. Fire Prot. Dist. 48-020 

Fairfield Fire DE!partment 48-025 

Forest Service, U.S. 48-565 

Rio Vista Fire Department 48-040 

Ryer Fire Prot. Dist. 48-080 

. State Division of Forestry 48-555 
Suisun City Fire Department 48-050 

Suisun Fire Prot. Dist. 48-030-
Vacaville Fire Departmc:·,t 48-060 
Vacaville Fire Prot. Dist. 48-065 
Vacaville- Calif. Medical Facility 48-410 

Vallejo Fire Department 48-070 
Valley Co. Fire Prot. Dist. 48-035 
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Bohemian Grove Fire Company 49-095 

Camp Meeker Fire Company '49-030 
Cazadero Community Serv. Dist. 49-035 
Cloverdale Fire Department 49-040 
Cotati Co. Fire ,Prot. Dist. 4·9·045 
Forest Service, U.S. 49-565 

· Forestville Fire Prot. Dist. 49-050 

Freestone Fire Company 49-1S5 
Geyserville Fire Company 49-055 
Glen Ellen Fire Prot. Dlst. 49-060 

· Graton Co. Fire -Prot. Dlst. 49-065 

Guerneville Fire Prot. Dist: 49"075 
Healdsburg Fire Department 49-080 
Hessel Fire Prot. Dist. 49-190 

Jenner Fire Company 49-085 
Kenwood Fire Prot. Dist. 49-090 
Knights Valley Fire Company 49-020 

Monte Rio Fire Prot. Dlst. 49-100 
Occidental Fire Company 49-105 
Penngrove Fire Prot. Dist. 49-11 0 
Petaluma Fire Department 49-_115 
Rincon Vaalley Fire Prot. Dist. 49-170 
Rio Linda Academy Fire Company 49-220 
Rio Nldo Fire Prot. Dist. 49-135 · 

Rohnert Park Dept. ofPublic Safety 49-140 

Roseland Fire Prot. Dist. 49-175 

Santa Rosa Fire Department 49-145 
Schell-Vista Fire Prot. Dist. 49-205 
Sebastopol Fire Department 49-180 

Sonoma Fire Department 49-200 
· Sonoma Stat~ Hosp. F.D. 49,490 

State Division of Forestry 49-555 
The Sea Ranch Fire Company 49-070 
Timber Cove Fire Company 49-225 

·Twin Hiils Fire Prot. Dist. 49-195 

\ . 
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Two .Rock Flre·:cQrnpan·y~49"t25=7-Z:'..: ·:e: ·:::c' . 
Valley Ford Fir'e.q~&;pany'49".210•r': <'2.,G '.': 

Valley of thEiit~o6n"Firei Prcit::oisT--49~ot5:Jf.r-
WIImar Fire Comp~-ny 49-130 ·- · 

Windsor Fire C_or'i'ipany 49·215 

· Sutter Basln°FifefPrbt · Dlst. 51'~o2s~c 
Sutter CountY'Seri17Area Sf~036i;st. ,t.:: L'~:-5 

Walton Fire ·Prot:'Dist:'.51-0SO ::.",;= ,:.,: .. ·:!7C• 

Yuba City Fire Departments·1 :--o4o·-· -- -.-. -· 

· . TEHAMA COUNTY 

STANISLAUS COUNTY. -~---·--- - · Capay Fire Prot: Dlst 52·015 -· -··-~- ·- · - --·-
Burbank-Paradlse·Fire:Prof-DisC5b-:o45~~=··::~;;::.::. ::~= 'iGomlng Fini:Dej:la:rtmenrs2~oo5:7. :::~:· '-""'~::;:- · :.:.co. 

ceres· Fire Departm_e_rit-5o~Cio5--o-e--~· ... ~'"'""'"· - Forest servii3e-;-·u:s:!c52"565~ ;·"""="'~---~~ · · ~ ..... 
Denair Fire Prot. Dlst. 50-015 Gerber Fire Prot. Dlst. 52·01 0 

Empire Fire Prot. Dist. 50-025 
Forest Service, U.S. 50·565 

Hughson Fire Prot. Dist. 50·030 
Industrial Fire Prot. Dist. 50-050 
Keyes Fire Prot. Dlst. 49-035 

McHenry-Dry Creek Fire Prot. Dlst 50-055 

Mpdesto City Fire Department 50-040 
Montpellier Fire Prot. Dist. 50-020 
Mountain View Fire Prot. Dist. 50·115 
Newman Fire Department 50-080 

Oakdale City Fire Department 50-085 
Oakdale Fire Prot. Dist. 50·090 
Riviverbank Fire Prot. Dist. 50-105 
Salida Fire Prot. Dist. 50-060 

Stanislaus CountY Fire Prot: Dist. 50-075 
State Division of Forestry 50-5S5 
TurlOCk City Fire Department 50-110 
Turlock Fire Prot. Dist. 50-120 
Valley Home Fire Prot. Dist. 50-095 

Waterlord-Hickman Fire Prot. Dlst. 50·125 
Westport Fire Prot. Dlst. 50-065 

West Stanislaus Fire Prot.' Dist. · 50·1 00 
Woodland Avenue Fire Prot. Dist. 50-070 

SUTTER COUNTY 
East Nicolaus County Serv. Area 51·035 
Forest Servic~. U.S. 51·565 
Live Oak County Serv. Area 51·010 
Live Oak Fire Department 51·005 
Meridian County Serv. Area 51-015 

Oswald Tudor County Serv. Area 51·045 

Pleasant Grove County Serv. Area 51·020 

State Division of Forestry 51-555 
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Red Bluff Fire Department 52:020 

·State Division of.i=orestl)i 52-555 
Tehama Fire Department 52-025 

TRINITY COUNTY 

Hayfork Fire Prot. Dist. 53·005 
Forest Service, U.S. 53-565 

Lewiston Community Serv. Dlst. 53-010 

State Divislpn of Forestry 53-555 

Trinity Center Community Serv. Dist. 53-015 

Weaverville Fire Prot. Dist. S3-020 

TULARE COUNTY 

Dinuba Fire Department 54-01 0 
Exeter Fire Department 54·015 

Farmersville Fire Dept. .54-005 
Forest Service; lJ:S. 54-565' 

Lindsay Fire Department 54-020 

·Orange Cove Fire Prot. Dist. 1 0·065 

Porterville Fire Department 54-035 

Porterville State Hosp. F.D. 54·490 

State Division of Forestry 54..:555 
· Strathmore Fire Prot. Dlst. 54-030 
· Tulare Courity Fire Dept. 54·050 

Tulare Fire Department 54-040 

Visalia Fire Department 54-045 

TUOLUMNE COUNTY 

Columbia Fire Prot. Dist. 55-005 

Columbia Jr. College Fire Dept. 55-740 
Forest Service,-.U.S. 55·565 · 

Groveland Comm. Services Dlst. SS-045 
Jamestown - Sierra Conservation Center 55·41 0 



Jamestown Fire Prot. Dist. 55-010 Dunnigan Fire Prot. Dlst. 57-040 
Mi-Wuk vmag"~~'Flre fii.oc Btst."'sio'fs ,.,,,_ ' ':...:0 •. ,.,,:::,: •. ' East Davis Fire Pr6foi~Vsi~~6''i" ,.-

:Oak Grove voi::'Fira"bept~5s~o4Q==-::= :·.::._c:_'-~-:, . Elkhorn Fire P'rOt:-Dist:-sT-OSO~.;::,;:;:-;;;;::-:-:-~;=-
Sonora Fire Department 55-020 Esparto Fire Prot. Dist. 57·045 · · · 
State Division of Forestry 55-555- · Forest Service, ·u.S. 57·565-_ _. ·~ ~'-'' ·- · 

Strawberry Fire Prot. Dlst. 55-025 . Knights Landing Fire Prot. Dlst. 5i-050 
Tuolumne Fir'e-.Prot.:-Dtst>-55,030:::-: =;-::;;;::: · Madison Fire Prot~E>Ist:'57"055~"?~"?-'""";,-,'"'-SI;·~'' . 

·• Tuolumne County Fii'e Prot. ~Dist;,.55•050'.zc~:rt':r: . Springlake Fir'e:'ProFDise 57::oao~ ·~:. -.:F'..S::., 

Twain Harte Fire Prot. Dist. 55-035 · State Division of Forestry 57-555 

VENTURA COUNTY 
Camarillo State Hospital F.D. 56-490 
FUlmore Fire Department 56-005 
Forest Service, U.S. 56-565 
Oxnard. Fire Department 56-010 

Oxnard-Ventura School 56-450 
. Santa Paula Fire Department 56-015 

State Division of Forestry 56-555 
Ventura City Fire Department 56-025 
Ventura County Fire Prot. Dist. 56-020 

YOLO 
Bryte Fire Prot. Dist. 57-015 · 
Capay Valley Fire Prot. Dist. 57-01 o 
Clarksburg Fire Prot Dist. 57-020 
Davis Fire Department 57-025 
Davis U.C. Fire Dept. 57-760 
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Washiligton Fire Prot. Dist. 57-005 
Westgate Fire Prot. Dlst. 57-065 
West Plainfield Fire Prot. Qlst. 57-035 
Willow Oak Fire Prot. Dist. 57-085 
Winters Fire Prot. Dlst. 57-070. 
Woodland Fire Department 57·075 
Yolo Fire Prot. Dist. 57·090 
Zamora Fire Prot. Dist. 57-095 

YUBA COUNTY 
Forest Service, U.S. 58·565 · 
Unda Fire Prot. Dist. 58-005 
Marysville Fire D_epartment 58-010 
Olivehurst Public Utility Di.st. 58-015 
Plumas-Brophy Fire Prot. Dist. 58-030 
Smartville Fire Prot. Dlst. 58-020 
State Division of Forestry 58-555 
Wheatland Fire Department 58-025 

.. 
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.. 

THIS MANUAL IS DEDICATED TO THE MEN AND WOMEN 
OF THE CAUFORNIA FIRE SERVICE, BOTH PAST AND 

. PRESENT. - THAT THEIR EFFORTS IN FIGHTING FIRE 
AND EDUCATING THE PUBUC NOT BE IN VAIN. THE 
CAUFORNIA FIRE INCIDENT REPORTING SYSTEM, 
THROUGH THE EFFORTS OF THE CAUFORNIA FIRE 
SERVICE, WILL ENABLE US TO •FIGHT RAE WI1H FACTS" • 
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CAUFOR.NIA STATE FIRE MARSHAL 

.. 
A MESSAGE FROM 

. . . ' 

CHIEF McMULLEN.· 

TO THE CALIFOR·NIA 

F I R E S E R. V I C E 

AFTER YEARS IN THE PLANNING, AND COUNTLESS HOURS OF INTENSIVE WORK . BY .TiiE 
DEDICATED MEMBERS OF THE CFIRS ADVISORY COMMITTEE AND MY STAFF, I AM PROUD .TO 
PRESENT TO YOU THE NEW '·CAUFORNIA FIRE INCIDENT REPORTING SYSTEM (CFif\6.) ••. MY 
HEARTFELT THANKS To EACH AND EVERY MEMBER FOR THEIR HARD WORK AND. DEOICAllON • 

. ADDmONAU. Y, I WISH TO THANK THE CHIEFS OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENTS REPRESENTED ON 'T'HE 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE. WITHOUT WHOSE SUPPORT THIS DOCUMENT WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN 
POSSIBLE. 

AS YOU AU. ARE AWARE, BEFORE YOU CAN PVT OUT A FIRE, YOU HAVE TO KNOW_V/HERg.IT IS. 
BEFORE WE CAN TARGET OUR RESOURCES FOR FIRE PREVENTION AND RELATED LEGISLAllON,' 
BEFORE: WE SET UP PUBUC FIRE EDUCATION PROGRAMS, WE NEED TO HAVE tDENTtREb AND 
DEFINED OUR FIRE PRO~ . 

BASIC FIRE DATA· HAS BEEN·l~~LLec:rE0 VIA' CFIRS SINCE 1974. HOWEVER; .THINGS HAVE 
CHANGED SIGNIFICANTLY SINCE THEN; PLACING NEW DEMANDS ON OUR UMrrEo FtESbi.JRCE's.· 
NEW OUESllONS HAVE ARISEN 'RE~ING EMERGENCY MEDICAL RESPONSarHAzAROous 
MATERIALS INCIDENTS, . AND FIRE PROTECTION DEVICES; IN ORDER TO ANsWeR' l"HESE 
OUESllONS AND MGRE{WE.HAO TO REEVALUATE THE EFFECllVENESS OF THE EXISllNG CFIRS 
TO DETERMINE WHETHER··rr WAS S11U. MEETING OUR NEEDS. WE FOUND THERE WAS A LOT OF 
ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT AND WE TOOK ACTION. . . 

THE NEW CFIRS COLl.ECTS MORE DETAILED INFORMAllON, ALLOWING US TO AN$\YER MORE OF 
THE KINDS OF QUESTlONS ARJSING FROM THE NEW AND EXPANDED Dunes" OF THE FIRE . 
SERVICE. TO .FACIUTATE THIS EXPANDED DATA COLl.ECTlON WE HAVE AUTOMATED THE NEW 
CFIRS PROGRAM. . . . . 

AUTOMA11NG WILL AllOW YOU TO MAINTAIN YOUR OWN DATABASE SO YOU CAN RUN YOUR 
OWN SPECIAL REPORTS ANYllME IN ANY FORMAT.YOU UKE. IN ADDmON, YOUR DATAWtLi: BE 
SUBMITTED TO OS ON A QUARTERLY BASIS INSTEAD OF MONTHLY. BEYOND THAT, wEWiLl BE 
ABLE TO STRIP THE HAZ MAT INFORMA110N FROM YOUR RECORDS AND REPORT IT FOR YOU TO 
TH~ GOVERNOR'S OFFICE OF EMERGENCY SERVICES (OES). . 

OUR NEW CFIRS PROGRAM PROMISES TO BE A MORE EFFECTIVE, FASTER, MORE DETAILED DATA 

~~ I!S'OR£. AI'D 1 AM HAPPY TO WELCOME VOif'IO BECoME A 

JAMES F. McMULLEN 
STATE FIRE MARSHAL 

iii 
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AFFIUATION .. I ••••••• ~ • I • I •••• I I •• I ,· ••• · •• I •••• •• I ~ • I I ...... I ~ 13-27 
FAMIUARJTY" WITH STRUCTURE .••..•.•. ··'· ••...••••. · ••..••••.••• 
LOCATION OF CASUALTY AT TIME OF IGNmON •......•••.••..••.... 
CONDmON BEFORE CASUAL TV • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • . . . ~ . • . • ~ • • • • • • . . . . 
CONDmON PREVENTING ESCAPE •.. , ....•.•. : • ~ ....••..••••••••• 
ACTIVITY AT TIME OF CASUALTY • . ; • . . . • • . . . • • . . • • • • • . • • . . • . . . . : 
CAUSE OF CASUALTY . • ·• . . • ·. • . .• . . • • . . • ~- . . • • • • ~ • . . • . . . . . . • . • . . 
APPARENT SYMPTOM •...••.•...•.....• ~ ...••.•.•.••...•.•...• · .. 
PART(S) OF BODY AFFECTED ...•..••••••...•.•••.••..•..•..••• 
DISPOSmON OF CASUALTY • • . . . . • . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . • . • • • • ~ • . . . ·. . 
COMMENTS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ... 

13-29 
13-31 
13-33 
13-35 
13-37 
13-39 
13-41. 
13-44 
13-47 
13-49 

. . 

The data classification structure, for use with the incident report (CFIRS..1), the Fire Service· 
Casually report (CFIRS..2), and the Non-Fire· Service Fire Casualty report (CFIRS-3) is from · 
NFPA 901, Uniform Coding for Fire Protection· 1990. It is copyrighted by the National Fire 
Protection Association; NFPA copyrighted material is identified within the text of this 
handbook. Section ·of NFPA 901 needed to complete the 3 reports are reprinted herein . 
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INTRODUCTION 

·: •' I ' ' '' -1 

The California Fire Incident Reporting System (CFIRS) was created in 1974, in response 
to Health & Safety Cod~ se·cti~n 1311 Q.5 which reads as follows: 

J •••• ". --- • 

· The St~~J."'FI
2

~~~-M~~sha!'shall gather statistical information on 
all fires occurring within this state. _ Beglnnln~ January 1, 
1974, the chief fire official of each fire department, operated 
by the state, a city, city and county, fire protection district, 
organized fire company, or other public or private entity 
which provides fire protection, shall furnish Information and 
data to ttie State Fire Marshal relating to each fire which 
occurs within his area of jurisdiction. The State Fire Marshal 
shall adopt ·regulations prescribing the scope of. the 
Information to be reported, the manner of reporting such 
information, foJTTiS to be used, the time such Information 
shal! be reported and other requirements and regulations as -_ 
he deems necessary; 

The State Fire Marshal shall-annually analyze the information
and data reported, compile a report, and disseminate a copy 
of such _report together with his analysis to any other 
interested_ person upon request 

This legislation was brought about by leaders in the fire service who recognized the 
need to collect statistical data in order to target their resources and education programs 
to the area of greatest need ..... Where were most fires occurring? Who was most at 
risk? What time of the day were. fires starting? What was causing the fires? 

CFIRS was developed by the California State Fire Marshal {CSFM) With the assistance 
- ofthe CFIRS Advisory Committee, composed of representatives from large, small, paid 

and volunteer fire departments in the state; The . original CFIRS was a paper-driven 
reporting system, requesting basic Information about fire incidents. As computers 
becam~ more readily available- and local governments installed them, some of the larger 
departments began entering their incident information ori magnetic tape .. These tapes 
were then submitted to the CSFM for compilation with data from the "paper" reporting 
departments. This "partial" automation not only assisted the CSFM to collect data more 
quickly, but allowed local jurisdictions using the automated systems to do their own 
special studies and map trends in their communities. · 

Over the years, CFIRS data has assisted the CSFM and the California fire service to . 
develop and support numerous pieces of firesafety legislation and target subjects for 
much needed public education programs. · 
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INTRODUCTION (Continued ... ) 

The nee.t:f:;for fire incident data has not only continued, but grown. Wrth the passage 
of legislation regarding the reporting of. haza,rdpi.ls materials Incidents, and ttl~ groY!JrJg · 
use ·or,;medlcal aid resources of the fire service, more questions have arisen. How 
m~ ·hazardous materials inCide.nts. are occurring, where do most of them happen? 
Ate. built In fire protections · systems working correctly? 

In an effort to respoi'Jct to these and other. questions from the Fire. Seivlc;:e, Legislature,· 
and public the CSFM, with the assistance ~om ,the CFIRS Advls6ry Qonimittee, has 
developed a new, expanded, automated fire ln~dent reporlln~ system.· · 

Now, both you anc;!.the CSFM wtll have a b~~r pi~~. of wh~'s bun:Ung, and why. 
This access to more and better Information .Is. available to. eve,Yone whci, participates 
In the New CFIRS •. ae~use· each"ju~dldlon: Will have .its own datSb~~ of incidents . . ,,_ ' .. .·.. .. ,,. . . . . •• J. 

ln · Its community, participants in. the New . CFIRS wDI be able to qp. tJ:leJ~,},wn special 
· studies, map the tJ:ends in their communities, analyze patterns and detelli11ne how best 
to utilize their resources . 

.. 
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THE CFIRS REPORTS· 

· Your participation in the CFIRS Program means more than merely complying with the 
requirements of the· Health & Safety Code. It Is an opportunity to influence the nature .. 
of fire safety legislation and public fire safety education, as well as to protect the lives 
'and property of the people in your community. . 

Because it is so critical, we· recommend that your department establish procedures to 
Insure consistency ·in how the CFIRS reporting system records are completed. 
Although you may not alter any of the basic "fields" required by the CSFM, you . may 
deCide to Incorporate additional information. For example, although not required by the 

. state, local policy may. dictate the need for reporting the number of hose lines used, 
··water flow,· breathing apparatus and/or special equipment used. Each of these "data 

.. : fields" can be add.ed to your record locally. · 

::2 Many departments are already collecting most of the new. CFIRS-required information 
"''' at the . incident scene. To facilitate the reporting of this data, a single person at the 

scene should be detailed the responsibility of collecting and recording all the required 
information. The report should be completed as soon as possible as any undue delay · 
could adversely affect the accuracy of the report. In completing the report, the incident 
"recorder" may want to contact others for their input. These sources of assistance 
. might include: fire service personnel at the scene, police and civilians at the scene, 
dispatcher or alarm personnel, first aid or ambulance personnel, hospital staff, fire and 
building inspectors, arson investigator, local fire report coordinator, and/or state-level 
officials responsible for coordinating the reporting system. Most importantly the report 
should reflect eXactly what happened. 

' ' 

If additional information on an incident becomes available, or when any of the original 
information changes or is found to be in error the department must 'submit a "change" 
report. Ar1 example of an action necessitating a change report would be when a 
·person injured in a fire dies as a reSult of the Injuries. within one year of the incident. . 

Once the incident has been recorded in your computer, the information should be . 
· reviewed one last time before it is saved in the local· data bank. Quarterly, the reports 

must be copiec;l from the local data bank on magnetic tape or a diskette· and forwarded 
to the CSFM. Certain elements of your reports will be extracted by the CSFM and 
transmitted on your behalf to the National Fire Data Center. 

Once automated, the. data cari be presented in· a variety of ways, such as summaries, 
comparisonsi and reports. Output reports can be produced by your dep;artment and. 
by the California State Fire Marshal. Many localities are enhancing the value of CFIRS 
by developing data. analysis and display programs t!=' meet their own requirements. 
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lHE REPORTING FORMAT 
. . 

Each time a fire service unit moves In responSe tO an alarm; an inc:lcfen! r!;lpo~ {CFIRS-
1) is completed. One section is to be completed for each iricider\t. Two casualty 
report sections have been provicied. Th& CFIR8-2 section iS to be ~ tor: fire sei'Vice · 
casualties. lliis section IncludeS pertinent lnfOrti\alkJii as. \P~how and why the h ftght« 
became a casualty. ·The CFIR8-3 NCtlm iS tO be cOmpfsted for a non-fire service fire 
casualties. If would also Include s.y·-•·otrer -~-personnel Who are not a part 

-of the fire servlt::e. · · 

The follOwing is a brief description of the various reporting sections In the CFIRS 
system: 

PART 1 

CFiRS-1. or. "'riddent ftePXt' : Is used to c:t&a_cribe each 
Incident (or cal~ to ·whidl your- fitr8 department responds. 
The type: or Incident d6t&ii1:1fr1es hOW' mucn or ttie report 1s· -
~o1'·· Part4 of thl$ haridbOok contains all instructions 
fOr oofnpfe,ln9' thiS tet:Jort. 

· CFlRS-2. or "G1Vi1ian Casualty Report' is used to report · . 
lnluric:o or deaths to civilians or other emergency personnel 
that occur in conjunction with an incident. (such as 
policeman or ambulance attendants) 

~ARS-3, or "Fire Service C. laity Report" Is used 'to report 
Injuries or deaths of 'fire service persennel that occur In 
conjurietion ·with any ·InCident response. - · 

CARS-HaZM~ • ·or "'iaZardous· · Materials Incident Report" Is _ 
· used to report inCidents lnvoMng hazardous materials. This 
seCtion ·Is -used In conjunction with. the CFIR8-1 section to -

· provide . detailed Information· about hazardous material 
_ incidents so data Can be gathered to assist locaJ; state and 
nation~! · agencies tQ deSI · 'With this serious problem. All 

· casua~tes should be documented using CFIRB-2 and CFIRS· 
· 3 sections. · -

.. 
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THE REPORTING FORMAT (COntinued ... ).:,:~. 

Samples of information collected for incidems.and casualties. are shown in Part 3; pages 
2-5. AJthough CFIRS is computer based, and each CFIRS software program will have . 
different data entry screens, the sample ,records will give you an Idea of how much 
detail the report requires. · , , .. :,:.::·,:' · . , . · 

-· -. .. •' .,. 

· The appropriate sections to ccimplet~ ·@,-a' ·C!ete~ined by the nature· of the lncJdent(s} 
being reported. . If one or more ~ntr:ies within a ~~c;tion are completed, then all entries 
within that section should be completed. · Particular!:attEintion Should be given to the 
captions identifying each section in determining whether to complete a section. . . 

The Information throughout this .. manuBI on Incident and· cas1,1alty sections wm be 
discussed one line at a time. Each Item on each Dna will be described by ItS: definition, 
purpose, entry and example. In addition, for those Items requiring a numerical . code, 
the codes and a coded example wilt be shown.. . lh~ definition provideSP. a common 
meaning to ensure consistency in .. each. item's uoder:standlog and us~. · The purpose 
gives a brief rationale as to Why the 'Item of,intormatlon has be.en reque$d, and also 
Indicates how the information could bo of additional use. The ·!IJ!Dt: provides guidance. 
on what information to place in the entry bloelc:. The examcle shows how the entry 
might look for a particular situation. 

CODING BACKGROUND 

Fire data collection is not new. Many cities and some states have had data systems 
for years, some doing their analysis by hand, some. using computer systems. · 

· In 1963, the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) formed atechnical committee 
to devise a unHorm system of fire reperting . to encourage fire departments to use a 
common set of definitions. A dictionary of fire terminology and .associated numeric81 
codes was developed, This dictionary Is known as NFPA ·Standard #901, Uniform 
Coding for Fire prptection. As the fire service gained experien~·.with this fire data 
"language,• improvements .were made to the .CFIRS system. At present, all CFIRS data 

· elements use the 1990 edition of the 901 standard. · · 

.. 
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WIIFM - OR, WHA rs IN IT FOR ME?• 

-····· . 
:~· ,.,~JJ1e 1·serlefits of Systematic Reportir1g 
·~;~: :/Jf:·~· . . -. . . . . 

.. · ·:··"'You miglit ask, "If I've been to a fire and I know all about it. why do I need to describe 
· It with CFIRS coding?" You could, of course, just write down a description of the whole 

incident. · But it is very likely that your description of the fire would vary from that of 
another firefighter on the .same scene; Different terminology could be. used to describe 
such Information as the cause of the fire, the extent of the fire spread and the type of 
property involved. You might Include a description of some aspects of tne fire that the 
second' fire fighter would forget. The purpose of the standard format Is to insure that· 
incidents and . casualties are described in a similar manner no matter which fire fighter 

.Js responsible for recording them. This way the information Is more consistent and 
. .~:m'eaninQful. • · · · . · 
. ~ ,:;.· --~ . 

. ,.. ; . . ·:What is the Benefit of CFIRS to Flf8 Fighters? 
. . . 

Every fire department is responsible for managing its operations so that fire fighters can 
do the most effective job of fire control and fire prevention. Effective performance . . . ) 

. requires careful planning, which can only take place· if accurate information about fires 
and other incidents is available. Patterns emerge from the analysis of the fire incident 
data. These can help departments focus on current problems, predict future problems 

... in their . communities and measure whether their programs are working. · 

The same principle is also applicable at the state and national levels. · The California 
Fire Incident Reporting System provides a mechanism for analyzing incident data at 

· ~ach level tQ help meet fire. proteCtion ·management and planning needs. . . . . 

Wliat Happens tO Yoor CFIRS lnfonnation 
. ~ . . 

· The flow of information in tlie system is as follows: Local fire departments collect data 
in a common format. using the new CFIRS automated format. Some fire departments 
enter their data into a departmental computer and then send a tape of their data to the 
CSFM. Other fire departments send diskettes directly to the CSFM office. At the CSFM · . 
the data undergoes quality control. The data Is entered into a computer and annually 
a report is produced showing statewide trends. Fire jurisdictions using the new CFIRS 
software have the option of entering and collecting data about Incidents other than fires 
and keeping this data at their site. The statewide data is tabulated and a eomputer 
tape containing all the fire data is sent to the Federal Emergency Management Agency 
through the U.S. Fire· Administration tor compifation with other states' data. 
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e· PART 2 

SUBMITTING YOUR CFIRS REPORTS 

Because the New CFIFlS Is not paper-driven, the CSFM can 
only accept quarterly reporting in either of two methods: by 
diskette or magnetic tape .. Following .are the requirements 
for each of these types of submission. Please follow the 

· instructions listed here before sending yol.!r data to the 
CSFM. 

.. 
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SUBMISSION_ BY DISKE I IE 

File Naming Convention for PC Based L>_at11 Subrnis,sion: 
--

1. ·File Names must use the following- f.9.r.rp!it: 

FILE NAME- ... i,. __ , --

Position 1 = F for fire data or C; ,for' casualty data 
. Positions 2-6 = -FOlD (must be 5 digits) 

SUFFIX 
Positions 1-2 = Year (last 2 digits) 
Position 3 :::: Quarter (1-4) 

EXAMPLE: 
F01200.901 ; 
F12345.923 
C00888.912 

Fire data for FOlD 01200, 1990, 1st quarter 
Fire data fOr FOlD 12345, 1992, 3rd quarter 
Casualty for FOlD 00888, 1991, 2nd quarter 

· 2. Data must be ASCII text files, records delimited by carriage returns. 

3. IBM compatible and Mac diskettes are the preferred media Both 3.5" and 5 1/4" 
diskettes, in any density are acceptable. Higher densities are preferred due to the 
increased capacity.- Other types of media will be constdered ( I.e. bemouiiQ If the 
demand exists. 

4. We will attempt to facilitate those departments having other equipment than PC or 
Mac and will work with them on a one-to-one basis. Please contact the CSFM as soon 
as possible if you would like to submit data on media different than that mentioned 
above.· 

5. If your department will be submitting more than one quarter's data on a diskette, 
please use one file per quarter as opposed to combining the data into one file. 

DISKETTES MUST BE SUBMITTED QUARTERLY, NO LATER THAN THE 15TH OF THE 
FOLLOWING MONTH. FOR EXAMPLE: THE FIRST QUARTER'S INFORMATION -
JANUARY THROUGH MARCH - IS DUE BY THE 15TH OF APRIL APRIL THROUGH 
JUNE IS DUE BY THE 15TH OF JULY, AND SO ON. - -
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SUBMISSION BY MAGNEllC TAPE 

· FILE. CHARACTERISTICS FOR CFIRS MAGNETIC TAPE REPORTING ARE: 
FILE NAME · .. ·· 

· . Position 1 : .= F for fire data or C for casualty data 
· Positions 2-6 = FOlD (must be 5 digits) · 

: ;•,.< '' SUFFIX 
.. ": · Positions 1-2 = Year Oast 2 digits) 

Position 3 = Quarter (1-4) . · · 

EXAMPLE: 
F01200.901 
F12345.923 

. COOBB8.912 

. Fire data for FOlD 01200, 1990, 1st quarter 
Fire data for FOlD 12345, 1992, 3rd quarter . 
Casualty for FOlD 00888, 1991, 2nd quarter 

RECORDING DENSITY: 6250 BPI (PREFERRED), 1600 BPI (ALLOWED) 
RECORDING MODE: EBCDIC 
TRACKS: 9 
PARITY: ODD 
LABEUNG: IBM STANDARD 
PACKING: NO PACKED OR BINARY FIELDS 
INCIDENT RECORD FORMAT: FIXED, 1000 BYTES 
INCIDENT BLOCK SIZE: 12 RECORDS PER BLOCK 
CASUALTY RECORD FORMAT: FIXED, 300 BYTES 
CASUAL TV BLOCK SIZE: 40 RECORDS PER BLOCK . 
EXTERNAL LABEL: TAPE CONTENTs, FILE NAMES, RECORD COUNT(S),LABEL 

FORMAT, AND THE INFORMATION BELOW: 
FD Name 
FOlD 
PERIOD COVERED . ,19. TO. , 19 
CREATION DATE f -, - -
CONTACT PERSON, _____ _ 

MAGNETIC TAPES MUST BE SUBMilTED QUARTERLY, NO LA~R THAN THE 15TH 
. OF THE · FOLLOWING MONTH.· FOR EXAMPLE: THE .FIRST QUARTER'S 
INFORMATION- JANUARY·THROUGH MARCH- IS DUE BY THE 15TH OF APRIL 

·APRIL THROUGH JUNE IS DUE BY THE 15TH OF JULY, AND SO ON. 

ALL DATA WILL BE SUBMI1TED TO: 
THE CAUFORNIA STATE FIRE MARSHAL 
HEADQUARTERS OFFICE 
ATTN: CFIRS COORDINATOR 
7171 BOWUNG DRIVE, SUITE 600 
SACRAMENTO,C~ 9~ 
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PART3 

. 1HE rOlLOWlNG FORMS AAE ONLY FIE:f'riiNTED HEREIN 
ro GtvE YOU AN tOEA OF ,, .. u: ot:PTH OF.INFORMATJON 
NOW REQUIRI=D r-uA THE . NEW CAUFORNIA FIRE 

· INCU"'\CNT rtEPORTING SYSTEM. 

DO NOT REPRODUCE 1HE FORMS FOR SUBMISSION OF · 
YOUR INCIDENTS TO THE CAUFORNIA STATE FIRE 
MARSHAL ALL REPORTS MUST BE TURNED IN ON A 
DISKEIIE OR MAGNETlC TAPE. 
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SECTION A . ', 
_cu:;,_s 

JOD FIRE SERVICE CASUALTY REPORT ICIDENT IU<I&II ., '-~•~ I \ 
~-· ' ' 

. I I . 
IXlRAEeTDG Fire Dep1nmen1 

IIUI.TI-AGENCY 
1 
~··cr 1. o.

1 
Yoor I lncldoM No. .. ·l 

ChlllfiC Dol•oC 
fCIDiiNT 10. · , , , '. . ' ' 

INCIDENT ADORE 83 I ~DCATICIN 
'I . .. , .I 

' ' '. ' ' I I I ' ' ' ' ' ' 
. j_ I 

... 1 .. 

ADOMI W' ICXlUNTY" I . 'IFIJ&NT 

' I I 
I DIS~UCH l ' . 

APARTMENT . I I Ol:t& I ' ' 
DFJEIIENT I DATE I 

TIUE - 0 
... ' ..... 

CAUFORNIA FIRE INCIDENT REPORTING SYSTEM 

• 

• : 
CASUALTY -BER .. ' '' 

liD :I 
I DATE DF BIRTH I I . I 1- ' I • I lEAve& DATE I I I ,~·1 +: ·.·· i 

NAil&: ~Ill, Filii, 11.1. IAA&A 'IEI.EPtOI£ . .. ·~ ... I 

I I o I I I I' I I I I I I . : . I I I I 'I I I . I 
I • • ' ' _.; ·; I I ! 

ADDRESS I CITY 
I STAT! I ZIP . r 

I I I I I I I I I I 0 I I I I 0 I 
,. I I I I j I I I J I I I 

SOCIAL SECURITY -BER 
I 

ElrFI.II'IEE 
auouol I l 

I 
I ' - 1- I I I AI~IDI'U'I'I.ftl ' 

CASUAl. '1'1" I I I 
I~A!UAI. '1'1" I . ' I SEYEAITY I· 

PIIIUAAY 8YIIP1'011 I ' IIECCIIOAY IYIIPTDII 
I I 

DATE , I TillE ' 
PARTISI DF IlDDY 

. I I I ,· I ' I 
ACliVTIY AT TIME DF CASUAl. 'I'\" I . 

'MERE CA11Uo11. TY a:cuAAED · 

Am!CTED I 
I • 

""""" 01' CAIIUAI. TV I 
IIEDICAL CARE PIIQVIDEO 

I 
D~BniDN OJ C&8U#I. TY 

I 
I 

. 
CCNTR8UTN3 \JNdNo, I 

I 
lt11UI No, , P•rtOIIIftlftH No •. , 

iQIJIPIIENT 1 ' 
I 

I 

• 
• 
• 

' 
I 

I 
OONTABUTNI UoldNo.2 lltiVI NU.Z . Perlorlftaftce No, I 

I EQUIPIIENT 1 ' . I I . 
OONTABUTIHQ U..No.l 

I 
lt•tvt No.' 

1 
P~01ntan.ee Na.. '· 

EQUIPIIENT I .. 
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SECTION A CAUFORNIA FIRE INCIDENT REPORTING SYSTEM --- '· ,CFIRS'3 

FD() NON-FIRE SERVICE CASUALTY REPORT l'fCOiNT NJUII&R I''~' I . ·- ' ., ' ' 
CX)f!AiCT DIS 

Flro Dopari!Mnl 
IIULT~AilENCV , .... oftcy L D.

1 
Yoar i lftctfoftl No. 

cu•o•C DololoC fiCtlilff N), . I 0 1 1 1 ' ' ' 
INCID&NT ADORE 51 I LOCATION ... , . ~ 

' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' . ' . . ' .... . ;· I "o· ' I ' ' '' ' ' ' ' . ' 
ROOM I APARTWENT 

I ' ' I 

I Ill' CIXIIi: I 
. J INCIDeNT DA'"' I I I 

I DISPATCH TIUE 
1 

' ' I -. ' ' I . ' ' ' • 

• r ,- • - ' • COMMENlS · • _ - o'', •• ~ .i•·.~.o: ): 
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SEC110tl A CAUFORNIA FIRE INCIDENT REPORllNG SYSTEM '. CFIRS 1. 

RIO 'I_NCIDE NT . . REPORT INCilENT I v~ I 
Elp.No. 

i -, ' ' N.IIBEII 
' I. I . 1 J • 

CXIAAECT1QNS ... 
IIULTW.BENCY f ApncJ I.D. l_ Yur j_ - No. a....CJ o. .... o-. FIN Depii1'11Mnt INCICEHT 110. I 1 _l _L I o .I I ' ' IHCilEHT , , 'DISPATCH Tlltl& IAIIRIVAI. llloiE I END T1ltiE l ADO'I. I I FIASTIH DI811UCT 

Dt.T& I I I , ., ' I' 
• 1 1 I 1 o 1 1 I. _1_ DAYS , COIIPAHI' I 

...!. I ' ' 
BITUA TXINI81 II . ' II... . 13 M ,JWTOIIATlC 0A 

_I '~All- I 
TYPE I AlA PAOPEHif I 

FOH) I ... , I' '1·"~-'L"'_t_ _I ;• 'MUTUAl. AID WEAnEA I . TEMPERATURE~ _l_ ' IIAHAOSIENT • • • •, • - • • •I - •! 

N:IC&HT ADDRESS I I.DCA'IlCIH 
' ' ' ' ,''.. ..,._. . o 0 I 0 I 0 I o o 0 0 0 .L _L . .L _l_ _l ' 0 I 0 -'--'- _l_ -'- ' ' _t__L_L 

IIOOUI . 1ZP I . tceNIUI 
I ' 

I FIRE .HtWAD 
I APAAlltiENT. I I' ··I' I. CXD! -' I I . 'T1IACT , I -'- I&IIEAJ1Y ZDNi I ' 

'tOTAl. FIRE 8ERVCE 
I'EIISCPNI. IIEIIPCNlEI) car-l 1 , I Vol. I I -I ' 
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SECTION A. GENERAL INFORMATION, is completed each time a fire· department unit is 
dispatched. · . 
If the alarm in not a fire, or EMS or Haz Mat incident, you only have to complete this 
section, and Section G. This also applies when you provide Automatic or Mutual Aid to 
another fire department. 
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The name of your fire department is entered at the top of the report~ 
• • • ' • ' ••• ' --~" ~ --, < 

Each incident report must be identified with the: Fn Department Identification Number, /'_~:-j:L': 
lnddent Number and Exposure Number. .., ....... .'~.:, . 

FIRE DEPARTMENT IDENTIFICATION (FDiD) 

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

This is a unique number assigned by the State Fire Marshal 
to identify a partlci.llar fire department in California. The first 
two digits identify the county, and the remaining three digits 

· identify a particular department within that county. 

The FDIC provides the means to identify the incident data 
. which has been collected and reported by each indMduai 
department This Is the number used to select data and 
prepare· feedback reports for your department. 

Enter your CSFM-assigned fire department identification 
number.· ·Refer to Appendix B for your number. · 

Department: Santa Maria In Santa Barbara County: 

.l~z..- ,QA,O I 

Department: Riverside County Fire in Riverside County: 

l3a I- ,0,9 ol 
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EXAMPLES (Continued.;.) Department:, Orange County Fire in Orange County: 

·Ire.-. o.6.sl 

Department: C.D.F. in Riverside County: 
\, ... 

. ::::.·." 

l!S.- .s,s.sl · 
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· ....... 

INCIDENT -NtJ:MBER 

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

.. 

.. · .. !·.:.' 

This is a unique number assigned to a single Incident You 
can think of it as the •serial number" for that event. 

To provide a numerical reference for a particular Incident. It 
becomes the "index number" for finding that record In the 
future. 

Enter the number assigned to the incident The first two 
digits must be the year, I.e; 1990 = 90. The remaining eight 

. ' digits are assigned according to your departnient's 
procedures. 

The 471st incident In 1990 would 1::1e entered: 

1::: Al>IO,Q,Q,Q,Q,4t) I l 

~ CFIRS-1 .• Section A: General lnformaiion (Rev: 04/90) 
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"' . .· ')_EXPOSURE- NUMBER 

DEFINITION 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

(Rev: 04/90) 

I 

EXPOSURE ARE: A fire In a building, structure or vehicle 
resulting from a fire outside that building, structure or vehicle. 
It Is also a vegetation fire resulting from a fire In a building, 

· structure, vehicle, etc. When a fire originates in a building 
and then extends to other buildings, each building fire shall 
be considered a separate fire, with the Ignition for all but the 
original building clasSified as "Exposure. Flf'B". If a building fire 
Ignites a_ truck parked nearby • but outside the building - the 
truck fire Is an exposure fire. If the truck is parked Inside the 
building - and Is damaged by a fire which started elsewhere -
·in the building - the truck is regarded as part of the building 
. contents rather than as a separate exposure fire. Each 
exposure fire is coded as a separate fire with all causal 
factors coded to pertain to that specific exposure: 

While the Incident Number permits all property involved in a 
single fire incident to be linked together, the exposure 
nurilber identifies each sepagate property involved in the fire. 
This makes i\ possible to enter the .specific details of each. 
exposure fire Into the system, and to relate all the exposures _ 
to the basic Incident · 

The exposure number also allows an accurate, verifiable . 
count of the number of properties involved in a large fire, and 
provides the means to locate where casualties occurred. 

A separate Incident report must be submitted for each 
exposure. Each exposure report must contain the same 
Incident number assigned to the original fire. -·· 

Note: In cases where fire spreads from one jurisdiction to 
another, all jurisdictions other than original jurisdiction will 
report the fire as an exposure. 

CFIRS-1, Section A: General Information 4-5 
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EXAMPLES · It the ·original incident Is entered as: 

ltrdbl. 

Then the first.ieXJ)esure Is: 

~~ . -. 

• •• 

·~ . '. 

... 
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. CORRECTION 

DEFINITION 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

'·I • 

(Rev: 04/90) 

.. 

·.:· . ,, 
• ~; ' •.••. ~- 1 .. _..:: .• 

A change to information submitted on a previous Incident 
report, or the deletion of an erroneous report. 

To change or delete previously reported informatio':'. 

1. 

2. 

A new Incident (ADD): 

If it is a new record, leave this entry blank. 

Updating a previously submitted incident (pHANGE)~ 

If new or updated information becomes available 
concerning a previous Incident, you should 
update the original incident record by submitting 
a "Change" . report: 

A) Enter the same FDIC, Incident Number ·and 
Exposure Number of the incident you want to 
change; · 

B) · Mark the CHANGE· entry; 

C) Enter the new or updated information, and then 
copy the remainder of the entries from the 
original report. 

D) · Forward the report according to normal 
procedures . 

· CFIRS-1, Section A:. General Information 4-7 · 
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ENTRY (Continued •.. } 

·EXAMPLES 

3. Canceling a previously submitted ·Incident (DELETE). 
' ,. ~,t~ . 

When a previous report is found to have oeen 
submitted erroneously, or it contains errors in the FDIC, 
Incident Number or Exposure Number fields, the 

. record must ~e deleted from the computer file: · · 

A) . Enter the same FDIC, Incident Number and 
exposure Number of the report you want to . 
delete; · 

. . 
B) Mark the DELETE entry; 

C) ForWard the report according to normal 
proeei:lures. · 

A CHANGE REPORT: 

It was erroneously reported that nine fire service personnel 
r~ponded to a fire Incident. Later,. the officer In charge cor

. rected the lnfOrrriatlon · and sent iri a change report to show 
: thirteen personnel actually responded. 

The .Change· Box Is markSd, and Section A. Unes 1 - 10 
would ii>ok slmliarto this: . . . . 

l~o 

A· fire qr!glnally reported as •suspicious• is later determined to 
be accidental, AND, 'the content loss was actually double the . 
initial $12,000 estimate. 

. ·-' ~·- . 

A DELETED REPORT: 

To temove an existing tecord, mark the Delete Sox, and enter 
the exact same FDID through Exposute Number as on the 
teport being deleted: · · 

.. 

4-8 CFI~1. Section k Generilllnfonnallon (Rev: 04/90) 
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MULTI-AGENCY INCIDENT NUMBER 

OEFINmON 

... :. PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

(Rev: 04190) 

~ •• ·,;. r 
l ..... A unique alpha-numeric designation which identifies all 

Incident reports pertaining to a single Incident in whici:l. two or 
more fire departments respond. The department In whose 
jurisdiction the incident occurs assigns the Multi-Agency 
Incident Number - which consists of the jurisdictional· 
agency's three-letter designation (assigned by OES), followed 
by their incident number for the event. (Refer to Appendix 8 
for OES number.) 

. . . 

The Multi-Agency Incident Number provides a common desig
nator to link ali the· reports submitted by different departments 
that responded to the same incident. This furnishes a 
systematic reference for the collection, compilation and 
analysis of all data associated with a specific incident in which 
rriultl-agency resources were employed. 1h\s number is 
intended. to be uSed for Mutual Aid type incidents only. 

If It's YOUR incident, enter the three-letter designator for your 
agency in the first three spaces (refer to Appendix B). Then 
enter the two-digit year, and eight-digit serial number that was 
assigned in the "Incident Number" field. · In effect, this is 
simply your incident number with .a three-letter prefix. 

If it is NOT your incident·· but you responded on mutual aid • 
then you get the Multi-Agency Incident Number from the 
department that "owns" the incident, and ·enter .that in this 
field. · 

.. 
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EXAMPLES 

. : ._.,. ::- ... , -.~-;. ~ ': . . 

- -· . ... 
· Los Angeles County Fire Department received automatic aid 

from Burbank F.O. This incident was the 471 of year, 1990: 

Burbank Fire Department gave. automatic aid to Los Angeles 
County Fire. Burbank will enter .LAC9000000471 on their 
report: 

4-1 o CFIRS-1, Section A: General Information (Rev: 04190) 
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. IIN:I:lEHT . 
DATE I 

INCIDENT DATE: MONTH, .DAY, YEAR 

DEFINITION 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

(Rev: 04/90) 

The month, the day, and the year the alarm was dispatched. 

This entry is required to .analyze the time patterns of different 
types of incidents. When combined with DDJspatch lime"' this 
factor provides Important infonnatlon needed to target 
prevention and public education efforts. .tt is also a 
fundamental infonnatlon need for the effective management of 
emergency response resources. 

Enter the: 

-.. MONTH by its numerical designation: . 

01 = Januaiy 
· 02 = February 
03 = MBrch 
04 =April 

05 = May 09 = September 
06 = June 10 = October 
07 = July 11 = November 
08 = August 12 = December 

• DAY of the month: 01 through 31. 

• last two digits of the YEAR. 

An alann received on July 4, 1990, would be entered: 

I~ ,o.ri ,o.4e.ol 

-. 
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... . 

DISPATCH TIME··· ::.; · ·· · 

DEF'IU\TJQN 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

-'"';]" ..... ~·-' -
·- -. ·- -· .. _. . 

. , .. ...., ··. 

.. -
' - . --~ 

The exact time (hour and minute) when the alarm was 
dispatched by the fire department alarm center. 24-hour 
clock time is used (0001-2400). · 

Important This is NOT elapsed time, but the time of dis
patch • 

'The time ot dispatch serves several roles: (1) as a record of 
1he 1ime o# the incident; (2) to determine the frequency of 
parncurar types of incidents by the time of occurrence; and 
t3l as the starting time for going Into action on an incident. 
This entry then be. compared with a Arrival Time" to determine 
the time it took to arrive. at the scene - and with "End Time•. 
to determine the total amount of time spent on the incident. · 

Enter the time to the nearest minute when the original alarm 
· was dispatched, using the 24-hour clock system: 

· 1 :06 a.m .............. 01 06 
1 :20 p.rn .......•... ; .. 1320 
12:00 Midnight .... 2400 
12:01 a.m ............ 0001 

Ar1 alarm dispatched at 1456 hours is entered: 

.. 
4-12 CFIRS-1, Section A: General Information (Rev; 04/90) .· 
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. ~: •' .. ·.·· ' : ;.~ 

ARRIVAL TIME 
'··' ;. . 

. .- ·. 

DEFJNmON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

.e 
(Rev: 04/90) 

lhe actual clock time when the first responding unit arrived at 
the Incident scene. 24-hour dock time ·is used (0001-2400). 

Important lhis Is NOT elapsed time. 

To know the time the first unit arrived at the scene so you 
can determine the actual time spent in traveling to the 
Incident, as well as the total time spent at the scene. 

Enter the time to the nearest minute when the first 
responding unit arrived at the scene. Use the 24-hour clock 
system. 

1 :OS a.m .••••.•.. : ..••• 01 06 
1:20 p.m ..•••.......... 1320 
12:00 Midnight. .•.. 2400 
12:01 am ..........••.• 0001 

The arrival time of the first fire apparatUs at 1505 hours: 

.. 
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·e 
END.TIME 

DEFINmON. 

PURPOSE 

'ENTRY . 

EXAMPLE 

. _;:. __ .: .. ~ . ' .. ~' . 

The time when all, or most, of the equipment is .put baCk in 
· service and is ready fer response to another. alarm. 

Note: If one fire company Is left at the scene as a "fire 
watch" for a considerable period of time beyond the "End 
lime" of other participating cOmpanies, record the activities of 
this company separately in the Comment section. The 

· · 24-hour clpck Is used (0001-2400). 

Important This Is NOT elapsed time. 

This time factor Is required to calculate the total time spent 
on the incident. This is important information for determining 
staffing requirements, equipment needs; etc. 

Enter the "End lime• as determined by the officer in charge 
of the incident Use the 24-hour clock system. 

1:06 a.m ............... 0106 
1 :20 p.m ............... 1320 
12:00 Midnight .... 2400 
12:01 am .............. 0001 

The unit was placed back in service at 1545 hours: 

4-14 CFIRS-1, Section A: Generallnf011T18tlon . (Rev: 04/90) 
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ADDITIONAL DAYS ... · 

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

(Rev: 04190) 

. 'The number of additional calendar days involved in the 
· incident Only incidents starting and ending on the same 
calendar day involve no additionBI days. 

To allow you to report the actual duration of an incident that 
extends beyond a one day period: (This also avoids the 
need to have an "End Oatea field in the report) 

In the event the elapsed time of an incident exceeds 1 
calendar day from the time· of dispatch, enter the . number of 
"calendar days" in. the space provided. 

Note: Incident date· plus additional days equals ending date . 

. Note: For Exposure Reports, you must enter "00"; 

Note: An easy formula to use would be the number of 
calendar days the incident spanned, minus one • 

CFIRS-1, Section A: General Information 4-15 
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EXAMPLES · A building fire was dispatched on April 1Oth at 131 0 hours 
and ended on April 10th at 1400 hours: 

A grass fire was dispatched on March 12th at 2300 hours 
and ended on March 13th at 0115 hours: 

r=frO.OI 

A brush fire was dispatched on . September 19th at 1700 
·hours and ended on September 29th at 0345 hours: 

4-16 CFlRS-1, Section k General lnfonnatlon 
(Rev: 04/90) 
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FIRST-IN COMPANY (Local Option) 

DEFINITION 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMP\.ES 

(Rev: 04190). 

The first unit that ~esponds to an incident. 

To identify the first oompany or. unit to handle the incident. 
This is essential to determine the frequency of company 
responses; and prcwides officials IfNI important assessment 
and planning lnfomlation. · 

En\1St' the designation. of' the company that was first to handle 
~e~ . 
. . 

~ FOr Exposure Reports, leave this entry BLANK 

Engine 5471 was the first to arrive at the scene: 

Engine 1 was the first to arrive: 

A medical unit arrives on scene of a vehicle accident: 

I=~IBI\ 1\, I I I I 
A medical squad . arrives at the scene of· a vehicle. accident: 

CFIRS-1, Section A: General lnfonnatlon 4-17· 
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tUIII--mSTACT ; . · . .. · · . . . ~ . . . . . . . . .. . I I I 

. DISTRICT (Local Option) 

DEFINITION The number or· other code to designate a fire company or 
station response area, or other geographic boundaries 
developed by your .department 

PURPOSE · This Is a very powerfUl tOol that permits your department to 

ENTRY 

develop its own method of locating the type, frequency and . 
severity of Incidents by geographic area. District designations 
may Identify specific neighborhoods, contract service areas, 
station response areas, or any other boundary that you may 
wish to use. 

Enter the assigned District code for the location where the 
incident oC:curred. It is important to be consistent in entering 
the code. This can be achieved by right justifying all entries . 

. (Inconsistent placement wm affect the data shown on your . 
feedback reports.) · 

The follciwtng combinations of letters and numbers should be 
used with caution as they ean be easily confused if data 
entry is made from hand written forms: 

Letter "B"/Number "8" 
Letter "0"/Number "0" or Letter "0" 

· Letter "0"/Number "0" 
Letter "Z"/Number "2" 
Letter "G"/Number "6" · 
Letter "U"/Number "0" or Letter. "0" 
Letter "U" /Letter "V" · 
Number "1"/Number "7'' or Letter "I" 

4-18 CFIRS-1, Section A: General Information ' (Rev: 04190) 
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EXAMPLES An incident occurs In District 2: 

lear I I 1 
.. . ... . 

An· incident occurs in District 102: 

·, .; 

An Incident occurs In District CB122: 

(Rev: 04/90) CFIRS-1, Sec:tlon k General Information 4-19 
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SITUATION(S) FOUND 

DEFtNmON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

, A statement of the observed conditlon(s) when the first 
emergency unit arrived on the scene: or the most serious 

· condition(s) that developed after arrival on the scene. You 
can record up to four different situations to more completely 
define the conditions encountered in a single incident. 

To identify the various types of incidents to which your 
department responds. This element can be used to analyze . · 
the frequency of different types of fires, haz mat emergencies, 
EMS and other services your department provides in your . 
community. This is one of the most Important entries on the 

. Incident report as it identifies the specific situatlon(s) found. 

Record the situation(s} you dealt with upon arrival at the 
scene; or the most serious condition(s) that developed after 
arrival~ 

Be as explicit as possible in stating the exact sltuation(s) 
. found. Indicate the type of fire or other incident condition(s) 
. in specific terms. Details of any change in the situation after 

arrival on the scene should be included in the Comments 
Section. 

Note: The situation found is a "Fire• when there Is 
uncontrolled burning {combustion), regardless if there is any 
dollar loss or not; and, you can have only ONE TYPE OF 
FIRE per incident {10 Series Codes) •. If more than one type is 
InvolVed, the other(s} must be reported as "Exposures". 

An entry Is required In thiS field on every incident report. 

Important ~ough you·can enter up_to four different 
Situations Found, tt Is critical that you enter the most serious 
one first! (Generally, this will be the situation reported at time 

4--20 CFIRS..1, Section A: General Information. 
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ENTRY (Continued ••. ) 

·:-.. -~· ·.:.. 

EXAMPLES 

. Codes Nf=PA-901, 1990 

SITUATION(S) FOUND . 

(ReV: 04/90) 

of dispat.ch.) If you encounter multiple situations Qe: fire and 
. haz mat and/or EMS) at the same Incident. then put the one 

you consider most important in the first entry. . 

Look at It this way: H you could enter only one code for 
Situati(Jn Found, which o.ne wpuldyou use? Put THAT ONE in 
entry #1. · · 

A house fire: 

III'IUATIONCI) . 'I II ' A M 
!O"D . . I<' (f. l I I I I 

A vehicle aCcident' with 2 victims .Injured and trapped, fuel 
leaking with a vehicle fire In the engine area: 

A'false ·atartn at &'nursing home because of alarm 
niaHunetlon: · · 

I SI'IUATION(llj 1' <!!L II A M I 
-· I !JI I I I I f. 

Note: · Atflrivestigatlon may reveal that the situatlon(s} at the 
scene changed from the time. the. alarm was given to the time 
the first unit arrived. For example, a roast in the. aven ignites, 
fliling the house with smoke, causing a fire .to be reported. 
Even though someone:·removed the ·roast from the· house 
prior to your atrival, and there is no fire damage, a _structure 

· · fire would be reported. · 

' •:i 

··.-.. 
~~~. 

• Fire, Explosion. . 
• ovetpre~ure Rupture, Explosion, Overheat (no ensuing 
fire} 
• Reecue, Emergency Medical Call. 
• Hazardous Condition, Standby. 
• SerVice call.-· 
• Gotxflnteht can . 
• Faisa cau. 
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FIRE, EXPLOSION • 10 . 
series. 

OVERPRESSURE 
RUPTURE,· EXPLOSION, ·. 
OVERHEAT (not ensuing 

. fire) - 20 series. · 

• Natural Disaster. 
• Other. Type.(s) of Situation(s) . Fo.und. 

Included are fires out-on-amval· and eombustion explosions 
with no after-fire. . .... 
Excluded are O'ierheat or excessive heat (25), unauthorized 
burning (56), and controlled burning (63). · 

11. Structure fire (not included in 12 or 13 below). -
Included are fires Inside a structure whether. or. not 
there was damage to the structure Itself. · · 

12. Fire In mobile property when used as a structure. 
Included are mobile homes, motor haines, camping 
trailers and other mobile property when not in tranSit 
and· used as a structure for residential, commercial, or 
other purposes. (Use Mobile ProPerty Type Code to 
classify the type of mobile property and Specific 
Property Code to classify how it is used.) 

13. . Fire in mobile property while inside a structure. Use 
Mobile Property_ Type Code to classify the type of . 
mobile property and Specific Property Code to classify 
the specific use of the area where the mobile property 
was located when the fire occurred. 

14. . Fire 1n mobile property outside a structure included are 
vehicles and mobile properties normally used as 
·structures, but whDe they are in transit. 

15. Fire In trees, brush, grass, standing crops. 
· 16. Refuse fire outside. 

Included are au hostile fires outside a structure or 
vehicle (not included above) where·the material burning· 
has negHgible value and fires in mechanically moved 
waste or rubbish containers outside a structure. 

17. Other outside fire (not Included In 15 above). 
Included are all hostile fires outside a structure or 
vehicle where the material burning has definable value . 

. 19. Fire, Explosion not classified above. Explain in 
Commenfsectlon. · 

1 0. Fire, Explosion; insufficient information to classify 
further. · 

21. Steam rupture. 
Excluded is steam mistal<en for smoke when the steam · 
Is being released from a normal vent or relief valve 
(65). 

22. Air, gas rupture . 
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OVERPRESSURE 
RUPTURE, EXPLOSION, 
OVERHEAT (not ensuing 
fire) • 20 series. 
(Continued ••• ) 

RESCUE, EMERGENCY 
MEDICAL CAlL - 30 
series. 

HAZARDOUS• 
CONDmON, STANDBY -
<40 seJ:ies. 

(Rev! 04/90) 

23. Process vessel explosion (no fire). 
24. Munitions explosion (no fire). 

Included are bombs, dynamite, and similar explosives. 
25. Excessive heat, overheat .scorch bums with no Ignition. 
29. Overpressure Rupture, Explosion, Overheat not 

classified above. Explain in Comment section. . 
20. Overpressure Rupture, Explosion, . Overheat: insUfficient 

Information available to classify further. 

31. Emergency medical assist. 
· Included are Incidents where assistance Is provided to 
. anothEir group or agency that has primary EMS 
responsibility. 

32. Emergency medical call. 
Included are checking for injuries, treatment for shock, 

·and the like. 
33. LC)ck-ln. 

If no medical care provide refer to Person in. Distress 
(51). 

34. Person(s) lost. . 
35. People trapped, caught, buried. . 

Included are people trapped in elevators, entangled in 
vehicle wreck8ge, and hanging from a cliff or building. 

36. Drowning, potential drowning. 
Included· are persons stranded on Ice. 

37. Electrocution. 
39. Rescue, Emergency Mel;lical Call not classified above. 

EXplain In Comment section. 
30. Resa.ie, Emergency Medical Call; insufficient 

Information available to classify further. 

Included are potential accidents. 

41. Flammable gas or liquid condition. 
Included are gas leaks and gasoline c;~r other 
flammable liquid splits. 

42. Toxic condition. 
· Included are toxic chemical spills and reaction of 

chemicals. 
43. Radioactive condition. 
44~ Electrical arcing, shorted electrical equipment 

Included are power nnes down and Incidents where 
disconnection of the electrical energy clears the 
emergency. 
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1-

HAZARDOUS 
. CONDmON, STANDBY • . 

40 series .. (Continued ••• ) 

SER\11CE CAU. ·50 
serie&. 

.. 

, · EXcluded are emergencies where thl;"'re i:s a sus\ained . 
fire after the ·electrical energy has been <:!isconnected 

(division 1). 

45. Oil bu~e('del&yed Ignition (no fire outside irebox). U 
fire is outside firebox. classify in division 1 (fire). 

46. Vehicle acadent. potential accident. . 
Included 8re incidents where there .is a perc:eJved 
problem .With a vehicle (automobile, airplane, train, ship. 
etc.)' · 

.47. · ExplosiVe present 
48. Attempted burning, iliega\ action. · 

lncfuded are situations where Incendiary devices fail to 

function. 
49. HaZanfous eardticn, Standby liiOl dassified above. 

Explain rn Comment sediat. 
4'0'. Hazatt1ous Conditlcm, Standby; fnsuffident information 

avaiiabfe 10 classi'l¥ furtl!\ef. . 

'51. Pef.SOO In dJstr-. 
trwJ .. "'ed are persons locked out, locked in, person 
lost; needing a ring remoVed, ·needing assistance in 
returning to bed, where no medical care provided.· 

52. Water problem. 
53. . Smoke, odor problem. . 

Included are actual smoke conditions regardless of Its 
sounce. · 
Excluded are smoke conditions from a hostile fire 
(division 1). · 

54. Animal problem. 
55. Public service assistance .. 

included is police assistance. 
56. Unauthorized buming. . . 

Included are fires that are under control and not 
. endangering property. 

Excluded are fires where buming is authorized and 
under control (63). 

fil. Cover assignment. standby at fire station, move-up. 
59. Service Call not classified above. Explain In Comment . 

section. 
50. .service Call; insufficient Information available to classify 

further . 
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GOOD INTENT CALL • 60 
series. 

. FALSE CALL· 7o·serles; 

•. 

61. ·. Incident cleared prior to arrival. . 
. . Included are incidents where apparatus is placed in 

· •· , .. : ., · .. _service prior to its· arrival on the scene. Excluded are 
':' ;; ~-: ·: fires · oi.rt . on arrival 
.- ::-... ~, '((dMslon 1). 

·.'····~---; ·Wrong ~~~tlcn. 
· · .63:···- ~·'Ccntrcllec burning. . 
'· :. ,; ,-,.~ · · Included are fires where burning is authorized and 

under control. 
64. Vicinity alarm. 

Included are separate locations reported fer an actual 
fire and multiple boxes pulled for one fire. 

65. Steam, other gas mistaken for smoke. 
66. EMS call where injured parties have been transported 

or left scene prier to arrival. 
· 67. HaZardous material release Investigation with no 

hazardous eondltion found. 
69. Good Intent Call. not ·claSsified above. Explain in 

Comment section. 
60. Good Intent Call; insufficient information available to 

·. 71. 
72. 
73. 
74. 

79 •. 

70. 

classlfJ furttoler. · 

MaliCious,· mischievous false call . 
Bomb scare, no bomb. 
System malfunction. 
Unintentional. 
Included are tripping an interior device accidentally, 
running a drain test without knoWledge Qf the alarm 

· connection, and the like. 
False Call not classified above. Explain in Comment 
section. 
False Call; Insufficient information available to classify . . . 

further. 

NATURAL DISASTER • 80 When response is to another specific type of incident during 
series. these disasters, classify the type of incident more specifically 

.. 

(RW. 04190) 

. using the classifications above. · 

81 •. 
82. 
83. 

. ·84. 

Earthquake. 
Rood. 
Wind storm. 
Included are tornado, hurricane, cyclone, etc . 
Ughtning strike • 
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NATURAL DISASTER • 80 
series. . (Continued ••. ) . 

. ---
··· ... -·. ~ . 
~~ ·.: .. ' ~~ -. 

OTHER:TYPE(S) OF:.· 
SITUATiQN(S) FOUND· 

. 90 series: 

89. Natural Disaster not classified above. Explain In 
Comment section. 

80. · Natural Disaster; insufficient information available to 
classify further. · 

91. Citizen's complaint. Included are reports of ·code or 
ordinance violation. . 

.99. . Type(s) of Situatlon(s) Found not classified above. 
Explain In Comment section. 

00. Type(s) of Situatlon(s) Found undetermin~d or not 
reported. 
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.... 
. '. . : ·- -~ -~.; ' 

~·.' -

·AUTOMATIC/MUTUAL AID ~ ~~- :::.:: ... ·;: 
,., ..... . 

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

(Rev: 04/90) 

. · .._:·.·.•:-~~-·-

. - :-__ . 

Automatic Aid Received: Your· department handles an 
. incident within your jurisdiction, with additional personnel or 
equipment from one or more departments outside your 
jurisdiction based upon an automatic. response agreement, 
boundary drop agreement. etc. (Does not require a •request 
for aid" as does Mutual Ald.) · 

Automatic Aid Given: Your department responds to another 
department's jurisdiction to provide assistance at an incident, 
or to covers vacated stat;lon based upon. an automatic 

. response agreement, boundary drop agreement, etc. (Does 
not .require a -request for aid" as does Mutual Aid.) . . 

Mutual Aid Received: Your department handles an incident 
within your jurisdiction with additional personnel or equipment 
requested from one or more departments outside your 
jurisdiction' 

. . 
Mutual Aid Given: Your department responds upon request. 
to another department's jurisdiction to provide assistance at 
an incident, or to cover a vacated station while the other 
department Is committed to an incident.. 

No Automatic/Mutual Aid: , Your department handles an 
incident within your jurisdiction with no help from outside 
departments. · 

COntractual Services: · Your departnient provides fire 
protection services to another jurisdiction in accordance with 
a written contraCt. . NOT Automatic or Mutual Ald. 

Automatie/Mutuai Aid information is used to study response 
levels necessary to control various fire and other emergency 
situations. It can be used at the local level to assess the 
adequacy of resources, and the need for adjusting 
cooperative agr~ments. This entiy also serves as a data 
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PURPOSE (Continued •.• ) 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

control to Insure that each incident Is counted only once, 
· while still giving eredltfor assistance provided by other 
departments. 

Enter the appropriate, code when automatiC/mutuEl! aid . IS 
received or given. . There are several variations for this entry. 
Coordination between departments receiving and giving 
automatiC/mutual aid is essential to accurately record the 
incident and c;asuaJty information. · 

The examples given below. illustrate automatic/mutual aid 
entries. In each of these situations· assume that. the Avery 
Fire Department Is first due, the incident occurs in Its 
jurisdiction, and that it receives automatic/mutual ald. Also 
assume the Ridgeland Fire Department gives 
automatiC/mutual ald. 

1. ' The· Ridgeland Fire Department provides automatic aid 
to the Avery Fire Department In fighting a fire. The 
entire Incident report would be completed by Avety 
and a •2" would be entered in the AutomaUc/Mutua/ e 
Aidblock. · 

{ . 

The equipment provided by Ridgeland may be listed in 
the Comment SeCtion, such as •Ridgeland FD: one 
engine, one truck". Ridgeland will complete only the 
. fii'st section of an Incident form and will enter a •5'' in 
the AutomatiC/Mutual Aid block. (See Special Notes) 

.. ,e 
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EXAMPLES (Continued ... ) : · 2. · ~-- The Ridgeland FD provides automatic' aid to the Avery 
· ,/ Fire Department by covering a station, but does not go 

(Rev: 04/90) 

-·_ to any calls~ Ridgeland will complete the fi_rst section 
.. · · · ~- .. --.·of an incident report and enter "5" in the 

· ~· · ., · .. -· ' Automatic/Mutual Aid block. 

·-,_~}t--· 
, .... , .. ··--

:.-1'.:''· .• :··· 

3. Ridgeland provides automatic aid to Avery by covering 
a station, and· responds to· an Avery Incident 
Ridgeland will complete the first section of two 
lricldent reports. A a5" will be entered In the 
Automatic/Mutual Aid block on the report for the cover 
asslgnmen~ and a •4" will be entered on the report for . 
the response to the Incident. 
Avery must submit a complete report for the incident, 
with a "2" entered in this field. (See Special Notes) 

4. Ridgeland provides mutual aid to Avery . in fighting a 
. fire. The entire Incident report would be completed by 
Avery and a •1• would be entered in the 
Automatic/Mutual Aid block. 

5. 

'l=n:oOR I' I 
The equipment provided by Ridgeland may be listed in 
the Comment. Section, such as aRidgeland FO: one · . 

. engine, one truck". Ridgeland will complete only the 
first section of an incident report and will enter a. ~4" in 

. the Automatic/Mutual Aid block. (See Special Notes) 

Ridgeland provides mutual aid ·to Avery by covering a 
station, but does not go to any calls. Ridgeland will 
complete the first section of an incident report and 
enter a a4~ In the Automatic/Mutual Aid block. 
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EXAMPLES · (Coritlnued ... ) 

·.-:-' ~ .... 

'", ··~ t -·- .• ~ . -.... :., .. -

:.:. : .... ·\: .. · 
; .,·. 

Codes NFPA 901, 1990 

AUTOMATIC/MUTUAL 
AID* 

6. Ridgeland provides .automatic aid to. Avery in fighting a 
fire and later sends additional equipment to the same 
fire under a. mutual ~d request. The entire Incident 
report would be completed by Avety and a "2" would 
be enter In the Automatic/Mutual Aid block. 

. I AUTOM411C OR Zl 
IIUTUAL AID I 

Ttie equipment prOvided by Ridgeland may be 
listed in the Comment SeCtion, such as 
"Ridgeland FD: five engines, one truck". 

· Ridgeland will complete 2D.IX the first section .of 
an Incident report and will enter a a5" in the 
Automatic/Mutua/ Aid block.· (See Special Notes) · 

Special Notes: 

1. When an incident occurs in your jurisdiction, It is YOUR 
responsibility to submit a complete CFIRS report - even 
If another. depanment handled the Incident for you. 

2. If you provide aid to another jurisdiction, you only need 
complete the first part of the report (which Identifies the 
Incident and accounts for the resources you 
committed.) 

3. Any •fJ,Jcf' report - either Given or Received - should 
contain the Multf..Agency Incident Number. You assign 
the number if the Incident is in your jurisdiction: and 
·you enter the other department's number when you 
provide aid to that jurisdiction. 

·1. Mutual Aid received from another fire department in 
accordance with a written agreement. . 

2. Automatic Aid or Initial Action received from another 
fire department In accordance with a written 
agreement. 

3. Aid received from another fire department - rio written 
agreement. 
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AUTOMATIC/MUTUAL 
AID'* (Continued ••• ) 

(Rev: 04/90) 

4. · Mutual Aid provided to another fire department in 
accordance with a written agreement. 

5. Automatic Aid or Initial Action provided to another fire 
. department In accordance with a written agreement. 

6. Aid provided to another department or jurisdiction • no 
· written agreement · · 

1. Contractual fire protection services provided in 
accordance with contract • not mutual or automatic aid. 

8. . No Automatic/Mutual Aid received or provided. 
9. . Automatic/Mutual Aid not classified above. Explain In 

Comment ·section. . 
o. Automatic/Mutual Aid undetermined or not reported. 

* NFPA-901: Outside Fire Service Assistance . 

... 
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METHOD OF ALARM .. 
.. 

-OEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

The first means used to notify your department of an incident. 
ExamPleS include: a telephone call, municipal and private 
alarm systems; a radio call from a ponce or fire vehicle, and a 
person yelling in front of a fire station. · 

To evaluate the use and 8ffectiveness of each method of 
notifying the fire department It is also essential for identifying 
which methods. are reliable, versus those which are. subject to 
false alarms. · 

Record the method by which your de~ent, or the alarm 
center, first became aware of the incident. · 

Nota: Do not record the means by which an individual fire 
company was notified of the incident -by the alarm center. 

Note: There are two different codes to identify "911 • calls. 
See examples. · 

Nota: This entry is not required when you GIVE 
AutOmatiC/Mutual Aid to another department. 

A neighbor telepho!'led "911 • and the call was received by a 
PSAP and then relayed to your department: 

~~~~~~ nl 
A neighbor telephoned- an emergency call directly by your 
department by business phoria: · 

Ire.. 
.. 
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·Codes NFPA-901, 1990 

METHOD OF ALARM 

(Rev: 04/90) 

1. Telephone direct to fire department. 
The reporting person direct dials the fire alarm center. 
Included are commercial and private· telephone 
facilities~. ,uett• systems are only included if the fire 
alarm center receives all "911 n calls directly. For tie-line 
calls, see 7 below. 

2. . . Municipal fire alarm system. 
Included are telegraph systems, radio systems, voice 
signal systems and auxiliary connections to them. 

3. Private. fire alarm system. 
Included are signals received from central stations and 
remote stations. 

4. Radio. 
Included are fires reported by radio from vehicles on 
fire department, police department, natural resources 
dE!partment, or citizens band radio frequencies directly 
to alarm headquarters. · 

5. Direct report to .a fire station (verbal). . 
Included are fires seen from or reported to a fire 
station. 

6. No alarm received - no response. . 
Included are fires reported to or observed by fire 

· department personnel after they have been 
extinguished by others and are cold .. 

7. . Telephone tie-line to fire department 
The reporting person direct dials another emergency 
agency. 
Included are all calls received over a direct telephone 

· tie-line from anOther emergency call center or fac;:ility 
tied directly to the ~re department. The a911" system is 
included here when the civilian gets a police call center . 

· or another call center and his call is transferred to the 
fire alarm center. (NOTE: For California use only, this 

· Includes PSAP's.) · 
B. Telephone from privSte citizen receiving radio call. 

Included .are telephone calls from persons who receive 
notification via citizens band radio. . 

9. Method Of Alarm not classified above. EXAMPLE in 
Comment section • 
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·e 

lYPE WEATHER 

DEANITIOH 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

The general desaiption of 1t16 vveather at· the time and place 

of the 1ncldent 

To PfOVide a necess::arY ractor for the comparative analysis of 
simllcu InCidents under varying weather conditions. It Is 
particularly useful in assessing how weather impactS such 
factors as time of arrival, fire spread or spread of hazardous 
material releases, fire fighter Injuries, etc. · 

Enter the code that best descr:ibes the weather at the time of 
the incident. If the weather changes before the incident is 
conduded, enter the weather condition that lmpact~d the 
incident the most. and explain the change in the Comments 
Section. 

Note: This entry is not required when you GIVE Auto/Mutual 
Aid to another department. · 

Note: Keep in mind. you can add other weather related 
. conditions under "Contributing Factors• On Section B for fires, 
and Section F for Haz Mat). For instance, you could report 
the weather was •dear" in this entry - and report under . 
Contributing Factors that "high winds" affected the outcome of 

· the incident. · 

The incident occurred during a rain storm. 

~~-~~ 

.. 
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Codes NFPA-901, 1990 

WEATHE,R' 
- ' - . 

- ~ ;•-:,__. . 

'"• 'I('"'·' •:, ,· . . . ' -~ - - :~ . . . . \. 

... · . 
. . t::··· ' ., ... -- { 

• ,,~-.. -~; i::'. - ' ~..... . . . 

-- · ... : : !~.' : 

. :• . '• .: .... 

{Rev: 04/90) 

The incident occurred during a lighting or thunderstorm: 

1. 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

Clear. 
Cloudy. 
Rain. 
Snew. 

· Hall, sleet, ice storm. 
Electrical storm. 
Fog. 
High winds, hurricane, tornado. 
Type of Weather not classified above. Explain In 
Oornments Section. · 
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1 1 

AIR TEMPERATURE ··.--:! .....• 
: =-~ .... ~ ; .•. 

. .:· . .-: 

DEFINffiON 

PURPOSE 

·ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

·~.-=!-• _.,· .c.. ~ .. -· •.. '." . 

lhe air or ambient temperature in degtEi.es Fahrenheit at the 
· time and place of the incident. ' ' 

To further define the environmental conditions associated with 
the incident. When combined with Weather and lime of Day, 
you complete the picture of the external ·factors that may 
have affected. the cause and/or outcome of the incident 

. . . 

Enter the actual (If known) or estimated air temperature In 
degrees Fahrenheit at the time of the incident. If the air 
temperature is below 0 degrees Fahrenheit, enter a minus (-) 
sign preceding the temperature. 

Nota: This entry is not required when you GIVE Auto/MUtual 
Aid to another department. 

The air temperature was 50 degrees Fahrenheit: · 

The air temperature was 30 degrees below O: 
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-·-· '·-·····-~· .. ···· . 
~ . ' .. . . . " ·. . . .. ~ 

'_,.: .... · 

PROPERlY MANAGEMENT. 
~~-:~ . ", -; ' . ·• ... ' 

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

(Rev: 04/90) 

'·?.:·· i · ... 

;, ::':".:·The category of the owner or occupant who controls the 
· property involved In the incident. (If unavallabl~ ~t the scene, . 

this information can often be obtained from fire department 
inspection records.) 

To identify Who (by category) was responsible for the 
management of the property at the time of the Incident. 

This information is· used to separate those incidents where the 
prpparty is managed and controlled by a government (or 
public) agency. from those that are privately managed and 
controlled; and to analyze the occurrence of fires and other 
emergencies as they relat~;~ to different types of property 
management. La. Clty vs. Private. This . is also useful in 
identifYing services you provide to tax-paying verses tax
exempt properties. 

Enter the code for the appropriate property management 
· category. 

Note: Thls entry is not required wheri you GIVE Ac,sto/Mi.rtual 
Ald. 

A privately owned vehicle: 

. A church: 

l~rZJ 
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EXAMPLES ·(Continued ... ) . · The city jail: 

, Ary apartment rented from the $te: · 

Codes NFPA-901, 1990 

PROPERTY 
MANAGEMENT 

A post office building owned by a private party, but leased to 
the U.S. Postal Service: 

1. Private .tax-paying property. 
2. Private nontax-~ying property. 
3. City, town, village or other local government property. 
4. County or special district government property. 
5. State government property, except military. 
6. Federal government property, except military. 
7. Foreign government property. 
B. Military property. 
9. Property Management not classified above. Explain In 

Comment section. 

. .. 
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••• 
·. · ... ·~·· ::·· ·.• 

. . " 

. -.· ... 

I I I I 
,. • J. ' I I. 

INCIDENT ADDRESS/LOCATION (Local 
Option) 

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

(Rev: 04/90) 

. The exact location of the incident, which may be a street 
address, or directions from a recognized landmark, or an · 
Intersection of two roadways. 

Incident address information Is required at the local 
government level for establishing a legal report reference. 
This information Is also useful for identifying local problems, 
such as checking for multiple incidents at the same location. 

Enter the street address with a BLANK SPACE separating the 
numbers from the name(s). It is important the 'entries be 
specific, complete and consistent. If additional space is 
required to descrtbe the address properly, use the Comments 
Section. If the property Involved Is a motor vehicle, boat, or 
other property in transit. list the address nearest to the scene. 
If there is no address In the area, describe the location so a 
person reading the report will know where the incident 
occurred.· 

A standard method of entering addresses, along with a 
glossary Of abbreviatiQns, is contained in Appendix C. 

A house fire at 135 Northwest Pleasant Street: 

I I I ' I ' I 
A grass fire by Maple Street about 1/2 mile east of U.S. 89: 

I..,, ' ~· ,e..A .-o iT' I ,o .~. .u.s I .ee, I . I 
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··.e· 

ROOM, APARTMENT OR·SPACE'_(~pcalf(.= 
• .;-:~ '.P' ·' p 

Option) 

- , DEFINrJlOI\t 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

h designation of the specific room, apartment, office, suite, 
etc.. where the incident occurred._ 

to futilier define the location when the incident occurred In a 
subd'Nide-d building 0( complex.. 

Enter the number or other designation as used in the building 
or on the property. 

The fire started In apartment 28: 

The chlorine leak was In Lab #C2: 

~~err I , , ,C,ZI 

The fire in a mobile home park started in space #126: 

I AOOII/ 
APARNiiHT I I ,I ,2,61 
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•• 

.. 

' . 

ZIP CODE' (Local·· Option) 

DEFINffiON . ··' .·· 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

. (Rev: 04/90) 

... ,._ 

The numeric address code assigned by the U.S. Postal 
Service • 

. To complete the full addre·ss of the incident and provide a 
mean$ of linking: incident data to other geographic and 
population factors for comparative analysis at local and 
regional levels.· · 

Enter the first five digits of the Postal Zip Code number for 
the address. of ~e property involved In the incident 

. The location of a dwelling fire Is In zip code 93454: · 

1~ -e.s4.5:=1: 

The fire alarm in a-business located in zip code 93454--5190 
malfunctions. Responds: 
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• 

CENSUS TRACT 

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

The six-<ligit r1tJ1i'nbef assigned by the U.S. Cens1.1_~ BUFeau to 
identify a spdc: geographic area. 

To provide the means to relate emergency incident -data to 
the demographjc blfamation produced by the U.S. Census · 
Bureau. · Tills at?ows you to compare the type and frequency 
of lnciden11 in a specffic are9 or neighborhood to a multitude 
of 01her factors, such u; population density, economic levels; 
e1hnlcity, age, Pl'ld much more. 

LOCating incidents by census track Is also extremely valuable 
for analysis at the national level where regional comparisons 
define how demographic factors affect fire experience In 
different. parts of the country. 

Enter the number for the census tract in which the property 
involved in the Incident is located. The right two spaces are 
always assumed to follow a decimal point. 

Note: This entry is not required when you GIVE Auto/Mutual 
· Aid to another department. · 

Th~ incident is located in census ·tract number 3: 

r= D,0,05D,ol 

. ... In census tract number 302: 

I= J03D,Z,O.OI 

. .... 
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EXAMPLES (Continued .• ~) •.. In census tract number 1~;01: 

!=: 1l .O.b.lo.O, II 

••• in census tract number 8014.03: 

I= ,8,0, 1.4.0,51 

(~ 

.. 
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FIRE HAZARD SEVERllY ZONE (FHSZ) 

DEFINmON 

· PURPOSE. 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

The designation assigned by the Califomla Department of 
Forestry and Fire Protection (CDF) to all State ResponsibRity 

· Area (SRA} lands in· Cal"lfomia, with ratilags of Moderate, High, 
or Very Hgn. The rating is a reflection of the combined · 
hic:lors of fuel model, slope, and cfimate within each zone. 
nts data element shall be caitipleted on Incidents that occur 
on state ~ area {SRA) land within the boundaries 
al their juriSdldion. . . 

Mre Hazard Severity Zones were created by law in 1985 to 
assist the State Fire Marshal in adopting fire resistant roof 
covering standards for structures in SRA's. 

Record the five digit number of the zone in which the incident 
oceurred, followed by the alphabetical tating of the zone. 
Zone numbers and ratings can be obtained from copies of 
FHSZ maps covering the subject area. (Contact CDF if you 
need more information.) 

Note: This entry is not required when you GIVE Auto/Mutual 
Aid to another department. 

The number for the Fire Hazard Severity Zone surrounding 
Mount Diablo in Contra Costa County is 30004, and the 
severity rating is High: · 

,.3,D,O.o,'t.HI 
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. EXAMPLES (Continued .•• ) · The number· for the FHSZ surrounding Po!nt Reyes Station in 
Marin County Is 23001, and the severity rating is Moderate: 

Codes 

(Rev: 04/90) 

,z~.O.D, l .M 

The number for ·the FHSZ surrounding Angles Camp In 
CSJaveras County is 32002, and the severity rating is Very 

" ·· High: 

I~ r52.0,0,'Z..VJ 

The Incident occurs In local responsibility zone: 

Leave blank. 

Use the five digit zone number from the map, followed by the 
assigned alphabetic zone rating: 

M- Moderate 
H- High 
V- Very High 
Z- Unknown 

.. 
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TOTAL FIRE SERVICE PERSONNEL 
RESPONDED: Career· 

. -:..;.... 

. .,,;·· . .. ~ 

DEFINmON. 

PURPOSE 

. ENTRY 

EXAMPLES. 

lhe tOtal complement of career fire officers and· firefighters 
· · who respond from your agency only. lhis includes all career · 

fire personnel assigned to the incident whether they arrive at 
the scene or are canceled in route. 

Career personnel are full time pald employees of a legally 
: organized fire department 

To determine actual personnel requirements for different types 
of incidents and for different levels of incident severity. lhis · 
data element can also be examined with respect to 

. casualties, fire fighter injuries and the extent of pro.perty loss . 

Enter the total number of career fire· officers and fire service 
personnel-who respOnded to the incident. 

Nate: For Exposure repo$, leave this entry BLANK 

Four officers and twelve career fire fighters responded: 

Two 3-person engine companies were initially dispatched, and 
then a truck (4 persons) and rescue unit (2 persons) were 
called In to assist: 

Two career and six volunteer fire fighters responded: 

.. 
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-- TOTAL·FIRE SERVICE PERSONNEL 
RESPONDED: Volunteer 

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

(Rev: 04/90) 

' ~- . '·'•: ~-

.· .. ', 

The total complement of volunteer (non-paid) fire' officers and · 
fire fighters who respond from your agency only. This 
includes all volunteer fire personnel assigned to the incident 
whether they. arrive at the scene or are canceled In route. 

A Volunteer is a registered unsalaried member of a legally 
organized fire department, and is at least 18 years old. 

To determine actual volunteer personnel requirements for 
different types of incidents and for different levels of Incident 
severity. This data element can also be examined with 

· respect to casualties, fire fighter injuries and property loss. 

Enter the total number of volunteer fire officers and fire 
fighters who responded. 

Nota: If a fire fighter is other than a full-time paid member of 
your department, then they are reported in this entry. 

Note: For Exposure reports, leave this entry BLANK. 

Sixteen volunteer firefighters responded: 

~.=a.· CorM•! 1 1 , I Yol)O,O~J .61 

Two career and five volunteers responded: 

1 'llTIAI. FlAi 8&11VCE 
- AEII'OGD Cot_, 

.. 
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NUMBER OF APPARATUS ·R.ESPONDED: 
Engine 

DEFINiilON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

.. ''· . 

..•. ~: .. 

lhe total number of engines (pumpers) that responded from 
your department 

To measure the resources committed to an incident; and to 
··· evaluate the number and type of apparatus required to 

handle different types of emergency situations. It is also 
basic intorm~on for determining apparatus maintenance and 
replacement needs. 

Eriter the total number of engines that responded to the 
incident 

Note: If equipment Is used off an engine that does not 
respond to the scene, count that engine as having 
responded. 

Note: · The primary function the apparatus was designed to 
perform should be recorded In this field. 

Nota: For Exposure reports, leave. this entry .BLANK 

. Two 750 gpm pumpers responded: · 

-· fwa I , 101.., I , 
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~ .• 
NUMBER OF APPARATUS RESPONDED: 
Truck 

DEFINITlON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

(Rev: 04190) 

The total number of truck apparatus units that responded 
from your department 

To measure the resources committed to an incident; and to 
· evaluate the number and type of apparatus required to 
' handle different types of emergency situations. ' lt is also 
basic Information a determining apparatus maintenance and 
replacement needs. · 

. Enter the total number of aerial ladders, elevated platforms, or 
similar apparatus that responded to the incident. 

Note: The primary function the apparatus was designed to 
perform should be recorded in this field. 

Note: For Exposure reports, leave this entry BLANK. 

One aerial ladder responds: 

I~TUS 0\-. &19M I 1 o !Trvck I , !IIIII. I , I Dlher I 

One aerial ladder and 2. elevating platform responds: 

r;;::TIIS 0 1!2. - I ~ &.-! o , . !Truck I ,:Jjllerl. I 1 fDih•r I . 
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--
NUMBER OF APPARATUS RESPONDED: 
Rescue Med 

DEANffiON_ 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

J' 
, . I.·.-· 

-·· ,:--.... .. ... -·· 

The total number of rescue squads, ambulances, medical 
units that responded from your department 

To measure the resources committed to an incident;and to 
evaluate the type of special apparatus required to handle 
different types of emergency situations. This is- also basic _ 

· Information fer determining maintenance and replacement 
needs. -

Enter the total number of rescue squads, ambulances, · 
medical units that responded to the scene. 

_ Note: Tl1e primary funcUon the apparatus was designed to 
perform should be recorded in this field. 

Note: Fire exposure reports, leave this entry blank. 

4-50 CFIRS-1, Secllon A; General lnformadon 
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EXAMPLES One rescue squad responds: · 

!Tnrc• 1 , r:."'rO. !101 ... r , I ·e 
Two fire departm~nt paramedic units respond: 

. · ....... 

·_· ... r::I~=-.7.-;;;;AM='IUI-=--._--, -.-. ------=~o":"":,--.--1___, 
.-- -..--. . fTnrcl I r-..L.tOtllef I --L...J 

One fire department EMT unit and one private paramedic unit 
respond: · 

One engine company and two private paramedic units 
respond: · 

,:=-,O,Z.JOifter 1 ..!. •• J 
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NUMBER:,·oF APPARATU_S RESPONDED: 
Other . ;.;~ .... 

" 

DEFINmON 

PURPOse· 

ENTRY 

The tctaJ number OJ other ~ that responded froni your· 
·department This ertry lnclu:des the Are 0\1efs vehicle and 
spectariZed apparatus responding to 1he scene, such as; 
foam trucks, tankers. tieid-wcocfs..brush equipment, command 
posts. cranes. haz mat vehicles, fuel tenders, bulldozers, 
helioopters, and ftreboats, etc. 

To measure the resources committed to an incident; and to 
evaluat111 the number and type of special apparatus required 
to handle different types of emergency situations. It is also 
basic information for determining maintenance and 
replacemeril: needs. 

Enter the total number of vehicles that responded - other 
thai'\ engines, trucks, and rescue mads. ·You may want to 
record the specific types of these "other" vehicles in the · 
Comments Section. (Local policy should establish which 
vehicles are to be counted.) 

.N¢9: The primary function the apparatus was designed to 
· perform should be recorded in this field. · 

Note: For Exposure reports, leave this entry BLANK. 
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EXAMPLES 

.· ~-~-~~~·:.::~. 

{ReV: 04/90) 

The Fire Chief in his vehicle and a haz mat rig respondPCI to 
the incident: · · 

l~lUS &np.ol ·-ITruak I , . llled. I 

Two helicopters and four dozers responded to the incident: 

l~lUS - oJ:J _._.._. Enp.ol 1 ' 1 !Tiuck I , llled. I 1 I01Mr I 0 

One light unit, two foam units and one engine company 
responded: · 

&np.ol I ITrual I I -111!101.. I 
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INVOLVEMENT· CODE ·.(Local Option)· 

DEFINmON .. · 

PURPOSE· 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

The role of the person Identified in the accompanying name ·· 
block. 

To identify how the person/entity named is eonnected to, or 
involved with, the incident. · 

Enter the code that best describes the person/entity identified 
In the name block· Immediately following this element 

lmportant H yoli Identify· only one 'persOn/entity, be sure to 
use the FIRST entry, and NOT the second. : 

The owner of the property where the incident occurred: 

• 

A transient in a vacant building: 

The occupant of the property: 

4-54 CFIRB-1, Section k General Information . 
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Codes 

INVOLVEMENT CODE 

(Rev: 04/90) 

AD. 
AI 
AR 
cc 
co 
DO 
DR 
EM 
ER 
FA 
IN 
LE 
MN 
MO 
MR 
oc 
00 
OT 
PA 
PO 
PP 
PR 
PT 
py 
RA 
RP 
SH 
SP 
TE 
TP 
TR 
UN 
VI 
Wi 

Adjuster 
.Additional Insurer 
Arrestee 
Corporate Principle Occupant 
Corporate Principle Owner 
Driver/Owner .. 
Driver 
Employee 
Employer 
Father 
Insurer. 
Lender· 
Manager 
Mother . 
Mortgagee 
Occupant 
Occupant/Owner 
Other · 
Passenger 
Property Owner · 
Patient Provider 
Partner 
Patient 
Payee 
Real Estate Agent 
Reporting Party 
Shipper 
Spouse . 
Tenant 
Trespasser 
Transporter/Carrier 
Unknown 
Victim 
Witness 

··-.·~._-.- ~ ': ::·- . .. ·- ' 

-·--;_ -· 
. ~- ... --····· :····· 

. ,.. ......... ~--- ... _··· 
". . ~:. ;...,...-;•·:·. 
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NAM-E:. LAST, FIRST, Ml {Local Option) 

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

' . -

_._. _,,._ 
-·· --

... -~··--· 

The full nama ol1he ja'son/enfity identified by the preceding 
Involvement Code. 

To identlfy persons or entitles connected wi!h or ilivolved in 
ihe Incident. This data can also be searched to Identify 
persons/entitles that have been ln.vot.ied in more than one 
incident. 

Jf It Is a_ person. enter the lAST NAME, followed by a 
- COMMA. then the FIRST NAME, followed by a BLANK 

SPACE, and then the MIDDLE INITIAL 

If It is a business or other entity, enter the name as it Is 
normally written, with ONE BLANK SPACE between each 
word. 

Important You must be consistent in following this pattern 
when making this entry, otherwise you will not be able to 
effectively search for duplicated names. This also affects your 
ability to combine your data with that from other departments. 

The property owner Is Jane M. Doe: 

I I I I f I 1 
·j 

I I . 

The property owner is the ·Jane Doe Paper Company: 

.c.o, I I 
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.. ·· '. 

-. -~._;·~~:. .. . 
-.. . ... ,. -~- -. 
. . ____ ,.,.. . 

. 7 ..... ·~ ..... •• .. ••• • .. 
·.: .::: .. . 

. ~ .. ;~,~y~~:.~::i;,·fi;,LEPHONE (Local Option) 
'• .. ·'. .. . . :..-.-. " . . 

·:;;,.; . .-...:·-~.. . ...:. 
.·~-· --·~~~-' .. ~-~~-~·· .:_,. ~~. ,: 

• _,. ~· •. :-.:.:.: .-... :.£:';";": ~-
·' ,"--''(' . ."• -·· _., 
•' :_-...... ·. 

OEFINmON The telephone number for the person/entity named. 
. . -.-.......... ----. 

-·puRPOSE To provld.e a reference for further contact. 

ENTRY Enter the area code and telephone number. 

EXAMPLE. The person's telephone· number is (302) 555-4241: 

.e· 
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.... : . ..:._.::..: .... -

.. · \. ' 

ADDRESS, CITY, STATE, ZIP CODE (Local 
Option) 

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

. . . . ~;- . ~ ~ 

The complete address of the person or entity identified In the 
name field. · 

For use by local authorities for contacting the person In 
connection with the incident; and for identifying multiple 
incidents invoMng the same person/entity. 

Enter the street address with a BLANK SPACE separating the 
numbers from the name(s); followed by a COMMA. and the 
name of the city. Enter the 2-cliglt state abbreViation and 5-
diglt zip code in the appropriate fields; Do not use •same as 
above• if both names have the same address. 

' 

The person lives at 14 Delmar Drive, Anytown, Calif. 12345: 

lr4:''5S'.e,L.,M,.4.R .. J>.s.J I ~A.w~t~T~o~w.tJ~ ·~ I I • ·, I I , I I I ~~~&Ir~.t.3~4.51. 

The person lives at 145 Delmar Drive, Apartment #62, 
· Anytown, Calif. 12345: 

' 

.. 
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.e 
GENERAL PROPE·RlY USE 

' ' ., . . 

OEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

{Rev: 04/90) 

A property that meets "ALL the following criteria: 

1. · a. A single buDding containing one or more 
•specific Property Uses•, or · 

b. · More than one building of the same or different 
"Specific Property Use•, or 

c. . ·Other multiuse property, 
AND 

11. Located within a continuous boundary, 
AND 

Ill. Operated under one business ma11agement or 
ownership. · 

· To relate the overall use of property to the specific use of the 
property involved In the .Jnd"ent. This provides a frame · 

· around the picture of where the Incident occurred. 

.. 

Enter the code that best describes the general use of the 
property. 

Note: If the general property· itself Is nested inside another 
general property Oe: a hotel at an airport), .then record the 
General Property managed by those who manage the 
Specific Property involved in the incident. For example: (a) a 

. "hotel" at an airport leased to and managed by a hotel chain, 
use "Hotel Complex"; and (b) a "hotel" on the grounds of a 
university, and managed by the university, use •Educational 
·Complex.• 

hi example (a), if the hotel were ·managed by the airport, then 
the General Property Use would be "Airport Complex". 

Note: This entry is not .required when you GIVE Auto/Mutual 
Aid to another department. · 
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EXAMPLES 

Codes NFPA-901; 1990 

GENERAL PROPERTY 
USE 

A fire in a single family dwelling: 

·A heart attack in an office building: 

A fire in a restaurant within a hotel: 

A fire in the laundry room within a hospital: 

A Haz Mat spill on the freeway: 

I =:r.r- ,9~6i 

A maintenance shop in a lumber complex: 

~~'1.0: 

11. Pubfic reereation use. 
Included are zoos, government parks, general 
recreational parks and improved campsites 

12. Stadium, exhibition use. 
included are ball parks, racetracks, sports stadiums, 
exhibit halls. . 

13. Refigious use. 
Included are properties used for funerals and 
cemeteries. · 

14. Clubs.· 

.. 

Included are golf clubs, tennis clubs, country clubs, 
mens' and womens' clubs, and casinos . 
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e. 

·GENERAL PROPERTY 
USE (Coi'ltlnued ••• ) 

(Rev: 04190) 

15. · Judicial, legislatiVe, archival, historic use. 
Included are properties used for courts, libraries, · 
museums. 

16. Restaurant. food service, drinking establishment. 
18. Theater, studio use. · 

Included are drive-In theaters.· 
21. Primary· and secondary-level educational use. 

Included are .facilities for education through high school 
level •. 

22. PostsecOndary-level e.ducational use. 
Included are coDeges and universities and all facilities 
used for post·hlgh-schooHevel education. · 

31. Nursing Care Use. 
Included are nursing and convalescent homes, skilled 
nursing. facilities, Intermediate care facilities, and those 
facilities where persons, because of mental or physical 
incaPacities, may be unable to provide for their own 
needs and where nursing staff Is provided on a 
24-hour basis. Medical treatment Is minor. 

32. Umited Health Care Use. 
Included are alcohol and substance abuse centers, 

· mentally retarded facilities and those facilities housing 
lndMduals who are incapable of self-preservation · 
because of age or physical limitations due to accident. 
or illness~ or mentSJ Umitations such as mental 
retardation/developmental disability, mental illness or 
chemical·dependency. · 

· 33. Medical. Care USe. 
Included. are hospitals,. medical centers, hospices, 
psychiatric Institutions and health care facmties where 
staffing and medical treatment. is provided on a 24-hour 
basis. . . 

34. Ambulatory Health Care Use. 
Included are ambulatory health care centers and those 
faclUties which provide less than 24-hciur service and 
without sleeping, on an outpatient basis, treatment for 
patients which. would render.them Incapable of 
self-preservation. 

36. Detention and Correctional Use. 
40. Business with residential use. 

Included. are. apartments over stores. 
41. One- or two- family residential use. 
42. · Multi-family residential use. · 

Included are apartments and condominium properties . 

.. 
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GENERAL PROPERTY 
USE (Continued ••. ) 

43. Group living. use. . 
Included are properties. associated With rooming, 

. boarding, and lodging houses, and dormitories or 
barracks not a part of another general property use. 

44. Transient Uving use. · 
Included are properties associated with hotels, motels,: 
Inns, and the like. 

45. Residential Board and Care Use; 
Included are facilities that provided personal care to 
insure the safety of the occupants who ar, capable ()f 
limited self-preservation but because of age or physical · 
limitations require a minimal level of personal care. 
Excluded are facilities that provide care to those who 
require chronic or convalescent care (31, 32, or 33). 

47. Mobile home park use. 
51, Sales use. . 

Included are properties where the predominant use is 
the sale of products. · 
Excluded are combination sales-residential use (40). 

52.. Service use. 
·Included are properties where the predominant use is 
for the service, maintenance, or cleaning of products. 
Excluded are sales areas with minor service or repair 
use (51). 

59. · Business, office use. 
Included Is non-military government office use. 
Excluded Is military office use (63). 

61. . Ppwer, energy production or distribution. 
62. · Research use. · 

Included Is laboratory use. · 
63.. Military, defense use. 
64. Communication use. 

Included are data proceSsing centers. 
65. Farm, agricultural use. · 

Included are timberland and tree farms, orchards,. and 
Uvestock production. 

66. lncfl&n reservation. 
67. Mlning,-quanylng. 
70. Industrial, manUfacturing use. 
80. Storage, warehousing use. 
91. Refuse disposal. 

Included are aD properties· associated with the 
collection, storage, and disposal of discarded material. 

92. Property undergoing transformation. . 
. Included are construction sites, demolition sites . 

.. 
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GENERAL PROPERTY 
use· (Continued ... ) 

(Rev: 04/90) 

93. 

94. 

95. 

96. 

97. 

98. 
. 99. 

00 . 

Wild land. 
Included are local, state, and natlonal.foreist land where 
harvesting of timber or mining is. not'hormaliy done. 
Water, waterfront areas use. · ... 

. Included are passenger. terminals. and facilities catering 
to boating and shipping. . . . · 
Excluded is ship manufacturing· (70). · 
Railroad transportation use. ,. · · · 
lhcluded are passengertermi""al!i._. ·: 
Excluded are railroad areas on other general 
properties. -··· 
Motor vehicle transportation use. · 
Included are highways, roads, streets and passenger 
terminals. Excluded are vehicle areas on other . 
general properties. 
Air transportation use. 
Included are passenger. terminals. 
Property with no apparent current use. · 
General Property Use not classified above. Explain in 
Comment section. 
General Property Use undetermined or not reported. 

.. 
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SPECIFIC PROPERTY· USE 

· DEFJNmON lhe function of a specific space, structure, or portion of a 
I . . 

structure, as used by· the awner, tenant or occupant of the 
space;· 

Specific Property Use is either: . 

1. The principal use of the structure or outside area when 
used for a single purpose: 

. . OR 
2. lhe prinCipal use of a fire division compartment when 

the structUre IS used for multiple purposes: 
. OR 

3. . lhe principal use of a section of a structure, space or 
area when there are multiple specific uses, tenarits or 
businesses using the same General Property. 

Specific Property Uses are classified in nine major divisions: 

1. PubUc Assembly 
2. Edt.icatlonal 

· 3. . Health Care and Penal · · 
4. Residential 
5. Buslne.ss 
6. Basic Industry, Utilities, Defense & Agriculture 
7. Manufacturing · 
8. Storage 
9. SpeCial 

These are further cfiVided into more divisions and subdivisions 
to provide .additional levels of detail while maintaining 
uniformity within each classification. 

.. 
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PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

~ev: 04190) 

/ 

To identify tlie actual use of the property involved·in the 
incident; qr in the case of MOBILE property, to identify the 
use of the property the vehicle was on at the time of the 
incident · 

Any property may be put to varying uses, ie; a particular 
building could serve as a commercial office center, or a 
hospital, or a· department store. The intent of the SPU is to 
~stabiish what the property was b~ing used for at the time of 
the incident 

As an example, property used for the storage of a product Is · 
reported as such whether the storage is ·inside or outside • • • 
in other words, the principal use of the property involved Is 
actually "storage•. 

The SPU further focuses the picture that was formed by the . 
General Property Use. It indicates ·the fire potential of that 
property, which can be used to prioritize and evaluate 
prevention efforts targeted on properties of similar use. It is 
also used with other data fields to assess the adequacy, or 
effectiveness, of code$ end regulations that govern a 
particular property use. 

TheSPU is ·a key Index in the fire analysis process, 
·. particularly when the data Is pooled at the state and national 
levels~ · 

Enter the code that best describes the actual use of the 
property involved In the incident. 

·ImpOrtant When MOBILE PROPERTY is involved in en 
.Incident while parked or in transit, you enter the SPU that 
best describes the use of the property the vehicle was on at 
the time. 

When mobile property, suchas a trailer, Is stationary, and is 
.being used for a specific purpose, then you enter the SPU for 
that use. An example is a travel trailer used as an office at a 
construction site.· In this ·case; the SPU would be for the 
•office• - not for the property it was located on. 

Note: This entry is not required when you GIVE Auto/Mutual 
· Aid to another department · 

.. 
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--
EXAMPLES 

Codes NFPA-901, 1990 

SPECIFIC PROPEF;I'Y 
USE 

Fir~ in a small appliance repair shop, without sales: 

Vehicle fire on Interstate 5: 

·~ • .. ·:· ' ., . 
' -. '· . 

......... 

Vehicle fire In the attached garage of a single family home: 

Vehicle fire In a cily owned- pSrking garage: 

I 

Vehicle fire on the driveway of a duplex dwelling: 

Major Headings 

• Assembly Property. 
• Educational Property. 
• Health Cai'e and Penal Property. 
• Resident!~ Property: 
• Mercanble, Business Property • 
• Basic lndustry,.utlllty, Defense, Agriculture Property. 
• Manufacturing Property. - · 
• Storage Property. 
• Special PropertY. 

ASSEMBLY PROPERTY • Places for the. congregation or gathering of people for 
·1 sertes. amusement, recreation, social, religious, patriotic, civic, travel 

and similar purposes are known as public assembly proper
ties. Such properties are characterized by the presence or 
potential presence of crowds, with attendant panic hazard In 

-. 
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ASSEMBLY PROPERTY -. 
. . 1 series. (Continued .. ) 

' (Rev: 04{90) 

case of fire or other emergency. They are generally open to 
the public, or may, on occasions, be open to the public. The 
occupants are present voluntarily and are not ordinarily 
subject to discipline or control. They are generally 
able-bodied persons; who presence is transient in character, 
and who do not intend to sleep on the premises. · 

· FIXed Use Amusement. Reaeation Places. 

111. Bowling establishment 
112. Billiard center. 

·Included are pool centers and pool halls. 
-113. Amusement center. · 

Amusement hall, such as shooting gallery, penny 
arcade, bingo hall, and the like. 
Excluded are bOwling establishments (111 ), bilfiard · 

· centers (112),- and halls with variable use (121). 
114. Ice rink. 

Included are establishments used solely for lee skating, 
ice hockey, and curling. Ice rinks in arenas and other_ 
places that can be converted to other uses are clas-
sified In division 12. · 

. 115. Roller rink. · 
116. Swimming facility. 

lnciuded are all swimming pools, related cabanas, 
bathhouses, and equipment locations. _ 

119. FIXed Use Amusement, Recreation Places not classified ' 
·above. Explain_ in cOmment section. 

11 0. . Fixed Use Amusement, Recreation Places; Insufficient 
information av8ilable to classify further .. 

Variable Use AmuSement, Recreation Places· 

· 121. Ballroom, gymnasium. 
Included are dance halls. 

122. Exhibition hall, exposition hall. 
123. Arena, stadium. 

·Fixed seating In large areas. . 
Included are ball parks, racetracks, grandstands, and 
sports gardens. 

124. Playground 
129. · Variable Use Amusement. Recreation Places not 

classified above. Explain in Comment section, 
120. Variable Use Amusement. Recreation Places; insufficient 

information available to classify further. - · 
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ASSEMBLY PROPERTY -· ·· ~-of Worship,· Funeral Parlors. 
' ' 

1 series. (Con6nuecL) ·. - · ·. 
131 . Place of worship 

Included are cathedrals, chapels, churches. missions, · 
synagogues, temples, and the like. 

132.. A&ligJous education tlcility. · · . 
Faciities for use. In periodic religious educaUon. 
InclUded are Sunday schoOls. 

· · E:xcluded are regular ect.Jc:a'don buildings run by 
:'- r&rBgiclus ~ whk:h are ~ in major 

'divfsion 2. 
t33. Churcfl halt 

Hall for iellowship, meetings, and the like. · · 
Included are omoes, kitchens, and classrooms 
contained within the stnJcture. 
Excluded are reftglous meeting halls that are part of a 
structure used principally as a place of worship (131 ). 

134. Funeral par1or, chapel. 
Included· are crematoriums, mortuaries, morgues, and 
mausoleUm& •. 

139. Places of Wol'$hlp, Funeral· Parlors not classified above. 
Explain In Comment section. 

130. Places of Worahlp, Funeral Parlors; insufficient 
Information available to classify further • 

Clubs. 

141. City club. 
Included are city club facilities without sleeping 
accommodations, such as athletic, lodge, social, steam 
bathing, health, swimming, YMCA, and boys' clubs. H 
sleeping accommodations are present, classify in major 
Division 4. 
Excluded are nightclubs (162). 

142. Country club. 
l!lcluded are country club facilities, such as goH, tennis, 
rtfte, hunting, fishing, beach, and riding clubs. 

143. Yacht club. 
Included are boating and yacht club facilities. 

· Excluded are marinas and boat mooring facilities (885), 
. boat repair facilities (782}, and marine refueling facilities 

(577). 
144. Casinos, gaming, or gambling places. 

·149. Clubs not classified above. Explain in Comment 
section.· 
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ASSEMBLY_ PROPERTY -
1 series. (Continued ... } 

. 140. · Clubs; insufficient inforrilation available to classify 
.. , -- -_- -further.. · - · 

(Rev: . 04{90) 

. - : .. ~ Ubi'aries, Museums, Courtrooms: 
.. :: :·_ .--._;;:·:.•_::; ::..~,- ' :.: '::i . 

· .. -:, -'-·151~ Ubrary.· 
152. Museum, art gallery. 

·1 ': .. "'-';:;_ Included are aquariums and planetariums 
.. 153. Historic building. -

154. -Memorial stn..icture, monument 
155. Courtroom. · · 

. 156. · Legislative hall. 
· 159. Ubi'Qf'les, Museums, Courtrooms not classified above. 

Explain In COmment section. 
150. Ubraries, Museums, Courtroomo1 insUfficient infonnation 

avaDable to classify further. 

Eating,. Drinking Places. 

Included are retail establishments: selling prepared foods and 
drinks. - · 

161. Restaurant. 
Those eating places specializing in food primarily for -
consumption on the premises. · 
Included are cafeterias anc;f diners, with table or 
automatic services. · 

·162. Nightclub. 
Those places specializing in food and drink: · They may 
have dancing or entertainment. 
Included are key clubs, supper clubs, and dinner 
theaters. 

163. Tavem. 
Those places specializing In the sale of alcoholic 
beverages, consumed primarily on the premises, with 
food as a minor supplement only. 

164. Lunchroom, drive-ln. 
Those places specializing in quick service for food or 

· beVerages. · 
Included are lunch counters, drive-ins, snack bars, and 
the like. 
Excluded are delicatessens (516). 

·169. Eating, Drinking Plaees not classified above. Explain in 
Comment section. . 

160. Eating, Drinking· Places; insufficient Information available 
to classify further. 
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ASSEMBLY PROPERlY ·
. 1 series. (Continued.,.) 

·l •. ";.: 

·-.::::.~-·L.~~;·:~ : .. 
.•· 

:, I ,. 
~-:·~:~.!-.':~-'::: ·: 

!. tl.o 

. ' '. ' ; . ; ~ 
( -·-\:. 

. Passenger Tennlnals. 

Included are lnc;;idental freight handling facilities. 

171. Airport passenger terminal. 
172. Heliport, heRstop. · 
173. Bus passenger terminal. 

Included are terminals for airline limousines and 
. downtown airline terminal buildings. 

174. Street level rail terminal •. 
175. Underground rail terminal. 
176. Elevated rail terminal. 
177. Marine passenger terminal. 

Included are ferry terminals. 
179. Passenger Terminals not classified above. Explain In 

Comment section. . 
170. Passenger Terminals; Insufficient information available 

to classify further. 

lhealers, Studios. 

181. 

182. 
183. 

184. 
185. 
186. 

Legitimate theater. 
lnduded are· combined live· and movie theaters. 
Aucfltorlum, c:Oncert hall. 
Motion-picture theater. 
Exduded are drive-In theaters (184). 
Drive-In moticin-plcture theater •.. 
Radio, 1V Studio. · · 
Motion-picture studio. . 
lnduded are motion~plcture making studios and editing 

· areas. 
Excluded are film precessing facilities (797). 

189. Theaters, Studios not dassified above.· Explain in 
Comment section. 

1 so. Theaters, StudJos; ·insufficient information available to 
dasslfy further.· 

Assembly Property: Unclassified. · 

109. Assembly Property not classified above. Explain in 
· Comment section. · 

1 00. Assembly Property; insufficient information available to 
dasslfy further. 
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EDUCATIONAL 
PROPERTY - 2 series. 

'•· . .:. 
.. "':·.}• 

Educational properties are those used for the gathering Of 
groups of persons for purposes of instruction such as 
schools, colleges,· universities, and academies. Educational 
properties are distinguished from public assembly properties 
in that the same occupants are present regularly, and they 
are subject to discipline and control. Included are part-day 
nursery sChools, kindergartens, and other schools whose 
primary purpose Is education. 
Other properties associated with educational Institutions are 
classified In accordance with their actual use. 

Nonresidential Schools. 

All pubUc, private, or parochial schools· where students attend 
during the day only. 

211. Nursery school. 
Schools for pre-kindergarten age children, operating 4 
hours a day or less. If operating over 4 hours, classify . 
as Division 25, Day Care Facility. 

212. Kindergarten. 
Schools for children ln. the grade before grade 1. 

213. Elementary school. 
214. Junior. high school. 

Included are Intermediate and middle schools. 
215. High school. 
219. Nonresidential Schools not classified above. . Explain In 

Comment section. 
21 0. Nonresidential Schools; insufficient Information available 

to classify further. · 

'Rasidentlal Schools. 

All public, private, or parochial boarding schools, including 
such day stu~ent faclfJties as may be 'present. 

221. Residential sChool classroom building~ 
Buildings containing classrooms. 
Included are such laboratories, libraries, and offices as 
may be present. If one buliding houses the entire 
school, the fire Is classified by point of origin, that is, 
dormitory, office, etc. Other buildings in a school 
property are classified as .to their appropriate specific . 
property use. 

229. Residential Schools not classified above. Explain in 
Comment section. 
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EDUCATIONAL 
. PROPERlY - 2 series. 

(Continued .•. ) 

22o. Residential Schools; insUfficient Information av!;lilabla t..:. · 
classify further . 

Trade, Business Schools. 

other than high school or college. 

231. 
232. 
233. 
234. 

239. 

230. 

Vocational, trade. school. . : .. : .s. . . 
Business school.· · 
Speci&lty school. · · · · .' : . · 
Rehablrltatlon center where attendance· Is by choice. 
Excltided are vocational rehabilitation centers where 
attendance Is by direction (346). 
Trade, Business Schools not classified above. Explain 
In Comment section. · 
Trade, Business Schools; irlsi.Jfficierit Information 
available to classify further. 

CoUeges, Universities. 

241. College classroom building • 
. Buildlngs containing classrooms used for higher 
. education whether a college, university, junior college, 

community college, or any other institution of higher 
learning. · · 
lnc:luded are such incidental laboratories, libraries, and 
offices as may be present. If one building houses the · 
entire college, classify here. Other buildings in a 
college are dassified under the appropriate specific 
property use, such as dormitory, office, and the like. 

249. Colteges, Universities not classified abeve. Explain in 
Comment section. 

240. Colleges, Universities; insufficient information available 
to classify further. 

oay care Facility. 

A facility for the care, maintenance, and supervision of clients 
by other than their relative(s) or legal guardian(s) ·for less · 
than 24 hours per day. 

251. Day Care Facility for up to 7 clients. 
252. Day Care Facility for 7 to 12 clients. 
253. Day Care Facility for over 12 clients. 

· 259. Day Care Facility not classified above. 'Explain in 
Comment section. · 
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EDUCAnONAL 
PROPERlY • 2 series. 
(Continued ... ) 

HEALTH CARE. AND 
DETENTION AND 
CORRECllONAL · 

· PROPERlY • 3 series. 

(Rev: 04/90) 

250. Day Care Facility; Insufficient information .to Classify 
·further. · ·· 

Educational Property: Unclassified~ . : ·· · 
· .. · ,:,,. 

209. Educational Property not ·Classified above; Explain in 
Commerit section. · 

200. Educational Property; lnsilfflcient information available 
to classify further. 

Note: Both health care and detention and correctional 
properties an=re classified In Major DMslon 3 because cif the · 

• lack· of additional slrigle digit numbers. lhe fire problems 
associated with these two different types of property use 
should be analyzed separately. 

Health care properties are those used for. purposes such as 
medical or other treatment. or care of persons suffering from 
physical or mental Dlness, disease,· or Infirmity. Such 
builcfmgs ordinarily provide sleeping facl1ities tor the 
occupants. 

Nursing Homes. 

311. Facilities, Dcensed by the state, providing 2+hour 
nursing care for 4 .. or more persons. 
Included are licensed: nursing homes, long-term care 

. facilities, Intermediate care facilities (ICF), skilled nursing 
facilities (SNF) and convalescent homes. . . 

319. Nursing Home care not classified above. (For facilities 
without 24-hour nursing staff, see Section 45, 
Residential Board and Care). Explain In Comment 
section. 

31 a. Nursing Home; Insufficient infOrmation avaDable to 
classify further. 

Umitad Care Fadlides. 

· Umited care facilities are facilities used for the housing, on a 
24-hour basis, of 4 or more persons, who are incapable of 
self-preservation because of age or physical limitations, due . 
to accident, Illness or mental limitations. 

321. Mental retardation (MR)/development disability facility. 
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HEALTH CARE, AND 
DETENTION AND_,. 
CORRECTIONAL·-,. .. 
PROPf:R~,i~} ~aries.·. 
{Continued ... ) "· ·"'· 

· 322;\t· 'Alcohol or Substances Abuse center where individuals 

\ I ' ."' ;• I ~ ' 

are incapSble. of self-preservation. . .. 
329; Umited Care Facility not classified above. Explatn 1n 

Comment section. 
320. Umlted Care Facility; insufficient information available to 

classify further. 

Hospitals. 

331. Medica,· pSychiatric. pediatrics or hospital type 
Infirmary. 

: lnduded are specialty hospitals, accredited or l!censed 
· by a Slate. 

332. · HospiceS. . 
· .lncJuded are facilities where the care and treatment of 

the terminally IU Is provided ·on a 24-hour basis and is 
accredited or licensed by a state for such use. · 

339. Hospitals not classified above. . Explain in Comment 
section. 

330. Hospitals; insufficient information avaHable to classify 
further. 

Ambulaiory Care Fadlily. 

Ambuiatory Care FacilitieS· are facilities used for heatth care 
which prOvide less than 24-hour service for 4 or more 
patients without sleeping, generally on an out-patient basis. 
Treatment provided to patients may render them incapable of · 
self.;preservation due to application of general anesthesia or 

· · requiring assistance from others due to specified treatmerit. 

·341. Clinic. 
Included are out-patient clinics and freestanding . 
emergency medical facilities which 4 or more patients 
may be rendered .Incapable of self-preservation. 

· 342. Oral surgeon, dentist or doctor's office. (For facilities 
with less than 4 patients incapable of self-preservation, 
see medical· offiCe building (593). 

343. Hemodialysis Units. 
349. Ambulatory Care Facility not classified above. Explain 

in -Comment section. 
340. Ambulatory Care Facility;. insufficient Information to 

classify further. 
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HEALTH CARE. AND 
DETENTION ANO 
CORRECTIONAL 
PROPERlY •. 3 series. 

. (Continued ••• ) 

Other Health Care Facil'lly. 

359. Health Care Facility not classified above. Explain in 
Comment section. · 

350. Health Care Facility; insufficient information to classify 
further •. 

'.i: ... ,:;_, .• Care Of the Physically Restrained. 
·-···· 

361. Prison, ceO block for men. 
362. Prison, ceO block for women. 
363. · JwenDe .detention home. 
364. Men's detention camp. 

Minimum. security type. 
365. Pollee station. 
366. Vocational rehabilitation center. 

Attendance by direction. 
Excluded are rehabJJitStion center where attendance Is 
by choice (234). 

369~ Care Of the Physically Restrained. not classified above. 
· Explain In Comment section. 

360. . Care of the Physically Restrained: insufficient 
information available to classify further. 

Other Detention and Correclional Faa1ity. . . 

399. Detention and Correctional Facility not classified above. . 
Explain In Comment section. · 

390. Detention and Correctional Facility; Insufficient 
Information available to classify further. 

Health care, and Detention and CorreCtional Property: 
Unclassified. . 

. ' . · 309. . Health Care, and Detention and· Correctional Property 
not classified above. Explain In Comment section. 

300. Health Care, and Detention and CorrectionS! Property; 
Insufficient Information ·available to classify further. 

RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY A residential property Is one In which sleep!ng : 
• 4 series. accommodations are provided for normal living purposes, and .. 

includes all bufJdlngs designed to provide sleeping 
accommodations except those classified under Health Care, 
Penal (major division 3). · · 
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RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY 
• 4 series. (Continued ... ) 

· Subdivisions of residential property used in this section are 
separated according to potential life hazard. Popular names -
and legal definitions may be different from those given here.;::.>,, ... - _ 
The categories here, however, are significant from a life ari~ _,- ·;_ ·: 
life protection standpoint. · -'-~- :, :. 

CAUTION: Classify the property by its actual use according ~-'_:;:,fi::r~;;-· 
to the standard definitions given. here, not by what the r "• ' . 

property owner cares to call his building. Thus, a residential''~· " 
property called a "hotel" on the sign _over the door may t:lot 
be a hotel by these definitions. From a fire standpoint It fTlaY 
be an Apartment (division 42), or a Rooming House (division 
43), depending upon Its use. - · 

There are three maJor differences' between categories of 
residential proPerty used_.ln this document · 

· (a) A separate and Independent JMng unit for each 
. person or group of related persons; or not. 

(b) ·Kitchens in lndMdual units~ or not. 
(c) Generally long-term occupants; or not 

In resideimal structures falfing between the categories giVen 
below, use th~ catsgoly appearing most applicable. 

One- and Two-farniJy Dwelling. 

If the following criteria apply, use the following classification .. 
. . 

separate riVing units - Yes 

• -. Kitchens In units -Yes 

• Long-term occupants - -vas 

Private dw8tnngs and duplexes each occupied by members of 
a single family group, with rooms rented to no more than 
three outsiders per unit. H a separate business or other 
occupancy Is contained In the building, the residential unit(s) 
Is classified in Division 42. 

"Row houses.~ "toWn houses,;, •garden apartments,• and other 
similar units ·regardless of local terminology, a:re classified as 
dwellings (diviSion 41') ·when one or two units are separated 
from the adjoining units by fire dMsion assemblies, and the 
one or two units are under their own roof. 
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· RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY · 
. - 4 series. (Continued ... ) . 

.. 

A mobile home not in transit. and used as a dwelling, .should 
be classified here, and also as a •mobile building" ..• •· ·-~~: ~ .... 
(subdivision 1'!) in "Mobile Property Type.• A travefifaller ,:
not in transit and used as a dwelling should be ci~slfiEid · ; 
here, and also as a "trawl tralle~ (subdMslon 15)' lri·:;;Mobtle 
Property Type. • · 

A mobile home or travel trailer In transit should be classified 
using the. appropriate Classification in major dMsioli 9 of this 
chapter and Its type should be classified In "Mobile Property 
Type. • Fires In these should be claSsified as vehicle fires 
when they are in transit. 

Attached parking garages are ·included here unless separated 
from the dwelling by a fire dMslon assembly. Detached 
· pandng garages are classified In subdivision 881. 

411. One-family dwelling; year-round use. 
412. One-familY dwelling; seasonal use. 
414. Two-family dweDing; year-round use. 
415. Two-family dwelling; seasonal use. 
419. One- and Two-Family Dwelling not . classified above. 

Explain In Comment section. 
410. One- and Two-Family Dwelling; insufficient Information A 

available to classify .further. \..., 

Apartrneftts, Ten&rnonts, Flats. 

. If the following criteria apply, use \ha fallowing classification. 

• . Separate IMng urilts -Yes 

• Kitchen In units - Yes 

• Long~term .occupants - Yes 

Quarters for. famUies IMng independently of each other, and . 
with kitchen faclllties In· individual units, whether designated as 
•apartment hou$e,• "garden apartment,• tenement,• 
•cc;~ndominlum apartment, a "flat, A or by any other name. 

Regardless of local terminology, living units are classified here 
when three or more units are located within common fire 
dMslon wans, and the unitS are under a common roof,· or 
have· a common basement. 
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RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY 
• 4 series. (Continued ... ) 

.. ' ,. 
' . . . 

An apartment In a building with a separate store, office, or 
· other business Is identified. here. and also as a neuslness with. 

Residential" General. Property Use. 
,· . . 

421. 1 or 2 fJVing :~~iiS with business. 
Excluded are one or.two living units without 'business . 
which are cia.SSiflec(as dwellings (division 41). . . 

422. 3 through 6 un.~· .. 
423. 7 through'tfunltS. 
424. 9 through ·1 o · units. 
425. 11 through 12 units • 

. 426. 13 through 14. units. · 
427. 15 through 20 units. 
428. Over 20. units. · . 
~29 .. Apartments, Tenements, Flats not classified above. 

Exptaln In Comment section. 
420. Apartments, Tenements, Flats: Insufficient information 

available to Classify further~ 

H the tolowlng ciiteri& appJr, IUS& the foRowing classification. 

• Sepnta I'Mng units • Ves · 
• l<ltchens in units • No 
• long-term oCcupants • Either 

Uvif"S quarters In which separate sleeping rooms are rented, 
with sleeping accommoc:lations for a total of not more· than 16 
persons, on either a transient or permanent basis, with or 
without meals, but without separate cooking facilities for 
indlvldu~ occupants. · · 

. Halfway houses or group care homes can· be classified here 
if all persons are certified by mental or health authorities as 
capable of self-help under emergency conditions. 

Where rooms are rented for one. to three persons, classify in 
: division 41. ' Where rooms are rented for more than 1 6 

persons, classify in division 44 or division 46 •. 

431. 4 to 8 roc:imers or boarders. 
432. 9 to 16 roomers or boarders 
439. Rooming, Boarding; Lodging Houses not classifi~d 

above. Explain in Comment section. 
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RESIDENTIAL PROPERlY 
- 4 series. (Continued ••. ) 

.. 

(R~rr. 04{90) 

430. Rooming, . Boarding, Lodging Houses; Insufficient 
infoniiation available to classify further. 

J-.::-~~ r:.~~··~·~--:·:.; --~·- -~ 

HotelS, ~!f».:·lnrm. l.Ddges. 
·- ·: .·:;~. ·!:\ -~·-r ,.i.-_( -- . 

ff the foilowlng criteria apply, use the following classification. 

. • ..;Sepai"ate riVing units • Yes 
·• . .-,r./l<itchens in units • No 
·• ,., :.~·long-term occupants- No 

- . ' 

Uvlng quarters In which there are sleeping accommodations . 
for. hire for more than 16 persons, primarily used by 
transients, lodged with/WithOut meats, but without separate 
cooking facilities In eaCh unit,· whether designated as a "hotel, • · 
"motet,• "ccub,• •apartment hotel,• "YMCA. • "'odge,• ·or by any · 
other name. Included are dormitories for transient occupants. . . ' 

Facilities for 16 or less persons are classified in Division 43. 

441. Less than 20 units; year-round use. 
442. Less than 20 units; seasonat use. 
443. 20 to 99 units; year-round ·use. 
444. · 20 to gg .. unlts; seasonal use. 
445. 1 oo or more units; year-round use. 
446. 100 or more units; seasonal use. · 
449. Hotels, Motels, Irma, t...Oc:lges not classified above. 

Explain In Comment section. · 
440. Hotels, Motels, Inns, Lodge$; insurnuont Information 

available to classify further. 

Residential. Board and. care. 
A facility Used to provide lodging, boarding, and personal · 
care services for four or more residents unrelated by blood or 
marriage to Its . owners or operators. 

, "Personal care" means protective care of a resident who does 
not require chronic or convalescent medical or nursing care. 
Personal care Involves responsibility for the safety of .the 

· resident when in the buRding. Protective care may Include a 
dally awarenesS by the management of the resident's 
functioning arid his or her whereabouts, the arrangem~nt of 
appointments and reminders of appointments for a res1dent, · 
the abirlty and readineSs to intervene· If a crisis arises for a 
resld~nt, supervision In areas of nutrition and medication, and 
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RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY 
- 4 series. (Continued ... ) · 

actUal provision of transient medical care. 
Facilities for 3 or less pe~oris would be classified In Division 
41 or 42 aa appropriate. " ._· ....... ;:: ... 

1~t1 .. ' ·, I • ." 

;..~;·)r:~w: ... 
• 1 ~~ .. ~::.rh~~~- . 

. ·.:. -~~.~: .~· 

.. 

· , ·· 451. · Residential Board and Care for 4 to 16 persons. 
·'"':.! .. ~. 452. Residential Board and Care for more than 16 persons. 

::::·' 459. Residential BOard and Care not classified Bbove. 
Explain in Comment section • 

450. Residential Board and Care; insufficient information · 
available to Classify. further. 

Dormitories. 

If the following criteria apply, use the following classification. 

.. S8parate IMng units - Either 

• Kltche~ In units ~ No 

• Long-term occupants- Yes 

Uving quarters provided fQr more than 16 persons for an 
. extended ·period, for persons not members of the same family 
group, In one room or a series of closely associated rooms, 
under joint occupancy and single· management. with/without 
meals. ·· Use dMslon 44 for dormitories with transient 
occupants. 

Facilities for 1.6 or less persons are classified in DMsion 43. 

461. School, college, university dormitory. 
462. Fraternity, sorority house. 
463. Nurses' quarters. 
464. Military barracks. 
465. ·Convent, monastery, other religious dormitory. 
466. Bunk house, worker&' barracks. · · 
469. · Dormitories not classified above. Explain .In Comment 

section. · · 
460. · Dormitories; . insufficient information· available to classify 

further. 

Home 'Hotels. 
) 

If the foUowing aiterla apply, use the following classificatio('l~ 

•. Separate living units - Yes 
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MERCANTILE,. BUSINESS 
PROPERTY - 5 series. 

.. 

(Rev: 04/90) . 

• · Kitchens in units -Yes 

• Lang.-term occupants • No 

Uvlng quartets for persons or families living independently of 
· each other, with kitchen facilities and with a transient . 
population, whether designated as "hotel." "apartment," 
•apartment hotel, a or by any other name .. 

481. Less than 20 units; year-round. 
482. Less than 20. units; seasonal. 
483. 20 to 99 units; year-round. 
484. 20 to 99 units; seasonal. 
485. 1 00 or more untts; year-round. 

·. 488. 1 00 or more units; seasonal. 
489. Home Hotels not classified above. Explain In . 

Comment section. 
480. Home Hotels; insufficient information available to 

'classify further. . · 

Other Residential Occupancies. 

491. ChDdren~s ·playhouse. 
492. · Outdoor sleeping quarters. 

Included are tents. A. 
499. Other Residential OccUpancies not classified above. ·• 

- Explain in Comment section. 
490. Other Residential Occupancies; insufficient Information · 

available to classify further. 

ResidBntial Property: Unclassified. 

409. Residential Property not classified above. Explain in 
Comment section. 

400. Residential Property; insufficient information available to 
classify .further. 

Mercantile properties include all markets and other areas, 
buildings, or structures for the display, sale, repair, or service 
of merchandise, new or used, purchased or rented. Mer
cantile or store ·properties generally have a capacity for a 
large rii.Jmber of people and usually have a display and sales 
area that Is large in relation to the storage area. 
Business properties are. those principally used for the 
transaction· of business and the keeping of private or public 

· records • 
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· MERCANTILE. BUSINESS 
PROPERlY·· 5 series. 
(Continueq ... } 

Food, Bever<Jge Sales. · 

Sales of food and beverage for consumption on the premises.-.::.-· .. · · 
is classified in dMsion 16. · · . ···' .. 

>·.·.: 
-. ' ~ . 

511 ~ SupennarkeL . : :: .. . . 
Supennarkets that sell a broad_ line of food items as _.·,:-:''~~ :-'· 
well as some nonfood items and cover over 930 sq -m . 
(1 0,000 sq ft} in total area. . ·_ > .:-' 

512. Market, grocery store; , 
Markets and grocery stores that sell a broad line .of 
food items as well as $Orne nonfood items and cover 
less than 930 sq m (10,000 sq ft) In total area. 

513. Speclaliy food store. 
Specialty food stores that specialize in a few basic 
food Items _and may have supplementary Items for 

514. 
515. 
516 . 

519. 

510. 

customer convenience. · 
Included are meat. fish, candy, bakery, gourmet shops, 
and roadside fafm produce stands and counters. -
Excluded are liquor,. beverage stores (514), creamery, 
dairY stores (515}, and deUcatessens (516). 
Uquor, beverage store. 
Creamery, dairy store. 
Delicatessen. 
Sales of prepared foods mainly for consumption off the -
'premises. · 
Included are pick-up type restaurants (164}. 
Food, Beverage Sales not classified above. Explain in 
Comment section. · · 
Food, Beverage Sales; Insufficient information available . 
to classify further. · 

Textile, Wearing Apparel Sales. 

521. 

522. 

-Clothing store. 
Sales of we8ring apparel, whether new or used, and 
clothing rental shops. 
Included are sales of accessories incidental to clothing 
sale. · . · 
Excluded are shoe stores (522} and fur stores (525) •. 
Clothing accessories, shoe store. . 
Shops specializing In clothing accessories, whether 
new, used, or rented. 
Included are. tie, shoe, shirt, and hat stores . 
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MERCANTILE, BUSINESS 
PROPERTY - 5 series. 
(Continued ••• ) 

(Rev: 04/90) 

523. Shoe repair shop. . 
Repair of boots and shoes (cobbling) •.. · ... , 
Included are repairers who also make. footWear; and • 
shining stands and shops. · .· -~~.,·.-:. .. ,·~ · 

524. Tailor, dressmaking shop. ·. _-:· .:·. · .: . · · 
Included are. stores specializing in alterations to 
ready-made wear. · · · ·• · · · 

525. Fur store. ..: ·,;·":,·· ,-;,· ... 
Stores specializing in fur sales. . ,. ·.· "' . . . 
Excluded are fur departments of stqres with a. broad 
6ne of clothing goOds (521) and storage of fur 
garments {828). 

526. Dry goods store. 
Included ar~ all sales of dry goods, yard goods, and 
piece goods.· . . 
Excluded are clothing stores (521 ), and rug 'or carpet 
sales (536). 

529. Textile, Wearing Apparel Sales not classified above. 
Explain in Comment section. · 

520. Textile, Wearing Apparel Sales; insufficient Information 
available ,to classify further. 

Household Goods Sales, Repairs. 

Sales· of common Items used principally to equip and 
maintain the home. · 

531. Furniture store. 
· Included are sales of all new and used furniture, office 

fumibJre, and large non-desk-top office equipment, 
such· as water coolers. 
Excluded are office supply and desk-top office 
equipment sales (541), and fumibJre departments of 
large multi-department stores (581). 

532. Appliance store. 
Included are those stores principally selling major and 
minor appliances with/Without associated repair 
departments. · 
Excluded are appliance repair shops without sales 
(538).' . 

533. HardwSre store. . 
Included are sales of tools and associated equipment, 
parts, and. retail plumbing supplies; 
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MERCANTILE, BUSINESS . · 534. Music store. . 
PROPERTY - 5 series. . .. Included are the sale or rental of records, sheet music, 

. , .•. · ~:.;. 

(Continued ... ) .(•\(·~;::.r\ pianos, organs, and other instruments, and assOciated . 
_ ... ; •. , , listening and teaching faCilities. 

'';' ,·' ·: .. ·:7535: :Wallpaper, paint Store. · . 
·.-.:<;!::;.: .. :,.:.;::~ :•.· Included are sales of wall covering and decorating 

matei1als, and sale or rental of associated tools -and 
· equipment 

;;~:,:::,,:;~.:,'~536. Rug, floor covering store .. · . 
Included are· the sale or rental of rugs, carpets, and 

· · floor covering, and sale or rental of associated tools 
and equipment 

537. Furniture repair shop. 
lnduded are shops for repair of furniture and 
upholstery without sales 
Excluded are repairs with sales· (531 ). 

538. Appliance repair shop. . 
lnduded are shops ·for repair of appliances without 

. sales. 
Exduded are repairs with sales (532). 

· 539. · Household Goods Sales, Repairs not classified above. 
Explain· in .Comment section. 

530. Household Goods Sales, Repairs; insufficient 
-information avaDable to classify further. 

Specialty Shops. 

Sales of material com'!'only used in the home: 

541. Bo6k, stationery store. 
. Included are sales of new or used books, office 

supplies, and desk-top office equipment 
Excluded are sales of larger office equipment and 
office furniture {531). · 

542. NeWsstand,· tobaeco shop. 
543. Drug store. · 

Usually .has a pharmacist on duty. . 
Excluded are drug stores that are chiefly variety stores 
(~or 583). 

544. Gift, jewelry store. . 
Included are s_ales of glassware, china, and silver; and 
the repair of jewelry and watches. 

545. Electronic specialty stOre. . 
Included are ·sales of radios, CBs, computers, 
televisions, video recording equipment, HiFis and 
. related components. 
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MERCANTILE, BUSINESS 
PROPERTY ·• 5 series. 
(Continued .•• ) · · 

. . ' . .. 

. .. ( 

(Rev: 04(90) 

546. Leather goods shop. . 
Included are the sale of leather goods, arid luggage of·. · 
all types and from all materials. · · 
Excluded are shoe stores (522). 

547; Florist shop, greenhouse . 
Included are florist shops for the sale Qf flowers· . 
(artificial or natural), greenhouses, and flower raising 
operations • 

549. Specialty Shops ·not classified above. Explain in 
Comment section. 

540. Specialty Shops; insufficient information available to 
classify further. · · 

Reaeatlon. Hobby, or Home Repair Supply Sales, Personal 
Services. 

The sale and processing of material used in hobbies, sports, 
and recreation activities, and personal service. · 
ExCluded are record shops (534). 

551. Hobby, toy shop. 
Included are the· sale of toys and hobby supplies. 
Excluded are art supplies (563), sporting goods (552), 
and photographic goods (553). · A 

552. Sporting goods store. . . W 
Included are the sale of firearms, ammunition, tents, 
and oUier material for use in all sporting events. 
Excluded are sportswear shops (521 ). 

553. Photographic supply sales, stlll·picture studio. 
Included Is the sale of photographic equipment 
Excluded are .motion--picture studios (186) and plant 
processing of film (797). 

554. Garden supply store. . 
Included are the retail sale of equipment, seeds, 
fertilizer f6r home or garden use, and sale oi' rental of 
snow blowers, lawn sweepers, and other home 
maintenance machines. 

555. Retail lumber sales. 
Lumber distribution· centers often of the supermarket 
type. 
Included are sales of related home. repair suppUes. 
Excluded are lumber yards ·used principally for storage 
(851). 

556. Pet store, animal hospital. 
Sale of pets, animal and pet supplies. 
Included are animal hospitals and. care centers. 
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MERCANTILE, BUSINESS 
_ .:liJI~O~EfffY ~ 5 series. 

. . • ... o_ntrnued ••• ) 
·~::,=--:; ;-;,· l ·;; -~ .. 

. • -... : ·t"-'·: ·. . _ .. ; 

.. , '• 

e. 
··.,., 

. '··•" 

572; Private service. station. 
Private or: fie~ vehicle refueling where an employee 

. may fuel the vehicle himself, such as at a transit . · 
company garage, a trucking company yard, or a farm. 

573. Motor vehicle repair, paint shop . 
Repair of automobiles or motor trucks and shops 
doing specialized repair work to motor· vehicles such 
as repair of auto toPs, hoods, or electrical systems. 

574. Motor vehicle, trailer sales. · 
Included are the sale of farm Implements and 

· motorcycles. 
575. · . Motor vehicle a6cessory sales. 

Sale of accessories for motor Vehicles such as lights, 
tires, parts, and special tools. 

578. Boat, pleasure-craft sales. 
Sale of boats, marine vessels, outboard motors, and 
accessories. 
Excluded are .Incidental sales at boat storage facilities 
(885} and boat. repair yards (782). 

577. Marine service 'station. 
Refueling fadlflies for marine vessels of any size. 

578. Car washing facility. . 
579. Motor Vehicle or Boat Sales, Services not classified 

above. E;xplaln In Comment section. 
570. Motor Vehicle or Boat Sales, Services: insufficient 

information available to classify further. 

General Item. StDres. . 

Included are stores seiUng a wide range of Items that cannot 
be readily classified In previous subdMsions. · 

581. 

. 582. 

Department store. . 
A store ~ many separate lines of goods, but to· be 
classified here· the store must have a full furnitUre 
department. · · 
Small variety store • 
A store of less than 930 sq m {10,000 sq ft) with a 
wide range of goods but no furniture department · 
Included are Army-Navy stores, •s and 10 cent stores,• 
second-hand stores, and surplus stores. 

-----------~~--------~~----
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MERCANTILE, BUSINESS 
PROPERTY • 5 series. 
(Continued ... ) 

557. Barber, beauty shop •. 
558. · Fireworks sales. -. 

Included are r~l fireworks sales from temporary or ... 
permanent locations. . · · ' 

559. Recreation, Hobby, or Home Repair Supply Sales, 
Personal Services not classified above. Explain In 
Comment section. . · 

550. Recreation, Hobby, or Home Repair .Supply Sales, 
Personal Services; Insufficient Information available to 
classify further. 

Plofesslorial Supplies, Services. 

561. Professional supply sales. 
Included are the· sale of stethoscopes, hospital 
supplies, sp8ciat tools~ engineering Instruments, and 
other professional supplies 

562. Trade supply sales. . 
Included are the sale of machinists' supplies, plumbers' 
tools, and carpenters' equipment . 

563. Art' supply sales. 
564. Self-service lat.indry, dry cleaning. 
565. Unen supply house; 

.e 

566. Laundry, dry cleaner pickup shop. . 
Shops for pickup of laundry and cleaning with little or 4lt 
no processing on the premises, other than pressing.· 

567. Home maintenance services.· · 
Included are firms doing home maintenance work such 
as floor cleaning, window washing, chimney cleaning, 
·and extemUnating. · · 

568. . Restaurant supplies, services. 
569. Professional Supplies, Services not classified above. 

Explain in Comment section. · 
560. . Professional Suppfies, Services; Insufficient information 

available to classify further. 

Motor Vehicle or Boat Sales, Services •. 

571. Public service station. 
Fuel service facilities for motor vehicles operated for 
the public, such as gasoline service. stations, diesel fuel 

· stations; and LP-Gas stationS, with associated · 
lubrltorium and wash facilities. · 
Included are service station islands. 
Excluded are marine service facilities {577). 
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MERCANTILE, BUSINESS 

e. ~RO~ERTY - 5 series. 
,Continued ... ) · . . 

r:~ .. 

BASIC INDUSTRY, 
UTIUTY, DEFENSE, 
AGRICULTURE . 
PROPERTY - 6 series. 

(Rev: 04/90) 

offices; state or provincial government offices; central . 
government offices; offices of the &llT\e.d forces and 
defense .agencieS; and savings and IC)~:~.90mpanies 
without first-story banking premisE!~:. . .,. 

592. Bank, with first-story banking fa.cilities;. _.:: · 
.. Excluded are savings and loan:co~pa_Qies withqut . 
first-story banking premises (591 ).. , , 

· · 593. Medical, research, scientific office. ,, . . ... 
Included are surgical,· dental, hea~ ·service offices; 
out-patient clinics; offices of ~~rses and midwives; 
consulting rooms or offices· of.physlclans, surgeons, 
and other medical practitioners; offices priman1y 
engaged In research; and offices at meteorological 
Institutes. 

· · Excluded are laboratories classified In division 62 and 
offices that prOvide treatment for 4 or more patients 
that may render them incapable of self-preservation 
due to application of general anesthesia. or requiring 
assistance from oth_ers due to specified treatment 
(342). 

594. Engineering, architectural, technical office . 
. · Included are surveying and scientific engineering 

development offices, and permanent office. buildings of 
a contractor • 

. Excluded are contractor's job-site-located offices (591) 
and tool or parts storage (808). · 

595. · Mailing firm. 
596. · Post office. 
599. Offices not classified above. Explain in Comment 

section. 
590; · Offices; Insufficient Information available to classify 

further. 

· Marcantila, Business ProPertY: unciSssmed. 

509. MerCantile, Business Property not classified above. 
Explain In Comment section. · 

500. Mercantile, Business Property; insufficient information 
available to classify further. 

-Included are agriculture, forestry, the extractive and mining 
Industries, mineral products, utilities, laboratories, nuclear 

· plants, and communication facilities; and national defense 
sites, since they depend so heavily on communications. 

.. 
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MJ:RCANTJLE, BUSINESS 
PROPERTY - 5 series. 
(Continued; .. ) 

583. Large variety store. 
A store of 930 sq m (1 0,000 sq ft) or over with a wide 
range; of goOds but no furniture department 
Merchandise. is usually displayed as In a supermarket, 
and stores are usually self~servlce with check-out · 
counters. 

584~ MaD order store. 
Maii.,Or.der and catalogue stores with display area 
regEirdlesS of size. Use. subdivision 581 when . 

· applicable and when the mall order section is a small 
section of the larger store.· · 

585. Mall. 
Included are· only the areas common to a mult,i-store 
facility. . 

589. General Item Stores .not classified abovei. Explain In 
Comment ·section. 

580. · General Item Stores; Insufficient information available to 
classify further. 

·omces. · 

Office properties are those used for the transaction of 
business, for the keeping of accounts and records, and for 
similar purposes. Included are buildings housing business, 
administrative, professional, or regulatory functions; doctors' a 

· and dentists' offices, unless of such character as to be W_. 
classified as hospitals;. service facilities usual to office 
buildings; and municipal office buildings, as their principal 
function Is ·the transaction of the public business and the 
keeping of bookS and records. · 

Minor office occupancy incidental to operations in another 
property shall be considered part of the predominating 
property. 

591. General business office. 
Office buDdings for the administration of industrial and 
business enterprises whether at the plant or located 
elsewhere. . 
Included are offices of Insurance carriers, consultants, 
and· adjusting agencies; real estate operators, 
developers,· and agents: lawyers, advocates, and 
solicitors; Importers, exporters, manufacturer's agents, 
comm9(11ty brokers; trade associations, chambers of 
commerce, professional societies; labor organizations; 
religious organizations; local and county government 

.. -I 
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BASIC INDUSTRY, 
UTILITY, DEFENSE, 

A \GRICULTURE 
·.PROPERlY - 6 series. 

(Continued ••• ) 

·< 

-·- (Rev: 04/90) 

622. PHySical· materials1 te!>tJng laboratory. 
·· :~Included are all laboratories for testing physical 

. ~~- .:·,,,p_ropertles of materials, hydraulic laboratories, physics 
· · :, •. x. . labo~atories, and physical materials laboratories. 

· .. · 6Zk : .• Personnel; psychological laboratory. . · 
.. ·,::.·:;~.:.,.Included are laboratories for the testing and measuring 
. : < · .. · ' of persons, and educational laboratories. . 
:;.:624 •. ·RadioactiVe materials laboratory . 

.. . ;-'·"'~Uf·: ··Any laboratorY handling or using radioactive materials 
,, ;._~:~t: · In a quantity requiring marking. 
· J~:-,625 .. Electrical, electronic laboratory. 

· 626. Agricultural laboratory. 
627. General research laboratory. 
629. Laboratories not classified above. Explain In Comment 

section. . 
620. Laboratories: Insufficient Information available to classify 

further. 

CommunlcaiJons, Defense, Document Faalilies . . . 

631. National defense·'slte not elsewhere classified. 
Included are missDe or space vehicle launch sites. 
Excluded are radio and radar sites (632). The missiles 
or vehiCles, themselves, are classified under Mobile 
·Property Type, Chapter C. · 

632. Radio, radar Site. 
Included are microwave transmitter sites, flight control 
facilities, satellite tracking stations, and repeater sites. 

· ExCluded are fire, ponce, and industri81 communication 
centers (633). · 

633. Fire, police, il'!dustrial communications center. 
Included are ·municipal, county, state, and province 
emergency communications facilities, such as fire . 
control centers, police control centers, disaster coritrol 
facilities, and all auxiliary equipment locations; and . 
industrial communicatiOns centers. 

634. Telephone exchange, central office. 
Included are· cOmmunications cable site·s with the 

. associated repeater and terminal facilities. 
635. Computer, data-procesSing· center. 
636.- Document ceriter, record repository. . 
639. Communications, Defense, Document Facilities not 

classified above. Explain in Comment section. 
630. Communications, Defense, Document Facilities; 

insufficient Information available to classify further .. 
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BASIC INDUSTRY, 
UTJUTY,. DEFENSE, 
AGJ31Qul;.TURE . 
PRDP~R.JY -. ·6 .series. 

. . . (GQ.Oflnu~d .. ~) ., . ·., 
,.- ......... , ... 

'. ·,t. 't' : ~~--

Nucleonics. energy. Production. 

611. Radioactive material working. A· 
lncl.uded are plants manufacturing fuel elements or W 
involved with radioactive waste disposal, and plants 
processing or producing uranium; radium, thorium, 

·heavy water, or plutonium. 
612. Nuclear ordnance plant. 

Included are bomb assembly plants •. 
613. Nuclear energy p-

. Production cf energy for power purposes. 
Included Is the generation cf electricity If an Integral 
part of the nuclear. plant. 

614. Steam, heat energy plant. 
Creation of heat and steam from any fuel except 
nuclear. 
Included are integral boller-turbin8-generator units 
driven by noMuclear fUels. · 

615. Eeebic generating plant. . 
. Generation cf eleebic energy. 
Included are locations pr~ucing electricity for public 
use, for tall transport use, for groups of factories, and 
for individual properties. 
Excluded are the energy sources (613 or 814) unless 
they are Integral units. ', a 

818. Gas manufacturing plant. W 
Manufa!=Wre of gas In gas works, including peak . ·· 
shaving gas, plants. 

619. Nucleonics, Energy Production not classified above. 
Explain In Comment section. 

610; Nucleonics, Energy Pi-oduction: insufficient information . 
available to Classify further. · 

Included are classrooms and offices incidental to laboratory 
facifrties. Mtnor laboratory areas Incidental to operations in 
another property shall be considered part of the 
predominating property; 

621. Chemical, medical laboratory. 
Included are biological laboratories. 

------,_;,------~------·· 
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657. Fruit, vegetable packing. 
Packing of raw fruit and vegetables as picked; 
Excluded are fruit and vegetable processing plantS 
(713). . 

659. Agriculture not classified above. Explain in Comment 
section • 

· 650. Agriculture: Insufficient· information available to· classify · 
further. 

Forest. Htinllng. FIShing. 

661. Forest. standing timber without logging operations. 
Included are wildl'rfe preserves: timber tracts where 
planting, replanting, and conservation of forests are 
conducted; areas where uncultivated materials, such as 
gums and resin, wild rubber, saps, barks, wild fruits 
and flowers, and roots are gathered; and facilities 
where extracting, concentrating, and distilling of sap, . 
and charcoal burning ·are carried on when located in · 
the forest. 

662. Forest, standing timber with logging operation. 
lnduded 8re land areas where there is felling and 
rough cutting of trees, hewing or rough shaping of 
poles, blocks, and other wood materials; and timber 
and log piles. in the forest. 
Excluded are sawmills operating in the forest (751). 

663.. Hunting, trapping~ game preparation~ 
Included are areas where hunting,' trapping, and game 
propagation of wild animals is conducted for 
cornrrierclal purposes not connected with sport. 

664. Tree. 
lndMdual tree fires are classified here. 

665. FISh hatchery. 
666. Wood-chip pile. 
669. Forest. Hunting, FIShing not classified above. Explain 

· In· Comrrient section. 
660. Forest, Hunting, Fishing; insufficient information 

available to classify further. 

Mining, -~ of Natural Raw Materials. 

Underground and surface mines, quarries, and oil wells. 
Included are supplemental on-site machinery, prospecting for 
minerals~ and preparing sites for extraction. Quarries and 
mines attached to other properties are, as far as possible, 
classified In this division. . · · 
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BASIC INDUSTRY, 
UTIUTY, DEFENSE, 
AGRICUL TlJRE . 
PROPERTY - 6 series. 
(Continued ••• ) 

Utiflty, Energy Distribution Systems~ 
'·,, .. 

642. Sectric transmission, distribution system. ., ... ,>·:· :,.; .·:.~ . _" : a 
Distribution of electricity outside generating ;·pi~if·;~:;::"_ -_,: , ,., · 

. · premises. _ ,_,,;,.~;:,.~.:_::, ::; :::. - . - .. 

. Included are substations, transformers, and ·~r~· poles. · 
644. Gas distribution system, pipeline. . . ·_ ·· , , · 

Piping systems and associated equipment fpr,,the ~-· 
_ distributlqn of. gas fuels from manufacturing .·pi_~ . 
. storage facilities, or wells to the user. · _ -~" ·· ·· 

645. 

646. 

647. 

648. 

649. 

640. 

. Included are transmission lines, compressq:rs, and 
distribution piping. · 
_Flammable liquid dlstrfbutlon system, pipeline; Piping 
systems and. associated equipment for- the distribution 
of. flammable Uquld from manufacturing plants, storage 
facilities, or wells. tc the user. 
Steam, heat distribution system. 
Distribution of steam, hot water, hot chemicals; and hot 
oils, for heating and power purposes. 
Included are adistrict heatingD systems. 
Water supply system. 
Collection, treatment, storage, and distribution of water. 
Sanitary service. · · 
· GarbBge and sewage disposal. 
Included are sewer systems, commerqial Incinerators, 
and Industrial rubbish burners. 
Excluded are dumps {cfiVision 91). 
Utility, Energy Distribution Systems not classified above. 
Explain In Comment section. 
Utility, Energy DIStribUtion Systems; insufficient 
information ·available to classify further. · 

Agricultura. 

PnXluctlon · of raw agricultural products and farming. 
Processing and working of products is classified elsewhere. 

651. Poultry, egg p~l,lction. 
652.- Cow, cattle production. _ 

Included are cow milking facOities, milk houses, and 
milk cooling t.icllities . 

. Excluded are mUk processing plants (712). 
_653. Piggery, hog production. 
655. Crops, orchards.· -· . · 

· Included is Improved fenced pasture land •. 
656. Tobacco curing shed. -

.'~· . 
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BASIC INDUSTRY, 
. UTIUTY, DEFENSE, 

· -~GRICULTURE. 
.. PROPERTY - 6 series; 

(Continued ••• ) 

,... . .. 

. MANUFACTURING 
PROPERTY - 7 series. 

682. . Glass manufacture, excluding containers. 
Manufacture of :all glass and glasS products except 
glass. 09~~·~;\;· ;_:: • · . 
tncluded:;$<:ttie-manufacture of optical glasses and 
gtass fi_tie,rsi;0~:,_:_~/:. ::·· .. ". · · · · · 
Exclude.~;:~te the· grinding of lenses (792 or 548) and 
glass Cont&iner.manufacturing (683). 

· 683. Glass cont81ner ·manufacture. · 
684; . · POtter:y;.China; .. earthemv8re manufacture. 
685. Cemerif manufacture. 
686. · concrai~- batch plant. 
687. AbrasiVes manufacture. . . 

Included .are' the shaping of natural abrasives into 
grlndstof,\es, coating cloth and paper with abrasives, 
and making abrasive bonded wheels and disks. 

688. NonmetalUc m1J:18ral product manufacture. 
ManufBcture of concrete, gypsum and plaster products, 

· asbestos, mineral wool, cut-stone and stone products, 
· and all other nonmetallic mineral products. · 

689. Nonmetallic Mineral, Mineral Products Manufacture not 
classified above. ·Explain in Comment section. 

680. Nonmetallic Mineral, Mineral Products Manufacture: 
· insufficient information available to classify further.· 

. Basic Industry, Utility, DefenSe, Agricullure Property: 
Unclassified. 

609. BaSic Industry, Utility, Defense, Agriculture Property not 
classified above. Explain in .Comment section. 

600. · Basic IndustrY; Utility, Defense, Agriculture Property; 
lnsi.lfficient Information available to classify further . 

· · Included· are properties where there Is mechanical or chemical 
tranSformation of Inorganic or organic .substances into riew 
products, whethfir the WOrk Is performed by power-driven 
machines or by. hahd, whether it is done in a factory or in the 
worker's home, and whether the products are sold at 
. wholesale or. retail. lhe assembly of component parts of 
. manufactured products is part of manufacture. Included are 
factories making products of all kinds and properties devoted 
to. operations such as processing, assembling, mixing, 
packing, finishing or decorating, repairing, and similar 

· operations. For mineral processing, use division 68. 
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BASIC INDUSTRY, 671. Coal mine. 
qre mine. UTIUTY, DEFENSE, . · 672. 

AGRICUL TlJAE : · · ·· ... ·· . 673. Ore concentration plant. 
PROPERTY • 6 serie,, . , · , .. 674. Petroleum, natural gas well with accompanying 

reservoir. (Continued .•• ) ·· · " 
. . .. 

. . ·-
... 

··~ ' : 

... • . 

. , 

675. Stone, slate, clay, gravel, sand quarries, pits. 
· · · 011· and gas producing property, oil wen and natural 

gas well operations • 

676. 

677. 

678. 

679. 

. The extraction of building and monumental stone or 
slate: ceramic, refractOry, and other clay: and all sand 
and gravel. · · 
Salt min,. 
The extracting and quarrying of salt. 
Included are &Vaporatlng In salt pans, crushing, 
screening, .and refining. 
Excluded are the refinement of salt for human 
consumption In eStablishments not engaged In 
extracting ·or quarrying salt (719). · 
Chemical, fertilizer, minerai mine. 
The mining and qu&rrying of phosphate and . nitrate 
minerals, fluorspar, sulfur ores and natural suHur, 
potash, sodium and borate minerals, borate, pyrites, 
arsenic, strontium and lithium minerals, and mineral 
pigments. 
lncludEid are guano gathering operations. 
Nonmetallic mineral mine, quarry •. 
All other nonmetallic mining and quarrying, such as 
asbestos. 
Included are areas where peat is cut and dug. 
Mining, Quarrying of Natural Raw Materials not 
classffied above. Explain In Comment section. 

670. · Mining, Quarrying of Natural Raw Materials; insufficient 
information avatlable to classify further . 

Nonmetallic Mineral, Mineral Products Manufacture. 

Manufacture of clay products: glass and glass products; 
pottery, china, and earthenware: cement, concrete products, · 
and other nonmetallic mineral products. Coal and petroleum 
are classffied in division 67. · 

. 681. Structural clay products manufacture. 
MariufactLii'e of structural clay products such as bricks, 
tile, pipes; crucibles, architectural terra cotta; stove 
lining, chimney pipes and tops; and refractories. 
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7.17. Sugar ·refining, confectionery manufactur~. 
Manufacture and refining of rawsugar, syrup, 
arid· granulated or clarified sugar from sugar 
cane or sugar beets. · . 
Manufacture of cocoa and chocolate powder from 
beans, chocolates, all types of confectionerY'. 

718. Snack foods manufacture. 
Potato chips and other products of deep;pat frying. . 

719. Food Industries not classified above .. Explain in 
·comment section. · · 
Included are the manufacture of baking powder and 
yeast; condiments, mustard, and vinegar; food 
speclatties; egg specialties; spice grinding; processing 
of tea leaves into black tea; edible salt refining; 
harvesting and the manufacture of ice, except dry ice; 
and commercial kitchen with meal preparation for 
off-premises· corisumptic;m. 
Excluded Is the manufacture of dry Ice (761). 

710. Food Industries; Insufficient Information available to 
classify further. 

Beverages, TObacco. Essential Oils. 

721. Distilling, rectifying, blending spirits • 
Included are the distilling of. ethyl alcohol for all 

· purposes and the distilling, rectifying, and blEtnding of 
alcoholic· Uquors. 

722.· Wines, winery. 
Production of wines, cider, and other fermented 
beverages except rrialt liquors. 

723. ·Brewery, manufacture of matt. 
The production of malt and malt liquors. 

724; Soft drink,. carbonated water industry. 
Manufacture of nonalcoholic beverages, such as soft 
drinks and carbonated mineral waters. 
Included are the Incidental manufacture ot·flavor!ng 

. extracts aod sYruPs· . 
Excluded Is the manufacture of syrup alone (717). 

725. Tobacco products manufacture. . 
Included are stemming, redrying, and other operations 
after au~orilng that ar!l' connected with preparing 
raw-leaf tobacco for manufacturing. 
Excluded are tobacco drying sheds (656). 
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MANUFACTURING 
PROPERlY - 1· series. 
(Continued ... ) . 

Food Industries. . 

711. Slaughtering, preparation, preserving of meat 
Abattoirs and meat-packing· plants; killing, dressing, 
and packing. poultry, rabbits; and smell game. 
Included are processing and packing activities such as 
curing, smoking, salting, pickling, packing in airtight 
container&,. and quick. freezing· as· well as· manufacture 
of natural sausage casing and the rendering of lard 
and other edibiEI animal fats. 
Excluded are canning and processing of fish and 
seafood {714). · · 

712. Oalry .. procluct manufacture of creamery and processed 
butter, ~ and processed cheese, condensed and 
other types of concentrated milk, Ice creatn, and Ices, . 

· ' powdered mDk, and other edl~le milk products 
· Included are- the· pasteurizing and bottling of milk. 

713. Canning, preservlrig fruits, vegetables. . 
Canning (papklng In airtight containers) of fruits and 
vegetables Including fruit and vegetable juices: 
manufacture of raisins and dried fruits, preserves, jams 
and jeUies, pickles and sauces, and canned soups. 
Included are dehydration and quick-freezing. 

714. Canning, preserving of fish, seafood. · 
Preserving and processing fish and other marine foods. 
Included are such operations as salting, drying, . 

. dehydrating, smoking, curing, cooling, pickling, packing 
In airtight containers, and· quick-freezing. 
Excluded are Icing, salting, filleting of fish catch, and 
processing of the catch aboard fishing vessels (Mobile 
Property Type 48). 

715. Manufacture Of grain mill products. 
Grain mDis (flour, meal, dry feeds); husking, cleaning, 
and polishing of rice; preparation of breakfast foods 

· · such as rolled oats, rice, wheat and com flakes, 
• parched gain; prepared feeds of animals and fowl; 
blended and __ prepared flour, and other cereal· and 
pulse preparations. 
Included are coffee, pulse, root peeling mills, and 
starch and Its products. 

716. ·Bakery _proclud manufacture. 
Manufacture of bread, cakes, cookies, doughnuts, pies, 
pastries, and similar "perishablen bakery products; 
biscuits and similar •dryn bakery products. 
Excluded are breakfast foods (715). · 
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736. Knitting nillls for all fibers. 
Included are mills engaged in producing hosiery, : .. 

. outerwear, underwear, and other knitwear. o': . . 
Excluded are the making of gamients from knitt~(t:.·.· ,· 
fabrics other than In knitting mills (742). ;,:~,~)•;.,::.: •.. ·· .. 

737. · Cordage, rope, twine, net manufacture. · . · .. ~ .;\·~, .. :· . 
Manufacture of rope, cable, cordage, twine, net, .and -· 

· other related goOds from ·hemp, jute, cotton, _.p~per;e. 
straw, colr,-flax. and other fibers. : -<~.:ic::.:' ,-

738. · Floor covering, coated fabric manufacture, ~~cfuC:Iing 
·rubber. · · . 
Manufacture of linoleum and other hard surfaced floor 
covering, artificial leather, oilcloth, and impregnated and 
coated fabrics. · · 
Excluded are the manufacture Of rubber tile (747) and 
clay tile (681). 

739. Textiles not classified above. Explain In Comment 
section. 
Included are the manufacture of straw, colr, and similar 
matting and mats; felt by processes other than 
weaving; batting, padding, wadding, and upholstery 
fining from all fibers; the recovery of fibers from waste 
and rags. · · . 
Excluded are the manufacture of wood-excelsior 
upholstery filling (751 )~ 

730. Textiles, Insufficient information available to classify 
further. 

Footwear, Wearing Apparel, Leather, RUbber • 

741. Footwear manufacture. 
Manufacture of all kinds of footwear, boots, shoes, cut 
stock; findings, leggings and gaiters from leather, 
fabrics, plastics, wood, and other materials. 
Excluded are wlcanized footwear (747) and repair 
shops that make footwear on a custom basis (523), 

742. Wearing apparel manufacture, excluding footwear. 
Manufacture of wearing apparel by cutting and s.ewing 
fabrics, leather, fur, and other materials;. the making of 
hat bodies, hats, and millinery; and the manufacture of 

. umbrellas and walking stick$. Excluded are the repair 
of wearing apparel in connection with the cleaning and 
pressing of these articles (796), tailoring and 
dressmaking (524), and shoe repair (523) . 
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MANUFACTURING 
PROPER'N - 7 series. 
(Continued ... ) 

726. Vegetable and animal oil, fat; soap making. Production 
of crude oil, cake, and meal by crushing or extraction, 
from ollseeds and .nutS; the eXtraction of fish and Other . . a 
marine animal oils; .tile "rendering of inedible animal oils .. 
and fats;. manufaC:turia· "of margarine: and the refining . 
and hydrogenation (or hardening) of. oils and fats. 
Manufacture Of sOap$, detergentS, and other washing 

. and cleaning compqunds, except where the process is 
chemical only,_not invoMng on or fat from livestock. 
Excluded are the manufacture of lard and other edible 
fats (711 ), and butter (712). · 

729. Beverages, Tobacco, Essential Oils not classified 
. ·abOve. Explain In Comment section. 

720. · Beverages, Tobacco, Essential Oils; Insufficient 
Information available to classify further. 

TaxtiJes. 

731. Cotton gin. 
732. Cotton spinning, weaving. 

Preparing cotton fibers, such as picking, carding, 
combing, carbonizing, spinning, and waving of yarns 
and fabrics. · . 
Manufacture of narrow fabrics and other small wares; 
carpets and rugs;. and lace, braids, and other primary 1A. 
textiles. W 
Excluded are spinning and weaving of asbestos (688). 

733. Wool or worsted spinning, weaving. 
Preparing wool and worsted fibers, such as scouring, 
carding, combing, carbonizing, spinning, and weaving 
of yams and fabrics. Manufacture of narrow fabrics 
and Other small wares; carpets and rugs; and lace, 
braids, and other primary textiles. Excluded are 

· spinning and weaving of asbestos (688). 
734. Mixed, blended; other fibers. 

. Spinning, weaving, preparing mixed, blended, and 
other fibers such as flax, hemp, jute, silk, sisal_, and 
synthetic fibers such as ratting, scutching, scouring, 
carding, combing, carbonizing, throwing, spinn)ng, and 
weaving. Manufacture of narrow fabrics and other 
small wares; carpets and rugs; and lace, braid, yam, 
and other primary textiles. 
Exclud.ed are spinning and weaving of asbestos (688). 

735. Textile finishing plant.· · 
. Bleaching, dying, printing, and finishing of ail fabrics 

and fibers. 
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MANUFACTURING· 
PROPERTY - 7 serieS. · 
(Continued ... ) 

.~· ...... 

7~;i,fMade-up teXtile goods manufactu~e. excluding wearing 
apparel.· 

. ManUfacturers Who do no weaving and primarily 
. :,engage' In making up doth. goods such as house 
· .fumlshings,·trlmmlng of fabric, embroideries, and 
·.pennants. · . . 

· 'Included are stlli::hlng, pleating, and tucking for the 
;<trade;· . · 

744:~:.:tanneries,· leather finishing. 
·< /''~'Included are currying, finishing, embossing, and 

· ,· japanning of leather. . 
745. Fur products manufacture, excluding wearing apparel. 

· Included are scraping, currying, tanning, bleaching, and 
dying of fur and other pelts; the manufacture of fur. and 
skin rugs and mats, hatter's fur, and other fur, and skin 
articles; and fellmongery. · . 
Excluded are wearing apparel .items manufactured from 
fur products (742). . . . 

746. Leather products manufacture, excluding footwear, 
wearing apparel. · 
Manufacture Of leather products and articles made of 
leather, and products and articles made of leather and 
leather substitutes, such as leather sporting goods. 
Excluded are the manufacture of wooden saddlerY 
(753), the manufacture of footwear (741), and the 
manufacture of wearing apparel (742). 

747. Rubber, rubber· products manufacture. 
Manufacture of natural or synthetic rubber and all kinds 
of rubber products. The reclaiming of rubber from 
used tires, scrap, and miscellaneous waste rubber. 

749. Footwear, Wearing Apparel, Leather, Rubber not 
· classified above. EXplain in Comment section. 

74Q. Footwear, Wearirig Apparel, Leather, Rubber; 
insufficient inforinatlon available to classify further; 

Wood, Furniture, Paper, Printing. 

· 751. SaWmill, planing mill, wood productS mill. 
Manufacture of lumber products; wooden building 
materials !1J1d prefabricated parts and structures, 
cooperage. and Other wood stock; veneers and 
plywood; and excelsior. 
Included are areas doing preservation of wood; and 
sawmnls and planing mills, whether or not mobne or 
operated In the forest. 
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· Excluded are the hewing i!nd rough shaping bf poles 
and other wood materials in the forest (662), and the 

.. ;'_-· _-:,- ·- .manufacture of c8niping trailers and motor homes 

.. 
(.Rev: 04/90) 

· ::_.\i;· ,;,::c:~: '.<(?84). . 
.. '.,~.:' '· "::·' 752. , -:-Manufacture and assembly of mobile and modular 

.::-\ (.:-i ><- :: s~J)ildings. Included are manufacture of mobile hones . 
.. ··'';:::::: ~.i753~ .Wood, cane, cork products manufacture. 

··p;:;,;>:,-;. •Included are manufacture of boxes, crates, drums, 
<E ;:\,'C:'- • barrels, and other wooden containers; baskets and 

. ·h,_ ·•~ .: other rattan, reed; or willow containers; and small ware 
- ·-,· .,... made entirely or mainly of wood, rattan, reed, willow, 

cane~ or cork. . 
· 754. Furniture, fixture, bedding manufacture. 

Manufac_ture of household, office, restaurant, pubDc 
building, and professional furniture; bedding and· up 
· upholstery; office and store fittings and fixtures 
rega,rdless of the mate{lals used. _ 
Excluded are the manufacture of special medical 
furniture, equipment, fixtures, and machines (791). 

755. Paper, pulp, paperboard manufacture. 
Manufacture of pulp from wood, rags, and other fibers; 
and of paper., papei'board, insulation board, ·and fiber 
buDding paper. · 
Included are the. coating, glazing, and laminating of 
paper and paperboard. · 
Excluded are the manufacture of asphalted and 
tar-sa~ paper (768), abrasive paper (687), 
sensitized paper (792), and carbon and stencH paper 
. (799). . 

· · 756. Paper, pulp, paperbOard products manufacture. 
Manufacture of pressed and molded pulp goods and 
artlcies made of paperboard. 

757; Newspaper or magazine printing, publishing. 
Printing, rlth~hlng, and publishing newspapers, 
periodicals, magazines, trade journals reviews, and 
related services.-- · 

758. Printing, pubHshlng, allied industry.· 
·Included are commercial or job printing, lithographing, 
aUk-screen printing; manufactUre of greeting cards; 

· loose leaf devices, library binders, bookbinding; blank 
book making, paper· ruling; and other work related to 
bookbinding sucti as bronzing, gilding, and edging; 
mat and rnounting; services for the printing trades such -
as typesetting, engraving, and etching steel and 
capper plate~; making woodcuts; photoengraving; 
electrotyping and stereotyping. 
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Excluded are type foundries (n3) and engraving on 
precious metals (794) . 

759. Wood, Furniture, Paper, not classified above. Explain 
in· Comment section. 

750. Wood, Furniture,. Paper, Printing; insufficient information 
· · available to classify further. 

Chemical, Plastic, Petroleum. · 

For the purpose cif"this classification, a chemical is a material 
which has had or will have a controlled change In the · 
molecular structure or composition, not lnvoMng 
polymerization; while a p18stlc Is a material whose molecule 
has been. polymerized. Use division 61 for heavy water or for 
nuclear changes. · · 

761. Industrial chemical manufacture. 
· Manufacture of Industrial organic and Inorganic 

chemicals and Industrial gases. 
· Included are dry Ice manufacturing plarits. 

Excluded are aD monomers and plastics plants (763).· 
762. Hazardous chemical manufacture. 

Manufacture of materials requiring special handling in 
manufacture, shipment, storage, or use. 
Included are explosives, blasting agents fireworks, 
matches, unstable rocket propellants, pyroxylin 
(cellulose nitrat8) plastiCs, hazardous monomers; and 
organic peroxides. . 
·Excluded are the mar'iufacture and handling of nuclear 
materials (611 >~ 

763. Plastic manufacture. 
· /Manufacture of rew materials for plastics except those 

Included in 762. arid of synthetic resins, pl8stics, and 
elastomers. 

764. Plastic product manufacture. 
Included are facilities making plastic furnishing, 
housings, enclosures, covers, linings, and machine 

· parts whether by moldi!Jg, extruding, or any other 
method. 

765. · Paint, varnish, lacquer, ink, wax, adhesive manufacture. 
Included ··are the manufacture of varnish stains and 
shellac, enamels, Japans, polishes, · and gelatin. 

· 766. Drug, cosmetic; pharmaceutical manutacture. 
Manufacture of drugs, medicinal and pharmaceutical · 
preparations, perfumes, cosmetics and other toilet 
preparations • 
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7ffl. 

768. 

769. 

. 760. 

Petroleum refinery, ·natural gas plant 
Included are the manufacture of petrochemicals, 
producing produCts from cryde petroleum and its 
fractionation products Including ·asphalt, the 
manufacture of petroleum and petroleum products from 
coal and other materi8Js, inCluding blending of 
lubricating ens and greases, and refinery tankage. 
Asphalt, coal product manufacture. · 
Manufacture of asphalt tar or similar paving and roofing 
materials· and fuel briquettes and packaged fuel. 
Included IS the dlstlllation of coal in coke ovens except 
as noted below. . 
Excluded are the distillation of coal in coke ovens In 
Iron and steel works (771) and the manufacture of coal 
gas (616). · 
Chemical, Plastic, Petroleum not classified above. 
Explain In Comment section. 
Cher;nlcal, Plastic, Petroleum: insufficient Information 
available to classify further. 

Metal, Mstal Products. . . 
r71. Iron, steel manufacture. 

·e· ' --~- .-.... _ . - - . .· .:•,"-·:. . -

. -~ .. : ;:;. .::·. .-:-_: .. .:.·." 

-' - - ·~- ..... . 
.'-;. ', .... · .... ·: - . 

.. · -- ~7: -<:·:~: ;~ ... 

1---' "''-
. -·~- . . 

ManufaCture of 1roh and steel shapes, consisting of all. 
processes from s"'eltlng in blast furnaces to. the (A 
semi-finished stage In rolling mills and foundries. W 
Included are coke ovens associated with blast 
furnaces. . . 

772. . Nonferrous metal manufacture. 
Manufacture noriferrous metal shapes. Included are the 
processes of smelting, alloying, and refining, rolling .and 
drawing, and founding and casting, that are necessary 
to produce Ingots, bars, billets, sheets, strips, castings·, 
and extrusions. · 

773. Metal product manufacture •. 
Transformation'. of metal forms into finished products 
such as household cutlery. 
Included are Industries engaged in enameling, 

· j~lng, lacquering, gilding, galvanizing, plating, and 
polishing metal products; blacksmithing and welding. 
Excluded are plants manufacturing machinery (n4), 

. electrical eqUipment· (775), silverware and jewelry {794), 
·and specJalized automobile, alr~aft. and ship parts 
(division 78) • 
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n 4. Machinery manufacture. 
. ManufaCture of maqhliiery and prime movers other than 
electrical equipment.';:, . 
Included· are ·maChine 7shops ·engaged In producing 
and repBiril'ltfrrl~chlne··and,··equlpment parts, and the 
production of bBII· tie~ngs·:;~nd mechanical precision 
measuring instnimehti:i,' as·well as industrial engines, 
and measuring :and-dispensing· pumps. 
ExCluded are pi8ritS' manufacturing electrical equipment 
(775) and:engliies or specialized parts for automobile, 
aircraft, ancf mSrine tise (dMslon 78). 

ns. Electncal equipment manufacture. 
Manufacture of machinery, apparatus, and supplies for 
the generation,· storage, transmission, and 
transformation of electrical energy. 
Included 8re the manufacture of Insulated wire and 
cable and the repair of electrical machinery. 

· . Excluded are Instruments for measuring and recording 
· electrical quantities and characteristics · (791). · 

na. Electrical appliance, electronics equipment manufacture. 
Included are plants manufacturing electric lamps; 
computers, communication equipment, and related 
products Including radios and television sets; 
phonographs; electric batteries: X-ray and therapeutic 
apparatuS; electronic tubes and components as well as 
the repair of electrical appliances. 
Excluded are Instruments for measuring and recording 
electrical quantities· and characteristics (791). 

779. Metal, Metal Products not classified above. Explain in 
. Comment section. 

no; Metal, Metal Products; Insufficient Information available 
to· classify further 

Vehicle Asselnbly, Manufacture. 

781. Shipbuilding, repairing of vessels over 20 m (65ft). 
Shlpyar~ engaged in building and repair. work on 

· . . vessels over 20 ·m (65 ft) In length Including barges, 
lighters, and tugs· whether self-propelled or not 

- .Included are specialiZed marine engines, masts, spars, · 
rigging and ship parts manufacture, dry docks, and 
ship breaking yards; 

.. · 782. Boat building, repairing of vessels 20 m {65 ft) and 
under .l.n. length regardless of material used in · 
manufacture and whether self-propelled or not. 
Included are facilities manufacturing speclaf!Zed marine 
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· engines, outboard engines, masts, sails, rigging, and 
boat parts. . . . 

783. Railway equipment manufacture, assembly, repair • 
. · The building and rebuilding of locomotives and railroad . 

or tramway cars fer freight and passenger seivice, and· 
· the production of sp~ci~ized parts for locomotive and· 
·· railroad tramway cars. 
· Included are shops operated by railway companies for 
·. the manufacture and repair of locomotives and cars. 

. 784; • .. Motor vehicle manutacture, assembly. · 
· -Manufacture and assembly of motor vehicles such as 

automobiles, buses, tucks, truck trailers, universal 
carriers, motorcycles, motor scooters, camping trailers, 
and motor homes. 
Included are plants manufacturing motor vehicle parts 
and accessories. 
Exciuded are plants principally manufacturing tires and .. 
tubes (747)~ automobDe glass (682), electrical 
equipment (775); agricultural and road building tractors 
and forklift truCks (774), facilities ·Involved with motor 
vehicle repairs (573), and the manufacture of mobile 
homes or mobile buildings (752). · 

785. Bicycle manufacturing, assembly, repair. 
Manufacture, of bicycles, tricycles, pedicabs, and parts. 

786. Aircraft ar1d rocket manufacturing, assembly, repair. 
Manutactur'e, assembly, and repair of airplanes, gliders, 
rockets, missiles, and aircraft parts such as engines, 
propellers, pontoons, and undercarriages. · · 

· ·Excluded are the. manufacture of electric and electronic 
equipment (775 or 776) and aeronautical instruments 
(791). . 

787. Manufacture of special transport equipment 
Plants manufacturing special transport equipment such 
as animal-drawri and hand-drawn vehicles and parts 
for such vehicles such as wheels ·and axles. 

789 .. ·Vehicle Assembly, manufacture not classified above. 
Explain in Comment section. · . 

780 •. Vehicle Assembly, Manufacture; insufficient information 
· avall~le to classify further. 

Other Manufacturing •. 

Manufacturing industries not classified in any other division. 
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MANUFACTURING .. 
PROPERlY.,~'_? .~Eiries.
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' -.~ <f~_:!;· ~·-:- , .. . ) --:>: 

· .. :: .. 

·.: -~{~~~;- .. .-· 
.. i~~'i:: ~ 

.. : ~;;-:;~~-:,· 

.. 
791. 

v·_ 
. ' ' ' 

Instrument manufacture. 
ManufactUre of· measuring, controlling, laboratqry, ar:1d 
scientific instruments, -and surgical, medical, and dental 
instruments and suppUes. 
Excluded are the manufacture of optical instruments for 
scientific and medical ule (792), the manutBcture of 
X-ray and electric th~rapeutic apparatus (nB), and the 
production of measuring· and dispensing pumps (n4) . 

. 792.. Photographic, optical goods manufacture. · · 
· lhe manufacture· of optical Instruments and lens 

grinding; ophthalmic goods, photographic equipment 
and supplies, Including sensitiZed film, plates, and 
paper. 

793. 

794. 

795. 

796. 

797. 

Included are plants manufacturing optical Instruments 
for SCientific arid medical l,ISe. · 
Watch, clock manufacture. · 
lhe manufacture of clocks and watches, clock and 
watch parts .. and cases, and mechanisms for timing 
devices. · 
Jewelry manufacture. 
Manufacture of jewelry, silverware, and plate ware, 
using precious met81s, precious and semiprecious 
stones, arid pearls. 
Included are the cutting and polishing of precious and 
semiprecious stones, and striking of medals and coins, · 
and engraving pn precious metals. 
Musical Instrument manufacture. 
lhe manufacture of musical Instruments, such as 
plan!)~, stringed Instruments,, wind instruments, and 
percussion instrume~. 
Included are the manufacture ·of phonograph record 
blanks. 
Excl~ded are the manufacture Of phonographs and 
speei::h recording machines (n6). · 
Laundry, dry-cleaning plant. 
Mechanical and hand laundries; 
Included are plants supplying laundered linens (aprons, 
table covers, tOWels, ·napkins, or diapers) on a contract 
basis; cleaning, pressing, and dying, and performing 
minor repairs to apparel and household furnishings. 
Photographic film processing laboratory. 
Processing of photographic film in special plants and 
centers. · 
Excluded are film processing operations incidental to 
Other operations, such as to newspaper offices or 
hospitals • 

.. 
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MANUFACTURING 
· PRPPERTY • 7 series. 

. : (Cor;rtlnued ... ) . 

798. Toy, sporting good manufacturing not classified In 
other dMsions. . 

799. Other Manufacturing not classified above. Explain in 
-Comment section.· 

- -

·Included are plants manufactUring ·carbon and stencil 
paper. 

790. · Other Manufacturing; Insufficient information available to· 
claSsify further. 

Manufacturing Property: tlnclassified. 

-708. General maintenance shop not elseWhere classified. 
709. · ·Manufacturing Property not classified above~ Explain in 

. Comment section. 
700. Manufacturing PropertY: Insufficient information available 

to classify further. 

STORAGE PROPERTY • B Storage properties are all buildings, structures, or areas 
seriES; utiliZed primarily for the storage or sheltering of goods, 

merchandise, products.. vehicles,· or animals; and Incidental 
servicing, processing, and repair operations. 

_(Rev: 04/90) 

Included are the resale (sale without transformation)· of goods 
to businesses, lnstltudons; and government. such as the 
resale of Industrial and construction materials, machinery, and 
. equipment; farm. machinery, Implements, and supp6es; and 1. a 
business and professional equipment. · Also Included are W 
warehousing, grading, sorting, breaking bulk, and repacking, 

· which are assoclatad with resetnng. . Repacking In airtight 
containers Is canning and Is. classified insubdMsions 713 and 
714. . 

· · Storage properties are characterized by the presence of 
relatively small numbers of persons in proportion to the area. _ 
Any· nQW. use that incre~ the number of occupants to a 
figure .comparable. with other ciQses of properties changes 
the classification of the bunding to that of the ·new use. If 
-substantial mercantile or office operations exist (10 custom~rs 
or more present at busy period), reclassify where appropriate 
in major dMsion· S (Mer:cantlle, BUSiness Property). 

Waste disposal Is· classified In diVision 91. 

Agricullural Products Storage. 

811. Seeds, beans; nuts, silage storage in bulk. 
Storage of seeds, beans, grain, natural feed, hay, or 

.. 
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STORAGE PROPERTY - 8 . 
· series. (Continued ... ) 

riuts In bulk In bins, silos, or piles In the open or In · 
Cribs. · . .. 
Excluded are storage In barns (815) and storage ln .. ,· .. .-·: :: 
elevators (816). . · . ;:::::<_;, '::· 

· 812. Boxed, crated, packaged agricultural products storage,:·"· · ~-. · · 
Agrieultural products stored in boxes, crates, or :··. <~ ,.,,, 
cartons, regardless of packaging material or containeri<·' :f· :· •.' 

size. · . _ .: X< · 
813. Loose, bagged agricultural products storage.·· .. ·/ .'C:~;·;;: 

Agricultural products stored In bags of any material• or 
size, or stored loose. · · · · · · 
Excluded -are bagged products inside cardboard ·ooxes 
(812), loose tobacco storage (814), and bulk storage 
of seeds, feeds, beans, nuts, and grain (811). 

814. Loose, baled tobacco storage. 
Tobacco stOred In loose quantities or in bales~ crates; 
hogsheads, or b.arrels before or after auction, but 
before manufacture of finished tobacCo products . 

. Excluded are tobacco curing sheds. (656) and storage 
during processing (725). 

815. · Barns, stables. 
Included are facilities associated with farms, zoos, or 
wildlife preserves whether for providing restraint or 
protection for animals or for storage of feed. · 
Excluded are snos (811). · 

816. Grain elevators. 
Included· are soybean elevators • 

. 817. Uvestock storage. 
·Storage of livestock at any point beyond the raising 
ranch or farm. · 
Included are rail and truck stockyards and other 
livestock pen5 and yards. · 

818. Agricultural supply storage. \ 
Storage of materials for agricultural purchase. 
Included are hay, feed, seed, fertilizer, and . 
non-motorized farm Implement stores. 

819. Agricultural Products Storage not classified· above. 
Explain in Comment section. 

810. Agricultural 'Products Storage: insufficient information · 
available to classify further. 

Textile Storage. 

821. Baled cotton storage. 
·Included are cotton compresses. 

822. Baled wool, worsted storage . 

.. 
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823. Baled silk. synthetic fiber storage. 
824. Baled jute, hemp, flax, sisal, ·other mixed _or blended 

. fiber storage. i·::::' :. 
825. Cloth, yam storage. · · ,.,·"'~:-~·~'~···:' ·· · ' 
826. · Wearing apparel, garments, finished t~>¢1.~. Storag~. 
827. Leather, leather products storage. ··· ·. ' 
828. Fur, skin, hair products storage. . · · -.··' . ··. ·· · · · · · 
829. Textile Storage not classified above. -~-!Bfh in ..... ,,. 

Comment section. · · ... · · · · 
Textile Storage; Insufficient information 'avS.iiabie to 
classify further.· · · · 

. 820, 

Processed ·i=ood. Tobacco Storage. 

831. · Packaged foodstuff storage. 

832. 

833. 

. 834. 
835. 
-836. 
837 .. 
838. 

839. 

. 830. 

Foodstuffs stored In cardboard or paper packages. 
·Canned or bottled focid, soft drink storage. 
Storage of canned or bottled foodstuffs. 
InCluded 8re plants that bottle materials made 
elsewhere. 
Loose, bagged processed food storage. 
Processed foods stored lri bulk or in bags of any 

· material or size. 
Excluded are animal feed in hay, grain, seed, and feed 
stores (B18), natural animal feed stored in bulk {811), 
and naturat'animal feed stored in bags (813). · 
Fopd locker plants. . 
Cold storage. 
Bulk sugar storage. 
Bulk flour, starch storage. 
Packaged tobac;co product storage. 
Storage of finished .tobacco products in any type 
package.· . . 
Processed Food, Tobacco Storage not classified 
above. Explain In Comment section. 
Processed Food, Tobacco Storage; insufficient 
Information available .to classify further. 

Petroleum Products, Alcoholic Beverage Storage. 

Included are gases of all kinds, flammable Uqulds, and 
combustible Uquids, except those specifically mention_ed in 
division 86 below, such as 865 for paint and varnish. 

Waste disposal is classified In diVision 91. 
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. STORAGE PROPERTY • B 
series. (Continued ... ) 

' 

· 841: ' Rammable; ·combustible liquid tank storage • 
Included are airport fuel dispensing systems, bulk 
plants, termlria!s, an_p tank farms. 
Excluded iife·:reflneiy tank~ge (767) and reservoir at oil 
wells (674)jC _ . i ,_ • · 

842. Gasometer, c;fyogenlc g~-Storage. 
843. LP-Gas buiR plant. · -::-~ 

· Excluded _Is ~Uing' indMdu~ ·cylinders for the public 
(571). ; _, ---- .. :·· ' _, 

844. · MlssHe;" rOcket fuel storage. 
Included are lrtQrage facllltles at the manufacturing 
plant, launching site, and Intermediate fixed storage 
locations. · · 

845. Packaged petroleum produCts ~orage. 
846. · · Alcoholic beverage storage. 

Storage of liquor, beer, wine, and other alcoholic 
beverages, whether In barrels, casks, kegs, or bottles. 

849. PetrOleum Products, Alcoholic Beverage Storage not 
classified above. Explain In Comment section. 

840. Petroleum ProdUCts, Alcohofic Beverage Storage; 
Insufficient Information available to classify further. 

. ' 

Wood. ~ Producls Storage. 

851. Lumberyard, buDding materials storage. 
Storage c;Jf lumber and building materials. 
Excluded are storage of timber, pulpwood, logs, and 

. -wood fuel whDe In the forest (662) or at sites awaiting 
.use (856); and wood chips (666). · 

B52. Wood products, furniture storage. 
853. Fiber productS storage. 

Storage of products made from fibers of ordinary 
· combustible materials, such as fiberboard; or 
noncombustible fiber materials with combustible 
components such as fiberglass insulation. 
Included are pulp, felt, excelsior, and rope. 

854. Rolled paper storage. 
855. Paper, paper produ~ storage. 

Included are cartons, bags, waste paper, and baled 
paper •. 
Excluded are rolled paper (854) and pulp storage . 

. (853). 
856. Timber, pulpwood, _logs, wood fuel. 

Included are areas where timber, pulpwood, logs, and 
~ood fuel are Stored in bulk after leaving the forest 
and -before processing or use. 
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Excluded Is storage In the forest (662). 
859. Wood, .Paper Products Storage not classified above. 

J:Xel~n in Comment section. 
850. . W()oc:f, Paper Products Storage: insufficient Information 

\ '.· ava~Sble to',classify further. . 

Ch&miail .or PlastiC, Ch&mical or Plastic Product Storage. 
:.- .., .. ...;..;., ~-... -=. :,_. . . 
·.~ ... ~-~..-· .- ,. 
'' 

For. the:~PUrPose Of .this clasSification, a chemical is a material 
that-.nas· had or will have a controlled change in Its molecular · 

·.structure or composition, not lnvoMng polymerization; while a 
plastic Is a material whose molecule has been polymerized.· 

Waste disposal is classified In dMsion 91. 

861. Industrial chemical storage. 
862. Hazardous chemical storage . 

. Excluded are radloactlve materials (division 61). 
863. Plastic, plastic product storage. 
864. . Fertilizer storage • 

. Excluded is. fertilizer storage in connection with 
agrlcuitural supply storage. 

865. Paint. varnish storage • 
. 866. Drug cosmetic, pharmaceutical storage. 
867. Rubber, rubber products storage. 
868. · Photographic film storage. · 

Storage of photographic films, new or exposed, 
· including motion-picture film, X-ray film, industrial film, 
hobby film. · · 
Included are picture distribution facilities such as film 
exchanges. 

869. Chemical or Plastic; Chemical or Plastic Product 
Storage not classified above. Explain in Comment 
section. 

860. Chemical or Plastic, Chemical or Plastic Product 
Storage; insufficient. information available to classify 
further. 

Metal, Metal Produc::t Storage. 

871. Basic metal form storage. 
872. Metal parts storage (often in trays or bins, or on 

racks). 
873. Hardware storage. · 

Included· are storage of auto parts, auto accessories,· 
tools, and Plumbers' ~upplies. · 

.. 
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a7·f Machinery ~dFage. 
a75. Electrical appliance, supply storage. 
a76. Finished metal products storage (often in cartons or 

crates) . 
an. 

879. 

a70. 

Scrap, junkyards. 
Included are nonmetal waste Br)d scrap, such as 
wastepaper and tires: . . 
Excluded are refuse dumping areas {dMslon 91) • 
Metal, Metal ProduCts Storage· not da5sffied above. 
Explain In Comment iection. 
Metal Products Storage; Insufficient Information 
avallable·to classify further. ' 

Vehicle Storage. 

881. Residential parking garage. 
Parking of motor vehicles in one-story residential 
garages. 
Included· are detached residential garages or residential 
garages separated from another structure by a fire 
dMsion assembly. 
Excluded are attached garages to single-family 
dwellings {411) and general vehicle parking garages 
(~).· 

882. General vehicle parking garage. 
Parking of vehicles of various ownership in facilities 
imder the direction of one management 
Excluded are facilities for repair of motor vehicles {573), 
dwelling or one-Story residential garages (881 ), and 
garagas for public works vehicles and dump trucks 
{884). ' . 

·aaa. Bus,. truck, auto fleet, automobile dealer storage. 
Parking ·of motor vehicle's of the same ownership and 
management. 
Included are truck parking, auto fleet parking, bus 
parking, trackless trolley parking, and taxicab parking. 
Excluded are machinery and equipment storage (884) .. 

884. Heavy machine, equipment storage. · 
Parking of road,. farm, and contracting equipment in a 
suitably managed location. 
Included are storage of public works vehicles, 
construction and earth-moving equipment, dump 
trucks, and cranes. · 

885. Boat, ship storage. 
A marine parking •garage". Docking and mooring 
facilities for boats and ships for relatively 'tong periods 
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of tlme. 
Excluded are yacht club buildings (143), boat repairing 
yards (782), and marine· service stations (577). 

886. Aircraft hangar. · 
887. Railway storage. 

Included are locomotive storage, car storage, and track 
repair equipment storage, and all fixed railroad storage 
facilities. 
Excluded are railroad .yards and signaling and 
switching facilities (division 95). 

888. Fire stations. 
889. Vehicle Storage not classified above. Explain In 

Comment section. 
880. Vehicle Storage; insufficient information available to 

classify further. 

General Item Storage. 

891. General warehouse. 
Excluded are warehouses storing mainly wood furniture 
(852), warehouses storing mainly foodstuffs (dMslon 

· 83), and warehouses storing mainly textiles (dMsion 
82)~ 

892. Bagged mineral products storage. 
-Included are Storage facilities for cement, lime, and 
gypsum. 

893. Packaged mineral products storage. 
Included are·storage.facilitles for glass, clay products, 
pottery, and earthenware. 

894. Freight terminal., 
895. Coat, coke briquette, charcoal storage. 

Storage. of solid fuels In bags, boxes or bulk; 
· Excluded are wood fuel storage facilities (662). 

896. MilitarY stores, national defense storage not elsewhere 
classified. 

897. Ice storage. 
Storage of natural and manufactUred Ice. 
Included are separate, detached, portable coin 
operated storage and dispensing units. · 

898. WhEirf, pier. · 
899. GenerBI Item Storage not classified above. Explain in 

Comment section. 
890. General Item Storage; insufficient Information available 

to classify further. 
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STORAGE PROPERTY • 8 
series. (Continued ..• } 

SPECIAL PROPERTY • 9 
series. 

SPECIAL PROPERTY - 9 
series. (Continue ••. ) .. · 

Storage Property: Unclassified. 

BOB. 

809. 

BOO. 

·~ ·:.::"':. <:1. - . " 

Tool shed,.contractor's shed._·<</·~; ... :·. 
Included are sheds used primarily :fi:)r storage. 
Excluded are sheds used as·field:·:Offlces, (591). 
Storage Property not classlfi_e~ at)ove. EXplain In 
Comment section. ' ' cc,:.;1{::,.( ;· .. : :. i~·:· 

Storage Property; lnsufflcierlt· JHtormation ""ailable to 
classify further. . , ~-· · _,' . '· '~ ;:.::. · · · · 

-~-~~=-~~ .. ;~~--.: ·:~ . 
.... :;_i.:.:;.,. 

"These properties are not readilY classified In any of the 
preceding major dMslons .. They Included mainly outdoor 
properties. 

Foctures such as signs, fences, and poles which are usually 
on outdoor property are not separate specific property uses. 

· "The specific property use upon which this Item is located · 
should be Identified. "The sign, fence, or fixture, if Involved in 
Ignition, should be Identified In the appropriate sections of 
Chapters E through I. 

L.andfiiiJ[)ump Sites. 

911. Managed nonhazardous refuse disposal site. 
912. Unmanaged nonhazardous refuse disposal site. 
913. Managed hazardOus mate'rials waste disposal site. 
· 914. Unmanaged hazardous materials waste disposal site. 
915. Temporary hazardous materials waste disposal site. 
919. Waste Disposal Site not classified above. Explain in 

Comment section. 
91 0. Waite Disposal Site, Insufficient information to classify 

further.· · 

Special Struc:tures. 

921. Bridge, trestle. 
Included are overhead or elevated structures, such as 

· overpasses, elevated toads, and railways. 
922. Tunnel. · · 
923. Public mailbox. 
924. Toll station. 
925. Sheller • 

. Included are-storm, tomado, bomb, fallout, weather,· 
and !=Ius shelters.. · 
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926. c;>utbuilding, S)(cludtng garage. 
Included are privies and .collection sheds (boxes) used 
for temporary storage of miscellaneous items for 
routine pickup bY charitable organizations. · 

927. Outdoor telephone booth.· · 
· 928. Aerial tramway. · · · 

Included are ski lifts and chair lifts.· 
929. Special Structures not classified above. Explain in 

Comment section. · 
920. Special Structures; Insufficient information available to 

classify further~ · 

Outdoor Properties. 

931 •. Open land, field. 
Included are lands of grass, herbaceous plants 
(weeds) and brush usually used for grazing (pasture 
land), wildlife habitat and undeveloped recreation areas. 
Excluded are campsites with utilities (935), graded and 
eared-for plots of land (938), and improved fenced 
pasture land (655). 

933. Residential yards. 
Included are the cared-for spaces around residential 
property. 

934. Cemetery. 
935 .. Campsite with utilities. 

Included are f8cllitles for camping trailers, pickup truck 
. mounted campers, motor homes, .and travel trailers. 

936 • 
Excluded are unimproved camJ?ing areas (31 ). 
Vacantlol 
Included are uncared-for plots of land. 
Excluded are graded and cared-for plOts of land (938). 

937. Beaches, seashores, river front areas (salt or fresh 
water). . Excluded are piers {898). 

938. Graded and cared-for plots of land. 
Included are parks. 
Excluded are· residential yards (933), open land and 
fields {931), campsites with utilities (935), playgrounds · 
{124), and improved fenced pasture land and land 
used for crops· (655). 

939. · Outdoor Properties not classified above. Explain in 
Comment .section. 

930. Outdoor Properties; insufficient information available to 
classify further. 
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Water Areas: SPECIAL PROPERlY - 9 
series. (Continued ... ) 

· ·: .. ~.:-.941: In open sea, tidal waters. 
_ - ''.i;:,:·- -942. --Within designated port, channel, anchorage. 
:>'!-~~:ti:f943. -_·.:Alongside_ quay, ·pier, pilings • 

. _:. ~-:.-- .,:~ · EXcluded are flammable liquid or gas loading and 
-L:-::: .. ~i;~: -,··-~nloadlng facilities (944). -
-_ -:; -:c-: ):.: :944. -At flammable liquid or gas loading, unloading facility. 

-. :·-:<>-·: :945; Storm dr&in, flood control culvert. -.. 
. <---:·-;:o _· 946. Inland water area. 
·- _, · InCluded are lake, pond, river or stream, and the like. 

949. Water Areas not classified above. Explain In Comment 
section·. -

_940. Water Areas; Insufficient information available to classify 
further. 

Railroad Property. 

Included are railroad, subway, railway, trolley, aild other fixed 
ra11 property. 

See classification 921 for bridges and tresties and 
classification- 922 for tunnels. 

951. Railroad right of way. _ 
Included are the ·areas marked by fence or 9 m {30 ft) 
beyond ballast on each side . 
Excluded are switch yards (952), and sidings {953). 

952. Switch yard, matshalling yard. · · 
953. Siding. 

lhe spurs within an Industrial plant or other property.· 
954. Railroad signaling, switch control equipment location. 
959. Railroad Property not claSsified above. Explain in 

Comment section. 
950. Raftroad Property; insufficient Information available to 

claSsify further. 

Road, Parldng Property. 

See- classification 921 for bridges and trestles and 
classification 922 :for tunnels. 

' 961. Umited-access 'highway, dMded highway. 
962. Paved public street. 

Included are associated parallel or diagonal parking on 
right of way. 
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Excluded are llmlted-.a~s and dMded highways 
(961). . . . . 

963. PQy~ Rf!v.&t! .!Jtrec~:.~· .: . 
. lnpJ~d&fi ~e ,p~.e~ .d~ewa~ll: . . · 

..·· ~~.,~c;!~c:J. ~~-· ~Qpg~e.r~.~ p~ng areas (965)~ 
· 964 •. · Uo~e~.~~~-.rg~ ... path. . 
96S. lncl~p~. 1Wf(t;Uf:J~!i'~ driveways. 

·.· ~0.9PY~.r.~ P~!JCL~,,_ · .· .. 
· · · ln~.~P~J~fi\',.,9AAr'!,~ng lots, rest stops, and open 

car ~.(IQ,:ffi~~~qts. : ,, . . . 
·· ecg~~t~.:c~~~ · (963), covered parking . 

,., ; g~gp.(~~.-~~.~~PS~~· with utilities (935). 
969. Road, Parking Pro,~IW. not classified. above. Explain· In 

· . ; Comn1ent sedfCn. , . . ,.. . . . 
' • ,. - - • '""• ' ·~·~•',\ ,-,..-o.-;' ,:\ :,;,~ -~ ,:· ' L .J·' • 

· 960. Road, Parking PI'CipttJ1v.; Insufficient Information 
available to classify fUrther. · 

. . . 

. Alrcinlft. Areas. 
. :\:, : ,. 

911. ·lri flighl . . ' , . 
972. · On runway. . . . 

.. lnclud~ ,. ~~: li'P.PIJ?~ch ~d overrun areas. 
973. OnJii~cj~ay,-: tm~.r,~,,~ryg area, rriaintenance area 

Included are all airport areas other than runaway or 

874.,' ~=~~i?~: .. ··,,;·.··~, '•' 
era•·-:. ~u;i~_,A.[!~ .. :."~···-~!Sified above. Explain In 

.;·~;.; ;~~··Comrnl!nt seCtion.,'""• :,..- . · 
eio. .AlrCr8ft:,.ArUS<inSUiiic:iient Information available to 

··:.• - ·• .• • . --: -· ,· ,-...• · •• / \,- ' •··~ ·{' • I' • ·I •',·-· '• 

classify further. ;,: .~c:·-::.. . . 

I ~!,I '''J;'• c'!:'~·3t:~;C:'>./:\. J ~~~.. ,•, ,~··: 

981. ConstruCtion :sit8,~:,\.,, 
, · ._ ::Excl~~~~~a.· 9W.cm~,gas, ~~Jds (982). . 

Classlfy .. ~!o!!IQ1n9li~~t:~ctures under construction and 
. demolition by their proposed or former .use. · 

982. Oil, g~JI~Ic:L·.- ~;,·.),.<·· ''. :. 
983. . Pipeline right of WB:f. 

· 984;.' .dlnd\J~trl~bpl~.~,.~~<>.: · . 
EXc:!i:iq~.:._ar:&,c:p~!i}9::.~. (965), areas deslgnatecl as · 
. out?~r _stonage In the yard, or areas that have another 

··;;.-· ,-'ji:;~. ,;.ffui.;;:;~t~ .... ~:~: 
· 989. ·Out$1de;Eq~tprt1eot.Qperating Areas not classified 

above. ElcplalnJiri Comment section. 

,,_~ ~-··· ... , ... -....... ,,_., '., ... ---·~· •• , ... , ., .... , ~_, ........ ··<• ............. ·•·-· .... 
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SPECIAL PROPERlY - 9 
series. (Continued ••• ) 

. ' 

980. Outside Equipment Operating Areas; insufficient 
· Information available· to classify further~ 

Special Properties: Unclassified. 

909. Special Properties not classified above. . Explain· in 
Comment section. · · 

900. · Special Properties: Insufficient information available to 
classify further. · 

· Specific Property Use: Unclassified . 

098. Specific Property Use not applicable. 
099. Specific Property Use not elsewhere claSsified. Explain 

in Comment section •. 
000. Specific Property Use undetermined or not reported: . 
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BUILDING CODE OCCUPANC:Vo:-TYPEt: 

DEFINmON 

"PURPOSE 

• 

"ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

(Rev: 04/90) 

" .. 
. . ,. . .\ 

. !'· 

" The occupancy classification ·af the buDding Involved In the 
Incident, as defined by the ·Uniform Building Code. . 

" .. 

To permit evaluation of structure fires and hazardous 
materials Incidents based on the UBC occupancy 
classification of the building. When used with other "data 
elements, It provides. the means for assessing the adequacy 
of existing building code~ and/or the need for new or 
expanded cede requirements. 

Enter the Occupancy Classification Code that appfies to the . 
building involved in the li'lcldent. (H you are unable to 
detenriine the appropriate code, your Fire Prevention staff or 
local BuDding· Department should be able to assist you.). · 

Nota: This entry 'Is not required When you GIVE Auto/MutUal 
Aid to another department. 

Note: H there is no building involved, lease this entry BLANK 

Fi~ In a coDege classroom: 

~re In a vehicle parke~ in a parking structure: 

·l==-ms ~sol 
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EXAMPLES (Continued ••• ) Medical aid in a_ power plant: 

Codes UBC, 1988 

BUILDING· CODE 
OCCUPANCY 'lYPE 

. I ~ANCY~~ 8,4,01 ·-

Fire at a higli school in the restroom: -

Fire In a two family Residence: 

I~ANCY-~ tR.3,01 

A fire 10 a church with a seating capacity of 400 and no 
stage: 

I :a~nP& rA.ZI I 

A1. An assembly building or portion of a building having a 
stage and an oca.apant_ load of 1.QQQ or more· 

A2. A building or portion of a building having an assemblY 
room with a stage_ and an occupant load of less than 
~. . 

A2. 1 A building or portion of a building having a n assembly 
room with an occupant load of 300 or more without a 
stage, Including business and educational occupancies 
not classified as 82 or E below.· _ 

A3. - A building or portion of a building having an assembly -
room with an occupant load of less than 300 without a 
stage, Including business and educational oCcupancies 
not classified as 82 orE below. 

A4. Stadiums, reviewing stands and amusement park 
structures Which are not included within other Group A 
occupa{lcles. 
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BUILDING CODE 
OCCUPANCY lYPE 
(Continued •.. } 

B1. Gasoline Service StBtlons, Garages where no repair 
work lis done except exchange of parts and 
maintenance requiring no open flame, welding or use · 
of Class I; ·n or Ill-A liquid. 

· ·< ·· ··:. ·B2. .··'Drinking and dining establishments having an occupant 

' .. 
(Rev: 04190) ' 

· ··· · · ·· ·<toad Of_ less than 50, wholesale and retail stores, office 
· · · · · · · . buildings, printing plants, municipal police and fire 

· · · stations,· factories and workshops using material ·not 
highly flammable or coml:!ustible, storage and sales 
rboms. for combustible goods, paint stores without bulk 
handling. 

Building or portions of buDding having rooms used for 
educational purposes, beyond the 12th grade, with less 
than 50 occupants. In any room. 

83. Aircraft hangars where no repair work is done except 
exchange of parts and maintenance requiring no open . 
flame, welding, or use of Class I or II liquids • 

. Open parking garages, Helistops. 

84. Ice.· plants, power plants, pumping plants, cold storage 

E1. 

E2. 

E3. 

H1. 

· and creameries. Factories and workshops using non
combustible and nofl-explosive materials. Storage and 
sales rooms of non-combustible materials that are not 
packaged or crated In or supponed by combustible · 
material. 

Any building used for educational purposes through 
the 12th grade by 50 or more persons for more than 
12 hours per week or four hours. In any one day. 

Any building 'used for educational purposes through 
the 12th grade by less than 50 persons for more than 
12 hours per week or four hours in any one day. 

Any building used for day-care purposes for more than 
six children. · 

Occupancies with a quBntity of material In the building 
In excess of those listed in *Table No. 9-A which 
present a high explosion hazard, including but not 
limited to: · · · 
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BUILDING CODE 
OCCUPANCY TYPE 
(Contloued ••• } . . ~·--> ... v .: ·' 

·- ····~--- " . 

. . , ' 
. , .... · -: . 

1. Explosives, blasting agents, fireworks and black 
powder. 

EXCEPTION: Storage and the use of 
pyrotechnic special effect materials In motion 
picture, television, theatrical and group . 
entertainment production. when under.·pennlt as 
required In the Frre Code. The· time period for 
stor:age · shail not exceed 90 days. . 

2. . Unclassified detonatable organic peroxides •. 
3. . Class · 4 oxidizers • 
4. Class 4 or Class 3 detonatable unstable 

(reactive) materials. 

H2. Occupancies with a quantity of material in the building 
in excess of those listed in *Table No. 9-A which 
present a moderate ·explosion hazard or a hazard from 
accelerated bumlng Including but not limited to: 

1. Class I .Organic peroxides. 
2. Class ·3 non-detomltable unstable (reactive) 

. materials. 
3. Pyrophorfc gases •. 
4. Flammable or oxidizing gases. 

·e 

5. Class I, II or 111-A flammable or combustible ;A. 
liquids which are used lri normallY open · W 
containers or systems or in dosed containers 
pressurized at more than 15-pounds-per-square-· 
Inch gauge. 

6. Combustible dusts In suspension or capable of 
being· put into suspension in the atmosphere of 
the room or area. 
EXCEP110NS: 
·1. RoOm or areas used for wood working 

that do not exceed soo· square feet in 
area may be dassified as Group B, 
DMsion 2 Occupancies (82) provided 
dust-producing machines are equipped 
·with approved dust collectors and there · 
are not more than two such machines. 

2. Lumberyards and similar retan stores 
utilizing only power saw may be classified 
as Group B, Division 2 Occupancies {82). 

7. · Class 3 oxldlzets. 
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BUILDING CODE 
OCCUPANCY 1YPE 
(Continued ... ) · 

.. ::.· 

.. 
(Rev: 04190)" . 

' .. ,. 

H3. oCcupancies· with ·a quantity of material in the building· 
In excess of those listed in *Table No. 9-A which· 
present a high fire or physical hazard, Including but not 
limited to: · -\. ; :_ .. · · 

1. 
2." 
3. 

4. 
5. 
B. 
7. 

8. 

9. 

Class II, Ill or N organic peroxldej;';·. ·,~; ·: , . · _, .. 
Class 1 or 2 oxidizers. , ,· ... ~ , , .. 
Class 1,·11 or· III·A flammable liquids:or ~- ·· . ·. · 
combustible liquids which are utiliZBcf or' stored '' 
in· normally dosed containers. or• systems and 
coritalners pressurized at 1 5-pounds-per -square· 

. Inch gauge or less. · · · · 
· Class 111-B combustible liquids. · 
Pyrophoric Uqulds or scUds. 
Water reactive. 
Flammable sofids, Including combustible fibers or 
dusts, except for dusts Included In Division 2. 

. Flammable or oxldlzlng cryogenic fluids (other 
than Inert). · . 
Class 1 or 2 unstable (reactive) materials. 

H4. Repair garages not classified as Group B, DMsion 1 
(B1). 

H5. . Aircraft repair hangars and heUports not classified as 
Group B, DMslon 3 (B3) • 

HS. Semiconductor fabrication facilities and comparable 
research and development areas when the faCilities In 
which hazardous production materials (HPM) are used 
ant the aggregate quantity of materials are in excess of 
those Usted In *Table No. 9-A or 9-B. Such facilities 
and areas shall be designed ·and constructed in · 
accordance WiU1 Section 911 Of the UnHorm Building · 
Code. · · 

H7. Occupancies having quantities of materials in excess of 
those fiSted in *TSbl~ No; 9-B that are health hazards, 
including but not timited to: 

1. Corrosives. 
2. · · Highly toxic materials. 
3. . lrritahts. . . . 
4. Sensitizers. 
5. Other healtli hazards • 
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BUILDING CODE · 
OCCUPANCY TYPE 
(Continued ... ) 

b. Multiple Hazards. When a hazardous 
material has multiple hazards, all hazards 
shall be addressed· and controlled In 
accordance with ·the provisions of this 
chapter. 

c. Uquld Use, Dispensing and Mixing 
Rooms. Rooms 1n: which Class I, Class 11 
and Class III~Ariammable or combustible 
Dqulds are iJsed, dispensed. or mixed in 
open container$ shall be constructed in 
8ccordance with the requirements for a 
Group H, DMsion 2 Occupancy (H2) and 
the following: 
1. Rooms In excess of 500 square 

feet shaD have at least one . exterior 
door approved for fire department 
access .. 

2. Rooms shall not exceed 1 000 
square feet in area. 

3. Rooms shall be ·separated from 
other areas by an occupancy 
separation having a fire-resistive 
rating of not less than one hour for 
reams up to 150 feet. 

. . . 

11. . Nurseries fer the full-time care of chDdren under the 
age of six (each accommodating more than five 
persons) Hospitals, sanitariums, nursing homes with 
norHm')bulatory patients and simDar buildings (each 
accommodating more than five perscins). · 

12. Nursing homes fer ambulatory patients, homes for 
children six years of age or over (each accommodating 
more than five patients). 

13. Mental hospitals, mental sanitariums, jails, prisons, 
reformatories and buildings where personal liberties of . 
Inmates are simllar1y ·restrained. 

M1. Private garages, carports, sheds and agricultural 
buildings. · 

M2. Tanks and towers. 
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BUILDING CODE 
OCCUPANCY TYPE . 
(Continued ... ) 

.. 
(Rev: 04190) 

.' ~- {~~~~-;~~ ~~ .. ,.· ' . ' . . . 

. 
•' 

R1. Hotels and apartment houses. Convents ·and 
monasteries (each accommodating more than 10 

.. P~rsons). 
' . ~:-.' __ .:..: .. .:: 

R3. Dwellings and lodging houses. 
· .. ·· .. 

*NOTE: . Tabie No •. 9-A and 9-B are found In Appendix G of 

this m:Sn\ial; 
..... :.:;j~~-;·::-- ·.' 

·,·.-
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'\"' : . ·:; 
,.. . .. - . ' . . 
. ::.: ·.,,~STRUCTURE TYPE 

.. -.. · .. •' ~' ..... 

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

• I 

ENTRY 

.EXAMPLES 

... 

The type .of structure involved In the incident 

To permit the analysis of Incidents by the type of stn.icture. 
The factors involved In an Incident. are often different for 
different type of structures. · Information relating to causal 
factors and losses for various structure types can assist in 
targeting fire prevention measures for specific· types of 
structures. · 

Note: This Is the only data element where non-building types 
of structures can be specifically Identified. 

Enter the code that best describes the type of structure 
involved. Note that "buildings• are divided into two categories 

. - single and multiple use. A shopping mall is a typical 
example. of a multiple-use buildings. · · 

Note: H there Is no structure involved, enter "8". 

Note: . This entry. is not required when you GNE Auto/Mutual 
:Aid to another department · · 

A fire in a duplex dwelling: 

I~ \ . I . 

A railroad trestle is damag.ed by a brush fire: 
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Codes NFPA-901, 1990 

STRUCTURE lYPE 

(Rev: 04/90) 

1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 
5. 
6. 

7. 

8. 
9. 

'Building With one specific property use. 
Included are buildings with earthen walls and fabricated 
roofs. 
Building with ·two or morE! specific property uses. 
Open structure. · · 
Included are roofs with no walls, open steel framing, 
bridges, trestles, outdoor process equipment and 
outdoor tanks; 
Air-supported structure. 
Tern. 
Open platform. 
Included are piers and wharves without super-structure, 
loading dockS Without roof, and the like • 
.Underground structure. 
Included· are earth covered structures, tunnels and 
mines •. 
Not a structure. · 
Structure Type not classified above. Explain in · 

. Comm~nt section. · 

--
~ . - :· :; .,, ';: .-: .. . 

" ··-~--·. ' 
' .),~··-~·: ~-~ 

. ·- .. . . . ....... 
......... ~ -~ . 

> '' , •. 
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STRUCTURE STATUS _:,_;.· ·.. . -~. . 

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

.The status of the structure at the time of the incident. 

To identify fire scenarios based ori the status of the structure 
at the time of the Incident 

This adds an Important element to help Isolate causal factors 
and fire spread as they relate to the status of the structure. 

Enter the code that most Clearly describes the state of the . 
structure at the time of the Incident 

Note: If there Is no structure involved, leave this entrY . 
BLANK . 

Note: This entry Is not required when you GIVE Auto/Mutual 
Aid to anther department 

Fire In an apartment complex· during the framing stage of 
construction: · 

Fire in a single family dwelling while family is on vacation: 
. . 

I~,ZI 

Fire In a closed-up. unoccupied summer cabin: 

1~81 

.. 
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·EXAMPLES (Continued ... ) Fire In a vacant house that is for rent: 

STRUCTURE STATUS. 

(Rev: 04/90) 

Fire in an abandoned run-down biJildlng: 
-~ . 

1:=-. 6l 
·. ~··. .. 

1. Under construction. 
The specific propgrty use should show Its Intended 
use. 

. ·2. In ·use with furnishings in place and the. property being 
routinely u&ed. · . 

3. Idle with furnishings In place but the property is not 
·being routinely used. 

4. · Under 'major renovation. · 
The specific proP!Irty use should show Its new 
intended use. 

5. Vacant but property secured and maintained. 
The specific property use should show Its last 
significant use. · · 

· 6. Abandoned with property ~ecured and not 
. maintained. · 
. The specific property use should show Its last 

significant use. 
7. Being demolished. 

The specific property use should show ItS last 
significant use. 

9. Structure Status not classified above. Explain In 
Comments section. 
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OCCUPI-ED AT TIME. OF INCIDENT 

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

; ·~:..< : 

· Structures and vehicles are either occupi~d or unoccupied at 
the time of an incident This entry refers to human 
occupancy, and indicates If people were present in or on the 
structure or vehicle at the time of the Incident. 

To detennine If people were Involved and at risk in the 
incident lhls compared with casually data to help assess 
the effectiveness of detection, alarm and automatic 
extinguishing systems. It is also used in analyzing the 
adequacy of buDding regulations for exiting and fire 
containment requirements. ' 

Note: This Is the only data element that identifies incidents 
where people were present This is an important factor ,In 
identifying the difference in the cause and outcome of 
incident scenarios based on whether people were present or 
not · 

Enter the code that corresponds to the occupancy status in 
or on a structure or vehicle at the time of the incident 

Important Code D1D should be used whenever people were 
present in the compartment of fire origin. For a dwelling, this 
would be the entire house. For an apartment building, this 
would be the unit in which the fire originated - unless it · 
spread to adjoining units; in which case their occupancy 
status would also be considered. The same would hold true 
for a highrise building - consider the fire compartment only, 
unless there is spread that involves other compartments or 
floors. 

Note: If no structure or vehicle is involved, l~eave this entry 
BLANK 

-. 
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ENTRY (Continued ... ) Note: This entry is not .required when you GIVE Auto/Mutual 
Aid to another department. . . 

EXAMPLES: 

(Rev: 64/90) 

. , .: ..... ,,·,.•; .. · Fire in a single family residence with a mother and child at 
'~· · ·.·:·. · hom~;~:- ·. · 

Automobile fire with two adults and two children in vehicle: 

~~DIE Ill 

Are In an apartment building with no one home in the 
apartment of origin, but people_ home In the Other apartments; 
fire Is confined' tci unit of origin: ' 

Are In an apartment building with no one home In the 
apartment of' origin; the fire spread to adjoining units • some. 
were occupied and some were not: 

Bridge collapse with no people on it 

· Fire in a cliicken coop full of chickens: 

Fire in an abandoned run down building with 2 transients: 
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CARS Codes 

OCCUPIED AT TIME OF 
INCIDENT 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Structure or vehide occupied at time of incident 
Structure or vehicle not occUpied at time of incident ' . 
Unit unoccupied, but ·structure occupied. 

· .. ; . 
. . ··· ..... •' 

"• '-~· ~·-· . 
, ..... , . ' ·-·· . '.: ":. 

:, . 
~-,~:::.~·(': ··.• 

.. · .· .. ; . 

.. . 
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" e 
FOR MOBILE PROPERlY::~·INVOLVED 

. ·' .. . .. 

These ·entries are reqt.iired whenever mobile· property IS involved in an incident. 

Note: This entry is not required when you GIVE Auto/Muti.lal. Aid to another department 

MOBILE .PROPERlY: Type 

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

(Rev: 04190) 

Property that is designed to be movable, either under its own 
power or towed, whether In fact it still is movable. 

Note: Dumpsters (formerly 72) are no longer considered 
mobile property. 

To enable an analysts of incident problems in vehicles and 
other mobile property. This Is also where you Identify 
MOBILE HOME Incidents. 

Enter the code that best describes the type of mobile 
property. 

Nota: It doesn't make any difference what the property is 
being used. for. If it was originally designed to be mobile, 
then enter the appropriate type here. (You capture the 
"function" of the unit under Specific Property Use.) . 

Nota: When mobile property is involved, it is Important you . 
complete as much of other Identifying information as possible. 

I 

~. 
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EXAMPLES An automobile fire: 

r,.t\,jr • 
. ,. . 

A flre.·in -a mobile home: 
' ' 

•. 

A fire In an apartment building: 

Codes_NFPA-901, 1990 ( e 
MOBILE PROPERTY 
TYPE 

Major Heacfmgs 

• Passenger Road Transport Vehicles. 
• Freight Road Transport Vehicles. · 
• Rail Transport Vehicles. 
• Water Transport VesiJels. 
• Air Transport Vehicles. 
• Heavy Industrial and Agricultural Equipment 
• Special Mobile Property; Mifrtary Vehicles. 
~ Other Mobile Property Type. · 

'. 
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.. ' 

PASSENGER ROAD. 
TRANSPOfl.l::YEHICLES • 
10 series. ·: \. 

- ··>J·. 

.. ~ . ' . 

: ·.; _: . '. 

· ..... 
• J • • 

Motor vehicles such as automobiles, buses, or mobile homes 
used primarily for transporting or housing people. Included 
are abandoned vehicles. 

11. Automobile. · 
Included are taxicabs, Umousines, race cars, .and 
ambulances. 

12. Bus, traCkless trolley. 
Included are school buses.· ' · · 

13. All terrain vehicles. 
Included are motorcycles, golf carts, snoWmobiles, and 
dune buggies. 

14. Motor home. 
A mobDe unit containing Its own mQtlve power. 
Included are pickup truck mounted camper and 
bookmobiles. 

·PASSENGER ROAD 15. Travel trailer; 
TRANSPORT VEHICLES • · 
1 0 series. (Continued ... ) 

(Rev: 04190) 

16. 

17. 

19. 

10. 

A portable structure build or placed on· a chassis and 
designed to be pulled by a vehicle. 
Camping trailer.· 
A collapsible portable structure build on a chassis and · 
designed to be pulled by a vehicle. . 
Mobile home, mobile building. 
·A structure build on a chaSsis and designed to be 
pulled by a vehicle to a semipermanent site •. 
Included are mobDe classrooms, mobile banks, mobile 

· office buildings, whether on wheels~ off their wheels on 
jacks, or on a foundation. . 
Passenger Road Transport V~hicles not classified · 
above. Explain In. Comment section. · 
Passenger Road Trarisport Vehicles; insufficient 
ii'lformatlon available to classify further. 
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FREIGHT ROAD . 
. TRANSPORT VEHICLES -
20 s~rl!3s. :,·::-.-·. 

-··- .. ·.:•. 

., -~-- . 

RAIL TRANSPORT 
VEHICLES - 30 series. 

RAIL TRANSPORT 
VEHICLES • 30 series. 
(Continued ••• ) 

Vehicles primarily for· transporting goods. 
Included are abandoned vehicles. 
Excluded are materials handling equipment (63). 

21. General trucks over 97 kg (one ton) net weight 
Included are solid chassis trucks, mall trucks, dump 
trucks, and fire apparatus. 

22. General use small trucks, 97 kg (one ton) net weight 
or less. 
Included are pickups, wagons, and non-motorized 
hauHng rigs. 

23. Semitrailer truck with or without tractor. 
24. Tank truck for nonflammable cargo. 
25. Tank truck for flammable or combustible liquid, 

chemical. 
. 26. Tank truck for con1Pressed gas or LP-Gas. · 

27. Trash truck. 
Included are refuse rendering and waste collection 
vehicles. 

29. Freight Road Transport Vehicles not classified above. 
f:)cplaln In Comment section. 

20. Freight Road Transpert Vehicles; insufficient information 
·. available to classify further. 

Railroad, subway~ railway, trolley car, and other rail vehicles 
are Included. · . 

31. Passenger, diner car. 
32. · Frelgtit. box,' hopper car. 
33. Tank car. 
34. Container, Piggyback car. 
35. Locomotive, engine. 
36. . SeH-.powered car. 

Included· are trolley and rapid transit cars. 
Excluded are trackless trolleys (12). 

37. Maintenance equipment. car. 
Included are cabOoses and cranes. 

39. Rail Transport Vehicle not classified above. Explain in 
Comment section. 

30. Rail Transport Vehicle; insufficient Information available 
· to classify further. 
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. \ 

WATER TRANSPORT 
VESSELS - 40 series . 

(Rev: 04/90) 

Included are all water vessels, Irrespective of ownership. 

41. 

42. 

43. 
. 44. 

45. 
46. 

47. 

48. 

49. 

40. 

Motor craft under 20 m (65 ft) length overall. 
Vessels under 20 m (65 ft) length overall. 
Excluded are commercial fishing vessels· (48). 
Vessel under 907 metric tons (1000 gross tons);··.·,. · · 
Vessels over 20m (65ft) length overall, but unde(907 
metric tons· (1000 gross tons). · · · 
Included are water taxis, Industrial vessels, and .... ,.·. nyachts•.. . . ··' .. 
Passenger ship. 
Tank ship; 
Combat ship. 

· Cargo ship. 
Vessels ·not classified In subd'JVisions 41, 42, 43, 44, 
and 45 . 
Nonself-propelled veSsel. 
All vesse.ls without their own motive power. 
Included are towed petroleum balloons, barges, and 

. other towed or towable vessels. 
Excluded are sailboats (49). 
Commercial fishing. vessel. 
Included are vessels on inland, coastal, and ocean 
waters, and operation of .oyster beds, fish hatCheries, 
and factory ·vesselS. . . · · 
Excluded are fish hatcheries themselves (specific 
property use 665). · 
Water Transport VeSsels not classified above. Explain 
In Comment section. 
Included are saDboats without· auxiliary power. 
Water Transport Vessels; insufficient information 
avaHable to classify further. · 

CFJRS-1, Section A: GenerallnlomiaiiOn 4-137 
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AIR TRANSPORT 
VEHICLES - So series. 

Transport by air of passengers and freight, w!'lettier by 
regular services or by private charter. · . ·--~; 

51. Personal, business, utility aircraft under::5s7o:kg 
(12.500 lb) gross weight · · · .. · 

52. . Personal, business, . utility aircraft 567:0. kg_ (12.500 lb) 
gross weight and over. · · · 

·53.· Commercial ~pOrt aircraft, reciprocating engine 
powered, fixed ·engine. · '' · · · · 

54. · Commercial transport aircraft, jet and other turbine 
powered, fixed wing. · 

55. Nonmilitary heffcopters, vertiCal takeoff aircraft. 
56. . Combat-type military aircraft' (attack bombers, fighters, 

reconnaissance}. 
58. Nonmilitary ground effect machines (Hovercraft). 
59. Air Transport Vehlcl~ not classified above. Explain In 

Comment section. 
50. NT TransPort Vehicles; insufficient information available 

to classify further. · 

HEAVY INDUSTRIAL AND 61. Earth-moving equipment 
AGRICULTURAL · Included are bulldozers, shovels, graders, scrapers, 
EQUIPMENT - 60 series: . trenchers, and plbws. · 

·. 62. ConstrUction equipment 
Included are water drilling eq\,lipment, pile drivers, 
tuMellng equipm~ air compressors, and the like • 

. 63,. Materials handling equipment. 
included are fork Dfts, Industrial tow motors, loaders, 
~stackerS. 

· 64. Crane. 
65. ·Tractor, harvester, picker. 
66. DrUiing rig for Petroleum and gas only. 
69. Heavy Industrial and Agricultural Equipment not 

.. classified above. Explain in Comment section. 
60. · Heavy· Industrial and Agricultural Equipment; insufficient 

information available to classify .further. 

4-138 CFIRS-1, SectiOn A:. General Information . {Rev: 04/90) 
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SPECIAL MOBILE 
PROPERTY, MILITARY 
VEHICLES • 70 series. 

OTHER MOBILE 
PROPERTY TYPES. - 90 
series. 

(Rev: 04/90) 

71. Garden equipment. . 
Included are power driven lawn, yard, and snow 
equipm.ent. ' 

73. Mecrn.nlcally moved shipping container. 
74. Armored equipment. Included are armored cars and 

military vehi~es. 
75. Manned;. unmanned space vehicles. 

Included ar~ rockets and missiles. For launching site, 
s~ ~:~paCific property use 631. · · · 

79. Special Mobile Property,. Military Vehicles not classified 
above~·. Explain In Comment section. 

70. Special Mobile Property, Military Vehicles; insufficient 
information to classify further. 

98. Mobile Property Type not applicable •. · 
99. Mobile Property Type nOt classified above. Explain in 

Commerit section. 
00. Mobile Property Type undetermined or not reported. . 

CFIRS-1, Section A: Generallnfonnation 4-139 
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FOR MOBILE PROPERTY·INVOLVED: 
Vehicle License Number, and State, Year, 
Make, Model 

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

•Mobile Property" Is any property designed and constructed 
to be mobDe, movable under Its own power, or towed; such 

' as an airplane, automobHe, boat, cargo taller, farm vehicle, 
mobile home (even if placed on a permanent foundation),. 
motorcycle, or recreation vehicle. 

• "Vehicle Llcei1S8 .NUmber" is the number on the ncense 
· plate affixed to the vehicle. Ucense numbers may also. 
be available for boats, airplanes, and farm vehicles. 

• "Stats" is the state of registration of the mobile property 
involved in the incident 

• 

• 

• 

"Year- Is the year the property wa5 manufactured • 

"Make" is the name of the manufacturer of the . 
property. 

•Model" Is the manufacturer's model name. If one . 
does not exist, use the physical description of the 
property commonly used to describe It, such as ~rea
bedroom• (mobile home) or "four door- (sedan)~ 

These. data elements are essential to identifying particular 
brands or models that are more ·often a problem than others. 
Properties. such as mobne homes, buses, and aircraft .must 
comply with fire codes, safety standards; and/or Federal 
regulations; The make, model, year, and other information 
are useful In determining the level of compliance of mobile 
properties involved In fires and hazardous material i'ncidents; 

4-140 CFIRS-1, Section A:. General lnformallon (Rev: 04/90) 
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· PURPOSE (Continuect..) 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

and for analyzing the effectiveness of these codes, standards, 
and regulations. The data Is used to assess if more 
regulation Is needed, and to alert the public to potential . 
hazards associated with particular kinds or makes of vehicles 
or other mobile property. 

Be:! as specific as possible In making these entries. Place 
additional Information in the Comments section . if necessary. 

· A 1985 GMC Model 400 four ton stake ben truck with. 
California Ucense Number· 2A45464 would be enter: 

~~- r4,Q.O, .F,O,l.),g, T,Q,N, .S.l.h.\S,E., .B.E.N, , 

(Rev: 04/90) CFlRS-1, Section A:. General lnlonnauon 4-141 
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. FOR MOBILE. PROPERlY INVObVED: . 
· I.C.C./D.O.T., Vehicle Identification -;Number, 
Driver's License Number,·. State · · · 

. DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

• ,.C.C.JD.O.T. Number" Is the Identification number 
assigned to a commercial carrier by either the Inter
state Commerce Commission (I.C.C.} or the · 
Department of Transportation.(O.O.T.) 

• ·"Vehicle Identification Number (VIN}" is the Identification, 
or "Serial Number" engraved or stamped on the· vehicle 
by the manufacturer. 

• 

• 

"Driver's Ucense Number" Is the number on the 
Driver's Ucerise of the person operating the vehicle at 
the time of the Incident. · · · 

• "State" is the state of registration on the Driver's 
Ucense of the person operating the vehicle at the time 
of the Incident. 

The "VIN" and "ICC/DOl" numbers provide vital details about 
a vehicle involved In an incident. These are especially critical 

. in Arson, Suspicious and Haz Mat Incidents. These are the 
key numbers in linking to State and Federal licensing and law 
enforcement records. · 

The •Driver's Ucense Number" and "State" provide an 
important identification· record of the driver involved in a 
vehicle Incident. 

Data elements Identifying both the vehicle and the driver are 
essential in establishing ownership and legal accountability; as 
well as in efforts to. recover the cost of emergency response · 
services. 

4-142 CFlRS-1, Section A: Generallnformauon (Rev: 04/90) . 
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ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

(Rw. 04/90) 

Be as· specffic as possible In making these entries. Place 
additional information in the Comments Section If necessary: 

••• l• •.• · •.•. 
~ , .. 

A vehicle having. an··I.D. Number of "1GBAG36GXB17635'' and 
an ICC Numb$r of "~626341 u operated by an lndMdual having 
a Cal'rfomia DriVer's Ucense of 0A7284926" would be entered: . 

I· I 

.·-··· .. • ~ .;r. 

CFIRS-1, Section A: General Information 4-143 
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Section B m~\·~ C:ompleted whenever the Type of Situation Found Is .coded 10 through 
19 (FJre, Explpsion). 

This Is the pertlon of the incident record that describes the basic factors in a fire sc_enario. 
It tells you: 

• where the fire started 

• the ignition . source 

• what ignited 

• how It was extinguished 

• the estimated loss 

~ what equipment was involved 

• what action you took 

This information Is critical to any factual analysis of fire starts. 

It Is vital that you select the codes that most accurately depict the fire seene. 

The information you report has far reaching Influence on the development and effectiveness 
of future prevention strategies. · 

Note: . You are not ·required to complete this section when you provide Auto/Mutual Aid to 
another department (This information will be reported by the department having 
jurisdiction.} · 

In this case, you enter your Action(s) Taken in Section G. 

_Important If you respond lhto anOther department's jurisdiction - and are first on the 
scene - it Is important you inform the officer-in-charge of what you observed. You share the 
responsibility to insure the report is complete and accurate, even though it will be 
submitted by another department 

.. 

(Rev: 04190) CFIRS-1, Section B: Fire 5-1 
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TYPE OF. 'ACTION(S) TAKEN 

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

.. 
·5-2 CFIRS·1, Section B: Fire 

The ·tasks performed at the fire scene by responding fire 
department personnel. 

Note: You can record up to four different actions taken to 
more completely define the scope of tasks performed at a 
single incident. 

:·· ~: i;> ,:.-_. .. 
·- ~.-. ~~- •-r·.. . 

The actlon(s) ·taken at a given fire Incident, when compared 
to the Type of Situatlon(s) Found, provides the basic 
information about the tasks required to handle the range of 
emergency situations a fire department encounters. This 
information also helps measure the nature and scope of fire 
protection services you provide to your community. 

Enter the code(s) that best describe the actlon(s) you took.to 
handle the incident 

Important Although you can enter up to four different Action 
Taken codes, It Is critical that you enter the primary one first! 

. Look at It this way: If you could enter only one code for 
Action Taken, which one would you use? Put THAT ONE in 
entry #11 · 

Note: This data field is for FIRES ONLY. 

Actions Taken for HAZ MAT incidents are entered in Section 
•p, 

If it is nat a Fll'8 and/or Haz Mat Incident, enter the Actlons(s) 
Taken in Section •G•. · 

(Rev: 04190) 
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EXAMPLES 

iYPE OF ACTION(S) 
TAKEN- FOR FIRES 
ONLY 

(R8'r. 04/90) 

.. 

You performed ventilation, extinguishment, salvage and 
.overhaul: 

I 'IYPii Cll' }' 12 n ,. 
.vmot.'(S) TAKEN I I fl I ., I I I 

-~-~- .-··. j'.". :· 

·, ; · .. · 

You extinguished the fire and removed smoke: 
; ·. ~--: ' . . i ·. 

1 'IYPii Cll' '' 12 n ,. 1 ACTIOHCBI TAKEN lf15!/1p! .1 f 1 
..... :·.\ 

. ·., 
. You investigated a reported fire that was out· -

11. 

12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 

17. 

54. 
55. . 
56. 
61. 
62. 
63 •. 

64. 
71. 
72. 
73. 

. . 81. 

82. 
91. 
99. 

l'm'liOP If' . 11 11 I ,. I 
loCTilH(S) TAKEN I .r I I I I I 

Rescue, ventilation, extinguishment, salvage, and 
overhaul. 
Ventilation, extinguishment, salvage, and overhaul. 
Extinguishment, salvage, and overhaul. 
Salvage and overhaul.· 
Extinguishment. 
Ventilation. 
Included are smoke or toxic gas removal. 
Establish wildfire fire lines. --·-·· ··- · · ·· ·-
Included are setting and controlling backfires and · 
clearing firebreaks. 
Water Removal. 
Restore sprinkler or protection systeni. 
Restore alarm system. 
Crowd control. 
Traffic control. 
Notify oth13r agencies Including mutual/automatic aid, 
state emergency agencies, etc. 
Provide public and media information. 
Investigate. 

. Responding unlt(s) cancelled in route. 
Shut down system. 
Restore city services • 
Included are restoring water supplies and public fire 
alarm systems. 
Secure property. 
· Code· enforcement. 
Type of Action Taken not classified above. Explain in 
Comments section . 

CRRS-1, Section B: Fire 5-3 
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FIRE ORIGIN: Area 

OEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPl,.ES 

.. 
5-4 CFIRS-1 I Section B: Fire 

....... -· '. 

The primary use of the· room or space where the fire 
originated. This could 'be a room or portion of a room.; a 
vehicle or a portion of a vehicle, or some other area devoted 
·to a specific use. For example, an office building may be the 
General Property Use, a restaurant In that building the 
Specific Property Use, and the kitchen in that restaurant the 
Area of Origin. Every fire has an area of fire origin . 

. To identify the specific room or space where the fire started. 
This Is the first step In pinpointing the location where the 
ignition occurred. It narrov.is the focus within the frame 
established by the General and Specific Property Uses. This 
factor is absolutely essential to effective fire-cause analysis. 

. . 

Enter the code that best .describes the area where the fire 
originated. 

The fire staned in the kitchen of a single tamily dwelling: 

I:. 'AI..' t2..4t . 

The fire -staned In the bedroom closet of a home: 

1:.. •.•. r4,2.r 

The fire starting in the engine compartment of an automobile: 

12!.. s•. -~ .... , .~1 

(Rev: 04/90) 



EXAMPLES (Continued ••• ) . The fire started in a vacant lot next to a school: 

. Codes NFPA 901, 1990 

AREA OF ORIGIN 

MEANS OF EGRESS -
0 series. 

ASSEMBLY, SALES 
AREAS. - 1 0 series. 

(Rev: 04/90) . 

Exhaust Carbon. from a truck starts a grass fire in a highway 
dMder strip; • · · · · · · · · 

.!~··~~ ... ~~· 
.. ;" ., . ~ 

Major Headings 

• 
. • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• . . 

· · M~ans of Egres&. 
Assembly, Sales Areas (groups of people) • 
Function Areas • 
Storage Areas; 
Service Facilities • 
Service, Equipment Areas • 
Structural Areas • 
Transportation, Vehicle Areas • 
Other Area of Origin. 

Leading •0" must be entered where applicable. -··- . · 
. . 

. . 
01. Hallway, corrido(, mall. 
02. Exterior stairway. 

Included are fire escapes and exterior ramps. 
03. Interior stairway. 
04. Escalator. 

· 05. Lobby, entrance way. 
· · 09. Means of Egress not classified above. Explain in 

Comments section. 

11. Large . assembly area with fixed seats (1 00 or more . 
·persons). . 
Included are auditoriums, chapels, places of worship, 
th8aters, arenas, and lecture halls. 

12. Large open room without fixed seats (1 00 or more 
persons). 
Included are ballrooms, gymnasiums, roller rinks, 
bowling alley lanes, multl"use area8, and the like . 

. CAR$-1, Section B: Fire 5-5 
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ASSEMBL V, SALES AREA 13. Small _assembly area With or without fixed seats (less 
than 100 persons}. · • 10 series (Continued ... } 

. . ·~~,,:,::? i.:.; 

--~----··~---
--~-·'~;·'' ·:· -~-. 

_ ~ -.:..'=:r:.:;·:i ~ ; ~ .... 

•: 
:._, 

FUNCTION AREAS • 20 
. and 30 series. 

(Continued ... } 

5-6 CFIRS-1, Section B: Fire 

Included are classrooms, meeting rooms, multipurpose . 
rooms, and .the like. 

14. Lounge area. 
Included are IMng rooins, commons rooms, TV rooms, 
dens, recreation rooms, family rooms, sitting rooms. 
music rooms, _and the like. · 

15. . Sales, showroom area. 
Excluded are display windows (56}. 

16. Ubrary. 
Included are art galleries and exhibit spaces. · 

17. SWimming pool. · 
19. Assembly, Sales Area not classified above. Explain in 

COmments section. · 

. 21. Sleeping room for under five persons. 
· Included are patient roorns,>bedrooms, cells, lockups, 

and the Dke. · 
22. Sleeping area for five or more persons. 

Included are wards, dormitories, barracks, and the like. 
23. Dining area, lunchroom, cafeteria. 

Included are dining rooms mess rooms, canteens and 
· beverage service bars. 

24. . Kitchen, cooking area. 
25. Lavatory, locker room, cloakroom. 

Included are checkrodrns, rest rooms, bathrooms, 
. powder roorris, washrooms, shower rooms, sauna 
baths, outhouses, and portable toilets. ·. 

26. Laundry room or area. · 
Included. are wash. houses. 

. 27. . . ·Office~ 
28. Personal service area. 

Included are health· C!ubs, massage parlors, and barber . 
and beauty treatment areas. · 

31. Labor,ato,Y. 
3i Printing or photographic room or area. 
33. Arst aid, treatment room. . . . 

Included are areas where minor surgery is performed. 
34. Operating rooms. · 

Included are recovery rooms and operating theaters. 
35. Electronic equipment room or area. 

Included are control centers, radar rooms, electronic· 
computer areas, data processing. center; telephone 
equipment rooms, telephone booths, and the like . 

... 
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FUNCTION AREAS - 20 36. Performance, stage area 
and 30 series. lnc.luded are backstage areas, dressing rooms, ice 
(Continued •.. ) rinks, boxing rings, and basketball floors. -37. Projection room or area. 

38. Process, manufacturing area. 
39. Function Areas not claSsified above; Explain in 

Comments section. 

STORAGE AREAS - 41. Product storage room or area, storage tank, storage 
40 series. bin. 

Included are all areas where products are held awaiting 
process, shipment, use, or sale. 

42. Closet 
43. Supply storage room or area. 

Included are tool rooms, maintenance supply rooms, 
dead storage rooms, and the like. 

44. Records storage ..OCm or vault. 
45. Shipping, receMng, loading area. 

· Included are packing departments, mall rooms, and 
loading bays. . · . . 

'46. Trash or rubbish area, container. 
Included are waste paper storage areas, industrial 
waste contSiners, eompactors, garbage and trash 

'4t· chutes without Incinerators. 
Excluded are incinerators (64). 

47. Garage, carport, vehicle storage area. 
49. Storage Areas not classifi8d above. Explain in 

Comments section. 

SERVICE FACIUTIES- 51. Elevator, dumbwaiter. 
50 series. Included are the shaft areas. 

52. Utility shaft. ~ 

53. Ught shaft. 
54. Chute.· 

Included are laundry chutes and mail chutes. 
Excluded are tr$Sh chutes (46). 

55. Duct. 
Included are air conditioning, heating, cable, and 
exhaust ducts. 

56. Display wir;~dow. 

. ,(Rev: 04/90) CFIRS-1, Section B: Fire 5-7 
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SERVICE FACIUTIES
so series. (Contlnueci .. :) 

SERVICE, EQUIPMENT 
AREAS - 60 series. 

STRUCTURAL AREAS - _ 
70 series. 

TRANSPORTATION, 
VEHICLE AREAS -
80 series. 

5-8 CFIRS~1, SeCtion B: Fire 

57. Chimney. 
For incidents· not confined to the chimney, the Area of 
Origin· should be classified as the first area where 
release occurs outside ·the chimney,:and-tiie chimney · 
is- ihe equipment Involved in igritt.Jon. · 

58. Conve\tor. :::.- ~:~-.-~ ·· -- ·· 
59. - Service Facility. not classified abOve. · Explain· in 

·Comments section. ·' · ·· · 
<:-:'· 

61. Machinery room or area. · "--L~ ':' - · .. · _ 

Included are elevator machinery rooms, engine rooms, 
pump rooms, head houses r8frlgeratlon rooms, and the 
like.· . · · 

62. Heating equipment room or area, water heater area. 
63. Switchgear area, transformer ·vault. . 
· 64. IncineratOr room, area. 

Included are all Incinerator operations. · 
Excluded are rubbish areas without Incinerators (46). 

65. Maintenance shop or area. 
66. Test cell. · 
fiT: Enclosure with pressurized air. 
68. Enclosure with enriched oxygen atmosphere. 
69. Service, Equipment Areas not classified above. · Explain· . 

in Comments section. 

71. · Crawl space, substructure space. 
72. Exterior balcony, .open porch. 
73. Ceiling and flocir assembly, concealed floor/ceiling 

space. 
74. . Ceiling and roof .assembly, concealed roof/ceiling 

space. . _ 
Included are church steeples, cupolas, vacant attics, 
and the like. 

75. Wall assembly, conceals wall space. 
76. Exterior wall surface. · 
n. Exterior roof surface. 
78. Awning. . 
79. Structural Areas not classified above. explain in . 

81. 
82. . 

83: 

Comments se_ction. 

Passenger area of transportation equipment. 
Trunk, load carrying area of transportation equipment. 
Engine area, running gear, wheel area of transportation 
equipment · 

(Rev: 04/90) 
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TRANSPOAATION, 
VEHICLE AREAS -
80 series. (Continued ... ) 

OTHER AREAS -
90 series. 

(Rev: 04190) 

84. Fuel tank, fuel line area of transportation equipment. 
Included ar~ tanks and lines for flammable/combustible 
liquids up to the. engine area 

85. Operating, control area of transportation equipment. 
Included are the bridges of ~hips, cockpits of planes, 
cabs of trucks and. the like. 

86. Exterior exposed sui18ce of transportation equipment 
89. Transportation, Vehicle Areas not classified above. 

Explain in Comments section. 

. . . 

91. On or near railroad right of way, embankment 
92. On or near highway, public way, street, parking lot 
93. ·Court, terrace, patio. 

Included are screened In porches and patios. 
94. Lawn, field, open area 

Included are tannland, parks, and vacant lots. 
g5. Wildland area, woods. 
96. Afea uncler const,ruction or major renovation. 
97. ·Multiple areas of release. 
98. Vacant structural area with no current use. 
99. Area of Origin not claSSified above. · Explain in 

Comments section. · 
00: Area of. Origin; -Insufficient information to classify further. 

CFIRS-1, Section 8: Are 5-9 
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FIRE ORIGIN:-'Level- ,_ 

DEFINmON 

,'-

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

s-1o CRRS-1, SectiOn B: Fire 

-The point where the fire originates in relation to ground level. 

A fire above or below ground level presents special problems 
in fire strategy and tactics. Information on the- frequency and 
nature of "high" fires --Is needed for assessing aerial apparatus 
needs and perfOrmance. Often, a fire at the upper level of a 
multiple story building Is difficult to control because of delays 
-in moving personnel and equipment to the fire floor. Fires 
below ground present extremely dangerous conditions for fire 
fighters. - · 

An understanding of the nature of fires on different levels of 
oiigin Is necessary to improve tactiCs and training; equipment 
and personnel resource assignment; and prevention 

_ strategies. 

Note: The combination of this factor - and "Number of 
Stories" • Is the only way you can identify fires that occur in 

-highrise -buildings. _ 

The "Level" also tens you when you handled a fire that -
originated above the reach of your ground apparatus. 

Enter the number of feet above or below ground where the 
fire originated. 

For a building on sloping terrain, consider the lowest level of 
exit discharge to be the "ground level". Heights can be 
estimated. (A typical story ii'l a building Is considered equal to 
10 feet) · 

(Rev: 04/90) -
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EXAMPLES. The fire started .In the 1 st baSement level: 

~ . .. ';. 

. . ... ':'. :: ··~ .· .... :. ·~ . 1 L ... , rB,0,\1 

ENTRY Standard 

(REI'r. 04/90) 

The fire started 60 feet below ground level In a subway: 
•. -·':'·--.~-

r L .... r!,6,0r 

lhe fire started on the 17th floor: 

I Lovol fA, J ,"T!< 

Note: If the bUilding contained a mezzanine floor (which 
actually makes the first floor 2-stories high), then you could 
estimate an additional 10 feet, and the entry would be: A18 

A - Above Ground. 
B - Below Ground. 
1 = 1 0' or one building story. 
2 = 20' or two building stories. 

A01 =Grade or 1st floor. 

. 482 ·. 
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FIRE ORIGIN: Horizontal Distance· From 

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

·EXAMPLES 

5-12 CFlRS-1, SSctton B: Fire 

The distance from the point of origin of a fire to the nearest 
edge of the traveled surface of a road, or the nearest outside 
rail of a railroad right of way. . 

. Note: This factor Is intended for fires that start within 1 00 
feet of roads or railroad rights Of way. The Area of Fn Origin 
must be coded 91 or 92. otherwise leave blank. 

lhe "Horizontal Distance From• data Is essential for 
developing and evaluating fire hazard reduction regulations 
that apply along roads and railroad rights of way. It provides 
the means to idEmtify problem areas, regulation development 
needs, and for assessing the effectiveness of regulations and 
vegetation treatment. methods. 

Enter the measured or estimated distance in feet (up to 99 
feet maximum). Enter '00' if the area of origin iS between the 
rails of a railroad roadbEid; or is confined to the traveled 
surface of a roadway. · 

Note: This data field is completed only when the Area of 
Origin is coded 91 (on or near railroad right of way, 
embankment), or 92 (on or near highway, street, parking lot). 
Otherwise, leave this entry BU\NK 

lhe fire starts in a chimney of a house: 

,:n=-1 

.j 
I 
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EXAMPLES (Continued .•• ) 

(Rev: 04/90) 

The fire starts between the ties in the middle a railroad bed: 

The fire.starts about ~0 feet from the edge of a road: 

HorttonuJ · 11]1 I Dlol....., Fram I 

.. '.·; :··. 

• '. I . ~-. • . ' ~- ' .:. 

The fire starts 24 feet from the nearest ral1 of a railroad bed: 

CFIRS-1, Secalon B: Fire 5-13 
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FORM OF HEAT OF IGNITION 

DEANITION 

PURPOSE 

· ENTRY 

5-14 CFIRS-1, Section B: Fire 

.,.,· ..... . 

lhe form of heat energy that c:a'u~~s the ignition of a fire. 

Note: ~ fire has a Form Of Heat Of Ignition. 

To identify the form of heat energy that Ignited the fire. Thjs 
is one of the most critical factors in piecing together the 
'picture of the conditions that resulted in .the fire start.· 

lhls Is where you Identify such details as; matches, lighters, 
hot surfaces, campfires, cig!if'ettes, sparks and embers from 
various sources, fireworks, Exposure fires, etc. 

lhe Form of Heat - combined with "Equipment Involved In 
lgnltlonu and "Ignition Factor". - gives you direct aim at where 
prevention efforts need to be focused. 

Enter the code that best describes the heat of Ignition. If the 
heat was from a fuel-fired or fuel-powered object, be sure to 
specify the fuel used. · 

. Note: It is important the fuel type be properly identified for 
equipment that may be powered by alternative fuels. You. 
should pay particular attention to: central heating; water 
heaters; fixed local heating; portable heating; stoves and 
ovens; central air conditioning; and. dryers. . Although more 
than one FHI code may apply, you should always select the 
one that identifies the type of fuel involved. (Use the 1 0 
Series codes for gas or 6quid; the 20 Series for so6d fuels: 
and the 30 Series - or codes 46 or 47 - if electrically 
powered.) 

(R8v: 04/90) ' 
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EXAMPLES 

· Codes NFPA-901, 1990 

FORM OF HEAT OF 
IGNmON 

HEAT, SPARKS, EMBER, 
OR FLAMES FROM 
OUTSIDE, OPEN FIRES -
0 Series. 

(Rev: 04/90} 

The fire started from a short circuit In hot plate: 

... 1~:-:c.o·· i4~71 

The fire started from' a candle that fell over: 
.· .. l,·: .. -'· . 

The fire started -'spc)'ntaneously In .a mop storage closet: . · 

.MajorHeadings 

• 

• 

• 

• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 

• 

Heat. Sparks, Ember, or Flames from Outside, Open 
Fires. · 
Heat from Fuel-Fired or Fuel-Powered Equipment (gas 
or liquid fuel). 
Heat from Fuel-Fired or Fuel-Powered Equipment (solid 
fuel).· 
Heat from· Electric81 Equipment Arcing or Overloaded . 

~== :~~ =~~~=or Firewo~. . . .. - - ... . .. _ --. ~--
Heat from Other Open Flame, Sparks, or Smoking 
Materials. 
Heat from Natural· Source . 
Heat Spreading from Another Unwanted or Hostile Fire 
(Exposure). 
Other Form of Heat of Ignition . 

· Leading "Q" must be entered where applicable. 

01. 
02. 
03. 
04 .. 
05. 

OutSide open fire for debris or waste disposal. 
Outside open fire for warming. · 
. Outside open fire for cooking. 
Outside open bonfire. · 
Agricultural burns, land management bums. 
Included are prescribed burning. 

08. · Heat, Sparks, Ember, or Flames from Outside, Open 

09. 

Fires not classified above. Explain in Comments 
section. · 
Heat. Sparks, Ember, or Flames from Outside, Open 
Fires; insufficient information available to classify further. 

CFIRS•1, Section B: Fire ~15 
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_·e 
HEAT FROM FUEL-FIRED 
OR FUEL-POWERED 

· ':EOU.IPMENT (gas or 
liquiq f\JeQ. - 1_0 series. 
. .. . . .. 

. 0"!·~~-- ~---:~;-;.~:.~{~-' 

--~-. ·-· 
'.'•., ·-·-

. . . 

"-:··•, 

HEAT FROM FUEL-FIRED 
OR FUEL-POWERED . 
EQU.IPMENT (solid fuel) -
20 series. . · 

5-16 CFIRS-1, Section B: Fire 

. 't . 
• ~ J • 

NOTE: Gas is a gas· fuel; gasoline is a liquid fuel. 

The difference between subdivision 14 and 15 (or 16 and 17, 
or 21 and 22. etc.) is whether a spark, ember, or flame 
actuBlly escaped from the equipment or whether it was simply 
overheating of the outside surface (or its internal heat) 
causing the Ignition of nearby combustibles. 

11. Spark, ember, heat. or flame from cutting torch· 
operation {separating metals). 

12. · Spark ember, heat, or flame from welding torch 
operation Qoinlng metals).. . . 

. 13. ·Spark, ember, heat, or flame other than 
cutting/Welding. 
Included are plumbers' furnaces, blow torches, . 
plumbers' tolt:hes, Bunsen burners, soldering and 
heating operations, paint stripping torches, and other 
torch operBtlons. 

· 14. Spark ember, flame escaping from ·natural gas fueled 
equipment other than torch. . . · 

15. Heat from natciral ga8 fueled equipment other than 
torch. 
Included are' pilot lights and normal flames. 

16. . Spark, ember, flame escaping from liquid fUeled 
equipment· 
Included Is exhaust carbon not trapped by a spark 
arrester or not pulverized by a turbocharger. 

17. Heat from liquid fueled equipment 
Included are pilot Oghts, normal flames, and exhaust 
system surfaces. 

18. Spark, ember, flame escaping from LP gas fueled · . 
equipment other than torch. 
Included are butane and propane. . 

19. Heat from LP ga& fueled equipment other than torch. 
Included are pilot lights and normal flames. 

21. Spark, ember, flame escaping from wood or paper 
fueled equipment 
Included are· sparks from chimney connected to the 
equipment · 

22. Heat from wood, paper fueled equipment 
Included chimneys, pilot fights, and normal flames. 

23. Spark, ember, flame escaping from coal or coke fueled 
. equipment. · .. · 
Included are sparks from a chimney connected to the. 
equipment 

(Rev: 04/90) 
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HEAT FROM FUEL-FIRED 
OR FUEL-POWERED 
EQUIPMENT (solid fuel) -
20 series. (Continued ••• ) 

HEAT FROM 
ELECTRICAL . 
EQUIPMENT ARCING OR 
OVERLOADED -
30 series. 

HEAT FROM HOT 
OBJECT • 40 senes. 

. (Rev: 04/90) 

24. Heat from coal or coke fueled equip111ent. 
Included are chimneys, pilot lights, and normal flames. 

25. Spark, ember, flame escaping from other solid fueled 
· equipment. · · 

26. Heat from other solid fueled equipment. . 
Included are chir:nneys, pilot lights, and normal flames. 

· 'ZT. · Spark, ember, flame escaping from fuel-fired 
equipment: · specific fuel riot known. 

28. Heat from fuel-fired equipment: specific fuel not known. 
29. Heat from Fuel-Fired or Fuel-Powered Equipment not 

classified above. Explain In Comments section. 
· 20. Heat from Fuei-F'Ifed or Fuel-Powered Equlpmerit; . 

Insufficient information available to classify further. 

31. Water caused short-circuit arc. 
32. Short-cirCuit arc from mechanical damage. 
33. . Short-clreuit arc from defective, wom Insulation 
34. Unspecified short-circuit arc.· . 
35. Arc from faulty contact, loose connection, broken 

conductor, broken power nne. 
38. 

37. 

38 •. 
39 •. 

30. 

Arc, spliUI< from operating equipment, switch, or electric 
fence. . 
Excluded are static discharges from equipment whether 
it is in operation or not (74). 
Heat from overloaded equipment. 
lnduded are wil-es. and motors. 
Auorescent Ught ballast. . 
Heat from Electrical Equipment Arcing or Overloaded 
not classified above. Explain in Comments section. 
Heat from Electrical Equipment Arcing or Overloaded; 
insufficient information available to classify further. 

41. Heat, spark from friction. . 
Included are overheated tires .. 

42. Molten, hot material. 
Included are molten metal, hot forging, and hot glass, 
hot metal fragment.. brake· shoe, hot box and slag from 
arc welding . operations. 

43. Hot ember a5h. 
Included are embers and ash discarded from solid · 
fuel-fired equipment. 
Excluded are embers accidentally escaping from solid 
fuel-fired equipment (division 2) and embers, sparks 
from smoking materials (cfiVision 6). 

44. Electric lamp. 
Included are. light bulbs. 

CFIRS-1, Section B: Fire 5-17 · 
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HEAT FROM HOT 
OBJECT • 40 series. 
(Continued •.. ) 

·HEAT FROM 
EXPLOSIVES OR 
FIREWORKS • 50 series. 

HEAT FROM. OTHER 
OPEN FLAME, SPARKS, · 
OR SMOKING .. . 
MATERIALS· 60 series. 

5-18 CFIRS-1, SectiOn B: Fire 

\ 

45. Rekindle,· reignitlon. : · · . · · · . · . 
46. Heat from properly operating electrical equlpm.ent. · 
'47. Heat from Improperly operating electrical. equipment .. 

Excluded are overloaded operating electrl~l equipment 
(37) and fluorescent light ballast (38). . · · · ' : · ·. 

49. Heat from Hot Object not classified above. ;Explain In'. 
Comments section. · · ·· · ·. · ·· · · · · · 

40. Heat from Hot Object;. Insufficient Information . available . ·. 
· to classify fUrther:· · · :' ·:· 

s1. . Munitions. . · :;. ·.:' ·· · . 
·Included are bombs, ammunition (not· tracer, which Is 
52) and military rockets. 

52. Tracer ammunition. 
53. · Blasting agent, pi'lma cord, black powder fuse. 

Included are fertilizing· agents, ammonium nitrate, and 
sodium, potassiur,n, or other chemical agents . 

. 54. Fireworks. . . 
Included are sparklers, papa~ caps, party poppers, and 
firecrackers: · · 

55; Model and amateur rocket. 
56. Incendiary device. 

Included are Molotov cocktails. · 
59. . Heat from explosives or fireworks not 'classified above. 

. Explain In Comments seCtion. 
50. . Heat from Explosives or FireWorks; insufficient 

· ·Information avaUable to classify further. 

· Included Is heat from material in use or after use. 

61. · Cigarette. . 
62. Cigar or pipe. 
63. Heat from undetermined smoking material. 
64. Match. 
65. Ughter (flame type). 
66. Candle, taper. 
67. Wamlng flare, fusee. 
68. Backfire from internal ccimbustion engine; 

Excluded are flames and sparks from an exhaust 
system (16). · 

69. Heat from Other Open Flame, Sparks, or.Smoklng 
Materials not classified above. Explain in Comments 
section. · · . 

60. Heat from Other Open Flame, Sparks, or Smoking 
Materials; insufficient information to classify further. 

(Rev: 04/90) 
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HEAT FROM NATURAL·· 
SOURCE - 70 series. 

HEAT SPREADING FROM 
ANOTHER UNWANTED 

· . OR HOSTILE FIRE 
(Exposure) - 80 series. 

71. Sun's heat 
Usually magnified through glass, boriles, etc. · 

72. Spontaneous Ignition, chemical reaction. 
73. Ughtning discharge. 
74. Static discharge. . . 

EXcluded are electrical arcs or sparks (36). 
79. Heat from NatUral Source riot Classified above. Explain · 

In Comments section. · 
70. Heat from. Natural Source: insufficient Information 

available to classify further. 

81. Heat from ~lrect flame, eonvection currents. 
82. Radiated heat. 

Excluded Is heat from exhaust systems of fuel-fired, 
fuel-powered equipment (16). 

83. Heat from flying brand, ember, spark. 
Excluded are embers, sparks from a chimney igniting 
the roof of the same structure (division· 2) 

84. Conducted heat 
89. Heat Spreading from Another Unwanted. or Hostile Fire 

not classified above. Explain in Comments section. 
80. Heat Spreading .from Another Unwanted or Hostile Fire; 

insufficient infQf'l'l'lation ava~lable to classify further. 

OTHER FORM OF HEAT 97. Multiple forms of heat of ignition. 
OF IGNmON ·- 90 series. Use this subdivision only where there are multiple fires 

started at· approximately the same time on the same . 
property and more than one heat of ignition was 
initially involved. If one major heat source was 
involved, use the appropriate classification. 

(Rev: 04/90) 

99. Form of Heat of Ignition not classified above. Explain 
in Comments section. 

00. Form of Heat of Ignition undetermined. 
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DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

5-20 CFIRS-1, Section B: Fire 

., ' ··-· '.-

The aCt, condition or situation that allowed the heat source to 
combine with the material first Ignited to start a fire. 

Note: Everv fire has an Ignition Factor • 

. ·To identify the aCt or condition that allowed the fire to ignite. 

The Ignition FactOr Is a critical component of the ignition 
sequence - along with Area· of Origin, Equipment Involved in 
Ignition, Form ·of Heat of Ignition, and Type and Fonn of 
Material Ignited. The analy~ls of how these factors inte~ct 
provides invaluable infonnatlon on how to break the chain of 
events that lead to ignition. 

This Is often considered the most critical 6nk in the chain, 
because it connects the heat source to the material that 
ignited. In Other words, if the act had not occurred - or the 
condition had not eXIsted - the fire would not have happened . 

. . . 
The Ignition Factor is probably the single most crucial 
element as- far as prevention is concerned. With the obvious 
exceptions Of· "Natural Conditions• and criminal acts, 
practically eve,Y Ignition factor is "preventable". This element 

-should be ·a key factor in targeting your prevention efforts. . . 

Enter the factor that best describes why the heat source and 
the material ignited were able to combine to initiate the fire. 

A 4-year old.who had no knowledge that fire can do damage, 
ignited clothes in a closet, with a lighter: · 

1: c;61 
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EXAMPLES (Continued •.. ) .A 4-year old who knew that fire can do darrtage ignited 
:clothes In a closet, with a lighter: 

·,. 

Codes NFPA-901, 1990 

IGNmON FACTOR 

(.Rev: 04/90) 

1:11.2.1 
. ~ •• ·.:• .~·, ~:> ~ • . ... -. '•' .... ~· . - --

· =: R~mai-k: 22:·or as determined by investigation: 

. Creosote buildup ignited in stove pipe: 

I= o61 
~ exposure fire: 

Major Headings 

Incendiary • 
Reckless • 

• 
• 

I 

\, 

. . . 
• 
• 

Misuse of Heat ·of Ignition • 
Misuse of Material Ignited~ 
Mechanical Failure, Malfunction . .. 

• 
• • 

• 

Design, Construction, Installation Deficiency • 
Operational .Deficiency • 
Natural Condition • 
Other Ignition Factor . 

Incendiary for fire reporting purposes Is defined as evidence 
that leads the reporting person to conclude that reporting 
person to conclude that a fire WllS deliberately set. Evidence 
includes physical material and o~ervations of fire effects and . 
may include witnesses or admissions. A deliberately set fire 
may be lawful or unlawful depending upon other 
circumstances relevant under app,licable law, including intent, 
ownership of~property Ignited and the presence or absence 
of pel1'i-ussion. · 

CF\RS-1, Section B: Are 5-21 
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.I ,.:.,:.' 
. , .. . .. ...... 

INCENDIARY - 10 series. ,, ... 11. UnlaWfUl lneendlary (Criminal Act). ;. :) · , : ;£; ;c>'!\·i' 

·· '"" ··· ·EVIdence ·supports• both a conclusion thaUh~. fir.e was ... ·.; ·v 
Incendiary· and that It was unlawful. Wilful and . r ::.:. 

: \ 

-; -~ .•. ~· . 
.;··,. 

RECKLESS'· 20 series.' 

'._,' 

·=-~--

mBIIclotii!Fsettirig'·of a fire. California Penal Code · · 
SSCtloh''451:,(dPC451.); · . · · . 

12. · · l.SwfUi 'tni::endlary:·,(IO!:~rrtlonally Set, Non Criminal). 
Evidence suppor:ts:ithat.rthe ftrl! was deliberately set, but 
the clrcumstariQE!Stlndlcate that no law was violated. 
(Persci!'l:bums'rl\oni:PrQperty ·with no· intent to defraud. 
Excluded :anHires' starl:EKI as non-hostile but that 
sprea~:·and:beeome:.lioStlle Onadequate control - 34) . 

'13.' '·Suspl¢ious; ""''~ 0;,,,.,,,.,,, . 
... ,,. Plly~C:iij"&videnCI!:<Indlcates the possibDlty that the fire 

''rtia.['tj@Yel b99ri d~libE!rately set, but Insufficient 
· ". · eVIdence eiclstiftolcenctude that it was incendiary. The 
. ... flnt~ffiay 'require'.,additiOnal Investigation. · 
. -~ ... ' ·:~ . :=.:-\!''! ·:: 1!'~(.·· .. , ."\ -·~:'\(·;;!: '':-.:·.;\.';<·~: .: 

R~CkleiiS'fc)r fire-reportlng:.p,wposes means evidence leads 
the reportingi.pei'SOil·tO·Conclude that the person responSible 

' ··· 'f6f•ttiii.'''fire\rn0t~6nly(,f8Jied. to .. use ordinary care under the 
clrc:UrnStarices;'bi:it-·.demonstrated a wanton disregard for life 
or PI'QIJE'rty. Eviden~ Includes physical material and 
observailon'•Of:fire~etfectif:.and may:Jnclude witnesses or 
· &cj~ionsli ''[)ellberateJy'Set.'fires should be Coded under 

lri~~dl~/-~1:~·:.:··, '.'·:;- ;~~··\~· .. '·.·t·: . . 
· ' ' 21: R~clde5s · ~ failure to u•e ordinary care. Consciously 

· ·· ''<::':. · '' :· · diSregards a 'sUbStantial and unjustifiable risk that his 
or her-act·WIU cause.ca.,fire. California Penal Code 

·· · . · ""SeC:tlon·452<:(eRC452):; · 
··_';:,::··~r~.~~qc~:~r" ~-~·r:;:_.:.;!· .• ,.I~:>_;· ~:·tu~\~-;:-\:.·~ -~;~ 

~ · ·.·;ReCkless .• careless ~or: negligent action throwing or 
placjng any su~c:e or thing In any place that may · 

. ·-'· ' ,_,,.,,,dlr'~9tfY·\i)f\lril$~;1cause a fire. Health and Safety 
,,, ·. · · "C~e~sect~on·'.13001i\13002:,(H & s 13001, 13002} 

MISUSE bF-'HE:Ai' OF ···· 
IGNmON - 30 series. 

'}~t,~:-'./-:'.:· :-1~_~(;~;\L:;;y:y·Ir.:·;'~~'t?· _. ·ni: f•:.i~:-\;.~:;.. -;:.:/ · · · 
'' 'Where':the h&~t:·df;lgnitip~:·~oves·or was moved, and.the · 

. material first ignltedJ-':stStionary, classify here. Where the 
heat of ignition was stationary and the material first Ignited 
moves or was moved, classify in Division 4. Where both the 
heat of ignition and the material first Ignited move or were 

· moved; cl~lfy here (Division 3) .. Misuse of smoking 
materials should be . classified ii1 the most appropriate 
subdivision of Division 3. 
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MISUSE OF HEAT OF 
· IGNmON • 30 series. 
(Continued ... ) 

.. 
" 

.. 
(Rev: 04/90) 

31. Abandoned, discarded heat source. 
Included are discarded cigarettes, cigars, tobacco 
~ambers, hot ashes, other burning matter .. 
Excluded are outside fires left unattended, smoking 
materials abandqned If asleep (33), Impairment by 
drugs or alcohol (37), or other: impairments (38). 

32. . Thawing. 
33. Falling asleep • 

. Included are firea that result from a person smoking 
wh"!n he falls asleep. · 

34. lnad~uate control of open fire. 
Included are smoking out animals, campfires, debris 
burning, outside fires left unattended. 

35.. Heat source used or placed too close to combustibles. 
Included are matches or candles used for light in 

· unsafe places; weldjng or cutting operations; fires 
under tree branches, snags; timber hauling block hung 

· improperly; and failure to clear debris from. around 
camPfires or engines. 

. Excluded are heat so1,1rce permanently Installed too 
close to combustibles. (63). 

36. · Children playing .with he~ sources and having no · 
knowledge that fire can do damage. 

-Included are matches, candles, cigarette .lighters. . .. 
Excluded are Intentional. aCts ·(11 ). 

37. · Person Impaired by drug or alcOhol. 
Included are ~pie who fall asleep as a result of 
drugs· or alcOhol. 
Excluded are people who simply fall asleep (33). 

38. Person otherwise impaired. . 
Included are unconsciousness; mental, physical 
Impairment. · · 
Excluded are people simply falling asleep (33). 

39. Misuse of Heat of Ignition not classified above. 
Explain in Comments section · 

30. Misuse of Heat of Ignition; insufficient information to 
Classify further . 

CF\RS-1, Section B: Fire 5-23 
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' 

MISUSE OF MATERIAL 
IGNITED - 40 series. 

.. 

s.:24 CFIRS-1, Section B: Fire 

Where the heat of Ignition moves or was moved, and the . 
material firSt Ignited was stationary, classify in Division 3. 
Where the heat of ignition was stationary and the ·material first 
ignited moves or was moved, classify here. (Division 4). 
Where both the heat of ignition and the material. first ignited 
move or were ·moved, classify In DMsion 3. Misuse. of 

. smoking materials should be classified in the most 
appropriate heading Of DMslon 3. · · · 

41. · · Flammable Uquld or gas spined, rele.~.El~ accidentally. 
·.Excluded are Improper fueling {42} an!=! accidental 

release due to Improper container (45). 
42. Improper fueDng tecnnlque. 

Included are fueling of power saws, vehicles, gasoline 
motors. 
Excluded are flammable gas, Uqulds spilled or released 
accidentally (41). 

43. Flammable _liquid used to kindle fire. 
44. Washing part. Cleaning, refinishing, painting with 

flammable llquli:i. 
45. Improper container. 

Included are gasoline In glass, plastic containers. 
46. Combustible placed too close to heat source. 

Included are storage near chimney, stovepipe, furnace, 
stove, Incinerator. 
Excluded are situations where smoking materials were 
involved (DMslon 3); or where combustibles are 
permanently Installed too close to a heat source '(63) • 

47. Improper storage procedures. 
Included are spontaneous ignition, gas containers 
stored at exc;esslve temperature. 

. .. 
48. Children playing with combustibles and having no 

knoWledge that fire: can do damage. 
Included are gasoline, flammable liquids, pillows, 
towels. 
Excluded are intentional acts (11). _ 

49. Misuse ·of Materials Ignited not classified above. Explain 
In Comments section. · · 

.40. Misuse of. Materials Ignited; insufficient information to 
classify further. · 

(RElY: ci4/90) .. 
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MECHANICAL FAILURE; 
MALFUNCTION - 50 
series. 

DESIGN, 
CONSTRUCTION, 
INSTALLATION. 
DEFICIENCY - 60 series. 

.. 

(Rev: 04/90) 

. Where the heat of ignition and the material. first ignited are 
both stationary, classify in Division 5 or ~. 

51~ .Automatic control failure. 
Included are delayed ignitions of automatic ignitors. 

52. ManuBI control failure. 
53. Short circuit, ground fault. : · ··; •.• ~· · •' .:; 
54. Other part failure, leak, break. 
55. Other electrical failure. ... . 

· . 56. · Lack of maintenance, worn out 
Included are failures to maintSJn, burned-out Incinerator, 
spark arrester r chimney or stove pij:les, also included 
are failure to clean; grease or lint build ups. 
ExCluded are short circuits, ground fault (53}, and 

·failure to ciean railroad locomotive eductor tube (75}. 
57. Backfire. 

Included is ignition outside the combustion chamber. 
Excluded are fires originating as a result of hot catalytic 

· converters (61). · ' 
59. Mechanical Failure, Malfunction not classified above. 

Explain In Comments section. 
50. Mechanical Failure, Malfunction; insufficient information 

to classify further.· 

61. Design deficiency. 
Included BJ:e catalytic converters, heat from properly 
oper~ng equipment.. 

62.. Construction deficiency. 
Included are improperty built chimneys. . 

63. Installed too close· to combustibles.· 
Included .are structures or Interior finish too close to 
chimneys, stove pipes; furnaces, stoves: . 
. Excluded Is storage too close to heat source (46). 

· 64. ·Other installation deficiency. 
InCluded are Improper installation of flame arrester, 
muffler, stove pipe, and factory built chimneys. 

. 65. No spark arrester when one· is required or spark 
arrester . improperty .Installed. · 

69. . Design, Construction; Installation Deficiency not 
classified above. Explain In Comments section. 

60. Design, ConStruction, Installation Deficiency; insufficient 
information to classify further.· · 

CFIRS-1, Section B: Fire 5-25 
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OPERATIONAL.. . 
DEFICIENCY 7 70'.;!>e.rles. 

,. ····. 

Where equipment Was misused whether it moved or not, 
classify in DMslon 7. Misuse of smoking materials should be 
classified In DMslon 4. 

.... :: : ~::.:: :y 72 . 

73. 
74. 

Collision, overturn, knockdown. 
Included are automobnes, vehicles. 
Accidentally turned on, not turned off. 
Equipment unattended. 
Equipment overloadeci. 

. . . ·,.~_:· .. 
... ·. 

Included are cords serving too many appliances •. 
75. . Failure to clean • 

76. 
n. 

78. 

79. 

70. 

Included are nnt or grease buildups; chimneys, stove 
pipes and railroad locomotive eductor tube. 
Excluded are spark arresters (56). · 
Improper start up, . shutdown procedures. 
Equipment Used for purpose not intended. 

.·excluded Is overloaded equipment (74). 
Equipment not being operated properly. 
Included are situations where safety or control devices 
ate bypassed. · 
Operational Deficiency not classified above. Explain in 
Comments section. · · 
Operational Deficiency; Insufficient information to 
classify further. . 

NATURAL CONDmON ~ For use where the natural condition below changed a 
80 series. · normally safe operation into an unsafe one. 

OTHER IGNmON 
FACTOR - 90 series. 

5-26 CFIRS-1, SectiOn B: Fire 

81. High wind. 
82. Earthquake. 
83. High water. 

Included floods. 
84. Ughtning. 

85. 

86. 
87. 
89. 

Low humidity. 
Excluded· are static ·spark discharges (DMslon 6). 
High temperature. 

80. 

LOw temperature. 
NatUral Condition not classified above. Explain In · 
Comments section. 
Natural Condition; insufficler:rt information to classify 
further. · 

91. Animal. 
92. · Rekindled from a previous fire. 
93. Exposure fire • 

(Rev:. 04/90) 
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OTHER IGNITION 
FACTOR .• 90 series. 
(Continued ... ) 

{Rev: 04/90) 

95. Failure to use ordinary care under the circumstances 
riot classified above. Explain in Comment section. 

99. Ignition Fac:tor not classified above. Explain in· 
Comment section. 

90. Other Ignition Factor; insufficient Information to classify . 
further. · · 

00. · Ignition Facto~ undetermined or not reported. 

CFIRS-1, Section B: Fire 5-27 
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SEX and AGE 

. DEFINmON 

. PURPOSE. 

ENTRY: Sex 

5-28 CFIRS:1, Section B: Fire 

. '• . 
. ...... ... ··-· ... 

'.!_ • .',.,.;'?:· I •; 

The sex and age of the person(s) Involved in the ignition :ofa · 
fire. · · ~·/.'' ·· 

To establish a relationship between the sex and age of-the 
person(s) Involved, and the fire scenario . 

. · . 
. If prevention efforts are to be successful, they must be ·. 
directed to the appropriate audience. In other words, if you 
want to solve a problem, you have to . reach the·· people that · 
are causing that problem. This data combination draWs the 
picture of the segment of the population that Is ·most often 
involved In the particular problem you are addressing. This . 
enables you to design prevention strategies that are aimed at 
a specific target - which significantly improves your odds for 
success. 

The value of this data is further magnified at the state level, 
where patterns and trends can be proved - or disproved - by . 
the accumulated view from the statewide database. · 

Note: · This· factor Is essential to defining and documenting 
the juvem1e atson and firesetter problem. It also provides 
unique Insights to better our understanding of the firewOrks 
problem, vehicl8 fires, kitchen fires - and just about any other 
fire problem related to human behavior. 

Enter the code that defines the sex - plus the. age in years· -
of the person most dosely Involved In the Ignition. If more 
than one person Is Involved, you may add a second ~ntry. 

(Enter the approximate age if the actual age cannot be 
determined.) 

(Rev: 04/90) 
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ENTRY: Sex - -
(Continued .•• ) 

EXAMPLES: Sex. 

Codes NFPA-901, .1990 · 

SEX 

ENTRY: Age 

(Rev: 04/90) 

Important When you make two entries, be sure to put the 
most significant. one In the first block. For Instance, .If a 
mother and child are involved - and the child was playing 
with a cigarette lighter - then enter the child's sex and age 
first The house-rule is; enter the data for the person who is 
most closely related to the "Ignition Factor" first · -

Note: This data is not designed to correlate with the 
· person(s) identified by the "Involvement Code" in Section A; 
however, It may, depending on who you list Just remember, 
this entry is restricted to a direct relationship to the "Ignition 
Factor". · 

Note: If no people are Involved In the ignition, leave this 
entry B~K. 

Two brothers, 13 and 16, set a neighbor's haystSck on fire. 
The 13 year old said his broth~;~r did It: 

A bearing in a motor froze, causing the electric circuit to 
overheat-

. A 32 year oid female was cleaning her motorcycle with 
. gas~line in the garage: - · 

M 
F 
u 

Male. 
Female. 
Sex undetermined or not reported. 

Enter the age of the person. Make an approximation if the 
age cannot be determined. for those persons 1 year old or 
less, it shall_ be record as 01. 00 is not an acceptable entry. 

CFIRS-1, Section B: Fire 5-29. 
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EXAMPLES: Age. 

5-30 CFIRS.1, Section B: Fire 

Two. brothers, 13 and 16, set a neighbor's haystack on .fire. 
The 13 year old said his .brother did it: 

A.32 year old female was··cleaning her motorcycle with 
gasoline in the garage: . 

l?i~-1:!1 ·~ I • 
.· .. · 

(Rev: 04/90) 
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-··· 

, ... -..... 
MATERIAL FIRST IGNITED: Type 

. ·' . ~ . . . . ' ~ 

' ~ ·' . ' 

DEFINiiiON 
~~; .. ' ' 

·PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

(Rev: 04/90) 

The composition, substance, of the material that was first 
ignited by the heat source. This refers to the raw, cpmmon, 
or natural State In which the material exists, .such as a gas, 
flammable liquid, chemical, plastic, wood; paper; fabric, etc. · 

"First Ignited" Is the first Item that· had sufficient volume of 
neat Intensity to result In uncontrolled or self-perpetuating fire 
when exposed to the heat source. 

Important The "Type• and "Form• entries must describe the 
same matarial .. · 

To Increase our understanding of how different materials 
contribute to fire starts. . This entry .- in combination with 
"Fortn• - describes the "klndUng fuel" for the fire. This Is a very 
critical component of the fire picture because it enables us to: 
(1) evaluate the effectiveness of codes, standards and 

. regulations; (2) assess the need for - and justify - new or 
more stringent control of specific materials; (3) identify targets 
for focusing public education and other prevention efforts; 

.. and (4) monitor the Influence of different materials on the fire 
problem. · 

Enter the code that best describes the composition, or 
substance, of the material that was first ignited by the heat 
source. Remember, this must refer to the same material as 
the "Form• entry. -

There may be times when this factor Is difficult to determine, 
in which case you should try to get assistance from a trained 
fire investigator. · 

-. 
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ENTRY (Continued ... } 

, .. ·, 

•; ' 

. EXAMPLES 

5-32 CARS-1, SectiOn B: Fire 

.Important Keep in mind this entry applies to the first material 
ignited. For example, if someone ignites gasoline· poured on 
a wooden floor, It is the gasoline - and not the wood - that is 
the material first ignited. If an insulated wire overheats - and 
.the insulation material bums "' THAT is the first ignited. If, on 
the other. hand, the wire's insulation merely melts, It Is the 
material ignited by the hot Wire that is "first". 

The creosote build-up ignited inSide a chimney: 

A pan of grease Ignited on a stove: 

IIIA'IEIIIAI: FIRST . . 
. JIINnB) Tno- !3,2.J· Foom I 

The plastic base on a hot plate ignited: 

IIIAT&AIAL FIRST · 
1
4 1 IIIHI'I&D Tno- I I Form I , I 

A cigarette ignited a chair upholstered with a poly-Cotton 
fabric: 

. I ~ FIRST r,;,. r1 1Z.r Form 1 

P8per in a dumpster in-~ school yard was set-off by 
students: 

504 
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Codas NFPA-901, 1990 

TYPE OF MATERIAL 

WOOD, 
CEUULOSE-NATURALL Y 
OCCURRING- 0 series. 

·. ~ 

. GAS (not gasoline) ~ 
10 series. 

(Rev: 04/90) 

Major .Headings 

.. 
• 
• 

Wood, Cellulose-Naturally Occurring . 
Gas (not gasoline}. 

' -- .I \ , ....... _ 

•' .. 
Flan1mable, Combustible Uquld . 
Volatile· Solid; Chemical. :.!.·.; 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

PlasticS . 
Natural Product. 
Wood, Paper (processed) • 
Fabric, Textile, Fur • 
Material Compeunded with Oil. 
Other Type of Material . 
. ' . 

Leading "0" must be entered where applicable. 

01. Grass. 

... ' ·. · . 
. .. 

· 02. Leaves, needles, litter (vegetative). 
03. · Duff (the material between the leaf. and/or needle cover 

· and mineral soi,O. · 
Included are decomposed material and humus. 

04. Peat. 
05. Uve ·tree brush. 
06. Snag (standing dead tree). 
07. Logs. 
08. Slash (felled brush, Dmbs; tree tops). 
o9. Rotten woOd. · 

1,. 
. 12. 

13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 

18. 
19. 

10 . 

Natural gas. · 
LP-City Gas (LP and air mix) • 

· Manufactured gas. 
LP-Gas. 
Anesthetic gas. 
Acetylene. 
Other specialty gas. . 
Excluded are anesthetic gas (15), acetylene (16) and 
hydrogen (18) •. 
Hydrogen. 
Gas not classified above. Explain in Comments · 
section. 
Gas: Insufficient information available to classify further. 

CFJRS·1, Section B: Fire 5-33 
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.FLAMMABLE, 
COMBUSTIBLE UQUID -. 
20 series. 

VOLATILE SCUD, 
CHEMICAL - 30 series. 

5-34 CFIRS·1, Section B: Fire 

Classification information Is ·given in NFPA 321. 5tanc!ard on 
Basic Classification of Elamrtiable and· Combustible Uquids; 
and NEPA 325M. Fire Hazard Properties of Elatnmable 
Uquids. Gases. and Volatile Soffds. 

· 21. Class lA flammable liquid. 
Flash point less than 22.8"C (7SOF) and boiling point 
less than 37.8"C (100"F). · .· ... , , 
Included are ethyl ether, pentane, ari(;l ethylene oxide. 

22. Class IB flammable liquid. . . · · · 
Flashpolnt less than 22.8"C (73"F) .and boiling point at· 
or above 37.8"C. (1 OOOF). · · 
Included are acetone ethyl alcohol, JP-4 jet fuel, and 
methyl ethyl ketone. · · 
Excluded is gasonne (23), 

· 23. Gasorme. 
24. Class IC flammable Uquid. 

Flashpolnt at or above 22.8"C (73"F)and below 37.8"C 
(100"F). 
Included are butyl alcohol, propyl alcohol, styrene, and 
turpentine. · 

25~ Class II combustible Oquid. 
Flash point at or above 37.8"C (1W.F) but tess than 
60"C (14o"F). . 
Included are. kerosene, Nos. 1, 2, 4, and 5 fuel oii, and 
diesel fuel. ! e 

26. Class IliA combustible Uquld. 
Aashj)olnt at or above 60"C (140"F) but less than 
93.4°C (200"F). · . 
Included are No. 6 fuel on, cottonseed on. and 

· creosote on. 
21. Class 1118 combustible liquid. 

Flashpoint at or above 93.4°C (200"F). 
included are cooking oil, transformer oil, and lubriCating 
Oil •. 

29. Flammable, Combustible liquid not classified above. 
Explain in Comments section. 

20. Flammable, .cOmbusbble Uquid; insufficient information 
available to classify further. 

31. Fat, grease {food). 
32. Grease (non-food). 

Included are petroleum jellies. 
33. Polish .. · · 

included are paraffin and wax. 
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VOLATILE SCUD, 
CHEMICAL • 30 series. 
(Continued ... )· 

-
' 34 <. .. --. ' 

··'•'-

Adhesive, resin, tar. 
included are glue, gelatin, rosin, damas, elemi, kauri, 
asphalt, pitch, contaCt cement, soot, carbon, creosote .. 

:~·' .. -: . ·35. 
·~ ~ r.::··. ·~:-. ':.1 i.~~~ 

· :'EXcluded is asphalt impregnated material (86). 
:. · Applied paint, varnish. · 

: Gombustibie metal. · 
·lntluded are magnesium, titanium, and zirconium . 

PLASTICS - 40 series. 

•. t." 

., . 
•• :1. :. 

(Rev: 04/90) 

38. 
39. 

30. . 

. S.Qiid chemical. · · 
Included are explosives. 
EXcluded are liquid chemicals (division 2) and gaseous 
chemicals (dlvision·1); 
Radioactive material. 
Volatile Solid, Chemical not classified above. Explain in 
Comments section. · · · 
Volatile Solid, Chemical; insufficient information available . 
to claSsify 'further. 

Included are all solid, non-fibrous forms of plastic and 
·synthetic rubber. · 
ExampleS are polypropytene, polystyrene, polyurethane and 
polyvinyl chloride in molded, laminate, foam, film, or sheet 
form. 
Excluded are synthetic fibers, coated fabrics and plastic 
upholstery (division 7). · 

41. Rigid plastics • 
Incompressible, hard, stiff, inflexible plastics. 
·Included are molded plastiCs such as appiiance ·cases, 
floor tile, decorative kitchen . laminates. If identifiable 
foam structure is also present, classify as rigid foam 
·(42). 

42. . · . Rigid foam plastics. 
Incompressible, hard, stiff, inflexible plastics with 
cellular, honeycomb, foam structure. 
Included are rigid thermal foam insulation for walls and 
refrigerators. · 

43. AeXible plastics. 
Compressible, soft; elastic, or pliable plastic. 
Included is electrical wire insulation. · If identifiable foam 
structUre Is also present,, classify as flexible foam (44) . 

. 44. A8XIble foam plastics. · 
Compressible, soft, elastic, or pliable plastic with 
cellular, sponge Dke, honeycomb, foam structure. 
Included are mattress, furniture interior foam, and 
carpet pads . 

CFIRS-1, Section B: Flra 5-35 
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PLASTICS • 40 series. 45. Aim plastics. 
(Continued:_..). Paper-thin plastic; either self-supporting or coated on 

another material [no greater .than 0.01 in. {0.25 mm) -thick]. 
Included are potyethylene trash bags, photographic 
film, coated wallpaper. 
Exclud~ are classified above. 

49. Plastic not classified above. Explain in Comments 
section. 

40. PISstJc; Insufficient Information . available to classify 
further. 

NATURAL PRODUCT • 51. Rubber. 
50 series. Excluded are synthetic rubbers (Classify as plastics, 

division 4). 
52. Cor!<. 
53~ . Leather. 
54. Hay; straw. 
55. Grain, natural fiber (preprocess). 

Included are feathers, felt, kapok, Hessian, hemp~ sisal, · . 
jute, cocofilm, flax, and cotton. 
Excluded are fabrics. and furniture batting (72). 

56. Coal, coke, briquettes, peat. 
fjl, Food, starch. 

Excluded are fat and grease (31 ). ie 58 .. Tobacco. 
59. Natural Product not classified above. Explain in 

Comments section. 
50. Natural Product; Insufficient information available to 

classify further. 

WOOD, PAPER 61. Wood residue. 
(processed) • 60 series. Included. are .chips, sawdust. shavings, excelsior, and 

processed wood used as thermal insulation. 
62. Round timb&r. · 

Included are round posts, poles, and. piles. 

63. Sawn woods. 
Included is all finished lumber. 

64. Plywood. 
65. Fiberboard, particleboard, and hardboard. 

Included are low density pressed wood fiberboard 
proqucts. 

66. Wood pulp; 

5-36 · CFIRS-1, Section B: Fire (Rev: 04/90) 
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"},.~· . ' -. __ 

' ' 

.. 
"i.t:7.' .·. 

. ,WOOD, PAPER 
(processed) . • 60 series. 
(Continued ... ) · 

FABRIC, TEXTILE, FUR • 
70 series. 

MATERIAL 
COMPOUNDED WITH OIL 
80 series. 

(Rev: 04/90) 

67. Paper • 
. Included are cellulose, waxed paper, sensitized paper, 

and ground-up, processed paper and newsprint used 
aS thermal Insulation.· 

68. Cardboard. . 
69. · Wood, Paper {Processed) not classified above. Explain 

in Comments section. 
60. ·· Wood, Paper {Processed); insufficient infOrmation 

·available to classify further. - · 

Classify by predominant type of material, except as shown in 
72. 

71. 

72. 

73. 
74. 
75. 
76.' 
n. 

79. 

70. 

Man-made fabric, fiber, finished goods. 
Excluded are rayon$ (72). 
Cotton, rayon, cotton fabric, finished goods. 

· Included are canvases and all polyester~cotton blends. 
Excluded Is WaterproOf canvas made with materials· 
Compounded with oil (84). · 
Wool, wool mixture fabric, finish goods. 
Fur, silk. other fabric, finished goods. 
Wig. . 
Hur:nan hair. 
Plastic coated fabric. 
lnclu.ded are plastic upholstery fabric and other vinyl 
fabrics. · 
Fabric, Textile, Fur not classified above. Explain in · 
Comments section. 
Fabric, Textile, Fur; insufficient information available to 
classify further. · 

81. Unoleum. · 
82. · Oilcloth. 
84. Waterproof canvas. . 

Excluded Is waterproof cloth of rayon covered with 
neoprene (77}. 

· 85. . Oily rags. . 
Included are waste materials Impregnated with ·oil.· 

86. Asphalt ~eated material. · 
Excluded are by-products of combustion, soot. carbon, 
creosote (34). 

89. Material Compounded with Oil not classified above. 
Explalri In Comments section. · 

80. Material Compounded with Oil; insufficient information 
available to classify further. · 

CFIRS-1, Section B: Fire 5-37 
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OTHER TYPE OF 
MA TERJAL - 90 series. 

5-38 CRRS.1, SeCtion B: Fire 

91. Chaff. 
92. .Mulch. . 
93. Utter, combinations of materials having negligible value 

in the same containt?r or pile. 
97. Multiple types of material first Ignited. 

Use ·this subdMsion only where there are multiple fires 
started at approximately the same time on the ~ame 
property and more than one type of mater!~ was 
initially Involved. If one major material was Involved; 
use the appropriate classification. 

98. Type of material not . significant or not . applicable. Use 
. this subdMslon only when this data _element Is being 

used for reporting a type of material as other than the 
first material ignited and the circumstances of _the 
situation are such that the type of material is not 
applicable or significant 

99. Type of Material not classified above. Explain in 
Comments section. · 

00. Type of Material undetermined or not reported. · 

(Rev: 04190) 
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. . 

MATERIAL FIRST IGNITED: Form·.· . . ' . . -: ~ 

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

·EXAMPLES. 

(Rev: 04/90) 

, ':J . ~. : 

- .. ,.·. 

The use, or purpose,. of· the material that is first ignited in a 
fire. 

This is the mate to the "Type" entry, and must refer·to the 
. same matariaL · 

To increase our understanding of how different materials 
contribute to fire starts. This entry - in combination with 
"Type" - describes the IIJ<indling fuel" for the fire. This is a very 
ciitical component of the .fire picture because it enableS us to: 
(1) evaluate the effectiveness of codes, standards and 
regulations; (2) assess the need for - and justify - new or 
more stringent control of specific materials; {3) identify targets 
for focusing public education and other prevention efforts; 
and (4) monitor the influence of different materials on the fire 
problem. · · · 

This is where you Identify the actual object Oe: upholstered 
chair,· roof covering, mattreSs, Christmas tree, fuel, cooking 
materials, grass, rubbish, etc.) that was the first thing to be 
Ignited by the heat source. · · · · 

Enter the code that best describes the first thing, or object, to 
be ignited. Remember, this must refer to the· same item as 
the "Type" entry. 

Important It is Critical to identify the fu:§1 item ignited -
regardless to·what extent it contributed smoke and flame. 

The Creosote build-up ignited inside a chimney: 

. I =.nRW. fiRST 
T'" I I hnn ttBI 

CFIRS·1, Section B: Fire 5-39 . 



EXAMPLES 
(Continued ... ) 

Codes NFPA-901, 1990 

FORM OF MATERIAL 

STRUCTURAL 
COMPONENT, FINISH -
10 series. 

~ CFIRS-1, Section B: Fire 

A pan of grease Ignited on a stove: 

I MATERIAL FIRST. . ; 
IONITiD r,.,. I 1 I Fonn nl61 

The plastic base ~nca hot plate ignited: 

I MATERIAL FIRST 
llNITED . . . TJpoo I I I 

Paper in a dumpster in a school yard was set-off by 
· students: 

'
~FIRST 

- ~.... ·r,... I . Film 17151· 

Major Head'mgs . 

• 
• 
• . . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Structural Component, Fnish. 
Fumltui'e, Utensils . 
Soft Goods, Wearing .Apparel. 
Adornment. Recreational Material . 
S1,1pplies, Stock. 
Power Transfer Equipment, Fuel • 
General Form . 
Special Form • 
Other Form· of Material. 

11. Exterior r'oof covering, surface, finish. 
12. Exterior sidewall covering, surface, finish. 

Included are eaves. . 
13. Exterior trim, appurtenances. 

included are doors, porches, and piatfonns. · 
14. Floor .covering, surface. 
15. Interior wall covering. 

Included are cloth wall covering, wood paneling,· and 
items permanenUy affixed to a wall or door . 
. Excluded are cUrtains and draperies (936) and 
decorations (42). 

16. CeiRng covering,_ surface. 
Included are cloth ··permanently affixed to ceiling, and 
acoustical tile. 

17. . Structural member, framing. 

(Rev: 04/90) 
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. • 
I 

' . ··.:' ...• ·, • ' •••• ;ti r. ,,,_:; ,v•• 

STRUCTURAL 18. Thermal, adeusti~ insulation within wall, partition or 
COMPONENT, FINISH - .. · .. . ~oar/ceiling space. 
10 series. (Continued:-:).· Included are fibers, batt, boards, loose fills. 

:·· . ' ' -, 

.~~ . . . 
. ··'. 

. ;.- .. ·' . 

FURNITURE, UTENSILS -
20- series. -··.--·{!- ·-•.• 

SOFT GOODS, WEARING 
APPAREL- 30 series. 

ADORNMENT, 
RECREATIONAL 
MATERIAL - 40 series. 

{Rev: 04/90) 

. 19. Structural Component. Finish. not clas.sified above. 
. · Explain In Comments section. 

10. :-·Structural Component. Finish; insufficient information 
·available to ,classify further. 

Included Is built-in ·furniture: · 

21. Upholstered sofa, chair, vehicle seats . 
. 22. Non-upholstered chair; bench. 

23. · Cabinetry. 
Included are fiRng cabinets, pianos, dressers, chestS of 
drawers, desks, tables, and· bookcases. 
Excluded are TV setS, bottle warmers; and appliance 
.housings (25). · 

24. Ironing board. 
25. Appliance housing or casing. 
26. Kitchen househ()ld utensils. 
29. Furniture, Utensils not' classified above. Explain in 

Comments section. 
20. Furniture, UtensDs: Insufficient information available to 

classify further. 

31. Mattress, pillow. 
32. . Bedding, blanket, sheet, comforter . 

. Included are heating pads. · 
33. Unen, other than bedding. 

Included are towels and tablecloths. 
34. Wearing apparel not on a person. 
35. Wearing·. apparel on a person. 
36. Curtain, blind, drapery, tapestry. 
37. · Goods not made up. 

Included are fabrics and yard goods. 
38. Luggage. · · 
· 39. Soft Goods, Wearing Apparel not classified above. 

Explain In Comments section. 
30. Soft Goods, Wearing Apparel; insufficient information 

available to classify further. 

41. · Christmas tree. 
42. Decoration. 
43. Book. 

CFIRS.1, Section B: Fire S-41 . 



ADOANMENT, 
RECREATIONAL 
MATERIAL··: 40 series. 

1", • 

(Continued~;~)··:· 

... ---·~· -· --·--··. 
"'. •• ~-1 •( • 

• 1'"•:-····""'"• 

SUPPUES, STOCK -
so·series •. 

.::-·. 

POWER TRANSFER . 
EQUIPMENT, FUEL-
60 series. 

5-42 CFIRS-1, Section B: Fire 

44. 

45 •. 
46. 
47. 
49. 

40. 

Magazine, newspaper, writing paper.· 
Included are files. 
Toy, game. 
Awning, canopy. 

. Tarpaulin, tent. 
Adornment, Recreational Material not classified· above. 
Explain in Comments section . 
Adornment, Recreational Material; insufficient 
information available to classify further.· 

51. Box. carton, bag. 
52. . Basket. ·barrel. 

Included are waste baskets. 
53. PaUet. skid (not Is use). 

Excluded are palletized stock (85). 
54, Rope, c:ord, twine, yam. 
55. Packing, wrapping· material. 
56. Bale storage. · · 
57. Bulk Storage. 

58. · Cleaning supplies. 
Included are brooms, brushes,· mops, cleaning cioths, . 
and cleaning fluids. . 

59. Supplies, Stock not classified above. · Explain In 
Comments section. · 

50. · Supp6es, Stock; insufficient information available to 
classify further. 

61. · Sectrical wire,. cable insulation. 
Do not classify the Insulation on the wiring as the first 
material ignited unless there were no other materials in 
the immediate ar_ea, such as might be found in. a cable 
tray or electrical vault. Classify the first material of 
slgnificanc;e" that caught fire· from the wire/Wire 
insulation as tt'!e material first ignited. 

62. Transformer •. 
Included are transformer fluids. 

63. Conveyor belt, diive belt, V-belt. . 
. 64. Tire. 

65. Fuel. 
Included. are flammable liquids or gases in their final 
container prior to direct transfer into the engine or 
burner or the piping associated with this final transfer. 
Excluded are flammable liquids or gases stored in a 
container such that they need to .be transferred to 
another eontalner before use (86). 

(Rev: 04190) 
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OTHER FORM OF · 
MATERIAL- 90 series. 

. . 
5-44 CFIRS·1, Section B: Fire 

91. 
97. 

98. 

99. 

00 • 

Railroad ties. 
Multiple forms of material first ignited. . .. 
Use this subdivision only where there are multiple fii"e~ 
started at approXimately the . same time on the sar:rie , _ . · 
property and more than one form of material was · · · 
initially involved. If one major material was inv«;~lvE!d;,· . 
use the ajJproprlate classification. 
Form of material not significant or not applicable, · · · .... · . · 
Use this subdMsion only when this data elementis.: .. 
being used for reporting a form of material as other 
ihan the first material ignited and the circumstances of 
the situation are such that the form of mate~ii:il Is not 
applicable or significant . 
Form of Material not classified above. Explain in 
Comments section. · 
Form of Material undetermined or not reponed. 

(Rev: 04/90) 
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. ,· ~~-!r ..... - ...... ~ ' •• -··· ..... ·-
~ ~. :.: ·:. . . . 

r ~· ::-:;. 

CONTRIBUTING :f.ACTOR'(S) . . ... ~·-.--- ~~-- .. .. '"' . -· 

OEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

.. 

{Rev: 04/90) 

.··.:.-;·~~ .... :?n.~,~ . · 
Adcfriional factors that had an influence on the cause and/or 
ciutoome of the Incident,. and are not recorded in .other data 

. categories within the report 

To Paint a more complete picture of what occurred by 
capturing important details that are above and beyond what· 
is recorded in the other parts of the report. 

This is Where you can add those aother Condition~ that help 
explain why the event turned out the way tt did· Oe; 
unprotected openings, blocked access, earthquake, gang 
activity, roof ~llapse, exit door blocked, aluminum wiring, 
delay in reporting the fire, etc., etc.}. 

Note: This is also the place where you identify the specific 
fireworks device .Involved in the Incident, When appropriate. 

You can add one or two Contributing Factors in this Section. 
(The Haz Mat Section has its own Coiltributing Factor(s) 
field.) · · · 

Enter the code(s) for those ·conditions which you feel affected· 
·the cause and/or outcome of ttie incident. Typically,· these will 
help Clarify or explain the reason for: ignition, fire or smoke 
spread; extinguishment or evacuation problems; and other 
complexities or dangerous concfltions. relating to the incident. 
But the choice is yours - put down what you feel is most 
important. 

Important: Do not dupi'ICale information that is contained in 
other data fields in this repart. Although many of the CF 
codes ·are also used for other data elements, this field is 
Intended to report additional factors that are not otherwise 
recorded in the report. 

. ' 
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EXAMPLES 

5'-46 CFI~1, Section B: Fire 

The fire spread through the building through an undivided 
attic: · · 

I COHTABLITING 
FACTOR(8) 

The victim was trapped by fixed b~ on the Window: 

The arson. was the result of· a labor dispute: 

I COHTAIIUINI . 
FACTOII(S) 

Access to the. fire department connection was blocked: . ' 

,s·2:L ... ; I.· 

A short. circuit occurred where aluminum and copper wire 
were conneCted: · · 

Santa Ana Wind conditions and low humidity accelerated the 
fire spread: 

. I COHTAUUTI«< 
FACTOII(S) 

The. roof fire was caused by a bottle rocket: 

(Rev: 04/90) 
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Codes NFPA-901, 1990 
,.!"''• a · ... --'·'>·coNTRIBUTING 

... W' .. ':~:.:,~: ·FACTOR(S) 
. ' ' 't·,·.;, s. . . 

" . ;~ ~ :' 
od ·. · .. 

. · :•.:,:._:•· 

... 
,. ···r• 
!, . (. • 

BUILDING 
CONSTRUCTION OR 
DESIGN FACTORS - 100 
series. 

.. 
(Rav: 04/90) 

Major Headings 

• 
Building Construction or Design Factors; 
Acts or Omissions . 

• Building Contents . 

• Delays. 
. . ProtectiVe Equipment. . 

• 
• 

Equipment Electrical or Mechanical • 
Natural Conditions. · 

• Fireworks . 

111. · Panellzed roof, . 
112. . Roof collapse. 
113. Roof assembly combustible. 

Exduded Is combustible roof covering (114). 
114. Roof covering. 
121. Ceiling collapse; 
122. Ceiling material combustible. 
123. Ceiling· finish. 

· 124. Ceiling opening. 
125. · Holes In walls or ceilings. 
131. Wall collapse. 
132. Wall combustible. 
133. Wall covering. 
134. Wall finish. . . 
135. Wall design or construction contributing to lapping. 
136. Partitions/partial walls. 
141. Floor" collapse. 
142. Floor material combustible. 
143. · · Floor covering. 
144. Floor finish; 
151. Fire doors: lack of. 
152. · Fire doors: nonautomatic closure. 
'153. Transoms. 
154. Window interior. 
155. . Window exterior. 
161. Attic undivided 
162. Attic openings. 
163. Hall undivided. 
164. Space inaccessible (created during construction or 

remodeling). · 
165. Spate undivided. 
166. Insulation: combustible. 
167. · Insulation: lack of. 
168. Ducts: horizontal. 
171. Stairwell: exterior • 
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BUILDING 
· CONSTRUCTION OR 
DESIGN FACTORS- 100. 
series .. (Continued ..• ) 

172. · Stairwell: interior. 
173. . Stairwell not enclosed. 
17 4. El~vator shaft. 
175. Dumbwaiter. 
176. Ducts: vertical. 
1 n~ Chute: rubbish, garbage, laundry, etc. 
181. Air supported structure. · 
182. Open structure (walls with no roof and roof with no 

walls I.e., cabana). · 
183.· Tent. · 
184. S!Jpports unprotected. 
185. Truss beam construction. 
186. Wood framing left in plaee. 
187. FIXed burglar protection assemblies. (Bars, grills on 

windows, & doors). . 
188. Quick ·release failure of bars on windows or doors. 
191. Installation defici&ncy. 

Included are Insufficient space or insulation for heat 
produCing devices or systems. 

192. Previously damaged by fire. 
193. Pyrolysis (long .term exposure to heat). 
194. Adhesives. · · 
199. · Building constructlop or· design factors nOt classified 

above. Explain in Comment section. 
100. Building con~ction; insufficient information ·to classify 

·further. 

ACTS OR OMISSIONS - . Includes misuse of or Improper operation of equipment. 
200 series. 

211. Altered device or mechanism. 
212. Careless act. 
213. Doors left open. . 
214. Fire doors blocked. 
215. Illegal or improper operation. · 
216. . Maintenance inadequate. 

Included ·are poor housekeeping, improper clearance, 
or vegetation too close. 

217. Misuse of equipment. 
218. Violation of fire or life safety code. 
221. Fire In hazardous location. · 
231. Drowsiness. 
232. Intoxication: . drugs or alcohol. 
233. Impairment: mental or physical. 
241. Juvenile aCtivity. 
242. Juveniles left unattended. 
243. Malicious mischief. 

-· 

.. e 
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ACTS OR OMISSIONS -
200 series. (Continued ... ) 

244. ·Vandalism. · 
· 251. Labor dispute. 
252. Gang activity. 

·- :-"~:.".··.· 

253. Riot or civil disturbance. ~-- ·e • · • · 

. Included are political activities/acts. · ·. · • , 
254. Person(s) interlered with operations.·':;:r.,:·>~ 
261. Crime cover: murder; -- · 
262. Crime cover: fraud. . ...,._. 
263. · Crime cover: burglary, theft. other.·~·· ·. ·":. 
264. · Psychotic indMdual. ' · 
265. Pyromaniac, thrm. · ' · ' 
266. Vanity, jealousy. 
2frl. Spite, grudge, revenge. · 
211. Suicide. 
272. Self~lmmolation -(deliberately setting oneself on fire). 
273. Immolation - other (religious/ritual acts). . 
299. Acts or omissions not classified above. Explain in 

Comment section. 
200. · . Acts· or omissions; InsUfficient information to classify 

further. 



BUILDING CONTENTS -
300. series. (Continued ... ) 

DELAYS- 400 series. 

PROTECTIVE 
. EQUIPMENT ~ 500 series. 

. 5-50 CFIRS-1, Section B: Fire 

300. Building Contents; insufficient information to classify 
further. · 

411. Detection of fire. 
412. Alarm (delay In reporting). 
413. . Alarm system malfunction. 
414. 
415. 
421. 
422. 
423. 

System appropriately. shut off. 
System inappropriately shut off. 
Unable to contact fire department. 
Unable to convey message. 
Unable to report. 
Included are noneme.rgency related mental or physical 
disability. 

424. 

431. 
432. 
433. 
434. 
441. 
442. 

443. 
- 444. 

Information incomplete or incorrect. 
Included Is ·Incorrect location. 
Blocked roadWay: construction. 
Blocked roe~dway: other. 
Fire department access blocked. 
Poor access for fire apparatus. 
Hydrants access blocked. · 
Fire department connection access blocked. 
Included are sprinklers and standpipes. 
Poor access for fire fighters. 
Secured area. 
Apparatus failure at removed location. 
Hydrants inoperative. 
Hostile activity. 

451. 
452.· 
471. 
499. Delays not classified above. Explain in Comment 

section.· . . 
400. Delays; Insufficient Information to classify further. 

511. . . Extinguishing system failure. · 
512. Extinguishing systems improper type. 
513. Extinguishing system inadequate. 
514. Extinguishing system not operational or shut off .. 
521. · Standpipe/fire department connection damage. · 
522. Standpipe/fire department connection blockage. 
523. Standpipe/fire department connection failure. 

· 524. Standpipe/fire department connection improper 
installation. 

531. Water supply: inadequate private. 
532. Water supply: inadequate public. 
533. Pump failure. · 
541. Smoke detector disconnected. 
542. . Smoke detector. battery failure. 

(Rev: 04/90) 
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•: ·' 

PROTECTIVE . 
. EQUIPMENT - 500 series. 

(Continued ... ) 

ELECTRICAL OR 
MECHANICAL 
EQUIPMENT- 600 series. 

.. z.:_. 

- ~£):,;sinoke det~ctor inoperative due to electric power 
outage. . . 

544. -. S'fnoke deteCtor inoperative due to fire progress 
·. · · >caused poWer failure. 

551; _,Fire extinguisher. improper maintenance. 
552.-:: 'Fire extinguisher: Improper type. 
561 ~ · Fire. door: failure of rated assembly, 
· 562: . Protective equipment _or systems negated illegally or 

: · ,_-- .:.' irresponsibly. · . 
· Included are fire doors, dampers, sprinklers, etc. 
· 563~ Special protective devices· failure. · 

· ~599. Protective equipment not classified al:!ove. Explain In 
Comment section. 

500. Protective equipment; insUfficient information to classify 
. further. 

611. Insulator broken on powerline. 
· 612. Inadequate clearance around conductor or clearance 

from powerllne right of way. · 
613. Short circuit in similar metal wiring systems. 

Included are like metal connectors and wiring; i.e. all 
copper or all aluminum. 

614. Short circuit In dissimilar-metal wiring systems. 
Included are aluminum to copper connections. 

621. Control system automatic. 
622. . Control System manual. 
623. ·Malfunction of equipment. 
631. Friction. 
632. Overheating. 
633. · Rupture. 
699. Electrical or Mechanical Equipment not classified 

·above. Explain ·in Comment section. 
600. Electrical or Mechanical Equipment; insufficient 

Information to classify further. 

NATURAL CONDmONS- 711. Drought or low fuel moisture. 
· 700 series~ 712. Humidity: low •. 

(Rev: 04/90) 

713. HumiditY:. high. 
714. Temperature. 
721. Fog. 
722: Flooding .. 
723. · tee. 
724. Rain. 
725. Snow. 
731. Ughtning. 
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NATURAL CONOI110NS-
700 series. (Continued ... ) . ' 

::.:/'· .. ~:" c.··~:. 

) 

FIREWORKS- 800 series. 

5-52 CFIR$-1, SectiOn B: Fire 

732. Wind. 
Included are hurricane or tornado. 

733. Waves or tidal action (fresh or salt water). 
741. Earthquake. 
742. Volcanic activity. 
751. Animal activity. 

Included are birds. 
799. Natural conditions not classified above. Explain on · 

Comment section. . 
700. Natural conditions; insufficient information to classify 

further. 

811. Smoke Bomb. 
. 812. Base Fountain. 

813. Party Popper. 
814. Cone Fountain. 
815. Wheel. 
816. Sparkler with wire. core. 
817. Sparkler with wooden core. 
81,8. Handle Fountain. 
821. California Candle with or wfthQut handle. 
822. Torpedo, snap cap. 
823. Ground spinner, ground flowers. 
831. Firecracker. 

. Included are ladyfingers. 
832. Oestructiv.e device: M~O or larger. 
833. Silver Salute, M-70. 
834. Cherry Bomb •. 
835. Roman Candle. 
836. Sky Rocket. 
837. Bottle Rocket. 
838. . Missile Rocket. 
841. Agricultural and Wildlife control devices. 
851. Public di.splay devices. . 

· 852. Special effects devices used in the entertainment 
Industry. 

861. Model Rocket Premanufactured and sealed engine. 
862. Amateur or experimental rocketry. 
871. Emergency signaling devices, fusees. 
872. Military device. · 

873. 
881. 

882. 

Included are tracers. 
Railroad Torpedo. 
Homemade devices not made from commercial 
fireworks. 
Commercial device which has. been altered or modified. 

(Rev: 04/90) 
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FIREWORKS - 800 series. 
<'::(Continued ... ) · 
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(Rev: 04/90) 

. -

-891. Fireworks,' Which are legal to possess. use or sell in 
jurisdiction. 

· 892. Fireworks, which are illegal to possess, use or sell in 
jurisdiction. · 

899; · Fireworks .not classified above. Explain in Comment 
section . 

800 .. Fireworks; Insufficient information to classify further. 
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•• 

METHOD OF EXTINGUISHMENT 

DEFINmON . 

. PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

S-54 CFIRS-1, Sectlon B: Fire 

._ . ~:.:_[·;::~- ·.~: ~:: :·; :;'. 

The means by wt:aich the fire WaS finally extinguished. This 
includes action taken by the fire department, built-in 
extinguishing systems, and actions by any other· persons or 
means. 

To identify the method used to extinguish the fire. This is a 
fundamental factor in completing the picture of the incident 

Note: You can provide detaDed information aboUt aUtomatic 
extinguishing systems in Section C; however, this is the only 
place where you can. Identify the incidents that are 
extinguished by other means. 

The Method 'or Extinguishment is an essential component to 
any analysis of incident outCome. It is also the data element 
that allOws you to analyze fire fighter casualty information to 
get some insight to hazards associated with various 
suppresSion methods. (This also applies to civilian casualties 
when associated with attempts to extinguish a fire.) 

· Note: This is the orily place where you can Identify those 
fires that. were successfully handled by portable extinguishers, 
as well as .those that self-extinguished . 

. Enter the code that best describes the inettiod used to 
extinguish ·the fire. 

Note: When more than one method Is used, the rule Is to 
record the final method. However, this is subject to your own 
professional judgement. For instance, in the case where you 
shUt down an activated sprinkler system and finish-up with 

. hand lines, you could code this entry "4" if, in your opinion,: 
the sprinklers would have completed the extinguishment In 
other words, would the aUtomatic system have put out the 

· fire if you hadn't been there? 

(Rev: 04/90) 
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EXAMPLES 

Codes NFPA-901, 1990 

METHOD OF 
EXTINGUISHMENT · 

{Rev: 04/90) 

A small grass fire Is extinguished by neighbors with garden 
hoses before you arrive: · 

~~&NT 

A stove top grease fire is contained by an. automatic hood 
system; but required a portable extinguisher to complete the 
put-out:.· 

I~ !31 
1 1/2' pre-connect with hydrant back-ups: 

· 1. Self-extinguished. 
2. Makeshift aids. 

Included are garden hoses,rakes, shovels, baking 
soda, ·and the like. · 

3. Portable extinguisher. 
· 4. . · Automatic extinguishing system. 
5. Water carried on apparatus initially assigned to the 

incident (first alarm units). 
6. Water from hydrant draft, or standpipe. 

· 7. Water from tanker shuttle regardless of where tankers 
are refilled. 

8. . Ground crews with equipment and/or air support. 
9. Method of Extinguishment not classified above. 

Explain in Comment section. 

.. 
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es¥lMATEO . LOSS: . Property and Contents 
' .. ~.'·· ••• ~ -.~1 - ·-· • • . . 

.. ~ ~. -·:~·· 

' ' "'. -: ... ~:-. 

DEFINmON 

. -
PURPOSE 

.•. ...... 

.'li!i!: 

ENTRY 

5-56 CFIRS-1, Section B: F"rre 

. The dollar estimate of the currerit value of property and 
contents lost in the· fire.· 

Nota: This refers to direct loss ~ calculated on the basis of 
replacement In like-kind and quality. · 

To provide a commonly understood measure of the loss 
attributed to the fire. · 

Dollar Loss data is the common denominator most often used 
to descri~e the magnitude of fire's impact - whether it be 
, related to a single Incident, or to the fire problem throughout 
the nation. It is an ·essential component to a wide variety of 
assessment and evaluation measurements - everything from 
equipment and·fire protection practices, to fire prevention · 
. methods and programs. 

The Estimated LOss,. combined with the "Extent of Damage", 
provides the description of the physical severity of the fire. 
(Casualty information adds the human dimension.) 

Note: Because the loss figures represent current value, you. 
must take this into .account when comparing one year to 
another. You can simply •equalize" the values by applying 
the inflation factor to prior years before you perform your 
analysis. 

Enter your best estimate of the current value of the property 
destroyed and damaged by the fire. · 

Important: The value assigned should represent the cost of 
replacing the structure, contents, vehicle, crops, etc. (in same 
kind and quality) at todav's prices. It should not reflect the 
original costl 
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ENTRY {Continued ... ) 

. .. ;,: .· . 

. .-·~~ 
. . ~ ' .... 

EXAMPLE 

(Rev: 04/90) 

Note: Although actual values are sometimes difficult to 
determine, sufficien~ information Is generally available to make 
a reasonable estimate. Remember, the loss figure is the one 
most .often used to describe the "character" of most incidents . 
Be as accurate as possible; your estimate will influence the 

. conclusions drawn from future analysis.· Don't be overly 
concerned about your ability to make this kind of Ju?gement' 
• .. just do the best job you can. 

When estimating loss, take into consideration what is · 
damaged during extinguishment, as well as 'that damaged by 
the fire. This includes water and smoke damage, along with· 
material damaged during overhaul operations. 
Estimate .the loss hi terms of the cost of replacement in like 
kind and quality. (There are several standard methods for this · 
type of estimate - usually based on the cost per square foot 

. for new censtruction (same quality) in your area. Your 
· Building Department, and local Insurance ~djusters, are oft~n 
valuable resources when you need tielp. The main thing .is to 
have a standard method that everyone in the department 
uses - and then use ill 

Important Use whole. dollars only; do not Include cents • 

.e 

. Important When you receive additional, or "better", loss. 
information after an incident report has been submitted, jt is ' e 
important to update the record by submitting a achange 
Report" - regardless if the estimate went up, or down. This is 
particularly cr'itical for large loss fires. In any case, if the 
change is significant On your judgement) " update the record! 

The property loss was $2,700.00; the content loss was 
$6,500.00: . 

, .b.s.o.ol 
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.FUEL MODEL 
Only) 

OEFINmON 

.PURPOSE_ 

... , .. 
-~.;. 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

- -
_ 5-58 CFIRS-1, Section B: Fire 

(Applies. to Vegetation Fires~~,'"/.·:.-
.··. :. 

-· .. -.- -- . ~ 
.-~· 

The descriptor for the vegetation fuel at the origin of a 
wildland fire. -

To identify the type of wildland fuel involved at the origin of a 
wildland fire. Fuel models are the means to organize fuel 
information for use in the National Fire Danger Rating SyStem 
(NFDRS) to predict fire danger. Fuel models are also used in 
the Fire Behavior Predictipn System to predict the behavior of 

· a wildfire. · 

This entry Is a valuable information resource for managing fire 
prote~on/preventlon for the millions of acres of wildlands in 
our state. This data also contribUtes to the continuing 
research in ·predicting fire behavior.-

This _factor will com!nue to become more important in niany 
areas of our state where population growth is expanding into 
wildland areas. · 

Enter the letter of the NFDRS Fuel Model that best describes 
the type of wildland vegetation burned at the origin of the fire. 

. The fire_ started in annual grass: 

I~ tAl. 

(Rev: 04/90) 
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EXAMPLES (Continued ... ) The fire. started in California mixed chaparral that is 35 years 
old: · 

Codes NFPA-901, 1990 

FUEL MODEL · 

{Rev: 04(90) 

The fire Started in old-growth ponderosa pine: . 

' -~ . ". . ·- .. -... 

The fire started in California mixed chaparral that Is less than 
30 ye~ old: 

!::a 1FI 

The fire started in a field of standing grain: 

A. Fuel Model A - Annual grasses. 
This fuel model represents grasslands vegetated by 
annual grasses and forbs. Brush or trees may be 
present but are very sparse, occupying Jess than 
one-third of the ·area.. Examples of types where Fuel 
Model A should be used are cheatgrass and 
medusahead. Open pinyon-juniper, sagebrush-grass, 
and desert shrub association may appropriately be 
assigned this fuel model if the woody plants meet the 
density criteria. The quantity and continuity of the 
ground fuels vary greatly with rainfall from year to year. 

· B. Fuel Model ~-Mature brush 2m (6ft.) and over. 
Mature, dense fields of brush 2 m (6ft.) or more in 
height are represented by this model. One-fourth or 
more of the aerial fuel in such stands is dead. Foliage 
burns readily. Model B fuels are potentially very 
dangerous, fostering intense, fast-spreading fires. This 
model Is for California mixed chaparral generally 30 
years. or older. The B model is more appropriate for 
pure chemise stands. The B model may also be used 
for the New Jersey pine barrens. 
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FUEL MODEL 
(Continued~ .. ) 

'{Ji· 

., 

5-60 CFIRS-1, Section B: Fire 

c. Fuel Model C • Open pine with grass. 
Open pine stands typify Model C fuels. Perennial 
grasses and forbs are the primary ground fuel but 
there Is, enough needle litter and branchwood present 
to contripUte signfficantly to the fuel loading. Some 
brush and _sh-:ubs may be present but they are of)ittie 
consequ~nce. ,-Situations· covered by Fuel Model C are 
open, lorigl~af, slash, ponderosa, Jeffrey, and sugar 
pine stands. Some pinyon·JU11iper stands may qualify. 

,1,,, ' 

D. Fuef Model D • Southern rough. 
This fuel model.is specifically for the palmetto-gallberry· 

· understory~pine over story association of the southeast 
coastal plains (Georgia, Florida, etc}. It can- also be 
used for the so called "low pocoslns" where Fuel Model 
0 might be to severe. This model should only be 
used in the Southeast because of a high moisture of 
extinction. . · 

E. Fuel Model E - Hardwood litter (fail). 
Use this model after leaf fall for hardwood and mixed 
hardwood-conifer types where the hardwoods 
dominate~ The fuel is primarily hardwood leaf litter. 
The oak-hickory types are best represented by Fuel 
Model E, but E Is an acceptable choice for northern 
hardwoods and mixed forests of the Southeast. In 
high winds,. the _fire danger may be underrated 

. because rolling and blowing leaves are not accounted 
for~ In the summer, after the trees have leafed out, 
Fuel Model E should be replaced by Fuel Model R. 

F. - Fuel Model F ·Intermountain West brush; 
Model F represents mature closed chamise stands and . 
oakbrush fields of Arizona, Utah, and Colorado. It also 
applies to young, closed stands and mature, open 
stands of Caflfomia mixed chaparral. Open- stands of 
pinyon-juniper are :represented; however, fire activity will 
be overrated at low wind speeds and where there are 
sparse ground fuels. · · 
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FUEL MODEL 
(Continued ••• } 

(Rev: 04/90) 

G. Fuel Model G - West Coast conifers; close, heavy 
down materials. · 
Fuel Model G is used for dense conifer stands where 
there . is a heavy accumulation of litter and downed 

· woody material. Such stands are typically overmature 
·and may be suffering insect, disease,· wind, or ice 
-damage . natural events that create a very heavy 
-buildup of dead material on the forest floor. The· duff 
and litter are deep and much of the woody material is 
more than 7.5 em (3 ln.) in diameter. The undergrowth 
is variable, but shrubs are usually restricted to 
openings; Types meant to be represented by Fuel 
Model G are hemlock-Sitka spruce, Coast Douglas-fir, 
and wind-thrown or bug-killed stands of lodgepole pine 
and spruce. 

H. Fuel Model H - Short needle conifers; normal, down 
wOody materials. 
The sort•needled conifer-S (white pines, spruces, 
larches, and firs} are represented by Fuel· Model H. In 
contrast to Model G fuels, Fuel Model H describes a 
healthy stand witt:l sparse undergrowth and a thin layer 
of ground fuels. Fires in H fuels are typically slow 
spreading and are dangerous in only scattered areas 
where the downed woody material is concentrated. 

I. Fuel Model I • heavy slash, clear-cut conifers greater 
than 25 tons per acre. . 
Fuel Model I was de~igned for clear-cut conifer slash 
where the total loading of materials less than 15 em (6 
in.} in diameter exceeds 25 .tons per acre. After 
settling and the fines (needles and- twigs} fall from the 
branches, Fuel Modell will overrate the fire potential. 
Fore lighter loadings of clear-cut conifer slash, use Fuel 
Model J, and for light thinning and partial cuts where 
the slash is scattered under a residual over story, use 
Fuel Model K · 

J. . · ·. Fuel Model J - Medium slash, heavily thinned conifers 
(less than 25 tons per acre).-
This model compliments Fuel Model I. It is for 
dear-cuts and heavily thinned conifer stands where the 
total loading of materials less than 15 em (6 in.) in 
diameter is less than 25 tons per acre. Again, as the 

- slash ages, the fire potential will be overrated. 
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. Fuel Model K -·Ught slash (less than 15 tons per acre). 
Slash fuels from light thinning and partial· cuts in conifer 
stands are represented by Fuel Model K. Typically the 
slash is scattered about under an open over story. 

· This model applies to hardwood slash and to southern 
. pine clear~cuts where the loading of all fuels is less 

than 15 tons· per acre . 

L. · Fuel Model L - Perennial grasses. 

N . 

·This. fuel model-is meant to represent grasslands 
vegetated. by perennial grasses. The principal species 
are coarser and the loading heavier than those in 
Model A fuels.· Otherwise. the situations are very 

. similar; shrubs and trees occupy less than one-third of 
the are'S. · The quantity ·of fuel In these areas Is more 
stable frOm year to year. In sagebrush areas Fuel 
Model T may be more appropriate. . · 

Fu·el Model N- Saw grass, marsh needle-like grass. 
This fuel model was constructed specifically for the 
sawgrass prairies of south Florida. · It may be useful in 
other marsh situations where the fuel is coarse and 
reedlike. The model assumes that one-third of the 
aerial portion of the plants Is dead. Fast-spreading, 
intense fires can oC:cur even over standing water . 

0. Fuel Model 0 - Hlgh pocosin. 
The 0 fuel 'model appHes to dense, brushlike fuels of 
the Southe·ast (Georgia, Alabama, etc.). O·fuels, 
exeept for a deep litter layer, are almost entirely living 
in contrast to · B fuels. The foliage . bums readily except 
during the aCtive growing season. The plants are 
typically over 2 m (6 ft.) tall and are often found under 
an open stand of pine. The high pocosins of the 
Virginia, North and South Carolina coasts are the ideal 
of Fuel Model 0. If the plants do not meet the 2m (6 

·ft.) criteria in those areas, Fuel Model · 0 should be 
used. 
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FUEL MODEL 
(Continued ... ) 

_'; ... 

. .'. ,.,' . 

{Rev: 04/90) 

P. Fuel Model P- Southern long-needle pine. 
Closed, thrifty stands of long-needle pines are 
characteristic of P fuels. A 5 em to 1 0 em (2 to 4 in.) 
layer of lightly compacted needle litter is the primary . · 
fuel. Some small diameter branchwood is present but 

· the density of the canopy precludes more than a 
scattering of shrubs and grass. Fuel Model P has the 
high moisture of extinction characteristic of the 
Southeast •. The corresponding m.odel for other 
long-needled pine Is Fuel Model U .. 

a.· Fuel Model a- Alaska black spruce. 
Upland Alaska black spruce is represented by Fuel 
Model a. The stands are dense but have frequent 
openings filled with· usually flammable shrub species. 
The forest floor is a deep layer of moss and fichens, 
but there is some needle litter and small-diameter 
branchwood. The branches are persistent on the 
trees, and ground fires easily reach into the tree 
crowns. This fuel may be useful for jack pine stands ·in 
the Lake States. Ground fires are typically slow . 
spreading, but a dangerous crowning potential exists. 

·R. · Fuel Mo9el R- Hardwood litter (summer). :-. 
This fuel model represents the hardwood areas after 
the canopies leaf out in the spring. It is. provided as 
the off-season substitute for Fuel Model F. It should 
be l.ISed during the summer in all hardwood and mixed 
conifer-hardwood stands where more than half of. the 
over story is deciduous. 

S.· Fuel ModelS- Tundra. 
Alaska or alp,ine .tundra on relatively well-drained sites 
is the S fuel. Grass and low shrubs are often present, · 
but the principal. fuel is a deep layer of lichens and 
moss. Ares in these fuels are not fast spreading or 
Intense, but are difficult to extinguish. 
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FUEL MODE_L T. Fuel Model T • Sagebrush with grass. 

e (Continued ... ) The bothersome sagebrush"grass types of the Great 
Basin and the lntermoun~ain.West are characteristic of 
T fueis. The shrubs bum easily and ~e not dense 
enough to shade out grass arid: oth.er herbaceous 
plants. The shrubs ni1.1~ ociCupy afl49ast one•third of 
the site or the A or L fUel· mOdels- should be used. 
Fuel Model 1 might be used-for .lrmhature scrub oak 
and desert shrub asso~;=iatlons In the West;· and the 
scll,lb oakwire grass_ type in· the Southeast 

u. Fuel Model U • WeStern long-leaf pine. 
Closed stands of westem long-needled pines are 
covered by this model. The ground fuels are primarily 

- litter and small branchwood. GraSs and shrubs are 
precluded by the dense canopy but occur In the 
occasional natural opening. -Fuel Model U should be 
used for ponder_osa, Jeffrey, sugar pine, and red pine 

· stands of the Lake States. Fuel Model P is the 

;~-~-
corresponding model for southern pine plantations. 

,. 
:-~- Y. Fuei·Model not applicable • ......... 
··~-

e z. Fuel Model undetermined or not reported. 

. :t~ 

::'\'' 

-:~~( 

:::z· 
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ACRES .BtfRNED, (Applies To Vegetation 
F

.l res) ·. L ;;,<··'; ., · • .• :·;·';< 
', .. · ·,. •.· ..... 

"" •• •• •• '··'~·· ! ti '."·"·. .... . ·~ .. . : . 

DEFINmON ·; · · The land area, expressed in acres, bumed by a vegetation 
fire. One acre equals 43,560 square feet. 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

(Rev: 04/90) 

To provide a commonly understood measure of the · 
magnitude of vegetation and wtldland fire problems. 

This is the only data element that enables you to "size• grass, 
tree and brush incidents • whether it be a vacant lot, or a 
major. wildland fire. 

This factor . is absolutely essential to any meaningful analysis 
of open land fires. 

Enter the acres bumed to the nearest acre. If less than one 
acre Is involved, enter the fraction to the nearest tenth. 

Important When it is less than an acre, enter the fraction 
after the decimal point. 

Note: You should make the most accurate estimate that is 
practical.to obtain. If possible, use accurately scaled maps, 

. dot grids, plainmeters, or. similar measuring methods. 

. No vegetation is bumed or charred: 

1:,,,,,,1·1 

Area· bumed is 1 0 square feet: 

CFIRS-1, Section B: Fire 5-65 
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EXAMPLES (Continued ... ). Area burned is 1/2 acre: 

Area bumed Is 2,500 aqres: 

I :=, p,o ,Z,5,o.o,ol 
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IF EQUIPMENT INVOLVED IN ·IGNITION: 
·Type 

DEFINffiON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

(Rev: 04/90) 

The equipment that provided the heat that caused the ignition 
of a fire. · 

To identify specific manufactured equipment involved in 
ignitions. · · 

The frequency Of fires associated with particular products tells 
us where we need to focus corrective action - whether it be a 
product recall for an inherent defect, or public education to 
correct improper use. 

. . 
Note: This entry is !!Q! just for equipment that failed or 
malfunctioned. ·It Is just as important to know when equipment 
operated properly, but was misused. Classic examples are 
fireplaces and kitchen stoves. . · 

The "Type" puts the equipment in a partipular category- then, 
the entries that follow pin the item down to a specific Make, 
Model, Year and Seiial ·Number: 

Enter the code that best describes the category of equipm13nt 
that was involved in the ignition. · 

Note: When no equipment was involved In the ignition, enter 
code "98". 

Important: When you enter a code other than "98", you 
should make every effort to record the Make, Model, Year 
and Serial Number, when applicable . 

CFIRS-1, Section B: Fire 5-67 
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EXAMPLES Gasoline leaked onto a hot lawn mower engine: · 

.IF 4 ~Type ,o, I 
IN 
IGNITION 

A wood burning stove ignited adjacent paneling: 

I Er Type " ,;I 

A short circuit occurred in a coffee maker: · 

A portable space heater Ignited bedding: 

•I F Type 11 .51 
• IGNITICN · 

. A cigarette ignited an upholstered seat in a vehicle: 

5-SB CFIRS-1, S~on B: Fire 
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Codes NFPA-901, 1990 

EQUIPMENT INVOLVED 
IN IGNmON 

VEHICLES - 0 series. . 

(Rev: 04/90) 

Major Headings 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

. . 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Vehicles. . . 
Heating Systems ... ' · · .. · 
Cooking Equipment ~· · '. · · . · .,. · 
Air . Conditioning, Refrigeration Equipment 
Electrical Distribution Equipment. · · ·· · · 
Appliances, Equipment (other than elsewhere classified 
in the chapter)._ . 
Special Equipment . 

· Processing Equipment 
Service, Maintenance Equipment. 
Other Equipment Involved In Ignition .. 

Leading "Qn must be entered where applicable. 

Use this category only when the vehicle is responsible for the 
fire but Is not Itself initially Involved. For fire originating in the 
.vehicle, classify the component of the vehicle responsible for 
the heat as the equipment Involved In Ignition. Expanded . 

. terminology and definitions are available in Appendix A of .this 
manual. 

01. · Road transport vehicle. 
Included are automobiles, buses, trucks. 
Excluded are vehicles designed primarily for off road 
recreation use. (05) and .construction (02). . 

OZ Construction vehicle. 
Included are pavement tar warmers, road graders, 
bulldozers, air trucks designed for over-the-road use 
(01). . . 

03. · Farr11 vehicle. 
Included are tractors, combines, choppers, balers and 
other planting, cultivating, or harVesting equipment 
used for commercial farming. · 
Excluded are lawn mowers and small garden tractors 
(04). . 

04. Home, garden vehicle. 
lncllJded are lawn mowers, snow ,blowers, garden 
tractors. 
Excluded are large equipment and vehicles used in 
commercial farming (03) . 

CFIRS-1, Section B: Fire 5-69 
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VEHICLES • 0 series. 
(Continued ... ) · 

HEATING SYSTEMS~ 10 
series. 

.. 

05: Recreational vehicle. · 
Included are all vehicles designed primarily for 
off-the-road .use such as trail bikes, all-terrain vehicles, 
snowmobiles. -
Excluded are camping vehicles and other vehicles 
designed prjmarily for over-the-road use (01). 

06. Woodland vehicle. 
Included are sky_ ears, loaders, yarders, skidders and 
other vehicles designed for use In woodland and · 
timbering operations. 

07. Railroad vehicle. 
: Included are railroad engines and cars as well as -
. railroad maintenance 'equipment designed to run on 

tracks and all vehicles designed specifically for track 
laying and maintenance. 
Excluded are general construction vehicles (02). 

· 08. Industrial vehicle. · 
Included are forklift trucks and ride-on floor 
maintenance equipment 

09. Vehicles not classified above. Explain in Comments 
section •. 

Included are ciombined heating and cooling systems, or 
combined heating and cooking Stoves, if the equipment was 
being used primarily for heating at the time the release 
occurred. · 

11. 

. 12. 
13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

CE!ntral heating unit. 
Included are central furnaces and· power burners or 
stokers having an air supply and a return air system. 
Water heater . 
FIXed, stationary local heating unit. 
Included are wall furnaces, unit heaters, room heaters, 

· fixed heating stoves, fireplace insert stoves, wood 
burning stoves proViding local heating, and baseboard 
heaters not Intended for duct connection. 
Indoor fireplace. 
Excluded are fireplace Insert stoves (1~). 
Portable local heating unit. 
Included are space heaters, room heaters, and 
portable salamanders •. 
Chimney, gas vent flue. 
Included are masonry, factory build, and metal 

·chimneys . 
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HEATING SYSTEMS • 10 
series. (Continued ... ): . · .. 

- ...... -' 

--: '. 

. : ... ·. ··.:~--.. '-~ 

· COOKING EQUIPMENT • 
20 series .. 

_.,~ 

.. •,.~o,o-

AIR CONDITIONING, 
REFRIGERATION 
EQUIPMENT • 30 series. 

.. 

(R8v: 04190) 

17. Chimney connector, vent connector (connects firebox 

. 18. 

19 . 

10. 

., to chimney).' . 
Included are smoke pipes. 

Heat transfer system. . · 
Included are steam ·unes, heating pipes, and hot air 
ducts; . . . 
Heating Systems not cl~sified above.·. Explain in 
Comments section. 
Heating Systems; Insufficient information available to 
classify' further. · · 

Included are combined heating and cooking stoves. If the 
stove was being used primarily for cooking at the time the 
release occurred. · · 

21. FIXed, stationary surface unit. 
Included are stoves. · 
Excluded are charcoal grills (26). 

22. Fixed, stationary oven. 
Included are rotisseries. 

23. FIXed, stationary food warming appliance. 
Included are coffee urns, steam tables, warming 

. drawers, and warming tables. · . 
Excluded are portable coffee makers (25) 

24. Deep-fat fryer. · 
25. Portable cooking, warming unit. 

Included are hot plates, portable coffee makers, camp 
. stoves, toasters, and waffle Irons. 

26. Open fire grill. 
Included are charcoal, wood, and paper fired. hibachi 
and barbeeue grills. 

27. Grease hood or duct.· . 
· Included are the lighting and venting· equipment of the 
unit 

29. · Cooking Equipment not classified above. Explain in 
Comments section. · 

20. Cooking Equipment; insufficient information available to 
classify further. 

'. 

Included are combined heating and cooling systems, if the 
equipment was being used primarily for cooling at the time 
the release occurred. · 
Exclude are the cords and plugs (47) .. 
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AIR CONDITIONING, 
REFRIGERATION· 
EQUIPMENT • 30 series. 
(Continu~~ .. :> 

' ' .. 

ELECTRICAL 
. DISTRIBUTION-
EQUIPMENT - 40 series. 

APPUANCES, 
EQUIPMENT (Other than · 
elsewhere Classified in · 
this Section) • 50 series. 

-. 

5-72 CFIRS-1, Section 8: Fire 

31. 
32. 

33. 

34. 
35. 

39. 

30. 

Central air conditioning, refrigeration equipment. 
Water cooling device, tower. 
Included are evaporative coolers. 

FIXed, stationary local refrigeration unit. 
Included are cold boxes, freezers, and refrigeratorS. 
FIXed, stationary loCal air conditioning unit. 
Portable air conditioning, refrigeration unit. 
Included are dehumidifiers. 
Air Concfltioning, Refrigeration Equipment not classified 

· above. Explain In Comments section: 
Air Conditioning, Refrigeration· Equipment; insufficient 
information available to classify further. 

Excluded are. cooking, air conditioning, and refrigeration 
equipment (dMsio,ns 1, 2, and 3). Expanded terminology arid 
definitions are available in Appendix A. 

41. Fixed wiring. 
Included are power lines, junctions boxes, cables, 
wiring and raceways, and electric wiring in vehicles. 

42. Transformer, associated over current or disconnect 
equipment. 

43. Meter, meter box. 
44. Power switch gear, over current protection device. 

Included are panelboards or switchboards, fuses and 
. circuit breakers. · 

45. Switch, receptacle, outlet 
46. Ughtlng fixture, lamp holder, ballast, sign. 
47. Cord, plug.· · · 

· 48. Lamp, light bulb. 
49. Electrical Distribution Equipment not classified above. 

Explain in Comments section. 
40. Electrical Distribution Equipment; insufficient information 

available to classify further. 

51. TeleVision, radio, phonograph. 
Included are tape recorders, sound or picture receiving 
equipment, and reproduction equipment~ _ 

52. Dryer. 
Included are coin operated dryers and extractors 
removing any liquid or solvent. 

53. Washing machine. 
Included are coin operated machines at laundries. 

(Rev: 04/90) 
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APPLIANCES, 
EQUIPMENT (Other than 
elsewhere· Classified in · 
this Section) • 50 series. 
(Continued~ .. ) · 

~··· ····: 

. ,. ,_ 
SP::_ECIAL EQUIPMENT • 
60 series. 

PROCESSING 
EQUIPMENT • 70 series. 

(Rev: 04/90) 

54. Floor care equipment. 
Included are vacuum cleaners. · _,.c .,- . 
Excluded are nride on• type floor qare:_r:t_1achin~s·, which 
_are classified as industrial trucks .(8Qh::'~:-.:\: .. -

55. Separate motor, generator. ~~~:_~~-~ _.,_,., .. ·· . _ 
Included are those not an integrato·part: of. an appliance 
and those separated by .a belt or ·chain from th1f · 
equipment they drive or that driVes them. · . . ' ·: .. :.:. .... .. . 

56. Hand tools. 
Included are soldering irons, drills, and the like. 

57; Portable appliance (equipment)· designed to produce 
controlled heat (not classified in 52 or 56}. 
lncli:Jded are electric blankets, steam irons, and heat 
tape. . . 

58. Portable appliance designed not to produce heat (not 
classified above). -

59. Appliances, Equipment not ClaSsified above~ Explain in 
Comments section. 

50: Appliances, Equipment; insufficient information to 
classify further • 

61. Electronic equipment 
Included are radar, X-ray, computer, telephone, and 
transmitter equipment -

62. Vending· machine, drinking fountain. 
63. Office machine. · 
· 64. Biomedltal equipment. device; 

Included are anesthetizing machines. 
65.. . Separate pump, Qampressor. ' 
66. Internal combustion engine. 

Included are the driVe train and· exhaust system. 
Excluded -are bearing and brakes (82) ,and chain saws 
(91). 

67. Conveyor, escalator. · 
68. Printing press. · 
69. Special Equipment not classified above. Explain _in 

Comments seCtion. . 
· 60. · - Special Equipment; insufficient information to classify 

further. 

71. Furnace, oven, kiln. 
Excluded are those used for food preparation (Division 
2) and heat treating (73) . 

.. 
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· PROCESSING 72. Casting, molding, forging equipment. 
EQUIPMENT • 70 series. · 73. Heat treating equipment. · 
(Continued ... ) Included are quench tanks ·and associated equipment. e . 74 .. ·Working, shaping machine . 

Included are sawing, planing, grinding, machinin·g, 

forming, opening, picking, 'carding, and weaving 
machines. 

75. Coating machines •. 
Included are asphalt-saturating and r1:1bber spreading 
machines. 

76. Painting equipment 
Included are dipping, spraying, and flow-coating 
equipment 

n. Chemical process equipment 
Included are digesters, reactors, black liquor recovery 
units, and distiUing equipment. 

78. Waste recovery equipment 
Included are gamettlng and solvent recovery 
equipment 

79. Processing Equipment not classified above. Explain in 
Comments section. 

70. Processing Equipment; insufficient information to · 
classify further. 

SERVICE, MAINTENANCE 81. Incinerator. .le 
EQUIPMENT • 80 series. Included ar.e burning barrels. 

. : 82. Bearing brake • 
83. ·Rectifier, charger. 

Included are Inverters and batteries. 
84. Tar pot, tar kettle. , 

·85, Arc, oil lamp. 
Included are gas mantles, arc-lighted motion picture 
projectors, and lanterns for recreational use. 

. _ 86. Sevators • 
87. Torch/welder. 

Included are cutting, welding, and plumbers' torches, 
,Bunsen burners, weed burners, and arc welders. 

89. Service, Maintenance Equipment not classified above. · 
Explain in Comments section. 

80. Service, Mainte_nance Equipment; insufficient informati_on 
to classified further. · 

OTHER EQUIPMENT 91. Power saws. 
INVOLVED IN IGNmON • Included are chain saws. 

. 90 series. 

-5-74 CFIRS-1, Section B: Fire · (ReV: 04/90) . 
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OTHER EQUIPMENT 92. Hand-held yard and garden maintenance equipment. 
INVOLVED IN IGNITION - -Included are· grass and brush trimmers. 
90 series. (Continued ... )· ~···:··'<'::~ ·Excluded are· power saws (91). 

(Rev: 04/90) 

·.·._.-:;93:'-':'-'· Power transfer equipment. -
:. . . . : · __ included are cables, wire ropes, blocks, and belts . 

.-; '".: __ · _.Excluded are the vehicles or equipment providing the 
:: .: ·, -: ; " poweqmd electric wiring. · 

· '" · 94 · · . ElectriC: 'fencing . 
•.. ;•·\~_;:,··ss:: Flammable liquid transfer equipment. 
. , >-· _ . Included are piping, valves, and connected storage. 

tanks. _ _ · 
Excluded are pumps or compressors (65). 

96. Hazardous materials (other than flammable liquids) 
equipment. 
Included are piping, valves, and storage containers. 
Excluded are pumps or compressors (65). 

97. Pressure Vessels. 
Excluded are pumps or compressors. {65). 

98. No equipment involved in ignition. 
99. Equipment Involved in Ignition not classified above. 

Explain in Comments section. 
00. Equipment Involved In Ignition: insufficient information 

to classify further • 

CFIRS-1, Section B: Fire 5-75 
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IF'~E:QUIPMENT INVOLVED I·N IGNITION: 
Model, Year, Make, Serial Number 

DEFINITION 

PURPOSE 

5-76 CFIRS-1, Section B: Fire 

The identification of a specific Item of equipment involved in 
the ignition of a fire. · 

• 

• 

• 

• 

"Model" is the manufacturer's name for the product. If 
there is none, the common physical description of the ' 
item, such as, "four burner stove" or "chest-type 
freezer'' is used. 

"Vest' is the year manufacture . 

"Make" is the name of the manufacturer . 

·•SeriaJ Number" is the manufacturer's. serial number 
~ped or engraved on the item (usually on an 
identification plate). 

To identify the exact item of equipment that was the source 
of heat of ignition. 

This is the only· meanS for identifying specific products that 
are causing fires. The problem can be the. result. of a · 
manufacturing defect that causes the item to be unsafe - or it 
can be the result of poor design that leads to unsafe use of 
the item. The only way these product related problems can 
be corrected, Is to pinpoint the items that are at fault 

This data Is the principal source of information forthe 
Consumer Product Safety Commission's efforts to regulate 
product safety related to fire hazards. 

Note: Obviously, all equipment Involved in the ignition of fires 
· is not faulty in manufacture or design; . in fact, it may be the 

exception rather than ·the rule. But, it is equally important to 
Identify properly operating equipment because this then 
isolates the problem to its use, or more likely, misuse. 

.. 
(Rev: 04/90) 
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PURPOSE {Continued ... ) 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

(Rev: 04190) 

Important: The maximum value of this data is achieved when 
it is aggregated at the state and national levels. You may not 
consider a single Incident that occurs in your jurisdiction to 
be significant: however, when your incident is combined with 
all the others that have occurred around the state and 
country, it becomes verjr significant. It gets back to the oasic 
tenet of flre reporting - every report is important - and in this 

· case, even more so. 

Be as specific as possible in making these entries. (Use the ·. 
· Comments Section if you· want to record . additional 
information.) . 

The lawn mower is a 1987 WIZZ Supercut, Serial: #87000213, 
manufactured by Lawn Specialists: 

The wood burning stove Is a 1985 Blast-It Superheat, Serial 
#85045, manufactured. by Smith's ·Manufacturing Co: 

The coffee maker is a 1987 Master Deluxe Brewer, Serial 
#12068-87, manufactured by The Brewer Company: 

The portable space heater is a 1990 Heatmaster Junior, Serial 
#90-10023, manufactured by Conservative Heating, Inc: 

A cigarette ignited an upholstered seat in a vehicle: 

• 

••• ··-- ~ .·- ... -

·,.!·,.;' 
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This section is to be completed only when the Type of Sib.Jation{s) i=otmd are Cod~ 11 
(Structure Fire); 12 (Fire In mobile property when used as a structure); or 13 (Fire- ih:. 
mobile property while inside a stru"cture). . · · 

Note: . You are not requlre9 to complete this Section when your department GIVES. 
Auto/Mutual Aid to another department 

.. ·-1~" 
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· CONSTRUCTfON,: TYPE . 
_1, l 

DEFINITION 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

- '• . -· 

The type· of building construction· used in the structure where 
the fire· occurred. Emphasis is on characteristics· that · 
determine the building's ability to, withstand· exposure to a fire 
and to limit fire growth. 

To determine what effect the type of construction has on fire 
development, fire spread, and resulting damage. 

This is a critical detail in the inventory of the fire ·defense 
existing in a structure .or building before the Ignition occurred. 

Enter the code that best describes the type of construction of 
the structure involved. To the extent possible, the description. 
should emphasize construction from a building code and fire 
protection viewpoint. 

Important When a mixture. of construction types exist, record 
the type for the portion of the b·uilding wtiere the ignition 
occurred. 

Note: This information is often available from fire inspeCtion 
records. When you need help, Fire and Building Inspectors 
are good. resources for assistance. 

A high rise building of reinforced concrete: 

. ,II 
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. EXAMPLES (Continued ... ) A metal hangar: 

'· .. : ... · ~· 

Codes NFPA-001, 1990 

CONSTRUCTION TYPE 

. (Rev: 04/90) 

I~ 

. A_. typical wood frame dwelling with stucco exterior walls: 

,51 
.• 

1. . lYPE I - (Previously called Fire R~sistive).Structural 
members, including walls, _columns., Beams, floors, 
and roofs are of approved noncombuStible or limited 
combustible materials having high fire-resistive ratings. 
Structural frame at least 3 hours. 
Included are BBC Types 1A. 18; SBC Type I, Ill; UBC 
Type I .. 

2. ·TYPE II -. (Previously called Noncombustible). 
Structural members, including walls, columns, beams, 
floors and roofs are of approved noncombustible or 
limited combustible materjals having fire-resistive ratings 
of 2 hours or less. 
Included are 88C Types 2A. 28, 2C; SBC Type IV; 
U8C Type II. 

3. TYPE Ill - {Previously called Ordinary). Exterior walls of 
noncombustible or limited combustible materials; and 
interior structural members including walls, columns, 
beams, floors and roofs are of combustible materials. 
Included are BBC Types 38, 3C; S8C Type V; UBC 
Type_lll. 

4. TYPE IV- (Previously called. Heavy Timb~r). Exterior 
walls are of noncombustible or limited combustible 
materials; and Interior structural members including 
columns, beams, arches, flqors, and roofs are of solid 
wood at least 51 mm (2 inches) normal qualifying as 
heavy timber under NFPA 220, 3-4.2 through 3-4.6. 
Included are BBC Type 3A; S8C Type Ill; UBC Type 
IV. 
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CONSTRUCTION lYPE · 
(Continued ... ) 

, ·:::. 

···.~ .. ,;... 

~ . ., . ...... 

5. lYPE V- (Previously called Wood Frame). Exterior 
walls, bearing walls, and floors and roofs and their 

. supports and wholly or partly of wood or other 
combustible material In dimensions smaller than.·those 
required in lYPE W. ::. · · 
Included are BBC Types 4A, 46; · SMC Type VI: UBC · 
Type V. · - -' :. 

9. Type of Construction not cl~sified ·above; Explain in 
Comments Section. - · · · · · · - - · · 

0. Type of Construction undetermined or not '·reported. 

6-4 CFIRS-1, Section C: Structure Fire (Rev: 04/90) 
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ROOF COVERING 
. L ' 

DEFINITION 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

(Rev: 04/90) 

The type bf exterior ro(Jf covering on the structure involved in 
the fire. 

I 

Important This applies to the exposed surface of the roof only. 

To evaluate· different types of roof covering as they relate to .· 
ignition from various sources, as well as to determine their 
contribution to fire spread and ·overall damage. 

This is another element in a building's fire defense inventory that · 
is of special interest in California, particular1y where development 
is expanding into wild lands and areas subject to high winds. 

Enter the code that best describes the type of exterior roof 
covering on the structure involved. 

Important This entiy applies to every buDding fire - whether 
the roof was ·the area of origin, or not 

Note: When one tYJje. of roof covering is applied on top of 
another type, enter the eode for the exposed surface only. 

A fire in a residence with a composition roof: 

I~ 12l 
. A fire in an office building with pressure lm.pregnated treated 
wood shingles: 

I~RN3 . ol 
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EXAMPLES (Continued ... ) 

Codes, 1990 

ROOF COVERING 

A fire in an ·apartment house with a wood shake roof whose 
owner tells you he had the roof fire retardant treated: 

A fire in a restaurant with a metal roof: 

A fire in a wareh_ouse ·with a tar and .. gravel roof: 

1. lite (clay, cement, slate, etc.) .. 
2. Composition shingles. 
3. Wood shakes or shingles ·(treated). 

(Does not include spray on applications). 
4. Wood shakes or shingles (untreated). 

Included are spray on application. 
6. Metal. 

Includes sheet metal,· galvanized iron or steel, tame 
·plate, copper, zinc, aluminum or lead. 

7. · Built-up. · · 
A continuous, semi-flexible roof membrane assembly, 
consisting of plies of saturat.ed felts, coated felts, 
fabrics or mats between which alternate. layers of 
bitumen are applied, generally surfaced with mineral 
aggregate, bituminous mateiials, or a granule-surfaced 
roofing sheet . · 

B. Structure without roof. 
9. Roof Covering not classified above (i.e. poured 

cement). Explain In Comments section. 
0. Roof Covering undetermined or not reported.· 

6-6 CFIRS-1, Section· C: Structure rll'e (Rev: 04/90) 
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NUMBER OF STORIES· 

·,oEFINmON 

,._ .. ...... 

(Rev: 04/90) 

The total number of stories above grade in a structure. 

A stc;uy Is that portion of a building between the upper 
surface of any- floor and the upper surface of the next floor 
above. In the case of the topmost floor, it is that portion of 
the building between the upper surface of the topmost floor 
and the roof above. · 

. To constitute a story, the finished floor level directly above a 
usable or unused space must be more than 6 feet above 

' . 
grade for more than 50 percent of the total perimeter, or 
more than 12 feet above grade at any point in the perimeter. 

This building has two stories and a basement: 

561 
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PURPOSE 

' .· 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

It is Important to know the overall height of a building when 
analyzing the outcome of a fire. There are· critical differences 
between a fire on the 4th· floor of a 4 story building, verses 

· the 4th. floor of a 40 story building. This data element 
provides this needed distinction. · 

By combining the Number· of Stories with ~ and Level of 
Fire Origin, you get a picture of where the fire occurred in a 
multi-story structUre. · · 

· Important This data element is Uie only way you can identify 
fires that have occurred in highrise bt.lildings . 

. , 

You do· not us~ codes In this qata field. You merely enter the 
actual number of stories in the building. 

A fire in a dwelling with 2 stories above grade and no 
basement: 

A hospital with 6 stories above three basement-level parking 
floors: 

An office building with 36 stories plus three parking floors 
above. grade: 

a.9l 
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EXTENT OF DAMAGE: Flame :: ~.'. .· .. ' . .. : .. , .. ,, 

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

(Rei 64/90) 

The size of the fire In terms of liow far the flame· damage 
extended. The extent of flame damage is the area that was 
actually bumed or charred. It-does not include the area that 
received only heat~· smoke, or water damage . 

. I 

To provide a means to describe the magnitude or 
seriousness of the fire. It is commonly used to measure the 

· effectiveness of built-In protection features designed to limit 
fire spread. This Is also a particularly meaningful factor when 
comparing the affects of accidental versus intentionally set 
fires. 

The confinement and extinguishment of a fire are influenced 
by many factors - with the most prominent being suppression 
strategy and _tactics, and built-in suppression systems. This 
data element Indicates the combined effect of these . 
conditions, and is an Important factor in completing .the 
picture of the fire._ 

Enter the code that best describes the extent of the 
burned/charred area. 

Important This relates· only to the area of actual flame 
impingement Areas scorched. by heat, but not touched by 
flame (such ~ "browned" wallpaper), are included under 
Extent of Smoke Damage. · 

_ Flame damage is either confined to the object of origin (the 
_"thing" that ignited); or to the immediate area within the room; 
- or to the room where the fire started; or It can spread to 

other rooms; to other stories; or even to other property. 

CFlRS-1, Section C: Structure Fire 6-9 
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ENTRY (Continued ... ) 

EXAMPLES 

Codes NFPA-901, 1990 

EXTEN'f OF FLAME 
DAMAGE 

. Note: A room is a partitioned part of the inside of a building. 
If the flame damage extends beyond the area of origin in a 
one-room building, such as a shed, the damage is described 
as confined to the structure of origin (rather than ·.the room of · 
origin). ·· 

Note: When the fire is on the roof or outside wall of..a· · 
building, it is considered to be "Confined to the structure" . 

. Reminder: You can't have a fire without flame - which means . 
you can't have a fire without flame damage ... every fire has 
flame damage! 

Flame damage extends beyond the item first ignited to the 
rest of the room. ' . 

RmMI~·s.-t 

Flame damages the inside of a one-room building: 

The fire caused flame damage to an adjacent building: 

Note: Nwa.ys use the highest number that applies. For 
i~stance, any time an entire building is burned, you would 
never use a code lower than "6''. Think Of it this way, 'Where 
did the flame damage stop?" Use the code that answers that 
question.· · · · · 

1. Confined to the object of origin. 
· 2. Confined to part of room or area of origin. 
3. Confined to room of origin. 
4. Confined to the fire division compartment of origin. 
5. · Confined to story of origin. 
6. Confined to structure of origin. 
7. Extended beyond structure of origin. 
o. Extent of Damage: Flame, undetermined or not 

reported. 
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- . . . ,. 

EXTENT· OF DAMAG:E: .Smoke and/or Heat 

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

(Rev: 04/90) 

-·· .. 

. . . 
. The slie ·of ttie fire in terms of hew far smoke and heat 
damage eXtended. This includes areaS scorched by heat and 
damaged by smoke, but Which do not have flame damage. 

Note: Areas where non-damaging smoke was present are 
not Included. · 

To provide another m.eans of measuring the severity of fires 
and the effectiveness of structural design~ This is an 
especially critical factor for assessing the performance of 
aUtomatic smoke control Systems. It also gives you some 
indication of how well you did in limiting smoke damage. 

As the companion to "Aame Damage•, this data - along with 
"Estimated Loss• - is essential to c:Ompletlng the picture of 
the physical damage caused by the fire. (The tiuman toll is 
covered in Section D.) 

Enter the code that best describes the extent of damage to 
the structure or contents caused by heat and smoke. · 

Damage Is either confined .to the object of oiigin; or it can 
spread to other rooms, other stories, or even other structures. 
Since smoke damage typically extends beyond the area of 
flame damage, the tWo codes are often not the same. . . . 

Note: Wl')en a structure is fully involved in a fire - and the fire 
does not extend beyond the structure - the Extent of Smoke 
Damage is irrelevant In this case, uNo damage of this type" 
is the appropriate entry . 
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EXAMPLES . No smoke damage: 

Smoke damage is confined to room of origin: 
.. .:·,·., .,., .. ~ .. 

• :.::.:.·;.'~' ·::~ ••• , L:g..:=iTENT:=AGII:OI'_·_· ____ ..:..:"-==......LI_·LI__.::B_=.. • ..J:J31= 

·. '; :·.· _·;:?.-~-~::' - • r 

Codes NFPA-901, 1990 

EXTENT OF SMOKE 
DAMAGE 

.. 

Fire destroys the building, and a· structure riext door suffers 
smoke damage: 

_,71 

1. Confined to the objeCt of origin. 
2. Confined to part of room or are of origin. 
3. Confined to room of origin. 
4. Confined to the fire division compartment of origin. 
5. Confined to story of origin. · 
6. · Confined to structure of origin. 
7. Extended beyond structure of origin. 
B. N(J damage of this· type. 
0. Extent of Smoke Damage undetermined or not . 

reported; 

6-12 CFIRS-1, Section C: Structure Fire 
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MATERIAL GENERATING MOST SMOKE: 
Type 

DEFINITION 

PURPOSE 

.. 

(Rev: 04/90) 

The compoSition, or substance, of the material that produced 
the most smoke, when the smoke extended beyond the room 
of origin. 

This refers to the raw, common, or natural state in which the 
material- exists, such as a gas, flammable liquid, chemical, 

. plastic, wood, paper, fabric, etc. 

lmpgrtant:. The "Typea and 8Forma must describe the same 
material. 

Note: This may, or may not, be the same as the Material 
· Fj'rst Ignited. In fact, in most cases It will probably be 
different 

To increase our understanding of how different materials 
contribute to the production of smoke in various 
environments •. 

Because smoke is the major threat to life safety in most 
building fires, It is critical to identify those materials that cause 

. more smoke than others. 

The Identification of smoke-producing materials Is used to 
evaluate structural design, construction methods, and 
mechanical air handling systems intended to limit the · 
movement of smoke thrdugh buildings .. This entry can be 
correlated with such factors as casualties, extent of damage, 
construction type, and detector performance, among others . 
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ENTRY 

ExAMPLES 

Codes NFPA-901, 1990 

MATERIAL GENERATING 
MOST SMOKE: Type 

Enter the code that best describes the composition or 
substance of the material that produced the most smoke that 
extended beyond the room of origin. REMEMBER, this must 
refer to the same material as the ~Form" entry. 

. . 

Note: The Extent of Flame Damage has no affect on when 
you complete this entry. It is the Extent of Smoke Damage 
that is the determining factor. If smoke did not spread 
beyond the room of origin, then leave blank. 

Note: The Code Table used for this elitry is the same as the 
one used for the Tyee of Material First lgn"ed. But, keep in 
mind that the material generating the most smoke is often 
different than' the material first ignited. · 

Plastic coated wallpaper produced the most smoke: 

Unoleum floor covering appeared to produce more smoke 
than other burning materials: 

. ( 

1=--~TNI ,-.,..JS,\ I Fonn!·' 

Smoke was confined to the room of origin: 

Major Headings 

• 
. . 
·• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Wood, Cellulose-Naturally Occurring . 
Gas {n~ gasoline) . 
Flammable, Combustible Uquid. 
Volatile Solid, Chemical • 
Plastics.·· 
Natural Product. . 
Wood, Paper {processed) . 
Fabric, Textile, Fur . 
Material. Compounded with Oil . 
Other Type of Material· Generating Most Smoke . 
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_WOOD,· . 
CELLULOSE-NATURALLY 
OCCURRING - 0 seiies. 

GAS (not gasoline) ~ 
10 seiies. 

> FLAMMABLE, 
COMBUSTIBLE UQUID -

. 20 series. 

(Rev: 04/90) 

Leading "0'' must be entered where applicable. 

01. Grass. . : :· , -:'::::c . -
02; · Leaves, needles, litter (veg-etative). . 
03. Duff (the mateiial between. the lEI Elf and/or needle cover 

- and mineral soi~ .. '· -:. ~>-' ·: ... ,., · 
Included are decomposed material and humus. 

04. Peat. . ·,· ,·_:· . · ·_ :,:·;:~-: . - · 
05. Uve tree brush. , '· .. , . 
06. Snag (standing dead tree). 
01 • .. Logs. _ _ _ · . . 
08. Slash (felled brush, limbs, tree tops). 
09. Rotten wood. 

11. Natural gas. 
12. LP-City Gas (LP and air mix). 
13. Manufactured gas. 
14. LP-Gas. 
15. Anesthetic gas. 
16. Acetylene. . 
17. Other specialty gas. 

Excluded are anesthetic gas (15), acetylene (16) and 
hydrogen (18). 

1 B. Hydrogen. 
19. · Gas.not classified _above. -Explain in Comments 

section. 
10. Gas: lrisufflcient Information available to classify further. 

Classification Information Is given in NFPA 321, Standard on 
Basic Classification of Flammable and Combustible Uquids; 
arid NFPA 325M, Fire Hazard Properties of Flammable 
Uquids, Gases,· and Volatile Solids. 

21. Class lA flammable liquid. 
Flash point less than 22.8"C (73"F) and boiling point 
less than. 37.8"C (1 OO"F). 
Included are ethyl ether, pentane, and ethylene oxide. 

22. Class 18 flammable liquid. · 
Flashpoirit less than 22.8"C (73"F) and boiling point at 
or above 37.8"C (.100"F). 
Included are acetone ethyl alcohol, JP-4' jet fuel, and 
methyl-ethyl ketone; 
Excluded Is gasoline (23). · 

23. - Gasoline • 
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FLAMMABLE, 
COMBUSTIBLE UQUID • 
20 series. (Continued ... ) 

VOLATILE SOUD, 
CHEMICAL - 30 series. 

· 24. Class IC flammable liquid. . 
Flashpolnt at or above 22.a•c (73•F)and below 37;a•c 
(1000F). ·:· .... ":: . 

Included are butyl alcohol, propyl alcohol; styrene, and 
turpentine.· · · 

25. Class-'ll combustible liquid. 
FlaSn1 ~point at or above 37.8"C (1000F) but less than 
60"0·· (140"F). 
Included are kerosene,' Nos. 1, 2, 4, and 5 fuel oil, and 
diesel fuel. 

26. - Class lilA combustible liquid. 
FlSShpoint at or above 60"C- (14Ci"F) but less than 
93.4·c (200"F). 
Included are No. 6 fuel oil, cottonseed oil, and 
creosote on. 

27. Class 1118 combustible liquid. 
Flashpoint at or above 93.4°C (2000F). 
-Included are eooking oil, transfonner oil, and lubricating 
oU. · 

29. Flammable, Combustible Uquid not classified above. 
Explain in Comments section. 

20. Flammable, Combustible Uquid; insufficient information 
available to classify further. 

31. Fat, grease (food). 
· 32. Grease (non-food}. 

Included are petroleum jellies. 
33. Polish. 

Included are paraffin and. wax; 
34. Adhesive, resin, tar. 

Included are glue, gelatin, rosin, damas; .elemi, kauri, 
aSphalt, pitch, contact cement, soot, carbon, creosote. 
Ex~uded is asphalt impregnated material (86). 

35. Applied paint. varnish. 
36. · Combustible metal. 

Included are magnesium, titanium, and zirconium. 
37. Solid chemical. 

tncluded are explosives. 
Excluded ·are liquid chemicals (division 2} and gaseous 
chemicals (dMsion .1). -

38. Radioactive material. 
39. Volatile Solid, Chemical not classified ;above. Explain in 

_ Comments section. : 
30. Volatile Solid, Chemical; insufficient information available 

to classify further. 
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PLASTICS - 40 series. 

... 1 • ~ -

- '_. .. •. 
~· . __ ,,-__ - ·-

- ' .~ 
~-· _. .. · 

' ., 0< lo• 

' ' 

. Included are all solid, non-fibrous forms of plastic and 
synthetic rubber, examples are polypropyler:~e. polystyrene, ' 

. ., ... polyurethane and polyvinyl chloride in molded, laminate, foam, 
film, or sheet form. · · 

. , Excluded are synthetic fibers, coated fabrics and plastic 
'.. upholstery (division 7)~ . ' 

'' A" 0 • 0 

41. Rigid plastics. 
Incompressible, hard, stiff, inflexible· plastics. 
Included are molded plastics such as appliance cases, 
floor tile, decorative kitchen laminates. If identifiable 
foam structure is also present, classify as rigid foam . 
(42). ' ' 

· 42. Rigid foam plastics. 
Incompressible, hard, stiff, inflexible plastics with 
cellular, honeycomb, foam structure. 
Included are rigid thermal foam insulation for walls and 
refrigerators. 

43. Flexible plastics. 
Compressible, soft, elastic, or ·pliable plastic. 
Included is electrical wire insulation. If identifiable foam 
structure is also present. classify as flexible foam (44). 

44. Flexible foam ·plastics. 
Compressible, soft, elastic, or pliable plastic with 
cellular, sponge like, honeycomb, foam structure. 
Included are mattress, furniture interior foam, and 
carpet pads. 

45. Film plastics • 
. Paper-thin plastic, either self-supporting or coated on 
another material [no greater than 0.01 in. (0.25 mm) 
thick]. 
Included are polyethylene trash bags, photographic 
film, coated wallpaper. 
Excluded are classified above. 

49. Plastic not classified above. Explain in Comments 
s'ection. 

40. · Plastic; Insufficient information available to classify 
further. · 

NATURAL PRODUCT- 50 51. Rubber. 
series. · Excluded are synthetic rubbers (classify as plastics, 

division· 4). 
52. Cork. 
53. Leather.· 
54. Hay, straw . 
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NATURAL PRODUCT-
50 ~aries. (Continued ... ) . . 

. ~ '·-

' ,. ·~ ·-. ::: -~-~--- .. 

-~-~--~.:~~-ffJ,, --~-~·-.. ·;.- ..... ~~~·":·· . 

·:=-~ .... :~--i ........ ~:_--'"· 
.. '· ·.····· .. . 

.. ;: ~: :.-

WOOD, PAPER 
(processed) - 60 series. 

FABRIC, TEXTILE, FUR-
70 series. 

55. Grain, natural fiber (preprocess). 
Included. are feathers, felt, kapok, Hessian, hemp, sisal, 
jute, cocofilrTI, flax, and cotton . 
Excluded are fabrics and fumiture batting (72). 

56. Coal, coke, briquettes, peat. 
57. Food, starch . 

Excluded are fat and grease (31 ). 
58. Tobacco . 
59. Natural Product not classified above. Explain in 

Comments section. . . 
sp, Natural Proc;iuct; insufficient information available to 

classify further.· 

61. . . Wood residue. 
Included are chips, sawdust, shavings, excelsior, and 
processed wood used as thermal insulation. 

62. Round timber. 
Included are round posts, poles, and piles. 

63. Sawn woods. 
Included Is all finished lumber. 

64. · Plywood. 
65. Aberboard, particleboard, and hardboard. 

Included are low density pressed wood fiberboard 
products. 

66. Wood pulp. 
67. Paper. 

Included are cellulose, waxed paper, sensitized paper, 
and ground-up, processed paper and newsprint used 
·.as thermal insulation. 

· 68. Cardboard. 
69. Wood; Paper (Processed) not classified above. Explain 

in Comments section. · 
60. Wood, Paper (Processed); insufficient. information 

available to classify further. · 

' Classify. by predominant type of material, except as shown in 
7~ . . 

. 71. Man-made .fabric, fiber, finished goods. 
Excluded are rayons (72). 

72. Cotton, rayon, cotton fabric, finished goods. 
Included are canvases and all polyester-cotton blends. 
Excluded Is waterproof canvas made with materials 
compounded with oil (84). 

73. Wool, wool.mixture fabric, finish goods. 

.. 
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FABRIC, TEXTILE, FUR • 
70 series. (Continued~ .. ) 

MATERIAL 
COMPOUNDED WITH OIL 

. so series. 

.OTHER .MATERIAL 
'GENERATING MOST 
SMOKE: Type • 90 series. 
. :: 

(Rev: 04/90) 

74. 
75. I 

76. 
77 . 

.. 79. 

70. 

81. 
82. 
84 . 

85. 

86. 

89. 

80. 

91. 
92. 
93 .. 

97. 

99. 

00. 

Fur, silk, other fabric, finished goods. · 
Wig. 
Human hair. 
Plastic coated fabric. 
Included are plastic upholstery fabric and other vinyl 
fabrics. ·' · 
Fabric, Textile, Fur not classified above. Explain in· .. ·. -. : ... 
Comments section. · ·· · 
Fabric, Textile, Fur; insufficient information, available to • · 
classify further. ·· ___ , .-..·;; 

Unoleum. 
Oilcloth. 
Waterproof canvas. 
Excluded is waterproof cloth of rayon covered with 
neoprene (77). 
Oily rags. · 
Included are waste materials impregnated with oil. . . 

Asphalt. treated material. 
Excluded are by-products of combustion, soot, carbon, 
creosote (34). · · 
Material Compounded with Oil not classified above. 
Explain in Comments section. 
Material Compounded with Oil;. insufficient information 
available to classify further. . 

Chaff. 
Mulch. 
Utter, combinations of materials having no value in the 
same container o~ pile . 
Multiple types of material generating most smoke. 
Use this subdivision only where there are multiple fires 
started at approximately the same tinie on the same 
property and more than one type of material 

. generating most smoke was initially involved. If one 
major material was involved, use the appropriate 
classification. 
Material Generating Most Smoke; Type, not. classified 
abOve. Explain in Comments section .. 
Material Generating Most Smoke: Type, undetermined 
or not reported. 

* NOTE:. NFPA-901 Type of Material Ignited 
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MATERIAL GENERATING ·MOST SMOKE: 
Form· 

DEJ=INmON 

PURPOSE. 

·ENTRY 

The use, or purpose,' of the material that produced the most 
smoke, when the smoke extends beyond the room of origin. 

This is the mate to the "Type" entry, and must refer to the 
·. same material. 

To increase. our understanding of how different materials 
contribute to the production of smoke In various 
environments. 

This entry ~ when· combined· with "Type" - describes what 
caused the most smoke that spread beyond the room of 
origin. This, in tum, can be compared with the features of 
the building that are intended to contain the smoke.·.· 

This is where you . identify the actual object, or ''thingu, that 
generated the most smoke. 

Enter the code that best describes the thing, or object, that 
produced the most smoke that extended beyond the room of 
origin. REMEMBER, this must refer to the same material as 
the "Type• entry. · 

Note:. The Extent of Flame Damage has no affect on when 
you complete this entry. It Is the Extent of Smoke Damage 
that Is the determining factor. If smoke did not spread · 
beyond the room of origin, then leave blank. 

Note: The Code Table used for this entry Is the same as the 
one used for the Type of Material First Ignited. But, keep in 
.mind that the material generating the most smoke is often 
different than the material first ignited. · 
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EXAMPLES 

Codes NFPA-901, 1990 

. MATERIAL GENERATING 
MOST SMOKE: Form * 

-STRUCTURAL 
COMPOI'JENT, FINISH-
10 series. 

{Rev: 04/90) 

Plastic coated wallpaper produced the most smoke: 

IIIA'IallAI. "11ENEAAT1NO I 51 
IIOST BIIQI(E . _ . .Tnoel 1 I ~arm I : 

Unoleum floor· covering appeared ~o produce more smoke 
ttian otfier,burning materials: 

·I·IIATERIAL GENEAATlNO . 
. . ,: .. _ MOST SIIOICE Tnoe I 1 I Form riAl 

........ , ... 
The: smoke was confined to the room of origin:. 

I
IIATliiiiAL GENEAATlNO . . I 

_ MOST 8IIOICii . Tnoe I 1 I Form I 1 

Major Headings 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• . . 
• 
• 

Structural Component. Finish . 
Furniture, Utensils. · 
Soft Goods, Wearing Apparel • 
Adornment. Recreational Material . 
Supplies, Stock . 
Power Transfer Equipment, Fuel. 
General Form . 
Special Form • 
Other Form of Material Generating Most Smoke . 

11. Exterior roof covering, surface, finish. 
.12. Exterior sidewall covering, surface, finish. 

Included are eaves. 
13. Exterior trim, appurtenances. 

Included are doors, porches, and platforms. 
14. Floor covering, surface. 
15. Interior wall covering. 

-Included are cloth wall covering, wood paneling, and 
items permanently affixed· to a wall or door. 
Excluded are curtains and draperies (936) and 
deCorations (42). 

16. Ceiling covering, surface. . 
Included are cloth permanently affixed to ceiling, and 
acoustical tile. · 

17. Structural. member, framirig. 
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STRUCTURAL 
_ --'··· " _ _,_. COMPONENT, FINISH -

. · -~,~~~;-~:~'.,, 1~-~~_ri_es. (Continued ... ) 
... -' .. ·· 

... . .•.~"·;, -:·-

.'~i:r•· .. · 

., 

FURNITURE, UTENSILS -
20 series .. -

SOFT GOODS, WEARING 
APPAREL - 30 series. 

' -· :· ~··· 

_ ADORNMENT, 
RECREATIONAL 
MATERIAL - 40 series. 

18. Thermal, acoustical insulation within wall, partition. or 
floor/ceiling space. 
Included are fibers, batts, boards, loose fills • 

· 19. Structural Component, Finish not classified above . 
Explain in Comments section. - .. 

1 o. Structural Component, Finish; insufficient infol'lilation 
available to classify further. 

Included Is built-in furniture. 

21. Upholstered sofa, chair, vehicle seats . 
22. Non-upholstered chair, bench. 
23. Cabinetry. 

Included ·are filing ·cabinets, pianos,· dresserS, chests of 
drawers; desks, tables, and bookcases. 

. Excluded are lV sets, bottle warmers, and appliance 
housings (25). 

24. Ironing· board. 
25. Appliance housing .or casing. 
26. . Kitchen household utensils. 
29.' Furniture, Utensils not classified above. Explain in 

Comments section; 
20. Furniture, Utensils; insufficient information available to 

classify further. 

31. Mattress, pillow. 
32. Bedding, blanket, sheet; comforter. 

Included are heating pads. 
33. Unen, other than bedding. 

Included are towels and tablecloths. 
34. Wearing apparel not on a person. 
35. Wearing apparel on a person. 
36. Curtain, blind, drapery, tapestry. 

· 37. Goods not ·made up. 
Included are fabrics and yard goods. 

38. Luggage. 
39. Soft Goods, Wearing Apparel not classified above. 

Explain lri Comments section. 
30. Soft Goods, Wearing Apparel; insufficient information 

· available to classify further. 

41. Christmas tree. 
42. Decoration. 
43. Book. 
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. ADORNMENT, 44. Magazine, newspaper, writing paper. 
RECREATIONAL Included are files. 
MATERIAL -. 40 series. 45. Toy, game. 

e . (Continued ... ) 46. Awning, canopy. 
47. Tarpaulin, tent. 
49. Adornment, Recreational Material not classifieq above. 

Explain in Comments section. 
. 40. Adornment, Recreational Material; insufficient r.: 

information _available to classify further .. 

SUPPUES, STOCK - 51. Box. carton, bag. 
50 series. 52. Basket, barrel. 

· Included are waste baskets. 
53. Pallet, skid (not is use). 

Excluded are palletized stock (85). 
54. Rope, cord, twine, yam. 
55. Packing, wrapping material. 
58. Bale storage. . · 
57. Bulk storage. 

58. Cleaning supplies. 
Included· are brooms, brushes, mops, cleaning cloths, 
and cleaning fluids. 

59. Supplies, Stock not classified above. Explain in 
Comments section. e 50. Suppfies, Steck; insufficient information available to I 

classify further. 

POWER TRANSFER 61. Electric81 wire, cable insulation. 
EQUIPMENT, FUEL - · Do not classify the Insulation on the wiring as the first · 
60 series. . material Ignited unless there were no other materials in 

the Immediate area, such as mig~ be. found in a cable 
tray or electrical vault Classify the first material of 
significance that caught fire from . the wire/wire 
insulation as the material first ignited. · 

62. Transformer •. 
Included are transformer fluids. 

63. Conveyor belt, drive belt, V-belt. 
64. lire. 
65. Fuel. 

· Included are flammable liquids· or gases in their final 
container prior to direct transfer into the engine or 
burner· or the piping associated with this final transfer. 
Excluded are flammable liquids or gases stored in a 
container such ·that they need to be transferred to 
anOther container before use (86). 

e 
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·a .. 

•• 

POWER TRANSFER 
EQUIPMENT, FUEL • 
60 ·series. (Contlnued ... ) 

GENERAL FORM • 
io series. 

SPECIAL FORM • 
80 series. 

66. Pipe, duct, conduit, hose. 
' ' ' - , ... - . 

· 67. Pipe, duct, conduit covering. .,-. _· -~ .· _ . · · · 
Included are insulating materials-'whether for ·acoustical· 

. or thermal purposes, and whethe(inside or outside the 

SB. . ~~:;.conduit, duct. ·.:.:::··~;~:;~,:."·~: .. ~···:--· :·· . 

lnqtui:led are evaporative cool~i pads. . .• 
69. Power Transfer Equipment, F\:ielinofctassifiecf above. 

Explain In Comments seCH.orl:''. · · · 
60. Power Transfer Equlpmi:mt>Fuel; insufficient information 

available to classify further:······ 

71. Agricultural product. 
72. Ferice, pole 
73. Fertilizer. 
74. Growing or natural form whether living or dead .. 

Included are forests, brush, and grass. 
75. Rubbish, trash, waste. 
76. Cooking materials. 

Included are edible materials for man or animal. 
· 77. Sign.. . 

Included are outdoor signs such as billboards. 
78. Film, Residue. 

Included are. paint or resin film and paint or resin 
residue on spray booths, exhaust ducts or dip tank 
drain boards, chimney residue (soot) and other films · 
and residues produced as a by-product of an 
operation. 

81. . Dust, fiber, lint. 
Included are sawdust and excelsior. 

82. Pyrotechnics, explosives. 
83. Atomized, vaporized liquid. 

Excluded are aerosols (86) • 
. 84. Chips. · 

85. Pelletized material, material stored on pallets. 
86. Gas or liquid in or from pipe or cOntainer. 

Included are accelerants, aerosols. 
Excluded are fuels in their final container prior to direct 
transfer to the ~ngine or burner or in the piping 
associated with the final transfer (65). 

· 87. Rolled material. 
Included is rolled paper. 

88. Adhesive . 
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OTHER MATERIAL. 
GENERATING MOST 
SMOKE: FORM • 
90 series. 

(Rev: 04/90) 

91. Railroad ties. 
· ·s7. Multiple forms of material generating most smoke. 

Use this subdivision only where there are multiple fires 
· staf:ted at approximately the same time on the same 
property and more than one form of material 

· generating most smoke was initially involved. · If one 
major material was lf1votved, use the appropriate · 
classification. · 

99.' Material Generating Most Smoke: Form, not classified 
above •. Explain in Comments section.· 

00. Material Generating Most Smoke: Form, undetermined 
or not reported· · 

. · * NOTE: NFPA-901 Fonn of Material Ignited 
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.. :;:; ... 
·=- --::··;-~ .. ~~· . I . ·•··· 

AVENUE OF·::·s·MOKE- TRAVEL 

DEFINITION 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

··-·~ ~- .. : •• < • • 

. ' ~- .• .. -::. \ •. , . 
. .- . ·. . -.. '.:·: 

. "" :·~.-·.• 
· .. •\·· 

The principal path, or opening, that allowed smoke to travel 
beyond the ·room or area of origin. Travel can be horizontal, 
such as through a corridor; or vertical, such as through a 
stairwell. 

· N9te: Not all fires have a principal avenue of smoke spread. 

To identify how smoke was able to spread beyond the room 
or area of origin. 

This is the single most important factor in analyZing the cause 
and effect of smoke contamination in a building. It provides 
an assessment· of built-in smoke containment features: and . 
can also be used to evaluate fire fighter ventilation practices. 

Enter the code that best describes the principal avenue of . 
smoke travel. . 
If smoke did not spread beyond the room of origin, leave · 
blank. 

Smoke traveled up an open ~irway: 

Smoke penetrated an unprotected poke-through for electrical 
wiring: · 
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EXAMPLES (Continued ... ) 

· .. ,. 

• • n• ~ • • • '•· •I . - . . 

Codes NFPA-901;4990 

AVENUE OF SMOKE 
TRAVEL · :::)::_;;. ·' : 

~ ~....... .... . ~ ., 
~1- .:. •. { ~= • 

(Rev: 04/90) 

Smoke did not extend beyond the room of origin: 

1. 

3. 
4. 
5. 

6. 
7. 

B. 

0. 

l"VEM.e 0~. 
8MOI!i TRAIIEI. 

Air-handling duct. 
Corridor. 
Elevator shaft. 
Stairwell. 
Opening in construction. 
Included are gaps. between slabs and walls, over 
doors, and the like, · 
Utility opening. 
Doorway, passageway. 
Included are normal openings between rooms. 
Excluded are smoke travel in corridors (2) and 
stairwells (4). 
Avenue of Smoke Travel not classified above. Explain 
in Comments section. 
Avenue of Smoke Travel undetermined or not reported. 
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.· ···~~ . ~ . 
'· -, ' .. 

'.::DETECTION SYSTEM: Type 

.: .. 

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

The specific type of early warning fire/smoke detector(s) 
installed in the involved structure. · 

. To Identify the type. of detector(s) present In the building. 

This is one of four factors that describe the detection system. · 
The others are; Power Supply, Performance and Reason For 
Failure. 

When used with other data elements (such as Extent of 
Damage; Deaths and Injuries), you can assess the · 
contribution of earlY warning detection. · 

' ' 

Enter the code that best defines the type of detector(s) 
· present in the involved structure. · · 

Important You should record the type of detector(s) whether 
they were working or not. The important thing to know here 
is that detectors were, or were not, present; and if they were, 
what type? 

Note: You need only consider those that were in the area of 
the building affected by fire and smoke. For instance, if the 
fire occurred in a multi-story building - and there were 
different types of detectors on different floors - you would · 
only consider those ·on the floors aff~cted by the fire. 

· There were two ionization smoke detectors installed: 
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EXAMPLES (Continued ... ) There was one ionization and one photoelectric smoke 
detector installed: 

Codes NFPA-901, .1990 

DETECTION SYSTEM: 
Type 

(Rev: 04/90) 

.. ·'~ ~:_·:)_ 
There was a sprinkler system with a flow alarm that could be· .. ; " · · · . 
heard throughout the building: ':< ·'·~·' · · 

'j .. • 

Note: Whne a sprinkler head eould be defined as a fixed · 
temperature heat detector, for the purpose of this data field, a 
sprinkler system with flow alarm is classified as an alarm for 
"Water floW", not tor fire detection. · 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 

8. 
9; 

a. 

Smoke detector, Ionization principle. 
Smoke detector, photoelectric principle. 
Smoke detector, undetermined or combined principles. 
Heat detector, rate of rise. · · 
.Heat detector, fixed temperature. 
Heat detector, undetermined or combined pr!nciples. 
Combination of detection principles present in 1 or 
more devices. 
No detector present. 
Other type detector present. Explain in Comments 
·section. · . 
Included are gas. sensing and flame sensing devices. 
Type of Detector System undetermined or not reported. 
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... : ... 

DETECTION SYSTEM: Power ~upply . : .. 

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

. ... . 
.. •:.· 

t : 

The source of power used to operate the fire/smoke detector. 

To evaluate the different types of detector power sour.ces; 
and to provide Information for developing effective public 
education programs regarding malntenance and testing of 
Early Warning Detectors. · 

:~· il: ~: .• 
This Is one of four factors that describe the detection system. 
The others are; Type, Performance and Reason For Failure. 

•'•"• 
'" '"'~ 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

This entry Is particularly important to the evaluation of battery 
operated devices. 

Enter the code that best describes the type of power supply 
used for the detector(s) identified in the ''Type" entry. If no 
detector system present, leave blank. 

The. detector was battery operated: 

I ~ Type I · I P..;.., S- Ill Porto,..ftao I -Fo· I FollllfO I 

The detector was a wind up heat activated .device: 

I DETB:TiaN ~ _ - Flf 
SYSTEU T'" ! j Powor B"!'!!!!IQ Porlannonco j I Failure I 
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EXAMPLES (Contln!.!ed ... ) There were 2 detectors with different kinds of power supplies: 

Codes NFPA-901, 1990 

DETECTiON SYSTEM: . 
Power Supply 

{Rev: 04/90) 

I Power S~IT 171 Po~.,,.. ... I 

1. Battery only. :· .... ,. · ; 
2. Hard wire only;; .·· -· ,. 
3. Plug in only. _. 
4. · Hard wire witfi·.battery backup. 
5. Plug in with battery backup. 
6. Mechanic8i power. 

-Far 
I Follure I 

Included are springs and pressurized cylinders of gas. 
7. More than one type of power supply (different. 

detectors). 
9. Detector Power Supply not classified above. Explain in · 

Comments section. · 
0. Detector Power Supply undetermined or not reported. 
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e. 

:,~,~DETECTION SYSTEM: Performance 
., • •. ~ ·; . • • • ' ' 'r 

:-.;. . . . . 
ri.:-:':'"'-'"! .. 
·-~ ~ ............. ·. 

· · DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

. ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

The location and effectiveness of detection system· equipment. 

. To provide information about the use, reliabllity, and 
effectiveness of automatic detection equipment. . This is critical · 
to determining the role of detection equipment in fire control 
and life ;;afety. 

This is one of four factors that describe the detection system. 
The others are: Type, Power Supply and Reason For Failure . 

. Note: This entry is not designed to evaluate the alarm 
transmission capability of the system: it o"'ly refers to the 
detection of the fire. 

Enter the code that best describes the location and 
effectiveness of the deviee(s). If no detector system present, 
leave blank. · 

The heat detectors in the room of origin activated and 
warned the occupants: 

I ~ T,.,. I I P ..... BUIIDIJ I I -FOI I I Poflarman.. I I FaUuro I · . 

The detector in the room of origin did not operate: 
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Codes NFPA-901, 1990 

DETECTION SYSTEM: 
Periormance 

{Rev: 04{90) . 

1. Detector(s) in the room or space of fire origin, and it 
alerted the occupants. · · 

2.. Detector(s) not In the room or space of fire origin, arid 
It alerted the occupants. 

3. · Detector(s) in the room or space of fire origin, and it 
did not operate. 

4. Oetector(s) not in the room or space of fire origin, and 
it did not operate. 

5. Detector(s) in the room or space of fire origin,. but fire 
too small to require It to operate. 

6. Detector(s) operated but were not a factor in the 
discovery of the fire. · 

7. · Detector(s) operated but the occupants failed to 
respond to detector notification. 

9. Detector Performance not classified above. Explain in 
Comments sBctlon. · 

0. Detector Performance undetermined or not reported. · 

( 
\ 
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...... ,; 
''"" .·<,.~. 

. --
~ . ' ~ .. ' 

DETECTION SYSTEM: Reason for FailQre:·,. 

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

'. ·. ~-~ .-

.. ~~::.~:: .. 

The-specific reason the detector did not operate. 

To identify the conditions that cause detection equipment to 
fail to operate, and specific detectors which may be flawed 
due to design or part faiillres: and to assist in developing 
public education programs dealing with the maintenance and 
testing of detectors. 

This Is probably the most critical of the four entries describing 
the detection equipment. (The others are; Type; Power 
Supply and Performance.) It pinpoints what the major 
problems are, and where corrective action must be focused. _ 

Enter the code that best describes the reason the detector 
failed to operate. If no detector system present, leave blank. 

Homeowner removed battery: 

l ~ r,.,. I I Pow., BuPIIlr I I Po~.,.,... I I ~= For I I 1· 

Detector was not installed properly: 

DeteCtor was painted, plugged up· with dust, etc: 

--I~ r,.,. 1 1 - s....,. 1 I PMonnonco I R-Fot 41 I Fomuo j 
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Codes NFPA-901, 1990 

DETECTION SYSTEM: 
Reason for Failure 

... 

(Rev: 04{90) 

1. . Failure of power supply. . .. _ 
. Included are power supply shut off or disconnected, 
and batteries missing or discharged. · · 

2. Improper Installation or placement_ of detector. 
3. Defective detector Instrument. · 
4. Inadequate maintenance. 
7. No detector failure.· 
9. Reason for Detector Failure not classified above. 

ExPlain in Comments section. 
o. Reason for Detector Failure .undetermined or not . 

reported • 
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• ··•·••• ;·! .• 

EXTINGUISHING SXSJEM:~.:.Type . . . . - .... ' . .. . . 

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY· 

EXAMPLES 

.. 

·-· _: ... 
. '·. 

. . 

·. Th~-' tj'J,i of automatic extinguishing system present in or near 
the area of origin. 

To Identify· the type of automatic extinguishing system(s) 
existing In or near the area of origin at time of the incident. 
By combining this with other data elements, you can evaluate 
the effectiveness of different systems under a variety of 
conditions. This. is also the basic data element used to 
~stabllsh a comparison between fire experience In protected, 
verses unprotected, structures. 

This Is one of'three basic factors that describe the . 
extinguishing system. The others are; Performance and 
Reason For Failure. 'You will also record the type and 
number of heads activated in the next data section .. 

,. ' 

Enter the code that best defines the type of automatic 
extinguishing system present in the building. 

Note: This entry is to be completed regardless of whether 
the system operated or not 

Important If more than one type of system operated, record 
the one In or closest to the. area of origin. · 

A fire in a single family dwelling having a wet pipe residential 
·sprinkler system: 

Tno8 I \ 1 \ I PertOIIIWI .. 
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EXAMPLES (Continued ... ) A wast~basket fire in a restaurant kitchen that has a hood 
system and wet pipe sprinkler system: 

Coda NFPA 901, 1990 

EXTINGUISHING 
SYSTEM: Type ~ 

(Rev: 04/90) 

>·:·~ 

·.· .. ·.' ~-~- Typell,\IP•rlorman .. l 1=""' I: 
·;~' :-;:·. :-~ __ ~...._ ...;;.;.;;~---~..L..:..I..L.I...:..;::=:;;:.....I-J...:..:::;::;.._~ 

. ·.' ~~--.: ~ : -- " -

,. A cooking range tire in a restaurant kitchen that has a hood 
... system and a sprinkler system: · 

;ype 12. II Plrlomr&nC!t I I=""' I 

. A fire in a computer room containing a Halon 1301 system: 

11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. ' 
17. 
21. 

22. 

23. 

I~ Type 1Z,41 ............... 1 , :.: ""' 1 1 

Wet pipe sprinkler System. · 
Dry pipe sprinkler sy~m. 
Deluge sprinkler system. 
Pre-action sprinkler system. 
Combined dry pipe and pre-action sprinkler system. 
Recycling sprinkler system. 
Outside sprinkler system. 
Dry chemical system. 
Included are systems that use sodium bicafbonate, 
potassium bicarbonate, urea~based potassium . 
bicarbonate, potassium chloride, or· monoammonium 
phosphate as an agent See NFPA 17, Standard for 
Dry Chemical Extinguishing Systems, for guidance on 
system design. 
Foam system. 
Included are systems using protein, fluoroprotein, 
ha!O"fluoroprotein, and low temperature protein foam; 
high expansion foam, aqueous film forming 'foam 
(AFFF), and wetting agent foam. See NFPA 11, 
Standard tor .Low Expansion Foam and Combined 
Agent Systems and NFPA 11A, Standard for Medium 
and High Expansion Foam Systems, for guidance on 
system design. · 
EXcluded are chemical foam systems (99). 
Water spray system. 
See NFPA 15, Standard for Water Spray Fixed Systems 
for Fire Protection, for guidance on system design. 
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EXTINGUISHING 
SYSTEM: Type * 

.. ,: (Continued ... )· 

,., . 
' •. '1.;' ~I -I~~ ': I " ; . 

:_ ;. 

I~ ,l• • ''·, ~ 

. - ; :: --·· . 
. ·,:."." 

:.L 

.. 

24 .. 

25. 

26 . 

98. 
99. 

00. 

. Halogenated fire extinguishing agent system. 
Included are systems using Halon 1211, Halon 1301, or 
other Halons as agents. See NFPA 12A, Standard on 
Halon 1301 Fire Extinguishing Systems; and NFPA 128, 
Standard on Halon 1211 Fire Extinguishing Systems, for 
guidance on system design. 
Carbon dioxide syStem. 
See NFPA 12, Standard on CarbOn Dioxide 
Extinguishing Systems, for guidance on system design. 
Explosion suppression system. 

·See NFPA 69, Standard on Explosion Prevention 
Systems, for guidance on system design. 
No Extinguishing System •. 
Extinguishing System: Type, not classified above. 
Explain in Comment section. . 
Included are steam smothering systems, chemical foam 
systems, and systems dispensing dry powder for metal 
fires. · 
Extinguishing System: Type, undetermined or not 
reported. 

* NOTE: NFPA-901 Type of Sprinkler System and Type 
of Special Hazard System 
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e. 

• 

., . ~. ' 

EXTINGUISHING ·sYSTEM: Performance.-
. . . . 

DEFINITION 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

(Rev: 04/90) 

The operation and effectiveness of the automatic extinguishing 
system.-

To evaluate the use, reliability and effectiveness of various 
types of extinguishing systems. 

This is one of three basic factors that describe the 
extinguishing system. lhe others are: Performance and 
Reason For Failure. (You can also record the type and . 
number of heads activated in the next data section.) 

You can use this data element in combination with loss
factors to. compare incidents invoMng the same "Specific 
Property Usen • protected versus unprotected, This is 
especially meaningful for tracking and evaluating the use of 
Residential Sprinkler Systems. 

Enter the code that best defines the status and operation of 
the extinguishing system. H the performance was not 
satisfactory, you should explain the circumstances in the 
Comments Section. You should also check to see if there is 
an appropriate code to enter in the "Contributing Factors• 
data field - · particularly if the unsatisfactory performance 
aff~cted the outcome of the fire. H no extinguishing system 
present, leave blank. 

Two sprinklers iri the room of origin operated and 
extinguished the fire: 

TJIIo! 
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EXAMPLES (Continued ... ) 

Codes NFPA-901, 1990 

EXTINGUISHING 
SYSTEM: Performance· 

A damaged sprinkler head prevented its operation: 

I~ . -~ A-F.-
Typo I -, I Pottorman .. ·Of ~auu,. - ! 

No extinguishing system present iri a "hc:iLise fire: 
· .. ··-. :· ;,_'·: J' ' • <:· .. 

,~ TJIIOf -Fot I I Potlarman.. f I FIIIU,. I 
l-,·. 

1. Equipment operated and was effective in controlling or 
extinguishing the fire. -

2. Equipment operated and was not effective in 
controlling or extinguishing the fire. 

3. Equipment should have operated but did not. 
4. Equipment present but fire too small to require 

operation.·_ 
9. Extinguishing System: Performance, not classified 

above. Explain in Comments seCtion. 
0; - Extinguishing System: Performance, undetermined or 

not reported. 
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..... ~ .~. . 

EXTIN·~:t_JYSrh:~iG SYSTEM: Reason for 
•''!'•'.L.· ·i 

Failure_:~--~-'::; - · 
. ,._ .. ,_. 

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

(Rev: 04190) 

The condition that prevented the Automatic· Extinguishing 
System from operating properly. This Includes falling to 
extinguish the fire even though the system operated. 

To Identify the conditions that result in fire extinguishing 
· system failures. This is used to assess CQmpllance with 

Installation requirements, .and for code and regulation 
development. · · 

This is the third • and probably the most important • of the 
basic factors describing the extinguishing system. (The others 
are Type and Performance.) Because of the confidence 
placed in automatic extinguishing equipment, It is critical tci 
accurately document the reason a fire is not 
controlled/extinguished when an automatic system is installed 
in the buDding. · 

Enter the code that best describes the reason the 
extinguishing system failed to extinguish the fire. If no 
extinguishing system pr~sent, leave blank. 

Homeowner turned the water off to their residential sprinkler 
system during remodeling: · 
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EXAMPLE (Continued ... ) 

I • . 

Codes NFPA-901, 1990 

EXTINGUISHING 
SYSTEM: Reason for 
Failure 

. Fire spread along ceiling above sprinklers: 

RMaon Far -~ I 
Trpe [ 1 . I Po~onn•••• I I Fllllu,. · Q 

A system was installed, but not in the room of fire origin: · 

I~ Trpe[ I Ponormon.. ! =FDJ 51. 

1. · ·Extinguishing system shut off. 
2. Not enough agent ·discharged to control the fire. 

· · 3. Agent discharged could riot reach the fire. 
Included are situations where the fire was above the . · 
discharge head, the fire originated in an unprotected 
space, or the discharged agent was shielded from the 
fire by stock, machinery, or contents. 

4. Extinguishing system piping damaged. 
s; No discharge heads in room or space of fire origin, 

including concealed spaces. 
7. No extinguishing _system failure. 
9. Extinguishing System: Reaso.n ·for Failure not classified 

above. Explain in Comments section .. 
0. · Extinguishing System: Reason for Failure undetermined 

. or not reported. 

642 CFIRS-1, Section C: Structure Fire (Rev: 04/90) 
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·•· .. ···• ... ., 
. ·~ 

.••• - --~· ! 

SPRINKLER HEADS: Type 

DEFINITION 

PURPOSE 

· ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

(Rev: 04/So) · 

·:.
. ,.--:::··:-· --· -~-. 

' --;.,.J, 

The type of sprinkler head used· in th~ automatic sprinkler ' 
system existing in the portion of the building affected by the · 
fire. 

To evaluate. and compare the effectiveness of different types 
of sprinkler heads. Wheri used with other data elements, you 
can evaluate the performance of sprinklers in various 
occupancies and types of construction. 

Note: This entry is especially critical whl:m evaluating 
residential systems. 

Enter the code that describes the type of sprinkler head used 
·in the area of the building affected by the fire. If no sprinkler 
system present, leave blank. · 

lrnport8nt: If more than one type of. head is installed, enter 
the type .of head that Is in or closest to the area of origin. 

Fire in a dwelling with a residential sprinkler system using 
pendent heads: · 

ISPRIIM.EA . HEADISI Typo I L \ I Numbor Aclttrllod I 1 1 

Fire in a super market having a sprinkler system with pendant 
heads: · 

1~. Typo I z. \ I N- ACIIvOIId 

.. 
CFIRS~1, Section C: Structure Fire 643 
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EXAMPLES (Continue ... ) 

Codes,1990 

Fire in a warehouse having a sprinkler system with upright 
heads: · 

I SPRINKLER 
. HEAD(SJ TJP• I Z 2 Nurnt>or Aoll•o!O• I 1 ·, I . 

Fire In a warehouse having a sprinkler system using mostly . 
pendent heads, but having large droplet heads in the area 
where the fire originated: · · · 

I:" I I .I 
Fire in a manufacturing plant having a deluge sprinkler 
system: 

Trpe r9'91 Nurnt>or AOIIV1110d . I 

SPRINKLER HEADS: Type 11. ResidentiaVquiCk response - pendent 
Residential/quick response - upright 
Residential/quick response - sidewall. 
. Standard response - pendent 
Standard response - upright 
Standard response - sidewall. 

12. 
13. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
31. 
41. 
99. 

00. 

6-44 CFIRS-1, Section. C: Structure Fire 

Large droplet sprinkler. 
ESFR sprinkler (Early Suppression Fast Response). 
Sprinkler Heads: Type not classified above. Explain in 
Comments ·section. 
·Sprinkler Heads: Type undetermined or .not reported. 

... 

{Rev: 04/90) 
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-•• . .. 

SPRINKLER HEADS: Number· Activated 

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

,,, 
, .. 

.ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

(Rev: 04/90) 

. . . ~-·' : ~ . 
-~~ .... : . .. -· -··· .... :,._____ --~~-"-:":· 

. ' ~·'I •-. : :.-. ... 
.,,, ~ ·w~- •-•·«•>• ~ 

... . . · .. _ .. 

The actual number of sprinkler tieads that operated during 
the fire. 

To determine the performance of sprinklers in 
controlling/extinguishing fires under various conditions. It is a · 
critical indicator of the effectiveness . of automatic systems. 

Note: This entry is particularly important for monitoring and 
evaluating the effectiveness of residential sprinkler systems. 

This is not a coded entry. Y!)U simply enter the actual 
number of sprinkler heads that operated during the fire. 

In the unusual case where you cannot determine the exact 
number, use your best judgement based on avail~le 
information. 

Important: This entry must be right-justified. (See examples) 

Note: if no sprinklers operated, and a sprinkler system was 
present. enter 000. ' 

One head operated: 

I~ ~I I I Numboor Actlvatod rO.O.II 

Twelve heads operated: 

18PRNCLEA 
HEAl)( Ill TJ" I N-Acl- 10rl1gJ 

.. 

CFIRS-1, 'Section C: Structure Fire 6-45 
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EXAMPLES (Continued ... ) 
I 

One hundred and six heads operated: 

6-46 CFIRB-1, Section C: Structure Fire 

ISPRIM<Lell 
. HEADISI 

602 

Number ACitvllld 

r,. I Nu...., ACIIvolod 

1\ ,O.bl ·e·· 
,D,O.OI 

(Rev: 04/90) 



This section_ must be completed for each incident .in which an injury or fatality occurs. 

Note: Th'J:~',j~::6n~ e~~~~tion: You do not have to complete this section when you· 
provide nit.ifual·br· automatic aid to another department,. ANP the casualtv is non-fire 
service .... :~ -- · 

. . . . . /~ 

(Rev: 04/90) CFIRS-1, Section 0: Casualty 7-1 
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FIRE SERVI:E 
CASUo\LTI' F1talhtn 

DEFINITIONS 

Fa!allllet 

.··.; !, . ~ 

A ARE SERVICE CASUALlY is a fire department member who Is injured or killed while·: :-~>· . . : 
responding to, or working at, the scene of an incident. The incident starts when the alarm. ·. · 
sounds, and terminates when the unit is placed back in servlpe, is available for another · 
incident, and is no .longer working at the scene. · · ·· 

To be reported, an injury must be serious enough to require: (1} treatment (whether 
treatment is received or not}: or (2) consultation with a doctor Qnciudes base-station 
hospital physician consultation, or implementation of base-station communication fat1ure 
protocols} within one year after the incident; or (3) at least one day of restricted activity 
following the incident. · 

A death is reported when a fire· department member dies· within one year after an incident 
in which they were injured. 

A NON-ARE SERVICE ARE CASUALlY Is any person • other than a fire department 
· member • who is injured or killed at the scene of a fire. This can be the result of either 
natural or accidental causes associated with the incident. 

Included in this category are law enforcement, medical, and other emergency response 
personnel .who are not members of the fire department as well as civDian volunteers 
pressed into service at the scene. Non-registered members of a Volunteer Fire Department 
also fail Into this category. 

REPORTING A DEATH RESULTING FROM A PREVIOUS INJURY 

The criteria for reporting an injury or death is the same as for fire department members as 
outlined above. 

· Because the definition of a fire death includes anyone who dies within one year after· the 
. occurrence of an Injury, it is your responsibility to submit an updated Incident Report (and 
Casualty Report) when this situation occurs. . · 

You merely submit a ~Changea report • the sci.me as you would to update any other data In 
a previously submitted record. · 

7·2 .CFIRS-1, SectlonD: casualty· (Rev: 04/90) 
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It is certain you will know If a fire department member dies; however, this may not be the 
case with non-fire service victims. Some obvious sources of Information are news articles, 
hospital eontacts, family members, neighbors, etc. Just. do the best you can to monitor a 
casualty's progress - especially those who suffer critical injuries. · : · · · · · · 

Remember, fire deaths are a critical factor in measuring virtually any aspeC:t'oftheffire 
problem. The importance of ttiis data becomes even more evident when It is e~ggregated . 
at the State and national levels. Because the numbers themselves are relatiV~JY.~siiiall, each ·
death carries a great deal of weight in the analysis process. So, when you learn of the 
death of a Injured victim, It is absolutely essential that you submit a "Change" report. 

I . . 

(Rev: 04/90) 
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.'~ ' 

NUMBER· OFt:f;1]3E.".-SERVICE CASUALTIES: 
. -"'•·· ~;. . . 

. . ·Injuries and.-.'{~ifaiiti'es 
. ~:;~:··~;.-:.tl' ,& •• ~. 

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

7-4 CFIRS-1, Section 0: Cssualty 

A FIRE SERVICE CASUALTY is a fire department member 
who is Injured or killed while responding to, or working at, 
the scene of an Incident .. · The incident starts when the alarm 
sounds, and terminates when the unit is placed back in 
service, is available for another il'lcldent, and is no longer 
working at the scene. 

To be reported, an injury must be serious enough to require: 
(1} treatment (whether treatment is received or not); or (2) 

· consultation with a doctor (includes base-station hospital · 
physician consultation,· or Implementation of base-station 
communication failure protocols) within one year after the 
incident; or (3) at least one day of restricted activity following 
the incident. 

A death is reported whim a fire department member ·dies 
within one year after an incident in which they were injured. 

To identify the conditions under which fire fighters are injured 
or killed in the line of duty. 

· By correlating this data with incident scenarios, you can 
determine what factors conttibute to fire fighter injuries and 
deaths. Of the many evaluations that can be made, one of 
the more meaningful is to compare casualties with the. data 
fields relative to automatic extinguishing systems. You can 
also look at such things as Specific Property Use, Building 
Code Occupancy Type, Structure Status, Actions Taken, 
Method of Extinguishment, etc., etc., etc. 

(Rev: 04/90) 
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ENTRY: Injuries 

ENTRY: Fatalities 

EXAMPLE 

(Rev: 04/90) 

Note: Although you will record the specific details about 
each Injury/death in the Fire Service Casualty Report. it is 
critical to be able to link the casualty with the circumstances 
surrounding the inci.dent. This entry triggers the link between 
the two reports. · 

This is not a coded entry. You simply enter the actuBI 
number of personnel from your department who were injured 
during the incident. · · 

This Is not a coded entry. You simply enter the actual 
number. of personnel from your departmeilt who. were killed 
during the incident · · 

Important You must complete a Fire Service Casualty Report. 
for every Injury and death. In other words, for every number 
you enter in these fields, there must be . equivalent number of 
Casualty Reports. 

A fire fighter Is injured while responding to an incident: 

lnJurln! Q,Q, \ I 

.. 
CFIRS-1, Section 0: Casualty 7·5 
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~ -:: .-_ ..':<·~···:~.:~; l~~: .. 

'-~·:-- -· ~ 

' 

···:~NUMBER OF NON-FIRE SERVICE FIRE 
:·.:··CASUALTIES: Injuries and Fatalities 

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

A NON-FIRE SERVICE FIRE CASUALlY Is any person - other · 
than a fire department member -· who is injured or killed at 
the scene of a fire. This can be the result of either natural or 
accidental causes associated with the incide!1L 

Included in this category are law enforcement, medical, and 
other emergency response personnel who are not members 
of the fire department; as well as civilian volunteers pressed 
into service at the scene. Non-registered members of a · 
VolunteerFire Department also fall into this category. 

The criteria for reporting an injury or death is the same as for 
fire department members, EXCEPT, these entries apply to 
fires oniV. 

To Identify the conditions under which persons - other than 
fire fighters - are injured or killed in a fire incident. 

By correlating this data with incident scenarios, you can 
determine what factors contribute to non-fire fighter injuries 
and deaths. Of the many evaluations that can be made, one 
of the more meaningful is to compare casualties with the data 
fields relative to automatic extinguishing systems. You can 
also look at such things as Specific Property Use, Building 
Code Occupancy Type, Structure Status, Actions Taken, 
Method of Extinguishment, etc., etc., etc . 

. Note: Although you will record the speCific details about 
each injury/death in the Non-Fire Service Fire CasualtY 
Report it is critical to be able to Unk the casualty with the 
circumstances surrounding the incident This entry triggers 
the link between the two reports. 

· 7-6 CFIRS-1, Section D: Casualty. (Rev: 04/90) 
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ENTRY: Injuries 

ENTRY: ·Fatalities 

EXAMPLE 

(Rev: 04/90) 

This is not a coded entry. You simply enter. the actual 
number of non-fire service persons who were injured as a . 

. result of the incident 

This is not a coded entry. You simply enter the number of 
. non-fire service persons killed as a result of the Incident 

Remember, these entries apply to fire incidef!ts only. .• -~.! . 

Important: You must complete a Non-Eire Seryice Fire 
CasualtY Recort for every Injury and death. · In other words, 

. tor every number you enter in these fields, there must be 
equivalent number of Casualty Reports. · 

A poUce officer is injured and two civilians are killed in an 
apartment fire: 

I NCfi.FIIIE SEIMCE 
FIRE CASUAI.lY ••1•••••!00, l! 

CF\RS-1, Section 0: Casualty 7-7 
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This section must be completed for each incident in which the .Situation Found i~ coded 
31·32 and 35-39 (Rescue, Emergency Medical Call). · ::; Ci.,·:::•·,. · : ... \! 

J ~:\~~ ... ·s:.:.:·-: .-- . ~ . ~'·· 
Important The "Type of Action(s) Taken" is recorded in Section G:"" ·' 

. ';. ,-. . ' 

Note: You do not have to complete this section when you provide Mutual or Automatic 
Aid to. another department. However, remember that you must record the Type of 
Action(s) Taken in mutual/automatic aid incidents in Section G. · 

(Rev: 04/90) · 
CFIRS-1, Section E: E.M.S. 8-1 
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P4TIENTB 

NUMBER d-F1~·PATlENTS 
- .... ..... . . . ·' ' 

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY-

\ 

EXAMPLE 

B-2 CFIRS-1, Section E: E.M.S. 

.... ' ~· . 

The total number of persons treated or cared for - either as 
the result of the incident, or the action of handling the 
incident. A patient is any person who requires treatment .by a 
doctor, EMT-P, EMT, etc. -

To provide an essential measurement of EMS services. 

This is not a coded entry. You simply enter the actual number 
of patients treated. 

(there are 8 persons Involved:) You responded to a multi
vehicl~ accident on the interstate with 1 0 victims of which 2 
are fatalities as declared by a doctor on the scene. The fire 
department paramedic rescue units transported 3 patients, a 
non-fire ambulance service transported 3 patients, CHP -
transported 2 minor injury patients, and the coroner was 
called for 2 fatalities . 

. t0~6.SI 

(Rev: 04/90) 
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.. ... . .. ~·. . 
. '-:~- : 

·e 

··:.:_-_-,:.-HIGHEST LEVEL OF CARE CAPABLE_OF 
BEING PROVIDED ON SCENE 

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY (Fire) 

_ENTRY (Other) 

EXAMPLE -

(Rev: 04190) 

The highest level bf emergency ·medical care available at the 
scene -of the inCident.. This typically refers to Fire Service and -
other EMS responders, but it also refers to other identified 
medical' personnel who happen to be at the scene. 

To Identify the highest level of emergency medical care 
capable of being proVided at the inCident. 

By comparing this to "Type of Situations Found" arid "Highest 
Level of Care Provided", you can develop specific assessment 
profiles for EMS response needs and projected levels of · 
service. 

Enter the code for the highest level of EMS care your , · 
department was-capable of providing at the scene. 

Enter the code for the highest level of EMS care available at 
the scene from any other source. If no other medical 
provider is there, leave blank. . 

You respond·to a multi-vehicle accident on the Interstate with 
1 0 victims of which 2 are fatalities as decided by a doctor at 
the scene. The fire department paramedic rescue units 
transported 3 patients, a non-fire ambulance service 
transported 3, CHP transported 2 minor ·injury patients, and 
the coroner was called for the 2 fatalities. 

Floo!O Ot~ •• e1 

CFIRS-1, Section E: E.M.S. s.3 
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Codes·NFPA-901, 1990 

HIGHEST LEVEL OF _ 
CARE CAPABLE OF 
BEING PROVIDED ON 

-scENE 

2. Ba5ic first· ald. 
15-40 hours of First Aid training in the past three ye_ar:s~ 

3. Advanced first ald. 
~80 hours of First Aid training in th~ past three years. 

' ~~·~. 

5. Basic emergency medical technician. 
Included is basic life support. 88-140 hours of BLS 
training in the past two years (Certificate is current) 

· 6. AdVance life support. _ 
Included are cardiac care technician arid paramedic 

· (qualified to perform body invasion techniques). EMT·II 
or EMT-P certificates that are current 

· 7. Nurse. 

8-4 CFIRS-1, Section E: _E.M.S. 

LVN or AN. (Ucense is current) 

B. . PhysiciSn's- asSistant. 
- (Ucense is current) 

9. -· Doctor, physician. -
(Ucense is current) 

616 
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·HIGHEST LEVEL,:()F. CARE PROVIDED ON 
SCENE 

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY (Fire) 

ENTRY (Other) 

.EXAMPLE 

(Rev: 04/90) 

.. ~ 

. The highest level of emergency medical care that was actually 
provided at the. incident by the fire service or other 

· . provlder(s). 

· To identify the higheSt level of emergency medical care that 
was actually provided at the incident 

You can correlate this with the level of service capable of . 
being provided and other related data to evaluate EMS· · 
response demands under varying cirCumstances, project 
needed levels of service, and develop other EMS needs 
assessment profiles. 

Enter the code for the highest level of EMS care your 
department provided. at the scene. 

. Enter the cede for the highest level of EMS care provided at 
the scene from any other source. 

You respond to a multi-vehicle accident on the Interstate with 
1 0 victims of which 2 arei fatalities cis decided by a doctor at 
the scene.· The fire department paramedic rescue units . 
transported 3 patients, a non-fire ambulance service 
transported 3, CHP transported 2 mirier injury patients, and 
the coroner was called for the 2 fatalities. 

CARS-1, Section E: E.M.S. 8-5 
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Codes NFPA-901, 1990 

HIGHEST LEVEL OF · · 1. None. 
CARE BEING PROVIDED 
ON SCENE - 2. Basic first aid. 

15-40 hours of First Aid training, In the past three years. 

3. Advanced first ald. 
40-80 hours .of FirSt· Aid training in the past three years. 

5. Basic emergency medical techniclan.
lncluded is basic life suppcirt. 
88-140 hours of BLS training in the past two years. 
(Certificate Is current) 

6. Advance life support. · 
Included are cardiac care technician and paramedic 
(qualified tO perform body invasion techniques). EMT-11 
or EMT-P certificates that are current 

7. · Nurse. 
LVf\1 or AN.- (Ucense is current) 

8. Physician's assistant.· 
(Ucense is current) 

. 9. Doctor, physician. 
· (Ucense is current) . 

8-6 CFIRS-1, Section E: E.M.S . (Rev: 04190) . , 
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E.loi.S. T'IP& OF 
$11\JArCNS FO\JIID 

- ·-··· . ~- ~- .. ,~. 

'~ •!:'. -~ ·~'= ........ : .... , 
.~ .. 

E.M.S. TYPE OF SITUATION(S) FOUND· 
- . . l 

DEFINITION 

PURPOSE 

-·:: .-.. 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

(Rev: 04/90) · 

The condition or situation that created the incident, or 
developed after the arrival of the first responding unit. 

To provide as clear and complete·· a picture as possible of the 
·overall incident These entries are the basis for analyzing the 
type of response that Is necessary to effectively handle the 
range of emergency medical situations a.Jire department 
encounters. This information also helps to determine specific 
equipment and training needs. 

Enter the codes that best describe the situation(s) you found· 
when handling the incident Be as· specific as possible. 

Important: Because this Is a multiple entry, it is critical that 
you enter the moSt important sltuation.:Code first In yqur best 
judgement, what was the most significant condition you · 

. encountered upon arrival or that developed after arrival? 
Look at it this way ••• If. you could enter only one code, 

.. which one would you use? Pi.Jt that one in entry #11 

You respond to a multi-vehicle accident on the Interstate with 
1 0 victims of which 2 are fatalities as decided by a doctor at 
the :scene. Th~ fire department paramedic rescue units 
tranSported 3 patients, a non-fire ambulance service ·· 
transported 3, CHP transported 2 rriinor injury 'patients, and 
the coroner was called for the 2 fatalities. 

j E. II. a. TYPE oF 
SI'IUATilHS FOUND 

619. 
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Codes NFPA-901, 1990 

E.M.S. TYPE OF 
SITUATION FOUND 

VEHICLE RELATED- 10 
series. 

NATURAL ACTIVITY 
RELATED- 20 series. 

FIRE, EXPLOSIVE, . 
FIREWORKS RELATED -
30 series. 

Major Headings 

• . Vehicle Related. 
• ·Natural Activity Related. 

• 
• 
• 
• 

Fire, Explosive, Fireworks Related. 
Inflicted ·rnjury Related . 
Miscellaneous Injury Related . 
General Type Sicknes.s Related . 
Other Medical Situation Related . 

--~~ 
11. Aviation accident 1 

12. Boat accident. 
13. Train accident. 
14. Motor vehicle accident 
15. Motorcycle, moped accident 

Excluded are two-wheel powered vehicles designed · 
exclusively for use off the road (16). · 

16. Other motorized vehicle accident 
Included are snowmobiles, all-terrain "Vehicles, two-wheel 
powered vehicles designed exclusively for use off the 

·road, etc. · 
17. Bicycle accident 
18. Nonmotorized vellicle accident. 

ln
1
cdludedtcare accidents Involving skateboards, tricycles, , e 

se s, e .. 
·19. Vehicle Related not classified above. Explain In 

Comments section. 

22. 
'23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
29. 

Exposure to weather. 
Included are frostbite, heat exhaustion, etc. 
Insect sting. · · 
Snake bite. 
Animal bite. 
Sports accident, supervised. 
Sports accident, unsupervised. 
Pedestrian struck by vehicle. 
Natural A¢ilty Related not classified above. Explain in 
Comments section. 

31. Structure fire injury. 
32. Vehicle fire injury. 
.33. · Grass, brush, woodlands fire injury. . . 
JA. · Flammable gas, flammable liquid or chemical fire injury 

outside. 

----~~~----~--------~~--~-
8-B CFIRS-1, Section E: E.M.S. (Rev. 10/95) 
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E.M.S .. lYPE OF SITUATION(S) .FOUNE)" 

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

.. .. ~ ~ 

EXAMPLE 

(Rev: 04/90) 

The co.ndition or situation that c'reated the:lricident, or 
developed after the arrival of the first responding unit. 

To provide as clear and complete a picture as possible of the 
overall Incident The$e entries are the basis for analyzing· the 
type. of response that Is necessary to effectively handle the . 
range of emergency r'nedieal situations a fire department · 
encounters. This lnforri'latlon also helps to c;tetermine specific. 
equipment and training needs. 

· Enter the cOdes that best describe the situation{s) you found 
when handling the Incident. Be as specific as possible . 

Important Because this Is a multiple entry, it is critical that 
you enter the most Important situation-code first. In your best 
judgement, what was the most significant' condition you . 
encountered upon arrival or that developed after arrival? 

. Look at it this way • . . If you could enter only one code, 
which one would you use? Put that one in entry #11 

.. 

You respond to a multi-vehicle accident on the Interstate With 
1 0 victims of which 2 are fatalities as decided by a doctor at 
the scene. The fire department paramedic rescue units 
transported 3 patients, a non-fire ambulance service 
transported 3, CHP transported 2 minor injury patients; and 
the coroner wa8 called for the 2 fatalities. 

1 &.II. a. 1YP& OF . 
811UAn:IHS FOUND 

621 
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Codes NFPA--901, 1990 

E.M.S. TYPE OF 
SITUATION FOUND 

VEHICLE RELATED • 10. 
series. 

NATURAL ACTIVITY 
RELATED • 20 series. 

FIRE, EXPLOSIVE, 
FIREWORKS RELATED • 
30 series. 

MaJor Headings 

• Vehicle Related. 
• Natural Activity . Related .. 
• . Fire, Explosive, Fireworks Related. 
• Inflicted Injury Related. 
• Miscellaneous Injury Related. 
• General Type Sickness Related. 
• Other Medical Situation Related. 
• No E.M.S. Found. 

11. 
12. 

. 13. 
14. 
15. 

Aviation accident 
Boat accident. 
Train accident. 
Motor vehicle accident. 
Motorcycle, moped aCcident. 

-.\ 

ExCluded are two-wheel powered vehicles designed 
exclusively for use off the road {16). 

16. 

17. 
18. 

19. 

Other motorized vehicle aCcident.. 
Included ·,.are snowmobiles, all-terrain vehicles, 
two-wheel powered vehicles designed exclusively for 

· use off the road, etc. 
Bicycle accident. 
Nonmotorlzed vehicle accident. 
InCluded are accidents lnvoMng skateboards, tricycles, 
sleds, etc. 
Vehicle Related not classified above. Explain in 
Comments seCtion. 

21. Exposure tO weather. 
Included are frostbite, heat exhaustion, etc: 

22. · Insect sting. 
23. Snake bite. 
24. Animal bite. . 
· 25. Sports accident, supervised. 
26. Sports accident, unsupervised. 
27. Pedestrian· struck by vehicle. 
29. Natural Activity Related not classified above. Explain in 

Comments section. · 

31. Structure fire injury. 
32. Vehicle fire injury. 
33. Grass; brush, woodlands fire Injury. . 
34. Flammable gas, flammable liquid or chemical fire injury 

outside. 

s..a CFIRS-1, Section E: E.M.S. (Rev: 04/90) 
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FIRE,- EXPLOSIVE, 
FIREWORKS RELATED· 
30 series. (Contlnt.ied .. ) 

INFUCTED INJURY 
RELATED - 40 series. 

M_ISCEUANEOUS 
INJURY RELATED • 50 
and 60 series. 

(Rev: 04/90) 

' ' 35. Oy~ide fire Injury (not Included- in 33 or 34 above). 
36. . Explosives injury. - · · 
37. Fireworks injury. . 
39,. _ .. Fire, Explosive, Fireworks Related not classified above . 

. · ·,,; ·.,~plain in Comments section . 
. ·-·· '• . 

41. · · Altercation (fist fight). 
42. : Physical abuse. 
43. · · Thermal bum not associated with hostile fire (30-39). 

· ·· ·· ... Included are· scalds. · · -
. : .. 

Excluded are chemical bums (62) .. 
44. Gunshot, accident. 
45. GunshOt, assault. 
46. Knifing, cutting, stabbing. 
47. Mugging. _ 
48. Struck by throWn or falling object. 
49. Inflicted Injury Related not classified above. Explain in 

Comments section. 

51. 
52.. 
53. 

54. 
55. 

- 56 .. 

57. 

58. 

61. 
62. 

63; 
64. 
65. 
66. 

Building collaj:Jse. 
- Cave-in. 

Construction accident. 
Excluded are building collapse (51) and cave-in (52). 
Hand tool mishap. 
Lawn mower mishap. 
Power tool· mishap. 
Excluded are construction accidents (53). 
Minor slip or fall. 
Included are most household falls and other falls of 15 
ft (5 m) or less. 
Major slip or fall. 
Included are falls of greater than 15ft (5 m). 
Body part stuck in/caught in machinery. 
Hazardous materials or chemical bum. -
Excluded is inhalation of fumes from hazardous 
materials or chemicals (66) or exposure to hazardous 
materials (67). - · 

· · Electrical shock. 
Motor vehicle repair accident. 
Radiation, exposure to. 

. Smoke or gas inhalation· (other than when related to a 
.fire). 

67. ·Exposure to hazardous materials (not included in 62, 
65, or 66 above). · 

69. Miscellaneous Injury Related not classified· above. 

CFIRS-1, Section E: E.M.S. 8-9 
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Explain in Comme!lls section. 
71. Cancer. GENERAL TYPE 

SICKNESS RELATED- 70 
series. 

· · 72. . . Cardiac related. 
73. ·Disease. 
74. Mental disorder • 

.. , .F' .. ''.::c.··.;>75. Seizure. 
76. Sickness, general. 

:.~.; ;, ' • • I 77. Stroke (C.V .A.). 
. ::; ·:ot..::c'.'< 78. Trouble breathing. 

OTHER MEDICAL 
SITUATION RELATED-
80 series. 

OTHER E.M.S. FOUND -
90 S!!ries .. 

8-10 CFIRS~1. Section E: E.M.S. 

Included are choking, obstructed airway. 
79. General Type Sickness Related not classified above. 

Explain In Comments section. 

81. Alcohofic overdose. 
83. Childbirth or pregnancy problem. 
84. . Drowning. . · · 
85. Drug overdose, legal drugs. 

Excluded are attempted suicide or suicide (88). 
86. Drug overdose, illegal drugs. 

Excluded are attempted suicide or suicide (88). 
87. Rape, se)Q,Jal assault. 
88. Suicide or attempted suicide. 
89. Other Medical Situation Related not classified above. 

Explain In Comments section .. 

91. Person seen, but nof in need of medical care. 
Includes person sleeping in car or along side of road. 

93. Stand-by at scene or crew used at a fire incident 
94. Manpower ·assist to another EMS vehicle. 
99. E.M.S. Type of Situation Found not classified above. 

Explain in Comments section (i.e., decapitated. DCA, 
crushed DCA). · 

(Rev: 04/90) 
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:. ··'' · .. 

·.;:."'·NUMBER OF PATIENTS TRANSPORTED BY: 
. ·~' .. 

DEFINmON 

. PURPOSE 

EXAMPLE 

" . 
. ''· 

.:;' 

ENTRY (Fire Department) 

(Non-Fire) 

(Coroner) 

· (Rev: 04{90) 

The total number of patients transported from the scene by: · 
(1) the fire department; (2) non-fire ambulance: (3) coroner; 
and (4) any other resource. This shall nOt include persons 
transported.for convenience qniy. · · · 

To provide the means to assess transportation needs, and to 
assist in determining Mure resource allocations on similar 
incidents. · · 

You respond to a multi-vehicle accident on the .Interstate with 
1 0 victims of which 2 are fatalities ·as decided by a doctor at 
the scene. The. fire department paramedic rescue units 

. transported 3 patients, a non-fire ambulance service 
transported 3; CHP transported 2 minor injury ·patients; and 
the coroner was cailed for the 2 fatalities. · 

Enter the total number of patients transported by any vehicle 
or specialized apparatus operated by your department. 

Enter the total number· of patie~s transported by non-fire 
ambulance services. 

Enter th.e total number of fatalities transported by the . 
Coroner's Office. 

CFIRS-1, Section E: E.M.S. 8-11 
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...... . 
..... ....... 

(Other)· 
. . 

Enter tbe total number of patients transported by ariy other 
vehicles. This indudes police and private vehicles, and 
helicopters. Enter ttie types of these "other'' vehicles in the 
Comments section • 

' . ' ... ' .. ~ 
-.·,:. ·' 

Note: Local policy should establish which vehides are to be :: .c,. ,: : -· 
counted. · ,.;·· ··:·:,,,> · 

8-12 CF\RS-1, Section E;. E.M.S. (Rev: 04/90) 



.e 

This section is to be completed for each incident in which the Type of Situation Found is 
coded 41 to 43 (Hazardous Condition). 

Note: You do not hav~ to complete this section when you provide mutual or automatic aid 
to another department: however, you must enter the Type of Action(s) you took .in Section a . 

\ 

/ 

... 
(Rev: 04/90) CFIRS-1, Section F: Hai Mat 9·1 
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I 

I 

• 

• 

OESCTIIL. 
~ J _J... . L.-.L • .....J. •••• .L---'-··-"""-

O.E.S·.CONTROL NUM.BER 

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

9-2 CFIRS-1, Section F: Haz Mat 

A unique ci:lntrol number assigned by the Office of 
· Emergency Services (OES) Warning Control Center at the. 
time. the Controller is notified ·of a hazardous material incident. . , : 

To provide a common identification number to be used by all 
agencies that. respond to the same Incident. · 

. . 

OES assigns a unique control number to each hazardous 
. materials incident that Is reported to the Warning Control. 
Center. This "incident reference number" provides the linkage 
to correlate all reports relating to the same incident, and 
allowS the systematic coordination and data management of 
all haz mat incidents throughout the state . 

Enter the OES Control Number assigned by the Warning 
Center. · 

Note: The first two digits are the year, and the remaining 
five-digits are the reference number for the incident. . 

The Warning Center issued control number 3247 for an 
incident that occurred March 2, 1990 . 

(Rev 04/90) 
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DEFINITION 

PURPOSE-

ENTRY 

• 
EXAMPLE 

• (Rev: 04/90) 

The room or space where· the hazardous material incident 
originated. 

Enter the code that best describes the use of the room- or 
space where the incident originated. 

Note: _ While the General Property Use takes in an entire 
multi-use building or group of buildings, the Area of Release 
covers just that portion of the occupancy that is devoted to a 
specific use or process. This is either a room, a space, or a 
portion of a room, a vehicle or a portion of a vehicle, or an 
open area devoted to a single use. -

Note:- The use of an area, and its level within the building, 
. should each be kept separate for analysis purposes. . For 
Instance, you should not identify AREA OF RELEASE as. 
aattlc" or "basement", but rather. what the attic or basement 
was being used for at the time of the incident: ie; storage, 
laboratory, etc. 

Chlorine was released on a loading dock. 

I~ 14:!,, ~·. I. 

.. 
CFIRS-1, Section F: Haz Mat 9·3 
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-:,_Codes .NFPA-90l, 1990 

-,-AREA OF RELEASE 

MEANS_ OF EGRESS -
o Series. 

ASSEMBLY, SALES 
AREAS {GROUPS OF 
PEOPLE) - 10 Series. 

9-4 CFIRS·1, Section F: Haz Mat 

Major Headings 

0 Means of Egress. 
0 Assembly, Sales Areas. 
0 Function Areas. _ 
0 _ Storage Areas. 
0 Service Facilities. 
0 Serviee, Equipment Areas. 
0 · - Structural Areas. 
0 Transportation, Vehicle Areas. 

- 0 Other Areas of Release. 

Leading "0" must be entered where applicable. 

01. Hallway, corridor, mall. 
02. Exterior stairway. 

Included are fire escapes and exterior ramps._ 
03. - ·Interior ~lrway. 
04. Escalator. 
05. Lobby, entrance way. _ 
09. Means of Egress not classified above. Explain in 

Comment section. 

11. Large assembly area with fixed seats (1 00 or 
more persons). 
lncl1.1ded are auditoriums, chapels, places of worship, 
theaterS, arenas, and lecture halls. _ 

12. Large open room without fixed seats {100 or more 
persons). 
Included are ballrooms, gymnasiums, roller rinks, 
bowling alley lanes, multi-use areas, and the like. 

13. Small assembly area with or without fixed seats (less 
than 100 persons). 
Included are classrooms,_ meeting rooms, multipurpose 
rooms, and the like. · · 

14. Lounge area. 
Included are IMng rooms, commons rooms, TV rooms, 
dens, recreation rooms, family rooms, sitting rooms, 
music rooms, and the like. 

15. Sales, showroom area. 
Excluded are display windows (56). 

16. -Ubrary. . 
Included are art galleries and exhibit spaces. 

17. Swimming pool. 

(Rev 04/90) 
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• 

. . 

ASSEMBLY:~ SALES~', "="""'-~~19-F~-; Assembly,- Sales::~r~_a;D<:lt.Pl~slfiec;J-'E!_~Ve., .• F~plalQ;JQ;,:<:·· :~7'~-'~ 
AREAS (GROOF'S,;:er:=···---:"~~ ' "T"L =:::-com-ment~sedlon;-··= · · ,. ------'-··---""' -~--=---;:"- ______ ,. __ : ______ : .. ·.:::=--:':"':: .. : .. :_- ~- ':":;· "~" 

PEOPLE) - 1 0 Seri~s. 
(Continued ... ) 

."> 1:_~ ... _., ... 

: -~ 

tr.:~ 

ti..;. 

(Rev:· 04/90) 

~- d=?18,t§!e~~n,Q, re_o,m for under five persons. . 
L_~~--- ~~rfctac:tec:fare'C.patient rooms, bedrooms, cells, lockups, 

and the like. · 
22. Sleeping· area for five or more persons. 

lncluded:are:wargs, dormitories, barracks, and the like. 

23.1 

24. 
25. 

26. 

27 . 
28 •. 

31. 
~ 
33. 

34. 

35. 

36. 

37. 
. 38. 

39. 

Dining area, lunchroom; cafeteria. . _ . 
.lndud~~::~r."-~l~jl)g J';9..9~9J~S%-rQpfP§,-:~e~Q§o:~n9.::-::~':~. 2: 
beverage service bars. · 
Kitchen, cooking area. 
Lavatory, locker room, cloakroom. 
Included are checkrooms, rest rooms, bathrooms, 
powder rooms, washrooms, shower rooms, sauna · · 

· baths, outhouses, and portable_ toilets. 
Laundry room or area. · 
Included are wash houses • 
.Office. 
Personal service area. 
Included are health dubs, massage parlors, and barber 

· and beauty treatment areas. · 
Laboratory. 
Printing or photographic room or area. . 

·- First aid, treatment room. 
Included are areas where minor surgery is performed. . 
Operating rooms. 
Included are recovery rooms and operating theaters. 
Electronic equipment room or area. · 
Included are co.ntrof centers, radar rooms, electronic 
computer areas, data processing center, telephone 
equipment rooms, telephone booths, and the like. 
Performance, stage area. · 
Included are backstage areas, dressii"!Q rooms, ice 

. rinks, boxing rings, and basketball floors. · 
Projection room or area. 
Process, manufacturing area • 
Function Areas not classified above. Explain in 
Comment section. 

. . . . -~ 

CRRS-1, Se~ F: Haz Mat e::s 
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STORAGE_ABEAS • c "' -.--c-4_t.~ Product storage room or area, storage tank, storage 
40 Ser'tes bl • '"'-'---· · · ~ n .... .....,:'='· ....... __. .... ;.·,~-·_;.. . 

,"g~i';,_Q.,:;; R='":; "'· ~. Included are _all areas where products. are held awaiting 

SERVICE FACIUTIES -
50 Series. 

SERVICE, EQUIPMENT 
AREAS - 60 Series. 

9-6 CFIRS-1, Section F: Haz Mat 

process, shipment,>u~e;.:;or,, sale. · 
42. Closet. !ii:-~-~-~nbiY. S8.i.es. .~n:;.~..;; 
43. Supply storage:~room:'Or.-:area. .. 

Included al'&::togl;rOOmsf maintenance supply rooms, 
dead storage rooms; ·and the like. . 

44. Reeords storage room or·. vault. 
45. Shipping, te_ceiving;:_IQ.adlng_w~a .. 

Included are,p~ckingi<departmenw,,-mail rooms, and 
loading bay•s~ ,'~;--::;',_.-:;- ::;1" Hs~a-~, 

46; 'Trash or rubbish area, container. 
· Included are waste paper storage areas, Industria! 

waste cOntainers, compactors, garbage and trash 
chutes without incinerators. · 
Excluded are incinerators (64). 

47. Garage, carport. vehicle storage area. 
49. Storage Areas not classified above. ·Explain in 

Comment section. 

51. Elevator, dumbwaiter. 
Included are the shaft areas. 

52. Utility shaft. 
53. Ught shaft. 
54. Chute. 

Included are laundry chutes and mail chutes. 
Excluded ·are trash chutes (46). 

55. Duct. 
Included are air conditioning, heating, cable, and 
exhaust ducts. 

56. .Display window. 
57. Chimney. 

For incidents not confined to the chimney, the Area of . 
Release should be clasSified as the first area where 
release occurs outside the chimney, and the chimney 

. is the equipment Involved in Ignition. 
58. Conveyer. 
59. · Service. Fa~illty not classified above. . Explain in 

Comment section. ,, 

61. Machinery room or area. 
Included are elevator machinery rooms, engine rooms, . 
pump rooms, head houses refrigeration rooms, and the 
like. 

62. Heating equipment room or area, water heater area. 

(Rev 04{90) 
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• 

·- ' '.. . ' ·: 

Swittfigear.=area~tr~nsf.0rTi3~r'vauiC" -=_;~-=-- ·:~~= ··-=-';,=-=-= : .. : .. .-~; ...-.~"""'! 
Incinerator' r8om:;"area:~"~"''"- . 
Included are all inclnerator operations. . 
Excluded are rubbish areaS without Incinerators (46). 

65. Maintenance shop or area. · . _ _ ___ _ 
F--ijf~C,;T;Q;.:; _/\RE/~S 66. T si~""~ lt ~-~·~pH,!~~L- r~~~!T! fQ!' .. un_c.rer~·nv ~l p .... r-~~n;;1;· 

E~clo:;e Wltly~~~iJnieeliarh~"-'r::nc.c--= t1adrc -:'liTis. cs!is. ioci-n.;p; 

Enclosure with er:lriched oxygen atmosphere. ·-
Service, Equi~ment Areas not classified above~ Explain 

~tf-:-5 :itT~- •. :·;~~- 67 . 

STRUCTURAL AREAS -
70 Series. 

TRANSPORTATION, 
VEHICLE AREAS -

. 80 :~aries. · 

OTHER AREAS OF 
RELEASE - 90 Series. 

(Riiv: 04/90) 

68. 
69. 

71. 
72 .. 
73. 

In Comment's&ctlon~-~-=_:----~- -~~,"-------=_"'-~' ... -·-- --, 

·7---=- • -: ,....>., __ ---·-· /, ·--;.....-·-·~·'~ -..-.::::..,!.;..-::~..=-

Cra..Wspaqe;:sup$1Jetli~ili-~ll8ee.'' "''''"""" '"'· __ ~- _____ . . __ 
Exterior b~Cciny;2opW~porffi."-;;::-.n,.."Tl':~~-;~.,_.,,.- .--;:..~'="':"0>-''<:!J 

Ceiling and floor assembly, concealed floor/ceiling 
space. 

74. ·Ceiling and roof assembly, concealed roof/ceiling 
space. 

75. 
76. 
n. 
78. 
79. 

Included are church Steeples, cupolas, va~t attics, • 
and the like. -
Wall assembly, conceals wall space. 
Exterior wall surface. 
Exterior roof surface. · 
Awning. 

· Structural Areas not classified above. Explain In 
Comment section • 

81. Passenger area of transportation equipment 
82. Trunk, load carrying area of transportation equipment. 
83. Engine area, runnlng gear, Wheel area of transportation 

equipment 
84. · Fuel tank; fuel line area of transportation equipment. 

Included are tanks and lines for flammable/combustible 
liquids up to the engine area. 

85. Operating, centro!· area of transportation equipment 
Included are the bridges of ships, cockpits of planes, 
cabs of trucks and the like. · 

86. Exterior exposed surface. of transportation equipment. 
89. Transportation, VehiCle Areas not classified above. 

Explain· in Comi'T!ent section. 

91. On or near railroad right of .way, embankment. 
92. On or near 'highway, public way, street, parking lot. 

. 93. Court, terrace; patio. 
Included are screened in porches and patios. 

CFIRS-1, Section F: Haz Mat 977 
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.. 
OTHER AREAS20E""'-~~::;~ 94 .. 
RELEASE.::::: 90;;Series. 
(Continued ... ) 95. 

AREA OF RELEASE 
Alphabetical Usting 

96 . 
. 97. 

98. 
'99. 

00. 

78. 
23. 
47. 
73. 
74. 
57. 
54. 
25. 
42. 
73. 
74. 
85 .. 
24. 
58. 
01. 
93. 
71. 
23. 
56. 
55. 
51. 
35. 
51. 
68. 
67. 
83. 
05. 
04. 
72. 
86. 

n. 

9-8 CFIRS-1, l?ectlon F: Haz Mat 

. Lawn,. field;-open_area:"·=~-..,.·~~~,..~:~,·:=:::."'- ,.,~~""'""'~~---=· .. : .. ·._, ~;·--;·.~ 
Included are,farmland, parks, and vacant lots. 
Wildland arearo:woods ..:=_i_l__ -~•'""""'· •j•i!:'oo,;""' ,-,.c0-.,-j: i<c"f= =<C"' h<=·i,~. "'•.;.;:::::itiC.H-,_ . 

~~~p~~~~~~~~a:~r;m~j~r r~~~va~~;;;-. ··--. ·--~ ·-- -·-:··~-e .. 
Vacirit strt.rctoi"al :ar.ea"'wlth:·:no: current~ use. 

· Aiea of Rel~as~itic»t:~slfieCiabov~pt~~ln;. .. ;;; ... 7="' "'~,,., ... 
Comment .section. • · ·- · · 
Area of Release; insufficient information to. classify 
,.;rtli-er. ~""'-- =-=---:·--=o:.=."=E-~..,..,.-=c-:""""" .. -•u :::::;:::::-:: --

Awning. 
Cafeteria. 
Carport. 
Ceiling and floor assembly. 
Ceiling ·and roof assembly. 
Chimney. 
Chute. 
Cloakroom. 
Closet. . 
Concealed floor/ceiling space. 
Concealed roof/ceiling space. 
. Control area of transportation equipment 
Cooking area. 
Conveyor. 
Corridor. 
Court. 
Crawl space •. 
Dining area. . 
Display. window. 
Duct. 
Dumbwaiter. 
Bectronic equipment room or area. 
Sevator, dumbwaiter 

. Enclosure with enriched oxygen atmosphere. 
Enclosure with pressurized air. 
Engine area. 
Entrance way. 
Escalator. 
Exterior balcony. 
Exterior exposed surface of transportation 
equipment. 
Exterior roof surface. 
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AREA OP-=REI:EASE:·.:-~:;:-.~:~..:;02;. 
Alphabetical=usting::.:·.:;"-"·-- .76. 
(Contlnue8liif<l· "£c:c:-_.) 33. 

Exterior stSirwa~· ·.--'. -- - .. ·· ::,-~ 

Extarior wall<surfcice;·:""'"''_. :·~ "''· ·_ 
First aid, ·treatfrlehFroomJ;=-,:.":;;o::~-o:-:~" ···:"=-c·~·L~.:-:E__ 
Fleld. E~cruaed. ~n= ~:utto~~i-~-- 3-ma,.~·-;:""f~tt~G~.:.;r- if'TG~ftBT~-;:;_;-;~·- t~r=-.}~ 

.;.. ... · 

94. 
84. 
84. 
47 . 

. 01. 
62 .. 
64. 
03. 

Fuei::Une !8featCJf.~ttarisportatlon~equipment. 
Fu-e:t tank-r-.:c«;-~;,;;ik · II'. • -- r -· ---· 

Gatage. Ciic~.T~i:.cf€- '~vrrf;·- :p~c:sSBii;;:_ -=-a: ~~r~· 
Hallway. . 
Heating equlpm!:tnt_room or area. __ ............ , 
Incinerator roomi 'area:;:o:'~~~- -:"----
Interior Stairway. 

. ai:.~d£I}-~~~, ~~~-·~~-'24. · Kitchen. Gs"'···~t,.:o;..:.:.:: .:..: ,,.,"'"'".;,._.[~"~ :::~; 
31. 
11. 

12. 

26. 
25. 
94. 
16. 
53. 
45. 
05. 
25. 
14. 
23. 
61. 
01. 
65. 
~. 
97. 
97. 
91. 
92. 

La'BOratory~-'-- · "'c''~"'_,....-__ ':'·~~'-<::'·"'00"-"'·· 
Large assembly area with fixed seats (1 00 or 
more persons). 
Large open. room without fixed seats (100 or 
more persons). 
Laundry room area. 
LavatorY'. 
Lawn. 
Ubrary. 
Ught shaft. 
Loading area. 
Lobby, entrance way. 
Locker rooni. 
Lounge area. 
Lunchroom. 
Machinery room or area; 
Mail. . 
Maintenance shop or area. 
Manufacturing area. 
Multiple areas Of release. 
Office. 
On or near railroad right of way, embankment. 
On or near highway, public way, street, parking 
lot. 

94. Open area 
72. Open porch. 
34~ Operating rooms •. 
85. Operating area of transportation equipment 
81. . Passenger area of transportation equipment. 
93. Patio. 
36. . Performance area. 
28. Personal service area. 
32. . Photographic room· or area. 
32. Printing. 

• (Rev: .04/90) ,CFIRS-1,·Sectlon F: Haz Mat -9-9 



AREA OF REEEASl: - -38.
Afphabeticcifg$ting!:E'- ;;;-:--.;:.;;41-'J= 
(Contlnued.(f~~=~-,_~_~----.'- 37. 

44. 
45. 
46. 
15. 
45. 
15. 
21. 
22. 
13. 

36. 
41. 
71. 
43. 
17. 
63. 
'93. 
66. 
63. 
46. 
82. 

52. 
98. 
44. 
47. 
75. 
62. 
95. 

9-10 CFIRS-1, Section F: Haz Mat 

- Process·-area-:·.,.,:-o---=--~-~~,~ 
Product stoi'a9&J'oom;:or7:area-:~::. ;::::r;;"-; c:n:: ·.:~~<:;.:;;. }:::::;·.

ProjeCtion rodm~r:area~s~~ 
Records stciraj;fe I room;;;;.;.;-,;,;:;., rr.,:;.J.,,_ ,_-_;J;-· '"''~f>Fc-";;.;"'~~~"'n;-

ReceiVtng ari&Jlote. ar:eas::.cf.' [Qfr=o?~D . 

Rubl:ilSh area}-contalner-•~ti are~~ '.:.;;;t;.-n;;,. s-s:"r.er;;. '-'S~. 
sa~etf':area:. ,;,,'=s or i=i:::;;::;i;:;,_;· "'"'~:;;.~-::.~--~__,-~"'""'- -~-..-f .. -=-.. -,.,~-,,"''" 
Shipping. 

·Showroom. 
Sleeping roorf!"'for..-under- five persons. · 
Sleeping area .for five. or more persons. ~- ·: · -· - · -- -

. Small assemblY are~ with or without fixed seats 
.(less than 100'persollS). · ·--
Stage area. 
Storage tank. . 
Substructure space. . 
Supply storage roqm or area. 
Swimming pool. 

. Switchgear area. 
Terrace. 
Test Cell. 
Transformer vault. 
Trash area, container. 
Trunk, load carrying area of transportation 
equipment 
Utility shaft. 
Vacant structural area with no current use. 
Vault or records. storage room. 
Vehicle storage. 
Wall assembly, conceals wall space. 
Water. heater area 
Wildland area, woods. 
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DEFINITION . 

PURPOSE 

·-·· ··' 

ENTRY 

· (Rev: 04/SO) 

-_ ~----. -.--·:-· 
:.~-=-=--=-.=:~-:~~.:=·-.:..=-=.-:-~-:-:---:~ -~---_~;;;:.:::::::-:;.-~p~~_,_ _____ _ 

~-=--

'-=-The distance'":SbOVe: or-"beloWogf:acee'(gl'OEimt=leveQ that the 
·releas6''tl~aterfecf rele-ase;-occorriid;.,..rr.· T.:-:<o~J-·"'~""i" 

Note: For a building on sloping terrain, "ground level" is the 
· lowest level of exit discharge. 

To locate the Incident in relation to ground level. 

A haz mat release above or below ground level presents 
special problems in strategy and tactics - not unlike those 
assqclated with fires. Information on the frequency and 
nature of "high" everits can be used to assess aerial 
apparatus needs and performance. Often, a haz mat event 
at the upper levels of a multiple story building .is difficult to 
control because of delays In moving personnel and 
equipment to the incident floor. Ukewise, events below 
ground present extremely dangerous conditions for fire 
fighters. 

An understanding of the nature of haz mat incidents on 
different levels of origin is necessary tci improve tactics and 
training, equipment and personnel resource assignment, and 
prevention strategies. 

. Note: This is the only entry that t~lls you when you handled 
an incident that originated above the reach of. your ground 
apparatus. · · 

Enter the number of feet above or below ground where the 
haz mat everit originated. 

Note: · Use your best judgement in estimating the height br 
depth. As rule of thumb, each story of a building is 
considered equal to approximately 1 0 f~et. 
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;i'0'~~~~~~~~;;s:>§if\t:;~·-j;c:1-~~A:r::~·I~~:~:~~;~2:.~~~--j_-
1 = 1 0' or one building story~· 
2 = 20' or two building stories . 

. A01 = Grade or 1st floor. · "·':' 

EXAMPLE A hazardous material is released outside a structure on the 
-::--:o:---:---~~,..-:-~~--::c~ -:;::lli:-;.--;:£"'~·-=-·"9round"whlch-;,is,at;grade level. The l~el of release should 
:n~''''', r.:-..-i'0:·:- -::dfe-~~n:~~:~~--i.;~ i:ib&~entered 'On '.the 'report as: 
~r: .. jj:QF-:-C~~~~: •.;..~·t";J-~~~~:6~- ::~: -- __:_ . 

... 1 ~...,., .. ,..,,.""T --~ ..,A-: .. -,-f\"""L~-EJ.,..,--., I 

9.12 CF!RS-1, Section F: Haz Mat 
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-e 

RELr=iAiiS-~E-AF~;r~~'?(.·S. -~-~L.Q_;~· ~- ~~;;: ~~-=-.- O~El ~ : _-. -~-~-~ . ' . . - - . 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

· (Rev: o4/9o) 

Factors presentat-:thestime;:and:::place~of:~~.Jnc:j_dent:,.thah:..-;:;;: :i'r~ ~;,.~ 
caused; or;·ccintributed;;tO;;;.thtielease.o:or-:tbre.aterned release · · 
· of a hazardous ·material. · . . · · ·· ·· 

To Identify the basiQ Jagtor(s) that caused the incident. It is 
· used lri the same way_ as "Ignition Factors• Is used for fires. 

The two most" common questions about haz mat" Incidents 
· are, "what happened" and "why did It happen?11 The Release 
Factors tell you "why". Additional· Insight can be gained by 
adding the Information from "Contnbutlnm Factors•. 

lhls field allows up -~o ~ur entries. Enter the most significant 
factor, in your judgement, In entry #1. Look at It this way: H 
you could record only one factor, what would It be? Put 
THAT ONE in #11 · . 

· Enter up. to three otoer pertinent factors you feel contributed 
to the release. Place them in their relative order of . -- -·- .-. 
Importance, as YOI.I.iiSet:t it. 

:~.' .· 

Hazardous material. was released because the container 
slipped from the person's hands and as a result fell down, 
damaging the valve and allowing release of the contents • 

.. I I I . 
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-::-" ,9.c:lf!.es. NF~~~1~..:' . . "-
c.;-:;.-_..,..,. __ " · · Major Headin9S • 
RELEASE FACTOR(S) 

• lntentiorial. ;~~.T-· ~r- :~rr..-.:· :)l.JE.:ii;rg- .::;~~-~~- _ 

• Failure: to= Conttol:;£2~2- m '3-! lTGC•L 

• Misuse of Hazardous Materials • 
• Mechanical Failure, Malfunction . 
• Design, Construction, Installation Deficiency • 
• Operation@! Defic;iency_, _____ .. . 
• Naturai~COnditlo·n~~~- _ -~-~·~ ~--'-".--',::"~' :~::-,.~-."""::':" ::..~ · _:..__~ 

. -
INTENTIONAL 
10 Series. 

FAILURE TO CONTROL 
HAZARDOUS MATERIAL • 
30 Series. 

.. 
- . . 

Other.fRelease~F-act~'"''"'''frr ~s-

11. Intentional 'Bet; =- .. 
Evidence Is present that leads the reporting person to 
·conclude that the hazardous material was deliberately 
h3teasea.· 

12. · · Suspicious. 
Physical evidence indicates the possibility that the 

. hazardous· material was deliberately released but 
insi..iffieient evidence exists to conclude that It was 
intentional and· may require additional investigation. 

31. Abandoned, discard~d hazardous material. 
Excluded are intentional acts (11 ), falling &Sleep (33), 
iliip8irment by drugs ·or. alcohol (37), or other 
inipcilrments (38). . ... 

32. . Fatlure ta maintaii'! proper storage or use temperature. 
33. Falling aaleep · arid loSing ; control of operations. 
34. Inadequate control of hazardous material~. 

Included ate improper transfer and overfilling of a 
camain~r: .. , 
Excluded are accidental release due to Improper 
container (45). 

37. Person impaired by drug or alcohol while controlling 
· haiardtius materials. · 
· InCluded are people who fall asleep as a result of 
· qrtigs or alcohol. EXcluded are people who simply fail 

asleep (33). · 
38. Pef69o otherWH:~e:impairecJ. 

lneiuded are unconsciousness; mental, physical . 
Impairment. 
~eluded are people simply falling asleep (33). 

39. · Failure to Control not classified above. Explain in 
· Comment section. 

30. Failure to Control; Insufficient information available-to 
classify further. 

9-14 CF\RS-1, Section F: Haz Mat · (Rev .04/90) 
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MISUSE:flE-:=hi~AD_G.W$,"'~=42,,_-=~p_roper31li~gg~~~cbO.!Qlle·o_c ·- o,...'-. --· ---~-~.,.,,._.,·~--::-:-~~ 
MATERi~s~:.;;t~]$eiiesi"'·;::;'t};/i'""~,-·""mcluded~are:::mixlrig;ana~compounding_oLchemicals1bi·::;;;~·~ . .;;-~;;,;:;; 

Excluded are hazardous materials spilled (34). 
43. Hazardous Materials used Improperly. 

Included· are chemicals used for the wrong purpose. 
~ r=JLro-r 45:- nJ.!!IP~I?.Per, E91}tain13r. · . 
1. o;t::E ·it:...~-~ · ;,:c-r-,ncludect-~are"~jainers not designed for the hazardous 

material contained. 
46. . Improper movement of hazardous materials. containers. 

47. lmprQP-.~L~~o~g.4!,P.r~~Mr~~"'-"===-;;;~:.,-.:;;~c:=0i~ :::,~ ~"-~'- ·. ;£;,~::.;_, 
tnclud.e~~re~~o~g,-.JI~~~-t'lea~~~Y.i!m1'11_t,~,,-:-,~,;:::I ~"""" 
moving parts .. · ... _ ·- .:.: ~-.·. , · 

·.f.'· 

MECHANICAL FAILURE, 
MALFUNCTION -

· · 50 Series. · 
. ;~ 

48. Children playing with hazardous materials and having 
no knowledge of the dangers of hazardous materials. 
Excluded· are Intentional acts (11). 

49. Misuse of Hazardous Materials not classified above. 
Explain In Comment section. 

40. Misuse of Hazardous Materials; insufficient information 
available to classify further .. 

Where there Is a human failure to control, classify in 
· Division 3. 

51. 
52. 
53 . 
54; 
55. 
56 .. 

59. 

50. 

Automatic control failure. 
Manual control failure. 
Short circuit, .ground fault 
Other part failure, leak, break. 
Other electrical failure. 
Lack of maintenance, worn out 
InCluded are faiiures to maintain hazardous materials 
handling· equipment 
Excluded are short circuits, ground fault .(53), and 
failure to dean (75). 
Mechanical Failure, Malfunction not Classified above. 
Explain In Comment section. · 
Mechanical Failure, Malfunction; insufficient information 
available to. classify further. 

DESIGN, 61. Design deficiency. 
CONSTRUCTION, 
INSTALLATION 
DEFICIENCY - 60 Series. . 62. 

64 

Included are structures and containers improperly 
designed for the specific hazardous material. 
Construction deficiency. 
Included are Improperly built structures and 
containers. 
Installation deficiency. 

e ~·--------------~~--------~ 
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DESIGN,· ... .. ..... · · =~-,~.;o'- _:'"'InCluded are Improper installation of equipment for· · 
CONSTRUCTION, handlingdilr:-Qr~g hazardous materials. 
INST ALLA n~if.:h~ · ;c:,:;~;;;:;,~%-; Design, "'Construction, Installation Deficiency not 
DEFICIENCY • 60 Series. · · classified a~,~ic~Piairi in Comment section. 
(Continued ... ) 60. Design, Constru.ctlon •. Lhli~laJion Deficiency; insufficient 

information iif@ll.@l!;itoi.ci~I!I!Y_;!JJ®'!fi;;i.:." 
· - Mecitarlh:&t Fdiitire-: Maifi:.tfiG1Mi~ 

Where equipment was ~isused .classify in Division 7. Misuse . 
_ .... o_f hazardous materials. should be classified in Division 4. 

- .--~---

OPERATIONAL 71. Collision, ovedYIDPl<.Dockdown..-= ... · 
DEFICIENCY • 70 Series. Included are autOmobiles,' vehicles . 

.. -~~""""'-""'-~_,__,.....,.._ -72. Accidentally -turned"onrnouumed off. 

NATURAL CONDmON-
80 Series. 

... 

73. Equipment unatt~nded. 
7 4. · Equipment overloaded. 
75. · Failure to clean equipment. 
76. Improper startup, shutdown procedures. 
n. Equipment used for purpose not Intended. 

Excluded is overloaded equipment (74). 
78. Equipment not being operated properly. 

Included are situations where safety or control devices 
are bypassed. ' ' 

79. . Operational Deficiency not classified above. Explain in 
Comment section. 

70.· Operational Deficiency; insufficient· information available 
to classify further. · 

For use where the natural condition below changed a 
normally 'safe operation Into an unsafe one. 

81. ' 
82. 
83. 
84. 
85. 
86. 
87. 

'88. 
89. 

80. 

High wind. 
Earthquake. 
High Water, Floods. 
Ughtning. 
Low humidity. 
High humidity. 
Low temperatlclre .. 
High temperature.' 
Natural . Condition not classified above. Explain in 
Comment section. · 
Natural Condition; insufficient information available to 
classify .further • 
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.·· ....... .· .. "': 
• f I" 

. 1•. 

OTHER REL£~;_S~ ==--~-=-Animal;- . -·' ·-- _ ,. _ . -
FACTOR - 90.-'Series~~:::: ~=-~~: 9~;:_:secondary reiease,JOiiO.wing:pr_evioos:release:=.::r.:::;;: '"t-c.~~i~Rai~, 

·;·: ·'· 
RELEASE FACTOR 
COQES 
Alphabetical Ustlng 

'(Rev: 04/90) 

93. Reaction witbe_otber"-:chemlcal3L~~::cu::'= n:stari=t!.oLSf'iLLe_.:; ~z,:-1). 
94. Explosion ai1d·.~Bre;·;u5-- fli~h7~TI8~~~u~-?~- -~~i-;;~.q~;-~'i'·~ 

. Included are,-.reJeases~.of bazardoils •.matetial :aS' a•res~:,llt:.::arvG5o 
of ana.exptoslonrapd, fire:,t;::::it.G;;. 
Exciiudecl' Qllreleasesfwbere;;:there is;..arue-xQiosii:ll'tonJy=;:-,=:":~:: 

· (95) and fire only_ (96). - · · - --· 
95. Explosl~m_· only.!.· no after-fire. · 

. 96. Fire only, no explosionS:- - . · - -- · ' ---- ----~--- -, "~ 
Included are;r.eleasessof:ttlazar:dou~material by the fire · -
or during firedightioo~<DP-er&tioos~=, -- .~:..::.---. .;:, ~· ~;,;;.:-~,;.-~:.. • .::.._~ · 

97. Failure to us~·ordlnm)t.;ea;e und~~"th'e' d;~o~stS~~~~-- .. •. cc 

not classified above. Explain in Comment section. 
98. No release. · 
99. Release Factor not classified above. Explain in 

Comment section. . · · 
90. Other Releas.e Factor; Insufficient Information available· 

to classify further. · 

31. Abandoned; discarded hazardous material. 
72. Accidentally turned ·on, not turned _off. 
91. Animal. · · 
51. · Automatic control failure. 
48. . Children playing with hazardous materials. 
71. · Collision, overturn kliockdown. 
62. Construction deficiency. 
61. Design deficiency. 
82. Earthquake. 
78.. Equipment not being operated properly. 
74. Equipment overloaded. 
73. Equipment unattended. 
n. Equipment used for purpose not intended. 
94. Explosion/fire. 
95. · Explosion only, no fire. 
75. Failure to clean equipment 
32. Failure to maintain proper storage or use 

temperature. 
33. Falling asleep and losing control of operations. 
94. Fire with explosion • 

. 96. Fire only no explosions. 
97. Floods. · 
43. Hazardous materials 'used improperly. 
86. · High humidity. 

CFIRS-1, Section F: Haz Mat 9~17 
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. RE;LEASE£..A€!I.~ . _. -"" 88.,., , High temperatur.e..:. ___ -- - - -- - -·- - --- - -- - -
CODES . r:::r:;r-~.-:;.:,,.;:·Jc+;f::r:'. ·83. High water,Jncludes>Jioods~:pi-::i;; r:,-.,r,czs:: 7.'.2-!sr:~:=c. · 
Alphabeticai~U~njF.o~-·""''' ,· __ - 81 · HlghfWind<::l-~"'-~-- ,:-.,-.:c.~"-"~';;:;~-- b:-ceof·'"'!!"~''"'r:l. .. Ddici~-=.1''~'-£ -li'J.t · 

(continued:·,:::.\_.~~-----n:;~,.---._--rr--.ts:."'~ lmpr. o--p-er co·_--... __ ~, ... e_-,.;:o_.:. ___ ~".,:;.,--~--;:. -.,;,;;::-:_.;,"'-:i~_:~~-r~_-~ ... "",;ac,.;~.-.;;_~.- __ . - ---_ 
~~~- 1\ .. .dCI'C'\..1 I - uv ~ ,.,.:;,;...,.-. III.CIUll .... __,..--.--, ---,.:. ---- ·-- -- -·--- . ---

. · (f'-~""""- -~- ~ _ - · 46. Improper movewent':ot.tiazardous'=matertaJs:O:!i...:e:._=,:: ;,<';fr;r~.=;"',,;; 
contalners~:-~;_b_ri'Tieit:,.~i~· ii~v~!abte !a. ··:!as~t-E-- tt:~:.t~--

76. . Improper startup; sh~down procedure~·------- ___ · ___ ~---- _ 
47. Improper storage procedures. 
42. Improper mixing techn_:;.ciq:..::u:=-e.'-------o------
34. Inadequate control of hazardous materials~------- -

I~~,.;;:-_- - 64. _ l~llatlon'-"deticlency.~·-.-~':' -:::-/·~-"'---;-:o-:o:. -~ -_:-

~t::~~~=-~;- 0-~~-".- :~:~~~:~;:~~~~,,~:~,:- ;;t~~:.~~-~fe;' 
58. Lack of mairit~nance, worn out. 
84. Ughtnirig ···· 
85. Low. humidity. 
87. Low temperatUre. 
52. MaiiuBJ control ;failure. · 

· 98. No release. 
55. · Other electrical failure. · 
54. Other part failure, leak,- break. 
71. Overturn. 
37. . Person Impaired by drug or alcohol while 

93. 
92. 
53. 
21. 

9-18 CFIRS·1, Section F: Haz Mat_. 
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·~o:--~·"""'"~··~-!"_...~_.:..··:""'"· r..~t~~Bf::·>:rt: :·"t.s.xa.rdsu~ ,~r;;...i~rtLt~,;rf~ 

CONTRIBUTING. FACTQBlSJ~~:!~;i:~:e;~i•<-··~·u:::.~~~;5=~~·--·-F''~ · ·~" ~" 
• • ,:;. ~ ;.J 

DEFINITION 

. PURPOSE 

ENTRY· 

EXAMPLE. 

-
Those addiifonBI taetors~tfiat~are~notfre\:Csrdecnn other 
information categCiiiesi':61Jt=tiadfanj;rrif1uence~on"tne~ca.r.iS$';_~ ~'"! ·;;;;;;.. fi; 

· and/or outcome ciftfie"lnCidem;:o-~:.:~~._,,.._, .,:;~,>" 
· ::t~-- · ~--~~~=~~~:;-~- --... ~~~.:,;~~.~-!~::--:-.:; ~ ;:-"";~:.:.:-~ ~h& c:ir-c:...t~-~t~nc~ 

To collect additional 1actors that can be retrieved for incident 
analysis. Contributing factor codes provide the means to 
Include valuable data that cannot be recorded In other parts 
of the report. · 

. . 
Record those contributing factor codes that are not reccirded 
in other data fields and Will help clarify or explain the reason 
for: release factor(s), evacuation problems, or other 
complexities or hazardous conditions relating to the incident. 

The driver of a delivery truck was unloading a cylinder of 
chlorine at the dock of a ·manufacturing facility during a light 
rain. The wet cylinder slipped from the driver's grasp to the 
pavement below, breaking the valve and releasing chlorine. 

CFIRS-1, Section. F: Haz Mat 9-19 



- . - -· ·---- -~ -

BUILDING 
CONSTRUCTION OR 
DESIGN FACTORS -
100 Series. 

.. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

BuiiCflng CBnstftfdtiorr br· Design Facto-rs. · 
A
.· ct.tt:;_ a·~~~ ••·~-,., .. ~-,,...,.,r->t"""':~rtfo #"'\t· M"'l.""''~t·l"oi!f;. 1 ,,- _.....;..-~..-r...,. 1 .-. s--or m ss ons. -"''""·".,.,.., '"',_,. .. _,,- '·==-.,-·"'''"'.o_---,, '"'~=·,,=--

Building Content$.~' · " 
DeiBys .. impr~per~ s-laf1~p, .sn~~om~r~_PfQ~~Uf=-?: . 
Protective Equipment . 

~~i~~n~~fl:!~~q~::M~E~~!J.i~_:~~ ->"~-·~;c= . 
AreworiaL·-.=-'3?.--.;.;._:: -~--d~'!'. . 

- -~::.~-:;;. ~:_:.!-''::.- .. ~...::~-~: 

111. Panelized roof. 
112. Roof collapse. -

· 113. Roof assembly combustible. 
Excluded are roof covering {114). 

. 114. Roof covering. 
121. Ceiling collapse. 
122. Ceiling m~terlal combustible. 
123. Ceiling finish •. 
124. Ceiling opening. 
125. Holes In walls or ceilings. 
131. Wall collapse. ·. 
132. Wall combustible. 
133. Wall covering. 
134. Wall finish. . · . 
135. Wall design or construction contributing to lapping. 

· 136. Partitions/partial walls. 
141. Floor collapse. 
142. · Aoo·r material combustible. 
143. Floor covering. 
144. Floor finish. 
151. Fire doors: lack of. . 
152. Fire doors: nonautomatic closure. 
153~ Transoms. · 
154. Window interior. 
155. Window exterior. 
161. Attic undivided· 
162. Attic openings. 
163. Hall undMded. 
164. Space Inaccessible (created during censtruction or 

remodeling). 
165. Space undivided. 
166. Insulation: combustible. 
167. Insulation: lack of. 

~·----~~~--------------~----~-{Rev 04/90) . 
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BiJlliElff\JG=-~ OC.·~===·, • : ·=i::O 

CONSTRUCTION OR 
DESIGN FACTORS-·-
100JSeife~L'(Cb'ntinued ... ) 
..-_ao......=;,~-=--~~ 

; -~··!·o;:rrf\':.rr 

.... :• 
-,~--

. ACTS OR OMISSIONS - · 
200 Series. 

· 168. Ducts: horizontaL· 
17-~~:Stairwell~exterior. 

.. -172. 
173. 
174. 
175 •. 
17&. 
177. 
181'. 
182. 

183. 
184. 
185. 
186. 
187. 

188. 
191. 

192. 
193. 
194. 
199. 

100 • 

Stairwell: interior. 
Stai!Wellg'lotenclosed;i' of''mts:gn ::=~ctors 

· Elevator::sf.i~ft;.:.; ·.::.:.- · 
D·u"-"""...~+e;o-... --·~ IIUJYJ'C!!l' N;Jn-\t:<t IL-:t, 

DUctS:wertlcat.. · . ,_. .. ., . ,. . .. , 
Chute: rubbish, garbage, laundry, etc. 
Alr~~uppor,tecl;.~tQJctl.!L~· ·- · • _-_:,·: .. -~ · . . 
Open•structure~(walls-wlth no roof and· roof with no 
Wills~:e.;,ciltiana). · .,,_, · ,. , : 
Tent_._ · · · ... - --= L ... 

· Supports unprotected. 
Truss beam construction. 
Wood framing left In place. · 
Fixed burglar protection assemblies. (Bars, grills on 
_windows, & doors). 
Quick release failure of bars on windows or doors. 
·Installation deficiency. . 
Included are Insufficient space or insulation for heat 
producing devices or systems. 
Previously damaged by fire. 
Pyrolysis (long term exposure to heat). 
Adhesives. · 
Building construction or design factors not classified 
above. Explain in Comment section. 
Building conStruction; Insufficient Information to classify 
further. · 

·Includes misuse of· or Improper operation of equipment 

211. Altered device or mechanism • 
212. . Careless act. . 
213. Doors left open. 
21'4. · Fire doors blocked. 
215, Illegal or Improper operatjon. 
216. Maintenance inadequate. 

Includes are poor housekeeping, improper clearance, 
or vegetation . to close. 

217. Misuse of equipment 
218. Violation of fire or life safety code. 
221. Fire In hazardous location. 
231. Drowsiness. 
232. Intoxication: drugs or alcohol: 
233. Impairment: mental or physical. 
241. Juvenile activity • 

.. 
------------------------------------------~ •. 
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=AGT-OR:-_Q_MJ.§SJ9N§cc7""::::·.:~---~·-. 242;:-=:c~duyf3niles:¥1e.f:t~IIJittended,:""-:::· ~ -
~Po seri8~Pl~;~::E-<:;;,~;'.~243~M811cious=llii$'(jf1iQfi'''':""~,;c;:;"i2+, ·· · 

(Continued ... ) 244. Vandalism. 
- 251. ·Labor dispute. 

. 252. · Gang actMty. 

!:~==~!:c:!t!_-L .. U\:_tvt::~r:{._\:?~~Riqt[~r cMI disturbance. 
l H-1 \f U • ...,l!. '\l- i . U ~'iF'-"'';;;.;.. -r ::=.. "'""'lnCfO ed are pOiiti~ activities/acts. 

. . 254. Person(s) interfered with operations. 
261. Crinie cover: murder. 
262. Crime cover: fraud.: 

.. 263. Crime cover: burglary, theft, other. 
. · 264. Psychotic Individual. · 

=~.,..._: 265.-=-cPyromaniac,-thrlll.-,.;;·- .. -~ - .. --:::,:f_:. 

266. Vanity, jealousy: · 
267. Spite, grudge, revenge. 
271. Suicide .. 

. 272. Self-immolation (deliberately setting oneseH on fire). 
273. Immolation. other (religious/ritual acts). 

BUILDING CONTENTS -
300 Series. 

299. Acts or omissions not classified above. Explain In 
· Comment section. 

200. Acts or omissions;. insufficient Information to classify 
further. -

311. Aisles: blocked. 
312. Aisles: Improper width. 
313. Attic storage. 
314. Basement storage. 
315. Rreload excessive. 
316. storage:. improper •. 
317. Storage: poor practice. 
321. Chemical: flammable liquid. 
322. Chemical: flammable ·solid. 
323. Chemical: corrosive liquid. 
324. Chemical: corrosive solid. 
325. Chemical: catalyst, initiator or oxidizer, liquid; 
326. Chemical: catalyst, initiator or oxidizer. solid. 
327. Explosives. · 
331. Decorations. 

Included are crepe paper, garland, etc. 
332. Dust acc\Jmulatlon. 
341. Gas: Natural. 
342. Gas: Uquefied Petroleum (LP.). 
343. · Gas: other. 

· 351. Furniture: general. 
352. Furniture: plastic. 
353. Fixtures. 
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•• 

. ·. 

BUILDING ,CQNIEN:TS - · · 399. ·- Building Cont~ts;PPh~!~!il.!>ified above. Explain In 
300 Series~:~;~~:.:~~-~~·-·- ~:_-~•c:c . Comment se9.iiq·p~~-~~-:~E''.~<:"~ _ · 
(Contlnue~.;~)~;~~,;;::_;~~;-~~-i~3oo. Bull~tf!i c.~Qtj;"~tq~~e\ent Information ·to classify 

i 0f:~.3-SfieS. ·u:~~f"!-tic~u8cL-:} furth.~r~-. Stair~·~e~! n(J.t-e.TTt-jQsed~-
-·. 

bELAYS - 400 Series. 

PROTECTIVE 
EQUIPMENT ~ 500 Series. 

(ReV: 04190) 

411. 
412. 

....:...=o_..___ ~ ------~·='-"'-

. -413; 
414; 
415. 
421. 
422 •. 
423. 

Det~qlJ.on ~'Gf.lr~"'';,it;r, ·-- . · 
Alan:n.,lCiel;;ay, ln~reR,~nlog). 
Alarm system~mBifunction • 
Syst:~_m .apP.ro~riately shut off. _ . . . . · 
Systern.:-tna"nr.cpril!lte"-•F'shuU)ff. -- -~-.~ _:_:::- ::.::~....c~--c...,.=:-c:.,~:::=.c _,_ · 

• ..,___ ~~-,-~ __;,J_~~ . ....J~o~,."-·· "'-'·':'"""--:-.~ _.,!···-~ .. ·--~ ~-----. ~~-- - - -

Unable lo ®.nts~fire:.de~ent · · 
unat:?!@, to (ja~~Y. ·n,&ssa9&-:- · 
Unable,to,.rePQrt.. _. .- :~--'~ .. :: 
lncluded,are none111ergency related mental or physical 
disability. i'. · , ·.·,, '" .. _: 

424. lnformattc:m , lncompt~, or · !r11::orrect. 
Included .are incorrect;locatlon. · 

431. . Blocked roadway: construction; 
432. · Blocked .roadw~: .()tl'ler. - .... 
433. Fire department ac.QE~~ biC?cked. 
434~·:. Poor.,access,for fire .apparatUs. 

· 441. Hydrants· access blocked. 
44~. . Fire· department CQnnection access blocked.· 

Included are spJjn~ers and standpipes. 
44;3; Poor,acces~Jor fire. fight~rs. 
444. ·secured ~.a! 
· 451. ;, ApparatusJal\ure, at,remcved location. · 
452. ·Hydrants inope_ratiVe; · .:~ . · · 
471. · HoStile activity. · .... ,< 
499. Delays net classifled:above. Explain In Coinmerit 

section. ·. . . · · · 
400. Delays; insufflcien(lnform~~~:m to classify further. 

· .. '~ .·:; ,· .' .. 
''· 

511. Extingul~hing system failure. 
512. Extinguishing.· ~@ffiS Improper type. 
513. Extinguishing svstem Inadequate. 
514. Extinguishing system net operational or shut off. 
521. Standpipe/fire- d,~p.artment · connecti,l:)n dam~ge •. 
522. Standpipe/fir~ .dep~ment eonnectiori blockage. 
523. Standplpe/firf!J.,deP.artmel'lt connection failure. · -
524. . St,andpipe/fire de~ent connection improper 

installation. · .. 
531. Water supply: Inadequate private. 
532. Water supply: inadequata,public. 
533. . Pump failure. · · 

. . . 
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PROTECTJVE.:~-:.-:-:- ~-~~541'>=-- Smoke==.ceteetor=disconoectea•~~~ 
· EOUIPMENl"liSOB~Sene~. 542. SmoRe;·deteetor.i!batte,Yi>failililfe. -~ ·- , 

(Continued:-;;) ... ";:: . ..,._.;,::}-c 543. -Smoke--'detectorJ:lnaperatlve due to electric power 

:: . ,-. -:.;. 

~~~.; ._: L._ -

--·-···-- ~ 

ELECTRICAL OR 
MECHANICAL 
EQUIPMENT - 600 Series. 

NATURAL CONDmON$ • 
700 Series. 

Outag-e '· ' ; .. -::..~r!::-'\r-- .-...O~·n rr:;;.;:--
.~. _ ............ .,;-' _, ... l_._... .. ~. 

544. Smol<e_'=e!_eteetor-8nope~tlve due to fire progress 
caussa~pciwer,tfallura& di~t-~;t;:;:;"':cs-. 
Fire' extlngu1Sh86amprcpepimam_tenance;;;~~ . 551: 

552. 
561. 
562. 

Fife exthiguishen improper tYpe. . ~-- - ---~_~·-:-:-
Fire door: ·failure~of-rated.assembly.--' ___ : 
ProtectiVe-:equipmeni~or;_sySti(ms-negated. illegally or 
irresponsiblY~~"'~- i·.;c . .!:c ·=- ,...,.F-~,;;.~=;;,--~=-: s;;:.--=::. 
lnCiuded~are'o1!re':"doorsid:tampers, sprinklers, etc. 
Spectal'"pror•ctiVe;devlces~tallure. ·· 563. 

599. ProteCtiVe equipment not classified abo\te. Explain in 
Comment sectlofu•· -- . · . . 
Prot~CtiVe equipment; lnsUmCielit information· to Classify 

-·· -· rufther;> j ·- ,~ • "-:-. · · 

SQO. 

,].· .. :·: . ,· .. .·.·:. 

611. Insulator Jbroken···on powerUne. · 
612. 'lnaaequate'eleatance-around conductor or Clearance 

" ·rrom'powerllne.right of way; · 
613~ ~ _Short clreult-in similar me~ :wiring systems. 

· lneJudef:l->are -like metal connectors and wiring; i.e. all 
copper or;:aJI aluminum. · · 

61~k · .Short drcuit·ln dissimilar-metal wiring systems. 
Included-tare Blumlnum to copper connections. 

621·:·- Cohirol :sy&tem ·automatic. 
622. control· system manuat. 
623. · Malfunction' of. equipment. 
631. · "Fnctionr <,.,. -

632. Overheating. 
633. Rupturaf · , -

-699. El6ctrical or Mechanleal Equipment not Classified 
above; explain~: in 'Comment section. . . 

~O<t" EleCtrieal or-Mechanical Equipment; insuffiCient· 
· Information to classifY further. 

. !,'~. i\ · .. :·, :t .. 

711.- · DrcJ'ught or low fuel moisture. 
11:t ·. HuiriioitY: low. 
11 :f .,, Humidity:· high. 
714. TemperatUre::- -· 
121. Fog. 

·_ 122. Aooaing. 
12a:·· 1ac 
724. Rain .. 
725. Snow. 

'•' 

(Rev 04/90) 
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NATURAL:::CONDil'IONS :~;:;;_:---..,731~ 
u ntni~ ,_- - . ~~- . ., ;-_ -·,;;:o:-~~--:-:-~~---.. :=.:.....--: __ ,_~_~;. .. :::;:.-__ _ 

=~d::·a~;;~~~;~~::~;;;madof~:i"'-~L ;,~L:TEtL.:1r. ~c c:ass\r; 
700 Series:s~:,::;::::7--= 732. 

733. 
741. 

751. 

•799; 

Waves or: >tidal"Sction (fresh or salt water). 
Earthquake. _- · - · 
_Volc&nic _BCtiVity1~~~~- ~t: .. 7~~;;-: ~----
AnirT\aT::a~:t::-'*a>F.'f:''-'.18P0~·-'!P~J· , _ 
Included are birds. 
Natural .conditi91JS_not_classlfled above. ~!!in on 
Comment secticli1.:- " _"-- ·- ·-~,~ -~~:.~-.: .. ::, -

700. Nataral- conC:IitisFisP.insi.iffiCienl;iri1omiatldri~ti5 classify 
- furttiet,; ~~'='~'"-·-- <:.:.;,:::...:.:~··:::;:_ """-"'"''=:"'· 

FIREWORKS - 800 Series. 811. Smoke Bomb. 
_812. Base Fountain. 

(Rev: 04/SO) 

813. Party Popper. 
814. Cone Fountain. 
815. Wheel. 
816. Sparkler with wire core. 
817. Sparkler with wooden core. 
818. Handle Fountain. 
821. California Candle with or without hanc;jle. 
822. Torpedo, snap cap. 
823: Ground spinner, ground flower-S. 
831. Firecracker. . 

Included are ladyfinger. 
832 Destructive device: M-80 or larger. 
833. Silver Salute, M-70. 
834. Cherry· Bomb. 
835. Roman Candle. 
836. Sky Rocket 
837. Bottle Rocket 
838. Missile Rocket 
841. Agricultural and wildlife control devices. 
851. Public display devices. 
852. Special effects devices used in the entertainment 

industry. 
861" Model Rocket. ?remanufactured and sealed engine. 
862. Amateur or experimental rocketry. - -
871. Emergency signaling devices, fusees. 
872. Military device. 

Included. are tracers. 
873. Railroad Torpedo. -
881. · Homemade devices not made from_ commercial 

. fireworks. 
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FIREWORKS'-,80D~Series. 882. - Commerclal;"de¥1ce:::.wl:lich· hav&.=--be~ered·or . 
· (Continuit'i:l~;ji:~~~~~;.~:~-:~r.-~~.~~~~ modJflSd. 8?:c:!0~~rLri;·:~i"B"(..:~~~&):~":~t~~~~~ 

i€c_..,;:, .. ,;;:;....:; .. :0 · 891. Rreworks~?Nhle~Eare&egal ;t~pssS.ess;'AJSegJro.;sell;iln :JJ.:"''"".-
jurisdlction:umg~ · 

892. Fireworks;;yvhiCh-ar-e"lllegal}~possess;.;us.e• oftselldl'l!:E'"-S 
. . d'ction~--~: c.:...:L. .•• __ JUnS 1 · at-~~.d2:L:i=fc..:~..!.'!..C~!;·-u::;u~c-~ 

899. Rreworksrn!ilt clasli1f!edr.ab~.Js~lalrt>!tr:fu6_ommerit ·-
section. · · 

BQO. Rreworks; insy_fficlent-inforrnation_to_classify_further. ____ __ 
.. ~-=----=::::=:---·. -----.., --:.--.:.:.. ~ 

;. --:--..:_:;;_ · .. -~---.,- . _·- - -- --- - --· 
' " 

06.;. ______ --:.;;..- ' •. .. . . 
. . 

9.26 CFlRS-1, Section F: Haz-Mat 
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~·.;:_~-- :::=.:;..,...,!.--~ .. 

, ESTIMATED NUMBEfl-·Q~~~~J!.J:I~MICALS, 
RELEASED 

· DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY' 

EXAMPLE 

(Rev: 04{90) 

· The number of chemicals released or presenting a hazard. 
This includes chemicals presenting biologic and radiologic 
hazards. 

To provide a measure of the scope and complexity of the. 
incident. 

The management of incidents involving the release of more 
than one chemical or substance is often complex· and 
demanding. This data. will inform policy makers, resource 
planners, and training specialists about the extent and 
frequency of hazardous materials hicidents. 

Enter the ·number of chemicals/hazardous materials involved. 
I 

Note: When an unusually large variety of chemicals are 
involved • as might be encountered In a transportation 
accident or warehouse incident - just do the best you Ca.n to 
estimate the number. (You can generally get close by 
checking shipping documents and Inventory records.) 

Uquid Chlorine was released: 

12:.!!2:.. CIEJIICAL8 o o l I -- ,,, 

.. 
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;unsuretion. 
;:.;_~~ .~~--!..-~ ~r.:h:::o:!:-.. :::;:: .. ·.~H~- -::!:.+::-..._:o_GG-':-..B§;-.5:· us_e or :::e!!~-in. 
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J .... ~~--~-·----- ·-
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DEFINITION · 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

E)(AMPLES. 

9·28 CFIRS~1, Section F: Haz Mat 

:r.-:1 

.. -.... · 

The type of equlpmenrttrar-eltherfailed-orfwhile~worklng~ ·· "-->-~:7 
properly, allowed the release or threatened rele.ase of a 
hazardous material. 

To Identify how different types of equipment relate to the 
causes of haz mat Incidents. · 

This is an extremely Important factor in completing the picture 
of the event It provides the means for identifying those Items 
of equipment that are frequent contributors to haz mat 
incidents. 

Enter the code that best. describes the type of equipment 
involved in the release or threatened release of the hazardous 
material. · 

. . 

Note: If no equipment was involved, enter ngeu. 

A pressurized chlorine cylinder valve was broken, releasing 
the hazardous material. · · · 

I 'I'IPE OF EClUiPII9(f q '11 
IINOLYED IN REl£\SE . L t 
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C-odes NFPA-901, 1990 

EQUIPMENT INVOLVED 
IN RELEASE 

VEHICLES -- 0 Series. 

(Rev: 04/90) 

·Major Heacfmgs 

• 
• ... 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 

Vehicles . 
Heating Systems. .:.. -- ~ .---: . 

Cooking Equipment. . 
Air Conditioning; Refrigeration -Equipm-ent. - -'.:..: : ·· ... 
Electrieal Distribution Equipment . 
Appliances, Equipment (other than elsewhere classified 
in the chapter). 
Special Equipment. 
Processing Equipment . 

• . Service, Maintenance Equipment. 
• Other Equipment Involved In Release. _ 

Leading "0'' must be. entered where applicable. · 

Use this category only when the vehicle is responsible for ·the · 
release but is not itself initially involved. For release 
origination in the vehicle, classify the component of the 
vehicle responsible for the release as the equipment Involved 
In release. Expanded terminology and definitions are . 
available in· Appendix A. 

01. Road transpQrt vehicle. 
Included are automobiles, buses, trucks. 
Excluded are. vehicles designed primarily for off road 
recreation use (05) and construction· (02). 

02. Con~truction vehicle. 
Included are pavement tar warmers, road graders, 
bulldozers, air trucks designed for over-the-road use 
(01). . . 

03. Farm vehicle. 
Included are tractors,_ combines, choppers, balers and 
other planting, cultivating, or harvesting equipment 
used for. commercial farming. 
Excluded pre lawn mowers' and small garden tractors 
(04). 

04. . . Home, garden vehicle. 
Included are lawn mowers, show blowers, garden 
tractors. 
Excluded are large equipment and vehicles used in 

. commercial farming (03) .. 

-; ~ I. • .... ~ ' . 
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--
-_ VEJ=iiGL"ES;"''ll-Series :i:~t 

(Continued ... ) 
E.Q:.:~~;e~~~T~ ~t~it8.~\~~~ 
ij\...i 4Ci c;. . .r\ . .:..!C 
II' 'I!: r ~~"-l...-ll'-'W.. 

HEATING SYSTEMS -
10 Series. : 

05. Recreational vehicle. 
- f",i$1nci!J9~P.r.!re all vehicles designed primarily for 

off-the;.road use such as trail bikes, aU-terrain vehicles, 
"" snowmo~iJes. 
• . EXcl~~' ~~H~z:.~ping vehicles and other vehicles · 
-- de_sjg_~!tQ;prim~.Jor_over-the-road use (01). 

-as·. Woodtana-'-vehiCie;;:---:- · ·· - - =+- __ 

Included are si<Y c:arS, loaders, yarders, skidders and 
•.. other,.vehiclesAesignedJor_us.e in woodland -and 

timbifJi,g~fiii~r~iins:-:-'~·-- =""'=--"· =,~~==------C-~,.s,~--- ·--

07. -. RaiJroad~~liicl~;;;e.:.i." · · · . 
_ lnciuded:o.iir~. @.!!r.c?~~~~-gines and cars as well as 
railroad mafnteriance'"equipment-designed-to run on 

- tracks and all vehicles designed specifically for track 
laying and maintenance. 
Excluded are general construction vehicles (02). 

08. Industrial vehicle. 
Included are forklift trucks and ride-on floor 
maintenance equipment. 

09. Vehicles not classified above. Explain In Comment 
section. · 

-InCluded are combined heating- and cooling systems, or 
_combined heating and cooking stoves, ~ the equipment was 
· being used primarily fOr heating at the time. the release 
occurred; · 

11. Central heating unit. 
Included are central furnaces and power burners or 
stokers having an air supply and a return air system. 

12. Water heater.· 
13. Fixed, stationary local heating unit. 

Included are waU furnaces, unit heaters, room heaters, 
fixed heating stoves, fireplace insert stoves, 
woodbuming stoves providing local heating, and 
.baseboard heaters not intended for duct connection. 

14. Indoor fireplace. · · 
Excluded are fireplace insert stoves (13): 

15. Portable local heating unit. · 
Included are space heaters, room heaters, and 
portable salamanders. 

16. Chimney, gas vent flue.-
lncluded are masonry, factory build, and metal 
chimneys. · 

9-30 CFIRS·1, Section F: Haz Mat (Rev 04/90) 



~=;~ti~J;l~_§I§Y_~I.EMS - - ~ ~. 17-~:cnimney:~~n_e~9ri~v~nt.~c~nnector (connects -firebox- ·~ 
=~1012SeriesfF(Gol'ltintJed.-.;) ' · · · _: to-chimney):' . .,.,.,""'''"'=~'~.;:;;=· . . 

Included are smoke pipes. · A 
18. Heat transfer system .. · W' 

· . . . included are steam lines, heating_ pipes, and hot air 
;, If. f.~·Tr·-n--11:"- 4~ ~- ~-r11i~~F'Ii~n:..:.~-c:~:;..u··.,...~.t;:~· }'i.: ?-~:~~-~~- . _ -. · 
'- --· -~. -- ~Lc..L __ -~-;.· ~oc~c':.- _HX-L-'•L.~"'"''- £~~0.-=IL'\l[ · . · 
"if.i• • ..,.--;- ~·: <T. ·--- • • ~ - - -19."'"\ "Heating·. Systems· not classified above. Explain in 

Comment section. · ·· -- ···· 

10. Heating Systems; insufficient Information available to 
classify further.· · 

~-fi:f.;..t::=-~-~-~r:=~.;:.~~~; __ ;:.-.~~-~;~:::-:_---~;=~-~~ · f~~~- ~:t:::-..:~-..E:- ::~=~~rre~ i:;.'~ · 

:~--::..:::_ .~~"-- 8;', ;-;:-:£:::=~, :-:::::o;;;;:-tnciuded'~eicor\lbine'd"<heating and cooking stoves. If the 
-· · - · · ·· stcive was being used primarily for cooking at the time the 

·release occurred.· 

COOKING EQUIPMENT - . 
20 Series. 

AIR CONDITIONif';IG, 
REFRIGERATION 
EQUIPMENT - 30 Seri~s. 

(Rev: 04/90) 

21. FIXSd, stationary surface unit 
Included are stoves. 
Excluded ~e charcoal grills (26). 

22. Fixed, stationary oven. 
Included are rotisSeries. 

23. Fixed, stationary food warming appliance. 
Included are coffee urns, steam tables, warming 
drawers, arid warming tables. 

24. Deep-fat fryer. 
25. Portable cooking, warming unit. 

Included are hot plates, camp stoves, toasters, and 
waffle irons. 

26. Open fire grill. . 
Included are charcoal, wood, and paper. fired hibachi 
and barbecue grills. · 

27. · Grease hood or duct. 
Included are the lighting and venting equipment of the 
unit 

29. Cooking Equipment not classified above. Explain in 
Comment section. · 

20. · Cooking Equipment; insufficient information available to · 
classify further. 

Included are combined heating and cooling systems, if the 
equipment was being used primarily for cooling at the time 
the release occurred. 
Excluded are the cor~s and plugs (47). 

31. Central air conditioning, refrigeration equipment. 
32. Water cooling device, tower. · · 

Included are evaporative coolers. 

CFIRS-1, Section F: Haz Mat 9-31 
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~ ·,,;.:• .-·' ~ r ,' 

· AIR CONDI=t:IONING,.- ;:;. :-~;;;,33. -
REFRIGERATION"~" ', ••• o4 -~ ••• _..~.; .......... 1. ,l 

Fixed, statiooa_ry~IQ.~I ·refrig~(ation unit. 
Included are;:_c_ojd boxe_s, fr~~~~r~. :aO!:foJ~fr:igeratOI'$t i<.::rr~ 
Fixed, statior:J.SfY;cLO_Ql!l:..oa.iccao!"!iti_qnJ.ng!unlt~-:.;', .:.li.-~-:'1"'=--~- ·=---'~'--ln.• 
Portable ~fL&C?D!'!JtiPI:llng, refrigeration unit. 

EQUIPMENT - 30 Series. . 34. 
(Continued ... } 35. 

Included ~r~~g@PI;IIlJ.i_qifi~.fl:l,,~"_::....,~·..::::::.::~=:..«c '~-'"'"=' v.~'..,'" 1 ~~ _ • 

ELECTRICAL 
DISTRIBUTION 
EQUIPMENT - 40 Series. 

APPUANCES, . 
EQUIPMENT (Other than 
elsewhere Classified in 
this Section} - 50 Series. 

39.' 

30. 

Air ConditimJng;J1\Qfrig~r:a,t!o~Ji;EQI,JiPrn~nt::no.t ci8S~lfie;d . 
above; . · Explain;in;;Colllment. section. · 

· Air Conditioning, Refrigeration Equipment:· insufficient 
information,;~vailable~to;.ci~s~!fY~further ... ,.. - ~:~·~== ..... 

Excluded are. CQ!J.kiog~alr~~nditiot!iog.:;!i!ld.::refrigeratlon!,~, ·!,;.B:";t -:.: . 
equipment . (divisions 1, 2;· and-·3)7-Expanded-termlnology-and: :.--:.:en-
definitions are available In appendix A. · 

41. 

42. 

43. 
44. 

45. 
46. 

. 47. 
48. 
49. 

40. 

Fixed wiring. . 
Included are power lines, junctions boxes, cables, 
wiring and raceways, and electric wiring in .vehicles. 
Transformer, associated. overcurrent or disconnect 
equipment.· 

. Meter, meter box. 
Power switch gear, overcurrent protection device. 
Included: are panelboards or switchboards, fuses and 
circuit breakers. · 
Switch, receptacle, outlet 

· Ughtlng fixtUre, lampholder, ballast, sign. 
Cord, plug. ·_ 
Lamp, light . bulb ... 
Eiectri~l Distribution Equipment not classified above. 
Explain. in Comment section. 
Electrical Distribution Equipment; Insufficient· information 
available to classify further. · · · 

. 51. Television, radio, phonograph. 
Included are tape recorders, sound or picture receiving 

. equipment, and reproduction equipment. 
52. Dryer.· 

Included are coin operated dryers and extractors 
remoVing any liquid or solvent. · 

53. . Washing machine~ 
Included ate coin operated machines at laundries. 

54. . Aoor care equipment. 
InCluded are vacuum cleaners. 
Excluded are "ride. on" type floor care machines, which 

· are classified as industrial trucks (80). 
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. · b..PPLI~NCES•~ .• ,,,, -- -"'0 ':"" ,,-,_,"55;._ Separate mQtor"'~erator:.;'=~:: -.,:.,:: ____ = ""-·--:=~ t~-· --=-:· __ :_.::. 
~··t::QUIPMENT)-(GtheEtl')am:;~~·~",=.-"""' ~ Included ar~tbo_sEkf.!Ot,an integral part of an appliance · 

elsewhere Classified ·in - and those $epat.at~c:l~by ~a~Q.e_I.H;!t.:;:_c.l;l~in from the 
this Section) 50 Series equipment they;~ ddve;;Qr tM~t:dr{ves them. 
(Continued ... ) · 56. Hand tools~,,~--·-~ ::=.:::::-"'-':~ . .._,_·-:c, __ E::u,,...;;. __ t,8ati:Ku:.,i::lee.,_ .?..n(:. '"~1t :=:E-

. - ;-_- Included are~sQidering irons, drills, and _the -like. · --
- -~ ' 57. - Portable applla.op~ (§lq~;J!pment)rd.~Jg!')~di t9.:P.r:Qc;IU®.piair"'i'=iil~-

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT • 
60 Series. 

PROCESSING 
EQUIPMENT • 70 Series. 

(Rev: o4i90) _ 

controlled heat (not classified in 52 or 56). 
Included are-electric~blankets;.steam_ i~9n~.-aoc:t.heat_ 
tape. ;:~7-.::.~-==·.-- -~- _:-:~:.;;;,_:;~ __ , · • -'~--"----'-'-- __ . ·- .' -~-::-:·~--~-- · 

58; Portable appliance designed not to produce heat (Dot 
classltied~~ ~;r::=-."='~t"~_.=,~ ccc--!--i:~ ..,:~,., . .,~: w tr::::; 

59. · -Appliances,-Equipment~not~classified~ab~e;d!'Explaln,;in:,:-.-;a_tf.ei_ 
Comment section. 

50. Appliances, Equipment: insufficient information to 
claSsify further. 

61. l;lectronlc eq~ipment 
Included are radar, X-ray, computer, telephone, and 
transmitter equipment 

62. Vending machine, drinking fountain. 
63. Office machine. 
64. Biomedical equipment, device. 

Included are anesthetizing machines. 
65. Separate pump, compressor. 
66. Internal combUstion engine. 

Included are the drive train and exhaust system. 
Excluded are bearing and brakes (82);and _chain saws · 
{91). . 

67. Conveyor, escalator. 
68. · Printing press. _ 
69. . Special Equipment not classified above. Explain in 

Comment section. 
60. Special Equipment: Insufficient information to classify 

. further. · · 

71. Furnace, oven, kiln. 
Excluded are those used for food preparation . (Divislon 
2) and heat treating (73). 

72. Casting, molding, forging equipment . 
73. Heat treating equipment · 

Included. are quench tanks and associated equipment. 
74. Working, shaping machine. 

Included. are sawing, planing, grinding, machining, 
forming, opening, picking, carding; and weaving 
machines. - · 
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· PROCESSIN<F' ,f:c;~:;;::;;.;:i~Jtii;,;,ts: Coating. mactilnes.-;c;',If"~;;;:;::;:·:~, ;;;l"""=E' := -~· -=--~~:,.. :_;,. '~"' . -
EOUIPMEN"f.ro.--10-(SenesiD!'"~- included arEic-asphalt~saturatingl'anchrubber:l_spreading,~~""',;uc'l. 
(Continued.:;r~=~~:;:::q,- ~.e=s-~:t:~machfn,!s. ~~~:o~ ':,~:-:~;=';_::·: -~~:'~~~:~~:~-~_::~~=~~;:;_',:;_,:-; .'~',;-

\V ... "rrt.'llf._.y..,;;. •••• , 76. Painting equrpment; ~.r ... ""'!;O:~T8.-!!1l~. lbll.~Jt"~r:-u.._,! _ .... ·~~. 

SERVICE, MAINTENANCE 
EQUIPMENT - 80 Series. 

. _ .... 

OTHER EQUIPMENT 
INVOLVED IN RELEASE· 
so·Series. 

Included are:-dipping;:::spraying;';'.aflii:flow-coating -
• ··- ..... ,~-~· ...... ___ _;_~~---·=....._ ·= -;..· .... ,:._~. -. ~::--.::--:-··-:-:------- ~-· __ ; __ ~:~ equ1pmsnl 1-\Ir-- ·.._..onun.!_f;~-~-li! 4~. ~sr. t~~~;~:hsOr}- ~-~!.:.:-!¥-=l~-~~~r-· [!t""d_{_;--~~:.~~~ 

n. Chemical pn:icess-e~uipmerit:-Cnrr!IT!ent section: 
Included are digesters, reactors, black liquor recovery 
units, and distllling;equlpment-~":---:.~--~-":'~-~---~-- -· --- -_·- .-. 

78. Waste recovery equipment.. 
Included are gamettlng arid· solvent recovery 
equipment..:- .::.,£-i:: ·"': _ -~ · -:_.-:::.;:;;,'?·-c;.::--~.._;;;:;;.:f~:§_.:::-:i:,~'-"ff>::r."'r='t""-'~- · 

79. Processing EqUipmer;t~not 'dassified:abovepEXpfain-~ini:? ,.., "Z-""::0' 

Comment section. · 
70. Processing Equipment: insufficient information to 

classify further. 

81. 

82. 
83. 

84. 
. 85 • 

86. 
87: 

. 89. 

80. 

Incinerator. 
.Included are burning barrels. 
Bearing brake. 
Rectifier, charger. . 
Included are Inverters and batteries. 
Tar pot, tar kettle. 
Ate, oil lamp. · . 
Included are gas mantles, arc-lighted motion picture 
projectors, and lanterns for recreational use . 
Elevators. 
Torch/Welder. · 
Included are cutting, welding, and plumbers' torches, 
Bunsen burners, weed burners, and arc welders. 
Service, Maintenance Equipment not classified above; 
Explain In Comment section. 
ServiCe, Mainten~ce Equipment; insufficient information 
to classified further. 

91. Power saws. 
Included are chain saws. 

92. Hand-held yard and garden maintenance equipment.. · 
Included are grass and brush trimmers. 
Excluded are power saws {91). 

93; Power transfer equipment 
Included are cables, wire ropes, blocks, and belts. 

1 Excluded are, the vehicles or equipment providing the 
power and electric wiring. ' 

· 94. Electric fencing. . 
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OTHER EQUIPMENT:~" · ss.. Flammable:liqOid=transfe-r~eqBlpmeri~~,--- . . . · . -· · 
; i·NOLVED JN .\REI£ASE ~~:;u·~~ t=z~lncluded are<r"piping; -vatvifst-arid"conneCI:ecFstorag~" 'l-: :?:-'"';''""~""'-
90 Series. e(QDRtlnued:J.'}~='IT.,..:.~- ii-i· tanks. = ".:;. t~-:"": . ~:7~·:· ··:"'=' j¥- ~ t,:..o::~- ~- C.:l.'C:L u~GDT the 

this Section! so Series Exduded au:e;;pumps1 of'\:compressors~65).: _,--m~--:- ---
. i ;__;,.,..-,,m=~·-- 1 96. · HazarCious :r=naterlal§i:"(ether than flammable liquids) . . . ' t · -·-- -··-~- ---... - -:.;-~ ...... -:-:-=--· ~~-. ... .<"~_ ·-'r.;il.o. ~.nri 1hc. !i~~ eqUipm&n , i.f~Q!, •. H.:et..· ~P.:h ~E!~~ ~! •s ~;_\.:.'n~~ l.r.""m...,.~ -·-.·-- .......... ··~~--

EQUIPMENT INVOLVED 
IN RELEASE CODES. 
Alphabetical Usting 

(Rev: 04/90) 

JnC(UQSd arecpiptr.ig, ~vatves;zand:'stb'Fage •coAtaffllil'~=- ,_.-= .. :.=--.~--=-.,=-~=, 
Exch,1ded are pumps or compressors (65). 

· 97. Pressure Vessels.=::.::::::::::.:-'-~.~. · -·- :.::=-_______::.::..:::=~=--·===-".::::=-.:::.::..': _ ". _, -· _ _. . _ _. 
Exduded are~ pumps or compressors (65). . 

98. No eqfilpment-'-'involvea::Jn~Release~Of-'liazartlous~~ ~-;;;;•:-:..~ ;:;6-:.;: '.i~ 
materials. ~;-~--"~--.,.-~.:<t'"·=·='~ -- . . . ·· --- - . •. _,··. ·· 

99. Equipment Invo~d~tn-Reiease''tlot""dassifleaEaiJove?~ ~" .- ;r;- · 
Explain In Comment section • 

. 00. Equipment Involved in Release; Insufficient Information 
to classify further. · 

85. Arc. · 
46. Ballast· 
82. Bearing brake. 
64. Biomedical equipment, device. 
72. Casting equipment · _ 
31. Central air conditioning, refrigeration equipment 
11. Central heating unit. 
83. Charger. 
n. Chemical process equipment 
17; Chimney connector, vent connector (connects 

firebox to chimney). 
16. Chimney flue. 
75. Coating machines. 
65. Compressor, separate pump. 
02. Construction vehide. 
67. Conveyor. 
25. Cooking unit, portable. 
47. Cord. 
24. Deep-fat tryer. 
52. Dryer. 
94. Electric fencing. 
61. Electronic equipment.-
86. Elevators. 
67. Escalator. 
03. Farm vehicle. 
34. Fixed, stationary local air conditioning unit. 
13. Fixed, stationary local heating unit. · 
22. Fixed, stationary oven. 

CF1RS·1, Section F: Haz Mat 9-35 · 
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EOUIPMENJ,,J~Qp{gi;>: 33. Fixec;lc0station~-~~-.!9~t!~ff!~~fation unit. . . .. · . . . . --.-
IN RELEASE~ CODES;· -~:-"'. --~ 21. Flxed:~·statii:ii!.@:..fY.-·s~tfaQe--u.o~;,,,: ~-~.._,_,.,..--,'--, --- ... :.o.;c • .:..,.:"'"~'.-.:.-::rr....:rt 
AI habeti~tr~tfn"'~'~1 !. ·· ri ~·,res ·Fixed wirin" ;·~·".::·~-~- =-·::e="''·- ~ . ...:•~~"'~'""'' == · ·~~----· --· ----·· .,. 
. p .. ____ g~~- ' . g -~ "···-- . 
(Continued:::r· ...... ~Q-- • • • • 95. Fiammabl(ii1:J:Ol!ll Jr~~.~r~8~~pment. 

54. Floor ~care ~gi.JiP.!llEint~·":. . · --. -~=--"-~~~---·--"•: . .,;.,. 
23. · Food warn]jp~~~~e!i,~ce'1fiX~CJ~' stationary):---- .----
72. Forglog eq!)lp.rnent~=-~ --.-.uio•n.,:,..,; _ . ... .... . . . . 
71.. Furnace. · · 
04. Garden ve~iqie •. -. ~~~-=-=~,=~~cc==----_ 

~:. ~:!:~ji~~~~~~i;~~~"·'~"'"?". 
equipment.--,--,-·.--..,.~-- .. .. . ........ ___ ___ . - - ... : ,-:_::-)?!':!. 

56. Hand tools.· · 
96. Hazardous materials (other than flammable 

liquids) .transfer equipment. · 
18. Heat transfer system. 
·73. Heat treating equipment. 
81. Incinerator. . · 
14. Indoor fireplace. , 
08. Industrial vehicle. 
66. Internal combustion engine. 
71. Kiln. 
46. Lampholder. 
48. Lamp. 
48. Ughtbulb. 
46. Ughting fixture. 
34. Local air conditioning unit (fixed, stationary). 
13. Local heating unit (fixed, stationary). 
33. Local refrigeration unit (fixed, stationary). 
43. Meter, meter box. · 
72. Molding equipment. 
04. Motor home. 
98. No equipment involved in release of hazardous 

materials.· · · . 
63. Office machine. 
85. Oil lamp. 
26. Open fire grill. 
45. Outlet 
22. Oven· (fixed, stationary). 
71. Oven. 
44. · Overcurrent, protection device. 
76. Painting equipment 
51. . Phonograph. 
47. Plug. 
35. Portable air conditioning, refrigeration unit. 
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EOUIPMENT~OLVEBo:.-,_-=~57; Portable. applianceii(equlpme·m~eesiQnea;.te=;produce . 
IN RELEASE CCOBESf!,_,_~:=E.~ - controlled7he~~:(l:lot~~lfle_9, ln~52~qr.;56).~==-::t:ir.:..;_ .;,~¥2.~~7 · 
Alphabetieal-:tisting: (Q.}U,,;,_u:;,58.;f-. Portable appUarice designed not to produce heal 
(Continued ... ) 25. · Portable, cbokin~- ;.~r;;; PV,Tlf,~ ~~ corr:pn::!s:;c.rs ·(tl:J-}-:"' 

' 15 . Portable I(J(:at;heatiog::unit'-'- L-,_f.h==--•h--=-"=-~-·J::~,;:,,J•·-."'"""-'· . 25: · PortBble wWrnini;:ur.til · --- ~--:--- ~-~- ----. -- - -. 
. 91. Power ·saWS:h t!;lri~<?.re...•'ioir.in.."va!ve.S~: an¢· stbrabe co.-,t~;ai'S;' 

44. Power switch gear. . 
93. Power_tr~r"'equipmeoL:::..::.::... "'-•- - ··. 
97. Pressure ~&sse IS~.~~ .... ,_,.: u01:r!~)-~-T" ._,_ ~~..,=-~~J:;n~ _ _; ... _ ~~~~ · 
68. Prtntiri~fp~~Ss;~"'~:...·:",;~ ~: ;";.:: --.:. ;,;, ,~:~~~ ~--;:_~ I-;.-----_c._,.. __ _-

51. · Radio. .:.~ .... ~,- -- -----
o7. . Rallroac;f vehicle. ·. -- :· .... ~- :.:·.. ·, "· ==' c;..,,..c:;.;. 

45. Re~pm,pte. . .. · . . . 
05. · Reereailonal vehiCle. 
83. ReGtifiefi:' · · 

. 31. Rettl';'er'atiofi e ul '. ant -' ., ... Q,'. ,, _,9. ~; 
01. Road ttariSp¢11 vehicle. , 
55. Separa~~ rnqtor 9.:tnerator. · 
65. Separate pump, compressor. 
46. Sig~;~; . 
21. Sunace unit (fixed,. stationary). 
45. Switch. 
84. Tar kettle~ 
84. ·. Tar pol 
51. Television. 
87. ~.· T,Qr,o/1'-.~~~g~r. · · · . . . 
42. . TrariSfilrmer, assoCiated overcurrent or disconnect 

equtilm~~· . 
62. Vendl(lg rn~l;?hlne, drinking fountain. 
2s warrt~tn unit. . ·· 

. Wa~hlf11;1 rn~chine. 
~: Waste ~ecdVe~ .,8'' ui menl .,, '"'.. "''" ...... ,.,r/.., q ,P ' 
32. Water cooUrijfdevlce, tower. 
12. Water he~~r: '· · · · ·· · 

.• 

06. · Woodland veliicle. 
7 4. Working, shaping machine. 

(Rev: 04/90) 
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.. 

· .~!~-:~~~t}~~:J--:i~_::I~~~::r~-
(C•;ntjrn .. 1.8d ___ -\. 

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 
::~;~. 

., .. 
,:,. 

EXAMPLES 

\ 

-~. -· . 
:·t:;-::::, t:_~·n.,...q"" ·u =~· 

The tasks 'lJerformeaiat=the"scane"itJy::.fire service personnel to 
handle, cciMain, i:ir.:mltigate ·haz8rdg;aas0ciatea=:witf1r-a""'naz 
mat incident. ,...,~~·'-:-- ..,-• ·-- ·. · 

Note: You can record up to four different actions taken to . 
more completely define ·the scope of tasks performed at a 

. single Incident. · 

To identify the tasks required to tiandle the range of 
emergency situations a fire department . encounters in 
responding to a haz niat _Incident This information also helps 
measure the nature and scope of public safety seJVices ·you 
provide to your community. 

Enter the code(s) ·that best describe the actlon(s) you took to . 
handle the Incident. · 

Important Although you can enter up to four different Action 
Taken codes, it-is critical that you enter the most signifiqant 
one firstl Look at it this way: If you could enter only one 
code for Action Taken, which one would you use? Put THAT 
ONE In entry #11 . . . 

A hazardous material spill required four special actions to 
mitigate the incident. These were to rescue persons trapped 
by the hazardous material, Identify the hazardous material, 
remove the hazard and decontaminate 3 people: · 

I HAliiAT 
~IOHI&I TAKEN 

------------------------------~-------------· 
. 9-38 CFIRS-1, Section F: Haz Mat (Flev 04/90) 
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~!fi-~ .;?.·ELE.~~ ·c:09E-S-= 
HAZAADOU.S:,MA:~IA~§,8-'16. Ventilation.;~~~~~:-~C)~;,;~~~~~'~;-~;.~::.~::-.. :·, _ -:~ · 
ACTION(S)JAKE~ci ... l · lnclg_gl!'d ar.~,~m.q~e.;QGi~P~ gas removal. 

.. 

{Rev: 04/90) 

· . Rescye, re.Rl~_e-fr.~m=J:iar.m#!.-=:":."'""~ :. . 
. lnclyg~ i~QFQ,I(~n(iJ~!TI~r.g~ medieal service. to-
. those, rescued!.,jf~ @l!~®d. . -- _ ... _ 

- 31. 

· 32. Extrication, disentanglement. 
lncl~,te!e.d Is_ groviding .emergency~medical service to 
those extricated-~itneeded.~~;~-- · · ·- -

• - ,.,;_..,.._~- .<.- ,..~,._~s • 

33: . Prov_ig_e emerg_~rtCV..::;..!!I~-~ical service. · . . - . , - -
34. PrO'lld~ mam~QWE!r~ . _. ... . _ · 

35. 
36 .. 
37. 
41. 

42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 

51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
56. 
57. 

Included· are-assisting-police-or rescue/ambulance .. 
units. 
Search. 
Transport. 
Forcible entry. 
Remove hazard.' 
Included are neutralizing a hazardous condition and 
containing a spill. · 
Excluded is Decontamination of occupancy/area (47}. 
Identification/analysis of hazardous materials. 
Evacuation. 
Establish safe area 
Monitor/sample hazardous materials. 
Decontamination of persons/equipment. 
Decontamination of occupancy/area. 
Included are cleanup of .hazardous materials. 
Assist invalids. 
Fill In; move up. 
Standby, firewatch. 
Water removal. · 
Restore sprinkler or protection system. 
Restore alarTT\ system. 
Assist animal. 
Included are capturing, removing, rescuing animals. 

· 61. Crowd control. 
62. · Traffic control. 

' _ ... :_ -

63. Notify other agencies including mutual/automatic aid, . 
state .emergency agencies, etc .. 

64. Provide public ·and media information. 
71. · Investigate. 
72. ·Unit cancelled en route . 

. 73. Shut·down system . 

CFIRS-1, Section F: Haz Mat 9-39 
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• .. 

81. 

82. 
91::.:-
92. 
97. 

96. 
99..,. 
...;;.-:::.. 

9-40 CFIRS-1, Sectlo~ F: Haz Mat 

.· .. ' 

~R~store city. services. · · - · 
Included are restoring water supplies and public fire 

~~~tt&~k~~~ __ :;r;_ :t??,c·gas··r~;rn~~~~. 
cOclei~nforcemerlt ·:.:. ':::':::···~~·._:· · c. , '·. · . 

. Ffifijft'crP.ffip!ef~i8tlf~fltY;~!;§_Cifi~:<' m~:c;:;~ $~i"r~8e--t~. 
W~lv1~'t~~~ponsij~l1£erials determined to be. non, · 
hazardous. 
No=aetiorFtak:eit -- _- · · ; .. ::..~: ~.-.. ~······ 

aazaraous-Materials~Actlon-:-Tal<en. not classified above. 
e:~~~~ lfi'p]furn~_ht '~~etroff, ::-:;:~;;..=-:_:. . . . 

tj_azar~~i.itMafeJla_~f.'*!9!1l~eg.~'l~'!e~r!.9~f ·not 
reporte . · · · - - · · ··· · 

(Rev 04/90) 
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e· 

• 

. -- --
,.;;:::..-...;;:, ... ~;:.~~:.--!. 
\_"::-''-'·l-·r:.ro-c<.;.~-.,:.• ..... -. ••.• ' 

i''"ir".._ ::::........-.t u·.---"" :"'r"'i.r':\.:lr-t",j'_ 
. uc=: .....---=-..... ~-,.,--·~·--r---·-r-

·- ----~---- •..•...... ~-~---
9T. . r.:..;oao ·eriLCTT.:=rnr.rTr:"· 

DISPOSITION OF I NCID'Eftf=~:~!~~~~~---m:~f>d_.±r,._j)~.norh-

DEFINITION 

PURPOSE 

. ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

(Rev: 04/90) .. :::.-_-

·:··=:·_ ~=~~':'- . '; ~ ... =~~.;,~~!i .. _.;"~~~;~:~-!:~..::...:::- ~11:11.' ~f-~Q-=~~clD.f.Jl 
How the fire depaF.trl'lentcencludedtitS~participatlon in the 
-incident. :=~- ~-·-_·;J~~~----~-=.:.:~~---:"~:=.::~:;..o"=--1'~~~~-T--~~:~~-~-tiifr=~t!;;-!-r;_~-'.;~~ t. 

To document how you concluded your participation in the 
incident This increases ·our understanding of the extent to 
which the fire service handles incidents Independently, versus 
io combination with other agencies. It is also another 
measure of the scope of the event 

Enter the code that best describes the disposition of the · 
incident at the conclusion of your department's. participation. 

The hazardous materials incident was handled solely by the 
fire department and had been totally mitigated by the 
department when they left the scene. · 

~~ ttl . 

CFIRS-1, Section F: Haz Mat 941 



___ Codes NFPA-901, 1990 
~ . ~·- - . 

DISPOSITION OF 1. 
INCIDENT 2. 

,. 
~ !J=· .. ,~ -· ~-.' ~. ~... 3. --

·-

9-42 CFIRS-1, Section F: Haz Mat 

4. 

5. 
6, 

7. 

a. 

9. 

0. 

Incident completed by fire service only. 
Incident completed ·while fire service was present. . 
Included are incidents where assistance was provided 
by non-fire service agencies. · · 
Incident scene released for disposition to local' agency. 
Incident scene released for. disposition to county 
agency. 
Incident scene released fcir disposition to state agency. 
Incident scene released for disposition to federal 

. agency. -. - '· ::··c -·: 

- Incident scene released ~or disposition to private · 
agency. , . 
Incident scene released for disposition to property 
owner/manager. · 
Disposition of Incident not classified above. Explain in 
Comment section. . . 
Disposition of Incident undetermined or not reported .. 

(Rev 04/90) 
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·_e 

PURPOSE 

: . ' 

·ENTRY 

EXAMPLE . 

• (Rev: 04/90) -·.....:::::..-:-=_ 

· .. 
. . 

The sources'cl" lliformatldn:,useditot iderttlfyctn"& hazardbusco::~, h rh<t= 
material(s) released or involved in the Incident. · 

To. documelit how the hazardous materials Involved in the 
Incident were Identified.· This Is an essential factor in 
assessing the value and effectiveness of different sources of 
technical Information. · 

This data element Is divided into two parts - PERSONNEL 
and REFERENCE MATERIALS; and you can enter up to two 
codes In each one. 

As .with all other multiple entry fields, it is Important that you 
put the most significant sour~;:e In ·entry #1 - .both for 
Personnel, and again for Reference Material. If additional 
sources were used, put the second most hnportant in the #2 
entries.· 

The hazardous material was identified by. personnel from the 
hazardous materials team and by the fire fighters. The 
hazardous material was Identified by using the label on the 

· container and computer software on the scene. 

I ~LD. 11 '2 AnN- '1... 12 i _~ _ ... ,, ,1 r.2J ..... ,,., ri.QrJ.6 

.. 

CFIRS-1; Section. F: Haz Mat· 9-43 



HAZ MAT U;::~~""'S-7#T1f:.'=7• £:·~ 
IDENTIFICA'1UOISJ-3'~[
SOURCES USED 

A. PERSONNEL 
IDENTIFYING 
HAZARDOUS MATERIAL 

ON-SITE FIRE 
DEPARTMENT 
PERSONNEL - 1 0 Series. 

OFF-SITE FIRE 
DEPARTMENT 
PERSONNEL • 20 Series.· 

ON-SITE NON-FIRE 
SERVICE PERSONNEL -
30 & 40 Series. 

.,-
~-

t ::-....=.:_~;;;.~: ~--: .i::-:~-::i::1.sy~=;_-:.:....:b:;;~:e_ a.s£1~~ .EI.1Cf:L. ~·.;BE._ :..._~ U \l;D::=d. 

Maio/ Head~ !:Jy- !ii~.=r;;r-u:f·· ~1-¥fe;8 ct§e:ITG~~~ 
3~ · inddent scene raiaasati. ror· aispos,iiot'i ta· i(i(;aic ager-rc-y. 

• On-Site Fire Department Personnel. 
• Off-Site Fire _Depwtr:oent Personnel. · 

--
• On-Site Non-F-ire-Service-Personnel:"-~ - " _· ---~=- ·-. ·· ---- ·---···- · --~-~-- · 

• Off-S'rte No~F-'tta;cService""Personnet--· .__;;--~·"'--=:..:::;:;-, '~'-7 ::S:~-=- -". 
• Other PersooneC?.:.. 

11. Hazardous materials team personnel. 
12. Non~hazardous materials trained personnel. 
13. Hazardous materials specialist, technician. 
.14. Chemist, toxicologist. 
15. Medical dQi::tor: 
17. Laboratory personnel. 
19. On-Site Fire Department Personnel not classified 

above. Explain in Comment section. 

21. Hazardous materials team personnel. 
22. Non-hazardous materials trained personnel. 
23. Hazardous materials specialist, technician. 
24. · Chemist, toxicologist. 
25. Medical doctor. 
26. Dispatch center personnel. 
27. Laboratory personnel. . 
29. Off-51te Fire Department Personnel not classified above. 

Explain in Comment section. 

31.. . Brigade, hazardous matEiiials response team. 
32. Responsible owner, m~ager, supervisor. 

· 33. Driver of transporting vehicle. 
34. Chemist, toxicologist. 
35. Medical doctor. 
37. Laboratory personnel. 
41. Hazardous materials response team personnel. 

Excluded are Hazardous materials clean-up personnel · 
(48). 

43. Hazardous materials specia!lst : 
Excluded are Hazardous materials clean-up personnel 
(48). 

48. Hazardous materials clean-up personnel. 

..e 

9-44 CFIRS-1, Section F: Haz Mat 
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.: .~ ! _ ... ·-

. . 

ON-SI~E;i~Q~~FIR~- _ ~. :49,- - .-0n·~te.ccNon,~ir:*:I.::S~ic~~r~£PJ:V~!.:!!.9t=-SI~!s_ifl~~~ "';-.;--"'"" ,:i,:~f; 
SERVICaEaSONNEI:'.: • : : 'above . ...:.EXplau:L:ir:r:OOmm~nt section;,~··;.f·.,~.-·;~-~' =.,.-=;;-:;.- ···'-"'t:•"•·,,,,:, 
30 & 40 Series. 40. On-Site Non-Fire Service Personnel; insufficient · 
(Continued ... ) Information to classify f!,Jrther. 

OFF-SITE ~~:Fjf\E ~~an-·T5\ ... -t;l~~r9eps··!Jlater1~1-~~~~~P.~~e .te~m:::!i!.llJfSGnnel.-~, :-. ~Q.C.it" 
SERVICE PERSONNE[ - -. -szLl.Re-sponsible=: awffilr,•manager. v V v I ~ V"li- r....· ~ ,.__,; L..;;;.. 

· so & so Series. 54. ·Chemist, toxicologist. 
Excluded are toxic or poison_ center (58) or university 

OTHER PERSONNEL -
.. 90 Series. 

B. REFERENCE 
MATERIAL USED. 

ON-SITE REFERENCE 
MATERIALS - 1 0 Series. 

(Rev: 04/90) 

(61). 
55.·. Meqi~ 9_q.gtg_r4_~.::~~-· ~r\~L:.~~-:·f ~~:d. 'tc 1ci"~~itv~--~~.;'W- ;:;...ui;_;_~.;;:;-~·· · 

Excl\.\g~_9;@;~;1'!l~QJEI!,@eiJ~/b~pJ.~ (~).~,~~:~·-
Dispatcher. · . 56. 

57. 
58. 
59. 
61. 
62. 

Laboratory personnel. 
Toxic or polson center. 
Chemtrec, Industrial expert. 
University. 
Medical center/hospital. 
Excluded are medical doctor (55). 

63. H~dous ·materials specialist, consultant. 
69. Off-Site Non-Fire Service Personnel not Classified 

above. Explain In Comment section. 
60. Other Off-site Non-Fire Service Personnel; Insufficient 

Information to classify further. 

- 99. Personnel Identifying Hazardous Material not. classified 
ab6ve. Explain in Comment section . 

00. · Personnel Identifying Hazardous Material; insufficient 
information to classify further. 

Major Headings · 

• On-Site Reference Materials. 
• Off-Site Reference Materials. 

Other Reference Materials Used. 

11. Department of Transportation (DOn manual. 
12. ·Chemical Hazards Response Information System 

(CHRIS) manual. 
13. Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS). 
14. Placards or signs on building, room, container, vehicle. 

15. Labels. 
16. Computer software. · 
17. Shipping papers and inventory listings. 

CFIRS-1, Section F: Haz Mat 945 
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ON-SITE REFERENCE-,-~=', f8~:- Handbooks, textbooks, reference-books. 
MATERIALS- 10 Series. Excluded are the DOT Manual (11) and CHRIS Manual · 

(12). . ~~.:.~ .• u-.-..._ or·u-,....,. 

t~t-=•·::~ ......... ~:---r.Tr-;~,-
II,J>;:I\: I rrl'-'1':\ I'IVIV 19. On-Site Reference Materials not classified above. 
::::=-:::..,~::· -...;;~,:~e::- Explain in Comment section. 

it~inr-· f-i;::;;z==zz·~tn:-~ 
•~~~ ~ ta.~- .. ·•n· •::1 .... 

OFF.-81TE REFERENCE 21. Department of Transportation (DOn .manual.-, · :·: 
MATERIALS - 20 Series. 22. Chemical Hazards Response Information System 

. :~ --~·_-_ .~_ -~ -.... -· _ -- -:;-. --c:.:.. (CHRIS) manuat;- ·- -- --: ---- -- ·:- ·- . -,. ·· · ·' ·--:- --
'· ,....=-.i,~23: .. , _Material Safety':Data=Sheeto(MSDS).-··· -- -- .. --

OTHER REFERENCE 
MATERIAL USED -
90 Series. 

24.- _ Placards or='Slgfls>:otr:.buDdingp;roomFeontaineir, vehicle; 

25. Contractual ·Information services. 
26. Computer software. 
27. Shipping papers: and inventory listings .. 
28. · Handbooks, textbooks, reference books. 

Excluded are the DOT Manual (21) and ·CHRIS Manual 
(22). 

29. Off-Site Reference Materials not classified above. · 
Explain In Comment section. 

98. No reference material used. 
99. .Reference Material Used not classified above. Explain 

in Comment section. 
00. Reference Material Used undetermined or not reported; 

.. 
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_-,.~-- -- ····- ~ -. ·--· 
Vl.l' ~ U:V. ·..J-=n~v:;· 

fCbnHsue~i~. ~} 

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

-!>-·. 

ENTRY: Injuries 

. ENTRY: Fatalities 

EXAMPLE 

(ReV: 04/90) 

~-::: :-:;::-.·~ ::t~~~- ;'-£~:;:;-;!!·'?. L~•."'.r\t;~"'J~: ;:;·~T~ .; ~;;~~ ;~~,z;~~~;.;;.: _, -;-~ 
!:-:if~:~:~t~~::::~ ~·~~ :'":~~-=~..:~. ~urs.~sr. 

~;;;_ · i~:...::._,_;::;· {_k:i~IQf:. 

A. fire departmerim~~ber ~Whods::injtired~or£1<lllecNis a7Ciirect . 
result· of exposure to a hazardOUS material ~ other than the 
usual combustible materials or their by-products. 

All other definitions and criteria are the same as for FIRE 
SERVICE CASUALTY in ·Section D. 

To Identify the conditions under which fire fighters are Injured 
or killed in the line of duty; and to provide a critical measure 
of the impact of haz mat events. · .· 

Note: Although you will record the ;specific details about 
each injury/death In the Bre Service CasualtY Report, It is 
critical to be able to link the casualty to a haz mat incident. 
This entry provides that link. 

This is not a coded entry. You simply enter the actual. 
number of personnel from your department who were injured 
as a direct result of contact with a hazardous material during 
the incident 

This is not a coded entry. You simply enter the actual 
number of personnel from your department who were killed 
as a direct result of contact with a hazardous material during . 
the incident. 

Important: Any entries here must also be included in Section 
D; and you must complete a Fire Service Casualty Report 
CCFIR$-2) for every injury and deatt~. 

There were.2 fire fighters injured and no fire fighter fatalities: 

FIRE SERVICE HAZ 
IIAT CASUALTY 

.. 
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NON-FIRE" SERVICE.-. HAZ._ MAT- CASUALlY: 
' ' " ,.. . ~ : ; . ~ .. - . -

Injuries and Fatalities 

···-1 

DEFINITION A NON-FIRE SERViCE HAZ MAT CASUALTY is any person- ·-

PURPOSE 

ENTRY: Injuries 

ENTRY: Fatalities 

9-48 CFIRS-1, Section F: Haz Mat 

other than a fire department member - who is injured or killed 
as a direct result of exposure to a hazardous material, other 
than the usual combustible materials or their by-products. 

Included in this category are _law enforcement; medical, and 
other emergency response personnel who are not members 
of the fire department; as well as civilian volunteerS pressed 
Into service at the scene. Non-registered members of a 
Volunteer Fire Department also fall into this category. 

All other definitions and criteria are the same as for NON
FIRE SERVICE FIRE CASUALTY in Section D. 

To· identify the conditions under which persons - other than 
fire fighters - are injured· or knled by exposure- to hazardous 
materials. This is a critical measure of the scope of the 
human cost associated with hazardous material Incidents. 

This is not' a coded entry. You simply enter the actual. 
number of Non-Fire Service persons injured as a direct result 
of exposure to a hazardous material during the incident · 

This is not a coded entry. You simply enter the actual _ 
number of Non-Fire· Service persons killed as a d'u"ect result 
of exposure _to a hazardous material during the incident. 

(Rev 04/90) -
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.:...::;~~,;;;:rr£~IC~~?J;~~~~~~ :You dc;» not lnplu.de. N:Ori~Are·selvice haz mat 
"" ··· ""'"- ............. --·,.,. · ·Injuries anct deaffiS'inthe casualty figures In Section D; and, 

you do not complete a CFIAS-3 report for these casualties. 
__ _Qn!Y. Eire Service haz m~ casualties are added in Section D. 

• c'-rr". fL:i""-"rs::!. c::cg"n~:rr-~ 5\.:::t nr>:inR~r H~ · ·· · 
~¥ .{_l!;r-9V~ H-- V ~~ ~.._, ~ ~-'if- ~·-,..~~ ~ ~r~:-:·~-!-~-~ ~~- •: 

-· . . 

EXAMPLE There were 3 non-fire service injuries and no non-fire service · 
· facilities: 

(Rev: 04/90) 
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DEFINITION 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

·9·50 CFIRS-1, Section F: Haz Mat 

The standard chemical or trade !lame by which the 
hazardous material Is known; 

To provide a common reference for identifying a hazardous 
material involved in an Incident.. ·This basic information Is 
essential to understanding the frequency and consequences 
of events lnvoMng particular materials. It Is also necessary 
for planning and assessing the use of specialized· equipment, 
.developing effectiVe strategy and tactics, and setting. training 
objectives. 

This Is not a coded entry.· You simply enter the common 
chemical or trade name._ H you cannot identify the material, · 
enter "UNKNOWN". -

Note: If-there. are multiple Chemicals you Can only ·enter 3 
major chemicals for CFIF~S. (Although, for your own use you 
could enter more.)· 

Important Because many chemicals have similar names, it is 
critieal that you take special care to spell the name exactly as 
identified; otherwise, the computer will not be able to match 
incidents involving the same chemical. 

Tl1e chemical release was liquid chlorine. 

I =ICAL OR TRADE c H L-OR\ N c 

(Riw 04/90) 
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.e 

• 

DEPARiiME-lt\I~QiP-f11~MSPO'AfFAfnoN · 
(D.O.T.) I.D. NUMBER. 

DEFINITION. 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

.. 
(Rev: 04/90) 

. 

The four-digit identification number assigned to the hazardous 
material in the 1986 edition of the "Emergency Response . 
Guide" published by· the United States Department of 
Transportation (con. 

To provide a common reference for the identification of the 
hazardous material involved in the incident This verifies the 
Chemical or Trade Name, and enables you to examine 
incident scenarios based on the material involved. 

This is not a coded entry. You simply enter the four-digit 
DOT number for the material. You can usually find the 
number on placards, shipping papers, manifests, Material 
Safety Data Sheets, in the DOT Emergency Response Guide, 
and similar references. 

The D.O.T. Identification number for Chlorine is 1017: 

CFIRS-1, Section F: Haz Mat 9-51 
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e. 

• 

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

... 

The classification that describes the primaiy hazard 
associated with the material releaSed . or Involved in a 
hazardous material incident. 

To provide an Important level of detail for categorizing 
incidentS, and for analyzing the affects and outcome of events 
lnvoMng different types of hazards. · · 

This is a primary factor in planning operational protocols, ·and 
equipment and training needs. 

Eriter the code that best describes· the primary h~rd 
associated with the hazardous material released or involved in 
the inclderit. 

Chlorine Is in D.O.T; Hazard Class 2; which indicates ~ is a 
gas which is compressed, llqulfled or dissolVed 
underpr&Ssure. 

~~~-

9-52 CFIRS-1, Section F: Haz Mat --- (Rev 04/90)- , _ 



. Codes NFPA-901, 1990 

DOT HAZARD CLASS * 

... 
(Rev: 04/90) 

1. · Explosives and Blasting AgentS. 
· Included are Class A explosions such as dynamite, dry 

TNT and black powder; Class· 8 explosions such as · 
. propellant explosives, rocket .motors and special 

> ' <fireworks; Class C expi!Jsions such ~ common : 
fireworks, small arms ammunition and ammonium 
nitrate-fuel oil mixtures. · 

2. Flammable, Nonflammable and Cryogenic Gases. 
Included are gases even if compressed, In liquid fomi, 
or ·dissolved under pressure·. EXamples Include 
liquefied petroleum gas, acetylene, hydrogen, carbon 
dioxide, sulfur dioxide, anhydrous ammonia, ethylene, 
and nitrogen. · 

3. Flammable, Pyroforlc or CombUstible Uqulds. 
Included are acetone, gasoline, methyl alcohol, 
aluminum alkyls, Blkyl boranes, fuel oils, and ethylene 
glycols· (cellosolves). 

4. Flammable, Water Reactive or Spontaneously 
. Coi'Jlbustlble Solids. 
Included are pyroxylin plastic, magnesium, aluminum 
powder, sodium and, potassium metals and alloys, 
calcium carbide, and phosphorus. 

5. Oxidizers or organic peroxides. · 
. Included are ammonium nitrate fertilizer, hydrogen 
peroxide solution, benzoyl peroxide and peracetic acid 
solution •. 

6. Poisonous, Irritant, or Etiologic Agent. 
Included are arsine,. hydrocyanic· acid, phosgene, 
aniline, arsenic, methyl bromide, tear gas, xylol 
bromide, anthrax, botulism, rabies, tetanus, and other 
Infectious substances. . 

7. Radioactive substances. · 
Included are plutonium metal and salts, cobalt 60, 
uranium metal and salts, uranium hexafluoride. 

8. Corrosives. . 
Included are acids such as hydrochloric acid, oleum; 
and sulfuric acid; and bases such as caustic soda, 
caustic potash and anhydrous ammonia. 

9. · Other Hazardous Materials; · 
Included are dry ice,· carbon tetrachloride, quicklime, 
metallic mercury, oadum, bleaching power, 
pentachlorophenol, adipic acid: and hazardous waste. 

o. DOT Hazardous Class undetermined or not reported. 
* NFPA-901 United Nations Class Number 

CFIRS-1, Section F: Haz Mat 9-53 
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CHEMICAL· AB_SIBACIS~SERVICE NUMBER . n r '\ -r b.Jr .Q. i' j'l: Rf"'¥ ,=-~o ·--~-- ----- = .. : - · . _ . ~ . . _ · . . : -
(C~A.S.f - ~- , ---L- . .._~-~-a-~- . . -. , -. . . , . .-. 

DEFtNmON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

-..,. 
EXAMPLE'• 

Tr:~ -·~·.~L~.:~.--~~=n-- t~f~~ c~~1~~~-!~~·tt1~~- C.i_i;.!_ t~~{- i~irr-.-A·tci· 
The identifi®.Q§IA-:nl:lffl~-'ia.~gn~.9.::t9..ttD.!#lazaj:dpua,:mat~iiii'C- :=,_ 

by the ChemicSl Abstract Service (CAS). -

To provide another means of identifying the material involved 
in the event. - · 

You can .group incidents based on the CAS number to locate 
trends or patterns associated with particular materials. or 
classes of materials. 

This is not a coded entry. You simply enter the CAS nuniber 
for the material. You can generally find this number on the 
Material Safety Data Sheet, and sometimes on labels and 
other container markings. · - · -

Th~ chemical abstract service number for Chiorine is 
n82-50-5. When C.A.S. numbers Include hyphens (·), they 
must be included. 

9-54 CFIRS-1, Section F: Haz Mat (Rev 04/90) 
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..... 

PHY81CAL 
STATE 81010tl 

--

PHYSI-CAL STATE :STORED--_· 

_ DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

(Rev: 04/90) 

,::; -
. . . . 

The basic physical state of the material before It was released 
or . became a threat :-- - - -

.-··. .. -:.- -. ·.-. ·::. - ';. 

To identify if the material was in a solid;· liquid or gaseous · 
state at the time the Incident occurred. This Is not only an 
Important factor in ~e description of the material, but It also 
enables you to compare this with the STATE RELEASE_D _ 
entry to determine If a transformation occurred. · 

Enter the code that identifies whether the material was In a 
solid, liquid, or gaseous state before It was released from its 
container or became a threat. 

-. The chlorine was s~ored in a cylinde~ as a liquid. 

.. 
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;}:;;J~.t!)'.§!PAWSIA·IJti">:";'::~~;~~::;;:h'""'~ Sana... . . :.""=:: .•. ~;:1~"" · · . . ::'.'o'.\'F . 
5.Z£JSfOREi:f)'/'''''~~=··-··'·='·,-·-·-=""'· 'lndUdes"'aiJ~instancesiiTWhich thEi''hazardous material 

· · is a solid within the ambient range of temperature and A .. 
pressure.· Granules and powders are specifically -
included. · 

~Jt.:~::::if"S'~-~~ · 2. Uquid. · 
Includes all instances in which the hazardous material 
is in an amorphous, liquid state and takes the shape of 
its container within the ambient range of temperature . 

. and pressure. Uqulds Of all viscosities and cryogenic 
7,-,.::~ '"-:.-~,...,:~. <;.¥ 2'"':::~:-::;;-> -7:- ~~· ,::J::.i.· .c.Ltt~.;; Ug~.;~,Ldj».;;are;,sp_eclfically lnc.luded;: 
~:~t:XllDf;,;_,~~a··::;:;:-·rr,~-~.:~~-~- ~-~=23~:_-·. Gas. · · · 

Includes all Instances in which the hazardous material 
is In an amorphous, gaseous state and takes the 
shape of Its container within the ambient range of 
temperature and pressure. Cryogenic liquids are 
specifically excluded. 

0. Physical State undetermined or not reported • 

... 
9·56 CFIRS-1, Section F: Haz Mat (Rev· 04/90) 
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DEFINmON"£~~.~.-.;~, ,;_~~-i:" · · The basic pnysicabst~te:;of:Jhe.::materlal~after,;it::was::released;:-:,..-_ :=.-:>.~""· 
or after it became;,a;;threat;;o-.:.-: - · 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE-

(Rev: 04/90) , 

Note:· This is the mate to the STORED-entJY:- _:_ .. --

To Identify If the material was in a solid, liquid or gaseous 
state at the thne It was released. This Is not only an 
important factor In the description of the material, but it also 
enables you to compare this with the STATE STORED entry 
to determine If a transformation occurred. · 

Enter the code that identifies whether the material was in a 
solid, liquid,· or gaseous state after it was released from .its 
container or became a threat • 

. The chlorine was stored as a liquid and released as a gas: ' 

8tol'8d!· 1- _ ... 81 

CFIRS-1, Section F: Haz Mat 9-57 ___ . 



. PHYSICAL STATE 
RELEASE 

-- .-. 
- (--...;.. -:"'"-. ~ 

.... 

--~--=.--·'-
~o:;;-;·u:--. -
1t.;.tt._.~~·rtn·~~~;-.~~~ee~~:::--;- -;.·.~b~~~ ~h~- h~~c:u.::;.::_;_:; __ ~ate~~~ 

-·· . 
'._. 1 

1' . ~~~~des an~~~~~!/;~~~~ ;;;~~;~~;:~:~~rl~l:~~~~~;;-·· o, ..• ; -~ .. 
is a solid withindne-7ambient range of temperature and 
pressure.. G[imales and powders are specifically 
inCluded, I ' · 1 

!I • 1 ,.,,.,,., :,_...,b;;.p •be_"hRJ:H>' jl)l:lSil[!dJ:t.J [aj· 

2. Uquid. 
Includes alldnstances:;.in~Which:;the;;hazardous;materlal-...• .;..;.~:-"--: ~-- ·- _ 
is in an amorph!Jus;.:liquid ~e:and' takes7thershaperok = """9 """ 

Its contalnerc~wlthln <:the o.ambiern¥:reingelo:Of~temperature 
.;... _ . :. and pJessurii~qulds of all viscosities and cryogenic 

liquids are specificallY incluaect - - · · - · 
3. Gas. 

Includes all Instances in which the hazardous material 
is in an amorphous, gaseous state and takes the 
shape of Its container within the ambient range of 
temperature. and pressure. Cryogenic liquids are 
specifically excluded. · 

o: Physical State undetermined or not reported . 

.. 
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DEFINmON 

PURPOSE· 

·e. 
ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

(Rev: 04/90) 

. '' 

. The amount~of~azardous.~material:oteleased expressed in a 
standard unit of measure. 

- '·- --· ·~,-.--,---

Note: This is accomplished in two entries; this one for . 
QUANTilY, and the next one .for UNIT OF MEASURE. 

Important Both factors must be reported for the data to be 
meaningful. 

To provide an important measure of the magnitude of the 
incident. This is one of the most often used factors in the 
analysis of haz mat events .. 

. . 

This is not a coded entry. You simply enter the amount of 
material released to ttie nearest whole unit of measure. 

The quantity of Chlorine released was 200 cubic feet. 

CFIRS-1, Section F: Haz Mat 9-59 . 
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PURPOSE -

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

The unit of;p,te~!o![%;!AS§!:htp~reoord.ll1e~q9a{rtiW:"of JJazaJ;dous;;;ct: ;, '" ~ 
material re!f.~~c;!_v-,y -..::":!~: ·..:;. , ,,_":;<--= ~""' _-

. . . 

Note: This Is the mate to the QUANTilY entry. 

Important: Both fa~ors must be reported for the data to be· 
· meaningful . 

. To provide an important measure of the magnitude of the 
incident. This is one of the most often used factors in the 
analysis of haz mat events. 

Enter the code that represents the unit of measure you used 
to calculate the quantity released. · 

The quantity of Chlorine released was 200 cubic feet: 

I UNITCF 
MEASURE • ,, .51 

-.. 
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Codes ~FPA-901, 1990 

UNIT OF MEASURE _11. · Ounce (liquid). 
VOLUMETRIC UNITS • . 12. Gallon . 

. 10 Series. 13. Barrel (42 gal) . 
14. Liter. 
15. Cubic ft. .1~-· 

16 •. Cubic meter. 
. ----····· ----.·::,:.·.:- ··-· ·;· - -----··.-

WEIGHT UNITS ~ 21. Ounce (weight). 
20 Series. 22. Pound. 

I 23. Gram. 
-~--

.J 

24 . Kilogram. 

.. 
(Rev: 04/90) . 
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• 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

The scopeYof,corifirtem·ent-"Orcrslze::df <tme·::ptr9Sie8Pare8"''i:.;~:"-'ih~<~~-"' 
encompassea=oy;tHe';:released material. - . .=. . . -

To provide an Important measure of the extent of the event. 
This is used in the same way as Extent ·of Damage is used 
for fire Incidents. 

Enter the code that best describes the area encompassed by 
· the released material. 

Note: H there was no release, enter "8". 

When the Chlorine was release, it· traveled beyond the 
property boundaries: · · 

9-62 CFIRS-1, Section F: Haz Mat (Rev 04/90) 



EXTENT OFLREt~SEm::.~~rJ!1:'2 · Confined to '{e_biql~/~q1Jipf!1ent of origin. 
\/Ql 'i~IL!J:w~: u .. ~.2~- Confined. to room~1:1r origin. · 

' (Rev: 04/90) 

;·;:;:-;:;~- 3. Confined· to_ fiOOr;;Of,~~q•y_;:Qf origin. 
4. Confined to litr.ucture of origin. 
5. Confined to speeifjo. property use of origin. 
6. . Confined to general property use of origin. 
7. Released beyond general property use of origin. 

~-"l~s;;:,:, ~~::r?ro~B. No release --.,.,_,_,.-,.,.._=~~- · 

0. 

... 

Extent~of Rel~~e~~~t ci;:ssffled above; Explain "in 
Comment sectiODi::: 
Extent-of Release-undetermined or not reported •. 

CARS-1, Section F: Haz Mat 9-e3 
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·e 

DEFINmON· 

·PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

/. 

'h j ••• 

• j_. ·-

--.::..... .-:-;;;_...........::;: _ _;_;...;;;;._?::_~:._.;;:_~~--=--=-~...:...._~_ 
._..,,;;.,:-~• r.-~-- .... ,.~ ·~-~- -;--·-----:-_- ---- -=---··-·-

,-. - --·:.~-
·~~:!.~. Q~--..!.._l"g"_!_~!"~. 

-ihe basic components oflfie environinenfCOrltalfltnated·by 
the released material. 

To provide a general indication· of environmental damage. 
This is onE! of the most sensitive public issues associated with 
hazardous materials. This entry enables you to include a 
simple estimate of suspected contamination. 

Enter the code that best describes your estimate of the 
components of the environment that you suspect were 

· contaminated. · 

Important · Do not· be overly concerned about your ability to . 
make this judgement. Most of time the answer will probably 
be obvious. When it isn't, consult with others at the scene, 
and just make the best estimate you can. 

The Chlorine was released on -the ground arid in the air: 

I SUSPeCIED ENVIIIIHIENTAI. 
. CONTAMINATION 

.. 
·~ 

9-64 CFIRS-1, Section F: Haz Mat (Rev 04/90) 
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2l2~frl~~,:~i=-~~;~Jl.t!~~l~~:9::~~t:~'"I[L.: ... :=~-"-~it~:~Z!-="'~·c~..:~,:~~~-~~:--~:~:~-
. SUSPECTED 1. Air. 
ENVIRONMENTAL 2. . Water. e· 
CONTAMINATION 3. Ground. = L~ILi.Ji~'ILc:=: ~-•·· o;1 ~L-- · ~: · ·~~~~~~~o~~~nd. 

6. Water arid air. 
7. Air, water, and ground. ___ ... , . 

· · a. No· environmental impact.. · . · 
~;:~c. ~-::_.~:;;f__ci:·~~' f~d.;;;; __ .:; _Tt.;: _P9t~"iirEnvi'foiime'fl~~ontaminatlon not classified. Shove .. 
&.~"-':'"~-- !:_.::_:o.-i:~:::::~- Explain In Comment section.' .! 

. 0. Environmental Contamination undetermined or not 
required. 

e. 

----~--------~--------------~-~ 
lRev: 04/90) 
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- - -- -~- -- ··-:;;:;;:;;:;::;;;:::::;:==::::::;;;:;;:=='=---=-- ---- -- -· 
~~=--~-·~ 

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

EN mY 

_EXAMPLE 

The type or cOnfiguration ~ tne 'contcliner the hazardous 
material was In at the ·time of the incident. 

. - ---- --- --=-=c--,---, __ co-_=---~-=--""'--·"'"·· .., ___ ,.,_--~...,....,.~.....,...,.:..............:. 

Note: This Is the first of six data elements that describe the 
container. 

To distinguish how the material was contained at the time 
Incident occurred. This provides the data needed to evaluate 
the adequacy of containers, and to Identify how different
types of centalners are affected by various circumstances. 

Enter· the code that best describes the type of container used 
to hold the hazardous material. 

The chlorine was released from a portable pressurized 
cylinder: · 

I CONTAINER T,. I \ 1 2,j Material I I De~Jon Ulo I I Futuro( I t 

-. ___ .........,......,;.... ____________ ~--
9-66 CFIAS-1, Section_ F: Haz Mat (Rev 04/90) 



~ ,. ~ 

~:..--.r~. ~~=~ 

11. 
~___.&.._l.'Lll.l:'i.o~L...LL.oi.r::A..[:r~A-l. 12 
~~rr('""'l"C~~ .,-rvn.:::r,;;·r,,........~ • 

GQNT.Il.iV!lNJl.nDN .13. 
. 14. 

15. 
16. 
~1 .. 

22. 
23. 
24. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
sa; 
99. 

00. 

Drum .r>.tr. 
CyiLnder. 1~e;:. 
CatJ=;or boJ1@~100. 
Cart)oy. ·lfl!z"'':·-"'"d--=oun.:L .. · 
Box- or carton. · ---·::- ------ · 

Bag. 
. Tank or sUQ.~,.,~y._---,tz.e;:~~:..=-:- -

· Included ar.e. taoks~~ttached'"to •. vehicles. 
Pips: or pi~~~Q":;,,~~.:: ,~'~'-'· ''""~ •• :. ,_~._,; i :-:=~ ,:~:;::;,:.:if:~,.j; ~s::!;;;; 
~~~hlnery<=~~:~;o~~~r~~=~~lii~~;~e~·~t~.=-·=-------~· 

· Sump or pit. 
Pond or surface impoundment. 
Well. · 
Dump site or land fill area. 
No Container. 
Container Type· not classified above. Explain in 
Comment section. 
Container Type undetermined or not reported. 

Note: "Barrel" is a unit of ,measure. Use Code 11 (Drum) for 
containers commonly referred to as barrels. · 

.... 

(Rev: 04/90) 
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--

-·--

· The materiaFiJsedriil" the::::construCtion ,of the 'bazatdous"i:::c ;-,~r---Jc:~io ·--... .. '-' . 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

9·68 CFIRS-1, Section F: Haz Mat 

material container~::::· =-i,- ,; '""- ; ;, , ,-o-_ .c;~-~~ . .: ~:~: ::-:--•. -

Note: This Is the second of six data elements that describe 
the container. 

To distinguish the type of material the container was made . 
from. This provides the data needed to evaluate the 
adequacy of containers, and to Identify how different types of 
containers are affected by various circumstances. If the 
container Is made of more _than one material, the principal 
material shall be entered. · -

Enter the code that best describes the material used for the 
hazardous material container. 

The chlorine cylinder which failed was made of steel. 

(Rev 04/90) 
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rj:rr,~=[7->JFJ~~: ! -,.;;;r=:.,c Use for identification! of the container material which is an 
·· apparent SO.!JrceCql'.ifallure in a ·haZardous material release . 

. CONTAINER MATERIAL 

(Rev: 04/90) . 

1. 
2 .. 
3. 
4 .. 
5. 
6; . 
7 .. · 
B. 
g, 

0~ 

. ~ __ ,__._ .. --

lrorf;•1steelrandcother. iron alloys . 
AluminumFaluminum1 alloys. · 
Copper, brass, bronze, and ott:~er copper alloys. 
PlastiC/Fiberglass;: rigid~· .::_ :· · 
Plastic, flexible;-- , - - --'-···' ,- -= -

·wood, paperitextile;atlckother cellulose materials •. 
-GiaSS;=pott$ry, and-~. . · . .. . _ 
No container. ,--
.Container Material not classified above. Explain in 
Comment section. 
Container Material undetermined or not reported . 

... 
CFIRS-1, Section F: Haz Mat 9-69 
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•••• •.· 

DEFINmoll.l~c-. '"·:. ,_ .....• :. 
•....:-~--·------

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

. ' ' ... _ .. , 

. ' . . 
· The generat:usec;Of"=ttie- hazardocis~ateriaheontairier:~-~"'~;-;:;-,:;~,j:;;so 

_. 

Note: This is the third of six data elements that describe the 
container. 

To distinguish whether the contalnei')s for fixed, portable or. 
mobile use. · This provides the data· needed to evaluate the 
adequacy of containers, and to Identify how different types of 
containers are affected by various circumstances. 

Enter the code that describes the general use of the 
container. 

The chlorine was released from a portable pressurized 
cylinder: 

.. 
9-70 CFIRS-1, Section F: Haz Mat ... (Rev 04/90) 



· CONTAINER USE 1. , FixedJJ@e,~ !9e:~~!~~~_rr:;':;A=;;(:u~~:"mea;~,;,i-, u<~~=;,;,.. ,..:;.;~;,- ~:i'·;:;;:;c-
lriclud.~~~~.99Rtat~r§rtl!~.a.!~rP!II'ffi.~ot.!YJ~attap_tl~c;:!; r;:;lea:>e-. 

(Rev: 04/90) 

and are filiea--or emptied in place. -
·':Q!'JI§U:v.B~',-!\.'iA_}_:gB~LPortal;l_le Us~cn~ sreei .anchJther rron aiioys. -

· lncluGied are, ,containe~"S.+whiGb~~~~d by people or _ 
equipment on a regular basis or as a condition of use. 

. -~·-· ·-~-......----~----~-~----..- ---
. "-tt : ~~~r...r--~...Jj_-..... --..... ~_,.·.~......;.x-~~:--..~ --

3. Mobil!!_ Use.,..,~,:::::::"· ;,.__ _ - -=- .,_, 

lnclu~d an~l,~Q~£1-e_J'!~':h~J;;:_~f~L~~ ~--ia::V~hlg_!t!i.::o_r, , , ____ ,~: .': _-
permanently.~ttached:;to;;a -'~ehicla:.whether an · 
automobile, truck,- shlp;-·plane' or train •. -

9; Container Use not classified above. 
0. Container Use undetermined or not reported. 

CFIRS-1, Section F: Haz Mat 9-71 
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. \ . ~ .. ' ... 

. The speci~!"'9~~j_Q~;;f_~a~r~.:··~~~"firptecting.,~~gg_n~n~!'~u;,:q'='~-
and/or _its contents. ·.- _ _. . . _ , 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

9-72 CFJRS-1, Section F: Haz Mat 

Nota: This is the fourth cif six data elements that describe 
the container. 

To Identify any special design features of the container. This 
provides the data needed to evaluate the adequacy of 
containers, and to identify how different types of containers · 
are affected by various circumstances. 

Enter the code that best characterizes the special design 
features of .the container. 

The chlorine was released from a portable pressurized 
cylinder: 

,_CONTAINER Tnoe I llalorlal I ! Doocrtptlan Ulo I I FooJUro!~ COIIOciiY I 
' I 

... 

(Rev 04/90) 
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Codes NFE'.,l\.,i.90l:;cf'1~~9-:::-=-"'-"'"' '"' i- ... 

SPECIAL C_Q_NT'J,\IN~,_. i:i;"..~-1. 
FEATURES 2. 

lnsul~·ed. ;-;;::;.:-~: u~·.... . . - . 
Pressurized.nc!i.Jde_¢ .. ?re conta•r•H~§ tl!_~~- ;:;n:.>: perrn-~",£w.t;y- ar::&ns·:J W . 

(Rev: 04/90) 

. 3. Armored. ~--=1-=::... .. "'""-· :::-- .,-:=-·=·---" ''''::-;-·'---~~- · . · 
lnclu&!!'!d ar!'!t~p__p_clal;Jeatures added. to prevent the 

-· failure of th!JtJP-dm~a®mtainel!~rs .. 'wrnL'i I cafe muvect b':{. p60iJie Of• . 

4. 
5. 
6. 
7 .. 
8. 
9. 

0. 

Insulated and Pressurized. 
Insulated and Armored. 
lnsul<!ted, Armor:~d,..~d- Pressurized. 
Armored ang~re.~§_ur~~-.:~,~-~--::~~-,~,;;;~~~~= ~~> -=-·~: :·-__ -
No special ggm§!~;~@r~:mat~;~r.~;~;-z,-c~~= •,::;:-~···-:::,:o::~ ~"-
Special coritainer-FeatureS"-not·ctassified-abave:----- . 
Explain in Comment section. · 
Special Container Features undetermined or not 
reported. 

''-··. 

! '. 

9FIRS-1, Section F: Haz Mat 9-73 
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e .. 

,-

2. ~...;rssswrfzad. 

. '• ··.-: 

------~·:-::·--;- ::~=~·::·-~ -:--:-·- - . 
. -- -~ ·- ··- -~----~-~------ ----- .. ···--· - ~ 

DEF\NffiON Th~ de~!®,~~~~~~=~ . " 

~po~ fhi~ter~ tel llie.;.amounl"''~riiatenaf~ij::cent~in~r 
was designed to hold, regardless of the quantity it contained 

. . at the time of the incident. 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

9-74 CFIRS-1, Section F: Haz M~t 

Note: This the fifth data element that describes the container. 
The last one- UNIT OF MEASURE- is the other part.of this 
entry. 

. To determine the relationship between the capacity of the 
container, the amount released, and the other factors present 
iri the incident. · 

This is riot a coded entry. You simply enter the actual 
amount the container was designed to hold to the nearest 
whole unit of measure. 

A 200 cubic foot cylinder was involved In the hazardous 
materials release: 

I CONTAIIEA T1P8 I ,z.,o.oi. 

(Rev 04/90) 
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' . ·~ -~-·-···.;.. ___ ..:....:.._ ... :...-..;.. 
=-~----- -·::.:..<==~=""''==-=o..J..O:::"'".= ·----· ::; . --·· - ·----- ,_._:_·:~:·=~- --~:;~-;··::-~-~~~~~~~(-; --:~:::~- :.:.::;~~ ::-:::""-:. -~-~::-;· =-~=-=·: =--· :=- -
•?,~L'="" \.1!'0 l__.!.~.._..,.--~-::- -~-:!:-"_r_-""! -•-·• ,.. __ -_...:...._:_ ______ ~-:~ : ........ -..- .. ,..,.~~ .. ;;.-.,l"". 

J~.- ',,.., ..... ,_.._:·r 
?1.- in\restiQate. 
·.~-~-

>tt:_· 

-~-~-· -.,.._,-·...-----. ----=-----'--------------· --- -

-~--==-- ---~-~~--·--~ 
"""!'"~' l~~~"=""""'-.::..::~F-:T."'.=·•.;..•-.•~o~..-....,.-•,_ 

.r.r>- Y _,;;;:--;;.._ ':"r.. ?.::"::±'".r-~::-- ~:.:u:·::..-.!::::~~·: . .-._ 
~~ . ·--:o------ --- :-~.-- -------. -..-:-. -
,.,...,___:__.! IL..L-- •. ~---~~ -~:-~·- .. ---
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... e 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

·e EXAMPLE 

1 ~.-• TJPI I 

• (Rev: 04/90) 

. -~ 

The .unit or-mea$1.;1te;:~seQ~to-rreoor:dSth~;container capacity. · · 
._ ::-~--- -:- -~-~ --.-_-- ::..: -.--- -:--.I:.---~-

Note: This Is the last of th·e -entries itescnotng--'the~corittme,....L ___;__.__......, 
It Is the companion to the CAPACITY entry. Both factors 
must be reported for the data tq· be meaningful. 

To co":"plete the description of the container. 

Enter the code for the unit. of measure used to calculate the 
capacity of the container. 

A 200 cubic foot cylinder was· involved in the hazardous 
materials released: 

Uatorlll I I De......,. U•• I I Foalu,.l 1~1\51 

CFIRS-1, Section F: Haz Mat 9·75 
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;:-~;Codes NFPA-901, -1990 - - ~ , 

UNIT. OF MEASURE. 

VOLUMETRIC UNITS -
10 Series. 

11. 
12. 

. -i-·o • : 13; ,; 
14. 
15. 
16. 

Ounce (liquid). 
~allen. 
Barrel (42 gal) . 
Liter. 
Cubic ft. 
Cubic meter. 

WEIGHT UNITS -- ~,-
20 SerieS. '-- .: -.. ~ •·· 

- 21; • · ·· · Ounce (weight}. 
., '· 22. Pound. · 

23. Gram. 
24. . Kilogram. 

9-76 CFIRS-1, Section F: Haz Mat 
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--

This sectio~ tsrl~~~tew .. 'f!f!~v~~~~~_j! of ;Situation Found is coded: 20 to 29 
(Overpressure RuptUre, EXjjlosron, OVemeat~Fno-ensurng fire); 30 to 39 (Rescue, 
Emergency Medical Call); 40, 44 to 49 (Hazardous Conditions, Standby); 50 to 59 {Service · 
Call); 60 to 69 (Goodlnterit Call); 70 to 79 (False Caii);,BO to 89 (Natural Disaster): and 91, 
99, 00 (Other Type of Situation Found). · · 

c-:-;::·:-;~~-~~- . . ,r~~~ ~ ~!:ri+·:::~. ~!:o..e_~~·-;;:~. ;;-~etf" h . .; !stDfct:~ ~~·:cr- ·~~~~ .~_-~;; .. ;-:~-~ ~-i..':.:.~~~.:!!T 
Note: Any time you provide automatic/mutual aid to another department, this section must 
be filled o·ut. · --'-· ~· --

(Rev: 04/90) 
CFIRS·1, Section G: Other 10-1 
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\ :.4:-!-~-t:...~ j~f~iL~ ~_., __ -

r ... _ ... ~~~~··r-~- ~-......-~~-

13: 

..... .;:::-;. .. -:-.~.i:o:": :_t;._:..:__-:::~. :-rr::.r.:.fr..~ :_,...,;,:.::-- .. !.!..1L!._ 
''T!""r-"T .....-r•·-- ~~-- -------.-- --- ·-
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.e 

• • 

-~:~:~~~~::- -_~-;-£ ~~:~;:-:~~~:~~::;~·~;.~-; -~~~~:;;:~~;;:_:-~~_:;;;~~~=-~-::;;;~.;~:; ·- ~---~~-~- ~-o _' 

~~-~:-~:~ ~~ ~r·-~;·~¥::; ~, ~-:-:-:;~:'~~-;: == ~":::. :-ii·~ 
DEFINmON · -. · The activities performed at the s·cene (whether emergency or 

r..:. ...,._, ~).;:-;.:-· ~F.1~--.·~no~MitiergEincy)-;:by~the'ore~pChaing."fire'-'deparonent •per§6"nnel;::tic~, ~-:;;; 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY.· 

EXAMPLES 

Some examples are; Investigating a reported hazardous - .. ·· 
condition, smoke check, assist a person back Into bed, 
person .locked out~ assist the pollee .department, etc. 

To_ provide an Important measure of the many non-fire related 
services your. department provides to your community; and to 
analyze the training and resources needed to provide 
effective response to the variety of situations encountered; 

Important · If it is an EMS incident - which means you 
completed Section E - then this Is where- you record the 

· action(s) you took. · 

Enter up to four codes to describe the actions you took. 1 

Important Hit Is an EMS incident (a 3D-series code in 
Situation _Found entry #1 in Section A), then be sure to put 
the most significant EMS action taken in the #1 entry here. 

You investigated a suspicious odor: 

11 12 n u I 
l'ld I I I I I I . 

You moved up to fill in for another unit: 

·,u II 13 Nl 
!.:tl2.! I I I I I . 

1 D-2 CFJRS.1, Section G: Other (Rev: 12/89) . 
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':'·:>des NFPA-901, 1990 

TYPE OF ACTION($) 
TAKEN 

{Rev: 12/89} 

~ 

11. 

·12. 
13. 

-:14: .·-
15. 
16. 

17. 
. -'· .. 

31. 

32. 

33. 
34. 

. 35. 
36. 
37. 
41. 

42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 

51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
56. 
57. 

61.-
62. 

Rescue, ventilation, extinguishment, salvage, and 
overhaul. 

-~ Ventilation, extinguishment, salvage, and overhaul. 
Extlnguishffierit, salvage, and overhaul. 
Salvage and ·overhaul. ' 
Extinguishment. · 
Ventilation. . 
Included are smoke . or toxic gas removal 
Establish wildfire fire lines. Included are setting and 
controlling backfires and clearing firebreaks. . · 
Rescue, remove from harm. included is providing 
emergency medical service to those rescued if needed. 
Extrication, disentanglement Included is providing 

· emergency mediCal. service to those extricated if 
needed. · 
Provide em~rgency medical service. 
Provic;ie manpower. 
Included are assisting police or rescue/ambulance . 
units. 
Search • 
.Transport. 
Forcible entry. 
.Remove· hazard. 
Included are neutralizing a hazardous condition and 
containing a spill. 
Excluded is Decontamination of occupancy/area (47). 
ldentificatiorvanalysis of hazardous materials. 
·Evacuation. 
Establish safe area .. 
Monitor/sample hazardous materials. 
Decontamination of persons/equipment 
Decontamination of occupancy/area. 
lncludec;i are cleanup of hazardous materials. 
Assist invalids. 
Fill In, move up. 
Standby, flrewatch. 
Water removal. 
Restore sprinkler or protection system. 
Restore alarm ·system. · 
Assist animal. Included are capturing, removing;· 
rescuing animals. 
Crowd control. 
Traffic control. 

CFIRS-1, ~on G: Other 1o-3 
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-· 

'.:;-, 

··e 

. ' 
.-'" . 

TYPE Q_E.,agJ._9NCSl _ m .&~tJJ?!J!¥~t,ll~ee~:!§Jpcludin~ mutuallautomatie-aid. _ 

T~~iES~=T"'="-m=,;=·· =~-_-. -'--,-_"-'---'01· 64.=----~!~~:~~~rg~a~8U~i:~tli6~1:~¥~":;~~t'?·r?t:7r''ttl1i?f(r.\'~Kt:l 
71. . Investigate. · · 
72. Placed in service en route. 

. . 73. . Shut down .sx.~em. -
•- vt:.n ... :'t::.t~ sfi"r_:ReSf6r~¥-c~~eooc~"lr~,::H_ _ , .. 

Included are restoring water supplies and public fire 
_-. 

alarm systems. 
82. Secure property. 
91. Code_ enfor~ment. _ _ _ _ _, _ , . . . 

. ~;£~·- ~:: ' - - :: .. -~~~;~~~=~~B!f~~~::~~~~;.~~;;:;,f;;~~;~~~~~~~;~~~ 
99. Type of Action Taken not classified above. Explain in 

Comment section. 
00. Type of Action Taken undetermined or not reported. 

1 0-4 CFIAS-1, Section G: Other (Rev: . 12/89) 
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' ''=:::::===.,.. y--er;-·y~,;~rt: ~""'""S....,.n..:.-·rr·~··..,..,..,.., ....... -.--~, -···-· 

Extirmulshrnefrt. sarvage-. ana overhaul~ 
~~~~"-~9-d:~~ .I_'.,. 

---:--------- --~---·-
"-:-:;;;---~--=.i:o;...-...,::7•-
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SPECIAL STUDIES 

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

(Rev: 04/90) 

A structured data field to enable the collection of specific 
information over !! specified period ofJime - which is in 
addition to ttie standard . data elements contained in the -
Incident report. It can be used for both local and statewide 
studies. · 

To collect additional data In a structured way for a special 
purpose. 

This is a highly flexible tool that you can use to gather 
additional· detailed data relating to any aspect of an incident. 
For Instance, if you want to ·know more. about the involvement 
of handicapped persons In residential fires, you can establish 
a Code Table for the Information you want to collect, and. 
then conduct a Special StUdy for whatever period you decide. 

Another option Is to conduct regional studies by joining with 
other departments to collect information. about a subject of 
common concern. 

The same holds true for statewide studies. When an issue 
. has widespread Interest, the CSFM can establish a Special 

Study in which all departments can participate. 

The possibilities are limitless. The only restriction is that the 
data must be "collectible". In other words, it must be . 
information that a fire officer should be able to ·determine. 

Record the data In accordance with the specific Instructions 
provided for each Special Study • 

· CFIRS-1, Section· C3: Other. 10-5-
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A list of codes .is _developed for. the evaluation, and 
these are then entered 1n the l9cal Special Study 

~~~:~-~~~~:.:~~~~~~~-8=~:-~:~=:'::::.~~~~~~~~~m~~:-: ne~ equipment is used on an 

A need is Identified to colleci information about the 
involvement of special populations (hearing impaired, sight 
impaired, etc.) in building fires: 

The State Fire Marshal distributes the codes to be used and 
all departments enter the data in the State- Special Studies 
Section for a period of one year. -

1Q-6 .CFIRS-1, Section G: Other (Rev: 12/89) 
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Some of the entries are common to both the Non-Fire Service Fire Casualty and the basic 
·lncid~nt Report so all three records can be linked to provide a complete picture of the 
incident. ~~~~~~~, 

'..:....l~~i~~-!i-\· !'..ii~ ... : 
• -- -. . -~---- ----. ·---:..·_· •• _.._; ....... --;:-......---i. .• -;;i-_ ~~- ~~j.__~t-·. i::.:.. ?~ 

Section A identifies the incident. These' entries~are.]ne~-sams::..as.:cfi'th1fCFtRS:1·-and·-~. '.~ ·~:~· ·' -· 
CFIRS-3. records. · 

·Section B identifies the casualty, when the injury occurred, basic information about the 
injury, and the type, condition_ and performance of the equipment worn or used. A 
narrative description of the Incident may also be added in the Comments Section. 

' - -. . 

DEFINmON 

A FIRE SERVICE CASUAL TV is a fire department member who is injured or killed while 
· responding to, or working at, the scene of an incident. The incident starts when the alarm· 
sounds, and terminates when the unit is placed back in service, is available for another 
incident, and is no longer working at the scene. · . . 

To be reported, an injury mustbe serious enough to require: (1) treatment (whether 
treatment is received or not); or (2) consultation with a doctor Oricludes base-station 
hospital physician consultation, or implementation of Base-station Communication Failure 
Protocols) within one year after the incident; or (3) at least one day of restricted activity 
following the incident. · · 

A death is reported when a fire department member dies within one year after· an incident 
in which they were injured. · 

Important: The number of Fire· Sel'Vice .Casualty Reports must match the number of fire 
service casualties Onjuries and fatalities) entered in Section 0 of the corresponding incident 
report (CFIRS-1). . 

Note: This report is for fire service personnel casualties only. Civilians and other 
emergency personnel are accounted for on the CFIRS-3 record (Non-Fire Service Fire 
Casualty Report). 

{Rev:· 04/90) CFIRS-2: Fire Service Casualty .12-1 
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. You complete Section A of this record in the same way you do Section A of the incident 
. report The CRRS:§=-E·-c.C-en~--~o-tiS-:-.,:J: tc_:.:r:::p:.~€;F;_~:;ici:~::-I-~~D-~~-- --~=-~-=~;z r= :~?.?~~_g:7:---~;;:;:~~~?.e~=-~ 

Note: There. is_ one_possibl~ 13~..9-~~tion._lf _ _the casualty occurs at a location different than . 
the incident.:El.~dr.@..~;-·then·you should ·add-tFIS::actuai=location~fo-::tne~COmmE:fntS;;:Sectiort~ ·-:-~;.;..~_;_ .. :-
An exampl~d~,~~J~jury ftlat occurs enroute to the scene. ········- · ··" 

DEFINmON · 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

This is a unique number assigned by the State Fire Marshal 
to Identify a particular fire department In California. The first· 
two digits Identify the county, and the remaining three digits 
Identify a particular department within that county .. 

The FOlD provides ttie means to identify the incident data 
which has been collected and reported by each individual 
department. This Is the number ·used to select data and 
prepare feedback reports for your department. 

Enter your CSFM-assiglied fire department identification 
number. Refer to Appendix B for your number. 

pepartmem: Santa Maria in Santa· Barbara CountY: 

lt'2.,- .0,4,01 

· Department:· Riverside County Fire in Riverside County: 

Department: Orange County Fire in Orange County: 

12-2 CFIRS-2: Fire SaNice Casualty (Rev: 04/90) ... 
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PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

•• EXAMPLE 

.. 
(Rev: 04/90) 

To provide a numerical reference for a particular incident. It 
becomes the "index number" for finding that record in the · 
Mure. 

Enter the number assigned to the incident. The first two 
digits must be the year, I.e; 1990 = 90. The remaining eight 
digits are assigned according to your department's 
procedures • 

The 471st incident In 1990 would be entered: 

CFIRS-2: Fire Service Casualty 12-3 
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DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

'ENTRY 

~. .•. :~--~--~-··-·-· .---~~.;.;;..:;.:_....=;~.:;_ 
t .. r ...... - - • ... _ zu: • .,... . C!5t- -- ...,.. 

A chan~e tti'fntdrfn~tio~::soflrlflft~~d~o~::-g=(fr~Via~~~firls~~~~~ 
casualty report, or the deletion of an erroneous report~ 

To correct previously reported information. 

1. 

2. 

A new Casualty (ADD). 

If it is a new record, leave this entry blank. 

Updating a previously submitted casu'aity (CHANGE). 

If new or updated information becomes available 
'concerning a previous incident, you should update the 
original casualty recerd by submitting a "Change" 
report: 

. ·A) Enter the same FOlD, Incident Number, 
Exposure Number and· Casualty Number of the 
record you want to change: 

B) Mark the CHANGE entry; 

C) Enter the new or updated Information, and then 
· copy the remainder of the entries from the 
original report. 

3. . Canceling a previously submitted C:asuaity (DELETE). 

When a previous report is found to have been 
subm~ed erroneously, or It contains errors in the FOlD, 
Incident Number, Exposure Number or Casualty 
Number fields, the record must be deleted from the 
compUter file: . 

.. .. 

·-' .. 

12-4 CFIRS~2: Fire Service Casualty (Rev: 04/90) 
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RY (Continued ... } 

(Rev: 04/90) 

A) Enter the same FOlD, Incident Number, 
Exposure Number and Casualty Number of the . . 
report you want to delete; 

B) Mark the DELETE entry; 

C) Forward the report according to' your ·normal 
procedures. 

.. 
CFIRS-2: Fire Service Casualty 12·5 
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!:31 MarK· tn5 UELt: rc en-.:rv: 

MULTI-AGENCY INCID.ENI ~tUMBE~R_,.___.· ~....,...,__.;_. 

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

•ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

A unique Slpha-nUmEir'lc designation which Identifies all 
incident reports pertaining to a single Incident In which two or 
more fire departments respond. The department in whose .... 
jurisdiction the incldent·occurs assigns the Multi-Agency 
Incident Number - which consists of the jurisdictional 
agency's three-letter designation (assigned by OES), followed 
by their incident number for the event (Refer to Appendix. B 
for OES number.) · 

The Multi-Agency Incident Number provides a common desig
nator to link all the reports submitted by different departments 
that responded to the same incident This furnishes a 
·systematic reference for the collection, compilation and · · 
analysis of all data associated with a specific incident in which 
multi-agency resources were employed. This number is 
Intended to be used fDr MUtual Aid type Incidents only.· 

If it's YOUR Incident, enter the three-letter designator for your . 
agency in the first three spaces (refer to Appendix B). Then 
enter the two-digit year, and eight-digit serial number that was 

· assigned in the "Incident Numbe..a field. In eff19ct, this is 
simply your InCident number. with a three-letter prefix. 

If It is NOT your Incident - but you responded on. mutual aid -
then you get the Multi-Agency Incident Number from. the · ~ 
department that •owns• the Incident, and enter that in this 
field. 

Los· Angeles County Fire Department received automatic aid 
from Burbank F.O. This Incident was the 471 of year, 1990: 

!' ~~CY M•.., L D. ~OJ1.. ·~!" ljol, o o·4 '1· 1 I : !L.:.,~C.I::!,UIU~U,_,,_ 'r ,_ . 

.. .. 
12-6 CFIRS-2: Fire Service Casualty . (Rev: 04/90) 
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PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

(Rev: 04/90) 

The exact -locatioTFOf4he=incldent,.--WtileJFmay:,o&--a~treet :_~·-:,~~_c:: ·-::: 
address, or::cfifeetlonS7~from~a=recagniZed; landinark~or~ari~ '-~-:~~,_~c~+.~, 
lntersectiorf'<lf 'tWo~adways"'.--t.r,;;:__("'"'~rl'-l~ - -~ ::-"~ -'""'~~ =-_:_ '"",E, .~~b ,.,; ''"'",;.-

:~ ..... ~· .:;~~~~.r::.=.c: -:r= =y- i=:r?f: t2·~~-~-.~;!:.'!\r;_::-:·.-~~.:...::_ .. -

Incident address ·information ·is required at the local 
government level for establishing-a legal report reference. 
This infor_matlon is also useful for Identifying local problems, 

_ such as checking for multiple Incidents at the same _location. 

Enter the street address with a BLANK SPACE separating the 
numbers from the name(s). It is important the entries be
specific, complete and consistent If additional. space is 
required to describe the address properly, use the Comments 
Section. If tile property involved is a motor vehicle, . boat, or 
other property in transit, fist the address nearest to the scene. 
_tf there is no address in the area, describe. the location so a 
person reading the report Will know where 'the Incident 
ciccurred. · 

A stanpard method of entering addresses, along with a 
glossary of abbreviations, is contained In Appendix C. 

A house fire .at 135 Northwest Pleasant Street: 

I I 

A grass fire by Maple Street about 1/2 mile east of U.S. 89: 

' . .. -.. 
CFIRS-2: Fire Service Casualty 12-7 
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DEFINmotu~ -~------ , · 
~·--~------

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

The desigrfatio~o.f::_tbe~sgecific:;~_rop_m;.:apartment~officer-suite,~.:.. ~;_-~:_
etc., whera-1be~~n~d~,nt;;Q®Urredi?-__ ,._.. __ ,::.___::_=~~ ;~ ~0---=-: -- o_d~---:-

To further define the location when the incident occurred in a 
subdivided building or complex. 

Enter the number or other designation as used in the building 
or on the property. 

The fire started in apartment 28: 

l~f.tu,{.EIIT I I I IZ.BI 

The chlorine leak was in Lab #C2: 

._, 
ROOioll -

IAPAR'NEIIT I I. I IC,Z.I 

The fire lri a mobile home park started In space #126: 

IROOU/ APAR'NEIIT I I 11 lz..ol 

.. 
12-8 CFIRS-2: Fire Service casualty (Rev: 04{90) 
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PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

(Rev: 04/90) 

The numedc_::a_.9_d_ress,code"~signed:oby:::the,u.s.J~ostal:;....· . .:: --~.::.,. -ii~~ 
Service; ;;;:;;-;. 'oS"';""_ ,~;_" ;; c_.:;_;~-;-:=':o.,.-"-~~·e-~~ 

To complete the full address of the incident and provide a 
means of linking incident d$ta to other geographic and 
population factors for comparative analysis at local and 
regional levels. 

Enter the first five digits of the Postal Zip Code number for · 
the address of the property Involved in the incident. 

The location of a dwelling fire Is in zip code 93454: 

I~ 9 .3.4.5.41 

The fire alarm in a business located in zip code 93454-5190 
malfunctions. . Responds: 

.. 
CFIRS-2: Fire Service Casualty 12-9 
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·COU~:~fl:EIOtEFERENT:,:· 

··~·--·--=.--

DEFINITION 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

The County-'Wh$r8- the Fire Service casualty occurred - if 
different than where the t;:asualty (employee) is normally 
assigned. · 

To identify when a Fire Service casualty occurs outside the 
county where the employee normally works. This situation 
typically creates additional reporting responsibilities for Local 
and County governments, particularly as they relate to 
Workers' Compensation and Coroner reporting requirements •. 

Enter the Code for the County where the casualty OCCUlTed. 
Remember, this is only used when the casualty occurs in a 
county other than the one your. department is in. (Refer to 
Appendix B for the nst of codes.) 

An employee from Orange County was injured while on a 
mutual aid assignment to Los Angeles County; where the 
incident occurred: · 

1=: !l ,gl 

12-10 CFIRS-2: Fire Service Casualty (Rev: 04/90) 
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INCIDENT DATE 

DEFINITION 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

(Rev: o4t90) 

The month, the day, and the year the alarm was dispatched. 

This entry Is required to analyze thei time pattems of different 
types of Incidents. When combined with aoispatch lime•, .this 
factor provides Important. information needed to target 
prevention and public education efforts. It Is also a 
fundamental information need for the effective management of 
emergency response resources. 

Enter the: 

• MO~ by its numerical designation: 

01 =January 
02 = Februl!r)' 
03 = March 
04 = April 

05 =May 
06 =June 
07 =July 
08 =August 

• DAY of the month: 01 through 31. 

• last two digits of the YEAR. 

09 = . September 
10 = October 
11 = November 
12 = December 

An alarm received on July·4, 1990, would be entered: 

CFIRS-2: Fire Service Casualty 12·11 
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DEFINmO_rL .. --· :.:?.;:.-

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMJ:'LE 

. . . 

The exacr.time~,(hour ~aod:mlol!te):::wh~~~theral~w~"'"·--': "":.n; .~; 
dispatched by the fire department alarm center. 24-hour 
clock time is used (0001-2400). · 

Important: This is NOT elapsed time, but the time of dis
patch. 

The time of dispatch serves several roles: {1) as a record of · 
the time of the Incident; (2) to determine the frequency of 
particular types of Incidents by the time Qf occurrence; and 
(3) as the starting time for going into action on an incident .. 
This entry then be compared with •Arrival lime" to determine 
the time It took to arrive at the_ scene - and with "End 11me" 
to. determine the total amount of time spent on the incident. 

' ' 

Enter the time to the nearest minute when the original alarm 
was dispatched, using the 24-hour clock system: 

1 :06 a.m. = 01 06 
1· :20 p.m. = 1320 
12:00 Midnight = _2400 
12:01 am. = 0001 

An alarm dispatched at 1456 hours is entered: 

12-12 CFIRS-2: Fire Service Casualty (Rev: 04/90) 
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PURPOSE 

·ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

' . 

(Rev: 04/90) 

.... 

. A sequentiilcnutnber-=a'ffslgned~by"y·our"'department'ta;:each.. . -
casualty _oceufti11!iratf ol',ori:fst:lltintr trom~:ttufinCicenf~ -' ~ --'- ·."=: ': . .-::.. 2: 

dn--~~- r:rrn:r- ;~;.: ;:;-.:::-.;;-~.f,.:-.·~~:,:-;;:~t ... o;-.;f~~~-

.. 

To provide the means to link; retrieve and account for all 
casualty records associated with a particular incident. 

Enter the sequential number assigned to this casualty. 

Important: In the case of multiple casualties, the last number 
assigned must equal the total number of injuries and deaths 
recorded in Section D of the Incident Report. For instance, if 
there were 2 fire fighters and 9 cMiians injured, and 3 civilians · 
killed - then the range of "victim numbersa would be 001 to 
014. (The last number- 14- equals the total number of 
casualties· reported. for the incident) · 

Note: Although there is no set rule about the order in which 
you riumbEir the casualties, it is a good practice to use the 
same order as they are entered in the CFIR&;1 record. You 
start with· Fire Service Injuries, then fatalities, followed by Non
Fire Service Fire injuries and deaths. This is an easy way to 
make sura you account for everyone. · 

A structure fire incident resulted in a total of 5 casualties; 1 
fire service injury, 1 fire service fatality, 2 non-fire service 
injuries and 1 non-fire service fatality. The 5 required forms 
are: 

1 Fire Service Injury, 
1 Fire Service fatality, 
2 Non-Fire Service 

injuries, 

1 Non-Fire Service 
fatality, 

··743 

Casualty Number 001, CFIR$-2 form 
Casualty Number 002, CFIR5-2 form 

Casualty Number 003, · CFIRS-3 form 
Casualty Number 004, CFIRS-3 form 

Casualty Number 005, CFIRS-3 form 

· CFIRS-2: Fire Service Casualty 12·13 
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I CASUALTY NVMBEA , o.o.ll 

I CASUALTY NUIIBEA ,o,o.2J 
I CA8I.I4 TY NUII8EA - ,o,o . .3l 

I CA8UAL TY NU¥IIEA !D,OA·l :~ ... , i 

I CA81.14TY NUMBER 1010151 
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SEX 
_......___-..,_ .. ..._..__.L_~L- to I "' ~ i' l..L!.!:3....~ ~-

~ :-~"""~ r-o;;.;,r ~ a:=E~-t~:ci:~."R[nra:~ 

DEFINITION 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

Code NFPA-901, 1990 

SEX 

(Rev: 04/90) 

To provide an important factor for both Identification and 
analysis purposes. · 

Enter the appropriate code. 

Note: 1t would be very unusual to have casualties In a fire 
and not be able to determine their sex; consequently, any 
use of the "U" code must be fully explained In the Comments 
Section. The "U" code Is not acceptable for fire service . · 
casualties under any circumstances! 

A female fire fighter is injured on a Hazardous Material. 
Incident: . 

M 
F 
u 

Male. 
Female. 
Sex undetermined or not reported. 

CFIRS-2: Fire Service Casualty 12-15 
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DAT~€£-BIRTH-.\" --' . 
- -- ~-:='" ::: --

DEFINITIOM--····-·~-·. .· 
v~ .:; ~~ ~ l-_tl ":: 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

To provide an important factor for establishing positive 
identification and verification of age. 

Enter the: 

a. MONTH using its numerical designation. · 

01 =January 
02 = February 
03 =March 
04:::: April 

05 =May 
06 =June 
07 =July 
08 =August 

09 = September · 
1 0 = ·October 
11 = November 
12 = December 

b. DAY of the month: 01 through 31. 

c. last two digits of the YEAR. 

A fire fighter injured on an EMS incident. was born on January 
13, 1948: .. 

12;16. CFIAS-2: Fire S.ervice Casualty . (Rev: 04/90) : .... '--'. 
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AGE. 

DEFINITION 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

• EXAMPLE 

.. 
. (Rev: 04/90) 

The age of the fire service casualty in years. 

To enable an analysis of casualties by age: You can 
compare the age with the other factors surrounding the 
incident to determine if there are patterns that provide insight 
to the reasons casualties oC:cur. This can be used to direct 
training emphasis and other intervention strategies to prevent 

· recurrence· of similar casualties in the Mure. 

Enter the age of the casualty . 

. Important "00'' Is not ~an acceptable entry • 

A fire fighter injured on a EMS Incident Is 42, years old: 

I- .A ZJ . ,..,, 

! 

CFIRS-2: Fire Service Casualty 12"17 
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ILC·-=--

• SERVIC'E9JATE 

~=~-==-=-====-· === 
DEFINITION 

,_. ·-~·''-""~ •.• ~_.r···; 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

The date the'll~ ~i~~~;~~~~lty~.fs~ hlfecf ci-·pia~ecf on- the 
active roster -for your fire department. 

To provide an essential factor for department records and 
Worker's Compensation purposes. 

l:nter the: 

a. MONTH using .its numerical designation. 

01 =January 
02 = February 
03 =March 
04 =April 

05 =May 
06 =_June 
07 =July 
08 =August 

09 = September 
10 = October 
11 = November 
12 = December 

b. DAY of the month: 01 through 31. 

c. last two digits of the YEAR. 

Mary Smith was hired on June 6, 19n: _ 

.. 

12-18 CFIRS-2: Fire Service Casualty (Rev: 04/90) 
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PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

.. 

(Rev: 04/90) 

·. r.·-

The last name-; cfirst;nami;tanchTdddle~initial~of-'th~casuattYl=.::-::::..;..;:~,-i- ~~ 
· ~r:.th~..:..;:-~:!~~~;~.,~\t~~~--t::;..-::r:··~..i~UTi;u~. 

· To identify the casualty by name. This provides a common 
reference for record purposes. · 

If it is a person, enter the LAST NAME, followed by a 
COMMA, then the FIRST NAME, followed by a BLANK 
SPACE, and then the MIDD!-E INITIAL 

If it is a business or other entity, enter the name as it is 
normally written, with ONE BLANK SPACE between each 
word. 

IMPORTANT: You mu~ be consistent in following this pattern 
when making this entry, otherwise you will not be able to 
effectiv~ly search for duplicated names. This also affects your 
ability to combine your data with that from other departments. 

Note: If the person does not use a Middle Initial in their 
name, enter "NMI". 

· The injured fire fighter is Mary Smith: 

CFIRS-2: Flre Service Casualty 12-19 
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'PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 
' 

The fire fighte; qct~ualty~~ hQrnE!~te!~.Qhooe [fl.!;Jm~r: •. :.;:.:~ .,;-::; ,,; '~,'"~"~-: 

Note: This entry is for your department's record ONLY . it is 
not required by the State Fire Marshal. _ · · 

- -
To provide a ready reference_ for contacting the person 
involved. 

Enter the casualty's home telephone number including area 
code. 

Mary Smith's telephone number Is (805) ·555-31-45: 

. lg~,51~.- .3, \ .4.51 

.. 
·12-20 CFIRS-2: Fire Service Casualty 
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HOM~t:"AQ~Rgs$-pQI~"f=SltAi~rL~tPLll.@!ilDE. -··_. 
. - . . 

(Local· ·Option) 
--··--·--; 1 ....... ~~·-:t...: ::. ~~~.: .. ---T ,., ~.r •-•·,-:--· 

DEFINITION . The address of the fire service casualty's residence. 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

,m,A,R,~.' 

(Rev: 04/90) 

Note: This entry is for your department's record ONLY • it is 
not required by the State Fire MarshaL 

To provide a ready reference for co~acling the person 
involved. · 

Enter the street address with a BLANK SPACE separating the 
numbers from the name(s); followed by a COMMA, and the 
name of the city. Enter the 2-digit state abbreviation and 5-
digit zip code in the appropriate fields. · Do not use "same as 
above" if both names have the same address. 

Mary Smith lives at 145 Del Mar, Anytown,·CA. 95666: 

.A,f\l,y,-r;o,W,tJ, , , , , 

.. .. 
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[iOCW:"tiEcUiijTV NUMBER.~--·-. ---· -·-· -- •.. 
. I I l ·-·~ -, 

SOCIAb SECURITY NUMBER (Local Option) 

DEFINITION 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

The Individual's federal Social Security Number. 

Note: This entry is for your departments's record ONLY • it is· 
not required by the State Fire Marshal. · 

To further distinguish the identity of the casualty, and provide 
a ready reference for insurance benefits and other similar 
needs. · 

Enter the casualty's Social Security Number. 

Mary Smith's Social Security Number. is 999-99-9999: 

I SOCIAL SECURITY NIJWBER A.9,g,- ,q·,q,- .9,<:1.9,9~ 

.. .. 
12'22 CFIRS-2: Fire Service Casualty 
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L:~~~~~~~illZ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~----~~~~···~·~·~·~~~~~~~~~~ 

DEFINITION=-=-~:!.!-::r~:.:o:~E ·- ""'~ .. ~ .......... .. 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

(Rev: 04/90) 

The offlciat:ernployment:status!:and·.tbe;:;p-eEman~nt::.assignment 
of the casualty. 

Nota: The permanent assignment may be different than the 
person's activity at the time of..injury. 

To identify the person's employment status and type· of 
permanent assignment at the time of the injury. When 
compared with other casualty factors· a determination can be 
made regarding training needs, protective equipment needs, 
etc. 

This entry is in two parts. First is the code tor employee 
status, followed by the code for the permanent assignment of 
the employee. · 

A full time paid fire inspector assigned to fire prevention was 
injured while performing fire suppression duties: 

I~ 8101UI[ I I AaaiQnmont I I I 

A volunteer fire fighter assigned to fire suppression sprained · 
his ankle during a training drill: · 

~ ..... 131 A11ranmanr-
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--code NFPA-901, 1990 
-.! - - - _: 

EMPLOYEE STATUS*. 

ASSIGNMENT 

1. Full Time career firefighter, emergency personnel or fire . 
inspector, (including civilian fire inspectors). 

2. Paid part time, seasonal or reserve firefighter or 
emergency· personnel .. 

. Included are'thbse·paid an annual stipelnd'or on a per· 
call or per hour basis. 
Exduded are those receiving only indirect 

· compensation such as insurance, retirement, etc. (3). 
3. Unpaid part time, seasonal or reserve firefighter or 

' emergency personnel. . . ' 
4. Inmate from a correctional institution or prisoner. 
5. · Cadet, explorer or junior firefighter. 

Included are unpaid persons not given full fire fighting 
duties. 

6. Impressed civilian. 
7. Military personnel. 

Included are personnel froin National Guard and 
reserve units in their organizational roles.· 

8. Contract firefighter .. 
Included are full time paid firefighters employed by a 
corporate body rather than a government agency and 
usually on a temporary basis. 

9. Employee Status not classified above. ·Explain in 
Comment Section. 

* NFPA-901 Emergency Personnel Classification 

1. Fire Suppression. 
2. Emergency Medical Service (EMS). · 
3. Fire prevention/inspection. 
4. Training. 
5. Maintenance. · 
6. Fire alarm/communications. 
7. Administrative. 
9. Assignment not classified above. Explain in 

Comment Section. 

.. 
12·24 CFIRS-2: Fire SeNice Casualty · {Rev: 04/SO) 
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DEFINITION:;::'~~·!!''~~~:j!'. The calendar::month;~<fay~y.ear,wher:Ube:;.fir:~s_enti~n;,.r.-~~"-:.=-- ·.:-:_;;,_: 
· . casualty occiJrred .• --·-·-:~,,o.. · · _,_ 

PURPOSE To record the actual date the casualty occurred. 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

(Rev: 04/90) 

It is important to record the date of the injury, because ~ may 
be different than the incident date .. This situation can easiiy 
occur In a large campaign fire that extends over several days. 

Important In the case where an injured casualty dies later 
from their injuries, you must update the record by submitting 
a "Change Report". You reccird the date the casualty died in-
this entry. - · 

Enter the: 

a. MONTH using its numerical designation. 

01 =January 
02 = February 
03 =March 

- 04 ::: April 

05 = May 09· = September _ 
06 = June 1 0 = October 
07 = July 11 = November 
08 = August .12 = December 

b. DAY of the month. 01 through 31. 

c. last two dig its of the YEAR. · 

A firefighter reports an injury on July 5, 1987, resulting from 
an incident that occurred on July 4, 1987 would be entered: 

... 
CFIRS-2: Fire Service Casualty 12-25-
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. . 

A firefighter died on August 15, 1987, as a result of injuries 
rece_ived at an inel_oeQ(oifJQI~~-~~ls-87:"~~,_.,..,-=:"'~=-~-_:?::<z - ._.--, __ . 

~_.!':7'--- .· •: _, ~--- ·-:- -- --

Comments: Firefighter injury originally reported on July 5, 
1987. 

12-26 CFIRS-2: Fire Service Casualty 
(Rev: 04/90) 
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PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

(Rev: 04/90) 

c.._£.._~~C-fi_ · .. ~.lL"-.L. _ \LL~~ it.__~ .• .............. .... ---~<._- -·· - --......... -- . -·-·- ~ - --
i\,f_[i-_,J~~~t a;:L~. ~E~""- i.,_--;;: , ·y:·-L--~-i-. -~0"' 

.. .. 
. . - . ~e.:~~!,;_.)T_-· '....'-S:-'~!"--~- - , . 

To provide an essential component of the Incident scenario. 
This factor Is vital to analyzing the relationship of the ·time of 
day to the type of injury. You can also compare this entry to 
the Arrival Time to determine how long the person had been 
on scene (for firSt-In unit personnel) .. 

Important In the case wnere an injured casualty dies later 
from their injuries, you must update the record by submitting 
a ''Change Report". You record the time the casualty died in 
this entry. 

Enter the time when the injury occurred. Use 24-hour clock 
time. · 

A firefighter reports an injury on July 5, 1987, resulting from 
an incident that occurred at .7:00 p.m. on July 4, 1987, would 
be entered: 

~ firefighter was Injured at an incident that started on July 4 · 
and ended on July 5, 1987. The injury occurred at 0130 
hours on July 5, 1987: 

~~~EUAl. TY , o. t .a .ol 

A firefighter died on August 15, 1987, as a result of injuries 
received at an incident _on July 5; 1987. The injury occurred 

· at 9:00 a.m.: 

IWEUAl.TY ,o,g,ool 
.. 

CFIRS-2: Fire SeJVIce Casualty 12·27 
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PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

".t 
t ·-. ·. ·.'<'! ... 

. _____ ........,. -----~~----~----~---
To provide a basic ind1c8tion of the severity of the injury. 
This ~n be used to categorize Incidents; and to evaluate the 
conditions that contribute to different levels. of severity. 

Enter the code that best describes the severity of the 
casualty's injuries. 

Note: Everv casualty can fit under one of these codes . 

A firefighter is overcome by heat in a house fire: 

A firefighter Is cut on the arm: 

I SEVERITY ij{ 
- I""! 

A firefighter falls off an appartus and is killed responding to 
an incident. · -

I SE~RIIY 

-. 

12-28 CFIRS-2: Fire Service Casualty {Rev: 04/90) · - · 



Code NFPA-901, 1990 

SEVERITY 

(Rev: 04/90) 

. 1.. ·Minor - The patient is not in danger of death or 
permanent disability .. Immediate medical care is not 
necessary. 

2. Moderate - There is little danger of death or permanent 
disability. Quick medical care is advisable: This. 
category includes injuries such as fractures or 

. lacerations requiring sutures. 
3. Severe - The situation is potentially life threatening if 

· the condition remains uncontrolled. Immediate medical 
care is necessary even though body processes may 
still be functioning and vital signs may be normal. . · 

4. Ufe Threat - Death is imminent: body processes and 
vital signs are not normal. Immediate IT)edical care is 
necessary. This catego.Y includes cases such as 
severe hemorrhaging, severe multiple trauma, and 
multiple internal injuries. · 

5. D.O.A. - prior to arrival at the scene. 
6. · Died after arrival at the scene. 
7. Died after leaving scene. 

CFIRS-2: Fire Service Casualty 12-29 
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PRIIIARV SVMPTOII 

.. -·· 
t\:.Lll:l":.l!:-· ;-"["te--l:.:c:n-rerr-r•.-r..,;.-·r·•'-'·,.-,-,,·r-·~·._n-,-..;.-~- ........ --.... -........-~-·~·· 

. ' ' . ~ ' 

,.,..,...........,_...., T' 
' 

PRIMARY and/or SEGO~ND~B¥~SYIJfPJ';O&fS~~;:c!CL,.m' 

DEFINITION 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

To identify the type of injuries occurring and. their frequency. 
By knowing what the injuries are, you can assess equipment 
and training needs. For example, frequent smoke inhalation 
injuries would indicate a need to· re-evaluate the adequacy 
and proper use of breathing apparatus. · 

Enter the codes that describe the casualty's primary, and if 
·appropriate secondary, most serious injuries. 

A firefighter is cut when he falls through a window: 

I PRIMARY SYMPTOM 13,51 SEIXlN!WIY IMIPTOM :5, I I 

A firefighter is overcome by smoke, treated at a hospital and 
released. · · 

' 

I PRIMARY BVM~TOU I 0,31 S&c;cNOAIIY IMIPTOM I z.;e;J 

12-30 CFIRS-2: Fire Service Casually (Rev: 04/90) 



PRIMARY. and/or 
SECONbARY SYMPTOM 

01. Abrasion. 
02. · Amputation. 

i>· lfc:- ~i.~_·.r~ii"~if;'\f ,r::_~03" · · ~~~:ti~:moke ·inhaiation. 

04. Avulsion (of eye). 
· 05. Burn: chemical .. 

06. . Burn: electric. 

"'~ .""':.""":,..";';;c bei::s F::ectar,, .e ... ~ ..,, :.·: ''='" tirr~~~TI(':-- ,~W~-~ ·mW:~J; 
. . · . . 09.. Cancer. ·'·:,.:·:·. 

(Rev: 04/90) 

1 0. Cardiac arrest. 
11. Cardiac symptoms. 
12. Chills. 

· 13. Contusion/bruise-minor trauma. 
14. Convulsion/seizure .unspecified.: 

Included Is petit mal. 
15. Convulsions/seizure systemic. 

Included is grand mal. 
16. Crushing. · 
17. ·Dehydration. 
18. Diabetic coma. 
19. Diabetic shock. 

· 20. Difficulty breathing/shortness of breath. 
21. . Dislocation. 
22. · Disorientation. 
23. Dizziness/fainting-weakness. 
24. Drowning. · 
25. Drug overdose. 
26. Fever. · · 
27. Foreign body, obstruction. 
28. · Fracture: closed. 
29. Fracture: open. 
30. · Frostbite. . 
31. Hemorrhaging, bleeding. 
32. ·Hypersensitivity. 

33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 

Included is allergic reaction to medicines. 
Impairment similar to that caused by alcohol. 
Internal trauma (closed blunt). 
Laceration, cut. 
Mental disorder. 
Nausea. 
Obstetrics - delivery. 
Miscarriage/obstetrics/abortion. 

· . CFIRS-2: Fire SeTVIce Casualty 12-31 
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PAIMARY~ane7'-=-or.,;:. .. "'-.-=:, ~--=_ = __ ==_==_=r;'iA~n-.;.~~:':.-;;:o:_,:'='~~p=r-a;:;_afl", .-,,.;qn~_._ly,.._;'"[7;;:;~--;;o;·-·.-·-;;;;----":-=.,._:_=;~:"";:;-c--; ~~~: ·;,=,,,_.-, .• ~_ ~~ ... -.,...,._ · -. _ __,;"""', ?"=_-;:=-=.:=";,~;:~;;:~;;.~- ~~--
SECOtlitfAAY_::SYMPT0M'.:~:.J:4c~:...paralysis~''' -- "·· -~-- -'-- -~----- -
(Continued ... ) 42. Numbness, tingling. 

43. Pneumonia. - __ 
. 44. · Puncture wound/penetrating. 

E.=-::-:-:::-:-:-.:-:-:T'~":;:;'-'=- .,.._ =- ,(nc!I;IEied are';:itao' ,woaklds;;-;c~~"'=-~ 0 ~;;..{;~_if!9=~ 0 iL!!-P::
,.,-:-- r:-:'1-.l.!.l:l.l.k:'--~- '· .. 4~-u.~P~Ison ... notiiste'CI'aise\..ifiS"re~~· :·' d_ •:-i:\i'.iT "' ""'·"'r. v 

46. Projectile wound-high velocity. 

47. 
48; 
49. 
50. 
51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
59. 
99. 

Included are gunshot wounds. __ _ 

~~~~~~~~:~~~l~~~~~~~~-~--~~i.~~~- -~~~;;.,;;~~- S:;-·~~~~ :.·~- : 
ShOOk:~iCak ·:::;?:~~- _,-~: ;: ":;", ;:;~,~~: ;::--=~: ::~~ ;-::::;;s~-=='c:::::::;,-;:;_, 
Sickness. 
Sprain, strain. 
Stroke (C.V.A.) 
Swelling. 
Unconscious. · 
Vomiting. 
Other long-term illness. 
Primary and/or Secondary Symptom not classified 
above. Explain in Comment section • 

_ (Rev: 04/90) 
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~P=AA=TIS~I=OF~w=~~~~~~~~---r.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,~~~~~,=n~~~~,~:0·~~~--' 
AFFECTm :·~·.-·.: ... _.,:,.. . . '· .. . -:,-... 

'' --.,.-,~•--.1 •Or'!' I 
\ .._......__,;->\./! .......... _.- •• i 

DEFINITION 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

.. 

· (Rev: 04/90) 
- ---~---~--

The description bfotne part(s),of=the body which sustained the 
injurieS recorded~ii'Hhe ~SymptOmS!!;_ entry. . . 

-~ _,..-...;......_ ____ ,_.._ .. - '· 
'f.:J~-· ·: · v:T .... ~ .. -:·· -~l-=-:.:.:!::'-~..:=:- --

To provide information' essential to understanding tlie nature 
of injuries so effective prevention measures can be 
established. This faCtor can be compared to the Symptoms · 
and Activity At Time of Casualty, tq determine the 
improvements needed in protective clothing, equipment, 
operating procedures and training. 

Enter the c6de(s) that describe the part(s) of the body most 
seriously injured . 

Important: The entries here. must relate to the 
Primary/Secondary Symptoms; 

Important: Because this is a multiple entry field, it is critical 
that you enter the part of the · body most seriously injured 
FIRSTI ·This is the erie that relates to the primary symptom .. · 

A firefighter sprains his ankle while fighting a fire: 

A firefighter is overcome by smoke: 

I ~FWDV. 5 \ s~ . L• I .~1 

CFIRS-2: Fire Service Casualty 12-33 
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.. 

Code NFPA-901, 1990 

PART(S) OF BODY 

HEAD AREA - 1 0 Series. 

TRUNK - 20 Series. 

ARM/HAND - 30 Series. 

.. 

Major Headings 

Head Area .. 
Trunk. · 
Arm/Hand . 
Leg/Foot 
Internal. 

• 

·-·· 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

. 11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18; . 

Miscellaneous Parts. of Body . 
Multiple Parts of Body . 
Other Part(s) of Body . 

Ear. 
Eye. 
Face. 
Mouth - lips. 
Mouth - interior. ·. 
Nose. 
Nose lining. 
Teeth. 

. . -· . 

19. Head Area not classified above. ·Explain in Comment 
section. 

10. 

21. 
22. 
23.· 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 

.. 28. 
29. 

20. 

Head· Area; insufficient information to classified further. 

Neck. 
Shoulder. 
Back-upper, surface only - see 61 for spine. 
BaCk-lower, surface only - see 61 for spine. 
Chest 
Abdomen .. · 
Buttocks. 
Groin . 
Trunk not classified above. Explain In Comment 
Section. 
Trunk; insufficient information to classified further. 

31. Arm-upper not including elbow (33) or shoulder {22). 
32. Arm-lower not including elbow (33) or wrist (34) . 

. 33. Elbow. ·· · 
34. Wrist 
35. Hand. 
36. Fingers. 
37. Thumb. 
39. Arm/Hand not classified above. Expiain in Comment 

·section. . . 
30. Arm/Hand; insufficient.information.to classified further . 

12-34 CFIRS-2: Fire SeNlce Casualty · {Rev: 04/90) 
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"• ,.•';. ·. 
LEG/FOQT ~0-S~ries;, ____ 4:1. ___ ..:_L$g:YRR~erC!:. ·__.,__;_~-,-------

. : ~;;;~_;"' e-"'!•. ____ ;_ ____ L_,~2_! -~eg-lqwef:~ '-,' ;l',E'<JF~::::\:;.,;,y: ~~~~~~-
-- 43. -- Knee. - --

_____ _J 

44. Ankle. 
45. Foot. 
46. .Toes. . _ _ _ 

o::a,.F:""; •H .c.-,·-.,~--'49:-~~ L'eg/Fdot-'Tiof clasSifled~abovepExplaln. in Comment 
section. 

40. Leg/Foot: insufficient information to classified further. ' 
51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 

Throat:=' ·E~=,-'::_~-:~- :f:=-!='"!:-=.-~- '~=;;:;"' "'.,-~- ,.~.,~~' ::.-;:;,~:>J~" 

TracfiB&;i==~ :::curdea·i:r ci ·"'· ··::y•:•J~·>·c;~·- sn~"Ft-

' MISCELLANEOUS PARTS 
OF BODY - 60 Series. 

· MULTIPLE PARTS OF 
;. BODY - 70 Series .. 

OTHER PART(S) OF 
BODY - 90 Series. 

. 55. 
56. 
57. 
58. 
59. 

50. 

Lungs. '·: -- - · 

Heart. 
Stomach . 
Intestinal tract. 
Genito-urinary. 
Internal organ not otherwise specified. 
Internal not classified above. Explain in Comment 
section. 
Internal: insufficient Information to classified further. 

61. Spine. 
62. Pelvis. 
63. Hip. 

71. Multiple head parts. 
72. Mu-ltiple trunk parts. 
73. Multiple arm/hand parts. _ 
74. Multiple leg/foot parts. 
75. Multiple internal parts. 
76. Multiple body parts-upper. 
77. Multiple body parts-lower. 
78. Multiple body parts-whole body. 

98. Part of body not applicable .. 
99. Part of body not classified above. Explain in -

Comment· section. 

(Rev: 04/90) CFIRS-2: Fire Service Casualty 12·35 
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. DEFINITIO~IT~-'-~•;:~i.·- ~cr(~.:::.nf~ activity~ing;p~r:ned ~the time t~e injury occurred. 

· PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

· EXAMPLES 

To determine the relationship between the type . and severity 
of injury and' what the person was doing at the time they 
were injured. This is a critical factor in assessing operating 
procedures and developing Injury prevention strategies. 

Enter the· code that be~ describes the: activity the person 
was performing when injured. 

·An injured firefighter was . using hand tools while 
extinguishing the fire: 

I ACTMT't AT TIM& OF CASUALTY ~ jJ 
. !.:>,&j:j 

A firefighter is injured while raising a ground ladder: 

I ,_ACTMTY __ "_T_TlM..:..'&-O~F·CAS-U_AL_TY_· ___ ,_l1~5~,=2J. ··- ..... _ ... · ·- .... ' ·-· 

... 
12-36 CFIRS-2: Fire SerVice Casualty 
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Code NFPA-901, 1990 · -~ 

ACTIVITY AT TIME OF 
CASUALTY 

RIDING VEHICLE 
10 Series~ . 

DRIVING/OPERATING · 
APPARATUS - 20 Series. 

EXTINGUISHING 
· FIRE/NEUTRALIZING 
INCIDENT - 30 Series. 

(Rev: 04/90) 

Major· Headings · 

Riding Vehicle. 
• 
• 

Driving/Operating Apparatus . 
Extinguishing Fire/Neutralizing Incident. 
Suppression Support.- ··· · 

• Access/Egress . 
• Rescue .. 

Miscellaneous Incident Scene Activity. · 
• · · Station Activity. 
• Other ActiVity . 

11. . Boarding fire apparatus, emergency vehicle. · 
12. . Riding fire apparatus: standing. 
13. Riding fire apparatus: sitting. · 
14. Riding fire apparatus: position unknown. 
15. . Riding other emergency Vehicle. 

Included are ambulances, boats, planes, etc. 
16. Riding non-emergency vehicle. · 
17. Getting off fire apparatus, emergency vehicle. · 
18. Jumping from aircraft. 
19. Riding Vehicle not classified above. Explain in 

Comment section. 
10. Riding Vehicle; insufficient information to classify further. 

21. Driving fire apparatus. 
22. Tillering ladder truck. · 
23. · Driving other emergency vehicle. 

Included are ambulances, boats .. 
24. Flyjng aircraft. 
25. Operating engine/pump. . 
26. Operating ladder truck, elevated platform. 
27. Operating other apparatus/equipment. 

. Included are power winches, stationary generators, etc. 

29. Driving/Operating Apparatus not .classified above~ 
Explain in Comment section. 

20. Driving/Operating Apparatus; insufficient information to 
classify further. 

31. Handling charged hose lines. 
32. Usihg hand extinguisher. 
33. Operating master stream device. 
34. Using hand ~ools in extinguishment activity . 

... 
CFIRS-2: Fire Service CCISualty 12-37 
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.e 
EXTINGtnSfiWG.;~~~~ ;;F.-;=.;:35. · ·Removing power lines. 

Rerrroving"flSmmable liquids/chemicals. . FIRE/NEUTRALIZING 36~ 
INCIDENT • 30 Series. 37. 
(c t

' t:J..r:'_ -.-;j.~-l\ __ )'LT.\' U..':~: TllLl:.t: :1.::;:: 39 on 1n_ue\o!.: =~ ··:-· ---. . 
Shutting off utilities, gas lines, etc. · · 
ExtinguiMing· Frre/Neutralizing Incident not classified 

1_,/-'i.::JUKl:. I r 

30. 
above. :;·Explalrr'lrf'€0rnnienhsection. · 
ExtlnguTstiingui=irEi/Ne'WaiiziAg~ncid~nt;·ciitiSufficient 
informallorne:;·=-aa-s-sifV"fi:frther;· -

SUPPRESSION SUPPORT 41. · Forcible:·enfiY;;;_,~.:-'- . 
40 Series. 42. . Ventilaticir'rWil:f.Ff)S'wer::tools:~::::::'.::.:.: .. -=-.~~....,.__ 

ACCESS/EGRESS 
50 Series. 

,. ·'RESCUE • 60 Series. 

MISCELlANEOUS 
INCIDENT SCENE 
ACTIVIlY • 70 Series. 

43. VentllatioA'with-~fiancrtools. 
44. · Salvage~~:s¥~-c=:.,;~_':.-
45. Overhaul. 
49. Suppression. Support not classified above. Explain in 

Comment section. 
40. Suppression Support; insufficient information to classify 

further. 

51. 
52. 
53. 

. 54. 
55. 
56. 
59. 

50. 

Carrying ground ladder-. 
Raising ground _ladder. 
Lowering ground ladder. 
Climbing ladder . 
Scaling. 
Escaping fire/hazard. 
Access/Egress not classified above. Explain in 
Comment section. . . 

Access/Egress; lnsi.lfficient information to classify 
further. 

61. Searching for fire victim. 
62. Rescue of fire victim. 
63. Rescue of non-fire victim, . 
64. Water rescue .. 
65. Providing emergency medical care. 
66. Diving operations. 
67. Extraction with power tools. 
68. Extraction with hand tools. . 
69. Rescue not classified above. Explain in Comment 

section. 
60. Rescue: insufficient information to classify further. 

71. Directing traffic. 
72. - Catching hydrant 
73. Laying hose. 
74. Moving tools or equipment around scene . 

.. 
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MISCELLANEOUS 75. Picking up tools, equipment, hose on scene. 
__ · _lliClDE~LSCENE 16.-=Setting.,.up=lighting_,_ . _ • ·. 
~·-- •'··--·...,.,,.....--,_ ··- -~.· • ,. I ~:'1~~...!0:!1._'"!:!'! ~'!~- ~.:;,!'...::!~'4o.:...t _ -,'' : •_ ... • 1 • 

.· · · ·. ~CTIV'IlY • . .70 S_er_ies. ~c::::~~ .~ .. ·' Included are Qqllilbf~ generator operations. 
-----------(Continued ... ) . n. . Operating portable pump. · 

79: Miscellaneous Incident Scene Activity not classified 
above. Explain in Gomment section. . 

· -··- .. 70. · Miscellaneous Incident Scene Activity; insufficient . · 

STATION ACTIVITY 
80 Series. 

information to classify further. 

· 81 .. · Moving about station, alarm sounding. 
82. Moving about station, normal activity. 

. . . . 83.___ _Station maintenance. 
,_c...~'"'£'-'":::.i;;;c;':: -5f.:"""''-i'· _mauc.::u;:a~ u< 'Veh1clei'maintenance. 

OTHER ACTIVITY • 
90 Series. 

(Rev: 04/90) _ 

85. Equipment maintenance. 
86. Physical fitness activity: supervised. 
87. . Physical .fitness activity: unsupervised. 
88. Training activity or drill. 
89. Station Activity not classified above. Explain in 

Comment section. 
80. Station Activity; insuffiCient information to classify 

further. 

· 91. Incident investigation: during incident. 
92. Incident investigation: after incident. 
93. Inspection activity. . 
94. Administrative work. 
95. Communication work. 
99. Activity at Time of Casualty/Accident not classified 

above. Explain in Comment section~ 

.. 
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.... _ ........... -.--"-~- ........ _ -=•-------
' ~~-~'.:.·::.:..·~--~~: • ~--~I:J- •_r.::::-:-·r=-=:. ;: ·-~··......-~~~;~--=-~." ..... l~~r.r:.~""7.~0!;_ t.-:-~~cit;.;:-~t- ;:-.,~-L r·i~c-~::.tft;;;d . . -- . -. ··-

1'1 -r.:-~·lr--t 1c;-: -,-
\ ,_ ........ ' ··~·· :.·-L,. ...,.._ •J 

-~-- ------
DEFINITIOt.:F: z--·~""' 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

l~7:::rr~t-:;;;;:;:o-r•;·;•··9"-. !-lr._....-r-.................. ~~~u-· ;::r ---- -----· -·-·-· . 

ab~:1~e... \~~:o!~Hr:: ;n· •:.TIHir:i~ :::rt-:~~n:.T:~-

The place 'w~ere iti~L!::_C!~I!al.tY.·oc_s9rre~ ... -..•. Jll•s· location may be 
enroute to':t~e sc~ne:'af-the'"incidefrt~scen·a·, at the· station, or 
some other·"!Ocaticirc"~':''~· · 

. - . . - . 

To identify the relationship between where the injury occurred 
and the other factors present in the incident. This provides a . 
level of .detail to enable you to isolafe injuries based on where 
they took place. . · · 

Enter the code that best describes. where the injury took 

. .. .".""! 

.. :. "-' · place. Be as specific as possible, especially when coding 

. -

·-· . 

EXAMPLES 

areas inside of a structure. · 

Flames erupt through the roof severely burning a firefighter 
during ventilation: 

A firefighter is injured in a ground level kitchen fire In a· single 
family dwelling: · --.. ·- ----·- · 

I v.tERE o:ASUN. TY QCQJRRED '1411 
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1~?~C;_HJEi'ff ·sc:EU.J~-~~or HeadihQs -~~~::g. ~::;~~f~n~!-~1 ~ 1 . ~---~-~ ___ :_ 

WHERE c~.SU~~~~-\~-~'"! ~+ Enroute/A~fur~;:~c-o~~~.=mtc-,~::i·c"'=''""'~ . e. · 
OCCURRED At Ei'l:lergenty;;S~:::Obtslde:::Atior--:-Ab6ve~Grade~ :-:::::":::~:":: .:..'- -.. • 

At Emergency;\Scene:;;:: ~outsidSjBelow:Gr<adeJn _ 
-• At Effiergencyi:Scenej•;:lnslde1tSttliliture" At·'brJ!Abovepi f!cienr 

Grade. -
At Emergency Scene - _Inside Structure Below Grade. 

-· "·-~:·..:._:::::__ ~-- ···- "-·- · At Emergency=Sq_ene=r~lnside=Vehicle. - -

ENROUTE/RETURNING • 
10 Series.-

AT EMERGENCY SCENE
OUTSIDE AT OR ABOVE 
GRADE -. 20 Series. 

AT EMERG~NCY SCENE
OUTSIDE BELOW GRADE 

.. 
(Rev: 04/90). 

• At Fir.e~ Departme.rrt"Mari~!ifeC~tocation~ ~.:..::;-:-,;:-.:~ 
• At ln..,~p-ect'IO~"''Site n,~;.~ • .--.~.-~,.-.. ~= 10 ,,,_. • f I 1._..10 IL ... I"I"""'''I_._.~ 

• OtMr-·Where-'Casualty-Occcrred; * 

* Note: Address/Location in Comments seCtion if 
Address/Location is different than the Incident 
Address/Location; 

11. En route to emergency. 
12. Returning from emergency. 
13. En route to non-emergency: public assistance 

response. 
14. Returning from non-emergency: public assistance 

response.-
15. En route to non-emergency: other duty assignment. 
16. Returning from non-emergency: other duty assignment. 
19. En Route/Returning not- classified above. Explain in 

Comment section. 
10. En Route/Returning; insufficient information to classify 

further. 

21. - Outside on ground level. 
22. Outside above grade level. 
23. On structure roof. 
24. On iadder or In basket of aerial apparatus. 
25. _ On ground ladder. 
26. On wall or ledge. 
27. On fire escape. 
28. On steep hillside. 
29. At Emergency Scene - Outside At or Above Grade not 

classlfied above. Explain in Comment section. 
20. At Emergency Scene - Outside At or Above Grade; 

insufficient information to classify further. 

31. In open pit. 
32. In ditch/trench. 
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-AT EMEF.IGENCX,-SCENE•-;=-'--33;··-:-:"In· qu~w/.mlo~:,;_cF c;.s,;.";-,-, . ::: .. ·,: -~---··· ... ::: ... ; "''"""~ ._.,.,_w_,. · '""":-"ec·-
OUTSIDE::B'ELOW.:.GBADE-' ·a42-·"--'ln'_:ra;:ilne.·. · · . ·- .... ··:c:.:,-,;;;"-:·:"''-"--·'~'"""':·.•;'"':_ ·-'--' ________ _1:._ 

30 Series. (Continued ... ) 35. In well. 
· - 36. ·In water. 

39 • .- At Emergency Scene - Outside Below Graqe not 

, ni.f rr"n • -~~3: c1!~~=~~~~~~~~b~~i~Vafo~~~~~~~· _ 
- insufficient information to classify further. : · 

AT EMER~§:N0Y;::S§ENE
INSIDE STRUCTURE AT 
OR ABOVE GRADE 
40 Series. 

.. ... 

AT EMERGENCY SCENE 
-~ INSIDE STRUCTURE 

· · BELOW GRADE - . 
. _qO Series. 

AT EMERGENCY SCENE 
. - INSIDE VEHICLE -
· 60 Series. 

-AT FIRE DEPARTMENT 
. MANAGED LOCATION -

70 Series. 

.. 

41. 
42. 

43. 

44. 
45. 
49. 

40. 

51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
59. 

50. 

61. 
62. 
'63 •. 
64. 
65. 
69. 

60. 

Graqe:=level"'"~- ·.::-.= -----==-~::::;:>::=~d:=-"'""'--.:=.~-,-;:''":;::"-c""--= · : ."::0'; :r:c...-==--'ic'-:-;;-_ - :=--_: b 
Second;tbro!Jgl},fp~J_~b::~q_rj~~~r)~.9~l¥.a!e_!l!~l?~x~-~ '""'~;oo;-: o;
grade.='-"A-i:#::;~)c-,r:;:-':i~~--- - ... :. 

· Fifth through seventh stories or equivalent above 
·gr~de. . . • 
Above seventh story or equivalent above grade. 
In attic regardless . of height apove grade. . 
At Emergency Scene - Inside Structure At or Above 
Grade not' classified above. Explain in qomrr!ent _ 
section. 
At Emergency Scene - Inside Structure At or Above; 
in~ufficient information to classify further . 

One story or equivalent below grade. 
Two or more stories below grade. 
In-tunnel. 
In sewer . 
At Emergency Scene - Inside Structure Below Grade 
not classified above. · Explain in Comment section. 
At Emergency Scene - Inside. Structure Below Grade; 
insufficient information to classify further. 

Motor vehicle passenger compartment. 
Motor vehicle cargo compartment. 
Rail Vehicle. · 
Boat/ship/barge. · 
Aircraft. 
At Emergency scene • Inside Vehicle not classified 
above. Explain in Comment section. · 
At Emergency Scene - Inside Vehicle; Insufficient 
information to classify further. 

71. At fire station . 
lnduding surrounding department-owned property. 

72. At training school. 
73. At .off station drill site. 
7 4. At. administrative offices . 
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AT FIRE DBP"ARTM~ =~:;;.75~:- At maintenance facility. 
MANAGED LOCATION~ 76 .. At corl'imOhiCati~center. 
70 Series,.{Cp.Q!j_n~esl..:·.l_. -~. n.- At off station work site ... - , A 

VVH t: H c. c,.:;;:::c•.a.l! Y 79. At Fire DlipartrrientEMana·g:ed Location not classified .., 
....... ~~:_!.~~ ~ ~- . ....... M":' . 

above. EXplain-in-: Gi:frnmel=\t::sectJG)A;:,;...:_ ..:.::";:;;· .:::.;~;;;:-:::;; ~~-

AT INSPECTION SITE -
80 Series. 

OTHER WHERE 
CASUALTY OCCURRED -
90 Series. 

{Rev: 04/90) 

. 70. At Fire Departf.nenteManageasLociiionJ~n'SWicieatade. . 
informatio~t·tbr:t:laS"S_ift-Jfurt~~ iDsirie--Srwcr.Lu:~<>cci.i.t. or_ Aohrw<;> __ 

81. Inside structure -::normally..:occupied~areas;==-~-::--=-=-~::-.::::~.-
82. Inside strui::ture=.service..,or-=Stora9e=areas.·- -~ :-~-
83. On roof, fire~escape~-:outSioe~S'tairways.~etc.'"';~: _, 
84. On grounl:fdilitsiC:Iei''SthiclCJre. 
89. At lnspecliorCStte nocCiassifiecf~l:iove; EXplain in 

Comment section. 
80. At Inspection Site; insufficient information to classify 

further. · 

99. Where Casualty Occurred not classified above. Explain 
in Comment section. · 

.. 
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PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMP~ES 

... 

·,,.,.;.- t:-;- tn:~u-

-._rJ, !1 ,. ·~··~· .. -

----.-.. ---:--··----:-.-:-· --·-----:-- -

To provide the specific condition that led to the lfljury. This is 
p(obably the most important factor in analyzing injury 
scenarios. It provides a primary focus in the search for 
improved (safer) operating procedures, equipment use, 
protective clothing, etc:, and for establishing training priorities. 

Enter· the code that best describes the immediate cause or 
~ondition responsible for the Injury. 

A firefighter slips on the station's wet floor while responding 
to the apparatus: 

I CAUSE CF CASUAL 'IY I 1 ,0,'71 

A firefighter is burned· on the arm by the fire: 

. I CAUSE CF CASUAL 'IY 

.. 
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.,.,.,_ =~-'-~ u··~.-·,~Ma.ior Headings· .-o •. · ~~-"''-"""'"''"' "·'"'~"" "''=-- · · · ·-· · ·····-·~ ,,,_..__....._......_ ...... _........_._ -·1!'---·· ,-,._ ......... ~ ......................... 'kJ,,~ -- ... -· 

- ·· -. -· - -n -- · 79: .~!:::.~~!:-=- o_~·c,F .... ~~..:AI1_!::-_~~~_:"",l.1~SB9..: i 7.C.c:at~r.:~=~- nnL~JassifiP.~-- · .. 

CAUSE OF CASUALTY . . • Fell/slipped. ::n:r~: :;~Ji;:_;;r;=-;n:=·.;=""'""'n:--oc-.-~:O.r. ·-. · . . 
• Caught.. trappedr:". intsb~r:tbetw.ee01nae8a'L.cci:JtiorT insurttcierot 
• Struck by. ;..,f._.._..~~·~,, ... o,.;;f\. fi•Ctb~:.... ~ 'n , 

Contact with/exposure to. 
,:c.:-; ~;;,_,,::,,:,. __ -:-;=-: -~""'"~.....:.:~ . .Overexertion/strain~:"..:.:·:~;.::;~:~ ,:-. .. ·· ~ ·~ ~ ~ · -':':: -, __ ;c: ... ~ . _ _ _ . 
n~ c:--·- . Exiting::pr es.caP-iog::~.JYfilRe.d.==r-=·=-- -== .. 

FELL/SLIPPED -
100 Series. 

CAUGHT/TRAPPED • IN, · 
BY, BElWEEN -
200 Series. 

... 

• Fire dj!partm~~mt ~ppai:atu_s__:oji..Q~iQeDt.~:::::-:::~~-~,.;;·~~- ., .,, ~:C:"..:. 
• Assaulted •.. c=.,. ·-... .-~ -~~--~-:=-i.-7. . .,;,-~ 

Other:·cause:-o(CasuSJty. · -- - · 

1 01. In hole, outside structure. 
1 02. In hole burned in floor. 
103. In hole burned in roof. 
104. In unguarded opening in floor. 

·1 05. In unguarded opening in roof. 
1 06. Over object. 
107. · On wet surface: 
1 08. On icy surface. 
1 09. On flat surfaee. 
110. On steps/stairs. 
111. From ladder. 
112. From structure. 
113. From emergency apparatus (safety bar/belt not 

· · fastened). 
114. From. emergency apparatus (safety. bar/belt failed). 
115. In or into emergency apparatus. 
116. ·Off station sliding pole. 
1.11: Over/off curb. . 

----·~.,.-,..-

199. Fell/Slipped not classified above. Explain in Comment 
section. 

201. Collapsing roof. 
202. Collapsing wall. 
203~ Collapsing floor. 
204. Collapsing ceiling. 
205. Fire progress. 
206. Back Draft. 
207. Flashover. 
208.. Explosion. 
209. Falling object(s) .. 
21 0. Between objects. 
211. Lost inside building .. 

e· 
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C.W$i OF CASUALTY 

DEFINITION 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

e. 
' :;t EXAMPLES 

. ·til .-;· 

.• 

e. 
(Rev. 08191) 

,• 

The action, oi' lack_ Of action, thatnsulted .In the injury. 

To provide the specific condition that led to ~e injury. This is 
probably the most Important factor in analyzing Injury 

. scenarios. It provides a primary focus in the search for 
improved (safer) operating procedures, equipment use, 
protective clothing, etc., and for establis~ing tra!ning priorities. 

= 

Enter the code that best describes the immediate cause or 
c:ondition responsible for· the injury. 

A. firefighter slips on the station's wet floor whne responding 
to the apparatus: 

I CAUSE DF CASUAL TV 
I l ,O,'"JI 

A firefighter is burned on the arm by the fire: 
' . ···--·. . - ~-~ -· ... ·-

I CAUSE DF CAS\IAI. TV A.o.ol 

:787 
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Major_ Headings_ 
Jtirr!:t:."':..-"~OL~I""· LLc=c-. · . ----.--- - - ... _,...__ . 

CAUSE . .QE. C~Sj,)A~JY~~·~~~-~- • Feii/SiiJ:IP-Etd •. - · . 
Caugh~.-!r&R~~JQ,_~Y b1 ~~~_en.: -~ ----~-~ --

'-'•""r...J~·'-/r-~~1._·n:..rr,.:_ ,. r- • 

FELL/SUPPED - · 
100 Series 

Struck_:t;:if.~~fi_:(; 'LI ctUI-JdU ' H,_U'l_._U<:LVVv_-::::,1. _ _ 

Ccmtai:fwittVexposure to:·-·-·- ,. · -' · ·· ··- ,_ 
• 
• 
• Overexertion/strain . 
• Exiting qfescaping:;;;-Jumped.-~-
• . Fire de'Rartft)enf ap~aratus-=aeCJaent.=-=-'~. · 

Assaulfear':~===---,,~ .-. -- =-- · ---:- =: :.::::. ---: • 
other 6aase:;of'casualty. ~-C - • . - .. ~~-~-..,.. __ ------~-~~=""=--• 

101. In hole, outside structure. 
102. In hole burned in floor. 
103. In hole burned in roof. 
104. -In unguarded opening in floor. 
1_ 05. In unguarded opening in roof. 
1 06. Over object. 
107. On wet'Surface. 

· 108. On icy surface. 
109. On flat surface. 
~ 10. On steps/stairs. 
111. Fr~m ladder. 

. -~ .. 

· 112. From structure. . A_ 
.113. From emergency apparatus (safety bar/belt not W 

fastened). · . 

CAUGiiTfTRAPPED - IN, 
BY, BElWEEN - . 

. 200 Series. 

.. 

114. From emergency apparatus (safety bar/belt failed) .. 
115. In or into emergency apparatus. 
116. Off station sliding pole. -
117. Over/off curb. 
~· Fell/Slipped not classified a~ove. Explain in Comment 

section. 

201. Collapsing roof. 
202. Collapsing wall. 
203. Collapsing floor . 
204. Collapsing ceiling . 

. 205. Fire progress. 
206. Back Draft . 

. 207. Flashover. 
208. Explosion. 
209. Falling object{s). 
· 21 0. Betwe~n objects. 

12-46 CFIRS-2: Fire Service Casualty 788 
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• .. 

. -:.:::-======:::::=~~ 
·- . · .. ',:.t.~! t1_ ;~\~ •• 

• ! 

CAUGHT(TRAPPED -·IN, 
BY, BElWEEN. • t\.lffrigr Hf:!9.G1ha..-s.. . . 

200 Seri~~;c,.(~9nt~u7~J.,;;.;;,-f} 2. 
- . - -- -~ . ~: .. -- . .,.. 213. 

Fire depar:.trn~IJt ap~aratus. 
E " ..-~rr ~.ir.r:rr:rt:a:.-:-arth cav~.n: .. ···" :' ':'·- ,-_ c . __ . 

STRUCK. BY - 300 Series. 

CONTACT 
WITH/EXPOSURE TO -
400 Series. 

214. 
299. 

Undeiy.,at~r:9~el~@)l~ar:Sostaciets1:=~we~n · . 
CeiugfiVTra:ppe_dJ1ot..cJ~.sl!i1l~-t:Lebov~,__,E?tplain In._. 
Comment section. · 

Use when i~ury:proefuei5g:o~~rK~~tEWird-injured 
person. .., _.:.:-~:;-~d¥.;,:::0· .. ·- .. -- .. 

!.~"'- .. -.:.:~-: 

301. Collapsing-root:~--· . 
302. Collapsing wall. 
303;· Collapsing_ ceiling: 
304. Pieces of wall. 
305. . Ceiling being pulled by self. 
306. ·Ceiling being pulled by others. 
307. Dirt particles. 
308. Flying glass. 
309. · Glass broken by self. 
31 o. Glass broken by others. 
311. Water stream, hand line. 
312. Water stream, master stream. 
313. Portable extinguisher stream. 
314~ Ladder. 
315. Hand tools/equipment. 
316. Hose. 
317. Coupling. 
318. Fire dep'artment apparatus. 

· 319. Non-fke department vehicle. 
320, Falling object(s). · . 
321. Thrown objects, non-malicious (see 803 for Malicious). 
322.. Apparatus and compcytrnen.t_qqo!'el. 
~23. Other doors. . 
324. Fire station equipment. 
325. Other per-Sonnel (not intentional). 
399. Struck By ·not classified above. Explain in Comment 

section. · · 

401. ·Heat. 
402. Embers. 
403. Hot metal. 
404. Hot tar, etc. 
405. Fire. 
406.. Splinters. 
407. Nails . 

... 
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· --··- GONTAcr===----_ --~: ·- -·•c:· ;.=~O~rcGiass. . 
_L'L:.::.:..~.WitHiEXPGSl:-JRE.::.t()~l-,;i~'·..!:~•4ciii~--Water~-------'-'-1---'--L 

400 Series. (Continued ... ) 41 0. -Steam. 
-411. Smoke/toxic fire products.-
412. Unusual fumes, gases. 

_ 413. Chemicals. 
414. - Radioactive material. 
415. Electricity. 
416. Utility flames, flares, torch~s. etc. 

::;.;~- '"''~_;" -.~--ir,~-:;::;c±-:--~~~,__;_~.c::.=:~41-7::.:: -tJi:raerwate('Objects. 
418. Insects. 

_ 419. Poisonous plants.- · __ 
- -- -~~-=~-420~~" contagious~disease~ 

421. Extreme weather. 
499. Contact Wrth/Exposure To not classified above. 

Explain· in Comment section. 

Use if related to the activity at the time injury is received . 
. ' . . 

OVEREXERTION/STRAIN 501. While lifting hose. 
- 500 Series. 502. While lifting ladder. · 

503. While lifting hand tools, saws, etc .. 
504. While lifting victim (during rescue from fire operation). 
505. While lifting property/contents. 
506. While lifting during rescue operation. 
507. While lifting other, not classified above. Explain in 

Comment section. 
508. While carrying hose. 
509.- While CC~.rrying ladder. 
510.- While carrying hand tools, saws, etc. 
511. While carrying victim (~uring rescue from fire 

operation). 
512. While carr)tlng property/contents. 
513. While carrying during rescue operation. 
514. While carrying other, not classified above. Explain in 

Comment section. 
515. While pulling hose. 
516. While pulling ladder. 
517. While pulling hand tools, saws, etc. 
518. While pulling victim (during rescue from fire operation). 
519. While pulling property/contents. 
520. While pulling dt,Jring rescue operation; 
521. While pulling other, not classified above. Explain in 

Comment section. 
522. While in rescue operation. -
523. While climbing ladders. 

.. 
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. ·.~ I \· .•: 
' ·~ ' ' 
' 1 

OVEREXERTIONISTAAJN;:os=, 524;, While climbing stairs. 
- 500 Series~,~,.;;=,-·;:; ~.=z:-- 525. ~ While climbing cliff or wall. · 
{Continuecl:G,) :3;,;65_ ~C::mirh526,. i Whlle :~limblng :npt.elas_sified~~!Jove;:;.;Explain in 

· · · · - Con:u:nent ;s~ioQ.,_,;=-~'~ 
599. Ov~~~ertiqnLS_trair:t!i'Obt:;[as_siMd•abov9i-:;o·EW.Iain __ in _ 

Cor11ment ~$.af:tiQr:t:Jra:o~sc-~. ,-~~·!;;~~fir*~ ~47.:t;·~- ~xprarr:n . . . 

EXITING OR ESCAPING - 601. From ladder. 
-· JUMPED - 600 Series. 602. From-.waii,Jedge,,.or-.window..:.,_:.:.;'""";;:·_:--::_::· -:::::::::-;=:!·""~'::~::-::.::_:;:::_ .:::.::: .. ~. :=::::~ 

603. Frol)1::root- _ - ... -· · ·-=- - · ·- -- · · 

604. From other part of struc:ture,- . .. . 
- ~."'9' '""Lf-of"L--,.~-""'-""605;"-"-Fromo-fire depar1ment;apparatus: · . · -_ ·--" '· 

FIRE DEPARTMENT 
APPARATUS ACCIDENT-
700 Series. 

699., Exiting or Escaping ~ Jumped not classified above. 
Explain in. Comment sectio~. -

701. Collision with other vehicle. 
702. Collision with pedestrian: 
703. Collision with. stationary object{s). 
704. Collision not classified _ above. Explain iri ·Comment 

section. 
706. Left road (no collision). 
707. Overturned {no collision). 

...... e i: ASSAULTED- BOO series. 

799. Fire Department Apparatus Accident not classified 
above. Explain in Comment section . 

801. Struck by individual(s) (deliberate act). 

.., .. 
· ... 

OTHER CAUSE OF 
CASUALTY - 900 Series. 

802. Struck by individuals (crowd action pushing _or · 
shoving) . 

803. Struck by _tJ'1rown object(s). 
804. Cut/stabbed; · 
805. Gunshot. 
806. Bitten. 
899. Assault not classified above. Explain in Comment 

section. 

999. Cause of Casualty not classified above. Explain in 
Comment section. 

·-. 
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. ' . . 
'-"'···:·--.-...... ,,..._.~- ·-.-······--······.-~~~·-··-·-----

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE. 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

Code NFPA-001, 1990 

MEDICAL CARE 
PROVIDED 

(Rev: 04/90) . 

To provide further indication of the severity of the injury, and 
to assess the level of treatment required for different .types of 
injuries. 

Enter the code that beSt describes where the casualty was 
treated. 

A firefighter was treated at the scene 'and refused additional 
treatment: 

' IIIEOtCAI. CAAE PAOVCED 

A firefighter was taken to the hospital emergency room for 
smoke inhalation: · 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

I liE~ CARE PROVICED' 

None. 
Treated at scene. 
Treated at medical clinic. 
Treated at doctor's office. 
Hospital emergency room. 
Hospital outpatient. 
Hospital inpatient. 
Continued care after hospital release: 
Medical Care Provided not classified above. Explain in 
Comment section. 
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PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

... 
The type of facility where the casualtY was taken, and by 

. what meansr:~; ;i;.;;_~:;;;· ~~:'=';-_ (:~~;q,j ._,; c~~.;~~~: "':;::: '.::-,!- ~,::£:·.::z:.'i-c 

To provide another indication of the severity of the injury,· and 
to assess the resources needed to handle casualties. 

. . 

Enter the code that best describes the primary disposition of 
the casualty. If several actions are taken, select-the most 
important. For example, a badly burned· fire fighter is given 
preliminary first aid and then rushed to the burn center .at the 

_ hospital. Getting the casualty to the hospital is the primary 
disposition. · 

A firefighter is. taken by the fire department to a hospital for 
treatment: 

I DISPOSITWJNOFCASUALTY ,o, II 

lnjur~d firefighter moved to hospital in non-fire department 
vehicle: 

I DISPOSITION OF CASUALTY 0 riJ 
. I I '-1 

Injured firefighter taken to local doctor's office: 

I DISPOSITION OF CASUALTY 0 AI 
. I ,'"11 
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Code NFPA-901; 1990 

DISPOSITION OF 
CASUALTY 

lRev: 04/90) 

1. Hospital or emergency care facility by fire service 
vehicle: 

2. Hospital or emergency care facility by nonfire service 
vehicle. . . . . 

3. Hospital or emergency care facility by nonfire service . . . 
vehicle with fire service personnel attending. 

· 4. Nonemergency health care· facility. 
5. Morgue or funeral home. · 
6. Residence. 
7. . .. Fire station/Work place. 
8.. Not transported. 
9. · . Disposition of Casualty not classified above. Explain in · 

Comment section. · 
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.. •' 

.. 

This section records information about what the fire service casualty was wearing at the 

time of thEt,iQ{!;J,'fY£fi<::':?:~~ The. rlpe ·..;! ic;ci'i~;: ,~;,"';s;-e ;h-e ·:2Buait:t ,.,.;;:~=t2W:i!'\ a:o oy 
· ;_ ;·; . - . . V'Jt.~f;~i3:....r.TtB~Zi5, ... _ . '' . . . - ': . -. . 

This only applies to those items that are directly relcited to injury. For instance, if it is a 
hand injury, then you would record the Type, Status and Performance of the hand 
protection equipment wom at the time the injury occurred . 

CONTRIBUTING EQUIPMENT - USED 

DEFINITION 

PURPOSE_ 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

The equipment wom by the person at the time ofinjury. 

Important This only applies to the equipment associated 
with the injury. 

To identifY the specific item of equipment that was being 
worn at the time the Injury occurred. This establishes the -
basis for evaluating the contribution that protective equipment . 
made to the injury. The other. factors that complete the 
picture are: astatusn and "Performance". 

Enter the code(s) that best describe the equipment that was 
worn and contributed to the injury. 

- Important Because you can enter up to three different items, 
it is essential that you enter the most critical one first. This 
will normally relate to the first entry recorded under "Part(s) ·of 
Body Affectedn. 

The injured firefighter was wearing knee length steel toe/steel 
shank/insulated boots when he sprained his ankle. The 
boots were severely cut: -

UUCI Na. I !3.11 
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Code NFPA-90h-1~==-- ~·,==- · 
- --- .1::';- -· - . - -~-·..:....--=:: ;. . -~-=::.:..::.·7 ' 

Major Headings 
CONTRIBUtiNG·,;-:...;;:;:;r:;:;;,-::: .. ;·;:- . 
EQUIPMENt:-:~lJJSEtJ,* 

. . ··--· - , ___ _ 
I . l<:."'.;~·~c:i-'.:J~--:~rr=r-;:.,_.,......~!::'z;;-;- .:-t~~:~'" :;.;:..:·;~-~~;.- ... ·,·:· .... ~ -

~~:~:-$~i~~:=s~~~~~::;,::-.s;.~~:':~: ~~!if~0:·.~o :•:=:;5;:: -~==-·'~z- . 
• Boots or .SM~~$.i:a. · 
• 
• 

Resplratory;lih:otectiolit a'nBn:ltult.;v~ ca;;e f'a:Elfii:li: \:Et.·l ttJutifE' ,.,,vice:·-· · ~· . 
Hand Protection • 

HEAD OR FACE 
PROTECTION ~ 10 Series. 

COAT, SHIRT, OR 
TROUSER -' 20 Series. . 

• 
• 

11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
19. 

Special Equipmen_t,.,c;~:~o~. ·:CC."'"-"-'··:...:...:~~ _ --" .. , ·"· 

. Other"'Equipme~,Usid=·-·=·: · '""'-· __ · - ·-
.• - ---· ; -=-=- . 

Helme~. · ~::-~~:o~·~:::~. :;:i:.:a 
Full face protectar-:.-. ~_,__......,._ 
Partial face protector .. 
Goggles.· 
Hood. 
Ear Protector. 
Neck Protector. 
Head or Face Protection not classified above. 
in Comment section. 

Explain 

21. Protective coat (sometimes known as turnout or bunker 
coat). . 

22. Protective trousers (sometimes known as turnout or 
bunker pants}. . · 

23. Uniform. Shirt 
24. Uniform T-Shirt 
25. Uniform trousers. 
26. Uniform coat or jacket 
27. Coveralls. 
29. Coat, Shirt, or Trouser' not classified above. Explain in 

. Comment section. · 

BOOTS OR SHOES - 31. Knee length boots with steel baseplate and steel toes. 
Knee length boots with .. steel toes only. . 30 Series. 32. 

33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 

RESPIRATORY 41. 
PROTECTION - 40 Series. 

(Rev: 04/90) 

3/4 length· boots with. steel baseplate and steel toes. 
3/4 length boots with steel toes only. 
Boots without steel· baseplate or steel toes. 
Safety shoes with. steel baseplate and steel toes. 
Safety shoes with steel toes only. . · 
Non-safety shoes. 
Boots or ·shoes not dassified above. Explain in 
Comment section. 

Self-contained open circuit demand-type breathing 
apparatus. 

CFIRS-2: Fire Service Casualty 12·53 
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RESPlAA"fOR'T""".- --'- "·'-·---:- -42. 
PROi:ECilmk.~S-~ries. 

HAND PROTECTION • 51. 
50 S~;~ries. · 52. 

53. 
~- t.-_ -_ ---=:-:::; ::-;:0;; ~- . 

:-::;~-;:;·~~:::;C~!c · -~-0" Se::!e.~: 

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT • 
70 and SO Series. · 

. . 
59. 

71. 
72. 

. 73. 
74. 
75. 
76. 
. n. 
78, 
79. 

. 81. 

. 82. 
83. 
84. 
85. 
86. 
87. 
88. 
89. 

· .. 
Self-contained open circuit positive-pressure breathing 

ru"h'jSpaF~'ffi£1'"1€:~ 

Self-contained c:losed :.circui~-type breathing apparatus. 
Non ~eif]6bnfairfe1Ci' t"lreafh1n!fapparatus . 
. Resptratof9_~~_m~.§!l~tf"'n0f'Ciassif1ed above: Explain in 
comment~eaion7'=' · 
.. · iic~~~;aivrv f~G:ta~_~Vr:t:. ____ , __ . . .. _ ~;.-~:. ".- _.., ... -_ 

Firefighter Gloves with wristlets .. 
Firefighter· Glovescwitho~' wti~~le~. 
Work··Gioves. -- · · -- -- · ·-- · · · · 

Hazardous Material Gloves. 
' Mediali'!{iloves. - -
' 'AancfP~dtSCtionn'Of"Cfassified above. Explain in 

Comment section. 

Proximity suit for entry. . 
Proximity suit for non-entry. 
Totally encapsulated, reusable chemical suit . 
Totally encapsulated, disposable chemical suit. 
PartlY encapsulated, reusable chemical suit. 
Partly encapsulated, dispc;~sable chemical suit. 
Flash protection suit . 
Flight or jump suit. 

· Brush suit 
Self-Contained Underwater Breathing Apparatus 
(SCUBA). 
EXposure suit . 
Ufe preservers. 
Ufe belt, ladder belt. 
Personal Alert Safety System (PASS) .. · 
Radio distress device. 
Personal llghting. 
Fire shelter or tent. 
Special Equipment not classified above. Explain in 

. Comment section. 

OTHER CONTRIBUTING 
EQUIPMENT USED -

98. Protective Equipment wom/used not a fa~ or. 
99. . Protective Equipment worn/used not classified above. 

90 Series. Explain in Comment section. 

* NFPA 901 -Protective Equipment W~sed 

... 
12·54 CFIRS-2: Fire SeJVice Casualty (Rev: 04/90) 
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~ .-:-. ~b!?":·-=~~f~-::~~SC.:rs~tr.tr:1S-.:·~~'9arctus .. 
4S. ~-1eSpi; iJ~~ .. rrr· r=:~·r..:n:=:.·_.;:;·::r·:- i ~o.:· ._-.c; .. ,.;T~;:..-;""._:. :;~ ... ~-·--·~- --=::.;~~::.:~---~~ 

. r~r.\r;'\!:'r.ier.\("":~~e::tioh. · 

CONTRIBUTING EQUIPMENT··~ STATUS 

DEFINITION 

.PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

Codes.NFPA-901, 1990 

CONTRIBUTING 
EQUIPMENT - STATUS 

HEAD/FACE 
PROTECTION- 10 Series. 

(Rev: 04/90) 

~!...;-'' -~-~~=-=:li...,_
L:<""~-~=-·--o:"""""":;;..;r-:..-- .,;..--4 __ ,.,__ 

-~--'-- ~---'---.-~ . - . ~ 
=-:_~~-- .. c • ..:..:.....~·w._·;;~..:: ~ :·:~:.:..~·.=r:--:-::;;.:. ·--~=--· -=~-_;;:,.;;· 

· The manner:Jn whi~.;the egY!Qment was being worn. 
~· ... --~------ -- -- .. 

- . "''c=""~'"=~o,- --. ~-~;..=="'='==·"' ~- , ·- . .. ---

To identify the relationship between the injury and how the 
equipment was being worn or used. This Is one of the three 
factors required to properly analyze the contribution of the 
equipment to the injury. The_ others are "Used" and 
"Performance". 

Enter the code that best describes how the item was being 
. worn or used ·at the time of the injury. 

The injured firefighter was wearing knee length steel toe/steel 
· shank/insulated boots when he sprained his ankle. The 
boots were severely cut: 

Major Headings · 

• Head/ Face Protection. 
• Coat/Trouser. 
• Boots/Shoes. 
• Respiratory Protection. 
• Other Equipment Status. 

11. Chin ·strap in use. 
12. · Chin strap and ear/neck protector in use. 
13. Ear/neck protector only in use. 
14. . Chin Strap and ear/neck protector not in use • 
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:'C'-"-"-'"'l"'=':d~PAT/TROUSER ~-,. -
. -.-·:-•. :20 Series. 

c-:-~-21_ •.... : .. ~coat/tr(Juser-: open;:.:·_ c.:-·.: . ·.:·.-~: 
- -:-·22:·-- Coat/trouser partially open~---o . 

BOOTS/SHO.ES -
_ . ·····-- 3_g_ Series. 

-~----··-~-~ -~-~-

.· . . ·-. 

RESPIRATORY 
PROTECTION - 40 Series. 

OTHER EQUIPMENT 
STATUS - 90 Series. 

\ 

23. Coat closed, collar up. ·- ·' 
- 24~ ·Coat closed, collar down ... 

25. Trousers/pants worn inside boots. 
26. . Trousers/pants worn without suspension. 

31. 
32. 
33. 

3/4 length boots not pulled up. 
Knee length boots worn. · 
Shoes worn. 

41. . . Face piece in place and regulator not connected. 
42. . Face piece not properly in place and regulator 

connected. 
43. Face piece not properly in place and regulator not 

: connected. 
44. Air supply turned off. 
45. Harness not secured. 

Use only if the status in the above sections are not 
applicable. 

91. Being worn properly and used for. designed purpose. 
92. Being worn properly but not used for designed 

purpose. . 
93. ' Not being worn properly but used for designed 

purpose. 
94. Not being worn properly and not used for designed 

purpose. 
99. Protective Equipment Status not classified above. 

Explain in Comment section .. 

• NFPA 901 - Protective Equipment Status 

. I 

- ::~::' 

. - ... 

·e 
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CO NTRIBtl'fi'NG~EGltJ I'I;,·M·ENif~~. · ~·, -~e::t~Lc~
PERFORMANCE 

--- .. -.~·-· _...._._£. L•--•nu_,_,. ,,.._,.-
··• --· 

DEFINITION 

PURPOSE 

.. ,;..; .. 
""" 

. ,_._.,. 

cl'~ 

ENTRY 
. . .... _ 

EXAMPLE 

Code NFPA-901, 1990 

CONTRIBUTING . . 

EQUIPMENT-
· PERFORMANCE * 

(Rev: 04/90) 

The most serious. problem with the item of equipment 
identified In . the •contributing Equipment Used" data ele111ent. 

To Identify why ~ri Item of equipment contributed to the. injury. 
When used in conjunction with the ·"Used" and "Status" 
entries, you have a complete picture of the role the Item 
played In the Incident .This provides the Insight needed to 
evaluate specific items of equipment, assess operating ' 
procedures and target training programs . 

Enter the code·that best describes the most serious problem 
with the item of equipment Identified in the "Used" entry. 

Note: If more. than one code applies, choose the one that 
you consider to be the most significant. 

The injured firefighter was wearing knee length steel toe/steel 
shank/insulated boots when he sprained his ankle. The 
boots were severely cut: 

I Porformon08 No. 1 

11. Bumed. 
12. Melted. 
21. Fractured, cracked, or broke. 

· 22. Punctured. 
23. Scratched. 
24. Knocked off. 
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CONTRIBUJJNG~.,."'~- . 
. EOUIPMEfl;f~~~~~:~ ._. ~-· . .. 

PERFORMANCE·--
. (Continued ... ) 

25. · Cut:;,or ripp_~d ...... ~~·-·~--.~=- · 
31. Tr~pped ~~~~mAG!i~~l]~~~ .. g~9~.~~ 
32. lnsUflicienf~insul<:itiorc_ --=--~'::=~- ."'··-- · · 
33. ol:lf.eet teu..-:irifo.·~·~·=--=: ·:·::~= ·::: __ _ 

~-..:-. _ •.. {..J¢r ~ ."T~l~.i~;r. L..t;n;~r-· L;.rr.:;rr.tn·. 

41. Fail~j:l und~r.. i!:rip~QL;_.~ .... ~"' ;,...,.;;,...;~ .... .-.. -."' 
42. · FaCEtpieca:Otfios&::a&te.cf.iea.,:~==~~=:~-~;...-. 

· 43. - Ext1aratlon 'vaive rrio.perailVe"O'r damaged:--~-·~::-'"" 
44. · Harness detached or separated. 
45. RegylatorJaU~.d.:Jo~IJPE3!~~~ .... __ "; ;:~.,. . --- - · -
46. Regulator_d_amaged .. by contact: · 
47. Pro!Jieni witfi admissiOns valve. 

·. 48. · · Alarm failed to operate. 
49. Alarm damaged by contact. ·· ·-· --- -
51. Supply cylinder or valve failed to operate ... 

· 52. Supply cylinder or valve damaged by contact. 
53. Supply cylinder contained insufficient air or oxygen .. 
95. · Not properly serViced or stored prior to use. 
96. Not used for designed purpose. 
97. Not used as recommended by manufacturer. 
98. No failure· of protective equipment. 
99. Protective Equipment Performance not classified above. · 

Explain in Comment section. 

* NFPA 901 -Protective Eq~ipment Pertormance 

.. 

---
! . 

-- · . ..:..:_-_ .,_ - -··-

e . 
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DEFINITION 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

.. 

e 

(Rev: 04/90) 

. ;,, . 

Any additional information pertine~t to the· injury. 

To enable additional information to be recorded to further · 
explain the conditions or events that influenced the injury. 

This is not a coded entry. Enter your comments in your own 
words. · · 

1 . Medical Report Attached 

2. Casualty occurred enroute to incident at 123 Main 
Street, Cerritos. 

3. . Firefighter Sm~h's helmet was severely damaged and 
was instrumental in limitin~ the extent of Injuries. 

I 

.. 
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' ~ .... 

··'·AN~ ·' 
NON~ FIRE SERVICE CASUALTY REPORT INCICIEIIT t«..M8&11 

::-hd4 - -:- --- -- -- - ·- - - CfiHS'? 

'har .... 
CORRE<:TIC)IS i --····--·--,-------'--== 
Chan9o 0 0.1ito0 

The CFIAS=3'recordtiS:.i!ISTdio.tbiteport<Nort:F.ir~~Mcel:@!JJ~~,@ijl·deaths, only. 

Some of the same entries are common to both the Fire Service Casualty and the basic 
. Incident Report so all three records can be linked to provide a complete picture of the 
incident. · . · . . .. 

· ·_:r..~~;:-· .=:tC::-+~.~.n~_; -k:"tf~i"=·: :,;,:i~er~ 08'=~~t;.;m teo· t~~~ ~r1f.::....~f=-

Section A identifies the Incident· These· entries are the same as on the CFIRS-1 and 
CFIRS-2 records. 

Section B identifies the person, and when, where, why, and how the Injury occurred. 

DEFINmON 

A Non-Fire Service Fire Casualty is a person who is injured or killed·at the scene of a fire 
incident. Included are injuries/deaths from either natural or accidental causes sustained as 
a result of the fire. 

To be reported, an injury must be serious enough to require: (1) treatment (whether 
treatment is received or not); or (2) consultation with a doctor (includes base-station 
hospital physician consultation, or implementation of Base-Station Communication Failure 
Protocol~) within one year after· the incident; or at least one day of restricted activity · 

· immediately following the incident. · 
. . 

A death is reported when the person dies within one year as the result of injuries sustained 
in the incident. 

Any person who is NOT a regular member of your fire department, and is killed or injured 
in a fire incid~nt, is reported here. This includes law enforcement officers, medical, and 
other emergency service personnel, and civilian volunteers pressed into service at the 
scene. 

Important: The number of Non-Fire Service Fire Casualty Reports must match the .number 
of nc:m-fire service· fire casualties (injuries and fatalities) entered in Section D of the 
corresponding incident report (CFIRS-1). · 

NOTE: This report is for non-fire service fire casualties only. Fire service personnel 
casualties are reported on the CFIRS-2 record. · · 

.. 
. (Rev: 04/90) CFIRS-3: Non-Fire Ser.ilce Fire Casualty 13-1 
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FIRE DEPARTMENT IDENTIFICATION-

DEFINmON 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES . 

This is a unique number assigned by the State Fire Marshal .. 
. to identify a particular fire department in California. The first 
two digits identify the county,- and the remaining three digits 
identify a particular department within that county. 

The FOlD provides the rneans to identify the incident data 
which has been collected and reported by each individual 
department. This is the number used to select data and 

· prepare feedback reports for your department. 

Enter your CSFM-assigned fire department identification 
number. Refer to .Appendix B for your number . 

Department: Santa Maria in Santa Barbara County: 

ltz.- ,o,1,ol 
' J 

Department: Riverside County Fire in Riverside County: · 

l~a.-.o.9,ol 

Department: Orange County Fire in Orange County: 

l~b.- ,o,iD,sl 

.. 

13-2 CFIRS-3: Non-Fire Service Fire Casualty (Rev: 04/90) . 
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PURPOSE 

ENTRY. 

EXAMPLE 

. (Rev: 04/90) 

This Is· a unique n~:;assign~d to"acsingle_-,jncide!3kc¥PUE ;:;z~,.~,..,;;~ 
can think Qf it;·as~~e.:::~eriaJ:-:T:Iumber'':::f9,i~~~~ve.nt .. ,.;;:.~;::: .;...-. ;::0'.::-~;:::.~ 

To provide a numerical reference for a particular incident. It 
becomes the "index number" for finding that record in the 
Mure. 

Enter the number assigned to the incident. The first two 
digits must be the year, i.e; 1990 = 90. The remaining eight 
digits are assigned accordingto your department's · · 
procedures. 

The 471 st Incident in 1990 would be entered: 

· §7(,,o,o.o,o.0,4'1 ,\I 

CFIRS-3: Non-Fire SeNice Fire Casualty 13-3 
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DEFINmON~;:::;fJ~TiG~ 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

/-

·A change to-:iirnormatltit.i~subinittecr oi'iEiliprevious GFIRS~3-,;:~.-, .. _ 
. record, .or 'the: deletion· of~;erroneoufie'por-t-:-- ~ .. ::-:::: ::·.:-.~:.-

_To correct previously information. 

1. 

2. 

A new Casualty (ADD).· 

if it is a new record, leave this entry BLANK. · 

Updating a previously submitted casualty (CHANGE). 

If new or updated information becomes available 
concerning a previous incident, you should update the 
original casualty record by submitting a "Change" 
report. 

A) Enter ttie same FOlD, Incident Number, Cind 
Casualty Number of the record you want. to 
change; 

B) Mark the CHANGE entry; 

C) .Enter the new or updated information and then 
copy the remainder of the entries from the 
original report .. 

D) Forward the report accord.ing to your normal 
procedures. · 

13-4 CFIAS-3: Non-Fire Service Fire Casuatty · (Rev: 04/90) 
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CORRECTION . 
(Continued ... ) 

(Rev: 04/90) 

3. · . Canceling a previously submitted casualty (DELETE). 

When a previous report is found to have been A 
submitted erroneously, or it contains errors in the FOlD, • 

Incident Number, Exposure Number or Casualty 
Number fields, the record must be deleted from 
the· computer file. · · ' · ·' -- · · 

A) Enter the same FOlD, Incident Number, 
Exposure Number and Casualty Number of the 
report you want to _delete; 

B) Mark the DELETE entry; 

· C) . Forward the report according to your normal · 
procedures. 

CFIRS-3: Non-Fire Service Fire Casualty 13-5 
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DEFINITION:-·-·--···'. 1--:1"\.t=,;.a.;;u .. 
• -• H w~·oo_.•-

·PURPOSE 

ENTRY. 

''EXAMPLE 

. . . . 

A unique alph&.-ntmedc,~ncmoo'-w.tlic:~ide_.,~e~,;aU""'~ '~F't=-::-~~ ~
incident retoorts,;pertaining~Oi:~siogl~,in.clde.ot-.;in.rwmic:IDotHo or . . . 
more fire departments respond. The department ·in whose 

. jurisdiction the Incident occurs assigns the Multi-Agency 
Incident Number - which consists of the jurisdictional. 
agency's three-letter designation (assigned by OES), followed 
by their incident number for the event. · (Refer to Appendix B 
for·OES number.) 

The Multi-Agency Incident Number provides a common desig
nator to link ali the reports submitted by different departments 
that responded to the same Incident. This furnishes a · 
systematic reference for the collection, compilation and 
analysis of all data associated with a specific incident in which 

. multi-agency resources were employed. This number is · 
intended to be used for Mutual Aid type incidents only. 

If it's YOUR incident, enter the three-letter designator for your 
agency_ In the first three spaces (refer to Appendix B). Then 
enter the two-digit year, and eight-digit serial number that was 
assigned in the "Incident Number" field. In effect, this is 
simply your incident number with a three-letter prefix. 

If it is NOT your incident - but you responded on mutual aid -
then you g'et the Multi-Agency Incident Number from the 
department that "owns" the incident, and enter that in this 
field. · 

Los Angeles County Fire .Department received automatic aid 
from Burbank F.D. This incident was the 471 Of year, 1990: 

13-6 CFIRS-3: Non-Fire Service Fire Casualty (Rev: 04/99) 
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PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

(Rev: 04/90) 

··-· ''··. ..... :-
.·.-.- .... ·····-· . ,_ __ 

The exact Jp~ll,on=-ok!!:l~JP~l~m'b Yl!bi~-b;;rn~b~~:s~tJ:eeh :;,::s· =.:; 
address, qb,d.irL~Lcticm.~om.c~r~.9!?.g£11~-~~~~~~r-~.F.%:-~n~-"- .,.;.,;""":~ 
intersection of two roadways. · -

Incident address information Is required at the local 
government level for establishing a legal report reference .. 
This information is also useful for Identifying local problems, 
such as checking for multiple. incidents at the same location. 

Eriter the street address with a BlANK SPACE separating the 
numbers from the name(s). It Is important the entries be 
specific, complete and consistent. If additional space is 
required "to describe the address properly, use the Comments 
Section. If the property involved is a motor vehicle, boat,. or 
other property In transit, list the address nearest to the scene. 
If there is no address in the area; describe the location so a 
person reading the report will know where the incident 
occurred. . 

A standard method Of entering addresses, along with a 
glossary of abbreviations, is contained in Appendix C. 

A house fire at 135 Northwest Pleasant Street: 

I I I I I 

A grass fire by Maple Street about 1/2 mile east of U:S. 89: 

I I I 0 

CfiRS-3: Non-Fire Service Fire Casualty 13-7 
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e.· 

AOOMI APARTMENT 

' . - -

ROOM/APARTMENT.·, .~ . 

DEFINITION 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

·EXAMPLES 

) 

The designation of the specific room, apartment, .office, suite, 
etc., when~ the Incident occurred. 

To tuf'ther define the location when the incident occurred in a 
subdivided building or complex. 

Enter the number or other designation as used in the building 
or on the property. 

The fire started in apartment 28: 

1 ROOM/ APARTMENT 'Z.. sl 
- . I I I I 

The chlorine leak was in Lab #C2: 

I ROOM/ APARTMENT .C 21 
I I ' ' I 

The fire in a mobile home park started in space· #126: 

I ROOU I APARTIIEHT ,l,Z,t)l 

13-8 CFIRS-3: Non-Fire Service Fire Casualty (ReV: 04/90) 
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PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

• .. .. 

(Rev: 04/90) 

.. ~--· -- . - . -
:;::~~-;..:-::.-.:::::_:: .. :;: .. ~ 
; I !::• I .:,~":::· 

To complete the full address of the incident and provide a 
means of linking incident data to other geographic and 
population factors for comparative analysis at local and 
regional levels. · 

Enter the first. five digits of the Postal Zip Code . number for 
the address of the property involved in the incident. 

The location of a dwelling fire is in zip code 93454: 

rlJ'ca:E e .s 4.s,4J 

· The fire alarm In a business located in zip code 93454-5190 
. malfunctions. Responds: · 

CFIRS-3: Non-Fire Service Fire Casualty 13·9 
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e·· 

DEFINITlON:::;,-·;fii~ :c:s:"f.£7 

. . 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

The month~the ,-day;;:and;•th'e~earcttie' alal'l!l';was:dispati::hedP~z.~~?. 
:r--::'nnC:-fi£~.:._ - .. . . 

. This entry .is required· to analyze the time patterns of different 
types of incidents. When combined with "Dispatch Time", this 
factor provides .important information needed to target 
prevention and public education efforts. It is also a 
fundamental Information need for the effective management of 
emergency response resources. 

Enter the: 

• MONTH by its numerical designation: 

01 ==january 
02, = February 
03 =March 
04 =April 

05 =·May 
06 =June 
07 ·=July 
08 =August 

• DAY ofthe month: 01 .through 31. 

• last two digits of the YEAR. 

09 =·September 
10 = October · 
11 = November 
12 = December 

An alarm received on July 4, 1990, would be entered: 

13-10 CFIRS-3: Non-Fire Service Fire Casualty (Rev: 04/90). 
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~..-.-...,--:..-·-~-_...,_ ...... __ 

DEFINITION.--.L ... ~·~u 
·· ~ ~--- ••~..-o·a t1 •r-cu,.· _ 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY· 

EXAMPLE 

.. 

(Rev: 04/90) 

. . 

The exact time (hour and_mioute)~heoJhe a!ai:m"w~s .. -~-· ..:: __________ ,-,_~ 
dispatched :w-tli~'fire_ Ci&parfment~iarm :-center:- 24':nolif~~ '""'"''''"'''"''=-"'~--
clock time is used (oo01-2400). · 

Important: This is NOT elapsed time, but the time of dis
patch. 

The .time of dispatch serves several roles: (1) as a record of 
the time of the incident; (2) to determine the frequency of 
particular types of incidents by the time of occurrence; and 
(3) as thE:~ starting time for going into action on an incident 
This entry then be compared with ~~Arrival l1me" to determine 
.the time it took to arrive at the scene - and with "End l1me" · 
to determine the total amount of time spent on the incident. 

Enter the time to the nearest minute when the· original alarm 
was dispatched, using the 24-hour clock system: 

1 :06 a.m ......... 01 06 . 
1:20 p.m ......... 1320 
12:00 Midnight...2400 
12:01 a.m ........ 0001 

An alarm dispatched at 1456 hours is entered: 

I CISPATQ-i TIME • ' 4 5 bl . ·,I . I I 

CFIRS-3: Non-Fire Service Fire Casualty 13-11 
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--
DEFINITION ---·~ . ·---···-~ .... ' ,,_,. .... ·~""~"..,--~;.· -~~

~;...: :r-~~-~ t._,. ... 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

. A sequentiSJ number assigned IJY your departnient to each 
casualty occurring::'atpor re~ultirtQ~!rOm;'Cthe- _i~~~~en!f.~ ~:;:_':_,'' '~"?c ·"-_ 

·~ 

. '···· '' .-::---- --- -- ----· :-·--- -~- ..... ....,r-o-.-.,:1~-- ~.-.::-.- .. -,.- •• -
~:.::-=-:~:---~---u.;.:- '! ·-~- ...... -~. :-:''"-':~:'~=~-·-'-~:~~~-·: . :··-·-· - -

To provide the means to link, retrieve and account for all 
casualty records associated with a particular incident. 

Enter the sequential number assigned to this casualty. 

Important: In the case of multiple casualties, the last number 
assigned must equal. the total number of injuries and deaths 
recorded In Section D of the Incident Report. For instance, if 
there were 2 fire fighters and 9 civilians injured, and civilians 
killed - then the range of "Victim numbers" would be 001 to 
014~ (The last number - 14 - equals the total number of 
casualties reported for the incident.) 

Note: Although there is no _set rule about the order in which 
you number the casualties, it is good practice to use the 
same order as they are entered in the CFIRS-1 record. You 
.start with Fire Service Injuries, then fatalities, followed by Non
Fire SerVice Fire Injuries and deaths. This is an easy way to 
make sure you account for everyone. · 

A structure fire incident resulted in a total of 5 casualties; 1 
fire service injury, 1 fire service fatality, 2 non-fire .service 
injuries and 1 non-fire service fatality. The 5 required forms 
·are: 

1 Fire Service injury, Casualty Number 001, CFIRS-2 form 
· 1 Fire Service fatality, Casualty Number 002, CFIR5-2 form 
2 Non-Fire Service injuries, Casualt)' Number 003 and 

Casualty Number 004, CFIRS-3 forms 
1 Non-Fire Service fatality, Casualty Number 005, CFIRS-3 .. 

form 

13·12 CFIRS-3: Non-Fire Service Fire Casuatty (Rev: 04/90) 
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EXAMPLES (Continued ... ) 

,o,o.TJ 
I CASUAl. TY NUMBeR 

I CASIJAI.lY NUMBeR 10,0 • .31 

. I CAS\J.IL lY NUMBeR 

I CASIJN..lY NUMBeR ID.Q.SI: 

'4t. 

. (Rev: 04{90) 
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··-·· 

SEX 

DEFINITION 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

· Codes NFPA-901, 1990 

SEX 

, l 'r r- ~- ,

·-· -~------------.----~----...LY.~~'-~' 

l':t .. /'\_,u_ 
;h~.,;.:-;.;,.~ 

- --·-·- -·--- ··-, .• i~-;:,-~~---_-:--

To provide an impoi1ant factor for both identification and 
analysis purposes. . 

Enter the appropriate coda. · 

Nota: It would be vary unusual to have casualties in a fire 
and not be able to determine their sax; consequently, any 
usa of the "U" coda must be fully explained in· the Comments 
Section. 

Janet Smith is a pollee officer: . 

M 
F 
u 

ISE)( a 
. lp 

Mala. 
Female. 
Sex undetermined or not reported . 

.. 
13·14 CFIRS-3: Non-Fire Service Fire Casualty {Rev: 04/90) 
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. o·ATE~~~.BIRTH 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

(Rev: 04/90) 

To provide an important factor for establishing positive 
· identification and verification of age. · 

Enter the: 

a. MONTH using its numerical designation. 

01 = January 
02 = February 
03 =March 
04 =April 

05 = May · 09 = September 
06 = June 1 0 = October 
01· = July 11 = November 
08 = August 12 = December 

b. DAY Gf the month. 01 thru 31. 

c. last two digits of the YEAR. 

Janet Smith was born on October 2sth in 1960: 

.. 

CFIRS-3: Non-Fire Service Fire Casualty 13-15 . 
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-.e 
AGE ~- . .4..._~~ ~~ 

Ll:B' t L.:. .. t'J'"r~ 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

To enable the- analysis of casualties by age. You can 
compare the age with the other factors surrounding the 
incident to determine if there are patterns that provide insight 
to the reasons casualties occur. This is particularly important 
in identifying targets for prevention programs. 

Enter the age of the casualty. If th~ exact age cannot be 
determined, make an approximation bases on available 
information. For those persons less than 1 year old, record -
as. 1. If greater than 99 years old, record as 99. · 

Important: "00'' is not an acceptable entry. 

Janet Smith is 30 years old: 

13-16 CFIAS-3: Non-Fire Service Fire Casualty (Rev: 04/90) 
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INVOtVEMENT- CODE (Local Option) 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

(Rev: 04/90) 

_ The role of 'il1e "'per66~· ICi~ntifiecnrl'lhe~aac-om'rsa-nyiifg :-"flame- =c: - -

·block. 

To identify how the person/entity named is connected to, or 
Involved with, the incident. 

Enter the code that best describes the person/entity identified · 
in the name block immediately following th.is element. 

Important If you identify only one person/entity, be sure to 
use the FIRST entry, and NOT the second .. 

The owner of the property w~ere the il')cident occurred: 

·A transient in a·vacant building: 

The occupant of the property: 

.. 

CFIRS-3: Non-Fire Service Fire Casualty 13·17 
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Codes 

INVOLVEMENT CODE AD Adjuster e AI Additional Insurer 
AR Arrestee 
cc Corporate Principle Occupant 
co Corporate Principle Owner 
DO Driver/Owner 
DR Driver -· EM Employee 

. ER Employer 
FA Father -. 

IN Insurer 
LE Lender 
MN Manager 
MO Mother 
MR Mortgagee 
oc· Occupant 
00 Occupant/Owner 
OT Other 
PA Passenger 
PO Property Owner-
pp Patient Provider 
PR Partner 
PT Patient 

----py Payee 
RA Real Estate Agent 
RP Reporting Party 
SH Shipper . 
SP Spouse 
TE Tenant 
TP Trespasser 
TR Transporter/Carrier 
UN Unknown 
VI Victim 
WI. Witness 

I 

13·18 CFIRS--3: Non-Fire Service Fire Casualty _ {Rev: 04/90) 
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NAil E: Lut..£bti.-II.L 
: ...........,... • .,..............,_, ~........L.....LL~-

,·-: --·· 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

- (Rev:' 04/90) 

. .. . . . -- --·· . - ·-- , __ 

To identify .the casualty by name. This provides a common 
reference for record purposes. 

If it is a person, enter the lAST NAME, followed by a 
COMMA, then the FIRST NAME, followed by a BLANK 
SPACE, and then the MIDDLE INITIAL. 

_ If it is a business or other entity, enter the name as it is 
normally written, with ONE BLANK SPACE between each 
word. 

Important You must be consistent in following this patt~;~rn 
when making this entry, otherwise you will not be able to 
effectively search for duplicated names. This also affects your 
ability to combine your data with that from other departments. -

Note: If the person does not use a Middle initial in their 
name, enter "NMI". 

A police officer named Janet Marie Smith was injured by 
flying brands. 

,J ,A,., N, E.T I ,M, I I ' I 

- CFIRS-3: Non-Fire Ser:vlce Fire Casualty 1 3· 1 9 . 
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•• 

HOME TELEPHONE· (Local· Option) 

DEFINITION 

'PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

The casualty'~ home telephone number. 

Note: This entry is for your department's record ONLY·- it is 
. not required by the State Fire Marshal. 

To provide a ready reference to contact the person involved. 

Enter the casualty's home telephone number including area 
·. code. 

Casualty's home telephone number: (805) 555-0482 

13-20 CFIRS-3: Non-Fire Service Fire Casualty (Rev: 04/90) 
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- H 0 MlicAlilE> FilE-SS.,.£G:ft¥~-~sl1A=t;E,LZI~@LfLG._QD E 
(Local- Option) 

-DEFINITION 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

The address of the casualty's residence. 

Note: This entry is tpr your department's record ONLY. It is 
not required by the State Fire . Marshal. 

To provide a ready reference for contacting the person 
involved. It also allows you to determine if the person is a 
resident of your jurisdiCtion, which is useful for directing 

_ prevention education. 

I 

Enter the street address with a BLANK SPACE separating the 
numbers from the name(s); followed. by a COMMA, and the 
. name of the city. Enter the 2-digit state abbreviation and 5-
dlgit zip code in the appropriate fields. Do not use "same as 
above" if both names· have the name address. 

Jane poe lives at 1629 Del Carmel, Anytown, CA 90023: 

I ADDJ!BLI Wf · .1 .~.~~ . . D,e..L, ,C,A..i,M.E,L.,,, .A.IJ.'(.r.o,IA,N, 

(Rev: 04/90) _ CFIRS-3: Non-Fire Service Fire Casualty· 13-21 
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-- --- ·-- -·-- - .. ---------- ··---· -----
;~===.:,.........,:___:_:: ______ :..__:__~-~----

DEFINITION . 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

The calendar month, day and year when the non-fire service 
· fire casualty occurred. · 

To record the actual date the casualty occurred. 

It is important to record the date of the inji,Jry/death because 
it may be different then the incident date. This can easily 
occur in a large fire that extends over several days, or in any 
fire that continues past midnight. · 

Important In the case where an injured person dies later 
from their injuries, you must update the record by submitting· 
a "Change Report''. You record the date the person died in 
this entry. 

Enter the: 

a. MONTH using its numerical designation. 

01 =: January 
02 ~ February 
03 =March 
04 =April 

05 =May 
06 = June 
07 =July 
08 =August 

b. DAY of the month. 01 thru 31. 

c. last two digits of the YEAR. 

09 = September 
10 =October 
11 = November 
12 = December 

13"22 CFIRS-3: ·Non-Fire Service Fire Casualty .. · - · (Rev: 04/90) 
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EXAMPLES A police officer is injured on July 4, 1990: 

A civilian who is injured on July. 5, 1990, in an incident that 
· began on July 4th: · · · · · · 

' 
(Rev: 04/90) CFIRS-3: Non-Fire Service Fire Casualty 13·23 
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DEFINITION
,..._ .. ::::;:::::.-::co:::-.:,::. 
~....;....;:: ;:.·~:-::~:~=-~ 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

The time of .~-ay ::(24flfour:cloci<L§flen~tt1e)·ca=§uaity'od:Urre"Ct"::::z "'-'d '"''''' 
. ~1!-:::::-...:...::::~~y~~~~.d~~~-~-·~--

To provide an essential component of the incident scenario. 
This factor is vital to· analyzing the relationship of the time of 
day to the cause and outcome of the incident.. 

Important: In the case where an injured person dies later 
from theii' injuries, you must update the record. by submitting 
a "Change Report''. You record. the time the casualty died in 
this entry. · 

Enter the time when the injury occurred. Use 24-hour clock 
time. 

A civilian was injured at 3:30 p.m.: 

I CASUAl. TY nY& . !\ 53.01 

13·24 CFIRS-3: Non-Fire Service Fire CasuaiiY .... · - (Rev: D4tso) -
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PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

Codes NFPA-901, 1990 

SEVERITY 

. I . 

(Rev: 04/90) . 

The relative, seriousness of U]e .casual):y!~ _injl!ries.. . . _ 
i.i:L·~- ~_uE: WI. ~~-~a- ;::=:.~· t ~~~r ~;e=t..~'=."T ·.-;~-;-~ t; :'-...... -·:_...i::_"'¥:~,:.::-:;:· e;:~;::;~~::P-J 

.. 
To provide a basic indication of the severity of the injury. 
This can be used to categorize incidents; and to evaluate the 
conditions that contribute to different levels of severity. 

!;:nter the code that best describes the severity of the 
casualty's injuries. 

Note: Every casualty can fit under erie of these codes. 

A pollee offi_cer is cut on the arm while helping to rescue fire 
victims: 

·I SEVERITY ,2J 

. A occupant is overcome by smoke in a house fire: 

1. · Minor - The patient is not in danger of death or 
permanent disability. Immediate medical care is not 
necessary. 

. 2. Moderate - There is little danger of death or permanent 
disability. Quick medical care is advisable. This 
category includes injuries such as fractures or 
lacerations requiring sutures. 

CFIRS-3: Non-Fire Service Flre Casualty 13-25 
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.. .. 

SEVERITY (Continued ... ) . ~ 

3. 

4. 

. 5. 
6 . 

Severe - The situation is potentially life threatening if 
the ·condition remains uncontrolled. Immediate medical 
care is necessary· even though body processe~ may 
still be functioning and vital signs may be normal. 
Ufa Threat - Death is imminent: body processes and 
vital signs are not normal. Immediate medical care is 
necessary. ·This category includes cases such as 
severe hemorrhaging, severe multiple trauma, and 
multiple internal injuries. · 
D.O.A. - Dead on arrival at the scene; 
Died subsequent to arrival. 
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AFFILIATION 

DEFINITION 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

Codes NFPA-901, 1990 

AFFILIATION 

.. 

·(Rev: ·04{90) 

3. 

.O.FFILIA TION 

care· ~~ nec0ssary rs·.;.·sn- tho•.:PJrf·-; tr&-Ty· ptaD"es~-~-- ~~,,a.y 

~~~furu . .;_W.W !u_.:u,~ vita+ sfgn;;··i,ia·y""" OO=Rt]~Fr;.J::.. 

\ 

The classifi~\!PJJ~9Ltti.11~!¥l1I:fit~;i,~lce fire--~~~~~1~~:-::·"-·:~- · """"-'
2 

• ' •01-.....-~':':""~~· ow•----;·-·-··.~. ··- ' 

~- . ~-~-~ • .,.._0-; ___ '?&~ e-_ , .,.; ~--_??c~~EET':' __ .._:. 

To identify the affiliation of the casualty. This enables you to 
examine injury experience based on the role of the person in 
the incident. ,-

Enter the code that best describes the classification of the 
casualty. 

A police officer falls and sprains his ·ankle while helping an 
occupant evacuate a burning apartment building: 

I AFFILIATION 81 . 

A two-year-old boy is injured when he falls down the outside 
steps while escaping a fire at his residence and strikes his 
head on the sidewalk: 

IAFFIUATION ,51· 

A woman bums her ~rm while trying to escape a fire in her 
apartment. 

1. 
2. 

I AFF~TION t51 

Military fire service personnel. 
Emergency medical service personnel. 
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AFFIUA TION 3. · Law Enforcement. 
--~" ... ~=(-Gontinuea::); · :: ; ·-~'u<-<;_,. · ·"-'""'· • · Included:-are mllit<lry! police. 
· · -· · . ·· ····· ·' .... - ·· ·4:-----··0ther·em-ergeii~rsonnel. 

· · Included are utility company employees and persons 
from other city departments working at the scene . 

. , . _ Excluded are EMS personnel (2) and law enforcement . . ' 
·~·_, '-"''•-=-'--- --- ~~..,......,..,~· •:;.-,'" --(3).' .. . . .. - - : . ~--

5. 
6. 

Civilian.-
Military; 
Excluded are military fire S!'!rvice personnel (1) and 
military police. (3). - --·.;.-

~.:.,:: r-.-r:.::;ic ~,;.,;:.__~= ~, .. ::::.--. .,. ~--:- ~s.:-;;::.:;:;~1\ffillation=not•ttcmsified above .. Explain in Comments · 
section. 

- . 
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. . 

FAMI~I~Rll¥1WI~M; STRUCTURE-

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

Codes NFPA-901, 1990 

FAMILIARITY WITH 
STRUCTURE 

.. 
· (Rev: 04/90) 

The lengthTof:.timeAhe::pe.rson ·..vasf'icquaiiited~\•,~itll,the::'-0.~i'ii~~--
building or structure. · · · 

To determine how a person's familiarity with the structure 
influences the injury scenario. Among its many uses, you can · 
analyze this factor in combination with the other conditions 
present to conclude ~ lack of knowledge of the surroundings 
has a bearing on the probably of injury. 

Enter the code that best describes the approximate lerigth of 
time the casualty was acquainted with the inside of the 
building or structure. · 

Note: If a structure is not involved in the incident, enter "8". 

A customer in a restaurant for the first time. 

I FAMIUARilY WITH BTlWC!\JRi I \ I 

A family lives in a_ home for 5 years: 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 

I FAMILIARilY WITH 8TRUCT\.1Re 1"71 

Less than 1 day. 
1 to 7 days. 
8 to 30 days." 
1 to 2 months. 
3 to 6 months . 

"85·1 
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FAMILIARI:t?f~IJH::=~::-:_ · 
' -- -.STRUCTURE;;;:_:.~~ 

(Continued ... ) 

. -....... 

6. 
,7, 
8. 
0. 
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DEFINITION 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

) 

EXAMPLES 

... 

. (Rev: 04/90) 

. =-,.~·---~--..;.:- ~~=--~ -
;:;:"~;!,k~~.~":i-=":::~!""·.:!~:::".:!!:.= 

The physical location of the casualty in relationship to the 
area where the' fire started. 

To determine the relationship between the person's proximity 
to the origin of the lire and the type and severity of the injury. 
·This enables you to distinguish between casualties thai were · 
involved in the ignition Itself and those that were 'merely in the 
area. . The location factor theri becomes very significant 
because different prevention ·approaches are needed to · 
address these tWo situations. This is also an important 
component for the analysis of the emergency escape 

·features, as well as for evaluating the effectiveness of fire 
warning and automatic suppression devices, when a building 
is involved. · · 

Enter the code. that best describes the location of the 
casualty when the fire started. 

Note: If the fire dld not occur in a structure, record the 
location of the person relative to th~ point of ignition. 

A person's clothes were ignited: 

I LOCATDN 01' CASUAl.. TV ATTIIIE 01' IGHlT10N I \ I 

The casualty was on the floor of fire origin: 

I· LOCATDN 01' CASUAl.. TV ATTIIIE 01' IGNJTION . 141 

CFIRS-3: Non-Fire Service Fire Casualty~-13-31- ----. 
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Codes NFe~~~l~:;;.;:;,.,,c;c. 
. -- ~---=----=-· . ··;··;··. 

::1...[!:1.\.JL;: ! L.J.L~L- .. 

LOCATION-.-OE..EIBE-= ~ 1. 
CASUALTY 'A.T'-TftvtE~OF 

"IGNITION 

2 .. 

3. 
-4. 
5. 
6. 

7. 

9. 

0. 

-
-:". ::..=:- .;::=::·~ --=-·---=.:.":.-:=. 
r ;.=- ;. .::..-::: ~ l ;~r.lLI I-TO' 

Fire :Casuafi;Xr1tLitl~ieiv~jqyplved _with: ignition. . A · 
lnclu,_9.ed are~igpiti~J?f~clothj£l~i.~ .. <?fu_a!:p-~~OJJ"-a.~9tc-cr'~='"'''r,n ... tc. •. • 

ignition of !?.f!99!Rg,o9,JL;.fHrnit~rg;i9l;l,-\\VI;1iE.~nlllirP~r~.9Q,,~~,.,. 
sitting or lying. · · · : _ · · . _ _ · .. ·. · 
Fire Casualty In the room· or space of fire origin. 
Included are vehicle compartments, porches, tents and 
playhouses, within 15 m (50 ft.) of outside fire. 

· Fire Casualty in same fire division compartment. 
Fire Casualty on samEHioor as origin of fire. -
Fire Casualty in same building as origin. 9f fire. · 
Fire Casualty on property of fire origin. .. . 
Included are persons outside of a building fire, outside 
a vehicle or over 15 m (50 ft.) from an .outside fire. 
Fire Casualty off property of fire origin at time at 
ignition. . . 
Included are emergency service personnel. 

· Excluded are fire service personnel. 
Location of Fire Casualty at Time of Ignition not 
classified above. Explain in Comments section. 
Location of Fire Casualty at lime of Ignition; insufficient 
information to classify further. 

~-
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I 

. ··· 
-··---

DEFINITION 

PURPOSE 

.~ ... 

-ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

(Rev: 04/90) 

'rhe physical _or mental sta~e-of the pers~n at the time of the -
. 'd t . . . ., . •' .. : . 1nc1 en . . . :·:· -. · . - .. - - .. - · - . . -. ----- -------

rci~~d~~ffltl~e1 'the1 refationshlp between a person's condition, 
ant{ti1~1i'~1.Js;i ancitresuifof the Incident 

'\~{' \j~: i\.( :i:. : . . ~·\~~>:··:-:.·.1. . 

. .-·.:'··~:· •:!•;·.\ --.~ ~"':·~~,;..,_.,.;";. ·. ·--'~•.i{·~·;.,.. ··'·, ... . 

l]Jlf~~ ap_·~lsm~m~ly'Y,~i.4~.ble tool f?r gaining insi~~t to the' 
p~(~9f!al ~~-~9;!!'C!n~ ~~~ Q'laY ~ntnbute to a fire InJury or 
deah· llils-ls· Often 'the "missing link" that explains why an 

·~' "~ • I • • ' • 

incident occtirred as it did. It tells you if the person was 
asleep or awake, drunk or Sp!=~ced-oUt,. ted young or too old, 
deaf, mute or blind, etc. Ail these conditions can affect the 
outcome, and each one presents its own unique prevention 
challenge. · · · 

You can also use this data for planning rescue services, and 
for identifying special training needs for fire fighters. For 
example, the frequencY of encountering handicapped persons 
is important for planning rescue equipment and related 
training. The frequency of smoking-and-drinking must be 
distinguished from just smoking as a cause when planning 
prevention education. · 

Enter the code that best describes the person's condition 
prior to being Injured. . . 

A handicapped person was asleep in a wheelchair: 

I cctCTlON BEFORE c:ASIMI.TY JZJ 

.. 
·.•.••• ··• '.· .. o .. -•. . 
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EXAMPLES::{Gominu.e!'l.~t. =.:A:person ~as reading a book when the fire started: 

~.;::·~::.!"-~:-~·~:. c-,~F'\~: _-JCOMllf~BEFORe,_~~~~'<=fi:=~:3 _ _,,.1 pj~==-•n=r ·~~~-- - ··-
~.:::.~::~· .~, I .!VtE:~Cl...f ~' ---~~·-. .:c: ~~ "'· 'U::!'~~::;:r. ·---~.._c.•atT\:nCUJTf<r-o:.-~Ji-~or,--c:I,·Jc•:- • 
I'U"i'Yrr~~l '1- :~~;:;;; .. ;::- ~-::-:::..,."';::"""-:-..;==;--:-:;_:;::;~::~~:===-:=:- '_-::::-::::::::.:::::-~·- ~~ ~ =;.~:~ , 

Codes NFPA-901, 1990 . . aittl<:g_ ~y lV:ii1Q. . . 
~y i=iF"P ... c~~,~J-8_!~~-:i_r!.:. ttt~=?~~ ~;,._!;iJ;._sQ~r:e'·J.:l~, flfE .. Odoirr.:._ 

CONDITION BEFORE 
·CASUALTY 

1. 
2. 

Asleep, no known impairment. · · 
Incapable oL!\lell:greseNation, othef:..e!D;SicaLhan.dicap -.,. ·.· ___ ... _ 
affect[og rriobltity_-.!,Jfi.Q~r~!:lprmSW;ir.cuJ11~C"'s. ·· - . ·- · -- ·-- · 

3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 

8. 
9. 

0. 

lmpair~d b~£Ug~;::~i;= __ -~ -.. . __ -=:.~ -"~~"'·.:.__-, 
Under, restrai!'lt (~:~~;.,: :::: :;;~r;~ot;~;:e~:;:::_:=o~-f:~(.:~,. :::f f~:,~. 
Too young to-act. - ..... =-~---"""'""""'"'"'--

Deaf, mute, blind. . 
. Capable of self-preseNatlon but requires assistance 
from Others to evacuate, senile. 
Awake, unimpaired. 
Condition Before Casualty not classified above. 
Explain in Comments section. 
Condition Before Casualty; insufficient information to 
classify further. 
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PURPOSE··--

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

(Rev: 04/90) . 

;-; ."···· 

. -
r~ ~~-,-sie.~- er· ;;'".::.::;~!..:"-~-~~~~-~ c-~t~~- ;---;;=;_:~:·-:~7!; .. ;.·:::;-.··~·:_;.__·-=~;::~a:=-· ~l ·?· 

The most significant condition that prevented the person from 
· escaping uninjured. · · · 

To answer the que~on, "Why didn't the person escape 
withoUt being injured or killed?" This not only answers one of · · 
the first questions asked when a fire • casualty occurs, it is 
also one of the most significant factors for examining the 
conditions that contribute to fire deaths. and injuries. 

Since most casualties· occur in residential fires,. this is where 
you can expect the most benefit from analysis: ie; targeting 
·prevention awareness education. However, there are ·equal 
benefits to. be gained in other areas a5 well. For instance, you 
can look at the data to see if there are any patterns in other 
occupancies that indicate a need to reinforce inspection 
efforts; le; locked doors in public ass.emblles. 

Enter the code that best describes why the person could not 
· escape without injury. 

A locked door prevented escape: 

A person was injured while helping to fight the 'fire: 

.. 
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CONDITION 
. PREVENTING ESCAPE 1. 

·----·-;_..__ 

3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

7. 
8. 
9. 

0.' 

. ~.-... :;.:;;:_ ;;:;;:;;;:~~~;;;:_;:::.::=: .. =-:-------:-:·-:----:;-~. _;--_ - ': ~ -

No time to-escape;--explosion-oriire-progress'ea=too 
rapidly. 
Fire between person and_ exit. . . · 
Locked door. · · 
Illegal gates, locks. 

'--· 

Clothing on person-bu.mJIJg •. ~ :_- -==-~- -=-~·-"'- -_-_ ·:~-- ~-· .·; .. 
Moved too-slowly; · · - ·.· ·-- ·-
InclUded ·-ariRaiiB'res"'tO-=falloW=eelt-9ct (available) - --
esciape proaeth.freSi- ~ ,;::_ - __ _ 
Person incapaCitated""prior·to ignition. 

·No conditions prevented escape or not a factor. 
Condition _Preventing Eseape not classified above. 
Explain in Comments section. 
Condition Preventing Escape; insufficient information to 
classify further. 

... 
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-- i ·e-;:.~rr:-

. :;;_ · EirEL betWeen oerson and •:=Jxit 

ACTIVITY AT TIME OF·-~A'SUALTY 

DEFINITION 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

{Rev: 04/90) 

-------""=:=:;::::;:_ '"=''=··-=-"-...;. 
~:.,._:____:c· _:_·: :_· ---~---......;...=.:...._ :._; --·· -:.:..:.:,... .... .=:;·_=....,.._ - ---~~--=-~-: ·::_ ---

~~-:..:.::--'!".!''~-;_~-::.~"' ....... ; ·--·~-.--.... ..,;. ... ._- ______ -. •• ...,--._ --~·:· ·--""·-~.......,.... ~=-- .. ---

The action or:~Cf!Vit)t;Jn~icfFttia· person was engaged at the 
time Of injur)i .-~ · · - · · · 

To identify the person's activity that ·resulted in their injury or 
death. This data element becomes even_ more. meaningful 
when you combine it with "Condition Before Casualty". 

This is another ·signifiCant factor you can use to direct 
prevention efforts. For instance, it tells you when someone 
was injured because they tried to control the fire themselves, 
or because they went back into a burning house. It also tells 

- _you when someone died while asleep, which points to the 
issue of early warning detection. 

Enter the code that best describes what the person was 
doing at the time they were injured or killed. 

A person was helping to fight the fire: 

A person was asleep on the couch: 

I ACTMTY AT TillE OF CASUALTY 61 

.. 
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-----:-
' 

.. ·Codes lilFP~~90f[t99o,:;.:~2::~---:~: •. :~<-'-,' :,,_,·:· ; .. · · 
-------------~~~ 

............. 
iii.r.:..~ .. ~~ 

ACTIVITY AT TIME OF 
CASUALTY 

fLCCc·,~·T~-t~ 
.,i:_ ~~~ ;; --~~- ~: ~- - ~-

·. 

: 1. · Escaping. 
2. · Rescue· attempt. 
3. Fire control attempt. . 
4. Returned. to vicinity of fire (riot rescue). 
5. Cleanup, salvage, mop-up. 
6. Asleep, no known-Impairment. 

. 7. . Unable to act. . . 
; · ··-· · :.".,":. :~::-:_. :·-~ -'~·-: ~:-":---==~~:: :": a;::F -'"'1rrationai~act1on:::-cSc---. · 
;,,i,z;; _,-.=.=.~:-!~ .:~_t+-':;;c.':$;;·r:~g~8iT~" e:-:t:g, Activity At Time Of Casualty.not classified above. 

· Explain in Comments· section. 
0. Activity At Time Of Casualty; insufficient information to 

classify further. · 

... .. 
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DEFINITION 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

. - --- ~--
• •- -• .-~ .. ~.;.,u. u-n:-_ 
~-.... ~-·~-~-·--~- .. ~ 

EXAMPLES 

Codes NFPA-901, _1990 

CAUSE OF CASUALTY 

(Rev: 04/90} 

The physical event that caused the hi jury-or death.---- - -c~ · · ' - __ ::- .- :..;;:; 
. - --. -;:~::..w:::7~-:-~··_,·;,;;:;.;:;r;;:.,;..:.T;.;C:i:.:..-.o.:,;r.-~-;:-~~~;:;-;::.;;=:.-,±·:=;,~-=--'!f 
~ ~~--=~- •~r ~~::~_·_:::____-__ :.-:-:~~- -•~--- - •--·: • _ .... 

To identify the principal event that caused the casualty. This 
enables you to complete the picture onhe incident, and to· 
analyze incidents by physical cause. 

Enter the code that best describes the Immediate cause or 
condition . responsible for the injury or death. 

· A person's hand is burned by the fire: 

I CAUSii OF CASUAl. TY ,21 
A person is struck by flying glass from a flashover explosion: 

1. 
2. 

3. 

Caught in, under, between: trapped by. 
Exposed to fire products. 
Included are flame, heat, smoke, and gas . 

. Exposed to chemicals, radiation. 
Excluded are fire products(2). 
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~:=-: -cAUSE CfF'>CAStiA[-"'fY:~''': f~F--
(Continued ... ) - - 5. 

. ' ..!_! 
. . 

L-

!:!·:::~:.:~:: !:.::;. n·~.:£=-~~s;z 

7. 
8. 
9 . 

0. 

Fell or stepped on, over, into.' 
Overexertion. -- -- - · 
Rubbed by, contact with. 
Struck by~~s-:::p!!·::~
Not::applicable::n_nr=. • >:J~ 
Cause Of'C;~s~alty~oEe!~~ifled abp:ve. Explair,~ in 
Comment'S-~Ctfon'~-'~'""''"~"'"-·1·"'----- • ·! _:_ .. • 
Cause Of Casualty; insufficient information to classify 
further. · ·· - -- ~, -- -

.. 

.. 
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.. e 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

Codes NFPA-901, 1990 

APPARENT SYMPTOM 

(Rev: 04/90) 

A basic deserlptforfbl'-the"prin'Cfplll ·injuryTtffafcre'iltaa::tt1e~"'"'; ,; 
casualty. This diagnosis is generally determined by the ·· · · 
emergency medical technician or similar person responsible 
for pre-hospital emergen'?Y care. : 

To determine the types of injuries and their frequencies. This 
adds to the· picti.Jre of the. incident, and provides practical 
information for planning·for EMS service needs. 

Enter the code that best describes the person's most serious 
injury. 

The person .was. overcome by smoke, treated at a hospital 
and released: · 

The person was cut when going through a ·window while 
escaping the fire:. · 

01. 
02. 
03. 

04. 
05. 
06 . 

Abrasion. 
Amputation.· 
Asphyxiation. 
Included is smoke inhalation . 

. Awlslon (of eye). · 
Burn: chemical. 
Burn: electric. 

-~ 
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APPARENT.$-YS!e.f'·-=-i:i:~;~¥'07:-' 
· (Continued.~;)nrmur::cL_; . 08. 

09. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 

15. 

16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 

33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
43: 
44. 

45. 
46. 

47. 

Burn: thermal..-:-.:: --'r~"f,__""'''"~''"'·c .-:,"-"'"=-· ;,_, '""" 
Burn: scald;.:..e; <:;;;.;;;: tiu; '· 
Cancer. .=::=::-""-~...!::::o.~.:.~·.:-~=::~·-- · -'-: 
Caraiac arrest'""· :o.y-" e. 
Cardiac symptq11;1$C::tr.>r'=·· _ . 

· Chins· r·~t::'\L--~oo:...6.r...."""~r.u=~.el.b:6..o.~-_ll_.~l.o. ___ ;:; ..... t:::.~bic-' -• ~-- """":~·~- -----·-r··<·-..--~------------r -.----~~~-

COntUSiOn/bruise-:mjfiOt'-tJ'aiJma: · 
Convulsion/seizure . unspecified. 
!ncluded is··petit.::mal. . · · 
Convulsions/seizure syster:nic. 
Included is grand mal. 
Crushing. - · 
Dehydration. 
Diabetic coma. 
Diabetic shock. 
Difficulty breathing/shortness. of breath. 
Dislocation. 
Disorientation. 
Dizziness/fainting-weakness. 
Drowning.· · · 
Drug overdose. 
Fever. 
Foreign body; obstruction. 
Fracture: closed, 
Fracture: open. 
Frostbite. 
Hemorrhaging, bleeding. 
Hypersensitivity. · · 
Included is allergic reaction to medicines.· 
Impairment similar to that caused by alcohol. 
Internal trauma . (closed blunt). 
Laceration, cut. 
Mental· disorder. 
Nausea. 
Obstetrics - delivery. _ 
Miscarrlage/Ob!!tetrics/abortion. 
Pain only. 
Paralysis.· 
Numbness, tingling. 
Pneumonia .. 
Puncture wound/penetrating. 
Included are stab wounds. 
Polson not .listed elsewhere. 
Projectile wound-high velocity. 
InclUded _are gunshot wounds. 
Respiratory arrest. 

·~ 
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APPARENT~SY:Me:t:OM ,. - .· 
(Continued ... ) - ----

-.. -.. 

.. 
--.!!'j • 

·. 
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e 
' i 
! .. PART(S) OF -BODY, AFFl~t1fEt) 

DEFINITION 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

To provide information essential to understanding the nature 
of fire injuries so effective prevention measures can be 
pursued. This also adds to the body of knowledge needed 

· to adequately plan and deliver eff(!ctive emergency medical 
care. 

Enter the code that best describes the part(s) of the body 
most seriously injured: · 

ImPortant Because this is a multiple entry field, it is critical 
that you enter the part of the body most seriol!sly injured 
FIRST! This Is the one that must relate to the Symptom 
entry. 

The person sprained hi_s · ankle running out of his house: 

The person was overcome by. smoke ~hile escaping the fire: 

I PAAT(Sl OF I100Y 
AFFeCTEO ,5, I! 5), I I t 
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Codes NFPA-901, 1990 

PART(S) OF BODY 

HEAD AREA - 10 Series. 

TRUNK ~ 20 Series. 

ARM/HAND - 30 Series. 

Major Headings · 

• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 

11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
1~ .. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 

Head Area . 
Trunk . 
Arm/Hand • 
Leg/Foot. 
Internal. 
Miscellaneous Parts. of Body . 
Multiple Parts of Body . 
Other Par:t(s) of Body . 

Ear. 
Eye. 
Face .. 
Mouth - lips. 
Mouth - interior: 
Nose. 
Nose lining. 
Teeth. 
Head Area .not classified above. Explain in Comment 
section. 

1 0. . Head Area: insufficient information to classified further. 

21: Neck.· 
22. Shoulder. 
23. · Back-upper, surface only - see 61 for spine. 
24. Back-lower, surfac.e onJy - see 61 for spine. · 
25. Chest.. 
26. Abdomen. 
27. Buttocks. 
28. Groin. 
29. Trunk not classified above. Explain in Comment 

Section. 
20. Trunk; insufficient information to classified further .. 

31. 
32. 
33. 
34 .. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
39. 

Arm-upper not including elbow (33) or shoulder (22).· 
Arm-lower not including elbow (33) or wrist (34). · · 
Elbow. 
Wrist. 
Hand. · 
Fingers. · 
Thumb. 
ArmiHand not classified above. Explain in Comment 
section. 

30; · Arm/Hand: insufficient'informatlon to classified further. 

--------------------------------------~~. 
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• 

' .. 

---~--~~·- . 
PARTS OF BbDY- --- --· 
(Contjnued:"'}-=-~-='":..-

--c~..:.•::;rr·-:-- "-:"!""1::01"-=-

LEG/FOOT - 40 Series. 41. Leg•UPP.~G· ~ ..... -. 
Leg-loiNBi~.-· ·. 

. INTERNAL • 50 Series. 

,.,:• 

MISCELlANEOUS PARTS 
OF BODY - 60 Series. 

. :. 

MULTIPLE PARTS OF 
BODY • 70 Series. 

OTHER PART(S) OF 
BODY • 90 Series. 

42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
49 .. 

51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
56. 
57. 
58. 
59. 

50. 

sf. 
62 . 
63. 

... r'\l"ll"l.i't 11.:0'1¥. 

JoSnee.c.Bgi;:c~<: 
Ankle. 
Foot. 

· Toes. ~. · • -~:=:o~·,':::-=-===-~=:::;·-==:'~- - -:~ ~~-~ ·-.-· 
Leg/Fa}?!:-6§~Cie~~ft~~~o~~~- Explain in Comment 

. section. · · · · -----· - --
. · ~. ~~g/F,og~; ·insufficient· information _to cl~sified ·further. 

Throat. 
Trachea. 
Lungs. 
Heart. 
Stomach. 
Intestinal tract. 
Genito-urinary. 
Internal organ not otherwise specified. 
Internal not classified above. Explain in Comment 
section .. 
Internal; insufficient information to classified further. 

Spine. 
Pelvis. 
Hip. 

71. . Multiple head parts. 
72. Multiple trunk parts. 
73. Multiple arm/hand parts. 
7 4. Multiple leg/foot parts. 
75.. Multiple internal parts. 
76. Multiple body parts-upper. 
n. Multiple_ body parts-lower. 
78. Multiple body parts-whole body. 

98. Part of body not applicable. 
99. Part of body not classified above. Explain in 

·Comment section. · 
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DISPOSITIOtl OF CASUALTY 

. . . ---- ............... ,.,. .. __ 
""\·I, '-0~-t.if-7_~,.~·-. 

--~DISPOSITION OF CASUAlTY.: ' . -' ~- _ .... ~_...:.-'-'-

DEFINITION 

PURPOSE 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLES 

(Rev: 04/90) -

- ·------~·---.. -,....-.-

,_ : ' .... p··--· .. _. _ _:-~~-~::·.~:.::-~.:·:::.:.-:::::..:.. --~---· ~::-=:-;.::--:--~~-0:-~~---

The type of facility~f\Eir~ the casualtY was''taken, and by .... 

what mea.n~e:· . '"='·~::-:":~!-; ';,;;-..:i;f<;;:i:::-:: -f:=:;~.;;~,.,~.:-~ ~'i]~ -~~,.~ :::~-~o:::'"~:,, 

To provide another indication of the severity of the injury; and 
to assess the resources needed to handle casualties .. 

Enter the code that best describes the primary disposition of 
the casualty. If several actions are taken, select the most 
significant For example, a badly bur-ned person is given 
preliminary first aid and then rushed to the hospital burn 
center. Getting the person to the hospital is the primary 
disposition. · 

A civilian,. injured at a fire scene, is taken by the fire · 
departmerit to a hospital for treatment: · 

I DISPOSITION OF CASUAL 'TV 

Injured civilian moved to hospital in non-fire departmer.t 
vehicle: · 

I DISI'OSITDI<I OF CASUAL 'TV 

Injured Givilian taken to local doctor's office: 

I DISI'OSITIOI<I OF CASUAL 'TV 
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Codes NFPA-901, 1990 

DISPOSITION OF 
CASUALlY 

1. 

.2. 

3. 

4. 
5. 
6. 
a. 
9. 

Hospital or emergency care facility by fire service 
vehjcle. 
Hospital or emergency care facility by non-fire service· 
vehicle. . 
Hospital or emergency care facility· by nonfire service . 
vehicle with fire service personnel attending. 
Nonemergency health car~. facilitY .... 
Morgue or funeral home. 
Residence. 

.- Not transported. 
Disposition of Casualty not classified above~ . Explain in · 
Comment section. 

13-48 CFIRS-3: Non-Fire Service Fire Casualty (Rev: 04/90) 
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4lt .l~------------~------~~----a~_'''-IL_*_'E_. _____ ~---------------------11 

• 

~~-~~--u_~t.~L '-"-" V iLc_Lt.lLL_L~ 

C 0 M
--M-;- EN' . _· ·=rs~- ~~·~,,.---, . .,~ ,. ,-,- -: , ~~ . :r,--.·"',..-,,- r ,.,. 

a ":l • J.. - ._ ri" i; • ~-s· 'I; ~--g· ·.'-'"-;.,.. _-,._.. ~ ... --~ --· "' 
. . . . 

PURPOSE_ 

ENTRY 

EXAMPLE 

(R_ev: 04/90) 

.. 
·=:c._= __ _:___====·--= == -~--~_ .... ...__ 

· Any additJQnaJ ~information"~ pertinent-to the . non~tire service. fire . 
casualty bein-g reported. · · -

Enables you to include additional details to further· explain the 
circumstances surrounding the incident. 

This is not a coded entry, so merely enter your comments in. 
your own words. · 

1. - The fatality gender was impossible to determine at the 
time of this report: · 

2. Casualty was an employee of the electrical company · 
and was burned by flying brands while disconnecting 
electrical service: 
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--~------~~ ·--·--- ~· 

. . · GLOSSARY OF- TERMS ------·-------------:-- -------· . 

'-------r~--~--·-·--------- --'-----·-·-------- -----------
nie terminology used . in this document provides a common language for reocm:lin,g 
information .at::u:~~direip~p~ incidents.: The following terms are used as defined 
and discussed below . 

. Alarm 
8-EF~~ .. !!J10~d--- . .~-:::-; _:jd!t~~~. ~~~f.r~~;.~tt.-:-.~ ... 0_~~r.!~~~.t~.:tb!"~.0~':£ir~;;- ~.c~:::-11~~:.Tii 

Any notification made to the fire departinent" thaba~sifuatiar:~L.exists or may exi.st thCit 
requires a response. · 

··'· 
';[:··::.·· ,- .. : ... 

. ... ·. '. 
The use of'ihe room or area· within the property where the fire originated. (See· Page 
54) ' . ; . ,, ' . . ' 

··.:•'. 

Automatic 

As applied to fire protection devices, a device or system providing an,-em~rgency · 
function without the necessity of human intervention. 

~; ,: "•f. ~." ,,~.,• 1 :. 'I'>;,.-.• ,;"':,~ !".": .~;··· 

·.~·! .. _;·.~.' .... ;~: 

··· BUildiiiQ - . • !·.;·: - • : • ·'· .... ·.·: 

. ·.- ,- ... , . ·.J:··, . ::··· :::!•,•:, 

;. A structure ·enclosoo·-with'walls and a ro6f and having a defined height. . 
;··.· - ·. 

· .. · .. •· 
BuDding Fn 

·Any fire occurring inside or involving a building. A building fire may be a wastel:!~.ket 
·fire, a mattress fire, or a roof fire, whether or not strUctUral members· were actually 
involved; ·· - · · · ·· ·, 

Casualty (incident) 

A person who is. injured or killed as a re_sult of responding to or handling an incident · 
or who Is the reason .for the incident. 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

CasualtY (fiie) 

Aperson who is injured or killed at th~ scene ota fire. (Includes injuries and/o~ deaths
from natural or accidental causes sustained while involved in the activities of fire control, 

- rescue attempt, or escaping from the dangers of the fire.) - -

Census Data 

Available statistical information that includes population totals by sex, race, and age, by 
household membership and relationships, and by marital status and family type. Also 
available may be housing be- dollar value of owner- and renter-occupied dwellings, 
white and black occupancy, migratory occupancy; number and income status of 
occupants, persons per room,. sex of family head, presence of non-relatives in the 
household; type 'of kitchen, bathing; and toilet facilities; type of structure and water 
supply, foundation .of basement, telephone· service, amount of monthly· rent or dollar 
value of owned homes, vacancy status, and number of rooms. 

Census· Tract 

An area of land within a country about . which there is census data available. In the 
United States, census tracts are identified by a six-digit number assigned by the U.S. 
Bureau of Census. The first-four digits identify the "basic'' tract, while the fihal two digits 
identify a subdivision into two or more tracts of what was originally a single tract. 
Census tract numbers are always unique within a county, usually unique within a 
Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA), and in a few instances, unique within a 
state. 

Char 

Material that has been partially burned on the exterior and has a blackened, carbonized 
appearance. 
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Combusbbl_e<llquic;l 

Any liquid h~vLng"~~dl~b~pgtoJ~QLQr~_l;;lg~..,~!.~§l¢~H29fF;}.{!?Iqs§~""SY,9l~ ~~~;~, ,.~:.;~Ts";i:::r ;~;~~ 

. Complex . (See General Property Use Page 4-59} 

Contents Fire 

'A term. no longer used in fire reporting. All fires inside buildings are classified as 
,: "building fires." 

Death 

-~~ An injury that is fatal or becomes fatal within one year of the incident. 

' ~~ 

~~: Emergency Scene 
···!"~%_-'"· 

' . 
The area encompassed by the incident and the surrounding. area needed by the 
emergency forces to position apparatus and operate to control the incident. 

En Route· 

The period of time starting when the alarm sounds in the fire station or the fire service 
emergency personnel are otherwise made aware of an incident and ending when the 

. apparatus comes to a complete stop at the scene of the incident. 

.. APPENDIX A ·Page A-3 · 
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Violent bursting caused by either a combusiioh process or an over-pre~sure co~dition.. . ----- ~-- . ·-

Typical combustion~pr.9c.es§~s-=i1J.Ch,!q~"'jgnitiQ.1'1,aDd"'b.~m_i~g"'of_ coi'T!_bLis~ble gC!sJ~~t. -- ~ ~-~-~"''"~- ... 
or _flammable vapor=miiture.=lliesLirre · te·chnicaJty.·-~r.es:"-Iyplcal· over-pressure· · 
conditions include steam pressure, chemical reactions, and compressed gas container 
rupture. These are technically: not ''fires." · 

Exposure 

Any fixed or mobile property that may present a potential fire threat to any other -fixed 
or mobile property. 

Exposure Fire 

A fire in a building, structure, vehicle, or outside property resulting from a fire outside 
that building, structure, vehicle, or outside property. A fire spreading between two 
occupancies within a single building is not an exposure fire but a single fire incident. · 

Exposure (human) 

Potential for injury or death to humans~ 

Fire 

Any instance of .destructive and uncontrolled burning, including explosion, of 
combustible solids, liquids, or gases. Fire does not include the following, except where . 
they cause fire or occur as a consequence of fire: 

(a) Ughtening or electrical- discharge. 
(b) Explosion of steam boilers, hot. water tanks, or other pressure vessels due to . 

internal pre5sure and not to internal combustion. 
(c) Explosion of ammunition or other detonating material. 
(d) Accident Involving ship, aircraft, or other vehicle . 

. (e) Overheat condition • 
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The space within a structure bounded by fire division assemblies (two-hour fire rating ___ . - ...... 

or gre~~etrl:, _____ _ _ · 
~~~~~-~----=·-. ~--"''~-~. _____ ,. ·:.·---,====-~=='==--~=.":"-

Ftre 13,~· ~c:~~ "-'f?o ·~~~"';:_"'"~ ~~~- "r~~~,-- ~ ·c--~~~~:- ?-~~- -~~"C~~~:'2:;;c~,_-~=,;~~-:~c 

That point in tl~e whe~~ there is no longer any evidence of open flame or glow of 
burned material. 

Fire Damage 

The total damage to a building,_structure, vehicle, natural vegetation-cover, or outside 
property resulting from a fire and the act of controlling that fire. Included are .smoke, 
rwater, backfires, fire breaks, and fire control damage.- If significant fire damage occurs 

·.: · ··:in a separate building or field or woodland, a separate exposure report may be filed. 

e Fire Extinguished 

That point in time when there Is no longer any abnormal heat or . smoke being 
:generated in material that was previously bumlng. 

Fii'eground (See Emergency Scene) 

Flt'e Service Persomel 

All employees, whether career or volunteer of a fire department, who are assigned or 
· may be assigned to perform duties. at emergency incidents. 

Fire Under Control 

That point in time ·when _a fire is sufficiently surrounded and quenched so that in the 
judgement of the commanding officer It no longer threC~tens destruction of additional 
property. -
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,--. ,_...,_.. ,_,.....-,--.....,-~- n.=r •: r·n _,.~, -~·• r-.-. ---
f I'--~~ ...... 1 .• ~LL-l- t~.::LL.-L~..:;=·~-~ 
~- - -r-r- __ .. _ ·- -· 

GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
L,..._ 

FIXed Object 
~"-"-~ ·...:-if-

· , i\r~:~ · ~-,r:z~-= ___ ___ .. , .. ··, _. _ . . 

An objeCt, device, or appliance that is fastened or secured at a specific location, e.g., 
.. a steam,radiator. ·"--=~-'-·-· ___ _ · · ·. 

~t=S:::--:-::- • -~-~--

·-=--=---- ·=---=- ' 

FIXed Property Use (See S~ .~ff!Eerty Use Page 6-64). 

Aames 

Products of combustion that are illuminated by the heat of combustion and accompany 
the burning of most materials in normal atmospheres. 

Flammable Uquid 

Any liquid having a flash point below 37.B"C (1 00°F) (closed cup) and having a vapor 
pressure not exceeding 2068.6 mm (40 psia) at 37.B"C (1 00°F). 

Gas 

A material that has a vapor pressure exceeding 2068.6 mm (40 psia) at 37.B"C (tOO"F}. 
Gasoline is a (f1Ci111mable) liquid, not a (flammable) gas. 

Gasoline 

A flammable liquid . 

. General Property Use 

The general (overall} use of land or space under the same management, ownership, 
or within the same legal boundaries; including any structures, vehides, or other 
appurtenances thereon. (See Page 4-59} 
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Grade · 
"'\"'"-·-= .. -=· .. '· !=-a=h:,_,.__+;;.."=-~~~n.....~_r::::..~mb.ii8s:. .. t1wr.:r.-:.i •u.u:r:· it, ~-~ r-at±na:-_ 

Reference plane representing the elevation of finished ground · level adjoining the · 
building at the main. entrance. 

. .. , 
- --"--·;' -- -_-----=~~-;--.,:~------ -- - ... . ---------- --- ------- ~~ ,...,. ... -=~~f~--

Any material that is an air-reactive material, flammable or combustible liquid, flammable 
gas, corrosive material, explosive material,· organic peroxide, oxidizing · material, 

. . radioactive material, toxic material, unstable material or water-reactive material, and any 
substance or mixture of substances that' is an Irritant, a strong sensitizer, or that 
generates pressure thro1,1gh exposure to heat, decomposition, or other means. 

Heat Of Ignition 

The heat energy that brings about lgn~ion. Heat energy comes in various forms .and. 
usually from a specific object or source. Therefore, the heat of ignition is divided into . · 
two parts: "equipment involved in ignition" and "form of heat of ignition." (See Page · 
5-14) 

Ignition 
-~-.. ~ 
:!,. 

The physical and chemical processes ilivolved in reaching a point of self-perpetuation 
of fire whether or not there is an open flame. 

· Ignition Factor 

The condition or situation that allowed a heat source and a combustible material to 
combine to initiate a fire. (See Page ??) · · 

... 
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.. 

Injury-

Physical damage -to a person suffered as the result of an incident that requires . (or 
should require) treatment by a practitioner of medicine, a registered EMT, or a 
paramedic within-oneVean)fthe'incident (regardless-of whether treatment was actually 
received), or that results in at least one day of restricted activity immediately following 

-.!?e incidentt7tvo.r.·_t?ro~~- Use (5!=~ 5-p-~c-- FT;_~_-,..._~--~1.-y-· Oti~r-~~,_~~-~}== . 

Uquid 

A material that has a vapor pressure not exceeding 2068.6 mm (40 psia) at 37.8"C 
(1 OOOF). 

. Material FirSt lgniteQ 

The combustible that is first sat on fire by the heat of ignition. To be. meaningful, both 
a type of material and a form of material must be identified. (See Page ??) 

MobHe Property-Type 

Property that was designed to be movable whether or not it still is, e.g., vehicles, ~hips, 
and airplanes. (See Page 4-133) 

Non-Fire Service Personnel 

All persons involved with an incident who are not fire service personnel. Included are 
police, utility _ company employees, non-fire · service medical, and civilians, whether 
occupants or bystanders. 

Not Occupied 

. An- area with no persons present but with contents or equipment present. 
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.e 
Occupan~rade 

The purpose for which a b~ilding or portion thereof is intended to be· used~ The specific · 
property usa .. as .it-gertl[lins to.a_building Is Y:le .. occupancy. 

' . 
An area with persons present. A hotel (general property use) could· be occupied, but 
the· restaurant (specific property use) not occupied; likewise, the restaurant could. be · 
oc~upied but its storeroom (area of origin) not occupied. · 

Overheat 

Oestruction of matenal by heat without self-sustained combustion. Removal of the heat 
source will stop the destruction.' Overheat is the stage before ignition. , .. , . 

-•• I·. 

Portable Object 

A_n object, device, or appliance that can readily be moved from one place to another, 
e~g., a vacuum cleaner. 

Property 

A thing of value. Specific (fixed) property refers to·those things that make up the earth's 
service, I.e., water, land, roadways, structures, and buildings. Mobile property ~efers to: 

. those things that normally move· in relation to the earth's surface, I.e.-; ships, airplanes, 
trains, trucks, and automobiles. · 

Property Use 

The use to which a property is put .. A building, for example, could serve as a garage 
or a hospital or a department store. The use of property does not define any of .the 
other ·important fire-related details of a property such as access, ownership, size, 
internal weakness in fire ·defense, or construction. 
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SSAffy.. •· . ~- -· --·· ··-··-GLO . .;:QF.:: • · · · s:=·;:;;;: .... ~ -

Any ·hostile-fire·):omingtcnne attention of an·agency-Reieping-fii'n'ecoras~ :lfic!Ud'~ea::r-.::a""'re'""··""'· .,.,..."""- ·--
fires that may be discovered in prc:>gress, discovered following extinguishment, or 

· detected later~duririg::an'inspection;..::::.:..;::·= -~c.- ~·-~--C - -- · · - --- --··· --c-. ---

~··-=-~~=- ~: ~-~ :· ~.:..w~~:::: .. ;-~---~~ =~.:~:::.~ .:f~~= ~------=~· -.=:· ~-; : .:;: . .;:~:~~-~~--~;- : .._. -- --~~-;::~:~ •.. -. ·- ::.-:-::.:-:---:--
;;-;::--;:-:.-:-:7':":.:::.-:--
-~--'-----~--.._;,_-.' .,· 

Returning · 

The period of time Starting when the apparatus begins movement to leave the incident 
scene and ending when it has stopped movement in quarters or is assigned to another 
incident or assignment. 

Room 

The space or area bounded by walls. The walls may be fire rated and impede fire 
spread or not fire rated (e.g., mesh screen} .which may impede exiting of personneL 

Scorch· 

Discoloring (browning or blackening) of a material, a characteristic of the overheat ' 
condition. Removal of the heat source will stop the destruction. 

Smoldering 

Self-sustaining combustion of ~ material without any flame evident · 
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Specific Pr{fper.ty::t!Jsa-

The use of which a specific space. stru~ure, or portion of 'a "·struCfure.-~is~'PUi-~Ey" the -~
owner, tenant,~or"'occupant-oMhe=space.=Jhe~SpecificJ~.!:Q~~-r:tY.""'L!se~~ho~d be one of 
the following: 

0.:~;~,. __ .. 

The· principal use of the structure of outside area if it is used for a single purpose. 

The principal use of a fire division compartment in a structure if the structure is used. 
for multiple purposes. 

The principal use to which a section of a structure, a space, or an area, whether inside 
or outside, is put by the owner, tenant, or business occupying that space or area when 
there are multiple specific uses, multiple· tenants, or multiple businesses using the same 
general property. 
~~t 

Stationary .Object 

Any object, device, or appliance that is riot fastened but that is not readily moved from 
one place to another in normal use, e.g., a refrigerator. 

• I ~ • ' ... 

Story 

That portion of a building between the upper surface of any floor and the upper surface 
of the floor next above, except that he topmost story Is that portion Cif a building 
between the upper surface of the topmost floor and the upper surface of the roof 
above. · 

Structure· . 
. '. 

An assembly of materials forming a construction for occupancy or use in such . a 
manner as to serve a specific purpose. . A building is a form of a structure. Open 
platforms, bridges, roof assemblies over open storage· or process areas, tents, 
air-supported structures, and grandstands are other forms of a structure • 

... 
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Any fire inside a stru-cture on::m,--unaer.-of'touchilig-a structure. A structure fire may- --
be an automobile fire in tunnel, or a leaking fla_ng~)n -~ Jefin~ry_lqwe_f~--~ 

' .:.~ -- . . ~- -- . -·-. - --" ------- .- ··- -:-· -, -- -:---:.;_ ___ .··. ·:- _:...;.:::::;_·:...:·-:-.-~-::-~--

Toxic Materials 
.-. ~•·••ou·u .. 
·----~--~--~::; 

Any material that either directly or indirectly may constitute a hazard to life or health, 
either temporary or permanent, from e~posure by contact, inhalation, or ingestion. 
Toxic materials are divided into the following classes: -

CLASS 4 - Materials that on very short exposure could cause death or major residual 
injury even tho1,1gh prompt medical treatment is giVen. 

CLASS 3 - Materials that on short exposure could cause serious temporary or residual 
injury even though prompt medical treatment is given. 

CLASS 2 - Materials that on Intense or continued exposure could cause temporary 
incapacitation or possible residual injury unless prompt medical _treatment 
is giveh. -

CLASS 1 - Materials that on exposure could cause irritation, but only minor residual 
injury even if no treatment is given. 

Vacant 

No furnishings or equipment present. 

Wildfire 

Any uncontrolled fire burning in wild la!)d vegetation including any structures or other 
. improvements thereon. · 

Wild Land 

Land in an uncultivated, more or less natural state, and covered by timber, woodland, 
· brush, and/or grass. 
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OES/FDID NUMBERS 

ALAMEDA . Sbecmc ?foperr-y c,.rse 

Alameda County Fire Warden 
Alameda Fire DepartmE!I'!t . _ ... 
Albany Fire Det:fartrriern;;,c· ~""="'"==~~~~:::;:..-=~--""'--~-"='· .. ;;; .... 

Berkeley Fire Oepartment=-=-

XAL 01-

ACF -125 -·"·- ,:::;;.·· 

ALA -005 . 
·,· .... TRG;::_"01·0=-...::=--==="=' .: ''=="?....=:~:-=-

. SEA -015 
CVY -020. Castro Valley Fire Protection Agency 

California Dep~etit o( Forestry : ... · 
noughterey Regioriar Fire AUthoritY · 
East Bay Reg .. Park District 

_ ··_.,.,. __ ·~_':- :::.·:::.-· :;:i:t.;~g~~~~"""'"'~~ c.C.i;~.:·'·:?:"·_ "" 

Eden Consolidated Fire Protection District 
Emeryville Fire Department 
Fairview Are Protection District 
Fremont Fire Department . 

. Hayward Fire Department 
Uvermore Fire Department 

-\;··.Navei!Supply Center · 
·,:Newark Fire Department 

Oakland Fire Department 
•· .. Piedmont Fire Department 

Pleasanton Fire Department · 
Redwood Fire Protection ·District 
San Leandro Are Department 
Santa Rita Rehabilitation Center Fire Department 
Tennyson County Fire Protection District 
Union City Fire . Department 

ALPINE 

· Alpine County Fire Department· 
Bear Valley 
California Department of Forestry 
Markleeville Volunteer Fire Deaprtnient 
Kirkwood Volunteer Fire Department 
Woodford· Volunteer Fire Department . 

.. 

EBY -080 
EbN. ~110. '. '· . 

EME -035 
FW1 -055 
FRE -040 
HAY -045 
LJV. -065 
NSC -815 
NRK -070 
OKL. -Q75 
PIE -090 
PLE ~095 

. RFP -025 
SNL -100 
RIT . -145 
TNY .oso 
UNU -115 

XAP· 02-

AlP -oo5 
BRV -008 
TOU -555 

'MRK -015 
KRK -Q10 
WDF -020 

.. 
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AMADOR XAM 03-

Amador County Fire Department ;:;:~ .. :-;;::;:;~;,;;~~~-;;;::~=:-~AMC. ,-006 
Amador County Service.Area #1 -------··------·-·-··--ACS -065 
California Depa:ttmem~of ~Forestry AEU -555 
Defender Volunteer Fire Department DEF -060 
lone Fire Department · · - " ~~~ .~-~-:·---... -. ~~~=.~"'""------_-....,--'-=.-ION · ---010 
Jackson Fire Department · . . . JKS -020 
Jackson Valley Fire ProteCtion -OTstriCt ____ :: -· ~---~~-, ::::~~--·::: .:----~.~ -~-"JCK :-~:~015 "-"=-~~"-~~ --- · · · 
Lockwood Fire Protection DistriCt LFP -022 
Mule Creek Stattt.;erisQ~F.ir.~Department -410 
Pine Acres Volunteer Fire Department PIN. -025 
Plymonth Fire Department PLv·· -030 - · -. -
Preston School. Fire· Department PAS -450 
River Pines Volunteer Fire Department RVP ·040 
Sutter Creek Fire Protection District SUT -035 

BUTTE · 

Biggs Fire Depa,rtmerit 
·Butte County Fire Department 
California Department of Forestry 
Chico Fire Department 

· B Medic Fire ProteCtion DistriCt 
Gridley Fire Department 
Oroville Fire Department . 
Paradise Fire Department 

CALAVERAS 

Altaville-Melones Fire Protection District 
Angles· Camp Fire D.epartment 
Calaveras Fire Department 
California Department of Forestry 
Copperopolis Fire Protection DistriCt 
Ebbetts Pass Fire Protection DistriCt 
Glencoe-RR Flat Fire Protection District 
Jenny Und Fire Protection District 
Mokelumne Hill Fire ProteCtion District 
Mountain Fire/Rescue 
Mountain Ranch Fire Protection District 
Murphys Fire Protection DistriCt . 
San Andreas Volunteer Fire Protection DistriCt 
Valley Springs Public utility District 
West Point Fire Protection DistriCt 

.. 
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XBU 04-

BIG -005 
BUT ~035 
BTU -555 
CHI -010 
EMD -025 
GAD -015 

.ORO -020 
PRA -030 

XcA 05-

ALT -005 
AGL -010. 
FAG -065 
TCU . -555 
COP -020 

.EBB -015 
GRF -055 
JEN ·-045 
MOK -025 
MFA -018 
MTR -060 
MAP -030 
AND -035 

. VSP -040 
WPT -o5o 

.. 

. ~--- ·-

e 

e . 



_( 

_· .. e 

Arbuc~I~:.:GPII C~::rir~ P~P.A'!I"D~r!~::.~~ 
Bear Nly.,.lpd;-;_Yiy,-df~r~;P!!~teccti.9Qo,D~'rict 
Califor:of~~egartrn~at.9Lf:9I~~try~,,_si_•,..t. · 
Colus~E_r~~Bepa~rit~;.s: ... - ·'· ~ .. :--~.· ..... :. 
Colusa Rural Fire-Protection~ Dlstrict- .·:-
Grand Island Are Pr-otection District 
Maxweii:F-ire:-:P.rotection:Distiict -~---- · ~ · , --':7- . 
Prince!on~E[&EPr:oJ~~Qn--Q!~t6t~7 "".--- -

. William..$;.:fir:..~::.i?.fQtection. Distric;:t;;c~ , "="''"'"'="'"'~ . . ........ - __ -.. ·--.-- - ----· ---. ----~----
.·_ .::!'~ .::.:~~: "·0'.:j~,.i;}:.-·s;::-_-r-~~~ . '~- =t-~- .:·.:;., ___. 

CONTRA COSTA ----- -- · · . - · 

Bethel Island Are Protection District 
Byron Fire Protection District 
California Department of ForestrY 
Contra Costa County Fire Department . 
Crockett-Carquinez Are Protection District 
.East Diablo fire Protection District 
El Cerrito Fire Department 
Kensington Fire Protection District 
Moraga Fire Protection District 
Oakley Are Protection District 
Orinda Fire Protection District 
Pinole Fire Protection District 
Pinole Fire Department 
Richmond Fire Department 

. Riverview Fire· Protection District 
Rodeo Fire Protection District 
San Ramon Valley Fire Protection District 
Tassajara Fire Department 
West County Fire Protection District 

DEL NORTE 

Californian Department of Forestry 
Crescent City Volunteer Fire Department 

· Crescent Fire Protection District 
Fort Dick. Fire Protection District · 
Gasquet Fire Protection District 
Klamath F1ra Protection District #5 
Smith River Fire Protection District 

.889 

xco ~o&:c, ·""-"""' 
~~=-=::..._.~:::c.;.::.._ -- ·-·-

·_ ·xcc:::=o:r~L·"':_~=~:~ _.·_ ·. 

. BTH •--o1o· · 
BYR -020 
scu -555 
CCC· -090 
CRK -030 
EDt -015 

. ECR -040. 
·KEN -055 
MOR -060 
OLY -065 
ORN -070 
POE -080 
POE -075 
RMD -095 
RW/ -005 
ROO -100 
SAM -035 
VEG -145 
WET ~045 

XDN 08-

Huu· -555 
cAs -oos 
CRT -010 
FDK . -015 
GAS ~020 
KLA -030 
SMT -050 
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. ELDORADO ·~-=== ·~-==== 
:~~_,-_... ~-.....--· 

---American River Canyon Fire Prdte'etlon-'Dfstrict 
-Cameron Park Community Serv~ DiStriCt 

. -
. ~-L! ____ • ..._ :-- • 

California Department of ForestrY-"'- -i?r;r 
Coloma Lotus Fire Protection Dlsfrict -il2.D. -

--=--~-- Diam. Sprs-EI Dorado Fire -ProteCf1on Dlstric:f- -
_ _ '· El Dorado Hill Fire Department 

7'-~~~, Garden Valley Volunteer Fire Department-=::::,~C----· 
___ Georgetown Volunteer Fire Depar1rrie__flt-=::.:::- c 

Lake Valley Fire Protection Districr:;==- :~_:::;:::::::c·--

- Meeks Bay Fire Protection Districif~ · --~•,:.::: -
Mosquito Fire Protection District- ._,~: ---· ------ · 

Northside Fire Protection District · 
Pioneer Volunteer Fire Department 
Placerville Fire Department -
Placerville Fire Protection District 
Pleasant Valley Fire Protection District 
Pollock Pines~Cam. Fire Protection District 
Rescue Volunteer Fire Department 
Shingle Springs Fire Protection District . 
South Lake Tahoe Fire Department 

FRESNO 

Bald Mountain Fire Protection District . 
Big Creek Volunteer Fire District 
California Department of Forestry· 
Clovis Fire Department 
Coalinga Fire Department 
Fig Garden Fire Protection District 
Firebaugh Fire Department 
Fowler Fire Department 
Fresno Fire Department 
Kingsburg Fire Department 
Laton Fire Protection District 
Mendota Fire Department 
Mid-Valley Fire Protection District 
North Central Fire Protection District 

. Orange Cove Fire Protection District 
Parlier Fire Department -
Reedley Fire Department 
Riverdale Fire Protection District 
Sanger Fire Department 
Selma Fire Department · 
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XED 09-

AMR -080 e CAM -050 
·AEU -555 
CLL -075 
DSP -005 ·:. 

EDH ·015 
GRV -100 
GEO -020 
LAV -065 
MEK -025 
MOT -026 
NRH ~070 
PIO -090 
PLC -030. 
PLV -085 
PLS -040 
PPC -045 ' \ 
RES -110 
SHN ·055 
SLT -060 

··-

XFR 10- e· 
BLD · -055 
BCR -110 
FKU -555 
CLV ·_ -005 
CLG. -010 
FGG -035 
FRB -020 
FOW ·025 
FRN -030 
KNG -045' 
LAT -050 
MEN -060 
MID -015 
NCN -040. 
OCF -065 
PAR -070 
REE -080 
RVD -085 
SAN -090 
SLM -095 

e 



--
FRESNO (Comfnuea ... ) ·. 

Shaver Lake~"Fire':eeiparuneht~fgo '~c8af:!r:'E"'' 
·Table Mounlairr Vblunteer.'F.ireio~,01striet=·::!l=~,_ 'Jisin_c::~ 
Westside Fir&nProtectiOrtllDfstrictr: cf=r'l'.;; e-.::;_,~- .. 

. c~~~e~~~=~-~~-9:=~-~c~- -· ' 

GLENN 
-"':"' -·~ ¥."",-=-----:-"--~ , ____ -..!::'..'M__:_~~-

Artois Fire Protection'='DistHCi:~~~~=.=c-"'"~ · 
Bayliss FirefProtection.;.DistnCt --- - -- -

· Butte City i=lre:>Oe'Partment.:.c-"'"'~"-·'"· ::.:•:-.::-'"'' .. 
Galifornia Oeiparti'!l~r.l~ of Forestry· . -
Elk Creek Fire Proteciiori- DistriCt · 

· Glenn-Codora Fire Protection District 
Hamilton City Fire Department 
Kanawha Fire Protection District 
Ord Fire Protection District · 
Orland Fire Protection District 
Willows Fire Department 
Willows Fire Protection District 

. Arcata Fire Protection Oistrict 
Beginnings Volunteer Fire Department 
Blue Lake Volunteer ·Fire Department 
Carlotta Community Services. District 
California Department of Forestry 

·· Eureka Fire Department 
... Fairhaven Fire Protection District 

Ferndale Fire Protection District 
Fieldbrook Fire Department 
Fortuna Fire Protection District 
Garberville Fire Protection District 
Honeydew VFC 
Hoopa Volunteer Fire Department 
Humboldt Fire Protection District 
Kneeland. Volunteer· Fire Department 
Loleta Fire Protl!ction District 
Maple Creek Volunteer Fire Department 
Miranda Fire Department 
Myers Flat Fire Protection DistriCt · 
Orick Volunteer Fire Department 
Orleans Fire Department . 
Petrolia Fire Protection District 
Philipsville Fire Protection· District 

.. 

891 

SHL 
TBL 
WES 

XGL 

ART -005"_:_- -~o~=~;='':''''; -::--~=ceo 
.......... 1~·-----'· _,.,.~.,...~-- ' . 

BAY -030· ·~---,-. -~-
GLC -010.:: =--=~--~--:o---: .· -'~ -
TGU -555 ·· · 
ELK . -020 vt::!= ~.,¢ --' · 
GCF -025 
HAM -060 
KAN -055 
ORO -035 
ORL -040 
WLL ·-050 
WLO -065 

XHU 12- . 

ARF -140 
BGF · -010 
BLU .-025 
CAR -035 
HUU -555 
EUR -045 
FAI -110 
FEN -055 

. FBR -020 
FAT -060 
GAR -065 

-047 
HOC -030 

·HUM ·050 
KFD -067 · 
LOL. -075 
CMV -077 
MIA -145 
MYR -080 
OAK -085 
OLN -087 
PET -090 
PHL -150 
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Brawley Fire Department
Calexico Fire Department 
Calipatria Fire Department · 

_ Galifornia Department of Forestry 
El Centro Fire Department · 
·Holtville Fire Department 
Imperial County Fire Department 
Imperial Fire Department 
Niland Fire Department 
Ocotillo Fire Protection District 
Salton City Community Service District 
Salton Sea Beach Volunteer Fire Department 
Seeley County Water District -
Westmorland- Fire Department 
Winterhaven Fire Protection District 

INYO 

Aspendell Fire Company 
Big Pine Fire .Protection District 
Bishop Volunteer Fire Department 

. California Department of Forestry 
Furnace Creek Volunteer Fire Department . 
Independence .Fire Protection District 
Keeler Fire Company . · 
Una Pine Volunteer Fire Department 
Olancha-Cartage Fire Department 
Tecopa-Shoshone Fire Company 
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XJM 13- ~-~:::::.-:;~ -'d~~~' . 

·BRW -005 
CLX -010 
CPT -015 
Mvu· -555 
ECN -020 
HLT -030 
IMP -025 
IMR -035 
NIL -040 
oco -045 
SAL -050 
SSB -053 
SEE -055 
WML -060 
WNT ·-ass 

XJN 14-

ASP -010 
B.GP .;oo5_ 
BSH -015 
ovu -555 
DVF -018 
lOP . -025 
KEE -030 
LPN --035 
OLC -040 
TSH -045 

---
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. . 

· Arv'1n City· FO---·-··--· ----=~;......,,~~..;,.==~•·· 
•• : ._:-...-~-- ~!'\.c--f· •r":::r--;...r=-----~,-o:, 1 ~-...-·:,.,.-:._ 

. Bakersfield J:ir.!'l 01:1P~J1!li!~qt~m::;~r~r""'~:i· i=Ji::m~''. · 
California ··Gi!'i:f,i£1:1, De.~art.rr.l~£1!~"'-=-'· n~"'tr1[..-t: 
Delano Fire Department 
Kern County Fire Department 
Me Farland City FD 
Maricopa Fire-Departmenh . ..,.. .. _ .~"=;~ . ..:.;~: ... ···· 
Taft Fire Qep_artment.. ·,_,..,-. ...:...."::~---"'::;·, .. :-..... · -- "·-·--- . --- ---
TehachaptQ9rre~pf;'l~dn§YMtQJI:-=;,,,c 

. Tehachapi:::~r~::P.~P~I!I!I~!'l~c='"~;::i. c=-.~- · ;, 
Wasco FD · · · ... - .. _ ----.0..... .. 

KINGS 

Avenal State Prison 
California State Prison 
California Department of Forestry 
Hanford Fire Department 
Kings County Fire Department · 

• Lemoore Volunteer Fire Department 
Naval Air Station· Lemoore Fire 'Department 

California Department of Forestry 
Clearlake Oak_s Fire Department 

·· Kelseyville Fire Protection District 
Lakeport Fire Department 
Lakeshore Fire Protection District 
Lower Lake Fire ·Protection District 
Lucerne Park and Recreation District 
South Lake· CFPD 
Nice Volunteer Fire Department 
Upperlake Fire Prote.ctlon District 

LASSEN 

Big Valley Fire Protection District 
California Correctional Center 
California Department of Forestry 

. Clear Creek Community Services District .. 
Doyle Volunteer Fire Department 
Eagle Lake Communty Fire Department 

· Janesvillie Fire Protection District 

~· 

XKE 15-

BKF 
CAC 
DEL 
KRN 

TFT 
TPC 
THC 

-025::·ic · - :•;:-u-·-
-OOS'=l.:." .. 1 srr~-

·065;;;:- -~:--:: 
-015 
-01~""· --~ ~--"'==·. 

-050 
-O~Q~::::.: - ~ .. :~-:.-:_~',:~. . -. 
-035:-;":"'c '_ ·· ~--
·41~_;.;~· <:., -~-:_:_ 
-040:::::'~'.:. -:=:;' . 
-045..:;-;::.;: .: . ._::::-:~:-:~- ·-

XKI 1~ 

-002 
CPA. -001 '. 
FKU -555 
HAN . -010 
KCF ·. -015 
LEM -020 
NLE -810 

XU< 17-

LNU -555 
COG -015'. 
KLS -020 
LKP -025 
LSH -005 
LLK -030 
LUC --035 
MDT -040 
NIC -055 
UPP -045 

XlS 18-

BGV -010 
ceo -410 
LMU -555 
CLC -045 
DOY ~015 
EGL -065 

· JNV -020· 
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LASSEN (Contineeo::;)'"': -·=-==~ 

Lake Foreif=-v§I~~~F"Fjre-_()epar:tJ!i:~':l!'""'~' ·' 
Uttle Valle~ toomml!lnitWSeriliCes 'Distrra:::-: 
Madeline Fire fir'Ora'Cfion:-efStnC£::-:-~:~::t-
Standish 8ienfielciYF-rre~i'f6tettion::SisfricrY 
susan River~Fii'ai'ProfijciTorl"'oiiti'ict~
susanville Fire· Departr:nent 
Westwood Fire D~pai1rrient--- -~---

-- _;- --- -=--=-------~- -

LOS ANGete-s-~~ --~~-

Alhambra Fire ~Depa~~~t 
Arcadia Fire Department 

-- -- - ._ . -· ~ .:_-;,_ .... - -

· Avalon Fire Department 
Beverly Hills Fire Department 
Burbank Fire Department 

. . Compton Fire Department 
Culver City Fire Department 
Downey Fire Department 
8 Monte Fire Department 
E1 Segundo Fire Department 
Gardena Fire Department 
Glendale Fire Department 
Hawthome Fire Department · 
Hermosa Beach Fire Departnient 
Inglewood Fire Department 
La Habra Heights Volunteer Fire Department 
La Verne Fire Department 
Lockheed Fire Department - Burbank 
Long Beach Fire Department · 
Los Angeles County Fire Department 
Los Angeles City Fire Department 
Lynwood Fire Department 
Manhattan . Beach ~ire Department 
Monrovia Fire Department 
Montebello Fire Department 
Monterey Park Fire Department 
Northrop Corporate Fire Department 

. Palos Verdes Estates Fire Department 
Pasadena Fire Department 

·. Pomona Fire Department · 
Redondo Beach Fire Department 
San Gabriel Fire Department 
San Marino Fire Department 
Santa Fe Springs Fire Department 
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XLA 

ALJ-i ,oo5'·-.:= .. ·· :i::"" ·. :~- · 

ARC ~010 

AVA -015 
BHL -025 
BRK -030 
CMP -04Q 
CUL -050 · 
DNY -055 
ELM -060 
ELS • -065 
GOA -070 
GLN -075 
HAW -080 
HMB -085 
lNG -090 
LHH -225 
LVN -095 
LOC -097 
LOB . -100 
LAC -110 
LFD -105 
LYN -115 
MHB -120 
MRV -125 
MTB -130. 

· · MPK -135 
NTH -138 
PVE -140 
PAS ~145 

POM -150 
ROB -155 
SGB -165 
SNM -170 
SFS -175 



LOS ANGEtESf-(Continued ... ) 

Santa Moniba"F.ireFoe·p~utment 
Sierra Madf.Efi:Fiire7G>epartma·nt.;:;~;;.·;:;:~,~
South. PasaceinifF·Fire·.DI§!partment:anmenr: .. 
Torrance Fi?.~-Oepartm~=c.:.:c~'::--

. Vernon Fire· Departmenr"''"=-= 
West Covina Fire Department 

: ;.:~~-s:_?:;:~~i:=- ··~.:~~:;-::~:~~;::~.i::::::r.-;~:.::..t~rc.~:-~. 

California . oeparttrrem. :of sforestry:c?::::=-
Chowchilla Volunte-er·· Fire Department 
Madera County Fire Department 
Madera· Fire Department 1 

MARIN 

Alto Richardson Bay ·Fire Protection District 
Bolinas Fire Protection District 

· ' ·Corte Madera Fire Department 
.,, Inverness Public Utility District 
•: Kentfield Fire Protection District 
' Larkspur Fire Department 

Marin County Fire Department 
Marinwood Fire Department 

' Mill Valley Fire Department . 
. :,_ Muir Beach Volunteer Fire Department 

:l· Nicasio Volunteer Fire Department 
'' Novato Fire Protection District 
· CSA #19 
Ross Department of Public Safety 
Ross Valley Fire Department 
San Quentin State Prison· 
San Rafael Fire Department 
Sausalito Fire' Department · 
Skywalker Ranch Fire Brigade 
Stinson Beach Fire ProteCtion District 
Tiburon Fire Protection District · 

MARIPOSA 

California Department of .Forestry 
Mariposa County Fire Department 
Mariposa Public Utility District 

-· Yosemite Park and Curry Company #7 

·895 

SMA ·1 80 ·'"'"---,;o~,

SMD ·185~;:_t=.=· -l'fiC~-=
SPS -19S::."'c- -~~,

TOR ·200JEL -0":5 
VEA .·20$"·H~----'-'1-~o;::~

WCV -210 
-~·-~- ~-:~-:.:·.:.- . --

XMA 20- ·:~;:··. - ·- ·-

MMU -555f;·:-s 
CHW -005 
MDC ~015. 
MDR -010. 

XMR 21-



Albion-Uttlei -River:'"<Voli:inteer"rFirerDepaftmehtlD"~'-- · 
Anderson va11ey \G8mmi.inify~sl3ftvices~·oi8tti(il~~~·~, 
Brooktralls FCtiml'h'-unfey-rservic'ifs'itoistrfci-;-ICc · 
California Depaftment:!orti=or'estry~ fii ,..,t~E:-: Di'..;.rrict 

· Comptche 'Volunteer--'i=it&'-Deparnnent '"': · · 
Covelo Fire Protection. District 
Elk Volunteet.=:FiteoDepaitmenf' ~-- - _ - - -- -·- · 
Fort Bragg Fire Departmenf · . 
Greenwood-Riage·:FJre'-'IJepartment 
Hopland Volunteer Fire Department 
Irish Beacti· Volunteef-Fire~ Department · -
Leggett Valley Fire Protection District-
Uttle Lake Fire Protection District 
Long Valley Fire Protection District 
Mendocino Fire Protection District 
Piercy Fire. Protection District 

· Point Arena Fire Department 
Potter Valley Community Services District 
RDWD VLY.-Calpeela Fire Protection District 
River Estates Volunteer Fire Department 
Soutr. Coast Fire Protection District 
Ukiah Fire Department 
U~iah Valley Fire Protection District 

MERCED 

Atwater Fire Department 
California Department of Forestry 
Dos Palos Fire Protection District 
Gustine Volunteer Fire Department· 
Uvingston Fire Department 
Los Banos Volunteer Fire Department 
Merced County Fire· Department 
Merced Fire Department 
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XME 23-

ALR · -005-r:·,r - -•;;yer~- -

AVY -010~'-'-~ -02.1:: 

BCS ·011~";-;:;::;::: -~ -
MEU -555'lTL -030<-
CMT · •015::<:""'"·"--=~;:7 -
CVL -020· 

· EKV -025·=-''"" ___ - -"·-:-----.>-c=-- · c 

BRG -030 · 
GWR -9os-:~.-- :c::::-..:. '- · 
HOP ,100 . . 
IBV -916"•'• .. L_-~-- ~'-'. _C_c'_ "=-.-

LEG ·115 
-090. 

LVF -045 
. MND 

PAC 
PTA 
POT 
RVF 

-050 
.-055 
•060 
-065 
-070 

... 

. -072 
SCF -040 
UKH -075 
UKV ·080 

XMD 24-

ATW -005 
MMU -555 · 

· DOS -010 
GUS -015·. 
LVG -020 
LBN -025 
MRD -035 
MER -030 



. ·-· e 

Adin Fire p·fotectloh::Distrfet'.:>:-S'·::::?::::='~~~""·'=· 
·Alturas Fira~:Prateetroh-=t:>istr.-ict';~,iai"i;:;;rn-.~ 
Alturas CitY~'Fir't O'epartment=:re. :Je:J2.nrnen<:. 

_Canby Fire:~r6tectlon;:Oi5trict-~~=:::!"O-
California beparti'Tlent of Forestry~ 
Cedarville Fire Protection District 
Davis Creek Fire . Protection District 
Eagleville Fire~P-rotecilon. District 
Fort-Bidwell Fire Department 
Lake City ~refP-r9tedlcJ.n;District c::-;:~;-~~.::::::-:;o·-
Ukely Fire Protection District ·· - ··-- -~"·--·---

Lookout Fire Protection District 
Willow Ranch Fire Protection District 

MONO 

Antelope Valley Fire Protection District · 
Bridgeport Fire Protection District 

- · Califomia Depar:tment of Forestry 
~-Chalfant Fire Department 
··June Lake Fire Protection District 
· Lee Vining Volunteer Fire Department 
· Long Valley Fire Department 

Mammoth Lakes Fire Protection District 
Mono City Fire Protection District 
Paradise Fire Protection DistriCt 

' "' Wheeler Crest Fire Protection District 
· '·· White Mountain Fire Protection District 

MONTEREY· 

Aromas Tri-County Fire Protection District 
Arroyo Seco Volunteer Fire Company 
Big Sur Volunteer Fire Brigade 
Cachagua Volunteer Fire Company 
Carmel By the Sea Fire Department 

. · Carmel Highlands Fire Protection District · 
Carmel Valley Fire Protection District . 
Califomia Department of Forestry 
Correctional Training Facility 
Gonzales Volunteer .Fire Department 
. Greenfield Fire Protection District 
King City Fire .Oepartnient · 

. Marina Department of Public Safety 
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XMO 25-

ADl -005::~~, - ,-&ir. 
ALF -0.15~MIT . 1 ~'h
ALV -01 ()3;:;;: . ;=:;:;' 
CAn -020T C.B. .• 2QCL _ •. 
LMU -555'!=9-, D~ ..... "-'· 
CDV -025 
DAV. -030 . 
EAG -035--.:-~=--":-- .. · 
FTB -040 
LK. c -a·4~·--'-'· ---- ... -. ' . . ""':_:r:-::::.·--:-::-:.= ... ~ 

UK -ci5o--·-.,- -----:-·-
LOO ~055 

WWR -Oeo 

XMN ~ 

ANT -015 
SRI · -010 
ovu -555 

-012 
. JUN -020 
LEE -025 
LNG -035 
MAM ·030 
MON -040 
PRO· -042 
SWF ·045 
WMT ~005 

XMf 27-

ATC 
. ASV 

BSB 
CFC 
CBS 
CHF 
CV.F 
BEU 
CTF 

. GNZ 
GRN 
KIN 
MAR 

-005 
-008 
-900 
-905 
·-015 
-010 
-020 
-555 
-410 
-035 
-045 
-oso_ 
-055 
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MONTEREY~Qonti~ .. ;) 

Mid Carme8:Valley.~~iraN~.r<Jtectlon~0isttict: _:}-':!~ •. ;·. ~ ~-.;::;t. 
Mid Coast v-~untee•· Cl're,. ~ompan~"' ~-==-""'".:.__,,.r::,:.-.... .... -• .. I, ..Mi _. f7ci'1W,:.:~ \.l _ . -•lt"tJ ......... ,n .. -v-::r l.oo'~TT;..rr 

Mission Soledad,.BurabEire:..Eriiitectlon.:Olstdct:n'c!· 
Monterey~t;IDtWiS~~JL-Ar§a~ tf,39::~estr>" 
Monterey~county'·Sarvice·Area:...#43"'''"""·--,...._.,· .......,.~"-o··... ··' .. · 

Monterey. County Service Area #61 
Monterey:Fire,cOepa_rtme_nt < · __ ;_ , __ _._ ... 
North County:ffir~:d~rotectiorpDistrict;=-· 
Pacific Grriv.e:Fir-e·:Oepatftnent'~-;.J;::;::;,"·.::c,,-2,'::; 
Pajaro Cotm;Tiunity'Ser:vices" 9istrict: ;:::::::;=c: ::::-.:. . 
Pebble Beach· Community ServicesDfstriCt- -~-~~~~-~-"-· -

Penn. Airport District Fire Department 
Salinas Fire Department 
Salinas Rural Fire Protection District 
San Ardo Volunteer Fire Company 
SeaSide Fire Department 
Soledad Fire Department 
Spreckels Volunteer Fire Department · 

NAPA 

American Canyon Fire Protection District 
Calistoga Fire Department 
California Department of Forestry 
Napa County Fire Department 

. Napa Fire Departmen~ 
. Napa State Hospitai·Fire Department 
St. Heleria Fire Department · 

NEVADA 

Alta-.Oaks Sunset Fire· Protection District 
Bullion Fire Protection District 
California Department of Forestry 

· Donner Summit Volunteer Fire Department 
Bronco Volunteer Fire Department 
Forty-Niner Fire Protection District 
Gold Flat Fire Protection District 
Grass Valley Fire Department 
Higgins Fire Protection District 
Nevada County Fire Department 
Ne'lada City Fire Department 

· North San Juan Fire Department 
Ophir Hill Fire Protection District 
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-·-·- ----
.Ai'li"t"~:..: • ...-~-

MCV . -01 :1'-.h=f~- -~':!.~"" 
MCC -91.0:~": ~;0--=
MSR -09Sc:;';;:!-:- -•;n=
MTY ·110H~t_,b" -5~ 
MFT -116"'=~-·""·""'c.' .. 
KCS -.145 

. MNT -060:.-- ':"-::-" -. ~.:' '··, ~ - _ _.., . 

CTA .025=-::::::~- ·::::::_ · · 
PGF . -oss-j.,;;:,~ -:;-. ..,;...: 
PAJ -1 OS:G!2 _;:,"..:t::.: . --- ----. 
MAY· ·115~c _ _,_~ ·- ·---

PMA -150 
SLS .070 
SLR. -075 
SAV · -140 
SEA -080 
SLD -090 
SPA ·100 

XNA 28-

ACY -020 
CAL -005 
LNU . -555 
NPA .025 
NAP -010 
NSH -490 

·sTH. -015 

XNE 29-

. AOS ·010 
· BUL .015 

NEU ·555 
DON -080 
FFD -075 
FNR .045 
GLD· -020 
GAS -005 
HGF . .042 
NCO -041 
NEV -040 
NSJ ·050 
OPH -025 

.. 

--



. -e 

NEV AOA~.Cgntinued;~.)~-'"" :,_ 
_ Peardale:Chicago Park--Fire Protection District 

- Peen V:~ll ey=F:ir~-J:lr_Q!:~oq.,Q~tr:i_ct -r;.~, .. _::-.r,:.~~
Roug~anct.:Re~dy:.:;l:iF~~ero~~iO!l--;Oi~triv},--

-Truckee:;Eir:_e, F.~JQt~ig_n~~i~~;; r"'TQieCIIOP cnsi:nr.r 
Watt P.ark~fir:E!c P_rot~~ioB=Sl!iltlc:t\~ge: :'!0.'19'- -

t"~"'-~-.--:~,.......":'"-'":'":'"~-=-··~~~~=- --- -___ -. --~'"~...::--:::~~- ------

ORANGE 
-----~----·------
;·..:=~-~;:;;.;;;_=:,~..;;;.;;-..-..~--;;;,:,;:~~-----.:..". 

Anaheim--._FirEt;~Q-'g~r1J:n@nt ,:_:-- -- ~~~- >-- .:., .. ,.,., -
Brea flr.~iQep~enr~ ,_ '"'-~,_',_"'-""c-_ 
Buena'-:Eark- F.i(~cJ)Qp~_r::tri'IJmt;;e:;,:_ d~;:.:.: ·- -_-
Costa Mesa Fire Depaitnienr---~-~=-,,~_ ~~~, 
Fountain Valley Fire Department 
Fullerton Fire Department 
Garden Grove Fire Department 
Huntington Beach Fire Department 
Laguna Beach Fire Department 
La Habra Fire Department 
Newport Beach Fire Department 
Orange County Fire Department 

- Orange Fire Department 
San Clemente Fire Department 

; . Santa Ana Fire Department 
Stanton Fire Departri1ent 

_ .. - Westminster Fire Department 

- PLACER 
. -~· 

~· Alpine Springs County Water District 
Alta Fire Protection District 
Auburn Volunteer. Fire Departmeni 
California Department of Forestry · 
Colfax Volunteer Fire Department 
Dr)' Creek- Volunteer Fire Protection District 
Dutch Flat Volunteer Fire Department 
Foresthill Fire Protecti9n District 
Uncoln Fire Department 
Loomis Fire· Protection District 
Placer Hills Fire Protection District 
Newcastle Fire Protection District 
Northstar Fire Department 
North Tahoe Fire Protection District · 
Penryn Fire Protection District 
Placer County Fire Department 
Placer Foothills County Fire Protection District 

.:899 

PCP -030 
PNV :;;~.2 -C'LU 
RAR ,.::{)55 · .o...w_ 

TRK ~PJ~Qc -v~- · _ 
WAT I,;,Q~~ -1.1_~: ._ 

XOR_ 3G- . 
. --~. --·-· ---· ·- ' 

:~;:~~~..:-~.-~-~~--- . -

ANA ::~-=-- .. _ 
BRA ~~-. -.. -=;- _ 

· BPK ;:'!'ftt5 -""=_;,-_:,_- · -.=: cos :~020' __ --.,.-~~-~'=--~-:-~~: 
FVY ·025 

. FLF -030 
GGV ~035 
HTB -040 
LAB ·045 
LHB -050 
NPB -055 
ORC -065 
ORG ·060 
SCL ·073 

- STA -075 
. STN ·085 
WST ·095 

XPL 31-

ASC · -105 
AFP -005 
ABA -010 
NEU -555 

_CFX -030 
OCR -090. 
OUT .-110 
FHF ·040 
LNC ·050 
LMF ·055 
ROC ·060 
NEW -065 
NRS -115 

- NTF -045 
RYN -075 
PCF ·125 
ROC -020 

~ 
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PLACER (Continued .•. ) ~-.-:.:.::7 
--~ 

"c. ; ;;:-'"'-,f.lqcklin Fire Department .u.--:::·r~ ~~~ ROK --OSO ~~ -------
Roseville Fire Department CB.L -~ifl-~- RSV -085 

I!}£ Sheridan Fire Protection District~,:j~ ··.:.r;::r....r- SHR -095 
South Placer Fire Protection Dis:trlct ~GSO SPL -150 
Squaw Valley Fire Department r-•~:.., · __o~_n...:.. 

. ··-~ sou . -070 
Tahoe City Fire Protection District TCF -100 

~-~-~-. --;.·_-:,~---4-

PLUMAS ... ._, __ ._ .... ..;__ ,_,,.._ . ...:..__ XPU 32-
- ------ --•::;.~--~--'--"--~ 

-=··•11.- t~!: ! "-! --~7~-. ~Beckwourth_ Fire-Department ·--~-· ·~-.,::'"- -~ - . - BEC -005 ~~c·.: -... ~ . ·~ 

California Department of Forestry··- ~ ··- -· -- . -•::.. ........ ,..---. 
LMU~ -555 

Chester Fire Protection District CHE -010 
Crescent Mills Fire Protection District· CMF -015 
Graeagle Fire Protection District GRA -020 
Greenville -Fire Protection District GVF -025 
Hamilton Branch Fire Protection District HBF ~-065 

La Porte Fire · Protection District LPR -030 
Long Valley Community Service District · LVL -032 
Meadow Valley Fire Protection District MVF -035 
Peninsula Fire Protection District PNS -oto 
Plumas County Service Area #2 PUM -042 
Plumas-Eureka Fire Department - PEF .-043 
Portola Fire Department POR -040 : __ 
Prattville-Aimanor Fire ProtE!ction District PAT -045 
Quincy Fire Protection District QUI -050 
Sierra Valley Fire Protection District SIE -060. 
Taylorsville Fire Protection District TAY -055 

RIVERSIDE XRI 33-. 

· Banning Fire Department BAN -005 
Beaumont Fire Department BMT -010 
Blythe Fire Department BLY -015 
California Department of Forestry ARU -555 
California Rehabilitation Center CRC -410 
Cathedral City Fire Department CDR ·018 
Coachella Fire Protection District COA -020 

Corona Fire Department · COR -025 

Desert Hot Springs Fire Department DHS -030 

Elsinore Fire Department AVA -035 

Hemet Fire Department HEM -040 

Idyllwild Fire. Protection District IDL -045 

Indian Wells Fire Department INW -100 

. Iridic Fire Department IND -050. 

... ... 
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. e 

-e 

--

RIVERSIDE'~ontiffutK:IJ;)~~~~-:. ;, · · . . . 
- r"'t.l-....:.-;---- :~-! •.. r.:::~--~~- .. ---·-- !\:..-..~ .. :;.. ... 
; -.-:-:;..~.:-~~~:::· !!• •. ·:::·r.::::"-.. ·: •. ~-f!'" r--· ·- !! ·-...•- ••. , •• ·-·-··· - .......;..~----........ 

La Qu_inta Fire~Dep-artmentcYce.c2t:li€f<·~)~:o!'i:T .. ' .. - . - ' - -
· Moreno Vaffey4=ire~Di3pai'tti1erit~"'=,:;;~.:-.·-cr;-=-""·:}is.1·•C!. 

Murrieta Fire'-ProtectioR Dfstrtc;tii:.i-T"c-'~" M' 
Norco City"J;Ife· Oepartmer1f<:Jt~,1.io_r,~""QlsJsi.:::t.~ · .. 
Palm Desert Fire Station · · 
Palm Springs Fire Department 
Perris Fire Department 
Rancho Mir"age-;-eouiltY=Fife;;[)epartmenf ·· 
Riverside CotmtY-=<Flfa-:1:lepartment . 
Riverside Fie'=Bepaitine-n~· ,....,·~:~-...-~;~-:~. 
Rubidoux Corru'nunlty Ser-VIces -District· 
San Jacinto Fire Department 
Temecula Fire Department 

SACRAMENTO 

American River. Fir~ Protection District 
·· · C.D.F. Fire Protection 
,. Citrus Heights Fire Protection District 
''·:courtland Fire Protection District 
: Delta Community Services District 
• 'Elk Grove Community Services District 
'Elverta Fire Protection-District 
. ,fair Oaks Fi~e Protection District 
·=Florin Fire Protection- District 
.·.Folsom Fire Department 
-'Folsom Prison Fire Department 
Fruitridge Fire Protection District 
Galt Fire Protection District 
Herald Fire Protection District 
Isleton Fire Department 
Natomas Fire Protection District 
Pacific Fire Protection District 
Rancho Cordova Fire Protection District 
Rio Linda Fire Protection District 
Sacramento County Fire Protection District 
Sacramento Fire Department 
Sloughhouse Fire Protection District 
Walnut Grove Fire ·Protection District 

· Wilton Fire Protection District 

.. 

-- --
LAO 
MOE 
MUR 
NOR 
PDS 
PMS 

·052-.-""~ ':':""~ .. 
-054'""'~-R'- -:_~-~?5 
-055T::'~.-;,. ~;2--

-osoNA :"" -c.~:i5'-
·105 . ;-~ 
-065 
-070 .·. .PER 

RMG 
RVC 
RIV 
RBX 
SJT. 

-11 o.-~~--:~ 
-090 . --·- . :. 

:~~~~-~,~~-~~~~~-" ~"-- ~: 
-085. 
-115 

XSA 34-

ARN 
CDF 
CIT 
CLF 
DLT 
EGA 
ELV 
FOF 
FLO 

.FOL 
FPF 
FRU 
GAL 
HER 
ILE 

-090 
-555 
-010 
-015 
.-130 
-020 
-025 
~30 

'-095 
-035 
-410 
-,100 
-040 
-050 
-055 
-105 

PAC -110 
RCF -065 
RLF -070 
SAC -082 · 
SCR -080 
SLH · -115 

WAL -120 
WLT. -125 

. .. 
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-·-- - --California ~epar:tment:coN~orestr.yT· 
- -~ ""'-~ Hollister Firecfirepanment.Jeoanz:nent 

- - San Benit~oul"itj· Flrer-DepartiTfe-nf~;-~,·;v,=-·. 
. . :·:' .. San Juan BautistaiFirEf 12)8partm!fnttior! District 

:~·M~-~~:!-~;\.L:;Ji~~~-.,..h~~r:.._l'T~~~~~·-· . .:·,· 

SAN BERNARDINO 

:-~-~-- Adelanto Fire:.:Department 
·o:. ~-. .. _Apple Valley Fire Protection District 
. : ''""'~--'··,;Arrowbear [t;al(ec'CcmntY''Wafer2Bistricr.t-

Baker Fire .--Depanmenf · · 
Barstow Fire Protection District 
Big Bear City Community Services District 

. Big Bear Lake Fire Protection District 
California institUtion for Women 
California Department of. Forestry 
Central Valley Fire Protection District 
Chino Fire Protection DistriCt 
Chino-California Institution for Men 
Chino Rural Fire Protection District 
Colton Fire Department· 
Crest Forest Fire Protection District 
County Service Area #38 
County Service Area #56, F-1 Pinon Hills Fire Dept 
County Service Area #70, Zone W 
County Service Area #53-B-Fawnskin 
County Service Area #82-I.Z. SV #1 
Daggett Community Services District 
Foothill Fire Protection District 
Forest Falls Fire Protection District 
Grand Terrace Fire Department 
Green Valley -Lake CSA-79 Fire Department 
Havasu Lake CSA #72 
Hesperia Fire Protection District 
Highland Fire Department 
Joshua Tree Fire Protection District 
Lake Arrowhead Fire Protection District 
Landers Volunteer Fire Department · 
Lorna Unda Fire Department 
Lucerne Valley Fire Protection District 
·Lytle Creek Station #20 
Montclair Fire Department · 
Monte Vista Fire Protection District 
Morqngo Valley Community Services District 
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XBE 35-

BEU -555 ~;;,o-· ~"'~ - .. 
.. 

e HOL -o1 o.::.s·:--·- .lJO;J 

SBN -02o::.~::-~ ~ ~-

SJB. -0153FC. '=>" .IVV 

... <;.::~.:....~-

.:"!!.AL~. ·~-

XBO ~ 
.. 

ADL -Oo5·· . ... 
-

APP -015 
ABL -02S3EC .-.-~ 

'-";:;"'y-::;..:-. 

BAK -03(l ;·-"~<[-.:_. 7 ,.:-_=--~- --· 

BAR -035 
BBC . -040 
BBL -045 
CIW -415 
DBU -555 
BCC -050 
CHN -055 
CIM -410 
CHO -060 
COL -065 
CRF -070 
esc -175 --. PHF -086 
HNK -110 
FAW -085 
ARG -020 
DAG -080 
FTH -010 
FFF -095 
GAT -082 
GVY -100 
HAV -102 
HES -105 
HIG -107 
JSH -115 
ARR -120 
LND -240 
LOM -125 
LVY -130 
LCC -135 
MTC -140 
MNV -145 
MGO -150 



• 

Mt. Baldy flre~Oepi!rtr:nenJ.,.c=.~r,~";~~u_; 
Needles Fira-;Xlepar;tment;.:-;,.2'=~;:;;;,.~~:, -
Newberry tSprlngs €o!Timy1Jityl;§~ryi~~~d.;llstrict 
Ontario Fir&:;OjtpaJtment.::-'-9~~..0:',~'"" 

-·ontario Airport Fire ·oepartment=--~---
Redlands Fire Department 
Rialto Fire:.Oepartment-- _ry,_, •. __ _ 

.-

Running SJ')rings.:;Covri!Y=W~terTI:Oistri~:--:-~---·-2';':-::---
San · Bemar:Qj@:: Fire ::_Q_~p~meQi::I-'''!:o>1:2":,.,,;,._,, · · - . 
29 Palms F.ir.e;-;E>.epar.ttt~entz=.- .. .::::.: 
Uplarid Fire Departmerit · 
Victorville Fire De'partment 
Wonder Valley Volunteer Fire Department 
Wrightwood Fire Protection District 
Yermo Community Services District 
Youth Training School 
Yucca Valley Fire Protection District 

'SAN DIEGO 

Alpine Fire Protection District 
Bonita Sunnyside Fire Protection Distdct 
Borrego Springs Fire Protection District 
'Bostonia Fire Protection Distr:ict 
Bou-levard Fire & Rescue Department 

::campo Volunteer Fire Department 
\\Carlsbad Fire Department 

: -'california Department of Forestry 
Chula Vista Fire Department 
Coronado Fire Department 
Crest Fire Protection District 
Deer Springs· Fire Protection District 
Del Mar Fire Department 
Donovan Correctional Facility 
Dulzura-Barrett Volunteer . Fire Department 
El Cajon Fire Department 
Elfin Forest Volunteer Fire Department 
Encinitas Fire Protection District 
Escondido Fire Department · 
Fallbrook Fire Protection District 
North County/Rainbow Fire Protection District 
Harbison Canyon Volunteer Fire· Department 
Imperial BeaCh Fire Department . 
Intermountain Volunteer Fire & Rescue Department 

.. 

BOY ·155J""""~ -"J:::;:::,.
NED ·160!:c:u;:. _,.,E..! 

NBY ~165-~,.- .. ,:;;:;:;,-
OTO. -170108 .-06.0. 
OAP · -27&nc... "'".<;.._ -

· . RED -180 
·RIA -185 ;·::~-~~~-'-~=-_c::--- ' -_, '- · 
Asp --190--- .;__;=- - - ~,;,:: 

t~-...... -=-~-o:;..-.-

BDO -195~ .. :·.'-. -"-'~- :__ - -
TWP -21 0:;:;;::. - .• -,-z..;:~- .. · 
UPL. -21·5-:-~-~. -= ·.:-=~,·--- .-::'_, 

vcv -220 
WON -245 
'-NWD -225 
YEA -230 
CYC -450 

'YVY -235_ 

XSD 37-

ACP -005 
BON -010 _ 
BGO -D15. 
BOS -020 
BLV -022 
CPO. -040 
CBD· -D25 

-- MVN -555 
CHV -030 
CAD -045 
CST -060 

. DSF. -14$ 
DMR -050 
DCF .-410 
DBV "058 
ELC .-055 
EFF -057 
ENC -065 
ESC -070 
NCF -075 
SNO -818 

- HCN -200 
1MB -oas 

-086 
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AuraJ Fire OiSti'fietrn2r S~err:rn~t- c( .F'6r~r-~ 
Julian Cuyamaca~Fire'~-PrOtectior.r.--:oiStrict- · 
La Mesa Fi~nE>epaitmenfi::i:-JiY r::i=-w'•:,epu: ·' ,,_, ·' 
Lake MoreniiL'Vdlunte~f''Fire;bepartinentiLT)ent 
Lakeside Fire Protection District - - -
-Lemon Grove Fire Department . 
Lower Sweetwater ·Fire Protection District 
Mt. Laguna:.volunteer-;Ffre;.Qep~nt 
National CitY:-' F-ire ·o-epartment~-~,;-_,, · ~~-;~,; .. c.;·-

· Oceanside !F-ire:-'Gepartnient~· ~~0"-"i:::-'~.:n:::"!~=;..=
Ocotillo wens: Fire-Compa~~~~-- · 
Palomar Mountain Volunteer Fire Department 
Pine Valley Fire Protection District 
Potrero Volunteer Fire Department 
Poway Safety Services 
Ramona Fire Protection District 
Rancho Santa Fe Fire. Protection District 
Reservation Fire Protection District, B~2 
Rincon Del Diablo Fire Department 
Rural County Fire Protection District 
San Diego Fire Department 
San Marcos Fire Protection District 
San Miguel Consolidate. Fire • Protection District 
San Onofre Fire Department 

· San Pasqual Fire Department 
Santee Fire Department . 
Shelter Valley Volunteer Fire Department 
Solana Beach Fire Department 
Spring Valley Fire Protection District 
Valley Center Fire Protection District 
Vista Fire Department & Fire Protection District 
Warner Springs Ranch Fire Department 

SAN FRANCISCO 

San Francisco Fire Department 

SAN JOAQUIN 

Aviation CFA Fire Department 
Boggs Tract Fire Protection DistriCt 
California Department of Forestry 
Clements Rural Fire Protection District 

-.., 
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SDR -Q87t5t:':<"" ·-:i~-== · 

JVF -Q89 Hr'n~- -LI:iTr -

LMS 095-'''"'~'--- "'""no:.-.. --
- ~--..;;c;.;;~ 

LMR -0923 . ..18 -01 5 
-LKS -090 -'" 
LGV. -100 
LSW -105 
MLG -103:~-.. -c:-::- -----

NAT ·110-<: :~- :~::.··
ocs ~ 115?-c§'-.:.. -o;;;:;;, 
OWF. -112~-"'L-~- ~...,..._..,.,.,_='-

PMV -114 
PVY -120 
PTV ·123 
POW -125 
RAM ·130 
RSF -135 
RFB -215 

. RNC -137 
SDR -139 
SND. -140 
SMC -145 
SMF -165 
SNO -146 
SPF -147 
SNT -150 

.·sw -155 
SOL -160 
SPV -165 
VCF -175 
VTA ·170 
WSA -225 

- XSF 38-

SRF -oo5 

XSJ ~ 

ACA -135 
BOG ···070 
scu -555 
CLE -020 

·e 



- . 
Collegeville;:.~ire¥iRrotection1iDistricta.""L 
Delta Fire. Pf.ote'ttiori'Oisttict~~,~~:;. 
Deuel Vocatlonal:dnstitUtior.tp \._:cornrcc: .. mi'Y .::;e.r-v'ici,-:o-Cfi::m i~r · 
Escalon Firer'F!roteetion mistrict}.~?l 

· Farmington;....Rurai~Fire-Protectlon-Disfrici~-
Forest Lake Rural Fire .Department · · 

. French C~iTip~McKinley~F.ire;Protection District .. 
Holt-Termin-ousoVcili.inteer.-=JEire~Depai'tiiienFt ......... -.::. · · · . - .. 
Uberty Rurai"Flra:Pfotectlon=oisttict ...... " , , -. , , 

... Unden-Peters'RiilraL<rounty~~ire:.oProtectlon District 
Lodi Fire Departinerif. -~- · - ~---"~-

Manteca Fire Department 
Manteca-Lathrop. Fire· Protection District 
Mokelumne Fire Protection District 
Montezuma Fire Protection District 

. North California Youth Authority 
Ripon Fire Protection District 
Stockton Fire· Department 

-~ Stockton State Hospital 
. ·Thornton Fire . Protection District 

.· Tracy Rural Fire Protection DistriCt 
· ~- Waterloo-Morada Fire Protection District 

: Woodbridge Fire Protection !)istrict . 

SAN LUIS OBISPO 

· Arroyo Grande Fire Department 
=· Atas·cadero Fire 'Protection District 

Atascadero State Hoapital Fire Department 
Avila Beach Fire Protection District 
California Men's Colony Fire Department 
University Fire .Department 
Cambria Fire Protection District 
Cayucos Fire Protection District 
California Departi'nent of Forestry 
Grover City Fire Department 
Los Robles. Conservation Camp 
Morro Bay Fire Department 

. Oceano Community Services District-Fire 
Paso Robles Fire Department . · 
Pismo Beach Fire Department 
San Luis Obispo County Fire Department 
San Luis Obispo Fire Department 
San Miguel Fire Protection District 

. CGV -07~.;:"·,-- · , =· ·. 
DFD -023'!-=c: · ·, oit::;, 
TDV . -41 0~;... < ;;;-,;-
ESL .-025JiC -·,70 

. FAR -03~11¥\ -=u.>s-. · 

FLR -005 
FRC -085-,i;""~~ :~-'= '
HTF -145-:~:c -::::..,."~;:_ . 
UB -Q1 0- . ::...= -~~~-..:. · · 
LPE 040"" .. ""'· ........... . 
LOD :045: .::;'.= _·:_~-~~~-~-~ 
MAN -050 
MLR ·-ass 
MKE -125 
ZUM -095 
NCY. -450 
RIP -060 
STO -065 
SSH -490 
THO -115 
TRA . -015 
WMR -105 
woo -130 

XSL. 40-

AYG 
ATA 
ATS 
AVI 
CMC 
UNI 
CMB 
CAY 
SLU 
CRO 
LAB 
MRB 
OCE 
PRF 
PSM 
SLC 
SLO 
SMF 

-005 
-010 

·' 
-490 
-015 
-410 
-ass 
-020 
-025 
-555· 
-030 
-450. 
-040 
-045 . 
-050 
-055 
-080 
-060 . 
-065 
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Santa Margarit.Vii'olunteet,:;Fcire Department 
South Bay .:Eira~Pfot~ctiore:Elistricf' ~~~'C:':oci~·~e,c:~:

. Templeton LBire<iProtectlorfFf)istrlct"~<T 
I ~ko_)J;.r·u:.w~~-.\/r._lau:l.fccr ~ir..::. ')~:u':''!.:::u::r:n~rtL 
-------~··--- ------ '··-----~----·-----

Brisbane .Departmer.~t:,of~.P.ublic;:Safely ·~"'?-"'·=--------~---

BurllngamEiiEire"'QepartmenL.~- -- ;;.,:,_-~:-:-:-:-:-::=:::--~ 
California Department::or-Forest_cy:;-,,-,,,,-,,- - -
Colma Fire.:er:otectiOn 'Distik:t: ::::::::?.:::=:~--
Daly City Fire Department~ ; .. -_ "-~~,- - -- · 

Foster City Fire Department 
. Half Moon Bay Fire Protection District 
Hillsborough Fire Department 

·Menlo Park Fire Protection District 
Millbrae Fire Department 
Pacifica Fire Department · 
Point Montara Fire Protection District
Redwood City Fire Department 
San Bruno Fire Department 
San Mateo County Fire Department 
San Mateo Fire Department 
Skyland~ Volunteer Fire Department 
South County Fire Authority 
South San Francisco Fire Department 
Woodside ·Fire Protection District 

SANTA. BARBARA 

. Carpinteria-Summerland Fire Protection District 
Guadalupe Fire Department _ 
Lompoc Fire Department. 
Montecito Fire Protection District 
Orcutt Fire Protection District 
Santa Barbara County Fire Department 
Santa Barbara City Fire Department 
Santa- Maria Fire Department 
• Solvang Municipal Improvement District 
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906 

SMV -070:¥.:~?L -n~g· 

SBY ·035.l'~~ ~"=
TEM -075J>ir....::· ·= -

BAS ·010"~~~-=~.,:. --__ ~--~· 
BUR -015.~~;;..:: --~:..~...:. 

. czu ·555::.-.~' -77::'"

CLM -030'.::. ..,_-=_~- - '·~'"~ -
_ DAL -035~' ~ --~~---
FOS -040 

. HLF ·045 
HBO -020 
MNL -050 
MIL -055 
PFC _ -065. 
PTM -060 
RWO -070 
SBR -080 
CFS -115 _ 

. MEO -090 
SVD -082 
soc. -085 
SSF -095 
woo ·105 

XSB 42-

CAP -005 
GUA ·-010 . . . 
LMP -015 
MTO ·030 . 
-OCT- -020 
SBC -035 
STB -025 
SMA -040 
SVG -045 

' . 



-- Agnews Stafe~'Hospitar='Fir~-DepartmentcsD::c~
. Campbell F-lr_e~Deparfrnent;~;;_:,~, s~"'~~,
California Depattmentlof,:·F-orestryF!i~ll' . 
Central Fire~P-rotectioii' Dlstiict~i£r~- Dis.mr±, 
Gilroy Fire ~Department - -- =:•-

Gilroy Aural Fire Protection District . 
Los Altos Fire~epartrT)ent~;...:;., ~- · ~-- ~---
Milpitas Fire:.Departme~~:-.:.:,_,_..,= :-:;-_::-;-;:,-:..::~-=-- . 
Morgan HillilGity;·Fife"Department:::;Sc..~::=:::::i~-.-~~.~ - ·-

. .. Mountain \llew-=Firebe'epaifrnent:t:..:;":E?-~!~~ ,.~-~'=-::~0s. '-'""~r.:s;:_ · . 
Palo Alto Fire Department 
San Jose-Fire Department 
Santa Clara Fire Department 
Saratoga Fire Protection District 
South Santa Clara County Fire Department 

. Sunnyval~ Department of Public Safety Fire Dept 

SANTA CRUZ· 

· · Aptos/La Selva Fire Protection District. 
-- Ben Lomond Fire Protection District 

Boulder Creek Fire Protection District 
Branciforte Fire Protection District 
Capitola Fire Protection- District 
'California Department of Forestry 
Central Santa Cruz Fire Protection Agency 
Davenport Volunteer Fire Department · 

.. ;felton Fire Protection ·District 
Freedom Fire Protection District 
Sa!sipuedes Fire Protection District 
Santa· Cruz County Fire Department 

· Santa Cruz Fire Department 
Scotts Valley Fire Protection District 
U.C. Santa Cruz Fire Department 
Watsonville Fire Department 
Zayante Fire Protection District 

xsc 43-

ASH ·490..;S:.;;,_ ·UT5: .. 

CBL -005:JfQ- -'123-
SCU -555i'i:n= -'~n.r 
CNT -OBO:=.SL .• _ -025__ 
GIL ·01 0""-" <:h-. __ (\=.:::,., __ -. 

GLL ·015 
LOS -020 ·: :~-~~"o.~-=o.o::...:..-

MLP ~030 ~- --:---::=.:_ • 
- MAG -040_..;, ·. <;: ...,-- .· . 

M1V · -050...FE · -<:':'·'1: ·· . 
PAF -060 ~- ~;---:--•:. 

JOE -070 
. SNC. -090 
SAA -100 
sec. -045 
SNY -105 

xcz 44-

APT -005 
BEN ~015 
BOU -020 
BAN ~oso 

. CAP -025 
czu ·555 

·esc -065 
OPT -030 
FEL -035 
FRO ~045 

SSP -085 
szc -095 
scz .-055 

·sec -o1o 
CAU. -760 

. wrs ~oso 
ZAY -040 
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.. 
Anderson ar.ef:P-rotactiOn';tl isfrict~I ~e., -~.c:·~- Q.~~;:;=-:c.r_;-;t_ 
Bel18 Vesta?r~V.F-C 8;.-;~i: :;;;~-P1~~~~ .. ~:~:~~·t;;~-::~~-;~ 
B·lg Bend '""o~l"'n·t·a·e· "''F·--;;p . .:t·_ ·ct'"'· ,.-, ;·nO::uu:-:: v... ... . 1-'· . 1re .. ro e tun -.. ·-··-· -~-
Burney Fire Protection District · · 
Castella Fire"Protection~District · · · 
California Department of Forestry 
Cassel VFe===-~~~---~-=·.::'~~-=-.:.:..:~_,::,c- . 
Centerville ~Vqlunteer.~Fire"£ompany;' ::~~ 
Central Valley-TFire~ProteCtior1'"Distrtet·:.::: t--:>'u:;_-
· Cottonwoo'cf:Fitec-Pi:bteCti()ff--UistriCi~:~: --co -

Fall River Mills· Fire Protection District
French Gulch Fire Protection District 
Happy Valley Fire Protection District · 
Hat Creek Volunteer Fire Company 
lgo-Ono West Valley Volunteer Fire Company 
Keswich Volunteer Fire Company 
Me Arthur Fire Protection District 
Millville Volunteer Fire Company 
Montgomery Creek Volunteer Fire Company 
Mountain Gate Fire Department 
Oak Run Volunteer Fire Company 
Old Station Volunteer Fire Company 
Redding Fire Department 
Shasta County Fire Department 
Shasta College .Fire Protection District 
Shasta Community Services DistriCt 
Shasta Lake Volunteer Fire Company 
Shingletown Volunteer Fire Company 

SIERRA 

· Alleghany Volunteer Fire Department 
California Department of Forestry 
Downieville Fire Protection District 
Loyalton Fire Department 
Pike City Volunteer Fire Department 
Sierra City . Fire ProteCtion District 

. Sierra County Fire Portection District #1 

~sos. 

XSH ·4~ 

.AFD ·-010~~.~:- -£"J:1.U .. 

ew -essS3c':': .rl""-· · 
----

BBV -970 1 r::.rnr· -u-r::; 

BUF -020 
CPO -025"'~...__..,._"= · 

SHU -555 
CSL · -905; · --- ,:c=i"'~-=-=- . 
CNV ·91 a~:.::-:-:c. :..;;:;.:~::-.: 

CEN . -Q3QC-i."c-'- -:.:.:;==~ 
· COT ·0351~-:::,~;_:-- .. ,:;-::.-:;. -
FAL ,o4o:-· --... 
FGF -045 
HVF -015 
HAT. ,920 
IGO' -925 
KES. -075 .· 
MCA. -975 
MVL -935 
MTG -940 
WMG -Q80 
OKR -980 
OSV -945 · 

. RON -Q55 
SHS -086 
SHC -Q9~ 
SHA -085 
SLK . -~60 
SHI -965 

XSI 46-

ALG -025 
R02 -555 
OWN. -005 
LOY -010 

. PIK -012 
SRA ·015 

. SEA -020 



Butte~Valley.uEire:;I?,Iote_ctignu._Q~trl,gh'-="- -
calito~f!i-i:fiB~ili1\e,fJt of ForestfY-· · ·-·
copco., Lake-.f.ke~P.rcte.ction.J)i$~~9i~+; "" · 
Dorri~ffir-~o;;-P.~~!Pl~;~~;-~8:·~;2:~~ · 
Dunsmuir Fire~eepartment' . - --- -- -
.Dunsmuir Fire Protection Distnct _ 
Etna -Fire~De artment -: · -- · : · --_ -:- · --- -, ·-----------R -~ -- . . . ~-- ~ ~ 
Fort Jcin~$~lc~_P.!Par:tme!Jt,;",-,=-:;,_, ""--"'"'"- -
G 

--- .- ·p--- -.-- -- - .-.- -~ ----·· 
azelle~,l,;1r~, _,r_o~e.Qtion..:..DJ$.tf:lct.,.te.,_ ;~m:-=< 

Grenada-Eira.P...r.o(eetion~Distdct""~~:'-'-__, ..::... _ .. -
Happf'camp ·r=rr:a'"firotaCiTon-oiSiTicf ... =,-- - -
Fall River Mills Fire Protection District 
Hornbrook_ Fire Protection District 
Me Cloud CSD 
Montague Fire Protection District 
_ Mount Shasta Fire Protection District 
Mount Shasta Fire Vista FC 
Mount Shasta Fire Department 

_ _ :cScott Valley Fire Protection District 
·:Seiad Valley Fire Co.·· 
·'Siskiyou County Fire Department_
... South Yreka Fire. Protection District 
Tennant Fke Department 

.. Tulelake Multi County Fire Department 
Weed Volunteer Fire Department 

-Yreka Volunteer Fire_ Department· 

:SOLANO 

Benicia Fire Department _ _ 
California Medical· Facility Fire Department 
California Department of Forestry · 
Cordelia Fire Protection District 
Dixon County Fire Protection District 
Fairfield Department of Public Safety 
Montezuma Fire Protection District 
Rio Vista Fire Department 
Ryer Fire Protection District -
Suisun City Fire Department · 
Suisun Fire Protection District 
Vacaville Fire Protection District 
Vacaville· Fire Department · 

· Vallejo Fire Department 

.. 

XSK __ 47-. 
-:::~-.:~ .-.....:::-. 

BTE AM5 --·-
SKU. -':;555 --';."':-::~-

,..,~----. ....... r:.-

coc ~~ ~~~- ·- . 
DOR -~uo5 - -, -

Ci ... - .. t:'\nn 
DUN ~-.:0~0 .. =-=-·: -> 
DNS -015 

-~ '~:~~- ~:c_~-=""-
·GAZ \-~';;r-'3· o- -;;;:·~-- ---u -·-----

; :r-1~.; -U~~~·-

GND ,~;~!) r._..,,-_-:. ·· 
. HAP .__,.;M5 -·"'~~' ::--. 
HOR -040 
MTF . -055 
MCU -050 
MTF ,055 
MSH -065 
MSV · -065 
MTS ·-060 
SVF -120 
SEI -070 
SIS -121 

· .SYR -115 
TEN_ -130. 

. TUL .-075 
WED -080 
VFD -085 

-XSO 48-

BNC -005 
MFC -410 
LNU -555 
CFD -055 
DIX -91.5 

. FRF -025 
MTZ -090 
RVS -0-40 
RYR -080 
sue -050 
SUI -030 
W.F -065 
VAC -060 
vw -070 

. : 
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-SONOMA XSN 49-

Annapolis Volunteer Fire Department ANN -905 e Bellevue Fire Protection District. VUE -155 
r~!3~.nr;11~~-¥aJI~y; Fir.e ~rotection District BVF -160 
--Biocimtleid Volunteer.·Fire Department. BFC -120 

Bodega Bay Fire Protection District · ·.~;:,_~ BD.B -010-
Bodega Volunteer Fire Department BOD -005 
Bohemian Grove Fire Department BOH -012 
Car:ryp Meeker Volunteer Fire Department CMK -030 
Cazadero Community Services District CAZ -035· 
Ca[ifornia _ Q~p~_f.Went C?f Fores~, SNU -555 :1: 
Cloverdale Fire'Department --- CLD -040 
Cotati Fire Proteqtion District CTT -045 

. Forestville Fire Protection District FRV -050 
Fort Ross Volunteer Fire Department FTR -~10 
Geyserville Fire Company GEY -055 
Glen Ellen Fire Protection District GLE -aeo· 
Graton County Fire Protection District GTN -065 
Guerneville Fire Protection District GUE -075 
Healdsburg Fire Department HEA ·-a8o 
Hessel Fire Protection District HSL -190 
Jenner Volunteer Fire Department JNR -085 
Kenwood Fire Protection District KWD -090 
Knights Valley Volunteer Fire Department - KNV . -020 (-Lakeville Volunteer Fire Department LKV -915 
Mayacamas Volunteer Fire Department MYC -930 
Monte. Rio Fire Protection District MAO -100 
Mountain Volunteer Fire Department MOU -103 
Occidental Fire Department OCD -105 
Odiyan Monks Volunteer Fire Department OMV ~925 
Palmer Creek Volunteer· Fire Department -108 
Penngrove Fire Protection District PGR -110 
Petaluma Fire Department PTL -115 
Rincon Valley Fire Protection District RIN -170 
Rio Undo Academy Fire Company · RLN·. -220 
Rohnert Park Department of Public Safety ROH -140 
Roseland Fire Protection District RPD -175 
San Antonio VFC SAF -250 .. 
Santa Rosa Fire Department SRS -145 
Schell-Vista Fire Protection District SCH -205 
Sea Ranch Fire Department TSR -070 
Sebastopol Fire Department SEB -180 
Sonoma Fire Department SON -200 
Sonoma State Hospital Fire Department SST -490 
Timber Cove Volunteer Fire Department TIM -225 

.. e 
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SONOMA (Cgntin.!.Jf!(i •.. ) 

Twin Hills f:i(e,Prc:~~eQtioR,Qi!;ltrj~,"''~~ .. u..-. ....... c 

Two Rock Vci!J~~~ ;fi!tb.D§IpaQ~i:lt::.r~str~i 
Valley Ford~Volu_nt.!ll~r;~Fire::E>~R~~I!~rs:~~,,;,.; 
Valley of the:-,Moon.-F,ir;~t"-e.rco~~9.1i.O.ri District 
Wilmar FirS'Oepartment,..:_P~-,_ · _.....,; · 
Windsor Fire Protection District 

~-- --:;..;.:... .·---:--; .: .:-;~~---· _;:_~;.. __ 

STANISLAUS-:·: __ .:,...,:_;:-:~-- .::::...:..~· _ _, ___ -
-~.-----==-~·:...........-- _·: --·...;--·:·---

·~·=-,~=···-=--.::o., .. :cc-= .= .. ::.,"'·""· .=:,=_=: ___ ;:. ... -= •. _.~:::. __ .:.___, .-____ -, __ -_ . 
Burbank Paradis!=tc.:Fir!!~Prot~l~IJ;-p~~19f:.:;t~ 
California Departinent:o(Forestry - · · · 
Ceres Fire Department 
Denair Fire Protection District 
Empire Fire Protection District 
Hughson Fire Protection District 
Industrial Fire Protection District 
Keyes Fire Protection District 
La Grange Fire Department 
McHenry-Dry Creek Fire· Protection District 
Modesto Fire Department 
Montpelier Fire Procection District 
Mountain View Fire Protection District 

_.Newman Volunteer Fire Department 
Oakdale Fire Department 

·Oakdale Fire Prqtectlon District 
Patterson Fire Department 
Riverbank Fire Protection District 
Salida Fire Protection District 
Stanislaus County Fire Safety Department 
Turlock Fire Department 
Turlock Rural Fire Department 
Valley Home Fire Protection District 
Waterford-Hickman Fire Protection District 
West Stanislaus Fire Protection District 
Westport Fire Protection District -
Woodland Avenue Fire Protection District 

.. 

· lWN -195--- ---~-1~--- -~--

lWO: -125;;.;:i;:; .;::.;::. 
VFV -21 O~D{;=:, :-!l=:_+--- : : ·· 
VOM -015y-;;:::- ..-;;--;;;: 
WLM -13(bu~ · .aa 
WNO -215 

XST 50- ~ ~-;-:.:;:::-.-::-::~~.:- :·--:' 
~~--~~- -~ .!-::s--;:::;:::_ -. 

BRB -045::-;u:i~ -.aoq~-
. TCU -555:: ~ :::--- ·;c-.;;?;;:~:..~ : 
CER -005 
DEN -015 
EMP -025 
HGS -030 
IDS - -050 
KEY -150 

-140 
MCH -055 
MST -040 

-020 
'MW/-115 

NWM -080 
ODF -085 

. COL --Q90 
PAT _-130 
RBF -105 

.... SLA · -060 
ssl. · -075 
TUR ·110. 
TAL -120 
VHM -095 · 
XST -125 
WSF -100 
WPF -065 

- WLA ~070 
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SUTTER 

East Nicolaus~ijj~emQep~rlfnJ~Bh :: ~ ,_; -"'""''·" '''" ,_ 
Uve Oak C_o_uQty'-'S~N.i~e?Ar~9.:.~~ O!su:icr_ 
Uve Oak FirEi;-S,epartm.~pt;;~,--..=;:--F:it~it'~·"· r::•';><c;..;,
Meridian Fir9:;1;).ep.QOJTl~!Jt;rn·::ar Fire SscJartment 
Oswald-T ueor-;:;J;ir:_e" D~p_arti'nenbi.:>;~tin:.·L!-_l!.J;!'''""'- .... 
Pleasant Grove Fire ·Department 
Sutter Basin; Fire. ~rot~ction District,--- ~~:~.c· . _ 

Sutter Fire .~~partmer:~tc- ---:·-. _....::::.:.:··-'-;:-----·--·--
·Walton Fire:P-r.qt~~ton_-Di~~ic;t:.:-. =~ .-:~_~::-2--'':c
Yupa City EiJ~ep~~ant~c;:;.~-.-:..;:":=-~:~~z-.'. . . . . . _. --· ' . ~ 

. -~·---- '---"--,,.,_;='~-"'---~--

TEHAMA 

Capay Fire Protection District 
California Department of Forestry 
Corning Volunteer Fire Department 
Gerber Volunteer Fire Department 
Red Bluff Fire Department 

. Tehama County Fire Department 

1RINITY 

California Department of Forestry 
Douglas City Fire Department 
Hawkins Bar. Volunteer Fire Department 
Hayfork Fire Protection DiStrict 
Junction City Fire PrOtection District 
Lewiston Volunteer Fire Department 
Post Mountain Community Services District 
Salyer Volunteer Fire Department · 
Trinity Center Community Services District 
Weaverville Volunteer Fire Department 

TULARE 

. California Department of Forestry 
Dinuba Fire Department 
Farmersville Fire Department 
Undsay Fire Department 
Porterville Fire Department 
Porterville State Hospital Fire Department 
Synanon Fire Department . 
Tulare County Fire Department 
Tulare Fire Department 
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912 

xsu 51- .~;~,~' 

NCL ·035_,_,,._.rT· -,~"'-~
LVO -01 O..:u_;::::_ .; x;:_ 

LOK -005~.~:;;~ - -;c&c;:
MDN -015SFC · -120 ·· 
QSW ·Q45""'!§L -(1:r_IT_ 

PLG -020 
SBF -025---- · -· --- __:__ ·- -

~-;.:..;-.:::--. -~:: --- .- . 

sn · -o3o-_ _::: _ ___c.· ·::.~-:-
WFP -050.::~:::? · . 

. YUB -040:";~t; _, ._., ... 
A:,..,. . ..... _ .. _ 

XTE 52-

CPY -Q15 
TGU -555 
CNG -005 
GER -010 
ABU -020 
TCR -D30 

XTR 53-

SHU -555 
DOU -001 
HBV -003 
HYF -005 
JCF -D25 
LEW -010 
PMT -012 
SLV ·-014 
TCC -015 
WEA -020 

xru 54-

TUU . -555. 
DIN -010 
FMV -005 
LNS -020 
PVL -D35 
PSH ~490 
SYA -110 
TLC -050 
TLR -040 

.. 
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• 

•• 

TULARE (C91JtinvlK# ••• )1==-~--=-=· =----

' Visalia Fire ,Depar;tment, .. ~,' ~'*"...,~,;:-_ ~ ... -- .. 
Woodlake Are~ District ioiunrr~er t-:ire i:•er,:c'T'.,.,;·;o,7 i1-- . . 

California Department of Forestry 
Columbia College Fire Department. 
Columbia firEE~r.otecrtior:cDistrict · . _ _ .. 
Groveland Community SE;~rvices District . 
Jamestown::EJre;:;P.rotection:;;DistristP ~::: :::~~ ::;:""'--':Jl:::.=:'=c . 
Mi-Wuk Fire· Protection~aistrict · · ,.......,......._..""""""= 
Sierra Cons. Center 
Sonora Fire Department 
Strawberry Volunteer Fire Department 
Tuolumne Count)' Fire Department 
Tuolumne Fire Protection District 
Twain Harte Fire Protection District 

VENTIJRA 

Camarillo State Hospital Fire Department 
Fillmore Volunteer Fire Department . 
Oxnard Fire Department 
Santa Paula Fire Department 
Ventura County ·Fire Protection District 
Ventura Fire· Dep~rtment 
Ventura ·school-Cay. 

YOLO 

Capay Valley Fire Protection District 
· California Department of Forestry 
Clarksburg Fire Protection DistriCt 
Davis Fire Department 
Dunningari Fire Protection District 
East Davis Fire Protection District 
Elkhorn Volunteer Fire District · 
Esparto Fire ·Protection District . 
Knights Landing Volunteer Fire Department 
Madison Fire Protection District 
U.C. Davis Fire Department 
West Plainfield Fire Protection District 
West Sacramento Fire Department 
Willow Oak Fire Protection District 

913 

VSA ·045T""'_':---:- ··-="~
WFL -065 T·!:·:.-'.D.. - • ~---

)(TO 

·.It='",-[" ....... 

.. ~l~f~' ·_ ~;_:--~~-. 

TCU -555 
ceo -740. 
CLB -005~~.:.=·: · .. :·~~~-- -
GCS -045 . . .. 
JST ·010on3 -G4::; . 
WUK ~015 r::~.: . -tf~.:i' 
JSC -410 
SOF. ·P20 
STW ·025 
TLU ·050 
TUO .-030 
TWA -035 

XVE 56-

· CHC -490 
FLM -005 
OXD -010 
SPA ·015 
VNC -020 
VEN -025 
VNS -450. 

XYO 57-

PAY ·010 
LNU ·555 
CBF ·020 
DVS -025 
DNN -040 
EDF '-030 
EHF ·060 
ESP ·045 
KNI ·050 
MDS -055 
UCD -760 
WPI. -035 
EYO -065 
WOF -085 

~ 
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Winters Fire--oe~ttrmmt;::;·:;;:· ;,::;:;_;;_·:;, :;:· ;:::;;, ::;::;:;:;;::::::"==:. 
Woodland~FFr:e ~pijp~ftm~- 3o:::-vl~-=- A• ~.:;- '~~- · -~. 
Yolo Fire P.rOle.dtron_:o!Stl:ia"~c-"£, · ·. · . -· 
Zamora Fi[EfPr&e.ciion· 6_f.sfrlctn9 nr · · 

, . U~vv-c:nu- fLlLU.:..n· f=if8: L.u::::~.UGllii~ I;J~Ii. 

YUBA 
-. - -=----- . ..:..-- ---· ----------~-- ---··::-J~-.:;-~-,=.--;·--:........ 

Camptonvilfe·:vafutitEfeCF'.,..il'l-e-:-~Q,_eparfrr1ent ·· -
California Q~eartmeri_tot-EoreStry' · ,=;,...~ ·· · · ·
Dobbins-dreg'on~flous~e' Ftrrf Prota"Cilon District 
Foothill Volunteer Fire Departineiit · 
Hallwood Community Services District #1 0 
Unda Fire Department 
Lorna Rica-Browns Valley Community· Service District 
Marysville Fire Department . 
.Olivehurst Public Utility District 
Plumas-Brophy Fire Protection District 
Smartville Fire Protection District 
Wheatland Fire Department . 
Yuba County' Fire Department 
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914 

WDL -075·-..,=
WDL -075·\-:'6 
VOL -090 '=-'~~ 

· ZAM . -09S~o:-~ 
\)~~'v.Ji 

XYU 58-

CNT 
NEU 
DOF 
FTL 
HCS 
LNA 
LAB 
MAY 
ou 
PBF 
SFP 
WHE 
YBA 

-oo:;{;-~-- .: ··::~- ·:·c .. 
-555"'--:c~ . -~=--:-" 
003. "! !!:l. -~J::i .. :t~~--. --· - -
·-004 

-001 
-005 
-008 . 
-010 
-015 
-030. 
-020 
-025 
-031 

... 
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··'==== .. --· 

---··- ,:::-· .. ·--· ,: ..... _ .. _ 
v:t~·~_.-., __ ~, ~ .. -. =:-.;t::'!='·=•=.a,.,-,• •=·--~·•- ···- -~· 

•l•r;.....: ·'..]~·,:;_ 

.,., •• ..-...~ • '"- .:lr.f~ 

I '.JVL.LIIVII"<STATE CODES ANO ABBREVIATIONS. 
. . . - - ~ . . ....... . 

· .... ---:-: .":""'~ 
::J:r (~_ ~ ~ 

- . -~.---.--

Alabamac~c.~ ·· _,. ----·· · 01:;; .. _ ~Ab ,~=~-- North Dakota 38 .~::NO-=-=------ ----
Alaska:~·-·-. · . 02="" AK -----. ~ Ohio 39 :-:'5'S>H --~~2-
AmericgQ;§.~r:Ji9i':c-';-::,;:;:;;;Q.~i;~A§:;;~~ -- Oklahoma. 
Arizona-"~'<·'-· · 04=::.-:.AZ~- Oregon 

30 .is.-QK -•: r'J~ 
41 ·~"'-'' OR .,:; ' :::,· 

Arkansas 05 · AR Pennsylvania 42 PA 
California . 06 CA Puerto Rico 43 PR 
Canal Zone 07 CZ Rhode Island 44 AI. 
Colorado 08 CO · South Carolina 45 sc 
Connecticut · 09 CT South Dakota 46 so 
Delaware 10 DE Tennessee · 47 TN 
District of Columbia 11 DC . Texas 48 TX 
Florida 12 FL Utah 49 UT 
Georgia 13 GA · Vermont 50 VT 
Guam 14 GU Virginia 51 VA 
Hawaii 15 HI Virgin Islands 52 VI 
Idaho 16 10 Washington 53 WA 
lllinois 17 IL West Virginia 54 wv 
Indiana 18 IN Wisconsin 55 WI 
Iowa ·19 · lA Wyoming 56 WY 
Kansas 20 KS Alberta 60 AT 
Kentucky 21 KY British Columbia 61 BC 

· Louisiana 22 . LA Manitoba 62 MB 
Maine 23 · ME New Brunswick 63 BR 
Maryland 24 MD Newfoundland 64 NF 
Massachusetts 25 MA Nova Scotia 65 NS 
Michigan 26 Ml Ontario 66 ON 
Minnesota 27 MN Prince Edward Island 67 PE 
Mississippi 28 MS Quebec 68 PO 

. Missouri . 29 MO Saskatchewan· 69 SK 
Montana 30 MT Yukon 70 YU 
Nebraska 31 NE Northwest Territory · 71 NW 
Nevada 32 NV 
New Hampshire 33 NH 
New Jersey 34 JN 
New Mexico 35 NM 
New York · 36 NY 
North Carolina 37 NC 
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'•i."-J:~t ~r;~8::~..:..~-:::.c.:-~~~~~-~ 
-- - ,_- -.-.-~- -

1hL!'!.~.d!~.t:'l.eL ;:; ... ___o__t:·~,.=irt~a.i.~t-... ~~-...~ ...... ---.. ,_ ~ ........ -:-··r----·----------
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COUNTY CODES 
---.~ t~t.-'.'',...~· .-...r-._r_""t£:"~- .a.._~t!:'\.-. A~Cl..c..!J.I::.\.._ILA...:_a-ol.L\!'--.LC::.... 
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_ L::.._~·::e:·~c.c::..:..~. g::. .. ;,;~'=L- - ___ -, 
Alameda,,.;>-_- _ 01 
Alpine 02 
Amador 03 
Butte 04-
Calaveras 05 - , 
Colusa· 06 
Contra Costa 07 
Del Norte · 08 
ElDorado 09 
Fresno 10 
Glenn 11-
Humboldt 12 
Imperial 13 
lnyo 14 
Kern· 15 
Kings 16 
Lake 17 

·Lassen 18 
Los Angele_s 19 
Madera 20. 
Marin 21 
Mariposa 22 
Mendocino 23 
Merced 24 

. Modoc 25 
Mono 26 
Monterey 27 
Napa 28 
Nevada 29 

...... __ --~··-·-----···---------- -----

;.:Orange 
Placer 
Plumas 

(-s-'fo<-:1~" 30 
--- 31 

Riverside 
Sacramento 
San Benito 
San Bernardino 
San Diego 
San Francisco 
San Joaquin 
San Luis Obispo 
San Mateo 
Santa Barbara 
Santa Clara 
Santa Cruz 
Shasta 
Sierra 
Siskiyou 
Solono 
Sonoma 
Stanislaus 
Sutter 
-:"ehama 
Trinity 
Tulare 
Tuolumne 
Ventura 
Yolo 
Yuba 

32' 
33 

'-. 34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 

- 49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
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e. ABBREVIATIONS FOR STREET ll'PES 

", 
AL: . Alley - .-"-.-

AV: Avenue WI/: View· 
BL: Boulevard WK: Walk 
CA: Canyon WY: Way ... 

CE: Calle 
CE: Center .. -
CH: · Channel/Canal ... 

CK: Creek 
CL: Circle 
CO: Corner 
CR: Crescent 
CR: Crossing 
CT: Court 
DR: Drive 
EX: Expressway 
FY: Freeway 
GO: Garden 

.GN: Glen 

e GR: Grove 
HT: Height 
HY: Highway 
LN: Lane 
LP: Loop 
MT: Mount 
MY: Motorway 
PK: Park 
PL: Place .. 
PS: Paseo 
PT: Point 
PY: Parkway 
PZ: Plaza· 
RD: Road 
RT: Route 
SO: Square 
ST: Street 
TK: Turnpike 
TL: Trail 
TR: Terrace 
n: Tract/Transition Road 
VS: . . Vista 
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SPECi'FIC,.PRCiPERTY USE CODES .. ---
ALPHABETICAL _LISTING , 

,":_i__· 

! •1..· . ····- ,-

.. -·:= 

111 AbattOir '~-~ 
687. _ Abr'asives<planr:~..;.:;,:·=-c;:;;: 
7 42 Academic robe mfg 
221 Academy: boarding 
142 Acaderriy: riding 
761 Acetylene gas mfg 
761 Acid plant 
764 Acri!an fiber mfg 
n6 Adciog machine mfg 
595 Addressing firm · 
765 Adhe.SWe ~ 
591 Administrative office 
799 Ad'lertising display mfg 
754 Advertising sign mfg 
774 Aerial cableway mfg 
928 . Aerial tramway 
791 Aeronautical instrument mfg 
311 Aged persons w/24-hour 

n!Jrsing staff 
Aged: personal care of 
(see 451-452) 

n3 Agricultural fork mfg 
626 Agricultural laboratory 
n 4 Agricultural machine rilfg 
812 Agricultural products: boxed 
813 Agricultural products: loose 
818 Agricultural supply storage. 
n 4 Agricultunil tractor mfg 
n4 Air compressor mfg 
n 4 Air condition mchry mfg 
ns Air conditioner mfg: unit type -
591 Air force office 

-925 Ali" raid shelter 
761 Air reduction 
n3 Air rifle mfg 

.. 

921 . 

----~-- ·-·~---...... ____ .~ ... ....,._._ .... 
---· ----· 

. 786. Aireraft assembly, mfg, repair 
894 Aircraft freight terminal 
886 Aircraft hangar 
173 Airline limousine terminal 
841 Airport bulk plant 
981 . Airport construction 
632 Airport control tower 
841 Airport gasoline distributing · 
171 Airport passenger terminal 
322 Alcohol abuse center - limited · 

care 
Alcohol abusers: personal care 
of (see 451-452) -

721 Alcohol beverage distillery 
721 Alcohol distilling: industrial. 
121 Alcohol plant 
846 Alcoholic beverage stge· 

· 723 Ale mfg· 
846 Ale storage 
715 · Alfalfa mill 
761 Alkali mfg 
111 Alley: bowling 
758 Almanac publishing, printing 
524 Alteration shop: garment 
n2 Aluminum casting 
n3 · Aluminum hollowware mfg 
n2 Aluminum refining 
n3 Aluminum stamping 
n2 Aluminum wire drawing 
784 Ambulance mfg, assembly 

Ambulatory care (see 341-343) 
761 Ammonia synthesis 
· 761 Ammonium nitrate plant 
864 · Ammonium nitrate storage 
762 Ammunition mfg 
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' ' : -'sPECIFIC PROPERTY CODES e· 
(Continued ...• ) 

... - . ·ss2 Ammunition sales Artificial color mfg: 761 food 
~-- -< .. . ..... _ .. 

123 Amphitheater 742 Artificial flower mfg 
113 Amusement hall, place, booth . 738 Artificial leather mfg 
773 Anchor mfg ... 791 • Artificial limb mfg 
942 Anchorage 761 Artificial manure mfg - ---- - ----
791 Anesthetic machine mfg 799 Artist brush · mfg 

---· .. 556 Animal care center 765 Artist color mfg - .. 

833 Animal feed storage: processed 799 Artist material mfg, axel paint 
813 Animal feed storage: 765 · Artist paint mfg 

unprocessed .. 563 Artist supply sales 
719 Animal· food preparation 688 Asbestos concrete product mfg 
715 Animal food; stock dry feed · 688 Asbestos fiber working 
556 Animal hospital 678 Asbestos mining, quarrying 
719 Animal medicine preparing 688 Asbestos products plant 
726 AnirTJal oil refinery: nonedlble. 768 Asphalt impregnated paper mfg 
556 Animal shop, supplies 678 Asphalt mining, quarrying 
663 Animal trapping, hunting 774 Asphalt road machine mfg 
531 Antique shop Assisted living facility 

Apartment (see 421-428) ·(see 451-452) --654 Apiary 591 Association office 

655 Apple growing 122 Athletic cage 
776 Appliance assembling: alec 742 Athletic clothing mfg 
538. Appliance repair w/o. sales 141 Athletic club w/o sleeping 
532 Appliance repair w/sales Athietic club w/sleeping 
776 Appliance repair: alec; w/mfg (see 441-446) 
532 Appliance store 981 Athletic field construction 
742 Apron mfg . 798 ·Athletic goods mfg 
152. · Aquarium 758 Atlas mfg 
594 Architect office 611 Atomic fission, fusion 
123 ·Arena: sports · materials mfg 

761 Argon gas mfg . 531 Auction house 

591 Armed forces office 591 Auditor's office 

784 Armored car mfg. assembly 182 Auditorium 

122 Armory hall·· 161 Automat 

.582 Army and Navy store 795 Automatic piano mfg 

591 Army office 784 ·Automobile accessory mfg 

677 Arsenic mining, quarrying 575 Automobile accessory sales 

779 . Arsenic processing 873 · Automobile acpessory storage 

152 ,Art gallery ind sales 
233 Art school 
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·r 
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784 
573 

571 
965 
784 
873 
573 

. 574' 
an 
573 
575 
575 
573 
578 
.~73 

. :231 
)43 
526 
925 
.n3 
.785 . 

. . :: '764 
;. :743 

787 
742 
713 
712 
711 
799 
n3 
743 
746 
754 
892 
737 
716 
513 
719 

Automobile assembly plant 
Automobile body repairing, · 
painting 
Automobile filling . station 
Automobile lot: sales 
Automobile parts mfg 
Aut97iiobll~13ii15 sto~ag~ 
Automobnerr~lfair"'sho!f'=-- -
Automobile salesroom 
Automobile salvage, wrecking 
Automobile seat cover shop 
Automobile supply store 
Automobile tire store 
Automobiie top shop 

. Automobile washing - ·· 
· Automotive muffler shop 

AutomotiVe school 
Awning mfg 
Awning store 
Awning, canopy 
Axe mfg-
Axle mfg: cycle 
AXle mfg: motor vehicle 
Baby blanket mfg 
Baby carriag'e mfg 
Baby clothes mfg 
Baby food mfg: homogenized 
Baby food mfg: milk base 
Bacon curing 
Badge mfg 

·Bag clasp_ mfg: base metal 
Bag mfg: burlap 
Bag mfg: leather 
Bagatelle board mfg. 
Bagged mineral prod stge 
Bagging cord plant 
Bakery -
Bakery sales 
Baking powder mfg 

i\tPN-az4~;:;c-aare ~~ror~ jute, hemp. 
asal fber· 

823 Sale mrag,e,: . s4lk. synthetic 
fiber 

822 Bale S1a'age: .ftool, worsted 
- 812 . B~_flay: ~~ . . ..__ ____ . ---·~'--·-

855 Bale(F:paper•stge""-""'-'-'":-'-'· ""----: ·~,..-=
n4 salf'~ann~··rmg'12b;.:, ;:::::,,,.,;,..;?. 
747 Ball mfg: rubber.or synthefic · 
123 Ball park -
799 Ballpoint pen mfg. 
121 Ballroom : _ 
753 . Bamboo products mfg 
754 Bank fUrniture mfg · 
758 Banknote printing 
7 43 Banner mfg 
754 Bar furniture mfg 
163 Bar: · alcohofic beverage 
557 Barber shop 
561 Barber supplies store 
781 · Barge building, repairing 
715 Barley milling, rolling 
815 Bam 
464 Barrack 
753 Barrel plant: wood _ 
751 Barrel stave mfg 
751 Barrelhead mfg 

· 6i7 . . Barytes mining, quarrying -
761 Barytes processing 
n3 Base metal cold pressing 
753 Basket mfg 
686 Batch plant: concrete or 

cement 
116 Bathhouse 
937 Bathing beach 
747 Bathing cap mfg 
n1 Bathtub mfg: cast iron 
764 · Bathtub mfg: plastic 
747 Battery case mfg 
na Battery mfg 
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739 
672 
n2 
n3 
937 
142 
715 
811 
n4 
557 
754 
743 
654 
723 
163 
846 
742 
746 
747 

· Ba1:ti!19 mill~;;c:~~,,;;:.,.....,.., . ..,,::- : 113 BingE?,hall c :- ·....;.o. _ .. ;...;:;:: ".:.."'=.. .. -- -~ 
Bauxite mine, quarry · - --. 792 Binocular mfg ... :~_.::-;,.._;·~-·~:'::-- ~-

. Bauxi~e pro~~~~_inQ______ __ ___ __ __ _ 621 Biological laboratory 
Ba~~net_!11fg._......._._----~- -~~~~719'~- Birdsee=d-moootr-=--=----·=:-=c= 
Be~h __ -~ -~-'"'--·~-:- .. _ 716 Bis~_!t m!g,.,-..,.;-.: . =~- --~- ..;.~~ 
Be~gl;l cl~. :::::7:--s::-::.:" cr::::~::-- ;:nf~, 674 Bity_minOI!!l~sarjd.-9__p_er_~tipn · · 
Be~g_:grir:J9i!:lg!;:se!i!t!o~r::.;.... - n3 Bla~~~#i-~~~P._;~;.~ ~~,;: · _ 
Bean storage: bulk 758 Blank book mfg - --~,...-
Bearing mfg: roller, ball, needle n6 Blanket mfg: elec 
Beauty shop 743 Blanket mfg: nonelec 
Bedding ·plant n1 Blast furnace 
Bedspread mfg 762 Blasting agent mfg 
Bee raising 761 Bleach mfg 
Beer· mfg 123 Bleachers· for seating 
Beer parlor 735 Bleaching plant 
Beer stge 726 Blended table oil mfg 
Belt mfg, exd leather n6 Blender mfg: alec, kitchen 
Belt mfg: leather 754 - Blind mfgBiind persons: Care 
Belting mfg: of (see 451-452) 
rubber or synthetic 742 Blouse. mfg 

7 44 Belting plant: canvas 595 · Blueprint firm 
732 Belting plant: cloth 311 Boarding care w/24-hour nursing 
744 Belting: leather tannery staff 
767 Benzene mfg Board and care: residential 
141 Bet taking shop (see 451-452) 
723 Beverage mfg: beer 431 Boarding house: 4·8 roomers . 
724 Beverage mfg: nonalcoholic 432 Boarding house: 9-16 roomers 
721 Beverage mfg: spirits Boarding house: over 16 
722 Beverage mfg: wines roomers (see 441-446) 
846 Beverage storage: ·alcoholic 221 Boarding school classroom bldg 
832 · Beverage storage: soft drink 576 · Boat accessory- sales 
514 _ Beverage store 782 Boat mfg: 20 meters and under 
785 Bicycle assembly and repair 885 Boat mooring, fueling, docking 

- 552 Bic)icle sales and repair 782 - Boat-repair: no sales 
871 Billet storage 576 Boat sales _ · · 
112 Billiard center 885 Boat storage 
754 Billiard table mfg 885 Boathouse 
n 4 Binder machine mfg _ 143 Boating 'club 
758 Binder mfg: paper, cardboard· 782 Boatyard: vessels 20 meters 
758 Bindery, book and under 
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--

753. 
785 
784 
573 

672 
717 
688. 
614 
n1 
781 
688 
n4 
n3 
612 
n3 
762 
'925 
726 
799 
719 

,. 758 

. :-.:.: 

758 
758 
758 
541 

. 758' 
n4 
141 
n4· 
741 

7_47 
523 
753 
523 
732 
733 
734 

. "ALl.. · Al_u.c.-r•nh;jp as-;e~~·10.hL Ciant 6n 
Bobpl_r,~, mfg, .. ~-...,.;h:k>= ... .,.,..,,!=o~,...::,.,:;...~.~ 
Body mfg: · cycle . · . 
Body __ mtg: _l)'lotor vehicle __ .. . _ · _ . . ~~1 
BodiJepai(~hciQ":-="nfotor---~~c_ .. ,~_- · n4 
ttehiCJS"- ,-~~•"·""r'~•~·• · ~-. 756 
~--;o::::-· ~· ,,.· .. ; .... 'iff'·"'· ,·;;:;,• 683 
...... B~l::f~ -~&.·,tv~·J;t.__~~;;~ 683 

UloiO:IoL$WE!e ' __ "'"""="~'==---'- -=--.~.--
Boner gasket mtg; 774 
Baler house 724 
BoiTet 'mfg. cast iron 753 
Boiler mfg: marine 111 

··Beiter pacl<:ing mtg: · asbestos 552 
Boilerhouse machine mfg 773 
Bolt mfg: metal 756 
Bomb assembly: nuclear 753 
Bomb case mfg . · 7 42 
Bomb filling 732 
Bomb shelter . 734 
Bone oil refining . 733 
Bone products mfg . 737 
Bone scraping, crushing 688 
Book bronzing. gilding, edging 785 
Book mtg: blank 784 
Book publishing, printing 721 
Book repair · n3 
Book store: new, used n2 
Bookbinding n3 · 

. Bookbinding machine mfg n2 
Bookmaker place: gambling 742 
Boot mchry mfg' · 716 
Boot mtg, axel vulcanized · 715 
rubber . _ 723 
Boot mfg: vulcanized rubber n4 
Boot rep_alr 682 
Bo9t treemfg 681 
Bootblack stand 681 
Bootlace mfg: braided cotton 921 
Bootlace mfg: braided wool 676 
Bootlace mfg: · braided, mixed . 768 
fibers 895 

.. 

Borafi~mln~~ J!li~~ itJt~ 1 ;~;ar;1p 1 
quarrying ~3r._;,-;;;:;~ 

Borate minerals processing 
Boring_maCfii~Jg_·--_ ·_ .. _____ ·_,. 
Bottle:::®P ~ei:Lri'if9~~- -. 
Botttijilant,~;_ -='':.:'_'"_~0 ·o.~""- ' --

. ·aowe.~~Pii913llas&':''m~~r""~:~ .. :'" . eottfiriQ ·metiry ·mrg -- ·· -- · -
Bottling plant 
Bowl mfg:. wood 
Bowling establishment 
Bowting shop . 
Box mfg: ·metal 
Box mfg! paper 
Box mtg: wood 
Brace suspender mfg 
Braid mfg: ·cotton 
Braid mfg: mixed fibers 
Braid mfg: wool or ·worsted · · 
Braided cord mfg 
Brake ·uning mfg 
Brake mfg: cycle 
Brake mfg: motor vehicle 
Brandy mfg 
Brass hollowWare 
Brass refining 

· Brass stamping 
Brass wire drawing 
Brassiere mfg · 
Bread mfg 
Breakfast food. mfg 

·Brewery 
Brick making machine rrng 
Brick mfg: glass · 
Brick mfg: heat resisting 
Brick plant: nongi8Ss 
Bridge · 
Brine pit 
Briquette mfg 
Briquette stge 
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773 
772 
773 
772 
799 
931 
799 
773 
753 
773 
794 
85.1 
688 
752 
755 
751 
555 
843 
841 
774 
753 
466 
753 
743 
824 
784 
883 
574 
925 
173 
232 
712 
835 
799 
116 
754 
774 
775 
634 
634 

Bronze hcilloWY.twe~·~ , " 
Bronze refihing'-=-'~·---'---
Bronze stamping . 
Bronze ·Wire=~rawil1g::::::._:'-"'"· ·. 
Broom mfg ... .:,_..,-.: 
Brush"IgroWth".otrtdoors _ .. _ . 
Brusremfg:~=:;:.. ;:::::- --""::: ;;:"' :~::::~-::--§:. 

· Bucket mfg:-·matar-~-:------'---. 

Bucket mfg: wood 
Buckle mfg: base metal 
Buckle mfg: precious metal 
Builders' supply warehouse 
Building face stone works . · 

· Building mfg: portable wooden 
Building .paper mfg:. fiber 
Building products mfg: ·wood 
Building supply store 
Bulk LP-Gas plant · 
Bulk plant: petroleum 
Bulldozer . mfg 
Bung mfg 
Bunkhouse 
Buoy mfg: cork 
Burlap bag mfg 
Burlap storage, bales; bags 
Bus mfg. assembly 
Bus parking 
Bus sales 
Bus stop shelter 
Bus terminal 
·Business school: commercial 
Butter mfg 
Butter stge 
Button mfg 
Cabana 
Cabinet shop 
Cable car mfg . 
Cable mfg: insulated electric 
Cable terminal: telephone 
Cable: telephone, telegraph 
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161 
161 
122 
716 
719 
776 
792 
792 
553 ·. 
784 
935 
773 
726 
726 
717 
513 
753 
713 
714 
744 
743· 
526 
826 
742 
591 
774 
578 
717 
768 
895 
768 
799 
687 
784 
774 
756 
774 
756 
562 
796 

926 

cats~,.~· AinL·~·--b.:::UL __ 

Cafefe-ria ""~'-=-~ 
Cage: athletic · g:~:~~ ~9~;;;_~7:-c~=~- .. _, ~- . 
Caleulating::m_achine:;mfg:~~Sf'"'' =-.:·..;:·, 
Camer.a eqi]pinen€j:>lant~ -.- -
Camera·mfg 
Camera store 
Camping trailer mfg 
Campsite w/ utilities 
Can mfg: metal 
Candle mfg 
Candle plant 
Candy mfg 
Candy shop 
Cane container, products mfg 
Cannery: fruit, vegetable 
Cannery: seafood 
Canvas belting plant 
Canvas goods mfg 
Canvas goods store 
Canvas storage 
Cap or hat mfg 
Capitol building 
Capstan mfg · 
Car washing 
Caramel mfg 

· Carbon black plant 
Carbon black stge 
Carbon mfg 
Carbon paper plant 
Carborundum wheels mfg 
Carburetor mfg: motor vehicle 
Card can. mfg for textile machine 
Card mfg: index 
Cardboard box machine mfg 
Cardboard box or file mfg 
Carpenter equipment sales 
Carpet cleaning, dyeing 
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826 
536 
732' 
734 
733 
516 
756 
855 
762 
762 
773 
773 
773 
77£ 
144 

.... -753 
:. 753 
;. 753 

876 
852 

. 771 
726 
584 
131 

,:.·ns 
652 
770 

361 
362 
925 
762 

·. 762 
762 

595· 
~92 
934 
591 

.. 

Carp~,'!! stot~g~ ,-;;. ,,.,,:0:, 675 Cerarn!c c!a.,y_~pr~~19J1.J!:Q.r.n,""'=·-
Carpet store---:-··· · · .. _. · earth"-· ~~~.:~::~~.:-.:7--::--·:···-··-:-= 

Carpet, rug mtg: cotton 716 Cereal filler.mfg 
Carpet,.rug-:mtg:_-.::_rtljxed'fibe~~---715-- Cereal planL. · "·- --~-c--~ -' ----

Carpet,· rug:mt~f ·wool- "=' -- --- ~- 773 Cha\ri~mfg;·:roQtafw/q c;g~~::::--:: · . 
·- - -chalr.C'mt :~jnQ~hbilei"Sh.~. · Car_ry.:.-.Qut fo~q~~or~-.:__.::_.. . .:.... :_:= ;;...::_ · 774 -~--- g~ __ ,,_ . u-·"· 

cart'oil=rnt(f;.;:;:':::-':.:..::·~ :·~:::': """'"'-- · '· ·· =- 754 Chalr~rofg·:- anY. material _ · .. · · : .' ~. · Carton stge"''"·=-... ~--'"''"""',..."."''- · 928 · Chairliff · '"': .. ·~'7:"·~:=':"='"'c,_ :;;'~'-7::_~;.·_:.:_~· 

Cartridge filling 675 Chalk .extraction from earth 
Cartridge works 688 Chalk prciduct ·mfg 
Carving fork, knife mfg 942 · · Channel · 
Casement window mfg: metal 131 Chapel; church 
Cash box mfg 134 Cnapm: funeral · 
Cash register mfg · 661 Charcoal burning in forest 
Casinn 768 Charcoal mfg 
Cask head mfg 768 Charcoal processing 
Cask mfg~ 895 · Charcoal stge 
Casket C1llg 784 Chassis mfg: motor vehicle 
caska!. stge. a11dl d"ssplay: metal 798 Checkerboard mfg 
Casket stge ana display: wood 712 . Cheese factory: natural, 
Cast iron produCts mfg processed . 
Castor oll refining 742 Chefs' clothing mfg 
CatalogUe store 621 Chemical laboratory· 
Cathedra( 761 Chemical. mfg: general 
Cat.hocSe ray tube mfg 677 . Chemical mining · 
Cattle n:oi.,ing 761 Chemical salts mfg 
t,;eiling fixture mfg: alec 861 · Chemical storage: 
Cell block: prison for men basic industrial 
Cell block: prison for women 862 . . Chemical storage: hazardous 
Cellar: cyclone 798 Chess set mfg 
Cellulose nitrate plastic 717 Chewing gum mfg 
fabricating 725 Chewing tobacco mfg 

. Cellulose ·nitrate plastic mfg 491 Children's playhouse · 
Cellulose nitrate plastic 567 Chimney· cleaning firm. 
reclaiming 681 Chimney liner mfg 
Cement mill, plant 681 Chimney pipes, clay mfg 
Cement stge 684 China decorating, repair, mfg 
Cemetery 684 China ornaments mfg 
Central forces office 684 China pottery mfg 
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544 
893 
593 
593 
n3 
717 
758 
131 
133 
591 
544 
722 
724 
753 
725 
838 
542 
746 
755 
725 
838 
726 
n5 
na 
n1 
141 
616 
591 
633 

Chinctshe~Ps-:::~~:~~c ... :"":. 793 
China stge - ....,~-~~-..-,..-,...--- · · 7 41 
Chiropodist office . 732 
Chirop·ractorcoffice- ::..~ · · ~ '- --· -~,- 738 · 
Chisei=mfg""" .. :, ·,,_,;~ "-- · . 825 
Cho.colate:factbry..;;.>·.-mi:,~-:;;;,;n:.ii,~_:_;:,_~ 522 

. Chrlstmas~card--prigting:, . . - . -524 
Church · ·· -~ --- - 742 

Church meeting hall 796 . 
Church office building 521 
Church supply store 742 
Cider mfg: hard 141 
Cider mfg: soft · . 142 

. Cigar box mfg 162 
Cigar mfg 143 
Cigar storage 785 
Cigar store 784 
Cigarette case mfg · 768 
Cigarette paper mfg 671 
Cigarette plant 671 
Cigarette storage 671 
Cinnamon oil rmg 895 
Circuit breaker mfg 768 
Cistern rnfg · 7 42 
Cistern mfg: cast iron 705 · 
City club - 738 
City gas mfg _ 688 
City hail, office ·bldg 768 
Civil Defense communications· 799 
center 792 
Clam packing. · 523 
Clay extraction .from earth · 721 
Clay flooring tile mfg J17 
Clay products stge 717 
Clay roofing tile mfg 739 , 
Clay screening, preparing 726 
Cleaning cloth mfg 726 

Clock~mfg~~~
Ciog-footWearmfg~ 
Cloth belting plant 
ClottH:oatii:lg::processeif--c .. ~- .. : ··
Ciotli:storage:---,-.. :,-~ · .. :.-~. : · 
Clotfiing acc9Ssoi:y,:_sales:frr .. ~,.=•.:;_:<:Z. · . 
Clotl:'ilng alteration~op::- -::::.;;::;..;":"_:::c: 
Clothing- planf ----·------ --- -

Clothing repair 
Clothing sales, rental 
Clothlining mfg 
Club:- city 
Club: country 
Club: night 
Club: yacht, boating 
Clutch mfg: cycle 
Clutch mfg: motor vehicle 
Coal distillation 
Coal drying 

·Coal mining 
Coal prospecting 
coal stge 
Coal tar oils mfg 
Coat mfg 
Coated paper mfg 
Coating clam 
Coating paper w/abrasives 
Coating paper w/asphalt, tar 
Coating paper w/carbon 
Coating paper w/sensitizer 
Cobbling 
Cocktail mfg 
Cocoa butter mfg 
Cocoa. processing 
Coconut fiber spinning, weaving 
Coconut oil refining : 

714 
675 
681 
893 
681 
681 
743 
742 
341 
793 

Clerical vestment mfg 655 · 
Cod liver oil refining 
Coffee growing 
Coffee mfg: instant Clinic 715 

Clock mechanism, part mfg 715 · Coffee roasting 
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SPECfF-IC:.l?.ROPERJ.l.'f~~I;>E~y.;s'b.- .. _ 
(Contl.n~u-ec:1· ~ •. :b.;.__ .\_ . . . ...,.._._ ..... ,- .. 

753 's.<lf:qffin-:::mf9'-=':!=~"'=- _ ... 
876 "'.-Coffin-stge- &~display: metal 
852 Coffin stge & display: wood 
794 s-~Coin -mfg~_,;._:-:::..:_";-.=:c..~.'> _ _ . 
7 46 -,--;:-Coin -purse~mfg:=--- _: - · 
564 7<Coin-.Q~rat~~dry::.cla@ning 
564 · r~oin-op.eratedo-la.uodrj::::::::-.=o-
139 - Coir maf'iilfg · - -
768 Coke by-products plant 
768 Coke mfg 
616 _ Coke oven in gas works 

- 771 Coke oven in iron, steel plant 
895 Coke storage 
835 Cold storage 
7 42 Collar mfg 

: 926 · Collection shed (box) 
-- 241 College claSsroom bldg 

461 · College dormitory 
· ·· 221 College preparatory school: 

boarding · 
.. · 215 College preparatory school: 

' ;783 
:774 

day 
Colliery rail tub-mfg 
Colliery winding gear mfg 
Color mfg: artists ·765' 

774 
841 
862 
719 
758 
758 
232 
591 
774 
821 
774. 

· Comb mfg, for textile machine - · 
Combustible liq!Jids tank stge 
(:;ommercial explosives stge 

644 
635 
776 
545 

. Commercial kitchen 
. Commercial ljthographing 
Commercial printing 
Commercial school . 

·Commodity broker, exchange 
Composing room equip mfg 
Compress: cotton 
Compressor mfg 
Compressor station: gas 
Comp4ler center 
Computer mfg: elec 
Computer sales _ 

.. 

-~_29 

182 ,concert,hall.~f,. __ 
686 · :.eancreie:t>aicll~plant--- --
681 Concrete block mfg 
774 --;-Concrete~mixer;;.;mfg -~- -oi-:.~-:---
686 ;ecincre~;i~~q~u?J.ar1T~---__ -- · · 
688 ::o6oncrete~J;1iQe .mfs-~--:... ~~'--~-. - --
686 ~§oncr~~~r~!Ct~~:,~;::~-"- -~~-'·: __ 
719 Condiment·mfg ,c --~ ":--:-_~~' : 

761 · Confectioners' color ·mfg 
513 Confectionei}'- Sales"-· 
574 ConstruCtion equipment sales 
884 ConstrUction mchry storage 
981 Construction site . 
594 Consulting engineers office 
773 Container mfg: metal · 
756 · Container mfg: paper 
761 Continuous filament yarn mfg 
594 Contractor's office: . _permanent 
808 . Gontractor;s shed . _ 
774 Contractors' machine mfg 
311 Convalescent carei w/24-hour 

nursing care · · 
465 Convent -
928 Conveyor 
774 Conveyor mfg 
716 Cookie mfg _ 
75,1 Cooperage stock mfg 
753 Coopering · 
773 _ Copper holloWware mfg 
672 Copper mine, quarry 
772 Copper rEifining 
.773 Copper stamping, cold pressing 
n2 Copper wire drawing 
n5 Cord mfg: insulated electric 
737 -Cordage plant 
721 Cordial mfg · · 
662 Cordwood stge 
753 Cork grinding 
753 Cork plant 
753 Cork products mfg 
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SPECIFIC PROPERTY CODES 
(Continued .. ~.) · 

811 
726 
232 
756 
755 
742 
766 
866 
561 
544 
742 
799 
521 
732 
821 
735. 
731 
732 
732 
732 
732. 
737 
821 
731 

. 726 
811 
741 
743 
142 
811 
513 
591 
361 
362 
783 

n3 
155 
743 
652 

. Corh' crio:O~!:t~~ ~~~g 
Corn·on refining~--~-
Correspondence school__ _ _ _______ _ 
Corrugated::paper~fabricating:;;:~.:.::::::::_ 
Corrugated,paper:-mfg 
Corset mfg· ue__ P£"'·."'·"'~;:;;;zic-_,_::;
Cosmetic?.mfg;-..:~~;;:_: _ :::..:::~::.:;:_.,.-,$-
Cosmetic storage · · -· -c-. -

Cosmetic supply store 
Costume jewelry· sales 
Costume mfg_ · 
Costume novelties, jewelry mfg 
Costume rental store 
Cotton bag mfg 
Cotton compress stge 
Cotton finishing 
Cotton gin 
Cotton mill: cloth or yarn 
Cotton mill: full process 
Cotton mill: part process 
Cotton mill: reworking 
Cotton rope, cord mfg 
Cotton storage: bales 
Cottonseed house 
Cottonseed oil plant 
Cottonseed storage: - b1,Jik 
Counter shoe mtg 
Counterpane mtg 
Countiy club 
Country grain· elevator 
Country store 
County office 
County workhouse: men 

-County workhouse: women 
Coupler mfg: automatic 
railroad 
Coupling mfg: _ metal 
Court house 
Cover mfg 
Ccw raising 
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714 . 
i73 
n5 
n4 
884 
753 
n4 
765 
712 
591 

. 134 
751 
811 
655 
681 
674 
674 
842 

· n6· 
114 
796 
743 
526 
747 

682 
n3 
741 
Tf3 
791 
544 
n4 
785 
552' 

. 925 
761 
n6 
n4 
515 
515 

9:30 

Crab packing 
Crane hook. mfg · · -
Crane mfg: alec 
Crane mfg: nonelec 
Crane storage: mobile 
Crate mfg: wood 
Crawler tractor mfg 
Crayon· mfg -
Creamery 
Credit company office 
Crematorium 
Creosote impregnating 
Crib corn 
Crops . 

.-.~- - ... -

Crucible mfg: fireclay, graphite 
Crude oil stge at well 
Crude oil weli, extracting 
Cryogenic gas stge 
Crystal mfg: eiec 
Curling rink 
Curtain cleaning, dyeing 
Curtain mfg 
Curtain shop 
Cushion mfg: rubber or 
synthetics 
Cut glass mf 
Cut .nail mfg 
Cut sole mfg 
Cutler)' mfg: household 
Cutlery mfg: surgical, dental 
Cutlery store 
Cutting machine mfg 
Cycle mfg 
Cycle shop 
Cyclone cellar 
Cyclopropane gas mfg 
Dairy appliance mfg: alec 
Dairy machinery mfg: nonelec 

. Dairy quick-freeze store 
Dairy store -

-. 



·e 
·: 

·-
~·· 

• 

121 
233 
ns 
756 
635 
n6 
799 

. 717 
251 

252 
253 

211 

n3 
718 
591 
n6 
713 
516 
981 

791 
593 

.342 
593 
891 
581 
583 
174 

·-647 
233 
364 
363 

. 362 
726 

7t:::<::i_ . . C:..~!.~. ~- .. 
Dan,..,e_ -hall ---------~ · - · 869_ 

~ -:.-___ .-.. ~:._;-.;...-_,.__ --~-=~~'""'"-~~4'o.e.L.-- . 

Dance school · 762 
Dashboard Jnstrume11t mfg · 321 
Dati.'process.ing ::ca;~~rnfg~
Dataptoce~i~g=.:c~an_ter~ · 621 
Data'."'r0cessin ·-·_.macnrna)ntg·''-'-~ "" ,,, ·:=;.: 794 _,R,.,-- r--..... ,,.9...,~~r---t-::nl·-~-- -
Datcr'Stamp"'rrng _ . =~-> - ·· - -544 
Date mfg: stuffed 796 
Day Care tor less than 7 n6 
persons . ~8 

Day care for 7 to 12 persons 
Day care for over 12 persons 
Day nursery school over 
4-hours (see 251·2~) 
Day nursery school: 
4 hrs or less 
Deaf persons: care of· 
(see 451-452) 
Deed -box mfg 
Deep-fat frying 
Defense forces office 
Dehumidifier mfg: unit type 
Dehydration plant 
Delicatessen 
Demolition site: other 
than structure 
Dental supply mfg 

. Dental surgeons office 
Dentist office - over 3 patients 
Dentists office 

· Department store storage 
Department store w/furniture 

· Department store w/o furniture 
Depot: railroad, street level 
Desalting plant 
Designers' school 
Detention camp: 
Detention home: 

~2 
n2 

. 758 
n4 
161 
161 
162 
758 
633 
583 

582 

684 
761 
766 

687 
754 
768 
768 
767 
721 
646 
754 
961 
898 

Dete~~-nt St.~!~~!( hall.. ... . . · 
Detonator mfg~·-""''""~r~.ma:m:. · 
Developmental_dis.ability -_limited. 
Ca.re·' ,'C·='"'- • ····''-'·· -'-·~--:·:_ .. '"':'.<.::~:-··:'·-~-::c· .... 

. Diagnostic ·iaEOratoiY~~~:;~::: ~--

g::.B ~i&;t:.-~$;.~~-~~2i~~-. -.,---
Diaper~servrc~--p-,ant · - -----~- · · 

Dictating equipment mfg 
Dictating equipment repair w/o 

. sales 
Dictating equipment sales 
Die casting 

, Ole stamping: paper 
Diesel engine mfg 
Diner 
Dining hail 
Dinner theater · 
pirectory publishing, printing 
Disaster control center 
Discount store over 930 sq 
meters 

· Discount store under 930 sq 
meters 
Dish rnfg 
Disinfectant mfg: commercial· 
Disinfectant mfg: 
pharmaceutical 

'. 

Disk mfg: grinding, abrasive · 
Display case mfg 
Distillation: ·coal 
Distillation: coal tar 

· Distillation: petroleum tar 
Distillery:. alcohol · 
District heating system 
Divan bed mfg 
Divided highway 
Dock 

Detention home: 
Detergent mfg 

men 
juvenile 
women 342 . Doctor office - over 3 patients 

593 · Doctor's office 
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~ · SPECIFIC g~Qf'.l;:ft_T"(J~Q.O~Sn.- c~:::S-ES 
(Continueq~.l~"~~ ... ,:; 

636 
798 
682 

·.684 
753 

_ --·· .-~--.:- n3 
n3 
751 . 
751 

466 
462 
464 
463 
465 
461 

716 
n3 
n4 
981 
743 
526 
541 
981 

.742 
742 
524 
ns 
674 
ns 
164 
184 
233 
n3 
n4 
n3 
322 

Do~ll'lent _gi!FjltE!r:~;;:; .. 
Dol~·mfg ·• · ~-~ ·-·-~-

. Domestic glassware mfg 582 
Domestic pottery.,:ehina-::mfe§;.§·-~§g543 · 
Dor'D~.~tic ~qgg~~~!:l1~gc:::-.,,,;~~ 766 

_ Doqr,,.frame.;:.n:lfgh.fl'l~al . _ 866 
DoQr~fg: :'}Tiat~L::~:- ,_;:;~0• - n3 
Door mfg: wood 753 
. Door or window screen mfg: 566 
·wood 796 
Dormitory: bunk house 564 
Dormitory: fraternity or sorority 781 
Dormitory: military. 825 
Dormitory: nurses' quarters 526 
Dormitory: religious · 761 
Dormitory: school, college n6 
Dormitory-type hotel · 811 
(see 441-446} · 865 

. Doughnut mtg 
Drag mfg: metal 
Dragline excavator mfg 
Drainage project: land 
Drapery mfg 
Drapery store 
Drawing supply store 

· Dredging other than mining 
Dress mfg. 
Dressing gown mfg 

· Dressmaking shop 
Drill mfg: alec· 
Drilling . for oil or gas 
Drink mchry mfg 
Drive-in eating place 
Drive-in theater 
Driving school 
Drop forge metal pieces mfg 
Drop hammer machine mfg 
Drop stamped metal pieces mfg 
Drug abuse center - limited 
care 

742 
595 
na 
799 
n4 
412 
411 

414 

761 
n4 
735 
n4 
684 

893 
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Drug··~bUSiif:SJ3- g~n.al care of ... 
(see-451-452}- ·. ..~~~-~-~ · · 
Drug store: no pharmacist 
Drug· store•::~p_ttwmaJ:lS!t-:~n:=d~;~,ty ·
Drugs_;-mfgc.-....: ... ::.'"-~=.;~c~·- r •• ..,.:.::;;-
Drugs-stora"""'- ... · ~. _::;,'gL~~~:_ '0~~G~.-

Drum;mfg: '-"'metal" ;:;:;::;:: =~ , .. :::: 
Drum mfg: -wood · -
Dry cleaning pick-up shop 
Dry cleaning plant 
Dry cleaning: self-service 
Dry dock 
Dry goods storage 
Dry goods store 
Dry ice mfg 
Dryer mfg: domestic 
Dry~r: corn, grain 
·Drying oil storage 
Dumb· persons: .care of 
(see 51-452} 
Dump (see 911-.915) 
Dungaree mfg 
Duplicating firm 
Duplicating machine mfg 
Duplicator mfg: not machine 
Dust extraction mchry mfg 
Dwelling: 1 family, seasonal use 
Dwelling: . 1 family, 
year-round use 
Dwelling: 2 family, 
year-round use 
Dwelling: over 2 units 
(see 421-428} · 
Dye intermediates mfg 
Dye machine mfg: textile 
Dyeing plant: . textile 
Earth-moving machine mfg 
Earthenware decorating, 

· repair, mfg 
Earthenware stge 

.. 

--



SPECIFIC ·PROPERT'fCODES_' .-,,•c:~2. 
(Contim.iec:E::)ori6''-ii'.d.:_..J 

.. 7i1 
719 
651 
732 
734 
733 
763 
n6 
538 

532 
532 
875 
791 
ns·. 
'642. 
ns 
615 
625 
ns 
ns 
n5 
ns 

. 874 
... 

791 

nP> 
ns 
791 

573 

na 
na 
na 
642 
875 
n6 
n5 
n6 

Eui6le; tat mtgG& · ;";-.o.%'. n5 
Egg processing n5 
Egg productlcm 642 . 
ElaStic-mft;J:::::COtton . ~ -642 . 

. ElaStJC=mfg::::.:;mxeia;::otli'aEfitfers". · .. ' .. · 791. 
Basti~mfg1::2Woi:st:or:'womec;t>...,, ,;, ,.,. ~-774 
BaitOineni'mtQ:;,,syntnE:itie . · ·· 791 
Eleclric .appiance mfg .625 
Bedr.f.c appillance ·repair w/o 791 
sales 
Etectrfte'· ~c.e ·repair w/$a'JeS 
Sadri::. applllartce saFes 
Elecmc appliance- storage 
Ele~ COn!r.o.l deMce mfg . 
Electric distnbutlol'l' equilp mfg 
Bectric disbibution system 
Electric eq\Mpment · ass8mbllng 
Electric generating plant · 
Electric laboratory · 
Bectric lamp. mfg 
· Erectric lfght mt:g: a{f types 
Sectric mchry IT\fg 
Bectric ·mchcy repairs 
Bactne mchry st .. r age 
Electric ,..~dsurlng· instrument 
mfs' . 

. Electric motor mfg 
Electric plug mfg 
Electric recording instrument 
mfg 
Electric repair shop: motor 
vehide 
Electric sign mfg 
Electric socket. mfg 
Electric stove nifg 
Electric substation 
Electric supply storage 
Electric switch mfg 
Electric switchgear mfg 
Electric tool mfg · 

776 
.545 

·682 
758 
757 

21'3. 
HB 
92i 
775 
n4 
816 
799 
794 
633 

341 
687 
784 
688 
786 
n4 
n4 

784 
688 
786 
7J4 

EleCfrlC tractlan=motO'r."imfg 
Electric ·uansmisslori equip mtg 
Electric transmissioo_$Y_Sten:t __ . ___ ~--·- _, __ 
Electric vault . · '~. 
Eleetro~meclcaFEiiqulplflern"tt ~9 · . . . 
seetr6cle ~~;:."welding·;: .. · 
EleetroiiicQ:onti'cl="device · mfg 
Electronic labOratory · 
Bectronlc measuring device .· 
mfg 
Sectrooic navigational . aid mfg 
Eledronic specialty store 
Eledronic tube, glass envelope 
Electrotyping: epmmercial 

. Eledrotyping: ~ewspaper 
ov magazine 
Efementary school 
Elevated railway station· 
Elevated structure 
Elevator mfg: elec 
Elevator mfg: . nonelec 
Elevator: grain 
Emblem mfg 
Emeraid cutting 
Emergency communications. 
center 
Emergency medical clinic 
Emery wheel mfg 
Engine assembly: motor vehicle 
Engine gasket mfg: asbestos 
Engine mfg: aircraft 
Engine mfg: industrial 
Engine mfg: IJ'larine · · 
(see 781-782) 
'Engine mfg: motor vehicle 
Engine packing.· mfg: c. asbestos 
Engine repair: aircraft 
Engine repair: Industrial 
Engine repair: marine . 
(see 781·782) 
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573 
774 
594 
"561 
774 

·794 
. 758 
774 
75.6 
513 
775 
726 
758 
721 
774 
774 
751 
853 
591 
634 
762 
558 
862 
591 
122 
567 
724 
763 

774 
791 
548 
741 
732 
734 
"733 
739 
774 
141 
123 

e. 
· Engfh~~re~kif:~m'"otbr~'Vei1lcte Faliout sh~if~F~-~~~ ~~=<:9n:'l' ~~~.:cd. 
Engine testcer·· . ~~ Fan mfg: 'unit·t;e·==-~-~·--··. . 
Engi.rrt:!eril')g Qf(ice _ . 655 . Fam:u~r:op.~::=..=::::=:;~~~~;:;:;;~:;::;:::~=-
Engip!lerlrig-suppJy.:_ sales---:'· - 57 4 · . Farm-::l!T'PI~Ji1!3nt~!!~~-s ·-
EnginEi!3rs'~j()QI~;;mtg;:_c.·ll}f!talr:r--:_'"n~ _. 818 Fa.rrii"lmplemeiiCstorage 
Engrav_ingcr.reaolls.·':metaJ_!:; ·. ,,.,,I=• s11 F · -~- · ----·.=- _, 

_,.. _ Fann~~)lo ;~:~:~~-;:~'"''"'·=~~-.,_ _ .. 
Engraying 'lJ(mting ;plate~~.' ~-, · . 818 ar111 .. storeJnorage::. .. :_ ~ ._ ~-:~~..:..~- ·· . 
Envelope machine mfg 466 Farm workers' barraCk. 
Envelope mfg 591 Fashion designer's office 
Epicure shop · 726 . Fat distillation: nonedible 
Escalator mfg 711 Fat refining: edible 
Essential oil mfg 711 F.at rendering: edible 
Etching printing plcates 726 Fat splitting: nonedible 
Ethyl alcohol distilling 754 . Feather bed mfg 
Excavating machine mfg 754 Feather products mfg 
Excavator mfg 592 Federal reserve bank 
Excelsior mfg . 811 Feed storage: bulk 
Excelsior stge 818 Feed store 
Exchange, clearing house 715 Feed: animal or poultry 
Exchange:. ·telephone, telegraph 745 Fellmongery 
Explosive mfg 7 42 Felt hat mfg 
Explosive sales: retail 7a~ Felt m~ing: cotton 
Explosive storage 734 l"blt making: mixed fibers 
Exporter's office 733 Felt mal\ma: wool or. worsted 

· Exposition hall 745 Felt mfg: hair 
. Exterminator firm· 733 ·Felt rnfg: pressed Wt..<>~. 

Extract rntg: · flavoring 733 Felt needleloom rnfg 
Extrusion compounds mfg: 853 Felt stge 
plastic. 738 Feltbase mfg 
Extrusion machine mfg 751 Fence · mfg: wood · 
Eye mfg: artificial . 754 Fender mfg: fireplace 
Eyeglass fitting 771 ferro-chrome mfg · 
Fabric footwear 772 Ferra.molybdenum mfg 
Fabric mtg: cotton 772 Ferra.silicon rnfg 
Fabric mfg: mixed, other fibers 772 · Ferro-tungsten rnfg 
Fabric nifg: wool or worsted · 177 Ferry terminal 
Fabric waste recovering · 761. Fertilize.r mixing, bagging 
Fabricated steel mfg: industrial 554 Fertilizer s.ales 

· Faculty club· 864 Fertilizer storage 
Fairground grandstand 755 Fiber building paper mfg 
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734 
764 
853 
756 
753 
853 
853 
685 
931 
655 
122 

.. 756 
756 
773 
754 
571 
577 
.572 

186 
792 

., 797 
.. 186 

6 186' 
I 868 

116 
743 
647 

.. 761 
827 
867 
826 
852 
735 
633 
776 
633 
633 
774 

Fiber{Tllfg: ~~B!~ f,.-r_,r:nre.· 591 . Fire departmellt~dmir;,is_tr@.tive_-~::-::--~-.,;--
Fiber mfg: _synthetic ·office' ~ · -·~·~· .. - ·· --··-.... · -=-- · --
Fiber pr.odu~-S!..Qrag~-~- _ · 784 Fii"e fighting vehicles mfg _ .. . 
Fiberboard packiog-_~..§e .m~g=' ··· 888 Fire h~H ::- ~ • ..,. .·-.. :":-:- . 
FiberbClSJ'd Rlaot"'~ ·--: . ·. ·. _, :·::--:-:o-:15J=.-5 Fire retardant:impregnafii:lg-:'~·'::-'·";.;~..n' ,c-;~~
F~berb9.Prd. ~98~,~ rc,;~;- ._,~~.c..;_"£- ;_..g"' ~· ~;, · • p~ant y;:;- ~::-2: ~~:. ;·~;.~ . ~ .2'£~ ··. -'-.· 
F1ber;tass •nsulation~stge.~""'- .. "''"::;>~.:_--- : 888 F1re sta~pn '='""" ,l~-.,:-::s· c:c:i":r::tii' .·:.:r;:-~;,..2- "''"~ 
Fibre cement mfg 681 Fireclay sanitary ware mfg · · · · 
Field · · . 773 Fireplace tool mfg 
Field crop 662 Firewood stge 
Field house 762 Fireworks mfg 
File· mfg 558 Fireworks sales, stands 
File mfg: ·cardboard 862 Fireworks storage 
File mfg: insulated 714 Fish· canning 
Filing ·cabinet mfg 665 Fish farms 
Filling station: gasoline, public 665 Fish hatchery 
Filling station: marine 726 Fish oil refining 
Filling station: . · 714 Fish packing, preserving 
vehicle fuel, private 714 Fish salting, drying, processing 
Film exchange 513 . Fish store 
Film fal;lrication: photographic 773 Fishhook mfg 
Film processing · 142 Fishing club 
Film repairing, renovating 737 . Fishing net mfg 
Film screening studio 611 Fission material nifg 
Film storage: photographic. 611 Fission products handling · 
Filter area: swimming pool 754 Fixture mfg: · furniture . 

· Filter cloth mfg · · 7 43 Flag mfg · · · .. 
Filtration plant: water 944 .· Flammable gas loading 
Fine chemicals mfg area for ships 
· Finished leather goods storage 944 Flammable liquid loading 
Finished rubber products stge area for ships 
Finished textile storage · 645 Flamm;able liquid pipeline . 
Finished wood products storage 841 Flammable liquid tank ·stge 
Finishing plant: textile 762 Flare mfg 
Fire ·alarm headqu~rters 776 Flashlight mfg . 
Fire alarm mfg, ind nonelec · Flat (see 421-428) 
Fire alarm system: municipal 682 Flat glass mfg 
Fire communications center 773 Flat spring mfg 
Fire control device mfg 725 Flavoring extract mfg 
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737 
824' 
734 

. 883 
776 
771 
971 
632 
753 
945 
567 
536 
681 '. 
738 
738 
747 
751 

547 
. 715 
837 
661 
547 
.799 
547 
776 
682 
677 
689 

. 747 
747 
764 
717 
834 
774 
719 
832 

833 

Flax:-rQpe, gor,g~ge, P!9J;1ue,t,rojg.,c,.,~~=~"-,;,1331 · Food ... p~:oduqt~:tg_r~ge~~, 
Flax storage:"'i:iales,'bags··--- . ---.. -- · packaged, a;y--:-· -· . .,.._,~,_ -
Flax thatching 511 Food stor~ over 930 sq meters 
Fleet~arking ~====,- · · :.=.:::----:::-- -_:- · . 512· · · Food ,~r_e ;.l!Q9ltir~930_ s.fi~=~-~:.. -
Flexi~1~: shatt:;19Ql:.l!lf~it::;~:~-- ,..:.~!"'-~ .. ~;~~-. meter:s f:,;._ =.,..-;;:,, !;,.;~.· ~-:- '~"~~~ .. 
FlexiQ.Ia. tub~,'F9}:·:i~~a-9.r.,_s!_f!!.e~::::=:- 513 · FoodAJ~ore;::;.~P.~gj~ty ---
FJight~area ::. ;c.-"'·'~--··" .. .: .. ·· -- . ...;:-:, . .,:;.~~---c 832 Food- stuffs·_;__nrocessed ·· · · · •.·'G~ ... ~·:·=•~""'"· ,... .......... , .... _, .... ~~~~· -~-·-· ,··;;;!".:.~~'"""-~it;,.,;~ .. -. 
Flight control Center canned, bottled · - · 
Float mfg: cork 833 Food stuffs: processed, loose 
Flood control culvert 712 Food with milk base 
Floor cleaning -firm 593 Foot care center 
Floor covering store 747 · Footwear mfg: rubber, 
Floor tile mfg: day vulcanized 
Floor tile mfg: linoleum 661 Forestry · 
Flooring mfg: linoleum 773 Forged metal pieces mfg: drop 
Flooring mfg: rubber 774 Forging machine mfg 
Flooring mfg: wood 773 Fork mfg: carving · 
Flop house (see 441446) 794 Fork mfg: precious metal 
Florist shop 774 Forklift truck mfg · 
Flour milling, blending.· 771 . Foundry: ferrous 
Flour storage: bulk . 772 Foundry: ·nonferrous 

. Flow~r gathering: wild 799 Fountain pen mfg 
Flower growing 785 Frame mfg: cycle 
Flower plants: artificial · 141 Fraternal club w/o sleeping 
Flower sales 462 Fraternity house 
Fluorescent fixture mfg 834 Freeze locker 
Fluorescent tube nifg .. , 776 Freezer mfg: unit type 
Fluorspar ore mining, quarrying 783 Freight car mfg: railway 
Fluorspar ore processing 898 Freight pier · 
Foam rubber mfg . 894 Freight terminal 
Foam rubber processing 765 French polish mfg 
Foamed plastics fabrication 834 Frozen food locker 
Fondant mfg · 713 Fruit canning 
Food .locker plant 713 Fruit dehydrating, quick-freezing 
Food mchry mfg 661 ·Fruit gathering: wild 
Food processing: animal 655 Fruit growing 
Food product storage: canned, 713 Fruit juice mfg 

. bottled · . 713 Fruit mfg:. ·candied peel 
Food product storage: loose 717 · Fruit mfg: crystallized 
or bagg~d 657 Fruit packing as picked 
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713 
513 
776 

773 

717 
768 
762 
767 
784 
134 
742 
742 
745 

;742 
741 
742 

745 
828 
745 
745 

J'-828 
525 
663 
fii;A· 

774 
532 
754 
791 
537 
852 
531 
525 
762 
611 
611 
741 
152 

Fru~- ripening .... ~. -~~- 747 Galoshes:;rofg,_ .;::~,:;;:.~.~--::~::c~~·-:'~..:=:::-.-
. Fruit store~~ ,, ... ,.. ¥·~·.-·- 144 Gambling·placa· - -. . .. -···"· 

Frying pan mfg 711 Game curing. salting-
witi~tins~!ll~rP~rrt··:· :_---;--i:=-~,::-... :=:::: __ ~-;o...-_ ;}11 Gam! __ dre_~IJQI:.i'focessi!i'rr·-::- ____ ... ---
Fryi.!}Q pal}:.mfg=:-~~""~--_ - - 798 Gam~ mfg·, ,·~=.-::1~~~·r:0'='r.s;qg:"'-'""'""; 
w/f!.:.beatl1"19.fJil~~~"':-..:.::o- __ _ _ 663 ··Game 'pr;9paga.tjo.n · 
Fl;l~ge mfg~., .. ::~;<;"''-''~~.G!:i s:;G:- ,. 551 . Gl¥P-' stOtEt_:-=:(!~.eationat· 
Fuel mfg: packaged 113 Games of chance for 
Fuel mfg:- rocket amusement ... 
Fuel oil mfg 144 Gaming place 
Fuel pump mfg: motor vehicle 574 Garage with motor vehicle sales 
F'uneral chapel, parlor 883 Garage: city vehicle parking 
'Fur apparel mfg 882 Garage: commercial parking 
_ Fur hat mfg 883 Garage: fleet parking 
Fur mat mfg 573 Garage: repair · 
Fur muff mfg 881 Garage: residential parking 
Fur product mfg: footwear 648 . G~ge disposal plant 
Fur product mfg: 648 _ Garbage reduction plant 
wearing apparel 655 Garden · 

Fur procilct plant _ Garden apartment 
fur ptoc!Uc1 storage (see 421-428) 
Fur rug mfg 737 G&rden net mfg 
Flf' sOiling, dressing 554 Garden supplies store 
Fur storage 77 4 Garden tractor mfg 
Fur store 826 Garment storage 
Fur trar-pine. hunting 742 Garter mfg 
r-ur•bearlng ·animal raising 532 Gas applianCe sales 
Furnace mfg . 774 Gas compressor mfg 
Furnace sales 774 Gas· cutting mchry mfg 
Furniture mfg . 776 Gas discharge lamp mfg 
Furniture mfg: . surgical, dental 982 Gas field 
Furniture repair shop 981 . Gas main construCtion 
Furniture storage 616 Gas mfg: . fuel 
Furniture. store 761 Gas mfg: industrial · 
Furrier 644 Gas pipeline 
Fuse mfg: explosive 644 Gas pipeline compressor station 
Fusion material mfg 616 Gas plant:. manufactured, fuel 
Fusion products handling · 644 Gas purification station 
Gaiter mfg 681 Gas retort mfg · 
Gallery: art, inc! sales 77 4 Gas welding machinery mfg 
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674 
688 
774 
767 
572 

571 
841 
842 
774 
784 
785 
765 

. 678 
59~ 

. 89~ 
615 
775 
544 
721 
731 
683 
682 
682 
682 
682 
893 
893 
544 
792 
682 
786 
744 
7'36 
742. 
747 

. 765 
767 
794 
672 

G .,.,.l • .,. 11 c:, ............. -~~- ,...- ... ....i.~"""!~-":--. .. ~-~-~-·~-!..~~-t-.r~ G·ou{lca·· rt t:.a~~-~ r_e·le--~"'" ... .:-.+_. ~-~~ .. :-~~-as-' we · ·-··· ...,,..-, ---.. -'='.-- ~·:,.----- ··· rm;~ · n- 1111~;-- .:.---,c·-·--o== -· · 
Gasket mf~f=--~-,.;;:·~-~., ......... _.~;.. 142. Golf club.--~·· ... ·-. . --~ ·: .. --... 

Ga__solil'!e el'!gine m.fg 981 Golf course construction 
Gasoline mfg-::-·:-:-·::..:-;:_. · _ _ ·• 552 ·· Golf'shop=:~·- ·. : · .__,..:.:.. __ --~""--~-- ~- ~-
Ga'soline setvil5:e' ,_f;-::fr~~~ ''~"=. · 513. nGourmet shb'p-;::.- -
station: pctVate""·-::: "-.,;,_·'if"'=':. ·~"ls :oJqsa .. , ,.Go9eirimifit:;;printing~office'·i~'~:', 
GaSbline setmceYstation: public:,--· --, 213 · - Graii:fe~ school:.:-;:;:;~.::..: : ;:..- =:-.::::;:; -~ ::; · 

. Gasoline storage 774 Grader machine mfg - -
Gasometer 816 · Grain elevator 
Gauge mfg: metal 811 Grain stack· 
Gear box mfg: motor· vehicle 811 Grain storage: bulk 
Gear mfg: cycles 811 Grainary 
Gelatin mfg · 123 ·Grandstand 

. Gems: mining, natural 675 Granite quarrying, mining 
· General business office · 688 Granite working 

General storage warehouse 688 Graphite products mfg 
Generating plant: electric 773 . Grapnel mfg 
Generator mfg · · 675 Gravel extraction from earth . 
Gift shop 931 Grazing land 
Gin mfg · 845 Grease storage in containers 
Gin: cotton 547 Greenhouse 
Glass container mfg . 751 Greenhouse mfg:. wood 
Glass cutting · 758 · Greeting card mfg 
Glass fiber fabricating, mfg 687 .Grinding abrasives mfg 
Glass fiber processing 687 Clrind~one mfg · · 
Glass product mfg 715 Grist mill . . · 
GlaSs products stge · 831 Grocery storage: crated, ov.-. .. .a 
Glass storage · 833 Grocery storage:. loose, 
Glass store bagged . 
Glass'es mfg incl frame 511 Grocery store over 930 sq 
Glassware mfg meters . . 
Glider mfg, assembly, repair . 512 Grocery store under 930 sq 
Glove leather tannery meters 
Glove mfg: knitted 677 Guano harvesting 
Glove mfg: · ·leather · 709 Guano processing 
Glove· mfg: rubber 661 Gum gathering: natural 

. Glue mfg 717 Gum mtg: chewing 
Glycerine mfg 762 Gun cotton mfg 
Gold assaying, smelting n3 Gun mfg 
Gold mine, quarry 552 Gun shop 
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762 ,;-;<lunpp.wq~-:,,~orks - :.. n4 _Harrow mfg,Jo9j_self-g_r_opelled 
747 · GUtta~percha products 742 . 'Hat mtg·:-::.·~~.-.,.-: "";... · ~"''~ . · . 
. 121 Gymnasium 796 Hc;lt reblocking, repair 
798 :··-Gymn~c:::~quipltfent:mfg-:-:-"-- 522 _l=lat store.--:---_ _ . 
688 Gy -ooar.d ..a

9 
651 ~filatcti_ery· : __ -rp·_-_o_-u_l;";'~_-·_· .. ·· · 

::::~ _ psu~·~"'"- .:.:'!!! · ~:=" c;. ~~-
G 

· · · · 745 :..:Hittefs ... ffi"r'r'nf";;,:,··-~-.- · ... · __ · · 
678 ypsyf.M!)l,f;!ln"g;;-_qy~rrylng :_ · .. ·.' .. ~---.·-- 811 :jt_}ly -~_-"::ciiC__2:-~---~~-;. ... = ___ f= __ ._::_:_·_:~="_·.;.· ~. 0::~~_-:-_::: ____ ._:.·-688 :::c::Gypsum:ogr.oducts,mfg,_; __ ,;.,: .. . _ .. . . _ _ _ . .. _ 
892 ~·Gypsum~si9'e -~····~,.. --~~~-·- ... -- .. - 815 -Hay storagelri'oarn. _· · · 
522 Haberdashery store 811 Hay storage: bulk, not in barn 
n6 Hair clipper mfg 818 Hay store · · · · -- · · · 
766 · . Hair dressing mfg Hazardous materials waste 
557 Hair dressing shop disposal (see 913-915) 
733 Hair felt r'nfg: pressed 141 Health club · · 
745 Hair product plant. 766 Health salt mfg 
828 Hair product storage Hearing impaired persons: 
766 Hair tonic mfg care ·of (see 451-452) 
799 Haimet mfg 646 Heat transfer system 
182 Hall: concert 784 Heater mfg: . motor vehicle 
121 Hall: dance ns Heating apparatus mfg: alec 

~-~~-- .. 

161 Hall: dining n4 Heating mchry mfg 
888 Hail: fire 646 Heating: district, steam 
141 Hall: lodge 574 Heavy equipment sales 
112. Hall: pool 611 Heavy water plant 

·• 182 Hall: public 172 · Heliport 
711 Ham curing 172 ·Helistop 
n 4 Hammer machine mfg 343 Hemodialysis unit 

-· -~ :· . ~-· 

n3 Hammer mfg 735 Hemp .finishing 
737 Hammock mfg 734 Hemp spinning: soft 
753 Hamper mfg 824 Hemp storage: bales, bags 
na Hand tool mfg . 737 . Hemp, cord, rope, cable mfg 
.746 · Handbag mfg 661 Herb gathering: wild 
742 Handkerchief mfg 545 Hi-Fl Store 
753. Handle rmg: hardwood 827 Hide storage 
785 Handlebar mfg: cycle 744 Hide tanning, dressing 
886 Hangar 21·5 High school 
n3 Hardware mfg 981 Highway construction 
873 Hardware· storage 961 Highway: limited access 
533 Hardware store · 153 Historical building 
753 Hardwood turning plant· 551 Hobby shop 
7 46 Harness mfg 123 Hockey rink in arena 
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.. _ 114 Hoekey· -~fixed=es~t.<:l:--. 
n3 H·oa'mfg-· ----·~...:...~.-;....~...,_-,..""···· 
653 Hog raising 
ns :-. Hoist mfg:~:e~c.:...:..:_::
n4 . Hoist mfg:c,-:nonelec;,__ 
681 Hollciw tile:.mfg'LY!.o::: .. 
n6 li<i"llowware :mfg:w/.~eating -

element 

311 . 

567 
533 
134 
713 
654 
784 
742 
n3 
715 
n5 
739 
n3 
764 
747 
736 
522 
332 
331 
561 
547 
n3 

754 
361 
362 
412 

Hollowware mfg w/o heating 
element 
Home for aged 
w/24-hour nursing staff 
Home maintenance firm 
Home repair supply sales 
Home: funeral 
Honey processing 
Honey production, apiary 
Hood mfg: motor vehide 
Hood mfg: wearing apparel' 
Hook mfg 
Hop kiln, curing 
Horn· mfg: alec · 
Horsehair spinning, weaving. 
Hors~shoe mfg 
Hose mfg: plastic 
Hose mfg: rubber 
Hosiery mfg: knitted 
Hosiery store 
Hospice 
Hospital 

_ Hospital supply sales ·. 
Hot house 
Hot pressed metal pieces mfg 
Hotel (see 441-446 
and 481-486) 
Hotel furniture mfg 
House of correction: men 
House of correCtion: women 
House: 1 family, ·seasonal use 
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411 . Ho)Jse: 1 family, year 
., .. , .. -·round ·use -- - ·- -

754 Household furniture mfg 
852 Household furnitur~ storage 

n6 
663 
142 
685 
n4 
622 

. 761 
761 
712 

. 515 ' 
515 
897 
719 
897 
719 
114 
897 
799 
767 
591 
682 
648 
648 
756 
798 
591 
862 

Housekeeping apartment 
(see 421-428) 
Humidifier mfg: unit type 
Hunting 
Hunting club . 
Hydraulic cement mfg 
Hydraulic mchri · mfg . 
Hydraulics laboratory 
Hydrogen gas mfg 
Hydrogen. sulfide gas mfg 
Ice cream plant 
Ice cream shop -
Ice cream stand: quick-freeze 
Ice dil>penser: coin operated 
Ice harvesting 
Ice housers 
Ice plant: mfg and natural 
Ice skating rink 
Ice storage 
Identification tag mfg 
Illuminating oil mfg 
Importer's office 
Incandescent lamp plant · 
Incinerator: industrial 
Incinerator: municipal 
Index card mfg 
Indoor game mfg 
Industrial administrative office 
Industrial chemical stge: 
·hazardous 

861 Industrial chemical stge: 
non-hazardous 

633 · Industrial communications 
center 

761 Industrial gas mfg 
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862 

591 
984 
774 
231 
774 
742 
331 
771 
871 
765 
765 
799 
865 
163 

741 
747. 
761 
761 
791 

791 

7'95 
561 
775 
688 
682 
753 

684 

214 
774 
591 
771 
771 

lndumli:ll hazardOUS"~enildah• 771 Iron lli\fndr)'i.?n·o~< ro:-.TCJ.. ;r;(;;:_ self:prcpbiieci 
stge ~-~ · ...,.~ ~-~.J-=-..... ,....~ 776 .Iron ffifg·: • do'mestlc;- alec . ·-· 
Industrial loan institution 672 Iron ore mining, quarrying 
lndustriarplant"yar~~:--;,... c. · · :- -···-·"·-~---- 771 Iron products=mfg;=.cast. 
Industrial traetor~mg~.:,._,-~,.~ 677. Iron pyntes:'"rf.ilrnnQt;qua:rrying.: · 
lndu5tri8r tralolng~schooi'DS. "u?-~' ":::g:' 761 Iron pyrites jro'cess)(rg-./;-: -.. . _ . _ 
InduStrial valv.e::mtg:c po:'!:~~~~ ::-;:-,I-3:-· _-'. 771 . Iron. sfi1eltingFfeflnmg . . ,, . . . 
lnfantwear mfg . - - . 773 Iron stiimplng~colei presSing ··.-· --~-
Infirmary: hospital type . 871 Iron storage: . basic forms. 
Ingot molcj mfg: cast iron 771 Iron: basic products mfg 
Ingot storage · 672 Ironstone mining, quarrying 
Ink rnfg: printers 773 Ironwork mfg 
Ink mfg: writing 981 Irrigation project construction 
Ink pad rnfg · 77 4 Jack rnfg 
Ink storage 742 Jacket mfg 
Inn w/o sleeping 361 Jail: men 
accommodations 362 Jail: women . . 
Inn w/sleeping (see 441-446) 713 Jam mfg 
Inner sole mfg 765 ·Japan drier mfg 
Inner tube mfg 684 Jar mfg: earthenware 
Inorganic chemical mfg 683 . · Jar mfg: glass 
Insecticides mfg 713 ·Jelly mfg 
ln~trument mfg: 794 · Jewelry fabricating, mfg 

· eleCtric, electronic 544 · Jewelry shop 
Instrument mfg: 798 Jigsaw puzzle infg 
measuring, control 758 Job printing · 
Instrument mfg: musical· 753 Joiners'· off-building site 
Instrument sales: professional 751 Joiners' on-building site . 

· Insulated wire, cable mfg 155 Judicial ·hall · 
Insulation · mfg: asbestos, stone 164 Juice bar 

·Insulation mfg: glass fiber 241 Junior college ·classroom bldg 
Insulation mfg: wood, · 214 Junior high school 
cork, sawdust 877 Junkyard 
Insulator rnfg: pottery, 743 Jute bag mfg 
clay, por.celaln 737 Jute cord plant · 
Intermediate school 737 Jute rope, cord mfg · 
lntemal combustion engine mfg 734 Jute spinning, sorting, weaving 
Investment firm office 824 Jute storage: bales, bags 
Iron billet, . bloom mfg 343 Juvenile detention home 
Iron conversion · n3 Keg mfg: . metal 
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753 
556 
767 

-_ .c·_j-_=:· n6 
-o --~---=-~·-- n3 

·- ;ci'c, 746 
:;-·-~- 162 

n3 
533 
681 
n4 
742 
212 
532 
n3 
736 
736 
n4 
736 
736 
764 
571 

843 
791 
626 
621 
621 
625 
622 
621 
622 
623 
622 
623 

624 
627 
732 
732 

Keg~ mfg: wooden:::-_!.::::- .::::::::::!::.:::~ - 734 
Kenner · ·---~-- ·- · · 733 . 
Kerosene mfg 765 
Kettre":mfg ·wf='h-eatldg~element 753 
Kettle:;-mfg :w/~heatlng·elemer.~t 946 
Keysease ~"""tir;;_. 7"""2-- -7 45 
Keyr cleb :. :..::'.:;._:- -~-- .-,~,;;: ;;~>c:::.:::.-::;-:- n3 
Key mfg n6 
Key-lock shop 682 
Kiln lining mfg n6 

Lac6·mfg: ;..lr'niXId; 6ttler?.ffber's"'r- . 
Lace mfg: -~wool or-worsted 
Lacquer mfg · . 
LaddeF-mt~j:-:-::=woi:kf.::; :=:: •.. :~~- - -~~.;;~""'"':~~ 
Lake ~- .~: __ :_.,..:;: ;;:~-: --~ =,.,.,..,-
Lambskin sh-earing'""~~h 
Larriinated isp-rlriQ;:rrilg'-'~.; '~';!;-"'"~--=-
Lamp assembling:· alec 
Lamp bulb mfg 
Lamp holder mfg 

Kiln mfg n6 
Kilt mfg n3 
Kindergarten 743 
Kitchen cabinet store 756 
Knife mfg 981 
Knit wear mfg 981 
Knitted fabric mfg 
Knitting machine mfg: textile 

. Knitting: full process mill 
Knitting: part process mill 

711 
711 
n3 
564 
743 
566 
796 

. Lamp mfg: metal, elec 
Lamp mfg: metal, nonelec 
Lamp shade mfg: cloth 
Lamp shade mfg: paper 
Land drainage project 
Land reclaiming project 
Landfill area {see .911-915) 
Lard mfg 

, Kodel fiber mfg 
LP-Gas bottle filling station: 
public 
LP-Gas bulk plant 
Laboratory instrument mfg 
Laboratory: agricultural 

. Laboratory: biological 
Laboratory: chemical 
Laboratory: electric, electronic 

·. Laboratory: hydraulics 
Laboratory: medical 
Laboratory: metallurgical 
Laboratory: personnel testing 
Laboratory: physics 
Laboratory: 
psychologiCal testing 
Laboratory: - radioactive material · 
Laboratory: research, general 
Lace 'drawing, ending: cotton 
Lace mfg: cotton 

564 
675 
933 
n4 
554 
591 . 
n3 
672 
799 
n2 
n3 
682 
n4 
142. 
546 
741 

Lard refining 
Latch mfg 
Laundromat 
Laundry bag mfg 
Laundry pick-up shop 
Laundry: commercial 
Laundry: self-service · 
Lava mining, quarrying 
Lawn 
Lawn mower mfg 
Lawn mower rental, sales 
Lawyer's office 
Lead t:lollowware 
Lead mine, quarry 
Lead pencil mfg 
Lead refining, smelting 
Lead stamping, cold pressing 
Leaded glass mfg 
Leaf sweeper mfg 
Leather clothing mfg 
Leather goods sales 
Leather heel mfg 
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741 
744 
738 
741 
742 

827 
746 
741 
827 
744 
738 
791 
742 
741 
156 
181 
792 

-··· 715 e 923 
754 

-·- ; l." 758 
:.:.··· 151 

_, 758 
717 
753 
775 
774 
781 
773 
791 
688 
688 
892 . 
675 
688 
961 
173 
735 
734 

e 

Leat'ffi!r legQing~i!ffg..,;:::-- __ :;.-;;:"'~""~.:::::::796 Unen'serVia~: plantcir~~~- - _ · -
Leather machinery belt mfg . - 734 ·uneri"'spirinlng~carding""'·"""~" ---~~ -
Leather mfg: artificial .. _______ :.._ . 824 Unen storage: bales, bags · 
Leittier proaucfTmfg~rootwear -. 544 unen""store--. ;:_.,'0-~::.::"?.' .. _~,;' --~::::::;-
LeatHer proou~'mfg:3£'wearing" _ 565 Unen'supply,house.,.·-;;:;;:---;;;·:~-'> .... '.;. -, .. ;"'~· 
apli.a_r_el J_··'·"."'"""".·-~--~'.·_'". ~'"" . .:._.,;""_ s_- ._"' . ._.."'"""'c,'· 7 4~ Ung~erie nifGf- ., .... ;~: -""'-,-c.-c-;; ,~"""'"""'~ 
Le~er pi'oaua ·storage ··~"~- · -· · 738 unoleum lnyQ ;::~:;:~;:~;:,;.~;:;~':' 
Leather products mfg: general - 536 Unoleum store · - -- -~-------~"~-~---

Leather sole mfg 726 Unseed oil plant 
Leather storage 763 Uquld. resin mfg: synthetic 
Leather tanning, dressing 721 Uquor blending · 
Leatherette mfg 723 Uquor mfg: malt 
Leg mfg: artificial - 846 Uquor storage 
Lega·l robe mfg 514 Uquor store --
Legging mfg 677 Lithium minerals mining 
Legislative hall · 779 . Uthium minerals processing 

. Legitimate thea~er 757 · Uthographlng 
Lens !;lrinding, polishing 7 42 Uvery mfg 
Lentil grinding, splitting · 815 Uvestock storage in bam 
Letter drop 817 . - Uvestock storage not in barn 
Lettering -mfg: sign -974 Loading ramp: aircraft-. 
Letterpress 591 Loan company office 
Ubrary 714 Lobster packing, canning 
Ubrary binder mfg. 773 LocJ< mfg·: mechanica.l 
Ucorice mfg 793 Lock mfg: time 
Ufe belt m'fg: cork 754 Locker mfg 
Uft truck mfg: elec 834 Locker plant 
Uft truck mfg: nonelec - 783 Locomotive f'!lfg 
Ughter building: repair 887 Locomotive storage 
Ughtirig fixture mfg - 141 -Lodge hall 
U111b mfg: artificial 41~ LOdge: 1-farnily 
Ume plant 415 Lodge: 2-family 
Ume product mfg 431 · Lodging house: 4-8 roomers 
Ume stge. · 432 Lodging house: 9-1_6 roomers·. 
Umestolie quarrying, mining Lodging house:· over 16 
Umestone working, cutting . persons (see 441-446) · 
Umited access highway 856 Log stge not in forest 
Umousine terminal 662 · Log storage 
Unen finishing 662 Loggrng 
Unen mill 758 Looseleaf binder mfg 
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936 
767 
746 

. 546 
751 
555 

- .... -- 851 

851 
164 
164 
713 
716 
773 
774 
774 
744 
732 
733 
775 
774 
774 
776 
574 
874 
884 
562 
774 
757 
798 
773 
772 
773 
772 
584 
891 
923 
595 
595 
708 
585 

Lot:7:,Vpcar;~L~ ;-, "~-- -~:~:::-;:,- 766_ Malt~·~Jgra~_-IJIJ9::-~· :-:-i·'---" . . "::t:-0=-~~'---::-.=-- · 
Lubricating oifmfg:.- · · . 723 ··Malt--house---:-_:-~---""'--~~~~-=-=--:~,:_ __ ,~::.. 
Luggage mfg _ · 771 Manhole cover mfg: cast iron 
Luggage store.;.:::;:.=:-:::-~~~~· -- '-= 7;[3 Manicure set,mfg::-, ... :.;.~ --~ .. :.::c 
LurQ~r- mfg~ ... ~~;~~ ;.-~-~_-;;:.:":~~:~~~1,6. Man_~f.~~re~gas: ··fUel · · - -
Lumber sales:_.r.etailc~~------~--709 Man~r:e proce~singg, ""''""' =~'r.i·"-
Lumb~r stoii-9~.:-. --:~:::" -~ 758 MaP;~pun~ng~;,; _ ~~ _;.~,;.,"'":",;:,.;~;-;; .. 
.Luniberyarcf' -·-- 758 Map publishing, printing - ·4 

Lunch counter 661 . Maple sugaring· in forest 
Lunchroo.m · 717 Maple sugaring outside forest 
Macaroni canning 675 Marble quariying, mining 
Macaroni plant 688 Marble working 
Machine gun mfg /726 Margarine mfg 
Machine shop 835 M_argarine stge 

· Machine tool mfg: metal 576 Marine accessory sales 
Machinery belt mfg: leather 781 Marine boiler mfg 
Machinery belting mfg: cotton 726 Marine oil refining 
Machinery belting mfg: wool 177 · Marine passenger. terminal 
Machinery mfg: elec 577 Marine refueling facility· 
Machinery mfg: exd alec Marine repair (see 781-782) · 
Machinery parts mfg 576 Marine salesroom 
Machinery_ repair: -alec · . 577 M~ine service station 
Machinery sales: motor driven 655 Market garden 
Machinery storage: not vehicle 511 · Market over 930 sq m~ters 

·Machinery storage: vehicle 512 Market under 930 sq meters 
Machinist supply sales 713 · Marmalade mfg 
Machinist tool mfg 952 Marshalling yard 
Magazine publishing 717 . Marshmallow mfg_-
Magic apparatus mfg 685 Masonry cement mfg 
Magnesium hollowware 562 Masons' supply sales 
Magnesium refining, smelting Mast mfg (see 781-782) 
Magnesium stamping 753 Mat mfg: cork 
Magnesium wire drawing 732 Mat mfg: cotton 
Mail order store 734- Mat mfg: mixed, other fibers 
Mail order warehouse 758 Mat mfg: printing 
Mailbox 747 Mat mfg:. rubber or synthetic 
Mailing firm 733 Mat mfg: wool or worsted 

· Mailing list sales firm 762 Match plant , . 
Maintenance shop:. general 775 · Materials handling equip 
Mall mfg: electrical 
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SPECIFIC P.RORER'tY~OE>ESb=~- ·cQz.;-:::; _ 
· (Continued.(L)=-f1tin:.~-j-~~-

331 
754 
747 
853 
715 
776 
711 
513 
775 
774 

794 
791 

. 682 
621 

'•791 
··593 
.. 561 
.· 766 
. 767 
·. 766 
_.:::133 
"'154 

364 
321 

891 
773 
771 
773 
773 
773 
893 
872 
773 
8ts. 
771 

Mate-rials handling"eq!;ljp"'Q;Ifg:;.;- · · 773 Metat_m_ampjng;:r:nfg;c;~:;;;o:;::l~~--
nonelectrical - - 871 Metal storage:· basic· forms --- ---·n·--~·· 

· MaternitY-hospital . . _ _ __ 77 4 · Metallurgical furnace mfg 
Mattress:rnfg:except;rubber·- ·:;,::;; __ ·:..:.:.s22:::-__ Metallurgical laboratory. -- · - , .-- ·- · ·-----

Mattrti~ mfg:c~i:Ubber:::-~;.·_,t:'~<~i.~"'- ~67~ Mica':quarrying;o:m!oimg\o' m~~: ·. ·· 
Mattress st~e "'; - - 792 Microseppe_m~g:"'"':.. •'fj. 
MeaF-milling,:;preparatioficiZ,:-smr~~B:-- ·.548 . Microscope.:...saJ~.::~,, ,:::;_,-
Measuring apparatus mfg: alec · 632 Microwave site 

· Meat dressing: curing 466 Migrant workers' barracks 
Meat shop 464 Military barracks 
Mechanical equip mfg: alec 862 Military explosives storage 
Mechanical equip mfg: 221 Military school classroom bldg 
nonelectrical 712 . Milk bottling· -· · 
Medal mfg · 652 - Milk cooling shed · 
Medical equipment mfg 652 . Milk house 
Medical glassware mfg 77 4 Milk machine mfg 
Medical laboratory 712 Milk mfg: condensed, 
Medical· machine mfg evaporated · 
Medical office 712 Milk mfg: powdered 

·Medical supply·sales 712 Milk processing 
Medicated wine mfg 652 Milk production . 
Medicinal paraffin mfg 835 Milk storage: . bottled, canned . . 
Medicine mfg 526 Mill outlet store . 
Meeting hall: church · 742 Millinery mfg 
Memorial structure 522 Millinery store 
Men's detention camp 713 Mincemeat mfg 
Mental retardation - limited care 783 Mine rail car mfg 
Mentally· retarded: personal 688 · Mineral grinding, processing 
care of (see 451-452) · 767 Mineral· oil refining · 
Mercantile stock stge: nonfood 761 Mineral pigments mfg 
Metal box mfg . · 677 Mineral pigments mining 
Metal casting: iron, steel 892 Mineral products stge: bagged 
Metal cold pressing 893 Mineral products storage: · 
Metal fabricating_ · packaged, non-bagged · 
Metal furniture mfg 724 . Mineral water carbonating 
Metal ore storage . . 688 Mineral wool mfg . 
Metal. parts storage 678 Mineral: mining nonmetallic 
Metal product polishing, plating 677 Mining chemicals 
Metal products stge: finished 671 Mining coal 
Metal refining: iron, steel 677 Mining fertilizer mineral · 
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SPECIFIC P"ff0lll:RWOOOEs·F¥.,_s~i~·-
. (Continued(!~P"'~"~~=--_\c- ,_ . 

672 
n4 
751 
794 
753 
682 
844 
631 
786 

131 
742 
734 

·n6· 
752 
574 
411 
751 
752 
717 
763 

. 764 
756 
465 
794 
792 
154 
688 
799 
134 
591 
134 
131 

868 
797 
868 
186 
183 

Minin~iron ore _ve;~=J"_ . . . 
Mining"mc!lry'-mt~'{---·,.:~ - -'--~-~-- · 
Mining timber mfg 
Min€=-~ffioney"-==:==~=: .. : -. ' 
Mirror---fran1e~mfQ.,.,..o-m.~.,- .. 
MirroF•mfg '·''"'''~;;;:- 2s:~"'_. r2::?: 
Missii&;:fuel~stg~:~ =~:· •. :>~;w - -
Mi.ssile launch site --~~ · 
Missile mfg, assembly, repair: 
no fuel 
Mission 
Mitten mfg 
Mixed fiber, full process mill 
Mixer mfg: domestic 
Mobile building mfg 
Mobile home sales 
Mobile home: permanent family 
Mobile saw, planing mill 
Modular building mfg 
Molasses mfg . 

_ Molded compounc;i mfg: plastic 
Molded plastic products 
Molded pulp goods mfg 
Monastery 
Money mfg 
Monocle mfg · 
Monument 
Monument works 
Mop mfg 
Morgue 
Mortgage company 
Mortuary 
Mosque . 
Motel (see 441-446 
and 481-486) 
Motion-picture exchange 
Motion-picture film processing 
Motion-pictUre film storage 
Motion-picture studio 
Motion-picture theater 
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.c 7.84 · Motor•florri'ei1Tlfg~assembiY.=-: __ 
ns MotOf'mfg:''"''Bfec"'-'-'""""""-- -
n4 Motor mfg: nonelectric 
. 784 Motor·venicte~mtg,-assemoty·· 
573 Motor::vehicl&.repai~;=;-- ~-0··. 
574 Motor~·vehiCI&'Sates:;,-._...:::,. .:::~·':io __ .. __ _ 

575 Motorvehiae_~suppJY-<St~re- . _ _ _ 
576 MotorbOat sales __ ,__ -·--------... -----· 

784 Motorcycle mfg . 
784 Motorcycle parts mfg · 
573 Motorcycle repair 
57 4 Motorcycle sales 
186 Movie studio · 
183 Movie theater 
573 Muffler repair shop: 

motor vehicle 
733 · Mungo shoddy mfg 
591 Municipal building · 
616 Municipal gas mfg 
762 Munitions mfg 
152 Museums 
758 Music publishing, printing 
233 Music school 
534 _ Music store 
795 Musical Instrument mfg 
534 Musical instrument sales 
719 Mustard mfg 
n3 Nail mfg 
767 Naphtha on refining 
743 Napkin mfg · 
732 Narrow fabric mfg: cotton 
734 Narrow fabric mfg: mixed fibers 
733 Narrow fabric mfg: wool 
678 Natural abrasive mining 
685 Natural cement nifg 
67 4 · Natural gas well 
767 Natural gasoline plant 
765 Natural resin grinding 
591 . Navy office 
726 Neatsfoot oil refining_ 
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(Continu~~,)"';"''·""•d. , 

742 
n4 
794 
n3 
739 
739 
n6 
682 
n6 
737 
799 
591 
591 
757 
755 
542 
742 
162 
742 
631 
689 
6n 
762 
761 
n2 
716 
753 

. 551 
611 
612 

n4 
613 

624 
465 

211 

Neq~e mt'g,,e-1icii;;;·- i+.;'T.-7.7.~;-~;- :::;·,=;,:.-:.:0,~~55 Nurser:y: tt~~;;;b!.o,l_~l;l.-.::::ro:2- m!r.l. 
Needle bearing mfg - 463 Nurses' living quarters"~.- -· -:-::_~..___..-~~-
Needi~ __ J11fg;J.~"cord' 311 Nursing. home w/24-hour 
Needle mfgr-s~wirig: -_- · -- - nursing:_ staff=::~--=.,. -,;;~;.~~- · 
Needleloom:_c.an'!et-'rnf~~ "·_ :"_ < -- 726. Nut•~!<e mfg::;;,..'~'='f""' _;..-~r.; .. :. "-' -
Ne~l~lool'!li'-Jelt"'.mfg-u·--~--:.:.:. ·. 655 Nut~growing'''''""''~'·"~-"' ""'f"" 
Neon•lamp;mfg :",;iiiii;:u:-'.:.c~· ,;;,.;;;ini'r 726 -Nut ~m;at (nfg ._,:o-~~;~,;_ ;:~r;. . ...: --
Neon light mfg, fabricating · n3 Nut 'mfg: . metal . · 
Neon sign mfg - 657 Nut packing as. picked. 
Net mfg: axel hair 717 Nut salting 
Net mtg: hair 513 Nut shop 
News gathering agency office _811 Nut storage: bulk 
News reporting agency office · 717 Nut sugar coating 
Newspaper publishing 764 Nylon fiber mfg 
Newsprint mfg 739 Oakum picking, willowing 
Newsstand · 782 Oar mfg 
Night clothes mfg · 715 Oat milling, flaking 
Night club 593 Oculists office 
Night dress mfg 754 Office fixture; fittings mfg · 
Nike site 754 Office furniture mfg 
Nitrate minerals processing 531 Office furniture store 
Nitrate minerals quarrying 531 Office machine sales 
Nitrocellulose r'nfg, reclaiming 776 . Office machinery mfg 
Nitrous oxide gas mfg _531 Office supply sales 
Nonferrous metal refining 592 Office: bank 
Noodle mfg · 591' Office: business 
Novelty mfg: hardwood 593 Office: medical 
. Novelty store 982 Oil field 
Nuclear fuel element plant 767 Oil mfg: lubricating . -
Nuclear ordnance, bomb 726 . Oil mfg: · salad 
assembly 726 Oil of clove mfg 
Nuclear reactor mchry mfg 645 Oil pipeline 
Nuclear. reaCtor power 674 Oil reservoir 

· production 67 4 Oil shale mining, retorting 
~uclear reactor, for research 845 Oil storage in containers 
Nuns~ IMng quarters 841 Oil storage in tanks 
Nursery school over 4 hours 674 . Oil well 
(see 251-253) 738 Oilcloth mfg 
Nursery school: 4 hours or 742 Oilskin mfg 
less 766 Ointment mfg 
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311.· 

726 
726 
726 
941 
181 
791 
792 
792 
792 
682 
548 
792 
548 
548 
342 

655 
164 
713 

'655 
773· 
673 
672 
771 
772 
795 
534 
761 
764 
794 

. 544 

773 
753 
593 
782 
576 
926 
492 

Q!ff~persp[;l~~tlorn~=-~~:;=-.. _ 
wf24-hour~nursing-staff~~~ ·· -
Oleo oil refining 
Oleo=st ar. . fg . .. -- .. c .... 
- . .. : - e J.r:le;:IT:!_ · ~-~"" .. ·,. -".-- ,_, 
Oli~ote.=.oiJ rJltlr;llng..-.Jly_.Qipg~nation 
Open se~;;::;~"'·:- c;;-;~~ .. ~- : 
On,.ra hO"S .... - ·- -" -~--
,~~ -~~&~~~~~ 

Operating table mfg -
Ophthalmic goods mfg 

- Ophthalmoscope mfg 
Optical glass grinding, polishing 
Optical glass mfg 
. Optical goods sales 
Optical instrument mfg 
Optician's office 
Optometrist's office 

· Oral surgeon office: · 
over 3 patients 
Orange growing 
Orange juice bar. 
Orange juice concentrating 
Orchard . 

· Ordnance mfg except vehicles 
Ore concentration 
Ore mining 
Ore preparation plant: iron · 
Ore smelting: nonferrous 
Organ mfg 
Organ sales 
Organic chemical mfg · 
Orion fiber mfg 
Ornament mfg 
Ornamental ·goods store 
Ornamental ironwork mfg 
Osier container mfg 
Osteopath's office 
Outboard motor mfg, repair 
Outboard motor sales 
Outbuilding· 
Outdoor sleeping quarters 
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927 Outdoor rte@.P.hQo~tlootb, .. ::=:==--2'-"'l'.o.. 
926 OUthouse"-"'-'-;....~~: . ...:.,.-::: ..... "-· - · 
341 Outpatient clinic 
774 Oven:::mfgi:dndustrial~:; ; ... .::.~ - · · -:- .: .. , 
742 Overalls ·mfn= · · ,~- · _,.'::.">. ... _. -

~ _ ···-~ '? • ::· -e l ~- ~-

742 ~rcoat-.:mfg::-:-.:2i::ir::i8' :_~~~ 
_761 O~gen g®4litg~ . .-:..z·;-.--:c....;., __ =-==-
861 O~gen stge:· liq~td.org~s'' -·-·-
665 Oyster bed operation' 
714 Oyster packing, canning 
665 Oyster: wild, cultivated 
514 Pa_ckage store 
768 Packaged fuel mfg 
893 Packaged mineral prods stge 

. 845 Packaged petroleum prods stge _ 
838 Packaged tobacco prods stge 
77 4 Packaging machine mfg 
753 Packing case mfg: wood 
657 Packing crops as picked 
756 Pad mfg: writing 
739 Padding mfg: all fibers 
765 Paint mfg_ 
573 Paint shop: motor vehicle 
865 Paint storage 
535 Paint store 
799 Painters' brush mfg 
773 Painters' pot mfg: metal 
535 - Painters' supply store 
7 42 Pajamas mfg · 
726 Palm oil refining 
77 4 . Paper bag machine-mfg -
756 Paper bag mfg incl printing 
855 Paper bag stge 
756 Paper box mfg incl printing · 
758 . Paper bronzing; gilding, edging 
756 Paper carton mfg incl printing 
756 Paper container mfg incl printing 
7.55 · Paper cOrrugating, laminating 
756 Paper cutout pattern mfg 
541 Paper goods sales · 
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756 
756 
774 
755 
687 
768 
799 
792 
799 
756 
756 
756 
855 
755 
758 

'756 

i_!" •. -~-
855 
854 

ll~ --~- 855 e ' ;,. 755 
755 

. ,; .. ~ .. :. '756 
.. •., 

767 
742 
938 
981 
882 
881 
981 
882 
965 
134 
625 
171 
173 
176 

177 

-- .. 

.:-'1';··· 
'-'•: ... ·! ·• 

::~~per 'i~B~I~maRafact\lnn§= · · . · 
Paper ·'ia'm·iJ$naclemf9"'""<-=--··· 
PaQer making mchry mfg · 175 

: P~per 1]19~-~= .. -~~",;- 765 
'Paper TTifg:"abras'l'le~· ·>.=' "'s.c· •=·-<-n-.:-799 
~eaper @g~' ~~phalt coated 717 
J~aper 'mf§~c"'ittion:· ~-~- . -':~. . . 716 

174 

· Paper mfg: sensitized 655 
Paper mfg: treated duplicating- 931 
Paper mounts mfg 744 
Paper plate mfg . 964 
Paper products fabricating 621 
Paper products stge . 963 
Paper reclaiming 963 
Paper ruling 962 

Paper spoon or utensil mfg 544 
Paper. stge: not rolled 715 
Paper stge: rolled 713 
Paper storage: baled 726 · 
Paperboard mfg, coating . 713 
Papercoating, glazing, 811 
laminating 794 
Papier-mache goods mfg · 678 
Paraffin wax mfg 81 8 
Parasol. mfg · 331 
p~ 7~ 

P_arking area construction 799 
Parking garage: general i73 
Parking garage:· residential 794 
Parking lOt construction 541 
Parking lot: · covered 361 

Passer'igef=\tetmlnial~·stteet·anr~ .. 
level: rall''' ___ ..., . ·,' .· . -·. " . : 
Passenger terminal: subway 
Paste mf~F- "~:..,.,..::~- ~-.....:.::.-· ·.: ...... - . · 
~~!_el ~~ = ~:: • -·· ~;; · 
Pastilles emlg-'""'- ', "'"'' · . ·, · · 
Pa'str/rnf~V ~,~~-·"'"'==. : :;-- . . . ·.. . .· 
· Pastura·Jand:-irriproved~-~,--.---· 
Pasture: unimproved. . . 
Patent leather plant 
Path 
Pathological laboratory 
Paved driveway. 
Paved private street 
Paved public street 
Pawn shop 
Pea giinding, splitting 
Peanut butter processing 
Peanut oil refining 
Peanut processing 
Peanut storage: bulk 
Pearl products, jewelry mfg 
Peat cutting, _digging 
Peat storage . 
Pediatrics hospital 
Pelt sorting, dressing 
Pen mfg 
Pen· nib mfg: base_.metal· 

·Pen nib mfg: precious metal-. 
Pen shop . 

Parking lot: uncovered 799 • 
Penal institution: men 
Pencil lead mfg 

Parlor: funeral 799 . 
Particle accelerator 799 

· Passenger terminal: airport 361 
Passenger terminal: bus 362 

. Passenger terminal: elevated 113 
railway 787 
Passenger terminal: marine 762 

~49. 

Pencil mfg 
Penholder illfg 
Penitentiary: · men 
Penitentiary: -women 
Penny arcade 
Perambulator mfg 
Percussion cap mfg 
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S~ECIFIC PROPERTY CODES 
(Continued .... ) 

795 
766 
726 

- 544 
--'~---- 757 

·=~"'::!.!;'~~---- 792 
'i!UIT .. 
r -- 722. 

623 
761 
556 
556 
841 
841 
767 
845 
767 
841 

.. 841 
674 
898 
773 
772 
773 
766. 
866 
582 
543 
776 
795 
677 

689 
595 
758 
757 

797 
792 
792 
792 

Pef&;\JSSi()f;l.:.instr;y11JeG;1!?J1fg 
Perfume m~ ·-:-:-: . -:- .:.:.4 _ •• · 

Perfume oil mfg 
· Perfume .sales_:_ __ =-_-'_:_'"---_ ~. ~=--_--_-_ .·--·'-'-:-

·-· - --~·-- - . - -
Pe_rip9ical~f2liblist)\Rg· 
P~g~opejj}~g-~-. -~~-~w ... :n. :._· 
Per!¥-.winQ;infg -~--> . __ .. _ . 

nL..:_"l._ .......u.~~. ~.~ .. 
Personnel testing laboratory 
Pest control chemical mfg 
Pet care center 
Pet shop, supplies 
Petroleum bulk plant 
Petroleum distributing station 
Petroleum jelly mfg 
Petroleum packaged product · 
Petroleum refinery 
Petroleum tank farm 
Petroleum ,terminal' 
Petroleum well 
Petroleum wharf 
Pewter hollowware mfg 
Pewter refining, smelting 
Pewter stamping 
Pharmaceutical mfg 

· · Pharmaceutical-storage 
Pharmacy: · no pharmacist 
Pharmacy: pharmacist on duty 

- Phonograph assembling: elec 
Phonograph record blank mfg 
Phosphate minerals · 

. mining, quarrying 
Phosphate minerals processing 
Photocopy firm . 
Photoengraving: commercial 
Photoengraving: newspaper 
and magazine 
Photofinishing 
Photographic equipment mfg 
Photographic film, paper mfg 
. Photographic lens mfg 
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553 
553' 
792 

593 
622 
593 
795 
534 
566 

. 713 
753 
711 
716 
526 
898 
943 
898 
771 
653 
761 
774 
766 
771 
754 

. 747 
754 
743 
771 
681 

. 764 
799 
872 
983 

981 

983 

950 

Photographic store 
Photographic studio · · 
Photographic supplies mfg 

. Physical rehabilitation: personal 
care during (see 451·452) 
Physician's effie~ 
Physics laboratory 
Physiotherapist's office 
Piano mfg. 
Plano store 
Pick-up shop: laundry, dry 
cleaning 
Pickle pro~ssing 
Picture frame .mfg · 
Pie mfg: meat 
Pie mfg: ronmeat 
Piece goods. sales 
Pier 
Pier water area 
Pier: petroleum 
Pig iron mfg 
Pig raising 
Pigment mfg 
Pile driver mfg 

. Pill mfg 
Pillar box mfg: cast iron 
Pillow mfg: nonrubber 
Pillow mfg: rubber 
Pillow renovating plant 
Pillowsllp mfg 
Pipe mfg: . cast iron, steel, iron 
Pipe mfg: cOncrete 

· Pipe mfg: plastic 
Pipe mfg: smoking 
Pipe Storage: metal 
Pipeline constructipn 
above surface · 
Pipeline construction 

· below .surface 
Pipeline right of way 



.e. 

--. ~ . 

') 

645 
644 

'646 
647 
n3 
131 
152 . 

. 751 . 
984 
688 
688 
892 
763 
782 
764 
763 
763 
764 
764 
741 
799 
763 
763 
742 
764 

.. 763 
863 
764 
764 
764 
763 
764 
863 
684 
753 
756 
792 

. 682. 
794 
795 

.. . 

Pipellrne: flarnmabl&=liquld~~~"";, =: J24 Playground:·w, .. ,~ci.:~:o,;,,<:>L c:.:t.""''"'1. 

Pipeline: gas .·---~--~-· ~--c ... 491 Playhouse~.:.::children's'-- ·-

·Pipeline: steam . . · . . . , 181 Playhouse: theater 
Pipeline:_ -~~et-==.:.:::::.7~.-:,: ~--. -758-- - Playlng:carckmfg.:, .. _.,.-
Plstot::-mtg ::z,~-,..=, ;;::r~- ~~~::':-- · - n4 - Plow:~nifg lncbself~pt_opelled 
Place;;of w'Q~hip ·~ .7;ii. :::.:-;::~:::: .~::::-::·::..:, n6 Plug-ltifg:. Felec?.s~-'~"::::c · 
Pla..--...~um"'"'""-=-~:2...: - . -::.:.;..":;.:_ · 562 Plumbers'tooi'CSaleS"~.' · · •:II:ILCU_I ...,.~...,,-- .,~-~-:~ ...... ......._..._ ...... v··-. ' - .• .... _ ~-: - · 

Planing mill n3 Plumbing supply mfg ·· 
Plant yard: Industrial 533 Plumbing supplY sales: retail 
Plaster mfg . 873 Plumbing supply sales: . 
Plaster product mfg ·wholesale · 
Plaster storage 873 · Plumbing supply storage 
Plastic beam mfg 799 Plume mfg 
Plastic boat fabrication 751 Plywood mfg 
Plastic casting · n4 Pneumatic control equip mfg 
Plastic dispersions mfg n 4 Pneumatic mchry mfg 

·Plastic emulsions mfg 746 Pocketbook mfg 
Plastic enclosure mfg n3 Pocketknife mfg · 
Plastic film mfg 662 .. Pole hewing, rough cutting 
Plastic footwear mfg 642 Pole: utility power 
Plastic lampshade mfg 633 Police communications center 
Plastic making: foamed · 365 Police station 
Plastic mfg 765 Polish mfg · 
Plastic outerware mfg , 7 43 Polishing cloth mfg 
Plastic ·part, prOduct mfg · 764 Polyester fiber mfg 
Plastic powder mfg 946 . Pond 
Plastic product storage 786 Pontoon mfg, assembly, repair 
Plastic prod1,.1cts fabr 112 · Poolroom, hall; center · · 
Plastic rods mfg 684 Porcelain product mfg 
Plastic sheet fabr 942 Port area 
Plastic solUtiOn mfg 123 Portable grandstands 
.Plastic .toy mfg 723 Porter mfg: malt 
Plastic:S ·storage 685 Portland cement mfg 
Plate mfg: china · 596 Post office 
Plate mfg: hardwood 758 Postage. stamp printing 
Plate rmg: paper n3 Pot mfg:· ·metal . 
Plate mtg: sensitiZed 6n Potash mining, quarrying 
Plate window glass plant 718 Potato . chip plant . 
Platinum assaying, smelting 718 Potato crisp mfg 
Player piano mfg · 718 Potato mfg: flaked 
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684 
544 
893 

.. 711 
. ' 651 
.. .::::...::::.-::: ... L- 715 
;.::-,,::;_':I'. ··g 719 . 

751 
513 
556 
726 
615 
614 
983 
642 
642 
613 
143 
794 

794 
774 
7J4 
751 

221 

713 
774 

774 
773 
756 
751 
213 
774 
765 
774 
757 
735 

PQt1~. pla.flt:~~o._, __ ,,"t"' •mont:::._.rnh 747 Pri~tlng rolle~~~ic. stf4~'-'-
Pottery shop~~~-_,. · · ' · 855 Printing stlpply.cstorage:-<-,~--- .. 
Pottery stge flat paper 
PQJJitcy dr~ssiog~CY.r:l~~-""' -: _ · ·o..···~.- _ ... • .. 854. Printing supply;:Stor.age::::::::· ~--~""= 
Poy_ttry fannn:r...::_-:--;:;cn-:.;~-,;:,.:;::..~.:. · rolled paper:_ ---=-·· ~- :~-~ ~,:,- ~:::;:: 
Poof!!y fee~~;~S!g_~:~~~ -· · 758 Printiog: tccmmerciabui":· 
PQI;!!try foo..c;l;cprE!PQfatioo: _gr~- · ·. 758 Pril'lting: ~u~~egm,-.. ~ 
Poultry housihnfg-·wood 331·· Prisonhospital - - ·· ·· 
Poultry store 361 Prison: men 
Pound: · animal 364 Prison: minimum security type 
Powdered soap plant 362 Prls.on: women 
Power house: electric 221 Private bo~dlng ·school 
Power house: steam ·classroom bldg 
Power line right of way · 881 · Private garage 
Power line: overnead. 963 Private street 
Power line: underground 963 Private way 
Power production: nuclear 926 Privey 
Power squadron club 513 Produce sale: retail 
Precious metal . 812 Produce storage: crated, 
assaying,. smelting boxed 
Precious· stone cutting 813 Produce storage: loose, 
Precision chain mfg bagged 
Prefabricated bldgs mfg: metal 791 Professional instrument mfg 
Prefabricated structure 593 Professional office: medical 
mfg: . wood 561 Professional S!Jpply sales 
Preparatory school classroom 792 Projector mfg · · 
bldg: boarding 786 Propeller mfg: . aircraft 
Preserve mfg Propeller shaft mfg 
Press machine mfg: {see 781-782) 
hydr, mach 773 Pruning knife mfg 
Press· mfg: printing 331 Psychiatric hospital· 
Pressed metal pieces mfg: hot 593 Psychologist office 
Pressed pulp goods mfg 163 Pub 
Pressure impregnation plant 754 Public building furniture mfg 
Primary school 882 Public garage: parking 
·Prime mover mfg: nonelec 182 Public· hall 
Printing ink mfg 852 Public household furniture stge 
Printing machine mfg 962 Public street: paved 
Printing newspaper, magazines 964 Public street: unpaved 
Printing plant: · textile 884 . Public works vehicle stge 
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758 
757 

771 
774 
755 
853 
856 
662 
774 
644 
645 
648 
647 
787 
799 
677 
761· 
772 
762 
762 
774 
677 
676 
675 
774 
678 
743 
654 
123 
815 
776 
632 
791 
771 

776 
784 
776 

.. 

.~-- _. .. 

Puofisning~~booli~ :·...---~·":.,:: ~-;_::_,""~~ 632 
Publishing: newspaper, 754 
periodical -~·~:-:--: -. ·-::--~.=::::.:-:--. -··· -- 632 
PuC:iCiiing furnace= ··~··c · :: 776 
Puip .. makio~fm'cti"'f1mfg . . : 538 
Pulp'3:-fr!_ill '·~.::-3 ::r·.~~ ·.': -· .::~~ -___ 545 
Pulp'=·Sfge :-;;:;:r,;=-F.u~~:- . · ·•. · · 185 

Pulpwood stge not in forest 632 
Pulpwood storage in forest 611 
Pump mfg 624 
Pumping station: gas 611 
Pumping station: oil 611 
Pumping station: sewage 611 
Pumping station: water 739 
Push chair mfg 739 
Puzzle mfg 739 
Pyrites mining, quarrying 829 
Pyrites processing 783 
Pyrophoric metal working 887 
Pyroxylin fabricating;_ mfg 894 
Pyroxylin reclaiming 17 4 
Quarry crushing machine mfg 
Q1,1arry: chemicals, minerals 
Quarry: salt 
Quarry: sand, gravel, stone 
Quarrying machine mfg 
Quartz mining, quarrying 
Quilt mfg 
Rabbit raising 
8acetrack grandstand 
Racetrack stable· · 
Radar mfg 
Radar site 
Radiation measurement device 
Radiator mfg: cast iron 
sections 
Radiator mfg: domestic elec 
Radiator mfg: motor. vehicle 
Radio ·and TV tlJbes, glass 
envelope mfg 

.. 

953 

783 
951 
981 
783 

783 
953 
954 
783 
176 
771 
615 

. 771 
742 
713 
773 
739 

"".~~""'...t:b Di O:U.U"'l.l:.t::\.LU:\d. . 

Rad10 e~~m :"' :· : . ... · , :-
Radio~ cabinet mfg; woOd -=·~· 
RadlQ_cgmmy_QiQCltion.s_~it~: _ 
Radiq)nfg ···~~.-~:.:_~ .~-- _: .. _ 
Radlo)ep8irir"w7cfsales ~ _ ·· ,_. · 

· · Radici"Sales'~1iJo ~~- """'' :: . 
RadiC:'stuC!iO;~. ~ ~:::.·-_:::-·._=~:""'.~~=-==-----~· ~. 
Radio transmitting site 
Radioactive material disposal ·· 
Radioactive material lab 
Radioactive material mfg . 
Radioactive material ~orage 
.Radioactive·tracer processing · 
Rag reclaiming 
Rag reworking mill 
Rag shop 
Rag storage 
Railroad coach· mfg 
Railroad equip storage· · 
Railroad freight terminal 
Railroad passenger terminal: 
street level . 
Railroad repair shop 
Railroad right of way . 
Railroad roadbed construction 
Railroad rolling ·stock· : . 
aSsembling 
Railroad shop 
Railroad siding 
Railroad signal· equipment 
Railroad signal mfg 
Railroad station: elevated 

· Railroad switCh· mtg . . 
Railroad system electiic power 
plant 
Railroad truck mfg · 
Raincoat mfg . . . 
Raisin processing 
Rake mfg 

. Ramie spinning, weaving 
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753 
. 827 
867 
717 

.. 764 

773 
776 
773 
742 
686 
774 
747 
747 
776 

545 
636' 
534 
931 

113 
233 
591 
774 
753 
767 

. 726 
767 
765 
726 
363 
361 
362 
675 

681 
774 
776 
532 
932 

Rattaf:fl.prodi.lctt-mfg::~'ln!::_ _ . . _ .. -~ _ 784 c RegiStration F'plate1mfgjier. r:nfa_ . 
Raw 'lsather"storage"~::=..""""-· motoi"vehicle~"'-?...;_ ~---.... i~~""t-=~~--- . 
Raw rubber products storage 234 Rehabilitation center: . 
Raw :sugar refining' -......;....:... . .,..:.:.'·--'---~·'·- attendance by~chQice.::...r....--..~ · ""----'-'" - · 
Raycrn:fiber:mtg: 1-.~- . .. . · 366 Rehabilitatlon::-eent~r:~ocational 
Razor1Jiade:mtg,~.f- r~·:r:- s-::rc~.·""':£ · 758 Relief:stainping~i Rapen,,.;, ,;.:..; . .:;._., -~
Razor<mfg, elec .. ~:'~~ ;:P44 Religiot~S.gcfod~store-~~.;-~,-~,"'. __ 
Raior mfg, nonelec · . . . ser·~- Religious-cirganization·offi~· 
Read-i-made clothing mfg 713 Relish mfg ·· · 
Ready-mix concrete plant 711 Rendering fat edible 
Reaper mfg incl self-propelled 574 Repair garage w/ motor 
Rebuilding tires · vehicle sales 
.Recapping tires 573 Repair garage w/o motor 
Record player mfg: sound, vehicle sales · · 
music · . 632 Repeater site: radio, microwave 
Record player sales 627 Research laboratory 
Record repository: . document 593 Research organization office 
Record shop Residential board and care 
Recreation area: (see 451-452) 
underdeveloped 881 Residential parking garage 
Recreation center, facility, place 221 Residential ·school. building 
Recreational school 933 Residential yard 
Recruiting office . 661 Resin gathering: natural 
Reed mfg for textile machine 763 Resin mfg: synthetic 
Reed product iTifg 311 Rest home w/liursing staff 
Refinery tankage 312 Rest home w/o m.irsing staff 
Refinery: ·animal oil · 161 Restaurant · · 
Refinery: petroleum 754 Restaurant furniture mfg 
Refinery: turpentine . 568 Restaurant supplies and 
Refinery: .. vegetable olt · services · 
Reform school· . 747 Retreading tires 
Reformatory: men 537 . Reupholstery shop 
Reformatory: women . 773 Revolver mfg 
Refractory clay extraction 732 Aibbon mfg: cotton 
from earth 734 Ribbon mtg: mixed, other fiber 
Refractory tile mfg: brick 733 · Ribbon mfg: · wool or worsted 
Refrigeration mchry mfg . 655 Rice growing 
Refrigerator mfg: unit type 715 Rice mill · 
Refrigerator sales 811 Rice storage: bulk 

. Refuse disposal area 142 Riding club 
/ 
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815 
142 
n3 

., . 

Ridii'\Q>!tabl~uf5:H::."Triu4,' '-''A'" 
Rifle club 
Rifle mfg , .·... :-="--
Rigging-mfg::~,.m~:rln19:L ·-·:·- . 
(see·.-7'8..1-782) . ..:..: -=--=- . · ...,_ ....:-... 
Alvei,~~ ;..,,~;;..;- .:.,.: · ·- · · .· · · -~ 
RlvetiiOnt, ~:::~~0 ~·~_;_:= _ ·- T· 

Rivet mfg: metal 
. Road maintenance machine mfg . 

Road making machine mfg 
Road mchry storage 
Road roller machine mfg 
Road: private paved 
Road: public paved 
Road: unpaved· · 
Roadside stand, counter: 
eating 
Roadside stand, counter: 
product 
Robe mfg 
Rocket airframe mfg . 
Rocket fuel mfg 
Rocket fuel stge 
Rocket launch site 
Rocket mfg: · signal 

· Rockwool mfg 
Rod mfg: plastic · 
Rod mfg: welding 
Rolled paper stge 
Roller bearing mfg 
Roller mfg, for textile machine 
Roller· rink in arena . 
Roller· skating rink 
Rolling mill mchry mfg 
Roman cemerit mfg · • 
Roof tile rT)fg: clay 
Roofing materials mfg: asphalt 
Roofing· mo;1terials · mfg: stone 
Roofing materials mfg: wood 
Roofing storage · · · 

955 

· 555 ·. Roofiog:csupp_ly,._s_al~_;::. .... ,..,.. - . 
n6 · Roomheatetmtg:- ~uniftype _ .. , --~~ CrC-- .• ·--'c-·' 

431 
.432 
715 
737 
853 
765 

'783 
. 742 

747 
747· 

Rooming house w/ over 16 
persons,(see~44t.,_446)-_ .. _.-""'"_::'""'· :~~ =_-~:.-"'_·_.~.--.,=.:·=. · 

Roomi.ng_n~§,~;.;~-:roor.nf!f~= _ 
Roo~ h9,l!!!il~.~~:~roori1ers~-

2 

• · 

RooF(i!Efellng:mlUo·.:... ·.'-.::c' o .. ~ · "'· ''-" · occ.:.-·~ 
Rop~ m1g· · :-...."-"'_=<:!r"1!o:: · · ·· 

Rope stge. · 
Rosin mfg 
Roundhouse 
Rubber Clothing mfg 
Rubber dipping, mixing 
Rubber footwear mfg: 
vulcanized 

661 Rubber. gathering: wild 
522 Rubber goods ·store 
655 Rubber. growing 
747 Rubber hose mfg 
747 Rubber mat mfg 
747 Ru9ber mfg: foamed 
661 . Rubber plantation 
747 · Rubber products mfg 
867 Rubber products storage 
742 Rubber rainwear mfg 
747 Rubber reclaiming 
747 Rubber sa;ap proqessing 
747 Rubber shoe mfg:. vulcanized 
799 Rubber stamp mfg 
541 Rubber stamp store · 
867 Rubber storage 
7 47 Rubber toy mfg 
747 Rubber waste processing 
648 Rubbish burner: . industrial 
794 Ruby cutting, mounting 
796 Rug cleaning, dyeing 
732 Rug. mfg: cotton 
734 Rug mfg: mixed fibers 
733 Rug mfg: wool 
826 Rug storage 
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536 
n4 
721 

. 972 
716 
753 
715 
743 
785 
746 
591 
n3 
682 
7-15 . 
743 
713 
726 
163 
676 
761 
676 
719 
719 
719 
an 
758 
675 
688 
n6 
687 
675 
688 
684 
932 
661 
794 
751 
791 
632 
733 

Rug,stwe Fi .. tt~o.. nr.c-.ch!d -'·"'tc" .... · 
Ai.JIIn'gdnachine,mfg: ___ pilnting;;.,.,~. 
Rum mfg 
R~;m~!ly-at ,airport o ~- ~= 
Rus~·.1I,Ifg ;-;"'· ""';;;~~-""'-~~~ 
Rustj«Hurn~WJ:!:·;r:nfj'l~'-'"' ;,,;....;· · 
Rye -ro.ijling;=<flakingcl,.oii)QQ~~~-. · 

.. Sack 'rTifg - " -:- . ,-- ""'?' -:--: 

Saddle mfg: ·cycle · 
Saddlery mfg 
Safe deposit firm 
Safe mfg 
Safety glass . mfg 
Sago grinding, splitting 
Sail mfg 
Salad dressing mfg 
Salad oil mfg 
Saloon 
Salt crushing, screening 
Salt mfg: chemical 
Salt mining 
Salt packing not at mine 
Salt processing not· at mine 
Salt refining:- _edible 
Salvage yard 
Sample mounting, printing 
Sand extraction from earth 
Sand W8$hing, screening . 
Sander mfg: alec . ·. 
Sandpaper mfg · 
Sandstone mining, quarrying 

· Sandstone wo~king · 
Sanitary earthenware mfg · 
Sanitary landfill 
Sap gathering, extracting 
Sapphire cutting, mounting· 
Sash mfg: wood 
Satellite rnfg, asse.mbly 
Satellite tracking station 
Satinet cloth mill 
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713 Sauq~_pro~§.~.i!l9roinn. r:.~.mfc...c..:. _ 
n3 Saucepan mf\t..:-:o.;_::...~~.=-:_:::__:"I:-:~_._c__._~, .. 
711 Sausage casing mfg 
592--. Savings bcrnk · =~·---·-·--·· 

-- -592 Savings;: loan~instltution- . -'-:: _-._~" 

. :~~~·c__;::~~ ~"tt~:::~-~~~-~~~~~ 
751 . Saw;=-planing-mill -- --=-=-~ ·~·" .. 
751 Sawdust mfg · 
751 Sawdust pile 
751 Sawmill in or out of forest 
n4 Scale mfg 
7 42 Scarf mfg 
221 School classroom: 

132 
232 
363 
233 
233 
461 

'213 
215 
214 
214 
211 

.·132' 
233 
231 
231 
791 
688 
593 
n3 
784 
n1 
an 
747 
n4 
n4 

95.6 

private boarding 
School: Sunday 
School: business, commercial 
School: correctional, reform 

. School: dancing · 
School: deaf, dumb, or blind 
School: dormitory 
School: elementary 
School: high ·. 
School: intermediate 
School: junior high 
School: nursery · 
School: religious education only 
School: specialty · 
School: trade, industrial 
School: vocational 

' . 

Scientific equipment mfg 
Scientific glassware · mfg 
Scientific organization office 
Scissor mfg · 
Scooter mfg: motorized 
Scrap iron processing 
Scrap reeovery, reclaiming 
Scrap rubber processing 
Scraper mfg: earth 
Screening machine mfg 

( __ 

l._ 
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SPECIFIC P-ROP.EmY-"l30DESt~" ~~~~ · 
( Continued:G·~}rri:il::;. •«·"' l.-· _ 

·773 
233 
773 
941 
714 
714 
937 
573 
221 

221 

215 
521 
232 

.591 
726 
655 
726 
719 
811 . 
554 
565 
564 
794 
241 . 
792 
577 

. 572 
571 
648 
648 
981 
776 
774 

Screw5mfg:·::..'ff;g~ $a£·::..· . .767 Shalif--6il refin!M\l~ ::_.:;;_;;;,~:;;:;~- _. . 
Shampoo~mtg---~~-~~= -·~.:.=---_......,r ____ .· 

Sculpture: school for 766 
Shaver mfg: dry, __ el_ec:_ __ ;o_ -~-~=----~--·- __ · _ Scythe-mfg--~--___ _ 776 

· Sea: ope~:~--:-··-;: __ -_---~~~.·.- 726 Shaving cream;,·soap~mfg';'f-'·~ :;i_Fo-· ---- --
Seafood packlng~cannihg · 773 

. ~~~::~~~~~; ;~-~~:~~~~- :· Seafo'O"d salting; _drying . - 808 
Shed:C~oof~"'"-':~~;;:_.::::·;: .. ;::_· 
Sheep dip mfg 

Sea5flore "'!'fi'"';,f",;-=-,.,e:, . 808 
Seat cover shop: auto 766 
Secondary boarding school 654 
classroom bldg 7 42 

Sheep raising _ 
Sheepskin lined clothing nifg 
Sheepskin mat mfg 
Sheepskin rug mfg 
Sheepskin shearing 

Secondary school classroom 7 44 
bldg: boarding 745 
Secondary scJ:lqol: day 745 

Sheet metal working . 
machine mfg _ 

Secondhand clothing sale. 77 4 
Secretarial school 
Security brokers office 
Seed cake mfg 

·Seed crop · 
Seed meal mfg 
Seed preparation 
Seed storage:. bulk 
Seed store 

· Self-service dry cleaning 
Self-service laundry 
Semi-precious stone working 
Seminary classroom building · 
sensitized film mfg 
Service station: marine 
Service station: private 
Service station: public . 
Sewage disposal plant 
Sewer 
Sewer construction· 
Sewing machine mfg 
Sewing machine mfg: 
bookbinding 

773 Sheet metal working:· 
base metal 

743 Sheet mfg 
758 Sheet music. publishing, printing 
534 Sheet music sales 
747 Sheet rubber mfg 
754 . Shelf mfg: any material 
773 Shell case mfg: . arms 
762 Shell filling: munitions 
799 Shell productS rnfg · 
765 Shellac mfg 
925 Shelter: ·fallout, ~orm, or bomb 
751 _ Shingle mfg. wood 
781 Ship breaking yard 

Ship fabricating plant . · 
(see 781-782) 

781 . Ship parts mfg 
Ship repairing (see·7ef-782) . 

885 ·ship storage 
773. Shipping container mfg: metal 

532 Sewing machine store 
781 Shipyard: vessels · 

over 20 meters · · 
773 ·· · Shackle mfg 742 Shirt mfg 
754 Shade mfg · 522 - Shirt store 
751 Shake splitting: wood · 
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784 

733 
741 
754 
732 
734 

. 733 
746 
n4 
741 
765 
523 
523 
523 
827 
522 
753 
113 
754. 
754 
585 
716 
726 
835 

- n3 
n4 

714 
938 
754 
753 
785 
751 

754 
754 
754 
762 

sB?i~k a~~}o'JFW,tg::_ __ -___ , ___ ._-~: ~ a11 
n1dtor vehiciWTP;rar .. ~.nn-.;o:;--_ ~=n:p,;-~~;.~;;735 

Shoddy mill 799 
Shoe~ aCc:essory mtg:.: -~ .::: __ -::::--.:..:,~ 734 
sb6e~case:mt9:=-~ ~- __ _ 
st;t"Q"F lac!.-.rms:,;;pl-~[9.eP.~S-e~gg~~~ -
Sqq~_laca'"mfg;::Q_rai~ecrfiBers~-"'-:c-_ 

Shoe lace-mtg:-6r'itided wool . 
Shoe lace mfg: leather 
Shoe macliinery mfg 

734 

758 
811 
794 

Sill<-spinriigg,~~--"".;;:-~~. - - -~ c·· -
Sll~ton(~.--~s :~j- --:-s~-- ~ - · :-: ~ ~ ~ · 
su~~fere~~:~:.riotici9:.~1t-""- :' ,_: -='-- ::c: :: 
Silo:- -tarrri ·- ---- - --- - -- -- - -, - - -
Sliver & silver plateware 
assembly, mfg 

·shoe mtg 
Shoe polish mfg 
Shoe repair shop, store 

794 
n4 

. Silver assaying, smelting· 
Silver can mfg for textile 
machine 

Shoe repair with manufacture 
Shoe shine stand, shop 
Shoe storage 
Shoe store 
Shoe tree mfg 
Shooting gallery 
Shop front mfg 
Shop furniture mfg 
Shopping mall · 
Shortbread mfg . 
Shortening mfg . 
Shortening Stge 
Shotgun nifg 
_Shovel loader mtg: 
earth-moving 
Shrimp packing, canning 
Shrubbery: qultivated 
Shutter mfg 
Shuttle mfg for textile machine 
Side car- mfg. assembly 
Siding mfg: wood 
Sight impaired persons: care 
of (see 451-452) -
Sign lettering 
Sign mfg 
Sign painting 
Signal rocket mfg 

672 
794 
824 
737 
153 
552 
114 
123 

. 115 
n4 
552 
928 
745 
828 
828· 
745-
742 
n3 
742 
675 

. 688 
711 
492 
743 
741 
n3 
n2 

Silver mining, quarry . 
Silverware mfg 
Sisal storage: bales, bags 
Sisal working 
Site: historic 
Skate shop 
Skating rink: 
Skating rink: 
Skating rink: 
Ski lift mfg 
Ski shop . 
Ski tow 
Skin mat mfg 

ice 
in arena 
roller 

Skin product storage 
Skin storage 
Skin tanning, dressing 
Skirt mfg. 
Skylight mfg: metal 
Sla9ks mfg 
Slate quarrying 
Slate working, cutting 
Slaughterhouse . 
Sleeping quarters outdoors 
Slip cover mfg 
Slipper mfg 

. Sniall arms or accessory mfg 
Smelting 
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-,.f""': • ..__ 1""'~--·-·-·-'--·--L·..;..._ ~.L--- 0"'11 <. C"'t- .- ..._ .,.. ·, !'' 

- 111 ···c_smol<fi'flouse:·:-mi!a£::':~~--,~: .· ,,~ :" ... -~ .. ::§geeq)jjfu_~!.C!Jf!r~on.~: "-". , __ . 
164 Snack bar care of (see 451-452) · 
718 _snack_m!Q ------- ---- ._ -- - 726 •. peerm_oil p[Qdu~~--- · ______ _ 
773 :.J~~apji.Si~~rnfQ;:""metal"- _ 719 ~-~pice"P.roce~ing... . •. -- ... , -,----
774 ',-;~now~:~i~~!>IT'fQ~~' r::.~_j:_;_:.:_.~-~:-- ___ n4 · Spinc;!r~;[rmg~~__t:;~id~~~ma<?:hlo.e: 
554 ~;,_Snov;-JJJO:we.:rrent@lts~le~~~·='·;':-, -·_,n4· ""§pinn]1{f ma~ ~~~te~l¥.'- _ 
725 '·-snu1f-"p'iant'"''-c:: ''~;::.:: :-c''~'!2- ~- ='~=-~--=- . -732. ,-splnriing~miii!?:'cotton"','""" -- ---:.:.- · -· · -
838 Snuff storage_. · 734 Spinning mill: mixed, other 
726 . Soap or detergent mfg fibers 
869 soap storage . 733 Spinning mill: wool or worsted. 
675 Soapstone mining, quarrying n3 Spiral spring mfg 
141 Social club w/o sleeping 791 Splint mtg _ 
736 Sock mfg: knitted · . 716 Spiit pea mfg 
776 Socket mfg: alec 747 Sponge mfg: rubber 
755 Soda pulp mfg or- synthetic 
677 Sodium mining, quarrying 747 Sponge rubber. mfg 
761 Sodium processing 774 Spool nifg for textile machine 
724 Soft drink mfg . 773 · · Spoon mfg: nonprecious metal 
7 44 Sole leather tannery 794 Spoon mfg: precious rrietal 
741- · Sole mfg: leather or plastic 746 Sporting goods mfg, leather 
741 Sole mfg: wood~n · 798 ·Sporting goods mfg. non-leather 
763 Solid resin l'nfg: synthetic 552 Sporting goods store 
762. Solvent extraction n3 Sporting guns mfg 

p· 

... 767 . Solvent mfg 123 Sports arena . 
462 Sorority house 737 SportS net mfg 
532 . Sound equipment sales 521 Sportswear shop 
776 Sound recording equip mfg 77 4 Spring mfg_: · balance 
719 Soup canning _ n3 Spring mfg: steel · 
816 Soybean elevator 815 Stable 
715 · Soybean grinding, splitting 123 Stadium 
726 Soybean processing 765 Stain mfg: wood, varnish 
811 Soybean storage, bulk 682 Stained glass mfg · 
791· Space measuring 799 Stamp mfg: embossing, metal 

instrument mfg 799 Stamp mfg: rubber 
773 Spade mfg . 758 Stamp printing: - postage 
716 Spaghetti mfg · 773 Stamped metal pieces 
n3 Spanner mfg mfg~ · drop 

Spar mfg (see 781-782) 661 Standing timber 
233 Specialty school 734 Staple flber mfg 
792 Spectacle mfg 715 Starch plant 
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837 
591 
514 
591 
173 
'176 
888 
365 
174 
175 
756 
541 
751 
141 
774 
614 
V4 
774 
726 
771 
771 

. 771 
771 
771 
773 
771. 

771 
774 
784 

799 
955 
545 
757 

561 
736 
711 
817 
774 

Star~h ~oi~e:in\:n.IIRC:c 
srat~ capitor~"'-"".=-....mt!.-""- -
State liquor store 
State·· office·"~:o,=·,.,.,""'·-'""· -"""-_,., _ _,_,=~:·'""· ··,.-·=-~-.-

Sfation: ·'cos~''"'·'-~::"":.=:"" -
station: ;;ele-.;ate<:rt.aifroaa:r ~-
Station: ·~cff(E(: ,-., ~t=-;_="'-: .. ~·, -
Station: ·police~_,._ _ _:'~·--·-'·-:_ 

Station: railroad, street leyel . 
Station: subway 
Stationery mfg incl printing·· 
Stationery store 

. Stave mfg 
Steam bath 
Steam boiler mfg 
Steam generating plant . 
Steam roller mfg 

· Steani shovel mfg 
Stearin oil refining or mfg 
Steel alloy mfg 
Steel t;lillet, . bloom mfg 
Steel conversion, forging . 
Steel foundry, furnace, mill 
Steel smelting, refining 
Steel spring mfg . 
Steel stripping 
Steel: basic· products mfg · . 
Steelwork mfg: building, bridge 
Steering gear ·mfg: 
motor vehicle 
Stencil mfg 
Stenographic services firm 
Stereo equipment sales 
Stereotyping newspaper, 
magazine 
Stethoscope sales 
Stocking mfg: knitted 
Stockyard abattoir 
Stockyard: livestock· stge 
Stoker mfg 
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688 Stone crushing 
675 ·Stone quarrying·. 
688 Stone shaping, grinding 
681 - . Stoneware pipe, conduit mfg 
753 __ Stopper mfg: cork· 
891 Storage: general 
562 · Store fixture sales 
754 Store front mfg 
754 Store shutter mfg 
581 Store: · department w/ furniture 
754 Storm door mfg • · 
945 Storm drain 
925 Storm shelter 
723 Stout mfg 
681 Stove lining mfg: brick 
771 · Stove mfg: cast Iron 
776 · Stove mfg: . alec 
773 Stove mfg: not cast 

irori, nonelec 
765 
532 
746 
742 

. 739 
756 
737 
819 
946 
981 
174 
783 
783 
887 
962 
783 
795 
737 
677 
761 
681 

960 

· Stove polish mfg 
Stove sales 
Strap mfg: · leather 
Straw hat mfg 
Straw mat·. mfg 
Straw mfg: . paper 
Straw rope, cord mfg 
Straw stack · 
Stream 
Street eonstrucilon 
Street level rail terminal 
Street railway painting shop 
Street railway repair shop 
Street railway· storage house 
Street: paved, public 

. Streetcar assembling, mfg 
String instrument mfg 
String mfg 
Strontium minerals mining 
Strontium minerals processing 
Structural clay products mfg 

• 
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893 
771 
871 
141 
461 
141 
186 
553 

185 
662 
322 

642 
783 
175 
7H 
8'38 
831 
71' 
742 
746 
755 
677 
677 
761 
761 

'412 
415 
18.1 
132 
511 

512 

162 
593 
791 
521 
594 

Structural aay_~pr.odu~~stQ~~g!'l 742 · Suspende6'~·· ;,,,;:=~~ ~- ~- .. --=-~-· -- ____ _ 
Structural steel mfg 116 · Swimming pool or eqt.upmern · 
Structural ~~~L~t~(~ge--~- :.,.-.. . 954 SwitcJJ_con1!:QI 

- -- - -·-. equlp"'entJrC\Wroad.,;-,--' -~-- · Student dub,~:.~--:~--=--···- .. •;!;• -~--'" , _ ... . . . . . 
.Stud~nt do.rm.iiory;2~ -·- '~'"'' ~- · -- 776 Swi1;c;h~mfg;i~C:::=-~~~:;;_- ·~ __ :, --"-'-:~~ -
Studeat union·-'· "''i-c--'-:c~::.£- ='' ... "' --776 ---Switchbo~t~~e.,, ... ~ · ~:::
StudiO: motio-:tlPiciu~~-~ ~·7:..:-""":=:"'"'"-:-77s - switc:hge~'mtg•~~~fte,,,"-~~icinG.:(·"· 
Studio: photography; still · 952 Switchyard · _ 
picture 773 Sword mfg · 
Studio: radio or lV 131 Synagogue 
Stunip storage: wood 761 Synthetic dye mfg . 
Substance a~i.Jse center ~ 761 Synthetic fertiftzer mfg 
Hmited .car& 734 Synthetic fiber carding 
· St.tlsta~iOO.:· .alec 735 Synthetic fiber finishing 
SubwaiJf car mfg 764 Synthetic; nber mfg 
S'ulr>way str!tion 823 eynthetic fiber storage: 
Sogar beet or cane refining bales, bags · .. 
Sugar storage: -bi """ 734 -Syn~c fiber: part process mrll 
Suo::or .,,..,rage: packaged 763 Synthetic resin mfg 
tiugar syrup refining 763 Synthetic rubber mfg 
Suit mfg 747 Synthetic rubber product mfg 
Suitcase mfg 683 Syphon glass mfg 
Sulfate, sulfite pulp mfg 724 Syrup .mfg: flavoring ·. 
Sulfur mining: natural · -754 Table nlfg: any material 
Sulfur ore mining -726 Table oil mfg 
Sulfur ore processing 743 Tablecloth mfg 
Sulfur processing: natural 794 Tableware · mfg: metal or stone-
Summer cottage: 1 family 756 Tabulating machine card mfg · 
Summer cottage: 2 family 776 Tabulating machine mfg • 
Summer stock theater 799 . Tag mfg 
Sunday school 524 Tailor shop 
Supermarket over 7 42 Tailor-made. clothing. mfg 
930 sq meters 675 Talc mining, quarrying 
Supermarket under 688 Talc· works 
930 sq meters 726 Tallow oil refining 
Supper club · 843 -Tank storage: LP-Gas · 

_ Surgeon's office 841 Tank storage: flammable or 
Surgical supply mfg combustible liquids · 
Surplus store 842 Tank storage: gas 
Surveyor's office · 745 Tannery: fur, skin,.pelt, hide 
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· - . - •: -SPECIFIC 'PFiofiE.RrY''Cooe& '[ c,,-::~::::3' 
(Continued;:;;:;f)rn;,-"'~.j: ___ } · ---

-~ -'.-.. :;::::;.. :.;': 744. 
. . ~ 761 

T 
,..,,..'"7 • ~-~ ... -l... _...._ _____ . ~.._ •• L-.__. 

annery. "'au,er ·=:o=.,;,~=- """"~ 545 
Tanrilng extrac:f~g .~ ,.,,,~-..... ' . -· , ·- .-. 131 

TeleVISion sales~:-···-'-'-::::- . 
-~~ -.-~---.=. ........ ~~~.,._~.:. ........ :..- ~:·. 

Temple · 
.,:.-... 

732 
. - - ··- 734 

Tape_ mfg: · woven cotton . . 583 
TaJfe<:lnfg: :.:;woven:-miXed .. fibers--~~ ·.cc--

TaplirecorCie~~mfg i:::'"..=:.~ _ 582 

Ten cent store over . ....,· ,.-----
930 '$9::meters~-=-:f...:,:,.,"'::~.--= ~"·ci~~---- --- -
Ten 'cef1t. stbr~9mdef.-'- · '--+'· ::._;; -- n6 

--. ·"' - 726 
- -- -'-'' -~ 163 

768 
767 
743 

163 

784 
883 
973 
753. 
655 
719 
n6 

n3 

n4 

231 
791 
na 
751 
na 
927 
634 
na 
792 
548. 
na 
754 
na 
538 

TaperWnfg~GafiGies.~_':·'"'"'~·" -~.:OJ''·"'"':!:'. _ 
T aprMm ::;..,;;_;_.--=,- f:;·~~ · -
Tar coated paper mfg .. · .. 
Tar distillation 
Tarpaulin mfg . 
Tavern w/ sleeping 
(see 441·446) 
Tavern. w/o sleeping 
accomodallans 
Taxicab mfg, asst~mbly 
Taxicab parking garage 
Taxiway 
Tea chest mfg · 
Tea growing 
Tea leaf processing 
Teapot'mfg: ·,metal, 
w/ heating element 
Teapot mfg: metal, 
w/o heating element 
Teasel rod mfg for 
textile machine 
Technic8J school 
Teeth mfg: artificial, false 
Telegraph apparatus ·mfg 
Telegraph pole mfg 
Telephone apparatus mfg 
Telephone booth: outdoor 
Telephone exchange 
Teleprinter mfg. 
Telescope ~g 
Telescope sales 
Teletype machine mfg 
Television cabinet mfg: wood 
Television mfg 
.Television repairs w/o sales· 
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930 '5--g~-metirs":::-~. :2"'"'"'~"'L __ 
Tenement (See;4'2fj.42at~.:::~:. ~:.. _ 

142 Tennis club 
981 Tennis court construction 
743 _ Tent mfg 
552 Tent sales 
492 Tent: residential 
816 Terminal grain elevator 
894 Terminal warehouse 
171 Terminal: airport passenger 
173 . · Terminal: bus, limousine 
17Fi Terminal: elevated railroad 
894 ·1 e•••·l ...... l· freiqht 
177 Terminal: manna 
174 Terminal: street level railroaa 
175 Terminar: subway 
322 Terminally ill care 

. n1 Temeplate mfg 
681 Terra cotta mfg 
n4 Test cell: engine 
735 Textile finishing 
n4 Textile mchry mfg 
826 Textile product storage 
826 Textile Storage 
526 Textile store 
181 Theater: combined use 
162 Theater: dinner 
184 Theater: drive-hi. 
181 Theater: legitimate 
183 Theater: motion~picture 
ne Therapeutic apparatus mfg 

. ne Thermistor mfg 
ne Thermostat mfg 
865 ·Thinner storage · 
732 Thread mill: cotton 

.. 
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. 734 
733 
739 
774 
123 
758 
941 
522 
738 

Thread mill: mixed other fibers 656 Tobacco preparing . . . 
·ThrEa"-'.:~.·mllr;-.. rnw"o:o··r~·r';·w·c;;.o··r· M.· ·e·ci""'"'~"'·::rtBi:72_5_~ T b =~ --~-- ····~f -~ · ... · ·· - · ---· ~; ~;;~ 1; v "'~ , o acco pr'Vuucts"fn g-:==-~- ... :::..._.__.=_.:. __ ..:"'''•· 
Thread reworking mill 838 Tobacco products storage 

· Thr~s_her· n:tf9?incl·-self~propelled~·542 Tobacco-shop-.·-· """"·----:::-:-.. ~ ... · · 
Ticket 'office:=-"'sportin'g'"eyents · . 725 · TobaCQC) stj~mmJn~=:=~--, · ... · 

747 
681 
662 
661 
661 

Tickiir:Pnnilnir·:- ... ~~···""-- ··:--:..- --.-- - -814 Tobid60·st6Fa'Q&:·<loose~r~ · '~." :~ ····--

~=t~~·~:E; ~=--. .,;-,.~~"'- ·.. ·;17-. 'o *~::~-;lfg;~~~~~~~:;~~~;~~;: ... ~~ .- :: 
Tile mfg: asphalt, · 799 Toilet brush mfg · 
vinyl, linoleum 756 . Toilet paper mfg 
Tile nifg: rubber floor 766 Toiletries mfg 
Tile plant: clay products 924 Toil station 
Timber hewing, rough shaping 766 Toners mfg 
Timber planting, replanting 774 Tool holder mfg: · metal 

. 856 
Timber standing 774 Tool mfg 

· Timber stge not in forest 791 Tool· mfg: engineers 
Timber: yard storage 776 Tool mfg: flexible shaft, •. 662 

793 
793 

·776 
793 
773 
672 
773 
772 
773 
772 
773 
747 
747 
an 
867 
575 
773 
772 
773 

•.772 
776 
656 
655. 

· Time lock · mfg ·poitable 
Time. recorder mfg 773 Tool mfg: hand 
. Time switch mfg: alec . 776 · Tool mfg: power 
Timer mfg 808 Tool shed 

. Tin can mfg 873 . Tool storage 
Tin mine, quarry 766 Tooth powder mfg 
Tin products mfg. 799 Toothbrush mfg · 
Tin refining, smelting · 766 Toothpaste mfg 
Tin stamping, cold pressing 573 Top shop: motor vehicle . 
_Tin wire drawing 773 Torpedo case mfg 
Tinware mfg 431 Tourist home: 4-8 roomers 
Tire rnfg _. 432 Tourist home: 9-16 roomers 
Tire recapping, repair Tourist home: over 16 persons 
Tire salvage (see 441-446) · 
Tire storage 7 43 Towel mfg · 
Tire store 591 Town hail 
Titanium hollowware mfg 591 Town office building 
Titanium refining, smelting 798 Toy tnfg: nonrubber . 
Titanium .stamping 747 Toy mfg: rubber · 
Titanium wire drawing 551 Toy store. 
Toaster mfg. domestic.· 774 Tractor mfg 
Tobacco curing, drying shed 574 ·Tractor sales 
Tobaceo growing . .~ 757 Trade journal publishing 
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231 
562 
776' 
784 
642 
775' 
642 
776 
774 
644 
645 
784 

776 
632 
632 
632 

663 
411 

664 
662 
921 
785 
887 
784, 
742 
575 
894 
784 
883 
574 
791 
753 
773 
776 
771 
682 
764 

Trade_ school . 747 · Tube_mtg; . rubber . 
Trade sup-plY sares -::~:-~ --- 747 TuEi"i;;mfg:=fobiJer. lhner' -
Traffic signaling app~ratus mfg 682 . Tube, electronic glass 
Trailer mfg, ·assembly-~:::.---_-.-:--:-:.-::--_ - -· envelope-mfg -~- . .. 
Tral.istorme'r-=-~":::-'· .~:-;:-:=:c._?:~,-:.'" -:=-~922 Tunnel ~, -=::.-·:-:--=---=.:-,- · 
Trhliiton-dfiFfi.i!i ~:i~o''T:~~ 781 Turbine ri)!Q~rep_a_ i~m __ a.'rln~~-==::-~ · .. · 
Transtorniiic~auiF~~ =:::-:==~= · _ · · 775 Tum indi~r:':lmg:'31$nlcL·~------• ~•-
Tdii~'§isto~-'mtg~'::-" ' 765 Turpentine"'fefiiiery •=-=-~-""ZEiX - ·-
Transmission chain mfg 737 Twine plant _ 
Transmission line: gas 773 Type-foundry 
Transmission line: oil 774 Typesetting machine mfg 
Transmission mfg: 757 Typesetting: newspaper 
motor vehicle 776 Typewriter mfg: alec, manual 
Transmitter mfg · 538 Typewriter repair w/o sales 
Transmitter site: radar 799 Typewriter ribbon mfg 
Transmitter site:-- radio, lV 531 Typewriter sales w/repair 

.·Transmitter site: - 742 Umbrella mfg 
tracking station . · 522 Umbrella store _ 
Trapping . 965 Uncovered parking area 
Travel trailer: permanent . 925 Underground shelter 
family unit · 742 Underwear mfg 
Tree . . 7 42 Uniform mfg . 
Tree felling, rough cutting 241 University classroom building 
·Trestle 461 University dormitory · 
Tricycle mfg _ 964 Unpaved street, road, path 
Trolley car storage 754 Upholstering plant 
Troop carrier mfg, assembly 764 Upholstery fill mfg: plastic 
Trouser mfg 739 Upholstery fill rnfg: textile 
Truck accessory store 751 Upholstery· fill rnfg: wood · 
Truck freight terminal 531 Upholstery store 
Truck mfg, assembly 744 Upper shoe leather tanning 
Truck parking area 531 Used furniture sales 
Truck sales 642 Utility pole 
Truss mfg . 936 Vacant lot 

· Tub mfg: wood. 776 Vacuum cleaner mfg: alec · 
Tube mfg: collapsible 683 Vacuum flask glass mfg _ 
Tube mfg: alec vacuum 776 Valve mtg: alec 
Tube mfg: flexible, iron or steel 774 Valve mfg: mechanical 
Tube mfg: glass 583 Variety store over 
Tube mfg: plastic · 930 sq meters 
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582 

765 
. 865 

753 
n3 
642 
.636 
642 
713 
713 

719 
655 

' 713 
726 
713 
657 ... 

'i;. 784 
• :.,f 

• 787 

732 
·:.::' 'c\1· ,, 734 

·· .. 
. 733 

.': . 751 
n4 
716 
742 
766 
556 
545 

713 
733 
na 
366 
231 
739 
787 
742 

e 

Varl\lty~tor~::.u.nd_er~:-,w, , ':':"'iv=l_nth?.£ iii:Ji..:.35 · WaiiE.Q.QVeriJ;lQ:s_al!:l$ ore~ann;;; 
930-sq· metEirs~-~"-;__.........,="_,.._cle!n3 :·. Wall'mfg: ·_ metat-~~.cJ;6i:iJ·u;;;;i;tr:ifci-.< 
Varnish. mfg. 756 · Wallpaper mfg incl printing 
Varnish:-storag~~,_;:.;.,;;.;_ ::o,..~, _. ··· ~-r-=- ~ 53Q~ · Wallpap•rc stOI~ .. . ._,,,,c-

Vat mtg·- .,-,;.=;.,~-~-;,...-=-;~ .~:.;,:...<rc;,:..;::'=~iJ391 · . Warei:\Quse:·~g~JJ.§t.IahStor~gec;;: · ·: ~- · -:: ·<'· 

Vault=door mfg'~,j:_;_.;.;c:i: ~ · ·-; · · · · ·-na Washerc: mfg.:::;me.tal· .,.~·~7-i~= ::-: _____ .. :..,, 
Vautt::.~elecr~b:~:.::~io-- n4 Washing machine mfg: -- · -· ·-·---
Vault:- recOrdS-~----~--";··"'":···---. -..:· ·.·:-·. nonelectric~-=--~-~-~~-~----~_:_-~-~ --_:~-..:~_:7'·- · :-;:··{; •. ~.--

Vault: transformer 532 Washing. machine sales 
Vegetable canning n6 . Washing mchry mfg: alec 
Vegetable dehydrating, Waste Disposal (see 911-915) 
quick- freezing 739 Waste batting mill 
. Vegetable dye mfg an Waste paper reclaiming 
Vegetable growing 755 Waste paper.sorting 
Vegetable juices packing 855 Waste paper stge 
Vegetable oil refinery 747 Waste rubber processing 
Vegetable packing 733 Waste wool recovery 
Vegetable packing as picked 793 Watch mtg· 
Vehicle mfg, assembly 544 Watch repair shop 
Vehicle mfg: animal or 544 · Watch sales 
harid drawn 793 Watchcase mfg . 
Veil, veiling mfg: cotton Water areas (see 941-949) 
Veil, veinng mfg: mixed fibers 981 Water main construCtion 
Veil, veiling mfg: wool .647 Water reservoir 

· Veneer mfg 647 Water tank . · ·~· 
Ventilating mchry mfg 647 Water treatment plant 
Vermicelli mfg 647 Water works 
Vestment mfg 742 Waterproof outerwear mfg 
Veterinary chemicals mfg 981 Waterway conStr_uction 
Veterinary service · 767 Wax mfg: paraffin 
'{ideo recording 765 Wax products ~fg 
equipment sales · 736. Wearing apparel mfg: knitted 

. Vinegar mfg 742 Wearing apparel mfg: · not 
Virgin wool. working knitted 
Vise mfg: metal 521 Weai-ing apparel sale, rental 

. Vocational rehabilitation center 826 Wearing apparel storage 
Vocational school 925 ·Weather shelter 
Wadding mfg:. all fibers n4 Weaving m·achine mfg: textile 

. Wagon mfg: horse drawn 732 Weaving mill: cotton · 
Walking stick mfg 
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734 

733 
732 
734 

733 
761 
774. 
774 
775 
774 
774 
773 
562 
981 
674 
726 
898 
715 
785 
784 
787 
787 
746 
721 
846 
765 
799 
525 
931 
661 
753 
775 
774 
795 
774 
682 
751 
773 

Weaviri"g_mill:'r<rfiixe'Cf;ho~l. -"·· .. , ___ 751 Windowrsastfttf1fg!nwoo'Cfl!J_b~~~ . --. . 
other"li6ers '-"~8~=Gl~-""-~~, . - · 754- Windo'w'shaC!~t'ptarny;:;;;·-ft.l~.;.i!J...<'!!K.._ 
Weaving mill: wool or worsted 535 Window shade store 
Webblng•"mfg:=eotton=,-_ .:....c;;.:; . 567. Window washihg"'fitm --_ -~~:~--. -_.---.. ------ · --

::~~f:~,~~:!r~ed L
7
:
22 

· · ~Wi:l~n=ery·~_r_.~_ra __ ~ g_ i_'~_·:-_-._~_-_:_;_~-~~- :_~;~--~----'-"-~---:~~~=: Z~' 
Weedkiller mfg -· . -' -· _ ~- -
Weighing machine mfg 412 Winter cottage: 1, family 
Welding electrode mfg 415 Winter cottage: 2 family 
Welding mchry mfg: alec 784 · Wiper mfg: motor vehicle 

-Welding mchry mfg: nonelec 774 Wire drawing machine .mfg 
Welding rod mfg · 771 Wire drawing: ferrous 
Welding shop 772 Wire drawing: nonferrous 
Welding supply sales 773 Wire gauze mfg 
Well construction: water 754 Wire mattress mfg._ 
Well: oil, .gas 773 Wire mfg exc drawing 
Whale oil refining 775 . · Wire- mfg: insulated electric 
Wharf 773 Wir~ nail mfg 
Wheat milling,. preparation 773 Wire net mfg 

· Wheel mfg: cycle 773 Wire products mfg 
Wheel mfg: motor vehicle 774 Wire ·rope making mchry mfg 
Wheelbarrow mfg 775 Wiring harness mfg: vehicle 
Wheelchair mfg 362 Women detention home 
Whip mfg: leather 753 Wood block mfg 
Whiskey distillery 782 Wood. boat mfg 
Whiskey storage -753 Wood bowling pin mfg 
White lead paste mfg 751 Wood building products mfg 
Wig mfg 753 Wood carving mfg . · 
Wig sales 666 Wood chip pile. _ 
Wildlife habitat 753 Wood container mfg. 
Wildlife pr~serve 751 Wood door mfg 
Willow product mfg 751 Wood fiber produet plant 
Winch mfg: elec 751 Wood floo.ring mfg 
Winch mfg: nonelec 751 · Wood flour mfg 
Wind instrument mfg 856 Wood fuel stge not In forest 
Winding machine mfg: textile · 753 Wood heel mfg 
Window glass mfg . 753 Wood last mfg 
Window mfg: wood 662 Wood logs for fuel storage · 
. Window· sash mfg: metal 795 Wood musical Instrument mfg 
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751 
753 
852 
853 
753 
751 
753 
751 
751 
.753 
765 
753 
751 
753 
758 
661 
753 
751 
753 
751 
733 
735 
726 
742 
733 
654 
733 
733 
733 
733 
733 
822 
773 
464 
735 
733 
733 

. 755 
773 

I. 

w~resi!fr-Vii'tgo plant-·'-'ru:iaL 
wood proauasmt~r~~-
Wood products storage - · 
woee¥puljf Stg~s~-... _,_ 
wooa;rack-'mtg~;=s:= 
woo-a:oroofing''i'nf9'::: -. , .;~_ 
woaa~saddlii~mf~(=":'_ "'~ -
wood sawing, planing - -------

Wood sleeper mfg 
Wood sole mfg 
Wood stain mfg 

. Wood toy mfg 
Wood treating plant 
W9od tube mfg 
Woodcuts mfg 
Woodland maintenance 
Woodware mfg . 
Woodwork mfg 
Woodworking off_ building site 
Woodworking on building site 
Wool blending, cleaning, comb 
Wool finishing 
Wool grease refining 
Wool hat mfg 
Wool mill 
Wool production 
Wool recovery 
Wool reworking mill 
Wool scouring plant 
Wool sorting plant 
Wool spinning, carding 

_ Wool storage: · bales, bags 
· Work holder nifg: metal 
Workers' barracks 
Worsted finishing 
Worsted spinning 
Worsted yarn spinning, · 
doubling, winding 
Wrapping paper mfg 
Wrench mfg 

~9.67 

-765 - Writiriif;inkV'rfff~ co,;ering saie;. 
756 - Writing:-pad"mfg•~i•.Jm._ir""~-e~r - .,._-.-

· 771 ~ ·_Wrought iron works _ 
. 776 X-ray;;apparatus=mfg---........... ~ . __ _ 
868 X"ray::.film StOrage~ -~"~--""'··· .: __ _. __ 

776 · X-ray ~~~c~~~~-=~-· ';~~;;;_;-,;~:-~-
Y.M~.A. wf.sleeptrng-----·- ----"2., -
(see 441-446)"".,... -· :'"''-=· --

-- f41 Y.M.C.A./Y.W.C.A. w/o sleeping 
Y.W.C.A. w/ sleeping · 
(see 441-446) 

143 Yachting dub 
885 Yachting club mooring, 

launching facility 
825 Yard goods storage 
526 Yard goods store . 
732 Yam mfg: cotton 
734 Yam mfg: niixed, other fibers 
733 · Yarn mfg: wool or worsted 
732 Yam mill: cotton 
.734 Yarn mill: mixed, other fibers 
733 Yarn mill: wool or worsted 
739 Yarn reworking mill 
526 Yarn shop 
825 · Yarn storage 
719 Yeast mfg 

Young: . personal care of (see 
451-452) 

773 Zinc hollowware mfg _ 
672 Zinc mine, quarry · . 
773 Zinc nail mfg 
772 Zinc refining, smelting 
773 Zinc stamping, cold pressing · 

. 772 Zinc wire drawing 
815 · Zoo shelter for animals 
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Fire ;, . 
;;:: T! " Personnel Department -- ~- Career 

Arrival l i ~- ': ·C. 

0 . z !; .§" Time ~; a ;I; •• F. 

~~ r 
Personnel 

-e ·.o~ Volur:uer ... 

End '!Z ... 
i'lme g ~ 

Personnel . -. 

~ !--Total 

~ --::i!!f> 
.---~; ~ i i.- a~ --~ .·~ . 

~ ·: ---3-, .. :~ ( .... 
Engine 

! ~ ' 1:!' I 

Truck ~ D I I l Medic ~ s. 
Other l 

' 
Transaction I 
Date \ ' I 

I e I 
' 

Situation I 
Found · I 

I . 

mG;z 
~a~ 
i-z .. 36' 
0 .CD ~ 
j ~-

-a l:? c..-g.z :: n ~3 .. 
~i 

-CD 

~ 

I 

Incident 

~ Date 

iii 
~ 

e Dispatch • 
Time 
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Vehicle 
Model 

Vehicle 
ICC/DOT 
Permit 
Number 
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"tl 0::::: .. .. 
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' ...., 
~: 
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~ 

I I -. 
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--
Acres 
Bume&-~-=.,_-

Equipment 
Type Involved 
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~ 
~ 

i ... __ -·r~ 
~ ..... 

- _,.;..;.._--:::- ·-

-~ 
~ 

Unit Of 
Measure 

Chemical 
or 
Trade 
Name 

n 
e 
r 

APPENDIX F F-4 

Pars · 
#2 

Ref Mtl 
#1 

Ref Mtl 
'#2 
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EMS 
Situation 

... 

""0 'ii' 
~ !'! 
"' 
~ 
r 

' 

e 



:-;: 
'''• ·-or,; 

... 
8 
'l 

i. 

....... l 
8~.1 ro- r· 

\. 

l , . 

. ' 
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·-

7 

8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
2i 

.22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 

37 
38 
39 
40 

AlMULTAGY 

AliNCDATE 
AliNCOOWK 
AlDI.STlME 
AlARVTIME 
AlENDTIME 
AlADDLDAY 
AlFIRSTCO 
AlDISTRCT 
AlFOUNDl 
A1FOUND2 
A1FOUND3 
A1FOUND4. 
AlAIDTYPE 
AlALARMTH 
AlWEATHER 
AlAIRTEMP 
AlPROPMGT 
AliNCADDR 
AliNCROOM 
AliNCZIP 
AlTRACT· 
AlFHSZONE 
AlPAIDNUM 
AlVOLNUM. 
AlTTPRES 
AlENGINES 
AlTRUCKS 
AlMEDICS 

.A10THERS 

A1CODE1 
AiNAME1 
A1PHONE1 
A1ADDR1 

Revised:21-Sep-S9 
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3 
2 
a 
6 
1 
4 
4 
4 
2 
7 
5 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 

40 
5 
5 
6 
6 
4 
4 
4 
3 
2 
2 
2 

144 

2 
27 
10 
33 

AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
ANS 
ANS 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
·AN 

Multi-Agency Incident No: 
Agency ID 
Incident Year . 

·Jurisdictional Incident 
Incident Date (YYMMDD) 
Incident Date of Week 
Dispatch Time (HHMM) 
Arrival Time (HHMM) 

. End Time (HHMM) · 
Additional Days 
First In Company 

·District 
Situation #1 Found 
Situation #2 Found 
situation #3 round 
situation #4 round 
Automatic or Mutual Aid 
Method of Alarm 
Type Weather 
Air Temperature (Fahrenheit) 
Property Management 
Incident Address/Location/City 
Incident Room/Apartment 
Incident Zip Code 
census Tract 
Fire Hazard Severity Zone 
career Fire Service Personnel. 
Volunteer Fire Service Pers 
Total Personnel Responded 
Number of Engine Apparatus 
Number of Truck Apparatus 
Number of Medic Apparatus 
Number of Other Apparatus· 

A Involvement Code #1 
ANS -Last Name #1, First, MI 
AN . Telephone Number U 
ANS Address/City #1 

975 

28 - 30 
31 - 32 
33 - 40 

- 41 - 46 
47 - 47 
48 51 
52 - 55 
56 - 59 . 

.60 - 61 
62 - 68 
69 - 73 
74 .- 75 

. 76 - 77 
78 - 79 
80 - 81 
82 82. 
83 - 83 
84 - 84 
85 - 87 
88 - · 88 
89 128 

129 - 133 
134 - 138 
139 - 144 
145 - 150 
151 - 154 
155 - 158 
159 162 
163 - 165 
166 167 
168 - 169 
170 171 

. 172 173 
174 200 
201 -210 
211 - 243 



_ Page 2 

Field Field Data Data -
Item Name Size Type Description__ __ __ __ Col_U:mn·s 
--~------------~------------~--~----~~-------~----------~--~-----~- ----------41 A1STATEl 2 A State #1 Abbreviation 244 245· 

42 AlZIPl 5 AN Zip Code #l 246 - 250 
43 AlCODE2- - ---2- -- A_ .. Involvement Code #2 251 - 252 
44 AlNAME2 27 ANS Last_ Name #2, First, MI 253 - 279 
45 A1PHONE2 -to---- AN-- Telephone Number #2, 280-- 289 -- .:. 
46 AlADDR2 _33 ANS Ad-dress/City f2 - :_;:: 290 -- 322 
47 AlSTATE2. : ;.2·· A __ state #2 Abbreviatlora .-~- 32·3·· 324 
48 A1ZIP2 5 AN Zip Code #2 325 329 
49 AlGENERAL 2 . -AN- General Property Use- 330 - 331 
50 AlSPECIFS 3 AN Specific Property Use 332 - 334 
51 AlOCCUPC'i 3 AN Building Code Occupancy Type 335 - 337 
52. A1STRUCTP l: AN- Structure Type 338 - 338 
53 A1STRUCST l AN Structure Status 339 339 
54 AlOCCTIME 1 AN occupied at Time of Incident 340 - 340 
55 AlMOBT'iPE 2 AN Type Mobile Property Involved 341 - 342 
56 AlMOBLICN 10 AN Vehicle License Number 343 - 352 
57 AlMOBSTAT 2 A Vehicle State 353 - 354 
58 AlMOB'iEAR 2 AN Vehicle Year 355 - 356 
59 AlMOBMAKE 15 A Vehicle Make 357 - 371 
60 AlMOBMODL 25 AN Vehicle Model 372 - 396 
61 AlMOBICC 9 AN Vehicl.e ICC/DOT Permit Number 397· - 405 
62 AlMOBIDNO 25 AN Vehicle Identification Number 406 - 430 • 
63 AlMOBDRLI to AN Driver's License Number 431 - 440- .. 
64 AlMOBDRST 2 A Driver's License State 441 - 442 

65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75. 
76 
77" 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 

B1ACTION1 
BlACTION2 
BlACTION3 
B1ACTION4 
BlORGAREA 
BlORGLEVL 
BlDISTANC 
BlHEATFRM 
BliGNFCTR 
BlSEXl 
SlAGEl 
BlSEX2 
BlAGE2 
BliGNT'iPE 
BliGNFORM 
BlCONFCTl 
BlCONFCT2 
BlEXTMETH 
BlPROLOSS 
BlCONLOSS 
BlTTESTLS 

Revised:2l-Sep-89 

271 

2 AN 
2 AN-
2' AN 
2- AN 
2 N 
3 AN 
2 . AN 
2 N 
2 N 
l AN 
2 AN 
1 AN 
2 AN 
2 N 
2 N 
3 AN 
3 AN 
1 N 
9 N 
9 N 

10 N 

Type of Action #1 Taken 
Type of Action #2 Taken -
Type of Action #3· Taken 
Type of Action #4 Taken . 
Area of Fire Origin· 
Level of Fire origin 
Horizontal Distance 
Form of Heat 
Ignition Factor 
Sex #1 · 
Age #1 

-sex-42 
Age #2 
Type Material first Ignited 
Form Material First Ignited 
contributing Factor #1 
contributing Factor 42 
Method of Extinguishment 
Estimated Property Loss 
Estimated Contents Loss 
Total Estimated Loss 

443 .. 444 
445 - 446 
447 - 448 
449 - 450 
451 - 452 
453 - 455 
456 - 457 
458 459 
460 - ·461 
462 - 462 
463 - 464 
4.65 - 465 
466 - 467 
468 - 469 
470 - 471 
472 - 474 
475 477 
478 - 478 
479 - 487 
488 - 496 
497 - 506 
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., . r 
Page· 3 r· 

-· 

--

93 ClCONSTYP 1 N construction Type 584 - 584 
94 C1ROOFCVR 1 N Roo.f Covering . 585 - 585 
95 C1STORYNO 2 N Number of Stories 586 - 587 
96 C1FLMDMG -1' N Extent of Flame pamage 588 588 
97 ClSMKDMG 1 N Extent of Smoke Damage 589 - 589 
98 C1SMKTYPE 2 N Type Material Most Smoke 590 - 591 
99· C1SMKFORM 2 AN Form Material Most Smoke 592 593 

100 C1SMKTRVL 1 AN Avenue of smoke Travel 594 - 594 
101 C1DETTYPE 1 N Detection System Type . 595 - 595 
102 ClDETPOWR 1 AN Detection System Power Supply . 596 - 596 
103 C1DETPERF 1 AN.· Detection System Performance 597 - 597. 

' .. :li 104 . _. C1DETFAIL 1 AN Detection System Failure 598 - 598 -4· 105 C1EXTTYPE 2 N Extinguishing System Type 599 - 600 
~- 106 . C1EXTPERF 1· AN Extinguishing System Perf 601 - 601 

•"'i 107 C1EXTFAIL 1 AN Extinguishing System Failure 602 - 602 - ., 

108 C1SPKLTYP 2 AN Sprinkler.Head Type 603 604 
109 · C1SPKLACT 3 AN Number of Heads Activated 605 - 607 

24 
.. 

110 D1SERVINJ 3 N Number Fire-service Injured 608 - 6iO. 
'111. DlSERVFAT 3 N Number Fire service Fatal 611 - 613 
112 DlCIVLINJ 3 AN Number Non-Fire Service Injured 614 - 616 
113 DlCIVLFAT 3 AN Number Non-Fire Service Fatal 617 6l9 

12 

114 E1PATIENT 3 N Number of Patients· 620 - 622 
115 E1CAPFIRE 1 N Level of Fire Care Capable 623 - 623 
116 E1CAPOTHR 1 N· Level of other care capable 624 - 624 
117 E1PROFIRE 1 N Level of Fire care Provided 625 - 625 
118 ElPROOTHR 1 N' Level of Other Care Provided 626 - 626 
119 ElEMSTYP1' 2 AN EMS Type of situation #1 Found 627- 628 
120 E1EMSTYP2 2 AN EMS Type of situation #2 round 629 - 630 
121 E1EMSTYP3 2 AN EMS Type of Situation #3 Found 631 - 632 
122 E1EMSTYP4 2 AN ~ Type of Situation #4 Found 633 - 634 
123 E1TRNSFIR. 3 N Number Transported Fire Service 635 - 637 
124 E1TRNSAMB. 3 N Number Transported Ambulance 638 - 640 
125 E1TRNSCOR 3 N ·Number Transported Coroner 641 - 643 
126 E1TRNSOTH 3 N Number Transported Other 644 - 646 

.. 
Revised:21-Sep-89 
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·Item 
Field 
Ham~ 

t·-T2~ield 
NameSize 

Page 4 .- .. ~.:;.. 

--------.-...... """-'eW"'IIII~~."'!"!!.'!!!."'!!.."!!.'~.-'•~.~~~~--------------~-~-----------011!.----------:~-~ 
27 

127 F _ OES CTRL-'t~~;;;~~7"-~.- ~ 

128 F _:RLSAREA:.;-~_;:~.:2 
129 . F _lUSLEVli:::z-:-i·:.:,".::_~~ 
130 · F _1J.IISFCT1-1 ;::::<::-:m:.e!2 
131 F - RLS FCT2.)_s T W.IZ2c.. 
132 F RLSFCT3 2 
133' F-RLSFCT4 · 2 
134 F:CONFCT1 3. 
135 F CONFCT2 3 
136 F-CHEMNUM 3 
137 F:EQP'l'YPE 2 
138 F ACTION1 2 
139 F-ACTION2 2 
140 F-ACTION3 2 
141 F-ACTION4 2 
142 F-DISPDTN 1 
HJ · F:sRCPER1 2 
144, F_SRCPER2 2 
'145 F SRCREF1 2 
146 F-SRCREF2 2 
147 ·F-SERVINJ 3 
148 F=SERVFAT. 3 
149 F_CIVLINJ 3 
150 F_CIVLFAT 3 

60 

151 F1TRADENM 30 
152 F100TIONO 4 
153 F100THZCL 1 
154 F1CHEMABS g. 
155 F1STATSTR 1 
156 F1STATRLS 1 
157 F1RLSQTY 5 
158 F1RLSUNIT 2 
159 F1RLSEXTN 1. 
160 F1CONTAM' 1 
161 F1CONTYPE 2 
162 FlCONMATL 1 
163 FlCONUSE 1 
164 FlCONFTR 1 
165 F1CONCAPA 5 
166 F1CONUNIT 2 

67 

167 F2TRADENM 30 

... 
Revised:2l-Sep-89 

AN ·"7"" ·-N c-;-
AN.::t: 
AN-:;::;_ 
AN z 
AN 
AN 
AN. 
AN 
AN 

N 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 

N 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 

N 
N 
N 
N 

AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 

N 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 

AN 

OES o.Controlc"Number~,..,·:-.o•'-':;...-:..~::-" 
Area:--= of Reiease;;,:.=: ~- 7'- ..• .;:.:;,-;_ . :-:...:.. Levei of =i&:beas.ec_:. ~'.:''- -:_=_~ :_~' 
Reliease: F~ci_(it,Q_J:;~#=~~;···:;· -~ 
Release Factor ;;f:2 ~,.,;;.,.""'," -.:-·.::-~ 
Release :Factor .. #3·~~~=·~~~~-·· 
Release Factor #4 
Contributing Factor #1 
Contributing Factor #2 
·Number of Chemicals Released 
Type Equipment Involved 
Hazmat Action #1 Taken 
Hazmat Action #2 Taken 
Hazmat Action #3 Taken 
Hazmat Action #4 Taken 
Disposition of· Incident 
Hazmat ID source Personnel #1 
Hazmat ID Source Personnel #2 
Hazmat ID Source Ref Mtl #1 
Hazmat ID Source Ref Mtl #2 
Fire Service Hazmat Injured · 
Fire Service Hazmat Fatal 
Non-Fire Service Hazmat Injured 
Non-Fire Service Hazmat Fatal 

Chemical or Trade Name 
OOT Identification Number 
DOT Hazard Class 
Chemical Abstract Service No. 
Physical State (Stored} 
Physical State (Released} 
Quantity Released 
Unit of Measure 
Extent of Release 
suspected Environ contamin 
Container Type 
Container Material 
Container Use . 
container Special Features 
Container capacity· 
Unit of Measure 

Chemical or Trade'Name 

647 - 653~~--"' :·"·. 
654 - 65~=-..:._- -:; .,. 
656 - 65~..:_:-= .;.;;· 
659 - 66Q_;·;:., .....: 3 ~ 
661 - 6627-:--- ..,.,. 

'663' - 66i-- --
665 - 666 
667 - 669 
670 - 672 
673 - 675 
676 - 677 
678 - 679 
680 - 681 
682 - 683 
684 - 685 
686 - 686 
687 - 688 
689 - 690 
691 - 692 
693 - 694 
695 - 697 A 
69.8 - 700 • ~-

. 701 - 703 
704 - 706 

707 - 736 
737 - 740 
741 741 
742 - 750 
751- 751 
752 - 752 
753.- 757 
758 - 759 
760 - 760 
761 761 
762 763 
764 - 764 
7~5 - 765 
766 - 766 
767 - 771 
772 - 773 

774 - 803 
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Page __ 5_·_ ,_ 

Fielr'l-- ------ Field~---- Data_O~a____ _ 
_ l"'J.-e--<u- - ; e~:--o=-- T e"''Dascrlr~ion_._ ·"::..:..- - Columns -Item ~em Name..•-~-· S1:t ~, ··e YP -~-,~= ,.,P~-, ...-n~...-·-·n· . · .-._,. __ _ 

.L. v ll L'IC.J1It:.: .;,.,1,<..~ ~· .J. ~· .. , ..... I,_, __ ;::=:..._.Q.,·--- __ ..._,_ -- ------------ -----~---~'"~"' 

-~~;-----;;~;~~;~-~----i-:-:~--::-~;=i~i~fiic:iiiancoRums~r=~~~~,.---alJ~· --acr -~-"-
169. F2DOTHZCL l AN DOT Hazard Class 808 - 808 

i~~ t~~!~~~*~;~:',. [ -~~ :----~~--~Y;:l_i~~n!fi~i~_es_~-e-~~-1:~ No. ·-Hi ~---~ti~---~-~~ 172 -:-:z=F2ST.~~c,==-;;=;;---- .- -----= ___ -- -
173 --- F2RLSQ~==- ~ 5 --~AN ~-;;Quant'l_ty-Rel~l!S!l~ ~;;_:;2 _ 820 :.~~:24~ t~ 
174 ~-_:~-F2Wtmfi:.:::.::.=." 2~..::~-~~AN =-unit:..-'Cf"'Measure"-"'" ,--:: 825 ----a:?6- ~~ 
175 -"--'-~ F2Rt:SE'xTN'7'-'- ""-:·1 c --··"-AN ~:Extei\t:::'Of'"1fele'as'e-"--.:$~:. __ _- - --- . ~: 827 . .:.::82'1;. ;,-;; 
176 F2CONTAM _ 1 AN Suspected Environ Contamin. 828 - S28 "-
177 F2CONTYPE 2 . AN Container Type 829.- 830 
178 F2CONMATL 1 AN.. container Material 831 - 83l 
179 F2CONUSE 1 AN Container Use 832 -. 832 
180 F2CONFTR 1 AN · container Special Features 833 - 833 
18f F2CONCAPA 5 AN Container ·capacity 834 - 838 
182 F2CONUNIT 2 AN Unit of Measure 839 840 

67 

.183 ;· F3TRADENM -30 AN Chemical or Trade Name 841 870 
.:~ 184. _: F3DOTIDNO 4 AN DOT-Identification Number 871 - 874 
1' .. 185 F3DOTHZCL 1 AN DOT Hazard Class 875 - 875 , ...... 
A 186 F3CHEMABS 9 AN Chemical Abstract Service No. 876 - 884 . :• 

Physical· state_ (Stored) 
-~ 

187 F3STATSTR 1 N 885 885 
; :.i . 188 F3STATRLS 1 AN Physical State (Released) 886 - 886 

:~ 189_ F3RLSQTY 5 AN Quantity Released 887 - 891 
·- -- "!-..:' 190 F3RLSUNIT 2 AN unit of Measure 892 893 

·:¥· 191 F3RLSEXTN 1 AN Extent of Release 894 894 
192 F3CONTAM 1 AN suspected Environ Con tam in 895 - 895 
193 F3CONTYPE 2 AN Container Type 896 - 897 
194 F3CONMATL 1 AN container Material 898 - 898 
195 F3CONUSE 1 AN container Use 899 - 899 
196' F3CONFTR 1 AN Container Special Features 900 - 900 
197 F3CONCAPA 5 AN Container Capacity 901 905 
198 FJCONUNIT 2 AN unit of-Measure 906 - 907 

67 

199 G1ACTION1 2 AN Other Type Action #l Taken 908 - 909 
200 G1ACTION2 2 AN other Type Action #2 Taken 910 - 911' 
201 GlACTIONJ 2 AN other Type Action #3· Taken. 912 - 913 
202 G1ACTION4 2' AN Other Type Action #4 Taken 914 - 915 
203 GlSPCSTD1 · 4 AN · Special studies #1 Local 916 - 919 
204 GlSPCSTD2 4 AN Special Studies_ #2 Local 920 - 923 
205 G1SPCSTD3 4 AN Special Studies #3 Local 924 - 927 
206 G1SPCSTD4 4 AN Special Studies #4 Local 928 -931 
207 G1SPCSTD5 4 AN Special Studies #5 Statewide 932 - 935 
208 GlSPCSTD6 4 AN Special studies #6 statewide 936 - 939 

32 

-- Revised:21-Sep-89 
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~~~====~==~~~-~~~~--·CFIRS INCIDENT RECORD 
1-
.i___ l . . 
.,- r : . !. Field I r i Field _! .Da,~a ;oata 
['·'Item' Name - · si~e -TY'P71E_escription _ ----"~-::_-___,__ . 

Page 6 

co;Lumns 
+------.-.... _~--~---------------~~-----------.-------~--~-~--::-.~~--~~-----~---:---. 

209 (FILLER) 61 ,, B* (Reserved for CFIRS use) · 940 -1000 

~7~~""''~~~-o 'i'otaT_ ~EY~Iis·=,"-'rro·o_cw--~- ---T 
•~:- These· eritri~'~''app¢,!1:t ·in: tl\iit'' computer record but not. on the 

'' • r_•t '""' ~-:l_RS"":J. ~n~}de~t~· :F?~·.:·: ,f,: - - · , 
:li..... ... 

Key for Data El,~ment '±~.P~: 
- A Alphabetic data. _, ··- • 

· __ N Numeric data --·=-numb~rs o~qy. 
AN - Al ha and NWrieri'-if d'il't~ ~ 
ANS- -Al~ha,. N:'IJ,IIIeric ~- ~peq~~-1- Characters 
B ~ Blank _ ··. ' ; · 

·.-.·.·. 

1-:: .-.• 

.·.· ... 

~ .... 
, -~-";. 

.. 

/ 

-~· 

·- .. ,_ 

..-.. . 

. ·.,: ,. 

·. ,·._ 

'-_,. 

. -~ ·' . ·,' 

,. ·-·· 
-, .. 

., '; , ... 
-··· :; .. 

' : 

---

---
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Status #2 

Used 

Status #3 

Perf- • 

·Involvement 
Coda 
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-Casualty . 
· Date 
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7 A2MULTAGY 13 AN Multi-Agency Incident Number 28 40 

8 A2INCADDR 40 AN Incident Address/Location 41 - 80 

9 A2INCROOM 5 AN Incident Room/Apartment 81 85 

10 A2INCZIP . 5. AN Incident Zip Code 86 - 90 

11 A2INCCNTY 2 N. Incident county if Different 91 92 

12 A2INCDATE 6 AN Incicient Date (YYMMDD) 93 - 98 

13 A2INCDOWK 1 AN Incident Date of Week 99 - 99 

14. A2DISTIME 4 AN Disl'atch Time (HHMM) 100 - 103 
76 

15 BJAFFILTN 1 N Affiliation . 104 - 104 
1 

e· 16 B2CASNUM 6 N Casualty Sequence Number 105 110 
17 · B2SEX 1 N casualty sex 111 - 111 
18 B2DOB 6 AN Date of Birth (YYMMDD) 112 - 117 
19 B2AGE 2' N Age 118 - 119 
20 B2NAME 27 ANS Name: Last, First, HI 120 - 146 
21 B2PHONE 10 AN Telephone 147 - 156 
22 . B2ADDR •. 33 ANS Home Address and City 157 - 189 
23 BiSTATE 2 A State Abbreviation . 190 - 191 
24 B2ZIP 5 AN Zip Code 192 - 1~6 

25 B2CASDATE 6 N Cas:ualty Date (YYMMDD) 197'- 20.2 
26 B2CASTIME 4 N casualty Time· (HHMM) 203 - 206 
27 B2SEVERTY 1 N severity 207 - 207 
28 B2PSYMPTM 2 N Primary SYmptom/Apparent Symptom 208 - 209 
29 B2BDYPRT1 2 AN Body Part #1 Affected 210 - 211 
30 B2BDYPRT2· 2 AN Body Part #2 Affected 212 - 213 
31 B2BDYPRT3 2· AN Body Part #3 Affect~d . 2l4 215 
32 B2BDYPRT4 2 AN Body Part #4 Affected 216 - 217 
33 B2DISPOSN 1 N Disposition of casualty 218 - 218 

114 

34 B2SVCDATE 6 AN casualty SerVice Date (YYMMDD) 219 - 224 
35 B2SSN 9 AN social Security Number 225 - 233 
36 B2STATUS 1 N Emplo:y:ee: Status 234 - 234 
37 B2ASSIGN 1 N Employee: Assignment 235 - 235 
38 B2SSYMPTM 2 AN secondary Symptom. 236 - 237 
39 B2ACTVTY 2 N Activity at Time of casualty 238 - 239 

.. .. . 
Revised:21-Sep-89 

-·- - - . -· 
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.. ::.·.= --=-:.-c ~ -_- - - -- -- _ .. _P~g-eg2;=:::::'= 
..:.::_:__ . ---· ~,- -·------ ~---. ~---=-=----=-- .::..; -._-.~-::... 
;:-_ •.. :.t='7·1 -:- · UC.i.E iru.~ I"P''_ii 

~ FIRE SERVICE & NON-FIRE. SERVICE lc~~LT;Y ~Jo~:>.. _ .. _ -:,..~- ~:~f;_ 
F.:ield Field Data Data i ~,ar.r-.rr,z! s.~~~[~ii( .. ., · :;:::,~ ):~~ • 

I_tem l{ame Size Type Description--·-· : ~r~;::f~,.~=""'·' colu~ @-·;::" 
. ~ - · . . . o ... ~ 1 r.· ,. ;;;;-·~ -~ - - "" - ....__ 

--------~-------~---~------------------------~~------~-~~"":"'.~~-r_-.;;t!\,~'rit"l_ -----~~~- ~~ 

40 · B2WHERE - · · 2 · · N . Where casua'l:ty~occ·u:r:re:cf .. !'!""··~_.,.. , - ,; 2~'!;p·::;~~ ;:;.-:-.:r..-t" 
41 B2CAUSE 3 N Fire Ser .• cause of casualty . 242 -.244 
42 B2MEDICAR 1 N · Medical Care Provided · · 245 - 245 

. 43 B2EQ1USED 2 ·AN· Contributing""E~fJi: Used§fl-~~~--- 246 -- :2'4'7.::·· ·c-':.;~'F.· 
44 B2EQ1STAT 2 AN . Contributirllj~ip~ ~ Statmff1- .. 248 - i2·4~ . :.2'·;:::: 
45 · B2EQ1PERF 2 · AN. ·. Contributinq,-(q\iip·: Perf-=.#1__ 250 -~ :=---: :2S 
46_ B2EQ2USED 2 AN. Contributi~Cj"'E-quip: Us~~~-- 'ZSZ'- [2-:-~- ~-~ 
47 B2EQ2STAT 2 · AN . Contributing-~qu±p·;;..;..Stattm.#:~ __ . _: '25"4. -.i295f. B;_f:t' 
48 B2EQ2PERF 2 AN Contributing Equip: Perf. #2 256 - 257 
49 B2EQ3USED 2 AN Contributing Equip: Used #3 258 - 259 
SO B2EQ3STAT 2 AN Contributing Equip: Statusf3 260 - 261 
5.1 132EQ3PERF 2 AN .Cont:x:-ibuting Equip:· Perf. #3 262 - 263 

45 

Total. bytes= (300) 

*:These entries appear in the computer record but·not on the 
CFIRS-'2 or CFIRS-3 Casualty Form. 

Key .for Data -Element TYPE: 
A - Alphabetic data. 
N - Numeric data -- · numbers on+y. · 
AN - Alpha and Numeric data • 

. ANS- Alpha Numeric & Sp~cial Characters 
B - Blank · 

.. .. 
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TABLE NO. ·~..XEMPT AMOUNTs OF HAZARDOUS MATERIALS UQUIDS) 
1
" 

1
' •·i 

1 

. ' - ' 

AND CriEMICAI..S PRESENTlNG A PHYSICAL HAZARD . 
1 11 

. I . 
· . BlSICQUAtmnt:SPERCONTROLAfti.At . ~~· i:•:.i''!li!l, ~~~ i~-

When two units are given, vdues wiQ\IQ parentheaea are In ~blc tHt (Cu. R.) or pou.ida (lib,~~) 1 I' r~ · 

CONOmOH I ~ 
8oiJd I Uq\lfd Salld 
LbL Qa~ t!D LbL 

MATERIAL CLASS (CU.R.) (UILI Cu.FL (CU.FL) 
-· 

1.1 Combustible liquid' n - 120'' - -
UJ-A -· 330' J - -
DI-D 

. 
13,100S 6 - ~ -

U8EI-OLORD · 
IIYIMIII. 

LJfNW 
GellreM a.. 
(LkJ Cu. Fl. 

1204 ~ 

33(14 -
1;1.200' -

· 'ii !]t1 UiEii"-OPEH jl' p. 
.,. ~ 11 1; ,, a:· ·8vafEII8 1 

t,l ··-··. ·,_ .. 
:11 
711 

a~l'l$ 
'- ., 304 
)',)' 8()4 
~tr'J r:r!; ],~ 

. II' a. . 
Cu. FL. '·) .. , 

I ill ~·~~ '.,. "rn 
j'[-t.~l til_' 
1 1~-;;-. II 

d j 

I 
1 

1.2 Combustible dust 
~ lbs./1000 cu. ft. p p - ·'!'•' -, :: I ':' i ' .. 

. p : , .• ; 

20
;!J II; .. J: .,. ' 

( ) : ·:t ' I 

I~- fl 

~ I ' : • ~ . 
,.3 ",. ' .,. 

1.3 Combustible fiber 
(loose) 
(baled) 

1.4 t"rvngcnic, flunmable or 
;tdkmg 

2.1 Explosives_ 

3 .I Flarilmable solid 

3.2 Flunmable gas 
(gaseOUS) 
(liqucf"acd) 

3.3 flammable liquidJ 

Combiualion 1-A,I-B, 1-C 

1-A 
1-B 
1-C 

(100) .. 
(1,000) 

JS I 9 

1254 s 

45 
(I)' I 

, IS•' 
304 s 
60., 
90"' 

12Q4 5 I 

75{)4 5 

(100) 
(1,000) 

., .. 
2S• 

4.5 

(I/•)' 

ISO 

JOI 
6()4 

90' 
12()4 IV 

~-

7.50' s 

-~: ii . :· 
;ttl"'il• •I 

~ ' '(ll~ j ~ 

l
·li 1~1'"1''' I i ~--II .. :1 .. ~ 'J'· ~.----· _,,t_.J·-~ r·. . -~ ~t !' 1 j'.IO · r:~ n '! :

1 

(200) !' 

1( ·· I 'J · .I • ~- " · ~ tl jJ IP'•>• : -H 1~ _' 2S• ~, i H . I ~;:- i I 
•·'I r• -~ ·II I •t; . ' 

; r'1 , .... hi< ' r1- : i 
,_w .. r,·,·:. ·-'1·-~ : .:t - I·' ·;_.~,,. .. · : -~- -~~--~ s ....,.·:_.!~ _,.,,· ~~-~ . ~ 1 ... - ,I . 

.i! ,- ,_ , . I, · 1 
_. :11., ··: - -~--l 
''I _r; 1,_ :-1104 : 

·<r j: . .ts• ; ,,,.,..., . 204 . 
(II r•'i' . 
! 1s t-: 
I! 'i' 

•11· ~ ' 
;1;. ri!· 

. '!? "'' ':~' j I' I. ' . 
;! d i .: . 

r· ;~ I ~) 1·· " 
. ;·.,1 , .• 'I:' '-

. J I I !• .. 

:: ·i: 

of j~} i I ,. I " 
Ll 

t. 1 i~ ... : 
' .~· . 

,. 
j: 

.,:: 



·20 

co. 
()) 
()) 

-o m z 
c. 
5< 
G') 

G') 
I 

1\) 

~ '"""""' ~if Jed detonatable 
I 'de . Organic perolO. 

.. 14.3 Oxidize~ 

4.4 Oxidizer-Gas 
(gaseous) 
(liquefied) 

S.l Pyropboric 
6.1 Unstable (reactive) 

7 .I Water (reactive) 

I" (1)5 I 
(5)4' I so 

(50)4' SO" ' II 
(125)4' 1254 ' Ill 
(500) IV 500 
N.L. N.L. li (I)' • p• 
(10)4' 10" 5 

(250)4' 250"' 2 
(1,000)4' I 1,000"' 

- I -
- 154S 

4" (4)' I 

I' I (I)' r 
54' I (5)4, 

- ., .. (1/4)1 

- {l)' (I )'4 
- 50" (SO)' 

- 125• (125)'1 
- 500" (50()) 

- N.L. N.L. 
- ., .. ('I•)• 

- 2• (2)" 

- 250" (250)4 
- 1,000" I ,000)4 

1,500", - -
- - IS• 5 

1 1·-t 

;.,;, ;}ia :1' . IN.>• , ·I _ill 
; 1• .. 1 •f,. ·14 I i ~ 
· 10' (10)'1 : 
254 (25\-1. I 
'···II tf.l :1 ',·I I""""! ''I 
IIJQ1 (~;! •;{1100) I '· t' 

N~-·1 •. :,_, i I INiL. [. 'l"i. ft:' 
~.; ,t.t i'iHq i' I ·r' 1·:. 

J) ~~.I;'; Ji; 1(•1•)• ; ' :....:... l~ .. 
·~: . £11 1·r'.· •j(Z)" i· I !__ ~ . ,,, 'II . . . I ~ 

, .. , I 'i'l 1: II '(;50)4 
' 1- ~·, 

200" . (200)• : •- 1 1 

t! :j ' I ~, 
I ! • ! tj ~ j 

·: I V' ',, ~ l 
- -c 1-·(P ' _ ·-· :. , r• ., ~-

·r-- r;l 1.1 1 ~;·f"f r: !!' ~~ ~;; 

1,500" 5 

10' • 11 0 0 i 0 'i!l 
. I i 

- I . . .,.- I \ .,.., r I. 2' I • 'I•• ' . ( IJ~)• I 0 'I. 
- ·: .... 10"' e··',"'l' 1 j·' ' -·· 

SO' I )I (ll' 
10' I .. , .. ( 'I•)• 
SO"_, .. II \.11 

250"' 
, • I r!• I .~:.~~ I 

25
..,. 0 )• ~: :i'j '~~ ~.~(1)'1 i' I I OJ 1:1 lli. . - I JU" I \-'"'1 ..,.. • •10" . (lOW . I 'li ,. . 

;: : ..... r~ 11 ... .ru I 751'\1.. S 1'25• ,I" ! !·I (I' 1 
• • - 1 "-' \'"-'1 . o.r · (25)4 I 0· i> , I 

"" s '· i I 

3 s•' , ... ,. - 5• (5>' - ~~· t' ,.i , 11'1(1)4 , 1-i ··1 '"I ·' 

SO" ' I (SOY' 
12¥' I fi25J4 ' 1SO" • -----

2 soo , fSO>' ' . - . 5o- cso>4 
- 'fun !!:' ! 1 .(11QJ4 r :~ f . ! 1 

I 125' 6 (J25>' 6 - m• (125>' 6 - ·~~~ nr i r J.i2S>" r ~ ;~ ~Jr 1Ji 

N
'L - N limi'ted . . . ,r.: I·= I··· lll''jli'l I 1-' • I . . - ot . r~ u 1:1' 1 ' • .~ 1 , , I""' 1 

•Control area is a space bounded by not less than a ow-hour fire-resistive occupancy separation within which the e~.ef6pi~4l~unts Jf, h$~ous iil 
materials may be stored dispensed. handled or usd. The number of control areas within a building used for re1'ai1itj;Whol~e storks 5h'all not II' 
exceed two. The number. of control areas in builditgs with other uses shall not exceed four. ·1:).,;j 1 i~i 1lljj~ ~· i .. ~. 1/,· • • I ·I I r , ,r~ I I ~~ 

l"fhe aggre~~te quantity i~ use and sto~ge s~all notexceed the ~u~tuy last~d for sto~g~. _ . _ _ W .::1· ,[;lj:l'·;i!/- -~~ :· ) 
l'Jb_e quanulles of alcoholic beverages m rewl sal~:~ uses arc unlimited provtded the hqutds arc packaged m tndJVJdJ· ~. f.~~~f~i ~ot m~~ing four J :: 

liters. . . . ' '1:1 •n n;j f~l'' · 1 i i 
The quantities of medicines, foodstuffs and Olsmellcs contammg not more than 50 percent of volume o~ wale, ~miscible: 'liquids Jd ~ith the: ! f 
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remainder of the solutions not being flammable in retailsaJes or storag. e occu~cies ~ unlimited when packaged in individual cJ. l.aifi!:P.!l.tll 
exceeding four liters. · . . . I 

•Quan~~es may be _increased 100-percent in sprinklered buildings. When Footnote 5 also applies, the increase for bot~;foomrt~' htay 1 appl!ed. 
. SQuanuues may be mcreased 100 percent when stored in approved storage cabinets or safety cans as specified in the Fi$Code. 'Y~en FoOtnote 4 also_ 

applies, the increase for both footnotes may be applied. . . . 4!!i.' I 'l'l 1 ···- I 
. ~ 6Thequantitiespenniuedinasprinkleredbliildingarenotlimited. . . . if'i' ·. i1ii1; . -,- · 

~ 

1 A dust explosion potential is considered to exist if I pound or more of combustible dust per 1,000 cubic feet ofvolui'fi~ _is rio~"iai!Y in s pension of 
could be put into suspension in all or a poniun of an enclosure ur inside pieces uf equipment. This also includes combu~'ible du~~.which Jccumulate~ 
on horizontal surfaces inside buildings or equipment and which cmild be put into suspension by an accident; sudde~' force!o.r' s_,mall ei'plosion. i 

1Permiued in sprinklered buildings only. None is al!owcd in unsprinklered buildings. · :;ij~! I ~i 1ll j · . J 

9Qne pound of black sporting powder and 20 pounds of smokeless powder are permitted in sprinklered or unsprinkl~~ buillli~gs. ····- l 
•OContaining not more than the exempt amounts of Class 1-A, Class 1-B or Class 1-C flammable liquids. · ~.:. ~~~ J: 
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TABLE NO. 9-B-EXEMPT AMOUNTS OF HAZARDOUS MATERIALS, UQUIDS 
AND CHEMICALS PRESENTING 1,. HEALllt HAZARD 

MAXIMUM QUANTITIES PER CONTROL AREA' z 
When two units are given, values within parentheses areln pounds (Lbs.) 

USEa-cLOSED 
STDRAGEJ I SYSTEMS 

•1f:t 1! ,ill iU,S~PEN ;11J1tin1:r / 110 
': . . SYSTEMS · ' . • 

IIATERIAI..4 

I. Corrosives 
~ 1 2. Highly Toxics1 

3. Irritants 
4. Sensitizers 

Solid GaDaut e Gu Solid . G8llanal Gu SaUd ., · · ·oauon.s Uquld I I I Uquld I I tilt ti~.ii·I';,J:,I!I':'Id 
(Lba.)ll I (Lba.) (Cu. R.)l (Lba.)l (Lba.) (Cu. R.) (~l)S· · 0 !( {Uia.) 

5,000 500 65()6 5,000 500 650' 1,000 100 
I (I) 201 I (I) 20' i/4.·... ll/.•) 

• ! "1: I;!J ' 'Wtlllt'HI 
5,000 500 65()6 5,000 500 650' l.~il;bll'ittqo 
5,000 500 . 65()6 5,000 500 650' 1,9®•:).1 I! i 'I \80 

r.i\P~t 
'1-i'(QL Fl:)!':t• 

j," iCfi \I P'l .; I 
. '·.···-l·'.l~ .l'i·[··•I!JI'I~!_II.,, 

,l, I 

5. Olher Health H ll7llirl" ---- ------ 1 5,000. 500 65()6 5,000 500 650' 1,000 100 1 1 

Ll)l o:;.f..jo. 

liPiill ~~~~!'liiP,t'l 
'Control area is a space bounded by not less than one-hour fire-resistive occupancy sepamtion within which the ~einpted arrio,unts of hazardous 

materials may be stored, dispensed, handled or used. 11Je number of control area$ within retail and wholesale stores shall not exceed two and the 
number of control areas in other uses shall not exceed four. : . . 

lfhe quantities of medicines, foodstuffs and cosmetics, containing not more than 50 percent by volume of water-miscible liquids and with the 
remainder of the solutions not being flammable, in retail sales uses are.unlimited when packaged in individual containers not exceeding 4liters. 

~ . ' , •· I 

l'Jlie aggregate quantity in use and storage shall not exceed the quantity listed for storage. · . : . · . 
•For carcinogenic and radioactive materials, see the Fare Code. . · 
'Quantities may be increased 100 percent in sprinklered buildi!lgs. When Footnote 6 also applies, the increase for both footnotes may~ applied. 
6Quantities may be increased I 00 percent when stored in approved storage cabineiS or safety cans as specified in the fire code. When Footnote 5 also 

applies, the increase for bolh foornotes may be applied. · .i • · 
7Permitted only when stored in approved exhausted gas cabinets, exha!Jsted enclosures or fume hoods. 

1 
• · • 

1for special provisions, see the Fire Code. · 
,· .. 
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· EXHIBITC 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA-sTATE AND CONSUMER SERVICES AGENCY 

STATE FIRE MARSHAL . (916) 
ATSS 466-4161 

OFFICE OF THE 0111!1' 
. .•. r·,:aOWLING DRIVE, SU.ITE. 600 

AMENTO, cA 95823-2000 
September 22, 1992 .·· 

. ~· : . 

.•• ·• -~"! 

. . .. : . 

e.· 

Stephen R. Lehman 
·ASsistant Executive Director 
Commission on State Mandates 
1414 K Street, Suite 315 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

RE: CSM-44i9 .. 
Claim of San Ramon Valley Fire Protection 'District 

. 1990 Ciilifolnia Fire Incident Reporting System · 
· New CFIRS Manual 

Dear Mr~ Lehman: 

JF(ECE!'lrEt:: 

· · SEP . 2 '. rg_qz -~~

C.VMtvu::;:;lni" ····~ . 
_STA If M~~iDA -(; :· 

: ... ;·:·. :·. -. 

This claim is based on changes to the CFIRS instruction manual adopted by the State · 
Fire Marshal in 1990. The original document was issued in 1974 in response to a 
statutory requirement for local fire protection agencies to furnish data on fire incidents 
to the CSFM. The enabling legislation required the CSFM to record, analyze, compile 
and furnish an annual report based on the data received. 

The claimant ccintends the updated version of the reporting system constitutes a 
reimbursable state-mandated program because local fire agencies are required to: (1) 
provide additional types and amounts of data ·on fire incidents; and (2) submit such data 
via computer diskette or tape. · 

As the result of a comprehensive analysis by our staff, assisted by fire department 
representatives on the CFIRS Advisory Committee, we conclude that the requirement to 
submit data in electronic form may constitute a very narrow and limited higher level of 
service in an existing local program for those agencies without any access to a personal 
computer. It is our contention, however, that the tjpe and net amount of data to be 

·reported for fire incidents is essentially the same. It is also our opinion that the updated 
CFIRS Instruction Manual meets the definition of "executive order" in Government 
Code Section 17514. 

·. It is important to be aware that CFIRS has been a collaborative effort between the 
. . 

California Fire Service and the State Fire Marshal's Office since the system'!i inception 
twenty years ago. It is a distinctly user-driven program as evidenced by the recent 
changes the CSFM adopted in response to the fire commmiity's need for focused 
experiential data essential to address today's contemporary issues affecting public fire 
and life safety protection in our state. · · 

TELECOMMUNICATION DEVICE FOR THE DEAF (916) 427-4186 
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.. -, .. , ~· .. 

· Stephen R. Lehman 
September22, 1992 
Page 2 · 

.·-·-~···-;-:--··· ·- ·.-

The purpose of CFIR.S is to collect anci share information for mutual benefit at the 
local and state level, with the ultimate beneficiaries being the citizens of California . 
In light of this long standing local~state partnership, the CSFM has never attempted to 
enforce the mandatory provision of the program, nor is it our intention to do so in the 
future. 

Our responses to the specific issues raised by the claimant are· atta.ched. 

If you have any questions regarding this material, please contact Ed Seits of my staff 
at 262-1882. · -

Ronn . Coleman 
State Fire Marshal 
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STAT£ OF CAUFORNIA-STA'Jl: AND CONSUMER SERVICES AGENCY 

STATE FIRE MARSHAL 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF 

- BOWUNG DRIVE, SUITE. 600 
~AMENTO, CA 95823-2000 

DECLARATION OF EDWARD F. SEITS
STA'IE FIRE MARSHAL'S OFFICE 

CLAIM NO. CSM-4419 

PETE WILSON, Go"'mor 

(916) 427-4161 
.. , . ATSS 466-4161 

. · ...... " -~ ·;_ 
- ...... , '·' _,_;..._. __ .' 

-.~ > _ ... _ .•• _ ., 
;' J. - ~ • •• .,_, 

-

1. I am currently employed by the .State of California, State Fire Marshal's Office,_ and · 
am authorized tq make, this declaration on behalf of the office. 

2. Chapter 758, Statute of 1972, amended Section 13110.5 of the Health and Safety 
Code to require the chief fire. official of each fire department in the state to report 
each fire which occurs in his/her jurisdiction to the State Fire M~shal, beginning 
January 1, 1974. 

3. The statute requires the State Fire Marshal to prescribe the scope of ihe information 
to be reported, the manner of reporting such information, forms to be used, the time 
such information shall be reported, and other. requirements and regulations deemed 
necessary. 

4. The reporting criteria was established in the form of an instructional and reference 
manual, "California Fire Incident Reporting System" (CFIRS), which was provided to . 
all fire departments in the state. 

5. The original CFIRS wa~ in place - virtually without change - from 1974 to 1990. 

6. In the late 1980's, the fire service - through the CFIRS Advisory Committee -
·recommended the system be updated to meet contemporary information needs, and 
to take advantage of the benefits to be gained from the advancements made in the 
national codmg convention standard (National Fire Protection Association Standard 
901, Uniform Coding For Fire Protection). 

-7. After two years of collaborative effort between the fire service and the State Fire 
Marshal's Office, the proposed changes were mbmitted to, and approved by; the· · 
State Board o£Fire Services for statewide implementation. · 

8. At no tim_e during this process was it the intent of the State Fire Marshal's Office to 
create a "new" system. Th'e intent has always been to merely update the existing 
system to current standards in order to provide the information resources needed to 
address contemporary public fire and life safety issues. 

9. The CFIRS Advisory Committee recently performed a side-by-side analysis of the 
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·'Declaration 
Edward F. Seits 

· September 21, 1992 
Page 2 · 

.... - : 

original and updated versions, and concluded there is no substantial difference,in the 
· level of service required to complete the reports. 

"I certify under penalty of pel]ury the foregoing is true and correct to. the b.est of my 
own knowledge, except as to the matters which are thereili stated as mformation or · 
belief, and to those matters,_ I believe them to be true." · 

Signed this 21st day of September, 1992 . 

Sacramento, California 
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Historical· Perspective 
- ~· ~ ... . . : -· 

' .. '.; ... _:...:. -· ' 
•' ., .... ·-. 

As a prelude to as~essin:gthe merits of tlie San Ramon Valley Fire Protection 
DiStrict test claim, it would be b'elpful to review a brief history of the origin of the . 
Califomia.Fire Incident Reporting Syste~.(CFIRS).. . · · 

' ' 

In providing service to their communities, the fire depar1ment's obligation extends 
well beyond just extinguishing fires. There is an inherent.responsibility to protect ·life 
and property through·proactive strategies. · · · · 

In response to this obligation, fire depar1ments have. collected data on fires 
occurririg within their jurisdictions, and used the data not only as a record of incidents, · 
but also to evaluate their causes and the consequences. For example, to identify fire 
trends in single family dwellings, one must collect information describing the type of· 
building, date 'and time of day, ignition sources and materials ignited, and the cost of the 
fire in terms of deaths, injuries and dollar loss. 

The requirement for smoke detectors in all residences is a prime· example of how 
fire incident data was used to identify a prevention strategy for deaths from fire in 
dwellings; and how the fire service ·instituted fire prevention and public fire education 
efforts targeted at installing smoke detectors for eariy warning in case of fire. Due to 
this initiative by the California fire depar1ments- each independently in their own 
cominunity - fire statistics now reflect a dramatic downward trend in fire deaths. 

. I 

. This solution would not have been implemented without data collection and. 
analysis to bring to light a serious, yet preventable, problem. 

The fire service was involved in data collection long before the adoption of 
Health & Safety Code 13110.5 in 1973. Every department collected data on their o\vn 
forms, using their own coding structure and filing syste~. When they recognized the 
benefits that could be gained from sharing the data among themselves, it proved· 
impossible because each had their own individualized system - there was no common 
language with which to communicate. . 

The natural outcome was for the leaders in the fire service to cooperate to 
sponsor legislation to create a standardized statewide system to provide the data 
necessary to accomplish the goals of fire and life safety protection through· prevention, 
education, and code/regulation development and enforcement. 
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The California State Fire Marshal (CSFM) was charged with developing and 
implementing the~ system. The CSFM established an_ Advisory Committee of 
representatives from the fire service community - career, volunteer, rural, suburban and . 
metro fire.- departments - and created the California Fire Incident Reporting System 
(CFIRS)_; ,·,. -

The standardization at the local level resulted in two additional significant 
benefits; (1) it established a statewide database of fire incident information for. use by 
th!!~legislature, other state and local agencies, private sector interests, the media and the 
general public; and (2), it provided the model and impetus for the establishment of a . 
standard for sharing information on a national basis. 

As the built-Emviroriment (building construction and materials) became more 
varied and complex, the information needs also changed- and the Fire Service outgrew 
the original rudimentary data system. The CFIRS Advisory Committee requested the 
CSFM to :update and make more relevant the content and method of data collection. In 

. response, the CSFM - through the Advisory Committee and the State Board of Fire 
Services - updated CFIRS to address contemporary concerns, and to allow the collection 
of data relative to any emergency incident to which a fire department responds. 

This entire process was developed by and for the fire service, based on their 
needs and input at all levels. 

Because a large number of departments had already computerized their dispatch 
centers and other record keeping functions, it was decided to only update the system 
standard. A fire department would then have the option to integrate CFIRS into an 
existing computer system, obtain an off-the~shelf program· from a software vendor, or 
create their own. 

H & S 13110.5 requires the CSFM to gather statistical information- and the fire 
service to submit reports - in the manner arid form prescril:led. In 1974, ·the manner and 
form prescribed were paper forms and computer tape, using procedures contained in an 
instruction manual.- The updated reporting system has no form - there is no paper · 
involved. The User's Manual describes how to complete each of the data elements in an 
electronic format 

An important historical note is that approximately 55 fire departments have 
submitted about 60% of the total statewide incidents via computer tape annually. 
(There are an additonal 111 small volunteer departments which report on tape through 
the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection.) · · 
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. . . We consider the claim the CSFM has created a new mandate through the .... 
·· issuance of the "New California Fire Incident Reporting System Manual, VerSion 1.0/iuly 

1990" to be without merit. This circumstance is no different than what occurred in 1974, 
when the CSFM provided "fire departments with the standards necessary to participate in 
the CFIRS program - as required by the law they sponsored. · · 

Not only has the fire service been intimately involved through their 
representatives on the CFIRS Advisory Committee, but the entire process leading up to, 
and including the adoption of the updated system, has been monitored and approved by 
the State Board of Fire Services - which represents every statewide fire service 
management and labor organization, the insurance ·industry, and local and county 
government. 

It is the CSFM's position there has been no change to the underlying services and 
. functions provided by California fire departments. The reporting requirements are 

.. fundamentally the same, only the prescribed format has changed. 

The CSFM neve:i'intended to create a new state mandate, but merely acted in 
good faith to respond to the needs expressed by the users of the system . 
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Response to claimant's statements 

• " ... the reporting system was expanded from 10 to 100 Items ... " 

In response to user input, the updated system provides the fire department-the''·'.·~ .. ::_. 
optional capability to capture information on all emergency incidents; however, 
the mandated reporting applies only to fires, which is unchanged from the original 
requirement which has been in place for 18 years. 

Some of the titles of data fields were changed to be consistent with the national 
standard (National Fire Protection Association Standard No. 901); however, in 
these cases the data being collected did not change - only the titles are different. 

When comparing the required data elements between the original and updated 
versions, the number is substantially the same. This takes into account: (1) the 
fields that are identical; (2) those fields called by a different name; (3) multiple 
fields combined into a single field; (4) the optional fields; (5) the fields that are 
for local use only; and (6) the net·difference between the added fields versus the 
deleted ones. (A table illustrating the comparison of the original and updated 
data.elements is attached.) 

An important factor to be considered is that all the entries are not required all 
the time - it depends on the scenario. For instance, the added field "Detection 

· System Reason For Failure" would only be required for an incident where: '(1) the 
fire was in a building; (2) the building bad a detection system; and (3) the 
detection system failed. This holds true for a major portion of the entries .. 

Regarding Hazardous Materials incidents, it could be said the entries are required 
because of the mandated reporting to the Office of Emergency Services; however, 
the fire department has aptian to omit this on the CFIRS report and submit a 
separate manual form directly to OES instead. (The CSFM extracts the haz mat 
data from the CFIRS report and transfers it electronically to OES, thereby saving 
the fire department the time and expense of submitting a separate report.) 
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. ·· 
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• " .•• code book has been increased from approximately 100 pages tO well over 500 
. pages." · 

It is erroneous to make a direct comparison betWeen the sizes o(the two .manu~ls · 
because: · · · · ·· 

.. ·-

the new manual contains .the instruc~ons for using all the optional (non- .. 
fire) components of the reporting system; . -. ,_. . 

the format of the new manual has been expanded to include additional 
explanatory information to enhance its understanding and user-friendliness; 

the print style and page layout of the new manual is designed with more 
open spaee for easier reading, and to make it convenient to add user notes, 
resulting in more pages; 

the tables of codes have been updated for the first time in 18 years, and 
are reproduced in the manual for convenient reference. The number of 
codes are significantly larger so as to provide a more accurate and 
definitive selection for the user. 

It is the CSFM's position that the extent of the requirements imposed by both 
manuals- regarding fires- are essentially the same . 
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• " ••• new CFIRS added two new sections, each requiring a separate page ••• " 

The sections in question refer to supplemental:iiiformation'required when a 
casualty occurs in a fire. ~:-<; :·, · : . ·: · 

There has always been a requirement tO-submit a separate casualty report The . 
old form (SFM G0-1) was used for both a civilian and a fire fighter casualty. 
Because of the vastly different types of information needed regarding a civilian 
versus fire fighter injury or death, the single form was divided into two forms
one for each category. 

The requirement to submit a casualty report is unchanged. The fire department 
. merely uses the report appropriate for the circumstances. 

'fhis design is also in concert with the National Fire Incident Reporting System 
(NFIRS) - to which California fire departments are major c~:mtributors of data for 
use at the national level. · 
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Implementation Costs: 

,, .. 
. . ·The CSFM considers the implementation of the updated CFIRS to be consiste~t·.·· 

wi.th.the updating of any other fire department function~ whether it be selecting a new 
.piece of safety equipment, and then training personnel to use it; or selecting softv~r!J:re to 
support a local/state incident information system, and training personnel to use it. · 

The collection and recording of fire incident data is a critical fire department 
function that can only be performed by fire department personnel at the scene. Their 
responsibility to perform rescues and extinguish fires is paramount; but their 
responsibility to record the causes and consequences of those fires is equally essential to 
developing the' knowledge necessary to improve the public's fire protection in the future. 

. . 

. Any efforts to improve fire protection- whether it be more ~ffective fire-ground 
tactics, or more effective data collection - is an expected service in the public interest, 
and should not be considered extraordinary. 

It is noted the claimant's estimates are based on lOOQ fires per year. According 
to past reports submitted to the CSFM, the department's average fire responses are only 
20% of that figure (about 200 per year). 

We further question the costs alleged in this test case. First, the software 
currently available on the market is ready to be installed on personal computers.for 
immediate use. No doubt staff should evaluate available alternatives and products and 
recommend to the Fire Chief one that best meets their needs. Aftet this, the 
departmen,t merely obtains and installs the program. (This fire department does not state 
they already have two existing personal computers in their Fire Prevention Bureau,. and 
others. in Administration.) In fact, many fire departments who are now using the updated 
CFIRS use only 1 PC and have all reports come to a central location for data entry. 

We do not distiUte .the fact this particular depar1ment may want to run the 
manual and automated systems concurrently. A number of depar1ments are doing this 
temporarily during the transition, although many are using only the PC version. 

The estimated staff cost for training the supervisory and management staff seems 
excessive, inasmuch as using the CFIRS software requires the simplest of computer 
skills. The value of immediate access to the management information available from . 
CFIRS should far out weigh any costs associated with introductory training for 
supervisors and managers. 
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On-going reporting and operational costs: 

--
The contention that entering and processing the data by computer is more costly · 

is not supp9T;t_~d:i11 the Jon:g term. 
, '· ";r·.:: .· 

I!::·:'· Under the old paper form wtem: 

• ·J • • : ' • •. 1. Reporter looks up codes in the manual, fills out the form by hand, 
and submits it for review,· · 

2. · Supervisor reviews the report - and if corrections are needed, sends 
it back to the repo~r. 

3. Reporter makes the correction(s) and resubmits to supervisor.· 

4~ Accumulated report forms are mailed to the CSFM monthly. 

5. · CSFM edits reports and returns rejected records for coiTection. 

6. Supervisor sends rejected record(s) to reporter. 

7. Reporter makes corrections and resubmits to supervisor for review: 

8. · Corrected reports are mailed back to CSFM. 

• Under the updated system: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

·Note: 

Reporter fills out the report on a computer. (Codes are provided 
on the entry screen. It is not necessary to look them up manually.) 

Supervisor reviews the report. (Recommended step, but optional) 

Accumulated reports are mailed to the CSFM on a diskette/tape (or 
transmitted vi11 modem) quarterly. 

Because the software edits the report as it IS entered, only logically 
correct entries are accepted. This eliminates the need for further 
handling to corr.ect errors. 

The savings achieved by eliminating the need to correct and re-handle erroneous 
reports is further enhanced by replacing monthly mailings of paper forms with sending a 
single diskette or tape four times a year - at a total annual cost of about $12.00. 
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• One of the principal objectives of the updated CFIRS is to improve the efficiency __ . ·· ·::·, 
of the fire information system at both the local and state level. The efficiencies gained· 
with computer assistedreporting translate into cost-effectiveness by significantly reduciitg", : .. , ,,. , 
staff time that is otherwise associated with the redundant handling of paper forms. ..:'· ::·:·' .,_.. :. · ······' . '-• '~- . 

. : !·· . ' ~:~,~-~[~~:;-_~;-~·.:·;.~.:~._·~;.' . ,..-.~~~--~~ 
Another direct cost benefit is the immediate availability of the accumulated ' .. · '" . 

information at the local level. · · . · ... · . ''· ., · ,: .. , :•.:.:.:~ 

Under the prior version of CFIRS: 'the only way to retrieve historical da~I~;~: .. 
is to manually review all the reports that were submitted during the period being · . . . · 
studied; and the:Q. perfoim manual calculations to 'determine incident profiles, trends, or 
other management information. In multi-year studies, this could easily involve thousands 
of records. This is an extremely intense and time consuming process, and highly subject 
to human error. · 

When using the updated CFIRS, the entire historical database of the 
department's activities is readily available at any point in time. Whenever the need 
arises to analyze information regarding past incidents, the data can be searched, ' 
calculated, and output reports generated in a small fraction of the time it would take to 
do it manually - and with much higher confidence in the accuracy of the analysis. 

This accessibility to the information not only reduces staff time- and thereby staff 
costs- but also heightens the probability that this empirical evidence will be used by 
local government managers to make informed decisions regarding cost-effective fire and 
life safety protection for the citizens of their community (ie; establishing fire protection 
priorities, measuring the effectiveness of resources expended on prevention strategies, 
e~). . 

An extension of this benefit is achieved from the accumulation of local data at the 
state level. The local reporting agency has free access to the information available from 
the entire statewide database housed at the CSFM. This u:illque resource is the product 
of 160,000 individual fire reports, contributed by over 900 fire departments each year. 
The sharing of this data at the state and national levels further leverages the benefits 
gained at the local level. 

An additional cost benefit is realized if the department elects to report Hazardous 
Material incidents on the CFIRS report. This eliminates the need to submit a separate 
manual form to the Office of Emergency Services. 

There is also an opportunity for some cost recovery. It is common practice for 
fire departments to charge a fee for copies of incident reports. These records are. often 
sought for insurance and tax purposes, .criminal investigations, etc. Although there is no 
standard by which to calculate estimated revenue, this is a definite option for recovering . 
some portion of local costs. 
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DATA ELEMENT COMPARISION BETWEEN 
THE ORIGINAL AND THE UPDATED CFIRS FIRE REPORT 

FIRE DEPT ID NUMBER X X SAME 
.. ,·. 

INCIDENT NUMBER X X SAME 
' ' 

EXPOSURE NUMBER X X SAME 

MULTI-AGENCY INC NUMBER X ADDED 

[MONTH-DAY-YEAR X J SAME AS 

INCIDENT DATE X 

DAY CODE X DELETED 

[TIME · X J SAME AS 

DISPATCH TIME X 

ARRIVAL TIME X ADDED, OPTIONAL-LOCAL USE 

END TIME .X ADDED, OPTIONAL-LOCAL USE 

ADDITIONAL DAYS X ADDED 

FIRST IN COMPANY X ADDED, OPTIONAL-LOCAL USE 

COUNTY OF FIRE X DELETED 

[DISTRICT/CITY X J SAME AS, OPTIONAL-LOCAL USE 

DISTRICT X 

[OUT OF JURISDICTION X J SAME AS 

AUTOMATIC/MUTUAL AID x. 

[TYPE OF INCIDENT X J SAME AS 

SITUATIONS FOUND X 

[ALARM SOURCE X J SAME AS 

METHOD OF AlARM X 

TYPE OF WEATHER X ADDED, OPTIONAL-LOCAL USE 

AIR TEMP X ADDED, OPTIONAL-LOCAL USE 

PROPERTY MGMT X X SAME 

INCIDENT ADDRESS X X .SAME, OPTIONAL-LOCAL USE 

[CENSUS/PARCEL NUMBER X J 'SAME AS 

CENSUS TRACT X 
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DATA ELEMENT COMPARISION.BETWEEN 
THE ORIGINAL AND· THE UPDATED CFIRS FIRE REPORT 

e 
! .•• ' . 

FIRE HAZARD SEVERITY ZONE . ---"~ '.' .. f . :~x '.:· . ADDED, OPTIONAL 
~- ~ ..:~>_~>:-:~])~---;;~~ -~·;-::,~- ..: .' .. ·.i ''! : __ ~-., 

NUMBER PERSONNEL RESPONDED \': .·..:· ·X :.ADDED, OPTIONAL-LOCAL USE 
NUMBER APPARATUS RESPONDED . r.- -· . 

~-- -~:" · .. X · ADDED, OPTIONAL-LOCAL USE 
,\ . : -- ~ '; [~ ~ .--. 

J 
[ OQCURANT 

.. -." ' X SAME AS, OPTIONAL-LOCAL USE .... ;:_~ -~ . 

.MANAGER .X 
INVOLEMENT CODE X ADDED, OPTIONAL-LOCAL USE 

[PROPERTY CLASS-COMPLEX X ] SAME AS 
GENERAL PROPERTY USE X 

[PROPERTY CLASS-INDIVIDUAL X J SAME·AS 
SPECIFIC PROPERTY USE X 

CONSTRUCTION DATE (MOBILE HOMES) X DELETED 

BUILDING CODE OCCUPANCY TYPE X ADDED 

[PROPERTY TYPE X J e STRUCTURE TYPE X SAME AS 

CONSTRUCTION TYPE 
- EXTERIOR WALL X SAME AS 
- INTERIOR WALL X 
- FLOOR/ROOF X 
-FIRE RATED X 

CONSTRUCTION TYPE X 
ROOF COVERING X 

NUMBER OF STORIES X X SAME 

STRUCTURE STATUS X ADDED 

OCCUPIED AT TIME OF INCIDENT X ADDED 

[MOBILE PROPERTY TYPE X J SAME AS 
VEHICLE PROPERTY TYPE X 

· MOBILE PROPERTY 
-MAKE X ADDED, OPTIONAL ' 
-MODEL X ADDED, OPTIONAL ' 
- LICENSE NUMBER X ADDED, OPTIONAL ' 
-DATE X ADDEO, OPTIONAL ' 
-YEAR X ADDED, OPTIONAL ; 
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DATA ELEMENT COMPARISION BETWEEN 
THE ORIGINAL ANDTHE UPDATED CFIRS.f:=IRE REPORT 

e 
J [EXTENT OF DAMAGE-FIRE X SAME AS 

EXTENT OF DAMAGE-FLAME .x 
••', 

~ :.' ::·; .'t-.: ~· .~ .. : r. . .. - -\' 
EXTENT.OF DAMAGE-SMOKE X X SAME. 

;; ·[ ·. ' 

· ExrembF DAMAGE-WATER ·. ;' -, . ·X · DELETED . 
·.··r .. 

MATERIAL GENERATING MOST SMOKE-TYPE X ADDED, OPTIONAL 
MATERIAL GENERATING MOST SMOKE-FORM X ADDED, OPTIONAL 

[MAIN AVENUE OF SMOKE SPREAD X J SAME AS 
MAIN AVENUE OF SMOKE TRAVEL . X 

FUEL MODEL x· ADDED, OPTIONAL 

ACRES BURNED X ADDED 

METHOD OF EXTINGUISMENT X ADDED 
PORTABLE EXTINGUISHERS-TYPE X DELETED 

SIGNAL OR WARNING .SYSTEM e -TYPE X SAME AS 
- MEANS OF ACTIVATION X 
- TYPE DETECTORS X 

DETECTION SYSTEM TYPE X 

DETECTION SYSTEM POWER SUPPLY X ADDED 

[SIGNAL OR WARNING SYSTef EFFECTIVENESS X J SAME AS 
DETECTION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE X 

DETECTION SYSTEM REASON FOR FAILURE. X ADDED 

[ EX11NGUISHING SYSTEM TYPE X ] SAME AS 
SPRINKLERS-TYPE X 
STANDPIPES-TYPE X 
SPECIAL HAZARD PROTECTION-TYPE X 

.EXTINGUISHING SYSTEM PERFORMANCE X SAME AS 
SPRINKLERS EFFECTIVENESS X 
STANDPIPES EFFECTIVENESS X 
PORTABLE EXTINGUISHERS EFFECTIVNESS X 
SPECIAL HAZARD PROTECTION EFFECTIVNESS X 

e EXTINGUISHING SYSTEM REASON FOR FAILURE X ADDED 
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,. DATA ELEMENT COMPARiSION BETWEEN 
THE ORIGINAL AND THE UPDATED CFIRS FIRE REPORT 

SPRINKLER HEADS-TYPE 
SPRINKLER HEADS-NUMBER ACTIVATED 

PRIVATE BRIGADE-TYPE. 
PRIVATE BRIGADE-EFFECTIVENESS 

WATCHMAN EFFECTIVENESS 

OTHER FACILITIES EFFECTIVENESS 

[

FIREFIGHTER-NUMBER INJURED 
FIREFIGHTER-NUMBER OF DEATHS 
FIRE SERVICE CASUAL TV -INJURIES 
FIRE SERVICE CASUALTY-FATALITIES 

[

CIVILIANS-NUMBER INJURED 
CIVILIANS-NUMBER OF DEATHS . 
NON-FIRE SERVICE FIRE CASUAL TV -INJURIES 
NON-FIRE SERVICE FIRE CASUALTY-FATALITIES 

X 
X 

X 

X 

x· 
X 

X 
X 
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X ADDED 
X ADDED 

DELETED 
DELETED 

DELETED 

DELETED 

J 
SAME AS 

X 
X 

X 

J SAMEAS 

X 

•.. :: . 

e 
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S~A~E BOARD OF FIRE SERVICES ;;\•;;-; 

composition (Section 13140, Health and Safety Code) 
.. ' 

The Board :t-ias originally created in 1945 as the State Fire Advis.oi:;y, ·_. 
Board. At that time, it had eleven members. · This Boa:rd · wa:~ · ~' ' 
abolished on· December 31, 1973; and replaced by the State Board of· · • · 
Fire services (SBFS). Originally, the SBFS consisted of. fifteen .. · ~ 

.members. The membership was increased to seventeen in 198.3 -and· .to 
eighteen in 1984. 

Membership (Section 13140 .. 5 Health and Safety Code) 

a. The State Fire Marshal - Ex Officio Member, Chair of the Board 

b. Chief of Fire Protection, Department of Forestry - Ex Officio 
Member 

c. Chief of Fire and Rescue Division, Office of Emerge~cy 
Services - Ex Officio Member 

d. One Represent-ative of the Insurance Industry - Appointed by 
the Governor 

- e. Four Fire Chiefs - Appointed by the Governor (3 selected from 
names submitted by the California Fire Chiefs' Association; 
1 selected from names submitted by the California Metropolitan 
Fire Chiefs) 

f. Six Fire Service Labor Representatives - Appointed by the 
Governor (selected from names submitted by statewide employee 
organizations representing rank and file firefighters with 

.organization memberships exceeding 2,000 firefighters) 

g. One Representative of City Government - Appointed by the 
Governor (selected from elected or appointed city chief 
administrative officers) · · 

h. one Representative from a Fire District - Appointed .by the
Governor (selected from elected or appointed directors of fire 
districts).· . · · · .-

i. one Representative from County Government - Appointed by the 
. Governor (selected from elected or appointed county chief 
administrative officers) 

j. One Representative of V~lunteer Firefighters - Appointed by 
the Governor (selected from names submitted by statewide 
volunteer firefighter organizations with memberships exceeding 
2,000 persons) 
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S:l:!ltd. of CaTifornia EXHIBITD 
• 'll....:,, 

.M E M·O R A N n U M 

. oe, .. ·september 21. 1992 . ·.·· .. 
~l!:CEiV5D. 

ro Mr. Stephen R. Lehman 
Assistant Executive Di-rector 
Commission on State·Mandates 

SEP 2 B 199[ . 

Fram -: Department of Finance -:. '",.-{.:, ... 

Subject:· .. Test Clciim No; CSM-4419 from the San.Ramon Valley Fire Protection District based 
on the 1990. California Fire Incident Reporting. System (CFIRS) ·Manual 

this claim is based on the amendments to the CFiRS Manual adopted by the State 
Fire Marshal (SFM) in 1990. That manual was first issued in_ 1974 in respons·e 
to .a directive in Chapter 758, Statutes of 1972, which required local fire. 
protection agencies to furnish data on fire incidents to. the SFM ... ·. That 
legislation also required the SFM to record, analyze .and annually compile a 
statewide report based on the data received. The claimant contends that the 
1990 amendments to CFIRS, which culminated a two-year effort involving extensive 
input from local fire protection agencies, constitute a reimbursable state
mandated program because they required those agencies to: 

1) provide additional types and amounts of data on fire incidents; and 

2) provide all such data on either diskette or magnetic tape. 

'The Department of Finance has reviewed this claim and, after discussing. the 
matter with representatives of the SFM, has concluded that the 1990 CFIRS 
revisions do constitute a limited state-mandated local program. Specifically, 
the provision requiring that data be provided only rin diskette or magnetic tape 
was a new requirement and may have resulted in some fire protection· agencies 
having to acquire computer capability by 1 ease or by purchase. The SFM advises 
that the quantity of data to be reported in the new format has not increased.and 
will provide evidence to substantiate that point in both their written 
recommendation and in their oral testimony before the Commission on November 19, 
1992. In addition, we would note that the Commission has heard and denied a 
test claim {No. CSM-4356) based on a very similar factual situation involving 
the Ca 1 i forni a Schoril Accounting Manu a 1 ( CSAM). Pertinent excerpts from the 
"Statement of Decision" on that claim are included in Item ·3 6f the attached 
"Declaration". To summarize that decision, the Commission found that, since 
school districts had been required since at ·least 1964 to comply with CSAM, 
subsequent changes in CSAM did not constitute a reimbursable mandate because it 
did not alter the undetlying requirement to provide the data prescribed in CSAM. 
We would contend that the same rationale would apply_ to the 1990 revisions to 
CFIRS. . 

In response to the three specific questions posed in your January 15, 1992 
memorandum, we offer the following: 
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1) the CFIRS Manual first issued in 1974 and updated in 1990 was in response 
to the di rectiv'e in Chapter 758/72 to " ... adopt regulations prescribing 
the scope of the information to b.e reported, the manner of reporting such 
information, forms to be used .•. " and, we believe, therefore meets the 
definitionof "executive order" in Government Code Section 17516. 

2) as indicated above, by changing the reporting format from manually
completed forms to diskette or magnetic tape, the 1990 revisions 
constituted a higher level ·of .service in an existing program for any 

·local fire protection agency which did not have the capability to report 
the data in that fashion, i.e., did not have access to a computer. 

3) we do not believe that any of the prohibitions in Government Code 
Section 17556 to the Commission finding a mandate apply to this test 
claim . 

. If you have any ·questions regarding this memorandum, please contact James Apps 
of my staff at 324-0043. 

Attachment 

cc: Edwar.d Sei ts, Office of the State Fire Marsha 11 
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DECLARATION OF JAMES M. APPS 
.. DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE 
'· CLAIM NO. CSM-4419 

Attachment 1 

1. I am currently employed by the State of California, Department of Finance, 
am familiar with the duties of the department and am authorized to· make this 
declaration on behalf of the department. · · 

2. Section 17516 bf the Government Code defines "executive order" as " ... any 
order, plan, requirement, rule, or regulation issued by •.. any officer.or 
official serving at the· pleasure of the Governor ... (or) ... any agency, 
department, board, or commission of state government." 

3. On March 28, 1991, the Commission adopted a "Statement of Decision" on Test 
Claim No. CSM-4354, based on ~hapter 268, Statutes of 1984, et al ., titled 
"California School Accounting Requirements". The following are several 
citations from that Decision at the pages noted therein: 

(a) "Based on its review of former ED. Code sections 20601 and 20604, as 
enacted by Chapter 2/59, the Commission found that school districts 
have 1 ong been required to fi 1 e an annua 1 budget, in the form 
prescribed by the Superintendent of Public Instruction. Thus, while 
Chapter 917/87 amended the provisions of Ed. Cbde Sections 42122 and 
42126, the Commission found that there was no underlying change in 
the requirement that school districts prepare an annual· budget in 
the format prescribed by 'the Superintendent of Public Instruction." 
(pp. 9 & 10) ' ' 

(b) ·~The Commission· foun·d that the administrative duties of school 
districts are fundamentally the same under the subject legislation 
as they were under the prior.law, and only the. prescribed format to 
be used in preparing and submitting their annual budgets, has been 
changed. Thus, the Commission recognized that the. claimant was 
attempting to equate increased costs, resulting from the change in 
the prescribed . format for the itemization of revenues and 
expenditures, to a higher level of service in an existing program." 
(p. 10) 

(c) "In response to the on-going requirements of CSAM, the Commission 
observed that school districts have been statutorily required to 
comply with the California School Accounting Manual since at least 
1964 when former Ed. Code section 17199 was added by Chapter 1577, 
Statutes of 1963. In addition, the Commission noted that a review of 
the "Preface" to CSAM affirms that there is a long history of school 
district compliance. with financial accounting manuals issued by the 
SOE. The Commission observed that after the transition period, 
school districts were merely required to comply with the on-going. 
requirements of CSAM, as they have done since at least 1964. 
Therefore, the Commissi6n found that on-going compliance with CSAM 
cannot result in "costs mandated by the state," because the 
requirement to comply with CSAM existed prior to January 1, 197~." 
(pp. 13 & 14) 
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"I certify under pen a 1 ty of perjury that the foregoing is true and correct of/:. ,:· 
my own k~owledge, except as to the matters w~ich are ~herein sh~ed. as\.;::.;, .. 
informat1on or belief and, as to those matters, I bel1eve them to ~e:::t_~?ue." ':!;~';·: 

.,.,.,-. ..... 
, ... .-... ·;-:-J~,:. · .... -

'i/.~" 4L--s~~~ c:r ate and Place · ; · 

LR: CORR\CSM4419. 6,20\2 
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A EXHIBITE 

CSM T 12 811 

-'>.1--~-

TEST CLAIM FORM ' 

Claim No. CS/n -
Local Agency or School District Submitting Claim · 

City of Newport Beach 

Contact Person · Telephone No. 

Glen Everroad, Revenue Manage,r. 

( 714 ) 644-3144 
Address 

330Q Newport Blvd, Newport Beach, CA 92663 

R.sentatlve Organization to be Notified ' 
· · David M. Griffith & Assoc., LTD. 

Allan Burdick . · 
· 8718 ~are9Ri Aue tP· rarmjchael CA 95608 · MY hj . J 

This test claim alleges the existence of a reimbursable state mandated program within the meaning of section 17614 of the 
Government Code and section 6, article XIIIB of the California Constitution. This test claim Is filed pursuant to section 17551 (a) of the 
Go·1ernment Code. 

' Identify specific section(s) of the chaptered bill or executive order alleged to contain a mandate, including the particular statutory code 
section(s) within the chaptered bill, if applicable. · 

,:Ne~-Cf'IRS Manual--Version·l.O/July, 1990 

IMPORTANT: PLEASE SEE INSTRUCTIONS AND FILING REQUIREMENTS FOR COMPLETING A TEST CLAIM ON THE 
REVERSE SIDE. . . 

Name end Tille of Authorized Representative 

Glen Everroad, Revenue Matia~e\" 
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(714) 644-3144 

). 
Date 

5/27/96 



rEST CLAIM 
: ·.:: p 

··California. F~re hicldent Report !;!ystem . . ~- .-.' ,.' ;.;-:::. ~ - - .. 

- .. :.... .... ; ... :: .. 
The City of Newport Beach hereby submits thli'tesfclaimto' th~ 2'J;irurussion on State Mandates which alleges 
that the California Fire Incident Reporting Sys~ep1 (qiRS.) as redesigned and described in the July 1990 CFIRS 
Manual constitutes a increased level of sel:vii:e.to'local fire· service agencies and results in corresponding 
increased state mandated costs. ' ' 

• •• "~ I 

SUMMARY OF THE MANDATE 

The first statewide system for reporting fire incidents in Calffornia was authorized by Chapte; 758, StatUtes of 
1972. This statute authorized the California State Fire Marshal (CSFM) to obtain reports from local agencies 
imd to record, analyze' and annually compile a statewide report. The Fire Marshal implemented a manual 
reporting system in 1974 which was called the California Fire 'Incident Report System: · 

In July 1990, after more than ·two· years of work to upgrade the system, the State .Fire Marshall promulgated 
greatly expanded fire reporting requirements. TlieSerequitements · are delineated in the· CFIRS Maniial for 
implementation by all fire agencies by January I, 1992. In ail April 1990 letter to all fire chiefs, the State Fire 
Marshall points out that his "office recently redesigned the California Fire Incident Reporting System (CFIRS), 
to be far more comprehensive and totally automated." In general, the reporting system was expanded from 10 
items to 100 items with some of the additional items designated optional. The additional optional items are not. 
included in this test claim. · 

The new CFIRS system clearly represents a major increase in the level of service required to be provide by local 
agencies to the state. The staff time, materials and equipment necessary for fire service agencies to comply with 
the expanded requirements has resulted in increased costs to the City of Newport Beach and to all other local 
fire agencies that are or will be complying with the .new mandate. 

PRIOR LAW AND PRACTICE 

Chapter 758, statutes of 1972 required the State Fire Marshall to gather and report on infomiation concerning 
each fire incident in the State. That chapter amended the Health and Safecy Code to read as follows: 

13110.5 the State Fire Marshall shall gather sUi tis tical information on all fires occurring within this· 
state. Beginning January l, 1974 the chief fire officials of each fire department, operated by the state, a 
city; cjty and county, organized fue company, or other public or private entity which occurs within this 
area of jurisdiction. The State Fire Marshall shall adopt regulations prescribing the scope of the 
information to be reported, the manner of reporting such information, forms to be used, the time such 
information shall be .reported and other requirements and regulations as he deeins necessary. 

Under the provisions of the new CFIRS, the California State Fire Marshal (CSFM) can only accept quarterly 
reporting in either of the two mediums, by diskette or magnetic tape. The manual provides very specific 
instructions that must be followed by submitting the required information. 

The new CFIRS has expanded the 10 categories to approximately 100 categories. As noted previously some of 
the newly required information is optional and not included in this test claim. Nevertheless, the newly required 
information represents a manifold increase over previous requirements. The one page reporting form has been 
expanded to three pages. A copy of the three page reporting form is presented following this page. 
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. Among the new requi!ed repor~l)g categories are the following: 
• · Dispatch'time,,Arrival Time, Bild time, Additional days, First in Company 
• Total-Fire~Service.Pefsonnel Respon~ed- career and vo1unteer 
• Number AJ'Paratus Responded-- engine, truck, medical rescue and other 
• Information for Mobile Property Involved · 
• Type of Action Taken - contributing factors, method of extinguishment 
• Bquip~ent Involved in Ignition- type, model, serial number, etc. 
• For Siriictiire Fires-- roof ~bvering; number of stores, etc. 

4' f'.. .. - . • . 

• Other Actions Taken aild Special Studies 
• , ···~~ 1 ; ·1 . 

In addition to adding new categories and/or expanding the information requirements contained in some of the 
original. categories, the new CFIRS added two new sections, each requiring a separate. page to complete. The 
two new sections are: 

• Fire Service Casualty - this section contains 50 areas to enter data on each fire service casualty. It 
also contains a s.ection for narrative comments. 

• Non-Fire Service Casualty Report - this new section contains 37 areas to enter data for each non
fJ.Te service casualty. It also contains a section for narrative comments. · 

· In order to provide the necessary instructions for local agencies to comply with the new CFIRS, the manual or 
code book has been increased from approximately 100 pages to over 500 p_ages. · 

I 
The implementation and conversion of CFIRS from the old manual system to the new computerized system 
resul~ in a wide range of new state mandated activities. 

I!! general, there are two cost categories, (1) costs associated with the implementation of the new system, and {2) 
the on-going reporting and operational costs. Bach is discussed briefly below and a general cost is provided for 
each: 

L IMPLEMENTATION COSTS 

1. Development, Implementation and Conversion Plan 

In order to implement the system, the City of Newport Beach reviewed the requirementS of the new 
. system, consulted with the State Fire Marshal's Office, determined how to convert the manual system 

to an automated system and developed a plan for implementation and conversion. 

2. Design New System, Obtain Software, Install and J:est System 

The City initially assigned a fire captain to modify existing software in an attempt to satisfy the 
reporting requirements. The fire captain spent approximately one thousand hours in developing 
a reporting system. This program never succeeded in producing a tape that satisfied the Fire Marshal's 
requirements. In 1993, the Fire Marshal sent a notice to the City's Fire Chief, advising him of the 
City's failure to satisfy the new reporting requirements. The City then purchased new software and . 

. contracted the services of a computer programmer who modified the new software, and ultimately met 
the reporting requirements. This system, while meeting the CSFM's additional reporting requirements,.· 
required excessive effort to operate and maintain. In 1994, tlie City purchased, installed and tested a 
new computer program designed to satisfy the CSFM's reporting requirements. 

Programming Costs:$ 41,250 
Computer Software Costs:$3,395 
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Develop Training Program and Train Staff 
.J:,,--:ii. 

,,·...:· It was necessary to develop a training program as well as train staff on both the inereased reporting 
· ~~jrements and the use of the computerized reporting systems . .An initial four hour training 
.program was provided to 36 fire officers, and it has been necessary to periodically ujxlate the training. 

.. :..·_· .. ~: . 

Estimated Staff Cost:$ 3,415 

n. ON-GOING DATA COLLECTION, RECORDING, REPORTING AND OPERATIONAL COSTS 

· I. Collection and Recording of Incident Data at the Scene 

The CFIRS manual recommends that a single person at the scene should be assigned the responsibility 
of collecti'!g and recording all the required information. It also recommends the report be completed 
as soon as possible as any undue delay could adversely affect the accuracy of the report. The City of 

. Newport Beach has assigned fire captains and paramedics to be responsible for collecting and 
recording the additional data identified in the July, 1990, State Fire Marsha·! requirements at the scene 
of the incident Additionally, in order to satisfy the documentation requirements of all incidents 
occurring within the City of Newport Beach, the City must contact and obtain the CFIRS information 
from bordering'flie agencies providing responses within our corporate limits. 

2. Complete, Review, Verify, Correct Data and Enter into Computer . 

The City's fire captains complete the CFIRS Incident Report, including the additional information 
required in the 1990 CFIRS Reporting Manual. They review and correct reports, then enter the data · 
into the computer syste1,11. The ·1990 CFIRS manual states, "the information {once in the computer) 
should be reviewed one last time before it is saved in the local data bank". The City's fire captains 
perform this additional review before saving ·the data in the computer system. 

On the a,verage, the City's fire captains take one hour to collect, record, review, verify, correct and 
.. - enter the additional information required by the 1990 CFIRS manual. The City of Newport Beach 

prepares approximately 4,000 CFIRS incidents annually. 

Annual On-going Staff Reporting Costs: $21,630 

3. Prepare and Submit Quarterly Reports to State Fire Marshall 

Quarterly reports are generated electronically from data filed in. the computer. Prior to 
generating the report for the CSFM, a computer programmer is responsible for running an error 
report to identify incomplete and incorrect information, and transmitting those records for correction to 

· the appropriate fire captains for completion. Once corrected, the programmer verifies the report, 
creates a delimi.ted computer file and transmits same to. the CSFM. The programmer is also 
responsible for correcting any deficiencies identified by the CSFM's office in the information provided. 
The department's computer programmer spends approximately 40 hours each quarter preparing the 
report for transmission to the CSFM. 

Cost to Prepare. Quarterly Reports: $1,000 
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These categories and general cost estimates are intended to give the Commission on State Mandates a basic 
understanding of the scope of the work required to meet the mandate. The City has incurred costs in excess of 
$200 each year since fiscal year '90/' 91. Additional cost categories and sub-categories will need to be 
developed for inclusion in the Parameters and Guidelines. No indirect costs have been calculated. 

NO STATE OR FEDERAL PROVISIONS IMPACTING THE MANDATE 

There are no state constitutional provisions, federal statutes or executive orders, and/or any court decisions that 
impact this state mandated program: 

NO OFF-SEITING REVENUES 

There are no off-setting revenues, such as fees, charges or special assessments authorized to pay for the 
increased cost of the CFIRS. 
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CAUFORNIA. FIRE INCIDENT REPOR11NQ SYSTEM 
INCIDENT REPORT 

CFIRS 1 

... 

• 
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SECTION A 

• I 

CA$11"'-TY NUAI&SA 

NAME: '""· Flrol, M.l. 
I I I 0 I' 

ADDRESS I CllY 

CAUFORNIA FIRE INCIDENT REP.ORJlNQ__S'(STEM 
FIRE SERVICE CASUALTY REPORT 

l.:~~- ... 

. -~ ..... ,.,. . ~ ..... ...~ .... _ 
- ····-··· 

I ' ' 
I BfJ,C,7~-:-·-r'l'DATE OF BlAT~ I ' ' I 

I 

----~--- .... -~ .. 
I ' I _!_ _l _L _t_ I ' ' I ' 

' 

I 

I. I 

I _l I o ' ' o I I 
-; 

I ' o I 
,-

' ' _]_ 

SOCIAL BECURilY NUIIBER 
I _t_ o 1-o t__l-I_L 

CASUALTY _
1 

· I 
I 

J!lABUAL TY I SEVERITY 
. 

1-DATE - I I TIME I 
PlRT(SI OF BODY 

I 'I I 1· , I 
ACTIYilY AT TIME OF CASUALTY 

AFFEC'IiO 
_]_ I 

CAUSE OF CASWI.TY IIECXCAL CARE PROVCEO 

I ' I 

CDNTRBl/TINQ U.ed ~CI. \ SIIIUI No. 1 
EDU11'11ENT _ I-

'' CONTRBUTI!IG UMd No.2 
I 

SUIIUI No. z·· 
EDUIPIIENT 

I 

CDNTRBUTIHQ u...s No,, B1a1u1 No.3 
EDU11'11ENT J _j_ 

. 

. 

. . 
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lACE t' . I SERVCE-DA'Ii . 
I I I I' I I I 

I I 0 
I AREA I TEI.S>K:II€ 

'- 1- I I ; 

o. o l .L ' ' _j 

l I STATE I ZIP 
L 

EIFID'I'E 
SliOUO f I j_ Autanm•nl 

~RIMARY SYMPTOM I I SE~ SYUPTON 
I 

WHERE CASUALlY a:oJRREO 
I I ' 
- I DISI'OSITION OF CASUALTY 

I _L 

PerlotllllftCit He. 1 

I I 
Pertormance No. 2 

I I I 

P..-lormanc• No. ' 
I I I 

. 



• 

. 

. CALIFORNIA FIRE INCIDENT REPORTING SYSTEM 
NON-FIRE SERVICE CASUALTY REPORT 

. COMMENTS . •, . • .1 
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DECLARATION OF 
City of Newport Beach Fire Protection ... ~--•.. 

. . ... " . 

CFIRS Test Claim. 

. . 

I am the Fire and Marine Chief and in charge of the Fire Prevention Division at 
the City of Newport Beach. In that capacity, I am responsible for the planning. 
and implementation of the new California Fire Incident Reporting Systein 
(CFIRS) for the City. 

The new fire incident ·reporting system as described in the 1990 CFIR.' S 
Manual represented a substantial increase in the reporting requirements for the 

.. City of Newport Beach. To comply with the requirements, new computer 
software was designed and purchased from outside vendors. The new system 
was installed and tested. 

A training program wa.S developed, and. individuals with the responsibility for 
·preparing reports were trained. On an ongoing basis, the new data has been · 
collected, entered into the s"ystem and reports prepared. Training has also been 

· required on an ongoing basis. 

-The City ofNewportBeach has worked on implementation of these additional 
reporting requirements over several years. Precise cos_ts have not been tracked 
since July of 1990, but I believe the estimates provided in the City of Newport 
Beach's Test Claim are conservative and reasonable. · 

The foregoing· facts are known to .the personally· and if so required, I could and 
would testify to the statements made herein. 

I declare under penalty of perjury the laws of the State of California that the 
foregoing is true and correct. · · 

Executed on December 22, 1995, at Newport Beach, California. 

Ttmothy ·Riley 
·Fire and Marin Chief 
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CFIRS FILE, NAMING CONVENTION. FOR _P~ .BASED DATA SUBMISSION-

CF!RS data submitted to CSFM on di~kette must conform to ·~a following specifications: 

.1. File Names must use the foi!owing format; J. ·:· .•. . 

FILE NAME 

Position 1 = F for fire data or C for casualty data 
Positions 2-6 = FOlD (must be 5 digits) 

SUFFIX 

Positions 1-2 = Year .(last 2 digits) 
Position · 3 = Quarter (1-4) 

EXAMPLE: 
F01200.901 
F12345.923 
C00888.912 

Fire data for FOlD 01200, 1990, 1st qtr. 
Fire data for FOlD 12345, 1992, 3rd ·qtr. 
Casualty for FOlD 00888, 1991, 2nd qtr. 

2. Data must_ be ASCI! text files, delimited by carriage returns. 

3. IBM compatable and Mac diskettes are the preferred media. Both 3.5" and 5 1/4" diskettes, in 
any density are acceptable. Higher densities are preferred due to the increased capacity. Ott,· 
types of media will be ~onsidered (i.e. bernoulli) if the demand exists. 

4. We· will attempt to facilitate those departments havin~ other equipment than PC or Mac and will 
work with them on a one-on-one basis. Please contact CSFM as soon as possible if you would like 
to submit data on· media different than tnat mentioned above. · 

5. If _your depar:tment will be submitting more than one quarter's worth of data on a diskette, please 
· use one file per quarter as opposed to combining the data Into one file. . 

. . 
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CF~RS EDXT SPECIFICATIONS . . 

SECTION: A; · - General and Casualty · · e NAME ON n-m FORM: · FDID _- __ -·---~'--'·· 
.. ·'"' . ' 

MEANING OF N~: Fire DepartmeD£:-idE7ntification NUmber 
.... 

··FIELD LE:NG1H: s ·- ''Nt.IMBER.' oF sE.fST 1 

REQUIRED: Alwavs: 

'WHEN SI11JATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID -IS: 

. 'WHEN OntER. CONDmON IS: 

Yes 
~ .,. ............. . 

, .. ~~t?citti'c;~3I: No 
;_·, 'l .... 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

.l:'age: J. 

UNE: 1 

Conditional: No · 

Jue-Code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

CFIRS: Yes Other Code or Value:· No 

IF NO VAUD CODE OR OTHER COD~ TABLE: 

. Acceptable Values: 

· •. ~~lid state Fire Marshal assigned number for the reporting department. 

DATA MUST CONTAIN: N 

Pick One of: (A) Alpha ONLY . (N) Numeric. ONLY 
(AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
CANS) Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) · 

All Leading Trailing_ All Leading Trailing 
1tify Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces Zeros Zeros Zeros 

-~n: . Right OK OK QK QK OK OK 

No No No .. -No No ·No No No 

OTiiER. INTERNAL EDITING: 

None 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

. 6/89 
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Cll'IHS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS Page: 2 

SECTION: A; Genera1 and casua1ty UNE: 1 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Incident Number 

MEANING OF NAME: Unique Number assigned to the Incident. 

FIELD LENGTH: 10 

REQUIRED: - Alwavs; - Yes 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OnmR CONDITION IS: 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itselO 

Value Code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE; 

Acceptable Values: 

NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

Optional: No · Conditional: No -

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: Yes 

--

First two digits must ~e equal to the Incident Year. 
to the right of the year must be greater than zero. 

The 8 digit number 

'lihis number must be ur.i.ique·for each incident. 
. ·.l 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: N . 

Pick One of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY . (0) Other (specify) 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric & Special C~ars (anything) 

,Justify 
Left 

Justify 
Right 

·All 
Spaces 
QK 

No Yes No 
(8 digits) 

OTHER IN1ERNAL EDITING: 

Record Layout: 
Incident Year = 2 digits 
Incident Number = 8 digits 

Leading 
Spaces 
OK 

No 

ExTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) _ 

Trailing 
Spaces 
QK 

No 

All 
Zeros 
QK 

No 

_Leading Trailing 
Zeros Zeros 
OK QK 

Yes No 
(8 digits) 

. 
------~----~----------------~-

Submitted by the CFIRS Edit requirement Sub-Committee 6/89. 
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!FIRS EDIT SPEQ];J'ICATIONS JI),GE: 3 . 

·cTION:i ar General ana casualt7 

'IeN~ ,C>~. THE !'0~: Ezp. Ho. 

L~NE: 1 

ANING OF NAME: Exposure Nwllbe~ 

U:QUIRED: Always: Yea 

olHEN SITUA':t'ION FOUND ~S: 
•'"'EN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
, tEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

Optional; Bo 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

: ITERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Cgnditipnal: Ho 

,.,..__e Code: NFPA 901: No Cf!RS: No Other Code pr Value: Yes 

CHAPTER: 

~! NO VALID COPE OR OTHER CODE TABLE; 

eceptable Values: . . .., . 

Prima:ry Incident must :be ooo, all otbers must be > ooo and 5. tn. · 

b.is n~er must be unique for eacb incident. 

··~ 

'HE DATA MUST CONTAIN: N (NOTE: Do not· leave :blank• Must be zero filled.) 

~ck one of: . (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha & Numeric· ONLY · · {0) · Otlier ·(specify) 
(ANS). Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) · · .. 

All leading Trailing All leading Trailing 
_ustify Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces Zeros Zeros Zeros 
,l&!t Bight 2X ·gx mi mi mi .ms 

10 YES HO HO HO na YES HO 

)'l'HER INTERNAL EDITING: 
. '· 

An Exposure Humber cannot be 4uplicate4 on &D)" viven incident number. - ' 

tf Exp,; No. > 0 and No Primary Incide:nt vitb Exp. 11o. = 0 . · . 
ea~ning "An Exposure Report ia 8u:bmitted vitb DO Prim&%]' Incident Report~n 

:annot !lave tvo incide:nta vitb ezact17 tbe •am• Incil!ent Humber ana Exposure 
~umber. · 

--------------------------------1031------------------~~R~e-v-~~O~B~/~9~1--. 



ra.ge; 4 

SECTION: A; General and casualty 

FIELD NAME ON TiiE FORM: Exp. No. (Continue) 

OTiiER. INTERNAL EDITING: 

LJNE: 1 

IP Exp. No •. > 0 and Primary Incident on file 
Numbers must be in consecutive Order. 
IP NOT in consecutive order 

Warninq 11Exposure Numbers not in consecutive order. 11 

EXI'ERNAL SPEQFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

. :~ 

IP Exp. No. > 0 and Auto/MUtual Aid = 4 1 5 1 6 
Error 11Exposure Report ONLY allowed for a Incident with :No Auto;Mutual 
Aid Given. 11 

-. ~ . 

.-. ~--~--~--~----~--------~-
Submitted by the a:IRS Edit requirement Sub-coiil!Ilittee 6/89 
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CFXRS EDX~ SPECXFICA~IONS 

SECTION: AI General and Casualty UNE: 1 

~NAME .ON THE FORM: · Incident N\UIIl:ler and Exposure NUmber (C_o~ined) 

~NG OF NAME: ·· ·· 

FIELD LENGTii: NUMBER OF SETS: · 
:.·.: ... __ · 

REQUIRED: Alwavs: Optional: 

WHEN SITUATION POUND IS: ····· 
WHEN AUTO!MtrrUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IP DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field.by itself) 

Value· Code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

CFIRS; No . Other Code or Value: Yes 

IF NO V AUD CODE. OR OTHER' CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

Combination of both must be a unique number assigned to the incident. 

- DATA MUST CONTAIN:. 

Pick One.of: . (A) Alpha ONLY . · (N) Numeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 

· (ANS) Alpha Numeric 8c Special Chars (anything) · 

Justify 
l.eft 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

All ' 
Spaces 
QK 

Leading 
Spaces 
QK 

Trailing 
Spaces 
QK. 

All 
Zeros 
QK 

Leading 
Zeros 
QK 

. Trailing 
Zeros 
QK 

Combination of both numbers cannot be duplicated on any given incident. 

EXTERNAL SPEQFlCATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

~~~ Sub~tted by ~e CFlRS Edit requirement Sub-Coau;nittee 6/89 
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Cli'IRS EDIT SPECU'l:CATIONS 

SEcn.ON: AI Genera1 and Casualty LINE: 

FIElD NAME ON THE FORM: Transaction Date. (NOT on Form., ONLY in Recore!.) 

MEANING OF NAME: 

· FIElD LENGTH: . 6 NUMBER. OF SETS: 

REQUIRED:· Alwavs: Yes Optional: No · Conditional: No 

WHEN SITIJATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER. CONDITION IS: 

lP DATA IS PRESENT 

. INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Page: 6 

Value Code: NfPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

~No Other Code or Value: Yes 

.IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER. CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 
. . 

Month = 01 - 12;·, Day, = 01 - 31, Year = Year transaction of. records to 
state. 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: N 

Pick One of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY. 
(AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All Le11ding T~lling All 
· Justify justify Spaces Spaces Spaces Zeros 

Left . B!&!ll OK OK .QK' OK 

No No No No No No 

OtHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

Record Layout: YYMMDD. 

Leading 
Zeros 
.QK 

No 

l:F Month= 1, 3, s, 7, a, 10, 12 then Date Ranqe must= 01- 31. 
l:F Month = 4, &, 9, 11 then Date Ranqe must = 01 - 30. 
IF Month =.2 and NOT a Leap Year then Date Ranqe must= 01- 28. 
IF Month : 2 and a Leap Year then Date Range must = 01 - 29. 

EXI"ER:NAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

Trailing 
Zeros 
OK 

No 

~--.----------~--~--------~--
Submitted by the CFlRS Edit requirement Sub-Committee 6/89 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS Page: -7 

SECTION: A7 General and casualty UNE: 2 

r NAME ON TI-lE FORM: corrections 

MEANING OF. NAME: . 

FIElD LENG1H: . :1 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED: _:; .. ,_ Alwavs: Y.es Optional:- No Conditional: No 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AuTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN oTHER. CONDmON IS: An :Incident must be on file to change or ·delete ONLY 

IP DATA IS PRFSENT 

· INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by _itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

-~No Other Code or Value: Yes 

IF NO VAllO CODE OR OTI-IER CODE TABLE: 

. Acceptable Values: 
·''·;;. 

· ·· 1 ·-·:;; New· Incident (Add), 2 = Change, 3 = Delete • 

. ·• DATA MUST CONTAIN: N 

Pick One of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric 8t Special Chars (anything) 

All Leading Trailing 141 Leading· 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces -Spaces Zeros Zeros 
'eft Right OK OK OK. OK QK 

No No No No No I . NO No 

OTHER INTERNAL EDmNG: 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

:IF corrections= 2 then overwrite current data on file •. 

Trailing 
Zeros 
OK 

No 

:IF corrections = 3 then delete inciden't from file at local level, ask UAre 
You sure You Want To Dele ten.-

-~------~--------~----~------Submitted by the CFIRS Edit requirement Sub-Committee 6/89 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

SECITON: A; General and Casualty 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Multi-Agency Incident No. 

MEANlliG OF-NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 13 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

Paae: 8 

Line: 2 

--
REQUIRED: Always: NO Optional: NO Conditional: YES 

WHEN SITI)A TION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 1-6 
WHEN OTHER CONDffiON IS: 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 
lliTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (Field by itself) 

Value Code: NEPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

CFIRS:. Yes Other Code or Value: No 

IF NOT VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: Valid Agency ID code. 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick one of: (A) Alpha ONLY 
(AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric and Special Characters (anything) 

An Leading Trailing 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces 

Left Right OK OK- OK 

NO YES YES NO NO 
. (8 digits) 

(N) Numeric ONLY 
(0) Other (specify) 

All Leading 
Zeros Zeros 
OK OK 

NO YES 
(8 digits) 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITlliG: Cannot equal another Multi-Agency Incident Number. 

·EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

Trailinc-
Zero!> 
OK 

NO 

Record Layout: Agency ID: Alpha-numeric, 3 !m!iiJ digits, must be a valid O.E.S. 
designator code for the fire department O\ming the incident. 

- . 

Year: Numeric, 2 ·digits, n:iust be the current incident year . 
.. 

Jurisdictional Number: Numeric, 8 digits, justify right, fill leading zeros. 

1036 
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FIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

i....:.N: AI 

~LD NAME ON 

General and casualty 

THE FORM: Multi-Agency Incident Ho. (Continued) 

~ER INTERNAL EDITING: 

:xTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

· .. 

e· 
·f037 

. PAGE: 9 

LINE: 2 

Rev. 10/92 
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! . 
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. . 
CPIBS EPIT BPECiliC~TIOHS 'PAGE; 10 

SEC"l'ION: AI General U4 Casualty. LINE: 3 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: %Dcident Date --
MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD . LENGTH: • NUMBER OF . SETS: I 

lU:QOIRED: Always: US cm1rional: BO · conditional: 11Q . 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTOfMUTOAL AID IS: 
~N OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF PATA IS PBl:SEHT 

INTERNAL-SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

. CFIBS: No Other Code or value: Yes 

IF NO VALlO CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

Kontb = 01 - 121 Day = 01 - 31; Year = current Reporting Year. 

'l'HE DATA MUST CONTAIN: lr 

Pick one of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha ' Numberic ONLY (0) Other (specif"' 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric ' Special Chars (anything) 

All Leading 'i'railing All 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces zeros 
l&ft. Right ms; ms; ms; 1m 

-.o Ito we •o 110 •o 
0TKER lN'l'ERNAL ZOITING: J'o:oaata2 OD BcreeDfJ'O:t:m = IOmDYY 

on aecor4 ~yout a YYMMDD 

Leading._ 
Zeros 
1m 

BO 

Tra ~ liruj ·-
Zeros 
.QE 

1110 

%!' Zxpoaure WUBer ,. ooo ~beD ::tnc14ent Date suet·= auae 1:nc14ent Date as Prim1 ~ 1 

·report.· 

%!'Month= 1, J, s, 7 1 a, 10, 12 then Date aan;e sust = 01- 31. 
::tr Konth = .c, .,, t, 11 ~hen Data a&Dge suat = 01 - 30. · 
::tr Konth = 2 u4 BOT a ~eap Year then Date Range sust = 01 - 28. 
::tr Konth = a u4 a Leap Year thaD Date aan;e auat = 01 - 21 .• 

(BO'l'Ez ao changes to •zzternal lpeciflcatlana" on ~age 11) 

1038 
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CFIRS. EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

enON: A7 General and casualty 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Incident Date (Continue) 

OTHER INTERNAL EDmNG: 

IF Incident Date > current Date 

- I 

UNE: 3 

Error "Incident Date can not.he_q:r;eater then the current date.n 

IF Incident Year NO.T = Incident· Number Year 

~= 1l. 

Er:z::or '~Incident Number Year not the same as the Incident Date Year." 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

.. ,-
·~ .,~ 

-~------------~----~----~--Submitted by the CFIRS Edit requirement Sub-Committee 6/89 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS l'AGE: 12 

SECTION: A: General and caaualt:r LINE: 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Incident ·»ay of Week (NOT on ~or.m, ONLY in Record) 
e 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: .1. . NtTMBER OF SETS: .1. 

:REQUIRED: Always: DS Optional: 110 Conditional: BO 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN .OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

.INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER·: 

C:FIRg: Ho Otbet Code or value: Yes 

'l'HE DATA MUST CONTAIN: II 

Pick one of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY (H) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Humberic oNLY (O) Other (specif· · 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All Leading Trailing All Leading Trailing 
Justify Justify. Spaces Spaces Spaces· Zeros Zeros Zeros 
Utt Bight. ms ms ~ ~ gE ms; 

liD 110 110 ·BO· 110 110 50 110 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

1040" Rev. 4/90 



CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION: .A; . General and casualty 

11JRD NAME ON 1HEF9RM: 

~NGOFNAME: 
FlEW LENGTii: :C 

Dispatch Time 

NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED:.·· Alwavs: · Yes .Optional: No 

WHEN SITIJATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUI'UAL AID IS: 

UNE:. 3 

Conditional: Yes 

WHEN OTiiER CONDITION IS: IF Exposure N\UII]:)er > 000 then OPTIONAL field. 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: Yes 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

Range = 0001 - "2400, or Blank • 

• ~ATAMUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick One of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Nlimeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
CANS) Alpha, Numeric &. Special Chars (anything) 

All Leading Trailing All Leading Trailing 
Justify Justify . Spaces· Spaces Sp':l.ces Zeros Zeros Zeros 

-1!; Right OK QK OK OK OK OK· 

No Yes Yes No No No Yes No 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

Format: HBMM 

IF Exposure Number > ooo 
Blank OE on Exposure Reports ONLY 

Last two digits (MM) cannot be> 59. 
. . 

E.XI"ER.NAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

-~---~~--------------~-------Submitted by the CFIRS Edit requirement Sub-Commiitee 6/89 
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CFIRS EPIT SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION: A; General 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Arrival Time 

MEANING OF NAME: 

PAGE: 14 

LINE: 3 

FIELD LENGTH: 4 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED: Always: YES 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND ISi 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 

Optional: NO Conditional: YES 

WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: IF Exposure Number > 000 then OPTIONAL field. 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code:. NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

J:F NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: Yes 

Acceptable Values: Range = 0000 - 2400, or Blank 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick one of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N). Numeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha & Numeric ONLY (0) Other (speci~v~ 
(ANS) · Alpha Numeric & Special Chars {anything) · 

All Leading 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces 
.1&..3.· Right .QK .QK 

No Yes Yes No. 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

Format: BEMM 

If Exposure Humber.> ooo 
Blank OK on Exposure Reports ONLY · 

La,t two digits (MM) can not be > 59. 

Trailing 
Spaces 
QX 

No 

All 
Zeros 
.QK 

He •• "" . 

Leading Trailing 
Zeros · Zeros 

.2! QX 

--------------------------~--·-1042------------------------~R~e~v~.~l~0~/~9 



CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS Page: ·.lS 

. rON: A7 . General 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Arrival Time (Continue) 

UNE: 3 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this. one) 

IF Arrival Time Early Than or the same As Dispatch Time 
Warning· i•Arrival Time is earlier than or the same .as 

. Dispatch time, are you eertain?11 · 

-~--~------------~------------
Submitted by ihe CFIRS Edit requirement Sub-Committee 6/89 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS· PAGE: 16 

SECTION: A; General LINE: 3 

FIELP NAME· ON THE FORM: End Time 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 4 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED: Always: Yes Optional: No Conditional: .Yes 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: IP Exposure Number > 000 then OPTIONAL field. 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: No 
CHArTER: 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

Ranqe = 0000 - 2400 1 or Blank. 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: Ye~ 

Pick one of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha .& Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify·: 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

Justify 
l&ll.' 

No 

Justify 
Right 

Yes 

All 
Spaces 
QK' 

Yes 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

Format: BEMM 

Leading 
Spaces 
QK 

No 

If Exposure Num])er > ooo · 
· Blank OK. on Exposure Reports ONLY .• · 

Last two digits (MM) can not ~e > 59. 

Trailing All Leading 
Spaces Zeros· zeros 
.QK .QK QK 

No He Yes 
PWY!D ms ·:-

Trailing 
Zeros 
QK 

Ne 

~u 

-------------------------------1044------------------------~R~e~v-.-,~~0~/~9 



CF'IRS ED'IT SPEC'IF'ICAT'IONSPage: 17 

_-noN: A; . General . 

'YEw NAME ON THE FORM: End Time (Continue} 

UNE: 3 

· EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

'IF End Time Early Than Arrival Time 
.warning 11End Time is early than Arrival Time, are you 
- certain?11 

er-----~-~----------------------
Submitted by the CFIRS Edit requiremenf Sub-Comm.ittee6/89 
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CPIRS EPIT SPECIFICATIONS V.GE: 18 

SECTION: AI Ge!leral LINE: 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: &441 Days 

MEANING OF NAME: A44itiollal Days 

FIELD LENGTH: 2 N'OMBER OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED: · Always: JfO Optional: JfO Conditional: n:s 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER. CONDITION IS: Exposure = 000 

IF QATA IS PBESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: ((field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

CFIRS: No . Other Code-or·VBlue: Yes 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable .Values: Range = oo-11 

.THE DATA MOST CONTAIN: If 

Pick orie of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY .(N) . NWDeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numberic ONLY (0). Other (specify} 

Justify. 
l&.tt 

JlO 

Justify 
Right. 

n:s 

_Alpha Numeric & ~pecial Chars (anything) 

All 
Spaces 
ms: 
BO 

Leading 
Spaces 
ms: 

50 

Trailing All 
Spaces zeros 
ms: ms: 
BO n:s 

·Leading 
Zeros. 
ms: 
us 

Trail in~ 
Zeros 
ms: 
JfO 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: ZF ZZpoa~e IJ1DDl)eJi > GOO ~hezt. &44itioll&l Daya = 00 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) e . .. 

------------------~---------1o4s:----~--------~---------R~ev~.~4~/~9o 



~FIRS ED'IT.SPEC'!FIC&,TIONS· 

-iii(ON: AI General 

~'-lib NAME ON THE FORM: 7irst in Company 

MEANING OF NAME: 

IELO LENGTH: 7 

·tQUIRED: Always; He 

-"'HEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
. ~EN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
~EN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

Optional; Yes, Local 

IF PATA IS PBESENT 

~h-~RNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

PAGE: 19 

LINE: 3 

... , ... 
.. . . ..:.·.-. :·· 

conditional; No 

value Code: NFPA 901: No CFIRS: No 
CHl\:PTER: 

Other Code pr value: No 

IF NO VALID cODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

. ·ecceptable values: 

'HE DATA MUST CONTAIN: ·AN 

Pick one of: (A) Alpha ONLY 
(AN) Alpha & Numeric 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric & 

All Leading 
.Justify Justify Spaces spaces 
Left Right .QE g]S 

.lU NO YES 50 

)THER INTERNAL EDITING: 

(N) Numeric ONLY 
ONLY (0) Other· (specify) 
Special Chars (anything) 

·Trailing All Leading Trailing ·· 
·Spaces Zeros Zeros Zeros 

.QE QX Q.K· ms 
xu D.!! xu D.§ 

tXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) e· .. 

"l 

---------~--------~--------------~-------104?--------------------------------------~---------------Rev. OB/91 



~FIRS EDIT SPECIFIQATION§ 

SEcTION: A; General 

TIELD NAME ON THE FORM: District 

MEANING OF NAME: 

TIELD LENGTH: 5 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

PZ.GE: 20 

LINE: 3 

:REQUIRED: Always: lfo Optional: Yes, Local Conditio_nal: lfo 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

CFIRS: No 

:IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE . TABLE:· 

Acceptable Values: 

_7HE DATA MUST CONTAIN: . AN 

Pick one of: (A) Alpha ONLY 
(AN) Alpha & Nwneric ONLY 

Other Code or Value: No 

(N) Numeric ONLY 
(0) Other (specify) 

(ANS) Alpha Nwneric &-Special Chars (anything) 

. . 
All Leading Trailing All . 'Leading Trailing 

Justify Justify Spaces Spaces. Spaces Zeros Zero·s Zeros 
.l&.ll- Right QK QK ~ QK rus QK 

'! 

'DA HO YES RO YES xu xu :xu. 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

~XTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other fiel~ vs this one) 

--------------------------------1048----------------------~R~e=v~.--~O~B/7.9~:c 



QfiBS EPI'l' SPECIFICATIONS 

..-fECTION: AI General 

.IELD NAME ON !l'HE FORM: Bituation(a) l'ound 

MEANING OF. NAME: 

FIELD U:NGTH: Z NUMBER OF SETS: 4 

PAGE: 21 

LI.NE: 4 

. REQUIRED: Always: Yes f1 Op~ional: Yes (U - U) Conditional: .JI'o · 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID 1:S: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

l:F DATA xs PBESEHT 

-INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by ~tself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: Yes 
CHAPTER: JCA 

·IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

CIIBS: No Otber Code pr Value:· No 

Acceptable. Values: 

. LE DATA MUST CONT.Al:N: 
I 

1. 

I 

Pick one of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY (~) fl\lmeric ONLY · 
Alpha & Numberic ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All 
Justify Justify Spaces 
l&tt Right. ms 
JIO JI'O wo ·u 

ns u-u 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

XUst be in •equenae (Bo Gaps). 
Bo duplicate antriaa. 

Leading ·Trailing 
Spaces · Spaces· 
ms ms 
JIO JIO 

codes 10-11 can appear·OKLY once in each record. 

All Leading Trailing 
Zeros Zeros Zeros 
ms ms 2K 

YES f1 '0 JIO 
•o tz-u 

coaes 70-71, DO can OJI'LY appear as ait~ation 7oun4 (11), Situation l'ound 12-0' 
aust be blank. · 

• Co4es 11 •bould appear as the last entry use~. 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 
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CFIRS EDI~ SPECIFICA~IONS' 

SECTION: A; General 

FIElD NAME ON THE FQRM: Situation(s) Found. (Continue) 

EXI'ERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

., 

Page: 22 

UNE: 4 

• 

------~~----~~-------~--~-
Submitte~ by the CFIRS Edit requkement Sub-Con:imi~ 

6/89· 
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FIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

ECTION: A; General 

eo NAME ON THE FORM: Automatic or Mutual .Aid 

_MEANING OF NAME : 

FIELD LENGTH: · 1 

.J~.EQUIRED·: Always: NO. 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
~EN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 

NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

Optional: NO . 

~EN OTHER CONDITION IS: Exposure = 000 

IF PATA IS PRESENT 

_JNTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

!alue Code: NFPA 901: Yes 
CHAPTER: JDD 

~0 VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

CFIRS: No 

Acceptable Values: Range o-9, or Blank 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

PAGE: 23 ·.· 

LINE: 4 

Conditional: YES 

Other Code or Value: No 

_Pick one of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY -
Alpha & Numberic ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything)· 

All Leading Tra-iling All -Leading _~railing 
rustify Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces Zeros Zeros Zeros 
,.;.eft Right QE OK QE Q.K QK Q.K 

!lO NO YES NO NO YES NO NO 

-')THER INTERNAL EDITING: 

rF Exposure Number > 000 
Blank.OK on Exposure.Reports ONLY. 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

-Automatic/Mutual Aid = 1-6 anc:l Multi-Agency .Incic:lent f = Blank 
warning 11An Automatic/Mutual Aid has been given;received and NO Multi-Agency 

Incident :Humber.u - _ . . 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 24 

SECTION: A; General LINE: ·4 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: METHOD OF ALARM 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 1 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED: Always: NO Optional: NO Conditional: YES 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: Exposure > 000 and ~~~~~~~~~t~ 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INT.ERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: Yes CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: No 
· CHAPTER: JBA 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: Range 1-9,_or Blank 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick· one of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
(AN) · . Alpha & Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
(ANS) . Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

Justify 
Left · 

NO 

Justify 
Right 

NO 

All 
Spaces 
QK 

YES 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

Leading 
Spa.ces 
QK 

NO 

Trailing All 
Spaces · Zeros 
QK QK 

NO NO 

IF Exposure Number > 000 
Blank OK on Exposure Reports eNL¥ 

-. 
EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: -(other field vs this one) 
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Leading 
Zeros 
QK 

NO 

Trailing .. 
Zeros · 
QK 

NO 

• 
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CfiRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

-CTION: ~~ CleDeral 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: !'ype of Weather 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 1 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED: . Always: JIO 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
_ wHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 

WREN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

Optional: DB 

· IF PATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field ~y itself) 

Value Code: 

e 
NFPA 901: Yes 
CHAPTER: . JIA 

CFIRS: No 

. IF NO VALID CODE OR OTH:Ea, COD! . TABLE: 

·Acceptable. Values: :Ranqe 1-t, or Blank 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: U 

LINE: 4 

Cgnditional: lfO 

... 

Other Code or Value: No 

Pick one of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY (N) Ntmeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numberic ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) · 

All Leading · 'l'railing All Leading. ·.'l'railinc;j 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces Zeros Zeros. .Zeros 
.l&n Right ~ ~ ~ ms; ms; ms; 
lfO JIO 'I'BS JIO 50 so JIO •o 

OTHER INTERNAL EDI'l'ING: 

-EXTERNAL SPECIFicATIONS: (other field vs this one) 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION: A; General 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Air Temperature 

1\IIEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENG1H: 3 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED: Always: No· Optional: Yes 

WHEN SITIJATION FOUND IS: 41 1 42, 43 . 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: NOT = 4 I 5 I 6 
WHEN OTIIER CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Pa;e: 26 

UNE: 4 

Conditional: Yes 

Value Code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

CFIRS: No Other Cod!! or Value: . Yes 

IF NO.VAUD CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE:. 

Acceptable Values: 

Range = -30 to 150, or Blank. 

1HE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick One of: (A) Alpha ONLY 0'1) Numeric ONLY· 
(AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric &: Special Chars (anything) 

All Leading Trailing All Leading Trailing 
Jus~. Justify Spaces Spaces Sp_aces Zeros . Zeros Zeros 
Left Right OK OK OK QK QK OK 

No Yes Yes No No Yes Yes No 

OTHER INTERNAL EDmNG:. 

EXTERNAL ~PECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

----------------~----~~----~-6/89 Submitted by the Q1IRS Edit requirement Sub-Coinmittee 
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FXRS EDXT SPECXFICATIONS PAGE: 27 · 

-ECTION: AI General Ll:NE: 4. 

R~ NAME ON T~E FORM: PROPERTY MANAGEMENT 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 1 NUMBER. OF SETS: 1 

.ttEQUIRED: .Always: ¥Ea.~~ Optional: NO conditional: YES 

.WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
liEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 

HEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: .(field by itself) 

'alue Code: NFPA 901: Yes. 
CHAPTER: ·DBC 

4IIP VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

CFIRS: No 

Acceptable-Values: Range 1-9, or *Blank 
.0:: • • 

THE DATA MUST. CONTAIN: AN 

Other Code or Value: No 

Pick one of: (A) 
(AN) , 

· Alpha ONLY (N) Nu:meric ONLY 

(ANS) 
Alpha & Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
Alpha.Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All Leaqing Trailing All Leading Trailing 
ustify Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces zeros Zeros Zeros 

.&!!; Right QK QK QK OK QK' QK 

--o NO YES NO NO NO NO NO 

~ ~: ... 
OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

.C:XTERNAL. SPECIFICATIONS: . (other field vs this one) 

·Blank is e&ly acceptable when Auto/Mutual Aid = 4, s, or · 6. 

.. 
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~FIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 28 

SECTION: A; General and casualty LINE: 5 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Incident Address/Location 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: . 40 NUMBER OF.SETS: 1 

REQUIRED: Always; No Optional: Yes, Local Conditional: No 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: No 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: ANS 

Pick one of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Nutnberic ON.LY (0) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special .Chars (anything) 

Justify 
Left 

YES· 

Justify 
Right 

NO 

All 
Spaces· 
Ql!i 

YES 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

Leading 
Spaces 
Ql!i 

NO 

Trailing ' All 
spaces -zeros 
Ql!i Ql!i 

YES NO 

Leading 
Zeros 
Ql!i 

NO 

Tra'ilir 
Zeros 
Ql!i 

NO 

Record Format: Enter the street address with a ~lank space separating the 
numbers from the name: followed ~y a COMMA, and then the name of the city • 

. EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

.. 

Rev. 1/91 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION: AI General and casualty r NAME ON TiiE FORM: 

:MEANING OF NAME: Room 

FIELD LENGTii: S . 

Room/Apartment 

Number or Apartment Number 

NUMBER OF SETS: . 1 

· ·- REQUIRED: . . : Alwavs: No Optional: Yes, LOCAL 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AliTO/MUTUAL AID. IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS:. (field by itself) 

UNE: 6 

Conditional: No 

·Value Code: NfpA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: No 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

• DATA MUST CONTAIN: ANS 

Pick One of:. (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field \Is this one) 

. Pegs: 29 

--~~--~------------------~----
Submitted by the <Jl1RS Edit requirement Sub-Committee 6/89 

r 
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·cFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION: A; General and casualty 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM:. Zip Code 

lv1EANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGlH: 5 

REQUIRED: Always: No 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: . 
WHEN OJ1iER. CONDITION IS: 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS:'(field by itself) 

NUMBER OP SETS: 1 

Optional: Yes, · LOCAL 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

. Page: 30 

UNE: 6 

Conditional: No 

Value Code: NFPA 901: . No 
. CHAPTER: 

CFIRSi No Other Code or Value: Yes . 

IF NO VAUD CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

· Acceptable Values: 

Valid u.s. Post Office Zip Code. 

1HE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick One of: {A) Alpha ONLY (N) NumericONLY 
{AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY {O) Other (specify) 
{ANS) Alpha Numeric & Special Chars {anything) 

·All Leading Trailing All Leading Trailing 
Justify Justify Spaces . Spaces Spaces Zeros Zeros. Zeros 
Left Right QK OK OK OK OK OK 

No No Yes· No No No No No 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: · 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: '(other field vs this one) 

--------------~--~--------~-· 
Submitted by the CFIRS Edit requirement Sub-Committee 6/89 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE; 31 

lljfiON: a; General 
. LINE: 6 

~IELD NAME ON THE FORM: Census Tract 

!eANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: fi'l 2 decimal places NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

':mQUIRED: Always: No Optional: Yes Conditional: No 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: Not = 41 5 or 6 
~ 'N OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS PBESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

CFIRS: No other Code or Value: No 

e 
·'IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: AN 

~VB DATA MUST CONTAIN: 

(A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numeric ONLY (O) Other (specify) 

Pick·one of: 
. (AN) 

(ANS) Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

Justify 
l&ft 

No 

Justify 
Right 

Yes 

All 
Spaces 
.Q.K 

Yes 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

Leading 
Spaces 
QK 

No 

Trailing Ail 
-Spaces zeros 
.Q.K .Q.K 

No Yes 

Zf Exposure Number > 000 
Blank OK for Census Tract on Exposure Reports ONLY • 

• ter oooooo.if NO census Tract assignee. 
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Leading Trailing 
Zeros Zeros 
QlS QlS 

Yes 

Rev. 10/94 



pFIRS EQIT SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION: AI General 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: census 'l'ract (continued) 

EX'l'ERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

Bhft1t aeeept.ele EINL¥ lf a.t.e/HUtl\lal AU • 4 1 5 1 & 

PAGE: 32-. 

%F census 'l'ract =Blank and Ezposure Bumber = ooo and Auto/Mutual Aid. NOT = 4, ~ 
or I · 

WARNING 11Census 'l'ract must !»e coded 000000 if ItO Census 'l'ract assigned for 
your area." 

----------------------~---------1060~·--------------~------~R~e~v~.--~O~B~/~9: 



CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION: A; General 

e FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Fire Hazard Severity Zone· 

MEANING OF NAME:· 

FIELD LENGTH: 6; 1 Alpha .SuffiX NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

Page: 33 

Line: 6 

REQUIRED: Always: NO .. Optional: NO Conditional: YES 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: NOT = 4, 5, or OS 6 m,m 
-WHEN OTHE~ CONDmON IS: Situation Found = 10-19 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 
INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS:. (Field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: CFIRS: Other Code or Value: 
CHAPTER: 

IF NOT VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: ·obtain FHSZ codes from local CDF Ranger Unit 
Alpha Suffix Code= M, H, V; Z, or Blank. 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick one of: (A) Alpha ONLY 
(AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric and Special Charaaers (anything) 

All Leading Trailing 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces· Spaces 

Left Right OK OK OK 

NO YES YES NO NO 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

If Auto/Mutual Aid = 4, 5, or 6 then FHSZ must be BLANK. 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 
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(N) Ntimerlc ONLY 
(0) Other (specify) 

All Leading 
Zeros Zeros 
OK OK 

NO NO 

Trailing 
Zeros 

· OK 

NO 

(Rev. I0/9S} 



Cli'J:RS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION: A; General 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Fire Hazard. severity zona .(Continue) 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) . 

When Entry .is made 

. Page: 34 

UNE: 6 

IF first 2 digits of FDID portion of the zona Code= Blank then 
. :· _ First ~ digits of Fire Hazard Severity Zone must be Blank. 

IF first 2 digits of FDID portion of the. Zone Code= 38, 51 then 
·Fire Hazard severity zone must be Blank. 

• 

--~------~----~~~----~----~--
Submitted by the CFIRS Edit requirement Sub-Committee6/89 



FIRS· .. EDJ:T SPECIFJ:CATIONS PAGE; 35 · 

.ECTION: A; General LINE: 7 

~a NAME oN THE FORM: . Total Fire service Personnel Responded: career 

MEANING OF.NAME: 

FIELD'LENGTH: 4 

· REQUIRED.: Always: NO 

WHEN SITUATION.FOUND IS: 
. "HEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 

NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

Optional: . NO 

HEN OTH~R CONDITION IS: Exposure =, 000 

IF QATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

· ·alp.e . code: NFPA 901:. No . CFIRS: No 
· CHAPTER: 

4ito VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: Range = oooo to 9999 

.... 

Conditional: YES 

Other Code or Value: Yes 

'HE DATA MUST CONTAIN: N (NOTE: Do not leave blank. Must be Zero filled.) 

~ick one of:· (A) . 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numberic ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All Leading Trailing All Leading Trailing 
.:P.stify .Justify spaces .spaces Spaces Zeros zeros· · Zeros 
Left Right QK QK QK "QK QK QK 

lO YES NO NO NO YES YES NO 

)THER INTERNAL EDITING: 

tllrRNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other fi~ld vs this one) 
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CJ.i'IRS EDI'l' SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 36 

SECTION: A; General LINE: 7 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Total Pire services PersollDel Responded: VOL .e 
MEANING OF NAME: Total Pire services PersollDel Responded: Volunteers. 

FIELD LENGTH: 4 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 • 'J,' 

REQUIRED: ~lways: NO Optional: .NO Conditional: YES . 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: Exposure = 000 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

IN~ERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

yal4e Code: H:EPA 201: No !:;;EIBS: No Other Code 0:( Value: Yes 
·CHAPTEB: 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Va~ues: Range = 0000 to 9999 

THE DATA MUST. CONTAIN: N (NOTE: Do not·leave blank. Must !;)e zero filled.) 

Pick.one of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS). 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numberic ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All·· Leading Trailing All Leading 
Justify Justify ·spaces Spaces Spaces Zeros Zeros 
Left Right QK OK QK QK QK 

NO YES NO NO NO YES YES 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIO~S: (other field vs this one) 

IP Auto/Mutual Aid NOT = 1, 2, 3 and Exposure Number = ooo then 
IF Personnel Responded: Career + Vol = o 
Error "Total Personnel.Responded must J:le > 0. 11 
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Trailing 
zeros 
QK 

NO 
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t:PIRS Ep:rT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 37 

-·I-ON: AI General 
LINE: 7 

. IELD NAME ON THE FORM: 1§119hJlifi, 

:EANING OF NAME: 

'IELD LENGTH: 4 NUMBER OF SETS: .1 

:.EQUIRED: Always: NO Optional: NO Conditional: ·YEs 

.THEN SITUATION .-FOUND IS: 
W' - 'f AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
"Th..,.N OTHER .CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

..:NTERNiL SPECIFICATIONS_: (f~eld by itself) 

_e_code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: Yes 

1F NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: Ranqe = 0000 - 1999 

l'f-t:li: DATA MUST CONTAIN: N 

Pick one of: --(A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify)-
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) · -

;rustify 
l&tt 

NO 

Justify 
Right 

YBS 

All 
Spaces 
QK 

lfO 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

I~ Exposure Number > ooo 

Leading 
Spaces 
QX 

lfO 

eoooo _ox on Exposure Reports ONLY 

Trailing All 
Spaces zeros . 
QK QK 

lfO NO 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one} 

Leading 
Zeros 
QX 

YES 

Trailing 
Zeros 
QK 

lfO · 

-SWD. or career ~ire service Personnel + Volunteer Fire Service Personnel 
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CPIBS BPIT BPECIPICATIONS PAGE: 38 

SECTION: AI General . LINE: 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Jlo. Apparatus baponl!al!l Bnqina 

MEANING OF NAME:. ~ar of Apparatua aeapoDISaiSI I:DijJiDa 

FIELD LENGTH_: 3 NUMBER OF · SE'l'S: 1 

REQUIRED': Always: 110 Optional: 80 Conditional: '!ES 
... .. 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: J:zpoaure = 000 

IF DATA IS pRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: No 
CJiAPIER: 

CfiRS: No Other Code pr Value: Yes 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: Range = 000 to ttt 

'l'HE DATA MUST CO~AIN: J1' 

·pick one of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY 
Alpha & Numberic ONLY 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars 

Trailing -All 

••• 
(N) Numeric ONLY 
(0)' Other (specify) 

(anything) · 

Leading Trailin~ 
Justify 
l&..tt 

Justify 
Right 

All 
Spaces 
ms 

UacUng 
·Spaces Spaces Zeros Zeros Zeros 
im ms ms •mt mt. 

110 . 'DB BO •o· BO 'DB 'DB BO 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

i I!' ZSposura Jlumbar > 000 
i DOD OE OD J.Zpoaura aaporta OllLY 
I 

.. I EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field-vs this one) ·e 
-. 

--------~------~--~------1066--------------------~--~~~e~v~.~4/ 



CPIBS IDIT BP2CIPICA1IONS JIAGEt 39 

e:CTION: , .I.J Generai LINE: 7 

FIELD N:AME ON 'l'HE FORM: . Jlo. J.t~paratua aespon4a4& '!'ruck 

MZANING :OF· .NAME: llumi:.er of J.pparatua JLeapoJit4dl 'frqclt 
•,' ··. ' 

FIE~. LENGTH: 2 NUMBER OF SETS:. 1 

REQUIRED: Always: Bo 

WHEN SITUATION. FOUND I:S: 
.... WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID :ts: 

Optional : BO 

· WHEN OTHER CONDITION I:S: ZZposure : 000 

tr PATA IS PBESEN1 

I:NTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by its.elf) 

Conditional: YBB 

va1\lia Code: · NFPA 901: No 
.CHAPTER: 

. CFIBS: No Other Code or yalue: Yes 

e 

l • .. 

I:F NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

· .Acceptable Values: Jlanqa. = oo to '' · 

THE DATA MUST CONTA:tN: Jl 

Pick one of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numberic ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All Leading Trailing· All Leading Trailing 
Justify Justify spaces Spaces .spaces Zeros Zeros ZerC?s 
l&ft Right. J2E J2E ms ms sm ms 
BO us BO BO ·. JIO 'DB DB 110 

• 
On!ER IN'l'ERNAL ED:t'l':rNG: 

:::tr Ezpoaura HUmber > ooo. 
oo OJt on Zzpoaura aeporta OBI.Y 

-EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS:. (other ~ield vs this one) 

~~~~~----------------1067----------~~--------~~~~ 
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CfiBS EDIT SPECIPICATzONS PAGE: 40 

SECTION': AI GeDeral LINE: 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: ll'o. Apparatus aespoD4e4a aesaue Ke4 • 
. ' 

- MEANING OF NAME: ~er. of Apparatus aespoD4e4: aeaaue Ka4ical 

FIELD LENGTH: I NtJMBER OF SETS: ~ 

REQUIRED': Always: ITO Optional: ITO 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: Zxposure = 000· 

IF PATb J:S PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itselt) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

CliRS: No 

Acceptable Values: Jlange = oo to t1 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: IT 

Conditional~ YES 

Other COde pr valpe: Yes 

Pick one of: (A) Alpha ONLY _ (N) Numeric ONLY 
(AN) ~lpha • Numberic ONLY (Q) Other (specity) 
(ANS) ·Alpha Numeric • Special Chars (anything). 

All Leading · Trailing All -Leading 'l'railin·- · 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces Spac~s Zeros zeros Zeros. -
.l&ll· Right .QK .QI .QI' .QI .QI .QI 

ITO DB 110 110 BO TIS DB ItO 

OTHER-INTERNAL EDITING: 

l _ 1.1' Exposure ITUJD])ar > DOO _ 
oo OE OD-Zxposura Reports ONLY 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: 
' ~ -

(other field vs this one) 

--------------~------------1oes----~------~------------~R~ev~.~4/ 



I 

1 

I 

I 

I 

CFIBS EPIT BPECiliCA%IONS 

.CTION: &r General . LINE: 7 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Bo. Apparatus Respon~e4: Otber 

MEANING OF NAME: ~~Umber of J.pparatu• Jlespon4e4a Otber · 

FIELD LENGTH: 2 HUMBER OF SETS: 2. 

REQUIRED: · Always: BO Optional: BO Conditional: Yea 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: Bzposure = 000 

, IF DATA 'IS PBESEHT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS (field by itself) 

value coae: HfPA 901~ No 
Chapter: 

CfiR$: No Other Code or yOlue: Yes 

411lF NO V~D CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

'Acceptable Values: Range = 00 to tt 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: B 

Pick One of: (A) .Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha ~ Numeric ONLY (O) Other (specify) 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (Anything) 

All 
Justify Spaces .spaces 
la.fi • Right g),t 

BO DB BO 
. . 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 
• 

. l:r Bzposure Jhual)er ,: DOD 

Leac:Ung 
spaces 
ms; 

BO 

oo 01t on Bzposure Jt.eporta Oltl.Y 

Trailing All 
Zeros Zeros 
ms. .QI 

BO DB 

EXTERNAL. SPECIFICATIONS: (other :field vs this one) 

Leading 
·zeros 
a 
DB 

Trailing 
Zeros 
ms. 
JIO 

. :Air Auto/Mutual 114 BO~ ~ 1·, 2 1 3, a4 Bzposure ~er = ~00 t.han 
~ %1 Bumber of Bnqines + ~ruck + Rescue Ke4. + Otber = o 

Brror 11'fbe %nci4ant o&mlot bava BO Apparatus aeapon4in;.n 

-----_.;_-------1 osg...,..---------~=---~:-:-:-~ 
Rev. 4/90 I 



CFIRS·EDIT SPECI:FICA'l'I:ONS Page: 42 

SECTION: A; General UNE: 8 & 10 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: · Code 

MEANING OF NAME: I:nvolv~ent Code 

FIElD LENGTH: 2 

REQUIRED: Alwavs: 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
. WHEN AUTO!MtmlAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

No 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (fleld by itself) 

NUMBER OF SETS: 2 

Optional: Yes; LOCAL:·~.<'' 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

Conditional: No 

Value Code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER;_ 

CFIRS: Yes Other Code or Value: No 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: A 

Pick One of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All Leading Trailing All Leading 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces Zeros ·zeros 
Left Right OK OK OK OK OK 

No No. ·yes No No No No 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

Trailing 
Zeros. 
OK 

No 

IF Involvement Code #1 = Biank and I:nvolvement Code #2 NoT = Blank 
Error n:tnvolvement Code-#1 must be filled out·first before :tnvolveDi.ent 

code #2 can be used.,. 

EXI"ERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

--------~~----------------~-
Submitted by the CFIRS Edit requirement Sub-CollUilittee 6/89 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS Pa;;Je: 43 

SECTION: A; General UNE: 8 & 10 

... lD NAME ON THE FORM: 

~NGOFNAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 27 

REQlnRED: Always: 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AtrrO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTiiER CONDITION IS: 

Name: Last, First;. M.I • 

NUMBER OF SETS: 2 

No Optional:·. ·Yes, LOCAL· 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (fieldby itself) 

Conditional: No 

.. Value Code: NFPA 9Ql: No 
CHAPTER: 

CFIRS: No Other· Code or Value: No 

IF NO VAUD CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

r DATA MUST CONTAIN: ANS 

Pick One of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric & .Special Chars (anything) 

Yes 

Justify· 
Right 

No 

OTiiER INTERNAL EDITING: 

All 
Spaces 
QK 

Yes 

Leading 
·Spaces 
OK 

Yes 

Trailing 
Spaces 
OK 

.No 

All 
Zeros 
OK 

No 

Leading 
Zeros 
QK 

No 

Format: Last Name (comma) First Name. (space) Middle :i::nitial •. 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

IF Involvement.Code NOT= Blank and Name= Blank 

Trailing 
Zeros 
OK 

No 

Error "Involvement Code bas been entered and NO Name is provided." 

er-~~~~--~~------------------
Submitted by the CFIRS Edit requirement Sub-Committee 6/89 · 
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C!l'l:RS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 44 

SECTION: A; .General LINE: 8 & 10 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM:· Telephone --
MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 10 

REQUIRED: Always: No 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
.WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

NUMBER OF SETS: 2 

Optional: Yes, Local conditional: No 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: No CFIRS: No 
CHAPTER: 

Other Code or Valu~: No 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

·pick one of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

All 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numeric ONLY (O) Other (specifv)_ 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) · 

Leading Trailing All Leading Trailing 
Justify JustifY: Spaces Spaces Spaces Zeros zeros Zeros 
Left Right Q.K· Q.K Q.K Q.K Q.K 2K 

:No Yes Yes No No No Yes Ne 
res 
~~-

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

Format: Area Co4e - first 3 digits may ~e zeros, number - next 7 4igits. 

:Note: Blank is only acceptable if Telephone Number is NOT known • 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: . (other field vs this one) 

~p·~nvolvement Code NOT= Blank•and Telephone·= Blank ... 
warning uinvolvement Code has ~een entered and NO Telephone Number is .., 
provided." 

_, 

--------------------------~------1072,------------------------~R~e~v~.--~l~0~/~9• 



. CFIRS EPIT SPECIFICATIONS 

-ION: AI General· 

··-~LD NAME ON THE. FORM: Al54ress/City 

MEANING OF NAME: Home Address ana City 
' 

FIELD LENGTH: 33 NUMBER Ot SETS: 2 

Alwavs: :No opdOnal: Yea, Local 

-WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

· IF pATA IS PRESENT 

·1 .. tERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

PAGE: 45 

LINE: t & 11 

t;onditional: :No 

:Value Code: NFPA 901: No 
CHhPTER: 

CFIRS: No Other Code or Valuei No 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

.• cceptable Values:. 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: ANS. 

Pi'ck one of:· 

.Justify Justify 
.:.J&tt Right 

ns :NO 

(A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha .ONLY 
· Alpha & Numeric 

Alpha Numeric & 

All .Leading 
Spaces Spaces 
.QX QX 

YES :NO 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

(N) Numeric ONLY 
ONLY (0) Other (specify} 
Special Chars (anything} 

. . . 
Trailing 
Spaces 
QX 

YIS 

All 
Zeros 
QX 

50 

Leading 
Zeros 
QX 

110 

Trailing· 
Zeros 
.QlS 

'NO 

- EP1t:er toile ei:reet: e!!e!ress wit:h e Bieu!:1t" a:paee sessaraU:niJ 'efte r."t~Mere frem t:he naltle 
feHe·wd I!IY a ee!BEA:, er.l! t:he r.ame ef t:he dey · 

. . 
_Free .format (to accomoc!ate those areas t,hat ·ao pot. have an al54ress - t,his will 

allow a description), 

~CIFICATIONS: (other field vs this onet 

IF Involvement Coc!e NOT = Blank and Ac!dress/City = Blank 
Warning "Involvement Col5e has bee!) entere4.and NO A4dress/City h provided ... 

------------------------------1073:------------------~--~--~----Rev. · 08/91 



·crrRs EPif SPEciiFIC;2\TIONS 

SECTION: AI General 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: 

MEANING OF NAME: lip Co4e 

FIELD LENGTH: 5 

REQUIRED: Always : No 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

NUMBER OF SETS: 2 

OptiOnal: Yes, Local 

IF DATA IS ERESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

PAGEj 46 

LINE: t & 11 ---
. ~· ,. 

Conditional: .No 

Value Code: . NFPA 90.1: No 
CHAPTER: 

CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: Yes 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: Vali4 u.s. Post Office Zip co4e. 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN:. ~-

Pick one of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS)' 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY . 
Alpha & Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

.. 
. All Leading Trailing All ·.Leading Trailing 

Justify Justify· Spaces Spaces Space_s Zeros zeros Zeros 
+l&fi Riaht .QlS ·ms ms .2E ms .QlS 

'110 xn 'IES ItO · JfO %n xu· xu. 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

. ' 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

:tF 'Involvement · Col5e NOT = 'Blank anA lip"=· :Blank . · 
warninq·"Involvement co4e has been enteral! and NO Zip ia proviAeA· 11 

-------:--;....._----------. 1 074--------------::R~e::-v:-.-0~8;;-/;;9;-:-l __ 



CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS Page: 47 

SECTION: A; General Line: 12 

e. FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: General Property Use 

MEANING OF NAME: 

.·.:.· 

. · • .J. 

--

FIELD LENGTH: 2 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED: Always: NO Optional: NO Conditional: YES 

WHEN S:rfUA TION FOUND IS: NOT = 61, 62 or 64 rDl 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: NOT = 4, 5 or 6 
WHEN OTHER CONDIDON IS: 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

ThiTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (Field by itseU) 

• 4~· 

Value Code: NFPA 901: Yes 
CHAPTER: A 

CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: No 

IF NOT VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

THE DATA MUST.CONTAThl: AN 

Pick one of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric and Special Characters (anything} · 

All Leading Trailing All Leading Trailing 
Justify Justify Spaces . Space~ 

\ 
Spaces Zeros Zeros Zeros 

Left Right OK OK OK OK OK OK 

NO NO . YES NO NO. NO NO NO 

OTHER .ThiTERNAL EDITThiG: 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

Blank is acceptable when Autofl\lutual Aid = 4, 5, or 6 

Blank is accep_table when Situation(s) Found = 61 (Incident Cleared Prior to Arrival), 62 (Wrong · 
Location) or 64 (Vicinity Alarm). · .. . · . . 

1075 .. 
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CliBS EDIT SPECIFICATIONs· 

SECTION: A; General · 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Specific Property ~ae 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 3 · NUMBER OF SETS :- 1 

REQUIRED: Always: . llo Optional: llo 

WHEN SI'l'UATION FOUND IS: 
llot = t, 5 or I ~ 

PAGE: 48 

· LINE: 

Conditional: Yes 

WHEN AUTO/MU'l'UAL AID IS: 
wHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: Situation Foun4 Co4aa 10-17, 1t 

IF DATA IS P&ESEHT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value code: NFPA 901: Yes 
CHAPTER: B 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

~HE DATA MUsr CONTAIN: AN 

CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: No 

Pick one of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeri.c ONLY 
Alpha & Numeric ONLY . (0) Oth.er· .(specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All Leading Trailing All Leading Trailing 
.Justify Justi:fy Spaces Spaces Spaces Zeros Zeros Zeros 
,.Left Right ~ ~ ~ ~ .QK .QK 
I 

110 n.i YES MO 110 ]U" D.! D§ 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITiNG: 

.. 

·. I 

-------"'"""":"---:-:...._ _ _;... ___ 1 076--------------:;:P.;::.e:::v:-. ---;0~8;-:/~9:;-1· . 



CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS Page: 49 

SECTION: A; General LINE: 12 

e FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Specific Property Use (continued) 

.. ·. . I . 
EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS:· (other field vs ~one) . . . 

. . ' 
·IF General Property Use= 41 iifesidential dwelling), 47 (Mobile Home)··and Specific Property 
. Use NOT.= 410-419, 490-492, 499, ag, 926, 933, 963 _ 

ERROR· "General Property Classification is l and 2 Family Residential, but Specific 
Property Use is NOT 1 and .2 Family Residential, Other Residential Occupancies, Outdoor 1 

Sleeping Quarters, ---· Outbuilding (excluding garage), 
Residential Yards, or Paved private street, way (included are paved driveways)." 

IF Ge~eral Property Use= 45 (Residential Board and Care Use) and Specific Use.NOT = 
450459 . . 

ERROR "General Property Classification is Residential Board and Care Use, but Specific 
Property. Use is NOT Residential Board and Care Use." 

_·;)IF'. Situation Found = 15 (Trees, Brilsb, Grass, Standing· Crops}, 16 (Refuse Fire Outside) and 
General Property Use= 41 (1 and 2 Family Dwelling), 47 .(Mobile Home) and Specific Property 
Use NOT = 933 . 

ERROR "Situation(s) Found = 15, 16 and General Property Use is Residential and 
Specific Property Use NOT = 933 (Residential Yard). · 

.. 

·1077 (Rev. 10/95) 



CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS Page: 50. 

SECTION: A; General . LINE: 12 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Building Code Occupancy Type 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 3 . NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED: Always: · NO Optional: NO Conditional: YES 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 11, 12, or 13 (OR} 
· WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: NOT "' 4, 5 or 6 

WHEN OTHER CONOffiON IS: When Situation Found 41, 42, 43 and Structure involved. 

fi'I.OTB: f\'IOT FOR EMS SITUATIONS 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: '(Field by itself) 

Value.Code: .NFPA 901: . CFIRS: Other Code or Value: 
CHAnER: 

IF NOT VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick one of: (A) Alpha ONLY 
{AN} Alpha and Numeric ONLY . 
{ANS) Alpha Numeric and Special Characters (anything) 

All Leading Trailing 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces 

LEFT RIGHT OK OK OK 

YES NO YES .NO NO 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

If only Situatim:i Found = 31, 32, or 33,. then Blank OK 

1078 . 

(N) Numeric ONLY . 
(0) Other {specify) . · 

All Leading 
Zeros Zeros 
OK OK. 

NO NO 

Trailing 
Zeros 
OK 

YES 

.. 

. (Rev. 10/95) 



.~IRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 51 

~F.CTION: Af General LINE:· 12 

1· ..:. NAME ON THE FORM: :Bu.ilding code occupancy Type (continued) 

I tTERNAL. SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

:·'·Specific Property Ose = 410-·419 and Building Code Occupancy Type NOT = R3. 
Error "Specific Property Ose Classified as Dwelling or Lodging' Houses and.··. 

.. Building Code Occupancy Type NOT 1 R3 1 ... · · 

:1 Situation Found= 11, 12, or 13 and Building Code Occupancy Type= Blank· 
Error 11Building Code Occupancy Type CAHNOT ·he Blank on a structure fire.n 

: ? Situation Found = 41, 42 or 43 and Building ~ode Occupancy Type : Blank 
Warning 11Are you sure NO structure was involved?" 

~' .. 

Rev. 1/91 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS Page: 52 

. SECTION: A; General LINE: 12 

. FJELD NAME ON THE FORM: Structure Type 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 1 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED: Always:- NO Optional: NO Conditional: YES 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 11, 12, or 13 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN 9THER CONDffiON IS: conditions: l. When Building Code Occupancy 

Type NOT= Blank. 2 .. When Situaticin(s) Found= 41, 42, 43.and 
Structure involved. 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (Field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: Yes CFIRS: No 
CHAPTER: DAG (Limited) 

IF NOT VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: Range = 1-7, 9· or Blank · 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick one of: (A) Alpha ONLY 
(AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY 
{ANS) Alpha Numeric and Special Characters (anything) . 

All Leading Trailing· 
Justify iustify Spaces· Spaces Spaces 

Left Right OK OK OK 

YES NO YES NO NO 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

1080 

Other Code or Value: No 

{N) Numeric ONLY 
{0) Other (specify) 

All Leading. 
Zeros Zeros 
OK OK 

NO NO 

Trailing 
Zeros 
OK 

NO 

(Rev. 10/9S: 



.····rRB EDIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 53 

f'·":CTION: A; General LINE: 12 r·- NAME· ON THE FORM: Structure Type (continued) 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

: ~ there is an entry in Building code occupancy Type, this field must ~e coded. 

L? Building Code occupancy Type is Blank, this field must ~e Blank. . 

:...1 Situation Found = 11, 12 or 13 and structure Type = Blank 
ERROR 11A structure fire •structure Type• CANNOT ~e Blank • 

• r situation Fou:rid = 41, 42 or 43 and structure Type = Blank 
WARN:ING "Are you sure no structure was involved?" 

1081" 
Rev. l/91 



CfiRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS Page: 54 

SECTION: A; Genel1ll LINE: 12 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Structure Status 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 1 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED: Always: NO Optional: NO Conditional: YES 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDmON IS: c,.nRn~t .. conditions: 1. When Building Code Occupancy · 

Type 2. When Situation Found 41, 42, 43 and 
Structure involved. 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (Field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: ·Yes 
CHAPTER: DAI 

CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: No 

IF NOT VALID CODE. OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: Range 1- 7, 9 or Blank · 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick one of: · (A) Alpha ONLY 
· {AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY 

(ANS) ·Alpha Numeric and· Special Characters (anything) 

All Leading Trailing 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces 

Left Right OK OK bK 

YES NO YES NO NO 

· OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

1082· 

(N) Numeric ONLY 
(0) Other (specify) 

All Leading. 
Zeros Zeros 
OK OK 

NO NO 

Trailing 
Zeros 
OK 

NO 

(Rev. 10/95" 



'FIBS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

iii(ION: AJ General 

-JI!..o NAME ON 'I'HE FORM: structure status 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

~ ,.... ' . 

LINE: 12 

lF there is an entry in Building Code_occupancJ ~e, thia-~ield must be coded. 

-tF :Building Coda occupancJ 'l'!P• la Blank, then this field must be BLANlt. 

%F Situ~tion ~ound 599 = 11, 12 or 13 and structure status = Blank 
· ERROR nstructU.re Status_ CANNOT be Blank on a atructure fire. •• 

· l'l' situation ~ound = 41, 42 or .-e 43 and structure status = Blank 
'WARNING ••~re you sure :Do structure vas involved'lll 

e. 

----~--------------------~1083----------------------~~~~ Rev. 08/91 



CfiRS EQIT SPECIFICATIONS -PAGE: 56 

SECTION: A; General· LINE: 12 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Occupied at time of incident 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 1 

REQUIRED: Always: B:o 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
.WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

Optional: Ho 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: No CFIRS: Yes 
CHAPTER: 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

Conditional: Yes 

Other Code or Value: 

Acceptal:;lle Values: Range 1-3 (Note_: · Code 3 is only acceptable when 
~uilding Code occupancy Type is not BLANK.)_ 

1=YES; 2=No; 3=Unit unoccupied but structure occupi. 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick one of: (A) Alpha ONLY 
(AN) Alpha & Numeric ONLY 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric ~ Special Chars 

(N) Numeric ONLY 
(0) Other (specify}-

(anything) · 

All Leading Trailing All 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces zeros 
1&.tt. Bisbt .QX .QX .QX .QX 

Leading Trail.ing 
Zeros Zeros 
.QX QK 

Bo Bo Yes Ho Ho Bo Bo Bo 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING:· 

------~--------------------1084. Rev~ 10/9-



CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS . Page: 57 

SECTION: A; General LINE: 12 

e FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: . Occupied at Time of Incident (continued) .. : . ).,: . 

.e 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: coiher field vs this one) 

If there is an entry in Building Code Occupancy Type, tb,is field must be coded. 

If Building Code Occupancy TyPe is .Blank and Situation(s) Found = 14 and MutUal Aid not 
Provided, then this field must be completed. · · · 

IF Situation(s) Found NOT = 11, 12, 13 or t1 and Situation(s) Found = 41, 42 or 43 and 
Occupied at Time of Incident = Blank 

·WARNING "Are you sure NO structure.was.involved?" · . 
. .:--··:~··· 
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CPIBS ZQIT SPEgiPICAT!ONS fl.GE: 58 

SECTION: .1.1 General LINE: 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: J'or Ko!lile Property :tnvolve41 ~e 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 2 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

:REQUIRED: Always: 110 eptionai: BO 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 110'1' : 4 i 5, I 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF PATA :IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Conditional: Y!:B 

.. 

Value Code: NFPA 901: Yes 
CHhP'J'ER: C 

CfiRS: No Other Code gr Value: No 

. IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: · • 
Acceptable Values: 

THE DATA· MUST CONTAIN: U 

Pi~k one of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha • Numberic ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars .(anything) 

All Leading '1'railing All ·Leading Trailin! 
JustifY: Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces Zeros Zeros Zeros 
l&.:t Right ~ ~ ~ gx .sm m;; 

BO BO DB 110 80 .BO BO BO 

OTHER ~NTERNAL EDITING: 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

XP Situation J'oun4 = 12, 13, 14 an4 Ko~ile Property~· = sa 
Zrror "You ha4 a fire in Ho!lile Property aDd Hobila·Property ~· ~· 
"NO Mobile Property xnvolve4. 11 

-----------------------~10861--~------------------~~~~ ]itev. Ill .. 1 



;FXRS EDXT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 59 

SECTION: A7 General LINE: 13 

..• NAME ON THE .FORM: !'or Mobile Property Xnvolved: Vehicle License No. 

MEANING OF NAME: For Mobile Property Involved: Vehicle License Humber 

--f'IELD LENGTH: 10 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 
:.-,: -~ . 

REQUIRED: Always: Ho Optional: Conditional: 

HHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
__ WHEN AUTO/MuTuAL AID IS: H9'1' • 4 1 & 1 6. 

ifflEN OTHER CONDITION IS: Mabile Pl!'epe1!'4of '1'7Pe H9'! a 981 GG 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

:I",.,..ERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 
'·. 

· value code: NFPA 901: No CFIRS: No 
CHAPTER: 

Other·code or value: No 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 
.. li·· 

e Acceptable Values: 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick one of:. (A) Alpha ONLY 
(AN) Alpha & Numeric ONLY 
(ANS) Alpha· Numeric & 

i' 

All Leading 
·-Justify Justify Spaces Spaces 
l&fi Right QK QK 

Yes No Yes No 

OTHER-INTERNAL EDITING: 

ltrG~k~[!;~SVQ'~~1W~~{&~~¥ilB 
""""""""'"'":Mx"!;(,~..,.~::.r.J~a.~ili'it".&· ..• m~ 

Special 

Trailing 
Spaces 
QK 

Yes 

Chars 

All 
Zeros 

.QK 

No 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this'one) 

(N) Numeric ONLY 
(0) Other (specify) 

(anything) 

Leading Trailing 
Zeros zeros 
QK' QK 

Jio No 

----------------~-----------108?--------~--------------------Rev. 10/94 



CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 60 

SECTION: AI. ·General LINE: 13 · 

FIELD NAME'ON THE FORM: Por Mobile Property Involvedr State 

MEANING OF NAME: For Mobile Property'Involvedr Vehicle Lioensa Number state 

FIELD LENGTH: 2 NUMBER· OF SETS : 

REQUIRED: Always: No Optional: lfe 

til 
conditional: ¥es • WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 

WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

NO~ ~ 1, s, e~ 6 
Kehile P~epe~b7 ~ype Na~ = ss, GG 

IF DATA IS PBESENT 

:INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: No CFIRS: No 
CHAPTER: 

Other Code or Value: Yes 

:IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

valid o.s. Post Office Abbreviation. 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: A 

Pick one of: (A) . 
(AN) 

Alpha ONLY {N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numeric ONLY (O) Other (spec! "'·•)-~ 

. (ANS) Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) _. · 

All Leading TJ::ailing AH 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces Ze~os 

'l,&.tt Right QK Q.K ·Q.K QK 

lifO No Yes No HO Ho· 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

fi1~'fr'Wl'iit\J~'flt-il!~-~!li'U:&rf:i[~~ ---··~--~;·, .. · .. ·. ·-~-~ 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS:. (other field vs this one). 

WftBe"h"ic~""'llilQJ!~,.,~irtl~~. &t.:~ ... :m"'~-11-a,....,.ttl · ~~:,w..$~·:'~~~ ·:···-. . . ~~bWh~~~~ 

Leading Trailing 
zeros Zeros 
Q.K QK 

Ho Ho 

~----------------------~------1088'-------------~----------=R-ev--.~l~0~/9 



. CFIRS EpiT SPECIFIC;TIONS Pl\GE: 61 

LINE: 13 ... TION: AJ General 

.. LD NAME ON THE FORM: For Mobile Property J:nvolved: ·.· Year 

"'MEANING OF NAME: :ror Mobile Property Involved: Year of Vehicle 

F:IELD LENGTH: 2 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

'REQUIRED: Always: No Optional: He Conditional: ¥ee 

m a 
-WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: NQ'I' II C, 51 G!' & 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: Hebile P!'epe!'ty 'l'ype N9'1' = 98 1 ea 

IF PATA IS PRESENT 

~••L'ERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: ( fleld by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

CFIRS: No · Other Code or Value·: No 

·IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

41t Acceptable Values: 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

P,ick one of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numeric ONLY (O) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

Justify 
1&ft 

No 

Justify 
Right 

Yes 

All 
·spaces 
.QK 

Yes 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

Leading 
Spaces 
QK 

No 

. Trailing All Leading Trailing 
Spaces Zeros zeros Zeros 
QK QK QK QK 

No Yes Yes Yes 

------------~---------------108~~------------------~--~~ Rev. 10/94 



-CFIRS EPIT SPECIFICATIONS PA~E: 62 

SECTION: . A; General LINE: 13 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: For Mobile Property Znvolvedl Hake 

MEANING OF NAME: Por Mobile Property %nvolvedc Make of Vehicle 

FIELD LENGTH: . 15 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED: Always: No Optional: He conditional: ¥ee 

m R 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: NGI'i' ;; c, 5, 6 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: Ha~ile P~aper~y 'i'ype NGI'i' ~:~ 98, DD 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: No CFIRS: No 
CHAPTER: 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: A 

Pick one of: (A) ,Alpha ONLY 

Other Code or Value: No 

(N) Numeric ONLY 

_ .. 

(AN) Alpha & Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify; 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric.& Special 

Justify 
1&ft 

Justify 
Right 

No 

All 
Spaces 

. Q.K 

Yes 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

Leading Trailing 
Spaces Spaces 
.QE 'QK 

No Yes 

Chars 

All 
zeros 
Q.K 

No 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

~'f'ml'i'¥:QNt~efiT~~ tt,"'~'~ ... ;aN:Wm~. . . . : ,. 

ii'-'l!:~·:t:~~!iiih'¥""t'£8m~· i-. ou~e~!fftl@'Wo'f .. li!J$'11Wfi m.f:5:9J.:~~~;;&~~~;::xa~f:;:*;.~-.::;::-.:;;:..,;@.ID:~"i~.:::::m£».:Mr.:.::-~)~"?h~::.a:.:mm:;~~ .. ~ ......................... )~~~.w-:~~ ... m~~ 

(anything) 

Leading Trailing 
Zeros Zeros 
QK QK 

No No 

--------------'---'---1 09o~---~---~----;:::R7ev=-=-. --:;1-;:;0-;/;:9 



CP+RS EPIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 63 

~ION: A; General LINE: 13 

WELD NAME ON THE FORM: J'or Xo:bile Property Involved: Model 

-MEANING OF NAME: :ror Xo:bile Property Involvedl Model of Vehicle 

FIELD LENGTH: 2 5 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

_REQUIRED: · Always: No Optional: Conditional: 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: NS!l' • 4, &, 6 

· WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: Helil!le _ PE"eperty !l'ype HS!l' ;; 981 GG 

IF DATA IS PBESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself). 

· Value code: NFPA 901: No CFIRS: No 
CHAPTER: 

Other Code or value: No 

··NO .VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

· Acceptable Values: 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick one of: (A) _Alpha .ONLY 
. (AN) _Alpha & Numeric 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric & 

All. Leading 
Justify. Justify· Spaces Spaces 
!&.tt Right .QE QX 

Yes No . Yes -No 

·OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

ONLY 
Special Chars 

Trailing All 
Spaces Zeros 
QX .QK 

Yes No 

(N) Numeric ONLY 
(0) Other (specify) 

(anything) 

LE!ading Trailing 
zeros Zeros 
QK .QK 

No No 

------------~------~------~1091-------------------------------Rev. 10/94 



CJ'XRS EDX1 SPECIFXCATzONS PAGE: . 64 

SECTION: AI· General LINE: · 13 . 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: J'or Mobile Property :Involved: :t.c.c.;o.o.'l'. Permit • 

. MEANING OF NAME: Por Mobile Property :Involved• :t.c.c.;n.o.'l'. Permit NUml:ier 

FIELD LENGTH: 9 

REQUIRED: Always: No 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND lS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 

optional: 

NEI!l' • 4, s, & 

NUMBER OF SETS : 1 

Conditional: ¥ee 
wa 
-~ 

WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: Hebile P~epeety !l'ype NS!l' a 98, ee 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (·field by i tsel:f) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: No CFIRS: .No 
CHAPTER: 

Other Code or value: No 

IFNO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values.:· 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick.one of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

All. 

Alpha ONLY .. (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numeric ONLY (0) ·Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

Leading Trailing All Leading Trailin~:, 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces Zeros Zeros Zeros 
!&!.t Right QK QK .QK .QK QK .QK 

Yes NO Yes No Yes No No No 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

-----------~--------------1092------------------~~~~~ Rev. 10/9i 



CP;RS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 65 . 
,. 

SECTION: AI Gene~al LINE: 13 

__ LD NAME. ON THE FORM: :ror Ko:bile Property· Involved: Vehicle Identification 
No• 

MEANING oF NAME: :ror Mol:liie Property Involvedl Vehicle Identification !t'Uml:ler 

FIELD LENGTH: 25 NUMBER. OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED: · Always: Ho ·optional: we conditional: ¥ee 
eR 
~ 

WHEN SITUATIO~ FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 

-WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

m 
NGI'l' • t, &, 6 
Me~ile Pl!'eperty '!'file !19.'1' = 98, ee 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: .(field by itself) 

·value Code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER:· 

CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: No 

-·NO V
1

ALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick one of: (A)' 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

Justify 
!&3. 

Yes . 

Justify 
Rigb.t 

' 
No 

All 
Spaces 
.QX 

Yes 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

Leading 
Spaces 
.QX' 

No 

---~lTB~!ir&-lil~•-• 
!I~ml'U!!1~.DF&VJBI 

Trailing All 
Spaces zeros 
.QX QK 

Yes No 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

-•~m~tJ:%'tcmmf~§Dfti'Jafft&aum 

Leading Trailing 
Zeros Zeros 

.QK .QK . 

No No 

a; 

--~--------~~--------------~--1093:-__ ----------------------,~.~R-e_v_. __ l_0_/_9_4 



CFIRS-BD::tT-SPBCIFICAT:IONS PAGE: 66 

SECTIO~: ArGener~l LINE: ;L3 e. 
FIELD NAME.~N_THE FORM:·ror X()~ile Property ·Involved: Driyers I.icense llo. 

MEANING _OF_NAME:_ For·xobile Property' Involved: Drivers I.icense.HUmher .. -. . : ..._ 

FIELD LENGTH: 10 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 . 

REQUIRED: Always: llO Optional: Be I[( conditional: ~ I§ 

WHEN SITUATIOlf FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: He'! •• , s, 6 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: Me!sile_ P:!'ep.e:!'~Y '!ype HS'! • u, ae 

. IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS; (field·by itself) 

Value Code:. NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN~ All 

CFIRS: No Other Code or'Value: No 
- . :; : . 

Pick one of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS)-

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numeric ONLY: (O) Other (specify) 
Aipha Numeric & Special Chars (anything)' 

-. 

e 

All Leading Trailing All Leading Trailing 
Justify Justify· ·Spaces Spaces spaces Zeros zeros Zeros 
1&tt Right QlS '- QlS QlS QK ~- QlS; 

YES 110 n:s 110 YBS 1\9 110 llO 
.:~' __ ; ,r: 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: ... ,·. 

~ 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICAT:IONS: (other fiel_ci'...,vs this one) 
. ~ ' .. ·. 

Rev. 10/93 



gFtRS EDtT SPECIFICATIONS 

I
TION: . AJ General 

· LD NAME ON THE FORM: 

PAGE: 67 

LINE: 13 

J'or Hobile Property Involved: state 

__ MEANING OF NAME: For Hobile Property Involved: . Drivers Lioe~se JfWili:)liir ·state'' 

FIELD LENGTH: -2 

REQUIRED: Al'lll'ays: No Optional: 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND. IS: 

.. 
Jlil'lfW 
~ 

NUMBER OF. SETS: . 1 

. '_;:-.· 

Conditional: 

WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: H9~ = 4, 5, 6 
-WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: Ke~ile P•epe•~Y ~ype H9~ = 98, GG 

· IF DATA IS PRESENT 

'INTERN~L SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

CFIRS: No 

--NO VALID CODE OR OTHER. CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

Valid u.s. Post Office Abbreviation. 

THE DATA.MUST CONTAIN: A' 

Other Code or Value: Yes 

;, ' 

Pick one of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything)· - · . _ 

All .Leading Trailing All Leading Trailing 
.. Justify Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces Zeros Zeros Zeros 
l&tt Right QX QE .Q.K Q.8 QK QK 

No : No Yes No No No No No 

·OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

this one) 

. . 

~~~ll!FL"""cs-,e=:"-a"""; ''*:!"""·-~"""iiJ:I!:'~~.etlJf~tl~#!Em~~"n~~ 

1095,----~------------~----~---
Rev. 10/94 



~FIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTIQN: E; Complete for All Fires 

FIELD·NAME ON THE FORM: 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD ·LENGTH: 

REQUIRED: Always: Optional; 

Wl{EN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION-IS: 

NUMBER OF SETS: . ·' 

... , ; 

Conditional; 

IF PATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

; 

PAGE: l 

LINE: 

Value Code: NFPA 901: CFIRS: Other Code or Value: 
CHAPTER: 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: 

Pick one o·f: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY · (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numberic ONLY (O) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

e· 

J'ustify 
Left 

Justify 
Right 

All 
Spaces 
~ 

Leading 
· Spaces 

Trailing All 
Spaces Zeros 

Leading 
zeros 

Trailing .. 
Zeros 

~ ~ ~ ~ OK 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

~ 

EXTERNAL SPECJ:FICATION_: (other field vs this one) 

---------~------~----------1096--------~----------~~~~~ Re:v·. l0/92 



FIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

·-E:CTION: B; All Fires 

~•D NAME ON THE FORM: Type of Action-is>· Taken· 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 2 

REQUIRED: · Always: YES · 

.. HEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: . 
-HEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

-
-~· .. ,. ··. 
~ .... 

-' . :· ~ 

NUMBER OF SETS: 4 

Optional: NO 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

~NTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

PAGE; 2 

LINE:. 1 

conditional: NO 

alue Code:· NFPA 901: Yes . CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: No 
CHAPTER: JDA (limited) 

-41'0 VALID CODE ~R OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: Acceptable NFPA 901 Codes:· 11-17, 54.-56 1 61-64, 71-73, 
81,82,91199. 

~HE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick one of: (A) . Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha & Numberic ONLY . (0) Other (specify) 
(ANS) . Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All Leading Trailing~- All 
,Justify Justify Spaces 
,eft Right QK 

NO NO NO t1 
YES 12-4. 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

lust be in sequence (No gaps). 
~o duplicate entries. 

Spaces Spaces 
QK QK 

NO NO 

!ode 11-15 can ONLY have one entry per record. 

-~ 99 should appear as the last entry. 

zeros 
. QK 

NO 

.. 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field·vs this one) 

1097-

Leading 
Zeros 
QK 

NO 

Trailing 
Zeros 
Q.E 

NO 

Rev.- 1~/90 



CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

.SECTION: ·B; All l'ires 

FIELD NAME ON THE· FoRM: I'IRE ORIGIN: AREA 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 2 

REQUIRED: Always: YES 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 

. WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

NUMBER OF .SETS: 1 

. . 
Optional: .110 

IF PArA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Val~e Coqe: NFPA 901: Yes 
CHAPTER: E 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

CFIRS: No 

PAGE: 3 

LINE: 

Conditional: NO. 

Other Code or value: No 

• 
Pick one of: (A) 

(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
. Alpha & Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 

A·lpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All ·Leading Trailing All Leading Trailing 
Justify Justify .·spaces Spaces Spaces zeros zeros zeros 
1&fi Right QK QX QX QK QK QK 

NO NO· YES NO NO 119. 110 110 

m 
OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

.. 

---~----~----~--------~--1098_. __________________ ~~~~~ 
Rev. 1.0/93.-



CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS JAGE: 4 

·WION: Br · All. :r~res 

~IELD NAME ON THE FORM: l'ire odginl Area 

EXTERNAI.i'SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

:F :rire,Origizu Jt.r~a = 01•01, zo-31, 70•71· 1 situation :round = u·, .:u, 1t5 or 17 · 
ERRO_R:, 11Fire outside •tructure and Area of Origin •tructura1.11 

:F Fire odqins Area = 80•81 and situation l'oed = 15, 11 or 17 • 
ERROR 11J'ire Situation :roun4 outside. of •tructure, po mobile property involved 
and Area of origin vehicle." 

;: .~. 

· . . .. 

. e. . .. 

. ~··· 

------------------~~-------1099 __________________ ~~--~~--
Rev. 08/91 



CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION.: B; All Fires 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Fire Origin: Level 

· MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 3 

REQUIRED: Always: ¥ee. 

B 
Optional: No 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN 1.,UTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS:. (~ield by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: CFIRS: 
CHAPTER: 

I.F NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

PAGE: 5 

LINE: 1 

NUMBER OF SETS: . 1 

Conditional: H& 
m 

Other Code or Value: 

Acceptable Values: First character must be 'A' or 'B' 

Last two (2) characters must be 01 to 99. 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick one of: . (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify)-
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) · 

Justify 
~ 
No 

Justify 
Right 

Jil'O 

All 
Spaces 
Ql!; 

Yes 

OTHER iNTERNAL EDITING: 

Leading 
Spaces 
Ql!; 

No 

Trailing All 
Space's zeros 
sm sm 
No 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

Leading Trailing 
Zeros Zeros 
Ql!; Ql!; 

Jil'O No 

~f Fire origin: .Level > 5 ~ 
warning "Level AJ::Iove;Below 5 floors or 50 feet, are you sure'l 11 

lf Fire origin: Level > 50 and Situation Found = 11, 12, or 13 
warning "Level > 50 floors, are you sure'l 11 

--------------~-----------------11001~--------~------------~R~e~v-.--~l~0~/~9. 



CFXRS EDX~ SPECXFXCA~IONS 

- SEctiON: B; All Fires 

·-EID NAME ON TiiE FORM: . Fire origin: Horizontal Distance From 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTI-1: 2 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

UNE: 1 

REQUIRED: Alwavs: No Optional: No Conditional: . Yes 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: Fire Origin: Area =· 91 1 92 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Page: 6 

· Value Code: NFPA 901: . No 
CHAPTER: 

CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: Yes 

IF NO VAUD CODE OR OTiiER CODE TABLE:· 
.. · 

Acceptable Values: 

Range = oo to 99, or Blank.· 

..• DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

. Pick One of: .(A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
.. (AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 

. (ANS) Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All Leading Trailing ·. All Leading Trailing 
}ustify Justify Spaces Spaces. · Sp_aces Zeros Zeros Zeros 

£fi; Right OK OK QK OK OK QK 

No ·Yes Yes· No No Yes Yes No 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

-~--------~----~------~~.--~--
Submitted by the crrR.S Edit requirement Sub-Committee. 6/89 

. 1.101 
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CPIBS ZPIT SPECIFICATIONS V.GE: 7 

SECTION: Bl ·All Fi~•• Ll:NE: ::L e 
FIELD NAME ON 'l'HE FO:RM: l'o:m of Beat 

MEANING OF NAME: l'orm of Beat of %pitioD 

FIELD LENGTH: 2 NtJMBER OF SETS: 2. 

REQUIRED: Always: DB qpt.ional: 110 conditional: NO 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND :IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF PATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself·) 

Value. code: NFPA 901: Yes 
CHAPTER: G 

CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: No 

:IF NO V~D CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

'iHE DATA MUST CONTAIN.: aH 

Pick cne of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
·Alpha & Numberic ONLY ( 0) Other ( specif, 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

e· 

Justify 
l&tt. 

Justify 
Right 

All 
Spaces 
.QX 

Leading 
Spaces 

·'l'railing All 
Spaces Zeros 

Leading Trailinc 
Zeros ·zeros · 

. gx gx ~ sm sm 
JID JIO DB BD liD 110 JIO JIO 

OTHER IN"l'ElUiAL EDITING: 

1102 . 



·~IRS EDIT SPECIFlC~TIONB 

SECTION: B; All Fires l-· NAME ON THE FORM: 

l <TERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: 

Form of Beat. 

(other field vs this one) 

: r Form of Beat = 80-89 an4 Exposure Number = ooo 

PAGE: 8 

LINE: 1 

WARNING "Form of Iqnition is a_ll.oEitile.fire an4 Exposure Number is ooo.n 

. r Exposure Number > ooo an4 Form of Beat NOT ·= 80-89 
ERROR. "You are reportinq an Exposure· Fire an4 Form of Beat of -Ignition is not 
a hositl_e· fire. 11 

;;._,_. .. 

. e .. 

Rev. l/91 
·1103 
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CFIBS EPIT SPEciFICATIONS IAGE; 9 

· SECTION: B I All l'ires UNE: 

FIELD NAME ON 'l'HE FORM: :tpition l'actor 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 2 ·NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

REQUI!U:D: Always: DB Optional: BO Ccmditiond: llO 
. . 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL.AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF PATA IS PBESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: Yes 
CJiAPTER: :I 

CFIRS: No Other Code or·value: No 

IF NO VAL:ID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

.'l'HE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AH 

Pick one of: Alpha ONLY. (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ' Numberic ONLY 
Alpha Numeric ' Special 

(N) Numeric ONLY 
(0) Other (specify) 

Chars (anything) 

Justify 
l&1t 

BO 

Justify 
Right 

JIO 

All 
Spaces 
sm 
DB 

OTHER :INTERNAL EDITING:· 

Leading 
Spaces 
sm· 
JIO 

Trailing All Leading Trailin 
Spaces Zeros zeros Zeros 
ms · ms .QK ~ 

JIO JIO JfO 

------~----------------~----1104.----------------------------~R=ev~-~4~/ ·( 



~?IRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

~ECTION; B; All Pires LINE: 1 

_ -•D NAME ON_ THE FORM: -Ignition Factor (continued) 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) ....... '"':, ·.:- .~. ~.-

. __ F Form ·of' Beat = s&, _97 and Ignition Factor NOT = 11, 12 or 14 
ERROR "Form of' Beat of' Ignition is incen4iary device or multiple form an4 
Xgnition Factor is not intentionally set. 11 

F Ignition Factor = 34 and Form of' Beat NOT = 01•09 
ERROR ·~Ignition Factor is inadequate control of' open fire an4 Form of lt'eat 
of Ignition is not open fire." 

~F Form of Beat = 73 and Ignition Factor NOT = 84 
ERROR "Form of Beat of Ignition-i,s Lightning-and Ignition Factor is not 
lightning." 

·.··•.· 

Rev. · l/91 
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f . 

CFIRS Zp];'l' SP!CI'PIC~T];ONS 

SECTION: Bl ~1 J'ires 

'FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Sez 

MEAniNG OF NAME: 

· FIELD LENGTH: 1 

REQUIRED: Always: BO 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
~EN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

NOMBER. OF SETS: 2 . 

Optional: YES 

IF-PATA IS PBESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

V.GE; 11 

LINE: 2 --

Conditional: JIO 

Value Code: HFPA 901: Yes 
CHAP'l'ER: LB 

CFIRS: No Other Code or value: No 

.IF NO V~D CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: . K = Kalal J' = J'emalel U = Unaeterminea o~ UnkDovu 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: A 

Pick one of: (A) 
(AN) 

Alpha ONLY _ · (N) Numeric ONLY. 

. (AN~) 
Alpha & Numberic ONLY (0) other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Speci~l Chars (anything) 

All ·_Leading Trailing All Leading Trailinr;,·· 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces Zeros Zeros -Zeros 
l4tt Right- .QI 1m· .QE .QE .QE '.QE 

50 BO us BO 50 JIO BO BO 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

%F Sa: U ani! Age t1 = Bluk 
Error ••sez 11 aust l:le oo4e4 l:lefare Sa 12 oan l>e oo4e4." 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONSi (other field vs this one) . 
_______________ 11 06i....;_ _____ _;_ ______ -.R;:;-:e::-v::-."'""";'

4
'7.;~. ) 



CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS Page:l2 

SEcnON: B; All Fires UNE: 2 

--~NAME ON rnE PO~: Age 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH! 2 NUMBER OF SETS: 2 

REQlnRED: Always: No Optional:. Yes ·;·: _ Conditional: . No 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MliTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

·· Value Code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: Yes 

IFNO VAIJD CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

~!Ionge = 01 to 99 or Blank •. 

• ~ATA MUST CONTAIN:. AN 

Pick One of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha arid Numeric ONLY . (0) Other (spedfy) 

.,. CANS) Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All Leading_ · Trailing. All 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces SP.aces· Zeros 
·.m Right OK OK OK OK 

No Yes Yes No No· No 

OTiiER INTERNAL EDITING: 

IF sex #1 and Aqe #1 :: Blank 

Leading . 
Zeros 
QK 

Yes 

Error 11Age #1 must be coded before Age #2 can-be coded." 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

Trailing 
Zeros 
QK 

No 

----~--------~~------~---------
Submitted by the CFIRS Edit requirement Sub-Committee 6/89 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICJTIONS. 

SECTION: BJ All Pires 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Material Pirst Ignited: '!'ype 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: Z NUMBER OF SETS~ 1 

PAGE: 13 

LINE: Z 

REQUIRED: Always : YES Optional; 110 Conditional.: JfO 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

tF PATA 'IS PBESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself). 

Value.Code: NFPA 901: Yes 
CHAPTER: HB · 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

CFIRS: No Other Code pr Value: No 

Pick one of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 

Justify Justify 

Alpha & Numeric ONLY (O) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All Leading 
Spaces· Spaces 

Trailing 
.spaces· 

All 
. Zeros 

Trailing 
Zeros 

I l&f:t. Bight 2X 2X ~ 2E 

Leading 
Zeros 
gK ms 

' 
JfO .D..i DB . 110 ItO D.! m xn 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) . . . 41t. 
· :tr Material !'irst Ignite4: '!'ype = t1 an4 Ignition !'actor ROT = 11, 12 or 14 . 

ERROR "'l'ype of Material Ignite4 4:e h multiple ignitions an4 Iqnition Facto:z:. 
is not incendiary .origin." · . 

11oa•--~------------------~R~e=v-.~o~a~;~9l 



CPIBB EptT SPECIPIC~IONB 

esECTION: Br All ~ir•11 

FIELD NAME ON THE'FORM: Kat•rial ~irat I9Uit.4c·~ora 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD l.ENG'l'H: 2 _ HUMBER OF SETS: 1 

JU:QUIRE:D: . Always: DB Optional.: ItO 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND XS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF QATA IS ERESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Valu~ Code: - NFPA 901: Yes 
CHAP'I'ER: HA 

CFIBS: No 

PAGE: 14 

UNE: 2 

ConditloDal: 50 

Other Code ot value: No 

e IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

I 

I' . 

.; Acceptable Values: 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: All 

Pick one of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha_ ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha ' Numberic ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric ' spe~ial Chars (anything) 

Justify· Justify 
l&!t -Right 

All 
Spaces 
gE 

Leading 
Spaces 
gE 

Trailing All Leading Trailing 
Spaces Zeros Zeros Zeros 
.QX gx· ms ms --

50 ns 50 ItO 110 50 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

--------------------------110~--------------------~~~~-Rev~ 4/90 
. I 



~FIRS EQIT SPECI,FICATIONS Pl\GE: 15 

SECTION: B; All Fires 

FIELD NAME ON 'I'HE FORM: Material Firat Iqnitech Form. (continued) 

l:.F Material l'irat Ignited: Form = 17 and Iqnition Factor IIOT. ::i 11, 12. or 14 
ERROR 11Form of Material Ignite4 b aultiple ignitions and Ignition Factor 
is not of incendiary origin." · . 

IF Material Firat Iqnlte41 !'Jpe : 10-11 imd Material First Ignited& Form NO'l' = 
es,. a&, tt or oo · · · 
E:RROR 11Type of Material Iqnite4 is gas u4 Form of Material Ignited is not a 
:fuel or gas relate4 product.•• · · · 

IF. Material First I;nitecS1 'l'ype = .20-21 and Material First Ignited: Form NO'l' =. 
58, 551, && ·n, 12, 15, 71, 73, 83, ,,, 17, '' or 00 

. ERROR "'l'ype Material Ignited is a· flammable liquid and Form of Material 
Igdted is not a :flu.mable liquU..•• 

1110 Rev. OB/9l 



CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION: B;. All Fires UNE: 2 

-EID NAME ON THE FORM: Contri~utinq Factor(s) 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTii: 3 NUMBER OF SETS: 2 

REQUIRED:· Alwavs: No Optional: Yes Conditional: Yes 

WHEN SITIJATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AliTO!MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: Form. of Heat = 54, 55 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) · 

Value Code: NFPA 901: Yes 
CHAPTER! JEF . 

CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: No 

IF NO VAIJD CODE OR OTiiER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

• DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick One of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
CANS) Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

. All Leading Trailing .All Leading 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces SP.aces Zeros Zeros -

eft B!&hl; OK OK QK QK QK 

No No Yes No No No No 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

PBae: 16 

Trailing 
Zeros 
OK. 

No 

IF contributing Factor #1 = Blank and contributing Factor #2 NOT = Blank . 
E·rror "Contributing Factor. #1 must ~e coded . before contributing Factor 
#2 can be. coded." 

IF Contributing Factor #1 = .contribut:i,ng Factor t#2 
Error "Contributing Factor #2 can not be· the same as ·contri~uting Factor 
#1." 

-~------------------~~--------
Submitted by the CFIRS Edit requirement Sub-Committee 6/89 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS Pa.',je: 17 

SECTION: B; All Fires IJNE: 2 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: contributing Factor (s) (Continue) 
• 

EXTERNAL SPEC!FICATIONS:. (other field vs this one) . . 

IF Form of Heat = 54, 55 and contributing Factor f1 = Blank . 
Errqr 11Please identify the type of firework device or rocket.n 

IF Form of Heat= 54.and Contributing Factor~~ NOT= 800- 859, 870- 899 
Error 11Form of Heat of Ignition is·Fireworks and contributing Factor 

. does not identify a specific firework device" 

IF Form of Heat= 55 and contributing Factor.f1 NOT= 860- 869 
Error nForm of·Heat of Ignition is model/amateur rocket and contributing 
Factor does not identify a specific rocket.•• 

Submitted by the CFIRS Edit reqUkem~t Sub-Committee . 6/89 
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~IRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

i~CTION: B; All Fires 

~~D NAME ON THE FORM: 

l :. ING OF NAME: 

PAGE: 18 

LINE: 2 

Method of Extinguishment 

.FIELD LENGTH: 1 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED: Always: YES Optional: NO conditional: NO 

·.,a:EN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
·--fiEN OTHER CONDITION IS : 

·IF DATA IS PBESENT 

.1.t''1'BRNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

alue Code: NFPA 901: Yes 
CHAPTER: JOB 

CFIRS: NO other Code or Value: No 

F NO VALID CODE.OR OTHER·CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: Ranqe = 1-9 · e · .. · 
THE DATAMUST CONTAIN; AN 

.Pick one of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numberic ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & special Chars (anything) 

All Leadinq Trailinq All Leadinq Trailinq 
'ustify Justify Spaces. Spaces Spaces ·zeros Zeros Zeros 

.=&ll Right QK QK .QK QK QK QK 

10 NO YES NO NO NO NO. NO 

"lTHER INTERNAL. EDITING: 

·::xTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

~Type of Action Taken = 11, 12, 13 or 15 and Method of Extinqhishment = 1 
..,ERROR 11Type of Action Taken reflects fire department extinguished fire but 

. Method of Extinguishment is self-extinqhished. 11 · ... 

Rev. 1/91 
1113 



.CFilt9 EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION: .B; All :rires 

FIELD NAME ON TI-lE FORM: Estimated Property Loss 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 9 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 . 

. REQUIRED: Always: Yes .3: .. ·.·... Optional; No 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN. AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 

· WHEN OTI-IER CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

i&ge: l9 

lJNE: 3 

Conditional: No 

Value Code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

CFIRS: No Other Code or Viuue: Yes 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Ac:c:eptable Values: 

R·anqe = 000000000 to 9999999_99 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: N 

Pic:k One of: . (.t\) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric: ONLY 
(AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY (0) Other (spec:ify) 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric: & Special Chars (anything) 

All Leadirig Trailing All Leading Trailing 
Justify Justify Spac:es. Spac:es Spac:es Zeros Zeros Zeros 
Left Ris:!u QK QK QK OK OK OK -
No Yes No No- No Yes Yes No 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

~----------------~--------~-
Submitted by the CFIRS Edit requirement Sub-Committee ·6/89 
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CfiRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS Page: 20 

SECTION B: All Fires LINE: 3 

·• FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Estimated Property Loss (continued) 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) . 

IF Situation Found = 11 - 1-S and (Estimated Property Loss > 400,000 
. . Warning • Are you sure the Property Loss is greater than .S400,000?" 

IF Situation Found = 12 ~- and Estimated Property Loss > 100,000 
. · Warning "Are you sure the Property Loss is greater than $100,000?" 

IF Situation Found= 13-.14 .. .J.1. and Estimated Property 
Loss > 50,000 . 

· Warning· "Are you sure the Property Loss is greater than $50,000?" 

IF Situation Found = 16 &1~__.~. and Estimated Property Loss > 100 
Warning "Are you sure the Property Loss is greater than $100." 

1115 (Rev. 10/9$) 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS Page: 21 

SECTION: B; All Fires · LINE:. 3 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Estimated contents· Loss 
\.-, . 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIElD LENGnl: 9 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED: Alwavs: Yes Optional: No Conditional: No ·' 

·WHEN siTUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTiiER .CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: {field by itself) 

Value Code: . NFPA 901: No 
. CHAPTER: 

CFIRS: NO Other Code or Value: Yes 

IF NO VAIJD CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

· Acceptable Values: 

Range = ooooooooo to 999999999 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: N 

Pick One of: {A) Alpha ONLY {N) Numeric ONLY 
{AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY . (0) Other (specify) 
(ANS) Alp~a Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All Leading Trailing All 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces SP.aces Zeros 
Left Right OK OK. QK QK 

No Yes No No No Yes 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

Submitted by the CFIRS Edit requirement Sub-Committee 

, , 16 

Leading Trailing 
Zeros · Zeros 
OK QK 

·Yes No 

6/89· 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS Page: 22 

SECTION B: All Fires LINE: 3 

• FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Estimated Contents Loss (Continued) 

. EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs thls one) . 

. · IF Situation Found= 15 m~Jlflmm 16 --I'Wl~I§Jitttm and 
· . Estimated Contents Loss > 0 · . · 

ERROR - "No Contents Loss is reportable on a~. outside frre; report under 
Property Loss." · 

• 
1117 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION: I; All Pires 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: 

MEANING OF NAMEi ~otal BstimatecS. LoBS· 

FIELD LENGTH: 10 NUMBER OF SETS: -- 1 

REQUIRED: A brays; Yes Optional: llo 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION I.S.: . 

IF PATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: No 
'CfiAPTER: 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

CFIRS: No 

-PAGE: 23 

LINE: 

Conditional: lfo 

Other Code -or Value: Yes 

Acceptable Values: Range = 0000000000 to 1ittttt999. 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: N (NOTE: Do not leave'Blank. Must be zero filled.) 

Pick one of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha & Numeric ONLY. 

chars 
(0) Other (specify) 

(ANS) Alpha Numeric &· Special (anything) 

All t.eading . Trailing All t.eading Trailing 
..Justify Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces Zeros -Zeros Zeros 
l&.f.t Right S2K -sm .QK .QE .QE 2K 

50 YES HO . NO BO YES YES xu 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 
-. 

sum of zstimate4 PropertyLoss + Bst:l.matecS. Contents less. 

-----------------------------1118~------------------~~--~~ Rev. OB/91 .. 



, -,IRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

f""'O:::CTION: S; All Fires 

r •.. NAME ON THE FORM: 

l ~ING OF NAME: 

PAGE: 24 

LINE: 3 

Fuel Model 

FIELD LENGTH: 1 NUMBER . OF SETS: ·1 

.:- :·i . 

REQUIRED: 
. ·._ ... ·_:; \: 

Always: NO optional: NO 

\.,!EN SITUATION FOUND IS: 15 .· 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL.AID IS: NOT: 4 1 5 OR 6 
l-iEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

~~~F.RNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself)' 

· !lue Code: NFPA 90l:.Yes CFIRS: No 
CHAPTER:· JEE (Expanded) 

F NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Conditional: YES 

Other Code or Value: No 

acceptable Values_: Change NFPA 101 numeric codes to alpha letters 

~or ~xample: 1 = "A" to 22 : nzn, or Blank 

NOTE: NO· "M", "V", uwn, "X" -- SEE CFIRS MANUAL FOR CORRECT CODES 
':,~:·:: 

mHE DATA MUST CONTAIN: A 

"""~ick one of: -Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY (A) . 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

. Alpha & Numberic ONLY· · · 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars 

. (0). Other (specify) 
(anything) 

All Leading Trailing All Leading Trailing 
ustify Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces zeros Zeros Zeros· 

l&ft Right .Q.K .Q.K _.Q.K QE .Q.K QK 

0 NO YES NO NO NO NO HO 

•THER INTERNAL EDITING: 

:XTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one). e 
·1119 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 25 

SECT~ON: B; All Fires LINE.: 3 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Acres Burned 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: . 7 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 
· ·· · · · · Note: I:mplied decimal point between 6th & 7th position 

REQUIRED: Always: NO Optional: NO 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 15 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL-AID IS: NOT= 4 1 5 OR 6 

-WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA _IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Conditional: YES 

Value Code: NFPA 901: Yes CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: No 
C5APTER: JEE (Expanded) 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

A·cceptable Value_s: Ranqe = 0000001 to 9999999, ··or Blank. 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick one of: ·(A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY. (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numberic ONLY 
Alpha Numeric & Special 

. (0) Other (specify) 
Chars (anythinq) 

All Leading T;J:'ailing All Leading Traili·· 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces Zeros Zeros Zeros 
Left Right Q.K Q.K IDS Q.K IDS IDS 

NO YES YES NO NO NO YES NO 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one)· 

.. 

Rev. 1/91 
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~FIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 26 

ITION.: B: All Fires_ LINE: 4 

~IELD NAME ON THE FORM: IF EQUIPMENT INVOLVED IJr IGNITION: TYPE 

; : lEANING OF NAME: 

"IELD LENGTH: 2 

-ltEQUIRED: Always: YES 

iHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
iHEN AUTO/MUTuAL AID IS: 
w·~N OTHER CONDITION IS: 

NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

optional: 110 

IF PATA IS PRESENT 

rNTERNAL 'SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value •Code:. 

"NO VALID 

NFPA 901: Yes 
CHAPTER: F 

CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

rHE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

CFIRS: No 

Conditional: HO· 

Other Code or Value: No 

Pick one of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All Leading Trailing .All Leading Trailing 
__ Justify Justify _Spaces ·Spaces Spaces Zeros- Zeros Zeros 
l&fi Right. .QlS; .QlS; .QlS; .QlS; .QE .QX 

NO He YES NO HO YES YES HO 
Ul 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

~ERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: 
.. 

(other field vs this one) . 

-----,-----'--------"--1121------------:---=----:-~~ ! 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS Page: 27 

SECfiON: B; All Ftres Line: 2 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: IC Equipment Involved in Ignition: Type (Continued) 

. . 
IF Form of Heat= 11-39, 46, 47, 68 and Equipment Involved: Type= 98 

· ERROR "Fonn of Heat of Ignition is equipment and Equipment Involved is .NO . · 
. Equipment involved. • · · 

·s 

IF Form of Heat = 11, 12, 13, 42 
Involved: Type NOT = 87 I'Tn-h 

ERROR "Fonn of Heat of Igl;lition is a torch 
a torch." 

and Equipment 

.l!.qttuptmetat Invoived in Ignition is NOT 

IF Form of Heat NOT = 11, 12, 13, 42 and Equipment Involved: Type "' 87 
ERROR "Equipment Involved in Ignition is a torch and Form of Heat of Ignition is NOT 
a torch. 0 

e. 

.. e· __________ __..:.._,;.____--~--:---._ 
. 1122. 
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CFXRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS Pcge: 28 

- SECTION: B: All Fires UNE: 4 

___ ELD NAME ON THE F~RM: If- Equipment Involved in Ignition: Model 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 25 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED: Alwan; No Optional: No Conditional: Yes 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL"AJD IS: 
WHEN 0~ CONDITION IS: Equipment Involved: Type NOT - 98, 00 

IP DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by .itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: No CPIRS: No Other Code or Value: No 
CHAPTER: 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

• DATA MUST CONTAIN: - AN 

Pick One of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY (0) Other_ (specify) 

_ (ANS) Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All Leading Trailing All Leading Trailing 
_.Justify Justify Spaces Spaces SP.aces Zeros Zeros Zeros 
~ Right OK OK QK QK QK OK 

Yes No Yes No Yes No No No· 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

er-~------------------------~h~-----~-------------
Submitted by the CFIRS Edit requirement Sub-Coulmittee 6/89 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS. PAGE: 29 

SECTION: Bl All Fires LINE: 4 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: %f Equipment %nvolve4 in Xgnitiona Year 

MEANING·OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 2 

REQUIRED: Always: No 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 

•!" ·-., 
·~ ' . 

. '· 
. • .t. 

Optional: 

NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

Conditional: ¥e& 
B 

WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: Blflllpaeati lZB"Jel'•'BIII 'l'fte NS'l' = 98, 08 

u; DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: No CFIRS: No 
CHAPTER: 

other Code or Value: No 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN:· AN 

Pick one of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All Leading Trailing All 
Justify Justify .Spaces sp-aces Spaces Zeros 
!&.tt Right ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Ho No Yes No No Yes 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 
•. 

EXTERNAL s·PECIFICATIONS: 

•Me~W:B'fan'l: 

(other field vs this ona) 

~~"""""';t~--
~_.$l==.,.~fi'et~dlia~ogpi¥?J.i u~~~~,~~~tx!.M·:·:~~9f.d~L~~~~mN»~~~~~-~-(·~%$ 

Leading Trailing 
Zeros Zeros 
~ .~ 

Yes Yes 

---------~----------~---1124.--~--------------~~--~/~9 Rev. 10 1 



CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS .. ' PEge: 30 

SECTION: B; All Fires UNE: 4 

-EID N~ ON ri-m FORM: If Equipment Involved :I,Ji Ignition: Mall:e 
~ .. . .. ·. 

MEANING OF NAME: 
- - -~ ...... ' 

FIELD LENGTII: l.S. · . NUMBER OF SETS: 1 
. ·l .•. ; ..... .,-,_ .... 

REQtnRED: Alwavs: _No ·Optional:· No· Conditional; Yes 

-- WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTI]AL AID IS: 
WHEN qnmR CONDITION IS: Equipment Involved: Type NOT : 98, 00 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPEciFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

· Value Code: NFPA 901; No 
CHAPTER: 

CFIRS; No Other Code or Value: No 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

A~ceptable Values: 

L DATA MUST CONT~N: AN 

Pick One of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All Leading Trailing All Leading 
Justify- Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces Zeros Zeros 

eft Right OK OK OK QK QK-

Yes No Yes No Yes No No 

01HER INTERNAL EDITING: 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

Trailing 
Zeros 
QK 

No 

--~~----~~~------~~--------~ 
Submitted by the CFlRS Edit requirement Sub-Committee 6!89 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIF:ICATJ:ONS .. Page: 31 

SECTION: B; All Fires UNE: 4 

FIELD NAME ON niE FORM: I:t Equipment I:nvolve4 in I:gnition~ Serial No. 

IviEANING OF NAME: If Equipment Involved in Iqni tion: serial NUm))er 

FIElD LENGTii: · 2 5 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED: · Always: No Optional: · No Conditional: Yes 

WHEN Sin.JATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN ()TiiER. CONDri'I~N IS: Equipment Involved: Type NOT = 98 1 00 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: · No 
CHAPTER: 

·CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: Yes 

IF NO VAUD CODE OR OTiiER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick One of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
CANS) Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) · 

All Leading Trailing All Leading Trailing 
Justify Justify Spaces . Spaces Spaces Zeros Zeros . Zeros . 
Left Right. QK OK OK QK OK OK 

Yes No Yes No Yes No No No 

OTiiER INTERNAL EDITING: 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS:. (other field vs this one) 

------------------~·----------
Submitted by the CFIRS Edit re~ent Sub-Committee 6/89 
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!FIRS EDIT SPECIPIC~TIONS 

; CTION: C7 pomplete for Structure Fire :_!e NAME ON THE FORM: 

~ ANING OF NAME: 

P~GE: 1 

LINE:· 

F'-'''ELD· LENGTH: NUMBER OF SETS: 
.. -.,- .. . 

IU;QUIRED: Always; Optional: Conditional: 

wHEN 
Iii EN 
~ lEN 

SITUATION FOUND IS: 
AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
OTHER CONDITION IS: 

11, 12, 13 
NOT.: 4, S,.OR. ·> 

IF QATA IS PRESENT 

:...l'r~RNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

NFPA, 901: CFIRS: Other Code or Value: 
CHAPTER: 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

-411bceptable Values: 

HE DATA MUST CONtAIN: 

•ick one of: (A) Alpha ONLY 
(AN) · Alpha & NUmberic ONLY 
(ANS) · Alpha Numeric & Special Chars 

Trailing All 

(N) Numeric .ONLY 
(0) Other (specify) 

(anything) 

-rustify 
;,eft 

Justify 
Right 

All 
Spaces 
.Q.K 

Leading 
Spaces 
QK 

Spaces Zeros 
Leading 
Zeros 

Trailing. 
Zeros 

QK QK QlS QK 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

~ERNAL SPECIFICATION: (other field.vs this one) .. 

------------------~--------------1127·------------------~----.R-e-v-.. -.-l-0~/~92~ 



CFIBS EPIT SPECIFicATIONS PAGE; 2 

SECTION: Cl · Complete for StrUcture Fire LINE: 1 

.FIELD NAME ON. THE FORM: Construction Type e· 

FIELD LENGTH: 1- NUMBER OF .SETS: 1 

REQUIRED: Always; YES Optional: BO conditional: Bo· 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

' .. 
----~----------------------~I~F~p~A~T~A-aiaS-P~&E~S~EaNT~---------------------------- _ 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field l:ly itself) . 

Value Code:. NFPA 901: Yes 
CHAPTER: DAA 

CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: No 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 1anqe : 0-S,t 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick one of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & NUJIIl:leiic ONLY (0) Other (specif'"' •.. 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All Leading· Trailing All Leading Trailincj .. 
Justify . Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces zeros Zeros zeros 
l&tt Right 2K .QX gE .QJS . 215 .QK 

JIO JIO DB JIO JIO YES JIO. ItO 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

IF Situation Foun4 11-14 is co4a4 11,·12, 13 thaD Coustructiou ~• .. cannot·
. Blank. 

'1128 Rev. 4/90 



. -. 

Cf+RS EDIT SPECIFICATION~ 
' . 

SECTION: Cl Structure 

.IELD NAME ON THE FORM: Roof Covering 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 1 . 

. :REQUIRED; Always: DB 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 

.WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

NUMBER OF SETS: '1 

Optional: JIO 

IF pATA IS PBESENT 

INT~~AL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

CFIRS: Yes 

~IF NO VALID CODE-OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: Range = D-4~ 1-1 

-· 
THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN' 

Pick one of: (A) Alpha ONLY 
(AN) Alpha & Numberic ONLY 

. ... 

PAGE; 3 

LINE: 1 

conditional: HO 

Other Code or Value: No 

. (N) Numeric ONLY 
{0) Other (specify) 

l 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All Leading. Trailing All Leading Trailing 

1 Justify Justify Spaces . Spaces- . _Spaces Zeros Zeros Zeros 
ldl!t- Biaht gx gx gx 21 QK 2X 

HO JIO ns BO BO BO BO HO 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

~ EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS~ (other field ~s this one) -. 

:IP Situ_ation J'oUD4 U-4 ia co4e4 11•13 1 then :aoof covering c&llllot be Blank. 

1129 Rev. 4/90 



• ' I 

CFIRB EPIT SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION: Cl . Structure Pire 

:FIELD. NAME ON 'l'HE :FORM: ~er of Storie a 

.. 
MEANING OF NAME: 

. ~ .. ~· .· . 

FIELD LENGTH: . 2 NUMBER OF ·SE~S: 1 

REQUIRED: · Always: n:s Optional: JIO 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MuTuAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

tF QATA IS fRESENt 

I~ERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: No 
. CHAPTER: 

IF NO VALID CODE OR O~HER CODE TABLE: 

CFIRS: No 

Acceptable Values: Range = 00 to tt 

. 'l'HE DATA MUST CO~AIN: ·g 

IACjE:. t 

LINE: .•. 

Conditignal: ·NO 

Other Code or Value: Yes 

Pick one ·of:. · (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY (N) Nwneric ONLY 
Alpha & Nwnberic ONLY (O) Other (specify) 
Alpha Nwneric & Special Chars (anything) • .. -

All Leading Trailing All Leading 'l'railin~ 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces Zeros Zeros zeros 
1&tt Riaht 2E "2E ~ .ms 2K ·2X 

BO YBB YBB 50 BO YBB YBB JIO 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

1130 . Rev. 4/90 



... 
CliBS EDIT SPECifiCATIONS 

SECTION: Cl · Structure 7ire 

.IELD ·NAME ON 'l'HE FORM: Jluml)er of stories (continue). 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

I!'. Level of 7ire Oriqin > Bumbe.r · of stories 
:::Waninq ••Level of 7ire oriqin b hiqber thaD. Bumbeir of stories ... 

P).GE: S 

IF ~~Umber of stories = oo and Level of 7ire oriqin IIOT = B01 - Btl 
warning "Buildinq is oompletely ~elov.qround and Level of Fire oriqiD is 
HOT :below qroun4. 11 · 

IF specifio Property Use = 410-411 an&! Bumber of Stories > 03 
waning "You are reportinq a 1 or 2 Family DvelliDg (Structure) over 3 
stories, are you sure?n 

-· .~J' situation J'OUDd u-c is oode411-13, thaD ~~Umber of Stories CllllllOt :be Blank • 

. -:· 

·--

l 

I. 
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• • I 

CIIBS EpiT SPECIFiCATIONS 

SECTION: Cl Structure Fire 

YIELD NAME ON THE ·FoRM: Extent of Duaqe: l'lame 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIE'LJ;) LENGTH: 1 

REQUIRED: . ·Always: YES 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
'WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

NTJMBER OF SETS : 1 

Optional: JlO 

IF QATA IS PBESEHT 

7NTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself)" 

Value Code: NFPA 901: Yes 
CHAPTER: KB 

-CFIRS: No 

7F NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptab~e Values: Ranqe = 0-7 

'l'HE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick one of:· (A) .. Alpha ONLY 

PAGE: 6 

IJ:NE: .1 

Conditigna1: 11"0 

Other Code or Value: No 

•• 
(N) Numeric ONLY· 
(O) Other (specif •. . (AN) 

(ANS) 
Alpha & Numberic ONLY 
Alpha Numeric & Speci~l Chars (anything) 

All Leading Trailing All Leading 'l'railins--
Justify . Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces Zeros Zeros Zeros 
1&.tt Bight QK .QX .ms. ms. gE QE 

110 JlO YES JlO BD YES 110 50. 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

l:l situatioD J'OUD4 U-4 h ool!a4 11-~3, theD sxteDt of Damage& i"lame oannoe 
:Blail.k. 

1132 



. . . 
CPIRS EDiT SPECifiCATIONS PAGE: 7 

' 
fiEc:ri.ON: C7 . Structure lire LINE: 1 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Bztent of Damaqe: Smoke 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 1 

REQl1IRED :. Alwavs: YES 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 

.. WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

Optional: 11'0 · 

U' QATA IS .PRESENT 

INT~~AL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by its~lf) 

Value Code: CFIRS:' No 

Conditiorial: 110 

Other Code or Value: No 

.e 
NFPA 901: Yes 
C6AP'l'ER: KCA 

l 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: Ranqe : o-a 

- THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick one ofi .(A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY . (N) N\imeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numberic ONLY (O) Other (specify) 
Alpha Ntimeric & Special Chars (anything) · 

Justify 
1&tt. 

110 

Justify 
Right 

11'0 

All 
Spaces 
gx 

us 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

. Leading 
Spaces 
ms·· 
ItO 

Trailing All . Leading. Trailinq 
Spaces Zeros Zeros Zeros 
ms ms ms ·. ms 

ItO ItO 110 

·-EXTERNAL SPECIFICA~IONS: (other field vs this one) 

Zl situation Poun4 11-4 is oo4e4 11-13, then Bztent of Damaqe: smoke oannot be 
Blank. 
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CFIRS·BDIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 8 

SECTION: Cl Structure Fire LINE: 2 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: MATERIAL ·GENERATING XOST SKOEBI TYPE 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 2 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED:. Always: NO Optional: II& I'JJ conditional: ¥&S ~~ 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID :i:S: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: If BK~e&~ ef Baske Damage • 4 7 

IF DATA IS PBESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: Yes 
CHAPTER: HB 

cFIRS: No Other Code or Value: No 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick one of: (A)· 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numeric ONLY (0) .. Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

. 
All ·Leading 

Justify Justify .Spaces Spaces 
. Trailing All 
Spaces · Zeros 
QK 2K ~· Right QK .QK 

NO 119 YES NO NO YES 
m 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

Leading 
Zeros 
QK 

110 

Trailing 
zeros 
.QK 

NO 

4---~----~~----~----~~~-,~~~ . --~------"---------1134 Rev .. l.0/93 . 



9FIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS P:P.GE: 9 

.ION: c: struoture :rire LINE: 2 

!l'IELD NAME .ON THE ':FORM: Material Generating Host Smoke: :rorm . 

!a:ANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: Z NuMBER-OF SETS: 1 

~REQUIRED: Always: NO Optional:· N9 
Vii 

Conditional: ¥B& 

. M»»~ IS 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
l ~N OTHER CONDITION IS: If BHteat ef Smeke 9ama~e = 4 7 

IF PATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) . 

eue Code: NFPA 9 0.1: YES CFIRS : NO 
CHAPTER: HA 

Other code or Value: NO 

IF NO"VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick oneof: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha & Numeric ONLY (O) Other (specify) 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric & special Chars (anything) · 

Justify 
-·~ 

NO . 

Justify 
Right· 

NO 

All 
Spaces 
QE 

YES 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: -- . 

Leading 
Spaces 
QE 

NO 

Trailing All 
Spaces . Zeros 
QE QE 

NO' ·YES 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

Leading Trailing 
zeros Zeros 
QX QK 

YES NO 

---------------1135----------'----------,---Rev. · 10/94 · 



~FIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 10 

;ECTION: C; Structure Fire LINE: 2 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Material Generating Most Smoke: Form 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS:. (other field vs this one) 

IF Material Genera.ting Most Smoke: Type = 10-19 and Material Generating Most 
Smoke: Form NOT = 65, 86, 99, 00 

· ~AAOR "Type of Material Generating Most smoke is gas and Form of Material 
Generating Most smoke is not a fuel. or gas related product. 11 

l:F Material Generating Most ·Smoke: Type = 20-29 and Material Generating Most 
smoJte: Form NOT= sa, 59, l!o·; 62, 65, 711 73, 83, &6, 97, t9, oo 

ERROR 11Type· of Material Generating Most Smoke is flammable liquid. and. Form of· 
Material Generating most Smoke is not a flammable liquid." · 

-----~----=-----:---,.,-,l136 Rev. 10/92 



CFIRB EDIT ~PECIFICATIONS . PAGE: 11 

.... ION: Cl. ~tructure l'ire LINE: 2 

IELD NAME ON THE FORM: J.VENOE 01' SMOKE TRAVEL 

EANING OF NAME: 

IELD LENGTH: 1 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

'"".EQUIRED:. · Always: 110 Optional: 118 BJ ·conditional: H& 1m 

~EN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
.• 'HEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
W -- l OTHER CONDITION ·IS: If BH~ea~· ef SmeJee B11:11age IIi 4 7 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

:NTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: •• 'IF NO VALID 

NFPA 901: Yes .CFIRS: No 
CHAPTER: JFB _(Expanded) 

CODE OR OTHER-CODE TABLE: 

Other Code or'Value: No 

Acceptable Values: Range= 0-7, I 

,."F.~ DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick one .of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numerib ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) · · 

All Leading· Trailing All Leading Trailing 
. .Justify Justify Spaces spaces Spaces zeros Zeros Zeros 
t&!.t Right QK QK QK .QI QK QX 

NO H& YES ¥H ¥B8 YES HS ¥B& 

G IQ • ·e ltd 
~· 

OTHER INT_ERNAL EDITING: 

-·ERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

----------------· 1137 __ _.,.~---...._~-----------
Rev. 10/93 



CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 13 

SECTION: C; .. Str:ucture Fire. LINE: 2 

~IELD NAME ON THE FORM: DETECTION SYSTEM: TYPE 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 1 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

~QUIRED: Always: YES Optional: NO Conditional: NO 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: Yes 
CHAPTER: JHA 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: Range = o-9 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: No 

Pick one of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha-ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numeric ONLY (0) other (specifyJ _ 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) - · 

All Leading Trailing All Leading Trailing. 
Justify Justify Spaces Spa~es Spaces Zeros Zeros Zeros 
Left Right QX QK QX QK QK QK 

NO NO YES NO . NO YES NO NO 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 
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CPIRS EDIT SPECIPIC,TIONS Pl\,GE: 14 

--411FION: C; Structure Pire · LINE: 2 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: DBTBCTION SYS'r!MI POWER .SllPPLY 

.• oJEANING OF NAME: 

riELD LENGTH: 1 

:U:QUIRED: . Always: NO 

RHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
l<" - 'N AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 

NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

Optional: BO conditional: YES 

~~N OTHER CONDITION IS: If Detection System: Type NOT : 8 ~ 

... 
· IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

.ue ccide: NFP!\ 901: Yes 
CHAPTER: JHB 

-!F NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE ·TABLE: 
.. 

Acceptable Values: Range= o-7, 9 

~ , DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

CFIRS: No · .Other Code or Value: No 

.Pick one of: (A) . Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 

-Justify 
.. l&.!.t 

.·No 

. (AN). 
(ANS) 

Alpha & Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All Leading Trailing All Leading Trailing 
Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces Zeros Zeros ·. Zeros 
Right QK QK QK QK QK QK' 

R& YES He HS YES He HS . IU. . BQ. • I§ . 1m 

~--~~--~--~-------------1139~· ~----~----~----~~--~~ 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 15 

SECTION: Cl structure :rire .. LINE: 2 

FIELD .NAME ON THE FORM: J)ETBCTIOH SYSTEM: POWER SOPPLY (continued) 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

n·etection system: 'l'ype HOT·= a ~ an4 netection system: Power supply = BLANK 
ERROR "Type of·Detection is_present an4 Detection Power supply is BI.AHK. 11 

.. 

~----~------------------------1140,--------~----------~~R~e~v-.-,l~0~/~93 



~FIRB'EDIT SPECIFICATIONS U.GE: 16 

-ION i C, Structurs Fire LINE: 2. 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: DBTBCTIOH SYB~EK: PBRFORMAHCB . 

• ..EANING OF NAME: 

'IELD. LE~GTH: 1 . NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

.EQUIRED: Always: HO optional: IJO · condi t.ional: YES 

~EN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
w·- 'l AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
"!h .. ri OTHER CONDITION IS: If Detection System: Type NOT = 8 er--& 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

~NTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

eue Code: NFPA 901: Yes 
CHAPTER: · JHC 

CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: No 

:F NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 0-7, 9 

-:'HE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN . 

Pick one of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 

Justify Justify 
-··&.f.t Right 

NO ft& 
~ 

.. 

Alpha & Numeric ONLY (0.) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

AU 'Leading 
Spaces Spaces 
~ QlS; 

YES ¥BS • 

Trailing All 
Spaces · ·Zeros 
QX .QK 

YES. 

Leading 
Zeros 
QIS 

Trailing 
Zeros 
.QK 

INTERNAL EDITING: 
"' 

___ _,..._....;....___;,~....;....-....;.... ______ 1141--'------------:::---~-:-:--
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 17 

SECTION: CJ.Btructure Fire LINE: 2 

. ' .. 
"FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: DETECTION SYSTEM: PERIORMANCB (continued) 

'EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs.this one) 

If Detection.system: Type NOT= a&.-& and Detection System: Performance= BLAN! 
ERROR 11Type of Detection is present and Detection Performance is BLJ.NK. 11 

._ .. -

.. 

----------:-------:-----1142'----"----------;:;R:::ev::-. --:;1.iroli;~9 3 _ 



~PIRB EDIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 18 

c; structure Pire LINE: z· 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: DETEiCTION ·sYSTBXI RBASOH POR PAIL'ORE 

.lEANING OF NAME: 

'IELD . LENGTH: 1 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

:EQUIRED: Always: NO Optional: NO Conditional: YES 

mEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
W .. ~ AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
·~~~ OTHER CONDITION IS: Detection System: Type NOT : 8 er-& 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

~NTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

tJe Code: NFPA 901: Yes 
CHAPTER: JHH 

~F NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values:: Range 0-4, 7, 9 

T DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: No 

Pick one of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha & Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
(ANS) . Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All Leading Trailing All Leading Trailing 
rustify Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces Zeros Zeros Zeros 

..&.f.t. Right QK QK .Q1S; .QJS QK .QE· 

'"'10 HS YES HS H& us He ¥BS 
1m e • • Jm 

INTERNAL EDITING: 

--~--~------------~~~~--114~·--------------------~----~--Rev. 10/93 



CF+RS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 19 

SECTION: c; structure Fire LINE: 2 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: DETECTION SYSTEM: REASON FOR FAILORE .. (continued) 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 
.. 

IF Detection system: Type NOT =·a er-e and Detection system: Reason for Failure = :BLANK 
ERROR "Type of Detection is present and Detection system: Reason for Failure 
:S~K." 

•._../ 

• 

.. 

--------------~-----------------1144-----------------------~~R~e=v~.--~l~o;l.g~~. 



. :'IRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

-~CTION: · C; Structure Fire 

-~D NAME ON THE FORM: EXTINGUISHING SYSTEM: TYPE 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 2 · 

.. - -. ~· -~· ...... 
,/,, ... ,.,;,a~· ... , ..• 

NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

PAGE: 20 

LINE: 3 

REQUIRED: Always: YES Optional: NO Conditional: NO 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
HEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 

.. HEN OTHER CONDITION IS: . 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

NTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Code: NFPA 901: Yes CFIRS: No 

CHAPTER: DIA 

-F NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE:. 

Acceptable Values: 

T. DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick one of: Alpha ONLY 
Alpha & Numeric ONLY 

Other Code or Value: No 

(A) 
(AN). 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric & Special Chars 

(N) Numeric ONLY 
(O) Other (spe~ify) 

(anything) 

All Leading Trail in~ All Leading Trailing 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces . Zeros Zeros Zeros 

. Left Right QK QK QK QK QK OK 
N9 

{0 NO YES NO NO ·01 NO NO 

INTERNAL.EDITING: 
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~FIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 21 

SECTION: C; Structure Fire LINE: 3-

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: EXTINGUISHING SYSTEM: TYPE (continued) 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: ·(other field vs this one) 

.. ·e·· 
Rev • 10/93· 
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?IRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 22 

-~CTION: c; structure Fire . LINE: 3 

• NAME ON THE FORM: EXTINGUISHING SYSTEM: PERFORMANCE 

.MEANING ·oF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 1 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED: Always: NO optional:·NO Conditional: YES 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
. -HEN AuTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 

HEN OTHER CONDITION IS: Extinguishing System:. Type NOT = 98 e~ 9G 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

·INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

.alue.Code: NFPA 901: Yes 
CHAPTER: JHD 

CFIRS: No. 

JF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: Range.o-4, 9 

T DATA MUST ·coNTAIN: AN 

Pick one of: (A) Alpha ONLY 
(AN) Alpha & Numeric ONLY 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric & Special 

All Leading Trailing 
rustify Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces 
·,eft Right QK QK QK 

·"j'Q NO YES NO NO 

)THER INTERNAL EDITING: e .. 

. 1147 

Other Code or Value: No 

(N) Numeric ONLY' 
(0) Other (specify) 

Chars (anything) 

All Leading Trailing 
Zeros Zeros. Zeros 
QK QK QK 

YES NO· NO 

Rev • ., 10/93 



CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 23 · 

SECTION: C; Structure Fire LINE: 3 e: 
FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: EXTINGUISHING SYSTEM: PERFORMANCE (continued) 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: . (other field vs this one) 

IF Exting-Uishing System: Type = 98 and Extinguishing system: Performance NOT = 
BLANK 

·ERROR "Type of Exti~guishing system is no extinguishing system and 
Extinguishing System: Performance is not BLANK~" 

IF Extinguishing system: Type NOT i:: 98. and Extinguishing system: .Performance = 
BLANK . 

ERROR 11Type of Extinguishing system is present and. Extinguishing system 
Performance is BLANK." 

--
1148 
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; riRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

( ·~CTION: c; structure Firei 

JlltD NAME ON THE FORM: EXTINGUISHING SYSTEM: REASON FOR FAILURE 
··.1·- . .• .,_. . ( 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 1 

REQUIRED: Always: ~0 

wnEN SITUAT'fbN'•·poti'ND 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID 
~EN OTHER CONDITION 

.. ' : ~. ' 

:ts :' ... , 
IS:~ ' 
IS: 

-~ ;: . . 

NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

· Optional: NO conditional: YEs 

.. ,,, 

Extinguishing system: Type NOT = 98, * 
'··' . 

PAGE: 24 

LINE: 3 

IF.DATA IS PRESENT .. -- . . ~!-- ,._: 

·' '' ~- .... ::;~·'(".J~~J ~-. ·. '\' ::~ ·_: .- :. ., .. ' .. -· ~- }, ;;;'. ~- : -~ 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) •'. -.- :.. / 

alue code:· · CFIRS : · No··. Other Code·. or Value: No 
', •, 

411lo· VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 
'j .· '('. ... ::· ',· 

Acceptable Values: Range 0-S, 7; 9 

HE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick one· of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY (N.) Numeric ·oNLY 
Alpha & Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars ·(anything) 

All Leading 
.iustify Justify_ Spaces· Spaces 
Left Right ms; QK 

Trailing All Leading Trailing 
Spaces . Zeros Zeros Zeros 
QK . m;; m;; m;; 

·:o ¥B& ¥H YES ¥H YES ¥H ¥H 
!I • •• g •• 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

.. 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION: C; Structure Fire 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: EXTINGUISKING·SYS'rEM: REASON FOR FAJ:LORE 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

···PAGE:· 25 

LINE: 3-
(Continued) 

IF Extinguishing system Type= 98 an4Extinquishing.system: Reason for F~ilure 
NOT = BLANX . 

ERROR "Type of Extinguishing System is no extinguishing system and 
·Extinguishing System Reason for Failure is not BLANX. 11 

IF Extinguishing system: Performance = 1, 4 and Extinguishing System; Reason 
for Failure NOT = 7 

ERROR "Extinguishing system Performance worked properly but Extinguishing 
System Failure is NOT No Failure. 11 

IF Extinguishing system: Type NOT = ga· and Extinguishing system: Reason for 
:E'.ailure : BLANK . . . . 

ERROR "Type of Extinguishing system is present and Extinguishing system 
Reason for Failure is Blank. 11 • 

1150 
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FIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 26 

-~ECTION: C; Structure Fire LINE: 3 

. -D NAME ON T_HE FORM: Sprinkler Hea4(s): Type 

MEANING OF NAME: 

_ IELO LENGTH: 2 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

EQUIRED: Always: NO· 

wHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
~EN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 

optional: NO Conditiona_l: YES 

HEN OTHER CONDITION IS: Extinguishinq System: Type= 11-17, 21-26 

IF DATA IS PRESENT· 

:NTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: , (field by itself) 

..Yalue Code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

CFIRS: Yes Other Code or Value: No . ·.:::;~· 

. . :· 

411r0 ~ALID CODE OR.OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

__ TJ{E DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick one of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

All 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numberic ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Spec'ial Chars (anythinq) 

Leading Trailing All 
rustify Justify Spaces Spac;:es Spaces Zeros 

Leading 
Zeros
QK . 

Trailing 
Zeros 

..:.eft Right Q1S Q1S Q1S QK QK 

iO NO YES NO NO NO NO NO 

)THER INTERNAL EDITING: 

-- -. 

--
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CliRS EDIT SPECIPIC;TIONS 

SECTION: c 1 Structure J'ira 

FIELD NAME ·oN THE FORM: Sprinkler Bea!S(s) i '!'ype (coDtiDue4) 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICA~IONS: (other fiel4 vs this-one) 

XP BxtinquiahiDq System:· Type HOT: 11~171 21-26 
Blult Olt for Sprillkllir Bea4 (a) 1 ~·· 

XP sprinkler Bea4(a): '!'ypa =Blank thaD 
Eztinguiahing System: Type must lfOT equal 11-17 1 21-·21. 

PAG!E 27 

LINE: 3 

XP Ezti:Dquishin; Syatam: 'iypa :. IB an4 Sprinkler Baa4(a) i orYP• BOT : Bl&Dk. 
Error "Type of BZtinguishing system t·a nona present an4 Type of Sprinkler 
Bea4(s). is ~ot Blult." · ' 

:t:r Extinquishb; systemi 'l'ypa > 2& iui4 spdllk1er Bea4(a): 'l'ype HOT = Bl&Dlt 
Error "Type of EztiDquiahiD; system is JfOT a sprinkler •ystem or HO · 
aprillklers are present an4 you are reporting a Type of Sprinkler Bea4." 

--------------------------~.1152 Rev. 4/90 · 



FIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 28 

-E:CTION: C; Structure Fire 

• NAME ON THE FORM: SPRINKLER HEAD(S): NuMBER ACTIVATED 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 3 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED: Always: NO Optional: .NO Co.nditional: YES 

WHEN SITUATION .FOUND IS: 
-HEN AUTOiMUTUAL AID IS: 

HEN OTHER CONDITION IS: Extinguishing System: Type= 11-17, 21-26 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 
-~ j_. ' 

-INTERNAL"· sPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

LINE: 3 

.alue Code: · · .NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

CFIRS: No Other code or Value: Yes 

~F NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: Range = 000-999, or »l~nk 

T. DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick one of: (A) 
(AN) 
{ANS) 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) . 

·ustify 
..&tt. 

"JO 

·Justify 
Right 

YES 

All 
Spaces 
QK 

YES 

>THER INTERNAL EDITING: 

.· .. 

Trailing All Leadin'g 
Spaces 
QK 

·Spaces Zeros 
QK QK 

NO NO YEs· 

1153 

Leading 
Zeros 
QK 

YES 

. .. 

Trailing 
Zeros 
QK 

NO 

Rev... 10/93 



CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 29 

SECTION: c; structure Fire LINE: 3 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: SPRINKLER HEAD(S): NUMBER ACTIVATED (continued) e 
EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one). 

IF sprinkler Head(s): Type= Blank and sprinkler Head(s): Number Activated NOT 
= Blank · 

ERROR 11Type of sprinkler Head(s) is none present and Number of sprinkler 
Head(s) Ac~ivated is not Blank.•• 

IF Sprinkler Head(s): Type NOT= Blank and Sprinkler Head(s): Number Activated 
= Blank 

ERROR "Type of Sprinkler Head(s) are identified but Number of sprinkler 
Head(s) Activated is Blank•" 

IF Extinguishing System: Performance= 1 1 2 and Sprinkler Head(s): Number 
Activated = 000 

ERROR "Extinguishing system Performance indicated sprinklers operated and 
you. are reporting 1 NO· sprinklers activated'•" 

.. 

1154 
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CF~RS ED~T SPEC~F~CAT~ONS 

SECTION: D7 Complete for Fire Service Casualty 

-EID N~ ON Tim FORM: 

· MEANING OP NAME: 

FIElD LENGTH: 

REQUIRED: Always: 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS:. 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTiiER CONDITION IS: 

Yes 

. INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (fie!~ by itself) 

NUMBER OF ·SETS: 

Optional: No 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

Page: ·l 

UNE: 

Conditional: No 

• Talue Code: NFPA 901: · Other Code or Value: 
CHAPTER: 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OrnER CODE TABLE: ' 
.:i:,t 

..... ~.· • <~• M"' 

Acce_~table Values: 
·.,, 

~ DA'JA MUST CONTAIN: 

•\' . . 
Pick;;.One of:, (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 

:C .: (AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY · (0) Other (specify) 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric & Spec~ Chars (anything) 

Justify 
eft 

· Justify 
Right . 

OrnER INTERNAL EDITING: 

All 
Spaces · 
OK 

Leading · 
Spaces 
OK 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

Trailing 
Spaces 

·.QK 

·Ali 
Zeros 
OK 

Leading 
Zeros· 
QK 

Trailing 
Zeros 
OK 

-~--------------~------------~--Submitted by the CFIRS Edit requirement Sub-Committee 6/89 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS Page: 2 · 

SECTION D: Casualty Section . LINE: 1 

FIELD NAME ON THE F~RM: Fire Service Casualty: Injuries 

MEANING OF NAM,E: .•. 

FIELD LENGTH: · 3 NUMBER OF SETS: l 

REQUIRED: Always: Yes Qptional: No Conditional: No 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CQNDmON IS: 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 
. . 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (Field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: Yes 

IF NOT VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: Range= 000 to 999 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: N 
Pick one of: (A) Alpha ONLY 

(AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric and Special Chnrncters (anything) 

All Leading Trailing 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces. Spaces 

Left Right OK OK OK 

NO YES NO NO NO 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

(N) Numeric ONLY 
(0) Other (specify) 

All 
Zeros 
OK 

YES 

Leading 
Zeros 
OK 

YES 

Must ·have a matching Fire Service Casualty form for each reported injury. 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: 

1156 

Trailin1; 
Zeros 
OK 

. YES 

(Rev. 10/9S: 



· CfiRS EDIT SPECIFici TIONS 

SECTION D: Casualty Section · 

e FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Fire Service Casualty: Fatalities 

¥EANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 3 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED: Always: YES Optional:. NO 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDm6N IS: 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (Ficld by itself) 

Xalue· Code: NFPA 901: No CFIRS: No 
CHAPTER: 

IF NOT VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE tABLE: 

Acceptable Values: Range= 000 to 999 . 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: N 
... , Pick one of: (A) Alpha ONLY 

(AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric and Special Characters (anything) 

All Leading Trailing 
Justify · Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces 

Left Right OK OK OK 

NO YES NO No· YES 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: · 

.. 
Page: 3 

LINE: 1 

Conditional: NO 

Other Code or Value: Yes 

(N) Numeric ONLY 
(0) Other (specify) 

All 
Zeros 
OK 

YES 

. Leading 
Zeros 
OK 

·YES 

Trailing 
Zeros 
OK 

YES 

Must have a matchiDg Fire Service Casualty form for each reported fatality. 

EXTERNAL .SPECIFICATIONS: 

· IF. ··F·'·-,·cor~-''""''''·~···r .. ~t'="'''-'11 . .... tre . .xrnce.,ra a ~.ny)>.''"' · 
., ... w, •. ··M:'''··wA.RN~Ncij:ifiet1f8tr1nirir'lliere1i"'FIFt;;se?Vtce""'ratii'ilC'(S''?' 

.,......,.,, : .. NA-..-..:-: ,: ·....;.v:;;v:,.;:.A ...... :..,.,-;.,o~;.;,:~,Y~ww;,.~~.-:w.-WN~.;H~; . .....:.;.:-:.:.:::-: : .. :;...x.:««-. ....,:;yy,xv.~W....w.«~·,or,.m»~ ... *-l ... W;<::,..; 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

SEC110N: D; complete for Non-Fire service Fire Casualty LINE: 

FIElD NAME ON TiiE FORM: 

MEANING OF NAME: 

Fim.D LENGni: NUMBER OF SETS: 

REQUIRED: Always: No Optional: · No 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 10 - 19 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: .NOT = 4, 5 , 6 
WHEN o~· CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Conditional: Yes· 

Value Code: NFPA 901:· 
CHAPTER: 

Other Code or Value: 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTiiER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

TiiE DATA MUST CONTAIN: 

Pick One of: (A) Alpha ONLY . (N) Numeric: ONLY 
(AN) Alpha and Numeric: ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric: & Special Chars (anything) 

Justify 
Left 

Justify 
Right 

OTiiER INTERNAL EDITING: 

All 
Spaces 
.QK 

Leading 
Spaces 
.QK 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

Trailing 
Spaces 
OK 

All 
Zeros 
OK 

Leading 
Zeros 
.QK 

Page: 4 

Trailing 
Zeros 
.QK 

~--~--------------------~~-
Submitted by the CPIRS Edit requirement Sub-Committee 6/89 
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. CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION D:. Casualty Section 

. e . FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Non-Fire Service Fire Casualty: Injuries 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 3 · NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED: Always: . NO Optional: NO 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 10-17, 19 
. WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: NOT = 4, 5, 6 

WHEN OTHER CONDmON IS: 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (Field by.itself) 

Conditional: YES 

Page: S 

LINE: 1 

Value Code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

. CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: Yes · 

.e 

IF NOT VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

. Acceptable Values: Range = 000 to 999 

I:HE DATA MUST CONTAIN: N 
· Pick one of: (A) Alpha ONLY 

(AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric and Special Characters (anything) 

All Leading Trailing 
Justify Justify . Spaces Spaces Spaces 

Left Right OK OK OK 

NO YES NO NO NO 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

(N) Numeric ONLY 
(0) Other (specify) . 

All Leading 
Zeros Zeros 
OK OK 

YES YES 

Must have a matching Non-Fire Service Fire Casualty report for each reported injury. 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: 

·1159 

· Trailing 
Zeros 
OK 

NG 
y~ 
=::.:-:.;::-::,:..-........ 
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CFIR.S EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION D: Casualty Section 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Non·Fire Service Fire Casualty: Fatalities 

MeANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH:· 3 NUMBER OF SETS: 1. 

REQUIRED: Always: NO 1 Ootional: NO Conditional: YES 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 1()..17, 19 
~ AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: NOT = 4, 5, 6 
WHEN OTHER CONDffiON IS: 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (Field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

CFIRS:. No Other Code or Value: Yes 

IF NOT VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values:· Range= 000 to 999 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: N 
Pick 9ne of: (A) Alpha ONLY 

(AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY . . . . 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric·and Special Characters (anything) 

(N) Numeric ONLY 
(0) Other (specify) 

' 

Must have a matching Non·Fire Service Fire Casualty report for each reported fatality. 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: 

1160 

Page: 6 

LINE: 1 

··e 
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FIRS EDXT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 1 

ECTION: E'; Complete for B.H.s. LINE: 

e 
IELD NAME ON THE FORM: Applies to entire -section 

EANING OF NAME : 

'"'IELD LEN<:;TH: 'NUMBER OF SETS: 

REQUIRED: Always:· Optional: - Conditional: 

--"HEN SITUATION FOUND IS: · 30-39 
EEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: NOT = 4, 5 or 6 

wr·-~ OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

NTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: CFIRS :. Other Code or Value: 
CHAPTER: 

VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

' I 

'HE DATA MUST CONTAIN: 

Pick one of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha & Numberic ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
(ANS) · Alpha Numeric & Special Chars. (anything) 

Justify· 
-.eft 

Justify 
Right 

All 
Spaces 
Q.K 

uTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

··Leading 
·Spaces. 

QK 

.· 

Trailing All 
Spaces Zeros 
Q.K QK 

411kRNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

1161 

Leading Trailing 
Zeros Zeros 
Q.K QK 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION: E; E.M.s. Section 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Number of Patients 

MEANING OF NAME:. 

FIELD LENGTH: 3 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED: . Always:. YES ·.Optional: NO 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

. INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: ·(field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: No 
·CHAPTER: 

IF NO·VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

CFIRS: No 

Acceptable Values: Range = ooo to 999 -

P:.!\GE: 2 

LINE: 1 

Conditional: NO 

Other Code or Value: Yes 

THEDATA MUST CONTAIN: N (NOTE: Do not laav:e Blank. Must :be zero filled.) 

Pick one of: : (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numberic ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All Leading. .Trailing All Leading Trailing __ 

Justify Justify Spaces· Spaces Spaces zeros. Zeros Zeros 

Left Right QK QK QK QK QK QK 

NO YES NO NO NO YES YES NO 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

1162 
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fiRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 
PAGE: 3 

!;ECTION: E; E.M.S. Section LINE: 1 

~ .• NAME ON THE 

.EANING OF NAME: 

FORM: Highest Level of Care Capable of Being Provided on 
scene: Fire 

IELD LENGTH: 1 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

EQUIRED: Always: NO Optional: NO conditional: YES 

"·"HEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
HEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS:· 

WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: If Number of Patients NOT : 000 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 
.. 

-N'l'ERNAL ·SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: Yes CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: No 
CHAPTER:. NB. (Limited) 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

··--cc~ptable Values: Range 2-3, S-9 or Blank 

:HE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick one ·Of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numberic ONLY (O) Other (specify) . (AN) 

(ANS) Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

Justify 
--T&.f.t, 

so 

Justify 
Right 

NO 

All 
Spaces 
QE 

YES 

JTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

·Leading 
Spaces. 
QE 

NO 

~P~ 901 Code o and 1 NOT valid. 

Traiiing All 
Spaces zeros 
QE QE 

NO NO 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

--

Leading 
Zeros 
QE 

NO 

Trailing 
zeros 
QK 

NO 

-_____ _;__-'----'-----------------~--~-
Rev. l/91 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 4 

SECTION: E; E.x.s. section LINE: 1 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Highest Level of care Capable of Beinq Provided on 
Scene: Other · 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 1 . NUMBER OF SETS : 1 

REQUIRED: Always·: NO Optionali YES Conditional: Nci 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS PBESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: 'NFPA 901: Yes 
CHAPTER: NB 

CFIRS: No Other Code or value: No • 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE:· 

Acceptable Values: Range = 2, 3, 5~9, or Blank 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick one of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY . (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numberic ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

Justify 
Left 

NO 

Justify 
Right 

NO 

All 
Spaces 
~ 

YES 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

Leading 
Spaces 
~ 

NO 

Nl'PA 901 Code 0 and 1 NOT valid.·. 

Tra-iling All 
Spaces Zeros 
~ '·~ 

NO NO 

·Leading 
Zeros 
QK 

NO 

Trailing 
zeros 
QK 

NO 

EXTERNAL'SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) · ... 

n• NWII))er of Patients = ooo .then !liqhest Level of care c~pable of Being Provi'!r. 
on scene: other should be BLANK. 

Rev. 10/90 
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FIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS _PAGE: 5 

"''ECTION: E; E.~.s. section LINE: 1 

~~ NAME ON THE FORM: Highest Level of care Provided on Scene: Fire 

EANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 1 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED: . Always : . NO Optional: NO conditional: YES 

.. HEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
"HEN OTHER CONDITION IS: If Number of Patients NOT = 000 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

•NTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

alue Code: NFPA 901: Yes . CFIRS: No Other Code or Value:.No 
CHAPTER: NB (Limited) 

:r- --

· F NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE_: 

.cceptable 

THE DATA MUST 

Values: Range 

CONTAIN; .AN · 

--1-3 1 S-9 

Pick cone of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numberic ONLY (0) Other (specify) 

. Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All 
·ustify --Justify Spaces 

_,eft Right Q.K 

'10 NO YES 

llTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

~PA 901 Code 0 NOT valid 

Leading Trailing . All 
Spaces Spaces Zeros 
Q.K Q.K Q.K 

NO NO NO 

-~XTERNAL SPECrFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

Leading 
Zeros· 
Q.K 

NO 

Trailing 
Zeros 
Q.K 

NO 

IF Number of Patients : 000 then Highest Level of Care Provided on Scene: Fire 
>hould be Blank. 

IIIJighest Level of Care Provided on Beene:· Fire > H~est Level of Care Capable 
--einq Provided on scene: Fire . · · 

ERROR "The Highest Level of Care Provided on_ s·cene: Fire is qreate;r then 
Highest Level of Care Capable of being Provided on Scene: Fire 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: . 6 

SECTION: E; E.M.s. section LINE:. 1 

· FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Highest Level of care Provided on Scene: other 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 1 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED: Always: NO Optional; YES conditional: NO 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS; (field by itself) 
v . 

Value Code: NFPA 901: Yes 
CHAPTER: NB 

CFIRS: No other Code or Value: No 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: Range = 1-3, S-9 or Blank 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: 

Pick one of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & N~mberic-ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) . 

Justify 
l&.tt 

NO. 

,:rustify 
Right 

NO 

All 
Spaces 
QK 

YES 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

Leading 
Spaces 
QK 

NO 

Trailing 
Spaces 

·_QK. 

NO 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: {other field vs this one) 

All 
Zeros 
QK 

NO 

Leading 
zeros 
QK 

NO 

Trai],.ii.~ 
Zeros 

. .QE 

NO 

XF Number of Patients = ooo then Highest Level of Care Provided on scene: Othe~
should be Blank. 

XF Highest Level of care Provided on scene: .other > Highest Level of Care -· 
.. capable of Bei~g Provided on scene: other ·. . . . · A 

ERROR: "The Highest Level of care ~rovided on Scene: other is greater theW 
Highest Level of care·capable of being Provide(l,on scene: other 
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FIRS EDJT SPECJliCATIONS PAGE: 7 

: ::TION: E;· E.M.S. Section LINE: 2 

·~-NAME ON THE FORM: E.M.S. Type of Situation Pound 

i ~ING OF NAME: . 

' ELD LENGTH: • 2 

Always: YES 

~EN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
i EN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
YnEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

Optional; NO 

IF QATA IS PBESENT 

f'"b ... tmAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself} 

\Talue Code: · NFPA 901: Yes 
CHAPTER: MA 

.~~VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

.ceptable Values: 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

CFIBS: No 

NUMBER OF SETS:.4 

conditional: NO · 

Other Code or Value: No 

Pick one of: (A) 
(AN} 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY (N} Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numberic ONLY (O) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars. (anything) 

. All 
• lStify Justify Spaces 
dll Right m;; 
.. , NO YES 

U-4 

nTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

nust. be in sequence (NO GAPS) 
~o duplicate entries. 

Leading Trailing 
Spaces Spaces 
.QK .QK 

NO NO 

ode 99 should appear as the last entry ·used. 

··A~ SPECIFICATidNS: (other field vs this one) 

All. Leading 
Zeros .. . Zeros 
QK .QK 

~ YES J!QJ 

Trailing 
Zeros 
QK 

NO. 

". 

Bumber of Patients = 000 then E.M.S. Type o'f Situation(s) Pound should be Blank. 
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. · CFI:RS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS Page: s 

SECTION: E; E.M..s. section UNE: -2 

FIELD NAME ON TiiE FORM: No. of Patients Transported by: Fire Dept. 

MEANING OF NAME: 
.· .e· 

Number of Patients Transported by: Fire Dep'artment Vehicles 

FIELD LENGTii: 3 NUMBER OF SETs: 1 

REQUIRED: Alwavs; Yes Optional: No Conditional: No 

. WHEN SITUATION FOUND.IS: 
WHEN AUTO/Mtrl'UAL AID IS: 
WHEN OnmR. CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901; No 
QiAPTER: 

CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: Yes · 

IF NO VAIJD CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

Range = ooo to 999 

TiiE DATA MUST CONTAIN: N 

Pick One of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All Leading · Trailing All Leading Trailing 
Justify Justify ·Spaces Spaces Sp,aces . Zeros Zeros Zeros 
Left . Bi&!n· QK QK QK QK OK QK 

No Yes No No No Yes Yes No 

OTiiER INTERNAL EDITING; 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

This number cannot· exceed total number of patients 
Errar·ny0u have more patients being transported than you have patients.n 

------~~--------~----~----~· 
submitted by th~ CPIRS Edit requ]rement SulK:ollliOittee 

6/89 
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Cr;tBS ED'I'l' BPEC'IFICM'IONS JI.QE; I 

ICTION: Bl B.K.B. •action UNE: 2 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Bo •. of Patients '!rusporte4 ~~ Bon-l'ire bhuluce 

.. 
- MEANING OF NAME: Jriiml,er of Patients '!rusporte4 !)]': Bon-l'ire bbuluoe Vehicles· 

· FIELD LENGTH: NUMBER OF SE'l'S: · 

REQUIRED: Always: . DB Optiond: BO conditiorial: BO 

i • . WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF PATA IS PBESEHT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER:· 

CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: Yes 

·e· 
IF NO VALID CODE OR.OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: Banqe =·ooo~ttt 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: B 

~ Pick one of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

.Alpha ONLY · (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numberic ONLY (0} Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (an~inq) . · 

i. 
( Justify. Justify 
· I&!t Right 

BO DB 

All 
Spaces 
im 

. OTHER INTERNAL. EDITING:. 
' 

Lead in; 
Spaces 
ms 
BO 

'l'railinq All Leading 'l'railinq 
Spaces Zeros Zeros Zeros 
gE sus .sm sus 
JIO DB DB BO 

; 8TERNAL ·sPECIFICAT.IONS: ... (other fleld vs ~is one) . . .. 

~is number cannot ezcee4 total Dumber of pa~ienta. 
. · l!lrror "You have aora patients beinq truaporte4 the l'OU have patients.•• l . . . 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION: E; ' Section LINE: 2 

FIELD NAME ON TiiE FORM: No. of Patients Transported by: coroner 

MEANING OF NAME: Number of Patients Transported by: Coroner Vehicles 

FIELD LENGTH: 3 

REQUIRED: Always; 

WHEN SITIJATION FOUND IS: 
wHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

Yes 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

Optional: No Conditional:· No · 

IF DATA'IS PRESENT 

Page: 10 

Value Code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

CFJRS: No Other Code or Value: Yes 

IF NO VAIJD. CODE OR OTHER CODE TABU:: 

Acceptable Values: .· 

Range = 000 to 999 

TilE DATA MUST CONTAIN: N 

Pick One of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha and NumElric ONLY . (0) Other (specify) 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All Leading Trailing . All ·Leading Trailing 
Justify Justify Spaces . ·spaces Spaces Zeros Zeros Zeros 
Left Right QK OK OK QK OK QK 

No Yes No No· No Yes Yes No 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

EXTERNAL SPECFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

--

·This num:ber cannot exceea total num:b~r of' patients. 
Error "You have more patients being transported.than you have patients." 

--~~--~~~--------------~---· 
Submitted by the CFIRS Edit requirement Sub-Committee 

6/89 
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CPIRS.EDIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 11 

ijiTION: El E.x.s. section. LINE: 2 

~LD NAME ON THE FORM: Humber of Patients Transported. byl Other 

MEANIN:G OF NAME: Humber of Patients Transported. bye Other Vehicles 

FIELD LENGTH: 3 

REQUIRED: Always: Yes Optional: No 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WijEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: 

e 
NFPA 901: No CFIRS: No 
CHAPTER: 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: Ranqe = 000 to 999 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: · N 

Pick one of: . Alpha ONLY 

. . ' 

Alpha & Numeric ONLY 

NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

Conc:li tional: No 

· Other Code or value: Yes 

(N) Numeric ONLY 
(O) Other (specify) 

(A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) · · · 

All Leading Trailing All Leading Trailing 
Justify , Justify· Spaces Spaces Spaces Zeros ·zeros Zeros 
~ Right QK QK 'QK QK QK QK 

No Yes No NO. No Yes Yes NO 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

~ERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other :ield vs this one) 

~Patients Transported. by Fire+ Ambulance+~#,~!£+ Other> Number of 
Patients. · 

ERROR 11You have more patients beinq transported. than you have patients." 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION: F; complete for Haz Mat 

FIElD NAME ON TiiE FORM: 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIElD LENGTii: NUlvtBER OF SETS: 

REQUIRED: Alwavs: Optional: 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 41, 4 2 I 4 3 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: NOT = 4 1 5 1 6 

. WHEN OTiiER CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Page: l. 

LINE: 

Conditional: Yes 

Value Code: NFPA 901: Other Code ;or Value: 
CHAPTER: 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTiiER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

TiiE DATA MUST CONTAIN: 

Pick One of: (Al Alpha ONLY . (N) Numeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY · (0) Other (specify) 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric & Special. Chars (anything) 

Justify 
Left 

Justify 
Right 

OTiiER INTERNAL EDI11NG: 

All 
Spaces 
QK 

·Leading 
Spaces 

.OK 

EXTERNAL SPECiFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

Trailing 
Spaces 
QK 

All 
Zeros 
OK 

Leading 
Zeros 
OK 

Trailing 
Zeros 
OK 

----~----~~~--~~----------
Submitted by the CFIRS Edit requirement Sub-Committee 6/89 
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~FIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 2 

lS,ION: . Fr Haz Hat Section 

~- NAME ON THE FORM: OES Ctrl llUmbcar 

LINE: 1 

~ING OF NAME: Office of Bmerqency Service Control HUmber 

FIELD LENGTH~ 7 

REQUIRED: Always: Ho 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
--mEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
~EN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

Optional: Yes 

IF PATA IS PBESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

conditional: No 

Value Code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER:· 

CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: Yes 

·e 
~F NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

Any Number Provided by O.E.S. 

r . . DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

'pick one of: (A) 
·.(AN) 

(ANS) 

All 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numeric ONLY (O) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars .(anything) 

Trailing All Leading Trailing 
Justify Justify 

Leading·. 
spaces Spaces Spaces Zeros zeros zeros 

~ Right QE QE QE QE QE .QK 

Ho :res Yes Ho No No Yes He 

m 
OTHER INTERNAL EDIT.ING: 

'. 

(other field vs"this one) 

________________ .....;____;1173-----------------
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CfiRB EPIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 3 

SECTION: F; Haz Kat Section LINE: 1 

. FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Haz Kat Release: Area 

-MEANING. OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 2 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

:REQUIRED: . Always: Yes Optional: . No . Conditional: No 

WHEN SITUATION·FOUND IS: 
WHEN . AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: -

IF PATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901:-Yes CFIRS: No 
CHAPTER: E. 

Other Code or Value: No 

IF NO VALID CODE·OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: See CFIRS code manual. 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick one of: (A) -Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
. (AN) 

(ANS) 
Alpha & Numeric ONLY (O) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & ·Special Chars (anythinq) -

-Justify 
1&.tt 

Justify 
·Riaht 

No 

. All 
Spaces 
~ 

Yes 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

Leadinq 
~paces. 

~ 

.. 

Trailinq All 
Spaces · Zeros 
~ ~ 

No Yes 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

Leadinq Trailinq 
Zeros Zeros 
~ ~ 

Yes 
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CPIRS !PIT SPECIFICATIONS 

-TION: P; Baz xatsection 

FIELD NAME·ON THE FORM: Baz 

MEANING.O~ NAME: 

-FIELD LENGTH: 3 

·'REQUIRED: Always: Yes · 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
w.ijEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: · 
{ ~N OTHER CONDITION IS: · 

Kat Release: 

Optional:. 

Level 

Ho 

..:.:r!. 
··~-· IF PATA IS PBESENT 
-:,., 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by.itself) 
;,; .. ~.· 

.• ue. code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

CFIRS: No 

··IF 'NO V~LID CODE. OR OTHER CODE TABLEr 

Acceptable Values: 

First Character must be 'A' or 'B'. 
Last two (2) .Characters must be o 1 to 99. 

- THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

rAGE; 4 

LINE: 1 

NUMBER OF SETS: 1' 

Conditional: No 

Other code or Value:. Yes 

Pick one of: (A) 
(AN) 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 

. (ANS) 
Alpha & Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

·All Leading· Trailing All Leading Trailing 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces spacee~ Zeros Zeros Zeros 
l&tt Right .QlS .QlS .QlS QX QX QIS; 

-No No Yes No NO NO No lfe .m 
··OTHER INTERNAL.EDITING: · 

•

Baz Mat Release: Level> s 
. ~arning "Level Above/Below s floors or so feet, are·you sure?" 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

·~ .. 

------------------------------.. 1175~~------~--------~--~~~ 
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epiRS EDIT SPECIFIQATIONS 

SECTION: .,, Baz Mat section 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Release Factors 

MEANING OF N~: 

FIELD LENGTH: 2 

REQUIRED: Always: Yes Optional: No 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER'CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: Yes. CFIRS: No 
CHAPTER: PCA 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

·Acceptable Values: See CPIRS code manual. 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: · AH 

PAGE: 5 

LINE: 1 

NUMBER OF SETS: 4 

co~ditional: No 

Other Code or Value: No 

Pick one of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha & Numeric· ONLY (0) Other (specffy)· 
(ANS) · Alpha Numeri9 & Special Chars (anything) · 

All Leading Trailing Al~ Leading Trailing 
Justify. Justify ·spaces 
~ Right QE 

lfo No Yes 
U-4 

OTHER-INTERNAL EDITING: 

. Must })e in sequence (NO GAPS). 
110 duplicate entries. 

Spaces spaces 
QE 'QE 

No No 

code 99 should appear as the last entry used. 

Zeros Zeros Zeros 
QK QK QK 

No No Ne 

m 

Code 98 can oNLY appear in Release Factor 11. Release Factor tz, 13, and 14 
. .must })e Blaillt. 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this·· one) 

-· 
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CFIRS EDJT SPECJFICA1IONS 

Haz Kat Section 

.~IELD .NAME ON THE FORM: · Contributinq Factor (s) 

'lEANING OF .NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: · 3 

tEQUIRED: Always: !l'o 

·mEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
ffiEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 

WHEN OTHER CONDITIO~ IS: 

Optional: Yes 

IF PATA IS PRESENT 

. [NTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Pl\GEt 6 

·LINE: 1 

NUMBER OF SETS: 2 

Condi tiorial: !l'o 

Value Code: NFPA 901: Yes CFIRS: No 
CHAPTER: JEF 

Otber Code or Value: No 

~NO VALID . CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

... Acceptable Values: See CFIRS co4e manual. 

THE DATA'" MUST CONTAIN: A!l' 
·~ 

Pick one of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
. (AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha & Numeric ONLY (0} Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All Leading Trailing All Leading Trailing 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces zeros Zeros· Zeros 
l&fi Right .QK .QK .QK .QK .QK .QK 

!l'o !l'o Yes Ho Ho !l'o Ho Ne m 
OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

IF contributinq Factor 12 is !l'OT = Blank and Contributinq Factor 11 = Blank 
ERROR ncontributinq Factor 11 must be filled in before Co~tributinq Factor 
f2 can be used_." . · · 

IF Contributinq Factor 11 = Contributinq Factor f2 
A ERROR ··•contrU:iuting Factor t2 cannot be ·.the same as 

~ERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this on~) 
contributing Factor t1." 

.. 

--~------......................... ______ ~_1177 ____ .......... ~------.......... ~~~~~ 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 7 

SECTION: I'; Eaz Mat Section LINE: 2. 

FIELD NAME ON.· THE FORM: Est. No. Chemicals Reli!ased 

MEANING OF NAME: Estimated HUmber of Chemicals Released 

FIELD LENGTH: 3 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED:. Always: Yes Optional: No Conditional: Yes 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: Release Factor f1 HOT = 98 

IF DATA IS PBESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS:. (field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: No 
CHArTER: 

CFIRS: No 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable .Va'lues: 

Range = ~01 to 999, or ~lank. 

'l'HE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Other Code or Value: Yes 

Pick one of: Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 

e. 

(A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha & Numeric ONLY (O). c;>ther (specify) .. 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) . 

All Leading Trailing All. Leading Trailing 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces Zeros Zeros . Zeros 
1&fi, Right QE QE QE QE QE QE 

No Yes ·Yes No No No Yes He 

m 
OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

EXTERNAL SPECIFI~TIONS: (other field vs this one) 
.. 

llr IIUJD})er of Chemi·cals Released HOT = Blank then 
Humber cannot be less than number of chemicals listed on the form. 

-
___ .........__ ______ -:-_-:-, 1781-----;..__------=-:::-::--;;~ 
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qpiRS. EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

. _.ION: FJ Haz Hat section 

FIELD'NAME ON THE FORM: 'l'ype 

· -'MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 2 

REQUIRED: Always: Yes 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
_WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 

WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

of Equipment Involved 

·Optional: No 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INT.ERNAL ~SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

PAGEt B 

LINE:· 2 

in Relilase 

NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

Conditional: No 

Value Code: NFPA 901: Yes CFIRS: No 
CHAPTER: F 

Other Code or Value: No 

'· . ,., ., 

41tNo VALID CODE·OR OTHER CODE.TABLE: 
' Acceptable Values: 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick one of: (A) 
(AN) 

· (ANS) 

All 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

Leading Trailing All Leading Trailing 
-Justify Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces Zeros Zeros Zeros 
l&..tt Right .QK. .QK .QK .QK QX QX 

No ·No Yes No No Yes Yes He 
i"""" _,;, 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs.this one) 

.e Mobile Property Type ~ g,j; oo and Equipment Involved in Release = 01-og,. 
ERROR "Mobile Property 'l'ype is· No Mobile Property or undetermined or not" 
reported but Equipment Involved in Release is a vehicle." 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 9 

SECTION: PI Haz Mat.Section Line: 2 e 
FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Haz Mat Action(s) Taken 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 2 

REQUIRED: - Always: Yes Optional : No 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF PATA IS PBESENT 

. INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: _(field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: Yes -CFIRS: No 
CHbrTER: JDA (Limited)_ 

IF NO VALID COPE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

NUMBER OF SETS: _ 4 

Conditional: No 

Other Code or Value: No -

·-

-Acceptable Values: Acceptable NFPA 901 Codes·= 16, 31-37, 41-47, 51-57-
~1~64, 71-73, 81~82, 91-92~ 97-99, 00 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN:. AN 

Pick one of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY . (N} Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numeric ONLY (O) Other (specify: 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything)-

All Leading Trailing All Leading Trailing 
Justify J"ustify Spaces Spaces Spaces Zeros Zeros Zeros 
_l&fi. Right QX QX QX QX 

No Yes No f1 
Yes U-4 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

Must be in sequence (NO GAPS). 
Bo duplicate entries. 

No 

code 99 shoul4 appear as the l·ast entry ~sed. 
Code 98 can ONLY appear in Baz Mat Action(s) Taken 
Taken. 12-4 must be Blank. 

Yes 

u. 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

.QE QX 

Yes 

Haz Mat Actions(s) -.e 

-
__________________________ 1180--------------~----~~~~ 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 10 

Baz ~at section LINE: Z 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: »ispositioD of 1Dci4ant 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: · 1 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED: Always: YES Optional: BO Conditional: BO 

WHEN S'ITUATION FOUND IS: 
.L7HEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 

•iEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

XF PATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (fiel.d by itself) 

NF·PA 901: Yes 
CHAP'l'ER: PCD 

CFIBS: No Otber Code or value: No 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values:.Jlange = o-t 

HE DATA MUST CONTAIN:. AN 

Pick one of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY (N) NW!aeric ·ONLY 

Justify 
l&:.tt 

BO 

Justify 
Right 

BO 

Alpha & Numberic ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) . 

All 
Spaces 
.QK 

us 

Leading 
Spaces · 
2!: 

·'l'railiriq All 
Spaces ·Zeros 
mt .ms 
JIO 'US 

Leading Trailing 
Zeros Zeros 
ms mt 

•o ilo 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: ,. . . 

·~AL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

... 
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CF1RS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE; 11 

SECTION: 1'1 Baz Mat Section 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Baz Mat I.D. Sources: Personnel 

MEANING OF NAME: Baz Mat Identification sources: Personnel __ / 

LINE: 3 

FIELD LENGTH: 2 NUMBER OF SETS : 2 

REQUIRED:· Always: Yes : ·.··optional: . Ho. 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF PATA IS PRESENT 

-INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: Yes CFIRS: No 
CHAPTER: PBC 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Conditional: Ho 

Other Code or Value: No 

- Acceptable Values: ~ 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AH 

Pick one of: (A) Alpha 
(AN) Alpha 
(ANS) Alpha 

All 
Justify Justify Spaces 
1&fi Right --ms 
llo No Yes 

tl-2 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

Must be in sequence (llo Gaps). 
No Duplicate Entries. 

ONLY 
& Numeric'ONLY 
Numeric & Special 

Leading Trailing 
Spaces Spaces 
QE QE 

Ho ·No 

code t-9 sbould'appear as tba last entry used. 

(N) . Nume:dc ONLY 
(0) Other (specify) 

Chars (anything) 

All Leading Tra.f.lin,. 
Zeros. Zeros. Zeros 
QE Q.K -ms. 
He He He m· m ns - ~~ 

Code 00 can ONLY appear in Haz Mat I.D. Source: Personnel 11. 
source: Personnel -12 must be BLANK. 

Haz Mat I.D. --
(NOTE: Ho changes to the "External Specifications'' on Page 12) 

---------------------------1182:--------------------~~--~~ Rev. l0/9 



CFXRS EDXT SPECXFXCATXONS .Page: l2 

_e:uON: F; . Baz Mat section UNE: 3 

FIElD NAME ON TilE FORM: Baz Mat x.D. sources: Personnel (Continue) · 

OTiiER INTERNAL EDITING: 

IF Baz Mat X.D. source: Personnel i1 = Personnel i2 
Error "PersonnelBaz Mat I.D. souroe.i1 cannot equal Personnel source 
#2." 

. EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

'··' 

-~----~~--~--~--~----------
Submitted by the CFIRS E!Ht requirement Sub-Committee 6/89 
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qpiRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 13 

SECTION: Haz Kat section LINE: 3 

FIELD'NAMEON THE FORM: Baz Kat :r.D. sources: Reference Material 

MEAijiNG OF NAME: Baz Kat Identification source: Reference Material 

FIELD LENGTH: 2 

REQUIRED: Always: Yes Optional: No· 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF QATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (fiel~ by itself) 

ValuEi! Code:' NFPA 901: Yes CFIRS: No 
. CHAPTER: PBD 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

.THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: 

NUMBER OF SETS: 2 

conditional: No 

Other Code or Value: No . 

Pick one of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha & Numeric ONLY (O) other· (specityr· 
(ANS) Alpha ~umeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All 
Justify Justify Spaces 
!&tt Right QK 

No No Yes U-2 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

Must be in sequence (No Gaps).· 
No Duplicate Entries. 

·Leading Trailing 
Spaces Spaces 
~- QlS; 

NO No 

Co4e 99 sboul4 appear as tbe last entry use4. 

All · Leading Trailin..... ·-
zeros Zeros Zeros 
QK QK QlS 

.He "! 

Co4e 00 can ONLY appear in Jlaz Mat I.D. Source: Reference Material fl. 
xaz Kat r.D. sourcel Refer.ence Material 12 must ~e B.lank. 

('Notal No cbang'es to tbe "External Specifications" on Page 14) 

-----------------~--------118;~4--------------~----~~~~/9 Rev. .10 



CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS Page: 14 

rON: F; Haz Mat Section UNE:· 3 

FIELD NAME ON Tim FORM: Haz Mat I. D. So'!lrces: Reference Material ' (Continue) 

OTHER INTERNAL EPITING: 

IF Haz Mat :r.D. source: Reference Material il = Reference Materiai i2 
Error 11Reference Material Haz Mat I.D. source il cannot equal Reference 
Material source #2. 11 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

-- '• 
Subuiitted by the ~ Edit reQuirement Sub-Committee . .6/89 
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QFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 15 

SECTION: 7; Eaz Kat Section L~NE: .3 e 
TI~LD NAME ON THE FORM: ·7ire service Eaz Kat casualty: · znjuries-

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 3 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

Always: Yes Qptional: Ito C:ondit"ional: Ito 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL .AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF PATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

·value code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: Yes 

~F NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values:· Range = 000 to ggg. 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: It 

Pick one of: Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

·Alpha & Numeric ONLY· . ·. · · · ·(0) Other (specify, 
Alpha· Numeri~ & Special Chars (anything) · 

Justify 
1&.fi 

Justify 
Riaht 

YES 

All 
Spaces 
~ 

ItO 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

Leading 
·Spaces 

.Q.X . 

50 

Trailing All 
Spaces Zeros 
QX. ·QX 

ItO YES 

Leading 
Zeros 
2X 

YES 

Trailing 
Zeros 
2X 

xu 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

~F !'ire service B:az Kat casualty& Znjuries > !'ire service casualty: ZnjurieA 
ERROR: "Fire service Jlaz Mat lDjuries caDDot be greater than :the !l:umber ~-
Fire service lDjuries. i:B see\hB e.•• . . . . . . .. 

--------------------------------11B~s------------------~--~R~e=v~.--~o~S/~9: 



FIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 16 

=•N: 1'1 Baz Hat Section LINE: 3 .. 

ELD NAME ON THE FORM: Fire Service Baz Hat Casualty: Fatalities 

:ANING OF NAME: 

ELD LENGTH: 3 

"-"':QU!RED: Always: Yes 

reEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
lEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 

._iEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

. NUMBER OF SETS : 1 

Optional; ITo 

IF PATA IS PRESENT 

T.NTERNAL 'SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

.alue code: " --- NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

CFIRS: No 

Accepta_ble Values: Rang-e = 000 to 9!19. 

HE DATA MUST CONTAIN: N 

Conditional: No 

Other Code pr Value: Yes 

•ick one o'f: (A) 
(AN). 
(ANS) 

Alph_a ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numeric ONLY . ·(o) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All Leading Trailing 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces 
_l&.tt. Bight ,gx· .ms .QE 

'0 YES ItO RO ItO 

JTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

•

RNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (ether field vs this one) 

- . ire service Baz Hat casualty: Fatalities > Fire 
ERROR 11Fire Service Baz Hat Fatalities cannot ~e 
Fire Service Fatalities !La SeeUea 8." 

All Leading Trailing 
Zeros Zeros. Zeros 
2X .ms .ms 
us YES JU 

service casualty: Fatalities 
greater than the number o~ · 

----------------~~----------1187'~-------------------~R~--~~~ ev. os 91 



CFIRS EPIT SPECIFICATIONS 
. ' . 

PAGE: 17 

SECTION: J!l Kaz Mat section LINE: 3 .• ~ 
l'IELD NAME ON THE. FORM: Hen-Fire Service Haz Mat casualtya· Injuries 

MEANING OFNAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: ·. 3. NUMBER OF SETS: 1. 

:REQUIRED: Always: Yes Optional: Ho conditional: ·uo 

'WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MuTuAL AID. IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS PBESENT 

. INTERNAL SPECIFl·CATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

. CFIRS: No Other ·Code or . Value: •. 

IF NO VALID C~DE. OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

Range = ooo ~o 999. 

THE DATA MUST CON.TAIN: H 

Pick one of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

All 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
Alpha N~eric & Special Chars (anything) 

Leading Trailing All Leading Tr_ailing 
Justify Justify Spaces spaces Spaces zeros Zeros ·.Zeros c 

ld!tt Right QK. QK QK ., .QK .QI QK 

No . Yes No No No Yes Yes He 

m 
OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: --
EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

--~--------~-----------------1188:----------------~------~R~e~v~.~l~0~/~9 



CFZRS EDIT S~ECIFICATIONS 

-- SEcrJON: F; · Haz Mat Sec~io:i:J. UNE: 3. 

e-o NAME ON TiiE FORM: Non-Fire service Haz Mat casualty: Fatalities 

MEANING OP NAME: 

FIELD LENGTii: 3 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

1\EQUIRED: _ Alwavs: Yes Optional: · No Conditional: : · No 

- · WHEN SITUATION POUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IP DATA IS PRESENT 

- INTERNAL SPECIPICATIONS: (field by itself) 

liege: 18 

--Value Code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: - Yes 

IP NO VAIJD CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

nt'' 
Acceptable Values: 

~~:,' 

Ra~qe = ooo to 999 • 

. • DAT~-~ST CONTAIN: N 

Pick One of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
CAN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY . (0) Other (specify) 
CANS) Alpha Numeric &. Special Chars (anything) . 

All Leading Trailiitg All 
_Justify Justify Spaces · Spaces Spaces Zeros 

el't Right OK OK OK QK 

No Yes No No No Yes 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

EXTERNAL SPEOPICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

Leading Trailing 
Zeros Zeros 
OK QK 

·Yes No 

----"'--" ----,.--------------
Submitted by the CPIRS Edit requirem,ent Sub-Committee 6/89 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATiONS PM:!: 19. 

SECTION: 'H1 Baz xat section LINE: 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Cbamical or Trade Ba.ma 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 30 NUMBER OF SETS: 3 (XiDimun) 

:REQUIRED: Always: DB Optional: BO Copditional: JlO 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS PBESEN'l' 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 
' Value Code: NFPA 901: No CFIBS: No Other Code or yalue: No 
CHAPTER: 

~F NO VALID CODE OR oTHER CODE TABLE: .e_ 
Acceptablb values: 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: All 

·Pick one of:· (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY . (N) Nwneric ONLY 
Alpha & Numberic ONLY (0) Other (specif~ 
Alpha Nwneric & Special Chars (anything) 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: . 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (.other field vs this one) 

1190 
Rev. 4/9 



ClXR~ EDIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 20 

..ilfTION:- PI Baz Mat Section 

~LD N~ ON THE FORM: DOT I.D. No. 

LINE: 4 

--MEANING OF NAME: Depar~ent of Transportation I4entification ltUlllber 

FIELD LENGTH: - 4 

REQUIRED: Always: No _ optional: Yes 

__ WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL-AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

· IF -· QATA IS -PRESENT 
-· 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) ... - . 
-~·,· M •• 

Value Code: 

• 
NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

-IF NO VALID CODE·OR_OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

TaE DATA MQST CONTAIN: · ~ 

CFIRS: No 

·NUMBER OF SETS: 3 

Conditional: No 

other Code or Value: No 

Pick one of: (A) 
·(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special-chars (anything) · 

All Leading Trailing All Leading Trailing 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces_ Spaces zeros Zeros Zeros 

__ I&.fi Right QIS' .QE QIS QIS QK QK 
_, 

'NO Yes Yes No Ho Ho Yes lie 

!!! 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

(other field vs this one) 

__ ;....,... __________ ___; ___ 1191--........... -----'--------.....,....--
Rev. 10/94 
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CPIBB EDJT SPEQIPICATIOHS PAGE: U 

SECTION: 1'1 Eaz Kat Section LINE:. 4 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: DOT Eazar4 Class 

MEANING OF NAME: »epartaent of ~ransportatioD Basar4 Class 

FIELD LENGTH: :L NUMBER OF · SETS: 3 

REQUIRED: Always: US Optional; 50 Conditional; 50 

WHEN SITUAT.ION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER.CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS PBESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field ~y itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: Yes 
ClJAP'l'ER: PBB 

CFIRS: No Other Code pr yalue: No e. 
IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Accepta~le Values: R&Dqe : 0-1 ... 

'l'HE DATA MUST CONTAIN: U 

Pick one of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY · (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numberic ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) · 

Justify 
~-

Justify 
Bight. 

All 
Spaces 

Leading 
Spaces. 
ms: 

Trailing. All Leading Trailing 
Spaces Zeros. Zeros Zeros 

QX QE sm ms: ms: 
lfO BO .BO 'DB 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

.. 
EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) e· 

1192 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION : F; Haz Mat· S~ction 

e FIELD NA¥E ON THE FORM: CAS No. 

MEANING OF NAME: Chemical Abstracts Service Number 

FIELD LENGTH: 9 

REQUIRED: Al\vays: NO 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS:. 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDmON IS: 

NuMBER OF SETS: 3 

Optional: YES 

. IF DATA IS PRESENT 

·INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (Field by itself) 

Page: 22. · 

Conditional: NO 

Value Code: NFPA 901: No CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: No 
. CHAPTER: 

IF NOT VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: ·e 
Acceptable Values: 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN m 
Pick one of: (A) Alpha ONLY 

(AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY 
(ANS) Alpha Ntimeric and Special Characters (anything) 

All Leading . · Trailing· 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces 

Left Right OK. OK OK 

YES . NO: YES NO NO 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: .e 
. l-193 

(N) Numeric ONLY 
(0) Other (specify) 

All Leading 
Zeros Zeros 
OK ·OK 

NO NO 

. Trailing 
Zeros 
OK 

YES 

(Rev. 10/95) 
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CPIRS EplT ·sPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 23 

SECTION: 'PI Baz xat aectioD LINE.: 5 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Physical State: Store!! 

MEANING OF NAME: 

F~ELC LENGTH:" J. NUMBER OF SETS·: 3 

:REQUIRED: t.lways; ·DI Optional: 50 Conditional: NO 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND ~S: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID ~S: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF PATA IS fRESENT 

~NTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: CFIRS: Other Code or Value: . 
CHAPTER: 

~F NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: • Acceptable Values: Range: 0-3 

'l'HE DATA MU.ST CON'l'AIN: U 

Pick one of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numberic ONLY ' (0) Other (specifYJ 
Alpha..Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

.Justify 
ws. 
110 

Justify 
Right 

JIO 

All 
Spaces 
gE 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

Leading 
Spaces 

·ms 
Trailing All 
Spaces Zeros 
2X ms; 

. JIO ns 

EX'l'ERNAL SPEqiFICA'l'IONS: (other field vs this one) 

, 194 

Leading 
Zeros 
.QI 

BO 

Trailing 
Zeros 
2X 

110 

-· 
Rev. 4/90 



qfiRS EDIT SPECIFICJTIONS 

~ECTION: PI Haz Kat Section .. e:.o NAME ON THE FORM: Physical State: Released· 

MEANING OF NAME:. 

FIELD LENGTH: 1 

'REQUIRED: Always: No Optional: Yes f2-3 
' 

~EN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
-~N OTHER CONDITION IS: Release Factor f1 NOT : 18 

IF DATA IS PBESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field. by itself) 

Value Code,; 
.. · 

NFPA 901: Yes 
CHAPTER: PBA 

CFIRS: No 

.0 VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: Range = .0-3 

THE DATA MUST. CONTAIN: AN .. 

PAGEl 24 

LINE:. 5 

·.;.· 

,CO• 

NUMBER OF SETS: 3 ·• .. 

. . .. ··-~ .. 

conditional: Yes f1 

Other Code or Value: No 

Pick one of: (A) 
(AN) 
.(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY· (N) Numeric ONLY 
··Alpha & Numeric ONLY · (0) Other (specify) 

Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All Leading Trailing All · . Leading Trailing 
_Justify Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces zeros Zeros Zeros 
l&tt Right Ql QX Ql Ql Ql Ql 

No. No Yes No No We No · No 
U-3 m 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field·vs this one) 

IP Release Factor f1 = 18 then 
.Blank OK for Physical state: ·Released. 

·-Release Factor f1 = 18 ·u.s Physical stater Release NOT = Blank. 
Error 11You reported No Release, therefore, Physical state Released must be. 
Blank." 

~------------~--------------1195;--------------------~--~----Rev.· 10/94 · 



CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION F; Haz Mat Section 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Quantity Released 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 5 NUMBER OF SETS: 3 . 

REQUIRED: Alwavs: NO butional: YES #2-#3 Conditional: YES #1 

· waEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDffiON IS: Release Factor #1 NOT = 98 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 
IN"TERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (Field by.itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

CFIRS: No. Other Code or Valye: Yes 

IF NOT VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: Range= 00000 ~to 99999, or Blank 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick one of: (A} Alpha ONLY 
(AN} Alpha and Numeric ONLY 
(ANS} Alpha Num_eric and Special Characters (anything} 

All - . 

Justify · Justify Spaces 
Left Right OK 

NO" YES YES 
#1-3 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

IF Release Factor #1 = 98 then 
Quantity Release must be Blank. 

IF Quantity Release = Blank then 

Leading 
Spaces 

OK 

NO 

Release Factor #1 must be coded "98". 

. ~ 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: 

1196 

_ Trailing 
Spaces 

OK 

NO· 

(N} Numeric ONLY 
(0) Other (specify} 

All Leading 
Zeros Zeros 
OK OK 

¥eS YES' 
rg:a -

Page: 25 

Line: 5 

•• 

--
Trailin._ 

Zeros 
OK 

YES 

(Rev. 1 0{95" 



9FIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS P).GE: 26 

-CTION: I' I Eaz Kat Bac:tion . LINE: 5 . 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Unit of Keasura. 

MEANING OF NAME: . Unit of Keaaura for Quan~i~! JtalaasecS 

FIELD LENGTH: · 2 NUMBER· OF -SETS: 3 ., 

REQUIRED: . AlWays; DB 11 Optipnal: YBB f2•3 Cpnditignal; YES 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND.IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
.-'liEN OTHER CONDITION. IS: Quantit! Release- NO': : oo·ooo or Blank 

JF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL. SPECIF_ICATIONS: (field by itself) 

··lue C~de: NFPA 901: Yes 
CHAPTER: PAE 

CFIRS: No Other Code pr Value: No 

. 
t 
1.. 

L 

t 

t 

' 

-· 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acce~table Values: 

-'HE DATA Mt.TST CONTAIN: U I-

Pick one cf: (A) 
{AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY . (N). Numeric ONLY 

Justify Justify 
1&tt B.iabt 

JfO BO 

Alpha r. NWDberic ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric·& Special Chars (anything) 

All 
Spaces 

- ms 
DB 
fi-3 

Leading 
Spaces · 
ms 
BO 

'!'railing All 
Spaces Zeros 
ms ms 

Leading Trailing 
Zeros Zeros 
ms 2K 

JrO ITO 

I.THER INTERNAL EDITING: 

Jtev.· 4/90 
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CliBS EDIT SP2CIPICJTIONS PAGE: 27 
\ 

SECTI,ON: FJ Eaz Kat Section LINE: 

' . 
FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Unit of Xeasure (Continued) 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field ·V~ this one) 

IF Physical Statal Released= 1 and Unit of Measure weT·= 21•2t 
Error. "Physical State Released 'ia Bo1id aiad the Q"uan.tity Release Unit of 
xeaaure ia not a Solid aeaaurement.n 

·IF Physical St~tai·Raleased = 2, 3 and Unit of Xeasure BOT= 11•11 
Error "Physical state Release ia a Liquid or a Gas aDd the Quantity 
Release Onit of Measure :l.s not a Liquid or a Gas aaaa_ur811.aDt." . 

I!' Quantity· Released = 00000 or Blank and unit of Kaasure. :l.a ROT Bl&Dk 
Error. ••Ho Quantity Released J>ut unit-. of !Ieasure is BOT 11fo· Release• .•" 

.. 

1198 
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:FIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 28 

SECTION: F: Haz Mat Section LINE: 5 

eo NAME ON THE FORM: EXTENT OF RELEASE 

!-lEANING OF NAME: 

.'' . 

'IELD LENGTH: . 1 NUMBER OF SETS: 3 

!EQUIRED: Always: NO Optional:·YES #2-13 Conditional: YES i1 

ffiEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
.IHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: Release Faotor 11 NOT = 98 

. IF DATA IS PRESENT 

:NTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

.Yal ue Code: · NFPA 901: .Yes 
CHAPTER: PCB 

CFIR§: No Other Code or Value: No 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

4lt Acceptable Values: . Range = o-9 

:'HE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick one of: Alpha ONLY 
Alpha & Numeric ONLY 

(A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric & Special Chars 

All Leading Trailing All 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces spaces Zeros 
_Left Right Q.K Q.K Q.K QK. 

.iO NO YES NO ·No ·YES· 
#1-U 

)THER INTERNAL EDITING: 

~XTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

(N) Numeric ONLY 
(0) Other (specify) 

(anything) 

Leading Trailing 
Zeros Zeros 
QK QK 

NO NO 

IF Release Factor il = 98 and Extent of ·Release ~ = Blank 

--
ERROR "You reported.No Release, therefore, i!li£ent of Release must be 
Blank." 

.. 

1199 Rev.· ·10/93 



CFIRS EQIT SPECIFICATIONS PME: 29 

. SECTION:. PI llaz Kat Section LINE: 5 

·- FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: suspected lnvironmantal Contamination 

. i 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 1 NUMBER OF SETS : 3 

REQUIRED: Always: YES 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: · 
, WHEN ·AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS:. 

WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

Optiolj!!ll; BO 

IF PATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (f-ielcf by itself) 

Value Code: . NFPA 901: Yes 
CHAPIER: PCC 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: Range = 0-9 . 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: U 

Pick one of: Alpha ONLY 

CftBS: No 

Cgnditional; :HO 

Other Code or value: No 

(N) Numeric ONLY 
(0) Other (specif}, 

(A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha & Numberic ONLY 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) _ 

All Leading Trailing All ·Leading Trailing· 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces -Spaces Zeros ·zer()s Zeros 
l&.tt Right 2K ms ms -ms 21 .QK 

BO BO. YES 11-3 BO BO DB BO BO 

OTHER . INTElmAL EDITING: 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

%7 B.alease J'actor.fl = 11 ud. suspected. ZDvironmental ContaminatioD is BOT __ 
zrror "Jlelease J'actor f1 is •Bo Release• l:>ut suspected EnviroD.mental . 
CoDtiUII.ination :is Jlot 'llo Znvironmental Contamination• •" _ . .· _ 

Rev. _4/90 
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CFIRS EQIT SPECIFICATIONS 

eriON: 
.,., Kaz Kat Section 

'IELD NAME ON THE FORM: Container: 

lEANING OF NAME: 

'IELD LENGTH: 2 

~QUIRED: Always: Yes 

mEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
.mEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
y--- "l OTHER . CONDITION IS: 

. Type 

Optional: No 

IF DATA IS PBESEHT 

rNTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 
··,1 ·~ ' 

Value Code: NFPA 901: Yes 
CtiAPTER: PAD 

···IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

· Acceptable Values: · AN 

r~ DATA MUST CONTAIN: l!! 

CFIRS: No 

PAGE: 30 

LINE: 6 

NUMBER OF SETS: 3 

conditional: No 

Other Code or Value: No .. 

Pick one of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numeric ONLY (O) -Other (specify) . (AN) 

(ANS) 

All 

Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) · 

Leading Trailing All 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces 

Leading Trailing 
Zeros · Zeros zeros 

.!&..tt Right 'QK QX· QX QX QK QK 

No No .Yes 11-3 No No lie lie lie m m m 
OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

41tTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one). 
... 

--------~-------------------1201--------------------~--~~~ Rev. 10/94 



CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGEt 31 

SECTION: P; Baz Mat Section 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: CONTAINER: KA'l'ERIAL 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 1 NUMBER OF SETS: 3 

.REQUIRED: Always: ItO Optional:· YES 
tz-3 

WHJ;:N SITUATION FOUND IS : 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: Container: Type NO'l' = 98 

IF QATA IS PBESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (fiE!ld by itself)· 

Value Code:. NFPA 901: Yes 
CHAPTER: PAC · 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: Range = 0-1 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

CFIRS: No 

LINE: 6 

Conditional: YES 
f1 

Other Code or value: No 

Pick one of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 

• 

(AN) Alpha & Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify1 . 

(ANS)· Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) · · 

All ~a ding Trailing· All Leading Trailing 
Justify Justify ·Spaces Spaces Spaces Zeros zeros Zeros 
I&:tt Right QX QK· QX 21 QE QE 

NO 110 YES' ItO ItO YES ItO HO. 
U-3 

OTHER INTERNAL ·EDITING: 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 
z• eoabelae~• ~ype • II bhea · 

eeabelae~• Mebeelel a.ab ~e B~a 

container: Type = ta and Container: Material is 110'1' = I or Blank 
ERROR •• You reported •No container present• but you are attempting to report:.-
11. container Material". · 

---------~-----------------1202'----~--------------~~~~ :Rev. 10/93 . 



~FIRS EDJT BPECJFJCATJONS 

JliTION: Fr Baz Kat section .LD NAME ON THE FORM.: Container: Description Use 

MEANING'OF NAME: .. 

FIELD LENGTH: 1 

REQUIRED: Always: No Optional: Yes 12-3 

~N SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: . 

-i4HEN OTHER CONDITION IS: Container I 'l'ype NOT. : 9B · 

JF DATA ·xs PBESENT 

INTERNAL ~PECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) . . 

value co-Cie.~ · 
.. 

• . ·lo·; 

NFPA 901: Yes 
CHAPTER: PAA 

~:NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: Range = 0-3, t 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

CFIRS: No 

PAGE: 32 

. LINE: fi 

NUMBER OF SETS: 3 

conditional: Yes 11 · 

Other Code or Value:. Nq 

Pic.k one of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha & Numeric ONLY (O) other (specify) 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) · 

All Leading Trailing All Leading Trailing 
... Justify Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces ·zeros Zeros Zeros 

l&..n Right QX QX QK QK QX QK 

Jlo No No 11 No No He No No 
. Yes· 12-3 It! 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

EXTEltNAL ·SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

IP Containera Type :: 98 then 
· . Contain.er: Description use must ):)e Blank. 

~ Containera . Type = t8 and container: Description use NOT = ~lank· . 
ERROR "Container Type is 'No container' and container Description Use is 

·' NO'l' Blank. . 

~~--~---------------------1203:----------------------=---~~ Rev. 10/94 



C:FIRS EDJ:\1' SPECIFICATIONS. PAGE:. 33 

SECTION: Haz Kat sectiou LINE: 6 .· --

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: coutaiuer: Descriptiou Features 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 1 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED: Always; Ito Optional: Yea t2-3 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: Coutainer: Type HOT : 18 

IF PATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: Yes 
CHhPTER: PAB 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: Range : 0-1 

.THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

CFIRS: No 

condition8.1: Yes U -· 

Other Code or Value: No 

Pick one of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha & Numeric ONL~ . (0) ~t~er (specify 
(ANS) Alpha ·Numeric & Special Chars (anything) · 

All 
.Justify Justify Spaces 
Left Right .ms 
JfO ItO DB 

11-3 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: · 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other 

Leading Trailing 
Spaces Spaces 
.ms QX 

:ItO ItO 

field vs this one) 

All 
Zeros 
2K 

DB 

Leading 
zeros 
ms 
wo 

Trailing 
Zeros 
.ms 
.ItO 

:tF contaiuer: 'l'l'P• = tB then contai~~:erl Description Features m~st J)e Blank. e . 
container: .,rype. = tB an4 Container: Description Features is HOT = :Biank 

ERROR ncontainer Type is •No container• an4 container Description Features ts 
. ·liQ:t Blank.." 

~--------------~------~--120144---------------------=~--~~ Rev. 08/9: 



CFIRS EPIT SPECIFICATIONS 

~ION: Fl Baz Kat Section 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Container: Capacity 

AEANING OF NAME: 

· ·n:LD LENGTH: 5 NUMBER OF SETS: J 

tEQUIRED: Always; Yes f1 Optional: Yea t2•J 

YHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
YHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 

11'.- -N OTHER CONDITION IS: COD tainer: Type HOT = 9 B 

IF PATA IS PBESENT 

tNTERHAL ':SP,ECIFICATIONS: (field by .itself) 

Value Code: :e. NFPA 901: NO 
CHAPTER: 

--IF NO VA~ID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

· CFIRS: No 

PAGE: 34 

LINE: 5 

c;onditional: .Yes 

Other Code or Value: Yes 

Acceptable Valuee;: Jlanqe = 00001 to tun, or Blank. 

TijE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick·on~ of: (A) Alpha .ONLY (N) NUmeric ONLY . 
(AN) Alpha & Numeric ONLY (0') Other (specify) 
(ANS) .. Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anythinq) 

All Leading Trailing All Lead·i-ng Trailing 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces Zeros ·Zeros Zeros 
l&.tt Eight QK :Q1) ·~ ms .QK .QK 

NO YES lU BO •o I!Q YES In 

~ER INTERNAL EDITING: 

·1205 
Rev. 'OB/91 



GFIRS EQIT SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION: 71 Baz Kat Section· Line: 5 e 
TIELD N~ ON THE FORM: container: Capacitr (continued) 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

J:F container: !'ype = 18 then container: capacity aust !:Ia Blank. 

IF container: !'ype = tB and container1 Capacity is NO~ = Blank 
ERROR "Container !l'ype is •No _container• all.d container Capacity is NO~ Blanlt.'1 

IF eeft~e!ae~• lype Hal • te aae eea~a!ae~• eapae!~y La Hal • ea~aa 
s~~·~ "Seat:eiae~ !a p~eaell:~ llB4 ·eeeta!ae~ Ilea· lie eapaeity I II 

.. 

1206 
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k IRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS . DCJEi 3§ 

! CTION: 1'1 Eaz Kat Section LINE: 5 

1 • NAME. ~N THE FORM: Unit o:f Measure 

r""'.ANING ·OF NAME: Unit o:f Measure :for container Capacity 

FT.ELD LENGTH: Z NUMBER OF SETS: 3 

REQOIRED: Always: 1!2 Optipnal; J!2 conditipn~l: Yes 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
tonlEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
1 !EN OTHER CONDITION IS: Container Capacitr po'l' = Blank 

lF PATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field :by itself) . 

· !lue Code: NFPA 901: Yes· 
CHAPTER: PAE 

~ VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

.. Acceptable Values: 

.'!'HE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

1)ick one of: (A) Alpha ONLY 

CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: No 

(AN) . Alpha & Numeric ONLY 
(~S). Alpha Numeric & Special Chat-s· 

(N). Numeric ONLY 
(0) Other (specify) 

(anything) · · 

All Leading Trailing All . Leading Trailing 
ustify Justify Spaces. Spaces Spaces Zeros Zeros Zeros 
~ Right £K £K £K ms £K £K 

10 50 xu KO 50 50 BO :NO 

")THER INTERNAL EDITING: 

£XTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) - . 

1207 Rev. OB/91 



CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS Page: 37 

SECTION: F; Haz Mat Section 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Unit of. Measure (Continue) 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONs: (other field vs this one) 

IF container: Type = 98 then 
container: capacity Unit of Measure must be Blank. 

UNE: 5 

IF container: Type = 98 and Container: capacity Unit of Measure is NOT = 
.Blank 

Error ncontainer.Type is 'No· container•· and container .capacity unit of 
Measure is Not Blank." 

e 

--

----~~~----------~----~· 
Submitted by the CFIRS Edit requirement Sub-Committee 

6/89 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS Page: 1 

SECfiON G; Other Action Taken Line: 1 

e FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Type or Action(s) Taken. 

.e 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 2 NUMBER OF SETS: 4 

REQUIRED: Alwavs: NO Optional: YES-#1-4 Conditional: YES #1 

. . 
WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: '(lrimary Situation(s) Found= 10-19, 41-43 and Auto/Mutual 

Aid = 4, 5, 6 (Mutual Aid Provided) (Optional) 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL.AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDmON IS: Situation(s) Found = 20-40, 44-99, 00 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

lNTERNAL SPECif'ICA TIONS: (Field by itseif) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: Yes CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: No 
CHAPTER: . JDA 

IF NOT VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

THE DATA.MUST CONTAlN: AN 
Pick one of: (A) Alpha ONLY 

(AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric and Special Characters (liilything) 

Justify 
Left 

Justify 
Right 

All 
Spaces 

OK 

NO NO YES 
#1-4 

OTHER lNTERNAL·EDITING: · 

Must be in sequence (No gaps). 
' . 

No duplicate ·entries 

Leading 
Spaces 

OK 

NO 

ONLY one entry rrom codes 11·15 can be used. 

1209 

Trailing 
Spaces 

OK 

NO 

(N) Numeric ONLY 
(0) Other (specify) 

All Leading 
Zeros Zeros 

. OK OK 

NG NG 
1£E~ 
:~ m 

Trailing 
Zeros 
OK 

NQ 
;y~s 
....:ww;.:.;.;.v; 

(Rev. 10/95) 



CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTIO.N: Gl Other Action Taken.· 

FIElD NAME ON TiiE FORM: Type of Action(s) Taken. (Continue) 

OTiiER INTERNAL EDmNG: . 

Code 99 should appear as· the last entry used. 

Page: 2 

UNE: 1 

Code 98 can ONLY appear in Action Taken 11. Action Taken 12 ~ 14 must be 
blank. 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

~------~------~--~~--~
Submitted by the CFIRS Edit requireiUent Sub-Committee 

' 6/89 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION G; Special Studies 

. -· FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Special Studies: Lo~l & Statewide 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD .i:...ENOTH: 4 NUMBER OF SETS:. ·6 

REQUIRED: Always: NO Optional: YES Conditional: NO 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: . 

Page:3 

Line: 1 

WHEN OTHER CONDIDON IS: NOTE: The rl.l"St four·sets are for LOCAL USE ONLY, the last 
. two sets· are used for STATE USE ONLY. 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (Field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: ' 

CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: No 

• IF NOT VALID CODE OR OTHERCODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 
Pick one of: (A) Alpha ONLY 

(AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY . 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric and Special CharacterS (anything) 

All Leading Trailing 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces 

Left Right OK OK OK 

NO ¥ES YES YES NG 
NQ i.::-:9:: D.§ 

. OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: 

1211 

(N) Numeric ONLY 
(0) Other {specify) 

All Leading 
Zeros Zeros 
OK OK 

NG NG 
Dj 
~·· m 

. Trailing 
Zeros 
OK 

NG 
YES 
0:,:·:-»::»V...:. 

. (Rev. 10/95) 



CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS Page: 4 

SECI10N: · Last Line in Main Report · LINE: Last 

FIELD NAME ON THE FOR1'4: Comments On . Back 

:rvmANING OF NAME: 

FIElD LENGTH: 1 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED: Alwavs: No Optional: Yes, LOCAL Conditional: No 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUI'UAL AID IS: 
WHEN ~ CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Co.de: NFPA 901; No 
CHAPTER: 

CFIRS: No OtherCode_orValue: Yes 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

1 = Yes, 2 = No 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN-

Pick One of: (A) Alpha ONLY - (N) Numeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY - (0) Other (specify) 
CANS) Alpha Numeric 8t Special Chars (anything) 

All Leading Trailing All - Leading . Trailing 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces Zeros Zeros Zeros 
Left Right QK QK OK QK QK OK 

No No No '·No No No No No 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

P.C. ONLY, Local Use 

-EXI'ERNAL SPEClFICATIONS: (other field vs this orie) 

Submitted: by the CFIRS Edit requirelnent Sub-Committee 6/89 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECiliC~TIONS P~GE: 4A 

-CTIOU: A: .Pire Service l Non-Pira Service Casualty LINE: 1 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Exp. No. 

MEANING OF NAME: Exposure JfUmber 

FIELD LENGTH: 3 NUMBER OF SETS : 1 

-·-· _ REQUIRED: Always: YES Optional: BO Conditional: NO 

l 

' 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS:
,lfflEN Atfl'O/MUTUAL AID IS: 
. 'HEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF QATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: 

e 
NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

, 2 · Acceptable VAlues.: 000 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: B 

Pick one of: 

CFIRS: No 

(A) Alpha ONLY 
(AN) Alpha & Numberic ONLY: 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric & Special 

pther Code or Value: No 

(N) Numeric ONLY 
(0) Other (specify) 

Chars (anything) 

All Leading Trailing All Leading Trailing 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces- _Spaces Zeros Ze-ros Zeros 
l&.1t ' BigJlt .Q.K QE .Q.K -ms ~ .PlS -

BO YES .BO BO BO .DS YES BO 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

' -

-XTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: __ (other field· vs this_ one) 

1213 Rev. 4/90 



·cFIBS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS jAG:!: 4B 

SECTION: B; ~ire Service a Bon-Fire Servioe casualty LINE: 1-
FIELD NAME ON 'l'HE FORM: Bez 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 1· .NtlMBER OF SETS: 1 

:REQUIRED: Alwavs: YES Optional: 50 Conditi~nal: 50 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 

· WHEN OTHER . CONDITION IS : 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

l:NTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field t:Jy itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: Yes 
CHb'fTER: LB 

CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: No 

l:F NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: K=Kale; !'=Female; u=undetermined or 'ODknovn 

'l'HE DATA MUST CONTAIN: A 

Pick one of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY . (N) Numeric ONLY. 
Alpha & Numberic ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

Justify 
I&fi 

110 

Justify 
Right 

110 

All 
Spaces 
gE 

BO 

O'l'HER INTERNAL EDITING: 

Leading Trailing- All 
.Spaces Spaces Zeros 
gE gE gE 

50 BO BO 

EXTERN.AL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

1214 

Leading 
zeros 
gE 

BO 

Trailinq 
Zeros 
.QE 

50 

.e 
Rev. 4/90 



CFIRS·EDIT SPECIFICATIONS. 

SECTION: Last Line in Main Report 

~ NAME ON TiiE FORM: Member Making Report 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTii: 2 0 

REQmRED: Alwavs: ·No 

. WHEN SITUATION POUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: .. 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

INTERNAL SPEQPICATIONS: (field by itself) 

NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

Optional:. Yes, LOCAL 

IF' DATA IS PRESENT 

Page: 5 · 

·LINE: Last 

Conditional: No 

Value Code: NPPA 901: . No 
CHAPTER: 

CPIRS: No Other Code or Value: No . 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTiiER CODE TABLE: 

:,;, 

Acceptable Values: 
.. ',;•w 

. . " 

. -~DATA MUST CONTAIN:. AN 
.... 

Pick One of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
.,:· # :~·-·.· (AN) Alpha andNumeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 

CANS) Alpha Numeric & Special Ch.ars (anything) 

All Leading Trailing All 
Justify · Justify Spaces _Spaces Spaces Zeros 
'~eft Right OK QK OK OK 

Yes No Yes No Yes No 

OTiiER INTERNAL EDITING: 

P.c. ONLY, Local use 

EXTERNAL SPEQPICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

Leading Trailing 
Zeros Zeros 
OK OK 

No No 

-~-------~----------------~----
Submitted by the CFIRS Edit requirement Sub-Committee 6/89 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS . Page; 6 · 

SECTION: Last Line in Main Report UNE: Last 

FIELD'NAME ON TiiE FORM: Date 

MEANING OF NAME: Date Makinq Report 

FIELD LENGTii: 6 . NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

REQtnRED: Alwavs: No Optional: Yes, LOCAL Conditional:' No 

WHEN SITIJATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

. INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by. itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

CFIRS: .No Other Code or Value: Yes 

IF NO VAUD CODE OR OTiiER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

Month = 01 - 12, Day = 01 - 31, ,Year = current Reportinq Year. 

TiiE DATA MUST CONTAIN: All 

Pick One of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All Leading Trailing All Leading 
Justify · Justify Spac~ Spaces Spaces Zeros Zeros 
Left Right QK OK OK OK QK 

Yes No Yes No Yes No No 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

Format on Screen/Form: MMDDYY; in Record: YYMMDD. 

J:F Month= 1, 3, s, 7, a, 10, 12 then Date Ranqe must= 01- 31. 
l:F Month = 4, 6 1 9, 11 then Date Ranqe must = 01 - 30. 
J:F Month= 2 and NOT a Leap Year then Date.Ranqe must= 01- 28. 
l:F Month = 2 and a Leap Year then Date Range must = 01 - 29. 

p.c. ONLY, Local Use 

EXTERNAL SPEOFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

Trailiri.g 
Zeros 
QK 

No 

e. 

~--~--------------------~-
Subolitted by the cFlRS Edit requirement Sub-Committee 6/89 
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CFIRS EDI~ SPECIF.ICA~IONS 

SECTION: Last Line in Main Report ew NAME ON TiiE FORM: Reviewed By 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENG'lji:. 2 0 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED: Alwavs: No Optional: Yes 1 LOCAL 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTI-IER. CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS PRESENT. 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

. Page: 7 

UNE: Last 

Conditional: No 

·ralue Code: . NFPA 901: . No 
CHAPTER: 

CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: No 

IF NO VAUD CODE OR OTIIER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

• DATA MUST CONTAIN: · AN 

, Pick One of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric" ONLY 
" (AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
,,: (ANS) Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anjrthing) 

All Leading Trailing. All Leading Trailmg 
Justify . Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces. Zeros Zeros · Zeros 

eft Right QK QK OK QK QK QK 

Yes No Yes No Yes No No No 

alliER INTERNAL EDITING: 

P.C. ONLY, Local Use· 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

"IlL----:----· ------'-----~-
Submitted by the CFIRS Edit requirement Sub-Committee 6/89 
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CFIRS.EDIT SPECIFICATIONS Page: l. 

SECTION: casualty section: Fire service & Non-Fire service UNE: 

FIELD NAME ON TiiE FORM: 

. :MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: NUMBER OF SETS: 

REQUIRED: Alwavs: Optional: Conditional: Yes 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MU1UAL AID IS: 
·WHEN OTiiER CONDmON IS: Fire service casualty Total Number > o. 

· ·Non-Fire service casualty Total Number >.0. 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: Other Code or Value: 
CHAPTER: 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: 

Pick One of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha and·.Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
CANS) Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anythlng) 

Justify 
Left 

. Justify 
Right 

OTHER"INTERNAL EOmNG: 

All 
Spaces 
OK 

Leading 
Spaces 
OK 

EXI"ER.NAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

Submitted by the CFIRS Edit requirement Sub-Committee 
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Trailing 
Spaces 
QK 

All 
Zeros 
OK 

Leading 
Zeros 
QK 

Trailing 
Zeros 
OK 

6/89-



CFIRS EDI~ SPECIFICA~IONS 

SEcnON: A; . · Fire service Casualty 

.. -LD NAME ON THE FORM: County If Different 

MEANING .OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTii: . 2 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED: Alwavs: No Optional: Yes 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTiiER CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

UNE: 4 

Conditional: No 

Value Code:· NPPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

CFlRS: Yes Other Code or Value: No 

IF NO VAUD CODE OR OTiiER CODE TABLE: 

.. Acceptable Values: 

-e-m DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick One·of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
.•.. , (AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 

CANS) Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anythin$') 

All Leading 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces 
.eft Right OK OK. 

No Yes Yes No 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

Can not = first 2 digits of FDID. 

Trailing 
Spaces 
OK 
., 

No 

All 
Zeros 
OK 

. No 

Leading 
Zeros 
OK 

Yes 

Page: 2 

Trailing 
Zeros 
OK 

No 

---~~--~~----~--------~-----
Submitted by the CFIRS Edit requirement Sub-Committee ~89 
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CFIRS ED~T SPECIFICAT~ONS 

SECTION: B; Fire Service & Non-Fire service Casualty 

· FIElD NAME ON THE FORM: Casualty NUmber 

MEANING OF NAME: 

. FIELD LENG1H: 6 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED: AJwavs; Yes Optional: No 

WHEN SinJATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTiiER CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Page: 3 

UNE:.1 

Conditional: No 

Value Code: NFPA 901: NO 
CHAPTER: ..... 

CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: Yes 

IF NO VAIJD CODE OR 01HER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

Range = 000001 to 999999. 

THE DATA MUST CONTAiN: N 

Pick One of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 

Justify 
Left 

No 

(AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
. (ANS) Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

Justify 
Right 

Yes 

All 
Spaces 
OK 

No 

Leading 
Spaces 
OK 

No 

Trailing 
Spaces 
OK 

No 

All 
Zeros 
OK 

No 

OTHER INfERNAL EDITING: 

. Leading 
'zeros 
OK 

Yes 

Trailing 
Zeros 
.QK 

No 

Must be a unique number with other casualty·Numbers.with the same Xncident 
Key; 

EXTERNAL SPEOFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

Value must be from 1 to Total Number of ~njuries + Total Number of 
Fatalities on Section D, Line 1 of the·Field Xncident Report. 

~----~~~·------~--~--------~-
Submitted by the CFIRS Edit reqUirement Sub-Committee 6/89 
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CFIRS EPIT SPECIFICATIONS 

~-ON: Bl 7ire Service l HoD-7ire Service Casualty LINE: 1 

IELD NAME ON THE FORM: Sex 

EANING OF NAME: 

IELD LENGTH: 1 

-'EQUIRED: Alwavs; Yes 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
HEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 

.. HEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

Optipnal: Ito 

IF PATA IS PBES£NT 

:rNTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

.. "alue Code: 

·-
·NFPA 901: Yes 
CtiAPTER: · LB . 

IF,, NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

CFIRS: No 

Cpnditiorial; Ho 

Other Code or Value: No 

· ~ .. Acceptable Values: Bange = F (female) I M fmalel 1 p (Unknown> 

~HE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

_.>ick one of: (A.) Alpha ONLY . . . • . (~) NUIIIE!!ric ONLY 
(AN) · Alpha· & Numeric ONLY (O) Other (sp·eclfy) 
(ANS). Alpha Numeric & Special.Chars (anything) 

All Leading ~railing All Leading Trailing 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces. Zeros Zeros Zeros 
.J&f..t Right sm .gK gK 2K Q.K 2K 
_qo :x::u JlO 110 ItO . JlO 110 JlO 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

-ERNAL SPECIFICATIONS:. (other Ueld vs this one) 

----------------~------~---.1221------------~--~~~~~~-Rev. "OB/91 



CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS Page: s _ 

SECTION: B; Fire service and Non-Fire service casualty UNE: 1 

FIELD NAME ON TiiE FORM: Date of Birth --.. MEANING OF NAME: 

FIElD LENGTH: 6 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED: Alwavs: No Optional: Yes Conditional: No 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MU1UAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTiiER. CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: Yes 

IF NOVAIJD CODE OR O'IHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values:-

Month = 01 to 12, Day = 01 to 31, Year = oo to 99 or ~lank. 

lHE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick One of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY (0) Other {specify) 
(ANS) Alpha-Numeric & Specia,l Chars (anything) 

Justify 
Left 

No 

Justify 
Right 

No 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

All Leading 
Spaces Spaces 
OK QK 

Yes No 

Format: On Screen/Form = MMDDYY 
Record Layout = YYMMOD. 

Trailing 
Spaces 
QK 

No 

All 
Zeros 
QK 

No 

Leading 
Zeros 
Q!S 

No 

IF Month = 1, 3 1 s, 7, a, 10,· 12 then Date R~ge must = 01 to 31.
IF Month = 4, 6, 9, 11 then Date Range must = 01 to 30._ 
:IF Month = 2 and NOT a Leap Year then Date· Range must = 0_1 to 28. 
:IF Month= 2 and a Leap Year then Date ~ange must = 01 to 29. 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

--
Trailing 
Zer.os 
QK 

No 

~~------~~------------~~~-6/89 Submitted by the CPIRS Edit requirement Sub-Committee 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 6 

__ .ION:. B; Fire service and Non-Fire Service Casualty LINE: 1 

?'IELD NAME ON THE FORM: AGE 

mANING OF NAME: 

E'IELD LENGTH: 2 NUMBER OF SETS: i 

-~QUIRED: Always: YES Optional: BO Conditional: BO 

RHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
NHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
\ .'N OTHER. CONDITION IS: 

IF PATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 
• ; I 'if" :':. • •• 

· ·value Code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

CFIRS: No Other Code or value: Yes 
I -·· . e 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 
··. _:;: 

··· Acceptak?le Values: Range = 01 to 99. 

T~ DATA MUST CONTAIN: N 

Pick one of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numeric·ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric ,& Special Chars (anything) 

_Justify 
I&..tt" 

HO 

Justify 
Right 

YES 

All 
spaces 
QE 

JIO 

, OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

Leading 
Spaces 
QE 

HO 

.. 

·Trailinq All 
Spaces Zeros .em . QE 

50 50 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

Leading 
Zeros 
QK 

YBS 

Trailing 
Zeros 
.QK 

YES 

-----------------------------12231--------------------~--------Rev •. 10/93 



CFIRB EDIT SPECIFICATIONS Page: 7. 

SECTION: B7 Fire service and Non-Fire service casualty 

FIELD NAME ON TiiE FORM: Age (Continue) 

EXTERNAL. SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

IF Fire service Casualty then 
. IF Age < 18. 
Error "Fire Service casuaity with age less than 18. 11 

IF Fire_service Casualty then 
IF Age > &0 

UNE: 1 

Warning 11Fire Service casualty with age greater than &o, are you 
sure?" ·-· 

. I . 

e. 

------~~--~~~~--------~-
Submitted by the CFIRS Edit requjrement Sub-Committee . 6/89 
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GFIRS EPIT SPECifiC~IONS 

_.ION: B 1 I' ire Service casualty 

FIELD NAME ON 'I'HE FORM: &•rvioe Date 

MEANING OF NAME: 

f'IELD LENGTH: I HUMBER OF'SETS: 1 

I&GE: 8 

LINE: 1 

. -UQUIRED: _ ·.Always; Yea Optional: Jlo · .. Conditional: Jlo 

«HEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 

. -·WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS EBESEHT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

' ue Code: NfPA 901: No 
CHhPTER: 

CFIRS: No - Other Code pr value: Yes 

-IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: Month = 01-12, Day = 01-31, Year = oo-~9 
~ OAT~ MUST CONTAIN: lH 

Pick one of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) NUmeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha & Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 

-

(ANS). Alpha·Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All Leading 
.. ..;tify . .Justify .. SP,aces Spaces 
1&ll Right QK 2lS 

NO ~0 D.S. 110 
u ~:.UUr&UoD 
1!0~ = 1 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

Pormat: on screen/Perm = KKDDYY 
Recor4 Layout = YYXMDD 

Trailing All Leading 
Spaces. .Zet:C?~ .. Zeros 
.QK QK QK 

110 110 D.S. 

. ' 

lF Month= i, 3, s, 7 1 s, 10, 12 then Date Range auat_b• = 01•31. 
- lF' Month = 4 I &, 'I 11 then Date Range aust = 01•30 0 

lF·Month = 2 an4 ~o~ a Leap Year then Date Range aust = 01·28. 
- Month ::i: 2 an4. a Leap Year 'then Date aange au~t = 01•29• 

U. Affiliation JfO~ = 1. then Service Date auat be Blank;, · 

ExTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

Trailing 
Ze;ros 
QK 

D.S. 

____________ __;__1225, _____ __;_ _______ ..,...--__ _ 
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&FIBS EDJT SPECJFICATJONS PAGE: 9 

SECTION: B; Hon-Fire service Casualty LINE: 2 __ _ 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Co4a 

MEANING OF NAME: :tnvol vement Co4e 

FIELD LENGTH: 2 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED: _ Always: Yes Optional : Ho conditionali Ho 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

CFI-RS: Yes Other Code or Value: No 

_IF NO VALID_CODE.OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: .. 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: A 

Pick one·of: (A) 
. (AN) 

(ANS) 

Alpha O.NLY 
Alpha & .Numeric ONLY 
Alpha Numeric & Special 

(N) Numeric ONLY . 
· (O) ·other (specify) 

Chars (anything) · 

Justify 
.l&.fj; 

'RO 

Justify 
Right. 

HO 

_All 
Spaces 
21 

Leading 
·Spaces 
QlS. 

. XU HO 
If AffUlatipp 
5-1 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

Trailing . All _ 
spaces Zeros 
QlS 21 

JtO JtO 

XF 'ffiliatipn = 1 then Jnyplvement Co4e must be Blank. 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

1226 
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Zeros Zeros 
gx .QK 

HO HO 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS .. Pa;ie: 10 

SECTION: B; Fire service and Non-Fire service casualty LINE: 2 

. -ELD NAME ON THE FORM: Name: Last, First, M.I. 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGni: 2 7 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED: Alwavs: Yes · Optional: No Conditional; No 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) . . . . . I . 

·· Value Code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: No 

IF NO VALID· CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

.• Acceptable Values: 
.,, 
:I;' 

• DATA MUST. CONTAIN: ANS· 

~ ·: Pick One of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric & Special Chars ·(anything) 

All Leading TrailiD.g All Leading 
_Justify Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces Zeros Zeros 

.eft . Right. OK QK QK OK OK· 

·Yes No No No Yes No No 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

Format: Last Name (comal First Name (space) Middle Initial. 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

TCaUing 
Zeros · 
QK 

No 

--~----------~~------~----~»----
Submitted by the CFIRS Edit requirement Sub-Committee 6/89 
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C:ti'IRS ·EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION: B7 Fire service and Non-Fire service casualty. lJNE: 2 

FIElD NAME ON THE FORM: Telephone . 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGlH: 10 .~ER OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED: Alwavs: No Optional: Yes 1 LOCAL Conditional: No 

WHEN SITUATION POUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OlHER CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: NPPA 901; No 
CHAPTER: 

CPIRS: No Other Code or Value: No 

IF NO VAIJD CODE OR OlHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick One of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY. . (0) Other (specify) . 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All Leading Trailing All .Leading 
. Justify Justify Spaces Spaces S11ac~ Zeros Zeros 

Left Right OK . OK QK OK OK 

No . Yes Yes No No No Yes. 

01HER INTERNAL EDITING: 

Page: 11 

Trailing 
Zeros 
OK 

No 

( 
Layout: Area code·- First 3 digits may be.zeros, NUmber·- next 7 digits. 

NOTE: Blank is only ACCEPTABLE if Telephone nwnber is not known. 

EXI'ERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

~~--------~--~~--~--~~--~-
Submitted by the CFIRS Edit requirement Sub-Committee 6/89 
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. ?IRS EDI'l' SPECIFICATIONS 

.-::CTION: B r · Fire service and Non-Fire service casualty 

~D NAME ON THE FORM: Address/City 

: u.NING OF NAME: Home Address ana City 

FIELD LENGTH: 33 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

PAGE; 12 

LINE: 3 

REQUIRED: Always: NO Optional: YES (Local) .· Condition·al: NO 

nHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
--HEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS PBESENT· 

IW"'!;',RNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

alue Code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

F NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

.: .. Acceptable Values: -:· . 

THE'DATA MUST CONTAIN: ANS 
:·- . .-:·":·.. ~~· . 

· · -;~Pick one of:· Alpha ONLY . 

CFIRS: . No other Code or Value: No 

(N) Numeric ONLY 
(0) Other (specify) 

(A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha & Numberic ONLY 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) · · 

. All Leading Trailing All ·Leading Trailing 
rustify. Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces zeros Zeros Zeros 

.i&ll Bight QE' .QK ' .QK .QK Q.K .QK 
... 
lES NO YES 'No. YES NO NO NO 

-':lTHER 'INTERNAL EDITING: 

Enter the street address with a space separating the number from the name 
__ followed by a comma, an4 the name of the city. 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

e 
·1229. 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

·SECl'ION: B; Fire service and Non-Fire service c~sualty I.JNE: 3. 

FIELD NAME ON TilE FORM: ·.Zip 

MEANING OF NAME: . Zip . Code 

FIELD LENG'Ilii 5 

'REQUIRED: Always; 

WHEN SITUATION POUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS; 
WHEN O'IliER CONDinON IS: 

No 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

NUMBER OP SETS: 1 

Optional: Yes, LOCAL Conditional: No 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

Page: l3 

Value Code: NPPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

CPIRS: No Other Code or Value: Yes 

. I 
IF NO VAI.JD CODE OR O'IliER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

Valid u.s. Post Office Zip Code Abbreviation. 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

.Pick One of: (AJ Alpha. ONLY {N) Numeric ONLY. 
(AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All Leading Trailing All Leading Trailing 
Justil)r Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces Zeros Zeros Zeros 
Left Right OK OK OK OK OK OK 

No No Yes No No No No No 

OTHER INTERNAL EDinNG: 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

------------------~~------~~·-
Submitted by the CPIRS Edit requirement Su~mmittee 6/89 
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CFXRS EDXT SPECXFXCATXONS 

· SECTION: B; . Fire service casualty 

. -EID NAME ON THE FORM: Social Security NUmber 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIElD LENGTii: 9 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED: A!wavs: No · Optional: Yes, ·LOCAL 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/M!ITUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTiiER CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA is PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

lJNE: 4 

Conditional: No 

· Value Code: NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: ·No 

IF NO VAIJD CODE OR OTIIER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

..;:-. ; . 

• DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

· ·:, . Pick One of: (A) Aipha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
· ·F · (AN) Aipha and Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 

(ANS) Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All. Leading Trailing All Leading 
_Justify Justify Spaces Spaces. Spaces· Zeros Zeros 

.eft Right Q.K Q.K OK OK OK 

No No Yes No No No No 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

Page: 14 

Trailing 
Zeros 
OK 

No 

-~--~------------------------~ 
. Submitted by the CFIRS Edit requirement Stib-CoOmrlttee 6/89 . 
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'FIRS EQIT SPECIFICATIONS 

sECTION: II Fire Service casualty 

TlELD NAME ON THE FORM: Bmplcyee: Status 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD·LENGTH: 1 NtJMBER OF SETS: . 1 

REQUIRED: . Always: Yes· oation!ll: 110 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF PATA IS PR£SENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field:by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: Yes 
CHAPTER: OAA 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: Range = 1-9 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: Ni' 

CFIRS: No 

PAGE: 15 

LINE: 4 

ConditionBl: llo · 

Other Code or Value: No 

Pick one of: (A) 
(.AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY . (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha .& Numeric ONLY (O)· Other (speCify\ 
Alpha Numeric & Spechl Chars (anything) . 

All Leading 
: Justify ;:Justify Spaces Spaces 
~ Right ~ ~ 

lfO HO 11'0 In 
:u ~!UUhU2D 
I!QZ = 

OTHER INTERNAL EDI'riNG: 
) 

1 

'trailing All 
Spaces Zeros 
ms ms. 
110 110 

'IF Ufilhtion NOT = 1 t.bep Employee: st.at.us must ~e Blanlt. 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

LeatUng · Trailing 
Zeros Zeros 
ms ·ms 
110 · lfO 

-· 

----------~------~-----------1232•--------~--------------~R~e=v~.~O~B~/~9 



.fFlRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

-IoN·: :a 1 J'i:te Bervioe casualty 

•'IELD NAME ON THE FORM: lbllployee: Aaaiqnment 

MEANING OF NAME: 

'IELD LENGTH: 1 

tEQUIRED: Always: Yea 

·-·rHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
.rHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

·NUMBER OF SETS:· 1 

Optional; 110 

IF PATA IS PBESENT 

:NTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Cede: NFPA 901: Yes 
CH.\PTER: OA 

-111r0 VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

~cceptable Values: Range 1-7, 9 

r.HE DATA MUST CONTAIN: lH 

CFIRS: Yes 

. PAGE: 16 

LINE:. 4 

Conditional: llo 

Other Cede or Value: No 

Pick one of: (A) 
(AN)' 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY . (N) N~eric ONLY 
Alpha·& Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything). 

·All Leading Trailing All Leading Trailing 
Justify Justify Spaces ·Spaces Spaces Zeros Zeros. Zeros 

·-I&fi Bight .QK .QK .QK ms .QK ·ms 
JfO 50 xu. 110 50 110 110 50 

:n: a:U:U~!tioD 
I!QZ = 1 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

IF ~!filiation BOT = 1 \ben lmployee; 1asiqpmeDt aust be El!nk. 

-~ERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (ether field vs this one) 

1233 
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CFI!~S EDI!r SPEC:IFICA!riONS Page: rJ· 

SEcTION: B; Fire Service & Non~Fire Service Casualty LINE: 5 & 4 

FIElD NAME ON THE FORM: ·Casualty Date 

J.IIIEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 6 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED: Alwavs: Yes Optional: · No 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTiiER. CONDITIO~IS: 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Conditional: . No 

Value Code:. NFPA 901: No CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: Yes 
· CHAPTER: 

IF NO VAIJD CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

Mbnth = 01 to 12, Day = 01 to 311 .Year = 00 to 99. 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: N 

Pick One of: (A) Alpha ONLY . (N} Numeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All Leading Trailing All Leading 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces SP.aces Zeros Zeros 
Left Right OK OK OK QK QK 

No No No No No No No 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

Format: On screen/Form = MMDDYY 
Record Layout = YYMMDD 

:IF Month = 1,. 3, s, 7, a, 10, 12 then Date Ranqe must = 01 to 31. 
IF Month= 4, &, 9, 11 then Date ranqe·must = 01 to 30. 
:rF Month = 2 and NOT a Leap Year then Date Ranqe must = 01 to 28. 
IF Month = 2 and a Leap Year then Date Ranqe must = 01 to 29. 

Trailing 
Zeros 
QK. 

No 

--------------------~----~-
Submitted by the, CFlRS Edit requirement Sub-Committee· 6/89 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

Fire service & Non-Fire service Casualty 

FIElD NAME ON TiiE FORM: casualty Date (Continue) 

EXI'ERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

Page: lB 

UNE: 5 & 4 

IF casualty Date < Incident Date 
Error 11Casualty Date can not be less than the Incident Date." 

•• 
l 

-------------~--~------------
Submitted by the CFIRS Edit requirement Sub-Committee 6/89 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS Page: l.9 

SECTION: B; Fire service·& Non-Fire Service casualty LINE: 5 & 4 

FIELD NAME ON TilE FORM: Casualty Time 

MEANING OF NAME: . 

FIELD LENG1H: 4 NUMBER OF SETS: · l 

REQUIRED: Alwavs; Yes Optional: No Conditional: No 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTIIAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTI-IER. CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value .Code: . NFPA 901: No 
CHAPTER: 

CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: Yes 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OnmR CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

Ranqe: 0001 to·2400. 

TiiE DATA MUST CONTAIN: N 

Pick One of: (A) Alpha ONLY . (N) Numeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 

. (ANS) Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All Leading Trailing All Leading 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces Zeros Zeros. 
Left Right QK OK OK OK OK 

No Yes No No No No Yes 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

Format: HBMM. 

Last 2 digits (MM) can not be > 59. 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

IF casualty Date = Incident Date t~en 
IF Casualty Time < Dispatch Time 

. Error ncasualty Time cannot be less.than Dispatch Time.n 

Submitted by the CFIRS Edit requirement Sub-Committee 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

.• IO~: BJ Fire Service I 5on-!'ire Service Casualty 

IELD NAME ON THE FORM: Severity 

MEANING OF NAME: 

IELD LENGTH: 1 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

'PAGE: 20 

LINE: 5 I 4 

EQUIRED: ·Always: Yes Optional : llo Conditional: Bo 

"""HEN SITUATION FOUND :IS: 
HEN AUTO/MUTUAL A:ID :IS: 

WHEN OTHER CONDITION :IS: 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

.. N'L'ERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: Yes 
CijbPTER: MB 

CfiRS: No Other Code gr value: No 

•

··No VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: Bange = 1-6 (Non-Fire Serylce) 
Range = 1-1 CFire seryice) ,_., , .. , 

·:'-·,:: 

.! .• :' 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: II 

Pick one of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) NUllleric ONLY 
_(O) Other (specify) (AN) Alpha & Numeric ONLY 

(~~) _ .Al~ha Numeric & · ~pecAal ~h~r~ _(an¥t~ing) · 

All Leading Trailing All Leading Trailing 
·;Tustify Justify spaces Spaces_ Spaces zeros zeros zeros 
:t&.tt Right ·ms ms ~ .2)!; ms QK 

... &0 110 50 BO 110 50. 110 110 

OTHER :INTERNAL EDITING: 

~ERNAL S~ECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this cne) 

----------------------------1237--------------------~~--~~ Rev. OB/91 



CF;IRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 21 

SECTION: Bl Fire service ' Non-Fire service casualty . LINE:. 4 ~-

. FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Severity (continued) · 

'l'he· total number of indivi~ual Fire service Injuries reported mus.t. equal the 
total_nWIIber of Fire servfoe Injuries reported on the main incident form 
(CFIRS-1) I • . 

The total nWIIber o~ individual Fire Service l'atal.ities reported must· equal the. 
total nWIIber of Fire Service Fatalities reported on the main ipcident form 
CCFIRS-1)! 

'l'he total nWIIber of individual Non-l'ire Service Injuries reported must equal th·· 
total nWIIber of Non-l'ire service Injuries reported on the maip ipcident form 
(CFIRS-1), 

The total numl:ler of individual Non-l'ire Service l'atalities reported must equal 
the total number of Hon~l'ire service Fatalities reported on the main incident .. 
form (CFIRS-1), 

.. 
Total nWIIber of severity coded s, & or 7 must equal the total number of 
Fatalities in section D of the main incident form (CFIRS-1), 

Total nWIIber of severity coded 1-4 must·equal the total number of injur~es in 
section D of the maip incident-form CCFIRS-1), 

·e 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS Pcge: 22 
I 

SECTION: B; Fire service & Non-Fire service casualty · IJNE: 5 & 7. 

-ELD NAME ON THE FORM: Fire service: Primary Symptoml ·Non-Fire _service: 
Appare~t symptom 

rvmANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENG1H: 2 NUMBER OF SETS: .1 

REQUIRED: Alwavs: Yes Optional: No Conditional: NO 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND iS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTIJAL AID IS: 
WHEN O'IHER. CONDmON IS: 

. IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPEQFICATIONS: (field by itself) . 

Value Code: NFPA 901: Yes 
. CHAPTER: .. MC 

CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: No 

IF NO VAIJD-CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

·.• ' .. ~~· . ~ 

.THE DATA~ST CONTAIN: N 

?ick One.of: CAJ Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All Leading T~ing All Leading 
·ustify Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces Zeros Zeros 

Left Right OK QK OK OK QK 

No No No No ·No No No 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

Trailing 
·zeros 
OK 

No 

' . 

4t~--------~----------~------~-
Submitted by the CFIRS Edit requirement Sub-Committee 6/89. 
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pFlRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS Plt.GE; 23 

SECTION: 11 Fire Service casualty LINE: 5 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: SeocD4ary Sp1ptcD 

MEANING OF NAME: 
:~ .. 

FIELD LENGTH: 2 NUMBER OF SETS: 1:-· . 

REQUIRED: AlwayS; lie Optional; 1'es 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF PATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: .. (field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: Yes 
CtlAPTER: MC 

IF NO·VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

·Acceptable Values: 

THE .DATA MUST CONTAIN: ~ 

Pick one of: Alpha ONLY 

CFIRS: No 

· Alpha & Numeric ONLY 

Condition-al; lie 

Other Code or Value: No 

(A)' 
(AN) 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric & Special Chars 

(N) Numeric ONLY 
(0) Other (specify) 

(anything) 

All .· . Leading Trailing .All ·Leading Traili· 
Justify Justify. Spaces Spaces Spaces Zeros Zeros Zeros 
~ Right QK QE ~ .QK. ~ .QK 

f };0 lfO us 110 110 110 110 lfO 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

secondary aymptom must be BLANE ¥ben Jffiliatiop is pot = 1 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 
. . . 

%F Primary Symptom = Blank aD4 secoD4ary S:YJD.ptom IIOT = Blank 
ERROR "Primary symptom aua.t J::>e uae4 l'irst J::>efore seocn~ary Symptom." 

~ IF Primaz:i Symptom IIIOT = Blank u4 &econcSary 8Jmptom IIOT = Blank then e. 
IF Primary symptom = seccn4ary Symptom · · 
ERROR "Secondary symptom cannot J::>e t.he aame as ttri.mary Bympton.~• 

------------------------------12401----~--------------~~--~~ Rev. OB/9 



pFIRS ED];T SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 24 

: ~CTION:. JU Fire service an4 Non•J'ire service casualty LINE: 4 

~D NAME ON THE FORM: Affiliation (Eey for casualty Record) 

l.i:ANING OF: NAME: 

:-IELD LENGTH: 1 

REQUIRED: Always:" Yes 

"nHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 

-HEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

NUMBER OF SETS:. 1 

optional; No 

IF QATA IS PRESENT 

~NTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself} 

Conditional: No 

alue Code: NFPA. 901: Yes 
CHAPTER: LD 

CFIRS: No . Other Code or yalue: No 

F NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE:. 

·Acceptable Values: e . - Range = 2.:6, 9 (For Non-Fire Servi.ce) 
Range = 1 (For Fire service") 

THEtDATA MUST CONTAIN: N 

,pick one of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha & Numeric 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric & 

ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
Special Chars (anything) 

Tustify 
..i&..ti 

~0 

Justify 
Riaht · 

NO 
-. 

.·.All 
Spaces 
-~ 

NO 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

.Leading 
Spaces 
2X 

NO 

Trailing .All 
Spaces · Zeros· 
.QX 2JS 

JlO JlO 

IF Non-Fire Service Casualty 
NFPA 901 Code .1 (lire service). not applicable. 

·l:r lire service casualty 
m'PA 901 Code 1 (Fire service) auat ~e antera4. 

Leading 
Zeros 
~ 

NO 

Trailing 
Zeros· 
QE 

NO 

·NOTE:: Affiliation field llot used in screen m:: J'orm for J'ire service casualty. 
'l'his is a key element for tba casualty Record. 

e· 
:EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

~--------------~--------~.1241----~------~------~---------Rev. OB/91 



CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS Page: 25 

SECMON: B; · Fire service & Non-Fire Service casualty LINE: 6 & 7 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Part (s) ·of Body Affected 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELI>: LENGTii: 
. ~ ' ~ -- - --·~ . --

REQUIRED: 

2 . . . 

Alwavs: 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
.WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

NUMBER OF SETS: 4 

Yes (fl) Optional: Yes (#2 - i4) 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Conditional: No 

Value Code: NFPA 90i: Yes 
CHAPTER: MD 

CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: No 

IF NO VAUD CQDE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Valu~s: 

TiiE DATA MUST CONTAIN: . AN 

Pick One of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha and Numeric ONLY . (0) Other (specify) 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric 8t Special Chars (anYthlng) 

All Leading . Trailiilg All Leading 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces · Spaces Zeros Zeros 
Left Right OK OK QK QK OK 

·No No No f1 No No No No 
.Yes #2-4 

. OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

Must be in sequence (No Gaps). 
No Duplicate Entries. 

coae 99 should appear as the last entry used. 

coae 98 can ONLY appear in Part(s) of Body,Affectea u. Part(s) of 
Affected i2 - i4 must be Blank. 

Trailing 
Zeros 
OK 

No 

Body 

e.: 

~~--~------~--~~--------~-
Submitted by the Cl'1RS Edit requirement Sub-Committee 6/89 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS Page: 26 

411fcnoN: B1 Fire service & Non~Fire service casualty 

FIELD NAME ON nm FORM: Part(s) of l!ody Affected (Continue) 

UNE: 6 & 7 

EJITERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

IF symptom (Primary/Apparent) = 03 and Part of Body Not = so ~ 59 
Error 11Prim'-ey/Apparent symptom is asphyxia and Part of Body Injured is 
not internal." 

. ' 

-----~·~------------~-------------
Submitted by the CJ1IRS Edit requirement Sub-C()mmittee 6/89 
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CFIBS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 'PAGE: 27 

SECTION: B; ~ire Service Casualty LINE: 

FIELD N,AME ~N THE FORM: Activity at '!'be of Casualty 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 2 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED: Always: Yea Optipnal; lfo Ccnditlcpal: lfo 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MU'l"UAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS PR£SENT 

. :INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: . NFPA 901: Yes 
CHAPTER: .PH 

CFIRS: No Other Cede or Value: No 

:IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

-THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

- Pick one of.: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha.& Numeric ONLY (O) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

Justify 
l&.f.I. 

50 

Justify 
Riaht 

NO 

All 
Spaces 
QlS 

. Leading 
Spaces 
2K 

5o 110 
xu. 

tf p.ffilhtiop 
I!OT : 1 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

. . . . 
Trailing All 
Spaces Zeros 

'Leading 
Zeros 

2K . .QK .QK 

110 110 110 

Trailing 
Zeros 
QK 

110 

lF ~ffiliation IIOT = 1 thep ~ctivity at time of ¢asualty must be Blank. 

'EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS:· (other field VS this one) 

---~~-------------------1244--------------------~~~~ Rev. Nl/91 



111(ION:_ BJ Pire Service casualty 

M.o NAME ON THE. FORM: Where casualty Occurred 

MEANING OF NAME: 

IELD LENGTH: 2 NUMBER OF SETS:. 1 

.EQUIRED: Always:· Yea · . - Optional : 5o 

~~EN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
HEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS:·· 

WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF PATA IS PRESENT 
. ' ' 

··l'l .. .t:RNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA901: Yes 
CH.;PTER: OI 

IF··NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

-!=ceptable Values: .. 

'HE:~DATA MUST CONTAIN: Ali 

CfiRS: No 

P~GE: 28 

. LINE.: fi 

conditipnal: No 

Other Code pr Value: No 

Pick one:;of: (A) 
(AN) 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 

· (ANS) 
.·Alpha & Numeric ONLY (O) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All Leading Trailing All Leading Trailing 
.lustify Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces ·zeros Zeros Zeros 
'.T&.f..t Right· .2X ~ .2X ~ ~ 2K 

.fO NO. 110 ItO 50 50 50 110 
D.l 

:Ef. :i\t:UU1t~!2D 
I!Ql!: = :1. 

. OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

.Affiliation NOT = 1• then Where casualty occurrei! must be· Blank. 

:EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

--~------------~~----------1245--------~----------~----~~-Rev. 08/91 



CFIRS EpiT SPE9IPICA1IONS 

SECTION: B; Pire Service casualty 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Cause of Casualty 

MEANING. OF NAME: 

.FIELD LENGTH: 3 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

:REQUIRED: Always: Yes Optional: ll'o 

WHEN SI'l'UATION FOUND ~S: 
WHEN.AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS PBESENT . 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by·itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: Yes 
CHAPTER: OJ 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AH 

CFIRS: No 

PAGE:" 29 

LINE: 1 -
Conditional: No 

Other Code or Value: No 

Pick one o~: (A) Alpha ONLY · (N) Numeric ONLY 
(AN) Alpha & Numeric ONLY (O) Other (specify) 
(ANS)· Alpha Numerfc & SpeCial Chars (anything) · 

All Leading Trailing All Leading Trailing 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces Sp~ces· Zeros Zeros Zeros 

I l&t.t Bight .ox .QI .ox ~ ~ .QE 
I 

I 'NO NO NO. 11'0 11'0 110 11'0 lfO 
DA 

:r:f ~UUhU!2R 
Jlgz = & 

ExTERNAL SPECIFICATibNS: (other field vs this one) 

--------~---------------------1246----------------------,R~e=v~.--o~B~/~9: 



CF!RS EpiT SPECIFIC&TIONS 'PAGE: 30 

eTION: 11 l'ire Service Casualty 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Ma4ical Care Provi4e4 

LINE: 7 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FI.ELD LENGTH: 1 Nt.JMBER OF SETS : 1 

. REQUIRED: Always: Yes optiorial: So Conditional; llo 

.. WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

-·-------------~--------------I~F~P~AuT~A~IRS~P~RE~SE&N~T~--------------------------~ 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself)· 

Value Code:· NFPA 901: Yes 
CHAPTER: OSA 

¢FIRS:· No Other Code or Value: No 

··NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: Range = 1-9 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AH 

Pick one! of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) . (AN) 

(ANS) Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

All Leading 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces 
1&ll B,iqht :ws 'QK 

110 NO JrO BO 
Di 

It &:C:UUaUS!D 
J!OT : 1 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

Trailing 
Spaces 
2K 

ao 

All 
Zeros 
·~ 

11'0 

Leading 
Zeros 
QK. 

BO 

~IF ~f:C:iliation MOT= 1·tbep Me~ical Care Proyide~ must be Blank • 

• TERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field .;sthis one) 

Trailing 
Zeros 
.QE 

110 

----------------------------~1247------~~----------~~~----~ ' Rev. OB/91 



CFIRS EPIT SPECIFICATIONS 

SECTION: B; !'ire Service &D4 NcD-!'ire serviee casuaity 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: n:l.sposition of Casua.lt)' 

MEANING OF NAME.:. 

FIELD LENGTH: 1 NUM~ER OF SETS: 1 

REQUIRED: Always; Yes Optional: No CpDditional: :No 

WHEN SITUATION FOtmD I:S: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF DATA IS PBESEHT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (f~eld by itself) 

PAGE: 31 

LINE: 7 . 

value Code: NFPA 901: Yes 
CHAPTER: MH 

CFIBS: No other Code or Value: No 

IF-NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: Bange = 1-6. B-9 <Non-:rire serVice> 
Range = 1-9 lFire Seryice) 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: N 

Pick one of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha 
.Alpha 
Al~h.a 

ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
& Numeric ONLY (O) Other (specify) 
Numeric & Special Chars (anything) .. . . 

. e 

All Leading Trailing All Leading Trailing 
.Justify Justify Spaces Spaces Spal?es Zeros zeros Zeros 
;l&,fi Right ~ .QK .QK .QK .QK sm· 

NO HO HO HO HO HO 'BO HO 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

Disposit:l.oD of casualty = s an4 severity HO~. = s, I or 7 . ~ 
ERROR noisposition of casua.lty is G.eath u4 severity is HO~ 4eath." 

_____ ......;...:.......-----~---1248' ___ _.;.,. _ __;_ _____ -:R;:::e::-v:-.-~oe;:-;~g: .~ 



:FIRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

iECTION: B; Fire 

.LD NAME ON THE 

"tEANING OF NAME: 

.FIELD LENGTH: 2 

service casualty 

FORM: .CONTRIBUTING EQUIPMENT: USED 

NUMBER OF SETS: 3 

PAGE: 32 

LINE: 8, 9 & 10 

REQUIRED: Always: NO Optional: YES conditional: NO. 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
'\'HEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
ffiEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF PATA IS PRESENT 

rNTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

"Talue Code: NFPA 901: Yes 
CHAPTER: OKA 

CFIRS: No other Code or Value: No 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

-Acceptable Values: 

rHE, DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick one 'of: ·(A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric. ONLY 
(AN) Alpha & Numeric ONLY (O) Other (specify) 
(ANS) 'Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

Justify 
1&fi 

NO 

·Justify 
Right 

NO 

All 
Spaces 
QK 

. YES· 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

Leading· . Trailing All 
~paces spaces zeros 
.QK QK QK 

NO NO NO 

Leading 
Zeros 
QK 

NO 

Trailing 
Zeros 
QK 

CeHt:riBu'l!:irta EauiJ!!ment:: Yeea U I 2 I 3 must: Be BLAUK When Affiliatia f1 ie nag; "'1 

·xust be.in seqtience (No qaps). 

. •. e 98 can ONLY appear in Contributing Equipment: Deed fl. contributing.·· 
. ipment: used f2, f3 must be BLANK. ~ 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: . (other field vs this one) 

1249 ... Rev. 10/93 



~J?IRS EDI'l' SPECIFICATIONS PAGE: 33 

SECTION: B; Fire Service Casualty LINE: 8 1 9, 10 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: CONTRIBUTING EQUIPMENT: STATUS 

MEAN~NG OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 2 NUMBER OF SETS: 3 

REQUIRED: Always: NO Optional: NO Conditibnal: YES 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
. WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 

WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: Contributing Equipment: Osed NOT = 98 or Blank 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA-901: Yes 
CHAPTER: OKB 

CFIRS: No 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values:. 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: AN 

Pick one of:. (A) Alpha ONLY 
(AN) Alpha & Numeric ONLY 
(ANS) Alpha Numeric & Special 

All Leading Trailing 
Justify· Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces· 
l&.:ll. Right . QK QK 'QK 

NO NO YES NO NO 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

Must be in sequence (NO GAPS). 

Other Code or Value: No 

(N) Numeric ONLY 
(0) Other (specify) 

Chars (anything) 

All Leading Trailing 
zeros Zero~ zerps 
QK OK· QK 

NO. NO NO 

ib ~i a · ~~ s~ ~~s #~ 2, 3 mus~ be Blaah whea AffiliatieB is NO~· eeah u Bflf\l!fPIIeBa, 
w-1-

.. 
EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

_, 

Rev. 10/93 
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,~IRS EDIT SPECIFICATIONS 

.,ECTION: B; :Fire.service casualty 

• ~NAME. ON THE FORM: CONTRIBUTING EQUIPMENT: PERFORMANCE 

EANING OF NAME: 

IELD LENGTH: 2 NUMBER OF SETS: 3 

PAGE: 34 

·LINE: a, 9, 10 

EQUIRED: Always: NO Optional: NO Conditional: YES 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
'''HEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 

HEN OTHER CONDITION IS: Contributing Equipment: Used NOT = 98 or Blank 

IF DATA IS PBESENT 

I' ":RNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

·alue· Code: NFPA 901: Yes 
CHAPTER: OKC 

· CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: No 

i"· 

:F·NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

:- Acceptable Values: 

-THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: .AN 

·· : Pick one of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha .& Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) · 

·rustify 
;,eft 

Justify 
Right 

. NO 

All 
Spaces 
QK 

YES 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

~ust be in sequence (NO GAPS). 

Leading 
Spaces 

. .QK . 

NO 

Trailing All 
Spaces Zeros 
QK QK 

NO NO. 

Leading 
zeros 
.QK. 

NO 

Trailing 
zeros 
QK 

NO 

·aaat;rih&ti&lj EEfll!pme&tl Pe;rfeE'IIlaBSe #1, 2, 3 lllliSt he BlANK whe& Af:filiatieB is 
!JG'l' -1 

.. 
__ , 

Rev. · 10/93 
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CFIRS EDIT SPECiliCATIONS 

SECTION: B; Jlon-:-J'i:n serv:l.oe casualty 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: l'am:l.l:l.a:dty with Structure 

MEANING OF NAME: 

'FIELD LENGTH: 1 NUMBER OF SETS: . 1 

REQUIRED: Always: Yes Optional: 11o 

WHEN SI'l'UATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF PAIA IS fRESENT 

INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field ~y itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 9iJl: Yes 
CHAPTER:. LH 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: Range = 0-1 

~HE DATA MUST CONTAIN: lH 

CFIRS: No 

'PAGE: 35 

LINE: .5 

Conditional; lfo 

Other Code or Value:. No 

Pick one of: (A} 
(AN} 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numeric ONLY (O) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

Trailing All 
. Justify 
I T -"'"'t ~~ 

Justify 
Right 

All 
Spaces 
2.K 

Leading 
Spacee~ 

2.K 
Spaces Zeros 
2K 2K 

·Leading 
Zeros 
~ 

Trailing 
Zeros· 
QX 

I. 

NO lfO 110 110 
XES Cif 
lffiliatiop = 1) 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

110 us 110 .. 

ramiliarity with strgotyre aust be Blank when Jffiliatiop = 1 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) .. 

lfO 
·-

Ir ramiliarity vitb structure = o-7 an4 situation l'oun4 liO'r = 11•13 
ERROR "Familiarity vitb structure iG.entifieS a etructuro an4 situation rounc 
is not a structure J'ire." 

--------------------------------1252~----------------------~R~e~v-.~O~B~/~9: 



CFIRS EPIT BPECIFICl\TIOHS RAGE; 3_6 

;ECTION: B;- IIOD•Fire Service Casualty LINE: 5 

__ n ~!~.~ ON THE FORM: - Location of casualty at !'iae of- Ignition 

AEANING OF NAME: 

-f'IELD LENGTH:_ 1 NUMBER OF SETS: 

.UQUIRE:D: Always; Yea Optionpl: llo conditional: No 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS': 
-~ifflEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 

iffl:EN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

IF PATAUIS PRESENT 

. 
--- ERNAL.SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) •. 

Value Code: NFPA 901: Yes CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: No 
CHAPTER: ·LI (Modified) 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

-A~ceptabie Values: Range 0-7, 9 

Note: Change the vorl! "Person" to 11l"ire Casualty" in tbe desc::riptionof eacb 
col!e. 

' THE DATA MUST CONTAIN:~-

· Pick one of: (A) Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
(~) . Alpha & Numeric ONLY . . . . .(0) Other (spacify) 
(ANS) · Alpha Numeric & special Chars (anything) 

All . r Leading Trailing All Leading Trailing-
Justify Justify_ .spaces Spaces Spaces Zeros Zeros Zeros 
l&ll' Right 21$ ~ 21$ ms ... ms gi\ 

llO xu. 110 110 110 YES lfO lfO 
IlL 

Jf I.U::i.U!Uon = 1 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING; 

·- Locatiop Of casualty at Time of Icmition auat :be Bla!!.lt :lf 1ffiUaticn = 1. 

_.ERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) .. 
Location of casualty = 4, 5 ani! Situation Fcun4 lfOT = 11-13 

ERROR "Location ofCasualty ia a structure But Situation :rounl! is not a 
. structure Fire.•• · · · 

-------~------------~--------------1253·----------------------~------------Rev. 08/9~ 
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9FIRS EDIT BPE~IFIQATIONS 

SECTION: B; . lfon•Pire Service Casualty 

·FIELD NAME ON 'l'HE FORM: Conl!ition Before Casualty 

MEANING OF NAME: 

'FIELD LENGTH: .1 

MQtJIREO: Always: Yea 

'WHEN SITUATION FOtJND IS: 
'WHEN AtJTO/Mt.lTt.lAL AID IS: 
WHEN. OTHER CONDITION IS: 

NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

· · Optional:. 110 

IF DATA IS PBESENT 

~NTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

Value Code: NFPA 901: Yes 
CHAPTEB: LE 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE·: 

Acceptable Values: Range = o-t 

THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: II 

Pick one of: · 

CFIRS: No 

PAGEt 37 

. LINE: ··5 e 

Conditipna): No 

Other Code pr value: No 

· (N) Numeric ONLY (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

'Alpha ONLY 
Alpha & Numeric 
Alpha Numeric & 

ONLY (0) Other (specify) 
Special Chars (anything) 
... . . 

All Leading Trailing All Leading Trailing 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces Spaces Zeros. Zeros · z·eros 
J&tt Right .QlS .QlS ~ sm ~ 2E 

110 50 110 110 .110' ns 110 . 110 

D.l 
(If liUUhURD = IJ 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

Con4itipn )etore Casualty wust be BlaDt if liffiliatiop = I· 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs thi$ one) 
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CFIRS EPI1 SPECIPICAfiONS 

.ION:·-a; Hon-Pire service casualty . 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Con4ition Preventing Bscape· 

~ING OF NAME: 

F'IELD LENGTH: 1 

Alwavs: Yea 

.. WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
HHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 

-miEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

NUMBER QF SETS: 1 

Qptipnal: Bo 

IF PATA IS PRESENT 

···INTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

PAGE: 38 

LINE: 6_ 

Conditional: No 

Value Code: NFPA 901: Yes 
CHAPTER: IJ 

CFIRS: No Other Code or Value: No 

--
···IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

• . 

Acceptable· Values: Range : o-• 

DATA MUST--CONTAI~: ~ 

Pick· one of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY · (N) Numeric ONLY 
. -Alpha & Numeric ONLY (O.) Other (specify) 

Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything) 

Justify 
l&.f.t. 

Justify 
Righj; 

All Leading 
Spaces . Spaces 
g.x _.QE 

-Ho JIO 110 Bd 
xes if 

l.ffiliatiop =1 
--OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

Trailing All· 
·Spaces Zeros 
.QE .QE 

BO 

.. erERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (other field vs this one) 

Leading Trailing 
Zeros Zeros 
.ms .QlS 

110 11'0 

.. 
l:F conl!lition Preventing Bscape.: 5 ani! Apparent Symptom BOT= 3, 7 

ERROR nconl!lition Preventing Bscape ia clothing ~urnin; ani! Apparent symptom 
ia not ~urns.n · · 

----:---:---:-------------1255------...,.....----.....-____ __:_ __ 
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CPIBS IDIT'BPICIPIPATIONS 

SECTION: B1 lfon•l'he Bania• caaualty 

FIELD NAME ON THE FORM: Aativity at Tiaa of Casualty 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: 1 NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

PAGE: 39· 

LINE: li 

REQUIRED: Always: Yea Optional : 110 Conditional: lfo 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
WHEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 
WHEN OTHER CONDITION IS: 

JF PATA IS PBtSENT 

IWI'ERNAL SPECIFIC~TIONS: (fi,eld by itself) · 

Value Code: NFPA 901: Yes 
CHAPTER: MG 

CFIRS:. N.o Other Code or Value: No 

IF NO VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE:' 

. Acceptable Values: Jt.ange : o-·t •• 
THE DATA MUST CONTAIN: 1B 

Pick..one of: (A) 
(AN) 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
·Alpha & Numeric ONLY (0) Other (specify) 

. (ANS) . Alpha. ~wneric ~. ~p~cial C~ars. (&,!lyth;ng} 

All Leading. Trai,ling· All Leading Trailing 
Justify Justify Spaces Spaces . Spaces Zeros .zeros Zeros 
l&ll .Bight ·gs 2S . 2S 2S .QK .QK 

)10 lfO lfO . 110 lfO 'DB 110 lfO 
Dl 

~f ~~'illatigD = 1 

OTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

~ctiyity at Time of caeualty aust be Blapk if ~ffiliatiop = 1, 

EXTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS:. (other field VS thiS one)· 

Activity = 1 and condition Before casualty BOT = 1 
EB.ROJI. nActi vi ty b. 11leeping and CoDdi tion Before IDjury illi not asleep. n · 

-------------------------------~-1256'------------------------~R~e~v~.~.o~.B~/9 



F7RB EDJT BPECJFICATIONB 

--:::cTION: Bl Non-Fire Service casualty 

aD . NAME ON THE FORM: CAUSB OF CASUALTY 

MEANING OF NAME: 

FIELD LENGTH: ·1 

AEQUIRED: Always: YES 

WHEN SITUATION FOUND IS: 
""HEN AUTO/MUTUAL AID IS: 

HEN.OTHER CONDITION IS: 

NUMBER OF SETS: 1 

optional: NO 

IF DATA IS PRESENT 

~NTERNAL SPECIFICATIONS: (field by itself) 

alue Code: NFPA 901: Yes. 
CHAPTER: ME 

-~0 VALID CODE OR OTHER CODE TABLE: 

Acceptable Values: 2-6, 9 

'"'HE . DATA MUS'l;' CONTAIN: AN 

CFIRS: No 

LINE:. 6 

Conditional: NO 

Other Code or Value: .No 

. ' 

?ick one of: (A) 
(AN) 
(ANS) 

Alpha ONLY (N) Numeric ONLY 
Alpha & Numeric ONLY (O) Other (specify) 
Alpha Numeric & Special Chars (anything} 

All Leading 
·ustify Justify Spaces Spaces 

Trailing All 
Spaces ·zeros 

Leading 
·Zeros 

Trailing 
zeros 

l&fi. Right. QE QX QK QK QK QK 

lO NO YBS NO NO ¥B& NO NO 
If. Affiliation =1 m 

JTHER INTERNAL EDITING: 

-:ause of' casualty must be B:r.ANX if Affiliation = • ~ 

-~ERNAL ~PECIFICATI~NS: (other field vs this one) .. 

1257 
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January 14. 1974 

. Chief :RaY E. E11er 
Fullerton Fire Department 
312 East Conmonwea 1 th Avenut_ . 
Fullerton. California 926jf · 

' .. ·: 

Enc 1 osed 1 s the. ff rs t draft of an f nc1 dent report· fonn ·and ·a. set of 
1nstr~.~rt1on~. ~l:lpt w111 b~. added ~Q. th~ CfJ.~~ ~nstruc-tion book._ 

We have a~il~P~-~d ·itf1n~~orat(a11_''company l'epQrts.-·{_fire. ~s~ue and 
service),~nto t~'~1~_ on~ .. 1ncid~Q~ f7,por~ f.onn. At.the.end·of_,;~!=~ month 
we will send to tile State Fire Marshal a computer ·priiJ~·:out of blocks 
A through J. . ·. . · . · · ··· · · · 

we:_,1nteM. tQ, e.~'Pe.ri~.n~,~'H~ this rorm, for aboil~ .. s1~ mo~ihs"·~~fore 
hav,J:~g_a,f.ti'lal·'Qraft alia w11l th•n S\l~m~~.1t to"t~' r.s.o~ .. for evalu-
ation; .. · · · ·.. · - · · ·· ·· 

If ... Y9.U ~~v~ ~riy qu&stions. or we may be of. further assist~l').c~.- please 
call 67.3-131'5. · · · · · 

J.M. Reed, Executive Officer 

Enelosure 

.. 
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STATE OF CALIPORNIA-AGRIC:ULlURE AND SERVICES AGENCY RONALD REAGAN, Go•ornor 

STATE FIRE MARSHAL 
A,.71 Bowling Drive, Suite 800 
~cramento, CA ·95823 . . ·.•;; I 

. ,:_,·-:'=-··· 

-~ 

• 

....... · .. -; ... _ .. 
···.:-....... . 

. CFIRS BULLETIN #4 

September I, 19?4 

CFIRS has progressed considerably since Its Inception, due primarily 
.. to the efforts of the participating fire departments. A sampling of 

the reports shows there are some areas· that need more attention. · 
Erroneous or Invalid Information has entered our history files,· These 
areas w.lll be discussed In this bulletin; 

SECTION·a- LINE 1 .. 
One problem area to 

CFIRS I' Code - ' ' 19 ' '· 
fol" line 1 of Section "B". This code reflects a Type of Fire Incident 
"other" than listed on page 19 of the manual. The "Fire Incident" 
code Is not Intended to be us'e'd for reporting the object Involved, but 
only the type·of Incident In ~hlch the object was Involved. Note the 
following examples: 

Fires Involving a chair, clothes dryer, bed, couch, air condltl~ner, 
TV set, etc., all within or upon a building, are classified as a Build
Ing Type of Fire lncl'dent, Code 11, (not Code 19). 

Fires Involving a chair, clothes dryer, bed, couch, air conditioner, 
TV set, etc., being transpol"ted In a moving van would-be classified as 
a Vehicle Type of Fire Incident, Code 13, (not Code 19). · 

Fires Involving a chair, clothes dryer, bed, couch, all" conditioner, 
·TV set, etc., located In or upon a Mob I te Home would be classified as a 

Hob lie Home Type of Fl re Incident_, Code 18, (not Code 19). 

Fires Involving a chair, clothes dryer, bed, couch, air conditioner, 
TV set, etc., when located within a building and then removed to the 
outside before the arrival of fire fighting equipment would still be coded 
as a Building Type of Fire Incident, Code 11, (not Code·19). This 
Is true for occurrences In Vehicles or Mobile Home Type of Fire Incidents. 

Fires Involving a chair, clothes dryer, bed, couch, air conditioner,· 
TV set, etc,, that were discarded as refus'e and Involved In fire. In the 
outdoor. al"eas would be ~lasslfled as a Refuse Type of Fire Incident, ~ode 
14, (not Code 19) • 



( 

PAGE 2 

Fires Involving a chair, clothes dryer, bed, couch, air conditioner, TV 
set, etc., that are not discarded but--were located In the outdoor areas 
when Involved by fir~ould be considered as "other" Type of. Fire Inci
dent, Code 19~ 

*'***'********************* 
TREES, GRASS OR BRUSH' FIRES 

Code 12 ·Applies to fires Involving trees, grass or. brush fires occur·· 
ring outdoors. However, If the fires Involving trees, grass or brush 
occurred. In or on bu l.ld I ngs, the Inc I dent would be a Bull dIng Type of 
Fire Incident, Cod11 II,· (not Code 12). . · · 

COde· 13.· If the fires Involving trees, grass or tirush·occurred In or 
on vehicles the. Incident would be a Vehicle Type of Fire Incident, Code 
13, (not Code 12) ... · · . · · · 

Coda 18 • If the fires Involving trees, grass or brush occurred In or· 
on a Hoblle Home; the Incident would be a Mobile Home Type of Fire In• 
cldent, Code 18, (!'lot Code 12). · ' · 

.AA~kAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAlAAAAAA 

VEHICLE FIRES 

Code 13 -·Applies to vehicle fl~s and to any Item Involved on or In 
the vehicle,· However, If the vehlc:le Is l!!. a building when _Involved 
In a fire, the Incident would be a Building Type·of Fire Incident, Code 
II, (not Code 13), (See page 6 of the CFIRS Manual). 

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

REFUSE FIRES 

Code 14 - App I I as to d I sea rded or. refuse type mater I a 1 in the open, In 
. or out of a container, dumpsteri bin, etc •. However, If the- refuse fire, 

In or out of a container, dumpster, bin, etc., oi:curs 11'1 or on a build
Ing, the Incident would be considered a Building Type of. Fire Incident, 
Code l1 , (not Code 14) • · . · · · 

If the refuse fire, In or out of a container, occurs In or on a vehicle, 
the Incident would be considered a Vehicle Type of Fire Incident, Code 
13, (not Code 14) • · · 

If the refuse fire, In or out of a container, occurs In o,.-·on a Mobile · 
Home, the Incident would be considered a Mobile Home Type of Fire lncl· 
dent, Code 18, (not Code 14). 

.. ' 
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Code 19 - Should only be~ used when the Incident Is specific and not In• 
e I uded In the coded .typtt.s, I .e ~: 

I ... A person or anlmal on fl,re In the open· area. 

2. Furnl ture o.r~;'eq!ll pment normally I oeated In a bu lid lng I vehl e le 
.or Mobile .Home, not discarded as refuse, but occurring In an 
outside area when .It became. Ignited. 

3, .Bales.of hay,hay stack, crops, outslde_~torage~_ete_. 

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
.-.·: : 

SECTION B • LINE 3 

The three dlgl t code on this .line Identifies the lndlvlciual. property use 
I nvo I ved wl th or reI a ted to the Type of F I re I ne I dene_e; 

•EXAHPLE #1 

Situation: Couch fire In a one-family dwelling. 

Sect I on 11 811 • Ll ne I - Code II , Bu lid lng Type of FIre· Inc Ide nee, 

Section 11811 • Llne.-3..; Code·411, a Single Family Residence, (This Is 
use of the property where the Incidence ·occurred), 

(NOT Code 531~ 532, 537, etc.; these arcs furniture store, repalror 
·sales use of. property, NOT CQCie 753, 754, 852; etc,; these are furnl ture 
manufacturing or storage use of property). 

EXAMPLE #2 

Situation: Wood renee fire around trash enclosure behind department 
store In a shopping center.· 

Section uan- Line I -Code IS, Outside Structu.~e Type of F_lr~_.·lncldent •. 

Section 11811 - l,lne 2 • Code. 58', Shopping Center Compl~x. 

Section 11811 ·.Line 3 •. Code 581, Department Store. 

{HOT Code 75.1, fencing sawn mfg. ,wood. This would place the fire In a 
· manufacturing plant for wood fences). 

The fact that a fence was· lnvolwd would be Identified ln. Section 11F11 , 

Line 3, by Code 72, fence or pole. 

EXAAPLE #3 

Situation: An a'tJto seat fire In 'a plck•up truck parked In a parking lot 
of an airport, 
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CFIRS BULLETIN #4. 

. , -~~~t I on uau - LIne ·- Code 13 • Vehl cle Type of Fl re Inc I dent, 

~---s~~·~'lon 11811 - Line 3 - Code 022, pick-up truck, 

PAGE 4 

· (NOT C~e 965, uncovered parking ar:ea) •. Vehicles. are :classified as lndl• . 
-_:;,vidual property classifications and are not defined as to their locations •. 

REMEMBER, a vehl cl e on fl re In a bull dl ng Is cons I de red as .contents and 
Is· not a Vehicle Type of Fire Incidence. 

EXAMPLE #4 

Situation: Trash on fire ln a duinpstei'located ln. the trash collection 
area of a high school. 

Section 11811 - Line 1 - Code 14. Refuse Type of _FIre Incident. · 

Section 11811 - Line_ 2 - Code 20, Educational Complex. · 

Sect I on 11811 - LJ ne 3 - Code 21 S , HIgh Schoo 1 • 

(NOT Code 773• container Mfg.-. metil. This denates'a manufacturing plant 
.for metal container, NOT Code 932, DLIIIp. This defln!5s an actual ·refuse 
area, such as city; county or private dUmp grounds). 

ExAMPLE #5 

· S I tuat I on: Grass f I re on a vacant 1 ot. --
Section 11811 .. Line I - Code 12, _Tree~.- Brush, Grass··Flre Type of Incidents, 

Section 11811 • line 3 - Code 915. Vacant lot. 

(NOT Code 931, Open land or FJeld ) • If grass fire Js on single family 
dwelling propertY, use code 411; If on high school property, use 215; Jf. 
on country club property, _use 142, etc • . 
Hopefu11y'the above Items and examp-les will clarify some of-the dlscre~ _ 
pani::Jes that are occurring. If there are any questions call John Tessore, · 

·CFIRS ProJect Officer. _Area C!)Cie 916-322-2370, or send Jn a question form. 

For your general Information the CFIRS computor reporu· a total of 28,606 
fire Incidents are on record thru the month of June. · 

-There are 1,242 fire departments-on record, ln~ludlng state· and federal 
. agencies. -

These reports were submitted by 587 departaents •. 655 departments show 
no activity at this time, however tome of these departments will be or 

.. 
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plan to be reporting on an annual basis by camputor tape. A good portion 
of the departments will have reports submitted by the California Division 
of Forestry computor tapes. 

A true picture of ·non-reporting departnlents will not be available until 
the entire year 1 s .activity has bea·n processed. 

Another copy of the CFIRS Check List Is enclosed wl th this bulletin. Help 
us reduce the rejection rates by frequent referral to lt. Some of the 
required entries are still missing. 

ALBERT E. HOLE . 
State Fire Marshal 

,ENCLOSURE 

.. 

~-·. 

. 

.. .. 

JOHN J. TESSORE 
CFI RS Project 
Officer 
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ST.a.TE OP CALiFORNIA-AGRICULTURE AND SERVICES. AGENCY RONALD REAGAN, Govornor 

STATE FIRE MARSHAL 
-..it_~l Bowling n __ ri_ve,·· Suite BOO 
~ramento, California 95823 

\. 

October 28, 1974 

NEWPORT BEACH CHARTERED CITY FI.RE DEPT #30·055 
475 32nd Street 
Newport Beach, CA 92660 

SUBJECT: 
' . ,, 1~· 

Subml ss I on of MagnetIc Tape$ . ,o ... 

Cea.r Ct\l.e.f: • ,~• If ' ' 

... -· :; . ' 

.. , J 
. ·' 

There Is J' ~e~d fcSr upd~ted fire tr\~)deri'~ lnfiin'natlon:, the 
CFI,I\S P~ogr:am c~no~t pr,qsJuce -suc~ 111fo!111atlon wl~h t.hf, ~re
ser.i_~ system of. .coJlect.lrig a rn,!ilgnetrq; tape fran the·f'lre ·. 
pro~ectlo~r.agenqJe~ .o_n an annual .&a~ is (serji!·an~:~u~;~llY.~~ere 
fiscal reporting ls an Issue). · ~ · ... 

. W,e?~re -~C!c,sr~~rln~:~~~qu~~t!o~ submlsi!i.~o~ of,,AI,IIilr~~rly,~.$ne~-!c· .. 
tape!i b;ll,sed O!) qu~rter to .q~~r~~r lnfo_IJ'Iii!'lon~ .. Vlo\I,IQ.-~ne·re be: 
any 'p rob I ems . for your department ·to. pi"ovl de us' wl th quarterly 
t_apes? · 

"We would appre~l~t~·you~-~cmnents by'Nbvember IS, _5.9 :tha·t-~·may 
plan for the coming year .• 

Sincerely.,. · 

-. -. . 

l267 
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October 31. 1974 

State F1re Marshall 
7171 Bowling Drive, Suite 800 
Sacramento, California 95823 

Attn: John J. Tessore 
CFIRS Project Officer 

Re: Submission of Magnetic Tapes· 

Gentlemen: 

Your letter of October 28, 1974, 1 n which you i nqu1 red about quarterly · 
magnetic tape reports for the CFIRS Program has been referred to this 
department for a· reply. 

Submission of Magnetic tapes based on quarter to·quarter information 
would present no problem to our data' processing department. We would 
be able to submit the information to you on an a~nual or quarterly 
basis, whichever is most convenient to you. · · 

Ver.y truly yours, 

T. c. Krainp 
Data Processing Manager 

TCK/b 

i/'cc: Leo H. Love 
Fire Chief 
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. STATE .OF CALIFORNIA-AGRICULTURE AND SERVICES AGENCY 

.. ~TE fiRE MARSHAL 
. _ · BOWLING DRIVI!, SUJTI! 800 

..• .::RAMEN TO, CALifORNIA 95823 

April 24, 1975 

CAPCO ADJUSTERS, I~C. 
7120 Hayvenhurst Avenue, Room-#206 
Van Nuys, C~. 91406 "' 

At tent ion: ·NANCY GO!t'\AN ·-·" 

SubJect: ~latm Number- 9740-01768 

Dear Hs. Gorman: 

EDMUND G. BROWN JR., Gov«n<>' 

. . ~~; 

All Information submitted to the Cal lfornla Fire. lnddent Reporting 
System· (CFIRS) Is treated as confidential Information and can be re
leased only to the ~apartment Involved. Any Information you C!re 
seeking ·regarding fire Incidence lnformatt.on must come fran the fire 
department. - . · 

The users and code manual for the Interpretation of the CFIRS codes was 
produced only for Hre department use and Is not available nor designed 
for general use. · · 

. The report you seek Is till with the fire department. 

$1 ncerel y, . 

ALBERTE •. HOLE 

~·~~~~-Director 

~~~~s~~~~~~~~-
-' CF IRS ."P~ject Hanager . v ' 

.' JJT: 1 . 
I 

,/1 cc: Newport Beach Fire Department #30-055 

-. 
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STATE Of CAUPORNIA-AGRICUlTURE AND SERVICES AGENCY EDMUND 0. BROWN JR.. Governor 

:- -~~~~:~~~!H80~L . ·.·:·-· SACIIAM.E.NTO, CAlifORNIA 1'51123 : ..•. ,··· 

--

July 1, 1975 . ,-

TO: California Fire Service 

RE: Catalytic Converter - Equipped Vehicles 
','· . 

A Task Force has been organized by the G~v~rrior' s Off.ice ·to study 
vehicles equipped with ca.talytic,_conv~rter t;!mission control· 
devices. 

The State Fire Marshal is involved iri obtaining this information 
,tbecau~~ of the widespread fire oriented interest. 

)'O'e plan to hand~~::~his study through -CE;IR$ a~4- the c:g~pu~-er'· system. 
:To implemen~ thiS. study we will use the. existing CFIRS Cpde and .. -
·make certain. add! tions. We will use subsection (e)' "HEAT FROM- HOT 
OBJECT " on pagE! 56 c\f the CFIRS Code. We. wifl add, "CONVENTIONAL 
EXHAUS_T SYSTEM," under Code Number 52. At the present, there is 
·no Code Number 58 •... We will add code· iSS to subsection (e) and use· 
:;this C'ode nUmber exclusively for "ca'talytic Converter Exhaust 
System." Wit~ these two separate code entries we will be able to 
make a good comparison. · . :. . . 

We realize that this is an extra effort that everyone will expend·, 
but we know that the end results will be beneficial to .. the ,entire 
fire service. · 

., 
/ , 

//~i.tLZdA--
At~~T~. HOLE - -
State Fire Marshal 

AEH/led 

.. 



STATE OP CAliFORNIA-AGRICULTURE AND SERVICES AGENCY EDMUND G. BROWN JR... Go .. mor 

4. TE FIRE MARSHAL 
· 1 BOWLING DRIVE. SUITE 800 

SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA P5823 

July a, 1975 

Leo H. Love, Chief 
NeWport Beach Fire Department 
475 - 32nd Street 
Newport Beach, California 92660 

Dear Chief Love: 

A Task Force. has been organized by th.e Governor's Office 
to study vehiclss equipped with c~talytic .converter 
emission control devices.· I have been asked to serve·as 
Chairman of this Task Force because Qf concern that these 
devices may be causing fire hazards greater than vehicles 
equipped ,·with Cclnventfonal exhaust systems. 

We plan to handle part. of th~s -study through .the _,c51ifornia 
Fire J:ncident·''Re.portincj System· (CFIRS) arid our d9mpu'l;;@r 
system; however, since your department is report~ng fire 
data by tape·on an annual basis, we are asking for s0$e 
special help fr6m you. 

During July, August, and September, we are interes.ted in 
all automobile fires and all fires caused by automobiles.· 
We would, therefore, like to have copies from your depart
ment of all fire reports in these two categories on a 
monthly basis. 

I realiZe this· Will cause sOme extra workload on the part 
of your department, but I believe the information that will 
be generated will be of val.ue to .the California Fire Service 
and will prove to pe a worthwhile effort. 

Your support will be very much appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

.ad~cf!-~ 
. ALBERT E. .BOLE "-"7 

State Fire Marshal 

.. 
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STATE_ OF .<;A11FORNIA-AGRICUlTURE AND SERVICES AGENCY EDMUND G. 11ROWN JR. Go¥Drnor 

liTATE FIRE MARSHAL 
Ai.I: BOWLING _DRIVE, SUITE BDO ' 
W..cRAMENTO, CAliFORNIA P5B23 

_., •• 

I. 
' 

-, 
.:. 

. ::•~· 

'~i"· ~-· 
IMPORTANT 

Changes To The CFIRS Manual Effect-Ive Immediately 

There Is a neices sl ty to recov~r specIfIc Information re iat I ng -to 
fire Incidence resulting from various typ·es of-fireworks. It Is also 
necessary to recover i nformat l_on of non-fire reI a ted fIreworks act I v· 
ltles resulting In Injuries and/or casualties, 

The present CF IRS program Is· not adequate to report thl s data to . · 
the degree necessary for meaningful results. 

Attached are 7 _sheets of altered pages for the CFIRS _Manual,· 
des'l gned bas I ca 11 y to expand fIreworks InformatIon. At the same tIme; 
other changes, corrections· of additions (not necessarily fireworks 
related)_ have aho been included. The following directions for the 
replacement of pages In the CFIRS Ma_nual· will explain the changes and 
additions. 

Replace existing page 9 with new page 9. 
The definition of "Fireworks" has been added. 

Replace existing- page 1.9 with new page 19. 
Note the_ add I tl'ona I wordIng (FIRE RELATED) l.n the headIng • 

Code 17 has been added, entitled "Crops, orchards, outside 
storage".-

.A new heading~ "CODE . TYPE. (NOT FIRE RELATED)11 ·, has· been 
added with a new Incident code .number 38.· Code 38, refers 
only to injuries or casualties related to-fireworks without 
a fire Incidence. QQ. l!Q!. report any other type: of non-fl re 
related Incident. · 

Replace existing page 21 with n~w page 21. 
Correction of appendix reference and-de1e~lon of last 
sentence of Instructions. 

Rep I ace exIstIng page 55 wl th new page 55. 
The reverse side, page 56, has the addition of "control 
bur'n"- to Code 4 7. "Convent i ona I exhaust system" has been 
added to Code 52 and a new Code 58 has been added to define 
the .category of "Catalyt lc Converter Exhaust Sy'stem11 • 

- .. 
Replace page 57 with new page 57. 

No'l:e the deletion of the fireworks reference In the (f) 
category, 60 Code· series. A_ new category (I), 11Heat From_ 
Fireworks", has been added, using the 90 Code series. 

+273 



STAT! OF CALIFORNIA-AGRICULTURE AND SERVICES AGENCY 

STA~ FIRE. MARSHAL· 
•1 BOWLING DRIVE, SUITE 800 
.-:RAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 9!823 .. 

@ 
CFIRS BULLETIN #5 

November 15, 1975 

The ·number of fire reports submitted for the firl!lt nine months. 
of this ye~r indicate a slight increase in program participa
tion· from that experienced in 1974. This increase should 
ultimately result in a greater degree of accuracy as to the 
actual nUmber of incid~nts tob~ recorded iri yearly reports. 

It has been noted, however, that.the manner of reporting 
certain aspects of each fire has been misinterpret:ed and is 
contaryto the design of our program for computer·input. Un
less corrected, tqis condition will result in errors in the 
statistical data for future years. 

This bulletin is intended to identify the areas of concern and 
to delineate the proper utilization'of the coded system. The 
following areas are the issues involved and· can be found on our 
standard report form G0-60. For your convenience, attached is 
a copy of that form. 

1. "Section D" -·.Line 4 Estimated Loss 

The accuracy of 'the estimated loss for both property and · 
contents ·as reported for· 197_4. was highly suspect. A .study con
ducted during the current year disclosed that amounts have 
occasionally been reported showing a de.cimal figure, such as 
$2,000.00. Since the program for computer input is not d~signed 
to receive data beyond total dollar figures, the above figure . 
would be recorded as a two~huridred thousand dollar loss. A · 
$15,00G,.OO mobile home loss would be recorded· as $t,soo,ooo etc·. 
Please ·report only full dollar loss·figures and do not use a 
decimal or sho'A' the cents value. · 

2. "Section F".- Line 4 Spread of Smoke 

Many reports are indicatJ.ng Code "09" when in actuality 
:there was no spread of smoke. Code "09" is to be used only when 

J274. 
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CFIRS BULLETIN . _ PAGE 3 

4 •. General 

-~~. (a) There have been a number of questions regarding the 
'1NOTE" which appears beneath many' displayed sections in the 
CFIRs Manu·al. This Note reads: · 

NOTE: Entries in this Section are re
quired._ If not applicable, leave blank. 

ThiS does not mean the line should. be left blank if ·the date is 
unknown or undetermined. There are codes to reffect these 
conditions. 

The following conditions indicate the intent of this Note and . 
are only examples of any number of possibilities. 

1. Enter .the Construction Date ir available for every mobile 
home fire. If not available or if the fire was some.other type 
of incident, leave the space blank. 

. ' 
2. Enter the Number of Stories for every building fire. It 
is not applicable t.o other types of fires and should therefore 
be left blank in such cases. 

3. ·· The Level of Origin is· applicable only to a building or 
structure fire. It is not applicable to other types of in
cidence and should, once again, be left blank. 

The enclosed sample report form has been adjusted to show which 
items must be-reported for proper recording and which are 

· ... :• optional. The clear a:reas require entry at all times. Shaded 
- areas require. entry only if applicable. . cross~hatched areas _ 

indicate areas for use by the fire department and·are totally 
optional on the part of .the reporting unit. . (The enclosed 
sample form is only for review purposes and should not be 
.duplicated for use in-reporting any fire incident). 

· (b) Unknown or Undetermined. The number of recorded 
-"unknown" factors appears to be excessively large, especially 
in Sections "E" and "F"~ It appears possible that "unknown"· 
is being used in instances where a more definitive code such as 
"insufficient information given to classify further" maybe 
more appropriate. For example: 

1. Source of Heat causing Ignition. Code "00" (unknown) is 
often used when a better entry might have been: 

.. 
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CFIRS BULLETIN PAGE 5 

It is gra·tifying to note that the reject factor has dropped to 
less·than· 5%. This is an excellent record when we started 
less than two years ago with a factor of approximately 80%. 

Please remember - use the Question Form and "get it off your 
chest". We will all benefit. 

Sincerely, 

PHILIP C. FAVRO 
State F' e Marshal 

ESSORE 
roject Manager . 
No. (916) 322..:2370 

492-2370 

JJT:lg 
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P.O. OOX 28147, SACR/IMB'JTO, .CALIFORNIA 95828 

octobe·r 15, 1977 

Dear Chief: 

Each of the Fire Departments In the· State; using the Stafe Fir~ Marshal's. CFIRS code 
numbers, has been contacted by Mission Research Corporation_ in September regarding a 
Trii! In I ng Needs Asse'ss'lnent survey. ThIs Is a vita I IngredIent to the statew 1 de f 1 re 
traInIng program. an:d ·each department 1 s strong! y encouraged ;to ·comp I eta. and return . 
the Instrument to MRc·. There will be those of us who will .question: I) why does this 
have 1o be ~on~J 2) ~o I hova··to l.U111tJiolo lli•.•·wlu•lrl lhlii!Jl !l wlu~l 1 n l11 It fill "~'; nruJ 
4) .who cares about al.l this garbage! 

It Is difficult to ai'i~wer any 'of these questl~ns In a short tetter. You can be assured, 
however, that your Input Is necessary to future planning In· both the narrow spectrum of 
fire service training· and the broad Implications of either tho lack of or a limited · 
approach :to the subject. 

This survey may be ·the greatest Instrument yef devised to prpve that we In the Fire 
Servl ce are not turiiiefl -vis 1 oned and on I y Interested In. our own -departments. A I I of the 
Information requested· w! II play an Important part In the development of training and 
educational programs. that wll.l be avaf !able to you and your personnel •. Because of the 

. Information obtained; we may be able to reduce some of tlie costs of training and ln.
crease the quality" so· we can do a better.job of protectlrig our env·lronment. 

- -~-

A statewide steering committee has been established and each of you can expect a 
persona 1 ca II 1 n reI a·'tl on to the survey 'to encourage you to see that the job Is not 
on!'y completed, but. a4so reasonably accurate. Future programs.wlll be developed based 
upon: the response generated by the survey. These programs will relate directly to the 
needs of youi- department and your people •. · · · 

Now that Governor Brown has signed SB 455 ·-with some major modifications -your partlc
lpai"lon In this needs assessme'nt survey Is all the more Important. We must prove, 
"through this Instrument, that the· Fl re Service does In fact need' the assistance ·.of a . 
full and· complete Sta-te Fire Training program to assure the development and/or contlnu
ance·of high quality fire protection services to al_l of Ca·llfornla • 

. I 1" I 5 a huge undertak 1 ng - bui" an extreme I y worthwh II e one. 
"thai" :the Fire Service can pull "together and accomplish this 
Fire Service and the people of California. 

Very truly yours, 

~4~ 
JAMES BLACK, PRESIDENT 
California Fire Chiefs' Association 
Redondo Beach Fire Department 

.. .. 

Let's again demonstrate 
project for the good of the 
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CHECK LIST 

FOR COI'Ir:'LET ION OF SFH FORM G0-60 . • . 

The underlined areas are the sect Ions that must be completed on all reports. 
For the other required entries l.f the information is not available or Is un
known, Indicate by use of the proper code. An example Is 10 or 19 for. B-1 
(Section B-1 lne I) 100 or 109, 200 or 209, ·490 or 491, 010 • 019 for' B-3. (See 
Appendix "A" In manual) et_c. -Remember 11011 does not mean unknown In every. 
category. The remaining Information on thlSiiC'heck List" Is to be ·applied as 
deemed appllca~le, 

Report only fire incidence (see Reportable Fire, page 6} Do not report 
illeg~l control burning, ~escue, resuscitator calls, false alarms, etc. 

Sectio:t ;, 

e Section A 

s act;.on 1>. 

Section B 

Sect.ion 3 

Sactio~ 3 

Section C 

The fire department I.D., Incident number and the time, 
date and ~ay code sect1ons must_be completed at all t1mes. 

The exposure number should be indicated only when a fire 
occurs as a direct consequence o·f the original· incident~ 

The County of Fire should be indicated only where. the 
reported flre occurs in a County different from the County 
indicated by the first two·digits of the reporting fire 
department I.D. nu.'flber.-

Line l and 3 of this section must ba completed at all times. 

Line 1 - Every fire incident must be identified as a specific 
tY?e• (page 19) - . _ 
Exa...."l\ple: Any fire occurring upon or within a building 

involving structural components, contents, equip
ment, 'etc., will be abuilding fire, Code 11.-

Note· - The construction date information applies only to 
Mobile Homes, Code 18. 

Line 3 - Every fire incident must- be identified with the 
individual property use. . 
Example: A trash fire in a dumpster (Refuse fire, Code 14 

Note 

. on line 1) located on a parking lot or yard area 
of a paint store would have the.Code 535 for line 
3, B section. If no building or specific property 
use available, use 931 or 932, page A-12. 

.. 
Se~ pages 39 and A-14 for mobile property. 

Line l and 2 of this section requires completion at all times. 
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• Incident number . 

·Ccmpany ID 

1st In report 

Date 

Day code 

Time out 

lime i.n 

Action taken 

i Units responding 

Personne 1 10 

Reporting off1cer 

INCIDENT REPORT .INFOfU·1ATION 

General Heading· 

J~umber given·· by dispatcher to identify incident. 
. ·. 

Identifies the company, 
.Engine. (O)a truck (2) or ~edi~ (8) 

. Station number·(1•6) 
Shift (1-3) 

A. '1' is used to indicate the city company 
to arrive on the sc~ne first. 

Self explanatory 

Identifies the day of the week •. 
Sunday (1) through Saturday_{7) 

"Time dispatched to the call 

Time when· company has returned to station (10-7) 
~r is available for another call (956)· 

Taken from the code book. 

The numbe~ of units dispatched to the· call.. 
incl'uding theac, excluding Fire Prever:~tion 
and county units, · 

· ID card number and last_name of personnel in 
company. 

ID card number and last name of person in 
charge dur1pg incident. · 

. . 
Location/address: business name Where incident occurred. 

RD# 

·P,·operty 10 

Occupant/Owner 

Date recorded 

Exposure number 

The district where incident occurred. 

For businesses only, from fire prevention 
inspection files in station. 

Self explanatory.· If both names are available 
·list owner's name in the remarks. 

The date the report is called in .to the:tape 
machine. 

Fire Incident Report · 

. · Used when fire spreads to other buildings, 
vehicles, etc. When an exposure fire occurs 
an additional fire r"eport must be filled 
out, 

.:.:1,281 .. 



. -
·· Incident type 

... •·. 

l . .) 
· , FPB Called 

904 (for R/A) or 904 suffixed by a Tetter 
code denoting type of incident - see code 
boo~ 

Indicates if FPB investigator was called to 
the scene (use a '.1') - . · 

e· 

~ ... 

Fire· control 

Vehicle 

2-~igit code denoting means used to 
extinguish the fire - see code book 

'~ake and year of car (involved in car fire) 
·Also license fJ and state . . 

When the incident involves a fire of any nature the fol~owing items must be 
· filled out: 

. . 

' - -

Section B. Property Classification 

Section C. ·Property Type 

Section D. Extent of Damage 

Section E. Locat·isn and Cause 

Type of Incident 
Property Classification (Indfvidual) 

Property Management . 
Structure, Building or Vehicle - Property. Typ~;o 

Extent of Damage -.Fire 
Estimated Loss - Property 
Estimated Loss - Contents 

Level_of;Orig!n (should be fill_ed out for all-· 
- bu1ld1ng fnes) · - _ 

Source of Heat Causing Ignition -- . _ 
· Form of Heat Causing Ignition 

Act or Omission Causing Ignition 
• 

Section F. Area,- f4ater1 a 1 s & Smoke ·spread 
Area ·of Origin 
Type of ~1aterh1 
Form of Material 

First Ignfted 
First Ignited 

Service Incident Report 

Exposure number 

Incident type 

Vehicle 

Type Incident 

Property complex 

Property Classification Individual _ 

Indicates that service was needed by more than· 
one location; when the incident spreads to 
more than the original location. - · 

-Always a 940 

Hake, year; license § and state of car (involved 
in incident) . · · · · 

Use codes from code book describing situat1on. . 
. ' ~ . . . : . . 

·Used for businesses selected from CFIRS 11st. 

Selected from CFIRS list. 
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INCIDENT REPORT INSTRUCTIONS . 

Th!!re are three (3) incident forms. 
1.•·. 

:.i" F - Fire:(yellow) 
. 1 M - Medical Aid (piok.) 
· 1 s -·service (blue} · 

An incident report is required from eac~ Company responding to an incident. 
First in Company Officer will complete entire report; a11 others w111 fill 
.in Block 1. •. Remar.ks ·are to be given for. Company operations on the back •. 
. (see Remarks) Paramedics will fi11 in ·complete medical incident report as 
well as first in offic~r. 

\~hen reports are completed, phoiie them in to recorder phone no. 649. This 
. should be done as soon after the,, incide~t as possible. If written on the . 

NCR report fonn1 use the .red iri.k pen. . · 
:/·r:-

BEFORE BEGINNING REPORT • STArE TYPE OF. REPORT BEING GIVEN. 

···Choose apprcipria'te codes from listings for each category as required for . · · · 
·the inc1 dent. · · · · · 

. ...: .. 
Incident Number 

< • .' -. 

. Cdmpany ID 

. . 
Expo·sure Number .. · 

First· In Report 

Date 
Day code 

MEDICAL AID _INCIDENT REPORT 

GENERAL HEADING 

Number given by dispatcher to identify 
incident. · 

Identifies the company. · . 
Engine ·(0), truck (2), medic (B) · 

· Station number (1-6) . 
Shift (1~3) 

Used to'fndicate additional pages for 
incidents with mora than four patients. 
Place incident number for that call on 
heading of each additional page, and 
exposure number starting with 001. ·. · 

A' 11 1" is used to indicate first Newport 
Beach company to arrive on the scene. 

Enter the month. day, year. and day of 
·the week code when the incident occurred. 
Use the two-digit numerical· equivalent for· 
month (February = 02). Use a numerical 
count for.day, and .use the last two digits 
of the year for year (1973.= 73). · 



GENERAL HEADING Cont.· . 

Date 
Day code ( cont) 

Time 

Time Out 

· Time Arrived 

-Time Left Scene 
Time In 

Incident Type 
.Situation . 

Act'i on Taken 

No· of- Units Responding. 

- ... · ... ·:., 

Personnel ID 

· Location/Address:· Business Name 
'"': ... :·. 

RD# 

Property ID 

Use a numerical code for day-of-the-week 
beginning with one (l) for Sunday. For · 
example: May 1, 1973 (Tuesday) becomes: 

. -DAY 
MO · · DAY YEAR \ CODE 
05 . 01 73 . 3 

Enter the time whe·n ·the incident occurred • 
. Use the 24 .hour clock for time (2400 = 

12:00 p.m.). 
Time dispatched to the ca 11 • 

10-97 ti~e or ff. cancelled time cancelled. 
902H time~ ·or time available or cancelled. 

. . ' ' . I -~ - . . 

Time avafl'able. for next call whether en
route, at incident or at hospital. , . . . 

NOTE: Fill in all time slots on base 
station hospi taRontact· ca 11 s. 
Will alw~s be 906. 

In~Jc~tes wh~t type of situation - taken 
from the code book. · · a 
NOTE: .. S_1tuation type must correspond to W 
Injury/Illness classification. · 

Taken from the code book. 
Units responding should include afl emer
gency fire units responding to the inci• 

·dent; including the B/C and out of city · 
units, excluding Fire Prevention. When 
out of city, indicate. only Newport Beach 
units. · -

ID card number and last name of personnel 
in·company. Begin at· first block and_work 
across •. Enter person .doing report in re-

- porting officer block. 

Where incident occurred. 
Enter using-three digit code i.e.; 
Dist. 27 is 270, 35A, 52B~ etc. To · 
designate out of jurisdiction, use 
990- Orange Co., 99C- Costa Mesa,· 
9~1- Irvine, 99H- Huntington Beach, 
99S - Santa Ana and 999 - Other. · 
Should be·used for ~11 possible incident 

- reports first in only, and taken from 
Fire Prevention inspection listings. 
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Patient Name 

Address 

Telephone_ 

Age 

S~x 

Disposition 

Ambulance 

Base Hospital 

PhYsician at Scene 

Injury/Illness 

Treatment 

PATIENT INFO 

Name of person being treated. 

Address of patient · 

Telephone number of patient. 

Patient's age (1nfa~~ts under 1 Yr. should 
be 1i sted as zero) • If the age 1 s not 
known, try to estimate.· 

Male (1) or female (2) 

· What was done with patient - see code book. 

Means of transportation to hospital. 
' .. ' 

Indicates whether or not the base hospital 
was contacted. (1)-contacted, no entry
not contacted • 

Indicates whether there was a physician· 
at the scene. (1) yes (list .name of 
physician),·no entry-- no physician at 
scene. 

The first digit indicates genera1_c1assi
fication of Injury/Illness - see code boo~. 
For··· overdoses and intoxication use 
code '5' (poisoning}. . . 
The second and third digits indicate the 
specific type Injury/Illness - see code book. 

Room for a secondary Injury/Illness is 
provided. Classificat1pn must be the same 
for both entries. 

·' The Injury/Illness listed on the report 
·should.be the primary one {s} the patient 

··was treated for. Additional Injuries/IllnessP.s 
should be reported in narrative in remarks; 

Taken from the code book. Choose from the 
underlined treatments first • 
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Remarks are required on repo~ts where t~e following situations exist: 
· City liability 

Civil liability 
Crime 
Death 
Suicide. 
Animal bite 
Inclustr:lal ii!jury reqUiring hospitalization 

Describe all operations performed during- the· entire time of the incident 
in chronological order as they were performed and the equipment used. 

Unusual circumstances, causing a' rapid or delayed response time, eg; 
·on inspections Wi.th a delay in summoning personnel, in immediate area 

. - when notified, accident ·during respolise. return or at incident, are· t~ 
be entered. .. ; 

During an incident, should something occur, eg; jewelry or money found,. 
belligerent persons, animal bite, or whatever, are to be included. 

' -- • • • • o I . ... 

.. . . -· 

. ·. 

"V• 

-. 
.. . 

...... 
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NEWPORT BEACH FIRE DEPARTMENT 

NO: Special Order 79-10 DATE ·July 18, 1979 

TO: ALL PERSONNEL 

FROM: Chief's Office 

SUBJECT: Out of Jurisdiction Calls 

Due to the increased responses of our units into other jurisdictions, the 
reporting system has been changed to spedfically designate these areas. 

The following code design~ tors should b.e · us.ed for Reporting. Districts outside 
the City. · · 

. DJ:rw 

99 o- Orange' county 

99 C·- Costa Mesa 

.99 I - _Irvine 

99 H.- Huntington Beach 

99 S.- Santa Ana 

999 - Oth/\ 

· UdYl 
DON NES 
Executiv'e Officer 

File in Permanent Notebook_under STATION·LOG AND REPORTS 

Fo'rm No •. 36 
~l287 
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CODE· 

010 
020 
030 
040 
050 
060 
070 
080 
090 
110 
120 
130 
140 -
150 
160 
170 
180 
000 
190 
200 

TYPE OF INCIDENT 

SERVICE 

Flooding 
Leaking gas pipe 
Leaking water pipe 
Broken windows 
Leaking roof· 
Shorted wiring 
Downed wiring 
Vehicle accident 
Gasoline· spill . 
Stuck elevator· 
Locked in building 
Locked out of building 
Locked out of auto 
Sewage in building 
Miscellaneous 
Needless 
Odor in building 
Other 

. Leaking 'Appliance 

Revised 8/19/82 

Hazardous Materials Toxic Waste 

:.1.288 



01 Extinguished by civilian 

02 Portable extinguisher (F.D.) 

03 Booster line 

04 Pre-connected llos". 

05 Lrg. line!" 

06 Lrg. line w/appliance 

07 Automatic sprinklers 

08 Hood & duct system 

09 Halon system 

00 Other factor~specify 

FIRE CONTROL 

-· ·.~·.,·· 
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.. .. 

01 
02 
03. 

04 
OS 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
u·· 
12 . 
13 
14 
15 

-16 
.-17 
--18 

19 
20 
21. 

·-22 
23 

24 
2.5 
00 

ACTIONS TAKEN 

Turned water off 
Turned gas off 
Turned electricity off 
Removed water 
Covered opening 
Washed down area 
Opened door 
Opened window 
Removed sewage 
Ventilated.building 
Stood by at scene 
No action taken-

·. Unable to locate 
Delayed enroute 

Revised 8/19/82 

Dispatched to another ~all enroute 
Salvage & overhaul 
Out on arrival/REPORT ONLY 
Extinguishment 
Turned back enroute 
Medical Aid 
Rescue 
Check building/area 
Check building and reset alarm 
Assist incapacitated person 
Hazardous Materials/Toxic ·wate (See Remarks) 
Other 

1290. 
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ACTIONS TAKEN 

' 11 Stood by at scene 

12 No action taken. Use if cancelled after arrival at scene. 

13 Unable to locate 

15 Dispatched to anoth~r call en route 

19 Turned back enroute 

20 Medical Aid· If a patient is eva·luated, 11st.as medical aid 
whether or not treatment given by paramedic. . 

21 Rescue · Removal of person from hazardous situation, for patient 
care use 20 Medical Aid. 

24 Assist (incapacitated persons) · 

00 Other action 



( 

ACTIONS TAKEN 

01 Turned water. off 

02 Turned gas off 

03 Turned electricity off 

04 Removed water 

OS Covered opening 

06 Washed down area 

. 07 Opened door 

OS Opened window 

09 Removed sewage 

-·10 Ventilated building 

11 Stood by' at scene 

12 No action taken 

13 Unable·to locate 

14 Delayed enroute 

15 Dispatched to another call enroute 

16 Salvage & overhaul 

17 Out on arrival/Report only 

18 Extinguishment .. 

19 Turned back enroute 

20 Medical A:id 

21 Rescue 

22 Check.building/area 

23 Check building and reset alarm 
· 2"1 A H·' ~'I" ( ""'" •' .... c . .,.,~'Mi':..' P,;:.t<lo..,s) 

00 Other action - specify 
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SITUATION 

01 Trapped in vehicle 

02 Trapped in elevator 

03 Trapped in machinery 

04 Trapped in building 

05 Trapped in-cave in 

06 Trapped in fire 

07 Trapped on cliff 

08. Vehicle accident 

09 Boat accident 

10 Swimning accident, 

11 Recreation accident 

12 · Home accident · 

13 Accident at work 
/tf-
15 A~cident on public propert,y 

16 School accident 

17 Ill ness at work 

18 Illness at home 

19 Illness at school · 

20 Illness 1n vehicle. -22 Injury/possible-suicide 
......... 

23 Injury/shooting ... 

24 Injury/kni-fing 

25 Injury/beating 

26 Injury/fire 

27 tnjury/explosion 

29 Illness at coimnercialoccupancy 

30 I 11 ness on· pub 11 c property 

00 Other - Needless 
Invalid· 
Cancell_ed, etc. 

28 Accident a~ commercial occupancy 
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DISPOSITION 

01 Refused assistance - Release signed 

02 Refused assistance - No relea~e signed 

03 left with Police 

04 L~ft.with Doctor 

05 Left with Coroner . ,. 
06 left with responsible party - Release signed· 

07 le.ft with responsible party - No release signed 

as I 

left to self :.. Release si~ned ·. 

09 Left to self - No release signed 

10 Transported prior to arrival 

11 Transported to Hoag 

12 Transported to Costa Mesa 

13 Transported to U.C.·I. Medieal Center (OCMC) 

14 Taken home 

15 Transported to other fac_11 ity - Specify 

16 .Transported to Mercy General 

17 Transported toTustin Community 

18 Transported to Pacifica 

19 Transported to HIH 

20 Transported to Childr~~·s Hospital, Orange Co. 
21 Fountain valley ··. 
NOTE: If patient is not transported by ambulance, fire 

or police vehicle, or private ·auto with fire . 
personnel escort, only entries 01-to 09 are to 
be.used. 

.. .. 
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AMBULANCE 

01 Paramedic Unit 

02 Paramedic Unit~ ~ulance cancelled 

03 Police Un_i:t 

04 Police Unit. Ambulance cancelled 

05 Pol.ice Unit w/Paramedic 

06 Sea1 1s 

07 . Sea 1• s w/Paramedi c 
' . 

08. Schaefers ·· · · 

09. Schaefers w/Paramedic. 

10 Mor:gan. 

11 Morgan w/Paramedic 

12 Other Ambulance 

13 Other Ambulance w/Paramedic 

.14 Helicopter 
., 

15 Helicopter w/Paramedic 

16 Private Vehicle ,, ; 

17 Private Vehicle w/Paramed1c 

-18 Ambulance cancelled 

19 Fire Vehicle 
1 . 

20 Fire Vehicie. AJR!lulance cancelled 

21 Fire Vehicle w/Paramedfc 

00 Othe·r ~ Specify 

NOTE: Dispositions 01 through 09 do not require an· · 
entry in ~his information block."· · 
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CLASSIFICATION 

1 - Vehicle injuries 

2·- Other injuries 

3 - Cardiac 

4 - Non Cardiae -~ 

5 - Poisoni,ns 

· 6 - .Assistance 

7 ~ Pregnancy 

8-

. 9 ._ Needless 

0 - Other 

~-. 

.. 

INJURY/ILLNESS 

_TYPE 

A 

01 Abdominal pains 
02 Abrasions 
03 Animal bite· 
04 Asthmatic 
05 Anaphylactic. shock 
06 Airway obstruction 
07 Asphyxia 

B 

08 Back injury 
09 Bleeding 
10 Bruises 
11 'Bums - chemical 
12 Bums - thermal 

c 

13 Cardiac· arrest · 
14 Chest pains 
15 Child birth 
16 Chok!ng/couzhing 
17 Contagious disease 
18 Convulsions 
19 Crushing injury 

D 

20 Diabetic 
2l Difficult breathing 
22 Disabled 
23 Disloc11tion · 
24 Dismembermen~· 
25· DOA · 

I, 

26 Drug reaction, possible 
2. 7 DroWning · · 
28-.DOA at hospital 
29 Died after hospitalization 
81 Disoriented 
82 Dizzy., 

E 

30 Electric shock 
31 Emotional problem 
32 ·Epileptic seizure 
33 Emphysema 

1296 
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CLAsSIFICATION .. 

1 - Vehicle injuries 

2·- Other injuries 

3 - Cardiac 

, . 

·4 - Non Cardiac: ,. . · ... 

s.·- Pois~g 

6 - Assistance··. 

1 - Pregnancy · 

--. 9 - Heedless 

~·. 0 ~· Othu 

·. 

•• 

INJURY/ILLNESS 

·mE 

F 

34 Fainting, 
35 Fractured bones 
'36 · Fever 

G 

B 

-37 .Bead injury 
38 Heart symptoms 
39 Hemorrhage 
40 Hyperventilation 
41 Hypertension 
42 Human bite 

I 

43 Illness, long-term 
44 Incidon 
45 Incoherent 
46 I~aled foreign JQ&terial 
47 ~ed toxic material 
48 Inj ru:les, internal . . 
49 .Injuries, multiple 
SO insul.i.n reaction . 
51 Intoxication, possible . 

· .'52 · Invalid 
53 Internal bleeding 

- 54·· Ingested forei.gn material . 

. It 

L 

55 Labor pains 
56 Lacer a tiona 

. 
,•. 

-H 

57 Miscarriage 
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CLASSIFICATION 

1 - Vehicle injuries 

2 ~.Other injuries 

3 - Cardiac 

·' 4 - Non Cardiac· .. 
5 -·Poisoning . . 

6 - Assistance 

7 - Pregnancy 

8-

9 - Needless· 

·. 
0 .;. Other 

.· 

. ~ 

• 

INJURY/ILLNESS 

m!· 

N . 

58: Nausea 
.as: Nedt ~ury 
59. Not breathing 
60 . No • illness or injury 
61 Not classified - specify 
62 No life signs 

0 

. 63 Object atuck.on person 
64 Overdose1 _possible·· 

p. 

65 Poison ingestion 
66 Puncture wound · 
67 Pregnancy complication 
83 Pulse, rapid 
84 Pulse.· slow 
:I 

B. 

Q8 Respiratory arrest 
69 ·Respiratory illness 

S· 

71 · Seizure 

. . . ~ ' . 
. . · .· 

. ;. 

72 Semi~conacious 
73 Shock 
74 Smoke inhalation 
1S· Sprain/Strain 
76 Strangulation 
77 Stroke 
78 Suffc;tcation 

T 

• 79 . Terminal illness 

u 

.:f.2ga1nconscious 

. ·· . 



NOTE: Underlined treatments are to be used for paramedic reports. 
Choose from the underlined treatments first. 



PERSONEL I. D. NUMBERS 

I. D, NUMBER · EMPLOYEE NAME I. D, NUMBER EMPLOYEE NAME e 
006 Thomas, B,H. 071 Wright, T,D, 
008 Bardsley, L. 077 ' Waite, N, 

011 Brannon, J•. 079 Green~ D. 
019 Reed, ·J. 080 Mattson, J . 
021 wright, R, F, 082 Harlan, T. 
026 Da11 ey, T. 084 Straughan, J. 
027 Dunlap, R. 085 Muat,D 
028 Kelly,R. 087 . ~· fi'asternak~J.H·, 

' 030 Gr~en, E. 088 p·a.st.ernak, J , E, 
031 Morton, A. . 089 Dobb1 e, R. 
033 Pendleton, R. 090 Engelstad, .[), 

035 S.trom, .. J. 092 Gray, D. 
037 Topping, J. 09.4 Benn~:tt, B I 
038 Van Horn, w. 095 Hamilton, J. 
039 Wells, J • . 096 Hammel, A • e. ( 041 A.nderson, T. 098 Allan, s. 
043 Brown, M. 101· Marcella, M' .. 
044· Chantry, J. 102 Webber, R, 
045 Dart, R. 103 lewis, T, 
o'46 DeSadeleer, N. 106 Fl essel, K • 
047 Ferguson, w. 107 . Hadley, p. 
048 Garvey, J •. 109 Parrish, L, 
049 Haskell, A. 111 Guckes;. T, 
052 Jones, D. 112 Rengel, R, 
053 Knowlton·,. P. 114. Pearce, G. 
056 Murphy, M. 115 Roche, B, 
057 Neece, w. 116 Hegle, K. 
063 Thomsen, G. 1l7 Arnold, .r. 
064- Thornton, J. 118 Schmehl. A. 
065 Toggwei-1 er, R. 119 Br·adbury, D. 

066 Upton, J • 120 S]llith, R. 
068 Wagner, A, ·121 Tegel, l. -l 

.. .. 

13.00 
' ,· 
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PERSONNEL I • D, NUMBERS 

e I. D. NUMBERS EMPLOYEE NAME I. D. NUMBERS EMPLOYEE NAME 
122 ·Walker, M. 167 G·unders en, G. 
123 .... Slater, B. 169 Wall, L. 
124 Pi'ngle, R. 170 Cheek, R. 
126 ' Schneider, pI 172 Beuch, R, 
127 Philbin, J. 173 Macey., M 
128 Scheerer, R. 174 King, D. 
130 _Maggard. ,N. 175 :Watts,. D 

' 133 Bowman, D. 176 Larson, R; 
134 ~a<:: key, D. 177 Zaccaro, R. 
136 . ~tiller, M. 178 -Mathefs, P. 
137 Trinkl, IL .. 179 . Zell, G. 
'13~ Newberry, M 180 Lazar, J. 
rto R"r-!...6 . Miller, acqu 't, ~· 181 E. 
141 DeTev·i s, T. 182 Geddis, 
142 Sutherland, R. 183 Johnson, 
143 Thomas, R .• 

1
184 Teale. T -- 144 Edgar,·J. ' 185 L 1 oy, T 

145 Zarielli. A. 186 Carter, s. 
146 .Mais, 0 .. 

147 Chasta'in, c. 
148 Bryg, &. 
149 Beeler, G. 
150 Rupsa, J . 
151 · Summers, (Chaplain) 
152 Meehan, M. 
153 'Hoiland, T. 
155 McNichols, s. 
157 Morrison, c 0 

158 Novak, M. 
159 Williams, ·Rosemary 
162 Bunting, s. 
163 Remmele, J. 
165 Chidley, s . . e .. .. 



I 

( 

. \ 

Et·1PLDYEE NAI·lE 

Pasternak, J.H. 

PcL'.rcc, r.. 
Pendleton, R. 
Philbin, J. 
Pingle, R." 

Reed, J. 

Remmele, J,· · 
Rengel, R. 
Roche, 0. 
Rupsa, J. 
Scheerer, R. 
Schmehl, A. 

Schneider, P. 
Scott, Jackie 
Slater, B. 

Smith, R. 
Straughan, J. 
Strom, J •. 

Summers~ (Chaplain) 
Sutherland, R. 
TeAle · 
Tegel, L. . 

Thomas, B.H. 
Thomsen, G. 

Tho1·nton, J. 

Toggweiler, R. 
Topping, J •. 

Tri nl:l , ~/. 

Upton, J. 
Van Horn; H. 
llagner, A. 

Haite, N • 
\·Ia 1 ker, t1. 

PEnSONNEL I. D. tn..::~BERS 

I. ·D. NU~BER 

087 

11-'l 

033 

127 
124 
019 

163 

112 

115· 

150 
128 
118 

126 

161 

123-

120 
084 

035 
151 

063 

064 

065 

037 
137 

. 066 

038 
05EI 
077 

122 
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EriPLOYE :lA~·\E 

Hall, L. 

\·:3.tts. D. 
Hebber, R. 
l:e11s, J. 

l·!i 11 i ams, Rosemary 
!·:right, .R. F. 

\·iri ght, T. D. 

Zaccaro; R. 

Zar.e11 i, A~ 
Zell, G. 

9127 

I. D. NUMBER 

169 

175 

102 
039 
159 -
021 
071 

:. -

171 
·145 

179 
990 
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PERSO;·ItiEL I. D. fH~>i~~RS 

e --- ---
HlPLOYEE t1AI·iE I. D. NUl~iiEn H~i'LO'IEE r I "~, c I. D. NUt11lEH ~r\1'1-

1\llnn, s. 093 Had1i!y, P. 107 

Anderson, T. 041 H:lmi 1 ton, J. 095 

1\rnold, T. 117 Ha~•11el, A. 096 

D ill'd s 1 ey , L. DOS Ha1·1an, T. 082 

D.::!eler, G. 149 Haskell, A. 0·~9 

.:Bennett, H. '09~ . Hegle, K. 116 
lL: ~ct is , ·r. -4+-l Hoiland, T. 153 
Dcuch, R. 172 ~h~T. I~ Bo•,·/illan , D. 133 ones'· D.· 
Bradbur·y, D. 119 Kelly, R. 028 
Br<mnon, J. 011 King, D. 174 
Dro~·:n, H. 043 Kno\·11ton, p~ 053 
Bryg, P.. ].18 Larson, R. 176 

~tgl~rl- s. li2 Lazar, J. 180 
b ~ ' Cha.1try,. J. Le\·li s, T. 1~~ ·e h'CN Chastain, c. 147 acey, 1·1. 1 3 

. Ch::e k, R. 170 ' t·lackey, D. 134 
Chidley, s. '165 1·\c:ggard, N. 130 
Dail-ey, T. 026 l·lai s, D. 146 

· Dar·t, R. 045 t·1a rce 11 a; f.\, 101 
DaSadaleer, N. 046 1·\atheis, P . . , 178 
DeTevis, T. 1 ~·1 1·\attson,. J. 080 
Dobbie, R. G89 Hdli chol s, s. 155 
Dory, H. 139 l·leehan, 1·1. ' 152 
Dunlap, R. 027 1·\iller, E. 181 
Edgar, J. 11\4 l·li 11 er, f.' 136 .. 
En!)elstad, D. 090 l·lol·rison; C . 157 . 
Ferguson, H. 047 t·io rton, fl .. 031 
Flcsse1, K. 106 l·lua t, D .. 085 
Go ro,~ey, J. 048 l·\urphy, n. 056 
~lly; D •. P$L .Neece, H. 057 . 

. l?l1lJ,5 0. e 079 llc\·Jberry, 1·1. 138 .. .. 
Grc~n. E. 030 Novak, J.l. 158 
·cuc!:~~s, T. ' 111 Pard sli, L. 109 

\ . Gu:1de1·sen, G. 167 .Pasternak, J.E. 088 
-·.1.303 
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COMPANY I. D .. 
!. 

e COI~PANY CODE 

Eng l A . 011' 
Eng 1 B 012 
Eng 1 c 013 
Eng 2 A 021 

. Eng. 2 B 022 
Eng 2. c 023 
Eng 3 A 031 
Eng 3 B· 032 

\. Eng 3 c 033 ' Eng 4 A· 041 I . 

. Eng 4 B . 042 .. 
Eng. 4 c 043 . 

-I Eng ·s A ... 051:· 
Eng 5 B 052 

' Eng 5 c 053 ' ! Eng 6 A 061 
Eng 6 B 062 
Eng. 6 c . 063 

Trk 2 .A . ' . 221 
Trk 2 B . 222·-· (e. Trk . 2 c 223 
Trk 3 A 231 .. 
Trk . 3 B ... - . 232:·· . 
Trk 3 c 233 

I -
B/C A· 531-· 
8/C 8 . 5.32. 

I B/C c 533 

Med 2 A 
" 821 ) . 

tied . 2 B 822-
I ~led 2 c . 823 ~~' 

Med 3 A' . 831 
14ed 3 B 832 

I Med 3 c 833 

·Stjuad Unit A . ·' 311 
Squad Unit B 312 
Squad Unit c 313 

Other 000 . 

. Fire Prevention Bureau F.PB 
9127 A . 271 

I 9127 B 272 - 9127 c :273 .. .. 

I 
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, nt~o~ CAUFORNIA . EXHIBlTH . ,.. •· 
· · ':OMMISSION ON STATE MANDATES 

1414 K Street. Suite 316 

•

RAMENTO. CA 95814 
)323·3662 

. . 

; . 

December 6, 1996 

Mr. Glen Everroad. 
Revenue Manager 

· City of Newport Beach 
.3300 Newpo!l Boulevard 
Ne'wport Beach, California 92663 · 

.. Mr. lames M. Apps 
Depaitment of Finance· 
915 L Street, 8th Floor 
Sactam.ento, California 95814 

And Other Interested Parties (see attached list) 

RE: Test Clailil: CSM-4419-- New CFIRS Manu.hl. 

The draft staff analysis of the test claim entitled CSM-4419 -New CFIRS Manual has 
been coropleted and is enclosed .for your review and comment. The heanng on the test 
claim is set for February 27, 1997, 10:00 AM, at the State Capitol in Sacramento. 
(room to be announced). 

Written Comments 
Any party or interested person may flle written conuilents on the draft staff analysis 
until January 1, 1997. You are advised that the Commission's.regulations require 
comments flied with the· Commission to be simultaneously served on other interested 
parties (on the mailing list), and to be accompanied by a proof of service on those 
parties. 

. . 
Written comments received by January 1, will be reviewed by staff and may be 
incorporated into the final staff analysis. A copy of the final staff analysis will be sent 
to you before the hearing on February 27. 

Prehearing Conference 
A pre-hearing conference has not been scheduled on this test claim. However, if you 
believe that one should be scheduled, please mail or fax your request to the 
Commission and the interested parties mailing list. A proof of service must accompany 
your request. ' .. 

filE COPY 
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_ ...... 

Mr. Glen Everroad 
Mr. James Apps 
December 6, 1996 
Page 2 

Disputed Test Claim · . 
On August 29, 1996, the Commission found this test Claim to be disputed for purposes 
of the began operating under the provisions of Chapter 945, Statutes of 1995 (SB 11). 
Once a test claini is deemed disputed by the Commission, the Commission wilf have 18 
months from July 1, 1996, to adopt a statewide cost estimate, .exclusive of exte1lsions or 
postponements of time by the claimant, or delays caused by the claimant's submission 
of incomplete information. (Gov. Code, § 17553.) · · · · 

Hearing and Postponements · 
We would appreciate knowing in advance if you or a representative of your agency will 
testify at the hearing, and if other witnessei'will-also-appear. Please see section 
1183.01 of the regulations concerning timelines and requesting postponements of 
bearings. 

Thank you for your patience regarding the preparation of this draft staff analysis and 
the scheduling of this test claim for hearing. · 

Should you have questions or need additional information, please contact Mr. Steve 
Zim.mermim, (916) 323-3562, the Program Analyst assigned this test claim. 

Sincerely, 

f(4 ./~,_/----
KIRK STEW ART 
Executive Direc:tor 

Encl. All: Draft Staff Analysis. of CSM-4419 
Mr. Everroad only: Regulations adopted 6/27/96 

f:\mandates\sfz\4419\tctrl.doc 

,. 

.. 
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Hearing Date: February 27, 1997 
File Number: CSM-4419A 
Staff: Steve Zimmerman 
f:\mandates\sfz\4419\tc.doc 

DRAFT STAFF ANALYSIS OF TEST CLAIM 

. California Fire 'Incident 
. Repctmng System: 

as promUlgated by the State Fire Manhil iiJ. the · · 
July 1990 California Fire Incident Reporting System Manual 

New CFIRS Manual · . 

Executive Summary 

The City of Newport Beach alleges that the California Fire Incident Reporting System, as 
-T redesigned and described iiJ. the July 1990 California Fire ~ident-Reporting System Manual, 

.imposes a new program or a higher level of service in an existing prograin on local fire . 
agencies withi.D the ~ of article XITIB, section 6 of the California Constitution and 
Government Code section 17514. · · 

Th~ Department of Finance notes that th~ 1990 California Fire Incident Reporting System 
(CFIRS) Manual may constitute a limited state-mandated local program, citing the -provision 
requiring that data be provided on dis~tte or magnetic tape as ,a new requirement which have 
resulted in some fire pro~cti()il agencies having to acquire computer capability by lease or · 
pUrchase. The Deplirtnieirt of Firiance also notes that the Commission has heard and denied a 
test claim based on a very. simihir~ factual situation i.Dvolyipg the California Schooi Accounting 
Manual. The Department of Fi.nanc;e observes that, ip, tliit decisio1.1, the Connmssion found 

· that, since school districts had been required since at lea&t 1964 to· comply with the California 
School Accounting Manual, subsequent changes did not constitute a reimbursable mandate 
because it did not alter the underlying requirement to proyide the data prescribed in the 
California School Accounting Manual.· 'I'he Department of Finance contends that the same 
rationale would apply to the 1990 revision to the California Fire Incident Reporting System. 

· The State Fire Marshal notes that the requirement to submit data in electronic form may 
constitute a very narrow and limited higher level of service in an existing lot:al prograiD for 
those agencies without any aceess to a personal computer. The State Fire Marshal also 
contends that the type and net amount of data to be reported for fJie incidents is essentially the 
same as under the former CFIRS Manual. 

Staff recommends that the Connmssion fmd that the portions of the new CFIRS Manual 
pertaining to emergency medical and hazardous materials incidents are an executive order .. 
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which establishes a new program, as defuied in section 6, article XIIIB of the California" 
Constitution and Government Code section 17514. 

Staff recommends that the Commission find that the change in the injury reporting threshold 
from "injury requiring hospitalization" to an "injury requiring 1) treatment; 2) consultation 
with a doctor; or 3) (for tire service personnel only) at least ·one day of restricted activity 
following the incident" coniltitutes a higher level of service in an existing program, as defmed 

. in section 6, article XIIIB of the California Constitution and Government Code section 17514. 

Staff recommends that the Commission find that the new data elements added by the new 
CFIRS Manual pertaining to fire incidents may constitute a higher level of service in an 
existing program, as defined in section 6, article XIIIB of the Calif~rnia Constitution and 
Governnient Code section 17514, but that the Commission take testimony to determine the 
extent to which the level of service caused by these new data elements must be offset by 
reductions to the level of service resulting from data elements which have been deleted from 
the new CFIRS Manual, but which were required under the old CFIRS Manual. 

Staff recommends that the Commission find that, because of the extensive chRnges which have 
been made in the data coding system, legally necessary one-time costs for providing 
changeover training to ftre agency staff in the new system are costs mandated by the state. . 

Staff recommends that the Commission find that the change from paper-based to diskette 
submission of reports constitutes a state mandated program and that the legally necessary one 
time costs for implementation of this change are costs mandated by the state. · 

Staff recoiiJI;Ilends that the Commission take testimony to determine whether the new CFIRS e . 
Manual may provide for cost savings to local agencies, by reducing the number of report ftling 
periods over the course of a year from twelve to four and by changing that reporting to a 
paperless format. 

Staff recommends that the Commission find that all other increased costs alleged by claimant 
do not constitute a reimbursable state mandate, in accordance with the principles set forth 
decision in County of Los Angeles v. State of California, (1987) 43 Cal.3d·46, in which the 
California Supreme Court determined that increased costs are not tantamount to an increased 
level of service in an existing program, as defined in section 6, Article XIIIB of the California 
Constitution and GoverruiJ.ent Code section 17514. 

Claimant: City of Newport Beach (replaced San Ramon Valley Fire Protection District as 
claimant) 

Chronology 

12-31-91 

1-15-92 

Test Claim received by Commission on State Mandates 

Test Claim hearing date of August 27, 1992 set 

.1.31.0 
'. :. '· 
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7-01-92 Continuance requested by State Fire Marshal 

9-24-92 Response received from State Fire Marshal (Attachment C) 

9-28-92 Response received from Department of Finance (Attachment B) 

10"-28-92 Continuance requested by San Ramon Valley Fire Protection District · 

4-05-93 Letter sent by Commission to·clainUmt reque~ting tinie frame for clainiant's 
_ response so that a new hearing date can be set · -

6-13-96 City of Newport Beach replaces San· Ramon Fire ProteCtion District as claimant 
(Attachment A) 

Claimant's Allegations -

.The City of Newport Beach (Claimant) alleges that the new California Fire Incident Reporting 
System (CFIRS) Manual has expanded the 10 reporting categories to approximately 100 

· categories. Some of these categories are optional, and claimant states that these optio~ 
categories are not included in the test claim. · 

·, Claimant further alleges that the new CFIRS Manual has expanded the one page reporting form 
.; .... to three pages. Two sections were added to the original form, each of which requires a 
.- : separate page to complete. These two new sections are for fire service casualties, and non-fire 
· - service (civilian) casualties. · 

. Claimant notes that both the reporting frequency and method have changed. Under the old 
_; __ CFIRS Manual,· reports were filed monthly, and could be filed either as paper forms or by 
.:·magnetic tape .. Under the new CFIRS Manual, quarterly reports are required, and must be 
.. filed electronically, on either diskette or magnetic tape . 

. .,_Claimant· observes that, in order to provide the necessarY information for locat agencies to 
... :,comply with the new CFIRS Manual, the manual or code book as been increased from 
.. approximately 100 pages to over 500 pages. 

Claimant alleges both implementation costs and ongoing reporting and operational costs of · · 
over $200 as a result of the· implementation and conversion of CFIRS from· the old riiillitial' 
system to the new computerized system. 

Test Claim Background: New California Fire Incident Reporting System 
·Manual 

· Chapter 768, Statutes of 1972 amended section 13110.5 ofthe Health and Safety Code to 
require the State Fire Marshal (SFM) to gathet and report on information concerning each fire 
incident in the state. This chapter also authorized the SFM to adopt regulations prescribing the 
scope of the information to be reported, the manner of reporting such information, forms to be 
used, the time such information shall be reported, and such other requirements and regulations 
as he or she.deems necessary. Chapter 345, Statutes of 1987, further amended this section as 
shown below. 

·.l3r1 
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Health and Safety Code section 13110.5 as last ainended by Chapter 345; Statutes of 1987, 
reads: 

"The State Fire Marshal shall gather statistical information on all fires, medical aid 
incidents, and hazardous materials incidents occurring within this state. The chief fire 
official of each fire 9.epartment operated by the state, a city, city and coUnty, fire . protection 
district, organized fue company' or other public or private entity which provides fire 
protection, shall fuinish information and data to the State Fire Marshal relating to each fire 
which occurs.within his or her area of juri.Sdiction. The chief fire official of each fire 
department operated by the state shall, and the chief fire official of each fire department 
operated by a city, city and co~nty, fire protection district, organized fire company, or 
other public or private entity which provides fire protection may, also furnish information 
and data to the State Fire Marshal relating to medical aid incidents and hazardous 

· materials incidents which occur within their area of jurisdiction. The .State Fire Marshal 
shall adopt regulations prescribing the scope of the information to be reported, the manner 

.. of reporting the information, the forms to be used, the time ·the information shall be 
reported; and other requirements and regulations as the State Fire Marshal determines 
necessary. 

"The State Fire Marshal shall annually analyze the information and data reported, compile 
a report, and disseminate a copy of the report, together with his or her analysis, to each 
chief fue official in the state.· The State Fire Marshal shall also furnish a copy of his or her 
report and ina.lysis to the State Emergency Medical Ser:vices Authority. and any other 
interested person upon request." 

(Additions made by Chapter 345/87 in italics.) 

Staff has reviewed the regulations promulgated by the SFM in Title 19 of the California Code 
of Regulations, and was.unable to locate any regulations (other thaJi the CFIRS Manual itself, 

·. which was acknowledged to be an executive order by the SFM) which prescribe. the scope of 
the information to be reported, the manner of reporting the information, the fomis to be used, 

· the time the information shall be reported, and other requirements and regulatiorui deemed 
necessary by the SFM, as required by Health and Safety Code section 13110.5. Staff 
concludes that the CFIRS Manual constitutes the statement of these reporting requirements 
promulgated by the SFM pursuant to Health and Safety Code section 13110.5. 

In.1974, the SFM implemented a frre reporting system, called the California Fire Incident 
Reporting System (CFIRS). The fust CFIRS manual, issued· in January 1974, required frre 
agencies to submit monthly reports, beginning in January 1974, using either paper forms. or on 
computer magnetic tape. Reports on magnetic tape were to be submitted not later than the last 
day of the month, while reports submitted on the paper forms were to be submitted not later 
than the 15th day of the following month. · 

In July 1990, following several years of work, the SFM issued the version 1.0 of the new 
CFIRS Manual, to take effect by January 1, 1992. This version of.the manual made the 
following changes in the CFIRS system: 

1312 
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• Reports are to be submitted quarterly (rather than monthly), no later than the 15111 of the 
following month. 

• Reports must be submitted on diskette or magnetic tape. Diskettes may be in Macintosh 
format, or ffiM compatible, and the SFM will attempt to facilitate those departments 
.having equipmentother than PC or Macintosh, and will work with them on. a one to one 
basis. The magnetic tape reporting option is substaniliilly unchanged. 

• New forms, designated as CFIR.S-1, CFIR.S-2, and CFIR.S-3,-J.'eplace the former SFM form 
G0-60 and SFM G0-1. Unlike the SFM forms 00-60 and G0-1, however, these forms 
are not used to transmit information from the local fire department to the SFM. They are 
provided as ·a guide to the data to be collected, aild may be used at the scene of a fii:e · 
mCident for data 'collection purposes, and taken to a central data entry location for keyiiig . 

. ' • 1 • ' • ' • • • ' ~ • ., • ~ • • -

Response from the Department of. Finance 

The Department of Finance (DOF) notes that the 1990 CFIRS may constitute a limited 
. state-mandated local progrmD.. DOF states, "Specifically; the provision requiriDg il:iat data be. 
provided only on diskette or magnetic tape was a new requirement and may have resulted in 

:·::some fire protection agencies having to acquire computer capability by lease or purchase." 
~. . 
:· .. DOF observes, "The SFM advises that the quantity of data to be reported in the new format 
·.' has not increased and will provide evidence to substantiate that point in both their written 
- recommendation and in their oral testimony before the Commission .. . . " 

DOF also notes that the Commission has heard and denied a test.claim (CSM-4356) 
[Attachment D] based on a very similar factual situation involving the California School 
Accounting Manual (CSAM). DOF observes that, in that decision, the Commission found 

:'. that, since school districts had been required since at least 1964 to comply with CSAM, 
:;:: : subsequent chBriges in ·csAM did riot constitute a rei.fubursable mandate because· it Clid not alter 
·· the underlying requirement to provide the data prescribed in CSAM. DOF con~nds thB.t the 

same rationale would apply to the 1990 revision to CFIRS. 

Response from the State Fire Marshal 

The SFM acknowledged that the requirement to submit data in electronic form may constitute a 
very narrow and limited higher level of service in an existing local program for those agencies 
w_ithout any access to a personal computer. The SFM also contends that the type and net . 
ainount of data to be reported for fire incidents' is essentially the same. The SFM states, " ... 
the updated system provides the fire department the optional capability to capture information 
on all emergency incidents; however, the mandated reporting applies only to fires, which is 
unchanged from the.original requirement which has been in place for 18years.,; 

-With resp.ect to' the allegation that the reporting system was expanded from 10 to 100 items, .the_ 
SFM notes that some of the titles of data fields were changed to be consistent with the national 
standard, however, the data being collected did not change- only the field titles are different. 
The SFM states, "When comparing the required data elements between the original and 
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updated versions, ·the n1,1Dlber is substantially the same. This takes into account: (1) the fields 
that are identical; (2) those fields called by a different name; (3) multiple fields combined into A 
a single field; (4) .. ~ optional fields; (5) the fields that ~ for local use only; and (6) the net W' 
difference between.Q!e added fj.elds versus the deleted ones. " · 

..• ~·. ' 

The SFM further states, "An important factor to be considered is that all the entries are not 
required all the time - it depends on the scenario. For instance, the added field 'Detection 
System Reason f(l~.failure' would only be required for an incident where: (1) the (ire was in a 
building; (2) the btJ.~d.iilg bad a detection system; arid (3) i:he detection system failed. This 
holds true· for a major portion of the entri~s." · · · 

Tii SFM reports that the CFIRS Ad~isory .Committee peiformed a ·side-by-~ide analysis of the 
original and updated versions of CFIRS, and concluded there is no substantial difference in the 
level of service required to complete the reports. The SFM has also reviewed the reporting 
requirements, and concluded that they are fun~amentally the same, that only .the prescribed 
format has changed. · 

The SFM notes· fr!at the purpose of CFIRS is. to collect aild share. inforinatimi for mutuat 
benefit at the lo~ and stli.te level, with the ultimate beneficiaries being the citizens of 
California .. · sFM: states, "In light of this·long standing local~state p~rship, the CSFM has 
never attenipt'ed to enforce the mandatory provisions ofthe program, nor is it our intention to 
do so in the future." 

Staff Analysis 

Issue 

Do the requirements promulgated in the July 1990 CFIRS Manual impOSf; a new program or a 
higher level of service in an existing program upon local agencies within the meaning of article 
XIIIB, section 6. of the California Constitution aiJ.d Government Code section 175147 

The activities required of local agencies under the 1990 CFIRS Manual fall into two discrete· 
categories - implementation activities and ongoing reporting activities. Staff will examine each 
of the claimant's allegations· for each type of activity. 

Submission on Diskette 

Both the original CFIRS Manual and theol990 CFIRS Manual provide two filing options, but· 
selection of one option or the other is required. ·One of these options - reporting on computer 
tape- still exists. The other. option, however, has changed from a paper-based data· 
submission option to a personal computer based diskette submission option. Entities·which 
have heretofore sent in their CFIRS rf;ports on paper may experience one~time implementation 
costs for the acquisition of computer haJ:dware, software, and ~aining, or for (for exampl~) · 
contracting. with another entity which has the capability to produce the data on diskette or ~pe 
for subniission. · 

.... 
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The required change from a paper-based data submission option to a diskette based submission 
option meets the definition set forth by the Supreme Court in County of Los Angeles v. State of 
~qlifomia, (1987) 43 Cal. 3d 46, at 56; in which the term 'program' is defined to include ~ ... 

· , or laws which, to implement a state policy, impose ui:llque requirements on local governments · 
. ~d do not apply generally to all residents and entities in the state." 

- . - . 

. The Court, in County of Los Angeles, determined that increased costs, in and ofthemselves, 
are not tantamount to an increased level of service in an existing program. In view of the 
Court's definition of 'program' (above), however, staff finds that the change from the paper
based reporting option to the diskette based reporting option is a· unique. requirement imposed 
on fire agencies which does not apply generally to all entities in the state, Staff therefore . 
concludes that the legally necessary one-time costs for implementation of the diskette based 
reporting system by entities. which had, in.the past, submitted their reports on paper.do 
constitute a reimbursable. state mandate, in accordance with the principles set forth in County of 
Los Angeles. 

Staff observes, however, that the requirement to submit information in electronic form does 
not require the reporting agency to acquire. a computer and software. An alternative would be 

··to contract with another agency which already possesses the computer hardware and software. 
. ;·, Staff notes that the SFM mentions in their response that roughly 111 small volunteer fire 
"··.·departments report on computer tape· through the California Department of Forestry 8.nd Fire 

Protection. Staff also notes that the SFM mentions in their response that approXimately 55 fire · 
departments have submitted about 60 percent of the total statewide fire incidents via computer 
tape annually, and that this method of reporting has always been an option under CFIRS. 
Thus, the elimination of the paper-based reporting option would have had no impact on those 

.. ·entities which had used the computer tape reporting option. 

~~:-.-Expansion of Reporting Categories. 

"~.· With respect to the allegation that the new CFIRS manual has expaDded ten repi:nting . · 
· categories to approximately 100· categories, staff notes that claimant, on page 2 of the test 
. claim, lists a number of reporting categories which are iilleged to be new required reporting 
categories. These ·are: · 

• Dispatch time, Arrival Time, End Time, Additional days, First In Company 

• Total Fire Service Personnel Responded - career and volunteer 

• Number of Apparatus Responded - engine, truck, medical rescue and other 

• Information for Mobile Property Involved 

• Type of Action Taken - contributing factors, method of extinguishment 

• Equipment Involved in Ignition:- type, model, serial number; etc.'· 

• For Structure Fires- roof covering, number of stores, etc. 

• Other Actions Taken and Special Studies 
. . 

The Data Element Comparison Between the Original and the Updated CFIRS Report, provided. 
by the SFM\s a part of their response (Attachment q, reveals the following: 
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• 12 data elements were shown as added by the new CFIRS Manual; 

• 9 data ~l~ments were shown as deleted by the new CFIRS Manual; 

• 13. data elements were shown as the same by the new CFIRS Manual; 

• 27 optional data elements were added by the new CFIRS Manual; and 

• 25 groups of data elements were identified as 'same-as'; that is, renamed or consolidated, 
but containing the same or similar information. . 

· With respect to these 'same-as' data elements, staff obs~rves that the SFM states that41 data 
elements in the old report becanie 28 data elements in the new CFIRS manual -·a consolidation 
which resulted in a reduction of 13 data elements. 

A review of the CFIRS-t' Incident Report form by Commission staff shows that sections A, B, 
and C of the new form c6ver the same fire-related data as was formerly reported in sections A 
through I of the SFM G0-60. Section D of the CFIRS-1 reports the same data as section J of 
the SFM G0-60, and Sections E, F, and G of the CFIR.S-1 form are new. Staff finds that 
sections A through J of the SFM G0-60 are the "ten reporting categories" alleged by the 
claimant, and that these correspond with sections A through D of the CFIR.S-1 form. 'Thus, 
the former "ten reporting categories" have actually become 4 reporting categories on the new 
form, ·and that 3 new sections (E, F, and G) have been added. In terms of the data contained 
in the "ten reporting categories," however, the SFM G0-60 form contained 59 data elements 
in sections A through J .. The CFIR.S-1 form contains 79 data elements in sections A through 
D, of which 5 are optional and 74 are required. Staff fmds that this represents an increase of 
15 required data elements, or roughly a 25 percent increase in the number of data elements 
contained in the "ten reporting categorifls." 

Staff fuids that the new data elements added by the new CFIRS Manual pertaining to fue . 
incidents may constitute a higher level of service in an existing program, but notes that any 
additions to the level of service caused by these new data elements must be offset by reductions 
to the level of service resulting from data elements which have been deleted from the new 
CFIR.S Manual but which were required under the old CFIRS Manual. Staff concludes that a 
determination of the facts on this issue of offsetting savings must be made by testimony at a 
public hearing, pursuant to section 17556 of the Government Code. 

The new sections of the CFIRS-i form deal with emergency medical incidents and hazardous 
materials incidents. Staff notes that, while the explicit language of Health and Safety Code 
section 13110.5 makes these reports optional with respect to local agencies(" ... the chief frre 
official of each frre department operated by a city, city and county, fue protection district, 
organized fire company, or other public or private entity which provides fue protection may, 
also furnish information and data to the State Fire Marshal relating to medical aid incidents and . . . 
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hazardous materials incidents which occur within their area ·ofjlJ.risdiction. "), the.SFM has 
acknowledged that the new CFIRS Manual is an exeCutive qr~~r; and the sections of the 
manual which deal with these sections of the report characterize-these data .elements as 
reguired. rather than optional. Staff fmds that the requireiD.en~ to com.Plete sections E, F, and 
G of the report do Constitute a new program, as defmeci. in s~.9tion 6, Article. XIIIB of the 
California Constitution and Government Code section 17514:' ' · 

Staff concludes that the expansion of categories-from ten-to over 100 as alleged by the claimant 
has not taken ·place, in light of the data element changes detailed above. Staff further 
concludes that; because of the extensive changes which have been made in the data c'oding 
system, legally necessary one-time costs for providing changeover training to f:tre agency staff . 
·in the new system will be incurred, and these costs are costs mandated by the siaw·. ·Staff also· ·· 
concludes that the addition of emergency medical and bai:ardous materials incidents to the · · 
CFIRS reporting system do constitute a new program, as defined in section 6, Article XIIIB of 
theCalifornia Constitution and Government Code section 17514 . 

. Expansion of Form from One to Three Pages 

· With respect to the allegation that a single~page form has been expanded to three pages, staff 
,observes that the old CIFRS manual contained two forms rather than one. The first form was 

<the SFM G0:-(50 incident report, and the second was the SFM G0-1 casualty report. Thus, 
'claimant's allegation that a single form bas become three forms is incorrect on its face. Staff 
fmds that the old incident report form; SFM G0-60, has become CFIR.S-1, and that the old 

. casualty report form SFM G0-1, has become CFIRS-2 and CFIRS-3. 
' -

:Staff notes that the SFM, in its response, states that there has always been a reqUirement to 
___ :submit a casualty report, but that the previous form (SFM G0-1), which was used for either a 
· -.Civilian or a firefighter casualty, has been replaced with separate formi> for civilian and 

·:· ~fuefig~~r casualties, due to .. fu.e. different types of information need~ on the ·civilian and the 
·"firefighter casualties. The SFM states, "The requirement to submit a casualty report is 
· tinchanged. Tiie fire department merely uses the report [form] appropriate for the 
circumstarices. n 

In reviewing the old and new forms, staff nqtes that a number of cl.aUi elements on the old form .. 
-are used on only one of the n~w forms. For example, the data elements titled "Familiarity 
with.- Structure", "Location of Victim at Time of Ignition~, and "Condition Preventing 
Victim's Escape" (Items C, D and F on the old form) appear only on the new Non-Fire Service 
CasualtY Report. However, there is nothing in the oldmanual or on the old form to indicate 
that 'these data elements were needed only for non-fire-serVice casualties. The separation of the 
old SFM G0-1 form into· the CFIRS-2 and CFIRS-3" forms bas clarified which data elements 
apply to which type of casualty. Moreover, on the CFIR.S-2 and CFIR.S-3 forms, the 
"comments" fleld is optional, where the former "Summary" field was required, and required 
the submitting agency to "describe how the casualty occurred" -a requirement which· 
encompasses the information in every new field contained in the CFIR.S-2 and -3 forms. Staff 
fmds that information required to complete either the CFIR.S-2 or the CFIRS-3 is substantially 
the same as was required to complete the SFM G0•1, and that no additional activities on the 
part of the fire department are required to complete the new casualty reports. 
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Staff notes, however, that the old CFJRs manual required· the submittal of a SFM G0-1 form 
for each death or injury requiring hospitalization. While a CFIR.S-2 or -3 form is still required A · 
for each death, the submittal requirement for injuries .has changed from "injury requ~ing W 
hospitalization" to an injury requirin& 1) treatment; 2) consultation with a doctor; or 3) (for· 
flre service personnel only) at least one day of restricted activity following the incident. 

Staff concludes that the expansion from a one page form to a three page form as alleged by the 
claimant has not taken place. Staff further concludes that the change in the threshold for injury 
reportiilg from "injury requiring hospitalization" to an injllry requiring 1) treatment; 2) 
cons1.i.ltation with a doctor; or 3) (for frre service personnel only) at least o~e day of restricted 
activity following the incident does constitute an increased ;level of service as deflned in section 
6, Article XIIIB of the California ConStitution and Government Code section 17514. 

Increased Size of Manual 

Claimants also allege that the size of the CFIRS manual has increased from approximately .1 00 
pages to over 500 pages. While this is true, it is not relevant to the existence of a reimbursable 
state mandated local program. The existence of a reimbursable state mandated local program 
can be determined oilly by the requirements imposed by the manUal, not by its size. The SFM 
states: 

"It is erroneous to make a direct comparison between the sizes of the two manuals because: 

• ."the new manual contains_ the instructions for _using all the optional (non-fue) 
components of the reporti.D.g system; · 

• "the format of the new manual has been expanded to include additional explanatory 
information to enhance its understanding and user-friendliness; 

• "the print style and page layout of the new manual is designed with more open space 
for easier reading, and to· make it convenient to add user notes, resulting in more pages; 

. . 
· • "the tables of codes have been updated for the fust time in 18 years, and ate 

reproduced in the manual for convenient reference. The number of codes are 
signiflcantly -larger so as to provide a more· accurate and defmitive selection for the 
user." 

A staff comparison of the new manual and the old manual reveals:• 

• Two sections have been added which deal with activities which were added to Health & 
Safety Code§ 13110.5 by chapter 345/87- emergency medical calls and hazardous 
materials inCidents. These sections are twelve pages long and 76 pages long, for a total 
of 88 new pages dealing with these programs~·· These 88 pages did not exist in the old 
manual. 

• The section in the old manual dealing with casualty reports, which was one page long, 
has become two sections; dealing with frre set"iice casualty reports arid non-frre-sei'Vice 
(civilian) casualty reports. These sections are 60 pages and 49 pages long, · 
res-pectively, for a total of lOB new pages dealing with casualties. These 108 pages 
provide information on completing the casualty reports which was not provided in the 
old manual.. .. · ·. 
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• The lndividual.:Fixed Property Use codes, which take up 17 pages in the old maDl!al, 
are called;§~ific ~operty Use codes in the new manual, and take up 54 pages. In 
addition,,:~ alphabetic list of the Specific Property Use codes (which is actuaily the 
·forma(~u~~gfor the Individual Fixed Property Codes in the old manual), contained in 
Appencful:'-ij;-1, takes up another 47 pages, for a total of 84 new pages dealing with 
property iise codes. These 84 p·ages are ·made up of 54 pages which provide 

. inforinition on the codes which was not provided in the old manual, and a 30 page net 
inc~eiise ·in the size of the alphabetic listing 'of the codes (17 pages in the old manual, 4 7 . 
pages in the new manual due to type size and layout changes). 

• Many of the tables in the old manwi.I are printed in six or eight point type. The listings 
in the new manual are printed in larger type, making thelit' easier to read, but taking up 
more space. 

• Each data element in the new manual contains a definition of the data element, a 
statement of the purpose for which the data is being collected, instructions on data -
entry, -and examples of specific cases, showing how the data was coded and entered. 
Moreover ;-each data element starts on its own page in the manual; therefore, each one .. · · 
takes up a,t least one page, even if the page is not completely full. In contrast, the old · 
manual does not have definitions or purpose statements, and often covers more than one 

.. . data element on a single page. 

. Staff submits that, if only the additional pages noted above are _subtracted from the totals, the 
. . alleged 400 page increase in the size of the manual is reduced by the 280 new pages, becoming 

·· a 120 page increase in the material dealing with frre incidents. Staff further submits that most, · 
·· if not. all, of the remaining 120 page increase in size can be accounted for by the increase in 
: type size and one data element per page layout noted above. · 

_: Staff concludes that, while the new CFIRS manual is indeed larger than the old CFIRS manual,_ 
.... that change itself does not constitute an increase in the level of service required to be provided 
. by the manual. Rather, it is the requirement to carry out new programs or to provide a higher 

level of service in an existing program which would be germane, and these requirements · 
cannot be discerned merely by looking at the size of the manual. 

:' ' ' 

Level of Service and Possible Cost Savings 

Should the Commission ·rmd a new program or higher level of service in an existing program 
resultiflg from the promulgation of the new CFIRS Manual, an adq.itional task would be to 
verify the reimbursability of such a new program or higher level of service. 

The Commission cannot find costs mandated by the state, as defmed in Section 17514, in any 
claim submitted by a local-agency, " .. ~ if, after a hearing, the commission finds that: ... The 
statute or executive order provides for offsetting savings to local agencies or school districts 
which result in no net costs to the local agencies or school districts .... " (Gov. Code, § 17556 
(e).) 

Staff notes that furnishing CFIR.S information in diskette form is a new option (submission on 
computer tape was previously the other option, and remains so) which replaces the option of 

.. 
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furnishing this information on paper forms. 1 Staff submits that both the replacement of the 
manual, paper-based CFIRS reporting system option with the current option which provides 
for the submission of CFIR.S information in diskette form, and the change from monthly to 
quarterly submission ofreports, could result in ongoing cost savings for local agencies. Staff 
finds that some areas in which cost savings may occur include (but are not limited to): 

• Postage and handling costs for sending the diskette or tape to SFM quarterly rather than 
monthly- the fire department does four mailings rather than twelve, saving the costs of 
eight mailings. 

• . Postage and ha-ndling cost savings for mailing a computer diskette, rather than a stack of 
pap~r forms. (Applies only to fire departments not reporting on computer tape·.)_ · 

• EDP costs savings from creating only 4 tapes per year, rather than 12. (Applies only to 
fire departments reporting on computer tape.) 

Staff further submits that the ongoing activity of providing CFIRS information quarterly in 
diskette or computer tape form rather than monthly in either paper or computer tape form,- is 
arguably a lower level _of service than the old manual's required monthly submission. 

Conclusion 

--

Claimant has alleged: "The new CFIRS system clearly represents a major increase in the level 
of service required to be provide by local agencies to the state. The staff time, materials, and 
equipment necessary for fire service agencies to comply with the expanded reqUirements has 
resulted in increased costs to the City of Newport Beach and to all other local fire agencies that A 
are or will be e9mplying with the new mandate." However, the SFM has stated that there has 'W' 
been no change in the underlying services and functions provided by California fire 
departments in preparing these reports_, that only the prescribed format of the reports has 
changed. 

Nonetheless, staff's independent analysis has revealed several new programs and potential 
. increases in levels or service which are required by the new CFIRS Manual: 

. Staff conclUdes that the portions of the new CFIRS Manual pertaining to emergency 
medical and hazardous materials incidents are an executive order which establishes a new 

· program, as defined in section 6, Article XIIIB of the California Constitution and 
-Government Code section 17514. 

- . 
Staff concludes that the new data elements added by the new CFIRS Manual pertaining to 
fire incidents may constitUte a higher level of service in an existing program, but that any 
additions to the level of service caused by these new data- elements ·must be offset by 
reductions to the level of service resulting from data elements which have been deleted 
from the new CFIRS Manual but which were required under the old CFIRS Manual. Staff 
concludes that a determination of the facts on this issue must be made by testimony at a. 
public hearing. 

.. 
1 While two 'reporting medium options exist, the use of one option or the other is required. 
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Staff concludes that, because of the extensive changes which have been made in the data 
coding system, legilly necessary one-time costs for providing changeover training to fire 
agency staff in the new system are costs mandated by the state. 

Staff concludes that the change in the injury reporting threshold from "injury requiring 
hospitalization" to an "injury requiring 1) treatment; 2) consu}tation with a doctor; or 3) 
(for frre service personnel only) at least one day of restricted activity following the 
incident" constitutes a higher level of service in an existing program, as defined in section ' 
6, Article XlliB of the California Constitution and Government Code section 17514. 

Staff concludes that the change from paper-based to diskette submission of reports meets 
the second definition of 'program' set .forth in County of Los Angeles v .. _State of California, 
(1987) 43 Cal.3d 46, at 56, and that the legally necessary one time costs for · 
implementation of thiS change are costs mandated by the state. · · · 

. Staff concludes that the balance of the new CFIRS Manual does not constitute a higher 
level of service in an existing program because: 

• The increased size of the manual it is not relevant to the existence of a reimbursable 
state mandated local program; 

• The expansion of the form from one page to three pages as illeged by the claimant did 
not take place. 

Staff concludes that the change from monthly to quarterly submission of reports may result 
in cost savings to local agencies, and that the amount of such cost savings should be 
determined by testimony at a public hearing before the Commission. 

·-Staff Recommendation 

Staff recommends that.the Commission fmd that the portions of the new CFIRS Manual 
pertaining to emergency medical and hazardous materials incidents are an executive order . 
which establishes a new program, as defined in section 6, article XIIIB of the California 
Constitution and Government Code section 17514. 

Staff recommends that the Commission find that the change in the injury reporting. threshold 
from "injury requiring hospitalization" to an "injury requiring 1) treatment; 2) consultation 
with a doctor; 9r 3) (for fire service personnei only) at least one day of restricted activity 
following the incident" constitutes a higher level of service in an existing program, as defmed 
in secdon 6, article XlliB of the California Constitution and Government Code seetion 17514. 

Staff recolnm.ends that the Commission fmd that the new data elements added by the new 
CFIRS Manual pertaining to frre incidents may constitute a higher level of service in an 
existing program, as defined in section 6, article XIIIB of the California Constitution and 
Government Code section 17514, but that the Commission take testimony to determine the 
extent to which the level of service caused by these new data elements must be offset by 
reductions to the level of service resulting from data elements which have been deleted from 
. the new CFIRS Manual but which were required under the old CFIRS Manual . 

.. 
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Staff recommends that the Commission find that, because of the extensive ctumges' which have 
been made in the data coding system, legally necessary one-time costs for providing . 
changeover training to fire agency staff in the new system are costs mandated by the state; . 

Staff recommends that th~ Commission find that the change from paper-based.' to diskette 
submission of reportS constitutes a state mandated program and that the legally necessary one
time costs for implementation of this change are costs "?andated by the state .. 

Staff recommends that the Commission take testimony to determine whether the new CFIRS 
Manual may provide for cost savings to local agencies, by reducing the riiunber of report filing 
periods from twelve to four in a pape~less format. 

Staff recommends that ~e Commission find that all other increased costs alleged by claimant . 
do not constitute a reimbursable state mandate, in accordance with the principles set forth 

· decision in County of Los Angeles v. State of California, (1987) 43 Cal.3d 46, in which the 
California Supreme Court determined that increased costs are not tantamount to an increased 
leveL of service in an existing program, as defmed in section 6, article XIIIB of the Califonria 
Constitution and Government Code section 17514. 

.. 
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. 
10 MA ... OwMrr. INnUtT ·D "" .. aG1¥11,1.&M I 0 IIOI,.LI•IDII •C IUIGto• GAW&'-n •••••a_• 
I D ~ ........ I[] ·.a..-N~ 0 &GTIOIIII 

cr.&au&&.n ·n D•&TH ·0 ..... I tJ MDIIIGID. .fiii.IIIO.NGT , •• aONN.&. 

C:,- I"AMI~IAIUTY 0~ V\CTIM W1TH STRUC'TURIE g,- I.OCATICN CliP' VICTIM AT TIM I. OP' lai'UTION 

'r- Leu than 1 dl)' 'h?: 
Fll'l ct.SUIIty Intimately ln.volncl with ltnltlan. . :,_ I to 7 doyL 1ncJ.uded art ivnltiOn of clothlno on 1 .,,rton and Ignition al bed· 

lf- 8 to 3~ days. ~ 
ding or fLtmlturt on which 1 peraan Is 11tttn9 or tYint• 

4f- 1 to 2 manth1, .z • ..., Fin casuitty In tJu room or IPICI at fin ort,tn, 

:~ 3 to I monthL tl: ~ndu.desYehldl compartments. porchet, tan s. and play..nouM 

·r- 7to U moothL l._ Fll1ll casualty an ~m~a noor u arlvln or flr.~-

71- Ovtr 1 ~aar. 4_ Fl,. cuualtyln same bulld"lnv •• orlvln of fire. 

a_ Not 1 Jtn.ld\lrt, !.:,... Fire CISU1Ity out:llda of building of fire orl;ln but on proparty, 

o_ Undetarmlnad or nat rtporled. • 6 Flr11 casualty afl p~erty of fir. orh;ln at time of IQnltlon. 

• a_ Not I fire CIIUII'ty, 

s._ Not claut Rid above• 
o_ Undatermlned arnot reportld• 

&. - CAUB& Q,. C:A8UAJ.TY P,- CONDIT10H PAIEVBHTINQ VICTIM'S ltiC:APC 

Lf- Trapped by 1C1 I ....... t._ No Umt to es.capa,••~hulon t~r f\rt progrusad too t$1dly, 

2.1- Exposed ta fire praduc:tJ. lnctude f~ame, heat. smaka, 1nd ;u. 2. Fll"' betwnn CIJUalty 1nd I:ICit, 

3.»! !xposad ta chemical a.. fadlatJon, 3._ I.Jx:~ door, 

~ Exctuded ue flrt prod;Ucta reported In 2. 4_ lllqat g.ate~, lackS. 

4._ Fefl or s:tePped on, ov.r, Into It I;.. .... s._ Clotnlng on cuU:1Ity bumtno. 

!1._ Ovenxtrtlon. 6. Movlld too $lowly, 
Rubtlld by, contact with h , ..... ·'' Included are fallu'u to ICIIIOW c.orrect (IVIIIablal IICIPI &._ .·::: 

7._ StNC:k by (II ...... ~ procedures. 

&.,... Not apDIICibll, 7- V1ctlm Incapacitated prior Ia Ignition, 

9._ Not classtflld aboVt. • Ia_ No condltlonJ preVented es.cape or not 1 factct, 

o._ Undatermlntr::l or not rtportect.• s_ Not danUied Jbt~ve.• 

• o"T Unclet.nnlnad or not r.portlcl. • 

Q.,- I:DNDlTIDN BI:P'OAI: INJURY H.- NATURE QP' C:ABUA"'TY 

I_ AsiHp, li- SuNtJ and llphyxta/lmaka. 
z_ Bedridden, or phyoltal handlcop. 2i- Bumoonlv. ,_ lmpalttd by dru;s, 1lcahol. l_ AIPhxll/unoka anly, 
4_ Under t'lltrllnt. 4f- Wound,.,.~ biiiOGinv. 
a_ Too yount ta Kt. ei- OIJIGCI:Uon, fractur~~o 
s_ Too old to oct 61- Complatnt ar pain. Included art heart att1ckl anc:f rtf'Cik••· 
7_ Me.ntlll)' hanr::llcappod, MniiL 7.:... Shock. 
a_ Awaka, unlmpai!WI, ll.i- Stratn. rpnln. 
9_ Not dllllfitd lboYa. * ll.f- Not claulflld above. • 

,o- Undetannlned or nat· l'lportecL • a.._ Undetennlnecl or not rtported. • 
• 

I.- ACTIVlTV AT TIM I: 0~ CA8UAI..T"'" J,- PART or BODY A,P'II;TED 1(.- ICIUEPOSITfON 0, VIC:TIM 

'I- l!tooplnv. ''I- Head, neck. 1. ,... Takoo to hoopltol bV lire deportment 

~ Rucuoaltompt z.l- Body, trunk. b1ck. ~ .ve~~lcJo. 

31- Plow COIIIrol. 3,,_ Arm. 2. ,., Takon to hoopltll bV oonll"' daporl· 

41- Raponll/tlturn. 4.1- Log. " ~ mtnt Vlhlda 

st-- Cleanup, Nlvaga, m~ll· 5,1- Hand. . 3. f- Taken to othar than hospltat. 
6 Slooplnv. 6.1- 'aat. 4,1- Clod. 
71- Un1~· to Kt. 7. "'=' lntamat, lndudad 1111 mplrat~:uy 9,1- Nat daulflad abova. • 
Bt-- trrlt~onal ac:tlon. IV Item 1nc:1· heart. a . ._ Undetermlnad or nat rtportllcl.• 
91- ;w 

Not CIIDJtltd abcwe. • e. Muttlpla partL • 
01- Unr::latarmln•d or not rtPOrtad.• s. r- Not dwlfiiiCI abaYt. • 
,t- a.:.... Uftdttermlned or not reported, • 

""·- 01'1 ,.,.,.,, ,,, 
D ••••••• TM• ll'•a'ftJI,•Jn' PAGT• CJAI.IIIHd • THII GA.U& .. T'I' .. .. 
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CFIRS COOE BOOK 

• CAIUAI.TV TVN 
ThNII 1ft twa trpel Of UAI .. tles II ctlflflH M)OW, Cfleat lht1 •PillfODrl•tl 
COding liiNc. tnGittllnt Hie 1)'04 of ca.a.aatnr, 

0 ,t,. CIIUiftyl I INtiOII UIJUred _. Nllleel U I Cllrwat mult Of 
1 tlta belaN or 1ttar tl'l• illll'llt far thl lncldenL 
,or O:*Millli bum&,.lm0'-1 lnhtlltlat'l, tJIIDDiid b)t tJ,.. Ot lniUPM by 
•lllftl callap ... 

o AlltiM CUUIIW1 1 penon U\jurat:~ or Nlllecl lfllr 1h41 lllrm for the 
tn~dl"' b NOIINd, not 1 n,. a.sv.rty, 
ror •••mllltt tctflln.c~ I:IQ tilling 1 l•d~Mr, avl nand. OYINaertlon, 
atl uwaJU11 oa:urrlnr wt1U1 ttiOOnctln,g lo or nturftlnl from an 

· .lnolamt, Ull&llltlll cU.11 to ll'te viDIIftCI of atJtar" Md Ulllilkl. 

AfflllatiDft 
Chid!! UN deltOP'tl.ttl aOCIIftl ~ to /lldiCIIll U'll ttnllatlon Or , .. IIIGn-o 

lhiD of tfhl anon 10 t111 lneldu1. 
Otbtr tmlptel\#)l MraotUMI lnctUdl O*nan• worldng at till IInne of rha 

I1'1Ctdetl•1 wnttfter 111-v" IN wtunt.att DI"'IIIH lnto •ma OJ UN otOCir tn 
c~~.,.. or liM lnetanl ar JMtiOftl tram 1 "tnltv camD'"Y or otht' cltwo deo..rt• 
ment tln'"UCIInl DCIIICII MD•rtmMt). 

CNIII&nl tnGUiail nllm4tM1'~ IMirtcfllll•la 

• ,AMILIAAITY WITN ITAU'CTI.IRa. 
Blllat dM lenfth Of Urn. till ql\lllbt 'fltll l~~nilntiCI wllft IJ\1 lftlldl of 

th• bUih:llng or StNCUh'L tr tn• uaualty diCI not oacur In 1 ttructu:,. •nwr 
'"Nol • nruAUl,. ... 

D 
LOCATICIN ~T ICIIHITIDN 

CNII"""hw Wlt•N tn• casualty wu tn 1'16atlon Ia Ulll 1ru ar JlltCII wheN 
trMo tl,. lllnatl WIMn' ttt• ltnltlon Khl:lfiY OCCUPN~ lftd MCOPCI tftfl ,.,.ttkmo 
tniD. If lhl UJualtv' wu n-at 1 fl,. as-J~.tnc:lleal• .,Nat 1 "" UM~IlW ... 

I 
CDHDITION BIP'OIII. IN.IURV 

Dftcrlttt U• tDn~llon OP IDDUent oondftiOfl or the Pllnan ra.tott tM 
U!lu~. Tl'lll II lM ftOtmll toftdhlan Wt'lleft tiN MtiDft WG4ild he" awn tn 
If tllal'tl ftad not '"'" an ....,,.rtfi', · 

. . . 
CONOITIDN II'RIY&H'rtNQ IICA~ 

A.:ol'd "'• moll .,.,lftc.a111 COI'Idltlon DnwnUI\1 ttl:• c.uu.llltY'I •~e~N or 
t•IC\I• til)' Cl¥tllln If Ute" ••• no Ull\lnGe~~l caancauon WI'\ ten prw ... rUeo ttc&Oe, 
tnd!l.t• "'NOll fiGIDP,.. . 

a 
CAu•• Qfl' INoiiURY 

Rtcan::l tM actlol'l or tall! ot actio., •"'"" OlrMtN ,..Wit•d ln the ••••11 
or tniUry, Wl'letl lftl .aaM&IIIb" IMCUI'r.d II .t PWIUII of COI'IIIc:l With &n ob~1 
til• diHiflc.tlan lhlt Ma deiUtb.l U'll llr"l'lnat Ill' WIUU that CDntaat O~t• 
rad lhouid 1M ldllfttlfh:r:l, 

H 
flATU A. 0, IN.IUAV 

Atcan::l 1~1 nlhiPI Of UMI rnott 1MDU:I ln)I.IIY la tn1 D4rl0n. It tl\enl 
•• ,. oU'IIP tnJurt• .. •"•• II'IOu:ld Dol c:owr.c~ tn IKtiOft '" • lummat"Wo 

I 
ACTIVITY AT TIM I Ofl' tN.J"AV 

Aeco.rc~.,tt•t Ullt11 Denon wu cioln9 11 tn• Urn. of Injury. 

II'AAT 01' 8CII:IIV INJUIIIIID 
P.ICOrcl Ultii.Dtrt Of bad)' 11\IUIJWd. 

K 
DISPG8fTION 

AIGanl Wllilt wu Clone for lhti IMirtorl 11 11r u ~m~wlc:llnt or UlliiiP'If rn 
... klnt meclllql ICI,.. ' 

L..-BUMMARY 

DUCRIB&:: HOW CASUAL 't'Y QCCUARI:D 

~----------' .. ·-"'·"· 
IE.,..OIII • GOD. 

,,~...,..p .... t:olJ •• , •• 1 

-. 
Stall Fh• ManiW 
HeadqtW"ter's Offtca 
Ann: CFIRS Profect Offloer 
7171 Bowlln1 Orl¥1, Sulto 8QO 
S~~CR~Mnta, CA 9SB23 
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~a::noN A· CAUFORNlA FIRE lNClDENT'REPORTlNCl SYSTeM .. .. CFIRS3• 

1'0<0 NON-FIRE SERVICE CASUALTY REPORT INCIENT N.lloii&R ·1 Yo~r ·I 1 1 
I 1- l. I I ' ' 

CORAECIO<S 
Flro Dopotlmonl 

MU\.T .. AIIEHCY[Att•<T I. 0.
1 

Yoar llno:ldtnl No. 
cnang10 DtltioC t<CCEN'T ICI.. t I I 

' ' 
1111CIC&NI ACCAESS I lOCATION 

' o I I I . o I I ' I I o o o . ' . 
AOOI.I I APAAit.IENI 

l I I I 
I I ZlP ccoe I 

I IN::IOENI OA TE I 
l I ' l DISPATCK Tlt.IE 

I ·, 
I I 

• : 
CASU.tLTY HUI.IBEA 

I I I 
I SEX I . I. OUE Ill' BtRTK 

I I I I I 

AQS 

I ' 
O'XE ' NAUE.: l.ast. ~lrtt, a.t.l. I AREA TE!..B>H:If.E 
. t I I I I ' ' . ' ' ' I t I I I t I I I '-~ I I I 

ADDRESS I CITY Sl~TE I ZIP 
.I ' I 'I o I I . I I ' ' I I I I I . ' i ' •I j I I ' 

CASUALTY CAlli : I ' 'I ' l CASUAL 'n' liME 
I I 

SEVERITY 
I 

AFmiATION · · 
I ' I I 

., fAMILIARITY WITK STRUCTURE 
I 

LOC4TDN OF CASUAL 'n' AT TIJ.C& OF KlNITION 
I 

CONCmoN BEFORE CASU,ILIY 

I 
CONtlnDNPREVEN'TNO E~ ACTIVITY AT TIME OF CASU.tLTY CAUSE OF CASUALTY 

" I I I 
APPARENT SYMPTOM 

I 
PAIITIBI OF 8COY 

r' I I I I I I 

DISPOSITION OF CASU.tl. TY 
AFFliCTED I I ' 
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Hearing Date: February 27, 1997 
File Number: CSM-4419A 
Staff: Steve· Zimmerman 
f: \mandates\sfz\4419\cfirstbl.doc 

The following table·summarizes the data on .ea~h of the reporting categories contained in the 
new CFIRS Manual, shown in the order in which fu.ey appear.on the CFIRS-1 Incident Report 
form: . · 

NewCFIRS. 
Field Name 

Section A 

Fire Dept. ID 
Number 

Old CFIRS 
Field Name 

Fire Dept.· ID 
Number 

Incident Numbe.r Incident Number 

Exposure 
Number· 

Correction: · 
Change Delete 

Multi-Agency · 
Incident Number 

Incident Date 

Dispatch Tl.me 

Arrival Time 

End Time 

Additional Days 

Exposure 
Number· 

Del & Corr 

[rione] 

Month-Day-
Year 

Time 

·[none] 

[none] 

[none] 

SFM Comparison 
Table 

· (new v. old) shows: 

··same 

Same 

Same 

Same 

Added 

. Same as 

Same as 

Added, Optional 
(local use) . 

Added, Optional 
(local use) 

Added 
.. 

New CFIRS Manual shows 
new field to be: · 

Same 

Same; formerly chronological, 
now chronological by year. 

Same. [An exposure fire is · 
defmed as a fire in a building, 
structure or vehicle which 
results from a fire outside that 
building, structure or vehicle.] 

Formerly standalone .check 
boxes; now a single field. 

Used only for mutual aid type 
incidents. 

Same data . 

Same data. The time when 
the incident 'occurred' was 
replaced with the dispatch 
time. 

Required .. 

Required. 

Used only. if the tire lasts 
more than one calendar day... e 



2 

First In [none].·· Added, Optional Local option. . 
Company (local use) 

District District/City Same as, Optional Local option. 
(local use) 

Situations Found Type of In~ident Same as Same data; however, the 
(up to 4) number of possible situations __ 

(together with the codes for 
: them} has expanded. 

Automatic or Out of Same as Formerly optional. Now, 
- . 

Mutual Aid Jurisdiction - · · -used to record whether mutual 
aid was given or received. 

Method of Alarm Source Same as Formerly an optional, check-
Alarm box entry. Now entered with. 

-a code. -
-Type of Weather [none] Added, Optional Required except when giving 
... (local use) mutual aid. 

: 

Air Temperature [none] Added, Optional Required except when giving·. 
.. , ... (local use) mutual aid. 

Property Property Same Same; formerly check box, 
Management Management now code entry. 

· ··Incident Address Incident Address Same, Optional (local Local option. 
; j Location; use) · 

Room/ 
Apartment; ZIP 
Code 

Census Tract Census I Parcel Same as Formerly optional. Not 
Number required when giving mutual 

aid to another department. 

Fire Hazard [none] Added, Optional Required except when giving -
~everity Zone mutual aid. 

Total Fire [none] Added; Optional Leave blank for exposure 
Service pocal use) 

' . -

reports. 
Personnel - -

-

responded-
career 

.. 



3 

- . 

Total Fire [none] Added, Optional Leave blank for exposure 
S~iv~ce Oocal use) reports. 
Personnel 
rc;spon.ded -
vohuiteer 

;Number of [none] Added, Optional Leave blank for exposure 
Apparatus Oocal use)· reports. 
Responded-

-Engine 

Number of - [none} Added, Optional Leave blank for exposure 
Apparatus Oocal use) reports. 
Responded-
Truck 

I . 
Numberof. [none] Added, Optional Leave blank for exposure 
Apparatus (local use) reports. 
Responded-
Rescue Med. 

Number of [none] Added, Optiona,I Leave blank for exposure 
Apparatus Oocal use) reports. 
~sponded-

Other 

Involvement Occupant Name; Same as, Optional- Local option. 
Code; Name; Relationship; Oocal use) 
Area; -Address; 
Telephone; Room/Apt. No.; 
Address/City; City; ZIP; 
State; ZIP Telephone No. 

(Callback) 

Involvement Owner Name; Same as, Optional Local option. ' 
·Code; Name; Addtess; City; (local use) 
Area; ZIP . 
Telephone; 
Address/City; 
State; ZIP _ 

[none] Manager Name; Deleted Was optional. 
Address; City; 
ZIP; Telephone 
No. ., 

[none] - Day Code Deleted !-Deleted_ .. 
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[none] County of Fire Deleted· Deleted ·-=-:-.~x;;~~:·~, . ~ 
. . • .. .. 

General Property Property Class - Same as Same data.- The number :of' 
. •• '·1.'~;~g":"··. 

Use Complex codes has increased. 
. . 

··-- --
'. /::<;_·~-~~~ ... ·: 

Specific Property Class - Same as Same data. ._ .... 

Property Use Individual .. ~' 
,·:: 

Building Code · [none]. .. Added Used only if a buildiD.g is 
Occupancy Type involved in the frre. Not 

required when giving mutual 
: aid. 

•. 

Structure Type Property Type Same as Same data. 

Structure Status [none] Added Used only if a building is 
involved in the tire. Not .--- . -
required when giving mutual 
aid .. 

Occupied at [none] Added Used only if a building or 
· Time of Incident vehicle is involved in the fire. 
'_,. 

Not required when giving 
mutual aid, 

Mobile Property Vehicle Property Same as Formerly coded in two fields -
'·Type Type Vehicle Property Type and 

. .. Individual Mobile Property . 
l,Jse Classification. . . ~ 

Mobile Property [none] Added, Optional. . . Required (if applicable) when 
mobile property is involved in -Vehicle These are identified in 

License Number the SFM response as an incident. Not required 
& State, Year, optional for CFIRS when giving mutual aid to 
Make, Model but required on the another department. 

Office of Emergency 
Services hazardous 
materials incident 

- report. 

.. .. 
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Mobile Property [none] Added, Optional. · Required (if applicable) when e 
-ICC/DOT· These are identified in mobile property is involved in 
Permit Number, the I)FM response as an incident. Not required 
Vehicle ID optional for CFIRS when giving mutual aid to 
Number, but required on the ·another department. 
Driver's License Office of Emergency 
Number & State Services hazardous 

materials incident 
report. 

[none] Construction Deleted Required except when giving 
Date (Mobile mutual aid. Field is "Year" 
Home) in Section B. 

Section B 

Type ofActions This field contains up to 4 
Taken (up to 4) . two-digit codes which 

describe the actions taken by 
the fire department to put out 
the fire or deal with the 
incident. Applies only to fires 

·- not haz mat or other e incident. Data for haz mat 
goes in Section F, and for 
non-fire and non-haz mat in 
Section G. 

Fire· Origin·- Area-of Same as Same data. 
Area 

Fire Level of Origin Same Same 
Level 

Fire Origin [none] Added, Optional Required miD: if Area of 
Horizontal Origin is coded 91 or 92, 
Distance From · otherwise leave blank. · 

Form of lieat of Form of Heat of .-same Same 
Ignition Ignition 

Ignition Factor Act or Omission Same as Two data elements became 
Causing Ignition one. Reduction: one data 

Act or Omission element. 

Causing Spread 

.. e .. 
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- . -

Sex/Age of [none)- Added; optional Required only if a person is · 
Person li:lvolved 

.· .. · . involved in the ignition, .:~:-!-~:·,,, ..;~. 
•1,•. 

otherwise leave blank. in ignition (2 -.. -·> ::.. 
~ -· -~ ·.' 

each) . . ... --~ ·:·.::··:!~- .. 
r· :"· • ~-· 

Materiai lgilited Material Igni~ -- Sari:J.e Same 
First- Type First- Type .. 

... 

Material Ignited Material 'Ignited Same Same 
First- Form First- Form .. 

-··-

Contributing Main Avenue Same as Three data elements became 
---···-

Factors Fire Spread - one. Reduction: twodata. 

Material elements. 
- .. ' 

Causing Spread " ., 

Type 
-. 

Material 

--~- ~ 

Causing Spread -
Form 

Method of [none) -Added Required. 
·Extinguishment 

Estimate Estimate Loss - Same Same, but need for update 
:_Property Loss Pr9perty reports is stressed. 

Estimated Estimated Loss - Same Same, buf need for update 
· Contents Loss ·Contents reports -is stressed. 

. 
' ~~ .. 

Fuel Model [none] Added, Optional Required for vegetation fires 
only. 

Acres Burned [none] Added Applies only to. vegetation 
flres. 

. , 

~u~pment . · -· _ Source of Heat Same as Same data. 
Involved in Causing Ignition 
Ignition - Type -. 

Equipment [none] Added; Optional Required (if applicable). except 
Involved in when giving mutual aid. 
Ignition - Make 

Equipment [none) Added, Optional Required (if applicable) except 
li:lvolved in when giving mutual aid. 
Ignition - Model 

}339 
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Equipment Added, Optional Required (if applicable) except e 
Involved in when giving mutual aid. 
Ignition - Year 

Equipment Addl;d, Optional Required (if applicable) except 
Involved in when giving mutual aid. 
Ignition - Serial 
Number 

Section C 

Construction. . ConStruction Same as Four data elements became 
Type Type- two. Reduction: two data 

Roof Covering Exterior Wall elements. 

Interior Wall 

Floor/Roof 

Fire Rated 

Number of Number of . Same Same, for structure ftres only. 
Stories Stories 

Extent of . Extent of Same as Same data. e Damage - Flame Damage - Fire 

Extent of Extent of Same Same 
Damage - Smoke Damage - Smoke 

[none] Extent of Deleted Deleted 
Damage- Water 

Material [none] Added, Optional Required for structure fires . 
Generating Most only. 
Smoke- Type 

Material [none] . Added, Optional Required for structure flres 
Generating Most only. 
Smoke- Form 

Main Avenue of Main Avenue of Same as Same data. 
Smoke Travel Smoke Spread 

.. 
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Detection Signal or . Same as Three data elements became 
System Type Warning System one. Reduction: two data 

- elements. 
. Type 

-

Means of 
Activation 

Type Detectors 

Detection [none] Added ___ .. .Overlaps former field "Signal 
System Power or.Warning System Type". If 
Supply no detection· system present, .. ' 

leave blank. 

Detection Signal or Same as Same data. 
System Warning System 
Peliormance Effectiveness 

. Detection [none] Added Overlaps former field "Signal ..... -
System Reason or Warning System 
for Failure Effectiveness" . Applies only 
... if a detection system is present 

and fails to operate .. If no 
.. detection system present, · 

leave blank. 

,,_Extinguishing Spijnlders - · Same as Three data elements became 
··System Type Type . .. one . Reduction: two data 

Standpipes - elements. 

Type 
' 

Special Hazard 
Protection -

... Type 
' 

.. .. 
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Extinguishing Sprinklers Same as Four data elements became 
System Effectiveness one. Reduction: three data 

__ .. 
Performance 

Standpipes elements. 

Effectiveness 

Portable .• 

Extinguishers 
Effectiveness 

Special Hazard 
Protection 
Effectiveness 

. 

Extinguishing [none] Added Overlaps former fields on 
System Reason effectiveness of sprinklers, 
for Failure standpipes, and special hil.zard 

protection. If no 
extinguishing system present, 
leave blank. 

Sprinkler Heads [none] Added Overlaps former fie~d 
-Type "Sprinklers - Type". If no 

sprinkler system present,· 
leave blank. 

Sprinkler Heads [none] Added Overlaps former field 
-Number "SpriDkl.ers - Effectiveness" 
Activated If no sprinkler system present; 

leave blank. If system was 
present but no heads activated, 
enter 000. 

[none] Portable Deleted Deleted 
Extinguishers -
Type 

[none] Private Brigade - Deleted Deleted 
Type 

[none] Private Brigade - ·Deleted Deleted 
Effectiveness 

[none] Watchman Deleted Deleted .. 
Effectiveness 

[none] Other Facilities Deleted Can be reported as 
Effectiveness "Undetermined" sprinkler 

.. system "Performance". .. 

l342 
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e Section D 

Fire Service Firefighter - Same as .. 
Casualty- Number lnjurec;I 

~ .. ' 
• i .• 

Ipjuries 
" 

Fire Service · . Firefighter - Same as . Same data ... 
Casualty- Number of 
Fatalities Deaths 

Non-Fire Service Civilians- Same as Same data. 
Casualty- Number Injured 
Injuries 

on-Fire Service Civilians- Same as Same data. · 
Casualty- Number of 
Fatalities Deaths 

Section E: [Optional per H & S Code 
.Emergency § 13110.5, as iunended by 

Service Ch. 345/87] 
·Incidents Required for each incident in 

which the Situation Found is 
coded 31-32 and 35-39. 
RecOrd "Type of Action 
Taken" in Section G. Not 
required when giving Mutual 
Aid to another department. 

Number of 
Patients 

Highest ~vel of [none] [Not in SFM Table] 
Care Capable of 
Being Provided-
Fire 

Highest Level of [none] [Not in SFM Table] 
Care Capable of 
Being Provided -
Other 

Highest Level of ,[none] [Not in SFM Table] . 
Care Being 
Provided - Fire 

_'1343 
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... , ... 

e Highest Level of [none] [Not in SFM Table]. 
Care Being 
Provided - Other 

EMS Situations [Not in SFM Table] 
Found (up to4) 

Number of [none] [Not in'SFM Table)' 
Patients 
Transported by 
Fire Dept. 

Number of [none] [Not in SFM Table] 
Patients 
Transported by 
Pvt. Amb. 

Number of [none] [Not in SFM TableJ 
Patients 
Transported by 
Coroner 

Number of [none] [Not in SFM Table] 
Patients 
Transported by 
Other 

Section F: [Optional per H & S Code 
Hazardous § 131105, as amended by 
Materials Ch. 345/87] 
Incidents Required for each incident in 

which the Situation.Found is 
coded 41 to.43. Not required 
when giving Mutual Aid. 
Enter "Type of Actions 
Taken" in Section G. 

Number 

Haz Mat Release [none] [Not in SFM Table] 
-Area 

Haz Mat Release [none] [Not in SFM Table] 
-Level 

Release Factors [none] [Not in SFM Table] 

(up to 4) .. 
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Contributing [none] [Not,fu SFM Table] 
Factors (up to 2) 

Estimated [none] [Not fu SFM Table] 
Number of 
Chemicals ·' .. 

Released· . 

Type of [none] [Not in SFM Table) 
Equipment 
Involved in 
Release 

Haz Mat Actions [none] [Not in SFM Table) 
TBken (up to 4) . 

' Disposition of [none] [Not in SFM Table] 
Incident 

[none] [Not in SFM Table) 

.e [none] [Not in SFM Table] 

Service Haz [none] [Not in SFM Table] 
. Casualty :.: · 

Injuries 

Fire Service Haz [none] [Not in SFM Table] 
~at CaSualty -
Fatalities 

Non-Fire Service [none] · [Not in SFM Table] 
HazMat 
Casualty-
Injuries 

Non-Fire Service [no~] [Not in SFM Table] 
HazMat 
Casualty-
Fatalities 

Chemical or [none] [Not in SFM Table] 

- Trade Name · 

:1$45 
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DOTID [Not in SFM Table] e 
Number 

DOT Hazard [Not fu SFM Table] 
Class 

CAS Number [none] [Not in SFM Table] 

Physical State :.. [none] [Not in SFM Table] 
Stored 

Physical [none] [Not in SFM Table] 
-Released 

Quantity [none] [Not in SFM Table] 
Released 

Unit of Measure [none] ·[Not in SFM Table] 

Extent of [none] [Not in SFM Table] 
Release · 

Suspected [none] [Not in SFM Table] 
Environmental 
Contamination e Container - Type [none] [Not in SFM Table] 

Container- [none] [Not in SFM Table]. 
Material 

Container- lnone] in SFM Table] 
Descri:(ltion use 

. ' Container- [Not iil SFM Table] 
Feature 

Container- [none] [Notin SFM Table] 
Capacity 

Unit of Measure 

Section G: 

Other Actions [none] [Not in SFM Table] · This field contains up to 4 
Taken two-digit codes which 

describe the actions taken by 
the fire department to put out 
the f:t.re or deal with the 
incident. Also used when 
giving Mutual Aid. e 
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Special Studies - [none] [Not in SFM Table] The local special studies field 

local is used to ·code information for 
local special studie~. if any are 
being done. The use of this 
field is a local option. 

Special Studies - [none] [Not in SFM Table] The statewide special studies 
Statewide field is used to code 

· information for statewide 
special studies. Staff notes 
that- no statewide speciai 
studies are alleged by claimant 
at this time. 

The following table summarizes the data on each of the reporting categories contained in the 
new CFIRS Manual, shown in the order in which they appear on the CFIRS-2 Fire Service 
·c:asualty Report form . 
. ;;',f,· - . 

'~~· ~1 .. 
• ·~. i<T 

··•'New CFIRS 
·: Field Name 

S~onA 

~j,re Dept. ID 
·lilfiunber 

.Old CFIRS 
Field Name 

Fire Dept. ID 
Number 

SFM Comparison 
Table 

(new v. old) shows: 

New CFIRS Manual shows 
new field to be: 

[Not in SFM Table] Same as CFIRS-1 for this 
incident .. , . . . 

Incident Number Incident Number [Not in SFM Table] Same as CFIRS-1 for this 
incident. 

· Correction: Del & Corr 
Change Delete 

Multi-Agency · [none] 
Incident Number 

[Not in SFM Table] Same as CFIRS-1 for this 
incident. 

[Not in SFM Table]· Same as CFIRS-1 for this 
incident. · Used only for 
mutual aid type incidents. · 
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Iricident Address Incident Address [Not in SFM Table] 
I Location; 

Same as CFIRS-1 for this 
incident. Not optionilJ. on the 
casualty report. Note that a 
fire service injury which 
happens en route to a f"rre 
should be reported as 

Room/ 
Apartment; ZIP 
Code 

County if 
different· 

lricident Date 

· . Dispatch Time 

Section B 

Casualty 
Number 

Sex 

Date of Birth 

Age 

Service Date 

Name (Last, 
First, MI) 

Area; Telephone 

Address/City; 
State; ZIP 

Social Security 
Number 

Employee Status 

Employee 
Assignment 

[none] 

Month-Day
Year 

Time of Injury 

Victim Number . 

Sex 

[none) 

Age 

[none) 

Name (Last, 
First, Ml) 

Tel~phone 

City or Town of 
Residence 

[none] 

Affiliation 

[none] 

occurring ·at the actual location 
rather than the fire incident 
location. 

[Not in SFM Table) Used if the casualty occurs 
outside the county in which 
the employee usually works. 

[Not in SFM Table] Same as CFIRS-1 for this 
incident. 

[Not in SFM Table) Same .as CFIRS-1 for this 
incident. 

[Not in SFM Table) Same 

[Not in SFM Table) Same 

[Not in SFM Table) Required 

[Not inSFM Table) Same 

[Not in SFMTable] Required. (From personnel 
records.) 

[Not in SFM Table] Same. 

[Not in SFM Table] Local option. 

[Not in SFM Table] Local option. 

[Not in SFM Table] Local option. 

[Not in SFM Table] Same 

[Not in SFM Table]. Required 

-1348 
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........ 
Casualty Date [none) [Not in SFM. Table]. ·. May differ from the incident 

. ' date . 
... -. ~· ~ ·~ . 

Casualty Time [none] [Not in SFM Tablet: . Will differ from dispatch time. 

Severity Severity · [Not in SFM Table} Was formerly a check box for 
injury or death. 

Primary Nature of [Not in SFM Table) Same. 
Symptom Casuatty 

Secondary Nature of [Not in SFM Table] Same 
.. ' 

·- .. .. 
Symptom Casualty 

. 

Parts of Body Part of Body [Not in SFM Table] Same 
Affected (up to Affected 
4) 

Activity at Time Activity at Time [Not in SFM Table] Same 
of Casualty of Casualty 

\Yllfl.~e:,Casualty [none] [Not in SFM Table) Required; to differentiate en-
6Ccimed · route casualties from fire 

.. scene casualties . .. 

-- Cause of -Cause of · [Not in SFM Table] Same-
Casualty Casualty 

... 

Medical Care [none]. [Not in SFM Table] Required 
Provided · 

Disposition of Disposition of [Not in SFM Table] Same 
Casualty Victim 

Contributing [none] [Not in SFM Table] Required 
Equipment: 
Used (up to 3) 

Contributing [none] [Not in SFM Table] Required 
Equipment: ... 
Status (up to 3) 

Contributing [none] [Not in SFM Table] Required 
Equipment: 
Performance (up 
to 3) .. 
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..... -~···· 

Comments Summary ' [Not in SFM Table] Local option. (Formerly, 
:·::··; . departments were. required to 

" "Describe How Casualty 
.. ·' Occurred".) 

' -

The following table summarizes the data on each of the reporting categories contained in the 
new CFIRS Manual, shown in the order in which they appear on the CFIRS-3 Non-Fire 

· Service Casualty Report form. 

NewCFIRS 
Field Name 

Section A 

Fire Dept. ID 
Number 

Iticident Number 

Correction: 
Change Delete 

Multi-Agency 
. Incident Number 

Incident Address 
I Location; 
Room/ 
Apartment; ZIP 
Code 

'Incident Date 

Dispatch Time 

Section B 

Casualty 
Number 

Sex 

Date of 

OldCFIRS 
Field Name 

Fire Dept. ID 
Number 

Incident Number 

Del & Corr 

[none] 

Incident Address 

Month-Day~ 

Year 

Time 

Victim Number 

Sex 

[none] 

SFM Comparison 
Table 

(new v. old) shows: 

[Not in SFM Table] 

[Not in SFM Table] 

[Not in SFM Table] 

in SFM Table] 

[Not in SFM Table] 

New CFm.s Manual shows 
new field to be: 

Same as CFIR.S-1 for this 
incident. 

Same as CFIR.S-1 for this 
incident. 

Same as CFIR.S-1 for this 
incident. 

Same as CFIR.S-1 for this 
incident. Used only for 
mutUal aid type incidents. 

Same as CFIRS-1 for this 
incident. Not optional on the 
casualty report. 

[Not in SFM Table] Same as CFIRS-1 for this 
incident. 

[Not in SFM Table] Same as CFIRS-1 for this 
incident. 

[Not in SFM Table] 

[Not in SFM Table] Same 

[Not in SFM Table] Required 

e 
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Age ~ge [Not in SFM Table] Same 
-· -··. 

Involvement 
.. ·-· 

[none] [Not in SFM Table] Local option. -·· 
-· 

Code -- ---.-,.. " 

Name (Last, -; ~~'-;:~· :Name (Last, [Not in SFM Table] Same 
First, MI) .. First, Ml) 

Area; Tel~hone Telephone [Not in SFM Table] Local option. 

Address/City; City or Town of [Not in SFM Table] Local option. 
State; ZIP Residence 

" •· -
Casualty Date [none] [Not in SFM Table] May differ from the incident 

. . - . .. date. ' .. .. 

Casualty Time [none]. [Not in SFM Table] Will differ from dispatch time.-

Severity [none] · [Not in SFM Table] Required .. '"' 

Affiliation Affiliation [Not in SFM Table] same·_ 
Familiarity with Familiarity of [Not in SFM Table] Same 
Structure Victim with 

' . 

. ~~.:' ·:: . Structure 

• 
Locat~o~ of Location of [Not in SFM Table] Same 
Casualty at Time Victim at Time 
of Ignition of Ignition 

Condition Before Condition [Not in SFM Table] Same 
Casualty Before Injury 

Condition Condition [Not in SFM Table] Same .. 
Preventing Preventing 
Escape ViCtim's Escape 

Activity at Time Activity at Time [Not in SFM Table] Same 
of Casualty of Casualty 

Cause of Cause of [Not in SFM Table] Same 
Casualty Casualty 

Apparent Nature of [Not in SFM Table] Same 
Symptom Casualty. 

Parts of Body Part of Body [Not in SFM Table] Same 
Affected (up to Affected 
4) 

Disposition of Disposition of [Not in SFM Table] Same 
Casualty Victim ., 
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Comments Summary [Not in SFM Table] Local option. (Formerly, 
departm~nts were required to 
"Describe How Casualty 
Occurred".) · 

e· 
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MAILING LIST 
CSM-4419A 
Claim of City of Newport Beach 
Chapter 758, StatUtes of 1972 
Health & Safety Code 13110.5 
California Fire Incidence Reporting System 
New CFIRS Manual..:.. Version 1.0 July, 1990 

Mr. James M. Apps _ 
Department of Finance 
915 L Street, 8th floor 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
Tel: 916-445-8913 
Fax: 916-327-0225 

Mr. Jol,tn Korach (B-8) 
Div. Of Accounting & Reporting 
State Controller's Office 
3301 C Street Room 501 
Sacramento, CA, 95816 
Tel: 916-445-8156 
Fax: 916-323-4807 

Mr. Allan Burdick 
SB 90 Services 
David-M. Griffith & Associates 
4320 Auburn Blvd. Suite 200 
Sacramento, CA 95841 
l'e1:916 /485-8102 _ 
Fax: 916 /482-0111 

James Wait F-8 
- Assistant State Fire Marshal 

Office of the State Fire Marshal 
7171 Bowling Dr. 
P o :Box 944246 
Sacramento- CA 94244-2460 

· Tel: 916/262-1881 
Fax: 916/262-1877 

A-15 

i:l353 

Fort Hartsfield 
Battalion Chief/Fire Marshal _ 
San Ramon Valley Fire Protection District 
1500 Bollinger Canyon Road 
San Ramon CA 94583 
Tel: 510/838-6600 
Fax: 510/838-6629 

Mr. Glen Everroad, Revenue Mgr. 
City of Newport Beach 
3300 Newport Blvd. 
Newport Beach CA 92663 
Tel: 7i4/644-3144 
Fax: 714/644-3073 

/ 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA-THE RESOURCES AGENCY :·. · .. 

DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY AND FIRE PROTECTION 
.•. 0. Box 944246 
. ACRAMENTO, CAliFORNIA 94244-2460 

R 

· Kirk Stewart 
Executive Director 
Commission on State Mandates 
1300 I Street, Suite 950 
Sacramento, California 95B14 

Dear Mr. Stewart: 

February 4, 1997 

---·~--- . -

.\ FEB 0 6 1~97 
•. : I (JN 
. .:..'JES · 

Test Claim: CSM-4419 - New CFIRS Manual 

. ·.--·.~-

As a result of the pre-hearing conference conducted ·on January 31, 1997, we are providing the 
. . .~ , . -· - . foiiowlng materials to be entered Into the record for the purpose of clarification: 
._ .... .,...:...,..-- ··-~·-.. -~ ---- .. ' ·~--·- ~-. . .. .. 
-~- ... f 

. 1, I Copy of the official letter (dated September, 19B9} transmitting the updated California 
Fire Incident Reporting System (CFIRS} documentation to all California Fire Chiefs. 
(Please note the Inclusion of the Q&A booklet.) 

2. Copy of the original Q&A booklet which clearly defines the reporting of "Fires" as the 
only mandatory requirement, end Haz Mat, EMS and other incidents as optional (see 
page 5) .. · 

3. Copy of the official notice to all California Chief Fire Officials (dated June 30, 1992), 
·explaining the allowance for reporting fires on paper forms. (Reporting by form Is 
restricted to fires only because that is the only mandate.) 

4. Copy of revised Q&A reference document incorporating the reporting-by-form option. 

ColleCtively, these documents further confirm that the updated CFIRS merely continued the . 
mandate for reporting fires- which has been In place for the past 25 years; end additionally, provided 
new options for reporting all types of other Incidents at the discretion of the local agency. 

I trust this Information will be helpful to further clarify the issues under discussion. 

Sincerely, 

cc: All Interested Parties 
(See Attached "Proof of Service'~ 

Enclosures 
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PROOF OF SERVICE 

Test Claim Name: 
. Test Claim Number: 

New CFIRS Manual 
CSM-4419 

I, the undersigned~ declare as follows: 

On February 5, 1997, I enclosed In a sealed envelope to be deposited in the United States Mall the 
attached documents from the California Department of ForeStry and Fire Protection, Office of .the State 
Fire Marshal, In said cause, to the Commission on State Mandates, and by placing a true copy thereof: 
(1) to claimants and nonstate agencies enclosed In a sealed envelppe to be deposited In the United 
States Mall at Sacramento, California: and (2) to state agencies .In the normal pickup location at 7171 
·Bowling Drive, Suite 700, Sacramento, California, for Interagency Mall Service, addressed as follows: 

(VIa United States Mall): 

Kirk Stewart, Executive Director 
Commission on State Mandates 
1300 I Street, Suite 950 
Sacramento, California 95814 

SB90 Service 
c/o David M. Griffiths & Associates 
Attention: Allan Burdick · 
4320 Auburn Boulevard, Suite 200 
Sacramento, California 95841 

San Ramon Valley Fire Protection District 
Attention: Fort-Hartsfield 
Battallqn Chief/Pire Marshal 
1500 Bollinger Canyon Road 
San Ramon, California 94583 

City of Newport Beach 
Attention: Glen Everroad 
Revenue Manager · 
3300 Newport Boulevard 
Newport Beach, California 92663 

(VIa Interagency Mall Service:) 

Legislative Analyst's Office 
Atte.ntion: Marianne O'Malley . 
925 L Street, Suite 1000, IMS Code B-29 
Sacramento, California 95814 

James M. Apps 
Department of Finance 
IMS Code A-15 
915 L Street, Bth Floor 
Sacramento, California 95814 

John Korach 
Division of Accounting and Reporting 
State Controller's Office 
3301 C Street, Room 501 , lMS Code B-8 
Sacramento, California 95816 

James Wait, Assistant State Fire Marshal 
Office of the State Fire Marshal 
Department of Forestry and Fire Protection 
P. 0. Box 944246, IMS Code A-45 · 
Sacramento, California 94244-2460 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing Is true and 
correct, and that this declaration was executed on February 5, 1997, at Sacramento, California. 

' ' . 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA-STATE AND CONSUMER SERVICES AGENCY 

·STATE. FIRE MARSHAL 
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF 

· ~ BOWLING DRIVE, SUITE 600 

.RAMENTO, CA 93823 . 

TO AU. CALIPORNIA FIRE CHIEFS 

. ·. ~ ; 

GEORGE DEUKME.JIAN, Govemor 

(916)427-<1161 
ATSS466-4161 

1. am very proud to provide you this package of materials which descnbes the format and specifications 
for the new CPIRS. 

The new program differs from the existing CFIRS in four major areas: 

• The "Fire" portion. has been completely reworked to include the information needed to meet 
the challenge of contemponuy fire prevention and control issues. 

. ' . 

• It is an all-incident system capable of capturing vital .information about any type of dispatch · 
Fire, EMS, Haz Mat or Public Assistance calls. 

• It is based on the 1990 version of the NPPA Coding Standard which provides an expanded 
selection of codes ·and improved definitions. 

• The fire fighter injury record enables all on-duty injuries to be recorded, whether connected 
to an incident or not. · · 

Additional improvements are outlined in the enclosed list of objectives that guided the design of, and 
will be m.et by, the new CFIRS .. The other materials in this package are: 

• Copies of the three new forms. These provide a "blueprint' of the incident and casualty 
information contained in the program. It 'is verv important you understand these forms 
cannot be used for reporting your incidents to the CSFM for the time being. Please refer to 
the Q&A booklet for further explanation. · 

• The record layout and specifications. These provide the molds into which all CFIRS records 
· must fit. There can be no exceptions • every CFIRS record must meet this criteria. 

.• A Q&A booklet. This provides answers to the most frequently asked questions about the new 
CFIRS. If you do not find the answer there, it tells you who to contact for further assistance. 

• A return notification form. This will let us know what your 'plans are for implementing the 
new CFIRS so we can prepare the needed support here, and also so we can provide you any 
other reference materials you may need. · 

This is one of the most significant and ambitious statewide efforts undertaken since the advent of 
CFIRS in 1973.' It is.happening because of what is becoming the hallmark of the C~ifomia Fire 
Service • "working together". It started with your input to our 5-year Master Plan. It was molded and 
nurtured by your representatives on the CFIRS Advisory Committee. And now we are at the threshold 
of pioneering a new era in incident information technology. 

I· share with you the pride in what has been accomplished, and 1ook fotward with you to the many 
benefits this joint effort will produce in the future .. 

Sincerely, 

··~ 

~McMullen, Chief 
State Fire Marshal 

TElECOMMUNICATION DEVICE FOR THE DEAF (916) 427..C186 

September, 1989 
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Answers to common 
questions about 
Implementing 
the new California 

. Fire Incident 
Reporting System 

Prepared By The CFIRS Unit 
. Edward Sslts, Program Manager 
Alta Wldsnsr. CRRS Coordinator 

James F. McMullen, Chief 
California State Fire Marshal 

7171 Bowling Drive, Suite 600 
Sacramento, CA 95823 
(916) 427-4180 
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......;. ___ ___, ____ ___, ____ __;.,·. L -·. 

·What are my options for implementing th~ new CPiits? 

If you are currently reporting on the CFIRS form 
(hardcopy), your only option at this time Is to use 11 
~lerocomputer (PC).-

• . or you are reporting by computer tape,· your options 
are discussed I ater .) · · .. 

· Does this mean I can't ~ the new ams form to 
report to the CSPM7 . 

That Is correct. It would be Impossible for us to handle 
the volume of the additional all·incident records 
manually; so If you. cannot provide your records on a 

. computer disk, you MUST continue-to report your fires 
on the present CPIRS form. 

How soon can I use the new format on my PC? 

January 1, 1990 • HOWEVER! ·you must first insure 
that the me your software will export to us meets the 
mandatory CSFM Standard Record Layout and Edit 
Specifications. (This lncl_udes using the 1990 version of 
the NFPA 901 Codes, along with the supplementary 
codes specified in the new CFIRS.) 

. . 
How will I know if It does or not? 

First, get a commitment in writing fi:om whomever Is 
supplying your software. · 

Private vendors are aware.of the CSPM's requirements. 
They should give YO}! a guara~tee that their product · 
meets the CSPM standard. In .fact, you should also ask 
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for a guarantee that they wut update the software 

y whenever the CSFM issues any changes .In the future. 

If you are writing your own software "in-house", then 

\". 
make sure your programmer has · and ~~~res to - the 
CSFM standard. 

What if. we want to add some other lriformation ~r our 
own use that Is not in the new CFIRS format? 

Great, go for ltl ... that's one of the major advantages 
of doing your reports on a PC .... you can "customize" 

. ' the· record.'by ADDING other information - as long as 
the CFIRS data elements remain intact. 

In fact, what your record looks like at your end is 
strictly up to you. The CRITICAL part is - when you 
aeate a file of reports to send- to us, .the computer 
MUST put the records In the EXACT fomiat specified in 
the CSPM standard .•. NO EXCEPTIONS! 

Do I send my reports to the CSPM every month, like I 
do now? 

No. You will only have to send them quarterly. 

Since the records are already edited and in computer 
~eadable form, we do not have to spread the work out 
as we do now with hardeopy·reportS. So by switching 
to quarterly input, It makes It easier on everyone • 

.. What size disks will the· CSPM accept? ' i' 
Either 5 1/4" or 3 l/2" 

.. -. 
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Do tbey have to be IBM compatible, or can l.use my 
Macintosh for lhe new CPIRS'l 

MAC's are welcome, too. 

wm You send me my disks back? 

·It's really. not cost-effective for us to renun the· disks. 
Actually, you will probably use only 4 a year, which . · 

. will be much cheaper than the cost of mailing paper 
forms as you're doing now. 

. .. 
What about sending the reporb on the telephone, by .: 
modem? - · 

That Is 'certainly in our plans for the future, but we 
want to get ~e diskette processing smoothed-out 
before we ·take on lhe telecommunications phase. 
(There's a lot more to It thiul just having a number at 
this end that you can call.) · 

We'll let you know when we're equipped to handle 
your modem transmission.. 

If fm not ready by Januaiy 1990, when can I go tO lhe 
new aiRS after that? 

It's strictly up to you. You can implement lhe. n~ -
fonnat as soon as you have the capability to produce 
the CSFM standard record on a PC. 

... 
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:We do suggest, however, that you schedule the cut-over 
to occur' it the beginning of a quarter (January, April, 
July or. October). · · 

Keep iri mirid that you will be creating a whole new 
database of information for your own use within your 

. department. You'll want to start at a time that fits · . 
logically into your other record management functions. 

Req~ember, the ftrst quarterly file Is not due until April 
of '90; so if you are ready by then, you could enter the 
first three months. records, and then you could have · 
~e ·entire year. In your new database. 

Important:· You must submit a CPIRS report for every 
fire that occurs· iri your jurisdiction. Until you convert · 
to the new format, you must submit the present 

. hardcopy form, or mairiframe tape - whichever applies 
In your case. · 

How is the CSPM going to put the new records 
together. with the old ones? 

This is an area we had to compromise a bit iri order to 
allow for a· phase-In of the new format. 

We wilt extract from the new record the data elements 
that are on_ the present .CPIRS form, and then convert 
the riew codes to the old codes. The converted records 
will then be merged irito the statewide database. 

This allows both the new and old formats to be used · 
'during the transition. This will end 'when the old 
· format is dlscontlriued, probably in 1992.. 
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How does that affecf the records In my department? · 

It doesn't! A major benefit in having your records in a 
PC (or a mainframe) _is thai: you can produce your own 
output reports ·anytime you want. (That's another 
reason to convert by the end of the lint quarter • so 
you11 have the· whole year's ·data to work with.) 

In other words, you can • full. advantage of the new · 
CPIRs for aU .your local information needs, regardless 
of the conVersion process that wiU be II) effect at the 
CSPM diiring th!! transition period~ 

Do I have to submil: ·a new CPIRS report for every · 
dispatdl, regardless of what it is? 

One "yes•, a "maybe", and two ·"no's". 

YES • if it's a PIRB ... NO exceptions • j~t like it's 
always been. 

MAYBE • if it's a HAZ MAT; If you are the 
"Administering Agency" for your jurisdiction,. you 
must submit a CHMIRS report to OES. · 

You have two choices: you can either send In a 
separate CHMIRS form; or you can simply enter 
the Information on a CPIRS report and we will 
have our computer give It to OES's computer. 

NO • If it's EMS. 

NO • if it's any OnmR. type of Call (ie;. pub.Iic' assist) . 

.. 
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If only fire repom are mandatory (and maybe HAZ 
MAT), why should l make a CliRS· report out on every · 
mdWma · 

We could write·a book about this one, but let's just 
: take a quiclc look at a few things you s~ould consider: 

• By having all your incidents In the same database, 
you can. access any lnfonnadon you need ·about 
all)' kmd of incident • anytime you need it. · 

• If you only report fires, what happens when EMS 
and/or HazMat is also involved? Are you going to 
make out different repom? With the new CFIRS you 
can put the entire incident on the same record . 

• 
• By using the same report for every disp.atch, you 

simplify life for everyone • and, you are going to get 
more consistent and accurate infonnation because 
only one report fonnat is used. 

. . . 
• And, the only way you can share and exchange 

information with your fellow departments Is by 
using the same language • and that language Is 
CFIRS. 

' 
. ' 
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OK, so it makes sense &om the departmeOl'a 
standpoint. but why should I send anything but 6res to 
the CSFM? · 

Again, we could gc; on for pages, but we'll just hit 
some of the high points. · 

'· 

First, there are severai facto~ ·that overlay this .whole 
issue: (1) most problems are common to all fire 
departments i:hroughout the state; (2) combining and . 
sharing infonnation (experience) is esaent)al to defining 
cause~and-efl'ect, and to shaping solutions for the · · · · 
future; and (3) public safety Is a •no boundaries• 
Issue - and must be addressed by all levels of · 
government; therefore, your data Is equally ·valuable at 
the s~te and national level as well. 

e Now, let's get Haz Mat out of the way. Assuming 
you are the Administering Agency for your . 
jurisdiction (as most fire departments are}, then you 
have to submit a CHMiRS report on every HM 
Incident Why make out a separate paper fonn, · 
when all you need do Is enter the Incident on a 
CPIRS record in your PC (or mainframe}? AND, at 
the same time, you are making an Important 
contribution to id~ntifying the nature and ~cope of 
the HM problem in our state, as well as measuring 
the resources t,:ommitted by the fire service in 
responding to HM emergencies. 

• EMS is much the same thing. We know In a general 
way that EMS Is now the priJ:aclpal workload In 
virtually every fire department But the· only way to 
measure· the magnitude of this demand - and enable 
the 11harlng of experience (infonnation) • Is to 
assemble the data in a common statewide database . 
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• Other miscellaneous calls complete the· picture of 
the services you provide ... and when added together 
with those from all other departments, they defme 
the entire scope of services provided by the 
California Fire Service. · 

EspecialJy for Mainframe'm 

What options do I have if my department submits 
QIIRS reports by compUter tape? 

Initially, if you want to continue to submit on tape,. 
you don't have to do anything different than you are 
doing now - we the existing fonnat. However, there 
is an option if you want to Implement the new 
format in 1990. 

You can convert to the c:sPM Standard, hold your 
records untD the end of the year, and then submit .. 
them on one tape ... 

There are three critical conditions that must be met: 

1 The new records must be submitted exactly as 
specified In the CSFM Standard. 

1 All required edits m~t be performed according to 
th!i! specifications. .. 

• You must submit a record for each fire that 
occurred (either in the old fonnat, the new 
format; or divided between the two if you convert 
at some time other than January 1st.). 

.. 
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What about after 19907 

Beginning In 1991, you will submit your records 
quarterly, If you are using the new fonnat. . 

You may continue to use the old fonnat during '91 If · 
additional time Is needed to accomplish your . 
conversion. Tapes In the old fonnat will continue to be 
submitted monthly. (We need the data in smaller 
increments. to enable us to handle the edit corrections. 
This wlll not be necessary. with the new f9nnat 
bt!cause your computer wlll edit the records before they 
come to us.) 

Are there any other options £or tape departmenb? 

Yes, yo_u can collect your Incident data on PC's. (There 
are some unique advantages to this approach that you 
may want to explore.) 

What .is the deadline for tape departments to be, on the 
new system? 

January, 1992. .(You actually have an additional three 
mon~. because the fir9t quarters reports are not due 
untlr April.) 

But t:Jte longer .you wait, the longer it will be before 
you can benefit from the. expanded all-incident fonnat 
And the sooner everyone Is using the new CPIRS, the 
sooner We can begin to draw dividends from the new 
scope of infonnation that wltl be available on a . 
regional and statewide basis. 

i 

I 
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About Training 

How can I get training on the new CPIRS? 

Since you can only use the new fbnnat on a PC or 
mainframe computer, the training you'll need Is going 
to be mostly on how to use the software that you 
install in your department. · 

This is another area you'll want to explore when you 
are considering which software package to we·· does · 
the vendor provide training? 

Why doesn't the CSFM put on classes arowd the state? 

Let's explain It this way. 

First, the transition to the new. fonnat wUl be occurring 
over a two 'year period ·.with departments cont~rtlng 
at various times whenever they're ready. This phase-in 
process makes it highly impractical to conduct training 
on a regional basis. · 

Another reason is everyone will not be using the same 
software. :Your program may be handled very 
differently from your neighbor's. So, although you are 
collecting the same basic data, your procedures may 
not be the same. · 

Finally, we have designed the new CFIRS Manual to be 
as user-friendly as possible; and if it works ·uke we 
thlnli it will, you should have no trouble understanding 
the new format . 

.. 
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What if I just want to learn more about what the new 
CFIRS is like? 

This answer comes. In a varietY of shapes~ 

One is the material Included in the Announcement 
package that was sent to each department. 

Another Is the SFM Journal. We have published several 
· · · articles already, and will continue to keep you updated· 

on issues of interest. · 

We also plan to offer an "Overview of the New CFIRS" 
orientation program to be presented at regional or 
statewide meetings of fire service groups and 
organizations. We hope to have this available early 
next year . 

. . 
. Who can I talk to if I need more information? 

If you need information or advice about technical 
matters, such aS processing the data from your 
department to the CSPM, you can call Joe Kelly, our 
DP Unit Coordinator, at (916) -427:-4269. 

If you have questions about the new CFIRS in general; 
or any aspect not related to data processing, the CPIRS 
Unit staff Is here to assist you. Just call Ed Seits at 
(916) 427-4462, or Alta Widener at 418(). · 

.. ... 
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sr ... TE OF CAUFORNI"-5T"TE ... NO CONSUMER SERVICES ... GENCY 

STATE FI~E MARSHAL 
OFFICE OF THE OIIEF 

- BOWLING DRIVE, SUITE. 600 
WR"MENTO, CA '95823-2000 

OFFICIAL NOTICE 
TO ALL CALIFORNIA CHIEF FIRE OFFICIALS .· 

PETE WILSON, Govemor 

(916) 427-4161 
... TSS 466-4161 

June 30, 1992 

The purpose of this letter is twofold: to advise you of an immediate change in the 
requirement for the method of submitting reports under the updated version of CFIRS; 
and to ask for your help to affirm CFIRS' role in the future of fire and life safety 

. protection in California~ · 

In the historical perspective, the development of CFIRS resulted directly from a 
legislative initiative by fire service leaders, and has been a collaborative effort ever since 
its inception in 1973. The California Fire Service can be justly proud of its past I 

leadership in establishing a methodology for a statewide fire incident information system, 
which became a model for the nation. · 

In the ensuing 18 years, we have experienced unprecedented ch'anges in our built
environment (building designs, construction methods and materials, etc.), as.well.as 
significant advancements in automatic detection and extinguishing systems technology. 
This exj>erience brought to light the need to expand our knowledge - and therefore our 

. understanding- of how these, and other emerging factors, influence contemporary fire 
and life safety protection and prevention issues. . · · · 

Again, the fire service re$ponded with a collaborative effort to "modernize" our 
incident data system to provide the information needed to make valid judgements and 
informed decisions in today's world. The result was the updated version of CFIRS.' · 

~ important component of the modernization strategy is to convert the records from 
a manual to an electronic format. This is reflected in. the current policy that all reports 
for the updated version must be submitted on computer tape or diskette. This objective 
is intended to simplify and streamline report processing, and- greatly improve data 
accessibility - at bpth the local and state level - and was never intended to create a state 
mandated cost to local government. - -

Recently,.a Test Claim was submitted to the Commission on State Mandates
claiming the updated version of CFIRS constitutes a new state mandate. Pending the 
outcome of this case, I must take immediate action to avoid this potential liability; 
therefore ... · 

Effective Immediately, the method for. submitting reports for the updated 
version of CFIRS may be either by mainframe tape or PC/MAC diskette; OR bv 
CSFM hardcopy forms for fires only. 

.. 
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California Chief Fire Officials 
June 30, 1992 
Page2 · 

Your only obligation for compliance with Health & Safety Code Section 13110.5 is to· 
report all fires in· the prescribed updated format Although CFIRS now provides you the 
opportunity to capture information on all incidents in a single uniform manner, this is at 
your option.· (It is important to note that if you elect not to report Hazardous Materials 
incidents through CFIRS, you must submit a separate report to OES if you are the 
Administering Agency.) 

Several years of work - spearheaded by the extraordinary efforts of the CFIRS 
Advisory Committee with the support of the State Board of Fire Services - have gone 
into positioning the California fire service's incident data resources to meet the 
challenges we face today and into the future. We again haye the opportunity to resume 
our national leadership in the application of innovative and progressive incident · · 
information technology - with the ultimate beneficiaries being the citizens we protect. 

I commend those of you who have already converted to the new format There are 
·now over 100,000 records in the statewide database, with about 20% being fires. As this 
base of information g:rows, ·so will our understanding of the fa.ctors which contribute to · 
the causes and consequences of events which threaten lives, property and our natural · . 
r~ources. Equally important will be our increased ability to effectively target prevention 
efforts and measure their affects; as well as to ·quantify the fire service resources · 
committed in the delivery of emergency services to the public. 

· For those of you who have yet to take the .Plunge, I urge you to actively pursue and 
support your department's conversion to the updated CFIRS. 

This briiigs me to the second. purpose for this letter. During this transition from the 
old to the new format, we need to have some idea of where you are in the process. This 
is especially critical to plami.ing for our support services at this end; and is also crucial to 
the analysis of data contained in the statewide database. 

I ask you to simply fill-in the brief, self-mailer response form (attached), and ,return it 
to me as soon as possible. (You might want to do it right now while you are thinking 
about it.) If you would like to add additional comments, those would be welcome too. 

Please accept my· personal "Thanks!" for your attention to this very important matter. 

Jr;~ 
RONNY 2LEMAN 
State Fire Marshal 
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Cfllt{ornill Dqartment of Forestry 
Ojfice of the California State Fire Mar~. 

C4lifor1Jia Fire Incident Reporting System 
· (CFIR8 Program) , 

.. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

· REGARDING THE NEW 

CFIRS FORMAT 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA . 
Pete Wll.sonJ Governor 

Department of Forestry and Fire Protectlon 
Richard Wilson, Dil'ector 

·Ronny J. Coleman· 
Californitl StJJte Fife Manhal 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
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e ANSWERS TO COMMON QUESTIONS 

Q. Why didn't the State Fire Marshal's office provide the fire departments with a 
basic statewide CF1RS software package'! 

A. Believe me, life would have been a lot simpler if there had b~en only one 
software program! · 

The CSFM and the CFIRS Advisory Committee (CFAC) preferred to go that 
way, but unfortunately, it's not as easy as it sounds. 

First and foremost, '!Ne did not have the staff to develop the software .. This meant 
it would be necessary to contract for the work • which is a long and costly process. 
The state was experiencing s·evere budgets cuts, so the prospect of obtaining . 
additional funding·was out of the question. (Sound familiar?!) · 

Another factor was that many departments already had • or were in the process of 
converting to • computer based record systems for other functions within their 
departments. It would have been next to .impossible to create a single software . 
package that could be integrated with all these di.fferent local systems.· 

Also considered was the fact that a variety of commercial software producers were 
already providing fire service records systems. Most were experienced in 
supporting fire incident reporting in the NFIRS format, so developing a CFIRS 
program could be accomplished in relatively short order. This also supported the 
concept of involving the private sector in serving the needs of gove111ment. 
Another benefit of this approach was to give fire departments a variety of 
software to choose .from. 

Along with this, the CSFM/CFAC encouraged vendors to produce "bare-bones" 
versions th_at could be purchased at a minimal cost by those departments that 

. were only interested in automating the fire reporting function - which many of 
them did. 

We hope this explanation gives you a better understanding of why we bad to take 
the position we did at the time. 

Q. What are my options for Implementing the revised CF1RS'l 

A. Either by microcomputer (PC) for all-incident reporting, or hardcopy on the 
revised format form for fires only. 

e .. 
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Q. When did. the State Fir~ Marshal's Office start acceptlng data on the PC for the 
revised fonnl!.t? · 

A. Januazy 1, 1990 . 
(Not~: Files submitted must meet the mandatory CSFM Standard Record Iityout 
and Edit Specifications. This includes using the 1990 version of the NFPA 901 
Codes, along with the suppleD)entary codes specified in the revised CFIRS 
Specification Manual and user's guide.) · -

Q. How will I know If my software meetS the <;:SFM standards? 

A. First, get a commitment in writing from whomever is supplying your software . 

. Private vendors are· aware- of the CSFM's requirements. They should give you a 
guarantee that their product meets the CSFM standard. In fact, you should also 
ask for a guarantee that they will update the software whenever the CSFM issues 
any changes in the future. CSFM commitment is to update only once a year (if 
needed). 

If you are writing you own software "in-house", then make sure your programmer 
has - and adheres to • the CSFM standards that are in the Specifications and the 
CFIR~ code manuaJ. · - · · 

Q. What if we want to add some other information for our own use that Is not In the 
new CFIRS format? 

A. Great, go for it!... that's one of the major advantages of doing your reports on a 
PC .... you can "customize" the record by ADDING other information - as long as 
the CFIRS data elements remain intact. 

In fact, what your record looks like at your end is strictly up to you. The 
CRIDCAL part is - when ·you create a file of reports to send to us, the computer 
MUST put the records in the EXACT format specified in the CSFM 
standard ... NO EXCEPTIONS! 

_ Q. Do I send my reports to the CSFM every month, like I do now? 

A. ~ for hardcopy departments 
NQ for automated departments. You will only have to send them quarterly. 

Since the records are already edited and in. computer readable form, we .do not 
have to spread the work out as we do now -.yith the hardcopy reports. So by 
switching to quarterly input, it makes it easier for everyone. 

(CFIRS Q&.A Rev. 3/96) 



Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. 

What size disk wlll be accepted by the CSFM'l 

5W and 3W' disks are both acceptable (See further instructions in the CFIRS. 
Manual Introduction Section for submitting disks). 

Do the disks have to'be mM compatible, or can I use my Macintosh for the new 
CFIRS'l .. . . . . 

Yes, MAC's are welcome too. 

Q. Will my disks be returned? 

A. It's really not cost~effective for us to return the disks. ActUally, you will, probably 
use only 4·disks a·year, which 'Will be much. cheaper than the cost of mailing paper 

. forms. · 

. Q, What about sending the reports over the telephone line by modem? 

A· The capability is there now. Instructions are.in ¢e CFIRS Manual (Introduction 
Section). Before making a decision to up load by modem, be sure and consider 
the cost of the line transmission for submitting the file. · 

Q. Currently, I'm not ready to submit by disk. After I attain the capablllty, when is 
the best time to convert over to the revised CFIRS'l · 

A. It is strictly up to you. You can implement the new format as soon as you have 
the capability to produce the CSFM standard record on a PC. We do suggest, 
however, that you schedule the cut~over to occur at .the beginning of a quarter 
(January, April, July or October). · 

Remember, the first quarterly file is not due until April of each year; so if you are 
ready by then, you could enter the first three months records. Then you could 
have the entire year in your new database. 

Q. Do I have to submit a new CFIRS report· for every dispatch regardless of what It 
is? · · 

A. One, ''yes", a "niaybe", and two "no's". 

YES - if it's a FIRE ... NO exceptions - just like its always been. 

(CFIRS Q&A Rev. 3/!16) 



MAYBE - if it's a HAZ MAT. If you are the "Administering Agency" for your 
· ·jurisdiction, you must submit a CHMIRS report to OES. e 

You have two choices: 

• you can either send in a separate CHMIRS form or, 
• you can simply enter the information oti a CFIRS report and we will 

have our computer give it to OES's eomputer. 

, NO - if it's EMS. , 

. ·NO·- if it's any OTHER type. of call (i.e.; public assist). 

Q. If only fire reportS are mandatory (maybe HAZ MAT), why should I make a 
CFIRS report out on every lncldent'l 

A. We could write a book about this one, but let's just take a quick look at a few 
things you should consider: 

• 

•• 

By having all your incidents in the. same database, you can access any 
information you need - about any kind of incident - anytime you need it . 

. If you only report fires, what happens when EMS and/or HAZ MAT is also . 
involved? Are you going to make out different reports? With the revised. 
CFIRS you can put. the entire incident on the same record. 

• By using the same report for every dispatch, you simplify life for everyone -
and, you are going to get more .consistent and accurate information 
because ~nly one. report format is used. 

• And, the only way you can share and exchange information with your 
fellow departments is by using the same language - and that language is 
CFIRS. 

Q. · Okay, so it makes sense from the department's standpoint, but why should I send 

A. 

anything but fir~ to the CSFM'l . · · 

A:gain, we could go on for pages, "ut we'll just hit some of the high points. 

First of all there are several.factors that overlay this whole issue: (1) most 
problems are common to all fire departments throughout the state; (2) combining 
and sharing information (experience) is essential to defining cause-and-effect, and 

· to shaping solutions for the future; and (3) public safety is a "no boundaries" 
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issue and must be addressed by all levels of government. Therefore, your data is 
equally valu'able at the state and national level as well. 

• Now, let's get Haz Mat out of the way. Assuming you are _the 
Administering Agency for your jurisdiction (as most fire departments are); 
then you have to submit a CHMIRS report ori every Haz Mat iricident. 
Why make out a separate paper form when all you _need to do is enter the 
incident oil a CFlRS record in your PC or mainframe? AND, at the same· 
time, you are making an important Contribution. to identifying the nature 
and scope of the Haz Mat problem in our state, as well as ~easuring the 
resources committed . by the fire service in responding to Haz Mat 
emergencies. - · 

• EMS is much the same thing. We. know in a general way that EMS is n6w 
. · the prinCipal workload in virtually every fire department. But the only way. 

to measure the magnitude of this demand and enable the sharing of · 
experience (information) -is to assemble the data in a c6mmon statewide 
database. 

• Other miscellaneous calls complete the picture of the services you 
provide ... and when added together with those from all other departments, 
they define the entire scope of services provided by the California Fire 
Service. · 

. . 
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ESPECIALLY FOR MAINFRAME'ERS 

Q. What options do I have if my department submits CFIRS reports by computer , .. 
tape? . 

A. There are ·two critical conditions that must be met: 

• The new records must be submitted exactly as specified in the CSFM . 
standard.· 

• All required edits must be performed according to the specifications. 

If these two conditions cannot be met at this time, in. the interim, you might 
consider hardcopy reporting. 

Q. Are there other options for tape departments'! 

A. Yes, you can collect your mcident data on PC's. '(There are some unique 
advantages to this approach that you may want to explore.) 

.. 
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INFORMATION ON SELECfiNG A SOFfWARE VENDOR 

The State Fire Marshal's office does not certify ·software packages; however, we are 
happy to provide you with a list a vendors who have developed software for the revised 
CFIRS system. . . 

' 

1. The software being offered meets State specifications as described in 
the code manual, edit specifications and reoord layouts. (Note: 
These are minimum standards required by the state; you might have 
adoitionai. system requirements.) 

2. The vendor will support all changes/revisions made to the system by 
the s~te. You should attempt to negotiate that this be done at no 
additional cost. 

3. The vendor is reputable and will be available to resolve problems 
and to support future system changes/revisions. 

4.· Your departmental data, once entered into the vendor's program, 
will successfully pass the California State. Fire Marshal's · 
content/context edit checks. 

Note: If you would like a copy of the list of vendors, please call (916) 262-1926. 

.. 
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.QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON HARDCOPY REPORTING 

--.····:. 
Q. . If we are repo~lng by hardcopy, can we report all our incidents (I.e. HazMat, 

EMS, etc.)? . 

A. No. Fires Only-- Situation(s) Found ttl: uSing cod.es 10-17, & 19 

Q. · How do I know what fields are required for the CFIRS-1 (Rev. 2/93) form? 

A. There must be an entry in every field with a black triangle in the upper right 
comer. If left blank, the report will be rejected because of a fatal error. Keep in. 
mind. that all·fields are required if applicable to the incident. Also, if the field 
does not have a triangle it doesn't mean it's not required for certain types of fire. 
For example: Situation Found 15 (Grass/Brush fires), Fuel Model and Acres 
Burned ARE REQUIRED). . 

Note: For fields that are not applicable to the Incident, please DO NOT enter 
zero(s), leave ·blank, otherwise the zeroes will cause a fatal error. · · 

Q. Is there a "Quick Reference" or cheat sheet available? 
. . 

A. Yes. See a eopy of the "Quick Reference Guide" in the back of this booklet. 
Note: A "Quick Reference Guide" was mailed to all the fire departments. If you 
·are not able to locate a copy, please call Qur office and we will be glad to send 
you one. Also, don't forget you will be referring to the CFIRS Manual (Sections · 
A, B and C) for the proper codes, examples, definitions, etc. · 

Q. If. my department provides or receives "mutual aid", do I need _to have a Multi
Agency Incident number even though there Is not a black triangle on the CFIRS-1 
furm? · 

. . . 
A. YES I All "Mutual Aid" incidents must have a Multi-Agency Incident # or the. 

incident will kick out as a fatal error. 

Q. How often do we submit hardcopy reports? 

A. Once-a-month (by the 15th of the following month). 

(CPIRS Q&A Rev. 3/96) 
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e. Q. Ho~f}o:ng can my department report hardcopy? 

A. -This is an interim period to allow departments JJ!.Ore time for obtaining hardware 
·' ·ancJJor software. Note: Software has come down in price, and some vendors 

-qff~r a "Basic" package that's vecy afforda~le. You can call the CFIRS Project 
Coordinator, At (916) 262-1886 for further information. 

Q. - When do I need to code the "Fire Hazard Severity Zone"? 

A. Whenever you respond to a fire on State responsibility area (SRA limd). 

Q. . When do I need to code "Fuel Model" and "Acres Burned" (Section B)? 

. A. Again:, whenever you respond to a brush/grass fire (Si~ation Found 15). If left 
blank, the report will be kicked out as a Fatal error. 

Q:·, · When do I need to code "Mobile Property Involve: Type" (Section A, lin~ 13)? 
. ·-:'' 

/\:· ALWAYS! If no Mobile Property Involved in the fire, then code as 98 (Mobile 
Property Type Not Applicable). 

Q. When do I need to code "If Equipment Involved In Ignition: Type" (Section B,
llne 4)? 

A. ALWAYS! If no Equipment Involved, then code 98 (No Equipment Involved in 
Ignition). 

Note: If you are have any questions when ntllng out a flre report, please flU free to 
call the CFIRS program (916) 262-1926 or (916) 262-1886. We will be glad to 
helpyou. · · 

. ·. ~. ·-' .. -.·· (CFIRS Q&A Rev. 3/96) 



CASUALTY HARDCOPY REPORTING 

Q. What fonn do I use for casualty reportlng7 

A.· CFIRS 2-3 (rev. 3/93) for reporting ''Fire Service and Non-Fire Service" casualties. 
(See copy of reporting form in the back of this booklet.) . 

Q. , Is there a "Quick Reference" gUide for casuillty reportlng7 

A. No. The CFIRS 2-3 form is simple and self-explanatory. Don't forget you will be 
referring to the CFIRS Manual (Section D) for proper codes, examples, · · 
definitions, etc. 

Q. . When do I have to fill out a CFIRS 2-3 "Casualty Report"? 

A. For all "Fire Service" and "Non-Fire Service" fire ·related deaths and injuries - or -
"Fire SeJVice" deaths and injuries related to a "Ha2 Mat" incident. 

.. 

(CFIRS Q&A ~. 3/96) 
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Q. 

A. 

·:.~---

Q. 

OTHER.MISCELLANEOUS QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

' . . 

For "Situatlon(s) Found 57 (cover/standby/move-up), how do you code the · ·· c: .. , 

"Incident Number", "Multl·lncldent Number", "Auto/Mutual Aid" and "Actlon(s) · .. 
Taken" (In Section G)? · · 

When providing mutual aid to another department while·they are handling. 
another cali, code as follows: 

• Incident Number: . Use Incident Number assigned by your department 

• Multi-Agency Incident Number: Use the jurisdictional department's 
Incident Number for the call that caused your department to be on 
standby/cover-up. 

• · Auto/Mutual Aid: 4, 5, or 6 (whichever applies) 

• Action(s) .Taken in Section G, Code 52 (fill in) (Note: you can record to 
four. (4) Action(s) Taken). 

While on standby/cover-upJ (Sltuatlon(s) Found 57) your department Is 
dispatched to an Incident. How Is It reported? 

·.:.:~··.. . 

A. This is treated the same way as providing mutual/auto aid to another department. 
Your department reports as giving auto/mutual aid, and the jurisdictiona]_ 
department reports the incident. (The information will. be provided to them by 
your department.) 

Q. · When dispatched to an Incident and .enroute was ordered to tum back, what do 
you code for "Sltuatlon(s) Found"? 

Good Intent call, Code 61 (Incident c]eamed prior to arrival) .. · 

Q. For "Situatlon(s) Found 61 (Incident cleared prior to arrival), what time Is 
entered for "Arrival" and "End" times? 

A. For "Arrival Time", use time call was canceled~ For "End Time", use time you 
arrived back at the station.' · 

Q. If dispatched to an EMS call, and upon arrival there's no patient, (or) patient left 
·scene (or) refused treatment, how do you code. "Sltuatlon(s) Found"? 

(CFIRS Q&A Rev. 3/96) 
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A. · Code "Situation(s) Found" 66. (EMS' call w~ere injured parties have been 
transported or left scene prior to arrival. Note: If you use 31 or 32 it will put you 
in the EMS Section; which doesn't apply.) . . . . 

Q. Where can my Ore department get "Fire Hazard Severity Zone" number? 

A. From the California Department of Forestry Ranger Unit in your county: If they 
are unable to assist you, call Bob lrby at CDF, Sacramento Headquarters, at · 
(916) 653-4423 or Mike Barnes (916) 653-6198. 

Q. Where can my Ore department get "Census Tract" number?. 
··-

A. From the Census Bureau in your county. if there is no Census Bureau in your 
oounty, call your 'local Building Department. (Note: Most jurisdictions have more 

- than-one Census Tractnumber.) · 

Q. If my department provides mutual aid In another jurisdiction, who Is responsible 
for reporting the Incident? 

A. The assisting agency must provide information to the jurisdictional department 
regarding type of aid· provided. It is the responsibility of the jurisdictional 
department to report the incident. 

Q. Should any Ore Injuries and/or deaths be reported on the "Exposure" Incident 
report?· 

A. NO. All injuries and/or deaths are to be reported_ on. the main incident report. 

Q. When there Is more than on "Situation Found" on an Incident, how should .they 
be listed? 

A. The most serious situation first, followed by.the next serious situation; and so on. 

Q. On the same h'lcldent report, can you have more than one Ore listed In 
"Situatlon(s) Found? 

A. NO. The other fires must be -reported as an Exposure 

Q. On deaths and Injuries due to a Haz Mat Incident, does a Fire Casualty report 
needed to be submitted to CFIRS? 

A. A Fire-Service Casualty report is to be submitted on fire fighters. None on 
civilians (Non-Fire Service Casualty report). · · 

1388 
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Q. When a vehicle Is parked Inside a building; Is the vehicle considered an 
"Exposure"? 

A. NO. The vehicle is regarded as part ,of,.tbe building contents .. 
.... . · 

Q. . When a vehicle Is parked In the driveway and Is damaged-by a building fire (or 
any other. type of separate property) , Is the vehicle considered an "Expos~re"? · 

A. YES. The vehicle is regarded as separate prope_rty and is considered an 
"Exposure" . 

.. 

.-1389 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Attention CFIRS Users:-

Revisions to the CFIRS Manual dated (Rev. 10/95) have been mailed to all fire · 
departments. If you haven't receiV~d a revision. to your Manual, please call 
Ce Ann Malkow at (916) 262-1926. 

CFIRS Manual: 

1 . • All fire departments were provided with one copy of the. CFIRS Manual. Additional 
· . copies are $30.00 and can be purchased through the SFM Bookstore. 

• f 

CFIRS User's Workshop: 

Do. you have questions or concerns regarding the revise~ reporting system? The 
CSFM is offering half-day (9am to Noon), CFIRS User's Workshops. There is no cost 
for the workshop; but we do require a minimum of 20 participants. If your department e 

·would like to sponsor a workshop ·and invite other departments within your area, please 
call Alta Widener at (916) 262-1886 . 

CFIRS Program: 

Alta Widener, CFIRS Program Coordinator, (916) 262-1886 
Ce Ann Malkow, Program Assistant, (916) 262-19~6 

(CFIRS Q&A Rev. 3196) 
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--
SECTION A 

•,f• 

CAUFORNIA FIRE INCIDENT REPORTING SYSlEM 
ARE SERvice CASUALTY REPORT (Manllll~lnll(1! 

Fire Departmant . 

CAUFORNIA FIRE INCIDENT REPORTING SYSTEM 
NON-ARE SERVICE CASUALTY REPORT ~i§ii;ID-ffi] 

1-mi~;ml;;;;-'--'--t (Manual Rllpoltlng) 

I 

• 

.. 
7 

• : 
CASUAL TV -NUMBER 

li 
I SEX I . I DATE OF BIRTH 

I 
CODE I NAME: La~ Flm. M.L • 

I I I I _l_L_L I I I I I I I I 
ADORE88 I CITY 

I I I I I I _t• _L I I I I I I I _L 
CASUALTY DATE CASUALTY TIME 

I I I j _L I _L _L•_l 
_ .E!!!lliJARilY WITH STRUCTURE 

l 
LOCATION OF ~UAL TV AT TIME OF lf3NITDN 

j_ 
CDNDITlON PREVENT1NO ESCAPE ACTIVITY AT TlME OF CASUAL TV 

l• l 
APPARENT SYMPTOM PART(S) OF BODY 

l ..!_ AFFECTED •. rrt@:~E=ill I I . J _[ I 

.. 

0 COMMENTS 
ON BACK MEMBER MAKING REPORT DATE 

:-1'393 

l I I I I 
I I _I 

l AREA 
I I· 

-.l. . ..l _L I I I I 
SEVERITY 

CCNDITlON BEFORE CASUAL TV 

CAUSE OF CASUAL TV 

DISPOSITION OF CASUAL TV 

REVIEWED BY 

CFIRS 2 (IIEV. S/93) 

CFIRS ;]'• 

AGE 
I I I 
TB..EPHONE 

I . I I-_l _l I I 

I 

. STATE l ZIP 
I .I _I I I 

I 
AFFILIATION . 

I 
. I 

I 
: 

.1 
CFIRS S (IIE'I. Ml3) 
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_ STATE OF CALIFORNIA PETE WILSON, Governor 

13EPARTMENT OF FINANCE 
91S LSTREET . 
SACRAMENTO, CA 95814-3708 

EXHIBIT J 

'· .•. : .... ,.,~,· 
..... ., 
.':=· ............. . 

. February 7, 1997 ····.' ., -~·· .. 

Mr. Kirk G. Stewart . 
Executive Director . 
Commission on State Mandates 

__ .. 1300.1 Street, Suite 950 . 
. _Sacramento, California 95814 

Dear Mr. Stewart:·. · 

_As we committed in our letter of December 30, 1996, the Departinent of Finance has · · 
T- reviewed the draft staff arialysis of the test claim submitted by the City of Newport Beach · 

(claimant). That claim asked the Commission on State Mandates (Commission) to determine 
whether certain costs incUITed under the new "California Fire Incident Reporting System" 

· (CFIRS) Manual are reimbursable state mandated costs imposed on local governments . . , . . 
· (Claim·No. CSM-4419, ''New CFIRS Manual"). 

e·. 

After reviewing the analysis and subsequent information submitted by the Department of 
· Forestry and Fire Protection's Office of State Fire Marshal, we have concluded the 

following: · 

1. Any requirement to submit documentation only on disk or computer taPe was removed in 
June 30, 1992, with a letter from the State Fire Marshal to all California Fire Chiefs. 
However, according to the Question and Answer Booklet sent to all California Fire 
Chiefs in September 1989 the "old format" was gomg to. be accepted until. 1992. · 
Therefore, the computerization· requirement was never implemented. 

2. Any requirement to submit information on incidents involving hazardous materials is 
optional. The requirement already existed to report such information to the Office of 
Emergency Services (OES). Hazardous material information submitted to CFIR.S could 
be ~ansniitted to OES on behalf of the submitting fire agency. 

3. It appears that submitting information on medical incidents wa8 always optioilal as noted 
in the Question and Answer Booklet that was sent to all California Fire Chiefs in. 
September1989. 

4. Finally, in reference to the change in the. manual that the staff analysis address, we still 
· believe that there is no reimbursable mandate associated with that change. This · 
detenniriation is. consistent with the Commission, s decision on a similnarii", lite~· '·hAMiczr~l:ia.IZI: *; ~tp,rr;l~-::.:-:;::o~ 

FEB 111997 
· curv...... ,\1 

STATE tvj ,. .1£$ 
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Mr. KirkG. Stewart 
February 7, 1997 
Page2 

on the Cwifornia School Acco'ilnting Manual. In that decision, the Commis~ion · 
deterrilined that since school districts had been required, siitce at least ~964, to comply 
with the California School Accounting Manual, subsequent changes did not constitute a 
reimbursable state mandate. That rational should still apply to the 1990 revision of 
CFIR.S. . . - -

If you have any questions regarding tliis letter, please contact Carol Baker, Principal Program . -

Budget Analyst, at 324-0043 or James Apps, state mandates claims coordinator for the 
Deriartment of Finance, at 445-8913. · · 

~~· . ' ·~··· -. 

· FredK!ass ~ 
Progr8llJ, Budget Manager 

Attachment 

, 
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PROOF OF SERVICE 

Test Claim Name: New CFIRS Manual 
Test Claim Number: CSM-4419 

I, the undersigned, declare as follows: 

. .:-:·· ;.;., .. ; ·. 

. ·:· 

I am employed in the County of Sacramento, State of Califoniia, I am 18 years of age or · 
older and not a party to the within entitled cause; my ·business address is 915 L Street, 
9th Floor, Sacramento, CA ·95814. · ' 

On February 7, 1997, I served the attached recommendation of the Department of Finance in 
said catise, by faesimile to. the Commission on State Mandates and by placing a true copy 
thereof: (1) to clainiants and nonsta~ agencies enclosed in a sealed envelope with postage 
thereon fully prepaid in the United States Mail at. Sacramento, California; and (2) to state 
agencies in the normal pickup location at 915 L Street, 9th Floor, for Interagency Mail 
Service, addressed as follows: 

A~16 • 
Kirk Stewart, Executive Director 
Commission on State Mandates 
1300 I Street 

· Sacramento, CA 95814 
Facsimile No. 445-0278 

B-8 
State Controller's Office 
Division of Accounting & Reporting 
Attention: William Ashby 
3301 C Street, Room 500 
Sacramento, CA 95816 

SB 90 Service 
C/0 David M. Griffiths & Associates 
_Attention: AllanBurdick 
4320 Auburn Boulevard, Suite 200 
Sacramento, CA 95841 

-. 

City of Newport Beach 
Attention: Mr_. Glen Everroad 
R~venue Marui.ger 
3300 Newport Boulevard 

. Newport Beach, CA 92663 

B-29 
Legislative· Analyst's Office 
Attention: Marianne O'Malley 
925 L" Street, Suite 1000 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

San Ramon Valley Fire Protection District 
Attention: Fort Hartsfield 
Battalion Chief/Fire Marshal 
1500 Bollinger Canyon Road 

· _San Ramon, CA 94~83 . 
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A-45 
·· Department of Forestry & Fire Protection 

Office of the State Fire Marshal 
Attention:JwmesVV&t 
Assistant State Fire Marshal 
7171 Bowling Drive . ' 
P.O. Box 944246 
Sacrwmento, CA 94244-2460 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoin:g 
is true and correct, and that this declaration was executed on February 7, 1997, at 

I o o • 

· Sacramento, California. · 

Vicky Albert 
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-, ~TATE, OF CAUFORNIA EXJliBITK 
COMMISSION ON STATE MANDATES 
1300 I STREET,_ SUITE 950 

. a_AAMENTO, CA 96814 
.) 323-3562 

Apri118, 1997_ 

,. 

Mr. Glen Everroad 
Revenue Managei 
City of Newport Bea~h . 
3300 Newport Boulevard 

. Newport Beach, CA 92663 

;:. 

Re: Test Claim from the City of Newport Beach (CSM--4419) . 
California F'ire Incldent Reporting System 
·as promulgate~ by the State Fire Marshal in the 
July 1990 Fire Incident Reporting System Manual 
New CFIRS Manual 

bear Mr. Everroad: 

" .. : . ....... - .. 

· .. 

Following the January 31, 1997 prehearing conference, the State Fire Marshal S\lbmitted 
additional documents to the Commission. These docUments include letters and question 
and answer booklets sent out to all fire agencies in California, and a copy of the CFIRS-1 _ · 
Manual Reporting form. The Manual Reporting Forin co_ntains marks which indj.cate 
required fields (a black triangle in the upper right hand comer of the field), and the other 
documents indicate that only fields which are so marked are now reqUired. 

Staff Review of Additional Documentation ... 

A review of the CFIRS-1 incident 'report form and the Manual Reporting-Form by 
Commission staff shows that: 

• Sections A, B, and C of both new forms cover the same flre-related data as. was 
{ormerly reported in sections A through I .of the prior iD.cident report form. 

• Section D of the new incident report forms reports the same data as section J of the 
prior incident report form. · · · 

• Sections·E, F, and G are·new on the CFIRS-1 inCident report form, and do not 
appear on the Manual Reporting Form. 

st8ff determined that sections A ihrougb J of the prior incident report form correspond to 
the "ten reporting categories" alleged by the claimant, IUid that these hi turn correspond· 
with sections A through D of the new incident reJ)ort form. ··'The former "ten reporting 
categories" have thus become 4 reporting categories on the new· form. 

FILE COPY 
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Mr. Glen Everroad 
April18, 1997 
Page Two 

In terms of the data contained in the "ten reporting ·categories": 

• The old incident report form contained 65 data elements in sections A through J. 

• The new CFIRS-1 incident report form contains 79 data elements in sections A 
through D, ofwhich.5 are optional and 74 are. required (accordiri.g to the CFIRS 

· Manual). This represents an increase of 9 required data elements, or roughly a 14 
percent increase in the number of required data elements"; 

• The new CFIRS-1 Manual Reporting form also contains the same 79 data elements in 
sections A through D, of which 35 are optio~ and· 44 are required (that is, marked 
with the black triangle). This represents a decrease of21 required data elements 
relative to the old incident report form, or roughly a 32 percent decrease in the 
number of required data elements .. · 

Since we cannot assume that all data elements require the same effort to complete, we 
need programmatic information to bridge the analytic gap between the increase or 
decrease in the number of data elements and the existence of reimbursable state-mandated 
activities or the existence of cost savings to local agencies. 

Government Code section 17556 (e) provides that the Conimission shall not fmd costs. 
mandated by the state if, after a hearing, the coiilmission fmds that: 

"(e) The statute or executive order provides for offsetting savings to local agencies or 
school districts . . . . " . 

. . 

Therefore, while the addition of new data elements pertaining to fire incidents by the 
new CFIRS Manual may constitute .a higher level of serVice in an existing program, any 
additions to the level of service caused by these new data elements must be offset by 
reductions to the level of service resulting from data elements which have been deleted 
from the new CFIR$ Manual or made optional on the Manual Reporting form, but which 
were required under the old CFIRS Manual.·. · · 

Request for Additional Information 

In view of the foregoing, Commission staff requests that the City supplement its test 
claim by providing the following information to the Commission by May 16, 1997. 

1. For each data element which has been added, please explam the underlying program 
activities which cause a higher level of service to result from completing the data 
element as added by the new CFIRS Manual (pertaining to fire incidents). 

2. For each data element which has been deleted in the new CFIRS Manual or made 
optional on tlie CFIR.S-1 Manual Reporting form (but was required under the old 
CFIRS Manual), please explain: 

.. 
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Mr. Glen Everroad 
April18, 1997 . 
Page Three · 

\ ... · 

• the under~y~ program activities which are no longer required to be done, and 

• the extent to which such deletions cause a level of service reduction which results 
in ~ offset to any higher level of service found in item l. 

3. The new CFIRS ·Manual provides the option of chang~g fire incident reporting to a 
paperless format and reducing the number of report filing periods over the course of 
a year from twelve to. four. Do these optioiis provide cost savings to locaragencies? · 

• If so, please quantify the cost savings. · · .• . ' 

Please note that your written response must support any assertions and representations of 
fact with appropriate personal affidavits or declarations under penalty of perjury. A 
copy of all referenced/cited legal authorities· must be included with the submission~ 
except court decisions that specifically discuss and decide matters associa(ed with article . 
· XIIIB, section 6, of the California Constitution: Also, a copy of any filed written · 
response with the Commission must be simultaneously served on all the parties identified 
q~ithe enclosed mailing list. · · · 

Ifall of the following tentative dates are met, the test claim will be heard on July 31, 
1997, 10:00 a.m., State Capitol, Sacramento, California. · 

May 16, 1997 Claimant and intererested parties file supplemental infonnation · 
.. .. with the Commission, as requested in this letter. 

June 5, 1997 A reviSed draft of the staff analysis will be prepared and sent to 
~~ ··: .all parties. · 

Jfule 26, 1997 

July 16, 1997 

July 31, 1997 

All parties will be given a minimum of three weeks to revie"w. 
and submit any written comments on the draft staff analysis. · 

Final staff analysis will be released. 

~ test claim will be heard by the Commission ~t 10:00 a.m., 
State Capitol, Room 437, Sacramento, California · · 

If you have any questions on this matter, please contact Steve Zimmerman, the program 
analyst assigned to this test claim. 

~i1ely, 

( ~~~As'.~:m~-·~/IA-o~ 
Executive Director 

Enclosures: Data element list, mailmg list 
f: \mandates\afz\4419\ragultr .doc ' 
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Table Creation Date: April 7, 1997 
File Number: CSM-4419 
Staff: Steve Zimmerman 
f: \mand.lites\sfz\4419\cfirstb3 .doc 

The following table lists each of the data elements found ori the old and new CFIRS incident 
report forms, and shows whether each field is required, optional, or added or deleted, on each 
report form. 1 

Old CFIRS Required New CFIR.S Required in Required in Level of 
Field Name inoliginal Field Name· Automated Manual Service 

Incident CFIR.S-1 CFIRS -1 Increase or 
Report? Report? Report? Decrease?·.· 

·'"'-'· "'J.::..c_~:.::..r! •~Ll. ....... ~ ~!1..~ -• olo -...!-..J_,.•,;U::,,J.,.!i. ·-· •• L L.3il. ~ w....co.::...~~~·!lOJ!! .. ~~ w.? •• •J:n.:~.· "' .. ~(. .'~t~IJ..:.i:b.t 

Fire Dept. ID Required 
Number 

Incident Number Required 

Exposure -Required 
Number 

Del & Corr ·Required 

[added] No 

Month-Day- Required 
Year 

Time Required 

[added] ·No 

(added] No 

[added]_ No· 

"{added] · No 
.. 

. 

Bistrictl City . Optional 

Fire Dept. ID , Required Required 
Numbet: 

Incident 
Number 

Exposure 
Number 

Correction: 
Change Delete 

Multi-Agency 
Incident 
Number ·· 

Incident Date 

. Dispatch Time 

Arrival Time 

End Time 

Additional Days 

First In 
Company 

District 

Required Required 

Required Optional 

Required Optional 

Required Optional 

Required Required 

·Required Required 

Required Required 

Required Required 

Required Optional 

Optional Optional 

Optioruil Optional 

. . 

.. 

I Data elements in the automated CFIRS-1 repon are considered to be required if they are not explicitly marked 
as optional in the new CFIRS Manual. Data elements on the J\1anual CFIRS-1 Repon are required if the ·field is A 
marked with a black triangle and optional if the field is not so marked. W 
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Type of Incident . Required Situations Required- Required-
Found (up to 4) up to 4 but only one 

entries entry 

Out of Optional Automatic or Required· Optional 
Jurisdiction Mutual Aid 

Alarm Souice Optional Method of Required Optional 
Alarm 

[added] No Type of . Required Optional 
Weather .. ·- . 

' 
[added] No Air -Requ!I'ed Optional 

· Temperature ·. 

Property Required Property Required Required 
Management Management 

Incident Address Optional Incident 1 · • Optional · Optional 
Address I 

. ,. 

.. Location; Room 
' I Apartment; 
.. ··:..,. .. ZIP Code 

Cell§lis I Parcel · Optional Census Tract Required .. OptioJJa! 

e. N1,11Ilber .. 
·-

[added]. No Fire Hazard Required· Optional 
... Severity Zone 

.. 

[added] No Total Fire Required optional 
Service .. 
Personnel. 
responded- .. 
career 

. 

[added] No . Total Fire Required Optional. 
Service 
Personnel 
responded-
volunteer 

[added] . No Number of . Required Optional 
Apparatus· 
Responded-
Engine 

.. 
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[added] No Number of Required Optional 
Apparatus 
Responded-
Truck 

[added] No· . Numberof Required Optional 
Apparatus 
Responded-
Rescue Med. 

[added] No Number of Required· Optional 
Apparatus 
Responded-
Other 

Occupant Name; Optional Involvement · Optional Optional 
.i Relationship; · Code· Name· ' . ' 

Address; Area; 
Room/Apt. No.; Telephone; 
City; ZIP; Address/City; 

.. 

Telephone No. State; ZIP 
(Callback) 

Owner Name; Optional. Involvement Optional Optional . 
Address; City; Code; Name; 
ZIP Area; 

Telephone; 
·Address/City; 
State; ZIP 

·-
Manager Name; Optional [deleted] No No 
Address; City; 
ZIP; Telephone 
No. 

,, 

Day Code Optional [deleted] No No 

County of Fire Optional [deleted] No No 

Property Class - Required General Required Required 
Complex Property Use 

Property Class :- Required ·Specific Required Required 
Individual Property ~ se 

[il.ddedJ No Building Code Required Required 
Occuparicy 
Type 

.• 

.. 
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4 

Property Type Required Structure Type Required Required· 

[added] No Structure Status Requited ·Required 

[added] No· Occupied at Required Required 
.Time of 
Incident 

Vehicle Property ·Required Mobile Required. Required 
Type Property Type 

[added] -···.No Mobile Requfred- Optional --

' Property- · 
Vehicle License 
Number& 
State, Year, 
Make, Model 

[added] No Mobile Required· _Optional. 
Property-
ICC/DOT 
Permit Number, 
Vehicle ID 

.--;-· 

.,,_ Number, 
.. Driver's 

: License· 
Number& 
State 

Construction Required [deleted] No No 
Date.v(Mobile 
Home) 

;<j"m"J ~~r-------1.7" ...... 
Section B 

· •. ~.1>1. t .. m.:J~~~t.....u.J.:J~'J.\:.:.:L.J ~~..il~<>---f.i.~_JU:'I-=--~--4!'!!!!!' ·~,.;._._'\l.____~..::..t:}~:..ur_: :.:.::~ .~l.il:!.J.\.'...i%:..'.:1:..- :l..hB"~m~ ..... ..,;l)~-'u~.~~ 

[added] No Type of Actions 
Taken (up to 4) 

Required- Required-

Area ofOrigin 

Level of Origin 

[added] 

.. 

Required Fire Origin -
Area 

Required Fire Origin -
Level · 

No Fire Origin 
Horizontal 
Distance From 

:1405 

upto4 
entries 

Required 

Required 

Required 

.. 

but only one 
entry 

Required 

-

Required· 

Optional 

.. 
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.. 

Form of Heat of .· Required Form of Heat Required. Required 
Ignition of Ignition 

Act or Omission Required Ignition Factor Required Required 
Causing Ignition 

"··-' . 

Act or Omission Required [deleted] No No 
Causing Spread 

[added] No Sex/Age of Required Optional .. 

Person Involved· ... 
in ignition (2 
each) 

Material Ignited _Required Material Ignited Required Required 
First- Type First- Type 

Material Ignited Required Material Ignited· · · Re_quired Required . 
First- Form First- Form 

Main Avenue Required Contributing Requ1red- Required-
Fire Spread Factors upto4 · but only one· 

entries entry 

Material Required [deleted) No No 
Causing Spread . 
-Type 

Material Required [deleted]" No No 
Causing Spread 
-Form 

[added) No Method of Required. Required 
Extinguishment 

Estinlate.~ss - Required Estimate· Required Required .. 
Property Property ~ss 

Estinlated Loss - Required Estimated Required Required 
Contents Contents ~ss 

[added] No Fuel Model · Required Optional. 

[added) No Acres Burned Required Optional 

Source of Heat Required Equipment Required Required 
Causing Ignition Involved in 

Ignition :.. Type 

[added) No Equipment · Required Optional 
Involved in 
Ignition - Make 

~ 
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[added] 
.. 

No Equipment Required Optional 
··- .. Involved in .. ; Ignition-

. -· _Model 

[added] No Equipment Required - Optional· 
Involved in .. 
Ignition - Year 

[added]. No Equipment Required Optional 
Involved in .. 

Ignition - Serial 
Number 

- '"'':!!'!'~- ~ L"'F.\'1"-"""' ·-· ry-'"'..,... ";'"!':1..-.~~r W'""~'~ 1';"'•'""1'.'·'77\T"'~"T;r:-· -< ., ·•-,•T;:-,... 

Section C-
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{added] No. Material Required Optional 
Qenerating 
Most Smoke-
.Form 

Mairi Avenue of Required Main Avenue of Required Optional 
Smoke Spread Smoke Travel 

Signal or· . Required Detection .Required Required 
Warnffig System System Type 

' 
-Type 

Signal or . Required {deleted] No No 
. W arnfu.g System 
-Means of 
Activation 

Signal or Required [deleted] No No 
Warning System 
-Type 

·Detectors 

{added] No Detection Required Required 
System Power 
sUpply •. 

Signal or Required Detection Required Required 
Warning System System 
Effectiveness Performance 

[added] No DetectioJJ. Required Required 
System Reason 
for Failure 

Sprinklers .- Required Extinguishing Required Required 
Type System Type ...... 

Standpipes - · Required [dele~d] No No 
Type 

Special Hazard Required [deleted] No No 
Protection -
Type 

Sprinklers Required Extinguishing Required Required 
Effectiveness System 

Performance 

Standpipes ·Required [deleted] No No 
Effectiveness 

.. 
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Portable Required . [deleted] No No ... 
Extinguishers '" 

' . :· . 

Effectiveness .. 

Special Hazard Required [deleted] No No. ···-
Protection ... 

Effectiveness 

[added] No Extinguishing · . Required Required 
System Reason 

· for Failure · . . .. - . - -~~·-

[added] No Sprinkler Heads .Required Required 
-Type 

[added] No Sprinkler Heads . Required _Requir.ed .. 
-Number 
Activated 

Portable Required [deleted] No No 
Exti~ishers -
Type·• 

Private Brigade - Required [deleted] No No 

• 
Type 

Private Brigade -· Required [deleted] No No 
Effectiveness 

Watchman Required [deleted] No No 
Effectiveness 

Other Facilities . Required [deleted] No No 
Effectiveness 

..,..,7_ ' •= 111 -. ~lflr.:'~-;1 

SectiOn D 
_"'l!~'";"""';j~TJ.-:JIT1 = ' !'::' •l;ltPJ\I,':o:y~ ';'::'" 

Firefighter - Required- Fire Service Required Required 
Number. Injured Ca8ualty-:-

Injuries 

Firefighter - Required Fire Service Required Required 
Number of Casualty-
Deaths Fatalities 

Civilians- Required Non-Fire Required. Required 
Number Injured Service 

Casualty-
Injuries 

- .. .. 
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CivilianS- Required Non~ Fire Required. Required 
Number of Service 
Deaths Casualty-

Fatalities ·- - . .. 

' :l·~:. 

-. 
: -. 
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f:\mail _lst\4419A.csm 
Page 1 

CSM-4419A 

. ' .. ,:; ·; •;··· -~ 

Claim of City of Newport Beach 
Chapter 758, Statutes of 1972 : 
Health & Safety Code 13110:5 

cnighurted:06/13/96 
Updated:04/18/97 · 

MAILING LIST 

California Fire Incidence Reporting System 
New CFIRS Manua/-Verswn 1.0 July, 1990 

Mr. James M. Apps 
Department of-Finance 
915 L Street, 8th floor 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
Tel: 916-445-8913 

· Fax: 916-327-0225 

(A-15) 

Mr. John Korach . (B-8) 
Div. Of Accounting & Reporting 
State Controller's Office 
3301 C StreetRoom.501 
Sacramento, CA 95816 · 
Tel: 916-445-8756 
Fax: 916-323-4807 

Mr. Allan Burdick 
SB 90 Services 
David M. Griffith & Associates 
4320 Auburn Blvd. Sliite 200 
Sacramento, CA 95841 
Te1:916 /485-8102 
Fax: 916 /482-0111 

· Mr. James Wai_t (F-8) 
Assistant State F~e Marshal 
Office of the State Fire Marshal 
7171 Bbwllng Dr: 
P 0 ~qx 944246 
Sacramento, CA 94244-2460 
Tel: 916/262-1881 
Fax: 916/262-1877 

·J4f1:1 

Mr. Fort Hartsfield 
Battalion Chief/Fire. Marshal 

· San Ramon Valley Fire Protection District 
1500 Bolfuiger Canyon Road 
San Ramon, CA 94583 
Tel: 510/838-6600 
Fax: 510/838-6629 

Mr. Glen Everroad, Revenue Mgr. 
City of Newport Beach 
3300 Newport Blvd. 
Newport Beach, CA 92663 
Tel: 714/644-3144 
Fax: 714/644-3073 



.. 
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State of California 

COMMISSION ON STATE MANDATES 

80 Ninth Street, Suite 300 
acramento, CA 95814 

916) 323-3562 ·-

CSM1 {291) . -
.. 

.. .. 

" TEST CLAIM_ FORM "· 

.. 
Local Agency or School District Submitting Claim 

City ~f Newport Beach · 

Contact·Pe1110n 

Allan Burdick /Pamela A. Stone 

Address 

4320 Auburn Blvd., Suite 2000 
Sacramento, CA 95841 

. Representative Organization to be Notlfled 

League of California Cities 

EXIDBITL 

For Official .Use Only 

RECEIVED 
JUL.1 7 2000 

COMMISSION ON 
STATE MANDATES 

Claim No. CSM-4419 

Telephone No. 

( 916 ) 485-8102 
Fax ( 916) 485..()111 

Is test claim alleges the existence cif a reimbursable state mandated program the meaning of section 17514 of 
the Government Code and section 6, article XI liB of the California COnstitution. This test claim Is filed pursuant to section 
17551 (a) of the Government Code. 

Identify specific sectlon(s) of the chaptered bill or executive order alleged to contain a mandate, Including tl:le .particular 
statutory code sectlon(s) within the chaptered bill, If applleable. 

New CFIRS Manual- Version 1.0, July 1990; Chapter 345, Statutes of 1987 (Health&. Safety Code, 

Section 13110.5) 

IMPORTANT: PLEASE SEE INSTRUCTIONS AND FILING REQUIREMEN'fS FOR COMPLETING A TEST CLAIM ON THE 
REVERSE SIDE. 
Name and TIHe of Authorized Representative Telephone No. 

Glen Everroad, Revenu~ .Manager (949) 644-3141 

Signature of Authorized Representative Oate 

.1413 



AMll:NDMENT TO TEST CLAIM 

. CSM4419 
California Fire Incident Reporting System 

July 1990 Fire Incident Reporting SysteD?- Manual 
Chapter 345, Statutes of 1987 · 

The original test claim filed by. the San Ramon Valley Fire Protection District as well as 
the test claim filed by the C:ity ofNewport Beach, refers to the authorizing legislation as 
Chapter 758, Statutes of 1972, which added Health and Safety Code, Section 13110,5. 
Both test claim filings inadvertently omitted the amendment to Health and Safety Code, 
Section 13110.5 by Chapter 345~ Statutes of 1987, which i'nade a significant amendment 
to the. aforementioned ccide. section. By this amendment, the City of Newport· Beach 
respectfully requests that Chapter 345, Statutes of 1987 be included in'the test claim. 

As amended, Section 13110.5 reads as follows: 

"The State Fire Marshal shall gather statistical 
information on all fires, medical aid incidents, and 
hazardous materials incidents occurring within this 'state. 
The. chief fire official of each fire department operated by 
the state, a city, city and county, fire protection district, 
organized fire company, . or other public or private entity 
which provides fire protection, shall furnish information · 

· and data to the State Fire Marshal relating to ·each fire 
which occurs within his or her area ofjurisdiction. The 
chief fire official of each fire department operated by the 
state shall, and the chief fire· offiCial of fire departments 
operated by a citY, city and county, fire protection district, 
organized fire company,· or other public or private entity 
which provides fire protection may, also furnish 
information and data to the State Fire M_arshru relating to 
medical aid incidents and hazardous materials incidents 
which occur within their area of jurisdiction. The State Fire 
Mars)lal.shall adopt regulations prescribing the scope of the 
information to be reported,. the manner of reporting the 
information, the forms to be used, the time the information 
shall be reported, and other requiremeil,ts and regulations as 

. the State Fire Marshal determines necessary. 

''The State Fire Marshal shall annually analyze the 
information and data reported, compile a report, and 
disseminate a copy of the report, together with his or her 
analysis, to each chief fire official in the state. The State .. 
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... 

Fire Marshal shall also furnish a copy of his or her report 
and analysis · to the State Emergency Medical Services 
Authority and any other interested person upon request." 

. In order for the State Fire Marshal to discharge his mandatory duty to 
report all fires, medical aid incidents and hazardous materials incidents, he instituted the 
new California Fire Incident Report System, which is the subject of the within test claim. 
Althqugq ~e statute speaks in terms of it being discretionary to local fire departments·to · 
provide inforination on medical aid incidents and hazardou8 materials incidents, with the · 
implementation of CFIRS the State Fire. Marshal instituted a mandatory method of 
computerized reporting, which included those medical aid incidents and hli.zardous · 
materials iricidents occUrring within the local jurisdiction. In no other method could the 
State Fire Marshal obtain the requisite information to achieve its mandatory obligation to 
gather information on all fires, medical aid incidents lind hazard.!>us materials incidents. . - . .. ' . - . . 

Additionally, although prior to the institution of CFIRS, the annual report 
concerning such fire incidents was provided to local jurisdictions free of cost. The State 
Fire Marshal now charges for copies of its annual report concerning all incidents. 

Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of Chapter 345, Statutes o~ 
1987. 

The City of Newport Beach respectfully requests that this document serve as an 
amendment to its test claim filed on CFIRS, 'to include the aiJ;~endments to Health and, 
Safety Code, Section 13110.5 by Chapter 345, Statutes of1987 . 

··-. 

. . ' 
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DECLARATION OF GLEN EVERROAD 

I, Glen Everroad, make_ the following declaration linder oath: 

I am the Revenue Manager for the .City of Newport Beach, and as part of my duties, I am · 
also the SB 90 Coordinator for the City. As part of my duties, I am responsible for the 
complete and timely recovery of costs mandated by the State. 

I declare that I have examined the City's State mandated duties an:d resulting costs, in 
implementing the subject law, and find that such costs are, in my opinion, "costs . 
mandated by the State", as defined in Government Code, Section 17514: 

"'Costs mandated by the State' means any ·increased costs 
· which a local agency or school district is required to incur 

after July 1, 1980, as a result of any statute enacted on or
after January 1, 1975,· or any executive order implementing 
any statute enacted on or after January 1, 1975, which 
mandates a new program or higher level of service of an 
existing program within the meaning of Section 6 of Article 
XIII B of the California Constitution." 

I am personally conversant with the foregoing facts, and if so required, I could and would A 
testify to the statements ma~e herein. • 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 
foregoing is true and correct of my own knowledge, except as to the i:natters which are 
stated upon inforination or belief, and as to those matters, I believe them to be true. 

Executed this . ff day of July, 2000 at Newport Beach, California . 
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1456 ST!ITUTI!'.~ 01" IRR7 [ Ch. 345 

CHAPTER 345 

At1 net to nmend Section 13110.5 of the Health and Safety Code, 
relating to puhlic snfety, and making an appropriation therefor. 

l·ilpprnved by Governor ilugn•l l?Jl, 1987. Filed with 
SecrE'tnry nf Slnt~ ilngu~l 28, 1987.) 

The. pe.n11le of the State of Califomin do enact ns follows: 

SECTION J. Section 13110.5 of the Health ami Safet)• Code is 
mnended to read: 

J,1Jl0 . .5. The Stille Fire Marshal shall gather statistical 
information on all fires, medical aid incidents, anrl hazardous 
mnlerinl.~ incidents occurring within this state. The chief Are ofRcial 
of each fire department operated by the state, n city, city nne! county, 
fire protection district, orgnnized fire company, or other public or 
privatfi entity' ·which provides fire protection, .shall furnish 
information 1111d data to the State Fire Marshal relating to each fire 
which occms within his or her area of jurisdiction. The chief fire 
official of each fire department operated b)• the state shaU, and the 
chief fire officinl· of fire depnrtments operated by a city, city and 
county, fire protection district, organized fire compnny, or oEher 
public or private entity which provides fire protection may, also 
furnish information and data to the State Fire Marshal relating to 
medical aid incidentR and hazardous materials incidents which occur 
within their area of juriRdiction. The State Fire Marshal shall adopt 
regulations prescribing the .~cope of the information to be reported, 
the manner of reporting the information, the forms to be used, the 

·time the information shall be reported, and other requirements and 
regulations as the State Fire Marshal determines necessary. 

The State Fire Marshal shall annually analyze the information ami 
dnta reported, compile a report, and disseminate a copy of the 
report, together with his or her analysis, to each chief lire official in 
the state: The State Fire Marshal shall also furnish a copy of.his or her 
report and annlj•sis to the State Emergency Medical Services 
Authority and any other interested per.~on upon request. 

SEC. 2. The sum of one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000) is 
hereby approprinted from the General Fund to the State Fire 
Marshal for purposes of Section 13110.5 of the Health and Safety 
Code. 



PROOF OF SERVICE BY MAIL 

I, the undersigned, declare as follows: 

I ~ a resident of the County of Sacramento, and lam over the age of 18 years and not· a party to 
the within action. My place of employment is 4320 Auburn Blvd., Suite 2000, Sacramento, CA 
95841. . . 

On July 17, 2000, I served the Amendment tO Test Claim, CSM-4419, California Fire Incident 
Reporting System, July 1990 Fire Incident Reporting System Manual, Chapter 345, Statutes of 
1987, by placing a true copy thereof in an envelope addressed to each of the persons listed on. the 
mailing list, and by sealing and depositing said. envelope in the Untied State mail at Sacrament.o, 
California, with postage thereon fully prepaid. 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregomg is 
true and correct, and that this declaration was executed this 171h day of July, 2000 at Sacramento; 
California. 

14l8 



MAILING LIST 

James Lombard, Principal Analyst (A-15) 
Dl:ipartnient of Finance · 
915 L Street, Room 8020 
Sacramento, CA 95'814 

Mr. Fort Hartsfield, ·Batallian Chiefi'Fire Marshal 
San Ramon Valley Fire Protection District 

· 1500 Bollinger canyon Road 
San Ramon, CA ~4583 

Mr. Paige Vorhies (B-8), Bureau Chief 
· State Controller's Office · 
- Division of Accounting & Reporting 

3301 C Street, Suite 500 
Sacramento, CA 95816 

Mr. James Wait, Assistant State Fire Marshal 
Office of State Fire marshal · 

. - P. 0. Box 944246 
Sacramento, CA 94244-2460 
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EXHIBITM 

RESPONSE TO COMMISSION ON STATE. MANDATE'S 
. STAFF'S REQUEST FOR ADDmONAL INFORMATION . "":'"'."",... 

Test Claim ofCityofNewportBeach, CSM-4419 <"-Itt-
California Fire .Incident Reporting System . . ,.. · · < :f)· 

As Promulgated by the State Fire Marshal in the ·· · DEc 0 1 . · 
July.l990 Fire Incident Reporting System Manual COJl.fM. . 20oo · · 

New CFIRS Manual S7"A -r~: 1SSJQa. · 
11-?4 ''"''¥ o,., •vuA..,... 

.... This response is in ansWer to CoiiDDi.ssion Staff's request of April IS, 1997 for~ 
additional information to analyze the underlying test Claini, by letter from Ms.-Paula 
Higashi, Executive Dii:ootor. 

To begin with, the analysis .must start with the original legislation which founded 
.. the. mandate upon the State Fire Marshal to collect incident reports on all fires within the 

State of California .. Adopted in 1972, every fiie agency was mandated to report all fires 
within their jurisdiction to the State ;Fire Marshal, so that the Fire Marshal could complete 
his maitdated report to the Legislature. In 1987, as noted in the amendment to the within 
test claim, the legislation was changed. As amended, the legislation-required the State 
Fire Marshal to "gather statistical information on all fires, medical· aid incidents, and 
hazardotis materials incidents occurring within this state." Local fire agencies were 

· mandated to furnish information pertaining to all fires within their jurisdiction. As 
amended, the legislation also permitted local fire agencies to provide medical aid
incidents and hazardous materials incidents information to the Fire Marshal. The 
legislation also mandated that the State Fire Marshal "adopt regulations prescribing the 
scope of the informati<;Jn to be reported, the manner of reporting the information, the 
forms to be used, the times the information shall be reported, and other requirements and 
regulations as the State Fire Marshal determines necessary." . . 

In order to implement the expanded mandate upon the . State Fire Marshal to 
collect and present the requisite information to the legislature, the State Fire Marshal 
implemented the new CFIRS (California Fire Incident Report System) manual. This 
manual required that all fire l!lgencies implement a computerized reporting system that not 
only mandated the reporting of fires, but also medical aid incidents and hazardous 
materials incidents. Although the.reporting requirement mandated on local fire agencies 
by statute was for fires only, this new CFIRS system required local fire agencies to report 
aU fires, as well as aU medical aid incidents and hazardous materials incidents. ·Although 
the State Fire Marshal has claimed during these filings that the requirements to report 
medical aid incidents and hazardous materials incidents to it were voluntary, the State 
Fire Marshal did not communicate this to local fire agencies during the implementation of 
the new CFIRS manual. Rather, all communications required that the computer program 
as well as the reporting include all medical incidents and hazardous materials incidents. 
Only in this fasmon can the State Fire Marshal discharge his mandatory obligation to 
report all such matters to the Legislature. There is no other means by which the State Fire 
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Marshal can obtain information pertaining to all medical aid incidents and hazardous 
materials incidents within the State of California. 

First of all, the State Fire Marshal has claimed that all input regarding emergency · 
medical calls and hazardous materials incidents are totally optional: the only information 
required tci be responded to by local fire departments concerns issues of fires. The 
Commission's initial analysis of the differences between the 1974 manual and the 1990 
manual accepts this position. However, same is not the situation in reality. 

First of all, although the statute speaks in terms of the only m.andatory requirement 
upon fire departments being the provision of :fire incident' information, the statute requires 
the State Fire Marshal to obtain and report to the legislature all information pertaining to 
emergency medical calls and hazardous materials incidents. There is no other method for 
the State Fire Marshal to obtain tl:ii.s information except through the data collection as a 
result of~e new CFIRS manual. · 

Although the State Fire Marshal could haye required the information to be 
provided in any form, the State Fire Marshal chose to have the information submitted via 
the new CF1RS report. For example, in the introduction to the CFIRS manual, the State 
Fire Marshal states: "Although you may not alter any of the basic ~fields' required by the 
CSFM, you may decide to incorporate additional information."1 ·There is no provision in 
the CFIRS manual that states that reporting emergency medical information or hazardous . 
materials incidents is optional. · Rather, there are but a few fields that the State Fire 
Marshal concedes is optional in the event those incidents occur. 

AB will be shown below, there is a substantial difference between the reporting 
requirements .of the prior manual, and those from the new manual .. 

I. ANALYSIS OF REPORTING REQUIREMENTS BETWEEN OLD AND 
NEW MANUALS 

· What first must be noted, is that the definition of "incident" has been expanded 
between the first CFIRS manual, and the second CFIRS manual. The change in the 
definition of"incident'' is what drives inuch of the additional reporting requirements. 

A. Increase in Reportable Incidents . 
First of all, in the former · CFIRS manual, only :fires had to be reported. 

"Reportable Fire" was defined in the former CFIRS manual as "A Reportable, Fire is any 
:fire occurring within the jurisdiction of a :fire agency. Any fire occurring outside a fire 
agency's jurisdiction shall be reported by that agency if it is the only responding 
department. Included are :fires or explosions that may be discovered in progress, 

1 CFIRS manual, '7he CFIRS hports", page 1-3 . 

.1.42,2 
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discovered following extinguishments, or detected we_eks later during an inspection. A 
fire report is to be filed on any reportable fire." 

From filing reports on ''reportable fires", .the new CFIRS manual changes the 
requirements. Now, reports are required "[e]ach time a fire service unit moves in 
responseto an alarm, an incident report (CFIRS-1) is completed."2 

. 

The foregOing change may not be 'significant to those who are not intimately 
involved in fire service. · However, to those who are involved in fire service, the change· 
results in a substantial increase in reporting requirements. Under the old manual, only · 
fires had to·· be reported. Now, if there is a false alarm, a medical aid incident, a 
hazardous materials incident, a ''move- up"3

, mutual aid, and other miscellaneous 
incidents. · Thus, every time a fire service vehicle 'is called to leave the department, a 
report must be filed._ This has increased the reporting requirements substantially. It is 
this initial change in definition which has resulted in a substantial increase in reporting 
requirements, and has been totally overlooked to date by the State Fire Marshal as well as 
the previous analysis of the two manuals by staff of the Commission on State Mandates. 

_ This requirement for submission for each occasion that a fire departmep.t unit is 
diSpatched is reiterated by the State Fire ~arshal on page 4-1, which states that: 
·~.·.·; 

"SECTION A, GENERAL INFORMATION, is completed 
each time a fire department unit is dispatcheii 

. If the alarm in [sic] not a fire, or EMS or Haz Mat incident, 
you only have to complete this section, · and Section G. 
This also applies when you provide Automatic or Mutual 
Aid to-another fire department." 

· Thus, if there is any examination of the two manuals, it first must be noted that 
the total universe. of incidents that must now be reported has increased exponentially by 

. virtue of the incidents required to be reported in the new CFIRS manual. 

B. Mandatorv Reoorting of All Emergency Medical Services Incidents , . 

. The second significant increase in required reporting is the reqUirement in the new 
CFlR.S manual to report all EMS matters; Although the State Fire Marshal claims that 

- this is optional, no where . in the manual are local fire departments informed that the 
provision of this information is optional.. Rather, they are informed that the required 
information must be completed. 

For example, the new CFIRS manual instructs that Section E, pertaining to E.M.S. 
incidents must be completed, and states as follows: ''This section must be completed for 

. . 

2 New CFIRS manual, page 1-4. · . - · . 
3 This is a situation where a fire vehicle moves from one station to another to provide back up support while 
another vehicle is responding to an incident. 



. each incident in which the Situation Found is coded . 31-32 and 35-39 (Rescue, 
Emergency Medical Call). Important: The •'Type of Action(s) Taken" is recorded in A 
Section G.'"' This provision clearly runs contrary to the assertion that the requirements to W 
provide information on E~M.S. incidents is optional. . · · 

In complying. with the requiremen(s on each E.M.S. incident, there are a num~er 
of ~elds v.:hich must be completed. The categories of fields which must be reported 
include: number of patients, highest level of care capable of being provided on scene, 
highest ~eve! of care provided on scene, E.M.S. type of sifuation(s) foimd, and nuniber of 
patients transported by. AB will be seen later, when the State Fire Marshal has found that 
a field should be optional for. reporting pmposes, the h!;lading in the manual states "(Locat 
option)". It s?ould be noted that rio E.M.S. fields are denoted "Local Option"~ · 

Since the fiist time any local government was informed that the State .Fire Marshal· 
believed that E.M.S. incidents were local option was in response to the within test claim 
filing, ·the mandatory requirement of the State Fire Marshal to provide the information in 
the reports as set forth in the manual should override the later self-serving· statements. 
Thus, the claim that this information is optional should be disregarded~ and its mandatory 
nature be recognized. . 

C. Hazardous Materials Incidents 

This is the second section which the State Fire Marshal has claimed is optional. A 
Again, the only time that the State Fire Marshal has claimed that reporting on these W 
incidents is optional_ is in its response to the test claim on file herein. 

First of all, the fact that such reporting is mandatory comes from the terminology 
of the manual itself. On page 9-1 of the new CFIRS manual, the State Fire Marshal has 
written: 

''This section is to be completed for each incident in which 
.the Type of Situation Found is coded 41 to 43 (H8zardous 
Condition). · . 
Note: You do not have to complete this section when you 
provide mutual or automatic aid to another department; 
however, you must enter the Type of Action(s) you took in 
Section G." · 

There are a substantial number of fields which must be completed in order to fully 
respond to the required information. These fields aie: O.E.S. control number, area of 

. release, level of release, release factor(s)5
, contributing factor(s)6

, .estirilated number of 

4 See new CFIRS manual, page 8-1 (Rev: 04/90). 
5 Note that this field allows up to four entries, and states as follows: "This field allows up to four entries. 
Enter the most significant factor, in your judgment, as entry#l. Look at it this way: if you could record 
only 1m!! factor, what would it be? Put TIIAT ONE in #11 Enter up to three other pertinent factors you feel 
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chemical.s i:~leas~ t}rpe of equipment involved in_rel~~e, hazardous material action(s) 
taken, disposition of incident, haz mat identification .sources<used. number of fire service 
haz mat casualty: injuries and fatalities, non-fire service haZ mat casualty: injuries and 
fatalities,· chemical or trade nanie, depart:ment-:cif\ ~ortation (D.O.T.) LD. n'!llliber, ' 
DOT hazard class, chemical abstracts seryice !ll#P.~er .. (C.A.S.), physical state stored, 
physical state released, qU&ntity released, miit .·o:(measure, . extent of release, suspected 
environmental contamination; eontainer type, ·container material, container U.Se, container 
feature, container capacity, and"unit of measure: 

.~;What is most interesting is that for all of the :categories above, which. m~t be 
complet~ for this section on hazardous materials, there are no categories denoted: in the · 
manual as "Local Option". Thus, the only conclusion one may reach is that eyery one of · · 
the categories under Hazardous· Materials must be completed, by virtue of the terms of the 
manual itself .. , · · · 

. Thus, in conclusion, it is nn:portant to note that the scope ~f the new manual is . 
-substantially different frcmJ. thilt ofthe·prior manual; Every time a unit respontl,$i'·Wheth~ 

.. it is to a··fire or not,· a.report must be-completed. Thisds a substaritially higher level of 
. service :when compared with the. prior man~ which· only required. a report when there 

was a response to a.·,fire. This addi~onal reporting•requirement includes .all·,mcidents 
· noted above; inclUding-mutual and automatic aid, ''move up's'1; false alarms, medical aid 

emergencieS, and haZardous materii!Js ilicidents. ·. • · · , · · 

-~ n.;. ANALYSIS OF FIELDS CLAIMED OPTIONAL BY STATE FIRE 
MARS~··:~ .. · · •:t:•.c.•·?, ·· , ·•: .... ,,., . 

. . . , :· 

:-.. :~:- In: his response to the test claim filed herein, the State Fire Milrshal acknowledges 
' that .fire t:esponse!i:•are ·required, hut then stresses ·tbat,many of the- data :elements in the 

new CFIRS report are optional, and not required-to be rePorted.· However, as will•b'e seen 
herein, such informli.tion was never disseminated to local.fire departments. Rather, the 
only :fields, that are optional are those•:fielc!S which are inaJiplicl!ble to_ .. a·giY.~'.-hicident, 
except for certain mii:ior exceptioriB .. , ;R•should ·be ·further rioted that ·excepf.:fot the few 
fields that are noted as ·''LOcal OptiQn'' in the manual, the only ·time· that •the ·State Fire 
Marshal has claimed.: that the; other entries are optional is in ·response to this test claim 
filing:• .. '•, . "' 

Arrival Time·- the State Fire Marshal has claim.ed,tliat:tbis is a:;ne.w Jlll!,tter: wbich was · 
added With the new manual, and that it is optional·for local use~ However, the 
manual ·states that this is the time at which the first Unit airived on the sriene: This 
is not to be confused with ''Dispatch Time", which is the time of dispatch, not the 

' ;-: 

, .. -,.--,; .. ,. 

contributed to the release. Place them in their-relative order of importance, asyou see it" (Page 9-13, 
~v: 04/90)). . · .' · ·.. , 

Note that this entry allows for the insertion of two contributing factors. See Page 9;19; (Rev: 04/90). 
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elapsed time.7 There is no indication in the CFIRS manual that this is optional, 
for the use oflocal agencies only. · · 

End Time - the State Fire Marshal has claimed that this is a new item which is optional, 
for the use. of the local agency only. However, the manual does not so denote.8 It 
does define this as the moment when the equipment is back in service and ready to 
respond to m:t<>ther incident. The stated purpose is for calculation of the total time 
spent on the incident. · 

First-in Company - The manual indicates that this field is a local option, to designate the 
first company to arrive at the incident. It is important to note, however, that the 
form does not design8.te this field as optional. 

· District - The manual also indicates that this field is a local option, but again there is 
nothing on the form to so indicate; 

Tvoe Weather - Although the State Fire Marshal has claimed in his response that this is 
an optional field, there is nothing in the manual to so indicate. In fact, the only 
place where this is noted to be optional is in the response of .. the State Fire 
Marshal. The purpose of this entry is to provide a "comparative ailalysis of 
similar incidents under varying weather conditions", and also allows for analysis 
of how weather impacts an incident. Accordingly, it is submitted that this field is 
truly not optional. 

Air TemperatUre - Similarly this field has been designated as optional by the State Fire 
Marshal in his response to the test claim herein. However, the manual does not 
denote this field as ·optional, and the purpose is to "further define the 
envirorimental conditions associated with the. incident." Again, it appears as 
though this field is not truly optional as claimed. · 

Incident Address/Location - It is interesting to· note that the State Fire Marshal claims 
that this is optional, both in its response and in the manual. However, the manual 
states that ''incident ·address information is required at the local government level 
for establishing a legal report reference .... " Thus, this entry is not truly a local 
Qption if the State Fire Marshal claims that this information must be. maintained at 
the local level. 

Fire Hazard Severitv Zone- In the Fire Marshal's response, he claims this is an optional 
entry.. However, there is no notation in the manual that this is optional. 
Furthermore, it should be noted that by virtUe of preexisting law, this provision 

1 It is assumed that the putpase for having both dispatch time and arrival time is so that the State Fire 
Marshal can determine the length of time it took for the first responders to arrive after having left the 
station. . 
8 Additionally, this page was not included in the manual which is part of the CommisSion's official record. 
It is page 4-14 (Rev: 04/90) in the mamJa! 
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will only apply to those areas which have been denoted by the State Fire Marshal· 
:as a Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone. · 

Total Fire Service Personnel Resoonded; Career- The State Fire Milrshal claims that this 
:·. pr.ovision, which was added, is optional. However, same is not denoted in the 
.. _manual. Rather, the Fire Marshal's stated purpose is to "determine actual 

personnel requirements for different types of incidents and for different levels of 
incident severity .... " It is respectfully submitted that the. claim that this 
provision is optional is in error. 

Total Fire·Service Personnel Responded; Volimteer ;:- This .is another new category 
required in the new CFIRS manual.· Again, there has been no notation anywhere 
that this category is a local option except in the State Fire Marshal's response to 
the within test claim. 

. '' .. i . 

Number of Apparatus Reimonded - There are four total silbfields, including engine, truck, . 
rescue med and other. In a geneni.I category, the State Fire Marshal claims that 
these fields are optional. However, the manual does not note that ·they are · 
optional, and again, there is no notation anywhere except in the. State Fire . 

::;"' Marshal's response that these items are, in fact, option81. The stated purpose is to 
·1;: ''measure the resources committed to an incident; and to evaluate the number and 
1 . type of \lPP&ratus required to handle different types of emergency, situations." 

Again, it is submitted that this field is not optional. 

· Involvement Code - This field is stated as optional; however, if a name is given in the 
~ · · subsequent fields, there is no other way of knowing how the person so named is · 
·.;;.· related to the incident. 

···'1:-. 

Name - The manual notes that the name in this block is to be a local option. However, 
~e .stated purpose of this field is "[t]o identify persons or entities with or involved 
in the incident. This data can· also be searched to identify persons/entities that · 
Iulve been involved in more than one incident" Since the purpose of CFIRS is for 
the State Fire Marshal to have state-wide data, it is respectfully submitted that 
only· if there is a state-wide .database and· this information is completed can there 
be a cross-jurisdictional determination if a person or entity is involved in 

• incidents. Thus, it is submitted that thi.s field should not be optional. 

For Mobile Property Involved - This category has ~ number of subfields, including type 
of mobile property, vehicle license number and state, year, make and model,· 
.vehicle identification number, driver's license number and state. In his response, 
the State Fire Marshal claims that these data elements are optional; however, . 

... 

. there is no indication whatsoever in the manual that these data elements are 
optional. Rather, again, the first time there is any notation that these elementS are 
optional is in the response to the test claim. In fact, under the type of mobile 

.. property, the State Fire Marshal has written; When mobile property is involved, it 
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is important that you complete as much of other ·identifying information as 
possible." This directly contradicts the position of the State Fire Marshal that 
these data elements are optionill. Additionally, regarding identification of the 

·. vehicle involved, the Fire Marshal has stated: "These data elements are essential 
to identifying particular brands or models that are more often a problem than 
others.· . . _ . The make, model, year, and other information are useful in 
determining the level of compliance of mobile properties involved in fires and 
hazardous materials incidents; and for analyZing the effectiveness of these codes, 
standards and regulations. The data is used to assess if more regulation is needed, 
and to alert the public to potential hazards associated with particular kinds or 
makes of vehicles or other mobile property." Thus, these fields, contrary to the 
assertion of the State Fire Marshal, are not optional. 

Fire Origin: Horizontal Distance From - As the State Fire Marshal has noted, this is 
another new field. However, rather than being optional,. there is no denotation in 
the manual that same is optional. Again, the first mention that this matter is 
optional is in the response of the State Fire Marshal to the test claim herein. · 

Sex and Age - This is another new category in the new CFIRS manual. This requires the 
sex· and age of the person(s) involved iri the ignition. The State Fire Marshal has 
claimed that this is an optional field, but the manual does not so state. Rather, the 
statements as to the purpose for this information belies the assertion in the 
response to the test claim: ''If prevention efforts are to be successful, they must be 
directed to the appropriate audience. In other words, if you want to solve a 
problem, you have to reach the people that are causing that problem. This data 
combination draws the picture of the segment of the population that is most often 

.. 

· involved in the particular problem you are addressing .... The value of this data 
is further magnified at the sate level, where patterns and trends can be proved - or 
disproved -by the accumulated view from the statewide database. NOTE: This 
factor is essential'to defining and documenting the juvenile arson and firesetter 
problem. It also provides unique insights to better our understanding of the 
fireworks problem, vehicle fires, kitchen fires - and just about any other fire 

· problem related to human behaviqr." Thus, although the State Fire Marshal 
presently claims that this information is optional, the manual issued earlier to all 
fire departments indicates that this information is clearly of extreme importance to 
the State Fire Marshal and is not, in fact, optional. • 

If Equipment Involved in Ignition - This ~s another category with subfields including 
-type, model, year, make, serial number. The State Fire Marshal claims that the 
subfields of make, model, year and serial number are all optional. However, same 
is not_ reflected in the manual. Rather, the manual states that these fields are ''the 
only jeans for identifying specific products that are causing fires. The problem 
can be the result of a manufacturing defect that causes the item to be unsafe -. or it 
can be the result of poor design that leads to unsafe use of the item. The only way 

-.these product related problems can be corrected, is to pinpoint the items that are at 
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fault. This data is the principal source of information for the Consrimer Product 
Safety Commission's efforts to regulate product safety related to fire hazards."· 
Accordingly, the State Fire Marshal's assertion that these items are optional must . 
be disregarded. It is also interesting to note that the field "type" of equipment has .: ... 
not been ass_erted by the State Fire Marshal to be optional. 

. -

Material-Generating Most Smoke:·· Type- The State Fire MarShal claims that. this title is· 
optional. However, the manual does not so state. In fact, again, there is .no 

- indication anywhere except in the State Fire Marshal's response to this test claim 
- that the field is optional. Furthermore, the purpose stated for this entry 

demoil.strates the fact that the State Fire Marshal believes this information to be 
important for its statewide database: ''Because smoke is the major threat to life 
safety in most building fires, it is critical to identify those materials that cause 

-more smoke than others. The identification of smoke-producing materials is used 
to evaluate structural design, Construction methods, and mechanical air handling 
systems intended to-limit the movement of smoke through buildings. This entry 
can be correlated with such factors as casualties, extent of damage, 'construction 
type, and detector performance, among others." 

Material Generating Most Smoke: Form - Again, the State Fire Marshal claims that this 
::o:· is optional. Again, the manual does not so indicate. The purposes stated is "[t]o 

increase our understanding of how different materials contribute to the production 
. ; of smoke in various environmeilts." Accordingly, it is submitted that this 

particular entry is not optional 

Fuel Model - The State Fire Marshal claims that this p8rticular entry is optional. 
:;:;:;, However, that is not accurate. The entry for this particular field states: "Applies 
. .,,,, · to vegetation fires only''. Thus, this entry depends upon the type- of fire. 

Accordingly, this·entry is not optional. Rather, the entry can be inapplicable if the 
type of fire involved does not pertairi to ve~etation. It is -respectfully sub:initted 
that the State Fire Marshal was in error when he stated that this entry is optional; 
rather, the entry is dependent upon the type of fire. ·· · · · · 

In summary, there are only four fields which the State Fire Marshal claims are 
optional and are stated in the manual as optiqnal, being first-in company, district, 
involvement code and ·~e. It is respectfully submitted that in order to comply with the 
purpose of the document, name Should not be optional. The other three fields could 
clearly be optional. Thus, out of a total of approximately 20 categories (exclusive of 
sub fields) which the State Fire MSrshal claims are optional, only four in fact actually are 
so stated in the manual. Of the four fields stated as optional, only three should probably 
be optional. · 

. -

Thus, in comparison with the total number of fields which are required to be 
completed in the form, the fields which are actually optional are de minimus, and of little 
consequence in considering the total :time it takes to complete the form. 
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lli. ANALYSIS OF THOSE FIELDS WHICH ARE CLAIMED TO BE THE 
SAME BY THE STATE FIRE MARSHAL 

. . 

There are a substantial number of entries which the State .Fire Marshal claims are 
essentially the same from the old manual to the new manual. AB will be demonstrated 
herein, that assertion is inaccurate. · What will be discerned is that,the possible codes for 
· any giveri event have so expanded that whereas the entry of the code may not have · 
changed, the fact that there are so many more new choices considerably expands the time 
that it takes in order to complete the report. ' 

Fire Department Identification -In the original CFIRS, there was no requirement to note 
which fire department within the state was involved. In the new CFIRS, the 
identification number is different,· and the manual states: "This is a unique 
number ·assigned by the State Fire Marshal to identify a particular fire department 
in Califo'mia," Accordingly,· the department identification is a new field. There is 
room for a subsidiary number to identify the incident within the fire department. 
Thus; this is a different requirement from what was required before. · 

Incident Number - In the original manual, the number W~U; to be given by the dispatcher 
of the local agency to identify the incideiit. In the new manual, it is a unique 
number. There are requirements that the first two digits of this number must be 
the year of the incident. Thus, this requirement is not the same as previously 
required. 

Exnosure Number - In the original manual; this entry was used to denote that when the 
fire had spread to additional buildings and vehicles, there must be an additional 

. . 

report completed. With the new nianual, the requirements have been expanded. 
The incident number permits all property in. a single fire incident to be linked 
together, ·but the exposure number identifies each separate property. The revised 
manual states that if there is silch a spread, there must be a separate report 
prepared for each separate property, with the same incident number. If the fire 
spreads to another jurisdiction, each exposure fire is now required to be· coded as a 
separate fire with all causal factors listed~ . This change now requires that instead 
of a supplemental report being filed, each separate property involved in the spread 
of the fire must have a separate report· filed on that piece of property. This 
multiplies the requirements of completing the forms required ~or any fire where· 
there is a spread of the fire. · 

. . 
Date - Although this item is self-explanatory in. the old manual, and an entire page is 

devoted to it in the new manual, there is something worth noting, and will be 
discussed later:· although the program was instituted in 1990 for full 
implementation by 1992, it was then set up to fail to comply with Y2K., as the date 
was to be indicated by two digits, rather than four. This is a flaw with .the entire 
program,. which presently pauses problems as often times reports cannot . be e 
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generated by the-system presently in use, although devised to comply with the 
requirements _of;th~State Fire Marshal. 

Time Out - This is. the ~term used. in the old manual; the new term is Di&Patch Time .. 
- These entries.a.Ie:the same. · 

Dist/Citv - In the old--manual, this is known as District/City, the pmpose of which is to 
give a numb~ to a given area for use of the focal jurisdictions, using numbers 01-
99 .. In the new manual this is also labeled as optional, but the options include an 
alphanumeric codiilg. 

Out of Jurisdiction - Auto~atic/Mutua.l Aid - In the old manual, this entry was optional, 
and was .to be checked in the fire incident occurred out of the area of jurisdiction. 
However, what is most important to note is that the only agency which had to 
report a mutual aid call was the fire agency which had jurisdiction. With the new 
manual, the entry is now called Automatic/Mutual Aid and is specifically -n~t 
optional. The main difference is that if you are the agency providing support via 
mutual aid, you must now also complete a CFIRS report, which would not have -
had to be done under the original manual. Thus, a report must now be completed · 

,,,,_ . ·.:·:: · each and every time the claimant goes to assist another department under a mutual 
:1 · aid situation. Thus, not only are the· chissifi.cations not the same, but' the 

- corresponding aml)unt of work required by the new manual has · ~ased 
substantially. 

Tvoe of Incident - Situation(s) Found - In the old· manual, there .were essentially 20 
.. ,... different types of incidents. .In the new manual, this requirement has been 

. :· . . _.:.' expanded exponentially. Rather than just one number for <me of twenty types of 
'" ' :. · incidents that cauld be encountered, there is now a multi-part riumber .. First.of all, 

the form provides . for 'up to four different situations found, although the 
instructions state that the most serious one is to be entered first. The level of 
detail and sophistication has increased dramatically. In the new book, for 
example, if there were.a vehicle accident with 2 injured victims and fuel leaking, 
there would be three numbers entered: one for the accident, another for the 
victims ii:t.jured and trapped, and another one for fuel leaking in the engine area. 
In the old fon:n, there would just b~ one number, fm: a vehicle accident. Thus, 
although theoretically the same information is 'being sought,· the quality and 
sophistication of the required response under the new manual has expanded . 
substantially. In addition to expanding to four categories in which situations may 
be found, the total choices include eight types of major beadings, with subfields. 
For example, the first major choice is fire or explosion. Iristead of the one -
beading, which is what would occur under the Qld manual, there are now 1 0 
fields. So, not only do you have to report a fire, but must determine which choice 
under fire must be entered. Under Overpressure, Rupture, Explosion Overheat 
.(not ensuing fire), there are an additional 7 subcategories. The same is true for 
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each of the remaining major fields. Thus, the level of detail required to· complete 
the new report has grown exponentially. e 

Alann Source - Method of Alarm - Although the information requested is similar, the 
form and detail required in comparing the old and riew manuals is not. Under the 
old form, there were six boxes, and the reporting party could merely check the 
box. This did not require checking in .the nianual each time to determitle the 
proper alarm code. Now, the new manual requires that the method of alarm be a 
code, and there are 9 different types of methods which can be coded.· This 
requires·that the code book be cheeked, rather than merely checking a box. 

Property Management - In the old manual, there was merely a field to insert the. name, 
· address and telephone number of the property manager. This did not require 

looking up codes. In the present manual, there is now a new, separate category for 
the owner or occupant who controls the· property involved in the incident. This 
field is no longer denoted as optional .. The new mandate requires a selection from 
among nine codes which are.provided. · 

Census Parcel No. - Census Tract - In the old form, there was merely a block to be filled 
. in. In the new form, there is a place for subdivisionS of census tracts, indicated by 
a decimal point. The new infox:mation required. a higher level . of detail. 
Additionally, as noted above, under the old manual, no report was required to be 
given if there you were merely rendering mutual aid. The new manual further 
highlights the fact that you were required to fill the form out if giving mutual aid, 
because it specifies that this block does not have to be completed .if you are the 
secondary jurisdiction providing mutual aid. This further bolsters claimant's 

. contention that the number of total incidents which have to be reported has 
increased dramatically. 

Property Classification (Complex) - General Property Use - The purpose of these two 
categories is similar: to determine the overall use of the property in the specific 
incident. · In the old' book, there were 23 classifications and codes for different 
types of property in alphabetical order. In the new manual, there are different 
types of property, and the properties are listed by type 6f property, rather than 
alphabetical order. . General property use now has 42 different categories. The 
level of detail to properly code in the new system has increased 

Individual Fixed Propertv Use Classifications - Specific Propertv Tvne - Under general 
·property use are categories for which property can be used. . A sample includes air· 
force office, aluminum casting, bathhouse, etc.-, all listed in alphabetical order. 
However, in the new manual, "Specific Property Use", has nine major divisions. 
The categories y.rithin general divisions have been broken down substantially, 
such that if yciu are dealing with a day care facility, there is a different code if you 
have less than 7 clients, 7 to 12 clients, or more than 12 clients, pl11S a catch all of 
it does not fit in the three above categoti_es. There is a separate category if you are . ' . 
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dealing with a hemodialysis unit. There are separate categories for missile and 
space vehicle launch sites, tobacco curing sheds, chemical, fertilizer and mineral 
mines inclUding guano gathering operations. Thus, the level of response required 
has increased exponentially by virtue of the sophistication of the new manual. 

Property Tvoe .:.. Structure Type - The State Fire Marshal claims that these two categories 
are the same. This is not true. The original manual has ten classifications which 

·relate to the type of building involved. ·The new manual has nine categories, but ., 
they are different, including open structure; building with two or more specific . 
property uses, and underground structure. Thus, although similar in purpose, the · 
classifications are not the same. 

Construction Type - Construction Tvoe/Roof Covering - The S~e Fire Marshal asserts 
that the former entry for construction type is the same as the now two categories 
for construction type and roof covering.· Although the form is geared towards 
obtaining the same information, the level of information required in the two forms 
is substantially djfferent. On the old form, there were a series of boxes to be 
checked, being exterior.walls, and under that boxes for combustible and non-

···. . combustible; interior walls, and under that boxes · for combustible and non-
- combustible; floor-root: and under that boxes for combustible and non-
,. combustible; and a box to indicate whether or not it was fire rated. . Thus, the 
. ·' reporter merely had to check boxes to give the State Fire Marshal the requested 

information. In the new manual, there are two separate sections. The first section· 
is construCtion type. The purpose of this data is to ''determine what effect the type 
of construction has on· fire development, fire ·spread, and resulting damage. This 

· .,.. is a critical detail in the inventory of the fire defense existing in a structure or 
. ;::; building before the ignition occurred,." No longer can the reporter merely check 

boxes. Rather, the reporter must go and select between ·seven codes to see·what 
type of Structural composition must be coded. . The second. code· is for roof 
covering, the purpose of which is "to evliluate different types of roof covering as 

·'they relate to ignition from various sources, .. as well as to determine· their 
contribution to fire spread and ovei'ai.J. damage. Again, the reporter must look and 
see which of the nine oodes is applicable in a given situation. Thus, from a simple 

. check the box, the. reporter must now look twice at his codes in order to make sure 
that the appropriate numbers are inserted in the fonn. 

Vehicle- Mobile Propertv Type- Previously, if a vehicle was involved, on the old form, 
you merely inserted the number "6" in Structure Type, and give the make and year 
of car, license number and state if the vehicle was involved in a car fire. The 
situation substantially changed with the new manual. Now, It doesn't matter if 
there was a car fire or not. Nor does it matter the. purpose to which the vellicle 
was used, because the purpose is captured imder ''Specific Property Use". Now 
there are eight major categories of mobile property, consisting of passenger road 
transport vehicles, freight road transport vehicles, rail transport vehicles, water 
transport vehicles, air transport vehicles, heavy. industrial and agricultural 
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equipment, . special mobile property and lllilitary vehicles, and other mobile 
property type. Under each type of property, there are subfields, and it is· those. 
subfields which must be listed. Thus, instead of focusing on automobiles, the 
focus is now on any type of mobile property, including vessels without their oWn 
motive power including towed petroleum balloons, barges and other towed . or 
towable vehicles. Again, something that was snnple to complete, in an attempt to 
make it more descriptive, has been made much more complex. 

Level of Origin - Fire Origin - Area - In the previous form, the reporter was required to 
code at which level the fire started, and the codirig was geared so that by 
examining the numbers, the total feet above ground or below ground could be 
discerned. In .the new form, there is an entry for Fire Origin - Area, which 
requires substantially more detail than previously requ~ed. No longer is there an 
issue as to level. Now, it relates to the functional areas. The putpose for this 
entry is to "identifY the specific room or space where the fire started ... This factor 
is B;bsolutely essential to effective fire-cause analysis." There are now nine major 
categories of areas, including: means of egress, assembly, sales area:s; function 
areas; storage areas; service areas; service, equipment areas; structural areas; 
transportation, vehicle areas; and other areas of origin. Under each major 
heading ·there are a munber of sU.bfields, including silch subfields as: swimming 
pool; printing or photographic room or area; display window; switchgear area, · 
transformer vault; exterior exposed surface of transportation equipment, etc. 
Thus; the level of information now required is substantial. 

Source of Heat Causing Ignition . - Ignition Factor - The old. inanual had several 
categories for source of heat causing ignition. These were subdivided into major 
categories with subfields therein. There are still major categories with subfields 
in the riew manual, but the categories have been expanded, as have been the 
subfields. In the old manual, the main categories were heating categories; cooking 
equipment; air conditioning, refrigeration equipment; electrical distribution 
equipment; appliances and equipment; special equipment; processing 
equipment; service and. maintenance equipment; and other object, exposure fire. 
The new main categories include incendiary; reckless; misuse of heat of ignition; 
misuse of material ignited; mechanical failure, malfunction; design. construction, 
installation deficiency; operational deficiency; natural . ·condition and other 
ignition factor. Thus, the entire emphasis fOr ignition has been shifted from the 
physical. object which caused the ignition to the reason for ignition. Thus, 

· aithougl). the purpose is similar, it is definitely not the same as represented by the 
State Fire Marshal. 

· Tvoe of Material First Ignited - Material First lgpfted: Type - It is the assertion of the 
State Fire Marshal that these two categories are the same. Although they ask for 
the same information, there have been expanded categories added in the new 
cFIRS inanUal. First of all, the new manual breaks out wood and cellulose into 
two categories, from the one c!l.$egciry in the previ~us manual. The two categories 
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are now naturally occuning and processed. · Plastics have been taken from the 
category in the old manual entitled "Chemical; Metal, Plastic and Applied Paint", 
and given its own category with seven subdivisions. Additionally, the other type 
of material category has been expanded in the new manual. Thus, although the 
two forms request the sanie type ·of information, the new manual expands the 
categories and subfields in order to obtain more detailed information. 

' ....... ~ : ~ . 

Form Of Material First Ignited- Material First Ignited: Form- This is another category 
which the State Fire- Marshal claims is the same iii both editions.. While the 

.information.requested is the·same, and many of the categories and subfields aie 
the same,- there has been expansion of. the sub fields in the new manual in order to . 
obtain additional detailed information. For example, furniture has been expanded 
from six s~fields to eight subfields. General form has also been expanded from 
six fields to eight, special form has been expanded from_ seven fields to eight, arid 
other form of material has been expanded from two fields- to five. Additionally, 

· - many of the sub fields have been further defined and refined. Thus, although there . . 

is substantial similarity between the two forms for this category, .the new manual 
requires additional information and thus the two categories are notthe same. 

Main Avenue Fire Spread. Material Causing Spread-Type. Material Causing Spread-
. Form - Contributing Factors - The State Fire Marshal has claimed -that the first· 

three categories in the old manual ·are the same as the one new category in the 
revised CFIRS manual. This is not accurate. In the old manual, main avenue fire 
spread was used to show how the fire spread from one area to another, via ceiling 
or attic spaees, ducts, stairWays and elevator shafts; etc. The· second category, 
TYPe ofmaterial causing spread is to identify the type of materlill which ignited 
during the spread of the fire. The third category, being form of material causing 
spread is the primary ·use of the material which caused· the spread. This is 
substantially different than contributing factors in the new manual. In the new 
manual, the purpose for.this category is to be able to indicate the additional factors 
that had an influence on the cause or outcome of the incident. The purpose is 
stated as enabling one to ''paint a more c'omplete picture of what· occurred by 
capturing important details that are above and beyond what is recorded in other 
parts of the report." In this section, there are eight major headings which are: 
building construction or design factors, acts or omissions, building contents, 
delays, protective equipment, equipment electrical . or mechanical, natural 
conditions and fireworks. The new manual goes· into much more of the reasons 
for what transpired at the incident; the·old manual is more concerned with the 
physical factors. Thus, the two manuals are not the same iri. this respect. 

Source of Heat Causing Ignition- Eguipment Involved in Ignition-Type- These are two 
categories which the State Fire Marshal claims are the same. In the origirull. form, 
the instructions was that this entry "identifies the piece of equipment or object 
which provides the hea:t that caused the ignition. . . ." In the new manual, the 
focua has changed somewhat, and is stateQ. as: ''The frequency~offires associated 
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with particular products tells us ·where we need to focus corrective action -
· whether it be a product recall for an· inherent defect, or public education to correct 
improper use. Note: This>entcy is not just for equipment that failed or· 
malfunctioned. It is just as important to know when equipment operated properly, 
but was mi~ed. Classic examples are fireplaces and kitchen stoves." In the new 
manual, an entire new categ~ry with nine subfields has been added, namely 
vehicles. Additionally, the nine subfields in the last category, of"other'' has been 
completely rewritten to provide for other types of ignition. Thus, while there is 
substantial similarity between the two fields, there has been a rewriting of this 
section to make same more detailed ancl specific in the_ new manual. 

Estimate Loss-Pnmertv- Esmnate Pro,pertv Los·s: Estimated Loss-Contents Estimated 
Contents Loss - These are two separate fields which the State Fire Marshal claims 
are identical on both forms, and they are, in fact, id~tical. 

Extent of Damage-Fire- Extent ofDamage-Flame- niese are the categories in the two 
manuals that the State Fire Marshal claims are the same. Although the ori~ 
manuai had seven fields, the new manual has eight. The fields have also been 
modified tO give more detail in the new manual. Thus, although there is 
substantiai similarity between the two categories, they are not the same in the two 
manuals. 

Extent of Damage-Smoke - Extent of Damage-Smoke - These are another two 
categories which the State Fire Marshal claims are the same in both manuals. 
They are remarkably similar, but not the same. The original manual has seven 
fields, while the new manual has nine such fields. There is also refinement in the 
categories between the first and second manuals. Thus, although there is 
substantial similarity, the two categories are not the same. 

Main Avenues Smoke. Spread- Avenue of Smoke Travel- These. ~e two categories 
which the State Fire Marshal claims are the same in both manuals. Whereas there 
are nine fields in each category in each manual, the new manual has revised and 
changed the fields. Thus, although there is ·substantial similarity between the two 
manuals, the two. categories are not identical in the manuals. 

Signal or Warning Svstem-Type-Means of Activation-TYPe Detectors - Detection . 
SWtem Tvoe - The State Fire Marshal contends that the previous three codes are 
the same as the one new category in the revised CFIRS manual. It is respectfully 
submitted that the new category is similar to, but not the same as, the three prior 
categories. In the old manual, when it came to type of warning system, there are 
seven types listed, being unknown, local, auxili.ary, remote station, proprietary and 
centrai station. The type of system had to be coded. Means of activation included 
four codes for unknown; automatic detectors only, automatic detectors and 
manual sending stations, and manual sending stations only .. The third category, 
being type of automatic detectors includeq unknown, heat, BIQOke, combination of 
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heat/smoke, invisible product of combustion, and other. The new category for 
detection system· type has ten categories: smoke detector, ionization principle; 
smoke detector, photoelectric principle; smoke detector, undetermined or 
combined·Rrinciples; ·heat. detector, rate of rise; heat detector, fixed temperature; 
heat detectQr;~~:u,ndetermined or combined principles; combination of detection 
principles pr~ent in 1 or more devices; no detector present; no detector present; 
other type .detector present; type of detector systeni undetermined or not reported. 
Thus while the infonnation requested in the three prior entries is similar to the 
information requested in the new manual; it is nQt the same. 

. ' 

Signal or Warning Systems - Effectiveness - Detection System: Performance - This is 
another category where the. State Fire Marshal claims the old manual and new 
manual requirements are the same. In the old manual, there are only six possible 
entries, being unknown, no alarm, delayed alarm, satisfactory, unsatisfactory, and 
other. With the new manual, the choices have been increased to ten categories 
which eli~it more information,. such as:· "detector(s) in the room or space .of fire 
origin, and it alerted the occupants", and "detectoi:(s) operated but the occupants. 
failed to respond to detector notification." Thus, although the information desired 
is similar, . the new manual is much more sophisticated in eliciting necessary 
information in order to satisfy the purpose of this seetion: ''To ·provide 
information about the use, reliability, and effectiveness of automatic detection 
equipment. ·This is critical to determining the role of detection equipment in fire 
control and life safety." · 

Sprinklers-Type, Standpipes-Type. Soecial Hazard Protection-Tvoe -- Extinlruishing 
· ··'· ·· System Tvoe - The State Fire Marshal claims that the three previous codes are the 
.:-::- same as the new code, Extinguishing System Type. In the old manual, under 

sprinklers-type, there ··are seven categories listed, being unknown, wet pipe, 
regular dry pipe, pre-action, deluge, combination dry pipe and pre-action and 
other. Under standpipes-type, the following are listed: unknown, wet, automatic 
water admitting, manual water. admitting, dry without permanent water. supply, 
combination wet and dry, and other. Regarding special hazard protection type, the 
following is listed: carbon dioxide system, dry chemical system, foam system, 
water spray system, explosion prevention or suppression system, static electricity 
control system, lightning protection· system, other special haZard system, and 
unknown. However, with the new manual, there are different categories under 
extinguishing system type. There are now sixteen categories of systems, with 
definitions as to each. Thus, whereas there is substantial similarity, the two 
manuals are not the same in this regard. 

Sprinkleni Effectiveness. Standpipes Effectiveness. Portable ExtinguisherS Effectiveness, 
Special Hazard Protection: Effectiveness - Extinguishing Svstem Performance -. 
The State Fire Marshal claims that the four categories in the earlier manual are the 
sanie as the one category in the new manual. Although there is ·substantial 
similarity, the categories are not equivalent. Undet the old. manual, sptinklers 

• 
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-:· effectiveness, standpipes effectiveness and portable extinguishers effectiveness 
· each had the same categories to complete, namely: unlmown, not a factor in 
outcome, helped control fire, controlled fire, extinguished fire, operated but not 
effective, and other. The last category,. special hazard protection effectiveness had 
similar, although not identical categories, namely: i.uiknown, not a factor in · 
outcome, helped control fire, extinguished, not effective and other. In the new 
manual, there are only six categories, being: equipment operated and was 
effective in controlling or extinguishing the fire; equipment operated and was not 
effective in controlling or extinguishing the fire; equipment should have operated 
abut did not; equipment present but fire too small to require operation; 
extinguishing system: performance, not classified above ... ; and extinguishing 
system: performance, undetermined or not reported. Thus, while there are 
substantial similarities, the categories are not equivalent. 

Firefighter-Numbered· Injured. Firefighter-Number of Deaths ..:. Fire Service Casualtv
Injuries. Fire Service Casualtv-Fatalities - As claimed by the State Fire Marshal, . 
the two categories in the old manual are essentially the same as they are in the 
new manual. 

Civilians-Number Injured, Civilians-Number of Deaths- Non-Fire Service Fire Casualtv-
. -----"'l!!njuries. Non-Fire Service Fire Casualty-Fatalities - As claimed by the State Fire 

1Marshal, the two categories in the old mariual are essentially the same as the two · 
categories in the new manual. 

As can be seen from the foregoing, there are only a few instances where the new 
fire entries are the" same, or substantially similar, in the new manual. Rli.ther, there_ are 
four categories that are substantially the same in both manuals, and there are two 
categories which are substantially similar in both manuals. Thus, from a claim that there 
are approximately 32 entries, only six categories are substantially similar. -Thus, the 
assertion by the State Fire Marshal that the two manuals are almost the same and thus 
there is no higher level of service is erroneous .. 

· IV. INCREASED LEVEL OF SERVICE 

Commission staff has previously requested that-claimant analyze the additional 
time in completing the various new data elements in order to demonstrate the increased 
level of service. Rli.ther, it is believed that it is easier to demonstrate the increased level 
of service by an analysis of the total time that it takes to complete the report. 

As demonstrated by the declarations filed contemporaneously herewith, the prior 
manual required ~bout 20 nrinutes to properly fill o-ut a report. After awhile, the codes 
were easier to remember, and it was not always necessary to look up a code in order to 
complete the form. Also, only fires needed to be reported, which eliminated most of the · 

. reports which are now completed. · 
-. -. 
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It is much more time . consuming to prepare the present CFIRS reports. · On. 
average, it takes at least 45 minutes to properly complete a C~ report, unless it is a 
simple ''move up~'. · · 

Under the prior system, it was possible to call in to the . station and ~ctate the 
numbers over the telephone to a clerk, who would complete the forms. Under the new 
system, as we do not have the resources to have personal computers with every unit, the 
·form must be completed by hand. It is then transmitted to the administia.tive department, 
where the data is manually inputted into the CFIRS S)istem; Thus, not only haS the 
firemen's time increased, but also the need for increased data transcribers as well. 

= Additionally, the new CFIRS reportS have caused much difficulty to firemen when 
called upon to testify in civil and criminal actions: As shown from the attached · 
declaration, the best description of what has transpired at an.incident is from the written 
narrative. Now, with the advent of the .new CFIRS manual, even though there are an · 
increa.Sed number. of categories to use in order to describe an incident, there is nothing as 
descriptive as the narrative of the firemen involved. A substantial amount oftime·is often 
spent in court trying to explain "discrepancies" between the new CFIRS coding and the 
narrative of the incident. This is because no matter how detailed coding may be, it will 

·:·never be as completely descriptive of a scene as the narrative of the firemen will he. 

There is another requirement, which Substantially increased the level of.service 
mandated by this program. This requirement was the preparation of a computer system 
capable of providing the data to the State Fire Marshal. There are three major areas of 

· increased costs associated with the manner in which this requirement was mandated. · 
,;:.~, ... · 

"· · ·' The additional cost arose because there was no prepackaged software sponsored 
:.:by the State Fiie Marshal. This necessitated that the claimant write the softWare itself. 
· The second area of increased cost occurred because the specifications, as originally 
required, were found to contain errors. AP, a result, the State Fire Marshal sent out new 
requirements, which substBntially changed the 'manner in which the claimant's program 
was written, and thus had to be rewritten on a number of occasio~. 

The third, and most important glitch, causing stiU more mandated local costs, was 
that the . program was not Y2K complaint. As noted throughout the program 
specifications, the year was to be· denoted by two digits, namely the last two digits of the 
year.9 'This has meant that in this calend8r year, 2000, it has been next to impossible to 
respond as requested by the State Fire Marshal, as the system has had difficulties given 
the manner in which local fire departments were required to implement the system. 

Thus, even though this program was mandated in 1990 to be effective by 1992, it .. 
was already programmed for disaster by not being Y2K compliant. 

. . ~ 

9 See, for example, CFIRS edit specifications, page 2 (6/89); cFms edit specifications, page 11 {6/89), etc. 
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In summary, it is fallacious to attempt to calculate the increased level of service by 
. determining how many new data fields are in the new CFIRS fonn, and comparing same 
· with the number of data fields in the old form. ;.·,~- ,. · 

· With the old form, only a discrete proportion of responses needed to be reflected 
by· a CFIRS report: namely, reportable fires. With the new form, every time a unit is 
moved, except for fire inspections, a CFIRS report form must be completed. This has 
expanded the total number of responses by 400%. . . 

When the choice of responses is to check a box, it takes only seconds to respond. . 
When the required resporuie is to use a code, ~t takes longer to check the book for the 
appropriate code to be inserted. 

Additionally, when the number of choices for a response is increased; the amount . 
of time that it takes in order to make the appropriate choice and insert the code number · 
goes up exponentially. It takes only a few seconds, after the appropriate page is found, to 
make a choice of codes if there are only six possible responses. However, as the number 
of possible responses increases, the time that it takes to review the· possible codes and 
insert the one thought to be the most descriptive increases substantially. 

Also, when there are but a few responses that require a code, after a substantial 
period of using the form, the more common codes are readily remembered, and the code 
book does not have to be utilized to obtain the appropriate number. However, when the 
total nulilber of fields increases substantially, as do the cmoices within ·the fields, it 
becomes next to impossible ~ remember codes, thus requiring that the fireman examine 
the code book in order to obtain the appropriate code. 

Thus, a mere comparison of the number of data elements required to be completed 
for each form does not begin to describe the true differences in the two manuals. Rather, 
the universe of what must be completed, .as well as the changes and total nuniber of 
choices must be examined. 
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. DECLARATION OF GLEN EVERROAD · 
' ....... _. 1';:::' ' 

-~--~!57!.~:.~::--~ !· • 

I, Glen Everroad, ma.\<:e the following:d,~laration wider oath: 

I am the Revenue Manager for the City. of Ne-Wport Beach, and as part of my duties, I am 
also the SB 90 CoordinatOr for the.-Oity. ,_..AS part of my duties, I am responsible for the 
complete and timely recovery of costs mandated by the State. 

I have reviewed the Response To Commission On State Mandate's Staff's Request For 
Additional Information, Test Claim of City of Newport Beach, CSM-4419. I am 
personally conversant with the foregoing facts, _1md if so required, I could and would 

· testify to the stafem~ts made hereiiL · · · · ·. · · · ' 

I declare. Uhder 'pima.Ity of pe:tj\uy Wider 'tb.e. 1lawifof the Stiite of California that thb 
.. .. foregoing. is true and correct of my own kno~ib:i.ge:· except as to the matters wblch. are 

stated upon information or belief, and as to those matters, I believe them to be true . . ·. . ~ . 

Executed this "L-C\ day of November, 2000 at Newport Beach, Califonlia. . 

·~ . . . . , ... Q 

·.:·~~-~:L ,, 
,,;;:, 

" ;•: 
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DECLARATION OF NICK WAITE IN . 
RESPONSE TO COMMISSION ON STATE MANDATE'S 
STAFF.'S REQUEST FOR ADDffiONAL INFORMATION 

Test Claim ofCityofNewport Beach, CSM-441'9 
California Fire Incident Reporting System 

AB Promulgated by the State Fire Marshal in the 
July 1990 Fire Incident Reporting System Manual 

New CFIRS Manual 

I, Nick Waite, state: 

I am. a Battalion Chief with the Newport Beach Fire Department, for the City ofNewport 
Beach. I commenced my employment with the Newport Beach Fire Department in 
February, 1971, quit for a period of time, and rejoined again in 1972. I have been with 

. the Newport Beach Fire Department since that time .. · 

I have personal knowledge of the facts stated herein, and if called upon to testify, I could 
do so competently. 

I have personal knowledge of the changes in CFIRS, as I was the person designated by 
our then fire Chief to develop the so~are to implement CFIRS. 

Originally, CFIRS reports were done on fires only, and the State Fire Marshall sent out 
guidelines as to what needed to be completed. There was a manual, a copy of which I 
believe is part of this administrative record, which speeified the codes and what forms 

· had to be filled out. The coding wa.S simpler. After a fire, it would be possible to call in 
and dictate the codes to a secretary, for her to complete the CFIRS coding. Some of the 
codes were so simple, that they were easy to memorize, and thus the manual did not have . 
to be examined each time a report was completed. 

With the new CFIRS manual, there was a substantial change on the quality and quantity 
of information to be reported. No longer did a: report need to be filed only if there was a 
fire; the new manual redefined the incidents which necessitate a report being filed. With 
.the new CFIRS manual, whenever a wheel was turned on equipment, a report had to be 
· filed. In essence, every action except a fire inspection necessitates a CFIRS ·report. 
Thus, medical aid, hazardous materials, structure fires, vehicle fires, heavy rescues and 
"move ups" all require a report. 

A "move up" is a situation where, because of a large fire a fire station does not have 
equipment. Thus, other equipment is sent in to the fire station in the event another 
incident is called in. For example, if the City of Costa Mesa bas a large structure fire, all 
of its engines may be deployed. If we move one of our engines to sit in their fire station 
. in the event of another call, that now ha8 to be reported on tb~ new CFIRS form. This 
would not have to be reported under the prior system. 

. . 
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. · . Thus, with the new forms, went .far beyond structure fires. You are now required to look 
· ... , . · at data element requirements for all kinds of different calls .. If you look at the .list, some 

. -'~·:~·, .. of the fields have 800 choices. This makes oompleting the form far more complex, and 
.·.';;·~~:-;;.; e~tes the ability to memorize the responses that was common on the old form: 

e:. 
. '· .•.. 

:-<:o: ~::.;.~· 

With the original CFIR.S report, we would sU.pply the data to the State Fire Marshall, and 
they would provide us with a printed report. It would tell us how things were in our area, 
and compared calls, for example, with neighboring cities. With the new report and the 
requirement for the provision of so much data, the State Fire Marshall started charging 
for the report. Because it was so expensive. in light of the real information provided, we 
stopped getting the report. 

The concept that was explained to us in meetings while we were devising the· software, 
· was for the State Fire Marshall to have all of the information they needed to provide to 
the Legislature. It would also theoretically provide such information as a particular brand . 
of toasters was catching on fire. Prior to that time, the only way you would know that a 
particular appliance was causing fires was thrOugh attorneys pursuing the issue. 
Theoretically, there would be early discovery on defective carS, appliances, etc. In 
reality, because so much of the information generated has little to no practical application 

. ~our Fire Dep~ent, we do not obtain the reports. 

At this point in time, approximately. 75-80% of our emergency calls are medical aid calls. 
This did not have to be reported on the previous· form, and now must be reported. This 
means that the number of total reports completed has expanded significantly. Whereas 
with the old form we were reporting structure fires only, those structure fires now only 
comprise about 20% of the total reports presently submitted. Under the old form, all we . 
had to report on were fires, such as vehicle fires, trash fires,· structure fires, etc. Thus, in 
the old days, 100% of the reporting was done on 20% of the calls. Now, we have to 
report 100% of the calls. Thus, ~ur total reporting has increased by a factor of 5 .. 

Newport Beach has a population of approximately 70;000 people, and we have · 
approximately 5;000 calls per year. . . . 

In order to comply with the. new CFIRS requirements, we had to go through a number of 
computer systems. I worked on writing one of the systems. The State Fire Marshall 
would make changes to the system, which wouid. necessitate rewriting.the system. With 
the advent of medical aid, it was necessary to tie the system in to a billing system for the 
actual aid provided, so this necessitated a different computer system. 

Another problem with the new report is that in the old form, · the data element 
requirements were things like addresses, time of call, and those elements which by.and 
large, were easily available. With the new form, not only do we have to report events we 
never would have had to report previously, but we also have to go through and figure out 
what the right code to enter is. Although one field may have been added,. there are now 
hundreds of choices. This means that every time you fill out a report, you have to refer 
back to the manual in order to make sure that the data element field is correctly 
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completed. Additionally, the State Fire Marshall kept changing the manner in which 
. incidents would have to be reported: the State Fire Marshall would send out addendum A 

sheets on errors because of problems they found in their original program description. It • 
felt like every time you turned around, there would be some kind of code change or fix. 
Additionally, if the State Fire Marshall found errors in your report, they would send them 
back out and they would have to be rekeyed. · · 

We had to write the software because there was nothing on the market. A vendor came 
up with a product and we bought it, but it was totallY inadequate, so we had to write our 
own software program again. This is as a result of the complexities and changes in this 
report. 

. . 
In reviewing the report, it seems ·as though there was a brainstorming session by those 
responsible for the coding, who tried to envision any possible type of incident occurring. 
For example, if you have a fire in some 'so~ of building, you need to define the type of 
building. For example, number 543 is a drug store with a pharmacist on duty, not to be . 
corifused with number 582 or 583. It becomes much more difficult to complete. 

The problem with the form is that it ·forces you to pigeon hole what actually transpired on 
a scene. Now you have all of these data elements. How~er. when you are called upon 
to testify; still rely upon the tiarrative, because the coding is usually not as accurate as the 
narrative. This causes problems when called upon to testify, as there will be differences 
between the coding and the narrative. 

. ' . 

As stated previously, in the old days, could call in the data elements to a secretary, who 
would fill out the piece of paper. Now, you gather data at the scene, and return to the fire 
station. Thetl, you have to log in to the computer system· and fill out the form. If there 
are multiple units involved in an incident, the first person fills out the report and says 

. how many personnel, how many units, and that starts many of the data elements. One 
unit on a fire will go through and complete the detailed information. . However, that 
doesn't tell the story of the incident. You need to do the narrative, which. describes what 
the scene looked like upon arrival, and what transpired after arrival. The narrative is 
what is relied upon in the event of litigation as the coding is not sufficiently descriptive 
nor accurate: · · · 

Aneth~ issue. that. is important to note is that with th~ coding for c:Fms. th~ data 
elements as required by the State Fire Marshall set up a program which was not Y2K 
compliant. . What this means is that for calendar year 2000, we have been unable to 
provide data to the State Fire Marshall, because the system does not work. This makes 
the situation extremely frustrating, because by the time the program was up and working 
properly, it became obsolete because of the codes and fields required to be used by the 
State Fire Marshall. 

With the old form, it only took approximately 10-15 minutes to complete the codes. 
Witli the present form, it takes much longer to complete, because of the fields, and can 
take between 25 and 45 minutes to complete each form accurately. If the form is not ~ 
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properly fiiled out, the State Fire· Marshall will return the data and it will have to be 
examined and reentered; and again, tranSmitted to them. 

.· ~·:.r:~··,·: ~ 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true ·and correct, a,]}.~.g:iat this 
declaration is exec.uted this 29th day of November, 2000 at Newport Beach, CaAfc;iprla. 

Nick Waite 

.:__-, 
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PROOF OF SERVICE BY MAIL 

I; the undersigned, declare as follows: 

I am a resident of the County of Sacramento, and I am over the age of 18 years arid not a party to 
th~ within action. My place of employment is 4320Auburn Blvd., Suite 2000, Sacramento, CA 
95841. 

On November 30, 2000, I served ·the Response to Co:mrirission on State Mandate's Staff's 
Request for Additional Information, and Declaration of Nick Waite in Response to Commission 
on State Mandate's Staff's Request for Additional Information, CSM-4419, California Fire 
Incident Reporting System, July 1990 Fire Incident Reporting System Manual, Chapter 345, 
StatUtes of 1987, by placing a: true copy thereof in an envelope addressed to each of the persons 
listed on the mailing list, and by sealing and depositing said envelope in the Untied State mail at 
S~cramento, California, with postage thereon fully prepaid. 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is 
true ·and correct, and that this declaration was executed this 30th day of November, 2000 at 
Sacramento, California. 
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MAILING LIST 

James Lombard, Principal An!Uyst·'(A~l5) 
Department of Finance . · · · ·: 
915 L Street, Room 8020 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Mr. Fort Hartsfield, Batallian Chief/Fire Marshal: 
San Ramon Valley Fire Protection District 
1500 Bollinger Canyon Road · 
San Ramon, CA 94583 

Mr. Paige Vorhies (B-8), Bureau Chief 
State Controller's Office 
Division of Accounting & Reporting 
3301 C Street, Suite 500 
Sacramento, CA 95816 

Mr. James Wait, Assistant S.tate Fire Marshal 
Office of State Fire marshal 
P. 0. Box 944246 · 
Sacramento, CA 94244-2460 
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CLAIMANT'S SUPPLEMENTAL 
.FlLING 

CSM-4419 · 
:_ . -

. · California Fire Incident Reporting System 
· . July.l~90 Fire Incident Reporting System Man~ 

Chapter 345, Statutes of 1987 . 

EXHIBITN 

RECEIVED 
MAR 15 2002 

COMMISSION ON 
STATE MANDATES 

In review of the administrative record" on file herein, there are some documents issUed by 
the State of California which have not been included in it. By this tiling, we are · 

· requesting that the Conii:Dission on State· Mandates add these documents to the 
administrative record. . . 

The first document, attached hereto as Exhibit "1 ", and incorporated herein by reference, 
is a doctinlent prepared by the California State Fire Marshal, entitled: Q & A, Answers to 
common questions about implementing the new California Fire Incident Reporting 
System. In this document, the State Fire Marshal is clear that the only option for reporting 
is by ~crocomputer. · 

On page 5, the State Fire Marshal clearly states that a new ·CFIRS report must be 
submitted for every fire. If it is. a hazardous materials call, it must be reported to the OES 
(Office of Einergency Services). The State Fire Marshal said that there are t)Vo options 
for reporting - one the cHMms report to OES, or including it on the .CFIRS form, and 
then the State Fire Marshal will provide the information to OES. 

Although EMS (Emergency Medical System) is not required to be reported on CFIRS, the 
. State Fire Marshal stresses that this information if recorded, will be available to all other 
departments because of the universality of the CFIRS report. 

On page 9, the State Fire Marshal is clear that fire departments will have up to and 
including the year 1991 to convert to the new CFIRS. However, as of January 1, 1992, all 
fire departments are to be converted to the new CFIRS form and diskette submittal. 

The second document, attached hereto as Exhibit "2", and incorporated herein by 
reference, is a pamphlet published by the California Department of Forestry. and the 
Office of the State Fire Marshal, entitled Questions and Answers Regarding ihe New 
CFIRS Format (rev. 3/96). There are some differences between this edition and the one 
attach~ in Exhibit "1". As you will note on page 3, information is now transmittable via 

. modem. 

.. 
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·It should be noted that in this version, as in the prior, there is much stress on the fact that 
. the software utilized must meet all state specifications.1 This document also refers to the 
fact that in February 1993, the ·CFIRS-1 form was revised. It should also be noted that 
starting on page 11, there are additional· questions and answers as to how particular 
incidents should 'Qe reported. There is also reference on page 14 to the fact that there has . 

. been a revision to the CFIRS manual dated October, 1995. It is also noted on that page 
that due to the questions regarding the revised. reporting sYstem. CFIRS would conduct a 
training, proVided that there were 20 participants in Sttendance. · 

The third document; attached hereto as Exhibit "3" and incorporated herein by reference, 
is a reprint of-an article written by Ronny J. Coleman, then Chief Deputy Director, State 
Fire Marshal, from ·The California Fire Service, entitled ''For Want of a Nail" (May 
1996). The purpose of the· article is to extol the virtues of CFIRS and to obtain better . 
compliance by city fire agencies. Mr. Coleman does admit thirt there were problems with. 
software ·development by the private sector for this program. . 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 
foregoing is true and correct of my own knowledge, except as to the matters which are · 

· stated upon information or belief; and as to those matters, I believe. them to be true. · 

Executed this (o 

Gl 

1 As noted on page 19, and elsewhere in the Claimant's filing entitled ''Response t~ Commission on State · 
Mandate's Stsfrs Request for Additional Information, CFIRS was not Y2K compliant, even when the Q & 
A document was .. printed in 1996. 
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Answers to common 
()'questions about 

· Implementing 

, .. -..... 
·· .. ~· 

t/Je new California 
Fire Incident 
Reporting System 

Prepared By The CFIRS Unit 
Edwatrl 59/ts, Program ManagtJr 
Alta Wld9n9r; CFIRS Cootrlinator 

James F. McMullen, Chief . 
California State Fire Marshal 

7171 Bowling Drive, Suite 600 
Sacramento, CA fJ5823 
(916) 427-4180 
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Wbat are my optioris for impleml!llting the new Cf'IRS? 

If you are cUITently reporting on the CPIRS .. form 
(hardcopy), your only option at this time is to use a 
microcomputer (PC). 

Of you are reporting by computer rape, your options 
are discussed later.) 

Does this mean I can't use the new CPIRS form to 
repOrt to tbe' CSFM7 · 

That is correct. It would be impossible for us to handle 
the volume of the additional all-incident records 
manually; so if you· cann"ot provide your records on a 
computer disk, you MUST continue to report your fires 
on the present CPIRS form. 

·How soon can I use the new fonnat on my PC? 

January 1, 1990 • HOWEVER! ·'you must first insure 
that the file your software will export to us meets the 
mandatory CSPM Standard Record Layout and Edit 
Specifications. (This includes using the 1990 ·version of 
the NFPA 901 Codes, along with the supplementary 
codes sp.ecified in the new CFIRS.) · 

How will I know if it does or not? 

-First, get a commitment hi writing from-whomever is 
supplying your software. 

Private vendors are aware of the CSFM's requirements: 
They should give you a guarantee that' their product · 
meets the CSFM standArd. In fact, you should. also ask 
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:\for a guarantee, that they will upd~t(tllf'iioftware 
: :/:~henever the CSFM issues a_nr chat'j;~s.ln the future . 

..... ; 
If you are writing your own software "in-house", then 
make sure your programmer has · and adheres to • the 
CSPM standard. 

What if we want to add some olher infoni:Jation for our 
own U.se that is not in the new CJliRS format? 

Great, go for it! .•. that's one of the m.Yor advantages 
of doing your reports on a PC. ... you can "customize" 
the record by ADDING other inform11tfon · liS long liS 

the CFIRS dil.ta elements remain intact .. 

In f11ct, what your record looks like at your end is 
stricdy up to you. The CRJTICAL part is • when you 
create a file of reports.to send to us, the computer· 
MUST put the records In the RXACI' format specified in 

·the CSJ;IM standard ... NO EXCEPTIONS! 

Do I send my reports to the CSPM every month, like I 
do now? · · 

No. You will only have to send them qu11rterly. 

Since the records 11re already edited and in computer 
readable form, we do not have to spread the work out 
as we do now with hardcopy reports. So by switching 
to qullrterly input, it makes It easier on everyone. 

What size dis~ will the CSPM accept? 

Either 5 1/4" or 3 1/2" · 
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Do they have m be mM compan'ble, or can I use my 
Marintnsb for the new CPIRS? 

MAC's are welcome, too. 

Will you send me my .disks back? 

It's really not cost-effective for us to rerum the disks. 
Ac:rually, you will. probably use only 4 a year, which- ,. 
will be much cheaper than. the cost" of mailing papei 
forms as you're doing now. 

What about sendiDg the.rejlorts on the-telephone, by 
inodem? 

That Is ·certainly in our plans for the future, but we 
want to get the diskette processing smoothed-out . 
before we take on the telecommunications phase. 
(There's a lot mote to It than just having a number at 
this end that you can call.) 

We1l.Jet you know when we're equipped to h~dle 
your modem transmission. 

If rm not ready by Janwuy 1990, when can I go to the 
new QIIRS after that? · · 

ll's stricrly up to you; You can implem.ent the n~w 
fonnat as soon as you have the capability to pr-oduce 
the CSFM standard record on a PC. 
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We do suggest, however,. that you schedule the cut-over 
to occur at. the beginning of a quarter (January, April, 
July or October). 

Keep IQ mind that you will be creating a whole new 
database of information for your own use within your· 
·department: You'll want to start at a time that fits 
logically into your other record management functions. 

Remember, the first quarterly file is not due until April 
of '90; so if you are ready by then, you could enter the 
ftrSt three months records, and. then you could have 
the· entire year In your new database. 

lm!JOrtant: You must submit a CPIRS report for every 
fire that occurs in your jurisdiction. Until you convert 
to the new format, you must submit the present 
hardcopy form, or mainframe tape • whichever applies 
In your case. · · 

·How is the CSPM going to put the nev.i records 
together with the old ones? 

This is an area we had to compromise a bit In order to 
allow. for a phase-in of tf'!e new format. 

We will extract from the new record the data elements 
that are on the present CFIRS form, and then convert 
the new codes to the old codes. The converted records 
will then be merged Into the statewide database. 

This allows both the new and old formats to be used 
during the transition. This will end when the old 
format is discontinued, probably in 1992. 
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. How does that affect the records in my department? . 

It doesn't! A major· benefit in having your records in a 
PC (or a mainframe) is that you·can produce your own 
output reports anytime you want. (That's. another 
reason to convert by the end of the first quarter • so 
you'll have the whole year's data to work with.) 

In other words, you can take full advantage of the new 
CPIRS for all your local.infonnadon needs; regardless 
of the conversion ·process that wnt be in effect at the 
CSFM during th~ transldon period. · 

Do I have to submit a new QliRS report for every 
dispatch, regardlesS of what it is? 

One •yes•, a •maybe", and two •no's". 

YES • if it's a FIRE ... NO exceptions • just like it's 
always been . 

MAYBE· if it's a HAZ MAT. If you are the 
"Administering Agency" for your jurisdiction, you 
must submit a CHMIRS report to OES. 

You have two choices: you can either send in a 
separate CHMIRS form; or you can simply enter 
the Information on a CFIRS report and we will 
have our computer give-It to OES's computer. 

NO · If it's EMS. 

NO • If it's any e>niER type of call (ie; public assist). 
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If only fire repom are mandatory (and maybe HAZ 
MAT), why should I make a QliRS· report out on every 
incident? · 

We could write a book about this ~ne; but let's just 
take a quick look at a few things you shouldconslder: 

• . By having all your incidents in· the same database, 
you can access any information you need • about 
any kind of incident· anytime you need. i~ 

• If you only report fires, what happens when EMS 
and/or HazMat is also. involved? Are you going to 

. make out different reports? With the new CFIRS you 
can put the entire incident on the same record . 

• 
• By using the same report for every dispatch, you 

simplify life for everyone • and, you are goh'!g to get 
·more co~sistent and accurate information because 
only one report format is used. . . 

• And, the only way you can share and· exchange 
information with your fellow departments is by 
using the same language : and that language is 
CFIRS. 
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0~ so It makes sense from the department's. ,..-.\ 
.. ~l:al}c!P9int. but why should I send.anythlng but fires to. 

· thetsFM7 . 
. . -1~ ·~- . 

. . ··~ -' ;..:; : . 

· A:g~'in, we could go on for pages, but we'll just hit 
soine of the high points. · 

First, there are several factors that overlay this whole 
issue: (1) most problems are common to all fire 
departments throughout the state; (2) combining and 
sharing information. (experience) is essential to defining 
cause-and-effect, and to shaping solutions for the 
future; and (3) public safety Is a "no boundaries• 
Issue· • and must be a<klressed by all levels of 
government; therefore, your data is equally valuable at 
the sr.ate and national level as well. 

• Now, let's get Haz Mat out of the way. Assuming 
you are the Administering Agency for your 
jurisdiction (as most fire departments are), then you 
have to submit a CHMIRS report on every HM 
incidenL Why make out a separate paper form, 
when all you need do is e~ter the Incident on a 
CFIRS record in your PC (or mainframe)? AND, at 
the same time, you are making an important 
contribution to identifying the nature and .scope of 
the HM problem in our state, as well as measuring 
the resources committed by the fire service in . 
responding to HM emergencies. 

• · EMS Is much the same thing. We know In a general 
way that EMS Is now the principal workload in 
virtually every fire department. But the only way to 
measure the magnitude of this demand · and enable 
the sharing of experience (Information) · is to 
assemble the data In a common statewide database. 
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0 . . --.'.:. . . 
· ·• Other mlscellane~~ calls complete the picture of 

the services you pr9vide ... arid when added together 
with those from all other departments, they define 
the entire scope of services provided by the 
California Fire Service. · 

Especially for Main&ame'ers 

What options do I have if my depattment submits 
atRS reports by computer rape? 

Initially, if.you want to:'continue ta submit on tape, 
you don't have to do anything different than you are 
doing now - use the existing fonnat. However, there 
is an option if you want to implement the new 
format In 1990. · 

You can conven to the CSPM Standard, hold your 
records until the end of the year, and then submit 
them on one tape .. 

There are three critical conditions that must be met: 

e The new records must be submitted e:ractly as 
specified in the CSPM Standard. 

e All required edits must be performed according to 
the specifications. 

e You must submit a record for each fire that 
occurred (either in the old format, the new 
format; or divided between the two if you convelt 
at some tirrie other than January .1st.): 

.. 

B 

;.·,; . •. '. : ... ·· .:- '. ·:·:·'·'· 
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What about after 19907 
/ ··. : 

Beginning in 1991, you will sublijit your records 
quarterly, If you are using the ,new: format. 

You may continue to use the.old format during '9l If 
additional time is needed to accomplish your 
conversion. Tapes In the old format wUI continue to be 
submitted monthly. (We need the data in smaller . 
increments to enable us to handle the edit corrections. 
This will not be necessary with the riew format · 
because your computer will edit the records before they 
come to us.) · 

Are there any ~ther options for rape dePartmenlll? 

Yes, you can collect your Incident data on PCs. (There 
are some unique advantages to· this approach that you 
may want to explore.) 

. What is the deadline for 'taPe departments to be on the 
new system? - -· 

January, 1992. (You actually'have an additional three 
months, because the first quarter's reports are not due
until April.) 

But the longer you walt, the longer It will be 'before 
you can benefit from the expanded all-incident format. 
And the sooner everyone is using the n!!W CFJRS, the 
sooner we can begin to draw dividends from the new. 
scope of information that will be available on a 
region_al and statewide basis. . · · 

g 
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() About Training 

How can I get trainirig on the new CPIRS? 

Since you can only use· the new format on a PC or · 
mainframe computer, the training you'll need is going 
to be mostly on how to use the software that you . · 
install in your department. 

This is another area you'll want to explore when you 
are considering which software package to use · does 
the vendor provide training? · 

Why doesn't tbe CSPM put on classes around the state? 

Let's explain It this way. 

First, the transition to the new format will be occurring 
over a two year period · with departments conierting 
at various times whenever theyre ready. This phase;in 
process makes It highly impractical to .conduct training 
on a regional basis. 

Another reason is everyone wt11 not be using the same 
software. Your program may be handled very 
differently from your neighbor's. So, although you are 
collecting the same basic data, your procedures may 
not be i:he same. 

Finally, we have designed the new CFIRS Manual to be 
as user-friendly as possible; and if it war~ like we 
think It will, you should have no trouble understanding 
the new format: · 

.. 
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What if I j~ want to learn more about what the new 
CPlRS is like? ' 

This answer comes in a variety of shapes. 

One is the material included in the Announcement 
package that was sent to each department 

Another is. the SFM Journal. We have published :several 
articles already, and wlll continue to keep you updated 
on Issues of interest · 

We also plan to offer an "Overview of the New CFIRS" 
orientation program to be presented at regional or 
statewide meetings of fire service groups and 
'organizations. We hope to ha.ve this available early· 
next year . 

• 
Who can I talk to if I need more information? 

If you need infonnatlon or advice about technical 
matters, such as processing the data from your 
department to the CSFM, you can call Joe Kelly, our 
DP Unit Coordinator, at (916} 427-4269. · 

If you have questions about the new CFIRS in general, 
or any aspect not related to data processing, tne CFIRS 
Unit staff is here· to assist you. Just call Ed Seits at 
(916) 427-4462, or Alta Widmer at 4180 . 

.. 
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ANSWERS TO COMMON QUESTIONS.··. 

····-:---

. . 

Q. Why dldnJt the State Fire Marshal's office.provlde the fire departments with a 
basic statewide CF1RS software package? · 

A. Believe me, life would have been a lot simpler if there had been only one 
so~are program! 

Q. 

A: 

.The CSFM and the CFIRS Advisocy Committee (CFAq preferred to go that 
way, but unfortunately, it's not as easy as it sounds. ·. · 

First and. foremost, we did not have the staff to develop the so~are. This meant 
it would be necessary to contract for the work - which is a long. and costly process. 
The state was experiencing severe budgets cuts, so the prospect of obtaining · 
additional funding was out of the. question. (Sound familiar?!) 

Another factor was that many departments already bad - or were in the process of 
converting to - computer based record systems for other functions within their 
departments. It would have been next to imposs.ible to create a single software 
package that could be integrated with all these di.fferent local systems. 

Also considered was the fact that a variety of commercial software_ producers were 
already providing fire service records systems. Most were experienced in · 
supporting fire incident reporting in the NFIRS format, so developing a CFIRS 
program could be accomplished in relatively short order. This also supported the 
concept of involving the private sector in seiving the needs ·of government. 
Another benefit of this approach was to give fire departments a variety of· 
so~are to choose from. 

Along with this, the CSFM/CFAC encouraged vendors to produce "bare-bones" 
versions that could be purchased at a minimal cost by those departments that 
were only interested in ·automating the fire reporting function -which many of 
them did. 

We hope this explanation gives you a better understanding of why we had to take 
the position we did at the tirile. · 

\\'hat are my options for hilplementing the revised CF1RS? 

Either by microcomputer (PC) for all-incident reporting, or hardcopy on the 
revised format form for fires only. · 

.. 

1-.4.67: 
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Q. When did the State Fire Marshal's Office stiu-t accepting data on the PC for the 
revised format? 

A. January 1, 1990 . .. 
(Note: Files submitted must meet the mandatory CSFM Standard Record Layout· 
and Edit Specifications. This includes using the 1990 version of the NFP A 901 
Codes, along with tlie supplementary codes specified in the revised CFIRS 
Specification Manual and user'-s guide.) 

Q. How will I know If my software meets the CSFM standards? 

A. First, get a commitment in writing from whomever is supplying your software. 

Private vendors are aware of the CSFM's requirements. They should give you a 
guarantee that their product meets the CSFM standard. In fact, you should also 

· ask for a guarantee that they will update the software whenever the CSFM 'issues 
. ~y changes in the future. · CSFM commitment is to update only once a year (if 

needed). 

If you are writing you own software "in-house", then make sure YO'!lf programmer 
bas • and adheres to - the CSFM standards that are in the Specifications and the· 
CFIRS code manual. · 

. . 

Q. What If we want to add some other Information for I)Ur own use that Is not In the 
new CFIRS format? 

A. Great, go for it!... that's one of the major advantages of doing your reports on a 
PC .... you can "customize" the record by ADDING other information • as long as 
tbe CFIRS data elements remain intact. · 

' . 
In fact, what your r.ecord looks like at your end is strictly up to you. The 
CRffiCAL part is· when you create a file of reports to send to us, the computer 
MUST put the records iD. the EXACT format specified in the CSFM 
standard ... NO EXCEPTIONS! 

Q. Do I send my reports to the CSFM every month, like I do now? 

A. YES for hardcopy departments 
NO for automated departments .. You will only hiwe to send Olem quarterly. 

Since .the records are already ediied and in computer readable 'form, we do not 
have to spread the work out ~we do now with the hardcopy reports. So by 
switching to quarterly input, it makes it easier for everyone. 

(CFlRS Q&r.A R..v. 3/96) 
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Q. 

A. 

Q. 

What size dlsk will be ~ccepted by the CSFM? . 

SW' and 3W' disks are both acCeptable (See further instructions in the CF1RS 
Manual Introduction:Section for submitting disksY, 

· Do the disks haye to .be IBM compatible, or .can l use my Macintosh for the new 
CFIRS? ' 

Yes, MAC's are welcome too. 

Will my disks be returned? 

It's really not cost-effective for us to return the disks. Actually, you will probably 
use only 4 diskS a year, which ~11 be much cheaper than the cost of mailing paper 
forms: 

Q. What about sending the reports over the telephone line by modem? 
··-· . 

A. .. The capability is there now. Instructions are in ~e CFIRS Manual (Introduction 
Section). Before making a decision to up lmid by modem, be sure and consider 
the cost of the line transmission for. submitting the file. 

Q. Currently, I'm not ready to submit by disk. After I attain the capability, -when Is 
the best time to convert over to the revisetl CFIRS.? · · · 

A. It is strictly up to you. You can implement the new format as soon as you have 
the capability to produce the CSFM standard record on a PC. We do suggest, 
however, that you schedule the .cut-over to occur at the beginning of a quarter 

Q. 

A. 

(January, April, July or October). · 

· Remember, the first quarterly file is not due until April of each year; so if you are 
ready by then, you could enter the first three months records. Then you could. 
have the entire year in your new database. 

Do I have to submit a new CFIRS report for every dispatch regardless of.what It 
is? 

One, "yes", a "maybe", and two "no's". 

YES - if it's a FIRE ... NO exceptions -just like its always been. 
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MAYBE~ if it's a HAZ MAT. If you are the "Administering Agency" for your 
jurisdiction, you must submit a CHMIRS ·report to OES. . 

. · You have two choices: 

• you can either send in ·a separate CHMIRS form or, 
• you can simply enter the information on a CFIRS report and we will 

have our computer give it to OES's computer. · 

NO - if it's EMS. 

NO - if it's any OTHER type of call (i.e.; public assist). 

If only fire reports are mandatory (maybe HAZ MAT), why. should I make a 
CFIRS report out on every Incident? 

A. We could write a book about this one, but let's just take a quick look at a few 
things you should consider: 

• By having all your incidents in the same datab~se; you can access any 
information you need - about any kind of incident - anytime you need it. 

• If you only report fires, what happens when EMS and/or HAZ MAT is also 
involved? Are you going tci make out different reports? With the revised 
qFIRS you can put the entire incident on the same record. · 

• By using the same report for every dispatch, you simplify life for everyone -
and, you are going to get more consistent and accurate information 
because only one report format is used. · 

• And, the. only way you can share and exchange information with your 
fellow departments is by using the same language.- and that language is 

. CFIRS. . 

Q. · Okay, so it makes sense from the department's standpoint, but why should I send 
· anything but fires to the CSFM? 

A. Again, we could go on for pages, but we'll just bit some of the high points .. 

First of all there are several factors that overlay this whole issue: (1) most 
problems are common to all fire departments throughout the state; (2) oombining ~ 
and sharing information (experience) is essential to defining cause-and-effect, and ~ 
to-shaping solutions for the future; and (3) public safety is a '.'no boundaries ... 
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issue and musfbe addressed by ail levels of goVernment. Therefore, your data is 
equally valuable at the state and national level as well. 

• ~ow, let's get Haz Mat out of the way. Assuming you are the 
·Administering Agency for your jurisdiction (as most fire d.epartments are), 
then you have to submit a CHMIRS report on evexy Haz Mat incident. 
.Why make out a separate paper form when all you need to do is enter the 
incident on a CFIRS record in your PC or mainframe? AND, at the same 
time, you are makirig an important contribution to identifying the nature 
and scope of the Haz Mat problem in our state, as well as measuring the 
resources committed. by the fire service in responding to Haz Mat 
emergencies. 

• EMS is much the same thing. We know in a general way that EMS is now 
the .principal workload in virtUally every fire department. But the only way 
to measure the magnitude of this demand and enable the sharing of 
experience (information) - is to assemble the data in a common statewide 

• 

database. · 

Other misCellaneous calls complete the picture of the services you 
provide ... and when adde~ together with those from all other departments, 
they define the entire scope of services provided by the California Fire 
Service. · 
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·ESPECIALLY FOR MAINFRAME'ERS 

1 • 

i 

Q. What options do I have If my department submits CFIRS reports by computer 
-~ . . 

A. There are two critical conditions that must be met: 

• The new records must be submitted exactly as specified in the CSFM 
standard. · 

• All required edits must be performed ac6ording to the specifications . 

. .... ; 

If these two conditions cannot be met at this tiiile, ·in. the interim, you might 
consider hardcopy reporting. · · 

Q. Are there other options for tape departments? 

A. Yes, you can collect your incident data on P.C's. {There are some unique 
advantages to this approach that you may want to explore.) 
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INFORMATION ON SELECITNG A SOFTWARE VENDOR 

The Sta:te Fire ·Marshal's office does not certify SQftware packages; however, we are 
happy to provide you with a list a vendors who have developed software for the revised • 
CFIRS system. 

1. The software. being offered meets State specifications as described in 
·the code manual, ~dit specifications and record layouts. (Note: 
These are minip1um standards requjred by the state; you might have 
.additional system requirements.) 

2.· The vendor will support all changes/revisions made to the system by 
the state. You should attempt to negotiate that this be done at no 
additional cost. 

3. The vendor is reputable and will be available to resolve problems 
and to support future system changes/revisions . 

4. Your departmental data, once entered into the vendor's prognim, 
will successfully pass the California State Fire Marshal's 
content/context edit checks. 

Note: If you would like a copy of the list of vendors, please caB (916) 262-1926. 

.. 
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON HARDCOPY. REPOiitiNG 

-·: 
Q. If we are reporting by hardcopy, can we report all our lnc.lden~ .(I.e. HazMat, 

EMS, etc.)?· · . . . . ". . . 

• 
A. . No. Fires Only.-- Situ,ation(s) Found Jtl: using codes 10-17, & 19 

Q. How do I know what fields are required for th~ CFIRS-1 (Rev. 2/93) form? 
. . . . . . . . . 

A. . There must ~e _an entcy in every field with a black triangle in the upper right 
corner. If left blank, the report will be rejegted because of a.fatal error. Keep in 
mind that all fields are required if applicable to the incide~t. Also, if the field 
does not have a triangle it doesn't mean it's not required for certain types of fire . 

Q. 

. A.-

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

.. · For example: Situa~on Found 15 (Grass/Brush fires), Fuel Model and Acres 
Burned ARE REOtJIRED). . . 

Note: For fields that are not applicable to the il)cldent, please DO NOT enter 
zero(~), leave blank, otherwise the zeroes will cause a fatal error. 

Is there a "Quick Referen~e" or cheat sheet avallable? . . . - - . . 

Yes. See a copy of the "Quick Reference Guide" in the back of this booklet. 
Note: A "Quick Reference Guide" was mailed to all the fire departments. If you 
are not able to locate a ropy, please call our office and we will be glad to send 
you· one. Also, don~t forget you will be referring to the CFIRS Manual (Sections 
A, B and C) for the proper codes, examples, de_finitions, etc. .. · 

If my department provides or receives "mutual aid", do I need to have a Multi
Agency Incident number even though there Is not a black trhptgle on the CFIRS-1 
form? 

YES! All "Mutual ,Ajd" incidents ~ust have a Multi-Agency Incident # or the 
incident will kick out as a ~ error. 

How often do we submit hardcopy reports? ... 

A. Once-a-month (by the 15th of the following ·month). 
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Q. 

A. 

How long can my department report hardcopy'! 

This is an interim period to allow departments more time for obtaining hardware 
and/or software. Note: Software has come down in price, and some vendors 
offer a "Basic" package that's very affordable. ; You can. g,all the CFIRS Project · 
Coordinator, At (916) ·262-1886 for further information. · 

Q. When do .I need to code the "Fire Hazard Severity Zone"'! 

A. Whenever you respond to a fire on State responsibility area (SRA land). 

Q.. When do I need to code "Fuel Model" and "Acres Burned" (Section B)'! 

A. Again, whenever you respond to a brush/grass fire (S!tuation.Found 15). If left 
blank, the report will be kicked out as a Fatal error. · 

A. 

Note: 

When do I need to code "Mobile Property Involve: Type" (Section A, line 13)'! 

ALWAYS! If no Mobile Property Involved in the fire, then code as 98 (Mobile 
Property Type Not Applicable). 

When do I need to code "If Equipment Involved In Ignition: Type" (Section B, 
llfle 4)? 

ALWAYS! If n·o Equipment Involved, then code 98 (No Equipment Involved ·in 
Ignition): 

If you are have any questions when filling out a fire report, please fill free to 
call the CFIRS program (916) 262-1926 or (916) 262-1886. We will be glad to 
help you. 

.. 
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CASUALTY .HARUCOPY REPORTING 

Q. What form do I use for casualty reporting? 

A. CFIRS 2-3 (rev. 3/93) for reporting ''Fire SeJVice and Non-Fire Service" casualties. 
(See copy of reporting form in the back of this booklet.) 

Q. Is there a "Quick Reference"·gutde for casualty reporting? 
. . 

A. No. The CFIRS 2-3 form is simple and self-explanatory. Don't forget you will be 
referring to the CFIRS Manual {Section D) for proper codes, examples, 
definitions, etc. 

Q. When do I have to fill out a CFIRS 2-3 "Casualty Report"? 

A. For all ''Fire SeJVice" and "Non-Fire SeJVice" fire related deaths and injuries • or -
"Fire SeJVice" deaths and injuries related to a "Haz Mat" incident. 
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Q. 

A. 

OTHER MISCELLANEOUS QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

For "Sltuatlon(s) Found 57 (cover/standby/move-up), how do you code the 
"ln"cldent Nunib~t", "Multi-Incident Number", "Auto/Mutual Aid" and "Actlon(s) 
Taken" (In SeCtion G)? 

when providing mutual aid to another department while they are handling 
another call, code as follows: 

• Incident Number: Use Incident Number assigned by your department 

• Multi-Agency Incident Number: Use the jurisdictional department's . 
Incident Number for the call that caused your department to be on 
standby/cover-up. 

• Auto/Mutual Aid: 4, 5, or 6 (whichever applies) 

• Action(s) Taken in Section G, Code 52 (fill in) (Note: you can record to 
four (4) Action(s) Taken). · 

Q. While on standby/cover-up, (Sltuation(s) Found 57) your department Is 
dispatched to an incident. How is It reported? 

A. This is treated the same way as providing mutual/auto aid to another department. 
Yoqr departme~t reports as giving auto/mutual aid, and the jurisdictional 
department reports the incident. · (The information will be provided to them by 
your department.) · · 

Q. When dispatched to an Incident and enroute was ordered to turn back, what do 
you code for "Sltuation(s) Found"? 

Good Intent call, Code 61 (Incident cleamed prior to arrival). 

Q. For "Situatlon(s) Found 61 (Incident cleared prior to ~rrlval), What time Is .. 
entered for "Arrival" and "End" times? 

A. For "Arrival Time", use time call was canceled. For "End Time", use ·time you 
arrived back at the station. 

Q. If dispatched to an EMS call, and upon arrival there's no patient, (or) patient left 
scene (or) refused treatment, how do you code "Situatlon(s) Fo~nd"? ~ 
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. A. ·Code "Situation(s) Found'; 66. (EMS call where injured parties have been 
transported or left scene prior to arriyal. · Note: If you use 31 or 32 it" will put you 
in the EMS Section, which doesn't apply.) · 

·· Q. Where can my fire department get "Fire Hazard Severity Zone" number? 

A. From· the California Department of Forestry Ranger Unit in your county. If they 
are unable to assist you, call Bob lrby at CDF, Sacramento Headquarters, at 
(916) 653-4423 or Mike B!imes (916) 653-6198. 

Q. Where can my fire department get "Census Tract" number? 

A. From the census Bureau in .your county. If there is no Census Bureau in your 
county, call your ·local' Building Department. (Note: Most jurisdictions have more · 
than ·one Census Tract number.) 

Q. If my department provides mutual aid in another jurisdiction, who is responsible 
for reporting the incident? 

A. The assisting agency must provide information to the jurisdictional. department 
regarding type of aid provided. It is the responsibility of the jurisdictional 
department to report the incident. . 

Q. Should any fire Injuries and/or deaths be reported on the "Exposure" incident 
repo~ · 

. . 
A. NO. All injuries and/or deaths are to be reported on the main incideni report. 

Q. .·When there Is more than on "Situation Found" on an incident, how should they 
be listed? 

A. The most serious situation first, followed by the next serious situation, and so on. 

Q. On the same Incident report,· can you have more than one fire. listed In 
"Situatlon(s) Found? 

A. NO. The other fires must be reported as an Exposure 

Q. On deaths and injuries due to a Haz Mat incident, does a Fire Casualty report 
needed to be submitted to CFIRS? 

A. A Fire-Service Casualty report is to be submitted on fire fighters. None on 
civilians (Non-Fire Service Casualty report). 

.. 
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Q. 

A. 

!'- •• 

When a vehicle Is parked Inside a building, Is the vehicle conslder~d an 
"Exposure"? 

NO. The vehicle is regarded as part of the building contents. 

- -
Q. When a vehicle Is parked In the driveway. and Is .damaged by a building fire (or · 

any other type or separate property) , Is the vehicle considered an "Exposure"? 

A. YES_. The vehicle is regarded as separate property and is considered an 
"Exposure". 

' '· 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Attention CFIRS Users: 

Revisions to the CFIRS Manual dated (Rev. 10/95) have been mailed to all fire 
·departments. If you haven't received a revision to your Manual, please call 
Ce ~n Malkow at (916) 262-1926. · 

CFIRS Manual: 

All fire departments were provided with one copy of the CFIRS Manual. Additional 
copies are $30.00 and can be purchased through the SFM Bookstore. 

CFIRS User's Workshop: 

Do you. have questions or concerns regarding the revise4 reporting system? The 
CSFM is offering half-day (9am to Noon), CFJRS. User's Workshops. There is no cost 
for the workshop, but we do require a minimum of 20 participants. If your department 
would like. to sponsor a workshop and invite other departments within your area, please 
call Aha Widener at (916) 262-1886. · 

CFIRS Program: 

Alta Widener, CFIRS Program Coordinator, (916) 262-1886 
Ce Ann Malkow, Program Assistant, (916} 262-1926 
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PROOF OF SERVICE BY MAIL . 

I, the undersigned, declare as follows: 

I am a resident of the County of Sacramento, and I am over the age of 18 years and not a party to 
the within action. My place of employment is 4320 Aubmn Blvd., Suite 2000, Sacramento, CA 
95841. -

On March 15, 2002, I served the Claimant's Supplemental Filing, CSM-4419, California Fire 
Incident Reporting System, July .1990 Fire Incident Reporting System Manua,l, Chapter 345, 
Statutes" of 198 7, by- placing a true copy thereof in an envelope addressed to each of the' persons 
listed on the mailing list, and by sealing and depositing said envelope in the United State mail at 
Sacramento, California, with postage thereon fully prepaid. 

I declare· under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is 
true ·and correct, and that this declaration· wali eXecuted this 15th day of -March, 2002 at 
Sacramento, California. - -
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·MAILING LIST 

James Lombard, Principal Aruuyst (A-15) · · 
Department cif Finance .. 
915 L Street, Room 8020 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

. ·~ : . 

Mr. Fort Hartsfield, Batallian Chief/Fire Marshal ·· 
San Ramon Valley Fire ProteCtion District 
1500 Bollinger Canyon Road 
San Ramon, CA 94583 

.Ms. Ginny Brum:inels 
State Controller's Office 
Division of Accounting & Reporting 
3301 C Street;.Suite 500 
Sacriunento, CA 95816 

Ms. Peggy Wolfe, Assistant State Fire Marshal 
Office of State Fire marshal 
P. 0. Box 944246 
Sacramento, CA 94244-2469 
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. ARNOLO SC~ 
I STATE OF CAUFORNIA EXHIBITO 

COMMISSION ON STATE MANDATES 
980 NINTH STREET, SUITE 300 

•

RAMENTO, CA 95614 
NE: (91 B) 323-3562 

. : (918) 445-0278 
E-mail: csmlnfoOcsm.ca.go~ 

Qctoberl6, 2006 

Mr. Allan Burdick 
MAXIMUS 
4320 Auburn Blvd., Suite 2000 
Sacramento, CA 95841 

And Interested Parties and Affected State Agencies (See Enclosed Mailing List) 
.• 

RE: Draft Staff Analysis and Bearing Date 
California Fire Incident Reporting System Manual (CSM--4419/00-TC-02) 

· San Ramon Valley Fire Protection District & City ofNewport Beach, Claimants 
July 1990 California Fire Incident Reporting System Manual; Health an~ Safety 
Code Section.l3110.5 as Amended by Statutes 1987, Chapter 345 

Dear Mr. Burdick: 

The draft staff analysis for this test chiim is enclosed for yoiu- review and comment. A 
link to the draft staff analysis and the exhibits is available on the Commission's website, 
in the "For Public Comment" section (http://www.csm.ca.gov/pubcom.html). 

Written Comments 
. . 
Any party 011 interested person may file written comments on the draft staff analysis by 
Tuesday, November 7, 2006. You are advised that cominents filed with the Commission 
are required to be simultaneously served on the other interested parties on the maiiing . 
list, and to be accompanied by a proof of service. (Cal. Code Regs., tit. 2, § 1181.2.) If 
you would like to 'request an extension of time to file comments, please refer to section 
1183.01, subdivision (c)(1), of the Commission's regulations .. 

Bearing 

This test claim is set for hearing on Monday, December 4, 2006. We will notify you of 
the location ofthe'hearing when a hearing room has been confirmed. The final staff 
analysis Will be issued on or about November 22, 2006. Please let us know in advance if 
you or a representative of your agency will testify at the hearing, and if other witnesses 
will appear.' If you would like to request postponement of the hearing, please refer to 
section 1183.ot, subdivision (c)(2), of the Commission's regulations. 

Please contact Katherine Tokarski at (916) 445-9429 with any queStions regarding this 
matter. 

Sincerely, · ( . 

~ /)/ ' 
~A~~:r· 

· Executive Director ... .. 
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Hearing Date: December 4, 2006 
1:\MANDATES\csm4000\4419\TC\tcdraftsa.doc 

ITEM. 

TEST CLAIM . · .. 
DRAFT. STAFF ANALYSIS 

Health and Safety Code Section 13110.5 

Statutes 1987, Chapter 345 (SB 2187) . 

The New California Fire Incident Reporting System Manual- Version 1.0/July 1990 

California Fire Incident Reporting System Manual· 
(CSM-4419, 00-TC-02). 

San Ramon Valley Fire Protection District and CitY of Newport Beach, Claimants 

. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Background 

All fire protection agencies in California have had a duty since January 1, 1974, to report 
."iriformation and data to the State Fire Marshal relating to each fire" in their jurisdiction 

. pursuant to Health and Safety Code section 13110.5. The State Fire Marshal issued a manual 
· . and reporting forms in 1974 entitled the "California Fire Incident Reporting System~· (CFIRS). 

This test claim, as amended, alleges that a 1987 amendment to the Health and Safety Code, and 
the 1990 edition ofthe CFIR.S manual, imposed a reimbln'sii.ble state-m8ridated program. . 

. . . 
The original test claim fil4lg (CSM-4419) by San Ramon Valley Fire Protection District (San 
Ramon) was received on. December 31, 1991. When the test claim was filed, Government Code 
section 17757 siated that "[a] test claim shall be submitted on or before December 3 i foilowing a 
fiscal year in order to establish eligibility for reimbursement for that .fiscal year." Therefore, 
potential reimbursement goes back to July 1, 1990. 

San Ramon appeared to drop out of the test claim process after asking for a postponement of the 
test claim hearing set for November 19, 1992, ''to allow for the development ofa response to the . 
State Fire Marshii.ls report on this issue." The postponement was grarited, but San Ramon never 
responded in writing to requests for updates so that the hearing could be rescheduled. . 

On June 13, 1996, the Commission received a "duplicate" test claim from City of Newport . 
Beach (Newport Beach) which was given the same test claim number as the San Ramon filfug~ 1 

On December 6, 1996, Commission staff issued a draft staff analysis, and the hearing· was set for 
. February 27, 1997. Newport Beach requested a prehearing, which was held on January 31, 1997. 

1 Th~re is no evidence in the record that San Ramon withdrew or Newport Beach took over by 
substitution of the parties. The Commission sent a letter on March 29, 2004, requesting 
clarification of San Ramon;s status. O.p April 7, 2004, San Ramon responded that they intend to 
remain.a co-claimant. · ·• · 
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Following this prehearing, the Executive Director requested additional information in writing 
from Newport Beach~ This request was repeated in March 2000, including .a note that the claim 
was being set for dismissal if the response was not received. On April25, 2000, Newport.Beach 

. requested that the claim be removed·from inactive status and asked for a 90-day extension of 
time to obtain the information. On July 17,2000, Newport Beach filed a test claim amendment 
(00-TC-02) which alleges a reimbursable sta~e-truuidated program was impcised by the 
amendments to Health and SafetfCode section 13110.5 by Statutes 1987, chapter 345. 

Discussion 

The claimants allege that the ''New CFIRS Manual- Version 1.0, July 1990," imposed a 
reimbursable state mandate by expanding the reporting categories from 1 0 to over 1 00; requiring 
quarterly reports on diskette or magnetic tape; expanding the one page form to three pages; and 
increasing the CFIRS manual from 100 to over 500 pages to describe the reporting requirements.· 

Staff finds that requiring the local implementation of a computerized version of CFIRs, with 
submission of forms by diskette or magnetic tap~. mandated a new program, or higher level of 
seryice on local fire agencies. This was a significant, substantive change to the CFIRS program . 
comparedto.wbat was required pre-1975. Claimants who incim:ed actl,lal costs for implementing 
the new computerized CFIRS format may be eli~ble for one~tirile costs for acquiiing and 
implementing any necessary bai-dware and: software. However, this activity is only reimbursable 
from July 1, 1990, the beginning of the reimbursement period based on the filing date of San 
Ramon's test claim, until June 30, 1992, the date a letter was issued fromtheBtate Fire Marshal 

. stating that fire incident reports may be submitted by hardcopy iather than diskette or tape. 

Other than the time-limited higher level of service for implementing a computerized version of 
CFIRS, the claimants have failed to demonstrate how the 1990 CFIRS manual creates a new 
program 0~ higher level of service for filing incident reports beyond the broad pre-1975 
requirement that the chief fire official of each fiie department in the state, "shall furnish · 
information and data to the State Fire Marshal relating to each fire which occtirs within his area 
of jurisdiction," in the form, time and manner prescribed by the State Fire Marshal.· 

Conclusion . 

Staff concludes that the New California Fire Incident Reporting System Manual (Version 1.0, 
July 1990}, mandated a new program or higher level of service on local agencies within the 
meaning ·of article XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution, and imposed coSts mandated 
by the state pursuant to Government Code se~on 17514, for requiring the local implementation 
of a computerized version of CFIRS, with submission of forms by diskette or magnetic tape. : 

Claimants who incurred actual costs for implementing the new computerized.CFIRS format from 
July 1, 1990 (the beginning of the reimbursement period), to June 30, 1992 (the. date of the letter 
from the State Fire Marshal stating that computerized filing Was no longer required), may be 

. eligible for one-time costs for acquiring arid implementing any nece.ssary hardware and software. 

Staff concludes that Health and Safety Code section 13110.5, as amended by Statutes 1987, . 
. chapter 345, does not impose a new program or higher l!lvel of service within the meaning of 

article XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution. · · 

·. ·•· 

Staff R:ecommendation . .A 
Staff recommends the Commission ~dopt this staff analysis to partially approve this test claim. ,., 

Test Claim 4419100-TC-02 
Draft Stqff Analysis 
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. STAFF ANALYSIS 
Claimants 

San Ramon Valley Fire Protection District (San Ramon) and 
City of Newport Beach (Newport Beach) 

ChronoloJP' 

. 12131191 

01/15/92 ·'. 

0'7/01192 . 

07/02/92 

07/10/92 

09/03/92 

09/24/92. 

09/28/92 

11/03/92 

11/03/92 

04/05/93 

.06/13/96' 

07118/96 

. 09/19/96 

12106/96 

12130/96 

01/13/97 

01/31/97 

Claimant, San Ramon, flies test claim (CSM-4419) with the Commission on State 
Mandates (Commission) on the July 1990 California Fire IncidentReporting 
System (CFIRS) manual . . 

. Colll!llission staff issues compl*ness letter, sets h~apng for. Au~27, 1992, 
··and requests comments from'state·agencies · · ·· · · 
. ' .. . . 
· State Fire Marshal requests W:lditional time for filing comments and continuance ., · 
of the hearing 

Department ofF~ance (DOF) sends letter "defer[ing] our recommendation until 
· action on" the request from the State Fire Marshal is taken 

Commission staff grants continuance of the bearing to October 22, 1992, and 
extension of time for comments to August 27, 1992 

Commission reschedules October hearing to.November 19, 1992 

State Fire Marshal files comments on the test claim 

DOF files comments oii the test claim 
,. ,, · .. 

San Ramon requests a continuai).ce of the November 19, 1992 Commission 
hearing "to allow for the development of a response to the State Fi.ie M~shals 
report on this issue." 

Commission staff grants request for continuance, requests Sari Ramon provide 
information as soon as possible on when to reschedule the claim for hearing 

Commission staff requests an update from San Ramon on their pending response 
to the State Fire Marshal's comments, and rescheduling the claim for hearing . 

Claimant, Newport Beach, files a test claim on the same manual (retained test·· 
claim numberCSM-4419) 

Commission Staff sets informal conference for July 26, 1996 
' ' ' 

Commission staff issues a letter tentatively setting the hearing for 
December 19, 1996 

Commjssion Staff isslies draft staff analysis; hearing set for February 27, 1997 
. ' 

DOF requests extension of time for comments on the draft staff analysis to 
February 7, 1997 · 

Newport Beach submits letter agreeing to DO}<''s request for an extension of time 
to file cominents on the draft staff analysis; also requests a preheating conference 
forJanuary 31, 1997 . 

" 
Commission staff convenes a preheating .conference 

Test Claim 4419100-TC-02 
Draft Staff Analysis 
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.... ... ) 

02/06/97 . 

· ·. :c· . 02/11/97 

04/18/97 

05116/97 

03/17/00 

04125/00 

07/17/00 

10/13/00 

12/01/00 

07/05/01 

08/31/01 

03/15/02 

03/29/04 

04/07/04 

08/29/06· 

10/16/06 

Background 

State Fire Marshall submits additional documentation for the record folloWing 
discussions at the prehearing · 

DOF files comments on the draft staff analysis 

Commission staff requests claimant submit additional information by 
May 16, 1997 

Newport Beach submits letter responding to Commission's April18, 1997letter; 
requests extension of May 16, 1997 deadline 

Commission.staffrequests that claimant submit' additional information within 30 
days, as previously requested, or inactive test claim will be scheduled for 
dismissal · 

Newport Beach requests claim be removed from inactive status; requests a 90-day 
extension oftime to obtain the requested information 

. ' 

Newport Beach files ~test claim amendment (00-TC-02), addirig Health and 
Safety Code section 13110.5, as amended by Statues 1987, chapter 345 

Newport Beach representative submits letter confirming that response requested 
by Commission staff in April 1997, and again ~-March 2000, will be filed on or· 
before November 30, 2000 

Newport Beach files "Response to Comniission on State Mandate's Staff's 
Request for Additional Information", 

Commission staff requests state agency responses on claimant's supplementill 
filing and issues a copy of the record on the claim to claimant and state agencies 

' ' 

State Fire Marshal submits.letter declining to file comments regarding Newport 
Beach's additional information · 

NewportBeach submits letter and supplemental exhibits 

Commission staff requests that San Ramon clarify its claimant status 

San Ramon sUbmits letter stating its'intentto remain a claimant on.CSM-4419 

Commission staff notifies mailing list that the test claim is set for hearing in 
December 2006 

Commission staff issues draft staff analysis o~ CSM-4419, as amended by 
00-TC-02 

All fire protection agencies in California have had a duty since January 1, 1974 to report 
· "information and data to the State Fire Marshal relating to each fire" in their jurisdiction 
pursuant to Health and Safety Code section 13110.5. The State Fire Marshal issued a manual 
and report,ing forms in 1974 entitled the "California Fire Incident Reporting System." This test 
claim, as amended, alleges that a 1987 aniendment to the Health and Safety Code, and the 1990 

·edition of the CFIRS manual, imposed a reimbursable state-mandated program. · 
. ' 
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Prior law as enacted by Statutes 1972, chapter 758, follows: 

Health and Safety Code Section 13110.5. 

The State Fire Marshal shall gather statistical information on all fires occUrring 
within this state. Beginning J an1181"j 1, 197 4, the chief fire official of each fire 
department operated by the state, a city, city_ and county, fire protection district, 
organized fire company, or other public or private entity which provides fire 
protection, shall furnish information and data to the State Fire Marshal relating to 
each fire which occurs within his area of jurisdiction~ The State Fire Marshal 
shall adopt regulations prescribing .the scope of the information to be reported, the 
manner of reporting such information.., forms to be used, the ~e suqh irlform,.ation 
shall be reported and other requirements and regulations as he determines 
necessary: .. 
The State Fire Marshal shall annually analyze the infqrmation and datil, reported, 

· compile a report, and disseminate a copy of such report together with his analysis 
to each· chief fire official in the state. The State Fire Marshal shall also furnish a 
copy of his report and analysis to any other interested person upon' request. · 

Claimants' Positions 
. . 

Test Claim: Decembe~ 31. 1991 Original Filiml and June 13. 1996 Duplicate Filing 

.. .-· 

·: ~ . · .• : '.i '· . 

.· .. •• .. ·· 

Cliiliiuiilt, San Ramon,-asserts thatto oomply with Statutes 1972, chapter 758, am!;Ilding Health .. I 

and SafetY Code section 13110.5, the State Fire Ma.rShal "instituted a fire incident reporting 
proced!JI'e known as the California Fire Incident Reporting System (CFIR.S)." San Ramon argues 
that "[t]he implementation and conversion of CFIRS from the old manual system to the new 
computerized system results-in a wide rimge of new. state mandated activities." When the test 
claim wa8 re-filed by Newport Beach in 1996, similar activity and cost allegations were made. 
Newport Beach asserts that ''the reporting system was exj>anded from 10 item!l to 100 items with· 
some of the additional items designated optional. The additional optional items are not included 
in this test claim.'.J . · . · . · 

Newort Beach also alleges that there are two new sections on the report, Fire Serilice Castialty, 
and Non-Fire Servit:e CasUalcy, "each requiring a separate page to complete." 

2 When the test claim was tlled, Government Code section 17757 stated that "[a] teSt claim shall · 
be submitted on or before December 31 following a fiscal year in order to establish eligibilitY for 
reimbursement for that fiscal year." Therefore, potential reimbursement goes back to 
July I, 1990. 
3 Newport Beach Test Claim Filing, June 13, 1996, page i .. 
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Following is a chart summariZing the allegations of the two claimants on implementation and 
ongoing reimbursable activities imposed by the 1990 CFIRS manual:··'·.; ,, ·.·;· · . '· .. · ... 

AUeged New ACtivity- One-time· SanRamon New'ortB'e'aeh· .. ' ' 'P .. , ... ' ' ... ' 

Estimated Cosf Estiiriiited Cost : . ';."'' . . ·.~-
~- .. .. 

Development, implementation and $2,080 No eStimate provided 
conversion plans " 

Design new system, obtain new $800 software; $41,250 
software, install and test system $416 install and programming costs; · 

test; hardware costs $3,395 software 
unknown 

Develop and provide 'training $11,248 · $3,415 in staff time 
' 

AUeged New Activity - Ongoing SanRamon Newport Beach 
Estimated Cost Estimated· Cost 

, . 

Collection and recording of $3,083 No estimate provided 
incident data at scene 

Complete, review, verify, correct 
data and enter into computei 

$6,246 $21,630 . 

Prepare and submit quarterly "To be determined" · '$1,000 
reports 

Test Claim Amendment: July 17. 2000 
' . ·' 

Newport Beach filed .a test claim amendment on July 17, 2000, adding Health and Safety Code 
section 13110.5, as amended by Statutes 1987, chapter 345 to the test claim allegations. 
Specifically, Newport Beach asserts that boih the San Ramon and Newport Beach test claim 
filings "inadvertently omitted the amendme~t." Newport Beach states: 

Although the statute.speaks in terms of it being discretionary.to local fire 
departments to provide inform!J,tion on medical aid incidents and hazardous 
materials incidents, with the-implementation of CFIRS the State Fire Marshal 
instituted a mandatory method of computerized reporting, which included those 
medical aid incidents-occurring within the local jurisdiction. In no. other method. 
could the State Fire Marshal obtain the requisite information to achieve its 
mandatory obligation to gather information on' all fires, medical aid incidents and 
hazardous materials incidents. · · 

4 San Ramon Test C)aim Filing, December 31, 1991, pages 5-6. 
' ~ 

5 Newport Beach Test Claim Filing, June 13, 1996, pages 2-3. 
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December 1, 2000 Response 

Following a prehearing on January 31, 1997, the Commission requested that the claimant, • 
Newport Beach, provide additional information in ~tingto SUP.I'~~ its test claim allegations. IIi 
the response received December 1, 2000, NeWport-Be~~h·ai'gues·~t the State Fire M~hal 

_never informed the claimants that filing medical aid incident and hazardous material incident 
reports through CFIRS was optional until after thf'tiStclaim was filed. They also argue that the 

. new forms require more.codes, which are difficlildoremember, and therefore Wee additional · 
tiliie to look up. These allegations are further disclisseg in the analysis belo~ .. 

Department of Finance Position 

September 21, 1992 Comments 

Initia.i comments from DOF on the original test. claim fillitg, dated September 21, 1992; conclude 
''that the 1990 CFIRS revisions do constitute a limited state-mandated local progtam" for · · . 
providing"the data on magnetic tape or diskette, wbich"was a new requirement lind m~y have 
resUlted in some fire.protection agencies having to acq"uii-e computer capability by lease or 
purchase." · ·· · · 

DOF_ argues ''th~t the quantity of data to be reported in the new format has"not increased," and: 

· In additicm, we would note that the Commission has heard and deniect a test claim 
(No. CSM-4356) based on a very similar factual situation involving the California 

-- .. ·school Accounting Manual (CSAM). .. :To suminarize that decisio1.1, the 
Commission found that, since school districts had been required since at least 

· ·1964 to comply with CSAM, subsequent changes in CSAM did not constitute a 
reimbursable state mandate because it did not alter the underlying requirement to 

·provide the data prescribed in CSAM. We would contend that the same rationale 
would apply to the 1990 revisions to CFIRS. · · · · · 

February 7, 1997 Comments 

A draft staff analysis was issued D.ecember 6; 1996 .. In response, DOF filed comments s):ating: 

Any requirement to !iubmit documentation only on disk or computer tape was 
· removed in June 30, 1992, with a letter from the State Fire Marshal to all 

California Fire Chiefs. However, according to the·Question and Answer booklet 
sent to all California Fire Chiefs in September 1989 the "old format" was going to 
be accepted until 1992. ·Therefore, the computerization requirement was never · 
implemented. · . · .. ' · 

DOF also notes that hazardous materials and medical incident reports remain optional, and they 
reiterate the argument that changes to the CFiRS manlial. does nofimpose a reimbursable state 
mandate, consistent ~th the Commission's earlier decision regarding changes to the school 
accounting manual .. 
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State Fire Marshal Position:.:;;·,:<. 

September 22, 1992 Comments": 
. - ----~! ~T~ -~::-:::~;:::·;-:~.:·::..-·:~.:--::~-- ·. . . . . 

Initial coinme~ts from ili.~~~~~f\)i:ii,iil State Fire Marshal dated September 22, 1992, on the San , 
Ramon test claim filing, ·a,gseifthat the CFIRS manual was issued in 1974, and the claim is ba8ed 
on the changes adopted1_~~f~~q;~;;The Sfiit~:Fire Marshal "conclude[s] that the requirement to 
submit data in electronic form may constitute a very narrow and limited higher level of service in -
an existing localprognun.for.those agencies without any access 'to a personal computer. It is our 
contention, however, that the type and net amount of data to be reported for fire incidents is 
essentially the same." The State Fire Marshal· also asserts that the agency "has never attempted 
to enforce the mandatory provision of the program, nor is it our' intention to do so in the future."6 

Responding to the test claim sp~cifics, the State Fire Marshal argues that ''there IW been no 
change to the underlying services and functions provided by California fire departmentS. The 
reporting requirements are fundamentally the same, only the prescribed format has changed." 

Regarding San Raniori's statement that the CFIRS reports were "expanded from 10 to 100-
items," the State Fire MarshBl responds that "[i]n response to user input, the updated system 
provides the fire. department the optional capability to capture information on all emergency 
incidents; however, the mandated reporting applies only to fires; which is unchanged from the 
original requirement which bas beeh in plac~ for 18 years." 

Regarding the test claimant'sassertion that the "code book has been increased from 
approximately 100 pages to well over 500 pages," th~ State Fire Marshal's office responds: 

It is erroneous to a make a direct comparison between the sizes of the two · 
manuals because: ' 

the new manual contains the instructions for using all the options 
(non~fire) components of the reporting system; 

- the format of the new manual has be_en expanded to include additional 
explanatory information to enhance its understanding and 
user-friendliness; - -

the print style and page layout of. the new manual is designed with more 
open space for easier reading, and to make it convenient to add. user notes, 
resulting in more pages; 

- the tables of codes are significantly larger so as to provide a more accurate 
and definitive selection for the use.· 

It is the [Califomia State Fire Marshal's] position that the extent of the 
requirements imposed by b~th manuals -.·regarding fires - are essentially the same. 

Regarding San Ramon's assertion that the "new CFIRS added two sections, each requiring a·_ 
separ_ate page," the State Fire Marshal's office responds: · 

The sections in question refer to supplemental information required 'when a 
casualty occurs in a fire. · · 

6 Cover letter, signed by Ronny J. Coleman, State Fire Marshal. 
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there has always been a requirement to. submit a separate casualty report. The 
old form (SFM 00-1) was used for both a civilian and a fire fighter casualty .. 
Because of the vastly different types of information needed ... the single form 
was divided into two. forms- one for each category. 

The requirement to submit a casualtY rep9.rt is unchanged. The fire department 
· merely uses the report appropriate for the circumstance~. 

The State Fire Marshal also questions San Ramon's implementation costs, including the estimate 
based on 1,000 fires per year, noting that past reporting of fires from that dep8rtment were an 
average of200 per year. They also note that the fire department "already ha[s] two existing 
computers in their Fjre Prevention Bureau, and others in Adminisfi'8:tion." .. 

February 4, 1997 Comments 

Following the Newport Bea~h test claim. filing·arid the January 31, 1997 pre-hearmg, the State 
Fife Marshal submitted four additional documents, and stated in the cover letter, "[c]ollectively, 
these documents further confirm that the updated CFIRS merely con~ued the mandate for · 
reporting fires ...:. Y,.hic~ h~ been in pl!lce for the past 25 years; and additionally, provided new 

. options for reporting all types of other incidents at the discretion of the local agency.'~ · · 

One of the documents is an official notice "To All California Chief Fire Officials," dated 
June··.Jo, 1992, from the State Fire Marshal, stating: "Effective immediately, the method for 
submitting reports for the updated version of CFIRS may be either by mainframe tape or 
PC/MAC diskette; OR by CSFMhardcoov forms for fues only." The document continues:· 
"Your only obligation for compliance with Health & Safety Code Sectim\131. io.5 ·is to report iill 
fues in the prescribed updated format. Although CFIRS now provides you the opportunity to 
capture information on all incidents in a single Uniform manner, this is at your option.'' · 

Discussion · 

The courts hav~found that article xni B, section 6; of the California Conscltution7 reco~s 
the state constitutional restrictions on the powet:S oflo~al government to ta)c.'_arid spend. · "Its 
purpose is to preclude the state from shifting financial responsibility for carrying out . . · 
goverrimental functions to loc~ agencies, which are 'ill equipped' to assume incre~ed financial 
responsibi,lities because of the taxing and spending limitations that articles XIIT A and XIIT B 
impose.''9 A test claim statute or executive order may impose a reimbursable state-mandated. 

7 Article XIIT B, section 6, subdivision (a), provides: . (a) Whenever the LegislatUre or any state 
agency mandates a new program or higher level of service on any local government, the state 
shall provide a subvention of funds to reimburse that local government for the costs of the 
. program or increased level of service, except that the Legislature may' bUt nee(filC)t, provide a 
subvention of funds for the following mandates: (1) Legislative mandates reque~ed by the local 
agency affected. (2) Legislation defining a new crime or changing an existing de:tinltion of a 
crime. (3) Le"gislative mandates enacted prior to January 1, 1975, or executive orders or 
regulations initially implementing legislation enacted prior to January 1' 197 51 
8 Department of Finance v. Co~mission on State Mandates (Kern High School Dist.) (2003) .30 

. Cal.4th 727, 735. . 
9 County of San Diego v. State of California (1997) 15 Cal. 4th 68, 81 .. 
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program if it orders or commands a local agency or school district.to engage in an activity or 
task. 10 Iil addition, the required activity or task must be new, constituting a:·'~il.ew program," or it 
must create a "higher level Of service" OVer the previously required level Of service; ·1 J, 

The courts have defined a "program" subject to article XIII B, section 6, otth~ California 
· Constitution, as one that carries out the governmental function of providing pul:l!ic services, or a 
law that imposes unique requirements on local agencies or school districts to implement a state 
policy, but does not apply generally to all residents and entities in the state. 12 To determine if the 
program is new or imposes a higher level of serviCe, the test claim ~egisllltlori must be compared 
with the le~al requfrements in effect immediately before the enactment of the test claim 
legislation. 3 A "higher level of service" occurs when the new ''requirements were intended to 
provide an enhanced service to the public."14 

· . . . . 

Finally, the newly required activity or increased level of service must impose costs mandated by 
. the state. 15 · . · 

The Commission is vested with exclusive authority to adjudicate disputes over the existence of 
state-mandated programs within the meaning of article XIII B, section 6. 1 ~ . In making its 
decisions, the Commission must strictly construe article XIII B, section 6, .and not apply it as an 
"equitable remedy to cure the perceived unfairness resulting from political decisions on funding · 
priorities."17 

· · . . · : . . · 

10 Long Beach Unified School Dist. v. State ofCalifornia (1990) 225 Cill.App.3d 155, 174. 
11 San Diego UnifiedSchool Dist. v. Commission on State Mandates (2004) 33 Cal.4th 859, 878, 
(San Diego Unified School Dist.); Lucia Mar Unified School Dist. v. Honig (1988) 44 Cal.3d· 
830, 835. (Lucia Mar). · 

. 
12 San Diego Unified School Dist., supra, 33 Cal.4th 859, 874-875 (reaffirming the test set out in 
County of Los Angeles v. State of California (1987) 43 Cal. 3d 46, 56; see also Lucia Mar, supra, 
44 Cal.3d 830, 835.) . 
13 San Diego Unified SChool Dist., supra, 33 Cal.4th 859, 878; Lucia Mar, supra, 44 Cal.3d 830, 
835. 
14 San Diego Uriified School Dist., supra, 33 Cal~4th 859, 878. 
15 Cot.iniy of Fresno v. State of California (1991) S3 Cal.3d 482, 487; County of Sonoma v. 
Commission on State Mandates (2000) 84 Cal.App.4th 1265, 1284.(County of Sonoma); 
Government Code sections 17514 and 17556. 

. . ' . 
16 Kinlaw~. State ofCalifornid(l991) 54 Cll1.3d 326, 33i-334; Government Code sections 
17551 and 17552. · 

· 17 County ofSonoma, supra. 84 Cal.App.4th 1265, 1280, citing CityofSanJose v.. State of 
California (1996) 45 Cal.App.4th 1802, 1817. 
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Issue 1: IS the test claim: statute or executive order subject to article XIll B, 
section 6 of the California Constitution? · . 

In order for a test claim statute or executive order to be subjec~ to article XIII B, .section 6 of the 
California Constitution, it must constitute a ''program." In ·county of Los Angeles v. Sta(e of 
California, the California Supreme CoUrt defined the word .~program" Withiil the meaning of· 
article XIII B, section 6 as one that carries out the goverri:i:n:efitai function of providing a service 
to the public, or laws which, to implement a state policy, impose unique requirements on local 
governments and do not apply generally to all residents and entities in the state.18 The, coUrt has 
held that only one of these findings is necessary. 19 

· • 

Although the statute and executive order claimed also apply equally to state and private fire 
·agencies, the court in Carmel Valley Fire Protection Dist. found that'"fire protection is a 
peculiarly governmental functjon,'~ and that "[p]olice and fire protection are two of the most . 
essential and basic functions of local gov:emment [Citations omitted.] This classification is not 
weakened by State's assertion that there are private sector fire fighters who are also subject to the 
executive orders.;'20 · · · · · · · · · ·. • · · · · · · · . · 

St.!lff finds that ~ incident reporting impose~ a program within the meaning of artiCle XITI ·B, 
section 6 of the California Constitution. In particular, the reporting carries out the governmental 
function of providing a service to the public because, according to the Office of the State Fire 
Marshal, "the information is used to help fire departments target their resources and education · · ·· · 
programs, as well as develop and support ,fire safety legislation.'.21 · . . · 

However, much of the statUtory scheme on fire incident reporting was in place prior to 1975, as. 
was a CFIRS manual and forms, so the analysis must continUe to determine if the statute or 

. executive 'order alleged mandates a new program or higher level of service upon eligible 
claimants within the meaning of the California Constitution, article XIII B, section 6. · 

Issue 2: Does the test claim statute or executive order mandate a new program or 
~higher level of service on local agencies within the meaning of article XIll B, 

section 6 of the California Constitution? 

The test cl!iim, as amended in a July 17, 2000 filing from Newport Beach, all~ges a reimbursable 
state-mandated program was imposed by amenrunents to Health and Safety Code section · 
13110.5 by Statutes 1987, chapter 345. The underlined material was added: .. · ... 

Health and Safety Code Section 13110.5: 

The State Fire Marshal shall gather statistical information on all fires. medical aid 
incidents. and hazardous materials incidents occurring within this state. The chief 
fire official of each fire department operate~ by the state, a city; city and county, 
fire protection district, organized fire company, or other public or private entity 
which provides fire pro~ection, shall furnish informatimi and data to the State Fire . : 

18 ' 
County of Los Angeles, supra, 43 Cal.3d at page 56. 

19 Carmel Valley Fire Protection Di~t. v. State of California (1987) 190 Cal.App.3d 521, 537 .. · 
20 Ibid. 
21 <http://osfm.flre.ca.gov/cfrrs.html>, as of October 12, 2006. 
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Marshal relatirig to each.fire'·wliich occurs within his or her area of jurisdiction. 
The chief fire official ofeach fire department operated by the state shall. and the 

· chief fire official of fire' depactm'~nts operated by a .city. city and county. fire . · . 
protection district. orgaruzed.,fire:company. or other public or private entitv which 
provides fire protection maVialso'furn1sh information and data to the State Fire 
Marshal relatirig to medidanua inddentS and hazardous materials incidents which 

·· occur within their area ofhirisaiction. The.State Fire-Marshal shall adopt 
regulations prescribirig,.tbe scope of the information to be reported, the manner of 
reporting the information, the forms to be used, the time the information shall be 
reported, and other requirements and regulations as the State Fire Marshal 
determines necessary. 

The State Fire Marshal shall annually analyze the information and data reported, 
compile a report, and disseminate a copy of the report,. together with his or her 
analysis, to each chieffire official in the state .. The State Fire. Marshal shall also 
furnish a copy of his or her report and analysis to the State Emergency Medical 
Services Authority and any other interested person upon request. .. . . 

This is the only amendment to Health and Safety Code section 13110.5 since its enactment in 
1972. . 

Specifically, Newport Beach asse$: 

Although. the statute speaks in terms of it being discretionary to local fire· 
dep~ents to provide information on medical aid incidents and ffi.izardous · 
materiais incidents; with the impidmentation of CFIRS·the State Fire Ma.rShal 
instituted a n:Uindatocy 'method of com,puteriZed repo$g, which includea those 
medical aid incidentS occUrring Within the local jurisdiction. In no other method 
could the State Fire Marshal obtairi the requisite information to achieve its . 
mandatory obligation to gather information on aU.fires, medical aid incidents and 
hazardous materials incidents. · 

Ne\vport Beach.states that tb,e requirements were to·be implemented by January 1, 1992. The 
claimant states that the "option~" reporting provisions of CFIRS 'are "not included in this test 
claim." 

Staff finds that the amended statutory language only specifies that local frre departments "may, 
also furnish information and data to the State Fire Marshal relating to medical aid incidents and 
hazardous materials incidents which oceur within'their:area of jurisdiction.·•· All other · 
amendments to the code s~tion are directives to the State Fire Marshal, or fire.depaitments 
operated by the State. In the City of San Jose v. state of California, the court clearly found that 
''[w]e cannot, however, read a mandate into language which is clearly discretionary."22 The . 
court concluded "there is no basis for applying section 6 as an equitable remedy to cure the 
perceived unfairness resulting from political decisions on furiding priorities.•43 Therefore, based 

· · . 22 City of San Jose v. ~tate of California (1996) <!-5 Cal.App.4th 1802, 1816. 
23 !d. at page 1817. 
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on the plain langu,S.g~iof¢e statute,24 staff finds that Health and Safety Code section 13110.5, as 
amended by'S~t1J~es 1987, chapter 345, does not mandate a new program orbigher level of . 

. ~ ... ' . . 
service. .-:,l·(l·:~;:,;.:_:·r!~~;:~.~ ·=i.·: . 

New CFIRS:Ma~u'a1'~--Versio1u.o. Julv 1990.: . 

The clain?.afit.¥;~t~jkthatth,~i;~ew CFrRs M~ual- Version 1.0, July 1990/' imposed a 
reimbursable'S:(ate-mandate by: · 

• expanding the reporting categories from 10 to over 100, 

• requiring qUarterly reports on diskette or magnetic tape, 

• expanding the one page reporting form to 3' pages, and 

• increasing the CFIRS manual froin 1 OO.to _oyer SQO_pages to_ ~e_s~rj~~: th_e _ _rep<,>rtip.g . 
requirements. · 

Under. Government Code section 17516, an "executi'l,le.order" may il;lclude "any order, plan,· 
requirement; rule, or regulation issued by ... any agency, depiutment, board, or coirimission of 
state government." Heruth and Safety Code section 13110.5, as enacted m 1972, directS· the State 
Fire Marshal to "adopt regulations prescribing the soope of the information to be reported, the . 
manner of reporting such information, forms to be used, the time such information shall be 
reported and other requirenienkand regulations" regarding fire incident reporting. The State 

. Fire Marshal developed :the 197 4 CFIRS manual as the method of implementation of Health and 
Safety Code section 13110.5. Thus, pursuarit to Government Code se<:tjon 17516, the CFIRS 
manual issued by the State Fire Marshal, which details how to complete mandatory fire incident 
reporting, is included in the definition of an executive order. However, the Commission must 

· still det_errnifie· if the 1990 version mandates a new program or higher level of service, arid Costs 
'mandated by the state. - . 

... A test Claim statute or executive order mandates a new program or higher level of service within 
an existing program when it compels a local agency or school district to perform activities not 
previously requrred.25 The courts have defmed a "higher level of service" in conjunction with 
the phrase "new program" to give the subvention requirement of article XTII B, section. 6 . 
meaning. Accordingly, "it is apparent that the subve_ntion requirement for increased or higher- - · 
level of service is directed to state-mandated increases in the services provided by local agencies 
in existing pr6grams."26 A statute or executive order mandates a reimbursable "higher level of 
service" when, as compared to the legal requirements in effect immec!:iately before the enactment' 

24 "If the terms -of the statute are unambiguous, the court presumes the lawmakers meant what 
. they said, and the plain meaning of the language governs." (Estate of Griswold (2001) 25 

Cal.4th 904, 911.) . 
25 Lucia Mar Unified School Dist., supra, 44 Cal.3d 830, 836. 
26 C~unty of Los Angeles, supra, 43 Cal.3d 46, 56; San Diego Unified School District, supra, 

· 33 Cal.4th 859, 874. 
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· . · > . ofthe test claim legislation, it increases the actual level of governmental service to the public 
.. , ,· . .,!·:'· prc:>vided in the existing prograinY . . · . · · ·. 

: · ! ': .. ':··. ·• ,. ·.: ·· The' claimant alleges a new program or higher level of service because the 1990 CFIRS manual 
~ · ·.·. ::,· · requl.res quarterly reports on diskette or magnetic tape. In their initial comments on the test 
. .. . . chiini filing, both the State Fire Marshal and DOF conceded that requiring the provision of 

··:'.~ ·,~.; · CFIRS data on magnetic tape or diskette "was·a new requirement and may have resulted in some 
fire protection agencies having to acquire computer capability by lease or purchase." 

In September 1989; the State Fire Marshal issued a package to all California fire chiefs, with a· · 
cover Jetter, printouts of new CFIRS forms, a "record layout and specifications" document, 28 and 
a small booklet entitled "Questions and Answers About the New CFIRS." In the cover letter, the 
reference to the record layout and specifications document, describing how to develop CFIRS 
software, states: "These provide the molds into which all CFIRS records must fit. There can be 
no·exceptions.:.. every CFIRS record must meet this criteria." · 

The 1989 "Questions and Answers" booklet discusses the new CFIRS and states that the first 
time fire departments can use the new quarterly CFIRS format is January 1, 1990.29 Until then, 
the ol4 format -- monthly paper. forms. or.mainframe tape - was required. The Que~tions and 
Answers booklet continues: 

lfl'm not ready by January 1990, when can I go to the new CFIRS after that? 

It's strictly up to you. You can implement the new format as soon as you have the 
capability to produce the CSFM standard record on a PC. [Emphasis added.]. 

[ ... ] 
Important: You must submit a CFIRS report for every fire that occurs in your 
jurisdiction. Until you convert to the new format, you must submit the present hardcopy 
form or mainframe tape - whichever applies in your case. 

How is the CSFM going to put the new records together with the old ones? 

[Disc;ussion of phase-in procedures.] This allows both the new and old formats to be 
used during the transition. This will end when the old format i.s discontinued, probably in 
1992 .. 

According to the State Fire Marshal, some departments were already sending computeriZed 
reports in by mainframe tape. The Questions and Answers booklet addresses those departments, 
stating they may continue to send in tapes in the oldformat monthly, or begin sending the tapes 
in the new format quarterly, beginning in 1991, but at page 9, the booklet states: "You may 
continue to use the old format during '91 if additional time is needed to accomplish your 
conversion." Regarding a "deadline for tape departments to" switch to the new system, the 
document gives a date of"January, 1992." Staff notes that for those departments that were 

. 27 San Diego Unified School Dist., supra, 33 Cal.4th 859, 878; Lucia Mar, supr.a, 44 Cal.3d 830, 
835. ' . ' 

26 See Exhibit F, "Specifications for Writing CFIRS Software." 
29 Exhibit I, page 1361. 
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already tising mainframe tape to complete CFIRS reporting before the 1990 manual was issued, 
Government Code section 17565 proviaes that when a lociU agency mcurs costs at its option that .. 
are later state-mandated, reimbursement is still required "for those costs incurred after the 
operative date of the mandate." 

However, onJune 30, 1992, an official notice "To All California ChiefFire Officials," was 
issued by the State Fire Marshal, stating: "Effective immediately, the method for submitting 
reports for the updated version of CFIRS may be either by mainframe tape or PC/MAC diskette; 
OR by CSFM hardcopy forms for fires only."· The document continues: "Your only obligation 
for compliance with Health & Safety Code Se~tion 13110.5 is to report all fires in the prescribed 
updated format. Although CFIRS now provides you the opportunity to capture information on 
all"i.Ii.Cidents in a single uniform manner, this is at your option." ~us. any mandate for fire 
agencies to convert to a computerized system was eliminated on Jlirie 30,1992. After that date, · 
all computerized reporting was completed at the discretion of the loclil. agency. ; . ' ... 

Staff fmds that requiring the local implementation of a computerized version of CFIRS, with 
submission of forms by diskette or magnetic tape, mandated a new program or higher level of 
service on local fire. ag~ncies. This was a si_gnificant, substantive change to the CFIRS program . 
compared to what was required pre-1975. Claimants who inciured actual costs for implementfug 
the new computerized CFIRS format from July 1, 1990, the beginning of the reimbursement 
period; to June 30, 1992, the date· of the Jetter from the State Fire Marshal, may be eligible for 
one-time costs for acquiring and implementing any necessary hardware and software. 

The claimants also seek ongoing reimbursement for additional time necessarY to complete . 
CFIRS reports. The allegations .conclude that the new CFIRS is three pages, while the original 
CFIRS was on a one-page form, therefore there is a higher level of service. Even if a form 
taking up more pages was proof of a higher level of service, this is no.t the case here - both 
versions require either one page, or multiple pages, depending on how many casualties may have 

. occurred at the incident. Ori the Fire Incident Report form included in the 1974 CFIRS manual, 
there is .a reference under section) to.the "SFM Form GO-l,".the.Fire Casualty Report. At 
page 109 of the original CFIRS manual it states that the State Fire Marshal requires this 
additional form for each fire-incident related death, or injury requiring hospitalization. The only 
change to ·the new version of CFIRS is that a separate form is used depending on whether the 
victim is a member of the fire service, or considered a civilian. · 

The older casualty report form requires identifying information for the i.ricident and for the 
casualty victim, familiarity of the victim with the structure, location of the victim at the time the 
fire was ignited, cause of the casUalty, c;ondition preventing victim's escape, condition before 
mjury, nature of casualty, activity a:t the time of the casualty, parts of the body affected and 
disposition of the victim; and then space for a detailed narrative is_given on the back of the form. 

The modern version ofthe caSualty part of the fire incident report separates out the items that 
were applicable only to fire servic~ personnel, versus those pieces of information that would only 
he collected for non-firefighters. For example, only the civilian-section of the report now asks 
for the familiarity of the victim with the structure, or the condition preventing escape-
presumably because these items are not significant for fire personnel. Staff finds that the new 
version of a CFIRS re!)Ort does not require a longer form than the old version. 
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In a related argument, Newport Beach asserts that the number of coded choicetffo'fill in on the 
fqrm have increased dramatically, requiring more time ''to check the book'for~the·appropriate . e 
code to be inserted" than ''to check a box."30 · ·.:':·T:;:i>::'•:.:. ' '·"··· . ' . • .. .• ,, • ~ . 'I ; ~- . • ..•. 

CFIRS has always been a code-driven systeni and required the use of a rt;.ifiiiillf~b 'ptope:i:{{fin in 
a fire incident report. The. Jimuary 1974 CFIRS manual describes the purp(j~s~~·~filie·doc#.~nt: 

. . ·-;~ .. !,.,·J~:.:;l~ :-~··:.' ' ' • ·-~--~ ..... -;.~" 

In keeping with the forgoing statutory provisions [Health & Saf. C:oci~~-. 
§ 13110.5], the State Fire Marshal has instituted a fire incidentr~c;>rting 
procedure lmown as the California Fire Incident Reporting System, which shall be 
referred to hereafter as CFIR,S. · 

Fundamentally, this d9cument is a code book, containing an established series of 
numbers within specified categories which define and represent predetermined 
fire incident conditions. Through the use of these code numbers, it is.pcissible to 
provide input into the computers for ultimate feedback of statewide fire incident . 
statistics. 

The introduction continues to explain that the codes in the manual are largely drawn from the 
National Fire Prevention Association Coding System for Fire Reporting, and the Uniform Fire 
Incident Reporting System. The I 990 CFIRS is also based on the national coding systems. 

-The claimants also allege that a reimbursable-state-mandated proiram WaS imposed by the 1990 
CFIRS manual because the·reporting categories have expanded from 10 to over 100, and the 
manual has increased from 100 to over 500 pages to describe the reporting requirements. The 
fact that the new CFIRS manual is considerably bulkier than the old version is not relevant to a A 
mandates analysis. Regarding the test claimant's assertion that the "code book has been- · ..., 
increased from approXimately 100 pages to well over 500 pages," the State Fire Marshal's office· 

. responds: . . . . 

It is erroneous to a make a direct comparison between the sizes of the two 
manurus because: . 

- the new manual" contains the instructions for using an the options 
(non-fire) components of the reporting system; 

"Ule format of the new manual has been expanded to include additional 
explanatory information to enhance its understanding and 
user-friendliness; 

·the print style and page layout of the new man1:1Rl is designed with more 
open space for easier reading, and to make it convenient to add user notes, 

· resulting in more pages; · 

- the tables of codes are significantly larger so as to provide a more accurate 
and definitive selection for the ~e. . . 

It is the [California State Fire Marshal's] position that the extent of the 
requirements imposed by both manuals - regarding fires - are essentially the same. 

30 Response from Newport Beach, received December 1, 2000, page 20. 
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Staff agrees with the ·state Fire Marshal, and finds that the inc~ase in the number of pages of an 
instructional manual does not allow for the automatic concll1Sion that a higher level of service 
has been mandated. This is particularly true when muc~ ofth~.r_epoging; is not required. The 
1989 State Fire Marshal's Questions and Answers bookl~t; described at page 12 above,_ addresses 
which part of the CFIRS reporting Was mandatory: · ·:c." : -·_, -~ _ _ -

Do i have-to submit a new CFIRS report fof;~~;~~\tispateh;':fegardless of what it is? 

One "yes", a "maybe", and two "no's". 

Yes- if it's a FIRE , , . NO exceptions- just_like it's f!.}ways been·. 

MAYBE- if it's a HAZ MAT. If you are the "Administering A~ency" for your 
·· jurisdictioii, you must submit a CHMIRs report to OES? · · · - · 

You have two choices: you can either send in a separate CHMIRS form; or you 
can simply enter the information on a CFIRS report and we will have our 
computer give it to OES's computer. 

NO-ifit's EMS. 

NO- if it's any OTHER type of call (ie; public assist). 

In its 'oeceinber l, 2000 supplemental filing, Newport Beach argues that: 

__ .. Although the reporting requirement mandated on local fire agencies by statute 
. .was for fires only, this new·CFIRS system required locai fire agencies to report all 
flres, ail well as all medical aid incidents artd hazardous materials incidents. 
Although the State Fire Marshal has claimed during these :filiD.gs that the 
requiremerits'to report medical aid incidents-and hazard9US materials incidents to 

·11: were voluntary, the State Fire Marshal did not communicate this to local fire 
agencies during the implementation of the new CFIRS manual. 

The claimant's assertion is contradicted by evidence in the reoord show-ing_fu~t tb,e Que~ons 
and AnsWers document quoted above was transmitted to all Califoinia fire officials in September 
1989, prior to issuing the new CFIRS manual. Staff finds that even though the new C}O'IRS form 
includes fl.elds for reporting fire, hazardous-materials, emergency medical serVice,- and other 
calls, the Que~ioris and Answers booklet explicitly states that a CFIRS report is only required 
for fire incidents, which is consistent with the.pre-1975 requirements of Health and Safety Code 
section 13110.5. · 

_ The original CFIRS foim and manual required detailed, coded fl.re incident reporting on the 
following: · 

• identifying information; 

• property classmcation; 

• property type; 

• extent of damage; 

31 Any hazardous materials reporting that may be required· for the Office of Emergency SerVices 
· -. is not required_ by the subject test claim statute or the 1990 CFIRS manual. -· 
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• .Iocation·and cause; : ~' 

• area, materials, and siri~fci:~P.r~~(''. , .. 

• spread of fire; 
- ~ . • .I :' ' -. • ' 

• protection facilities (spririkl~s/extiii.gtlishers); 
. . . '····· 

• protection facilities (alaim·systems); and 

• miscellaneous ( caslialties; checking "yes" required the filing of an additional "Fire 
Casualty Report" as discussed above). 

The 1990 CFIRS form requires the same basic categories of information; and includes blocks for 
emergency medical service (medical aid), hazardous materials; or other, miscellaneous incidents. 
As made clear by Health and Safety Code section 13110.5, and the State Fire Marshal's · 
Questions and Answers booklet- ohly fire incidents were ever required to be reported through 
CFIRS. To the extent that the State Fire Marshal has a duty from Statutes 1987, chapter 345 to 
gather this additional incident report information. they are able to collect it from state agencies, 
and request it of local agencies, but in no way was this additional reporting ever mandated of 
local agencies. · 

Other than the time-limited higher level of service for implementing a computerized version of 
CFIRS, the claimants have failed to demonstrate how the 1990 CFIRS manual creates a new 
program or higher level of service for filing incident reports beyond the broad pre-1975 
requirement that the chief fire official of each fire department in the state, "shall furnish 
information and data to the State Fire Marshal relating to each fire which occurs within his area 
of jurisdiction," in the form, time and manner prescribed by the State Fire Marshal .. 

Staff finds that once any requirement to submit .fire incident reports in a computerized format 
was eliminated by the State. Fire Marshal's June 30, 1.992letter, use of the 1990 CFIRs· manual 
and related forms require the same duties and activities as pre~1975law: completing a one-page 
fomi with the coded details of a fire incident call, and completing a separate form, as needed, to 
report a related casualty (injury or death) for either fire service personnel or civilians. Therefore, 
staff finds that the 1990 CFIRS manual and related reporting forms do not mandate a new 
program or higher hive! of service for reporting fire or other incidents, other than· as described in 
the conclusion below. · · 

Issue 3: Does the executive order impose costs mandated by the state pursuant to 
Government Code section 17514? · 

Reimbursement tinder article XIIT B, section 6 is required only if any new program or higher 
level of service is also found to impose "costs mandated by the state." Government Code 
section 1 7 514 defines ''costs mandated by the state" as any increased cost a local agency is 
required to incur as a res)llt of a statute or executive order that mandates a new program or higher 
level of service. Both of the claimants estimated mandated costs in excess of $200, which was . 
the statutory threshold at the time the test claim was filed. 

The claimants also stated that none of the Government Code section 17556 exceptions apply. 
For the activities listed in the conclusion below, staff agrees and finds accordingly that the new 
program or higher level of service also imposes costs mandated by the state within the meaning 

• of Governinent Code section 17 514. · 
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CONCLUSION 
.·, Stiiff concludes tha~ the New California Fire Incident Reporting System Manual (Version 1.0, 
· ··July 1990), mandated a new program or higher level of service on local agencies within the 
· meaning of article xm B, section 6 ofthe California Constitution, and imposed costs mandated 
J~y, the state pursuarit to Government Code section 175.14, for requiring the local implementation 

.· ofa computerized version ofCFIRS, with submission of forms by diskette or magnetic tape. 
. .. 

ClaimantS who incurred actual costs for implementing the new computerized CFIRS format from 
July 1, 1990 (the beginning of the reimbursementperiod), to June 30, 1992 (the date oftbe letter 

· from the State Fire Marshal stating that computerized filmg was no longer required), may be 
eligible.for one-tim~ costs for acquiring and implementing any necessary bardwm,-~ ~d software .. 

Staffconcludesthat Health ~d Safety Code section .ni 10.5; as arhendedby Sta~tes f9.s7; . · . 
chapter 345, does not impose a new program ·or higher level of service witbiD. the meaning of. 
article XIII B, section 6 of the California Constitution. · 

Staff Recommendation 
. . . 

Staff recommends the Commission adopt this staff_ analysis to partially approve this test claim . 

.. :;.. . 

.. 
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November 9, 2006 

Ms. Paula Higashi 
Executive Director 
Commission on State Mandates 
980 Ninth Street, Suite 300 
Sacramento, CA '95814 

Dear Ms. Higashi: 

As requested in your letter of October 16, 2006, the Department of Finance has reviewed the 
draft staff analysis of Claim No. CSM-00-TC-02 "California Fire-Incident Reporting System 
Manual" submitted by the San Ramon Valley Fire Protection District & City of Newport Beach 
(claimant). The claimant alleges that specified costs were incurred under the July 1990 
California Fire Incident Reporting System Manual and Health and Safety Code Section 13110.5 
as amended by Chapter 345, Statutes of 1987. 

As the result of our review, and consistent with our September 21, 1992 comments, we concur 
with the draft staff analysis that the revisions to the manual resulted in a limited state-mandated 
local program by requiring that data be provided on magnetic tape or diskette from July 1, 1990 
to June 30, 1992. If the Commission reaches· the same conclusion at its scheduled · 
December 4, 2006, hearing on the matter, the nature and extent of the specific activities 
required can be addressed in the parameters and guidelines that will then be developed for the 
program. 

·As required by the Commission's regulations, we are Including a "Proof of Service" indicating 
that the parties included on the mailing list that accompanied your October 16, 2006 letter have 
been provided with copies of this letter via either United States Mail or, in the case of other state 
agencies, Interagency Mail Service. · · 

If you have any questions regarding this letter, please contact Carla Castaneda, Principal 
Program Budget Analyst at {916) 445-3274. 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
~ Thomas E. Dithridge 
\ Program Budget Manager 

' ' . 
Attachments 

.. 
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· Attachment A 
'. 

DECLARATION OF CARLA CASTA!\IEDA 
DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE 
CLAIM NO. CSM-00-TC-02 

·~· . 

1. I am currently employed by the State of California; Department of Finance (Finance), am 
familiar with the duties of Finance, and am authorized to make this declaration on behalf 
of Finance. 

2. We concur that the July 1990 California Fire Incident Reporting System Manual sections 
relevant to this claim are accurately quoted in the test claim submitted by claimants and, 
therefore, we do not restate them in this declaration. 

I certify under penalty of perjury that the facts set forth in the foregoing are true and correct of 
my own knowledge except as to the matters therein stated as information or belief and, as to 
those matters, I believe them to be true. 

at Sacramentoio CA Carla Castaf\eda 

·l5:12 



PROOF OF SERVICE 

Test Claim N~~~;·.:;~:"'b~iit6mi~· Fire Incident Reporting System Manual 
Test Claim Number: CSM~OO-TC-02 · · 

I, Antonio L()ck.~tUhe undersigned, declare as follows: 
.I am employed in 'the County of Sacramento, State of California, I am 18 years of age or older 
and not a partY to the within entitled cause; my business address is 915 L Street, 12th Floor, 
Sacramento, CA 95814. 

On November 9. 2006, I served the attached recommendation of the Department. of Finance in 
said .cause, by facsimile to the Commission on State Ma.ndates and by placing a true copy 
thereof: (1) to claimants and nonstate agencies enclosed'in' a sealed envelope with postage 
thereon fully prepaid in the United States M?~il at Sacramento, California; and .(2) to state . . 
agencies in the normal pickup location at 915 L Street, 12th Floor, for Interagency Mail Service, 
addressed as follows: · 

A-16 
Ms. Paula Higashi,.Executive Director 
Commission on State Mandates 
980 Ninth Street, Suite 300 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
Facsimile No. 445-0278 

B-29 
Legislative Analyst's Office . 
Attention Marianne O'Malley 
925 L Street, Suite 1 000 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Mr. Steve Shields 
Shields Consulting Group, Inc. 
1536 36th Street · 
Sacramento, CA 95816 

.. 

B-8 
State C9ntroller's Office 
Division of Accounting & Reporting 
Attention: William Ashby 
3301 C Street, Room 500 
Sacramento, CA 958168-29 

San Ramon Valley Fire Protection District & 
City of Newport, B.each 

· 1500 Bollinger Canyon road 
. San Ramon, CA 94583 

Ms. Annette Chinn. 
Cost Recovery Systems, Inc .. 
705~2 East Bidweli Street, #294 
Folsom, CA 95630 
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Mr. Glen Everroad 
City of Newport Beach 
3300 Newport Blvd. 
P 0 Sox 1768 
Newport Beach, CA 92659-1768 

Ms. Pam Stone 
MAXIM US 
4320 Auburn Boulevard, Suite 2000 
Sacramento, CA 95841 

Mr. Rick Terry 
San Ramon Valley Fire Protection District 
Fire Chief 
1500 Bollinger Canyon Road . 
San Ramon, CA 94583 

Mr. Leonard Kaye 
County of Los Angeles · 
Department of Auditor-Controller 
Kenneth Hahn Hall of Administration 
500 West Temple Street, Suite 525 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 . 

B-08 
. Ms. Ginny Brummels 
State Controller's Office 
Division of Accounting & Reporting 
3301 C Street, Suite 500. 
Sacramento, CA 95816 

Mr. David Wellhouse 
Wellhouse and Associates 
9175 Kiefer Boulevard, Suite 121 
Sacramento, CA 95826 

A-45 
Ms: Kate Dargan 
Office of State Fire Marshal 
office of State 
Fire Marshal 
P o Box 944246 
Sacramento, CA 94244 

Mr. J. Bradley Burgess 
Public Resource Management Group 
1380 Lead Hill Boulevard, Suite #1 06 
Roseville, CA 95661 

Mr. William D. Ross 
Law Offices of William D. Ross 
520 s. Grand Avenue, Suite 300 
Los Angeles, CA 90071-2610 

Ms. Harmeet Barkschat 
Mandate Resaource Services 

-5325 Elkhorn Blvd. #307 
Sacramento, CA 95842 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California t!lat the foregoing is 
true and correct, and that this declaration was execute on November 2006 acramento, 
california. 

-. 
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EXIDBIT Q CITY -OF NEWPORT E._ .. ___ _ 

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES 
Revenue Division 

RECE D 

RESPONSE TO DRAFT STAFF ANALYSIS· 

NOV f 3 2006 
COMMISSION ON 

STATE MANDATES 

Chapter 345, Statutes of 1987; Chapter 1214, StatUtes of 1994; Chapter 91, Statutes of 
1995; Chapter 155, Statutes of 1995; Chapter 605, Statutes of 1996; July 1990 Fire 

Incident Reporting System Manual -

Claim no. CSM-4419 

California Fire Incident Reporting System 

INTRODUCTION: 
' -

Test co-claimant City of Newport Beach (hereinli.fter "City") submits the following in 
response to the Draft Staff-Analysis issued by Commission staff on October 16, 2006. 
Since the Draft Staff Analysis conCludes that part of the program is reimbursable and part 
is not, the debate centers around a single issue. 

Does the test claim statute or executive order mandate a new program or higher 
level of service on local agencies within the meaning of article XIII B, section 6 _of 
the California Constitution?· ..... 

Staff answers the above question partially in the negative concluding that for on-going 
costs there is no reimbursable state maiJ.dirte. Staff relies too heavily· on the State Fire 
Marshall's interpretation ofthe 1990 CF1RS manual and ignores the CitY's evidence and 
the prior work of Commission Staff. 

Background 

This.test claim, as filed.originally by San Ramon Valley Fire Protection District and later 
joined by the City of Newport Beach, addresses the mandate imposed through the 
California Fire Incident Reporting System (CFIRS); specifically that of the 1990 CFIRS 
manual in comparison to an earlier version. The matter has been pending before the 
Commission for several years and had, in 1997, wound its way to the brink of a hearing. 
At that time, a pre-hearing was held with .an opportunity to provide additional data. (AR I 

1 AR denotes Administrative Record. 
.. 

3300 Newport Boulevard· Post Office Box 1't..Jd ·Newport Beach, Callfornia 92658-8915 
Telephone: (949) 644-3141 ·Fax: (94n 517-3073 · www.clty.newport-beach.ca.us 



at 1399) . A draft staff analysis was also issued which provided a detailed comparison 
chart to specifically identify the issues. (ARat 1334) Through supplemental pleadings, 
additional evidence, analysis and argument presented by both the State Fire Marshall and 
the City of Newport Beach. (AR at 1355 and 1421) The City presented specifically 
detailed infomiation to the Commission. (AR at 1425-1438) Although the current draft 
staff analysis makes use of the materials presented by the State FiXe Marshall, the 
analysis presented by the City and Staffs own prior analysis was ignored. For less 
complex mandates, conclusory draft staff analyses may not be a problem·. In this. case, 
however, the detail of the issues, the protracted nature of the test claim process and the 
administrative record nearing 1500 ·pages have combined to create a test claim so 
complex that revieW of the relevant materials is in order. The Commission should have 
an opportunity to view all the evidence in a concise manner so as to make an fully 
informed decision. The City takes this opportunity to provide a more balanced picture. 

Analysis 

·1. Staff's Reliance Solely on State Fire Marshall Conunents is Misolaced. 

In its initial response, the State Fire·Marshall stated that "[o]ne of the principal objectives 
of the updated CFIRS is to improve the efficiency of the fire information system at both 
the local and state level." (AR at 1005) This efficiency, however, was for their own . . 
purposes, that is, the gathering and compiling of data. But the isSU:e remains: For those 
who needed to comply with the· reqUirements of the 1990 CFIRS manual filling out· the 
forms takes more time to complete.· · 

A. The 1990 CFIR.S Expands the Definition of "Incident" Necessitating 
increased Reporting. 

The State Fire Marshall maintains in both its September 22, 1992, and its February 4, 
1997, filings that there has been no real change in the requirements of CFIRS over the 
years. The State Fire Marshall explains that the alleged increase in the CFIR.S manual is 
due to font and format changes and that there are no additional reporting requirements; 

. only addi.tioniu optional data fields. (AR at 1000-1001) Even if this were true- which· 
it is not -· this explanation fails to address the fact that the complexity of the items 
themselves has changed. Case in point: The definition of "incident" has been expanded · 
between the first CFIRS manual and the 1990 CFIR.S manual. The change in the 
definition of"incident" results in much of the additional reporting requirements. 

In the former CFIRS manual, "Reportable Fire" was defined as: 

A Reportable Fire is any fire oc~urring within the jurisdiction of a 
fire agency. Any fire occurring outside a fire agency's jurisdiction 
shall be reported by that agency if it is the only responding 
department. Included are fires or explosions that may be discovered 
in progress, discovered following extingui.shments, or detected 



. :. 
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weekS later during an inspection. A fire report is to be:filed on any 
reportable fire. (AR at 126) 

-, -

The new CFIRS manual changes the requirements by. imd states thaVf[e]acli time 
a fire service unit inoves in response to an alarm, an incid~t report (CFIRS-1) is 
completed." (AR at 285} This reqUirement for submission-for each occasion that a fire 
department unit is dispatched is reiterated by the State Fire Marshall which states that: 

SECTION A. GENERAL INFORMATION, is completed each time 
a fire department uirlt is dispatched. If the alarm in [sic] not a fire,·-· 

. . or EMS or Haz Mat incident, you only have to complete this section, 
· · and Section G. This also applies when you provide -Automatic or 

Mutual Aid to another fire department. (AR at 303) 

This change may seem small but to ·those who are involved in fire service, the . 
change results in a substantial increase in reporting .requirements. Under the old manual, · 
only fires bad to be reported. Now, if there is a false alarm, a medical _aid incident, a 
hazardous materials incident, a ''move up'.2, mutual aid, and other miscellaneouS
incidents, a report must be filed. Thus, every time. a fire service vehicle is called to 
leave the department, a report must be rued. _ This is a major change that significantly . 
increases the number of incidents that must now be reported. 

B. · The 1990 CFIRS lncreases'Completion Ti:ine by'Replacing Single Codes ·· 
With Multiple Codes. - -

CFIRS requires the use of codes to input various types of information. The Commission 
Staff, as cited above, provided a chart comparing the different _types of information that 
needs to be addressed under both the old CFIRS and the 1990 ver8ion. Aithough, at first 
blush, the information seems comparable and, even in some cases, routine, the issue is the 
volume of possible codes a firefighter needs to wade through to find the appropriate ones · 
for the report. 

Reporting, once based on straightforward use of the cod~s. is now predicated on the use 
of multiple codes. Case in point: Reporting under Type of Incident- Situation(s) Found. 
In the old manUal, there were essentially 20 different types of incidents. In the 1990 

_ manual, there is now a inulti-part number. For example:. a vehicle accident with 2 inj-ured 
victims and fuel leaking.· Under the old CFIRS, there would just be one-nuniber for a 
vehicle accident. Under the 1990 version, there would be three numbers entered:- one for 
the accident, another for the victims injured and trapped, and another one for fuel leaking. 
in the engine area. In addition, the total choices include eight types of major headings, 
with subfields. For example, the first major choice is fire or explosion. Instead of the 

- one bea.cJ#lg, which is what would occur under the old manual, there are now 10 fields. 
So, before the data element can be completed, a determination must be made as to which 

2 This_ is a situation where a fire vehicle moves from one station to an~ther to provide 
back up support while another vehicle is responding to an incident. 
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choice under the heading should be-,en~ered. As a further example: Overpressure, 
Rupture, Explosion Overheat (not.eJ;J,sw,tigjire) has an additional seven subcategories. e 
The same is true for each of the retPaj_t;J!t;lg_:~ajor fields. Thus, although theoreticaUy 
the same information is being. SQgg~4· ,the detail of the required response has 
increased substantiaUy providing· ~44i~o.pal information supporting the allegations of. 
the test claim and the sworn declaiJ\~11 :attesting to the increase in time experienced by 
fire departments using the 1990 ver~ion ofCFIRS. 

C. The 1990 CFIRS Fails to Specifically Label Data Entries as Optional. 

The State Fire Marshall deflected arguments of increased time to complete the reports by 
explaining that many of the data elements in the new CFIRS 'report are optional and not 

· required to be reported. (AR at 1000) The 1990 manual, however, is silentas to many of 
these "optional" data elements. Indeed, out of over 20 fields (exclusive of subfields) 
which the State Fire Mar8hall claims are optional, only five3 are listed as optional in 
th~ manual. 4 

Without a cleat designation that a ·data element is optional, the fire departments will 
complete ·the seetion and should be fully reimbursed for the costs unless and until they 
are so notified by the State Fire Marshall that that portion ofthe report is optional. This 
is the position currently held by Commission Staff with regard to submission of the, 
CFIRS reports in a computerized format, finding that the use of the designated format 
was mandated until made optional by the State Fire Marshall's June 30, 1992, letter. (AR · 
at 15 and 18) There is no reason why this doctrine should be consistently applied by this ... : 
Commission throughout this test claim. · 

D. The Prior Decisions of This Commission Have No Bearing on This Test 
Claim. · 

Finance points to, what was at the time, a recent decision. by the Commission in the 
California School Accounting Requirements test claim (CSM-4354, decided in 1991) to 
support its position that the COinmission should take a similar stand with CFIRS and 
deny it on the ground that the fire districts had a pre-existing duty to report fires. (AR at 
1396) The Commission has, in' its prior decisions, held fast to the position that the 
California Supreme Court's holding in Weiss v. State Board of Equalization5 (1953) is 

3 The optional data elements as stated in ih~ manual are: first-in company, district, 
incident address/location, involvement code and name. 
4 For a full analysis see Administrative Record at pages 1421 through 1440. The data 
elements that are not labeled as optional but which the State Fire Marshall claimed are 
optional are: arrival time, end time, type weather, air temperature, fire hazard severity 
zone, total fire service personnel responded: career and volunteer, number of apparatus 
responded, for mobile property involved, fire origin: horizontal distance from, sex and 
age, if equipment involved in ignition, material generating most smoke: type and form, 
fuel model. .• 
5 (1953) 40 Cal.2d 772. 
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binding on the deCisions · of the Commission. That case held that the failure of a . 
quasijudicial agency to consider prior decisions on the same subject is not a violation of 
due process an!i does not constitute an ai:bitraryactiOil by the agency. Moreover, in 1989, 
the Office of .the., ,State Att<;>riley General issued an opinion, citing the Weiss. case 
favorably and confirming that test claims previously approved by the Commission have 
no precedential value. 6 

' ' ' ' 

CONCLUSION: 
Based on the preceding arguments, City of NewPort Beach urg·es the Commission to find 
that the CFIRS program. as a whole, is a reimbursable state mandate under Article XITI 
B, section 6 of the California Constitution. · · · · · · · 

6 
72 Opinions ~fthe California Attorney Generall73, 178,Ah.2 (1989). 

.. 
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' ·. ·' '~.' .. CERTIFICATION 

· '' :'.·' · : ·, ., .. 1 deelare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the 
· •· · ·, •. · · statements made in this document are true and correct, except as to those matters stated 
, . • · · ··• ·. ·' upon information and belief and as to those matters, I believe them to be true. · 

Executed this · \ l~y of November, 2006, at Newport Beach, California, by: 

verroad., 
Revenue Manager 
City of Newport Beach 
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PROOF OF SERVICE BY MAIL 

I, the undersigned, declare as follows: 

I am a resident of the County of Sacramento, and I am over the age of 18 years and not a party to 
the Within action. My place of employment is 4320 AubUrn Blvd., Suite 2000, SacramentO, CA 
95841. 

On November 13, 2006, I served: 

RESPONSE TO DRAFf STAFF ANALYSIS 
. . 

Chapter 345, Statutes of 1987; Chapter 1214, Statutes of 1994; Chapter 91, Statutes of 1995; 
· Chapter 155, Statutes of 1995; Chapter 605, Statutes of 1996;July 1990 Fire Incident Reporting 

· Sy8tem Manual · 

·Claim no. CSM-4419 · 

California Fire Incident Reporting System 

by placing a true copy thereof in ail envelope addressed to each of the persons listed on the 
mailing list, and by sealing and depositing said envelope in the United State mail at Sacramento, 
California, with postage thereon fully prepaid. 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing is 
true and ccirrect, and that this declaration was ecuted this 13th day of No · her, 2006, at 
Sacramento, California. . · · 

Declarant 

.. 

. J.5.23. 



MAILING LIST e ,. 

Mr. Rick Terry, Fire Chief · .. ; ::·,~y; ·';· t: ( ~ ~-:. . -
San Ramon Valley Fire Protection District 

' 
, .. ·, 

1500 Bollinger Canyon Road .- . ~ .. ' : ~ ·, 

San Ramon, CA 94583 .- ',:·,:;;:·::··: 

Mr. William D. Ross 
Law Offices of William D. Ross 
520 South Grand A venue 
Suite 300 
Los Angeles, CA 90071-2610 

Ms. Ginny Brummels 
State Controller's Office 
Division of Accounting & Reporting 
3301 C Street, Suite 500 
Sacramento, CA 95816 

Ms. Cate Dargan 
Office of State Fire Marshal 
P.O. Box 944246 
Sa~ento, CA 94244-2460 

Mr. Steve Shields 
Shields Consulting Group 
1536 36th Street 
Sacramento, CA 95816 

Ms. Susan Geanacou 
Department of Finance 
915 L Street, Suite 1190 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Ms. Carla Casteneda 
Department of Finance 
915 L Street, 11th Floor . 
Sacramento, CA 95814 

Mr. Leonard Kaye, Esq. 
County of Los Angeles 
Auditor-Controller's Office 
500 West Temple Street, Room 603 
Los Angeles, CA. 90012 .e ... 
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. Ms. Annette Chinn 
Cost Recovery Systems, Inc. 
705-2 East Bidwell Street, #294 
Folsom, CA 95630 

. Mr. David Wellhouse 
David W ellhouse & Associates, Inc. 
9175 Kiefer Blvd., Suite 121 

· Sacramento, CA 95826 

Ms. Bonnie Ter Keurst 
County of San Bernardino 
Office ofthe Auditor/Controller-Recorder 
222 West Hospitality Lane 
San Bernardino, CA 92415-0018 

Mr. J. Bradley Burgess 
Public Resource Management Group 
1380 Lead Hill Blvd., Suite 106 
Roseville, CA 95661 

Ms. Harmeet Barkschat 
Mandate Resource Services 
5325 Elkhorn #307 
Sacramento, CA 95842 

.. 
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Law Offiees of 
· wmiAm D. Ro3s 

.. AP~~t!l!OI Curpuntlon 
· 520 smith Cnnld Avenue, Suite 31111 

· 1m Anplllll, CA ~0071-2610 
Talc:Jtlu:me:.· (2Jl) m-tsn 
Facmnllo: .{213) 8!12·1SU 

. November 13, 2006 

. nA ELECTRONIC TRANSMISSION & 
FAC.~TMI/.E & U. S. MAIL 
pszmli!sn@spp C!!.&w & (9 Hi) 44S..027R 

· Dear M s: Higashi: 

PAGE 02/1!19 

EXIiiBITR 
.. ..::~ .. · ·.:. 

4oo t.amb&n 5D'ellt 
·· · Pllkl Altu, C'BHrcmda 94306 

Teloplumil: (680) 843-8080 
. . J!tlmmlle: . (fi5U) 843-801t4 

Filo No: 45/3 

RECEIVED 

NO'J Pt 2006 
COMMISSION ON 
STA~_~ND"TES . 

This communicatiot1 sets forth the comments of the San Ramon Valley Fire Protection 
. District (''District") to the Draft Staf£Analysis ("Staff Ana.lysiB") of the above-referr:nceil 

Test Claim dld:ed October 16, 2006. · · 

I. . . . . 
SUMMARYOFDISTRICTCOMMENT 

The District maintams that the Staff Analysis. of the Test· Claim should be 
suwlem.ented to include an analysis examining the constitutional requiremeof! for 
.reimbursement for local agencie~ a.'l set forth in Article XDI.B., Section 6 of 1he State 

. ' 
· n:~H.IlO:IIL'Tlti2~Rlanml f(.'IIIIUIIOIIUil .11l3ue.tvpll 
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t\1s. Paula Higashi. Executive Director 
Com.mission on Sta:te Mandates 
NoVember ·13, ZOOG 
Page·2· . 

WILLIAM ROSE! PAGE £13/£19 

ConStitution 1 in the context of its implementation of Article .xm.A. implementing the i:atent. 
of the electorate which indicated that the passage of Article XIILA. would have no impact 
on police and fire services. 

i'l\e District maintains that if the expanded constitutional analys;s described is 
included in the · Staff Malysis, theD the recommended finding of a reimbursable State 

· mandate would not be lim:ited to the: · · 

.... costs for hnplementing the new c0111puterized CFIRS format 
... for a one time cost for .acquiring and implementing any 

. necessary hardware an.d software2 ••• 

and the subsequent conclusion that: 

... t.hi.s activity is only reimbursable from July 1, 1990, the 
beginning of tb.e reimbursement period based on. the filing of 
San. R81.tlon's test olaim, until:June 30, J 992, the date a letter 

. was issued from the State Fire Marshal stating that :fire incident 
reports may be submitted by hard copy rather than diidcette or . 

. tape' ... 

is incorrect anci is neither legally adequate nor supported by substantial evidence m the . 
·record. · 

II. 
ANALYSIS 

1'b.e DiStrict submits that the Staff Analysis beginning on page 9 with reference to 
Article Xtn.B., sectiOn 6 i.s incomplete and. needs to supplemented. · 

1t is wi:ll established that consti.tutional-provisiona a.te subject to tlle sam.e.rules of 
construction and interpretation that are applicable to· s~tutes in interpreting constitutional 

1 All Article references will be to the State Constitution. 

2 Staff Analysis, pp. 2~ I 5, 19. 

~Ibid . 
. ltMS.no.~nm2l1MI!IIpJuh\ cr.nmrtiGI1Itl l11!111G."'!"l 
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a _ Ms. Paula Higashi, Executive Director 
-· W ·. . Commiss;on 011 State Mandates 

· · :November 13, 2006 .. 
- :.Page 3 

~ 

-· 

WILLIAM Ross -PAGE .84/1!19 

. : .. ~~-~ .:;:.c,..~-• 
• ······: > . . _\•,·· .. 

_:'·~;;i:,;(;<?~-,(:.{i::···· ·:I:·::· 
.... ..... . 

.:'·: ;i~~t::·:,.'.t:,:_t( C:.'.-::~~.''1"· . .'-\ 
': .. -··~-: -._:. ~ . .... 

provisions. Arm.~trong v. C(.lun9J of Scm Maleo (1983) 146 Cal. App(~d -597, 608. lb 
analysis and interpretation of Article Xlll.B., SeCtion 6 presented sb.Ou\d~be constmed with · -
the provisions of Article xm.A .. as seoti.ons of the law dealing with the 8ame IIllltter are tO 
be constro.ed together. See,-Medi.cal Bd-v. Superior Court {200\) 88 Cal. App. 4th 1001, 
1 016. Consistent with this rule of construction, nhas long been held that Article XIILB. WB8 

;ntended both to cany out the intent and extend 1he scope of Article XITI.A. See, County nf 
.Plac-er v. Corln (1980) 113 Cal. App. 3d 443, 449. · 

Additionally, in construing constitl,ttional provisions enacted by initiative., it is 
important to implement the intent of thOse who voted for the measure [Count)' o/Fretmo v. 
State CJ! California (1991) _53 Cill. 3d -482.-486] which· can be drawn from the,-ballot 
.arguments in favot of the given initiative. See, . Votera for Re~~pnnstble Retirement v. Bd of · 
Supe7"Vivrm (1994) 8 Cal. 4u. 765, 772. 

The ballot argmil.ents in suppOrt of Article xm.A. indicated clearly that police and 
fire; services wen: to be 1m effected by its passage. CnunJy of Fresno v. Malm.vtrom. (1979) 
94 Cal. APP: 3d 974-98 T. 

· Stated quite plainly, the District will be "affected" if a rCimbnrsab.le-State nuindste is 
not found consistent with tbe basis advanced by the Staff Analysis dls~ormting1he claim for 
its_ limited time application. 'Ihe Test Claim should be declared to be a reimbursable Sta:te 
Mandate with no limitations to the present · 

The Staff Anillysis of the February 7, 1997 Comments of the Def)artment of Finance 
(DO F) fOllowed by that oftbe State Fire Marshall claiming the awil.ability of an alternative 
method of reporting should be discounted on the basis tbat claimailt:fire asencics such as the 
District were entitled to rely on the State Fire Marshal's represen~on in th~ issuailce ofihe 
changed Manual constituted tbe basis fat the increased levcJ uf service notwi1hstamdm,g the 
presentation of the so-called- 8J.temative of'preseuting the information in hard. copy is a 

· position from whlch the State Fire Marshall is estopped ftom taking. And stated plainly, 1he 
District and si:tnilarly'situatcd·Jocal agencies were-entitled to rely on therepres~tation oftbe 
State Fire Marshall that the electronic xmans of.reporting was. in fact required to tbdr · 

· dctriroent. See, City of Long R~ach v. M411.vell.('l970) ~ Cal. 3d .462. The District believes ; 
the applicaticm of a more complete constitutional analysis leads to the conclusion of a :finding . 
of a reimbursable State mandate with Iio time limitations as suggested by tb.e present Staff 
Analysis~ · · · -
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:··. 

PAGE 1!15/09 

. '' ··: '" ...... ~,~ ... . -.,, ' .. 

· ·. · ; ·: . · The position of the increas~d,, ~~·· repo~g requirement cOTIStitutitti''''&:' 
:· ·: reimbursable State ~date does not resulfffomiily unfairness from a political decision: em 

fimding priorities. . Rather, it addresses directly a factual situation emanatins from th.e 
coordinated construction of the constitutional intent of Articles xrn.A. & B. Section 6. 
Questions of political anfa.imess in fUndq are clearly diffm:eut tban the legal prlxioiple of 
equitable estoppel, which. constitutes an indepen~ basis for the findiJ18 of an on-going 
reimbursable State mandate . 

. Moreover, the position of the "alternative" as the June 3J), 1992 cODIDlUI'licati.on to aD 
Ca1ifomia Fire Chicf.Officials by the State Marshal incficating·hard form cOpies could be 

· used to coa:aply with the :reportingrequiretnentlrisecmti'at'y to the declared legislative intent 
to implement electronic record keeping. See,. Caiifnrnla Civil Code § 1633.1 et .9eq., thtt 
Uniform b1ectronic Transaction Act. · 

·. 
IlL 

CONCLUSION 

Keeping in mind in a joint cODBtru.ction of Article XIIIA and Article xmB the intent 
of the clecttirate that fire agencies not be· affeCted by the passage of the property tax 

·UtiUtation provisi()ns of the first initiative measme and the monetaty impact of th~:: transfer 
. of program responsibility or new ·services to local g~ent by the second initiative, the 

simple fact is that acquisition of the. computerized system of reporting constitutes a 
reimbursable State m.andate. The fact that Btl altemativ::was subsequently provided by the 
State Fire Marsha11 should not stop State reimbursetnent, especially when local ageitcies, 
such as the District jwlti:fiably on reHed on tbe rep!esentations of the rule--making official-

. the State ·Fire. Marshall - in a.cqulring a specific comj:luteriz.ed and electronjc reporting 
system to fi.anish CFTRS +eJ>ort&. . This especially true wlu;n cons1n1ed with the State 
declared policy of ti-ansformiug record keepirig to electronic means. · 

It is hard to imagine how an intent of the electorate could be construed to justify a 
one-tiine futd;ng of reimbursement, notwithstanding the principles of equitable estoppel for 
what is noW tl1e accepted mode in govemn:ient of reporting and recording factna1 and legal 
obligations of-which the increased ·requirerilent uniqnc'to fire agencies of the ~ r:Port 
manifested; Such a. findmg would lead to an absutd result under all rules of c~tutional 
statutory and regulatory cons'lmction - an essential government agency auth?~. and 
required to provide services that save lives and property and report those actions is not 
required .to do so in an electronic means which would facilitate increased efficiency in 
performing those very functii:ms. lnstesd. the involved fire agency utilize& t'ar greater loca1 
!IMs.OO.'I\~(t-) 1113116.'1'11d 
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'tvfs. Paula Higashi, 'ExecutiveP#'ector 
Commission on State Mllfld,atc:s ·. ·\ ·· .,: .. ·. . . , .. 
November 13, 2006 · .;, ' .t,.···:· : · 
P 

.. ..: 
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r"~· ~·· : . ·' .. 

. '--: ... 

WILLIAM ROSS PAGE B6/l!l9 

.: ': ·, 

····:·' 

'\ 

government res~es. ~ri;~ux~ of staff. time_ .and equipment to comply with the CFIRS 
reporting stand~: •..•.• ,.:·;:,~:::[,·:>· · · •..... . · · . 

The District reserves the right to respond to any subsequent claims oflimitation of the 
mandate by the DOF or any otber State Agency. 

WDR:Ua 
cc: Craig Bowen 

District Chief 

See attached Service Ust 

Very truly y-Ours, . 

'-;~-A a "*""'-~""William D. Ross · 

To the extent that this CotmnlDlication sets forth raCtuat assertions, I bBve been 
authoriZed by dle Distriot to reflect Sw:h facts or they aie coo1Bined in the Test Claim record · 
before the COIJlDlission and I declare under penalty of perjwy tbat those representations are 
true and correct .. 

Executed this 13th day of November, 2006 at Los Angeles, California. 

'JtL. £>· ~-- .. 
W D. Ross · 
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P.R.OQ}I' OF SERVia 
..... ~ ·' •.. ' • ·. • • l .• • ' ' '~ ' 'I - ' . 

STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

COUNTY OF LOS ANOBLES 

) 
) 
) 

BB •. _:··· . 

. ,• ,. 
~ .. . . ·.. . ~~': - ' . 

. . 

_- _·-:: --,_;;: I. JUT~ employed in the Cowty ot'Los An$~lfoli'{~tate ofCalifo~a I am over the ase of 18 WI 
:. ---~po,ra: party to the within action~ my business ~4i'es8 ls 520 South Grand Avenue, Suite 300; Los 

·· Angeles, California 90071. ·- .. ' 
. . •' 

On November 13, 2006, T st;nred the foregoing document deacn"bed as: Commenti oftbe 
Sao .Ramoa Valley Fin Protection District On Draft Staff Analysis For Callfnmla Fire 
Jni:ideat Reporting SfBtent Maaaal (CSM-441!1/00.TC-02) San Ramoa VaOey Fire Protection 
Disiriet & City ofNewport Beach, tlaiman_ts July 1990 California _ll'ire Incident Report System 
Manual Health and Safety Co~e Sectioa 131 t 0.5 As Amended By Statute 1987, Cblipter 345 
on the interested parties in this action by plaaing [XJ a true. copy r ].the original.tbcreof'enclosed in 

. a sealed enwlope and addressed as t'tiUows: · · · 

SEE THE AITACHED PROOF OF SERVICE MAILING LIST 

- [X] (FIRST CLASS MATL) J am. "readily familiar" with the practice of collection and processing 
cor-respondence for TYJailing. Under the practice it would be depoalted with the U.S. postal . 

[.] 

[] 

[X] 

service on the same day with postage thereof fully prepared at Los Angeles, Califomia. in the A 
ordinary course of businesa. I am 8\VIIte that on motion of the party ~eel., service is 'W' 
prewmed invalid if poStage cance.Uation date or post~~ge cU!.te is more than one day after date · 
of deposit for mailing in affida.vit. ·I deposited such envelope in the mail at Los Angeles, 
California. The envelope was mailed with postagt! ther:eon fully prepaid; 

(OVERNIGHT MAIL) J deposited such in a box or othSr facility regularly mBinwned by 
Federal Express, an express service carrier, or dd,ivere4 to a courier or driver mtborized by 
said e11press s~ Carrier to receive documents in an envelope desi.gnated by the said 
express service catrier, with delivery fees paid or provided for in accordance with the ordinary 
business practices of Law Offices- of William D. R.oail. 

(BY FAX) by facsimile trat!Smission_ at the facsimile machine telephone numbet:(s) listed on 
the Service Ust, and that transmission wa8 reported as complete and without error II& shown · 
on the attached facaimile transmisaion report. Local Rule 200B(e); Code of Civil Procedure 

. section l013(e)(f) .. 

(State) l declare under penalty o{perjury under the taws of the State ofCalifomia that the 
above is true and cotTect. · · 

- .. Nmmbor tl, ZOOO, atLoo A•-~a 

··.·.·.w~ Un Alya 
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. ~ .. :..·: .. 

.PJWOF OF SERVICE MAILING LIST ·· ,. 

Com~ents Of th~ San RJI.,mon Valley Fire ·Protection District On: ))raft 
· ·StafF Analysis For California Fire Inclden.t .Reporting System Manual 
: (CSM-4419/00.. TC-02) San Ramon Valley Fire Pro~iou -District & City 
of Newport Beacli,_Ciaimants July 1990 California .Fire lacident Report 
System Manual Health and Saretf Code Section 13110.5. As .Amended By' . . 
Statute 1987, Chapter 345 · · 

Mr. Steve Shields 
·. Shields Consulting Group, Inc. 

1536 3Gih Street 
. Sacramento, CA 95816 

Tel.: (916) 454·7310· 
F~: (916) 454-7312 

Mr: Glen EvcrToad 
City ofNewport Beach 

. 3300 Newport B7vd. · . 
Post Office Rox. 1768 
Newport Beach, CA 92659-t 768 
Tel.: . (949) 644-3127 
Fax.: (949) 644-:1339 

Ms. SusBJl Oeanacou 
Depiutment ofFinancc (A-15) 
915 L Street. Suitc.1190 
Sactam.ento,CA 95814 
Tel.: (916) 445-3274 
Fax: (916) 324-4888 · 

Ms. Carla Castanada 
Department of Finance (A-15) 
915 L Street. 11 u. Floor 
Sacramento, CA 95814 
Tel.: (91 G) 455-3274 
F~: (91 6) 323-9584 

·Rick Tetty1 Battalion Chief 
San Ramon Valley Fire Protection District 
1500 Bollinger CBJlyon Road 
San Ramon, CA 94583 

Ms. Annette Chinn 
Cost Recovery Systems~ Inc. 
705-2 East Bidwell Street, #294 
Folsom, CA 95630 
Tel.: (916) 939--7901 
Fax: (916) 939-78.01 

Mr. Da:vidWellhouse 
David Wellhouse & Associates, Inc. 
9175 Kiefer Blvd.; Suite 121 
Sacramento, CA 95826 
Tel.: (916) 368-9244 . 
Fax: .(916) 368-5723 

Ms. Pam Stone 
MAXIMUS 
4320 Auburn Blvd, Suite 2000 
Sact'8.tO.ento, CA 95841 
Tel.: (916) 485-8102 
-Fax: . (~ 16) 485.0 111 

Ms. Kate Dargan 
. Office of State Fire Marshal (A-45) 
. Office of State Fire Marsbal. 

Post Office Box 944246 
Sacramento, CA 94244 . . 

Mr. J. Bradley BlD'gess . 
Public Resources Managem.ent Group 
1380 Lead 'Hill Boulevard, Suite #106 

. Roseville, CA95661 
Tel.: (916) 677-4233 
Fax: (91 6) 677-2283 
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Mr. -~e.onant Kaye, Esq. 
· Ctiunty of'Lo~ Angeles 
Auditor-Controller's "Office 
SQQ W. Tetnple Street, Room 603 
Los Angele!!, CA 90012 · 
Tel: (213) 974-8564 

· ·.:cp~: ~ '(213) 6l7-81 06 . 

Ms. Hanneet .Banksclutt 
Mandate Resource Services 
S32S Eikhorn Blvd. #307 
Sacramento, CA 95842. 
Tel.: . (916) 727-1350. 
Fax: (916) 727-1734 

WILLIAM ROSS PAGE 1!19/1!19 

• Ms. Ginny Brummels 
., . ·: State. Controller's Office (B-08) .. ·:·,c .... ,, . . : ,., ... ;~~:· .. ; ... 

· .. · · .. ·:·· ·Division of Accounting & Reporting: · ·.• · 
·. · · · 3301 C . ..Street, Suite 500 ;.::·:-:·._.,,. ._.,o-; ·. ·· .. ~.' ;.: 

Sacratriento, CA 95816 
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c 
Annstrong v. San Mateo 

CountyCal.App.l.Dist.FRED W. ARMSTRONG, 
Plaintiff and Respondent, 

v. 
COUNTY OF SAN MATEO et al., Defendants and 

Appellants. 
ROBERT E. BARRETI et al., Plaintiffs and 

Respondents; · 
v. 

COUNTY OF SANTA CLARA et al., Defendants 
and Appellants. 
No. A015543. 

Court of Appeal, First District, Division 2, California. 
Aug 26, 1983. 

SUMMARY 

Plaintiff taxpayers brought separate but consolidated 
actions for property tax refunds and other relief, 
alleging that the legisiative and administrative 
mterpretation of the. two percent . inflation factor 
provision of Gal. Const., art. XIII A, § 2, subd. (b) 
(Prop. 13), embodied in Rey. & Tax. Code, § § 

110.1, subd. (f), and 51, and Cal. Admin. Code, tit. 
18, '§ 460, was invalid. The constitutional provision 
limited annual increases in the· full cash value of 
property, as shown _on the 1975-76 tax bill, to 2 
percent, but did not state whether application of the 
annual inflation factor was to commence in '1975 or 
when Prop. 13 took effect in 1978. nie statutes and 
regulation at issue authorized 1978-79 property 
assessments to reflect the full cash value of property 
as it appeared on the 1975. roll, as increasedby 2 
percent per year compounded for each of the three 
years between 1975 and 1978. The trial court 
declared that the legislative and administrative 
interpretation of U. subd. (b), permitting adjustment 
for the· three tax years immediately preceding tbe 
effective date of Prop. 13, was contriuy to its plain . 
meaning and represented an invalid attempt to amend 
a constitutional provision. Accordingly, it entered 
judgment for plaintiffs. (Superior Court of San Mateo 
County, No. 233408; Superior Court of Santa Clara 
County, No. 428754; Melvin E. Cohn, Judge.) · 

The Court of Appeai reversed. The court ftrst held 
that the constitutional provisions at issue were 
intrinsically ambiguous and uncertain with resp~ct to 

EXHffiiTS 

when application of the mtlation factor could 
commence; and· that the effects of the legislative 
interpretation were not manifestly inimical to the 
constitutional design. The court further held that the 
uncertain language of the constitutional provisions 
was not clarified by extrinsic evidence of the intent of 
the voters, and that, under such circumstances, · 
applicable canons of · .construction · compelled 
deference to the legislative interpretation. Thus, the 
court held that the statutes and regulation at issue 
were not opposed to the Prop. 13 inflation factor 
provision and represented a valid exercise . of 
legislative power. (Opinion by Kline, P. I., with 
Miller;J., concurring. Separate dissenting opinion by 
Smith, J.) 

HEADNO.TES 

Classified to C~lifomia Digest of Official Reports 

(!) Property Taxes § 7-Constitutional Provisions; 
Statutes and Ordinances--Proposition 13. . 
The major conceptual change effectuated by Cal. 
Const., art. XIII A (Prop. 13), is the assessment and 
taxation of all real property, except that acquired 
prior to 1975, at its value .at the date of acquisition, 
rather than at current value, subject to the 2 percent · 
maximum annual inflationary increase provided for 
in U. subd. (b). 

G) Property Taxes.§. 7--Constitutional Provisions; 
Statutes and Ordinances--Proposition 13. 
Cal. Const., art. XDI A (Prop. 13}, alters 'the basic 
system of ad valorem property taxation in two main 
respects .. Sec. I, subd. (a), restricts the. amount of ad 
valorem taxes to I percent of the full cash value of 
property, thus limiting the ability of local 
governments to tax full cash value. See. 2, .subd. (b), 
restricts increases in the full cash value base to an 
inflation factor not to e_xceed 2 percent per year and 
allows reductions in full cash value if the property . 
h!IS been damaged or destroyed or has otherwise 
declined in value, thus limiting the growth in full 
cash value. 

Q) Constitutional Law §. I 0--0peration, Effect, and 
Construction-- Construction of Constitutions-
Applicability . of Rules · Governing Statutory 
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Construction. 
Ordinarily, rules of construction and interpretation 
that are applicable when considering statutes are 
equally applicable in interpreting constitutional 
provisions. However, thjs does not mean that all rules 
of statutory construction apply under all 
circumstances to the interpretation of constitutional 
provisions or that competing rules of construction are 
accorded equal weight. 

® Constitutional Law § 1 0--Construction of 
Constitutions-•Applicability of Rules Governing 
Statutory Construction-Questions of Law. 
The rule of construction that the ihterpretation of a 
statute is a question of law and that a reviewing court 
is not bound by evidence presented on the question in 
the trial court is applicable to the interpretation of a 
constitutional amendment. *599 

(ID Constitutional Law § 7-0peration and Effect-· 
Mandatory, Directory, and Self-executing Provisions- · 
-Legislative Interpretation. 
A self-executing constitutional provision, which is 
one that requires no implementing legislation, is 
nevertheless subject to reasonable interpretation and 
clarification. Thus, the Legislature may enact 
legislation to aid in the implementation of a self
executing constitutional provision or to facilitate the 
exercise of powers · directly granted by the 
Constitution. · 

(§) Property Taxes § 7-Constitutional Provisions; 
Statutes and Ordinances-Proposition 13--Inflation 
Factor--Legislative and Administrative Interpretation. 
Cal Const .. art. XIII A. § 2, subd. (b) (2 percent 
inflation factor provision), is subject to legislative 
and administrative interpretation, assuming it is 
ambiguous, notwithstanding the fact that it is a self· 
exec!Jting provision. 

(1!, :z!l, 1£) Property Taxes § 7--Constitutional 
Provisions; Statutes. and Ordinances--Proposition 13" 
-Inflation Factor--Ambiguity. · . 
Cal. Const .. art. XIII A. § 2 (Prop. 13), while 
providing that the full cash value base of property, as 
shown on the 1975-76 tax bill, may be increased 
annually up to 2 percent to reflect inflation, does not 
explicitly identify whether the inflation adjustment 
commences after establishment of the full cash value 
base in 1975 or after the 1978 effective date of Prop. 
13, and the text of the article, both literaliy and 
structurally, could support either interpretation. Thus, 
the article was intrinsically ambiguous and uncertain 
insofar as it related to when application of .. the 
inflation factor could commence, and it was for the 
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courts to determine whether a legislative and 
administrative interpretation calling for adjustment of 
the cash value base for the three intervening tax years 
between 1975 and 1978 was in harmony with the 
central purposes of the article. 

@ Statutes § 19--Construction-When Language Is 
Plain. 
When language of an enactment is plain and admits 
of no more than one meaning, the duty of 
interpretation does not arise and the rules which are 
to aid doubtful meanings need no discussion. 

(2) Constitutional Law § 1 0--Construction of 
Constitutions--Giving Effect to Scheme as a Whole. 
The words and phrases of Cal. Const., art. Xlll A 
(Prop. 13), are not to be viewed in isolation, since the 
article was enacted as a whole and not in partS or 
sections. Instead, each provision is to be read in the 
context of other constitutional provisions bearing on 
the same subject. The goal is to harmonize all related 
provisions if it is reasonably possible to do so without 

. distorting * 600 their apparent meaning, and in so 

. doing to give effect to the scheme as a whole. 

(lOa, lOb) Property Taxes § ?-Constitutional 
Provisions; Statutes and Ordinances-Proposition 13-
·lnflation Factor. · 
Application of the Prop. 13 provision under which 
the 197 5-7 6 full cash value of property· may. be 
increased annually up to 2 percent to reflect the 
inflationary rate (Cal. Const .. art. XIII A. § · 2. subd. 
(b)) prior to the article's 1978 effective date, did not 
amount to retroactive and double taxation, since it did 
not give the 1975-76 full cash value assessment or 
pre-1978 adjustments thereof an effect different from 
that which they had under previously existing law. 
Rather, application of the inflation factor in such 
manner merely utilized facts existing prior to 
enactment of the article to determine tax rates to. be 
applied prospectively from the effective date. 

(!1) Statutes § 5~-0peration and Effe_ct--
Retroactivity .. 
A retroactive statute is one· that operates on matters 
that occurred, or on rights, obligations, and 
conditions that existed before the time of its 
enactment, giving them' an effect different from that 
which they had under previously existing law. 
However, a statute does not operate retroactively 
merely because some of the facts or conditions upon 
which its application depends came into existence 
before the-enactment. 

(!l) Statutes § 22--Construction--Reasonableness. · 
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Unreasonableness of the result produced by one 
among alternative possible interpretations of a statute 
is reason for rejecting that interpretation in favor of 
another which would produce a reasonable result. 

(13a, IJb) Property Taxes § 7--Constitutional 
Provisions; Statutes and Ordinances--Proposition 13-
·lnflation Factor--Legislative and Administrative 
Interpretation. 
Rev. & Tax. Code. § § 110.1, subd. (f), and 51, and 
Cal. Admin. Code. tit. 18. § 460, which interpret the 
inflation factor provisions of Cal. Const.. art. XIII A . 
.§...1, subd. (b) (Prop. 13), so as to require adjustment 
of 1975-76 base values for the three tax years 
between establishment of the .fulJ cash value base in 
1975 and the 1978 effective date of Prop. 13, taken as 
a whole, did not produce absurd consequences and 
were not so manifestly inconsonant with the purposes 
of Prop. 13, which include tax reform as well as tax 
limitation, that they were required to' be stricken for 
this reason. 

<W Property Taxes § 7--Constitutional Provisions; 
Statutes and Ordinances--Proposition 13--Inflation 
Factor--Legislative and Administrative 
Interpretation--Substantive Due Process. 
*601Rev. & Tax. Code, § § 110.1, subd. (f), and 
51, and Cal. Admin. Code, tit. 18, § 460, ·which 
interpret the inflation factor provisions of Cal. Const., 
art. XIII A.§ 2:subd. (b) (Prop. 13), so as to require 
adjustment of 1975-76 base values for the three tax 
years between establishment of the full cash value 
base in 1975 and the 1978 effective date of Prop. 13, 
did not result in a deprivation of substantive due 
process of law (Cal. Const .. art. I. § 15), since they 
were not unreasonable, arbitrary, or capricious, and 
since they had a real and substant[al relation to the 
object sought to be obtained by Prop. 13. 

0 Constitutional Law § · 112--Substantive Due 
Process--Protection From Arbitrary Government 
Action. 
Substantive due process (Cal. Const .. art. I, § 15) 
essentially · requires protection from arbitrary 
legislative action. Under this principle, a deprivation 

· of property is justified only if the conduct from which 
the deprivation flows is prescribed by reasonable 
legislation reasonably applied. In other words, the 
law must not be . unreasonable, arbitrary, or 
capricious, but must have a real and substantial 
relation to the object sought to be obtained. 

@ Constitutional Law § 104-"Due Process-
Operation and Scope--$tate and Federal Provisions. 
Cal. Const., · art. I; § 15, and its predecessor 
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provisions, providing that no person shall be deprived 
of property without due process of law, are identical 
in scope and purpose with the federal due process 
clause. 

Q1) Constitutional Law § I a--Construction of 
Constitutions--Amendments-- Intent of Voters. 
The main object of the interpretation of any legal 
document. is to ascertain the intent of the parties who 
made the instrument and to give that intent the fullest 
effect possible consistent with the language of the 
provisions and the related body of law. With respect 
to a constitutional amendment, it must be interpreted 
by the courts to give effect to the intent of the voters. 
adopting it. · 

(18a, 18b) Constitutional Law § I 0--Construction of 
Constitutions-- Amendments--Intent of Drafters. 
While the intent of the drafters of a constitutional 
amendment .may be considered in certain 
circumstances in construing an ambiguous provision, 
it does not govern a reviewing court's determination 
of how the ambiguous provision was understood by 
the voters. Moreover, as in the case of unexpressed 
opm10ns of statutory intent by legislators, 
unexpressed after-the-fact declarations of intent by 
the drafters of constitutional amendments are 
unpersuasive, and must be disregarded, when there is 
no assurance that the personal. views .of the drafters 
were shared by anyone else and ;when the 
unexpressed opinions may never have been exposed 
to public *601 view so that those with differing 
opinions had an opportunity to present their views. 

(!2) Statutes§ 21--Construction--Legislative Intent-
Declarations of Individual Legislators. 
In construing a statute, the motives or understandings 
of individual legislators who voted for it are not to be 
considered. A legislator's statement is entitled . to 
consideration, however, when it is a reiteration of 
legislative discussion and events leading to. adoption 
of proposed amendments rather than merely an 
expression of personal opinion .. 

(lOa. lOb, lOc, lOd) Property Taxes § 7-
Constitutional Provisions; Statutes and Ordinances-
Proposition 13--Inflation Factor-- Legislative and 
Administrative Interpretation. 
Rev. & Tax. Code,§§ 110.1, subd. (f), and 51, and 
Cal. Admin. Code, tit. 18. § 460, which interpret the 
inflation factor provisions of Cal. Const.. art. XIII A, 
U subd. (b) (Prop. 13), so as to require adjustment 
of 1975-76 base values for the three tax years 
between establishment of the full cash value base in 
1975 and the 1978 effective date of Prop. 13, were 
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not opposed to the constitutional provisions, which 
were ambiguous as to when application of the 
inflation factor was to commence, and represented a 
valid exercise of legislative power .. The framers of 
art. XIII A failed to expressly prohibit application of 
the inflation factor immediately after the 1975 base 
year, and such application did not defeat the purpose 
of the article and reasonably resulted in the 
elimination of disparities in tax treatment and other 
inequities that would otherwise be created. In 
addition, extrinsic evidence, such as the voters 
pamphlet analysis of Prop. 13, failed to establish that 
the voters intended the article to have a different 
meaning. 
[See Cal.Jur .3d, Property Taxes, § 43 et seq.; 
Am.Jur.ld, State and Local Taxation.§ 141 et seq.] 
(ill Constitutional Law .§ tO--Construction of 
Constitutions--Amendments-- Intent of Voters-
Extrinsic Aids. 
The voters pamphlet analysis of an amendment to the 
ConstitUtion is a proper extrinsic aid in discerning 
voter intent 

@ Statutes- § 19--Constiuction--Tax Statutes-
Strict Construction in Favor of Taxpayer-
Applicability of Rule to Uncertain Constitutional 
Provisions. 
The general rule that an ambiguous tax statute must 
be construed strictly in favor of the taxpayer applies 
to administrative interpretations of ambiguoils tax 
statutes, and, in certain circumstances, to uncertain 
tax provisions _of the Constitution. However, *603 
such rule does not take precedence over other 
fundamental rules of statutory construction. 

@ Constitutional Law § 26--Constitutionality of 
Legislation--Rules of Interpretation--Construction in 
Favor of Constitutionality. 
When a constitutional provision may ·have either of 
two meanings, it is a fundamental rule of construction 
that, if the Legislature has by statute adopted one, its 
action in this respect is well-nigh, if not completely, 
controlling. Thus, the courts should not annul a 
statute as contrary to the Constitution unless it is 
positively and certainly opposed to the Constitution. 

I 
<W Constitutional Law § 39--Distribution of 
Governmental Powers--Between Branches of 
Government--Legislative Power and' Its Limits-
Distinction Between State and Federal Constitutions. 

·Unlike the federal Constitution, which is a grant of 
power to Congress, the California Constitution is a 
limitation or restriction on · the powers of the 
Legislature. Thus, th~ entire lawmaking authority of 
the state, except for the people's right of initiative and 
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referendum, is vested in the Legislature, which may 
exercise any and all legislative powers which are not 
expressly or by negative implication denied to it by 
the Constitution. In addition, . all intendments favor 
the exercise of the Legislature's plenary authority. 
Accordingly, if there is any doubt as to the 
Legislature's power to act in any given case, the 
doubt should be resolved in favor of the Legislature's 
action. 

@ Constitutional Law § 39--Distribution of 
Governmental Powers--Between Branches of 
Government--Legislative Power and Its Limits-
Taxation. 
The provisions on taxation ·in the state Constitution 
are a limitation on the power of the Legislature rather 
than a grant to it. Its power in the field of taxation is 
limited only by constitutional restriction. In other 
words, the Legislature's authority to impose taxes and 
regulate the collection thereof exists unless it has 
been expressly eliminated by the Constitution. 

(W Constitutional Law § 25--Constitutionality of 
Legislation--Rules of Interpretation--Presumption of 
Constitutionality. 
There exists a powerful presumption that a legislative 
interpretation of a cons~itutional provision of 

. doubtful meaning is valid. Significantly, the 
legislative interpretation may prevail regardless of 
whether it can be shown that it is more probably than 
not the meaning intended by those who framed or 
adopted the proposal. The Legislature's interpretation 
cannot be declared void unless' there is a plain and -
unmistakable conflict -between the statute and the 
Constitution. *604 

COUNSEL 
John K. Van de Kamp, Attorney General, Timothy G. 
Laddish, Deputy Attorney General, Donald L. Clark, 
County Counsel, Byron D. Athan and Thomas W. 
Cain, Deputy County Counsel, James P. Fox, District 
Attorney, and David L. Martin, Deputy District 
Attorney, for Defendants and Appellants. 
Donald L. Clark, County Counsel (San Diego), Lloyd 
M. Harmon, Jr., Chief Deputy County Counsel, and 
Bruce W. Beach, Deputy County Counsel, as Amici 
Curiae on behalf of Defendants and Appellants. 
Howard S. Burnside, H. Steven Burnside and 
Burnside & Burnside for Plaintiffs and Respondents. 
KLINE, P.J. 
This is a taxpayer challenge to the legislative and 
administrative interpretation of the 2 percent inflation 
factor provision of article Xlll A. section 2, 
subdivision (b), of the California Constitution, which 
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may be applied each year to increase the taxable 
value of real property in California. 

Article XIII A, which is set forth in the appendix 
hereto, was enacted as a property tax reform and 
limitation initiative, commonly known as Proposition 
13, that was adopted by the voters on iune 6, 1978, 
and became effective on July 1, 1978. FNI The 
taxable value of real property is referred to in the 
article as "full cash value," which is defmed in 
section 2. subdivision (a), as "the county assessor's 
valuation of real property as shown on the 1975-76 
tax bill under 'full cash value' or, thereafter; the 
appraised value of real property when purchased, 
newly constructed, or a change in ownership has 
occurred after the . 1975 assessment." Section 2, 
subdivision (b), limits. annual increases in the full 
cash value by providing that ."[t]he full cash value 
base may reflect from year to year the inflationary 
rate not to exceed 2 percent for any given year ... " 
(hereinafter sometimes referred to as the inflation 
factor). 

FN I Section 5 provides that, "This article 
shall take effect for the tax year beginning 
on July I following the passage of the 
Amendment, except Section 3 which shali 
become effective upon the passage of this 

_ article." · 

The State Board of Equalization (Board) and 
thereafter the Legislature each independently 
interpreted section 2; subdivision {b), to permit the · 
197 8-1979 tax year assessment of property that had 
not been newly constructed *605 or experienced a 
change of ownership sinee 1975 by taking the full 
cash value of property as it appeared on the 1975 roll 
as increased by 2 percent per year compounded for 
each of the three years between 1975 and 1978. In 
other words, the Legislature and the Board authorized 
the 1978-1979 assessment of property at a figure 6.12 
percent higher than the full cash value designated in 
the 1975-1976 tax bill. Respondent taxpayers 
challenged this interpretation in separate. but 
consolidated actions seeking tax refunds and other 
relief. The trial court declared that the legislative and 
administrative interpretation of section 2, subdivision 
(b), permitting adjustment for the three tax years 
immediately preceding the effective date of the 
article, is contrary to its plain meaning and thus 
represents an invalid , attempt to amend a 
constitutional provision. For the reasons hereafter set 
forth, we find, first, that the constitutional provisions 
are intrinsically ambiguous· as to when application of 
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the inflation factor commences; second, . that the 
effects of the legislative interpretation are not 
manifestly inimical to the constitutional design; third, 
that the uncertain laliguage.of the constitution is not 
clarified by extrinsic evidence of the intent of the 
voters; and, fourth, that in these circumstances the 
applicable canons of construction compel us to defer 
to the legislative interpretation. Accordingly; we 
reverse. 

I. 

(DThe major conceptual change effectuated by 
article XIII A, which results from section 2, 
subdivision (a), is that "except for property. acquired 
prior to 1975, henceforth all real property .will be 
assessed and taxed at its value at date of acquisition 
rather than at current value (subject, of course, to the 
2 percent maximum annuaL inflationary increase 
provided for in subdivision (b))." ( Amador Vallev 
Joint Union High Sch · Dist. v.. State Bd. of 
EQualization (1978) 22 Ca1.3d 208. 235 [149 
Cal.Rotr. 239. 583 P.2d 1281]). G)Additionally, the 
article alters the basic system of ad valorem property 
taxation in two main respects. The first section 
restricts the amount of ad valorem taxes to one 
percent of the full cash value of property. FN

2 The 
second section restricts increases in the full cash 
value base to an inflation factor not to exceed 2 
percent per year and allows reductions in full cash 
value if the property has been damaged or destroyed 
Or has Otherwise declined in value. FNl_ ln other 
words, the first section limits the ability of local *606 
governments to tax full cash value while the second 
section, which is at issue here~ limits the. growth in 
full cash value. 

FN2 Section I, subdivision (a), provides in 
part that "The maximum amount of any ad 
valorem tax on real property shall not 
exceed one percent (I%) of the full cash 
value of such property." 

FN3 Section 2, subdivision (b), was 
amended by the voters by the passage of 
Proposition 8 on the November 7, 1978; 
ballot, which amendment has been held 
retroactive to the effective date of article 
XUI A. ( State Bd. o(Eaualization v. s;;;;;:d 
o(Supervisors (1980) 105 Cal.App.3d 813. 
825 [164 Cal.Rptr. 739].) As so amended, 
section 2, subdivision (b) now provides that 
"The full cash value base may reflect from 
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year to year the inflationBI)' rate not to 
exceed 2 percent for any given year or 
reduction as shown in the consumer price 
index or comparable data for the area under 
taxing jurisdiction, or may be reduced to 
reflect substantial damage, destruction or 
other factors causing a decline in value." 
Also, "full cash value base" was substituted 
for "fair market value base" and the 
provision allowing reduction in full cash 
value wail added. 

On June 8, 1978, tWo days after the election, the 
Board issued an analysis of Proposition 13 to county 
assessors in order to clarify ambiguous portions of 
the initiative. ·The Board advised assessors that 
"[w]hen preparing the 1978-79· assessment, the 
assessor will add 2 percent to the 1975-76 value base 
for each of the lien dates 1976, 1977, and 1978." 
(Italics in original.) 

On June 14, 1978, the Board instructed county tax 
assessors that the 1975-1976 full cash value base 
should be adjusted by 2 percent per year for each of 
the lien dates subsequent to 1975 in order to 
determine 1978 values. Rule 460 of the Board's rules 
(Cal. Admin. Code. tit. 18. § 460l embodies that 
concept. FN4 

FN4 Rule 460, subdivision (a), states that: 
"Sections 1 and 2 of article Xlll A of the 
Constitution provide for a limitation on 
property taxes and a procedure for 
establishing the current taxable value of 
locally assessed real property by reference to 
a base year full cash value which is then 
·modified annually to reflect the inflation rate 
not to exceed two percent per year or 
declines in value from whatever cause." 

Rule 460, subdivision (B)(S) provides, "For each lien 
date after the lien date iii which the base year Ml 
value is determined, the full value of real property 
shall be modified to reflect the percentage change in 
cost of living, as defmed in Section 2212 of the 
Revenue and Taxation Code: provided that such 
value shall not reflect an increase in excess of 2 
percent of the taxable value of the preceding lien 
date." 

On June 15, 1978, the Board instructed county 
assessors that "[t]he 1975-76 base values are to be 
adjusted by 2 percent compounded for each of the 
three subsequent lien dates (1976 .. 1977, 1978) to 
determine 1978 values. This factor is 1.0612 
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((1.02))." FNJ *607 

FN5 The Board issued this directive in the 
discharge of duties mandated by 
Government Code section 15606, which 
provides in material part as follows: 

"The State Board of Equalization shall: 
" 

"(c) Prescribe rules and regulations to govern local ... 
assessors when assessing .... 
"(d) Prescribe and enforce the use of all forms for the 
assessment of property for taxation ... 
"(e) Prepare and issue instructions to assessors 
designed to. promote uniformity throughout the state 
and its local taxing jurisdictions in the assessment of 
property for the purposes of taxation ... 
" 

"(h) Bring an action in a court of competent 
jurisdiction to compel an assessor ... to comply with 
any provision of law, or· any rule or regulation of the 
board adopted in accordance with subdivision (c) of 
this section, governing the assessment or taxation of 

. property.... · 
"The provisions of this section are mandatory." 
As stated in subdivision (c) the rules and regulations 
of the Board "govern" the actions of local assessors. 
However, pursuant to Revenue and Taxation Code 
section 538, a local assessor who believes that a 
provision of the California Constitution, a California 
tax statute, or a rule or regulation of the Board is 
unconstitutional or invalid, "and as a result thereof 
concludes that property should be assessed in a 
manner contrary to such provision," shall bring an 
a'ction for declaratory relief against the Board under 
section 1060 ofthe Code of Civil Procedure. No such 
action has been commenced by any local assessor 
with respect to the rule of the Board here challenged. 

On June 24, 1978, the Governor signed urgency 
legislation that went into immediate effect as 
Revenue and Taxation Code section II 0.1. Section 
II 0.1. subdivision (f), provides that: "For each lien 
date after the lien date in which the full cash value is 
determined pursuant to this section, the full cash 
value of real property, including possessory interests 
in real property, shall reflect the percentage change in 
cost of living, as defmed in section 2212; provided, 
that such value shall not. reflect an increase in excess 
of 2 percent of the _full cash value of the preceding 
lien date." (Italics added.) 

On July 10, 1979, the Governor signed another 
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immediately effective urgency measure enacting 
Revenue and Taxation Code section 51. FN

6 This 
. statute provides in pertinent part that: "For purposes 

of subdivision (b), of Section 2 of article Xlll A of 
the California Constitution, for each lien date after 
the lien date in which the base year value is 
determined pursuant to section 110.1,- the taxable 
value of real property shall be lesser of: [1[ ] (a) Its 
base year value, compounded annually since the base 
year by an inflation factor, which shall be the 
·percentage change in the cost of living, as defmed in 
Section 2212; provided, that any percentage increase 
shall not exceed 2 percent of the prior year's value; 
: .. "(Italics added.) 

FN6 Section 51 originated with the Task 
Force on Property Tax Administration 
formed by the Chairman of the Assembly 
Committee on Revenue _and Taxation for the 
purpose of studying existing property tax 
statutes in light of Proposition 13 and to 
make recommendations as to appropriate 
changes. This Task Force, which described 
itself as "a group of knowledgeable 
individuals from a wide variety of interesta 
and organizations" issued its fmal report in 
January, 1979 (Report of the Task Force on 
Property Tax Administration to the 
Assembly Committee on Revenue and 
Taxation (Jan. 22, 1979).) Revenue and 
Taxation Code section 51, subdivision (a), 
as signed into law by the Governor on July 
I 0, 1979, is identical to the recommended 
statute set forth in this report. (ld, p. 32.) 

Respondent taxpayers, asserting that the Board's rule 
and the two statutes just described are inconsistent· 
with article XIII A. section 2, subdivision (b), filed 
suit against the Board and locf!l taxing authorities 
seeking a refwid of taxes, an injunction or writ of 
mandate directing the taxing authorities to utilize the 
umidjusted .1975-1976 full cash value base as the 
1978-1979 full cash value and a declaration that the 
inflation factor. shall only commence application 
thereafter. 

The principal witnesses at trial were Howard Jarvis 
and Paul Gann, the drafters and .principal proponents 
of Proposition 13. The.essence of their testimony was 
that although the commencement date of the inflation 
factor *608 was never discussed by them or to their 
knowledge .by anyone else during the election 
campaign, each 'contemplated that application of the 
inflation factor would not commence prior to the 

/'. 
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effective date of the amendment. As stated by Mr. 
Gann, "it just seemed natural to myself and to those 
that I worked with that it would become law and 
operative on July the I st, 1978." 

The. trial court ruled in favor of respondenta, fmding 
that although the evidence produced by the parties 
provided little guidance, the language of the 
provision was clear that the inflation factor was not to 
be applied until after the effecti,ve date of article XIII 
a. Accordingly, the court declared the legislative and 
administrative application of section 2, subdivision 
(b), unconstitutional, and granted related relief. FN7 

FN7 Due · to the result we- reach, it is 
unnecessary to address the question whether 
the nature of the relief accorded exceeded 
the jurisdictional power of the trial court. 
Nor is it necessary for us to determine 
whether it was error for the trial court to 
declare in ita judgment that respondents are 
entitled to an award of attorneys fees 
pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure section 
I 021.5 upon a proper posttrial motion. 

Q)Ordinarily, "[r]ules of construction. and 
interpretation that are applicable when considering 
statutes are equally ap)llicable . in interpreting 
constitutional provisions." FNB ( County o(Fresno v. 
Malmstrom (1979) 94 Cal.App.3d 974. 979 [156 
Cal.Rptr. 777].) ®"The interpretation of a statute ... 
is a question of law and we are not bound by 
evidence presented on the question in -the trial court." 
( CalifOrnia Teachers Assn. v. San Diego Community 
College Dist. () 981) 28 Cal. 3d 692; . 699 [170 
Cal.Rptr. 817. 621 P.2d 856].} Since this rule applies 
to interpretation of a. constitutional amendment we 
thus proceed to analyze article XIII A. section 2, 
subdivision (b), as a matter of fiTSt impression, not 
bound by the trial court's interpretation. 

FN8 This does not mean; of course, that all 
rules of statutory construction apply under 
all circumstances to the interpretation of 
constitutional provisions, or that .competing 
rules of construction are accorded equal 
weight. (See discussion, infra., at pp. 622-
624.) 

II. 

(,2)Respondenta preliminarily maintain that article 
Xlll A is self-executing with respect to the inflation 
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factor and therefore· neither requires implementing 
legislation nor admits to any legislative 
interpretation. This argument is, however, premised 
on the false assumption that self-executing 
constitutional provisions are never subject to 
reasonable interpretation or clarification. 

In Chesney 11. Bvram (1940) 15 Cal.2d 460. 462-463 
[101 P.2d 11061. it was stated that a constitutional 
provision is self-executing "'if it supplies a •609 
sufficient rule by means of which the right given may 
be enjoyed and protected, or the duty imposed may 
be enforced.' [Citations.]" After holding that the 
constitutional provision involved in that case was 
self-executing; that is, that it required no legislative 
enactment to put it into effect, the court went on to 
point out that ~'it does not follow ... that the 
legislature did not have the power to enact ,legislation 
providing reasonable regulation for the exercise of 
the right .... " (/d., at p. 463 ) FN9 

FN9 A "self-executing constitutional 
provision" is defmed in Black's Law 
Dictionary (5th ed .. 1979) at page 1220, as 
"provisions which are immediately effective 
without the necessity of ancillary legislation. 
Constitutional provision is 'self-executing' if 
it supplies sufficient rule by which right 
given may be enjoyed or duty imposed 
enforced; . constitutional provision is not 
'self-executing' when it merely indicates 
principles without laying down rules giving 
them force oflaw." 

RespondentS' reliance on . Winchester 11. Howard 
(1902) 136 Cal. 432 [64 P. 692. 69 P. 771. and Flood 
11. Riggs (1978) 80 Cai.App,3d 138 [145 Cai.Rptr. 
~ for the proposition that the Legislature may not 
interpret or implement a self-executing constitutional 
provision is misplaced. Those cases presented the 
question whether legislation was needed to effectuate 
the constitutional provisions in issue. In both cases it 
was held that such legislation was not required. ( 
Winchester. supra .. 136 Cal. at pp, 437. 441; Flood. 
supra .. 80 Cai.App.3d atpp. 154-155.) However, this 
issue is distinct from the question presented here, 
which is whether legislation may be enacted to aid in 
the implementation of a constitutional provision. As 
stated in Flood 11. Riggs, "[a]lthough a constitutional 
provision may be self-executing the Legislature may 
enact legislation to facilitate the exercise of the 
powers directly granted by· the Constitution." ( ld, at 
p. 154.) .. 
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([)Appellants concede that article XIII A. section 2. 
subdivision (b), is self-executing, but contend it is 
ambiguous and thus amenable to and indeed in need 
of . defmitive . legislative and administrative 
interpretation. In making this contention, appellants 
correctly point out that in upholding the validity of 
article XIII A as a whole, our Supreme Court 
recognized ''that the article 'in a number of particulars 
is imprecise and ambiguous' and described it as 'a 
constitutional provision· of a kind, similar to many 

. others, which necessarily and over a period of time 
will require judicial, legislative, and administrative 
construction.' (Amador Valley Joint Union High Sch. 
Dist. 11. State Bd of Equalization (1978) 22 Cal. 3d 
208. ·244-245 .... )" ( Countv of Fresno 11. Malmstrom . 
supra.. 94 Cai.APP.3d at p. 978.) The court in 
Amador Valley also recognized that. "apparent 
ambiguities frequently may be resolved by the 
contemporaneous construction of the Legislature or 
of the administrative agencies charged with 
implementing the new enactment. [Citations.]" ( 
Amador Valley Joint Union High Sch. Dist. v. State 
Bd. of Equalization, supra., at p. 245.) *610 

In short, the validity of the challenged legislation and 
administrative rule depends not on whether article 
XIII A is sel.f-executing, as it is, but on whether the 
legislation and the administrative rule are consistent 
with the constitutional provision they purport to 
implement. 

m. 
(l!)The important threshold question is whether the 
meaning of the constitutional language in question is 
. clear and plain or is ambiguous and uncertain. 

For the most part, the ·parties address this question 
only indirectly. With a great deal of verbal table 
thumping they chiefly address their attention to the 
tax consequences of the competing interpretations, 
arguing that the results of the interpretation they 
respectively advance are more reasonable than those 
of the competing interpretation. These arguments ·rely 
heavily on extrinsic evidence and various rules of 
construction. We defer analysis of these contentions 
because they focus upon the interpretation rather than 
its · subject and are therefore not germane to the 
limited preliminary question of ambiguity. The 
indicia of intent and rules of construction the parties 
variously rely upon are relevant, if at all, only after it 
is first determined that the meaning of the 
constitutional language that is the subject of 
·interpretation is unclear. If the language is clear and 
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its plain meaning discernible article XIII A must be 
held to mean what it clearly expresses, and it would 
then be relatively simple to determine which of the 
conflicting interpretations is in harmony and vo,:hich is 
at war with the constitutional design. The extrinsic 
aids that the parties most heavily rely upon are 
ordinarily used to resolve ambiguity, not to determine 
whether it exists in the frrst place. 

For this reason, and in order to clarify analysis, it is 
appropriate for us to emphasize that the clarity or 
ambiguity of section 2 of article XIII A is to be flfst 
determined by whether the _meaning of any pertinent 
provision therein is contradicted by other language in 
the article or is otherwise unclear. The evidence that . 
bears most forcefully upon this determination is, of 
course, the language in which the article is framed. 
@"Where the language is plain and admits of no 
more than on:e meaning the duty of interpretation 
does not arise and the rules which are to aid doubtful 
meanings need no discussion." ( Caminetti v. United 
StateS (1917) 242 U.S. 470. 485 [61 L.Ed. 442. 453. 
37 S.Ct. 1921: see also the opinion of Chief Justice 
Marshall in Sturges v. Crowninshield (] 8 19) 17 U.S. 
(4 Wheat.) 122. 202 [4 L.Ed. 529. 550].) 

(2)ln analyzing the text of article XIII A, we must 
keep in mind that it was enacted as a whole and not 
in parts or sections; Accordingly, the words *611 
and phrases of the article are not to be viewed in 
isolation; "instead, each is to be read in the context of 
the other provisions of the Constitution bearing on 
the same subject. [Citation.] The goal, of course, is to 
harmonize all related provisions if it is reasonably 
possible to do so without distorting their apparent 
meaning, and in so doing to give effect to the scheme 
as a whole. [Citations.]'" ( Kehrlein v. Citv o( 
Oakland ()981) 116 Cai.App.3d 332. 337 [172 
Cal.Rptr. 1111. quoting Fields v. Eu (1976) 18 Ca1.3d 
322.328 [134 Cal.Rptr. 367. 556 P.2d 7291.) 

(Th)The provisions of article XIII A that most 
obviously bear upon the time at which application of 
the inflation factor may commence are section 2, 
subdivision (a), which defmes "full cash value" as the 
full valuation of real property as shown on the 1975-
1976 tax bill; section 2, subdivision (b), which 
provides that "[t]he full cash value base may reflect 
from year to year the inflationary rate not to exceed 2 
percent for any given year .... "; and section 5 which, 
as pertinent, provides that the effective date of article 
XIII A is July I, 1978. 

By providing that fuJI· cash value may be altered to 
"reflect from year to year the inflationary rate, not to 
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exceed two percent for any given year,'' there is no 
question that the section contemplates a limited 
armual· adjustment of the full cash value base. It is 
similarly certain that the armual adjustment must 
commence with reference to some specific point in 
time. In relation to property acquired prior to 1975 
that has not since been newly constructed nor 
changed hands, there are indisputably only two 
mutually exclusive possibilities: application may only. 
commence either after establishment of the full cash 
value base in J 975 or after the 1978 effective date. 
Just as indisputably, however, the ·section does not 
explicitly identify which of the two possibilities is the 
correct reference point. Respondent taxpayers 
maintain that, although it may not -have been made 
explicit, the necessary implication of the words used 
is that the . adjustment commences in 1978 with the 
unadjusted full cash value specified in the 1975-1976 
tax bill. Appellants, on the other hand, maintain that 
the words are at least equally susceptible to the 
inference that the adjustment may commence 
immediately after 1975; or, stated differently, that the 
full cash value .base for the frrst lien date after the· 
July I, 1978, effective date is calculated by adjusting 
the 1975-1976 cash value base for each of the three 
intervening tax years. 

In support of their position, respondents assert that 
sections I and 2 of article XIII A provide that the 
maximum amount of ad valorem tax on real property 
shall not exceed one percent of the full cash value as 
specified on the 1975-1976 tax bill. By adjusting the 
1975-1976 full cash value for each of the next three · 
tax years and compounding · these adjustments, 
respondents charge that the Legislature and the Board 
created a commencement value of •612 real property 
(i.e., the taxable value of such· property in 1978) 

. which is 6.12 percent greater than the ·full cash value 
defmed in section 2, subdivision (a). According to 
respondents, the• Board achieved this result by acting 
upon the false assumption, embodied in rule 460, that 
"Sections I and 2 of article XIII A ... provide ... a 
procedure for establishing the current [i.e., 1978] 
taxable value of locally assessed real property by 
reference to a base year full cash value which is then 
modified armually to reflect the inflation rate not to 
exceed two percent per year." (Cal. Admin. Code. tit. 
18. § 460, subd. (a).) Respondents insist that "Article 
XIII A contains limitations, defmitions . and 
commencement date. Article XIII A does not contain 
procedures." · 

Appellants just as vigorously assert the very opposite. 
Jhe procedure they find in article XIll A is the 
provision in section 2, subdivision (b), that the "full 
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cash value base may reflect from year to year the 
inflationary rate"· (appellant's italics). Appellants 
emphasize that neither subdivision (b) nor any other 
provision of article XIII A identifies the referent of 
the frrst "year" of the authorized "year to year'' 
adjustment of "the full cash value base." Nor does 
any provision of the article expressly delimit the 
scope of the phrase "for any given year" (italics 
added), which modifies the 2 percent limitation on 
the inflation factor and refers back to the ''year to 
year'' adjustment.· For these reasons, among others, 
appellants find authority to conclude that application 
of the' inflation factor may begin immediately after 
"the full cash value base" is established, which is in· 
1975. ' ' 

The conflicting positions of the opposing parties also 
result from the different manner in which they 

·connect. the frrst .two subdivisions of section 2 to 
section 1. Insofar as determining the commencement 
value of. property is concerned, respondents read 
section I only in connection with section 2, 
subdivision (a). In this manner respondents frnd 
support for ,the inference that the maximum amount 
of ad :valorem tax that may first be imposed is I 
percent of the amount shown on the 1975-1976 tax 
bill. Appellants, of course, take a more expansive 
view, reading section I in. connection not only with 
subdivision (a) of section 2 but as well with 
subdivision (b) of that section. In this fashion they 
fmd a textual basis to conclude that the maximum tax 

. that may first be imposed is I percent of the amount 
shown on the 1975-1976 tax bill adjusted for the 
three years intervening between the base year and the 
first tax year in the manner described in subdivision 
(b). 

The structure of sections 1 and 2. and the frrst two 
subdivisions of the latter section does not clarify the 
definitional relationships that may exist between and 
among these various provisions with respect to the 
value of real property initially subject to tax under 
article XIII A. That is, there is *613 nothing in the 
structure of the provisions . that either compels or 
prohibits the conclusion that subdivisions (a) and (b) 
of section 2 may both relate to the determination of 
full cash vlilue in 1978. In light of the principle that 
the words of an instrument' are to be applied to the 
subjects to which they . appear by context most 
properly to relate and to which they are therefore 
really more applicable (see Sargent v. Shumaker 
(1924) 193 Cal. 122. 127 [223 P. 464]), respondents 
'could more persuasively maintain that subdivision (b) 
of section 2 is not as defrnitionally relevant to the 
determination of commencement value as subdivision 
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(a) if the latter provision had been incorporated into 
section I instead of section 2. But this is not the case. 
The location of both subdivisions in section 2, giving 
them equal sectional propinquity to section I, while 
not conclusive, provides no warrant to assume that, 
for the purpose of determining the commencement 
"value of property, one of said subdivisions has a 
defmitional relationship to a phrase in section I, 
while the other does not. By the same token, it would 
be easier for appellants to maintain that subdivisions 
(a) and {b) of section 2 apply equally to the initial 
determination of full cash value if the provisions 
separately set forth in each had been merged in a 
single subdivision. But this too is not the case. 

Section 5 of article XIII A also does not shed much 
light on the proper reading of sections I and 2. with 
respect to determining the commencement value of 
property. As earlier noted, section 5 provides that, 
except for section 3; which is not here at issue, FNID 

the article "shall take effect for the tax year beginning 
on July 1 following the 'passage of this amendment 
[i.e., July 1, 1978]." (I Oa)Respondimts maintain that 
application of the inflation factor prior to the 1978 
effective date amounts to retroactive and double 
taxation. This contention is, however, clearly wrong. 
Ul)"A ... retroactive statute is one that operates on 
matters that occurred, or on rights, obligations, and 
conditions that existed, before . the time of its 
enactment, giving them an effect different from that 
which they had under previously existing law." (58 
Cal.Jur.3d. Statutes. § 23. p. 335: see also 2 
Sutherland Statutory Construction (4th ed.) § 41.02, 
pp. 247-249.) It is well settled that "[a] statute does 
not operate retroactively merely because some of the 
facts or conditions upon which its application 
depends came into existence before the enactment." ( 
Coast Bank v. Holmes (1971l 19 Cal.App.3d 581. 
593 [97 Cal.Rptr. 301.) (10b)Application of the 
inflation factor prior to the effective date of article 
XIII A does not give the *614 1975-1976 full cash 
value assessment or the pre-1978 adjustments thereof 
"an effeCt different from that which they had under 
previously existing law," such as, for example, by 
retroactively increasing taxes due in 1975-1976 or 
any other tax year prior to the effective date of the 
article. Rather, it merely utilizes facts existing prior 
to enactment of the article to determine tax rates to be 
applied prospectively from the effective date. FN 

11 

While such a provision is not commonly encountered 
in federai and state tax laws, neither is it 
unprecedented, as valid tax statutes do exist that 
determine a tax due for a current year by reference to 
events or conditions in. previous years, including 
those prior to the year in which the statute was 
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enacted or prior to the ~ear in which the taxpayer 
became subject to tax. FN 

2 
· 

FNl 0 Section 3 provides that: "From and 
after the effective date of this article, any 
changes in State taxes enacted for the 
purpose of increasing revenues collected 
pursuant thereto whether by increased rates 
or changes in methods of computation must 
be imposed by- an Act passed by not less 
than two-thirds of all members elected to 
each of the two ·houses of the· Legislature, 
except that no new ad valorem taxes on real 
property, or sales or transaction taxes on the 
sales of real property may be imposed." 

FN 11 Indeed, if we were to adopt 
respondents' erroneous theory of 
retroactivity we would be compelled to 
strike not only the statutes and 
administrative rule of which they complain, 
but as well one of the key provisions of 
article XIII A itself. For the requirement of 
section 2, subdivision (a), that tax rates 
subsequent to Ju-ly 1, 1978, be determined 
(under certain circumstances) with reference 
to the full cash value determined in the 
197 5-197 6 tax year is· predicated upon a fact 
extant prior to the effective date of the 
article. 

FN12 Consider, for example, a 'provision of 
the revenue act of 1950 carried forward to 
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 
governing adjustments of the basis or tax 
cost of property to . reflect depreciation, 
amortization, and depletion to the extent 
"allowed" or "allowable" (whichever is 
greater) as deductions in computing taxable 
income in a current tax year. Section 
1016(a)(3)(B) provides that "Proper 
adjustment ... shall ... be made ... in respect 
of any period ... since. February 28, 1913 
[the date of enactment of the first revenue 
act after ratification of the 16th 
Amendment], during which such property 
was held by a person or an organization not 
subject to income taxation under this chapter 
or prior income tax laws." (26 U.S.C. § 
1016(a)(3)(B).) This section, which applies 
to property owned by tax-exempt 
organizations and nonresident aliens and 
foreign entities during periods when they 
were not subject to· United States taxation, 
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will in a variety of situations require that a 
current tax be determined by reference to 
events occurring or conditions existing at 
times prior to enactment of the statute and 
prior to the time a taxpayer became subject 
to tax. Thus if X, an Italian, bought property 
in Rome in 1935 and in 1945 gave it to his 
son Y, also an Italian, who in 1982 took up 
residence in the United States and begins 
paying United. States- income tax, Y must 
report the rental income from the Italian 
property _and may claim the · operating 
expenses thereof, including depreciation. 
The basis on which such depreciation can be 
claimed is (I) the amount paid by X for the 
building in 1935 (the _general rule under 
section I 0 15(a) is that the basis of property 
in the hands of a donee is the basis of the 
donor, adjusted as provided in section I 016 
for periods prior to the gift); (2) less the 
depreciation on the building X could have 
claimed as deductions from. 1935 until his 
gift to Y in 1945 had X then been a United 
States taxpayer; and (3) less the depreciation 
on the building Y could have claimed as 
deductions. between 1945 and 1982 had he 
been a United States taxpayer during that 
period. (For other examples of conceptually 
similar federal tax provisions see Internal 
Revenue Code.§ 316(a)(l) and 1015Ccl. 26 
U.S.C. § § 316(a)(J) and 1015Cc).) 

®Our analysis of the ·words and structure of the· 
text of article XIII A, insofar as said text relates to 
establishment of the commencement value of _ 
property, persuades us that the article is ambiguous 
and uncertain. The ambiguity results, fll'st, from the 
absence of the referent .of critical words in section 2, 
subdivision (b). But it is equally the result of the 
uncertainty whether subdivisions (a) and (b) of 
section 2 both defme the meaning of *615 "full cash 
value" in the first tax year under article Xlll A. While 
the language of the article does not expressly 
authorize the legislative and administrative 

. interpretation that both ·subdivisions relate to this 
initial determination, neither does the language 
expressly prohibit such an interpretation. 

In light of our conclusion that, literally and 
structurally, the text of the article can support both of 
the conflicting interpretations urged by the parties, 
we must next attempt to determine whether the 
interpretation adopted by the Legislature and the 
Board is in ..harmony with the central purpose of 
article XIII A. 
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IV. 

@"It has been called a golden rule of statutory 
interpretation that unreasonableness of the result 
produced by one among alternative possible 
interpretations of a statute is reason for rejecting that 
interpretation in favor of another which would .. 
produce a reasonable result" (2A Sutherland 
Statutory Construction (4th ed.) § 45.12, p. 37, 
citing, 'inter alia, People ex rei. S.F. Bqy etc. Com. v. 
Town of Emeryville (1968) 69 Cal.2d 533. 543-544 
[72 Cai.Rptr. 790. 446 P.2d 790]; People v. One 1962 
Chevrolet Bel Air (1967) 248 Cai.App.2d 725. 728 
[56 Cai.Rptr. 8781; Moeser v. Countv ofSan Diego 
0964) 227 Cal.App.2d 563. 564·565 [38 Cai.Rptr. 
£U].; Harris v. Alcoholic Bev. etc. Appeals Bd. 
(1963) 223 Cai.App.2d 563, 569 [35 Cai.Rptr. 8651: 
and Samarkand ofSanta Barbara, Inc. v. Countv of 
Santa Barbara (1963) 216 Cai.App.2d 341, 362 [1! 
Cai.Rptr. 151].) 

(13a)Respondents contend that the interpretation of 
article XIII A adopted by the Legislature and the 
Board is unreasonable because a central purpose of 
the article is to limit taxes and the effect of the 
challenged statutes and administrative rule is to 
increase them. 

This characterization of the statutes and rule is 
misleading; it is more accumte to say that they 
opemte to diminish the extent of the tax decrease that 
otherwise would be enjoyed by some (but not all) 
taxpayers. For example, in the case of respondent 
Armstrong application of the inflation factor in 1976, 
1977 and 1978 resulted in a 1978 tax that was $50.52 
(or 6.12 percent) higher than it' would have been if 
the inflation factor were not applied prior to 1978. 
However, though the figures are not contained in the 
record· before us, there can be no doubt that 
respondents' 1978 property tax, like that of all 
California property taxpayers, was substantially 
lower than it would have been without the benefit of 
article Xlll A. FNil *616 

FN 13 If the full cash value base were 
determined by reference to a prior tax year 
materially earlier than 1975-1976, so that 
the result of applying the inflation factor 
prior to 1978 would be a commencement tax 
close to or greater than the tax that would 
have been due if article XIII A had not been 
enacted, then such result would certainly be 
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unreasonable and fatally so. 

Whether imposition of a commencement tax 6.12 
percent higher than it would otherwise have been is 
reasonable in light of the purpose of article Xlll A 
must be measured together with other results that 
concomitantly flow from application of the inflation 
factor prior to 1978. Such other results can be 
illustrated in several ways. One such illustration 
involves a comparison of property acquired in 1980 
with that acquired in 1975. The property acquired in 
1980 would be valued for 1982-1983 taxes by 
applying the inflation factor for each tax year since 
its 1980 acquisition. However, if the inflation factor 
were not applied until after 1978 the property 
acquired in 1975, like that acquired in 1976 or 1977, 
would be valued for 1982·1983 as if it only 
commenced inflating in 1978. Appellants claim that 
such disparate treatment would be unreasonable and 
unfair and "possibly unconstitutional." Although in 
Amador Valley Joint Union High Sch. Dist. v. State 
Bd ofEaualization. supra .. 22 Cal.3d at pages 232-
236, the Supreme Court rejected a claim that article 
Xlll A will result in invidious discrimination between 
owners of similarly siiuated properties, the 
comparison in Amador Valley was only between 
those who acquired proper!)' before and after 1975, 
that cutoff year being conceived of as serving the 
purpose of a grandfather clause. ( Jd, at p. 235.) The 
disparate tax treatment resulting from respondent's 
interpretation of section 2, which unlike that dealt 
with in Amador Valley is not essential to the 
opemtion of the article, would exist even between 
property owners who, as in the above example, both 
acquired property on or after 1975. This post-1975 
disparity was avoided by the Legislature and by the 
Board, which did so entirely within the conceptual 
framework provided by article XnJ A. 

A further pertinent consequence of the legislative and 
administrative interpretation of article XITI A pertains 
to those property owners whose property declined in 
value between 1975 apd 1978. If, as respondents 
maintain, the inflation factor provision of section 2. 
subdivision (b), may not be applied until after 1978, 
it would then seem necessary to similarly defer 
application of the provision in the same subdivision 
authorizing a reduction in the full cash value base ''to 
reflect substantial damage, destruction or other 
factors causing a decline in value." Thus, a 1975 
purchaser whose property was substantially damaged 
by fire in 1977 would have his or her 1978-1979 
taxes assessed on the basis of the unadjusted full cash 
value of the-property in 1975-1976, without regard to 
the decline in value caused by the fife. 
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In short, the interpretation of article XIll A urged by 
respondents, which ignores decreaSes as well as 
increases in acquisition value during the three-year 
period between 1975 and 1978, would create 
disparities in tax treatment and other inequities that 
faithful adherence to the basic precepts of the article 
does not ·require. However, such disparities and 
inequities cannot be entirely eliminated without at the 
same time·imposing a restriction upon the *617 full 
extent of the property tax decrease that article XIII A 
would otherwise provide for many taxpayers. 

We are left with. a legislative and administrative 
interpretation that has-mixed results, as perhaps any 
interpretation, and certainly respondents', must also 
produce. Whether the burden of the interpretation 
adopted by the Legislature and the Board outweighs 
its benefits is a debatable issue on which reasonable 
minds can differ. ili-.!§)(See fn. 14), (13b) What 
does seem to us clear, however, is that, taken as a 
whole, the results of the legislative and 
administrative interpretation are not productive of 
absurd consequences (see Warner v. Kenny (1946) 27 
Ca\.2d 627, 629 [165 P.2d 8891. and State Bd of 

· Equalization v. Board of Supervisors. supra.. lOS 
Cal.App.3d at p. 824) or so manifestly inconsonant 
with the purposes of article Xlli A-which include tax 
reform as well as tax limitation-that the statutes and 
rule must be stricken for this reason. FNt

4 In this case, 
as in others (see, e.g., Metro Realty v. County o(E/ 
Dorado (1963) 222 Cai.App.2d 508. 516 [ll 
Cai.Rntr. 480)), reasonableness is a matter of degree. 
Whether the practical consequences of the statute and 
rule are on balance sufficiently reasonable to survive 
the instant challenge will have to be determined by 
measuring the legislative and administrative 
interpretation against the intent of the voters or, if 
such intent cannot · be discerned, by such 
presumptions or other guidelines as may be provided 
by the applicable rules of construction. 

FN14 Accordingly, 'we reject respondents' 
contention that the· statutes and 
administrative · rule deprive them of 
substantive due process of law. Substantive . 
due process essentially requires protection 
from arbitrary legislative action. Under this 
principle, a deprivation of property is 
justified "only if the conduct from which the 
deprivation flows is prescribed by 
reasonable legislation reasonably applied, 
i.e., the law must not be unreasonable, 
arbitrary or capricious but must have a real 
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and substantial relation to the object sought 
to be obtained." ( Gray v. Whitmore (1971) 
17 Ca\.App.3d I. 21 [94 Cal.Rptr. 9041.) In 
our view, the challenged statutes and 
administrative rule meet this test. Article I. 
section 15, of the California Constitution 
and predecessor provisions, providing that 
no person shall be deprived of property 
without due process of law, have been held 
to be identical in scope and purpose with the 
due process clause of the federal 
Constitution. ( Gray v. Whitmore, supra .• at 
!2:.1Q..) On the application of the federal due 
process clause to tax statutes generally, see I 
Bittker, Federal Taxation of Income, Estates 
aitd Gifts, § 1.2.5, p. 1-26.) 

In light of this conclusion and our earlier 
determination that the text of article Xlll A is 
intrinsically ambiguous, we next look .to extrinsic 
evidence to determine, if we can, whether the 
legislative and administrative interpretation of article 
XIIl A is consistent with the intent of the People by 
whose vote it was adopted. 

v. 

(!I)" A fundamel)tal rule of construction of any legal 
document is that the main object of the interpretation 
is to ascertain the intent of the parties *618 who 
made the instrument and to give that intent the fullest 
effect ·possible consistent with the language of the 
provisions and the related body of law .... '[T]he 
courts must interpret a constitutional amendment lo 
give effect to the intent of the voters adopting it' ( In 
re Quinn 0973) 35 Cai.App.3d 473, · 483 [110 
Cai.Rptr. 881]: Kaiser v. Hopkins (1936) 6 Cal.2d 
537. 538 [58 P.2d 1278))." (State Bd. o(Eaualization 
v. Board of Supervisors. supra .. I 05 Cal.App.3d at p. 
ffi.) 

(I Ba)It is appropriate to emphasize at this juncture 
that, as stated by the Supreme Court in a recent case 
interpreting other ambiguous. provisions of article 
XIII A, "an after-the-fact declaration of intent by a 
drafter of Proposition 13 [H~ward Jarvis] ... may 
deserve some consideration (see Stanton v. Panish 
(1980) 28 Cal.3d 107. 114 [167 Cai.Rptr. 584. 615 
P.2d 1372]); but by no means does it govern our 
determination how the voters understood the 
ambiguous provisions." ( Carman v. Alvord () 982) 
31 Cal.3d 318. at p. 331. fu. 10 [182 Cal.Rptr. 506, 
644 P .2d 192]. italics added.) 
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As the Supreme Court noted in California Teachers 
Assn. v. San Diego Communitv College Dist. (1981) 
28 Cal. 3d 692 [170 Cai.Rptr. 817. 621 P .2d 856). a 
declaration by the. author of legislation sent to the 

· Governor, which outlined the intent of the 
Legislature and urged the Governor to sign it, was 
"not a proper subject for consideration in determining 
the Legislature's intent .... ;" (!d. at p. 701.) The court 
held that the statement revealed only ·the author's 
pei'Sonal opinion and understanding of the legislation. 
(Ibid.) 

(.1.2)"'ln construing a statute we do. not ·consider the 
motives or understandings of individual legislators 
who cast their votes in favor of it. [Citations.] Nor do 
we carve an exception to this principle simply 
because the legislator whose motives are proffered 
actually authored the bill in controversy [citation]; no 
guarantee can issue that those who supported his 
proposal shared his view of its. compass.' ( In re 
Marriage ofBouquetC1916l 16 Cal.3d 583. 589-590 
[128 Cal.Rptr. 427. 546 P.2d 13711.) A legislator's 
statement is entitled to consideration, however, when 
it is a reiteration of legislative discussion and events 
leading to adoption of proposed amendments rather 
than merely an expression of personal opinion. ( ... ; 
see also Stanton v. Panish (1980) 28 Cal. 3d 107. 114 
... [declaration of chairman of Cal. Const. Revision 
Com. considered insofar as ·it chronicled events 
leading to proposed amendment].)"· ( Cali!Ornlq 
Teachers Assn .. supra.. 28 Cal. 3d at PD. 699-700.) 
(18b)The Supreme Court's distinction of Stanton on 
the ground stated in California Teachers Assn., rather 
than on the basis that Stanton involved a 
constitutional amendment, indicates that statutes 
*619 and constitutional provisions are given similar 
treatment with regard to unexpressed declarations of 
iritent by drafters. 

The Supreme Court's reasons for finding unexpressed 
opinions of statutory intent unpersuasive are equally 
applicable to constitutional amendments such as the 
one before us. First, there is no assurance that the 
personal views of the drafters were shared by anyone 
else. Secorid, as was also the case here, unexpressed 
opinions "may never have been exposed to public 
view so that those with differing opinions as to the 
bill's meaning and scope had an opportUnity to 
present their views also." ( CalifOrnia Teachers 
Assn .. suorq .. 28 Cal. 3d at p. 70 1.) Thus, general 
statements in Stanton v. Panish (1980) 28 Ca1.3d 107. 
114 [167 Cai.Rptr. 584. 615 P.2d 13721. and Mosk v. 
Superior Court (1979) 25 Ca\.3d 474. 495 [159 
Cai.Rptr. 494. 601 P.2d 10301. that in certain 
circumstances the intent of the drafters of 
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constitutional amendments may be considered, must 
be read in light of the limitations set forth in 
California Teachers Assn. 

(20a)Disregarding, as we must, the postelection 
declarations of the drafters, FNIS we are left with 
precious little extrinsic evidence of the intent of the 
voters with respect to the particular provision in 
question. @Although the voters pamphlet analysis 
of Proposition 13 is a proper extrinsic aid in 
discerning voter intent ( Citv and County of San 
Francisco v. Farrell 0982) 32 Cal.3d 47. 52 [rn 
Cal.Rptr. 713. 648 P.2d 9351; Amador Valley Joint 

· Union High Sch. Dist. v. State Bd. of Equalization. 
supra.. 22 . Cal.3d at pp. 245-246). it is not . very · 
illuminating on the issue before us. (20b)With respect 
to Proposition 13, the voters pamphlet consisted of a 
summary of the initiative prepared by the Attorney 
General (Cal. Voters Pamp., Primary Elec. (June 6, 
1978) p. 56), an analysis by the Legislative Analyst 
(id., pp. 56, 57, 60) and arguments for and against 
(id., pp. 58-59), together with text of the initiative 
itself. 

FNI5 Though it is not the reason we 
disregard such declarations, it is nonetheless 
noteworthy that the postelection statements 
of the two drafters were contradictory in 
regard to precisely when the inflation factor 
was properly to be fli'St applied. Mr. Jarvis 
indicated in his trial testimony that the 
inflation factor could be applied to raise the 
1975 base year value as of July 1, 1978. Mr. 

. Gann, on the other hand, testified that the 
1975 values should be used without 
adjustment for 1978. Furthermore, there is 
some evidence in the record that in 
pleadings filed in other litigation involving 
article Xlll A (of which the court below 
took judicial notice) Mr. Gann made prior 
inconsistent statements to the effect that the 
inflation factor was properly applied prior·to 
the July 1, 1978, . effective date of article 
XJII A. In . any event,. for the reasons set 
forth in the text, the trial court's reliance on 
the intent of Messrs. Jarvis and Gann 
testified to by them at trial was error. 

The only arguably relevant information in the 
pamphlet is contained in the Legislative Analyst's 
analysis, which contained the following statement: 
"Restrictions on the growth in assessed values. 
Initially this measure w~uld *610 roll back the 
current assessed values of real property to the values 
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shown on the 1975· 76- assessment roll.... The 
adjusted values could then be increased by no more 
than 2 percent per year as long as the same· taxpayer 
continued to own the property." (Cal. Voters Pamp., 
supra .. at p. 57, italics added.) Though .perhaps the 
exegetical efforts of a detennined talmudic scholar 
might produce ·a different conclusion, we do not 
believe the quoted passage or any other. portion of the 
analysis .indicates whether the referent of the word 
'_'then" as used by the Legislative Analyst is the first 
lien date after establishment of the base year value or 
the frrst or some other lien date after the effective 
date of the article. The words tell us nothing ·more 
than - that the values .shown on the 1975-1976 
assessment roll can at some point be increased; but 
they do not tell us when. -

Elsewhere in the Legislative Analyst's analysis it is 
estimated that if Proposition 13 were enacted, 
"[\]ocal governments would lose about $7 ·billion in 
property tax revenues during the 1978· 79 fiscal 
.year." (Cal. Voters Pamp., supra .. at p. 60.)" Although 
the Legislative Analyst did not in the voters pamphlet 
disclose the basis for this estimate, _it was established 
at trial that its source was a report published by the 
Legislative Analyst in May 1978 (Cal. Legislative 
Analyst, An Analysis of Proposition 13-The Jarvis· 
Gann Property Tax initiative (May 1978).) The report 
estimated that property tax revenues for 1978-1979 
would be $12.448 billion if the limitations of 
Proposition 13 were riot enacted and $5.404 billion if 
they were. (ld, at p. 48.) The difference between the 
two figures is $7.044 billion, the appro;ximate figure 
which in the voters pamphlet the Legislative Analyst 
estimated would be losno local governments if the 
property tax lbnitations were enacted. 

The May 1978 report reveals that the Legislative 
Analyst's calculations, and the $7 billion tax revenue 
loss estimate,were based on the assumption, among 
numerous, others, that "[t]he 'equalized' 1975-76 
assessed value of existing real property that did not 
change hands, increased by the maximum annual 
reassessment pennitted-2 percentm-in each of the 
subsequent three years." (!d., at p. 50, italics added.)· 
FN

16 In other words, the projections· of the Legislative 
Analyst set forth in the voters pamphlet were based 
upon the same interpretation of section 2, subdivision 
(b), that is reflected in. the legislation and 
administrative regulation here in question. 

FN16 It appears that the Legislative Analyst 
adopted this assumption on the basis of legal · 
advice, as a preliminary section of the study 
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states: "Where provisions of the proposition 
are unclear or ambiguous, we have based 
our interpretation on opinions of the 
Legislative Counsel as to the probable court 
interpretation." (An Analysis of Proposition 
13, supra., at pp. 32-33.) 

Respondents claim that proponents of Proposition 13 
were.never provided the May 1978 report and thus 
had no opportunity to challenge its assertedly *621 
erroneous assumption as to when application of the 
inflation factor commences. In support of their 
position that the Legislative Analyst's preelection 
analysis is entitled to no weight in our detennination 
of the intent of the voters on this issue, respondents . 
rely on California Camp. & Fire Co. v. State Bd. of 
Equalization (]982) 132 Cal.App.3d 25 [182 
Cai.Rotr. 745]. It was held in that case that- a 
constitutional amendment repealing a real property 
tax deduction for insurance companies was effective 
January 1977, as provided by statute, rather than 
January 1976, as assumed by the Legislative Analyst 
in his voters pamphlet analysis estimating the 
revenue impact of the repeal. On balance, the court 
rejected- the argument for retroactivity of the repeal 
based on the Legislative Analyst's conjecture because 

· this theory was ''totally unpersuasive" and because no 
other explanation or authority -for retroactive 
application was available. ( !d .. at PD. 29-30.) The 
court found that legislative intent was controlling 
because the Legislature's power to provide tax 
deductions continued unimpaired following repeal of 
the constitutional provision. ( Id, at p. 31.) However, 
while the court was not persuaded by the argument 
based on the Legislative Analyst's analysis, it did not 
hold that analysis inadmissible and did consider it. 

California Comp. is factually distinguishable from 
the present case because the legislative and 
administrative interpretation here in issue is not in 
conflict but is consistent with the ·Legislative 
Analyst's assumption: Despite this factual distinction, 
however, the reasoning of California Camp. is 
nonetheless applicable to our analysis.· . The 
respondent in that case contended that the source of 
the Legislative Analyst's estimate was a figu~e 
contained in the budget for fiscal year 1976-1977 
which the Governor presented to the Legislature in 
January 1976. The respondent argued "that the 
Governor's budget is not confidential and is available 
to- any person who seeks a copy thereof' from the 
Office of the Legislative Analyst. Therefore, [the 
respondent] reasoned, the voting public must have 
understood that 'the fJTSt year' referred-.to 1976, and 
consequently must have intended retroactive 
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application of the amendment." (CalifOrnia Comp. & 
Fire Co. v. Stale Bd of Eoua/izalion. supra.. 132 
Cal.App.3d at p. 29.) The court, aware that the 
Governor's budget was certainly not considered by 
most voters, observed that this argument "is 
noteworthy only for its creativity." (Ibid.) 

Similarly, in the present case it is impossible to 
imagine that any but an insignificant number of 
voters were alert to the connection between the 
billion-doll*" tax revenue estimates set forth in the 
Legislative Analyst's voter pamphlet analysis and the 
commencement date of the inflation factor provision 
of section 2. subdivision (b). Furthermore, while this 
connection might have been discerned from a single 
s.entence ofa 247-page report that theoretically could 
have been obtained by an interested voter one month 
prior to the election, it is doubtful in the extreme that 
this ponderous document, *622 and the recondite 
sentence upon which appellants rely, received any · 
attention outside very narrow governmental circles. 
PNI? For these reasons, we agree with respondents that 
the Legislative Analyst's tax revenue estimates set 
forth in the voter pamphlet and the report that 
discloses the assumptions used in calculating those 
estimates have no probative value regarding the 
intent of the voters with respect to the 
commencement date of the inflation factor: 

FN 17 The inside cover of the Legislative 
Analyst's May 1978 report contained the 
statement that: "Printing of this report has 
been limited primarily to. anticipated 
legislative needs. Permission is granted to 
reproduce it for other purposes as desired." 
There is no indication in the record before us 
whether the report was reproduced and if so 
by whom and for what purposes. . 

No manifestation of the intent of the voters other than 
those just discounted having been offered or known 
to us, we are compelled to conclude that extrinsic 
evidence provides no clue as to when the voters 
contemplated that the' inflation factor would be 
applied. Indeed; it seems rather evident that the 
voters never considered the matter at all. 

Since the intrinsic ambiguity of article XIII A cannot 
be resolved by resort to extrinsic evidence of the 
intent of the voters, we are compelled to determine 
the validity of the legislative and administrative 
interpretation by recourse to the applicable rules of 
constitutional and statutory construction. 
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VI. 

@Respondents contend that if the language of 
section 2, subdivision (b), is deemed ambiguous, any 
doubt about its meaning must be resolved in their 
favor due to the principle that, as stated in Pioneer 
Express Co, v. Rilev (1930) 208 Cal. 677 [284 P. 
663]: "In every case involving the 'interpretation of 
statutes levying taxes it is the established rule not to 
extend their provisions, by implication, beyond the 
clear import of the language used, or to enlarge their 
operations so as to embnice matters not specifically 
pointed out. In case of doubt they are construed most 
strongly against the government, and in favor of the 
citizen."' ( Id. at p. 687. quoting Gould v. Gould 
(191D 245 U.S. 151. 153 [62 L.Ed. 211. 213. 38 
S.Ct. 53]; see also Edison CalifOrnia Stores v. 
McColgan (1947) 30 Cal.2d 472. 476 [183 P.2d 161: 
Estate ofPotter (1922) 188 Cal. 55. 64-65 [204 P. 
8261; Wells Fargo Bank v. · Cory (1980) II 0 
Cal.App.3d 242. 250 [167 Cal.Rptr. 7781; and Market· 
St. Rv· Co, v. Cal. St. Bd Eaual. 0955) 137 
Cal.App.2d 87. 93 [290 P.2d 20).) 

The rule articulated in Pioneer Express, which is by 
no means hard and fast (see,.e.g., Citv ofLos Angeles 
v. Be/ridge Oil Co. (1954) 42 Cal.2d 823. 831 *623 
[271 P.2d 51; Estate o(Gio/itti (1972) 26 Cai.App.3d 
327. 331 [103 Cal.Rptr. 38. 56 A.L.R.3d 13071: and 
Hospital Service of CalifOrnia v. Citv of Oakland 
(1972) 25 Cai.App.3d 402. 405 [101 Cal.Rotr. 800]), 
has been applied only to the interpretation by 
administrative agencies of certain types of tax 
statutes, as the cases that tum upon this rule involve a 
taxpayer challenge to an allegedly unjustified 
administrative interpretation of an ambiguous statute 
levying taxes. But that is not the situation that 
confronts us here. The statutes and administrative 
rule at issue in this case are not at all ambiguous and 
their meaning is not in issue. Rather, the question 
here is whether the statutes and the administrative 
rule are compatible with the constitutional provision 
they construe. The ambiguity is not in the statutes 
and rule, but in the Constitution. Moreover, the 
critical factor that most distinguishes this case is that 
the ambiguous constitutional language in issue has 
been construed not merely by an administrative 
agency, but as well by the Legislature. 

Given the constitutional dimension of the issue and 
. the enactment of a legislative interpretation of the 

disputed constitutional provision, the applicable rules 
of construction are quite different frorq, the one upon 
which respondents rely. PNIS @For it is well 
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established that '"where a constitutional provision 
may well have either . of two meanings; it is a 
fundamental rule of constitutional construction that, 
if the Legislature has by statute adopted one, its 
action in this respect is well nigh, if not completely, · 
controlling .... It is no small matter for one branch of 
the government to annul the formal exercise by 
another and coordinate branch of power committed to 
the latter, and the courts should not and must not 
annul, as contrary to the constitution, a statute passed 
by the Legislature, unless it can be said of the statute 
that it positively and certainly is opposed to the 
constitution."' ( Methodist Hosp. of Sacramento v. 
Savior (1971) 5 Cal.3d 685. 692 [97 Cal.Rptr. 1. 488 
P.2d 1611 quoting San Francisco v. industrial Ace. 
Com. (1920) 183 Cal. 273.279 [191 P. 261.) 

FN 18 Notwithstanditig the view of our 
dissenting colleague, we do not mean· to 
suggest that the general rule that an 
ambiguous taxing statute must be construed 
strictly .in favor of the taxpayer applies only 
to administrative interpretations of 
ambiguous tax statutes. We agree that in 
certain circumstances the rule may apply to 
an uncertain tax provision of the· 
Constitution. (See Coun(V of Fresno v. 
Malmstrom. supra.. 94 Cal.APP.3d at p. 
979.) However, mindful "that such a rule 
does not take precedence over other 
fundamental·rules of statutory construction" 
( Ci(V of Los Angeles v. Belridge Oil Co .. 

. supra .. 42 Cal.2d at p. 827), we believe that 
in this case it must give way to a canon of 

· construction that is rooted in the basic 
structure of our form of constitutional 
government, as we explain. presently. For 
this reason, the trial court's reliance on the 
general rule favoring the taxp~yer was error. 

(Wit is important to ·understand, in this connection, 
that "[u]nlike the federal Constitution, which is a 
grant of power to Corigress, the California 
Constitution is a limitation or restriction on the 
powers of the Legislall,lre. *624 [Citations.] Two 
important consequences flow from this fact. First, the 
entire law-making authority of the, state, except the 
people's right of initiative and referendwn, is vested 
in the Legislature, and that. body may exercise any 
and all legislative powers which are not expressly or 
by negative implication denied to it by the 
Constitution. [Citations.] ... [~ ] Secondly, all 
intendments favor the exercise of the Legislature~s 
plenary authority: 'If there is any doubt as to the 
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. Legislature's power to act in any given case, the 
doubt should be resolved in favor of the Legislature's 
action.... [Citations.]"' ( Methodist Hosp. of· 
Sacramento v. Savior. supra .. 5 Cal .. 3d at p. 691.) 

@This principle is of particular importance in the 
field of taxation, in which the Legislature is generally 
supreme. As the Supreme Court has declared, "the 
provisions on taxation in the state Constitution are a 
limitation on the' power of the Legislature rather than 
a grant to it. [Citations.] Its power in the .field of 
taxation is .limited only by constitutional restrictions." 
(Delaney v. Lowery (1944) ·25 Cal.2d 561. 568 [!54 
P.2d 6741.) In other ..vords, the Legislature's authority 
to impose taxes and regulate the collection thereof 
exists unless it has been expressly elimmated by the 
Constitution. ( California Comp. & Fire Co .. supra .. 
132 Cai.App.3d at p. 31.) 

GQ!;)With these principles in mind it becomes clear 
that the absence in article Xlll A of express authority 
for the legislative interpretation is less significant 
than the absence ·in the article of any express or 
necessarily implied . prohibition against · such 
interpretation .. For, as stated by our Supreme Court 
on several occasions, "we do not look to the 
constitution to detemiine whether the Legislature is 
authorized to do an act, but only to see if it is 
prohibited." ( Fitts v. Superior Court (1936) 6 Cal.2d 
230. 234 [57 P.2d 5101. .quoted with approval in 
Methodist Hosp. ofSacramento v. Savior. supra .• 5 
Cal.3d at p. 691 and Collins v. Rilev (1944) 24 Cal.2d 
912.916 [152 P.2d 1691: see also Hetzel v. Franchise 
Tax Board (1958) 161· Cai.APP.2d 224. 228 [326 
P .2d 611] and Roth Drug, Inc. v. Johnson (1936) 13 
Cai.App.2d 720, 740 [57 P.2d I 022].) . 

@The canons of. construction · just .. described 
collectively create a powerful presumption that a · 
legislative interpretation of a constitutional provision 
of doubtful meaning is valid. Significantly, the 
legislative interpretation may prevail regardless 
whether it can be shown that it is "'more probably 
than not' the meaning intended by those wbo framed 
or adopted the proposal." ( Methodist Hosp. of 
Sacramento v. Savior. supra., 5 Cal. 3d at p. 693.) 

· The Legislature's interpretation cannot be declared 
· void "unless there is a plain and unmistakable 
conflict between the statute and the constitution." 
(Ibid, italics added.) *625 

. . 
(20d)The failure of the framers of article XIII A to 
expressly prohibit application of the inflation factor 
immediately after the 1975 base year, the fact that-. 
such. application does not defeat the purpose of the 
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article and reasonably results in the elimination of 
disparities in tax treatment and other inequities that 
the article would otherwise create, and the absence of 
extrinsic evidence that the voters intended the article 
to have a different meaning, considered together, 
compel us to conclude that the legislative 
interpretation is not opposed, and clearly not 
"positively and ·certainly" opposed, to the constitution 

. and that the challenged statutes represent a valid 
exercise of legislative power. fNI 9 

FN19 Since the Board's interpretation of 
section 2, subdivision (b), is identical to the 
legislative interp_retation reflected in 
Revenue and Taxation Code sections 51 and 
llQJ_, it is, for that reason, equally valid. 

Accordingly, the judgment is reversed. 

Miller, J.~ concurred. 
SMITH,J. 
I respectfully dissent. The question before this court 
is whether article XIII A, particularly section 2, of the 
California ConStitution is ambiguous and therefore in 
need of interpretation. According to the majority's 
reading of section 2, subdivision (b), it is uncertain 
whether the inflationary factor is to be applied "from 
year to year" commencing in 1978-1979 or 1975-
1976. The majority concludes that because the Board 
of Equalization, followed by the Legislature, chose 
the hi.tter date, such action is due great deference and · 
should be followed. · 

In my opinion article XII A is clear on its face. When 
a constitutional provision is clear and unambiguous, 
there is no need of construction. ( Board of 
Supervisors v. Lonergan (1 980) 27 Cal. 3d 855. 866 
[167 Cal.Rptr. 820.616 P.2d 8021.) 

Article Xlll A provides the following statutory . 
formula for taxation of real property: 

(1) The maximum amount of any ad valorem tax on 
real property shall not exceed one percent (1 percent) 
of the full cash value of such property. (.§_J, subd. 
(a).) 

(2) The full cash value means the county assessor's 
valuation of real property as shown on the 1975-1976 
tax bill. (§ 2, subd. (a).) 

(3) The full cash value base (amount on 1975-1976 
tax bill) may reflect from year to year the inflationary 
rate not to exceed 2 percent for any given year or 
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reduction as shown in the consumer price index. (§ 
2, subd. (b).) *616 

( 4) This article shall take effect for the tax year 
beginning on July I following the passage of this 
amendment (July 1, 1978). <.§.2.1· 

A constitutional amendment should be given a 
practical common sense construction in accordance 
with the natural and ordinary meaning of its words. ( 
In re Quinn (1973) 35 Cal.App.3d 473.482-483 [110 
Cal.Rptr. 88 JJ.) Article XIII A, save one particular 
and not here relevant provision, was to "take effect 
for the tax year beginning July I [ 1978]." The 
ordinary and common sense meaning of these words 
of commencement is that any provisions of article 
XJIJ A, for example the inflation factor, obviously 
could not have been applied prior to that date. · 

Yet the majority, at page 611, suggests that one of the 
reasonable and consistent explanations of article XIII 
A is that the inflation "adjustment may commence 
immediately after 1975; or ... that the full cash value 
base· for the first lien date after the July 1, 1978, 
effective date is calculated by adjusting the 1975-76 
cash value base for each of the three intervening tax 
years." Concluding that there is nothing in the 
language of article XIII A to "expressly prohibit 
application of the inflation factor immediately ·after 
the 1975-76 base year," the majority thereby 
sanctions an inflationary increase for each of the 
three tax years immediately thereafter. · 

This majority holding begs the question: At what 
point in time would such "calculation," "adjustment," 
or "application" be made and take effect? .The 
inflation could only have been "calculated," or 
inflation "adjustment'' or "application" made, after 
the effective date of the article, that is, after July 1, 
1978. The majority view results in a "catch-up" 
inflation amount of 6.12 percent added to the value of 
the taxpayers' property which is in excess of the "not 
to exceed 2 percent for any given year'' inflation 
limitation of article XIII A. section 2, subdivision (b). 

The majority mistakenly views the base year value, 
1975-1976, as a point in time rather than merely an 
arbitrary base number to be used as part of the article 
XllL.A property tax limitation formula. Logically 
there can be no retroactive application of an inflation 
factor-such application must take place in time and · 
therefore in a particular tax year. Once reference is 
made to any particular tax year, in this case 1978-
1979, the 2 percent limit is applicable. The~ 
anomalous result here indorsed by the majority had 
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the following impact during 1978-1979: to roll back 
taxes to the level three years previous, and, at the 
same time,- to raise taxes by an inflation factor that 
exceeded the annual inflation allowable. 1 suspect it 
will come as a great surprise to California voters tO 
fmd that this "now you see it, now you don't'' tortured 
tax calculation was what they .intended in approving 
Proposition 13 (art. Xlli Al. *627 

The majority essentially holds that section 2. 
subdivision (b) is ambiguous because it is capable of 
two supportable, yet conflicting interpretations, and 
that neither the language of the section nor extrinsic 
evidence aids in arriving at the appropriate meaning 
of section 2, subdivision (b). The majority notes that 
linguistic distinctions in this case might be too mucb 
for even a Talmudic scholar, yet my brethren seem to 
make a Kierkegaardian "leap into faith" in their 
reliance upon. an administrative/legislative 
interpretation. I respectfully· suggest that neither 
technique is necessary. Section 2, subdivision (b) 
cannot be read without reference to section 5. Section 
~ commands that "[t]his article shall take effect for 
the tax year beginning on July I [1978] .... " Section 2. 
subdivision (b) provides that increases in the full cash 
value are "not to exceed 2 percent." There simply is . 
no ambiguity here-''take effect beginning July 1 
[1978]" means "take effect beginning July 1 [1978]." 
Even the. majority admits that the aging of the full 
cash. value by. this "catch-up" inflation· factor takes 
place in 1978-1979. How then can one escape the 2 
percent restriction? One cannot. 

The majority dismisses as of no real assistance the 
Legislative Analyst's analysis in the voters' pamphlet 
from the June 6, 1978, primary election. The text of 
that analysis, available to voters at the election 
adopting Proposition 13 (art. XIII Al. was: 
"Restrictions on Gruwth In Assessed Values; Initially 
this measure would roll back the current assessed 
values of real property to the values shown on the 
1975-76 assessment roll .... The adjusted values could 
then be increased by no more than 2 percent per year 
as long as the same taxpayer continued to own the 
property." 

The voters' pamphlet phrase, "Initially this measure 
would roll back ... ," must be speaking of a time after 
July 1, 1978, because prior to that date there was no 
"measure" in existence capable of a "roll back." 
Next, the phrase "roll back the current assessed 
values of real property to the values shown on the 
1975·76 assessment roll ... " means that after July 1, 
1978, current property values are to be reduced to the 
1975-1976 levels for those who owned their property 
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prior to the 197 5 assessment. This language cannot 
suggest a magical return in time, rather, it must 
merely explain the use of a valuation year, 1975-
1976, as a base year to incorporate into the article 
Xlll A formula. Finally, the sentence, "The adjusted 
values could then be increased by no more than 2 
percent ... ," (italics added) mdicates by its future 
conditional tense that action is to follow after the 
"roll back" which logically must take place after the 
effective date of the article. -Because an inflationary 
increase may not exceed 2 percent per year, the 6.12 
percent increase taken in 1978-1979 was therefore in 
violation of the state Constitution. 

For reasons expressed above, I fmd section 2. 
subdivision (b) to be clear and unambiguous on itS 
face and therefore in need of no col)struction or *628 
interpretation. But even assuming arguendo that the 
amendment's language when taken alone is, as the 
majority concludes, ambiguous by its silence, I 
believe the majority has abandoned the spirit of the 
amendment in its rush to embrace a rule of judicial . 
deference to legislative interpretation. In so doing, 
the majority overlooks our primary duty to give 
appropriate deference to the voters' exercise of 
legislative power through the initiative process. Such 
deference, I believe, requires resolving any initial 
doubt as to article XIII A's. meBI!ing in favor of the 
people whose exercise of constitutional power 
created the amendment; and that resolution of initial 
doubt must be made in the analysis before reaching 
the question of the Legislature's power to interpret · 
constitutional provisions. 

We are here concerned with the meaning of a 
constitutional provision created by voter initiative 
rather than with the meaning of a statute passed by 
the Legislature. I would, therefore, examine more 
closely the principles recognized by the majority as 
applicable to the interpretation of a constitutional 
amendment by initiative: "'[t]he intent prevails over 
the letter, and the letter will, ifpossible, be so read· to 
conform to the spirit of the act.' [Citation.] '[T]he 
courts must interpret a constitutional amendment to 
give effect to the intent of the voters adopting it 
[citations]."' (State Bd of Equalization v. Board of 
Supervisors (1980) 105 Cai.AppJd 813. 821· [164 
Cai.Rptr. 7391: italics added.) To say that it is 
uncertain whether the voters literally meant to ·roil 
back taxes for the 1978-1979 year to 1975-1976. 
levels, or, whether they really meant, in one tax year, 
and by a distorted and less than obvious tax 
calculation, to soften the impact on local government 
by partially erasing the roll back, ignores the obvious 
spirit and intent of the amendment. 
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The voters' constitutionally rooted legislative powers 
deserve judicial respect and deference on a parity 
with that afforded the Legislature in its respective 
domain. Article IV of the state. Constitution vests the 
legislative power of this state in the California 
Legislature, "but the people reserve to themselves the 
powers of initiative and referendum." ~ The 
Legislature and the people thus have clearly 
demarked legislative powers. In the 1911 election, 
which adopted the progressive reforms that 
established the style of California's state government, 
the following argument was listed in the voter 
pamphlet: "The initiative will reserve to the people 
the power to propose and to enact laws which the 
legislature may have refused or neglected to enact, 
and to themselves propose constitutional amendments 
for adoption." The voters were also told that the 
initiative "will give the people power to control 
legislation of the state." "This reservation of power 
[the initiative] by the People is, in the sense that it 
gives them the final legislative word, a limitation 
upon the powerofthe Legislature."( Carlson v. Cory 
C1 983) 139 Cai.App.3d 724. 728 [ 189 Cai.Rptr. 
lllli *629 

There is, therefore, no reason to be solicitous of the 
Legislature's perception of ambiguity. Indeed, "it is 
the duty of the courts to jealously guard this right of 
the people and to prevent any action which would 
improperly annul that right." (Martin v. Smith (J 959) 
176 Cai.App.2d 115. 117 [I Cai.Rptr. 3071. 
commenting on the referendum power.) "Initiatives 
by their very nature are direct votes of the people and 
should be given great deference by our courts." ( 
Amador Valley Joint Union High Sch. Dist. · v. State 
Bd. o(Equa/ization (1978) 22 Cal.3d 208, 248 ~ 
Cal.Rntr. 239. 583 P.2d 1281J. cone. and dis. opn. of 
Bird, C. J.) · 

This court's duty to guard the people's initiative 
power against· intrusion by the Legislature finds 
specific support in the Constitution: "The Legislature 
... may amend or repeal an initiative statute by 
another statute that becomes effective only when 
approved by the electors unless the initiative statute 
permits amendment or repeal without their approval." 
(Art. II, § 10, subd. (c).) That provision applicable to 
initiative statutes, should . apply with even greater 
force where a constitutional amendment is 
accomplished by initiative. (Cal. Const.. art. XVIII. § 
D One is left with the conclusion that to extend 
article Xlll A. section 2, to allow a "catch-up" 
application of the 2 percent inflation factor amounts 
to improper amendment of the section. · 
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Countering the appellants' ambiguity argument, 
respondents press for the rule of Pioneer Express Co. 
v. Riley which is: "In every case involving the 
'interpretation ·of statutes levying taxes it is the 
established rule not to extend their provisions, by 
implication, beyond the clear import of the .language 
used, or to enlarge their operations so as to embrace 
matters not specifically pointed out. In case of doubt 
they are construed most strongly against the 
government, and in favor of the citizen."' ( Pioneer 
Express Co. v. Riley (J 930) 208 Cal. 677. 687 [284 P. 
663]. quoting from Gou/d.v. Gould (1917) 245 U.S. 
1 S I. 153 [62 L.Ed. 211.213.38 S.Ct. 53].) 

However, the majority suggests, at page 623, that the 
-Pioneer rule applies only to "administrative 
interpretation of an ambiguous statUte levying taxes," 

. and continues: "The ambiguity is not in the statutes 
and rule, but in the Constitution." 

Then, to solve this ambiguity, which the majority 
characterizes as a choice between two ''supportable" 
interpretations, my colleagues rely upon the 
following rule: "'[W)here a constitutional provision 
may well have either of two meanings, it is a 
fundamental rule of constitutional construction that, 
if the Legislature has by statute adopted one, its 
action in this respect is well nigh, if not completely, 
controlling.'" ( Methodist Hosp. of Sacramento v. 
Savior (197 I) 5 Cal. 3d 685. 692 [*63097 Cal.Rptr. I, 
488 P.2d 16ll. quoting from San Francisco v. 
Industrial Ace. Com. (1920) 183 Cal. 273. 279 [191 
P. 261.) 

I am puzzled by the majority's rejection of the 
Pioneer Express rule of taxpayer preference in tax 
disputes in favor of the Methodist Hospital holding of 
legislative deference. The majority perceives a 
hierarchy of rules in which the rule of deference to 
the Legislature is supreme, and it bolsters this_ view 
by observing that cases applying the taxpayer 
preference rule have, to date, been cases involving 
administrative interpretation of ambiguous tax 
statutes, rather than legislative interpretations of 
ambiguous constitutional provisions. It is not 

. surprising that the taxpayer preference rule has not 
been applied in the context presented by this case-this 
context is new, the voters having never before passed 
so comprehensive a tax limitation initiative, and 
hence the courts have not yet been called upon to 
resolve a dispute of this kind between the 
government and its taxpayers where the provision to 
be interpreted originated with the taxpayers 
themselves. With regard to the rule that taxpayer 
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preference must fall to a conflicting rule of legislative 
deference, I believe the majority states this rule too 
broadly. The majority" relies upon City of Glendale v. 
Crescenta etc. Water Co. (1955) 135 Cal.App.2d 
784, at page 801 [288 P.2d I 051, in which the court 
noted, "While the general rule is that a taxing statute 
must be construed strictly in favor of the taxpayer 
[citations], 'it must also be remembered that such a 
rule does not take precedence over other fundamental 
rules of statutory construction. It is fundamental that 
"judicial construction should be in keeping with ·the 
natural and probable legislative purpose, and avoid 
conflict, and harmonize all the applicable provisions 
of the law on the subject if possible." (McQuillin, 
Municipal Corporations, 3d ed., vol. !6, Taxation, § 
44.12.) Also where the problem involves the 
construction of a particular section of a taxing 
ordinance, the ordinance should be looked to iri its 
entirety and its provisions construed together.' ( City 
o(Los Angeles v. Be/ridge Oil Co, [1954]42 Cal.2d 
823. 827 .... )" (Italics added.) Thus City of Glendale 
merely stands for the proposition that preference will 
not be accorded to taxpayers where to do so would do 
violence to the evident purpose of the enactment 
being construed; it does not establish that taxpayer 
preference should fall to contrary legislative 
interpretation. In the instant case, following the 
taxpayer preference rule as to application of the 2 
percent maximum inflation factor does violence only 
to the postinitiative ''clarifying'' enactments, n·ot to 
the language or spirit of the initiative itself. After all, 
the spirit of the article was to substantially reduce the 
property tax burden, not to have a "sleight of hand" 
tax computation lower taxes and raise them again in 
the same year. I would apply the taxpayer preference 
rule if necessary to resolve ambiguity. 

petition should be granted. 

However, I see no ambiguity in article XIII A, 
section 2. subdivision (b), and fmd the language 
clearly states that the inflation factor was not to be 
*631 · applied until after the effective date. If 
ambiguity exists, it was created by postpassage acts 
of the Board of Equalization and the Legislature. The 
majority travels in cicles, permitting the legislation 
which created their perceived ambiguity to also 
resolve it. 

I would affirm the trial court. 

A petition for a rehearing was denied September 23, 
1983. Smith, 1., was of the opinion that the petition 
should be granted. Respondents' petition for a hearing 
by the Supreme Court was denied November 10, 
1983. Grodin, J., did not participate therein. Bird, C. 
1., and Broussard, J., were of ·the opinion that the 

ARTICLE XIIIA. 

Sec. 

I. Ad valorem tax on real· property; maximum 
amount. 

2. Full cash value; full cash value base; exclusion of 
any active solar energy system. 

3. Chang.es in state taxes; enactments to. increase 
revenues; imposition. 

4. Special taxes; imposition. 

5. Effective date of article. 

6. Severability. 

§...!.Ad valorem tax on real property; maximum 
amount 

Section I. (a) The maximum amount of any ~d 
valorem tax on real ·property shall not exceed one 
percent (I%) of the full cash value of such property.· 
The one percent (I%) tax to. be collected by the 
counties and apportioned according· to law to the 
districts within the counties. 

(b) The limitation provided for in subdivision (a) 
shall not apply to ad valorem taxes or special 
assessments to pay the interest and redemption 
charges on any indebtedness approved by the voters 
prior to the time this section becomes effective. 

U· Full cash value; full cash value base; · 
exclusion of any active solar energy system 

Sec. 2. (a) The full cash value means the county 
assessor's valuation of real property as shown on the 
1975-76 tax bill under "full cash value" or, thereafter, 
the appraised value of real property when purchased, 
newly constructed, or a change in ownership has 
occilrred after the 1975 assessment. All real property 
not already assessed up to the 1975-76 full cash value 
may be reassessed to reflect that valuation. For 
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purposes of this section, the . term "newly 
constructed" shall not include real property which is 
reconstructed after a disaster, as declared by the 
Governor, where the fair market value of such real 
property, as reconstructed, is comparable to its fair 
market value prior to the disaster. 

(b) The full cash value base may reflect from year to 
year the inflationary rate not to exceed 2 percent for. 
any given year or reduction as shown in the consumer 
price index or comparable data for the area under 
taxing jurisdiction, or may be reduced to reflect 
substantial damage, destruction or other factors 
causing a decline in value. 

(c) For purposes of subdivision (a), the Legislature 
may provide that the term "newly constructed" shall 
not include the construction or addition of any active 
solar energy system. 

(d) For purposes of this section, the term "change in 
ownership" shall not include the acquisition of real 
property as a replacement for comparable property if 
the person acquiring the real property has been 
displaced from the property replaced by eminent 
domain proceedings, by acquisition by a public 
entity, or governmental action which has resulted in a 
judgment of inverse condemnation. The real property 
acquired shall be deemed comparable to the property 
replaced if it is similar in size, utility;and function, or 
if it conforms to state regulations defmed by the 
Legislature governing the relocation of persons 
displaced by governmental actions. The provisions of 
this subdivision shall be applied to any property *632 
acquired after March I, 197 5, but shall affect only 
those assessments of that property which occur after 
the provisions of this subdivision take effect. 

.§.1.. Changes in state taxes; enactment to increase 
revenues; Imposition 

Sec. 3. From and after the effective date of this 
article, any changes in State taxes enacted for the 
purpose of increasing revenues collected pursuant 
thereto whether by increased rates or changes . in 
methods of computation must be imposed by an Act 
passed by not Jess than two-thirds of all members 
elected to each of the two houses of the Legislature, 
except that no new ad valorem taxes on real property, 
or sales or transaction taxes on the sales of real 
property may be imposed. 

§ 4. Special taxes; Imposition 
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Sec: 4. Cities, counties and special districts, by a two
thirds vote of the qualified electors of such district, 
may impose special taxes on such. district, except ad 
valorem taxes on real property or a transaction tax or 
sales tax on the sale of property within such City, 
County or special district. 

.§...2. Effective date of article 

Sec. 5. This article shall take effect for the tax year 
beginning on July I following passage of this 
Amendment, except Section 3 which shall become 
effective upon the passage of this article. 

§ 6. Severability 

Sec. 6. If any section, part, clause, or phrase hereof is 
for any reason held to be invalid or unconstitutional, 
the remaining sections shall not be affected but will 
remain in full force and effect. *633 

Cal. A pp.l. Dist. 
Armstrong v. County of San Mateo 
146 Cai.App.3d 597, 194 Cal.Rptr. 294 

END OF DOCUMENT 
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I> 
City of Long Beach v. ManseliCai.CITY OF LONG 

BEACH, Petitioner, -
v. 

JOHN R. MANSELL, as City Manager, etc., et al., 
Respondents; THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA et al., 

Real Parties in Interest. 
L.A. No. 29700. 

Supreme Court of California 
Nov. 9, 1970. 

SUMMARY 

Legislation was enacted disclaiming state and other 
public interest in certain described lands in the City 

· of Long Beach and in certain other such lands to be 
designated in -the future, and authorizing the 
settlement of certain boundary questions. Thereafter, 
two agreements were completed purporting to carry 
out the purposes of the legislation, but the city 
manager and city clerk refused to perform ministerial 
duties necessary· to carrying out the agreements on 
the ground that the agreements and the legislation 
authorizing them were in violation of constitutional 
and common law prohibitions against the alien11tion 
of state-owned tidelands and submerged lands. 

The Supreme Court, in an original proceeding 
instituted by the city, issued a peremptol)' writ of 
mandate commanding the city manager and city clerk 
to execute the agreements and. put them into effect. 
The court held that the constitutional prohibition . 
against alienation had no application to certain of the 
lands as to which there were true boundary disputes 
which the parties had genuinely attempted to solve by 
the agreements. A proposed exchange of a small area 
of reclaimed tideland for private land was approved 
on the principle that as a part of a public program of 
harbor development and through proper legislative 
action the public lands involved had ceased to be 
tidelands within the meaning of the constitutional 
provision and were subject to alienation into absolute 
private ownership. The doctrine of equitable estoppel 
was invoked to permit consummation of the 
remaining portions of the agreements. Initially the 
court pointed out that arguments or' estoppel could 
not ordinarily be raised except in a trial of title and 
even in such a proceeding could be properly 
advanced only by a party who would be injured if the 
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city's paramount title were established. Consideration 
was given to application ofthe doctrine however in 
view of the massive undertaking involved in bringing 
quiet title actions under the circumstances and in 
view of the purpose of the enabling legislation to 
provide a solution to the city's problem other than 
such massive litigation. The court took the view that 
the particular facts involved justified application of 
the doctrine as againstthe· city and that upholding.an 
estoppel would .not have ·a significant deleterious 
effect on the public policy reflected by the 
constitutional prohibition against alienation of 
tidelands. (Opinion by Sullivan, J., expressing the 
unanimous view~ of the court;) 

HEADNOTES 

Classified to California Digest of Official Reports 

<!!. !!b !£) Waters § 455-Lands Under Tidewaters
-Alienation-- Tidelands in or Near Municipalities. 
Cal. Const.. art• XV. § 3. proscribing grant or sale of 
tidelands in or near municipalities to private entities, 
Was not violated by a· legislative act disclaiming state 
and . other public interest in tidelands in -an 
incorporated city or by two proposed agreements 
prepared in furtherance _ thereof, insofar as the 
agreements involved lands· as to which there was a 
true boundary dispute and represented genuine efforts 
on the part of the parties to locate the boundaries of a 
Spanish land grant and of state patents in their true 
positions. 

ill Waters § 455--Lands Under Tidewaters--
Alienation--Tidelands in or Near Municipalities. 
The word "tidelandS" as used in Cal. Const .. art. XV. 
i....1. proscribing grant or sale to private entities of 
tidelands within two miles of a municipality, denotes 
lands which were seaward of the mean high tide line 
in 1879 when the provision was adopted, rather than 

· lands so located at · the time of an intended 
conveyance or transfer. 
[See Cai.Jur.2d, Waters, § 805.) 

· Q) Waters §- 455--Lands Under Tidewaters-- -
Alienation--Tidelands in. or Near Municipalities. 
When the boundary between public trust tidelands 
and private uplands is uncertain, and the parties, 
wishing to fix the boundary in order to prevent future 
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questions of ownership, undertake genuine efforts to 
determine the true boundary and thereafter agree to a 
line which fairly represents those efforts, a 
subsequent formal "conveyance" in the form of a 
quitclaim deed by the trustee in furtherance of the 
boundary agreement does not evidence a "grant or 
sale" of public tidelands within the proscription of 
Cal. Const .. art. XV.§ 3. *464 

~ ~ Waters § 455--Larids Under Tidewaters-
Alienation--Tidelands in or Near Municipalities. 
Cal. Const.. ari. XV. § ··3, proscribing alienation of 
tidelands in or near municipalities was not violated 
by those portions of an agreement prepared in 

·furtherance of a legislative enactment, which 
contemplated the exchange of certain reclaimed 
public tidelands for other lands owned by a private 
trust, where the public lands were reclaimed in the 
course of a public program of harbor development, 
where· such lands were relatively minor in area and 
were declared by the legislative act to be no longer 
necessary or useful for commerce, fisheries, and 
navigation, and where the exchange itself was sought 
to be made in furtherance of the program of harbor 
development, but settled and subdivided lands in the 
same area which formed the subject matter of a 
similar agreement remained subject to the 
constitutional prohibition against alienation, where 
such lands were filled by private developers in a 
haphazard manner with little or no regard for 
boundaries, where the filling was not undertaken 
pursuant to .a public program of harbor development, 
and where the contemplated disclaimer of public 
interest and quitclaim in favor of private parties was 
not related to the harbor development. 

(]) Waters. § 442(2)--Lands Under Tidewaters-
Nature of Title--Title in Trust in State. 
The state's "ownership" of public tidelands and 
submerged lands, which it assumed upon admission 
to the Union, is not of a proprietary nature; rather the 
state holds such lands in trust for public purposes, 
which have traditionally been delineated in terms of 
navigation, commerce, and fisheries, and the powers 
of the state as trustee are implied and include 
everything necessary to the proper administration of 
the trust in view of its purposes, with certain express 
reservations, such as that of Cal. Con st.. art. XV, § 3, 
relating to tidelands in or near municipalities. 

® Waters § 451--Lands Under Tidewaters--
Limitations on Alienation. 
While the powers of the state as common Jaw trustee 
of public tidelands and submerged lands include 
disposal of trust lands in such manner as the interests 
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of navigation, commerce, and fisheries require, 
tidelands subject to the trust may not be alienated. into 
absolute private ownership, and attempted alienation 
of such. tidelands passes only bare legal title, the 
lands remaining subject to the public easement, but 
the state, in its proper administration of the trust, may 
find · it necessary or advisable to cut off certain 
tidelands from water access and render them useless 
for trust purposes, in which case it may, through the 
Legislature, find and determine that such lands are no 
longer useful • 465 for trust purposes and free them 
from the trust, and tidelands so freed from the trust 
and not subject to the constitutional prohibition 
forbidding alienation, may be irrevocably conveyed 
into absolute private ownership. 

(1) Waters § 455--Lands Under Tidewaters--
Alienation--Tidelands in or Near Municipalities. 
Lands otherwise subject to the proscription against 
alienation of tidelands of Cal. Const .. art. XV. § 3, 
cease to be ''tidelands". within the meaning of the 
provision and are subject to alienation into absolute 
private ownership if they have been found . and 
determined by the Legislature to be valueless for trust 
purposes and are freed from the public trust; if they 
have been or .are to be reclaimed pursuant to and in 
the course of a highly beneficial public program of 
harbor development; and if they constitute a 
relatively small parcel of the total acreage involved in 
the program. 

~ !!!, ~ Waters § 455--Lands Under Tidewaters
-Alienation-- Tidelands in or Near 
Municipalities:Estoppel and Waiver § 44--Against 
Public. 
The doctrine of equitable estoppel was applicable to 
remove legal objections to portions of an agreement 
prepared pursuant to a legislative enactment which 
operated . to relinquish all state and city claims to 
certain tidelands in a city which were otherwise 
subject to the proscription against alienation of Cal. 
Const; art. XV. § 3. where the state did have the 
power, albeit only in narrowly limited circumstances, 
to dispose of such lands, where the elements requisite 
to equitable estoppel against a private party were 
present, where, during the entire period of 
development of the area in which the lands were 
situated, the state and, after annexation, the city 
conducted themselves as though such lands were 
private property wholly free from trust claims, where, 
in reliance thereon, thousands of Citizens settled on 
the lands with the same expectations as citizens 
settling on other lands within the city, where 
development of the area, haphazard as it was, 
resulted in providing an impressive array of public 
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facilities for navigation and recreation, and where the 
public policy expressed . in the constitutional 
proscription would not be substantially eroded as a 
result of application of the doctrine. 

(!)Estoppel and Waiver § 20--Equitable Estoppel. 
The principle of equitable estoppel, that he who by 
his language or conduct leads another to do what he 
would not otherwise have done shall not subject such 
person · to loss or injury by disappointing the 
expectations upon which he acted, is long established 
in California judicial decisions and has been codified 
*466 since 1872 (former Code Civ. Proc., § 1962, 
subd. (3), Evid Code, § 623). 

W!) Estoppel · and Waiver § 24(0.5)"-Equitable 
Estoppel--Elements. . 
The four elements which must be present in order to 
apply the doctrine of equitable estoppel are that the 
party to be estopped must be apprised of the facts; he 
must intend that his conduct shall be acted upon, or 
must so act that the party asserting the estoppel had a 
right to believe it was so intended; the other party 
must be ignorant of the true state of facts; and he 
must rely upon the conduct to his injury. 

Q!) Estoppel and Waiver § 25(0.5)--Equitable 
Estoppel-Elements of Estoppel in Relation to Titles. 
The doctrine. of equitable estoppel as applied to 
questions of land title differs from that applied to 
questions involving other matters only in that the 
culpability of the party to be estopped must be of 
sufficient dimension that actual.or constructive fraud 
would result if the estoppel were not raised. 

(ll) Estoppel and Waiver § 44--Against Public. 
The doctrine of equitable estoppel may be applied 
against th"e govenunent ·.where justice and right 
require it, but an estoppel will not be so applied if to 
do so would effectively -nullify a strong rule of 
policy, adopted for the benefit of the public. 

@ Estoppel and Waiver§ 44--Against Public. 
The · govenunent may be bound by an equitable 
estoppel in the same manner as ii: private party when 
the elements requisite to such an estoppel against a· 
private party are present and, in the considered view 
of a court of equity, the injustice which would result 
from a failure to uphold an estoppel is of sufficient 

· dimension to justify any effect upon public interest or 
policy which would result from the raising of an 
estoppel. 
[See Cai.Jur.ld, Rev., Estoppel, § 6; Am.Jur.ld. 
Estoppel and Waiver. § 122 et seq.] 
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Thomas C. Lynch, Attorney General, Jay L. 
Shavelson, Assistant Attorney General, N. Gregory 
Taylor, Deputy Attorney General, John D. Maharg, 
County Counsel, Edward A. Nugent, Deputy County 
Counsel,. O'Melveny & Myers, Pierce Works, 
Thomas ·J. Ready, Overton, Lyman & Prince, 
Edmond R. Davis, Ball, Hunt, Hart & Brown, Clark 
Heggeness and Joseph A. Ball for Real Parties in 
Interest. 
SULLIVAN, J. 
The City of Long Beach, invoking our original 
jurisdiction (Cal. Const .. art. VI. § 10). FNI seeks a 
peremptory writ of mandate commanding its city 
manager and city clerk to execute and put into effect 
certain agreements designed to resolve title and 
boundary problems in the Alamitos Bay area. 

FN I In making the alternative writ 
returnable before this court, we have 
necessarily determined tliat exercise of our 
original jurisdiction in ~is case is proper. 
(Countv o(Sacramento v. Hickman (1967) 
66 Cal.2d 841. 845 [59 Cai.Rptr. 609. 428 
P .2d 593]; see Cal. Rules of Court. rule 
~.) 

Alamitos Bay is located immediately north of the 
point where the southerly boundary of Los Angeles 

. County meets the Pacific Ocean; it forms· the moUth 
of the San Gabriel River. The dry land presently 
_fronting upon the bay lies within the city limits of 
Long Beach and has been highly developed over the 
years by both private parties and public agencies; the 
area now comprises one -of the most attractive · 
marina-complexes in the state. Unfortunately,. a 
combination of factors, which we describe infra., has 
cast a cloud on the title to this land to such an extent 
that according to the parties hereto the ·normal 
procedure of removing such a cloud, by an action to 
quiet title, is of no practical value. 

The alternate solution undertaken in this case was a 
legislative act disclaiming state and ·other public 
interest in certain described lands and in certain other 
lands to be designated in ihe future, and authorizing 
the settlement of certain boundary questions. After 
several years of arduous negotiating two agreements 
were completed which purport to carry out the 
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purposes of the legislation. However, the City 
Manager and City Clerk of Long Beach have refused 
to perform ministerial duties necessary to the 
carrying out of these agreements on the ground that 
they and the legislation authorizing them are in 
violation of constitutional and common law 
prohibitions against the alienation of state-owned 
tidelands and submerged lands. In the instant 
proceeding the city seeks a writ of mandate 
compelling the * 468 indicated city officerS to . 
perform their ministerial duties in respect to the 
agreements. FNl 

FN2 A fuller explanation of the events 
. which operated to precipitate this 
proceeding is set forth in part IV, infra .. 

The parties FNJ have entered into ail agreed statement 
of facts which incorporates a volume of maps and 
photographs as exhibits. All parties have filed briefs 
in this court. · · 

FN3 Real parties in interest are (I) the State 
of California, acting through the State Lands 
Commission; (2) the Los Angeles County 
Flood Control · District; (3) the TI 
Corporation, a title insurance company 
which insures land titles in the Alamitos Bay 
area; ( 4) Security Pacific National Bank, as 
trustee of a testamentary trust holding 
substantial private lands in the area; and (5) 
Maceo Realty Company, a corporation 
holding a surface lease on the lands held by 
the aforementioned testamentary trust. 

I. Historical Summary 

A short historical survey is necessary to an 
understanding of the issue in this case. The following 
represents a summary of material contained in tpe 
agreed statement of facts. 

A. Rancho Los Alamitos Title and Boundary 
Problems 

Rancho Los Alamitos, which included the whole area 
here in question, was created by grant of the Spanish 
governor in 1784 which was confirmed by decree of 
the Mexican government in 1833. A claim to the 
rancho filed with the United States Board of Land 
Commissioners was confirmed by that body and by 
the United States District Court for the Southern 
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District of California in 1857. Following the 1857 
confirmation a government survey of the claim· was 
made and the description emanating therefrom 
attempted, by reference to natural objects, to 
accurately delineate the bay and ocean boundaries 
along the then existing high tide line. However, the 
United States Surveyor General considered that this 
detailed description involved too many courses; the 
survey as fmally approved in 1861 and 1874 reduced 
the number of courses and operated to exclude from 
the claim certain portions above the then high water 
mark.· 

Prior to the tum of the century the ·rancho lands 
bordering the bay were conveyed to members of the 
Bixby family and split up into various parcels which 
were held by members of the family and by family· 
owtied companies. When one of these companies 
began to dispose of its lands it became apparent that 
the boundaries between private lands and· public 
tidelands and submerged lands were by no means 
clear. An action to perpetuate testimony was 
commenced in ·1903 and evidence there taken showed 
(I) that five portions of upland which were a part of 
the original rancho had been omitted from the 
government survey because of the reduction of the 
*469 number of courses; and (2) that, as a result of 
gradual alluvial action the mouth of the bay had 
moved southward during the years since the original 
grant. 

Although the proceedings to perpetuate testimony did 
not result in a decree quieting title, a few months 
after their conclusion a tract map was filed and 
approved covering the long peninsula north of the 
mouth of the bay. That map contemplated 
improvements on the whole of the peninsula, 
although apparently a portion of the peninsula was 
not within the rancho grant as reflected in the 
government survey, and another portion of the 
peninsula was that allegedly added by alluvial 
change. The peninsula was privately improved in 
accordance with the map .. 

As a result of the reduction of the number of courses 
in the fmal survey and plat of Rancho Los Alamitos, 
the migration southward of the mouth of Alamitos 
Bay and uncertainty as to the causes of such 
migration, FN

4 and other changes in the configuration 
of the bay which have occurred over the years, there 
is no agreement today among interested parties as to 
the original or present boundaries of the rancho and; 
.therefore, as to the present boundaries of parcels of 
land whose title derives from the rancho grant. 
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FN4 Generally speaking, the augmentation 
of existing upland by gradual natural 
accretion alters the boundary of that upland 
accordingly. When such augmentation 
occurs as a result of sudden avulsion or by 
accretion caused by the. works of man, 
however, the boundary is not altered. (See 
Civ. Code. § 1014: Citv o(Los Angeles v. 
Anderson (1929) 206 Cal. 662. 666-667 
[275 P. 7891; City of Newport Beach v. 
Fager (1940) 39 Cal.App.2d 23. 31 [102 
P.2d 4381: Carpenter v. City o( Santa 
Monica (1944) 63 Cal.APP.2d 772. 789-794 
[147 P.2d 9641:4 Tiffany, Real Property (3d 
ed. 1939) § § 1219-1229, pp. 613-637.) 

B. Tidelaruls Patents Title and Boundary Problems 

In 1886 two members of the Bixby family received 
state patents to 900 acres of tidelands within the bay. 
Although there is no question as to the validity of the 
patents, FN

5 their original and present boundaries . are 
uncertain for several reasons.. First, the exact 

·Jocations of the two monuments used in the original 
1886 patent survey are in doubt. Second, it is not now 
known whether ·the 1886 survey contemplated fast 
(fixed) boundary lines or meander boundary lines 
(i.e., lines following the ordinary high and low water 
marks.) Third, if meander lines were intended-and the 
boundaries were therefore sdbject to alteration by 
accretion-it is not known whether and to what extent 
changes in the channels which govern low water · 
marks· have resulted from · accretion rather than 

. avulsion or the works of man. (See fu. 4, ante.) *470 . 

FNS The constitutional provision whose 
interpretation is· central to the instant case 
(art. XV. § 3), which forbids the alienation 
of tidelands within two miles of an 
incorporated city, was in effect in 1886, but 
the tidelands in question were then more 
than two miles from an incorporated city. 
Section 7991 of the Public Resources Code, 
which presently forbids sale of tidelands, 

· was not enacted until 1909. 

Substantial private and public development has taken 
place on filled areas purporting to lie within the 1886 
tideland patents. However, the present uncertainty as 
to the true boundaries of those patents renders all 
titles in the general area of the patents subject to 
doubt. FN6 • . · 
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FN6 The following excerpt from the agreed 
statement of facts indicates the practical 
dimensions of the problem: "Within the 
Alamitos Bay Area, a total of approximately 
276 improved parcels (18.6 acres) of real 
property fall outside of the State's recent 
reconstruction of the survey lines recited in 
the Tidelands Patents. Many more parcels 
would be outside ·the Tideland Patents 
boundaries, if instead of regarding the 

· ·survey lines as fast lines, the actual tide lines 
of the sloughs were used as boundaries. _ 
Claims made .on various bases of the 
aforementioned groupings of parcels would 
be involved in any extensive litigation 
concerning the boundaries of the Tideland 
Patents. For example, if the slc;mgh boundary 
lines were taken to be as shown on [one of 
the maps before us as an exhibit], an 
additional 226 parcels (21.3 acres) fall 
outside the Tideland Patents and thus within 
the City Trust Grant, making a total of 502 
parcels (39.9 acres) in all. The market value 
of these 502 parcels as presently improved is 
approximately $19,199,632.00. If other 
lines, as shown on [the map) were taken as 
the boundaries of the Tideland Patents, an 
even larger number of additional parcels 
would fall outside. the Tideland Patents and 
the total number of parcels ·would exceed 
502 substantially. But this is only a part of 
the picture. Arguments · over - location 
adjustments to said surveys and relating to 
the precise location of former slough areas 
within the Tideland Patents areas, as well as 
problems concerning lands included within 
the Rancho, could affect virtually all of the 
Alamitos Bay Area having a population of . 
19,000." 

C. The Contribution of the San Gabriel River to Title 
: and Boundary Problems 

Of the many natural factors which over. the years 
have brought about changes in the configuration of 
Alamitos Bay, the most significant is the San Gabriel 
River. Enormous quantities of sand, silt, and debris 
have been deposited in the bay by the river and these 
materials have been responsible for massive natural 
alterations· in the 'configuration of the upland and 
channel. Some of the changes wrought .by-the river 
have been gradual and accretive; others have been 
sudden and avulsive due to flooding in particular 
years. 
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. Perhaps the most dramatic change of the latter variety 
occurred in 1867-1868. Prior to that time the river 
had emptied into the ocean, along with the Rio 
Hondo and Los Angeles Rivers, at the present 
location of Los Angeles Harbor. But in the winter of 
1867-1868, in the course of a tremendous flood, the 
river cut a new channel and emptied through 
Alamitos Bay. It has remained in that general channel 
ever since, with periodic overflows into the former 
channel, but other floods have resulted in less 
significant avulsive alterations in the channel. 

As will appe~ below, the vast quantities of sand, silt, 
and debris deposited by the river in the bay have been 
utilized through dredging an_d *471 filling for the 
creation of presently developed areas. However, even 
this process was .insufficient to deal with constantly 
increasing deposits and it was not until 1954, when 

. the Los .Angeles County Flood Control District 
constructed jetties separating the river channel from 
the bay' that the problem of continued deposits was 
solved. 

At the present time it is practically impossible to 
determine which of the physical changes in Alamitos 
Bay due to the action of the river have resulted from 
accretive deposits in time of normal rainfall and 
which have resulted from avulsive deposits made 
during flood periods. Moreover, it is not possible 
with respect to certain filled areas to determine the 
extent to which natural as opposed to artificial means 
are responsible for the fill. The parties have 
concluded · that the resulting title and bo~dary 
problems are insoluble. 

D. The Contribution of the Works of Man to Title and 
Boundary Problems 

No attempt will be made here to offer a 
comprehensive discussion of the many and varied 
physical changes which the works of man, private 
and public, have wrought in the Alamitos Bay area. 

As to private development, it sufficeno say that very 
considerable dredging and filling activities over the 
years have operated to reclaim great areas of former 
tidelandS, and a highly developed residential and 
recreational area· has resulted. With one important 
exception, to be discussed in the next paragraph, 
substantially ·an ofthis activity was based upon titles 
purporting to derive from the 1886 Bixby tideland 
patents and took place within the approximate record 
boundaries of those patents. 
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The exception to which we have referred is an area 
known as Steamshovel Channel. In its natural state 
this "channel" was a narrow slough extending in a 
general northerly direction from the main part of 
Alamitos Bay, and it was specifically excluded from· 
the 1886 Bixby tideland patents. However, in the 
early part of this century the upland and tidelands on 
the north side of the bay began to be developed, and 
in 1923-1924 a private developer- with all necessary 
_government approval-filled Steamshovel Channel 
and the tidelands surrounding it. Nevertheless, when 
in· 1924 the public tidelands in the area were 
conveyed to the city as a part of the state tidelands 
trust grant, FN

7 Steamshovel Channel was included in 
that grant. However, no *472 conflict was apparently 
perceived; the developer proceeded to sell Jots on the 
filled area including Steamshovel Channel and 
residential development ensued. 

FN7 The 1925 trust grant-which conveyed 
to the city all sovereign lands within the city 
limits in .trust for purposes of commerce, 
navigation, fisheries, and related public 
purposes-contained no metes and bounds 
description of the lands conveyed. The 
operative language simply gninted to the 
city, in trust, " ... all of the right, title and 
interest of the State of California ... in and to 
all ·of the tidelands and submerged lands .. . 
within the corporate limits of said city, .... " 
(Stats. 1925, ch. I 02) 

The trust uses authorized under the 1925 grant and 
prior trust grant (Stats. 1911, ch. 676) were somewhat 
expanded by a subsequent statute. (Stats. 1935, ch. 
I 58.) 

Neither the city nor the state has at any time protested 
against .the present residential use and occupation of 
the 8. 7 acres of land filled over what was once 
Steamshovel Channel. The present residents of the 
area acquired their lands in good faith and have paid 
taxes on them for many years. The precise location of 
Steamshovel Channel before filling is now unknown 
and, according to the agreed statements of facts, "any 
claims that might be made by the State or City to 
parcels in the Steamshovel Channel area on the 
ground that they are City Trust Grant lands would be 
stoutly resisted and would encounter conflicting 
factual contentions resulting in protracted and 
expensive litigation involving thousands of property 
owners." 

As· in the case of private development, public 
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improvements were constructed over the years 
without any resolution of title and boundary problems 
-despite an awareness on the part of some officials 
that such problems might well exist. Although most 
of the private filling of what are today the settled and 
subdivided portions of the area was completed at the 
time of annexation to the city { 1923 ), the completion 
and continuance of such development was 
encouraged by the city after annexation while the city 
concurrently continued its plans for development of 
the bay. In 1925 work commenced on Marine 
Stadium, an area · on the eastern side of the bay 
designed for various aquatic competitions, and that 
facility was completed in time for the 1932 Olympic 
Games. The construction· of Marine Stadium and 
other related facilities involved substantial dredging 
and filling operations. 

In the late 1920's oil was discovered in an area north 
of Marine Stadium, and the question of ownership 
claims in that area arose. The city council requested 
the city attorney to investigate the status of titles in 
this area, but. the matter was dropped when the city 
attorney rendered a report which represented that the 
investigation had given rise to considerable 
uneasiness among property owners in the subject area 
and sales of property had been affected; that a quiet 
title action to determine the boundaries of the Bixby 
patents in the area would call into question many 
titles within and without the area under investigation; 
and · that the city had little to gain from such a 
proceeding. * 473 

Since the date of annexation the city has engaged in 
dredging to maintain existing channels in the bay. 
Dredged materials have been used by the city to 
create and maintain public beaches as well as to 
construct and maintain various bulkheads around the 
bay. Beginning in 1954 the city commenced an 
extensive program of improvement which has 
resulted in vast marina and boating facilities and has 
involved the expenditure of more· than ten million · 
dollars in tideland oil funds. 

II. Legislative Action 

In 1957 the Legislature, being apprised of title and 
boundary problems in the Long Beach area, directed 
the State Lands Commission to survey, monument, 
and plat the boundaries of the tide and submerged 
lands granted to the city in trust (see fu. 7, ante), and 
to bring any actions necessary to determine such 
boundaries. (Slats. 1957, ch. 2000.) The Attorney 
General, acting ·on behalf of the State Lands 
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Commission, immediately commenced an action to 
determine such boundaries within the area of Long 
Beach Harbor-which lies north of the Alamitos Bay 
area. (People v. City of Long Beach et al., Los 
Angeles Superior Court Civil No. 747562.) After 
seven years of litigation the affected boundary was 
settled as between the city and · the state by 
legislation. {Slats. 1964, First Ex. Sess., ch. 138, § 
7.) 

In 1965, after settlement of the Long Beach Harbor 
tideland boundary, the city and state commenced ·a 
joint boundary investigation in order to complete the 
work required by the 1957 . legislation. This 
investigation disclosed the problems which we have 
reviewed in part I of this opinion; it was determined 
that these problems were not susceptible of practical 
solution by litigation and that some other means was 
required. The means selected was that of agreements 
which would (I) settle the boundaries of public trust 
lands, (2) quitclaim public claims in subdivided and 
settled areas, and (3) exchange certain trust lands for 
certain nearby private lands. 

Because the city lacked the authority to enter into 
such. agreements and ·.the State Lands Commission 
lacked the power to approve them, legislative 
assistance was necessary to the consummation of the 
plan. Such assistimce was sought, and in 1965 the 
Legislature enacted chapter 1688 (Stats. 1965, ch, 
1688) which is set forth in Appendix A attached .to 
this opinion. 

In section 2{a) of the act· the Legislature found and 
determined that certain described lands within the 
Alamitos Bay area ms "lie above the line of mean 
high tide, are· no longer necessary or useful for 
commerce, fisheries *474 and navigation and are 
hereby freed from the public use and trust for 
commerce, fisheries and navigation to the extent such 
may have existed .as to any of said lands." Generally 
speaking, the described lands are the settled and 
'subdivided portions of the Alamitos Bay area. 

FN8 Section I of the act described the 
"Alamitos Bay area" by metes and bounds. 
The area thus described comprises some 2.6 
square miles and has a population of 
approximately 19,000 per_sons. 

In section 2(b) of the act it was found and determined 
that portions of the Alamitos Bay area other than and 
in addition to those described in section 2(a) "have 
been heretofore improved in connection with' the 
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development of the Alamitos Bay area, and in the 
process . of said development have been filled and 
reclaimed, are no hlnger submerged or below the line 
of mean high tide and are no· longer necessary or 
useful for commerce, fisheries or navigation." The 
section went on to direct the State Lands Commission 
to determine the location of such lands and record a 
description thereof together with ·a certificate 
declaring such lands to be. no longer necessary or 
useful for . commerce, fisheries, or navigation
whereupon such lands were to be. freed from the 
public trust for these purposes. 

In section 3(a) the city was authorized to convey, 
release, or quitclaim its interest in section 2(a) lands 
to (I) persons holding such lands under a record 
claim of title of 30 years or more or (2) persons who, 
although not holding under a 30-year claim of ~itle, 
had paid taxes for more than 30 years on the 

· property. In section 3(b) the city was authorized to 
convey. release or quitclaim any portion of section 
2(b) lands as to which a certificate of nonutility for 
trust purposes had been filed by the State Lands 
Commission to persons designated by preference in 
the section. In section 3(c) the city was authorized, 
with the approval of the State Lands Commission, to 
settle by agreement, exchange, or quitclaim any 
dispute as to whether particul¥ lands were 
proprietary lands or public tidelands held in trust by 
the city. 

In section 4 of the act it was provided that 
consideration to be paid for any conveyance, release, 
quitclaim, or settlement was to be determined by the 
city with the approval of the . State Lands 
Commission. 

Section 5 provided that any tidelands conveyed under 
the terms of the act should pass free of the tidelands 
trust; that no lands below the mean high tide line 
should be conveyed; that the certificate of the State 
Lands Commission as to nonutility for trust purposes 
should be conclusive; and that mineral rights should 
be reserved in all but section 2(a) lands. 

Section 6 provided for the execution of relevant 
documents. 

Section 7 provided that all consideration received for 
conveyances should be held as a part of the city's 
tideland trust. 

Section 8 provided in general that the provisions of 
the act were not the *475 exclusive means of 
settlement of title and boundaries and that other (i.e., 
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judicial) means remained available. 

Section 9 was a severability clause. 

Ill. The Agreements 

Following the enactment of chapter 1688 the parties 
to this proceeding, as well as other parties affected, 
commenced negotiations which continued for more 
than three years and which resulted in the two subject 
agreements, whose general object is to provide a 
means for settling the title and boundary problems in 
the area without requiring judicial resolution of the 
myriad factual issues involved. FN

9 

FN9 Each of the two agreements originally 
provided that unless it became effective on 
or before December 31, 1969, it would be of 
no further force or effect. The instant 
proceeding was initiated on November 30, 
1969, and on or about July 13, 1970, all 
petitioners amended the agreements to 
substitute December 31, 1972, as the 
termination date. The record. has been 
augmented to reflect these amendments, and 
all parties have stipulated that the matter 
shall be decided as if the agreements "had 
provided originally, as they now do after 
amendment, for a termination date of 
December 31, 1972." 

A. The Belmont Shore-Naples Boundary Settlement 
(Belmont Agreement) 

The primary purpose of this agreement is to settle, or 
provide a means for settling, . the title problems 
affecting the thousands of persons who live in the 
settled and subdivided portions of the Alamitos Bay 
area which were described in section 2(a) of chapter 
1688. The source of these problems is the fact that 
the city bas a substantial claim, based upon the 1925 
trust grant (see fn. 7, ante}, of paramount legal title to . 
all or part of at least 502 parcels in the section 2(a) 
area. The claims of the homeowners on ·the other 
hand-with the important exception of Steamshovel 
Channel-are based upon the original Rancho Los 
Alamitos grant and the 1886 Bixby tideland patents. 
As · indicated above, the settlement of these 
conflicting claims through litigation would-it is 
alleged-be practically impossible. 

A second but related major purpose of the Belmont 
agreement is to effect the settlement of various 
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boundaries in the section 2(a) area between, public 
tidelands and private tidelands or fonner tidelands. 
This aspect of the agreement, which will be explained 
in greater detail below, has importance relative to 
private properties which lie at or near the border of 
tidelands which are to remain public according to the 
agreement. 

In general the Belmont agreement provides that the 
city and state, in exchange for a contribution of 
$783,500 to be paid into the city's tideland *476 trust 
fund by the Tl Corporation (a real party in interest), 
will execute a -series of conveyances, disclaimers of 
interest, and boundary agreements- the net effect of 
which (assuming execution of boundary-agreements 
by other interested parties) will be to settle and fix 
titles and boundaries in the section 2(a) area in 
confonnity with the claims of present record owners. 

As to the settled and subdivided portions of section 
2(a) lands the Belmont agreement will have two 
effects. First, the city and state will relinquish, with a 
few exceptions, all claims that they or either of them 
might assert on the basis that such lands are public 
tidelands or submerged lands by virtue of the 1925 
trust grant. FNIO This aspect of the agreement will 
solve title and boundary problems relating to all 
properties within the section 2(a} area except those 
properties which lie at or near the ·border of the 
section 2(a) area. 

FNIO This will be accompanied by means of 
two quitclaim documents, one by the city 
and one by the state, in favor of those 
persons, specified in section 3(a) of chapter 
1688, whose respective claims are based 
upon a record claim of title, or the payment 
of taxes, or both, for more than 30 years. 

The second effect of the agreement will relate to 
certain of these border properties. The city and state 
will execute four boundary agreements which would 
fix the boundary between certain border and public 
lands at the limit of the section 2(a) area. These 
supplementary boundary agreements, of course, 
would not become effective until executed by the 
respective border owners. Thus, a border owner who 
was satisfied with the section 2(a) line as his 
boundary would execute the agreement and. thereby 
fix the boundary; a border owner who was not so 
satisfied could refuse to execute the agreement and 
seek to determine the true boundary by other means. 
This arrangement is consistent with the provisions of 
section 8 of chapter 1688. 
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The Belmont agreement will also disclaim public 
interest relative to certain se~ion 2{b) lands which 
were among those high. and dry lands which were 
apparently inadvertently ·omitted from the official 
plat of the original rancho grant (1874). 

B. The McGrath-Maceo Boundary Settlement and . 
Exchange (McGrath Agreement) 

This agreement deals with undeveloped section 2{b) 
lands which lie imme4iately north of and abut upon 
Marine Stadium. The parcels were fonned for the 
most part by ftlling which was the result of dredging 
Marine Stadium. 

Major parties to the M~;Grath agreement, are, on the 
one hand, the city *477 and the state;· and on the 
other hand, the McGrath Testamentary Trust (record 
owner of lands in the subject area), Maceo Realty 
Company (lessee of McGrath lands) and Security 
Pacific National Bank {trustee of the McGrath trust) .. 

There are four main aspects to the McGrath 
agreement. First, the boundaries between state lands 
and McGrath lands are to be settled and fiXed 
according to a 1966 state survey. Second, certain 
state lands having an aggregate area of 5 acres are to 
be exchanged for certain McGrath lands having an 
aggregate area of 8.5 acres which abut either water or 
existing public trust facilities and are of such a 
configuration that they can be used more effectively 
by the city ind state in furtherance . of public trust 
purposes. Third, the expenditure of $1,285,895 from 
the city's tideland trust fund is to be authoriZed to 
construct certain park and marina facilities. Fourth, a 
right of way is· to be granted to the Los Angeles 
County Flood Control District. 

IV. Operative Facts Leading to this Proceeding 

By separate resolutions dated August 27, 1968 
(corrected in certain details by an amending 
resolution dated October 29, 1968) the Long Beach 
City Council approved the two agreements, directed 
the city clerk to post the resolutions as required by 
the city charter, and directed the city manager to 
execute the agreements on behalf of the city. 

On August 28, 1968, the State Lands Commission, 
acting on behalf of itself and the state and pursuant to 
chapter 1688 and its general powers under the Public 
Resources Code, executed the two agreements. On 
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September 9, 1968, the Governor executed the 
agreements. 

On September 6, 1968, the city manager directed to 
the mayor and city council a letter in which he (I) 
stated his recognition that each of the two subject 
agreements would result in great benefit to the public 
and to the tideland trust, but (2) respectfully declined 
to execute the agreements on the following grounds: 
"I have been advised that there exist serious 
questions of law regarding the constitutionality of the 
statu[t]es authorizing the City· to enter into these 
agreements, ·particularly Chapter 1688, Statutes of 
1965, and additional serious questions regarding the 
legality of both agreements and of the form of 
quitclaim to be executed by the City pursuant to the · 
Belmont Shore-Naples Boundary Settlement." On the 
same date the · city · clerk sent a similar letter 
respectfully declining to post the approving 
resolutions for the reasons expressed by the city 
manager. (See fn. 2, ante.) 

In this proceeding the city seeks a peremptory writ of 
mandate to require the respondents city manager and 
city clerk to perform the ministerial duties *478 
which they refuse to perform. PNll By granting the 
alternative writ we have determined the absence of an 
adequate remedy in the ordinary course of law. 
CCountv of Sacramento v. Hickman. supra .. 66 Cal.2d 
841. 845.) 

FN11. "The writ of mandate lies to compel 
the performance of a clear, present, and 
ministerial duty 'which the law specifically 
enjoins.' (Code Civ. Proc .. § 1085.)" 
(Countv o(Sacramento v. Hickman. supra .. 
66 Cal.2d 841. 845.) 

V. The Legal Problem: The Application of 
Muchenberger and Atwood 

Article XV. section 3. of the California Constitution, 
which became effective in 1819, provides as here 
relevant: "All tidelands within two miles of any 
incorporated city, city and· county, or town in this 
State, and fronting on the wat~r of any harbor, 
estuary, bay, or inlet used for the purposes of 
navigation, shall be withheld from grant or sale to 
private persons, partnerships, or corporations; .... " 

All of the lands involved in this proceeding lie within 
the city limits of Lon.g Beach. 

<!A)The central question in this case, simply stated, is 
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whether chapter 1688 and the two proposed 
agreements prepared in furtherance of it are in 
violation ofarticle XV, section 3. FNJl 

FN12 In a later portion of this opinion we 
explain the relationship between this central 
question and related matters concerning the 
common law public trust to which all 
tidelands are subject. 

G)Crucial to the determination of this question is the 
meaning to be attached to the word "tidelands" in 
article XV. section 3. Petitioners contend that the 
word denotes lands which are in fact seaward of the 
line of mean high tide FNJl at the time of the intended 
conveyance or transfer. Respondents contend that the 
word denotes lands which were seaward of the mean 
high tide line when the Alamitos Bay last existed in a 

. state of nature or, at least, when the 1879 
Constitution was adopted. 

FNl3 Tidelands are properly those lands 
lying between the lines of mean high iide 
and mean low tide. Lands seaward of the 
line of mean low tide are properly 
submerged lands. (See generally I 
Shalowitz, Shore and Sea Boundaries ( 1962) 
Appendix A, pp. 316, 318.) For purposes of 
convenience, the parties have referred to 
both of these kinds of lands as ''tidelands." 

We are persuaded that the interpretation urged by 
respondents is the corr~t one. The spirited debates. 
which preceded the adoption of article XV. section 3, 
by the Constitutional Convention manifest clearly 
that the matter at issue was whether tidelands then 
remaining in public ownership should suffer the 
undesirable consequences which had resulted from 
the prior practice of granting tidelands in a harbor 
into private, and often monopolistic, ownership. 
(Debates and Proceedings, California Constitutional 
Convention *479 1878-1879, pp. 1038-1039, 1478-
1481.) PN

14 The provision adopted after these debates 
was clearly designed to insure that similar legislative 
grants would not occur in the future and that the then
existing public tidelands would remain in public 
ownership in order to better serve the public interest. 
It would be contrary to the spirit and purpose of 
article XV. section 3. to conclude that the word 
''tidelands" as used therein denotes only those public 
lands which retain the physical characteristics of 
tidelands at the time of proposed alienation, for such 
a construction would permit parties to remove public 
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tidelands from the reach of the constitutional 
provision by simply filling so that such lands were no 
longer covered and uncovered by the flow and ebb of 
the tide. It is clear that the framers did not intend to 
establish a prohibition which could be so easily 
avoided. We therefore conclude that the word 
"tidelands" as used in article XV. section 3. denotes 
lands which were seaward of the mean high tide line 
when the provision was adopted in 1879. rnu (!Q)It 
does not automatically follow, however, that because 
the lands here in question fall within .the indicated 
category, chapter 1688 and the two agreements must 
fall. Several decisions of this court interpreting the 
constitutional provision remain to be considered. 

FN14 Illustrative excerpts from these 
debates, showing the views of delegates on 
both sides of the issue, are set forth in 
Appendix B attached to this opinion. 

FN 15 The facts of this case do not require 
that we · consider respondents' alternative 
contention that the word "tidelanc;ls" as used 
in article XV, section 3, denotes th!)se lands 
which were subject to the ebb and flow of 
the tide "as they last existed in a state of 
nature." 

In the case of Muchenberger v. Citv o[Santa Monica 
(1929) 206 Cal. 635 [275 P. 8031. the city, as trustee 
of state tidelands fronting upon its Pacific Ocean 
boundary, and the Santa Monica Land Company, 
'which held private lands extending westerly to the 
mean high tide line, determined to fix the said mean. 
high tide line in order to settle the boundary between 
their respective lands. "This line was arrived at by 
means of readings taken by the surveyor at stations 
located 500 feet apart, and checking with other 
surveys. It was based on the fixed datum plans 
established by the United States Coast and Geodetic 
Survey, and · the line was made straight in an 
endeavor to attain the average of a mean high-tide 
line. While the line ... did not exactly coincide' with 
the mean high-tide line as it varied from day to day, 
the trial court [found] that it [was] a fair average line 

, ... and, as established, it [was] for the best interests of 
the city that the same 'be upheld and maintained.' The 
mean high-tide line thus located was accepted by the 
city and by the land company as fiXing and making 
defmite and certain. the boundary line between the 
tidelands of the city and the property of the land 
company, and for the purpose of protecting the city 
against any claims which might thereafter be made, 
or which might otherwise *480 · be mad.e by the land 

...... "• 
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company or its successors, that it or they . had 
acquired title by accretion to any land which might be 
subsequently built up ... .'' (206 Cal. at p. 640.) 

The city and the land company · executed an 
agreement fiXing this line and a joint quitclaim deed. 
Certain taxpayers in the city sought. to enjoin this 
arrangement as violative of article XV. section 3, but 
this court held that there was no violation. "It was not 
the purpose .of the city in this case to transfer any 
titles, but to mark the boundaries of littoral holdings 
in order to· make them certain and permanent and-to 
prevent questions arising in the future concerning the 
ownership of lands on either side of the line agre~ 
upon. The purpose and scope of the quitclaim deed 
plainly appear from . the recitals and terms of the 
instrument. Neither party purports to grant any 
property or interest to the other. The trial court found 
that, although an instrument · in the form of a 
quitclaim deed was adopted by the parties, ihe 
substance of the transaction was merely im agreement 
upon an uncertain boundary, and that the deed was 
made only for the purpose 'of fixing and defmitely 
establishing a boundary line which was theretofore 
uncertain and in doubt and that the said quitclaim 
deed did not eonvey any property whatever.' That 
being the fact,. the transaction appears to fall within 
the language used in Loustalot v. McKeel. 157 Cal. 
634. 643 ... where the court said: 'They [agreements 
of this character] do_ not operate as a conveyance so 
as ·to pass title from one to another, but they proceed 
upon the theory that the true line of separation is in 
dispute and to some extent unknown, and in such 
cases the agreement serves to fix the line to which the 
title of each extends.'" (206 Cal. at p. 645.) 

Q)We reaff'mn our holding in Muchenberger, which 
we summarize as follows: When · the boundary 
between public trust tidelands and private uplands is 
uncertain, and the parties, wishing to fiX the 
boundary in order to prevent future questions of . 
ownership, undertake genuine efforts to determine 
the true boundary and thereafter agree to a line which 
fairly represents these efforts, then the subsequent 
formal "conveyance" in the form of a quitclaim deed 
by the trustee in furtherance of the boundary 
agreement does not evidence a "grant or sale" of 
public tidelands within the meaning ·of article XV. 
section 3. of the state Constitution. This principle is 
wholly consistent with the meaning and purpose of 
the constitutional provision, for it simply permits the 
state and its trustee to undertake _genuine ·efforts to 
determine the extent and true boundaries of public 
tidelands and to settle such boundaries in fair 
accordance with the fmdings resulting from those 
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efforts. (See also Citv of Los Angeles v. Borax 
·Consolidated Ltd. (9th Cir. 1939) 102 F.2d 52. 56-

57.) 

{1£)It is clear that the principle of Muchenberger v. 
City of Santa *481 Monica operates to render certain 
portions of the two agreements free from objection 
on the constitutional ground in question. Thus, it 
appears that the rationale of Muchenberger is 
applicable to those portions of the Belmont and 
McGrath agreements which are true boundary 

. settlements, i.e., which represent genuine efforts on 
the part of the parties to locate rancho and Bixby 
patent boundaries in their true positions. An example 
is that portion of the McGrath agreement which fixes 
the boundary between state and McGrath lands 
according to a 1966 state survey. (McGrath 
agreement, art. 4.) Another example is that portion of 
the Belmont agreement which disclaims public 
interest (and therefore in essence fixes a new 
boundary) with regard to certain section 2(b) lands 
which were apparently omitted due to inadvertence 
from the official plat of the original rancho grant. 
(See text preceding fn. 4.) (Belmont agreement, art. 
8.) 

~Petitioners contend, however; that the principle 
of Muchenberger should be given a much broader 
application. Thus, they urge that that principle should 
operate to remove constitutional objections to the 
main portion of the· Belmont agreement-which 
essentially quiets title in record owners of all 
improved lands with in the area described in section 
2(a) of chapter 1688. The city's quitclaim in this 
instance, they argue, should be viewed not as a "grant 
or sale" in violation of article XV. section 3, but 
rather as a mechanism by which existing private 
claims are recognized ·as valid. 

It is clear, however, that the suggested application of 
the Muchenberger principle stretches the rationale of 
that case far beyond its intended scope and would 
have the practical effect of. reading article XV. 
section 3. out of the Constitution. The indicated 
portion of the Belmont agreement certainly does not 
represent a bona fide effort to establish the true 
boundary between state and proprietary lands; rather 
it represents an arrangement wher.eby the boundary is 
drawn in such a way as to accommodate the 
homeowners in question regardless of where the true 
boundary line might be. It is therefore very difficult 
indeed to conclude that no "grant or sale" results as 
to the bulk of the section 2(a) lands. It is plainly 
impossible to so conclude as to the lands (8.7 acres) 
now covering what once was Steamshovel Channel, 
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for these:lands are indisputedly public tidelands. 

Petitioners also contend, on the basis of certain early 
decisions of this court, that the Legislature has the 
P.Ower to terminate the common law public trust as to 
tidelands which have ceased to be necessary or useful· 
for purposes of navigation, commerce, and fisheries
and that tidelands so freed from the public trust may 
be alienated without violation of article XV. section 
_l; Apparently this argument accepts respondents' 
contention that ''tidelands" within the meaning of 
article XV, section 3, are lands which were seaward 
of mean high tide in 1879 (see text preceding fn. 15, 
ante) *48l but urges that such lands can be removed 
from the crucial category by legislative declaration. 

(2)An understanding of this argument re~uires a brief 
explanation of the common law trust FNI as it relates 
to questions of alienation. The state's "ownership" of 
public tidelands and submerged lands (see Civ. Code. 
§ 670), which it assumed upon admission to the 
Union, is not of a proprietary nature. Rather, the state 
holds such lands in trust for public purposes, which 
have traditionally been delineated in terms of 
navigation, commerce, and fisheries. The powers of 
the state as trustee are implied and include everything 
necessary to the proper administration of the trust in 
view of its purposes-with certain express reservations 
such as article XV. section 3. FNI' 

FN16 A comprehensive explanation of the 
common law trust is to be found in People v. 
CalifOrnia Fish Co. (1913) 166 Cal. 576. 
583-603 [138 P. 791. and need not be 
repeated here. 

FNI7 The administration of the trust by the 
state is committed to the Legislature, and a 
determination of that branch of government 
made within the scope of its powers is 
conclusive in the absence of clear evidence 
that its effect will be to impair the power of 
succeeding legislatures to administer the 
trust in a manner consistent with its broad 
purposes. (See Mallon v. Citv of Long Beach 
(] 955) 44 Cal.2d 199. 207 [282 P.2d 481], 
and cases there cited.) 

@Although these powers. include disposal of trust 
lands in such manner as the interests of navigation, 
commerce, and fisheries require, tidelands subject to 
the trust may not be alienated into absolute private 
ownership; attempted alienation of such tidelands 
passes oniy bare legal title, the lands remaining 
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subject to the public -easement. FNIB However, the 
state in its proper administration of the trust may fmd 
it necessary or advisable to cut off certain tidelands 
from water access and render them useless for trust 
purposes. In such a case the state thfough the 
Legislature may fmd and determine that such lands 
are no longer useful for trust purposes and free them 
from the trust. When tidelands have been so freed 
from the. trust-and if they are not subject to the 
constitutional prohibition forbidding alienation-they 
may be irrevocably conveyed into absolute private 
ownership. 

FN18 Conveyances of this nature have been 
forbidden by statute since 1909 (Pub. 
Resources Code. § 7991) but were allowed 
prior to thattime. 

The coinmon law public-trust here described. is to be 
distiitguished from the constitutional prohibition set 
forth in article XV. section 3. The former does not of 
itself forbid the alienation of tidelands but merely 
insures that when such lands are subject to the trust 
(i.e., have not been removed therefrom by proper 
legislative determination), they remain so subject 
even after alienation. The constitutional provision, on 
the other hand, flatly forbids alienation of certain 
tidelands-i.e., tidelands within two miles of an 
incorporated city-whether or not they are trust lands 
at the time of alienation. *483 

The cases upon which petitioners rely (Atwood v.
Hammond(l935) 4 Cal.2d 31 [48 P.2d 201: People v. 
Kerber (1908) 152 Cal. 731 [93 P. 8781: Boone v. 
Kingsbury (1928) 206 Cal. 148 [273 P.7971: see also 
Citv ofMilwaukee v. State (1927) 193 Wis. 423 [214 
N.W. 820. 54 A.L.R. 4!9]) indicate that this 
distinction can be made to yield in some 
circumstances. Thus, in Atwood v. Hammond. supra .. 
4 Ca1.2d 31. the defendant city and county proposed 
to establish a civic center upon tidelands which had 
been conveyed to it for that purpose by the state. 
Plaintiff taxpayers contended that such a use was not 
permissible. because the subject tract was part of a 
larger tract previously conveyed to the city subject to 
the public trust for. navigation, commerce, and 
fisheries. This court held that the demurrer to the 
complaint was properly sustained without leave to 
amend. 

We pointed out that a prior grant to the city for trust· 
purposes was made upon condition that the city 
undertake harbQI' improvements on the granted 
property, and -that in the course of making such 
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improvements dredging occurred and the subject tract 
was filled. with the resulting sand and debris,_ and a 
bulkhead was erected. Subsequent grants made after 
the subject tract had been reclaimed ( 1) declared that 
the tract had ceased to be tidelands and was free from 
the trusts and restrictions imposed by the prior grant 
and (2) conveyed the reclaimed land to the city for 
municipal purposes including that of a civic center. 
We held that, whereas the reclamation itself "did not 
ipso facto terminate the -public trust for navigation 
and commerce ... ," nevertheless "it was competent 
for the state by legislative action [i.e., the_subsequent 
grant] to terminate the public trust as to the eighteen
acre parcel, which constitutes but a small part of the 
area granted to the city." (4 Ca1.2d at p. 41.) 

After this conclusion that it was permissible for the 
state to terminate the common law trust as to. the 
reclaimed parcel, we turned to a consideration of the 
effect of constitutional provisions. We frrst pointed 
out that "there has been no attempt to alienate the 
eighteen-acre parcel which is the subject of this 
action from public ownership, but, rather, an effort to 
require that it be used only for . purposes not 
connected directly with navigation or commerce, that 
is, for county and municipal buildings." ( 4 Cal.2d at 
o.,...11.) This fact, however, did not render relevant 
constitutional provisions wholly .. unworthy of 
consideration. "(I]n view of the' manifest purpose of 
sections 2 FNI

9 and 3, article XV, the prohibition 
against alienation necessarily implies a prohibition 
against freeing such tidelands from the trust for 
navigation and *484 dedicating them to other uses 
while they remain tidelands. But said section cannot 
be interpreted to forbid the reclamation of lands 
which may be filled in as the result of a highly 
beneficial program of harbor development. It applies 
to tidelands, that is, to lands covered and .uncovered 
by the flow and ebb of the tides, and, it has been held, 
to lands which are continuously submerged. It does 
not_ in terms apply to lands which, through 
reclamation, are no longer covered and uncovered by 
the tides, and have ceased to be tidelands. We are of 
the view that it was competent for the legislature 
upon fmding that the eighteen-acre . tract was 'not 
longer required for navigation, commerce or 
fisheries,' to free it from the public easement for 
those purposes." ( 4 Cal.2d at pp. 42-43 .) 

FN19 Section 2 of article XV provides: "No 
individual, partnership, or corporation, 
claiming or possessing the frontage or tidal 
lands of a harbor, bay,.inlet, estuary, or other 
navigable waters in this State, shall . be 
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permitted to exclude the right of way to sucli 
water whenever it is required for any public 
purpose, nor to destroy or obstruct the free 
navigation of such water; and the 
Legislature shall enact such hiws as will 
give the most liberal construction_ to · this 
provision, so that access to the navigable 
waters of this ·state shall be always 
attainable for the people thereof." 

Finally, we emphasized that only a small portion of 
the original trust grant was being freed from the 
public trust. "Plaintiff does not aliege what 
proportion of the total area lying shoreward of the 
bulkhead line or seawall this eighteen-acre parcel 
constitutes. But the inference is that it is only a very 
small part of the total acreage .... We cannot interfere 
with the· legislature's decision that the public 

·easement may be abrogated as to this relatively small 
parcel." (4 Cal.2d at p. 43.) 

The parties are in substantial dispute as to the 
meaning and application of this case. As indicated 
above, petitioners fmd support therein for their 
contention that the prohibition of article XV, section 
3, is inapplicable to tidelands which have been 
reclaimed "as the result of a highly benefic!al 
program of harbor development" (4 Cal.2d at p. 42) 
and have been declared by the Legislature to be no 
longer subject to the common law trust. Respondents, 
on the other hand, point out that the lands in Atwood 
were granted to a public rather than a private grantee 
so that, as the court recognized, the constitutional 
provisions were strictly inapplicable for th~t reason. 
Thus, respondents argue, any support to be found for 
petitioners' position in the court's language must rest 
upon mere. dictum. 

However the la_nguage in Atwood may be 
characterized in terms of its value as precedent, we 
think that it represents a clear statement of this court 
that article XV, section 3, does not forbid alienation 
of lands within two miles of an incorporated city 
which have been reclaimed "as the result of a highly 
beneficial program of harbor development," are 
relatively small in area, and have been freed of the 
public trust by legislative act~ One persuasive reason 
for this conclusion is that the court in Atwood, prior 
to the language above quoted, discussed and cited a 
number of cases involving public · harbor 
development which entailed the granting of lands 
reclaimed in •485 the course of development into 
private ownership. FN20 Although these cases do not 
concern themselves with the application of article 
XV, section 3-that provision not being in existence at 
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the time of the transfers there in question-the material 
which we have quoted proceeds in light of those 
cases and clearly indicates that article XV, section 3, 
would not have forbidden those transfers. 

FN20 Among the cases cited is Eldridge 11. 

· Cowell (1854) 4 Cal. 80. which involved the 
development of the San Francisco 
waterfront. There, as the opinion related, the· 
tidelands were filled out to deep water and 
the filled property (i.e., roughly speaking 
from Battery Street to the Embarcadero) was. 
sold into private ownership with legislative 
authorization. (See also Knudson 11. Kearney 
{)915) 171 Cal. 250. 252-253 [152 P. 5411; 
Alameda Conservation Assn. 11. · Ciw of 
Alameda {)968) 264 Cal.App. 2d 284. 287 
[70 Cal.Rptr. 264].) 

Secondly, we consider that the principle of the 
·Atwood case is wholly consistent with the purposes 
of the framers of the Constitution. The debates at the 
Constitutional Convention, to which we have 
adverted .above, reveal a general intention to retain 
tidelands within two miles of incorporated cities in 
order that such tide lands might be utilized in the 
public interest for navigational and related purposes 
rather than in the interest of private persons to whom 
they might be granted. Surely if in the course of, and 
for the purpose of carrying out, a comprehensive . 
public program of harbor development certain 
portions of tidelands are filled under circumstances 
clearly showing that, in the light of the relatively 
minor area involved and the manner of reclamation in 
relation to the program as a whole, such reclamation 
is merely a reasonably necessary incident· of the 
program and of the promotion of its public objective, 
and if thereafter such filled areas are declared by the 
Legislature to be of no value for navigational and 
related purposes, then we think that a sale and 
transfer into private ownership of such filled-in areas 
might be found to be entirely consistent with the 
intention and objective of the framers of the 
Constitution. But we emphasize that the 
circumstances under which this may occur are of 
necessity unique, that the conditions sanctioning its 
approval must be scrupulously observed and 
satisfied, and that generally speaking the reclaimed 
area alleged to be free from both. the public trust and 
the constitutional restriction against alienation into 
private ownership must be, as it were, a residual 
product of the larger program-a "relatively small . 
parcel" to use the language of Atwood (4 Cal.2d at p. 
ill-determined by the Legislature to have no further 
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value for the purposes of the public easement. 

., 

(l)To reiterate, we conclude that when lands within 
two miles of an incorporated citY or town which were 
subject to the ebb and flow of the tide at the date of 
the adoption of the Constitution-and:which therefore 
are • 486 "tidelands" within the meaning of article 
XV, section 3-(1) have been found arid determined by 
the Legislature to be valueless for trust purposes and 
are freed from the public trust (see fn. 17, ante) and 
(2) have been or are to be reclaimed pursuant to and 
in the course of.a highly beneficial public program of 
harbor development, such lands-if they constitute a 
relatively small parcel of the total acreage involved
thereupon cease .. to be tidelands" within the meaning 
of the constitutional provision and are subject to 
alienation into absolute private ownership. Fml 

FN21 That portion of California Fish which 
deals with the operation of article XV, 
section 3 (166 Cal. at p. 603 et seq.) is in no 
way inconsistent with this conclusion, for it 
merely demonstrates that absent the factors 
we· have stated a patent to tidelands which 
lie within two miles of an incorporated city 
is void by virtue of article XV, section 3. 

It remains that we determine the application of this 
principle to the case before us. 

(i!i)lt is clear, we think, that those portions of the 
McGrath agreement which contemplate the exchange 
of certain reclaimed public tidelands for .other lands 
owned by the McGrath trust are consistent with the 
principle we have enunciated. The public. lands in 
question were reclaimed in the course of that public 
program of harbor development which resulted in the 
creation of Marine Stadium. Those lands are 
relatively minor in area (5 acres) and .have been 
declared in chapter 1688 to be "no longer necessary 
or useful for. commerce, fisheries and navigation." 
Moreover the exchange itself is sought to be made in 
furtherance of an existing and ongoing program of 
harbor development. 

The situation is otherwise, however, with regard to 
the settled and subdivided lands described in section 
2(a) of chapter 1688 which are the primary concern 
of the Belmont agreement. As we have indicate·d 
above, the filling of these lands by private developers 
began at about the turn of the century and was 
substantially completed when the Alamitos Bay area 
was annexed ·to the city w 1923. This filling 
proceeded in a rather haphazard manner, without 
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significant regard for the uncertain boundaries in the 
area, and iti one case-that of .Steamshovel Channel 
(see text accompanying fu. 7, ante)-fi\ling was 
undertaken upon lands Whose public character was 
clear. It is manifest that the filling in question was not 
undertaken pursuant to and as an . integral part of a 
public program of harbor development. Moreover, 
the contemplated disclaimer of public interest and 
quitclaim in favor of private parties is in no way 
related to the present public program of harbor 
development in the Alamitos Bay .area. For these 
reasons it is apparent that· the principle we have 
distilled from Atwood v: Hammond. supra., 4 Cal.2d 
ll.. and related cases is not applicable to the section 
2(a) *487 lands dealt with in .the Belmont agreement. 
It must therefore be concluded that those lands, to the 
extent they are in fact public ''tidelands" within the 
meaning of article XV. section 3. of the California 
Constitution, have not been withdrawn fi'om that 
category by proper legislative action and remain 
subject to the prohibition against alienation contained 
in that section. 

VI. Estoppel 

~Petitioners' fmal argument as to the section 2(a) 
lands covered by the Belmont agreement is one of 
estoppel. It is pointed out that the subject lands were . 
filled and improved with the knowledge and 
acquiescence of the state and city and that since 
annexation of the area in 1923 the city has exercised 
full municipal jurisdiction over it-granting building 
permits, approving subdivision ·maps, ·constructing 
and maintaining streets arid city services, collecting 
taxes. ·To allow the state and city after having 
engaged in such a course of conduct to assert a claim 
of paramount title would, it is urged, result in a 
manifest injustice to persons whose title derives from 
those who reasonably relied upon such conduct and 
were induced to act in accordance therewith, and the 
doctrine of equitable estoppel should be applied to 
prevent them from doing so. 

We must first observe the peculiar context in which 
this contention is sought to be raised. In. essence· it 
appears that the state and city are attempting to estop 
themselves from raising a matter which, strictly 
speaking, is not relevant to the instant proceeding. 
The issue in this case is whether respondents shall be. 
required to execute documents purporting to convey 
whatever public interest there may be in the subject 
lands to record owners thereof. The issue is not 
whether there actually exists any public interest in the 
subject lands, and therefore the ·question of whether 
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the state and city should be prevented from asserting 
any such interest is not actually before us. Strictly 
speaking our only concern is whether, if the state and 
city have any interest in the subject lands, they may 
alienate that interest into private hands. The question 
of the actual existence and dimensions of such a 
public interest,· and therefore the question of whether 
the state and city may be pennitted to assert it, would 
properly arise only in a trial of title-and in such a 
proceeding arguments of estoppel would be properly 
advanced only by those who would be injured ir' 
paramount title were established. 

In spite of these fonnal considerations, however, we 
believe that the circumstances of this· case render 
appropriate a present consideration of the matter of 
estoppel. There is no doubt that a quiet title action of 
the scope necessary to detennine the title questions 
pertaining to the section 2(a) lands dealt with 'in the 
Belmont agreement would be a massive undertaking. 
Clearly the interests of sound judicial administration 
suggest that *488 those who would be parties to such 
an action should be ·spared that undertaking if it 
appears, as a matter of law and on the basis of facts 
stipulated to by the parties who would there assert 
paramount title, that such assertion would be 
precluded by the doctrine of equitable estoppel. (See 
California Cigarette Concessions v. City of L. A. 
0960) 53 Cal.2d 865. 868 [3 Cal. Rptr. 675. 350 
P.2d 7151; Ware Supply Co. v. Sacramento Savings & 
L. Assn. (1966) 246 Cal.App.2d 398, 407-408 li4 
Cal.Rptr. 6741.) To hold. otherwise and, on purely 
formalistic grounds, to perversely tum our backs on 
equitable considerations which we could not ignore 
had they been molded in the ordinary matrix of quiet 
title actions, would be to annihilate the basic concept 
of chapter 1688 that some .solution other than 
massive litigation is required for the instant title 
problems. We therefore proceed to consider the 
application of that doctrine in the instant proceeding. 

(2)The venerable doctrine of equitable estoppel or 
estoppel in pais, which rests firm~ upon a foundation 
of conscience and fair dealing, 22 fmds its classical 
statement in the· words of Lord Denman: "[T)he rule 
of law is clear, that, where one by his words or 
conduct wilfully causes another to believe the 
existence of a certain state of things, and induces him 
to act on that belief, so as to alter his own previous 
position, the former is concluded from averring 
against the latter a different state of things as existing 
at the same time; .... " (Packard v. Sears & Barrett 
(K.B. 1837) 6 Ad. & Ell. 469, 474.) Long established 
in the judicial decisions of thill,state, the doctrine was 
perhaps most aptly expressed by this court in 
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Seymour v. Oelrichs (1909) !56 Cal. -782 [106 P. 881. 
where, quoting from an early decision of the United 
States Supreme Court, we stated: "'The vital principle 
is that he who by his language or conduct leads 
another to do what he would not otherwise have done 

_ shall not subject such person to loss or injury by 
disappointing the expectations upon which he acted. 
Such a change of position is sternly forbidden. It 
involves fraud and· falsehood, and the .law abhors 
both."' (156 Cal. at p. 795.) 

FN22 Professor Pomeroy emphasizes the 
broad equitable concepts underlying the 
doctrine in the following tenns: "Equitable 
estoppel in the modem sense arises from the 
conduct of a party, using. that word. in its 
broadest meaning as including his spoken or 
written words, his positive acts, and his 
silence or negative omission to do anything. 
Its foundation is justice and good . 
conscience. Its object is to prevent the 
unconscientious and inequitable assertion or 
enforcement of claims or rights which might 
have existed or been enforceable by other 
rules of the law, unless prevented by the 
estoppel; and its practical effect is, from 
motives of equity and fair dealing, to create 
and vest opposing rights in the party who 
obtains the benefit of the estoppel." (3 
Pomeroy, Equity Jurisprudence (5th ed. 
1941) § 802, p. 180, fns. omitted.) 

A similar statement of the doctrine has appeared in 
the statutes of California since 1872 (former Code 
Civ. Proc., § 1962, subd. 3), and section 623 of the 
Evidence Code now provides: ·"Whenever a party 
has, by his own *489 statement or conduct, 
intentionally 'and deliberately led another to believe a 
particular thing true and to act upon such belief, he is 
not, in any litigation arising out of such statement or 
conduct, permitted to contradict it." 

QQ)As we pointed out in the recent case of Driscoll 
v. Cjtv ofLos Angeles (1967) 67 Cal.2d 297. at p. 305 
[61 Cal.Rptr. 661. 431 P.2d 2451. " Generally 
speaking, four elements must be present in order to 
apply the doctrine of equitable estoppel: (I) the party 
to be estopped must be apprised of the facts; (2) he 
must intend that his conduct shall be acted upon,_ or 
must so act that the party asserting .the estoppel had a 
right to believe it was so intended; (3) the other party 
must be ignorant of the true state of facts; and (4) he 
must rely upon the conduct to his injury." Keeping in 
mind the admitted generality of this formulation and 
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the flexibility which is necessary to its proper 
concrete application within the broad equitable 
framework we have expressed, it may be said that the 
elements here stated are basic to the general doctrine 
of equitable estoppel a.S . if exists in this and other 
jurisdictions. (See generally 3 Pomeroy, Equity 
Jurisprudence(5th ed. 1941) § 805, pp. 190·198; 28 
Am.Jur.2d. Estoppel and Waiver§ 35, pp;·640-642; 
31 C.J.S., Estoppel§ 67, pp. 402-415.) 

Although generally speaking it is true that the 
application of the doctrine of equitable estoppel to 
controversies centered upon title to land involves the 
same basic factors of the doctrine as are brought into 
play in other areaS of the law, the courts in California 
and other jurisdictions have proceeded with 
considerable caution and restraint when the effect of 
raising an estoppel would be to take the title to land 
from one person and vest it in another, for such a 
result would be essentially contrary to the intent and 
purpose, ifnot the letter, of the statute of frauds. (See 
Biddle Boggs v. Merced Mining Co. (1859) 14 Cal. 
279. 367: Davis v. Davis (1864) 26 Cal. 23. 41. 
quoted in Code Commissioners' Notes (1872) to 
former Code Civ. Proc., § 1962, subd. 3; City o(San 
Diego v. Cuvamaca Water 'co. {1930) 209 Cal. 105. 
142-143 [287 P. 4751; Taliaferro v. Co/asso (1956) 
139 Cai.App.2d 903. 907-908 [294 P.2d 7741; Marks 
v. Bunker {1958) 165 Cai.App.2d 695.700 [332 P.2d 
M.Q1; 4 Witkin, Summary of CaL Law (7th ed. 1960) 
Equity, § 95, pp. 2872-2873; 3 Pomeroy, Equity 
Jurisprudence (5th ed. 1941), § § 807, 821, pp. 201· 
204, 258; 28 Am.Jur.2d. Estoppel and Waiver. § 81, 
pp. 723-726; 31 C.J.S., Estoppel, § 150, pp. 738-
741.) Thus it has been held that the doctrine will not 
be applied to divest title to land in the absence of 
actual or constructive fraud on the part of the party to 
be estopped. (See authorities cited immediately, 
supra .. ) FN2l In California *490 this additional 
aspect is reflected in the often· quoted language of 
Chief Justice Field in the leading case of Biddle 
Boggs v. Merced Mining Co .. supra., 14 Cal. 279. at 
pages 367-368: "(11o the application of this principle 
[of equitable estoppel) with respect to the title of 
property, it must appear, first, that the party making 
the admission by his declarations or conduct, was 
apprised of the true state of his own title; second, that 
he made the admission with the express intention to 
deceive, or with such careless and culpable 
negligence as to amount to constructive fraud; third, 
that the other party was not only destitute of all · 
knowledge of the true state of the title, but of the 
means of acquiring such knowledge, and,fourth, that 

· he relied directly upon such admission, anct will be 
injured by allowing its truth to be disproved." 
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FN23 "While the owner of land may by his 
acts in pais preclude himself from asserting 
his legal title, 'it is obvious that the doctrine 
should be carefully and sparingly applied, 
and only on the disclosure of clear and 
satisfactory grounds of justice and equity. It 
is opposed to. the letter of the statute o/ 
frauds, and it would .greatly tend to the 
insecurity of titles if they were allowed to be 
affected by parol evidence of light or. 
doubtful character.' The most important 
'ground of justice and equity' admitted by 
courts of equity to uplift and displace· the 
statute of frauds concerning legal titles to 
land, by fastening a liability upon the 
wrongdoer, is· fraud. There are many 
instances in which equity thus compels the 
owner of land to forego the benefits of his 
legal title and to admit the equitable claims 
of another, in direct contravention of the 
literal requirements of the statute, but they 
all depend upon the same principle. " (3 
Pomeroy, Equity Jurisprudence (5th ed. 
1941) § 807, p. 203, fns. omitted.) 

The central requirement of Biddle Boggs that there be 
conduct tantamont to actual or constructive fraud on 
the part of the party to be e~tcipped· before the 
doctrine of equitable estoEpel will be applied in 
questions of land title FN 

4 has been consistently 
recognized and upheld in this state. (See, in addition 
to cases above Cited, Eaton v .. Wilkins (1912)· 163 
Cal. 742. 747 [127 P. 711.) Later cases have 
indicated, however, that certain more peripheral and 
essentially derivative portions of the Biddle Boggs 
formulation are to be viewed in the factual context of 
that case and are not to be taken as abstract . 
statements of requirements more restrictive than· 
those normally require to the application of equitable 

. estoppel. 

FN24 We have in fact indicated that some 
element of turpitude on the part of the party 
to be estopped is requisite even in cases not 
involving title to land. (See Crestline Mobile 
Homes Mfiz. Co. v. Pacific Finance Corp. 
(1960) 54 Cal.2d 773, 778-779 [8 Cai.Rptr. 
448. 356 P.2d 192].) 

Thus in Davis v. Davis. supra., 26 Cal. 23, although 
we emphasized that the conduct of the party to be 
estopped must be either intended to deceive or so 
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grossly and culpa]:)ly negligent as to be tantamount to 
fraud, we indicated that the third element of the 
Biddle Boggs formulation-to wit, that the party 
raising the estoppel "was not only destitute of all 
knowledge of the true state of the title; but of the 
means of acquiring such knowledge" -was not meant 
to be given a strict literal interpretation. "We are 
satisfied the learned Judge who pronounced this 
opinion [Biddle Boggs] did not intend by the 
language employed to hold that a person must be 
destitute of all possible means of acquiring 
knowledge of the true state of the title, but *491 
rather of all convenient or ready means to such end; 
.... " (26 Cal. at p. 41.) FNH This conclusion reflected 
our concern that the doctrine of equitable estoppel in 
California remain consistent with that· doctrine as 
applied in . other American jurisdictions and in 
England. FNl6 

FN25 The quoted language was made a part 
of the Code· Commissioners' Notes upon the 
adoption of section 1962 of the Code of 
Civil Procedure in 1872. 

FN26 The general rule on this point is stated 
by Pomeroy: "If, at the time whim he acted, 
[the party claiming the benefit of estoppel] 
had knowledge of the truth, or had the 
means by which with reasonable diligence 
he could acquire the knowledge so that it 
would be negligence on his part to remain 
ignorant ·by not using those means, he 
cannot claim to have been misled by relying 
upon the representation or concealment." (3 
Pomeroy, Equity Jurisprudence (5th ed. 
1941) § 810, p. 216, fn. omitted.) 

Similarly, later cases have made manifest that the 
statement in Biddle Boggs apparently requiring that 
the party to be estopped . "was apprised of the true 
state of his own title" was not intended to place a 
restriction upon the normal requirement that 
knowledge of the true facts either be possessed by the 
party to be estopped or be imputed to him in light of 
the circumstances. FN

27 Especially in cases where the 
party to be ·estopped has made affumative 
representations, as opposed to mere silence or 
acquiescence, knowledge of the true facts will be 
imputed to one who, in the circumstances of the case, 
ought to have such knowledge. (See Grants Pass 
Land & Water Co. v. Brown {1914) 168 CaL 456, 
462 [143 P. 7541; Frericks v. Sorensen (1952) 113 
Cal.App.2d 759 [248 P.2d 9491: cf. Stani(Ord v. 

991 ) 1'N28 Trombly (1919) 181 Cal. 372.378 [186 P. 5. 
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FN27 Pomeroy states ttie general rule as 
follows: "The ' truth concerning these 
material facts represented or concealed must 
be known to the party at the time when his 
conduct, which amounts to a representation 
or concealment, takes place; or else the 
circumstances must be such that a 
knowledge of the truth is necessarily 
imputed to him." (3 Pomeroy, Equity 
Jurisprudence (5th ed. 1941) § 809, p. 216, 
original italics.) 

FN28 "[The requirement of actual 
knowledge of the true facts on the part of the 
party to be estopped] applies in its full force 
only in cases where the .conduct creating the 
estoppel consists of silence or acquiescence. 
It does not apply where the party, although 
ignorant or mistaken as to the real facts, was 
in such a position that he ought to have 
known them, so that knowledge will be 
imputed to him. In such a case, ignorance or 
mistake will not prevent an estoppel. Nor 
does the rule apply to a party who has not 
simply acquiesced, but who has actively 
interfered by acts or words, and whose 
affumative conduct has thus misled another. 
Finally, the rule does not apply, even in 
cases of mere acquiescence, when the 
ignorance of the real facts was occasioned 
by culpable negligence." (3. Pomeroy, 
Equity Jurisprudence (5th ed. 1941) § 809, 
pp. 217-219, fns. omitted.) 

UJ)lt thus appears that the doctrine of equitable 
estoppel applied to questions of land title in this 
jurisdiction differs from that applied to questions 
involving other matters only in that the culpability of 
the party to be estopped must be of sufficient 
dimension that actual or constructive fraud would 
result.if.the estoppel were not raised·. (But see fn. 24, 
ante.} (See *492 generally 3 Pomeroy, Equity 
Jurisprudence (5th ed. 1941} § 803, pp. 184-188.} 
(l!Q)We proceed to assess the stipulated facts in this 
case in order to determine (I) whether the conduct of 
the state and city was sufficient · to support an 
equitable estoppel against them, and (2} whether the 
other elements of such an estoppel lire here present. 

We conclude without hesitation that the activities, 
representations, and conduct of the state and its 
subtrustee the city during the period here in question· 
rise to the level of culpability necessary to support an 
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equitable estoppel against them relative to the lands 
described in section 2(a) of chapter 1688. The 
·Stipulated facts clearly establish that from an early 
date the state and city .have been aware of the serious 
and complex title problems in the.Alamitos Bay area. 
More importantly, those public entities have been in a 
position to resolve such problems and to determine 
the true boundaries betWeen public and private lands. 
This they have not done. Instead they have conducted 
themselves relative to settled and subdivided lands in 
the section 2(a) area as if no title problems existed 
and have misled thousands of homeowners in the 
process. Under these circumstances we think it clear 
that knowledge of the true boundaries between state 
and private lands in the section 2(a) area must be 

· imputed to the public entities in question, and that 
their conduct in light of this imputed knowledge must 
be deemed so culpable that fraud would resul! if an 
estoppel were not raised. 

Although it seems unnecessary to do. so, we wish to 
make clear that the stipulated facts presented to us do 
not in any way indicate, nor do we in reaching our 
conclusion intimate, the occurrence of any acts of 
wilful or deliberate fraud on the part of any of the 
agents or representatives of the· state or city. We 
merely say that the collective conduct of both 
governmental entities over the years reaches that 
degree of .culpability interdicted by the doctrine of 
estoppel and that the principle of justice and fair 
dealing inherent in that doctrine dictates that we 
apply it in this case. Indeed, as we have said, it is to 
the credit of the state. and . the city that . they 
themselves have invoked it. 

Moreover, we have no difficulty concluding that the 
homeowners in the section 2(a) area were without 
any convenient or ready means for ascertaining that 
knowledge which the circumstances of this case 
require that we impute to the state and city-to wit, 
knowledge of the true boundaries between public and 
private lands in the area. We therefore hold that their 
reliance upon the conduct of the public entities was 
reasonable. Clearly this reliance induced a change of 
position on their parts which would result in 
substantial injury to themselves or their successors in 
interest if the state and city were now permitted to 
take a position contrary to the purport of their former 
conduct. *493 

For these reasons we have concluded. that the 
elements of an equitable estoppel against the state 
and city are here present. This determination, 
however, falls one step short of the mark. The state 
and city are not private parties but government 
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entities bound by constitutional and other restrictions. 
Although the elements of·an equitable estoppel are 
established by .the facts, it remains to determine 
whether that doctrine may be applied at all in a case 
such as that at bench to prevent the state and city 
from asserting paramount title to lands which they 
hold in trust for the people and which are subject to a 
constitutional provision forbidding alienation. The 
issue, stated bluntly, is this: When the state, acting 
both directly and through its subtrustee the city, 
conducts itself relative. to public trust lands in a 
manner which. would estop it . from asserting 
paramount title if it were a private person, can it be 
bound by it similar estoppel-even when the effect 
thereof would be to quiet title to such trust lands in 
private· persons in the face of an express 
constitutional provision forbidding the alienation of 
such lands? 

@It is settled that "[t]he doctrine of equitable 
estoppel may be applied against the government 
where justice and right require it. (United States Fid. 
& Guar. Co. 11. State Board of Equalization(] 956) 47 
Cal.2d 384. 388-389 [303 P.2d I 0341 and cases there 
collected.)" (Drisco/lv. City ofLos Angeles. supra., 
67 Ca1.2d 297, 306.) (See generally 28 Am. Jur.2d. 
Estoppel and Waiver. § § 122-133, pp. 782-802; 31 
C.J.S., Estoppel, § § 138-147, pp. 675-733.) 
Correlative to this general rule, however, is the well
established proposition that an estoppel will not be 
applied against the government if to do so would 
effectively nullifY "a strong rule of policy, adopted 
for the benefit of the public, .... " (County of San 
Diego 11. Cal. Water etc. Co. (1947) 30 Cal.2d 817, 
829-830 [186 P.2d 124. 175 A.L.R. 7471. see also 
cases there cited.) The tension between these twin 
principles makes up the doctrinal context in which 
concrete cases are decided. 

The leading case of County of San Diego 11. Cal. 
Water etc. Co .. supra .. 30 Cal.2d 817. demonstrates 
the operation of this tension. There a highway 
maintained by ·the county Jay in an area which was 
expected to be flooded upon construction of a 
proposed dam. Desiring to alter the curvature of the 
highway and to replace a bridge, the county applied 
to the defendant water company, which was to build 
the dam and owned the land through which the then 
highway passed, for a temporary right of way to be 
used until it became necessary upon actual· 
construction of the dam to move the highway to 
higher ground. The company granted, the temporary. 
right of way, providing in the deed that the right of 

·-. way should revert to the company upon construction 
of the dam or completion of the permanent highway, 
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and that by acceptance of the easement the county 
waived any claim for damages that might arise in 
connection with the construction of the dam. The 
deed was accepted and recorded by the county and 
the road. and bridge *494 were relocated. When 
several years later the company began its dam it . 
offered a new easement above the contemplated 
water line · but instituted no eminent domain 
proceedings · to condemn the road. The county 
brought an action to enjoin construction of the dam 
unless adequate compensation were paid. 

The trial court held that the county was entitled to 
relief, and we agreed. Holding first that the county's 
acceptance of the easement created no binding or 
valid contractual obligation to forego damages 
(because statutory requirements necessary to such an 

. obligation had not been fulfilled), we· went on to 
consider the company's argument of equitable 
estoppel, · wherein it" was contended "that the 
acceptance of the waiver clauses in the easements, 
although void as . a contract may nevertheless be 
considered as a part of the course of conduct by 
which it is claimed that the county led the company 
to believe that the road would be relocated." QQ 
Cal.2d at p. 825.) We emphasized that the acceptance 
of the easement under the questioned deed provisi9ns 
was the only conduct which might reasonably have 
induced the company to believe that the county 
intended to bear the expenses of relocation itself. 
Moreover, by distinguishing cases wherein the party 
seeking to raise an estoppel against the government 
had undertaken improvements in reliance upon 
government conduct or representations (e.g., fJJ:t....g[ 
Los Angeles v. Cohn (1894) 101 Cal. 373 [35 P. 
I 002]), we suggested that the injury suffered by the 
company as a result of its reliance was not extreme in 
character. On the other hand, we pointed out that the · 
raising of an estoppel against the county would result 
in the frustration of a strong rule of public policy in 
that it would permit evasion of strict statutory 
procedures: "Here ... we are directly concerned with 
strong considerations of policy. The Legislature, for 
the protection of the public, has declared that a road 
may not be abandoned without notice, a hearing, and 
a finding that the road is unnecessary for present or 
prospective public use. Enforcement of a bare 
promise to abandon would not only mean a complete 
disregard of these salutary legislative requirements 
but would also be inconsistent with the additional 
policy against the making of contracts by a public 
body to exercise its discretionary governmental 
powers in ·a particular manner. By indirect 
enforcement of such a 'contract' the needs of persons 
using the highway might be ignored, and a method 
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would be afforded by which officials and persons 
dealing with the agency could evade the law .. (Cf. 
Millet v. McKinnon. 20 Cal.2d 83, 88-90 [124 P.2d· 
34, 140 A.L.R. 5701.)" (30 Cal.2d at pp. 826-827.) 
FN29 *495 . 

FN29 In tJ!.e County of San Diego case we 
distinguished the case of Farrell v. County 
of Placer (1944) 23 Cal.2d 624 [145 P.2d 
570. 153 A.L.R. 3231. wherein the county 
was estopped to raise plaintiffs failure to file 
a timely claim against it after a county 
agent, visiting plaintiff in the hospital after 
the accident but within the period for filing a 
claim, encouraged plaintiff not to obtain the 
services of an attorney and represented to 
her that she could wait to make a claim until 
she knew the extent of her injuries. In 
Farrell and the cases cited therein; we said 
in County of San Diego, "the facts clearly 
established that a grave injustice would be 
done if estoppel were not applied, and it did 
not appear that use .of the doctrine would 
defeat any strong public policy or result in 
the indirect enforcement of an illegal 
contract." (30 Cal.2d at p. 826.) 

In City of Imperial Beach v. Algert (1962) 200 
Cal.App.2d 48 [19 Cal. Rptr. 1441 (hearing denied), 
on the other hand, it was concluded in a similar case 
that the tension existing between the two stated 
principles should be resolved differently in· light of 
the circumstances. There a certain portion of a street 
delineated on an approved county subdivision map 
was never opened for street purposes, and the 
subdivider placed a full concrete curb at the point 
where the subject portion was to meet a cross street. 
By formal order of the county board of supervisors 
the portion in question was closed to traffic, and 
thereafter taxes were levied against it as private 
property. When taxes became delinquent the property 
was sold to defendant at public auction, and when the. 
city was. later incorporated the official map did not 
show the parcel as a street. The parcel was later 
zoned residential by city ordinance. Some time after 
defendant received his deed the board of supervisors, 
without notice to defendant, purported to vacate its 
order .(made some 10 years previously) closing the 
subject portion of street to traffic. A quiet title action 
ensued, and the trial court held the city estopped to 
assert that the parcel in question was a public street. 

The Court of Appeal, after recognizirig that a 
governmental entity cannot lose its right to a duly 
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dedicated public street by mere nonuser, adverse 
possession, or abandonment accomplished other than 
in a statutory manner, nevertheless agreed that the 
city was bound by an equitable estoppel. (City of 
Imperial Beach v. Algert. supra.. 200 Cal.App.2d 
48.) Stating in colorful terms 'the doctrinal tension to 
which we have adverted, FNlo the court went on to 
point out that the case before it, unlike County of San 
Diego and related cases, involved . an impressive 
combination of governmental acts . encouraging 
reliance. FNll Viewing this combination as a whole; 
the court concluded:·" We *496 are not prepared to 
say what portion of this total chain of events, if 
missing, would vitiate the use of equitable estoppel. 
What we do hold is that the sum total of all the facts 
actually here presented convinces us, . as it did the 
trial judge, that this case presents one of those 
exceptional conditions in which estoppel against a 
goverilmental agency is justified , and should be 
applied." (200 Cal.App.2d at p. 53.) 

FN30 The court said: "The courts of this 
state have been careful to apply the rules of 
estoppel against a public agency only in 
those special· cases where the interests of 
justice clearly require it. (Sacramento v. 
Clunie. 120 Cal. 29. 30 fll [52 P. 441: 
County of San· Diego v. California Water 
etc. Co., supra., pp. · 825, 826 [4-6].) 
However, if such exceptional case does arise 
and if the ends of justice cleariy demand it, 
estoppel can and will be applied even 
against a public agency. Of course, the facts 
upon which such. an estoppel must rest go 
beyond the ordinary principles of estoppel 
and each case must be examined carefully 
and rigidly to be sure that a precedent is not 
established through which, by favoritism or 
otherwise, the public interest may be 
mulcted or public policy defeated. " (200 
Cai.App.2d at p. 52.) 

FN31 The court stated: "What we ... have 
[in the case at bench] is a bare dedication by 
map, with every other act of county and city 
over a period ·of many years indicating a 
clear affmnative rejectiop of its acceptance 
as a street. The affirmative uncontradicted 
evidence shows that the parcel in question 
was never used at any time during the 12 
years from the time of. original map 
dedication to the time of trial, for any road 
or traffic purpose of any kind, either 
vehicular or pedestrian. No public money 
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was ever expended on it for road purposes 
up to the time of its sale to Alger! nor at any 
other time. Every affirmative act of the 
county and city indicated an intention not to 
use it for street purposes. Permanent 
concrete curbs were installed . by the 
subdivider, under county authority, to .block 
it off. physically· from traffic use. The county 
levied ordinary taxes on it as a privately 
owned parcel.. It retained at all times to the 
eye of any prospective purchaser all the 
appearance of a private residential lot. It was 
zoned by City for private residential 
purposes .. The City's official map showed it 
as a residential Jot. It was assessed for 
improvement district purposes by. authoi'ity 
of the board of supervisors as a privately 
owned lot. Neither adjacent owners nor any 
other owners displayed any interest in 
having it opened as a street,· nor in any 
possible reversionary interest. Indirectly all 
the owners within the . improvement district 
received the benefit of Algert's purchase 
money. The county, through its official 
agent, the couniy treasurer, advertised it for 
sale at public auction as private property. No 
one ever suggested to the treasurer that he 
ought not to issue the deed. No one, even 
after the full facts were known to all, ever 
suggested, that a mistake·had been made and 
that because thereof Algert's money should 
be refunded. Even the evidence of the City's 
present desire to use the property for street 
purposes · presents .. some contradictions 
respecting connecting street widths at the 
point in question that have raised .arguments 
as to the City's true intent." (200 Cal.App.2d 
at pp. 52-53.} 

Implicit in this conclusion, of course, was the 
determination: that· the raising· of an estoppel against 
the government in the circumstances at bench would 
not result in a significant frustration of public policy. 
(See fn. 30, ante.). · 

We have stated the County of San Diego and Algert 
cases in some detail because the contrast between 
them vividly demonstrates the tension which exists 
between the competing principles at work in the area. 
of estoppel against the government-to wit, the 
principle favoring avoidance of manifest injustice, 
and that seeking to preserve the public interest. For 
this reason the same contrast provides an apt 
backgrolijld against which to state a broad and 
comprehensive standard governing the mutual 
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accommodation of those principles in concrete cases. 
(!l)After a· thorough review of the many California 
decisions in this area, as well as a consideration of 
various out-of-state decisions, we have concluded 
that the proper rule governing equitable estoppel 
against the government is the following: The 
government may be bound by an equitable estoppel 
in the same manner as a private party when the 
elements requisite to such an estoppel against a 
private party are present and, in the considered view 
of a court of equity, the injustice which *497 would 
result from a failure to uphold an estoppel is of 
sufficient dimension to justify any effect upon public 
interest or policy which would result from the raising 
of an estoppel. 

Certain arguments advanced by respondents have 
suggested that the cases do not support a standard of 
such broad simplicity. Thus, it is contended on the. 
basis of the County of San Diego case and certain 
other decisions of this court (see, e.g., Tavlor v. 
Spear(1925) 196 Cal. 709. 717 [238 P. 10381; Boren 
v. State Personnel Board (1951) 37 Cal.2d 634. 643 
[234 P.2d 9811; McNeil v. Board of Retirement 
( 1958) 51 Cal.2d 278. 285-286 [332 P.2d 281]) that a 
fundamental distinction is to be recognized between 
those cases where the public entity to be estopped has 
the legal power to accomplish directly what the 
estoppel will accomplish indirectly, and, on the other 
hand, those cases where the public entity does not 
have such power. In the latter class of cases, it is 
urged, an estoppel may not be applied against the 

. public entity because to do so would effectively 
enlarge the powers of the public entity involved. 
~Applying this distinction to the instant case 
respondents contend that the state and city may not 
be estopped to assert paramount title to the section 
2(a) lands in question because to permit such 
estoppel would result in the effective alienation of 
tidelands within two miles of the· city-an act 
expressly placed beyond the powers of the state and 
city by article XV section 3. of the California 
Constitution. 

Although there is language in some ·decisions 
(including those cited above) which might be 
considered supportive of the distinction urged, we 
believe that a thoughtful consideration of their 
precise holdings reveals an underlying rationale 
similar to that which we have set forth above. The 
County of San Diego case again provides a ready 
example. There it was clear that the county was 
without the power to do what it had presumed to do
to wit, to abandon a public highway without 
complying with statutory requirements of notice and 
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hearing. This court, however, was not content to rest 
its decision on that fact. Rather, we went on to 
explain that to allow the county to do what it had 
presumed to do (and clearly lacked the power to d9) 
would operate to frustrate the strong rule of public 
policy which the statutory requirements represented. 
"Enforcement of a bare promise to abandon would 
not only mean a complete disregard of these salutary 
legislative requirements but would also . be 
inconsistent with the additional policy against the 
making of contracts by a public body to exercise its 
discretionary governmental powers in a particular 
manner. By indirect enforcement of such a contract' 
the needs of persons using the highway· might be 
ignored, and a method would be afforded by which 
officials and persons dealing with the agency could 
evade the law." (Italics added.) (*49830 Cal.2d at 
pp. 826-827.) In essence we determined that the 
injustice to be suffered· if an estoppel were not upheld 
was not of sufficient dimension to justify the extreme · 
deleterious effect upon public policy which would 
result if the estoppel were raised. 

In the Algert case, on the other hand, the act sought to 
be validated by estoppel was similarly beyond the 
power of the government agency, but the court 
determined on the one hand that an injustice of 
substantial dimension would ensue if estoppel were 
withheld and, inferentially, that no significant effect 
upon public policy would result if the estoppel were 
raised. In assessing the quantum of injustice the court 
properly took into account the continuing course of 
conduct by which the governmental agency had 
induced reliance. The nature of that course of conduct 
also was of extreme relevance in assessing the effect 
upon public policy which would result from the 
raising of an estoppel. While in County of San Diego 
the raising of an estoppel would have permitted 
county officials to avoid statutory abandonment 
requirements by little more than a "bare promise to 
abandon," in Algert the precedent set by allowing 
estoppel was much narrower in that it depended upon 
a considerable combination of governmental actions 
not likely to recur. FNJ2 

FN32 Also of considerable relevance in the 
assessment of injustice vis-1!.-vis the effect 
upon public policy is the degree to which the 
party seeking to raise an estoppel against the 
government has . changed his position in 
reasonable reliance on government 
representations or conduct and the extent to 

,which he will be injured should the estoppel 
not be raised. (See Citv of Los Angeles v. 
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Cohn. supra .. 101 Cal. 373.) 

It may be objected. that the distinction sought to be 
established by respondents is not properly considered 
in the context of County of San Diego and related 
cases because in those cases the governmental entity 
had the authority to accomplish by proper ·means 
what it purported to do by improper means (i.e., 
abandon dedicated streets)-whereas in a case such as 
that at bar the governm!'ntal entity lacks the power to 
accomplish by any means the alienation of the . 
tidelands in question. FN

33
. We believe that such a 

contention would ignore. the principles · which we 
have explained above in connection with the cases of 
Muchenberger v. Citv of Santa Monica. supra .. 206 
Cal. 635. and Atwood v. Hammond. supra .. 4 Cal.2d 
11.. respectively. If the perimeters of the lands 
described in section 2(a) of chapter 1688 had been 
established by a boundary agreement of the type 
described in Muchenberger there would be no 
constitutional objection to the formal " conveyance"
of any state interest in such lands by quitclaim. (See 
also City of Los Angeles v. Borax Consolidated Ltd .. 
supra .. 102 F.2d 52.) Similarly, if the said lands had 
been freed from the public trust ·and reclaimed 
pursuant *499 to and in the course of a highly 
beneficial public program of harbor development, 
and if they were considered relatively small in area, 
they could be properly alienated into private hands. 
(Atwood v. Hammond, supra .. ) In view of these 
principles it would be unrealistic to assert that the 
state wholly lacks the power to dispose of .lands 
within two miles of an incorporated city which might · 
be adjudged to be public tidelands in a quiet title 
proceeding. Because the state does have such power, 
albeit only in narrowly limited circumstances, it is 
unnecessary for us to decide whether the standard 
which we have stated to govern the application of 
estoppel against governmental entities holds true in a 
case where the governmental entity in question 
utterly lacks the power to effect that which an 
estoppel against it would accomplish. 

FN33 The contention is stated in the 
subjunctive because respondents rely 
heavily on County of San Diego to support 
the distinction urged by them. 

It remains to apply the stated standard to the facts of 
this case. Because we have already determined that 
the elements requisite to equitable estoppel against a 
private party are here present, the precise question 
now before us is this: Is the injustice which would 
result from a failure to raise an equitable estoppel 

: ; .. 
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against the city and state {preventing their assertion 
of paramount title to section 2(a) lands) of sufficient 
dimension to justify the effect upon public interest or 
policy which will result from the raising of such an 
estoppel? · 

As we have explained above, the peculiar context in 
which the argument of equitable estoppel. arises in the 
instant case requires that we assume for these 
purposes that, if a quiet title action were brought 
relative to the lands described in section 2(a) of 
chapter 1688, and the state we~ permitted to assert 
paramount title to such lands, it would prevail as to 
some portion thereof. Assuming this, itis clear that 
the present holders of record title against whom such 
a claim of paramount title would prevail would suffer 
manifest injustice unless the state were estopped to 
assert such a claim. It is unnecessary that we again 
detail the sustained course of conduct by which the 
state imd its subtrustee the city have induced reliance 
on the part of private persons holding record title in . 
the section 2(a) area; It suffices to say th'at ever since 
the development of the area began shortly after the 
tum of the. century the state and (after annexation in 
1923) .the city have conducted themselves relative to 
the section 2(a) lands as though the said lands were 
private property wholly free. from trust claims. In 
reliance upon this conduct thousands of· citizens have 
settled upon these lands ·with the same expectations 
as citizens settling on other lands within the city. It is 
superfluous to say that manifest injustice would result 
if the very governmental entities whose conduct has 
induced this reliance were permitted at this late date 
to assert a successful claim of paramount title and 
thereby wrest the subject property. from the 
homeowners who have settled upon it. *500 (Cf .. 
Trustees oflnternal Improvement Fund v. Claughton 
(Fla. 1956) 86 So.2d 775.) 

On the other hand we do not believe that the 
upholding of an estoppel in the instant case will have 
a significant deleterious effect upon the public policy 
reflected in article XV. section 3. of the Constitution. 
That policy, broadly speaking, seeks to insure that 
certain lands of unique value to the public for 
navigational and related purposes shall not, through 
alienation into private hands, be shorn ·of that public 
value. We must assume in this case that some of the 
lands described in section 2(a) of chapter 1688 are in 
fact lands subject to article XV, section 3, and that 
therefore the upholding of an estoppel (which in the 
circumstances would be tantamount to alienation) 
would be contrary to the public policy reflected in 
that section. We beli&ve, however, that a realistic 
assessment of such an· estoppel on the public policy 
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in question must, in the circumstances of this case, 
include within its purview an overall consideration o( 
the whole process of development in the Alamitos 
Bay area. That process, however haphazard and 
reckless it may have been, has resulted in an area 
providing an impressive arr~ of public facilities for 
navigation and recreation. 34 Surely this is not a 
case where "alienation " of public lands into p~ivate 
hands has resulted in an area withdrawn from the 
public. 

FN34 The agreed statement of facts 
provides: ''Today, Alamitos Bay has 13.1 
miles of shore line of which II miles, or 
83%, are open and accessible to the public. 
The public facilities in the bay area are used 
on a regional and statewide basis as is 
indicated from the fact that 70.5% of the 
I, 765 public boat slips are rented by persons 
living outside the City (28% by persons . 
living outside Los Angeles County). Marine 
Stadium, located in the northwesterly comer 
of the Bay area, has hosted two Olympic 
boating competitions and numerous national 
and regional contests. It is open for daily use 
by the public as a water ski and power boat 
course. Open water areas of the Bay are 
used for sailing. The Bay's bathing areas are 
used on a regional basis, as indicated from 
the fact that 48.9% of the 14,900,000 
persons using the City's beaches annually 
are from outside the City (15 .I% are from 
outside the county). Sport fishennen and 
clammers also make extensive use of the 
Bay." 

Even more significant, we think, from the standpoint 
of assessing the effect of estoppel upon the public 
policy in question, is the fact that· the rare 
combination of government conduct and extensive 
reliance here involved will create an extremely 
narrow precedent for application in future cases. (See 
fu. 30 and text accompanying fu. 32.) We are here 

. concerned with thousands of homeowners who, 
through the long continuing conduct of · the 
government entities involved, have been led to 
believe and have acted upon the belief that the lands 
upon which they reside are their own private 
properties. Because . similarly compelling 
circumstances will not often recur, the public policy 
expressed in article XV. section 3, of the Constitution 
will not suffer substantial erosion as a result of the 
decision we reach today. *501 
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For the foregoing reasons we have concluded that the 
great injustice which would result in this case from 
the failure to uphold an equitable estoppel against the 
state and city justifies the minimal effect upon public 
policy which would result from the raising of such an 
estoppel-and therefore that- this is one of those 
"exceptional cases" where "justice and right require" 
that the government be bound by an equitable 
estoppel. (County of San Diego v. Cal. Water etc.· 
Co .. suora .. 30 Cal.2d 817. 825; Farrell v. County of 
Placer. supra .. 23 Cal.2d 624. 627-628.) Because 
such an estoppel would prevent the state and city 
from asserting paramount title to any of the section 
2(a) lands in an action •to quiet title and would 
detennine title between the parties FNJS (cf. Hudson v. 
West (1951) 47 Cal.2d 823. 830-831 [306 P.2d 8071. 
and cases there cited), there remains no legal 
objection to those p'ortions· of the Belmont agreement 

·which operate to relinquish all state and city claims to 
the section 2(a) lands. (Cf. Muchenberger v. City of 
Santa Monica, supra .. 206.Cal. 635. 645.) 

FN35 That is, between· the government on 
one side and a particular homeowner on the 
other. 

For all of the reasons stated above, we have 
concluded that respondents' constitutional objections 
to chapter 1688 and the Belmont and McGrath 
agreements are without merit. The relief sought by 
petitioners must therefore be granted. 

Ll~t a peremptory writ of mandate issue as prayed. 

McComb, Acting C. J., Peters, J., Tobriner,· J., Burke, 
J., Mosk, J., and Files, J., FN' concurred. 

FN* Assigned by the Acting Chairman of 
the Judicial. Council. 

Chapter 1688, Statutes of 1965 

An act relating to tide and submerged lands in the 
Alamitos Bay area in the City of Long Beach, 
providing for the removal of the public trust for 
commerce, navigation and . fishery from certain 
portions of land, providing for the removal of the 
trusts and restrictions imposed by Chapter 676, 
Statutes 1911, Cha.Pter l 02, Statutes 1925 and 
Chapter 158, Statutes 1935, 'as to certain portions of 
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lands, authorizing the sale; exchange, quitclaim or 
conveyance of certain portions of lands, providing for 
the settlement of boundary and title disputes as to 
said lands. 

[Approved hy Governor July 17, 1965, Filed with 
Secretary of State July23, 1965.) 

The people of the State of California do enact as 
follows: 

Section I. As used in this act: 

(a) "Long Beach tidelands" means those certain tide 
and submerged lands, whether filled or unfilled, 
heretofore conveyed to the City of Long Beach upon 
certain trusts and conditions by. Chapter 676, Statutes 
1911, Chapter I 02, Statutes of 1925 and Chapter 158, 
Statutes of 1935, all as amended and supplemented. 
*SOl 

(b) "Alamitos Bay area" means that area within the 
City of Long Beach, County of Los Angeles, State of 
California, enclosed by a line .... [Here is set forth a 
description by metes and bounds.) 

Sec. 2.(a) It is found and determined that the 
following described lands within the Alamitos Bay 
area lie above the line of mean high tide are no longer 
necessary or useful for commerce, fisheries and 
navigation and are hereby freed from the public use 
and trust for commerce, fisheries and navigation to 
the extent such may have existed as to any of said 
lands .... [Here is set forth a description by metes and 
bounds.) 

The State Lands Commission is authorized to survey, 
monument, plat or map the above-described 
boundaries of the lands described in this subdivision, 
and to file said plats or maps in the office of the 
County Recorder of the County ofLos Angeles. 

(b) It is found and determined that portions of land in 
the Alamitos Bay area in addition to those described 
in subdivision (a) of Section 2 of this. act have been 
heretofore improved in connection with. the 
development of the Alamitos Bay area, and in the 
process of said development have been filled and 
reclaimed, are no longer submerged or below the line 
of mean high tide.· and are no longer necessary or 
useful for commerce, fiSheries or navigation. The 
State Lands Commission is hereby ·directed to 
determine the lands described in this subdivision and 
to execute and record in the office of the County 
Recorder of the County of Los Angeles appropriate 
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instruments describing said lands. Upon the recording 
of any such instrument or instruments, together with 
a certificate that the lands described therein are above 
the line of inean high tide and have been found to be 
no longer necessary or useful for commerce, fisheries 
or navigation, said described lands shall be thereupon 
freed of the public ·use and trust for commerce, 
fisheries and navigation. Such determinations shall be 
made from time to time by the State Lands 
Commission on its own initiative or shall be made on 
the application of the City of Long Beach. or other 
affected party. 

Sec. 3.(a) The City of Long Beach, by such 
document, quitclaim or conveyance, and upon the 
receipt of such considerations as are hereinafter 
authorized or described in this act, may convey, 
release or quitclaim its interest in property contained 
within the description of subdivision (a) of Section 2. 
Said document, quitclaim or conveyance may by its 
terms operate generally and by declaration and 
without specifying the name of any person and shall 
operate as to any parcel of land within the described 
area only in favor of such persons as have, at the time 
of said conveyance, .release or quitclaim, a claim of 
ownership to said parcel based upon a record chain of · 
title, which chain of title covers a period of 30 years 
or more immediately preceding the effective date of 
this act or in favor of such persons as have, .at the 
time of said conveyance, release or quitclaim, a claim 
of ownership to said parcel, which claim is based 
upon a record chain of title of less than 30 years and 
upon· the paym~;~nt .of taxes on said property by 
claimant or his predecessors in lnterest for a period of 
30 years or more, which period of payment of taxes 
covers the period immediately·preceding the effective 
date of this act. 

(b) The City of Long Beach, .by such document, 
quitclaim or conveyance, and upon the receipt of 
such considerations as are hereinafter authorized or 
described in· this act, may convey, release or 
quitclaim any portions of Long Beach tidelands 
described in any instrument .recorded pursuant to 

. subdivision (b) of Section 2. There shall be an order 
of preference as to the persons in favor of which such 
document, quitclaim or conveyance may be executed. 
Said order shall be: First, to any person claiming 
present ownership of said property based upon a 
record chain of title, which chain of title covers a 

· period of 30 years or more immediately preceding the 
effective date of this act. Second, to any person who, 
together with his claimed predecessors in interest, has 
paid taxes on said property to the County of Los 
Angeles for a period of 30 years or more immediately 
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preceding the effective date of this act. Third, to such 
abutting landowner as has the longest common 
boundary with the property to *503 be conveyed, 
released or quitclaimed. Fourth, to other parties as are 
approved by the State Lands Commission. · 

(c) The City of Long Beach, with the approval of the 
State Lands Commission, is hereby authorized to 
settle by agreement, exchange or quitclaim, any 
dispute concerning whether or not particular land 
within the Alamitos Bay area constitutes land in 
private or proprietary ownership by reason of title 
traceable to a state or federal patent or other valid 
source, or rather constitutes "Long Beach tidelands,'' 
title to which is vested in the city under the terms of 
Chapter 676, Statutes of 1911, Chapter I 02, Statutes 
of 1925, or Chapter 158, Statutes of 1935. In 
settlement of such disputes the city, with the approval 
of said State Lands Commission, may, by . such 
agreement, exchange or quitclaim, establish boundary 
or compromise boundary lines between the "Long 
Beach tidelands" and bordering private or proprietary 
lands. 

Sec. 4. Any consideration as is paid in exchange for 
any conveyance, release, quitclaim, or settlement 
under this act shall be determined by the City of 
Long Beach with the approval of the State Lands 
Commission. ·In determining the adequacy ·of any 
such consideration, said city and commission shall 
give effect in their evaluation to all factors bearing 
upon the value, if any, of the public's interest being · 
conveyed, released, quitclaimed or_ settled; and the 
rights, claims and equities of the person in whose 
favor the conveyance, release, quitclaim or settlement 
is being made and their predecessors in interest. In 
those cases where the land has been filled or 
reclaimed or improved or both without the. 
expenditure of either state funds or of public moneys 
held in trus_t under the terms of Chapter 676, Statutes 
of 1911, Chapter 102, Statutes of 1925, Chapter 158, 
Statutes of 1935, Chapter 29, Statutes of 1956, or 
Chapter 138[,) Statutes of 1964, First Extraordinary 
Session, such lands may be valued by excluding the 
value of the fill · or improvements or both. 
Consideration under this act may consist of lands, 
property, interest in property, easements, moneys or 
other things of value given by the grantee or any 
other person. 

Sec. 5. Any portion of Long Beach tidelands which 
passes in title by reason of any conveyance, release, 
quitclaim or settlement made under the terms of this 
act shall thereupon 'be freed of the trusts and 
conditions imposed by Chapter "676, Statutes of 1911; 

· Page26 

Chapter I 02, Statutes of 1925; Chapter 158, Statutes 
of 1935, all as amended and supplemented. 

No land which lies below the line of mean high tide 
may be conveyed, released or quitclaimed by the City 
of Long Beach under the terms of this act, nor shall 
any such land be freed by the terms of this act of the 
trusts and conditions imposed by Chapter 676, 
Statutes of 1911; Chapter I 02, Statutes of 1925; 
Chapter 158, Statutes of 1935, all as amended or 
supplemented. Any certificate of the State Lands 
Commission concerning the character of the lands 
described in the instruments recorded under the 
provisions of subdivision (b) of Section 2 of this act 
shall be conclusive as to the character of lands 
declared therein to be above the line of meim high 
ti~. . 

Except for those lands described in subdivision (a) of 
Section 2 of this act, any document, quitclaim or 
conveyance executed pursuant to the provisions of 
subdivision (b) of Section 3 of this act shall reserve 
to the City of Long Beach as trustee, or to the State of 
California if the lands fall within the provisions of 
Chapter 1579, Statutes 1961, all oil, gas, minerals, 
and other hydrocarbons in any lands found to be 
Long Beach tidelands. The reservation of said rights 
to minerals, oil, gas or other hydrocarbons shall not 
preclude the conveyance, release or quitclaim of the 
right of entry upon the surface of said lands for the 
purposes of drilling, mining or extraction of those 
reserved interests. 

Sec. 6. Any conveyance, release, quitclaim ·or 
settlement made by the City of Long Beach pursuant 
to the provisions of this act shall be made by an 
appropriate document executed by the City of Long 
Beach and approved by the State Lands Commission .. 

See. 7. (a) All lands or interests in lands which lie 
below the line of mean high *504 tide and are 
received by the City of Long Beach as a result of 
sales or exchanges authorized by this act shall be 
deemed tidelands under the provisions of Chapter 
676, Statutes 1911; Chapter 102, Statutes of 1925; 
and Chapter 158, Statutes of 1935, all as amended or 
supplemented. 

(b) All1ands or interests in lands which lie above the 
line of mean high tjde and are received by the City of 
Long Beach as a result of sales or exchanges 
authorized by this act shall be deemed lands upward 
of the compromise line and acquired with tideland 
trust moneys, under and according tp the provisions 
of Section 7 of Chapter 138, Statutes of 1964, First 
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Extraordinary Session. 
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(c) All moneys and other things of value, excluding 
land interests in lands, which are received by the City 
of Long Beach as a result of sales or exchanges 
authorized by this act shall be used only for those 
trust purposes defmed in Chapter 676, Statutes of 
1911; Chapter I 02, Statutes of 1925; Chapter 158, 
Statutes of 1935, Chapter 29, Statutes of 1956; and 
Section 6 of Chapter \38, Statutes of 1964, First 
Extraordinary Session, all as amended · and 
supplemented. · 

(d) All oil and dry gas revenues derived from any 
lands received by the City of Long Beach as a result 
of sales or exchanges authorized in the foregoing 
section of this act shall be subject to the terms and 
·conditions of Chapter !38, Statutes of \964, First 
Extraordinary Session. · 

Sec. 8. The provisions of this act shall not be deemed 
exclusive with respect to the settlement or litigation 
of titles and boundaries of lands within the Alamitos 
Bay area and this act shall not alter or impair the 
existing procedural or substantive rights or 
disabilities of any person or entity claiming title to or 
an interest in any lands in the Alamitos Bay area in 
.the defense or prosecution of any proceeding now or 
hereafter instituted under the laws of this state, nor . 
affect the applicability to said lands of any other 
provision of law. 

Sec. 9. If any provision of this act or the application 
thereof to any person or circumstance is ·held invalid; 
such invalidity shall not affect other provisions or 
applications of the act which can be given effect 

· without the invalid provision or application, and to 
this end the provisions of this act are severable.· 

APPENDIXB 

EXCERPTS FROM DEBATES AND 
. PROCEEDINGS, 

CALIFORNIA CONSTITUTIONAL 
CONVENTION 1878-1879 

(PP. 1038-1039; 1478-1481) 

MR. LAINE: [In response to reading of proposed 
section.) Mr. Chairman: I move to strike that section 

., . " 
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· out. I am satisfied that it is dangerous, because there 
may be millions of acres of land that may be 
reserved. I move to strike it out. 

MR. AYERS: [Principal proponent of Article XV.] I 
hope the motion will not prevail. The provision in the 
commencement of this section is one which now 
exists in the Code. It withdraws the marsh and tide 

· lands from sale within two miles of any incorporated 
city or town in the State. The object of this section is 
to prevent parties from coming up to Sacramento and 
obtaining title to tide lands which are necessary for 
the purpose of ingress and egress to the people from 
various parts of the State- J. was going to say 
surreptitiously getting control over them in fee from 
the State- and the people who are interested in having 
ingress and egress over these lands, or through ·these 
lands, know nothing about it .... 

.MR. HERRINGTON: Mr. Chairman: I am just as 
much in favor of preserving the rights of the people 
to frontages as anybody in the world; but it does 
strike me if this constitutional provision is adopted 
there will be no such thing as the reclamation of *505 
these tide lands for the purpose of constructing 
towns. Now, we do not desire to tie ourselves up in 
such a way as to prevent the increase of population · 
on the borders of our bay or ocean. The idea that the 
land shall be held in that way, so that it can be 
granted out · to private parties under such 
circumstances, seems to me to be impolitic, to say the 
least of it; that land shall be reserved two miles back 
from the bay, simply because it is tide land. I am 

·perfectly willing to place restrictions in every way to 
protect these frontages, but to say that all tide lands 
within two miles of any incorporated city or town in· 
this State shall be withheld from grant or sa,le, it 
seems to me is not proper in a . constitutional 
provision, 

MR. WYATT: Mr. Chairman: I hope the section will 
not be stricken out. If there is any one abuse greater 
than another that I think the people of the State of 
California has suffered at the hands of their 
lawmaking power, i! is the abuse that they have 
received in the granting out ·and disposition of tlie 
lands belonging to the State, and I hope the 
Convention will make such restrictions upon -.that 
subject as it can; at least to remedy the abuse in so far 
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as it can be remedied with reference to the little land 
yet left to the jurisdiction of the State .... 

MR. McCALLUM: ... In a very populous county-if 
not now there likely will be some that I could name
there might be towns all along where these tide 
waters are, and it would certainly exclude the 
disposition of these lands along the whole line of tide 
water. The Legislature of course ought not to dispose 
of these lands without proper guards and conditions 
·to prevent frauds, but to say that they shall not be 
disposed of at all is virtually to give them away; 
virtually to say that the State shall have no benefit, 
except with reference to these leases. I am not 
familiar with these tide lands, but I understand that 
some of these tide lands may be very valuable for 
certain agricultural purposes. I presume that the time 
may come when they may be disposed of at a 
considerable price per acre .... 

MR. EDGERTON: ... Are these mud-banks to lay 
there forever? Whereas, if they could be sold and 
filled in they would be covered with buildings, 
wharves, and warehouses. The arguments that would 
apply to Oakland will apply to fifteen or twenty other 
places. These mud-flats ought to be reclainted and 
applied to the uses of commerce and buildings, 
wharves and warehouses erected where seagoing 
vessels can load and unload. It seems to me very 
unwise to put such a restriction . as this in the 
Constitution .... 

MR. HAGER: Mr. President This question of tide 
lands has been before the Legislature again and 
again. As we all know, a great many abuses have 
grown out of the management and sale of tide lands 
in this State .... Now, as 1 understand this section, it is 
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intended to prevent that sort of thing; to prevent the 
Legislature from violating the Act of Congress under 
which California was admitted into the Union. It is 
intended to comply with the Act o(Congress upon 
which we were admitted into the Union-that these 
navigable waters should reinain open and free. Now, 
we do not know that the filling up of the harbors, or 
any portion of them, may result in. Engineers have 
told us that the filling in of the Bay of San Francisco 
has endangered the harbor of San Francisco, by 
forming barS and by deposits. 1 do not see any 
objection to the section as it stands. On the contrary, I · 
see a great deal iri it that recommends it to the 
Convention. In regard to the amendment offered by 
the gentleman from Los Angeles, it excepts San 
Francisco, and the same deviltry that has been going 
on in the past may go on in the future. 

MR. ESTEE: Can the Legislature control it at all if 
that.is adopted? 

MR. HAGER: It does not say that the Legislature 
shall not authorize wharves to be *506 let for the 
purposes of commerce. The Legislature has the 
exclusive control, and there is nothing in this 
amendment to prevent it. 

MR. EDGERTON: Does the gentleman not know 
that the filling up of these mud flats and-the building 
of wharves and warehouses where ships may go to 
load and unload facilitates commerce? 

· MR. HAGER: The stealing of the mud flats in the 
-City of Oaklillld was never done for the purpose of 
commerce at all. It was done for the personal gain of 
those individuals.who have it now, who had it then, 
and will have it in all time, and as much more as they 
can possibly ·get to the exclusion of the general 
public. 

MR. AYERS: Mr. President: This debate has taken a 
wide and curious range, one that I did not anticipate. 
Gentlemen have gone so far as even to say that this 
article, if engrafted upon the Constitution, will 
interfere with vested rights. How it can have any 
retroactive effect the gentlemen have not told us, and 
1 cannot see. The gentleman from Marin said; with 
reference to his land bordering on the bay, that under 
this article if he had a wharf or bulkhead on his tide 
lands that he would be compelled to give it up or give 
free access to it to whoever should ask it. It is not so. 
The only way in which access can be had over his 
lands to navigable water, is in the usual way, and for 
a public use, and in no other way, and that is. the 
principle which underlies this Act. No titles to these 
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lands can be interfered with at all. That rule is. laid 
down in all of the cases, and I refer especially to the 
case decided by Judge Anderson, in the thirty-second 
California Reports. FN' Whatever rights may have 
been acquired by the purchasers of these lands from 
the State, must have been subservient to the greater 
rights of the public. This is a matter which has been 
decided in this State. I will ask the gentleman 
whether the public policy which has prevailed in this 
State with reference to the public lands for the last 
twenty-five years, has been a good one? Whether it 
has not resulted, or nearly so, in the monopolizing of 
every frontage upon navigable waters in this State, on 
the rivers, on the ocean, on the harbors, on the inlets, 
and on the estuaries. Why, sir, there is hardly a point 
in this State where wagon, or rail, and ship can meet 
which. is not successfully held and owned by private 
individuals, and from which the public is excluded. 
The higher interest of the public has been 
disregarded, and the lesser interest of individuals and 
corporations has had full sway. If that has been the 
case in the past policy of selling in fee these lands to 
private individuals and corporations, I say, is it not 
right, is it not wise, for us now to reverse that po !icy 
and to withhold these lands from sale? The State will 
have control of them. Whatever the interests of 
commerce may require, the State will be unable [sic] 
to give. I cannot see any force in the objections that 
have been made on this floor to the article, in whole 
or in part, and I think it would be a wise policy on the 
part of this Convention to adopt it with the 
amendment. 

Cal. 

FN* Sic. The· case referred to is Ward v. 
Mul(ord (1867) 32 Cal. · 365. Justice 
Sanderson speaking for the court.*507 

City of Long Beach v. Mansell 
3 Cal. 3d 462, 476 P.2d 423, 91 Cal.Rptr. 23 

END OF DOCUMENT 
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Placer County v. CorinCai.App.3.Dist.COUNTY OF 

PLACER. Petitioner, 
v. 

F. EARL CORIN, as Treasurer, etc., Respondent. 
Civ. No. 19620. 

Court of Appeal, Third District, California. 
Dec 17, 1980. 

SUMMARY 

A county petitioned in the Court of Appeal for a writ 
of mandate to compel the county treasurer to serve 
notice of assessment on and to collect such 
assessments from real property owners in a sewer 

. assessment district of the county for the purpose of 
financing the cost of acquisitions and construction of 
improvements in the district. The county's board of 
supervisors had adopted a resolution providing for 
the acquisition and construction of improvements, 
and the county had· accepted a federal grant 
representing one-half the cost of the acquisitions and 
construction of improvements. The county treasurer 
contended that funds to be derived from the special 
assessments and from the federal grant proceeds were 
encompassed with ''proceeds of taxes", and thus were 
required to be included in the county's 
"appropriations subject to limitation" (Cal. Canst.. 
art. XIII B. § 8, subd. (b)). 

The Court of Appeal granted the petition. It held that 
the governmental spending restrictions imposed 
under Cal. Const., art XIII B, do not limit the ability 
to expend governmental funds collected from all 
sources~ It further held that as to a local government, 
limits are placed only on the authorization to expend 
the proceeds of taxes levied by that entity and the 
proceeds of specified state subventions (Cal. Canst .. 
art, XUI B. § · 8, subd. (c)), and no limitation is 
placed on the expenditure of those revenues that do 
not constitute ''proceeds of taxes." It additionally 
held that Cal. Canst., art. XIII B, does no more than 
place a ceiling on the expenditure of general state and 
local tax revenues and does not encompass special 
assessments and federal grants for the fmancing of 
the cost of acquisitions and constl'l!ction of 
improvements in a sewer assessment district of a 
county. (Opinion by Carr, J., with Regan, Acting P. 
J., andEvans, J., concurring.) 
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HEADNOTES 

Classified to California Digest of Official Reports 

~ !.!!) Municipalities § 36-Fisca\ Affairs-
Constitutional Limitation on Expenditures--
Appropriations Subject to Limitation--Proceeds From 
Special Assessments and Federal Grants. 
The governmental spending ·restrictions imposed 
under Cal. Canst., art. XIII B, do not limit the ability 
to expend governmental funds collected from all 
sources. Rather, the appropriations limit is based on 
"appropriations subject to limitation;' consisting 
primarily of the authorization to expend during a· 
fiscal year the "proceeds of taxes" (Cal. Const .. art· 
XIII B. § 8, subd. (a)). As to a local government, 
limits are placed only on the authorization to expend 
the proceeds. of taxes levied by that entity and the 
proceeds of specified state subventions (Cal. Canst.. 
art. XIII B. § 8, .subd. (c)), and no limitation is 
placed on the expendure of those revenues that do not 
constitute "proceeds of taxes." Cal. Const., art. XIII 
B, does ·no more than place a ceiling on the 
expenditure of general state and local tax revenues 
and does not encompass special assessments and 
federal grants . for the fmancing of the cost of 
acquisitions and con.struction of improvements in a 
sewer assessment district of a county. 
[See Cai.Jur.3d, Municipalities, § 361; Am.Jur.ld, 
Municipal Corporations. Counties. and Other 
Political Subdivisions. § 582.] 
(1) Counties § 15--Fiscal Matters--Constitutional 
Limitation on Expenditures-Appropriations Subject 
to Limitation-Proceeds From Special Assessments 
and Federal Grants. 
A county was entitled to a writ of mandate against its 
treasurer who had refused to · serve notice of · 
assessment on and to collect assessments from real 

. property owners in a sewer assessment district of the 
county for the purpose of securing funds for the 
payment of acquisitions and construction · of 
improve111ents in the district, the county's petition for 
a writ of mandate requiring him to do so, where the 
county board of supervisors had adopted a resolution 
providing for .such acquisitions and construction of 
improvements and the county had accepted a federal 
grant of proceeds for one-half the cost of the 
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acquisitions and construction of improvements. It 
was not the intent of Cal. Const., art. XIII B, that 
proceeds from special assessments or a federal grant 
should be considered as "proceeds of taxes" or * 445 
within a county's appropriations subject to limitation 
under Cal. Const .. art. XIII B. § 8, subd. (b). 

COUNSEL 
L. J. Dewald, County Counsel, Jones, Hall, Hill & 
White and Robert G. Auwbrey for Petitioner. 
Orrick, Herrington, Rowley · & · Sutcliffe, John R. 
Myers and Carlo S. Fowler for Respondent. 
CARR,J. 
In this mandate proceeding, the issue is whether 
"proceeds of taxes" as used in article XIII B of the 
California Constitution includes (I) special 
assessments of· an assessment district and/or (2) 
federal grants made directly to · a local entity for 
improvements within the assessment district. 
Petitioner, the County of Placer, seeks to compel 
respondent, who is the Placer County Treasurer, to 
serve notice of assessment on and to collect such 
assessments from property owners in the Tierra 
Heights Sewer Assessment District A-79. 

In April 1979 petitioner's board of supervisors, 
pursuant to provisions of the Municipal Improvement 
Act of 1913 and the Improvement Bond Act of 1915, 
adopted a resolution entitled: A RESOLUTION OF 
INTENTION TO MAKE ACQUISITIONS AND 
IMPROVEMENTS-TIERRA HEIGHTS SEWER · 
ASSESSMENT DISTRICT A-79. Petitioner had 
previously accepted a . federal grant in the sum of 
$55,000 representing one-half the costs of making the 
required acquisitions and constructing improvements. 
On March 4, 1980, petitioner directed respondent to 
mail and serve appropriate notices to pay assessments 
to owners of real property within the sewer 
assessment district. Resp9ndent has refused to serve 
and collect said assessments, asserting the proceeds 
thereof must be included within the appropriations 
limits set forth in article XIII B. section I. We issued 
an alternative writ pursuant to our original authority, 
ftnding this question to be one of both frrst 
impression and substantial importance. (See 
Cali(ornia Housing Finance Agency v. Elliott (1976) 
17 Cal.3d 575, 580 [131 Cal.Rptr. 361. 551 P.2d 
11931; *446Cali(ornla Educational Facilities 
Authority v. Priest (1974) 12 Cal.3d 593. 598 [ill 
Cai.Rptr. 361, 526 P.2d 5131: Cal. Civil Writs 
(Cont.Ed.Bar. 1970) § 85, p. 154.) Respondent by 
way of return has generally demurred to the petition 
contending a writ of mandate will not lie to compel 
performance of an illegal or unconstitutional act. 

' .. 
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In November 1979 article XIII B was added to the 
California Constitution through ·the adoption of 
Proposition 4, commonly referred to as the "Gartn 
Initiative." Ballot arguments in support of 
Proposition 4 referred to it as providing "permanent 
protection for taxpayers from excessive taxation" and 
"a reasonable way to provide discipline in tax 
spending at state and local levels." 

Article XIII B was adopted less than ·J8 months after 
the addition of article XIII A to the state. Constitution, 
and was billed as "the next logical step to Proposition 
13" [article XIII A]. While article XIII A was 
generally aimed at controlling ad valorem property 
taxes and. the imposition of new "special taxes" ( 
Amador Valley Joint Union High Sch. Dist. v. State 
Bd of Equalization (1978) 22 Cal.3d 208, 231-232 
[149 Cal.Rptr. 239. 583 P.2d 12811; County of 
Fresno v. Malmstrom (1979) 94 Cai.APP.3d 974,980 
[156 Cal.Rptr. 7771. see article XIII A, § § (1), (4)), 
the thrust of article XIII B is toward placing certain 
limitations on the growth of appropriations at both 
the state and local government level; in particular, 
article XIII B places limits on the authorization to 
expend the "proceeds of taxes."(§_..!, subd. (c).) 

Article XIII B provides that beginning with the 1980~ 
1981 fiscal year, "an appropriations limit" will be 
established for each "local government." .FNI (§_J!, 
subd. (h).) No "appropriations subject to limitation" 
may be made in excess of this appropriations limit, 
and revenues received in excess of authorized 
appropriations must be returned. to the taxpayers 
within the following two fiscal years. (§ 2:) 

FN I Article XIII B is applicable· to both the 
State of California nd local governments. 
(See .§_§__!, .t subd. (a).) Since this actiori 
involves only a local government; i.e., the 
County of Placer, the operation of article 
XIII B as it relates to the state is not 
discussed. 

The appropriations limit for the 1980-1981 fiscal year 
is equal to the total ''appropriations subject to 
limitations" for that entity in the. 1978-1979 fiscal 
year, with certain adjustments for changes in the cost 
of living, population and fmancial responsibility for 
providing services. *447 (§ § 3, .t subd. (h); see 
Ops.Cal.Legis. Counsel, No. 15349 (Aug. 24, 1979) 
Garrn Initiative, p. 4.) In succeeding years, the 
appropriations limit will be equal to the prior year's 
appropriations limit, subject to the specified 
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adjustments. Appropriations limits may be changed 
by the voters, but not to exceed a period longer than 
four years. 

(l!!)Billed as a flexible way to provide discipline in 
government spending, article XIII B does not limit 
the ability to ·expend government· funds collected 
from all sources. Rather, the appropriations limit is 
based on "appropriations subject to limitation," 
which consists primarily of the authorization to 
expend during a fiscal year the ''proceeds of taxes." 
<.§.J.. subd; (a).) As to local· governments, limits are 
placed only on the authorization to expend the 
proceeds of taxes levied by that entity, in addition to 
proceeds of state subventions (.§___!, · subd. (c)); no 
limitation is placed on the expenditure of those 
revenues that do not constitute "proceeds of taxes." 
The intended scope of"proceeds of taxes," the source 
of a l_ocal government's "appropriations subject to 
limitations," is the pivotal issue herein. 

G)Responl!ent contends the funds derived from the 
exercise of the power of assessment and from federal 
grant proceeds used to pay the costs and expenses of 
acquisitions and improvements, are encompassed 
within ''proceeds of taxes" and must be included in 
the courity's appropriations subject to limitation; that . 
exclusion thereof and the making of other 
appropriations . to the · extent . of petitioner's 
appropriations limit without regard to the existence of 
the authorization to expend these proceeds threatens 
to impair the validity and enforceability of said 
assessments and assessment bonds. Petitioner 
contends the proceeds of the special assessments and 
the federal grant do not constitute "proceeds of 
taxes,'' and will not be included within its budgeted 
"appropriations subject to limitation" for fiscal year 
1980-1981. 

This issue is one of substantial importance, involving 
the continued viability of provisions for initiating and 
completing special improvements. (See Sts. & Hy. 
Code. § · 5000 et seq., I 0000 et seq.) "For over 60 
years these laws have provided the most widely used 
procedure in California for the construction of a 
variety of public improvements including streets, 
sewers, sidewalks, water systems, lighting and public 
utility lines; property owners benefited by the 
improvements pay for these improvements either in 
cash or, at their option, by installments over a period 
of time." (County of Fresno v. Malmstrom. supra .. 
94 Cal.Ano.3d at p. 978.) If local entities are required 
to include special *448 assessment and federal grant 
proceeds within their "appropriations subject to 
limitation," such entities will have to decide whether 
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to limit or even discontinue the acquisition and 
improvement of local improvements or to fmance 
such improvements from general tax revenues, i.e., at 
the expense of all taxpayers. In light of the enormous 
dem.ands on reduced general tax revenues following 
adoption of article XIII A,. the latter option appears 
fiscally unfeasible. 

Section 8, subdivision (c) defmes "'proceeds of 
taxes"' as follows: "'Proceeds of taxes' shall include, 
but not be restricted to, all tax revenues and the 
proceeds to an entity of government, from (i) 
regulatory licenses, user charges, and user fees to the 
extent that such proceeds exceed the costs reasonably 
borne by· such entity in providing the regulation, 
product, or service, and (ii) the investment of tax 
revenues. With respect to any local government,. 
'proceeds of taxes' shall include subventions received 
from the state, other than pursuantto Section 6 of this 
Article and, with respect to the state, proceeds of 
taxes shall exclude such subventions." 

In summary, ·for local entities, ''proceeds of taxes" 
includes, but is not restricted to: (1) all tax revenues; 
(2) excessive regulatory license fees and excessive 
user charges and fees; (3) the investment of tax 
revenues; and ( 4) subventions from the state. 

Respondent asserts that special assessment and 
federal grants proceeds, though not included within 
any of the expressly ·enumerated categories in section 
~ are similar in origin and character to user ·charges 
and user fees and are of the same general class; that 
federal grant proceeds are akin to state subventions: 
and under the doctrine of ejusdem generis, FNl must 
be considered "proceeds· of taxes," as the latter 
includes but is not restricted to tax revenues, certain 
regulatory and user fees . and charges, and state 
subventions. *449 

FN2 In its practical application, this rule 
simply means that "'general and specific 
words which are capable of an analogous 
meaning, being associated together, take 
color from each other, so that the general 

. words are restricted to a sense analogous to 
the less general.' (3 Words and Phrases 
Judicially Defmed, p. 2328.) ... [Thus,] 
'where a statute or . other document 
enumerates several classes of persons or 
things, !!lid immediately following and 
classed with such enumeration the clause 
embraces "other " persons or things, the 
word "other'' will generally be read as 
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"other such like," so that persons or things 
therein comprised may be read as ejusdem 
generii with, and not of a quality superior to 
or different from, those specifically 
enumerated."' (People v. Stricliler (1914) 25 
Cai.App. 60. 64,65 [142 P. 1121].) Ejusdem 
generis is a rule of construction used to 
carry out, not to defeat, the legislative intent. 

Further, respondent notes that article XIII B was 
intended both to carry out the intent and to·extend the 
scope of article XIII A. While article XIII A was 
aimed at controlling ad valorem property taxes and 
imposition. of new . special taxes (see County of 
Fresno v. Malmstrom, supra., 94 Cai.APP.3d at pp. 
980-984.), article XIII B is directed at controlling. 
goyerument spending. (See ll....!. ~ subd. (a), (b) 
(c).) The source of revenue to be spent is not limited 
·to property taxes; ''all tax. revenues" are subject to the 
limitations of article XIII B. in addition to certain 
user and regulatory charges, state subventions, and 
the investment of tax revenues. <§.......!. subd. (c).) 
Respondent urges it is our duty to give article XIII B 
a broad, .liberal interpretation in accordance with the 
will of the people (see Amador Valley Joini Union 
High Sch. Dist. v. State Bd ofEqualization, supra .. 
22 Cal.3d at PD. 245),· ffii and this mandates a fmding 
that special .assessment and federal grant proceeds 
were intended to be included within the "not 
restricted to" provision·of"proceeds of taxes." 

FN3 '·'The generally accepted niles for 
construing constitutional provisions may be 
summarized as follows: (1) a liberal, 
practical and common-sense. approach 
should be taken, (2) the natural and ordinary 
meaning of the words used should be 
followed, (3) the apparent intent of the 
framers should be fulfilled and ·absurd 
results avoided, and (4) interpretations by 
the Legislature and administrative agencies 
and the ballot summary, arguments and 
analysis should be considered in 
determining the probable meaning of 
uncertain language. [Citation.)" (62 
Ops.Cai.Atty.Gen. 254, 256 (1979); see 

· Amador Valley Joint Union High Sch. Dist. 
v. State Bd of Equalization, supra.. 22 
Cal. 3d at pp. 245-246.) 

Our analysis of article XIII B. section 8, subdivision 
(c), compels the conclusion that the framers of the 
initiative did not intend to incll\de the proceeds 

· derived from special assessmentS ·to be included 

·'' ... , 
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within the ''not restricted to" language of "proceeds 
of taxes." While respondent correctly asserts that 
assessments are a function of the general power of 
taxation ( Citv ofBaldwin Park v. Stoskus {1972) 8 
Cal.3d 563. 568 [lOS Cal.Rotr. 325, 503 P.2d 13331: 
see Dawson v. Town ·of Los Altos Hills C1976l 16 
CaiJd 676. 683 [129 Cai.Rptr. 97, 547 P.2d 13771; 
Los Angeles Co. F. C. Dist. v. Hamilton Cl917l 177 
Cal. I 19, 130 [169 P: 1028]) "there is a broad and 
well-recognized distinction between a tax levied for 
the general public good and without special regard to 
the benefit conferred upon the individual or property 
subject to .the tax, and a special assessment levied to 
force the payment of a benefit, ... " ( City Street Imp. 
Co. v. Regents Etc. (1908) 153 Cal. 776, 778 [96 P. 
BOll; see Inglewood v. Countv ofLos Angeles (1929) 
207 Cal. 697, 702 [280 P. 360].) *450 

Taxes are levied by the Legislature, or by counties 
and municipalities under their delegated power, for 
the. support of the state, county, or municipal 
government ( Taylor v. Palmer (1866) 31 Cal. 240, 
251-252:51 Cal.Jur.3d, Public Improvements,§ 2, o. 
563; 70 Am.Jur.2d. Special or Local Assessments, § 
l. pp. 842-843.) Special·or local assessments, on the 
other hand, are imposed on property within a limited 
area for payment of a local improvement allegedly 
enhancing the value . of the property taxed ( 
Northwestern Etc. Co. v. St Bd. Equal. (] 946) 73 
Cai.App.2d 548, 552 [166 P.2d 917]: see Citv ofLos 
Angeles v. Offner 0961) 55 Cal.2d 103, 108 flQ 
Cai.Rotr. 470, 358 P.2d 926).) Special assessments 
can be levied only on the specific property benefited 
and not on all the property in the district. ( Anaheim 
Sugar Co. v. County of Orange (1919) I 81 Cal. 212. 
216 [183 P. 8091; see City of Baldwin Park v. 
Stoskus, supra .. 8 Ca1.3d at p. 568.) FN4 · · 

FN4 Significant differences between a 
special assessment and ·a tax include. the 
following: (!) a special assessment can be 

· levied only on land; (2) a special assessment 
cannot ordinarily be made a personal 
liability of the person assessed; (3) a special 
assessment is ordinarily based wholly on 
benefits; and (4) a special aSsessment is 
exceptional both as to time and locality. ( 
Northwestern Etc. Co. v, St. Bd o(Equal., 
supra .. 73 Cal.ADP.2d atpp, 551-552.) 

In County of Fresno v. Malmstrom, supra., 94 
Cai.App.3d 974, the question presented was whether 
special assessments were "special taxes" within the 
provisions of article XIII A. While noting that the 
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terms "tax," "special tax," and "special assessment'' 
have at times become hopelessly entangled in judicial 
opinions, legislative and legal treatises, the 
Malmstrom court recognized and followed the long 
standing precedent that strictly speaking, special 
assessments are not taxes at all. ( ld at pp. 982·983,; 
see also Cedars ofLebanon Hasp. v. County ofL.A. 
(1950) 35 Cal.2d 729. 747 [221 P.2d 31. 15 A.L.R.2d 
10451: Los Angeles Co. F.C. Dist. v. Hamilton. 
supra .. 177 Cal. at p. 129: County ofSanta Barbara 
v. City ofSanta Barbara 0976) 59 Cal.App.3d 364. 
379-380 [130 Cal.Rptr. 6151; Co'untv of San 
Bernardino v. Flournov (!975) 45 Cal.APP.3d 48. 
51·52 [117 Cal.Rntr. 732].) FNS 

FNS The Malmstrom court analogized 
assessments as being. "more in the nature of 
loans to property owners for improvements 
benefiting their property, with bonds 
representing that loan and secured by the 
property itself." (94 Cal.APP.3d at p. 980. 
fn. 2.) 

In Solvang Mun. Improvement Dist. v. Board of 
Supervisors (1980) 112 Cal.App.3d 545 [ill 
Cal.Rntr. 3911. the court adopted the reasoning *451 
of the. Malmstrom court in determining special 
assessments levied to benefit specific properties 
within a specified district were not includable in the I 
percent of assessed value limitation imposed on ad 
valorem taxes by article Xlll A. section I of the 
California Constitution. The problem in Solvang, 
supra., resulted from an incongruity in the language 
of subdivisions (a) and (b) of section 1. Subdivision 
(a) imposed the I percent limitation on ad valorem 
taxes. Subdivision (b) exempted from the I percent 
limitation ad valorem taxes or special assessments to 
pay interest and redemption charges on indebtedness 
approved by the voters prior to the effective date of 
article Xlll A. At issue were nonvoted special 
assessments for a public parking district created 
pursuant to general and special statutory authority. 
Bonds were issued and special assessments to pay the 
principal and interest were levied annually by the 
board of supervisors against the benefited properties. 
The board interpreted article XIII A. section 1 to 
prohibit such assessment. The court fiTS! determined 
such an application of article XIII A would 
retroactively deprive the· bondholders of their 
contractual right to repayment and such impairment 
of contract was constitutionally impermissible. Next; 
the court decided that special assessments designed to 
directly benefit the property assessed and make it 
more valuable were not within the I percent 
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limitation and the reference to "special assessments" 
in section I, subdivision (b) was mere surplusage. 

Under article XIII B, with the exception of state 
subventions, the items that make up the scope of 
'"proceeds of taxes'" concern charges levied to raise 
general revenues for the local entity. '"Proceeds of 
taxes,"' in addition to "all tax revenues" includes 
''proceeds ... from ... regulatory licenses, user 
charges, and user fees [only] to the extent that such 
proceeds exceed the costs reasonably borne by such 
entity in providing the regulation, product or 
service .... " (§___!, subd. (c)) (Italics added.) Such 
"excess" regulatory or user fees are but taxes for the 
raising of general revenue for the entity. ( QJ2...g[ 
Madera v. Black(1919) 181 Cal. 306.3\3-314 [184 
P. 3971: see Mills v. County of Trinity (1980) 108 
Cal.App.3d 656. 661-663 [ 166 Cal.Rntr. 6741; United 
Business Com. v. City of San· Diego (1979) 91 
Cal.App.3d 156; 165 [!54 Cal.Rptr. 263].) Moreover, 
to the extent that an assessment · resul~ in revenue 
above the cost of the improvement or is of general 
public benefit; it is no longer a special assessment but 
a tax. ( City of Los Angeles v. Offner, supra.. 55 · 
Cal.2d at pp. 108-1 09.) We conclude "proceeds of 
taxes" generally contemplates only those impositions 
which raise general tax revenues for the entity. *452 

We fmd support for this position in the ballot 
arguments in favor of the initiative, FN

6 which assert 
that: . Proposition 4 will provide "permanent 
constitutional protection for taxpayers from excessive 
taxation;" "will refund or credit excess taxes received 
by the state· to the taxpayer;" "will curb excessive 
user fees [which are akin to taxes] imposed by local 
government;" "will eliminate waste by forcing 
politicians to rethink priorities while spending our tax 
money." (Italics added.) Finally, the argument states 
"Your 'yes' vote will guarantee· that excess state tax 
surpluses will be returned to the taxpayer .... " and 
"[T]his amendment is a reasonable and flexible way · 
to provide discipline in tax spending at the state and 
local levels .... " (Italics added.) In both its supportive 
and interpretative language, the thrust of article XIII . 
!! is diiected at limiting tax revenues and 
appropriations. 

FN6 Ballot arguments and analyses 
presented to the · electorate may be 
considered in determining the probable 
meaning of ·an initiative's uncertain 
language. (Amador Valley Joint Union High 
Sch. Dist. v. State Bd. o( Equalization, 
supra .. 22 Cal.3d at pp. 245-246.) 
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Respondent's analysis of the similarities between 
taxes, user charges, and special assessments is not 
persuasive that special assessment proceeds were 
intended to be included within the ''not restricted to" 
clause of ''proceeds of taxes." Special assessments 
are not taxes, and are not levied for general revenue 
purposes. We are unable to fmd anything in article 
XIII B to indicate that "proceeds of taxes" were 
intended to include speeial assessment proceeds. The 
doctrine of ejusdem generis cannot be used to include 
within the. category of "proceeds of taxes" something 
that is not a tax and which was clearly not intended to 
be included; 1'N7 * 453 

FN7 Respondent's position appears to be 
that: (1) although Malmstrom found that the 

· provisions of article XIII A were not 
applicable to special assessments, (2) since 
·article XIII B was designed to carry at and 
broaden the scope of article xm A. that (3) 
special assessment proceeds must have been 
intended to be included within the 

·parameters of article XIII B. 
It is true. that article Xlll B is broader and more 
encompassing that its precedessor. Unlike article Xlll 
A., article XIII B is not limited to ad valorem taxes 
and the imposition of new special taxes; rather, 
article XIII B is addressed to "all tax revenues," 

· including those derived from the imposition of 
"excess" regulatory and user charges. (Cf. art. XIII 
A.§ § 1.1, with art. XIll B. § 8, subd. (c).) Article 
XIli A did not address the issue of either state 
subventions or proceeds derived from the investment 
of tax revenues: Nor did article Xlll A place a ceiling 
ori the expenditures of these tax proceeds or require 
that excess tax revenues be returned to the electorate. 
But · the fact that article. XIII B is a more 
encompassing plan to limit government spending 
does not compel the conclusion that "proceeds of 
taxes" was meant to include special assessment 
proceeds. Article XJIJ B is directed at limiting the· 
appropriation .. of tax revenues; special assessments 
are not taxes, are not raised for the general public 
welfare, and do not provide get:Jeral revenues for 
local entities. 

In fmding that proceeds derived from the power of 
assessment were not intended to be included within 
the provisions of article XIII A, the Malmstrom court 
made the following observation: "Respondent's 
construction would place local government entities in 
a rather precarious situation by forcing them into a 
Hobson's choice of spending general tax funds either 

... : ~ 
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for expenditures to benefit the public at large or for 
projects to benefit certain individual property owners 
by funding improvements such as the construction of 
streets, sidewalks, gutters and sewers. Inherent in the 
concept of special assessments is the fact that certain 
property owners receive special benefits. [Citations.] 
It would not be just to the general t(l)lpayers of the 
political entity to use ·general funds to pay for such 
special benefits to a few property owners. (Citation.]". 
( C ountv of fresno v. Malmstrom. supra.. 94 
Cal.App.3d at p. 981: italics added.) 

This analysis is consistent with our interpretation of 
the intended scope of article XIII B. With only a 
limited fund from which to spend for general public 
services and special benefit improvements, local 
entities would be forced into a "Hobson's choice" of 
limiting or discontinuing general improvements and 
services for the benefit of the many in order to 
provide a local area with · special benefit 
improvements for the few. The alternative would be 
for local areas to do without essential services, such 
as sewers, water, etc., so that the local government 
could be assured of remaining within its 
appropriations limit. 

Reference to the ballot arguments in favor of article 
XIII B demonstrates that no such "Hobson's choice" 
was intended. Said arguments assert "[t]his 
measure ... Will Not prevent state · and local 
governments from providing ~ssentia1 services .... ['V ] 
Will Not favor one group of taxpayers over another." 
(Emphasis in original.) Each. of these. arguntents is 
valid only if we conclude that special assessment 
proceeds were not intended to and do . not conie 
within the parameters of "proceeds of taxes; 
otherwise, for practical purposes, local governments 
would be deprived of the. ability to fund the 
·construction of major improvements for a particular · 
area within their jurisdiction. ( Countv of Fresno v. 
Malstrom, supra .. 94 Cal.APP.3d at p. 981.) FNB *454 

FN8 Moreover, "[w]here the Legislature has 
enacted a law in light' of a particular 
constitutional provision, a settled rule of 
construction is that the Legislature's 
interpretation of uncertain constitutional 
terms is entitled to great deference by the 
courts." ( Mills v. Countv of Trinitv (1980) 
108 Cal.APP.3d 656. 662 [166 Cal.Rptr. 
6741.) Following the adoption of article XIII 
!!. the Legislature ena~ed Senate Bill No. 
1389, signed into law on July 16, 1980, as 
an urgency m'easure effective immediately. 
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(Gov. Code. § 53715, added by Stat. 1980, 
ch. 5 I 6, § I.} Government Code section 
53715, added by Senate Bill No. 1389, 
provides in part: "As used in Article XIII B 
of the California Constitution, the term 
'proceeds of taxes' does not include the 
proceeds from the sale of bonds, notes, 
warrants or other obligations required for the 
purpose of fmancing or refmancing the _ 
acquisition, construction, or completion of 
public improvements or projects or any 
rents, charges, assessments, or levies, other 
than tax levies; made pursuant to law, the 
proceeds of which are required for the 
payment of principal and interest, or to 
otherwise secure- such obligations, and to 
pay the costs and expenses associated 
therewith." (Italics added.) · 

Respondent's assertion that article XIII B was 
designed to close the loopholes created by article 
XIII A is without merit. 

The use of the special assessment process to 
construct and improve needed services can hardly be 
considered a loophole to the provisions of article XIII 
A,. (See 62 Ops.Cai.Atty.Gen. 663, 669 (1979).) 
Special assessments are one of the oldest used 
methods for the longterm financing of public 
improvements. (See Countv o(Fresno v. Malmstrom. 
supra .. 94 Cai.APP.3d at p. 978; Hamilton, Guide To 
California Special Assessment Acts (1966), p. I; 
Nichols, Comment: How Not. to Contest Special 
Assessments in California 0965) 17 Stan.L.Rev. 247. 
247-248.) Special assessments, being levied only for 
improvements that benefit particular parcc;ls of land, 
and not to raise general revenues, are simply not the 

· type of exaction that can be ·used as a mechanism for 
circumventing these tax relief provisions. (See 62 
Ops.Cai.Atty.Gen. 663,669 (1979).) FN

9 

FN9 Neither is the addition of Articles Xlll 
A and XIII B likely to cause a sudden shift 
to the use of special assessments unless said 

· improvements are both needed and desired 
by those property owners who will pay for 
such improvements. Unlike other 
governmentally imposed burdens, taxes in 
particular, the various special assessment 
acts have traditionally and continue to 
require that one or more hearings by the 

_legislative body be held prior to 
confirmation and levy of the assessment. 
(See e.g., Sts. & Hy. Code.§§ 5130-5227, 
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5360-5375, 10300-.!,QllQ.) Thus, special 
assessments are not the type of exaCtion that 
can be imposed without giving the affected 
property owners both notice and opportunity 
to be heard. In addition, most special 
assessment acts contain provisions for a 
"majority protest." (See e.g., . Sts. & Hy. 
Code. 5220-5222, 10310-10312.) A majority 
protest exists if written protests are made by 
owners of more than one-half of the area of 
the property to be assessed. (See 'Sts. & Hy. 
Code. § 2930.) Such a protest compels 

-abandonment of the proceedings and 
precludes similar proceedings for one year. 
(Sts. & Hy. Code. § 2930; but see Sts. & 
Hy. Code. § 2932.) While majority protests 
may be overruled in certain instances (e.g., 
Sts. & Hy. Code. § § 2932. 5222. I 0311), it 
is unlikely that local governments will 
continue with assessment proceedings once 
a majority of property owners in the 
proposed distriCt have voiced their 
disapproval. 

Petitioner accepted a $55,000 federal grant 
representing one-half of the cost of making 
acquisitions and constructing improvements in the 
*455 Tierra Heights Sewer Assessment District. 
Respondent argues since "proceeds of taxes " 
includes state subventions, and as federal grants are 
similar in nature to such subventions, the doctrine of 
ejusdem generis requires that federal grant proceeds 
be considered "proceeds of taxes." We disagree. 

"Subventions" as used in article XIII B is defmed as 
a "subsidy" or "assistance or support'' from the state 
to local government. (Ops.Cal. Legis. Counsel, No. 
14076 (July 20, 1979) Gann Initiative, p; 2.) The 
federal grant at issue was made directly from the 
federal government to the County of Placer; we do 
not have state action or subvention in its usual form. 

Nor can we conclude that federal grants proceeds 
were intended to be encompassed within "proceeds of 
taxes." Federal grants are not mentioned in either 
article XIII B or in the ballot arguments in support 
thereof. · 

Of greater significance, however, is that construing . 
federal grants to be within the scope of "proceeds of 
taxes" would in no way_ further the spending and 
taxing Iiinit objectives of article XIII B. Unlike state 
subventions, -which if not taken !IDd spent will result · 
in a refund of taxes and thus an indirect tax reduction 
under article XIII B, federal grants not taken and 
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spent will not give rise to any tax refund; in fact, the 
opposite will occur. Federal grants return tax monies 
to California when such grants are accepted. It is 
unlikely that local governments would be able to · 
accomodate both special assessment proceeds and 
matching federal funds within the entity's budgeted 
"appropriations subject to limitation," thereby forcing 
such entities to reject offers of federal funds. In tum, 
to refuse to accept such grants would require that area 
improvements be financed exclusively by local 
governments and would tend to increase taxes in the · 
lo!lg range. This ·result is in no· way consistent with 
the objectives of artiCle XUI B. 

@We determine that article XIII B does no more 
than· place a ceiling on the expenditure of general 
state and local tax revenues and does not encompass 
special assessments and federal grants of the kind 
before us in the case at bench. 

Let a peremptol)' writ of mandate issue commanding 
respondent to mail appropriate notices of assessment 
on and collect such assessments *456 from the 
owners of real property in the Tierra Heights Sewer 
Assessment District A-79 as provided by law. 

Regan, Acting P. J., and Evans, J., concurred. 
Cal.App.3.Dist. 
Co.unty of Placer v. Corin 
113 Cal.App.3d 443, 170 Cai.Rptr. 232 

END OF DOCUMENT 
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Fresno County v. 
MalmstromCal.App.5.Dist.COUNTY OF FRESNO, 

Petitioner, 
v. 

JAMES B. MALMSTROM, as County Tax 
Collector, etc., Respondent. 

Civ. No. 4719. 

Court of Appeal, Fifth District, California. 
July 12, 1979. 

SUMMARY 

A county initiated assessment proceedings under Sts. 
& Hy. Code. § 10000 et seq., to construct certain 
improvements, with the intention of issuing . 
assessment bonds pursuant to Sts. & HY. Code. § 

5000 et seq. to represent the assessments levied. The 
tax collector refused to serve a notice of assessment 
on the property owners involved or to collect the 
assessment, contending that the assessment would 
result in a levy of over 1 percent on the property in 
the district in contravention of Cal. Con st.. art. XIII A. 
U. subd. (a), and that is constituted a "special tax" 
not approved by a two-thirds vote of qualified 
electors of the district, as required by Cal. Const .. art 
XIIIA. § 4. 

The Court of Appeal issued a writ of mandate 
directing the tax collector to give notice of recording 
of assessments and to collect the assessments 
pursuant to Sts. & Hy. Code. § § 10404 and 10603, 
for those improvements duly authorized by the 
county in the special assessment district. The court 
held the I percent maximum tax limitation imposed 
by Cal. Const., art. XIIIA on ad valorem taxes does 
not apply to special assessments levied pursuant to 
Sts. & Hy. Code. § § 5000 et seq. and 10000 et seq., 
the Improvement Act of 1911 and the Municipal 
Improvement Act of 1913. The court further held that 
because special assessments pursuant to such acts are 
not within the definition of "special taxes" in Cal. 
Const., art. XIIIA. § 4, the Constitution does not 
require the issuance of bonds to be approved at an 
election by two-thirds of the qualified electors of the 
district. (Opinion by Zenovich, J., with Brown 
(G.A.), P. J., and Franson, J., concurring.) 
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HEAD NOTES 

Classified to California Digest of Official Reports 

(!) Constitutional Law § I 0--0peration, Effect, and 
Construction-- Construction of Constitutions--Rules. 
Rules of construction and interpretation that are 
applicable when considering statutes ·are equally 
applicable in interpreting constitutional provisions. 

G) Statutes § 25--Construction-Exceptions and 
Provisos. 
What is excepted by a statute's proviso should, in the 
absence thereof, be considered as included in the 
general terms of the statute. 

Q) Constitutional Law § 10-0peration, Effect, and 
Construction-- Construction of Statutes--Defmitions. 
Terms used in a constitutional amendment are 
normally construed in light of existing statutory 
defmitions. 

(.1) Highways, Streets, and Bridges § 40--Taxes and· 
· Assessments--Under · Improvement Acts-
Constitutional Tax Limitation. 
The I percent maximum tax limitation imposed by 
Cal. Const.,. art, XIIIA, on ad valorem taxes does not 
apply to special assessments and bonds levied 
pursuant to the Improvement Act of 1911 ( Sts. & 
Hy. Code. § 5000 et seq.) and the Municipal 
Improvement Act of 1913 ( Sts. & Hy. Code, § ; 
10000 et seq.). Statutory or constitutional limitation 
on taxes have no logical application to special 
assessments to fmance improvements benefiting 
special parcels of property within the taxing 
jurisdiction. 
[See Cai.Jur.3d. Highways and Streets. § 102' et 
seq.; Am.Jur.ld. Special or Local Assessments. § 
10.] 
<a!. i!!.) Highways, Streets, and Bridges § 46-
Bonds--Issuance, Sale, and Lien--Constitutional Tax 
Limitation--Special Taxes"-Election. 
Cal. Const., art. XIIIA, § 4, imposing a limitation on 
property taxes are requiring "special taxes" to be 
approved by two-thirds vote of qualified electors of 
the district, does not require the issuance of bonds 
pursuant to the Improvement Act of 1911 ( Sts. & 
Hy. Code. § 5000 et seq.), representing assessments 
levied for the construction of certain improvements, 
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to be approved by an election of two-thirds of the 
qualified electors of the district: Such special 
assessments are not within the defmition of "special 
taxes" of the constitutional prov1s1on. The 
constitutional provision is aimed at limiting local 
governments' *976 ability to replace funds reduced 
by other sections of the article by shifting to .other 
types of taxes, while special assessments are not 
general taxes but rather used to confer a special 
benefit on the parcels charged for the improvements. 

@ Highways, Streets, and Bridges § 39--Taxes and 
Assessments--Special Assessments. · 
The ·power to create special assessments to pay the 
costs of improvements to specific parcels of property 
is a peculiarly· legislative process grounded in the · 
taxing power of the sovereign. 

(1) Highways, Streets, and Bridges § 2-Defmitions 
and Distinctions-- Special Tax--Special Assessment. 
While taxes are raised. for the general revenue of the 
governmental entity to pay for a variety of public 
services, a "special taX." is a tax collected and 
earmarked for a special purpose; rather· than being 
deposited in a general fund. A special assessment is 
charged to real property to pay for benefits that 
property has received from a local improvement and,. 
strictly speaking, is not a tax at all. 

@ Property Taxes § 19--Exemptions--Special 
Assessments. 
Exceptions of private property from taxation do not 
extend to special assessments levied on the basis of 
equivalent benefit; unless specifically so provided. 

(!) Income Taxes § 5--Deductions--Assessments. 
For purposes of the Personal Income Tax Law (Rev. 
& Tax. Code. § I 700 I et seq.), property taxes, but 
not taxes assessed against local benefits of a kind 
tending to increase the value of the property assessed, 
are allowed as itemized deductions . in computing 
taxable income. 

(!Q) Highways, Streets, and Bridges § 2--Defmitions 
and Distinctions-- Special Assessments--Special Tax. 
A special assessment is distingUishable from a 
property-related special tax by the fact that a special 
assessment, being a charge for benefits conferred on 
the property, cannot exceed the benefits the assessed 
property receives from the iinprovement; a special 
tax on real property need not so specifically benefit 
the taxed property. *977 
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Floyd B. Viau, County Counsel, Harold E. Rogers, 
Jr., and Earl S. Wolcott III, for Petitioner. 
Burt Pines, City Attorney (Los Angeles), Claude E. 
Hilker and Norman L. Roberts, Assistant City 
Attorneys, as Amici Curiae on behalf of Petitioner. 
Orrick, Heriington, ROwley & Sutcliffe, Carlo . S. 
Fowler and John R. Myers for Respondent. 
ZENOVICH, J. 
Petitioner County of Fresno requests this court to 
invoke its original jurisdiction to issue a writ of 
mandate to compel respondent James B. Malmstrom, 
the Fresno County Treasurer and Tax Collector, to 
serve notice of assessment and collect · such 
assessments from property owners in a special 
assessment district pursuant to Streets and Highways 
Code sections I 0404 and I 0603 . 

The City of Los Angeles joined in support of 
petitioner as amicus curiae. 

The facts underlying this petition are not in dispute .. 

On December 19, 1978, petitioner {acting through the 
Fresno County Board of Supervisors) initiated 
assessment proceedings under Streets and Highways 
Code section 10000 et seq. · (the Municipal 
Improvement Act of 1913) to construct certain 
improvements described as "Various Streets in 
Robinwood Subdivision, Fresno County 
Improvement District No. 205." ·Petitioner intended 
to issue assessment bonds pursuant to Streets and 
Highways Code section 5000 et seq. (the 
Improvement Act of 1911) to represent the 
assessments levied. The petition alleges that all the 
requirements of the Streets and Highways Code were 
followed in the assessment procedure; respondent 
does not make an assertion to the contrary. 

However, respondent refused to serve ·the notice of 
assessment on the property owners involved or to 
collect the assessment, contending· that the 
assessment in question would result in a levy of over 
I percent on the property in the district, in 
contravention of article XIII A. section I, *978 
subdivision (a) of the California Constitution and that 
it constitutes a "special tax" that has not been 
approved by a two-thirds vote of qualified electors of 
the district, as required by article XIII A, section 4. 

Since the issues herem presented are of great public 
importance and should be resolved promptly, 
petitioner accordingly has properly invoked the 
exercise of our original jurisdiction. (California 
Housing Finance Agency v. Elliott (1976) 17 Cal.3d 
575, 580 [131 CaLRptr. 36 I. 55 I P.2d 11931; 
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California Educational Facilities Authority v. Priest 
Cl974l 12 Cal.3d 593. 598 [116 Cai.Rptr. 361. 526 
P.2d 5131: Cal. Civil Writs (Cont.Ed.Bar 1970) § 
8.5, p. 154.) 

Article XIII A of the California Constitution was 
·adopted by the voters of this state in June 1978. The 
measure was designat~d on the ballot as Proposition 
13 and commonly known as the Jarvis-Gann. 
initiative. bur California Supreme Court, itself 
exercising its original jurisdiction to uphold the 
validity of article XIII A as a whole, stated that the 
article "in a number of particulars is imprecise and 
ambiguous" and described. it as "a constitutional 
provision of a kind, similar to many others, which 
necessarily and over a period of time will require 
judicial, legislative, and administrative construction." 
(Amador Valley Joint Union High Sch Dist. v. State 
Bd of Eaualization Cl978) 22 Cal. 3d 208. 244·245 
[149 Cal.Rptr. 239. 583 P 2d 12811.) 

The issues raised by petitioner involve the continued 
viability_ of the Improvement Act of 1911 ( Sts. & 
Hy. Code, § 5000 et seq.) and the Municipal 
Improvement Act of 1913 ( Sts. & Hy. Code, § 
10000 et seq.). For over 60 years these laws have 
provided the most · widely used procedure in 
California for the construction of a variety of public 
improvements including streets, sewers, sidewalks, 
water systems, lighting and public utility lines; 
property owners benefited by the improvements pay 
for these improvements either in cash or, at their 
option, by installments over a period of tiine. (See 
Nichols, Comment: How Not to Contest Soecia/ 
Assessments in California (1965) 17 Stan.L.Rev. 247. 
247-248.) Amicus curiae City of Los Angeles states 
that within its jurisdiction alone almost $15.5 million 
in streets, sewers, drains and incidental facilities were 
constructed in the three and one-half years ending 
December 31, 1978; almost half of the funding for 
these projects was paid by assessment procedures 
under these acts, with much of the remainder paid by 
federal grants as "matching funds." Los Angeles also 
states it has similar projects pending with estimated 
construction costs of over $52 million. *979 

Therefore, in light of the uncertainty article XIII A 
has cast over the continued viability of procedures so 
widely used for such a long period of time to 
construct needed public improvements, we examine 
petitioner's specific contentions. 

I. 
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Artichi XHI A. section I. subdivision (a), does not 
expressly limit special assessmentS, but is rather 
confmed to "any ad valorem tax on real property." 
However, subdivision (b). exempts from subdivision 
(a) "ad valorem taxes or special assessmenis" (italics 
added) approved by the voters prior to the time article 
XIII A be.came effective. 

Q)Rules of construction arid interpretation that are 
applicable when consideriilg statutes are equally 
applicable in interpreting constitutional provisions. 
(Winchester v. Mabury (1898) 122 Cal. 522, 527 £2..2 
P. 393]; 45 Cal.Jur.2d (1958) Statutes,§ 97, p. 612.) 
@What is excepted by a statute's proviso should, in 
the absence thereof, be considered as included in the 
general terms of the statute. (People ex rei. Happell 
v. Sischo (1943) 23 Cal.2d 478. 493 (144 P.2d 785. 
150 A.L.R. 14311: 73 Am.Jur.2d (1974) Statutes, § 
316, p: 466.) Q)Moreover, terms used in a 
constitutional amendment are normally construed in 
light of existing statutory definitions. (County of 
Sacramento y. Hickman 0 967) 66 Cal.2d 841. 850 
[59 Cal.Rptr. 609. 428 P.2d 5931; Forster Shipbldg. 
Co. v. County ofL. A. 0960) 54 Cal.2d 450.455-456 
[6 Cai.Rptr. 24. 353 P.2d 736].) 

And, as the California Supreme Court summarized 
other rules of interpretation in Amador Valley Joint 
Union High Sch. Dist. v. State Bd. of Equalization. 
supra .. 22 Cal.3d at pages 245-246: 

"Acknowledging as we must that article XIII A in a 
number of particulars is imprecise and ambiguous, 
nonetheless we do not conclude that it is so vague as 
to be unenforceable. Rather, in the usual manner, the 
various uncertainties and ambiguities may be 
clarified or resolved in accordance with several other 
generally accepted rules of construction used in 
interpreting similar enactments. Thus, California 
courts have held that constitutional and other 
enactments must receive a liberal, practical common
sense · construction which will meet changed 
conditions and the growing needs of the people. 
[Citations.] A constitutional amendment should be· 
construed in accordance with the natural and ordinary 
meaning of its words. [Citation.] The literal language 
of enactments may *980 be disregarded to avoid 
absurd results and to fulfill the apparent intent of the 
framers. [Citations.) 

"Most importantly, apparent ambiguities frequently 
may be resolved by the contemporaneous 
construction of · the Legislature or of the 
administrative agencies charged with implementing 
the new enactment. (Citations.) In addition, when, as 
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here, the enactment follows voter approval, the ballot 
summary and arguments and analysis presented to the 
electorate in connection with a . particular measure 
may be helpful in determining the probable meaning 
of uncertain language. [Citations.)" 

Respondent contends that section I, subdivision (b), 
when read in conjunction with section l, subdivision 
(a), requires an inference that all special assessments 
come within subdivision (a)'s limitations. Petitioner 
agrees that rules of construction require special 
assessments to be impliedly included in subdivision 
(a), but only those special assessments levied on an 
ad valorem basis. FNI Petitioner's"position is based on 
a contention that the word "ad valorem" in section l, 
subdivision (b), modifies both "taxes or special 
assessments." 

FN1 However, we note California 
Legislative Counsel opinion No. 16240, 

. November 13, 1978, lit pages 5 and 6, 
opines that the fonnula on which special 
assessments are made must be based on the 
special benefits received. A general benefit 
inuring to the public as a whole will not 
justifY an assessment. (Harrison v. Board of 
Supervisors (1975) 44 Cal.App.3d 852. 856 
[118 Cai.Rptr. 828].) He further opines that 
a levy on all property' both real and 
personal, without regard to special benefits 
is a tax; but a levy made only upon land on 
the basi~ of benefits received, whether 
designated "benefit assessmenf' or "ad 
valorem assessment," is a special assessment 

.and not a tax (citing Trumbo v. Crestline 
Lake Arrowhead Water Agency (1967) 250 
Cai.App.2d 320. 322-323 [58 Cal.Rotr. 
5381; Jeffery v. City of Salinas (1965) 232 
Cai.App.2d 29, 45 [42 Cal.Rptr. 4861. and 
listing the provisions of the Sts. & Hy. Code 
involved in the present case as examples of 
such special assessments). 

First, we are of the opinion that a major thrust of 
article XIII A is aimed at controlling ad valorem 
property taxes. This concern was stimulated . by a 
rapid increase in property values in California over 
recent years. Even assuming property tax rates had 
remained constant, this rapid increase in market 
value, when reflected in increased assessed value, 
resulted in large property tax increases which, for the 
most part, had not been offset by increased income of 
the property owners. FNl Thus, section I *981 limits 
the ad valorem tax rate to a maximum of I percent of 
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market value; section 2 sets the 1975-1976 tax year 
as a "base" for assessed value and limits further 
increases to 2 percent per year; section 3 provides 
that the Legislature may not imp,ose new ad valorem 
taxes on real property; and section 4 provides that 
cities, rounties and special districts may not impose 
new ad valorem property taxes. 

FN2 In contrast to such general ad valorem 
taxes, the assessments in this case are more 
in the nature of loans to property owners .for 
improvements benefiting their property, 
with bonds representing that loan and 
secured by the property itself. The bond 
reflects a specific total sum assessed against 
the parcel. ( Sts. & Hy. Code. § 6400.) Each 
payment on the bond reflects principal and 
interest. (§ § 6440-6441.) The governmental 
entity cannot pay the.bonds or the interest on 
the bonds out of funds other than those 
collected. from the property owners. (§ 
6424.) The assessment reflected by the bond 
does not continue indefmitely, but rather is 
for a set tenn and is extinguished upon 
completion of payment of the principal. (§ § 
6448, 6462.) In such a bond program, the 
property owners do not receive the benefit 
of public funds, but merely are able to 
obtain loans at a cost below that of the 
marketplace because of the tax-exempt 
nature of the bonds issued. (See California 
Educational Facilities Authoritv' v. Priest. 
supra., 12 Cal.3d at p. 605.) 

Second, we are of the opinion that respondent's 
construction would result in an illogical conclusion. 
Such a construction is contrary to the rules · of 
interpretation. (See, e.g., Amador Vallev Joint Union 
High Sch. Dist. v. State Bd ofEqualization. supra .. 
:Z2 Cal.3d at p. 245; Fireman's Fund Ins. Co. v. 
Security Pacific Nat. Bank (1978) 85 Cai.App.3d 
797. 815 [149 Cai.Rptr. 883].) Respondent's 
construction would place local government entities in 
a rather precarious situation by forcing them into a 
Hobson's choice of spending general tax funds either 
for expenditures to benefit the public at large or for 
projects to benefit certain individual property owners 
by funding improvements such as the construction of 
streets, sidewalks, gutters and sewers. Inherent in the 
concept of special assessments is the fact that certain 
property owners receive special benefits: (Spring 
Street Co. v. City o(Los Angeles (1915) 170 Cal. ·24. 
30 [148 P. 2171: Harrison v. Board ofSupervisors. 
supra .. 44 Cai.App.3d 852. 856; Northwestern etc. 
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Co. v. St. Bd Equal. (1946) 73 Cal.App.2d 548, 551-
lli. (166 P.2d 9171.) It would not be just to the 
general taxpayers of the political entity to use general 
funds to pay for such special benefits to a few 
property owners. (Roberts v. Citv of Los Angeles 
(1936) 7 Cal.2d 477. 491 [61 P.2d 323].) Thus, for 
practical purposes, a governmental entity would be 
deprived of the ability to fund the construction of 
major improvements for a particular area within its 
jurisdiction. · 

Third, we find that the ballot arguments in favor of 
. article XITI A support a conclusion that t~e article is 

aimed at general taxes and governmental spending. 
The arguments claimed that more than 15 percent of 
all governmental spending was wasted and that the 
article's limitations would not affect property-related 
governmental services (as contrasted with property
related improvements)·such as trash collection, police 
and fire protection and street light maintenance (as 
contrasted with {nstallation in a limited area; cf. 
*982Roberts v. City ofLos Angeles. supra .. 7 Cal.2d 
!U.Z1. There is nothing in the ballot arguments 
favoring article Xlll A to suggest it was intended to 
limit a governmental entity's ability to improve 
certain areas within its jurisdiction by special 
assessments of the property owners specially 
benefited. 

While California has never been required to consider 
whether statutory or constitutional limitations on 
general· tax assessments should apply to special 
assessments for improvements benefiting only 
specific parcels of property, the handful of sister 
states which have interpreted such statutory or 
constitutional provisions have concluded that special · 
assessments do not fall within such limitations. (See, 
e.g., Graham v. City o( Saginaw (1947) 317 Mich. 
427 [27 N.W.2d 42. 44-451; Hamilton v. Arch Hurley 
Conservancy Dis/. (1938) 42 N.M. 86 !75 P.2d 707. 
709-7101; Northern Pac. Ry. Co. v. John Day Irr. 
Dist. (1923) I 06 Ore. 140 !211 P. 781, 7891; 
Wickli@ v. City of Greenville (1916) 170 Ky. 528 
[186 S.W. 476. 4781; Fourmv v. Town of Franklin 
(191 0) 126 La. 151 !52 So. 249. 2501; Mayor, etc., of 
Birmingham v. Klein (1890)·89 Ala. 461 [7 So. 386. 
3901; and Dilloe v. City of Davenport (1888) 74 Iowa 
66 [36 N.W .. 895. 8971.) While, of course, these 
decisions did not involve an interpretation of the 
specific provisions of article Xlll A, they 
nevertheless support a conclusion that statutory or 
constitutional limitations on taxes have no logical 
application to special assessments to finance 
improvements benefiting special parcels of property 
within the taxing jurisdiction. 
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@Therefore, we conclude that the 1 percent 
maximum tax limitation imposed by article Xlll A on 
ad valorem taxes does not apply to special 
assessments and bonds levied pursuant to Streets and 
Highways Code sections 5000 et seq. and 10000 et 
seq., the Improvement Act of 1911 and the Municipal 
Improvement Act of f913. 

II. 

Respondent refused to collect the assessments in the 
present case in part because they had not been 
approved by two-thirds of the "qualified electors of 
the district," contending that California Constitution. 
article XIII A. section 4. applied to such an 
assessment. ~For the reasons that follow, we are of 
the opinion that a special assessment levied pursuant 
to Streets and Highways Code sections 5000 et seq. 
and I 0000 et seq. is not a. "special tax" within the 
meaning of that constitutional provision, and 
therefore no election was required. *983 

As previously discussed, an examination of article 
Xlll A itself and the ballot arguments favoring it 
support a conciusion that the initiative was aimed at 
cutting general governmental funds and expenditures. 
Section 4 of that constitutional provision is aimed at 
limiting local governments' ability to replace funds 
reduced by other sections of the article by shifting to 
other types of taxes. However, special assessments 
are not general taxes but rather used to confer special 
benefit upon the parcels charged for the 
improvements. FN] 

FN3 We note the enactment of chapter 29 of 
the Statutes of 1979 (ch. 29, § 7) referred to 
as "Senate Bill 55" designed to enable 
redevelopment agencies severely impacted 
by Proposition 13 to prevent bond defaults 
by using a special assessment process 
requiring a finding of benefit to each parcel 
of property; Senate Bill No. 785 introduced 
March 23, 1979, as amended May 30, 1979, 
stating a special tax "shall not include any 
fee which does not exceed the reasonable 
cost of providing the service or regulatory 
activity for which the fee is charged and 
which is not levied for general revenue 
purposes." Assembly Bill No. 1757 
introduced April 5, 1979, as amended June 
14, 1979, designed, among other things, to 
authorize drainage districts, under the 
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· Drainage District Act of 1903, to issue 
bonds to be paid from assessments spread 
upon the lands of the district in proportion .to 
the benefits to be provided each parcel (but 
further note-by approval of' a majority vote 
rather than a two-thirds majority vote of the 
qualified electors required by section 4 of 
article Xlll A). California Legislative 
Counsel opm10n No. 16240 issued 
November 13, 1978, discussing article X!Il 
A.' and its applicability, among other things, 
to special assessments; 62 Ops. Cal. Atty. 
Gen. 254 (1979) defming a fee imposed · 

. under Government Code section 65974 as a 
"special tax'~ within the meaning of artiCle 
XIII A, but not expressing any view on what 
assessments or taxes,· if any, are "special 
taxes" within the meaning of said article. 

(§)Respondent is correct in pointing out that the 
power to create special assessments to' pay the costs 
of improvements .to specific parcels of property is a 
"peculiarly legislative process grounded in the taxing 
power of the sovereign." (Dawson 11. Town of Los 
Altos Hills (1976) 16 Cal.3d 676. 683 [129 Cal.Rptr. 
97. 547 P.2d 1377].) This origin of the special 
assessment is perhaps one of the reasons the terms 
"tax," "special tax" and "special assessmenf' have 
become at times hopelessly entangled in judicial 
opinions, legislation and legal. treatises. (See, e.g,, 
County of San Bernardino 11. Flournov (1975) 45 
Cal.App.3d 48, 52 [117 Cal.Rotr. 7321: 14 
McQuillin, Municipal Corporations. (1970 rev. ed.) 
Special Taxation and Local Assessments, § 38,0 I, p. 
10.) . 

· (l)Taxes are raised for the general revenue of the 
govenunental entity to pay for a variety of public 
services. (46 Cai.Jur.2d (1959) Taxation, § 7, p; 
488.) A "special.tax" is a tax collected and earmarked 
for a special purpose, rather than being deposited in a 
'general fund. (See City of Glendale v. Trondsen 
(1957) 48 Cal.2d 93. 99-100 [308 P.2d 11; Citv ofSan 
Diego v. Atlas Hotels. Inc. (1967) 252 Cal.App.2d 
591. 594-595 [60 Cal.Rptr. 6441.) A special 
assessment is charged to real property to pay *984 
for benefits that property has received from a local 
improvement and, strictly speaking, is not a tax at all. 
(Wells 11. Union Oil Co. Cl938) 25 Cal.App.2d 165, 
166-167 [76 P.2d 696].) 

@Supportive of the distinction between a tax and an 
assessment is the well-settled rule that exemptions of 

Jlrivate property from taxation do not extend to 
special assessments levied . upon ·the basis of 
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equivalent benefit, unless specifically so provided 
(Estate of Simpson (1954) 43 Ca1.2d 594. 597-598 
[275 P.2d 467,47 A.L.R.2d 9911: Cedars o(Lebanon 
Hasp. v. County o(L.A. (1950) 35 Cal.2d 729. 747 
[221 P.2d 31. 15 A.L.R.2d 10451; County o(Santa 
Barbara 11. Citv of Santa Barbara (1976) 59 
Cal.App.3d 364, 379; 380 [130 Cal.Rotr. 6151: 
Ops.Cal.Legis. Counsel, No. 1_6240 (Nov. 13, 1978) 
p. 4.) 

(2)Likewise, for purposes of the Personal Income 
Tax Law (Rev. & Tax. Code, pt. 10 (conunencing 
with § 1700 1), div. 2), real property taxes, but not 
taxes assessed against local benefits of a kind tending 
to increase the value of the property assessed, are 
allowed as itemized deductions in computing taxable 
income (Rev. & Tax. Code, § 17204, subd. {a)(1), 
subd. {c)(6); Northwestern etc. Co. v. St. Bd. Eaual.. 
supra .. 73 Cai.App.2d at p. 553). Such is also the 
case under the· Internal Revenue Code of 1954 (26 
U.S.C.)'for federal income tax purposes (26 U.S.C.A. 
§ 164 (a)(l) and (c)(]); Denver & .Rio Grande 
Western Railroad Co. 11. C. I. R. (10th Cir. 1960) 279 
F.2d 368. 370; Brecklein 11. Bookwalter (W.D.Mo. 
1970) 313 F.Supp. 550. 552: Ops.Cai.Legis. Counsel, 
No. 16240 (Nov. 13, 1978) p. 5). 

QQ)A special assessment is distinguishable from a 
property-related special tax· by the fact that a special 
assessment, being a charge for benefits conferred 
upon the propertY,, cannot exceed the benefits the 
assessed property receives from the improvement; a 
special tax on real property need not so .specifically 
benefit the taxed property .. (Spring Street Co. 11. City 
of Los Angeles. supra., 170 Cal. at p. 30; ~ 
Sterling 11. Galt (Ill. 1886) 7 N.E. 471. 473.) The 
owner of bonds. securing the debt incurred by the 
property owner pursuant to the Improvement Act of 
1911 may not look to the general funds of the 
govenunental entity for payment, but is limited to the 
funds created by the payments made by the property 
owner. ( Sts. & Hy. Code. § 6424.) Upon default on 

· the bonds by the property owner, the bond owner's 
only -.recourse is to foreclose upon the property 
securing the bond. ( Sts. & Hy. Code, § 6500 et seq.) 
FN

4 *985 · ' 

FN4 We note section 6460 of the Streets and 
Highways Code wherein the bond to be 
issued must contain substantially the 
following language: "This bond is payable 
exclusively from said fund, [fund created by 
the payments made by the property owner] 
and neither the (here insert city or county) 
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nor any officer thereof is to be holden. for 
payment otherwise of its principal or 
interest." Therefore, it is apparent that a 
special assessment bond (if and when issued 
by the petitioner herein) would not 
constitute a debt of the County of Fresno, or 
any political subdivision thereof, or a pledge 
of the full faith and credit of the County of 
Fresno or any political subdivision thereof. 
Distinguish this provision from the so·called 
"Moral Obligation" concept enacted in other 
jurisdictions. In · those jurisdictions, the . 
bonds, when issued, do not constitute a debt 
of the political entity nor a pledge of its full 
faith and credit. However; the political 
entity, to assure the continued solvency of 
its bonds and prevent default, is authorized 
to· appropriate annually and pay into· a 
reserve fund "tax dollars" in an amount 
equal to the maximum amount of principal 
and interest becoming due in any succeeding 
calendar year. (See Massachusetts Hous. F. 
Ag. v. N!!W England Mer. Nat. B. (]969) 356 
Mass. 202 [249 N.E.2d 5991; N!!W Jersey 

. Mortgage Finance Agency v. McCrone 
(1970) 56 N.J. 414 [267 A.2d 24).) 

Thus, we . are of the opinion that the special 
assessment procedures of the Improvement Act of 
1911 do not impose a "special tax." An~, since the 
special assessment has no impact upon general 
governmental spending-the overriding concern of 
article XIII A-a very broad and liberal construction of 
the term "special taxes" to include such special 
assessments is not required to fulfill the purposes of 
this constitutional provision. 

Moreover, the application of article XIII A. section 4, 
to special assessments under the Improvement Act of 
1911 would present a myriad ofpractical problems. 
For example, the property to be improved may be 
entirely owned by one person;· or resident property 
owners may outnumber nonresident property owners, 
or vice versa. These situations, arid many others, 
could pose complex problems of defining · the 
"qualified electors" of the district referred to in 
article XIII A. section 4, and provide more layers of 
governmental red tape and expense without practical 
benefit-the very such governmental waste article Xlll 
A. was designed. to cut. However, the procedures set 
forth in the Municipal Improvement Act of 1913, 
. used in this case, provided a method of notifying and 
accepting protests from all persons directly affected 
by the assessment-the property owners who would 

.. both be benefited by the improvements and charged 

. Page 7 

with the cost of those improvements. (See Sts. & Hy. 
Code. § 10300 et seq.) 

(lliTherefore, we conclude that .article Xlll A. 
section 4 of the California Constitution does not 
require the issuance of bonds pursuant to the 
Improvement Act of 1911 to be approved by an 
election of two-thirds of the "qualified electors of 
such district" because special assessments pursuant to 
the Municipal Improvement Act of 1913 and the 
*986 Improvement Act of 1911 are not within the 
definition of "special taxes" of that section. 

Let a peremptory writ of mandate issue commanding 
respondent James . B. Malmstrom, as County 
Treasurer and Tax Collector for the County of 
Fresno, to give notice of recording of assessments 
and collect said assessments pursuant to Streets and 
Highways Code sections 10404 and '10603 for those 
improvements duly authorized by the County of 
Fresno in the special assessment district designated 
"Various Streets in Robinwood Subdivision, Fresno · 
County Improvement District No. 205." 

Brown (G. A.), P. J., and Franson, J., concurred . 
Respondent's petition for a hearing by the Supreme 
Court was denied September 12, 1979. *987 

Cal.App.5.Dist. 
County of Fresno v. Malmstrom 
94 Cai.App.3d 974, !56 Cai.Rptr. 777 

END OF DOCUMENT 
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MEDICAL BOARD OF CALIFORNIA, Petitioner, 
v. THE SUPERIOR COURT OF SACRAMENTO 

COUNTY, Respondent; ANSELM ON-SANG .LAM, 
Real Party in Interest.Cal.App.3.Dist.MEDICAL 

BOARD OF CALIFORNIA, Petitioner, 
v. 

THESUPERIORCOURTOFSACRAMENTO 
COUNTY, Respondent; ANSELM ON-SANG LAM, 

Real Party in Interest. 
No. C033351. 

Court of Appeal, Third District, California. 
Apr. 30,2001. 

SUMMARY 

The trial court ·found that the Medical Board of 
California exceeded its jurisdiction in disciplining a 
doctor for an out-of-state' matter pursuant to Bus. & 
Prof. Code § 141. which permits state licensing 
boards to impose· discipline based on a disciplinary 
action taken by another state. The court ruled that 
Bus. & Prof. Code. § 2305, a more specific statute, 
mandating disciplinary action against a medical 
licensee .based on out-of-state discipline that would 

· have been grounds for discipline · in California, 
impliedly repealed Bus. & Prof. Code.§ 141, a more 
general statute. The trial court concluded that the 
board could only impose discipline based on the 

:wisconsin action under Bus. & Prof. Code. § 2305. 
(Superior Court of Sacramento· County, No, 
CS9900091, Talmadge R. Jones, Judge.) 

The Court of Appeal ordered issuance of a writ of 
mandate commanding the trial court to set aside its 
judgment and remanding the matter for consideration 
of the doctor's contention that the board's discipline 
was improper. The court held the two statutes could 
be reconciled by treating Bus. & Prof. Code. § 2305, 
as an exception to, but not as a replacement of, Bus. 
& Prof. Code. § 141. Bus. & Prof. Code. § 2305. 
requires disciplinary action against a medical licensee 
based on discipline imposed by another jurisdiction, 
where the other jurisdiction's action would have been 
grounds for discipline in California, but does not 
limit discipline, e.g., under Bus. & Prof. Code. § 
141, to that circumstance. (Opinion by Kolkey, J., 
with Sims, A"ting P. J., and Raye, J., concurring.) 

HEAD NOTES 

Classified to California Digest of Official Reports 

(!!, .!Jl, !£, !!!. !£, !D Healing Arts and Institutions § 
22--Medical Practitioners--Regulation-Disciplinary 
Proceedings-Out-of-state Violations-*1002 General 
and Special Statutes--Implied Repeal. 
The trial court erred in fmding that the Medical 
Board of California exceeded its jurisdiction in 
disciplining a doctor for an out-of-state matter 
pursuant to Bus. & Prof. Code.§ 141, which permits 
state licensing boards to impose discipline based on a 
disciplinary action taken by another state. The court 
ruled that Bus. & Prof. Code. § 2305. a more specific 
statute, . mandating disciplinary action against a 
medical licensee based on out-of-state discipline that 
would have been grounds for discipline in California, 
impliedly repealed Bus. & Prof. Code.§ 141. a more 
general statute. Implied repeals may be found only 
where there is no rational basis for harmonizing the 
two potentially conflicting statutes, and the statutes 
are so ·inconsistent that the two- carmot have 
concurrent operation .. These tWo statutes could be 
reconciled by treating Bus. & Prof. Code. § 2305, as 
an _exception to, but not as a replacement of, ~ 
Prof. Code. § 141. That Bus. & Prof. Code; § 141, 
was meant to coexist with specific· statutes is 
demonstrated in part by its express acknowledgement 
that it does not preclude the administration of more 
specific statutes by specialized licensing boards. Bus. 
& Prof. Code. § 2305. in contrast, requires 
disciplinary action against a· medical licensee based 
on discipline imposed by another jurisdiction, where . 
the other jurisdiction's action would have been 
grounds for discipline in California, but does not 
limit discipline, e.g., under Bus. & Prof. Code. § 
141, to that circumstance. Since it did not appear that 
the requirements of Bus. & Prof, Code;§ 2305, were 
satisfied, the two statutes did not even conflict in this 
matter, and there. was no reason why Bus. & Prof. 
Code, § 141, could not be applied .. 
[See 7 Witkin, Summary of Cal. Law (9th ed. 1988) 
Constitutional Law, § 94.] 
G) Administrative Law § 82--Judicial Review and 
Relief--Limitations-- Mootness 
Mootness has been described as the doctrine of 
standing set in a time frame. The requisite personal 
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interest that must exist at the commencement ofthe 
litigation (standing) mUst continue throughout its 
existence (mootness). However, Code Civ. Proc .. § 
1094.5, subd. (g), limits the invocation of mootness 
where the petitioner had standing . at the time a 
petition for administrative mandate was filed. 

Q) . Statutes · § 29--Construction--Language--
Legislative Intent--Canons of Construction. . 
The fundamental task of statutory construction is to 
.ascertain the intent of the lawmakers so as to 
effectuate the purpose of the · law. In order to 
determine this intent, courts begin by *1003 
examining the language of the statute, but may also 
look to the canons of statutory construction. These 
include. the duty to harmonize statutes on the same 
subject if possible, the presumption against implied 
repeals, and the rule that a specific statute prevails 
over a general one. But canons of statutory 
construction are merely aids to ascertaining probable 
legislative intent. No single canon of statutory 
construction is an · infallible guide to correct 
interpretation in all circumstances. The canons are 
tools to assist in inter-pretation,- not the formula that 
always determines it. 

(g. .4!!) Statutes § 17--Repeal--By· Implication-
General and Special Statutes. 
In recognition . of the couits' constitution.al role to 
construe, not write, statutes, all presumptions are 
against a repeal of a statute by implication. It is the 
duty of the court to harmonize statUtes on the. same 
subject, giving effect to aU parts of all ·statutes if 
possible. Courts. will find an implied repeal only 
when there is no rational basis for harmonizing the 
two potentially conflicting statutes, and the. statutes 
are irreconcilable, clearly repugnant, -and so 
inconsistent that. the two cannot have concurrent 
operation. Significantly, whether the canon invoked 
is that the specific. statute prevails over the general or 
that the latest statutory expression prevails, such 
canons share the requirement that the enforcement of 
one duly enacted statute at the expense of another on 
the same subject only applies when the two statutes 
cannot be reconciled. Restraint of judicial trespass 
.into the legislative province is the reason for the rule
a restraint ·that has constitutional underpinnings 
premised on the separation of powers. 

~ Statutes § 49--Construction--Reference to Other 
Laws-In Pari Materia. 
StatUtes in pari ma~eria-that is, relating to the same 
subject matter-should be construed together. The rule 
of in pari materia is a corollary of the principle that 
the goal of ~tatutory interpretation is to determine 

legislative intent. Even when one statute merely deals 
generally with a particular subject while the other 
legislates specially upon the same subject with 
greater particularity, the two should be reconciled 
and construed so as to uphold both if it is reasonably 
possible to do so .. 

® Statutes § 52--Construction--Codes"-General and 
Specific Provisions. 
A special statutory provision should be treated as an 
exception to, but not as a replacement of, a general 
provision. This rule fosters healthy relations between 
the judiciary and the Legislature by minimizing 
implied repeals and the risk of judicial legislating. 
Moreover, both Code Civ. Proc .. § 1859. and judicial 
precedent make clear that a *1 004 specific statutory 
provision should prevail over the general provision 
only where the court must choose one over the other 
because the two cannot be reconciled. 

COUNSEL 
Bill Lockyer, Attorney General, Gail M. Heppell, 
Fred A. Slimp II and Robert C. Miller, Deputy 
Attorneys General, for Petitioner. 
No appearance for Respondent. 
Russell Iungerich for Real Party in Interest. 
KOLKEY,J. 
This appeal requires us to decide whether Business 
and Professions Code section 2305 FNI -a more 
specific statute-impliedly repeals section · 141-a more 
general one that covers the same subject. Section 
2305. the more specific statute, mandates disciplinary 
action against a medical licensee based on out-of
state discipline that "would have been grounds for 
discipline in California," whereas section 141. the 
more general statute, permits state licensing boards to 
impose discipline based -on "a disciplinary action 
taken by another state." FNl. 

f1.!1 Unless designated otherwise, all further 
statutory references are to the Business and 
Professions Code. The full text of section 
2305 is set forth at page 1010,post. 

FN-2 The full text of section 141 is set forth 
on pages 1009-1010,posl. 

(!!) The trial court concluded that a physician can be 
disciplined only under the more specific statute, 
section 2305, relying on the principle that " 'a general 
provision is controlled by one that is special, the 
latter being treated as an exception to the former.' " 
(San Francisco Taxpayers Assn. v. Board of 
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Supervisors (1992) 2 Cal.4tli 571. 577 [7 Cai.Rptr.2d 
245, 828 P.2d 147].) It therefore ruled that the 
Medical Board of California {sometimes referred to 
as the Board) "exceeded its jurisdiction by imposing 

· the suspension [of the license of a physician] ... on 
the basis of ... section 141." 

We disagree. As we shall explain, while sections 141 
and 2305 overlap, that does not necessarily mean that 
the more · specific statute'-*1005section 2305-
replaces, that is, impliedly repeals, the general one. " 
'[A)ll presumptions are ·;:sainst a repeal by 
implication. [Citations.]' " Implied repeals may 
be found only where " 'there is no rational basis for 
harm.onizing the two potentially conflicting statutes 
[c!tation], and the statutes are" ... so inconsistent that 
the two cannot have concurrent operation." ' " FN4 

·That is not .the case here. · 

FN3 Garcia v. McCutchen (1997) 16 Cal.4th 
469. 476 [66 Cal.Rptr.2d 319. 940 P.2d 
9061: accord, Bqydv. Huntington (1932) 215 
Cal. 473. 482 [I I P.2d 383). 

FN4 Garcia v: McCutchen, · supra, 1§. 
Cal.4th at page 477. 

Instead, the two statutes here can be reconciled by 
treating section 2305 ·as an exception to, but not .as a 
replacement of, section 141. Section 141. subdivision 
{a), permits any licensing board under the jurisdiction 

· of the State Department of Consumer Affairs to 
impose discipline based on a disciplinary action taken 
by another state, a federal agency, or another country. 
Its language and origins suggest that it was meant to . 
act as a catchall statute, granting licensing boards 
broad authority to impose discipline. That it was 

. meant to coexist with specific statutes, like section 
2305, is demonstJ:ated in part by section 141 's express 
acknowledgement elsewhere ffil that it does not 
preclude the administration of more specific statutes 
by specialized licensing boards. Section 2305. in 
contrast, requires disciplinary action against a 
medical licensee based on discipline imposed by 
another jurisdiction, but only where the other 
jurisdiction's action would have been grounds for 
discipline in California. Since the record. in this case 
does not show .. that the requirements of the more 
specific statute, section 2305. were satisfied, the two 
statutes do not even conflict in this matter, and there 
is no reason why section 141 cannot be applied. 

.. 
FN5 Section 141, subdivision {b); see page 

I 010, post, for its text. 

In fact, the very case cited by the trial court-San 
Francisco Taxpayers Assn. v. Board of Supervisors, 
supra, 2 Cal.4th at page 577-treats ·a special provision 
as an exception to, but not as a wholesale 
replacement of, a general provision. To do otherwise . 
and treat the enactment of a specific statute as an 
implied repeal of a general one where the statutes are 
not so inconsistent that they cannot have concurrent 
operation, would condone a judicially inspired repeal 
of a statute without satisfying the stringent standards 
required for finding an implied repeal-standards 
designed to act as a legal bulwark . against judicial 
trespass into the legislative province. · 

Our approach not only comports with settled 
principles of statutory construction, including the 
duties to avoid implied repeals and to reconcile two 
*1006 statutes dealing with the same subject, FN6 but 
it recognizes this court's constitutional role of 
construing, not rewriting {or worse, writing out), duly 
enacted statutes. 

FN6 See, e.g., Garcia v. McCutchen, supra, 
16 Cal.4th at pages 476-478. 

Accordingly, we shall issue a peremptory writ of 
mandate, directing th~ respondent superior court to 
set aside its judgment and remanding the matter for 
further consideration in light of this opinion. 

Factual and Procedural Background 

Since 1975, Dr. Anselm On-Sang Lam {Dr. Lam)-the . 
real party in interest here-has been licensed and 
registered to practice medicine and surgery in the 
states of Wisconsin and California. 

At some point, the Wisconsin Medical Examining 
Board initiated an investigation, · following an 
allegation that "Dr. Lam was premature in his attempt 
to repair a rectovaginal fistula. which developed 
following repair of a fourth degree tear which 
occurred at the· time of a vaginal delivery." 

This investigation was concluded, however, by a 
stipulation of the parties-without the need for an 
evidentiary hearing or any fmdings. Pursuant to the 
stipulation, Dr. Lam maintained that he had engaged 
in ~o wrongdoing, and the Wisconsin Medical 
Examiping Board ordered that Dr. Lam "not repair or 
attempt to repair rectovaginal fistulas~· and that he 
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refer patients who have such a condition to a 
gynecologist "for appropriate evaluation and 
treatment." 

Thereafter, the Medical Board of California filed an 
administnitive accusation against Dr. Lam pursuant 
to section 141, alleging that he had been disciplined 
by Wisconsin. 

After an administrative hearing (at which Dr. Lam 
did not appear or introduce evidence), an 
administrative law judge recommended that Dr. 
Lam's California license be suspended for 90 days 
and that he pay $683 in investigative and 
enforcement costs pursuant to section 125.3. The 
Board adopted the recommendation. 

Dr. Lam theri petitioned the superior court pursuant 
to Code of Civil Procedure section I 094.5 for a writ 
of administrative mandamus, directing the Board to 
set aside its disciplinary action. He argued in ·large 
part that the Board Jacked jurisdiction to discipline 
him under section 141 because section 141, the sole 
basis for the Board's action, had been "supplanted by 
section 2305," a more specific statute. * 1007 

The trial court granted Dr. Lam's petition. In response 
to the Board's argument that Dr. Lam lacked stmidiilg . 
because his suspension had expired, the court ruled 
that "this matter is not moot even though the term of 
the suspension expired during the pendency of these 
proceedings, since the petition was filed while the 
suspension was in effect." Addressing the merits, it 
concluded that the Board "exceeded its jurisdiction 
by imposing the suspension ... on the basis of ... 
section 141." It explained: "Section 2305 is a more 
specialized statute in that it applies specifically to 
medica\ licenses and requires a more specific fmding 
than section 141. [, ] General principles of statutory 
interpretation hold that a specific statute relating to a 
particular subject will govern in respect to that 
subject as against a general provision, even though 
the general provision standing alone, would be broad 
enough to include the ·subject to which the more 
particular provision relates. See, San Francisco 
Taxpayers Ass[n]. v. Board of Supervisors L supra,] 
2 Cal.4th 571, 577. Accordingly, [the Board] could 
only impose discipline based on the Wisconsin action 
under section 2305, after making a fmding that the 
Wisconsin action would be grounds for discipline in 
California .... the decision was based upon the w~ong 
statute, and did not contain any fmdings that would 
support discipline under section 2305." 

The Board then brought this petition for a writ of 

mandate directing the trial court to set aside its 
judgment I'N' 

FN7 Review of a superior· court's decision 
reviewing the Board's revocation, 
suspension, or restriction of a physician's 
medical license is done by way of a petition 
for extraordinary writ. (§ 2337; Zabetian v. 
Medical Board (2000) 80 Cai.App.4th 462. 
465. fn. 2 [94 Cai.Rptr.2d 917].) 

Discussion 

A. Standard of Review 

Under Code of Civil Procedure section 1094.5. 
subdivision (b), the inquiry in an administrative 
mandamus proceeding is whether the agency "has 

· proceeded ... in excess of jurisdiction; whether there 
was a fair trial; and whether there was any prejudicial 
abuse of discretion:" ma 

FN8 Usher v. Countv ofMonterey (1998) 65 
Cai.App.4th 210.215 [76 Cai.Rptr.2d 274]. 

Here, the trial court determined that the Board 
exceeded its jurisdiction because its decision was 
based on the "wrong" statute. *1008 

"On review in this court, questions of statutory 
·interpretation are , questions of law . warranting 
independent review.'~ FN

9 

FN9 Usher v. County of Monterey, supra, 65 
Cai.App.4th at page 216; accord, O'Connor 
v. State Teachers' Retirement Svstem 0996) 
43 Cai.App.4th 1610. 1620-1621 121. 
Cai.Rptr.2d 540]; Borden v. Division of 

·Medical Duality (1994) 30 Cai.APP.4th 874. 
879 [35 CaLRptr.2d 905]. 

B. Dr. Lam's Beneficial Interest 

We address preliminarily the Board's assertion that 
Dr. Lam Jacked standing to petition the trial court for 
writ relief because his suspension had expired during 
the pendency of the proceeding. This argument 
conflates standing and mootness. 

Code of Civil Procedure section I 094.5, subdivision 
(g) provides, in relevant part, that "[w]here any fmal 
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administrative order or. decision is the subject of 
proceedings under this section, if the petition shall 
have been filed while the penalty imposed is in full 
force and effect, the determination shall not be 
considered to have become moot in cases where the 
penalty imposed by the administrative agency has 
been completed or complied with during the 
pendency of the proceedings." 

The Board concedes that "[w]hen Lam's writ was 
filed, [his] suspension was still in effect, thus . 
bringing the 'non-mootness' provision of Code [of] 
Civ [il] Proc[edure] section 1094.5[, subdivision] (g) 
into effect." But the Board argues that "although the 
controversy ... may not be moot ... , [Dr. Lam] 
nevertheless lacks a beneficial interest, for the court 
can do nothing for him; he is no longer aggrieved by 
[the Board]'s disciplinary order and can practice 
medicine in California without restriction or 
limitation of any kind." 

(l) We disagre~. "Mootness has been described as ' 
"the doctrine of standing set in a, time frame: The 
requisite personal interest that must exist at the 
commencement of the litigation (standing) must 
continue throu~out its existence (mootness)." ' 
[Citations.]" 10 But Code of Civil Procedure 
section I 094.5, subdivision (g) restrains the 
invocation of mootness where the petitioner had 
standing at the time the petition was filed. 

FNIO Arizonans for Offlcial English v. 
Arizona 0997) 520 U.S. 43, 68, footnote 22 
[117 S.Ct. 1055. 1069. 137 L.Ed.2d 170 . 
.l2ll quoting United States Parole Comm'n 
v. Geraghtv (J 980) 445 U.S. 388. 397 [1 00 
S.Ct. 1202. 1209. 63 L.Ed.2d 479. 49ll: see 
Friends of Earth, Inc. v. Laidlaw 
Environmental Services (TOC), Inc. (2000) 
528 U.S. 167.189-193 [120 S.Ct. 693.708-
710. 145 L.Ed.2d 610. 632. 163 A.L.R. Fed. 
7491; id at pages 212-215 [120 S.Ct. at pp. 
720-721. ·145 L.Ed.2d at pp. 647-6481 (dis. 
opn. of Scalia, J.). 

And Dr. Lam had standing at the time he filed his 
petition, as the Board concedes. The standing 
requirement for a party petitioning for a writ of 
*1009 mandate .is that the petitioner be "beneficially 
interested." FNll This means that he or she must have 
" 'some special interest to be served or some 
particular right to be preserved or protected over and 
above the interest held in common with.Jhe public at 
large.' [Citation.] This standard ,;, is equivalent to the 

federal 'injury in fact' test, which requires a party to 
prove by a preponderance of the evidence that it has 
suffered 'an· invasion of a legally protected interest 
that is "(a) concrete and particularized, and (b) actual 
or imminent, not conjectural or hypothetical." ' 
[Citation.]" FNil The suspension of Dr. Lam's . 
medica\ license was an invasion of a legally protected 
interest. FN 13 

FN II See Code of Civil Procedure sections 
1086 and 1069. 

Code of Civil Procedure seciion I 086 states: "The 
writ must be issued, in all cases where there is not a 
plain, speedy, and adequate remedy, in the ordinary 
course of law. It must be issued upon the verified 
petition of the party beneficially interested." 
Code of Civil Procedure section 1069 provides: "The 
application must be made on the verified petition of 
the party beneficially interested .... '' 

FN12 Associated Builders & Contractors, 
Inc. V; San Francisco Airports Com. (1999) 
21 Cal.4th 352, 362 [87 Cal.Rptr.2d 654, 
981 P .2d 499]; see also Driving Sch. Assn. 
of Cal. v. San Mateo Union High Sch. Dist. 
(1992) II Cai.App.4th 1513. 1517 ill. 
Cal.Rptr.2d 908] (a petitioner must be able 
to plead and prove that he will be, or has 
been, aggrieved by the administrative order). 

FN13 Marek v. Board o(Podiatric Medicine 
(1993) 16 Cai.App.4th 1089 .. 1095 ~ 
Cai.Rptr.2d 474]. . 

Accordingly, Dr. Lam had a beneficial interest, 
which existed at the commencement of the 
proceeding; the claimed loss of this. legally beneficial 
interest during the course of the proceeding is an 
issue of mootness, which Code of Civil Procedure 
·section I 094.5, subdivision (g), governs and deems 
not a basis for dismissal. FN

14 

FN 14 The trial court also ruled that the 
assessment of costs against Dr. Lam gave 
rise to a beneficial interest, and Dr. Lam's 
interest in vacating the assessment of those 
costs continued after the expiration of his 
suspension. However, the Board argues that 
we cannot .consider this because Dr. Lam 
"did not trouble to plead the costs awarded 
against him as a basis for a beneficial 
interest." ·Since Dr. Lam does not 
specifically respond to this point, and we 
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have resolved this matter in accordance with 
Code of Civil Procedure section I 094.5; 
subdivision (g), we need not address the 
point here. · 

Accordingly, the Board's contention that Dr. Lam 
lacks standing is rejected. 

C. The interpretation of Sections 14i and 2305 

Q!i) The Board's principal argument is that the trial 
court erred in ruling that section 2305. as the "more 
specialized statute," governs over section 141, the 
more general statute. · 

I. The Statutes in issue 

Section 141 provides: *1010 

"(a) For any licensee holding a license issued by a 
board under the jurisdiction of the department [of 
Consumer Affairs], a disciplinary. action taken by 
another state, by any agency of the federal 
government, or by another country for any act 
substantially related to the practice regulated by the 
Califor:nia license, may be a ground for disciplinary 
action by the respective state licensing board. A 
certified copy of the record of the disciplinary action 
taken against the licensee by another state, an agency 
of the federal government, or another ·country shall be 
conclusive evidence of the events related therein. 

"(b) Nothing in this section shall preclude a board 
from -applying a specific statutory provision in the 
licensing act administered by that board that provides · 
for discipline based upon a disciplinary action taken 
against the licensee by another state, an agency of the 
federal governinent, or another country." 

Section 2305 provides: ''The revocation, suspension, 
or other discipline, restriction, or limitation imposed 
by another state upon a license or certificate to 

· · practice medicine issued by that state, or the 
revocation, suspension, or restriction of the authority 
to pJ1iCtice medicine by any agency of the federal 
government, that would have been grounds for 
discipline in California of a licensee under this 
chapter, shall constitute grounds for disciplinary 
action for unprofessional conduct against the licensee 
in this state." 

Thus, both sections 141 and 2305 author~ze the Board 
to initiate a disciplinary action against a California-

licensed physician based upon disciplinary action 
taken by another jurisdiction. However, section 2305 
requires that the discipline, restriction, or limitation 
imposed by the other jurisdiction be "grounds for 
discipline in California," whereas there is no such 
limitation in section 141. On the other hand, section 
ill is permissive, whereas. section 2305 is 
mandatory: Section 141 provides that "a disciplinary 
action" taken by another jurisdiction "may" be a 
ground for disciplinary action by the Board; section 
2305 states that the discipline, restriction, or 
limitation imposed by the other jurisdiction "shall" 
constitute grounds for discipline, where it is based on 
actions that "would have been grounds for discipline 
in California." FNis Finally, section 141 authorizes 
disciplinary action based on discipline taken by a 
foreign country, whereas section 2305 is silent on 
that point. 

FN15 Section 19 specifies that" '[s]hall' is 
mandatory and 'may' is permissive." 

Accordingly, the more general statute-section 141-
authorizes the Board to consider disciplinary action 
based on discipline taken by another state, a federal 
agency, or another country, whereas the more 
specific stiltute-*1011 section 2305-mandates 
disciplinary action for unprofessional conduct, but 
only where the discipline, restriction, or limitation 
imposed by the other jurisdiction would be grounds 
for discipline in California. Section 141 is broader in 
scope, but overlaps with section 2305 in any case 
where the disciplinary action taken by the other state 
or federal agency is based on actions that would have 
been grounds for discipline in California. FNI

6 

FN 16 Although section 2305 refers to . the 
"revocation, suspension, or other discipline, 
restriction, or limitation" imposed by 
another state, that clause does not make it 
broader than section 141 's reference to 
"disciplinary action taken by another state." 
By limiting the out-of-state actions to 
circumstances that would be "grounds for 
discipline in California," section 2305 limits 
the out-of-state "revocation, suspension, or 
other discipline, restriction, or limitation" to 
disciplinary actions. 

However, as the trial court observed here, there was 
no fmding in the record that Wisconsin's restriction 
on Dr. Lam's license was based.on what would be a 
ground for discipline in California. Thus, the question 
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facing us is whether section 2305 should be 
construed to impliedly repeal section \41, where the 
record does not afford a basis for applying section 
2305. 

2. The Origins of Sections 141 and 2305. 

In considering whether · section 2305 impliedly 
repeals section \41, we obserVe that section 141-the 
more general statute-was enacted after section 2305-
the more specific statute. 

Enacted in 1980, FN
17 section 2305 originally . 

provided: "The revocation, suspension, or other 
discipline by another state of a license or certificate 
to practice medicine issued by the state to a licensee 
under this chapter shall constitute grounds for 
disciplinary action for unprofessional conduct against 
such licensee in this state." 

FN 17 Statutes 1980, chapter 1313, section 2, 
page 4481. We do not explore the more 
remote historical antecedents of section 
2305. (See Historical Derivation, Deering's 
Ann. Bus. & Prof. Code (1998 ed.) foil. § 
2305, p. 123.) . 

A. 1986 amendment added a clause that provided that 
"the revocation, suspension, or restriction of , the 
authority to practice medicine by any agency of the 
federal goverrunent" would also constitute grounds 
for disciplinary action for unprofessional conduct 
FNlB 

FN 18 Statutes 1986, chapter 220, section 9, 
page 1157; see Marek v. Board of Podiatric 
Medicine, supra, 16 Cal.App.4th at page 
I 093. footnote I. 

In 1994, the L;Jiislature enacted section 141 in its 
present form. 19 At that time, aside from the fact 
that section 141 covered a broad array of licensees 
and section 2305 only dealt with medical licensees; 
the only material *1012 differences between sections 
ill and 2305 were that section 141 was phrased 
permissively and section 2305 was phrased in 
mandatory terms, and that section 141 authorized 
disciplinary action on the basis of action by a foreign 
country, while section 2305 did not address that 
circumstance. Accordingly, as of January I, 1995, 
when section 141 took effect, FN2o both statutes .. 
applied, for ·the most part, to the same set of 

circumstances as far as medical licenses were 
concerned. 

FN19 Statutes 1994, chapter 1275, section 2, 
page 8153. 

FN20 See California Constitution. article 
IV. section 8. subdivision (c)( I). 

In 1995, however, the Legislature amended section 
2305 into its present form and restricted its reach. 
mrr-The Legislature made two material modifications 
in addition to various technical changes: First, it 
added "restriction or limitation" to the list of actions 
("revocation, suspension, or other discipline") that 
could be imposed on an out-of-state license upon 
which discipline in California could be based; 
second, it amended the statute to provide that 
discipline could be imposed in California only where 
the out-of-state conduct ''would have. been grounds 
for discipline in California .... " According to the 
report of the Senate Committee on Business and 
Professions, this phrase was added because the 
California Medical Association was concerned that 
the proposed amendment to ihe statute, addlDg, as 
grounds for discipline, any restriction or limitation 
imposed by another state, was "diafuid so broadly as 
to make subject to discipline in California, 
restrictions that are not truly disciplinary in nature 
(e.g., a physician who because of physical handicap 
has been restricted from practicing in · some 
settings)." FNn 

FN21 Statutes 1995, chapter 708, section 9 ... 

· FN22 Senate Committee on Business and· 
Professions, Report on Senate Bill No. 609 
(1995-1996 Reg. Sess.) April 3, 1995, page 
5. 

In sum, section 141 was enacted after section 2305 in 
a form that largely overlapped with section 2305: Eiut 
section 2305 was amended a year later in a way that 
restricted its reach .. Now there was some, but not 
total, overlap between the statutes. 

3. Applying the Rules of Statutory Construction 

a. General Principles 

We now turn to whether section 2305-which was 
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enacted before section 141 but restricted in scope a 
. year after the latter's enactment-should be construed 
to impliedly repeal section 141. We again note that 
the record in this case does not suggest that both 
sections 141 and 2305 apply. In fact, the trial court 
specifically found that the Board's decision "did not 
contain any *1013 fmdings that would support 
discipline under section 2305." Accordingly, we need 
only decide whether section 141 should apply in the 
absence of findings that would support invocation of 
section 2305. 

Q) ''The fundamental task of statutory construction is 
to 'ascertain the intent of the lawmakers· so as to 
effectuate the purpose of the law. [Citations.] In . 
order to determine this intent, we begin by examining 
the language of the statute.' " fNZJ _. 

FN23 People v. Cruz (1996) 13 Cal.4th 764. 
774-775 [55 Cai.Rptr.2d 117.919 P.2d 7311. 

We may also look to the canons of statutory 
construction to .guide our quest for legislative intent. 

· These include the duty to harmonize statutes on the 
same subject if possible, fNl4 the presumption against 
implied repeals, fNl5 and the rule that a specific 
statute prevails over a general one. fNl6 

FN24 E.g., Draeger v. Friedman. Sloan & 
Ross (199ll 54 Ca1.3d 26. 50 [283 Cai.Rptr. 

. 584.812 P.2d 931]. 

FN25 E.g., Garcia v. McCutchen, supra, 16 
Cal.4th at page 476. 

FN26 Garcia v. McCutchen, supra, .!§. 
_ Cal.4th at page 478. 

But canons of statutory construction "are 'merely aids 
to ascertaining probable legislative intent.' (Citation.] 
No single canon of statutory construction is an · 
infallible guide to correct interpretation in all 
circumstances." FN2

1 "[The canons] are tools to assist 
in interpretation, not the formula that always 
determines it. A court must be careful lest invocation 
of a canon cause it to lose sight of its objective to 
ascertain the Legislature's intent." rnza 

FN27 Draeger v. Friedman, Sloan & Ross, 
supra, 54 Cal .3d at page 50. 

.. 
FN28 California Correctional Peace 

Officers Assn. ·v. Department of Corrections 
Cl999l 72 Cal.App.4th 1331. 1348 [!2. 
Cal.Rptr.2d 7971 {dis. opn. of Kolkey, J.); 
accord, Draeger v. Friedman. Loan & Ross, 
supra, 54 Cal.Jd at page 50. · 

~In recognition of the courts' constitutional role to . 
construe, not write, statutes, " '[a)IIJ'fesumptions are 
against a repeal by implication.' " 9 "It is the duty 
of this ·court to harmonize statutes· on the same 
subject [citations], giving effect to all parts of all 
statutes if possible [citation]." fNlO "[W)e will find an _ 
implied repeal 'only when there is no rational basis 
for harmonizing the two potentially conflicting 
statutes [citation], and the statutes are "irreconcilable, 
clearly repugnant, and so inconsistent that the two 
cannot have concurrent operation. "'" fNll *1014 

FN29 Garcia v. McCutchen, supra, .!§. 
'Cal.4th at page 476. 

FNJO Draeger v. Friedman, Sloan & Ross, 
supra, 54 Cal.3d at page 52; accord, 2B 
Sutherland, Statutory Construction (6th ed. 
2000) section 51.02, page 178. 

FN31 Garcia v. McCutchen, supra, 16 
Cal. 4th at page 4 77. 

Significantly, whether the canon invoked is that the 
specific statute prevails over the general rnn or that 
the latest statutory expression prevails, fNll such 
canons share the. requirement that the enforcement of 
one duly enacted statute at the expense of another on 
the same subject only applies when the two statutes 
cannot be reconciled. rn34 Restraint of judicial 
trespass into the legislative province is no doubt the 
reason for the rule that a judicially determined repeal 
requires· a repugnancy between the two statutes that 
prevents their concurrent operation-a restraint that 
has constitutional unde:pinnings premised on the 
separation of powers. fNl . 

FN32 Garcia v. McCutchen, supra, 16 
Cal.4th at page 478. 

FN33 Donlon v. Jewett 0891) 88 Cal. 530 
[26 P. 3701. 

FN34 Garcia v. 'McCutchen, supra, .!§. 
Cal.4th at page 478: People v. Wheeler 
(1992) 4 Cal.4th 284. 293 [14 Cal.Rotr.2d 
418.841 P.2d 9381; Donlon v. Jewett, supra, 
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88 Cal. at page 535. 

FN35 See Hamilton, The Federalist Papers, 
No. 78 (New Am. Libr. 1961) page 468 (the 

. courts' power to give effect to one statute "in 
exclusion of the other" ·where two 
contradictory laws cannot be reconciled is "a 
matter of necessity"). · 

With these principles in mind, we tum to the 
interpretation of the two statutes. 

b. The Statutory Language 

" '[T]he statutory Ian~age ... is. the best indicator of 
legislative intent.' " 6 "Indeed, the most powerful 
safeguard for the courts' adherence to their 
constitutional role of construing, rather than writing, 
statutes is to rely on the statute's plain l!ffiguage." 
FN37 

FN36 Williams 11. Superior Court (1993) 5 
Cal.4th 337, 350 [19 Cai.Rptr.2d 882. 852 
P.2d 3771. quoting Adovtion of Kelsev S. 
(1992) l Cal.4th 816. 826 [4 Cal.Rptr.2d 
615, 823 P.2d 12161; accord, Hsu 11. Abbara 
(I 995) 9 Cal. 4th 863, 870 [39 Cai.Rotr.2d 
824, 891 P.2d 804]. 

FN37 Khaiavi 11. Feather River Anesthesia 
Medical Group (2000) 84 Cai.APP.4th 32, 
46 [100 Cai.Rptr.2d 6271: see Seaboard 
Acceptance Corp. 11. Shay (1931) 214 Cal. 
361. 365 [5 P.2d 8821 ("This court has no 
power to rewrite the statute so as to make it 
conform to a presumed intention which is 
not expressed. This court is limited to 
interpreting . the statute, and such 
interpretation must be based on the language 
used."). 

(.!£) The language of section 141 demonstrates that 
the Legislature did not overlook the existence of 
specific disciplinary statutes governing particular 
licensing boards, like section 2305, when it enacted 
section 141. Thus, it presumably did not intend to 
repeal them. Subdivision (b) of section 141 provides: 
"Nothing in this section shall preclude a .board from 
applying a specific statutory provision in the 
licensing act administered by that board that provides 
for discipline based upon a disciplinary action taken 
against the licensee by another state, an agency of the 
federal government, or another country.'' 

The permissive language of section 141, subdivision 
(a), its broad reach over all state licensing boards 
under the jurisdiction of the Department of *1015 
Consumer Affairs, and the express acknowledgement 
in subdivision (b) that section 141 was not meant to 
preclude the application of specific statutory 
provisions, suggest that section 141 was meant as a 
"catchall" statute that grants disciplinary authority to 
all licensing boards under the jurisdiction of the 
Department of Consumer Affairs. · 

Yet, despite section 14l's express acknowledgement 
in subdivision (b) of the existence of more specific 
statutes, the Legislature did not expressly bar section 
ill's operation where such a specific statute exists. 
In contrast, another statute enacted . as part of the 
same statutory scheme bars the operation of the 
general statute when a specific statutory provision 
exists. Section 125.3, which is part of the same 
chapter as section 141, authorizes the assessment of 
investigation and enforcement costs upon the 
''resolution of a disciplinary proceeding before any 
board within the department [of Consumer Affairs]." 
FNlS But subdivision G) of that statute states: "This 
section does not apply to any board if a specific 
statutory provision in that board's licensing act 
provides for recovery of costs in an administrative 
disciplinary proceeding." 

FN38 Section 125.3, subdivision (a). 

The absence of such language in section 141. enacted 
two years after section 125.3, suggests a ~ifferent 
intention than that found in section 125.3: " ' "Where 
a statute, with reference to one subject contains a 
given provision, the omission ·of such provision from 
a similar statute concerning a related subject ... is 
significant to show that a different intention existed. 
" ' " .FNl

9 Accordingly, the plain language of section 
ill. particularly when compared with the language 
of other statutes in the same chapter, ·demonstrates 
that it was intended to coexist with more specific 
statutes · administered by licensing boards, not 
displace them or be displaced by them. 

.. 

FN39 Western States Newspapers, Inc. 11. 

Gehringer (1962) 203 Cai.App.2d 793, 799 
[22 Cai.Rptr. 1441. 

c. Rule of Statutes in· Pari Materia 

Application of the relevant canons of statutory 
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construction further bolster our conclusion · that 
section I 41 was meant to coexist with more specific 
statutes like section 2305. *1016 

As mentioned, . "[i]t is the duty of this court to 
· hannonize statutes on the same subject [citations], 
giving effect tO all parts of all statutes if possible 
[citation J ." . FN

40 
. 

FN40 Draeger 11. Friedman, Sloan & Ross, 
supra, 54 Cal.3d at page 52; accord, 28 
Sutherland, Statutory Construction, supra, 
section 51.02, page 178. 

(2) "One 'elementary rule' of statutory construction is 
that statutes in pari materia-that is, statutes relating to 
the same subject matter-should be construed together. 
[Citation.] ... The rule of in pari. materia is a corollary 
of the principle that the goal of statutory 
interpretation is to determine legislative intent." FN

41 

FN4l Draeger v. Friedman, Sloan & Ross, 
supra, 54 Cal. 3d at pages 50-51: 9J:i....Jl[ 
Huntington Beach 11. Board of 
Administration (1992) 4 Ca1.4th 462, 468 
[14 Cai.Rptr:2d 514.841 P.2d 1034]. 

This rule applies even when, as here, one statute 
deals· generally with the subject and another deals . 
with the subject with more specificity: " 'Even when 
one statute merely deals generally with a particular 
subject while the other legislates specially upon the 
same subject with greater detail and particularity, the 
two should be reconciled and construed so as to 
uphold both of them if it is reasonably possible to do 

. so [citations].' " FN
41 

FN42 People v. Squier 0993) 15 
Cal.App.4th 235, 240-241 [18 Cal.Rptr.2d 
5361, quoting Natural Resources Defense 
Council. Inc. 11. Arcata Nat. Corp. 0976) 59 
Cal.App.3d 959, 965 [131 Cal.Rptr. 1721: 
Pierce v. Riley (1937) 21 Cal.App.2d 513, 
518 [70 P.2d 206]. 

(.@Sections 141 and 2305 can be hannonized so as 
to give effect to both, Read together, sections 141 and 
2305 authorize discipline based upon disciplinary 
action taken by another jurisdiction, but section 2305 
mandates disciplinary action for "unprofessional 
conduct'' when the discipline taken by another state· 
or federal _agency "would have been grounds for 

discipline in California." 

- . 
In short, section 2305 can be hannonized if it is 
considered an exception to, and not a replacement of, · 
section 141: "Where the special statute .is later it will 
be regarded as an exception to or qualification of the 
prior general one; and where the general act is later 
the special statute will be considered as remaining an 
exception to its terms unless it is repealed in general 
words or by necessary implication." FN

43 As shown 
in the next section, this is the proper and restrained 
marmer of applying the canon that the ·specific statute 
prevails over-the general one. *1017 

FN43 People v. Breyer (1934) 139 Cai.App. 
541, 550 [34 P;2d 1065]; accord, In re 
Williamson (1 954) 43 Cal.2d 651, 654 [276 
P.2d 5931: 28 Sutherland Statutory 
Construction, supra, section 51.05 at page 
259 and footnote 8. 

d. The Rule That the Specific Statute Prevails over 
the General 

The trial court ruled that section 2305. as the "more 
specialized" statute, replaced section 141, citing San 
francisco Taxpayers Assn. 11. Board of Supervisors, 
sup~a, 2 Cal. 4th at page 577. But that case stated that 
" '[i]t is well 'settled ... that a general provision is 
controlled by one that is special, the latter being 
treated as an exception to the former.' ~· FN

44 Thus, 
that case did not rule that the. more specific statute 
replaced the more general one; it ruled that the more 
specific statute simply served as an exception to the 
general one. 

FN44 San" Francisco Taxpayers Assn. v. 
Board of Supervisors, supra, 2 Ca1.4th at 
page 577. quoting Rose 11. State of 
California (1942) 19 Cal.2d 71-3. 723-124 
[123 P.2d 5051. 

In San Francisco Taxpayers Assn. v. Board of 
Supervisors; supra, 2 Cal.4th 571, the California 
Supreme Court construed Proposition 4, which places 
a constitutional spending limit on appropriations by 
the state .and local governments. The court sought to 
determine whether Proposition 4 limited a city's 
contributions to employee retirement funds that were 
established before the proposition took effect. Section 
5 of the proposition places a spending limitation on 
appr~priations to retirement funds, but section 9 
provides that appropriations for debt service are not 
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limited. Relying on the principle that "a general 
provision is controlled by one that is special," the 
state high court concluded that "(r]ead according to 
its plain meaning, section 5 [subjecting retirement 
funds to a limit] creates an. exception to section 9(a) 
(noflimiting approgriations for debt service) rather 
than a conflict." rn · 

FN45 San Francisco Taxpayers Assn . . v. 
Board of Supervisors, supra, 2 Cal.4th at 
page 577. 

® Other cases likewise conclude .that a special 
provision should be treated as an exception to, but 
not as a replacement of, a general provision. rn46 

This rule fosters healthy relations between the 
judiciary and the legislature by minimizing implied 
repeals and the risk of judicial higislating. 

FN46 E.g., ·In re . Williamson, supra, 43 
Cal.2d at page 654: People v. Breyer,· supra, 
139 Cal.App. at page 550; see In re Rebecca 
H. 0991) 227 Cal.APP.3d 825. 835-836 
[278 Cal.Rptr. 185]; 2B Sutherland 
Statutory Construction, supra, section 51.05, 
at page 259 and footnote 8. 

Moreover, as both Code of Civil Procedure section 
1859 and our state Supreme Court make clear, a 
specific statutory provision should prevail over the 
general provision only where the court must choose 
one over the other because the two carmot be 
reconciled. FN

47 

FN47 People v. Wheeler, supra, 4 Cal.4th at 
page 293 ("The . principle that a specific 

· statute prevails qver a general one applies 
only when the two sections carmot be 
reconciled"); Garcia v. McCutchen, supra, 
16 Cal.4th at page 478; accord, People v. 
Breyer, supra, 139 Cai.Aon. at page 550; 2B 
Sutherland, Statutory Construction, supra, 
section 51. 02, page 187. 

(il) In this case, sections 141 and 2305 do not 
conflict in those cases where the out-of-state 
discipline is not a ground for discipline in California, 
*1018 or where the disciplinary action has been taken 
by a foreign country. In those circumstances, there is 
no conflict that requires the specific statute to prevail . 
over the general. And in other circumstances where 
they do conflict-where the out-of-state discipline is a 

ground for discipline in California-section 2305 is 
best treated as a qualification (requiring discipline) to 
the general authorization granted under section-141. 

Accordingly, properly applied, the canon that the 
specific statute prevails. over the general requires that 
the former be treated as an exception to, not as a 
replacement for, the latter where both statutes are not 
so inconsistent that they carmot have concurrent 
operation. Otherwise, the· canon would authorize an 
implied repeal of a general statute, without satisfying 
the stringent standards required. for such drastic 
judicial action. . · 

e. The Presumption Against1mplied Repeals 

The presumption against implied repeals completes 
our analysis that section 2305 should be construed as 
an exception to, or qualification of, section I 41, but 
not as an implicit repeal of it. 

. (1!i) The "law shuns repeals by implication .... " FN
48 

. 

A repeal by implication "will occur only where the 
two acts are so inconsistent that there is no possibility 
of concurrent operation, or where the later provision 
gives undebatable evidence of an intent to supersede 
the earlier; the courts are bound to ·maintain the' 
integrity of both statutes if they may stand together. 
[Citations.]" FN

49 
• . 

FN48 Board of Supervisors v. Lonergan 
0980) 27 Cal.3d 855. 868 [167 Cal.Rptr. 
820. 616 P.2d 802], certiorari denied (1981) 
450 U.S. 918 001 S.Ct. 1362, 67 L.Ed.2d 
344]; accord, Garcia v. McCutchen, supra, 
16 Cal.4th at pages 476-477; Boyd . v. 
Huntington, supra, 215 Cal. at page 482. 

FN49. Sacramento Newspaper Guild v. 
Sacramento Countv Bd ·.of Suprs. (1968) 
263 Cal.Aw.2d 41. 54 [69 Cal.Rptr. 4801. 

As the California Supreme Court put it in Garcia v. 
McCutchen. rn'o "Absent an. express declaration of · 
legislative intent, we will fmd an implied repeal 'only 
when there is no rational basis for harmonizing the 
two potentially conflicting statutes [citation], and the 
statutes are " irreconcilable, clearly repugnant, and so 
inconsistent that the two cannot have concurrent 
operation." ' " 

" FNSO Garcia v. McCutchen, supra, 1.2 
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Cal.4th at page 477. 

Q0 The statutory acts here are not so repugnant and 
inconsistent that there is no possibility of concurrent 
operation. As noted, section 141 addresses areas not 
covered by section 2305: It allows discipline to be 
based on •1019 disciplinary action taken by another 
country or by another state or federal agency in those . 
cases where the disciplinary action is not a ground for 
discipline in California•or where the precise nature of 
the disciplinary action cannot be discerned. Nor does 
section 141 provide "undebatable evidence of an 
intent to supersede" section 2305. FNSl To the 
contrary, the statute's express language suggests an 
intent to permit coexistence. 

FN51 Sacramento Newspaper Guild v. 
Sacramento County Bd of Suprs., supra, 
263 Cai.App.2d at page 54. 

f. Dr. Lam's Argument 

Dr. Lam's principal argument to the contrary is that 
"[t]o hold that the ... Board may choose section 141 
as an alternate path of discipline, would require this 
[c]ourt to read out of section 2305 the Legislature's 
clear intent that an out-of-state physician licensee can 
only be disciplined in California for an out-of-state 
disciplinary action that would have constituted 
'grounds for disciplinary action for unprofessional 
conduct against the licensee in this .state.' " 

But section 2305 never states that out-of•state 
disciplinary action can only serve as a basis for 
discipline where the. out-of-state action would have 
been grounds for discipline in California. Dr. Lam's 
contrary conclusion results from reviewing the 
language of section 2305 in isolation and by treating 
it as if it were the exclusive statute on the subject-in 

· conflict with reality and in violation of the duty to 
reconcile statutes in pari materia. As we have shown, 
when we read sections 141 and 2305 together and in 
conjunction with the canons of statutory construction, 
we must conclude that the Legislature intended that 
the tWo statutes be construed to coexist to the extent 
possible. Admittedly, . where the out-of-state 
discipline · is grounds for disciplinary action in 
California, the plain language of section 2305 
suggests that disciplinary action for "unprofessional 
conduct'' is mandated. But that does. not mean that 
the failure to satisfy the standards of section 2305 
precludes any disciplinary action at all. · 

As the Board persuasively argues, Dr. Lam's 

construction would render without consequence out
of-state discipline where the basis for that discipline 
cannot be determined with precision, because, for 
instance, it was resolved by stipulation, and no 
charging documents had been made part of the 
record, as here. As one court has opined, limiting 
California discipline to circumstances in which 
"licensees admit culpability or where misconduct is 
proven . in· the foreign jurisdiction would make 
California a safe haven for medical practitioners who, 
in the face of charges of unprofessional conduct enter 
into consent decrees in other jurisdictions without 
making any admissions, leave that other jurisdiction, 
establish medical practices in California •1020 and 
thus avoid review of their medical practices by any 

· licensing agency."· FNs
2 Nothing suggests the 

Legislature intended this result. 

FN52 Marek v. Board 9! Podiatric 
Medicine, supra, 16 Cal.APP.4th at page 
I 098 (construing a prior version of § 2305 
when it did not require the out-of-state 
discipline to be a ground for discipline in 

. California). 

4. Conclusion 

Section 2305 should not be construed to impliedly 
repeal the later-enacted section 141. A statute will not 
be construed to repeal acts on the same subject unless 
" 'there is no rational basis for harmonizing the two 
potentially conflicting statutes [citation], and the 
statutes are " irreconcilable, clearly repugnant, and so 
inconsistent that the two cannot have concurrent. 
operation." ' " FN~ 

FN53 Garcia v. McCutchen, supra, .!2 
Cal.4th at page 477: accord, Boyd v. 
Huntington, supra, 215 Cal. at page 482. 

The permissive language and broad scope of section 
ill suggest that it was meant as a catchall statute that 
grants disciplinary authority to all licensing boards 
under the jurisdiction of the Department ·of Consumer 
Affairs. That it was meant to coexist wi~h specific 
statutes is further demonstrated by the express 
acknowledgement in subdivision (b) that the statute 
does not preclude the application of specific statutes, 
and by the omission of any .provision that would bar 
the operation of section 141 whenever a more 
specific · statute exists. Of course, where the 
disciplinary actiOll taken by another jurisdiction 
satisfies the addition.al requirement in section 2305 
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that the out-of-state discipline be ···groundS .,..for : 
discipline. in California," section 2035 mandates 
disciplinary action against the licensee for 
unprofessional conduct.. But that only suggests that 
section 2305 prevails over section 141 when both 
apply. That prospect is not raised here because there 
were no findings in the record that the requirements 
·of section 2305 were satisfied. The only issue here is 
whether section 141 applies when section 2305 does 
not. We conclude that it does, in light of the language 
of section 141, the duty to reconcile statutes in pari 
materia, and the presumption against implied repeals. 

While we reverse the trial court's decision denying 
application of section 141, we remand so that the ~al 
court can determine Dr. Lam's additional argument 
that the penalty imposed was improper, which he 
raised in the trial court but which it did not reach. 

Disposition 

Let the peremptory · writ of mandate issue, 
commanding the trial court to set aside its judgment 
and remanding the matter for consideration, 
consistent *1021 with. this opinion, of Dr. Lam's 
contention that the Board's discipline was improper. 
Having served its purpose, the alternative writ is 
disc~arged. The Board shall recover its costs in this 
proceeding. FN

54 

FN54 California Ruhis of Court. rule 56.4. 
Sims, Acting P. J., and Raye, J., concurred. 
The petition of real party in interest for review by the 
Supreme Court was denied August 8, 200 I. *lOll 

Cai.App.3 .Dist. 
Medical Bd. of California v. Superior Court 
88 Cai.App.4th 1001, 106 Cai.Rptr.2d 381, OJ Cal. 
Daily Op. Serv. 3438, 2001 Daily Journal D.A.R. 
4221 
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ONTARIO COMMUNITY FOUNDATION, INC., et 
al., Plaintiffs and Respondents, 

v. 
STATE BOARD OF EQUALIZATION, Defendant 

and Appellant 
. L.A. No. 31710. 

Supreme Court of California 

Apr 19, 1984. 
SUMMARY 

In an action for refunds of sales taxes, the trial court 
ordered the Board of Equalization to refund to two 
corporations which had sold their hospitals the saies 
taxes assessed as to hospital equipment used in 
rendering medical and nursing services, included in 
the sales, with interest. Although both hospitals had 
engaged in certain activities for which they were 
required to hold seller's permits, the equipment at 
issue was never used in the course of such activities. 
The board had relied on Cal. Admin. Code, tit. 18, 
reg. 1595, subd. (a){3), which it had promulgated to 
enunciate the 'unitary business' concept to determine 
whether a sales is subject to sales tax. (Superior 
Court of Los Angeles County, Nos. C 334041, C 
350447, Jerry Pacht, Judge.) 

The Supreme Court affirmed. It held that the sales of 
the equipment were 'occasional sales' under Rev. & 
Tax. Code. § 6006.5, subd. (a), and were therefore 
exempt from sales tax pursuant to Rev. & Tax. Code, 
§ 6367. It held that Rev. & Tax. Code. § 6006.5, 
was designed expressly to exempt from the sales tax 
a one-time sale of tangible personal property which is 
not held or used by a seller in the course of activities 
for which it is required to hold a seller's permit, and 
that the liquidation sale of each hospital was such a 

· sale. Further, it held that the administrative regulation 
relied on by the board abridged the statutory right to 
a tax exemption for an 'occasional sale,' and was 
therefore invalid. (Opinion by Richardson, J., [FN°) 
expressing the unanimous view of the court.) 

FN• Retired Associate Justice of the 
Supreme Court sitting under assignment by 
the Chairperson of the Judicial Council. 

HEAD NOTES 

Classified to California Digest of Official Reports· 

(h. lQ, 1£.) Sales and Use Taxes § 16--Sales Tax-
Transactions Subject to Tax--Exemptions and 
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Exclusions--Occasional and Liquidation *812 Sales-
Sale of Hospital Equipment--Validity of 'Unitary 
Business' Concept Embodied in Regulation of State 
Board of Equalization. 
The sales of hospital equipment used in rendering 
medical and nursing services, included in the sales of 
the entire assets of two hospitals, were 'occasional 
sales' under Rev. & Tax. Code. § 6006.5, subd. (a), 
and were therefore exempt from sales tax pursuant to 
Rev. & Tax. Code. § 6367. Although both hospitals 
had engaged in certain activities for which they were 
required to hold seller's permits (Rev. & Tax. Code. § 
6066), the hospital equipment at issue was not used 
in the course of such activities. Nor was the single 
sale by each hospital of the equipment one of a series 
of sales which independently might require a permit. 
Cal. Admin. Code, tit. 18, reg. 1595, subd. (a)(3), 
which was promulgated by the Board of Equalization 
to enunciate the 'unitary business' concept in 
determining whether a sale is subject to sales tax, 
abridged the statutory right to a tax exemption for an 
'occasional sale,' and was therefore invalid. 

[See Cai.Jur.3d, Sales and Use Taxes. § 
Am.Jur.ld, Sales and Use Taxes. § § 122, 123.) 

6. 
' 

~ Th) Sales and Use Taxes § 30--Collection and 
Enforcement of Sales and Use Taxes--Review of 
Board of Equalization--Administrative Regulation-
Judicial Review. 
In an action by taxpayers seeking a refund of a sales 
tax determined by the Board of Equalization to be 
due under a regulation promulgated by the board, the 
standard of review of the regulation was that so long 
as the board exercised its discretion within the scope 
of the statute pursuant to which it promulgated the 
regulation, the reviewing court would not disturb its 
administrative judgment. 

Q) Sales and Use Taxes § 25--Co\lection and 
Enforcement of Sales and Use Taxes--Legislative 
Delegation of Enforeement Duty to Board. of 
Equalization. 
The legislative delegation to the Board of 
Equalization of the duty of enforcing the sales tax 
Jaw and of the authority to prescribe and adopt rules 
and regulations (Rev. & Tax. Code.§§ 7051, 7052) 
was a proper delegation even though it conferred 
some degree of discretion on the board. 

(£) Administrative Law § 115-Judicial Review-
Scope and Extent-- Presumptions; Regularity; 
Validity of Rules and Regulations. 
In determining the proper intei'Jlretation of a statute 
and the validity of an administrative regulation, the 
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adlninistrative agency's construction is entitled to 
great weight, and if there appears to be a reasonable 
basis *813 for it, a court will not substitute its 
judgment for that of the administrative body: 

~ 2h) Administrative Law § 3D--Administrative 
Actions--Legislation or Rulemaking"·EffectS and 
Validity of Rules and Regulations-Necessity for 
Compliance With Enabling Statute. 
Where a statute empowers an administrative agency 

to adopt regulations, such regulations must be 
consistent, not in conflict with the statute, and 
reasonably necessary to effectuate its purpose. The 
task of a reviewing court in such a case is to decide 
whether the 11gency reasonably interpreted the 
legislative mandate. There is no agency discretion to 
promulgate a regulation which is inconsistent with 
the governing statute. It is the obligation of courts to 

_ strike down administrative regulations that alter or 
amend a statute or enlarge or impair its scope. 

(§) Administrative Law § 114--Judicial Review
Scope and Extent--l-imited Nature--Validity of 
Administrative Regulations. 
In considering a challenge to the validity of 

administrative regulations, a reviewing court's 
function is to inquire into the legality of the 
regulations, not their wisdom. 

CD Sales and Use Taxes § 16--Sales Tax-
Transactions Subject to Tax-- Exemptions and 
Exclusions--Occasional and Liquidation Sales. 
Rev. & Tax. Code. § 6006.5, was designed 
expressly to exempt from the sales tax a one-time 
sale of tangible personal property which is not held or 
used by a seller in the course of activities for which it 
is required to hold a seller's permit. 

COUNSEL 

George Deukmejian and John K. Van de Kamp, 
Attorneys General, Edmond B. Marner and Richard 
E. Nielsen, Deputy Attorneys General, for Defendant 
and Appellant. 

Ervin, Cohen & Jessup and Horace N. Freedman for 
Plaintiffs and Respondents. 

RICHARDSON, J. [FN*] 

FN* Retired Associate . Justice of the 
Supreme Court sitting under assignment by 
the Chairperson of the Judicial Council. 

Defendant, State Board of Equalizati_on (Board), 
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appeals from a judgment in a consolidated action in 
favor of plaintiffs, Ontario *814 Community · 
Foundation, Inc. (Ontario) and National Medical 
Convalescent Hospital of San Diego, Inc. (NMCH). 
The judgment awards a refund of sales tax assessed 
on the transfer of hospital furnishings and equipment 
made as part of the sale of the total assets of hospitals 
operated by plaintiffs. We agree that such transfers 
were 'occasional sales' which were exempt from sales 
tax and affirm the judgment. 

The facts are stipulated. Ontario and NMCH 
respectively operated 99-bed and 39-bed general 
hospitals in Ontario and Turlock, California. Each 
plaintiff had a seller's permit issued by the defendant 
and required by law (Rey & Tax. Code, § 6066: all 
further statutory references are to this ·code) because 
it (a) operated a food service facility whicli sold 
meals to patients and nonpatients, such as hospital 
visitors and employees, (b) sold miscellaneous 
personal_ items from its supply unit, and (c) operated 
a pharmacy. The food service facility, supply 
department and pharmacy were all operated at the 
same location as the hospitals. 

During the three years prior to the sale of the 
hospitals, annual retail sales attributable to the three 
above mentioned services ·averaged about I 0 percent 
of the hospitals' annual gross receipts. Of these retail 
sales, however, the vast majority were pharmacy 
sales exempt from taxation. (See Cal. Admin. Code, 
tit. 18, reg. 1591, subd. (a)(l).) Taxable sales 
amounted to little over I percent of each hospital's 
gross receipts. 

The entire assets of Ontario, including the real 
property on which the hospital was located and the 
furnishings, machinery and equipment of the 
hospital, were sold in 1977 for over $1.7 million, of 
which $292,051 was for tangible personal property. 
Of the latter amount, $19,120 was allocable -to 
kitchen and dietary equipment. 

The sale of the tangible personal property was not 
reported as a taxable transaction. The Board, 
however, determined a sales and use tax deficiency of· 
$17,827 on the transaction. Ontario conceded the 
$1,147 tax levied upon the kitchen and dietary 
equipment, but challenged the remaining $16,680 by 
seeking a refund after paying the tax. (See §. 6933 .) It 
later conceded another $229. · 

NMCH sold the entire assets of its hospital in 1977 
for over $1.5 million, of which $264,230 was for 
tangible personal property. Approximately $4,405 of 
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that amount was for kitchen and dietary equipment. 
Like Ontario, NMCH did not report the sale as a 
taxable transaction, and the Board determined a 
$15,854 tax deficiency. NMCH conceded a $264 tax 
liability, *815 attributable to the kitchen and dietary 
equipment,· but has challenged assessment .of the 
balance of the tax. 

In each instance the plaintiffs paid the taxes under 
protest and plaintiffs' actions to recover them were 
consolidated and heard by the court without a jury. 
The court found that the sales in question were 
exempt from tax as 'occasional sales' (see §' § 6006.5, 
6367), and entered judgment for plaintiffs for the 
disputed sums plus interest. 

The California sales tax is imposed upon 'retailers' . 
for the privilege of making 'retail sales,' and the tax is 
measured by the gross receipts from 'retail sales.' (§ 
6051.) In 1947 the. Legislature expressly exempted 
from such tax an 'occasional sale' (§ 6367). which it 
defined as including: 'A sale of property not held or 
used by a seller in the course of activities for which 
he is required to hold a seller's permit or permits ... , 
provided such sale is not one of a series of sales 
sufficient in number, scope and character to 
constitute an activity for which he is required to hold 
a seller's permit ... .' (§ 6006.5, subd. (a).) 

Q!)The hospital equipment and furnishings sold by 
plaintiff hospitals were used in rendering medical and 
nursirig services. At no time was such personalty 
directly or indirectly used by t11e hospitals in the 
course of activities for which they were required to 
hold a seller's permit. Nor was the single sale by each 
hospital of its ·equipment and furnishings, in 
connection with the sale of its entire business and the 
real property upon which it was located, 'one of a 
series' of such sales which independently might 
require a permit under the statute. Accordingly, each 
hospital sale at issue here clearly would appear to fall 
within the statutory defmition of a tax-exempt 
'occasional sale.' 

In arguing that the sales tax exemption is 
inapplicable, however, the Board relies upon its 
regulation withholding the exemption for an 
otherwise concededly tax-exempt 'occasional sale' if 
the seller is a 'unitary business' also engaged in other 
sales which are not tax-exempt. (See Cal. Admin, 
Code, tit. 18, reg. 1595, subd. (a)(3).) The Board 
seeks to apply the 'unitary business' concept to the 
hospitals here to tax tpeir otherwise tax-exempt sales 
because such hospitals also were involved minimally 
in other activities requiring a seller's permit, .namely, 
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cafeteria sales to nonpatients and a small, nonexempt 
portion of their pharmacy and hospital supply sales, 
representing in the aggregate a minute fraction of the 
gross income of each hospital. By ·reason of its 
regulation, the Board contends that the one-time sale 
by each institution of all of its hospital equipment and 
furnishings does not qualify for the · statutory tax 
exemption applicable thereto. It would thus *816 
read the regulation as being contrary to the apparent 
import of section 6006.5, thereby depriving each 
plaintiff of a sales tax exemption for an 'occasional 
sale,' to wit: a sale of personalty not held in the 
course of activities for which a seller's permit was 
required, and not one of a series of similar sales 
which independently might require such a permit. 

(£!)The standard of our review of the Board's 
'unitary business' regulation is clear. Q)The 
Legislature has delegated to the Board the duty of 
enforcing the sales tax Jaw and the authority to 
prescribe and adopt rules and regulations, (Action 
Trailer Sales, Inc. v. State Bd. o{Equalization (I 975) 
54 Cal.App.3d 125. 132 (126 Cai.Rptr. 339]; .§_§_ 
7051, 7052.) This delegation is proper even though it 
confers some ·degree of discretion on the Board. 
@So long as this discretion is exercised within the 
scope of the controlling statute, the administrative 
judgment will not be disturbed by the courts. (Action 
Trailer Sales, supra. 54 Cal.App.3d at p. 132.) @In 
determining the proper interpretation of a statute and 
the validity of an administrative regulation, the 
administrative agency's construction is entitled to 
great weight, and if there appears to be a reasonable 
basis for it, a court will not substitute its judgment for 
that of the administrative body. ( !d., at p. 133; see 
Culligan Water Conditioning v. State Bd. of 
Equalization (! 976) 17 Cal.3d 86. 93 (130 Cal.Rptr. 
321. 550 P.2d 5931.) 

(WOn the. other hand, we have said that 'Where a 
statute empowers an administrative agency to adopt 
regulations, such regulations 'must be consistent, not 
in conflict with the statute, and reasonably necessary 
to effectuate its purpose.' (Mooney v, Pickett ( 1971) 4 
Cal.3d 669. 679 ... ; Gov. Code. § 11342.2.) The task 
of the reviewing court in such a case "is to decide 
whether the [agency] reasonably interpreted the 
legislative mandat~.' [Citation.]' (Credit Ins. Gen. 
Agents Assn. v. Pavne (1976) 16 Cal.3d 651. 657 .... ) 
Such a limited scope of review constitutes no judicial 
interference with the administrative discretion in that 
aspect of the rulemaking function which requires a 
high degree of technical skill and expertise. 
[Citation.] Correspondingly, there is no-. agency · 
discretion to promulgate a regulation which is 
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inconsistent with the governing statute. [, ] We 
repeat our admonition expressed in Morris v. 
Williams (1967) 67 Cal.2d 733. 737 ... : @'Our 
function· is to inquire .into the legality of the 
regulations, not their wisdom .... (lliAdministrative 
regulations that violate acts of the Legislature are 
void and no protestations that they are merely an 
exercise of administrative discretion can sanctify 
them.' Acknowledging that the interpretation of a 
statute by one charged with its administration was · 
entitled to great weight, we nonetheless affirmed: 
"Whatever the force of administrative construction ... 
final responsibility for the interpretation of the law 
rests with the courts.' . [Citations.] Administrative 
*817 regulations that alter or amend the statute or 
enlarge or impair its scope are void and courts not 
only may, but it is their obligation to [,] strike down 
such regulations.' (/d., at p. 748.)' (Woods v. Superior 
Court (198)) 28 Cal. 3d 668. 679 [170 Cai.Rptr. 484. 

· 620 P.2d 10321. italics added.) 

(lliln defining a tax-exempt 'occasional sale,' 
section 6006.5 does not require that such a sale be 
made by a seller who otherwise never ·has made a 
taxable sale. The sole focus of the statute is on the 
nature of the sale under consideration for exemption; 
while it cannot be one of a series of similar sales, the 
nonexistence of other, unrelated taxable sales simply 
is not a condition of exemption from tax under this 
statute. Rather, the 'unitary business' concept · of 
regulation 1595 - which purports to add this 
condition for tax exemption - is a creation of the 
Board, adopted almost 30 years after the enactment 
of the statutory · occasional sale exemption and 
apparently inspired by an opinion of the Court of 
Appeal rendered shortly before promulgation of that 
regulation. (See Hotel Del Coronado Corp. v. State 
Board o(Equalization C197)) 15 Cai.App.3d 612 ~ 
Cai.Rptr. 4561.) As indicated hereafter (post, pp. 820-
821 ), however, that opinion provides no substantial 
support for the regulation. 

Most important, the regulatory restriction imposes 
upon the availability of a statutory tax exemption 
conditions which not only are omitted from·, but also 
are at variance with, the statute. Such a regulation 
must be deemed to 'alter or amend the statute' and 
'impair its scope' (see Woodr, supra, 28 Cal.3d at p. 
679), and is void. 

Relying on judicial and administrative interpretation 
of the sales t11" law, the Board purports to. find 
consistency between the regulation and the statute. 
However, most of these interpretations preceded the 
Legislature's adoption of the statutory exemption and 
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are based on· that factor, and none of them provides 
any reasonable support for the regulation. 

Thus, in Bigsby v. Johnson () 94)) 18 Cal.2d 860 
[lJ 8 P .2d 289]. we denied a sales tax exemption for 
an 'incidental and casual' sale by a printer of a piece 
of printing equipment. We noted that plaintiff was .a 
retailer, that he held and sold the equipment as part of 
his business operations, and that the plain language of 
the. taxing act· made the transaction taxable, eveJJ 
though the sale of used printing equipment was not 
the 'kind' of sale ordinarily made by him. ( !d., at p. 
863.) Most significantly, we observed: 'Our statute 
creates no exemption covering the situation, an4 
however forceful may be plaintiff's contention that 
this type of sale should be exempted from the 
operation of the statute, such arguments must .be 
directed to the legislature rather than to the courts.' 
(Ibid.,· italics ·added.) Several *818 years later, 
sections 6006.5 and 6367 were adopted, providing 
the very statutory exemption lacking in Bigsby. 

It appears obvious that a case denying a tax 
exemption because of a lack of statutory authority 
has little precedential value once the Legislature has 
explicitly provided such an exemption. Neither can 
Bigsby be used to legitimize the Boafd's still later 
adoption of a regulation which continues denial of 
the exemption. 

N. W. Pac. R. R. v. St. Bd. of Equalization 
(Northwestern) (] 943) 21 Cal.2d 524 (133 P.2d 4001. 
also relied upon by the Board, is inapposite both for 
the same and for another reason. Relying on Bigsby 
there, we denied a railroad company an exemption 
from sales tax for its sale of rolling stock. We noted 
that the taxpayer sold tangible personal property at 
retail and had a permit therefor, and that·there was no 
basis under the existing law for distinguishing the 
occasional sale of its equipment from its normal retail 
sales simply because the former sales were made 
through a separate department of the company. ( !d., 
at pp. 528-529.) In Northwestern, no statute 
exempted 'occasional sales' from the sales tax. Also 
relevant to our decision that the sales of rolling stock 
were taxable were the 'number, scope and character 
of the transfers' of such stock. There were at least five 
transfers. We observed: 'Such transfers, and others of 
a similar nature to follow, may not be regarded as 
casual or isolated sales.' ( !d., at p. 529.) In short,' we 
denied a tax exemption in Northwestern primarily 
because the pertinent statutes provided none. That 
underlying fact is not obscured by the further 
circumstance that tax exemption also would have 
been denied there under the statute subsequently 
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enacted because ofthe number of such sales made by 
the taxpayer. The situation before us differs in both 
particulars. Here we have both a statutory exemption 
and a solitary sale. Nortfrwestern provides no support 
for the claim that the Board's regulation - which 
purports to deny that statutOry exemption for one
time sales - is somehow consistent with the statute. 

Neither does Market St. Rv. Co. v. · Cal. St. Bd 
Equal. (1955) 137 Cai.App.2d 87 [290 P.2d 201. 
demonstrate the current validity of Nortfrwestern's 
denial of tax exemption for 'occasional sales,' as 

. argued by the Board here. The implication of that 
assertion is that because Market St. was decided after 
sections 6006.5 and 6367 were enacted in 1947, its 
denial of tax exemption to the sales involved there is 
somehow consistent with those statutes. Yet all 900 
sales under consideration in Market St. occurred in 
1944, before the enactment of the statutory 
exemptions. Not only did the Market St. court 
expressly find that the subsequent exemption statutes 
were not applicable to the sales in question ( id., at p. 
98), but it also declared *819 that the statutory 
exemption represented a clear change in our sales tax 
law, thus implying that a different result would have 
obtained if the exemption had been in existence at the 

·time of the sales there involved. (Ibid.) 

· Acknowledging that in the interpretation of the tax 
statutes 'all reasonable doubts must be resolved in 
favor of the taxpayer [citations],' the Market St. court 
nonetheless observed that 'there is no real doubt' 
about taxability of the transactions in question under 
the then applicable law. (137 Cai.APP.2d at p. 92.} 
Commencing its analysis with the fundamental 
principle that 'Exemptions from taxation must be 
found in the statute,' the court noted that 'as it read in 
1944' the taxing statute imposed a tax on all retailers 
for the privilege of selling tangible personal property 
at retail; that taxpayer was a 'retailer'; and . that the 
ultimate, liquidation sale in September 1944 was a 
"retail sale.' This beirig so, it follows with almost 
syllogistic infallibility that this sale was taxable.' ( 
Jd., at pp. 96-97.) The court particularly noted that 'in 
1944 the California act had no exemption· of casual 
and occasional sales. In 1947 section 6367 was 
amended so as to exempt occasional sales of tangible 
personal property from the tax. Market contends that 
this was a mere codification of existing law. This is 
noi so.' (!d., at p. 98, italics added.) 

We thus view Market St. as clearly .acknowledging 
that the 194 7 statute changed the law, creating an 
exemption where there was none before. The case 
provides no support for the notion that the Board can 
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adopt a regulation which contravenes the statutory 
change. · 

Nor is Sutter Packing Co. v. State Bd. of Equal. 
(1956) 139 Cai.App.2d 889 [294 P.2d 1083]. more 
helpful to the Board's position. Sutter is the first case 
we discuss which actually construed section 6006.5 
to reach its holding. There the taxpayer, a cannery, 
had a seller's permit for selling used equipment and 
supplies at retail prior to March 31; 1949. Preparatory 
to going out of business, the cannery cancelled its 
retailer's tax permit in April 1949. In June of that year 
it then sold all of .its assets, including furniture, 
fixtures, machinery and other equipment. In fmding 
the ultimate sale taxable, the Sutter court relied on 
Market St.: 'The Market Street Railway case declared 
that an exemption from taxation must be found in the 
statute itself, and that if the statute applies to all sales 
of tangible personal property by a retailer, the courts 
cannot say that 'the statute does not apply to this sale 
by a retailer because of some undisclosed general 
'intent."" (/d., at p. 894.) 

The taxability finding in Sutter was based on the 
status of the liquidation sale as "one of a series of 
sales sufficient in number, scope and character •820 
to constitute an activity' requiring the holding of a 
sellers penilit." 039 Cai.Aoo.2d at p. 895.} Indeed, 
the court observed that 'it may be said that Sutter was 
conducting a side line of selling. used equipment and 
certain other supplies requiring such permit,' and the. 
fact that the last of such sales eliminated the 
possibility of future similar sales did not change that 
fact. (Ibid.) Taxability of a sale in such a series is a 
foregone conclusion under section 6006.5. It · is 
noteworthy that the Sutter court clearly implied that 
the sale would have been tax exempt under the frrst 
portion of section 6006.5, subdivision (a), because 
the personalty sold· was not held in the course of 
activities requiring a seller's permit, if riot 
disqualified under the 'one of a series' language. 
(Ibid.) Sutter provides no basis for the 'unitary 
business' concept of the Board's subsequent 
regulation which eliminates the exemption for sales 
which would qualify under both portions of the 
'occasional sale' statute. 

The Board's effort to construct from earlier .cases a 
foundation for its adoption of the 'unitary . business' 
concept in regulation 1595 culminates in its 'reliance 
upon Hotel Del Coronado Corp. v. State Board of 
Equalization, supra, IS Cal.App.3d 612. There, 
taxpayer had acquired a hotel business in 1960 and, 
in connection with a major r~:modeling project, 
commenced a series of sales of fixtures, furniture and 
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equipment from a 'salvage department' which it had 
established for that purpose, first acquiring the 
necessary seller's permit. In 1963, taxpayer sold the 
entire business, including all the tangible personal 
property used therein. In contesting taxpayer's claim 
to an exemption from sales tax for the liquidation 
sale, the Board relied upon the clear language of 
section 6006.5 denying exempt status both to a sale 
of tangible personal property 'used in the course of an 
activity requiring the holding of a seller's permit'.and 
to any sale which was 'one of a series of sales' 
independently requiring such a permit.· ( !d., at p. 
619.) 

In denying the exemption the court concentrated on 
the latter ground. It first cited precedent holding: 'the 
fact alone that the last sale made was made in 
liquidation of a business is not such a distinction in 
the nature of the sale as to warrant an exemption if it 
would otherwise have been considered part of a 
series of sales sufficient in number, scope and 
character to constitute an activity requiring a seller's 
permit and subjecting it to the tax. [Citations.]' (Ibid.) 
Contirllling to focus on the serial nature of the 
taxpayer's sales, the court also observed: 'It is not 
required that the principal business activity of the 
taxpayer shall involve making retail sales of tangible 
personal property, if, in fact, the retail sales of 
tangible personal property made by the taxpayer are 
sufficient in number, scope and character. to make 
*811 the taxpayer a retailer under the provisions of 
the Revenue and Taxation Code. [Citations.]' ( Jd., at 

. pp. 619-620.) 

The· court concluded: 'In the case at bench, Hotel was 
engaged in the activity of making numerous sales at 
retail, and was, therefore, required to hold a retailer's 
permit. The property which was sold was held in· an 
activity which required the holding of a seller's 
permit. Since section 6006.5 requires, in order to 
qualify for an exemption a5 an occasional sale, that 
the property sold not be held in an activity which 

'~·required a seller's permit, the sale here under 
consideration was not exempt from taxation. 
Furthermore, the record discloses that the items of 
capital assets which were sold during the months 
prior to the sale here under consideration were of the 
same type, of capital assets which were sold in the 
questioned· sale. The prior sales exceeded two in 
number (§ 6019) which resulted in Hotel being 
deemed a retailer, thus requiring it to hold a seller's 
permit. The occasional [sale] exemption is not 
available if the sale in question was one of a series of 
sales sufficient in number (here, 12 salvage sales ... ), 
scope and character to require the holding of a seller's 

. ~·. 
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permit. Therefore, the occasional sale exemption was 
not available to Hotel, and tlie sale in question was 
properly taxed.' (I d., at p. 620, italics added.) 

While not without ambiguity, Hotel Del Coronado 
suggests that the operative fact which rendered the 
occasional sale tax exemption unavailable to the 
taxpayer there was the serial nature of the 12 salvage 
sales in which it had been engaged prior to the fmal 
liquidation sale. The court's analysis concentrated on 
that factor; indeed, its statement:, - 'The property 
which was sol!i was held in an activity which 
required the holding of a seller's permit' ill 
Cal.Aw.3d at p. 620} - may be interpreted as 
meaning only that engaging in the series of salvage 
sales itself, culminating in the liquidation sale, was 
the 'activity' which required the permit and rendered · 
the last sale taxable. (See id., at p. 618.) Interpreting 
that allusion instead as an attempt to tie the fmal 
liquidation sale to the taxpayer's · unrelated but 
concededly taxable bar and restaurant sales - and thus 
to serve as support for the subsequently promulgated 
'unitary business' concept as an alternative basis for 
justifying taxability • is unwarranted. The latter 
interpretation has no . basis in the statutory tax 
exemption and would tend to undermine rather than 
implement its goal. In addition, of course, such 
supposed alternative ground was unnecessary to the 
court's fmding of. taxability in view of the number, · 
scope and character of salvage sales of which the 
liquidation sale was the last. 

As read by the Board, regulation 1595, subdivision 
(a)(3),. clearly conflicts with section 6006.5, 
subdivision (a), because the former disqualifies *8ll 
from tax exemption sales which would.otherwise be 
exempt under the latter any time the seller is a· so
called 'unitary business' also engaged . in some 
nonexempt sales. For that reason alone, the regulation 
is invalid and canriot be used ·to deny plaintiffs their 
tax exemption. 

In addition, however, we discern .that a subsequent 
portion of the same regulation also would exempt the 
sales at issue from sales tax. For even if it is assumed, 
arguendo, that each hospital's . sale here would 
properly be denied the exemption under subdivision 

· (a)(3) of regulation 1595, 'it would also seem quite 
clear that subdivision (d) of the regulation excepts 
such sale from · that denial. The latter provision 
declares, in relevant part: 'A person engaged in a 
service enterprise is not liable for sales tax measured 
by his receipts from a retail sale of equipment used in 
the conduct of the service enterprise' even if the sale 
follows a·series oftrade-ins, and provided the sale' is 
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not preceded by two or more substantial similar sales 
within a one-year period. It is clear that each hospital 
here was 'engaged in a service enterprise' and that the 
equipment sold was 'used in the conduct of the 
service enterprise,' so that the sales are not taxable 
under the express exception language of subdivision 
(d). (See Cal. Admin. Code;tit. 18, regs. 1501, 1503, 
subd. (a)( I).) Thus, even if regulation 1595 is found 
to be consistent with. section 6006.5 and therefore 
valid • contrary to our conclusion - plaintiffs' sales 
still would. be tax~exempt under subdivision (d) of the 
regulation. · 

A consideration of but one of the consequences of 
the Board's interpretation of the sales tax laws in this 
context demonstrates the unsound and arbitrary 
nature of that interpretation. Apparently, under the 
Board's view, a hospital could sell all of its 
equipment and furnishingS without incurring the sales 
tax imposed here if it simply eliminated the sale of 
cafeteria meals and of nonprescription medicines and 
supplies to nonpatients. (See Cal. Admin. Code, tit. 
18, regs. 1503, subd. (a), 1591, subds. (a)(l); (a)(3), 
1603, subd. (!).)Because, instead, the hospitals here 
accommodated nonpatients by making a small 
nuq~ber of taxable sales to them, it is asserted that 
they must therefore pay not only the few hundred 
dollars sales tax. attributable to the sale of equipment 
used in those sales - which hospitals concede • but 
also in excess of$15,000 each in tax on the otherwise 
exempt hospital equipment. Such a statutory 
construction has the tail wagging the dog. 

The Board's attempt to reconcile regulation 1595 
with section 6006.5 is unpersuasive. CDThe statute 
was designed expressly to exempt from the sales tax 
a one-time sale of tangible personal property which is 
not held or used by a seller in the course of activities 
for which it is required to hold a *823 seller's permit. 
(l£)The liquidation sale of each hospital here was 
such a sale. Because it abridges the taxpayer's 
statutory right to a tax exemption for an 'occasional 
sale,' the regulation is invalid. -

The judgment is affirmed. 

Bird, C. J., Mosk, J., Kaus, J., Broussard, J., 
Reynoso, J., and Grodin, J., concurred. 

Appellanfs petition for a rehearing was denied June 
13, 1984. *824 . 

Cal.,1984. 
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